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Alarm 552 Rest position meas defective .................................................................................... 1123

Alarm 553 Section demand meas defective .............................................................................. 1123

Alarm 554 Section wash robot busy ........................................................................................... 1123

Alarm 555 Wash robot-vent comm. failure ................................................................................ 1124

Alarm 556 Vent connected twice to wash robot ....................................................................... 1124

Alarm 557 Flow direction emergency stop ................................................................................ 1124

Alarm 560 Date electr.instruct.not correct ................................................................................ 1124

Alarm 561 Block-out active .......................................................................................................... 1124

Alarm 562 Unknown transformer .. ............................................................................................ 1125

Alarm 563 Electr. management .. unknown .............................................................................. 1125

Alarm 564 Consumption above max .......................................................................................... 1125

Alarm 565 Meas el.interface failure inp:.. .................................................................................. 1125

Alarm 566 No transf./electr. management ................................................................................ 1125

Alarm 567 Forced cap to decrement too high ........................................................................... 1125

Alarm 568 Forced cap to increment too high ............................................................................ 1126

Alarm 569 Transformer .. not configured .................................................................................. 1126

Alarm 570 Under press. emergency stop level ......................................................................... 1126

Alarm 571 Under pressure emergency stop head .................................................................... 1126

Alarm 572 Under pressure failure level ..................................................................................... 1126
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Alarm 573 Under pressure failure head ..................................................................................... 1127

Alarm 574 Abs max well pressure fail.level ............................................................................... 1127

Alarm 575 Abs max well pressure failure head ......................................................................... 1127

Alarm 576 Over pressure failure level ........................................................................................ 1127

Alarm 577 Over pressure failure head ....................................................................................... 1128

Alarm 600 Boiler temperature too high ..................................................................................... 1128

Alarm 601 Boiler temperature too low ....................................................................................... 1128

Alarm 602 Boiler temp defective inp:.. ....................................................................................... 1128

Alarm 603 Boiler return temp defect inp:.. ................................................................................ 1128

Alarm 604 No gas valve release burner ..................................................................................... 1129

Alarm 605 Gas valve release defect inp:.. .................................................................................. 1129

Alarm 606 High speed defective inp:.. ........................................................................................ 1129

Alarm 607 Low speed defective inp:.. ......................................................................................... 1129

Alarm 608 Gas valve defective inp:.. ........................................................................................... 1130

Alarm 609 Gas valve drive defective ........................................................................................... 1130

Alarm 610 No reaction HS or valve input ................................................................................... 1130

Alarm 611 No reaction high speed input ................................................................................... 1130

Alarm 612 Burner fails to work ................................................................................................... 1130

Alarm 613 Burner failure meas def inp:.. ................................................................................... 1131

Alarm 614 Flue gas meas defect inp:.. ........................................................................................ 1131

Alarm 620 Supply meas defective ............................................................................................... 1131

Alarm 621 Return meas emptying defective ............................................................................. 1131

Alarm 622 Return meas filling defective .................................................................................... 1131

Alarm 623 Buffer meas defective ................................................................................................ 1131

Alarm 624 Off-take MV temp defective ...................................................................................... 1132

Alarm 625 Shunt MV temperature defective ............................................................................. 1132

Alarm 626 Water level .................................................................................................................. 1132

Alarm 627 Pressure meas defect inp:.. ....................................................................................... 1132

Alarm 628 Cold buffer supply temp.defective ........................................................................... 1133

Alarm 629 Cold buffer ret.temp. defective ................................................................................ 1133

Alarm 630 Heat buffer supply temp.defective .......................................................................... 1133

Alarm 631 Heat buffer ret.temp. defective ................................................................................ 1133

Alarm 632 Cold buffer valve control def. ................................................................................... 1133

Alarm 633 Heat transfer valve control def. ................................................................................ 1133

Alarm 634 Drain flow too low ...................................................................................................... 1134

Alarm 635 Level meas drain tank defective ............................................................................... 1134

Alarm 636 Drain valve defective .................................................................................................. 1134

Alarm 637 Cld buf. drain valve open too long ........................................................................... 1134

Alarm 638 Cld buf. drain valve control def. ............................................................................... 1135

Alarm 640 CHP supply temp. too high or low ........................................................................... 1135

Alarm 641 CHP return temp. too high/low ................................................................................ 1135
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Alarm 642 CHP external failure active ........................................................................................ 1135

Alarm 643 CHP supply temp defective inp:.. ............................................................................. 1135

Alarm 644 CHP return temp defective inp:.. .............................................................................. 1135

Alarm 645 CHP 'on' defective inp:.. ............................................................................................. 1136

Alarm 646 CHP 'failure' defective inp:.. ...................................................................................... 1136

Alarm 647 CHP 'external' defective inp:.. ................................................................................... 1136

Alarm 648 CHP step failure on-off .............................................................................................. 1136

Alarm 649 CHP 'available' defective inp:.. .................................................................................. 1136

Alarm 650 Urgent failure .............................................................................................................. 1136

Alarm 651 Electr. production too low ......................................................................................... 1136

Alarm 660 HX supply temperature def inp:.. ............................................................................. 1137

Alarm 661 HX return temperature def inp:.. .............................................................................. 1137

Alarm 662 HX act capacity def inp:.. ........................................................................................... 1137

Alarm 663 HX max capacity defective inp:.. ............................................................................... 1137

Alarm 664 HX 'available' defective inp:.. ..................................................................................... 1137

Alarm 665 HX servo drive defective ............................................................................................ 1137

Alarm 666 Heat exchanger defective .......................................................................................... 1137

Alarm 667 HX 'ext.temp limit.'def inp:.. ...................................................................................... 1138

Alarm 670 Fill circ return temp def inp:.. .................................................................................... 1138

Alarm 671 Fill pump meas defective inp:.. ................................................................................. 1138

Alarm 672 Fill pump drive defective ........................................................................................... 1138

Alarm 673 Heat buffer is empty .................................................................................................. 1138

Alarm 680 Exp.electr.consumption too high ............................................................................. 1138

Alarm 682 Electricity import too high ......................................................................................... 1139

Alarm 683 Electricity export too low ........................................................................................... 1139

Alarm 684 Electr. import monitoring stopped .......................................................................... 1139

Alarm 685 Electr. import permanently decr. ............................................................................. 1140

Alarm 687 Uncontrolled gas consumption ................................................................................ 1140

Alarm 688 Gas meter defective ................................................................................................... 1140

Alarm 689 Measured gas sum too high ..................................................................................... 1140

Alarm 690 Manifold supply temp def inp:.. ............................................................................... 1141

Alarm 691 Manifold return temp def inp:.. ................................................................................ 1141

Alarm 692 Production limitation grh capacity ........................................................................... 1141

Alarm 693 Gas off-take limitation ............................................................................................... 1141

Alarm 694 Too high gas consumption ........................................................................................ 1141

Alarm 695 Gas consumption monitoring stopped ................................................................... 1142

Alarm 696 Gas contact defective inp:.. ....................................................................................... 1142

Alarm 697 No compensation gas consumption ........................................................................ 1142

Alarm 698 Deviation Purchase meter too large ........................................................................ 1142

Alarm 699 Digital input defective inp:.. ...................................................................................... 1142

Alarm 700 Water off-take too high ............................................................................................. 1143
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Alarm 701 Water off-take too low ............................................................................................... 1143

Alarm 702 Water off-take gen.too high/low ............................................................................... 1144

Alarm 703 EC sensor defective inp:.. .......................................................................................... 1144

Alarm 704 EC sensor difference too large ................................................................................. 1144

Alarm 705 pH sensor defective inp:.. .......................................................................................... 1144

Alarm 706 pH sensor difference too large ................................................................................. 1145

Alarm 707 Flow sensor defective inp:.. ....................................................................................... 1145

Alarm 708 Pressure sensor defective inp:.. ............................................................................... 1146

Alarm 709 Level sensor defective inp:.. ...................................................................................... 1146

Alarm 710 Minimum level filling time ......................................................................................... 1146

Alarm 711 Minimum level mixing tank ....................................................................................... 1146

Alarm 712 Maximum level mixing tank ...................................................................................... 1146

Alarm 713 pH value limitation (0-14) .......................................................................................... 1146

Alarm 714 Level diff.fertilizer stock ............................................................................................ 1147

Alarm 715 Level too low ............................................................................................................... 1147

Alarm 716 Level too high ............................................................................................................. 1147

Alarm 717 Irr water temperature def inp:.. ............................................................................... 1147

Alarm 718 Irr water water temp def inp:.. ................................................................................. 1147

Alarm 719 Irr water temperature too low .................................................................................. 1147

Alarm 720 Irr water temperature too high ................................................................................ 1148

Alarm 721 No duration time irrigation ....................................................................................... 1148

Alarm 722 No flow or water off-take .......................................................................................... 1148

Alarm 723 Pump defective ........................................................................................................... 1148

Alarm 724 Failure water system .................................................................................................. 1148

Alarm 725 External wait ............................................................................................................... 1149

Alarm 726 Recipe:.. tied to wrong wat.system .......................................................................... 1149

Alarm 727 Capacity surplus demand ......................................................................................... 1149

Alarm 728 Dosage in closed channel ......................................................................................... 1149

Alarm 729 No dosage flow after control .................................................................................... 1150

Alarm 730 Irr.water pH too low (acid) ........................................................................................ 1150

Alarm 731 Irr.water pH too high (alkalye) .................................................................................. 1150

Alarm 732 Irr.water EC too high .................................................................................................. 1150

Alarm 733 Irr.water EC too low ................................................................................................... 1150

Alarm 734 External failure dosage .............................................................................................. 1151

Alarm 735 Failure dosage ............................................................................................................ 1151

Alarm 736 Servo drive failure ...................................................................................................... 1151

Alarm 737 Servo defective inp:.. .................................................................................................. 1151

Alarm 738 Fertilizer volume too high:.. ...................................................................................... 1151

Alarm 739 Fertilizer volume too low:.. ........................................................................................ 1151

Alarm 740 External contact defect inp:.. .................................................................................... 1152

Alarm 741 Repeated alarm (.. x) .................................................................................................. 1152
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Alarm 742 Channel number sensor is 0 ..................................................................................... 1152

Alarm 743 Cap demand rinse valve too high ............................................................................ 1152

Alarm 744 Cap demand valve too high ...................................................................................... 1152

Alarm 745 Cap demand filter too high ....................................................................................... 1153

Alarm 746 Cap demand start too high ....................................................................................... 1153

Alarm 747 Continue at sensor defective .................................................................................... 1153

Alarm 748 No release sensor ...................................................................................................... 1153

Alarm 749 Valve defective ............................................................................................................ 1153

Alarm 750 Tank empty .................................................................................................................. 1154

Alarm 751 Tank full ....................................................................................................................... 1154

Alarm 752 Selection output not allocated ................................................................................. 1154

Alarm 753 Wastewater pit not empty ......................................................................................... 1154

Alarm 754 Ebb & flood output defective .................................................................................... 1154

Alarm 755 Too much water,level:.. .............................................................................................. 1154

Alarm 756 Too little water,level:.. ................................................................................................ 1155

Alarm 757 Premature stop,level:.. ............................................................................................... 1155

Alarm 758 No start observation,level:.. ...................................................................................... 1155

Alarm 759 Valve interrupted at fault .......................................................................................... 1155

Alarm 760 EC supply too high ..................................................................................................... 1155

Alarm 761 EC supply too low ....................................................................................................... 1155

Alarm 762 Temp sensor defective inp:.. ..................................................................................... 1156

Alarm 763 Temp difference sensor too large ............................................................................ 1156

Alarm 765 Drain tray calc inact, irrig. wait ................................................................................. 1156

Alarm 766 Check on drain measurement .................................................................................. 1156

Alarm 767 Moisture sensor defective:.. ...................................................................................... 1156

Alarm 768 EC sensor defective inp:.. .......................................................................................... 1156

Alarm 769 Temp sensor defective inp:.. ..................................................................................... 1157

Alarm 770 .. starts no drain measurement ................................................................................ 1157

Alarm 771 Drain sensor defective inp:.. ..................................................................................... 1157

Alarm 772 Drain sensor does not react ..................................................................................... 1157

Alarm 773 Drain too high ............................................................................................................. 1157

Alarm 774 Drain too low .............................................................................................................. 1157

Alarm 775 Maximum drain pump time elapsed ....................................................................... 1158

Alarm 776 Start at maximum rest time ...................................................................................... 1158

Alarm 777 Moisture level too low ............................................................................................... 1158

Alarm 778 Slab weigher defective inp:.. ..................................................................................... 1158

Alarm 779 Tensiometer defective inp:.. ...................................................................................... 1158

Alarm 780 Recipe:.. irr.water temp too low ............................................................................... 1158

Alarm 781 Recipe:.. irr.water temp too high .............................................................................. 1158

Alarm 782 Recipe:.. irr.water pH too low ................................................................................... 1159

Alarm 783 Recipe:.. irr.water pH too high .................................................................................. 1159
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Alarm 784 Recipe:.. irr.water EC too high .................................................................................. 1159

Alarm 785 Recipe:.. irr.water EC too low .................................................................................... 1159

Alarm 786 Recipe:.. EC supply too high ...................................................................................... 1159

Alarm 787 Recipe:.. EC supply too low ....................................................................................... 1160

Alarm 788 Water irr per radiat sum too high ............................................................................ 1160

Alarm 789 Water irrig per radiation too low .............................................................................. 1160

Alarm 790 System pump defective ............................................................................................. 1160

Alarm 791 External system pump failure ................................................................................... 1160

Alarm 792 System pump meas defect inp:.. .............................................................................. 1160

Alarm 793 System pump drive defective ................................................................................... 1160

Alarm 794 Water distribution failure (..%) .................................................................................. 1161

Alarm 795 Filter blocked .............................................................................................................. 1161

Alarm 796 Failure filter ................................................................................................................. 1161

Alarm 797 Irrig. with open flush valve ........................................................................................ 1162

Alarm 798 Twice connected valve ............................................................................................... 1162

Alarm 799 Start cleaning in min rest time ................................................................................. 1162

Alarm 800 Cabinet temperature too high .................................................................................. 1162

Alarm 801 Water temperature too low ...................................................................................... 1162

Alarm 802 Water temp.above alarm limit .................................................................................. 1163

Alarm 803 Water temp.above stop limit .................................................................................... 1163

Alarm 804 Water flow too low ..................................................................................................... 1163

Alarm 805 Water flow too high .................................................................................................... 1163

Alarm 806 Start UV dosage too low ............................................................................................ 1163

Alarm 807 UV dosage too low ..................................................................................................... 1164

Alarm 808 Lamp1 does not function (..) ..................................................................................... 1164

Alarm 809 Lamp2 does not function (..) ..................................................................................... 1165

Alarm 810 Lamp3 does not function (..) ..................................................................................... 1165

Alarm 811 Lamp4 does not function (..) ..................................................................................... 1165

Alarm 812 Wiper not out contact (..x) ......................................................................................... 1165

Alarm 813 Wiper not in contact (..x) ........................................................................................... 1165

Alarm 814 Wiper motor overcharged ......................................................................................... 1165

Alarm 815 Wiper simult.in .. contacts ......................................................................................... 1165

Alarm 816 Acid rinse frequency too high ................................................................................... 1166

Alarm 817 Power failure UV system ........................................................................................... 1166

Alarm 818 Failure UV system ....................................................................................................... 1166

Alarm 819 UV system status: failure ........................................................................................... 1166

Alarm 820 T10=..,check T10 measurement ............................................................................... 1166

Alarm 821 Faulty value inp:.. ....................................................................................................... 1167

Alarm 822 Faulty value inp:.. ....................................................................................................... 1167

Alarm 823 Too low value pressure gauge .................................................................................. 1167

Alarm 824 Too high value pressure gauge ................................................................................. 1167
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Alarm 825 Lamp5 does not function (..) ..................................................................................... 1167

Alarm 826 Lamp6 does not function (..) ..................................................................................... 1167

Alarm 827 Lamp7 does not function (..) ..................................................................................... 1167

Alarm 828 Lamp8 does not function (..) ..................................................................................... 1167

Alarm 829 Exposure time too short ............................................................................................ 1167

Alarm 830 Disinfect at half power ............................................................................................... 1168

Alarm 831 Lamp 1 not highest operating hrs ............................................................................ 1168

Alarm 835 Low level in acid tank ................................................................................................. 1168

Alarm 836 UV dosage too low ..................................................................................................... 1168

Alarm 837 Water translucency too low ...................................................................................... 1168

Alarm 838 Water translucency too low ...................................................................................... 1169

Alarm 839 Hrs of operation lamps exceeded ............................................................................ 1169

Alarm 840 Wiper manual operation (..x) .................................................................................... 1169

Alarm 841 Home side fault ? ....................................................................................................... 1169

Alarm 842 Home check not seen (..x) ......................................................................................... 1169

Alarm 845 Treated water control valve ...................................................................................... 1169

Alarm 846 T10=.. below alarm limit ............................................................................................ 1169

Alarm 847 T10=.. below stop limit .............................................................................................. 1170

Alarm 848 Temp sensor defective inp:.. ..................................................................................... 1170

Alarm 849 Fixed T10, UV not guaranteed .................................................................................. 1170

Alarm 850 Start production recipe .. aborted ............................................................................ 1170

Alarm 851 Production recipe .. aborted ..................................................................................... 1170

Alarm 852 Leak mix channel:.. .................................................................................................... 1171

Alarm 853 Fertilizer flow too low:.. ............................................................................................. 1171

Alarm 854 Fertilizer flow too high:.. ............................................................................................ 1171

Alarm 855 Fresh water flow too low ........................................................................................... 1171

Alarm 856 Fresh water flow too high ......................................................................................... 1171

Alarm 857 External failure fertilizer mixer ................................................................................. 1171

Alarm 858 Valve defective ............................................................................................................ 1172

Alarm 859 Pump defective ........................................................................................................... 1172

Alarm 860 Production A..-tank aborted ..................................................................................... 1172

Alarm 861 Production B..-tank aborted ..................................................................................... 1172

Alarm 862 Production C..-tank aborted ..................................................................................... 1172

Alarm 863 Production D..-tank aborted ..................................................................................... 1172

Alarm 864 Production Lye.. aborted ........................................................................................... 1173

Alarm 865 Production Acid.. aborted ......................................................................................... 1173

Alarm 866 Fresh water valve drive defective ............................................................................. 1173

Alarm 867 Fresh water valve failure .. ........................................................................................ 1173

Alarm 868 Mix channel .. drive defective ................................................................................... 1173

Alarm 869 Mix channel .. failure .................................................................................................. 1173

Alarm 870 Failure fertilizer mixer ................................................................................................ 1173
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Alarm 880 External alarm defective inp:.. .................................................................................. 1174

Alarm 881 Availability defective inp:.. ......................................................................................... 1174

Alarm 882 External alarm ............................................................................................................ 1174

Alarm 883 Max start-up time expired ........................................................................................ 1174

Alarm 884 Availability interrupted .............................................................................................. 1174

Alarm 888 Fertilizer stock minimal ............................................................................................. 1174

Alarm 889 Fertilizer stock empty ................................................................................................ 1175

Alarm 900 Nutronic communic.disconnected:.. ........................................................................ 1175

Alarm 901 Nutronic channel leak nr:.. ........................................................................................ 1175

Alarm 902 Nutronic channel cap nr:.. ......................................................................................... 1175

Alarm 903 Nutronic channel air nr:.. .......................................................................................... 1175

Alarm 904 Nutronic channel sum leak nr:.. ............................................................................... 1176

Alarm 905 Nutronic channel prc leak nr:.. ................................................................................. 1176

Alarm 910 Nutronic version fault ................................................................................................ 1176

Alarm 920 Too long in wait .......................................................................................................... 1176

Alarm 921 Adj. saturation weight too large ............................................................................... 1176

Alarm 922 Too many starts after each other ............................................................................. 1176

Alarm 923 Flush failure ................................................................................................................ 1177

Alarm 924 Measured moisture too low ...................................................................................... 1177

Alarm 925 Measured moisture too high .................................................................................... 1177

Alarm 926 Measured dry-out too low ......................................................................................... 1177

Alarm 927 Measured dry-out too high ....................................................................................... 1177

Alarm 928 Measured weight too high ........................................................................................ 1178

Alarm 929 Measured weight too low .......................................................................................... 1178

Alarm 930 Moist.meas. def. or not allocated ............................................................................ 1178

Alarm 931 Measured weight is out of limits .............................................................................. 1178

Alarm 932 Measured moisture is out of limit ............................................................................ 1178

Alarm 933 External connection is broken .................................................................................. 1179

Alarm 934 Filter polluted too quickly ......................................................................................... 1179

Alarm 950 Special alarm 1 ........................................................................................................... 1179

Alarm 951 Special alarm 2 ........................................................................................................... 1179

Alarm 952 Special alarm 3 ........................................................................................................... 1179

Alarm 953 Special alarm 4 ........................................................................................................... 1180

Alarm 954 Special alarm 5 ........................................................................................................... 1180

Alarm 1003 Crop treatment activated ........................................................................................ 1180

Alarm 1004 Crop treatment stopped ......................................................................................... 1180

Alarm 1005 Curtain active ............................................................................................................ 1180

Alarm 1006 Curtain open ............................................................................................................. 1180

Alarm 1007 Rain on ...................................................................................................................... 1180

Alarm 1008 Rain off ...................................................................................................................... 1180

Alarm 1009 Storm on ................................................................................................................... 1181
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Alarm 1010 Storm off ................................................................................................................... 1181

Alarm 1011 Frost on ..................................................................................................................... 1181

Alarm 1012 Frost off ..................................................................................................................... 1181

Alarm 1015 Wash robot active .................................................................................................... 1181

Alarm 1016 Wash robot stopped ................................................................................................ 1181

Alarm 1017 Start in phase .. ........................................................................................................ 1181

Alarm 1018 Water dose ready after phase .. ............................................................................. 1181

Alarm 1019 Water dose interrupted in phase .. ........................................................................ 1182

Alarm 1020 Extra gap active ........................................................................................................ 1182

Alarm 1021 Extra gap not active ................................................................................................. 1182

Alarm 1022 Forced rain on .......................................................................................................... 1182

Alarm 1023 Forces rain off ........................................................................................................... 1182

Alarm 1024 Temporary no gas valve release in ........................................................................ 1182

Alarm 1025 Temporary no gas valve release out ...................................................................... 1182

Alarm 1026 Start decrease max gas off-take ............................................................................. 1182

Alarm 1027 Stop decrease max gas off-take ............................................................................. 1182

Alarm 1040 External decrease gas max active .......................................................................... 1183

Alarm 1041 External decrease gas max stopped ...................................................................... 1183

Alarm 1042 Manual stop external gas strategy ......................................................................... 1183

Alarm 1043 Manual restart external gas strategy ..................................................................... 1183

Alarm 1044 Autom.stop external gas strategy .......................................................................... 1183

Alarm 1045 Autom.restart external gas strategy ...................................................................... 1183

Alarm 1046 CHP block active ....................................................................................................... 1183

Alarm 1047 CHP block off ............................................................................................................ 1183

Alarm 1048 Electricity network block active .............................................................................. 1183

Alarm 1049 Electricity network block off ................................................................................... 1184

Alarm 1051 Gas sum monitoring active ..................................................................................... 1184

Alarm 1052 Gas sum monitoring off .......................................................................................... 1184

Alarm 1053 External CO₂ not available ....................................................................................... 1184

Alarm 1054 External CO₂ available ............................................................................................. 1184

Alarm 1055 Electr.imp/exp at same time ................................................................................... 1184

Alarm 1056 Electr.imp/exp not at same time ............................................................................ 1184

Alarm 1057 Vent released after alarm ....................................................................................... 1184

Alarm 1058 Temperature settings limited ................................................................................. 1184

Alarm 1059 Temperature settings not limited .......................................................................... 1184

Alarm 1108 Minimum water level reached on .......................................................................... 1185

Alarm 1109 Minimum water level reached off .......................................................................... 1185

Alarm 1110 No valid weather forecast received ....................................................................... 1185

Alarm 1111 Valid weather forecast received ............................................................................. 1185

Alarm 1112 LT-heat management strategy on .......................................................................... 1185

Alarm 1113 LT-heat management strategy off .......................................................................... 1185
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Alarm 1300 Controller applicable ............................................................................................... 1185

Alarm 1301 Controller not applicable ........................................................................................ 1185

Alarm 1302 Controller usable:.. ................................................................................................... 1185

Alarm 1303 Controller not usable:.. ............................................................................................ 1185

Alarm 1304 Controller not limited:.. ........................................................................................... 1186

Alarm 1305 Controller limited:.. .................................................................................................. 1186

Alarm 1400 Measurement applicable ........................................................................................ 1186

Alarm 1401 Measurement not applicable ................................................................................. 1186

Alarm 1402 Meas value available:.. ............................................................................................. 1186

Alarm 1403 Meas value not available:.. ...................................................................................... 1186

Alarm 1801 UV system status: start ............................................................................................ 1187

Alarm 1802 UV system status: production ................................................................................ 1187

Alarm 1803 UV system status: acid rinsing ................................................................................ 1187

Alarm 1806 UV system status: in rest ......................................................................................... 1187

Alarm 1810 Off-take limit heat buffer active ............................................................................. 1187

Alarm 1811 Off-take lim heat buf inactive ................................................................................. 1187

Alarm 1824 Manual control ......................................................................................................... 1187

Alarm 1825 Automatic control .................................................................................................... 1187

Alarm 1826 Rainfall radar phase 1 act ....................................................................................... 1188

Alarm 1827 Rainfall radar phase 1 off ........................................................................................ 1188

Alarm 1828 Rainfall radar phase 2 act ....................................................................................... 1188

Alarm 1829 Rainfall radar phase 2 off ........................................................................................ 1188

Alarm 1830 Energy loss mixing chamber on ............................................................................. 1188

Alarm 1831 Energy loss mixing chamber off ............................................................................. 1188

Alarm 1832 Frost protection on .................................................................................................. 1188

Alarm 1833 Frost protection off .................................................................................................. 1188

Alarm 1834 Heating for cold mix.chamber on .......................................................................... 1188

Alarm 1835 Heating for cold mix.chamber off .......................................................................... 1189

Alarm 1836 Drain measurement ................................................................................................ 1189

Alarm 1850 Manual start fertilizer mixer ................................................................................... 1189

Alarm 1851 Automatic start fertilizer mixer .............................................................................. 1189

Alarm 1852 Operat fail. start fertilizer mix ................................................................................ 1189

Alarm 1900 Restart process computer ....................................................................................... 1189

Alarm 9010 Config error input channel: .. .................................................................................. 1189

Alarm 9011 Config error output channel:.. ................................................................................ 1189

Alarm 9012 Watchdog alarm occurred ...................................................................................... 1189

Alarm 9013 I/O channel .. out of range ...................................................................................... 1190

Alarm 9014 I/O channel .. is reserved ........................................................................................ 1190

Alarm 9015 I/O channel .. already in use ................................................................................... 1190

Alarm 9016 Wrong freq. used on channel .. .............................................................................. 1190

Alarm 9017 Wrong comp. used on channel .. ........................................................................... 1190
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Alarm 9018 I/O task not running, chan .. ................................................................................... 1190

Alarm 9019 I/O channel .. not configured .................................................................................. 1190

Alarm 9021 XSERVO direction error, .. ........................................................................................ 1191

Alarm 9022 I/O channel .. not available ..................................................................................... 1191

Alarm 9023 I/O module .. out of range ...................................................................................... 1191

Alarm 9024 I/O module .. in use ................................................................................................. 1191

Alarm 9025 I/O mod:.. type out of range ................................................................................... 1191

Alarm 9026 I/O mod:.. wrong type in netw. ............................................................................... 1191

Alarm 9027 I/O mod:.. type not supported ................................................................................ 1191

Alarm 9028 I/O mod:.. version not supported .......................................................................... 1192

Alarm 9029 I/O network not configured .................................................................................... 1192

Alarm 9030 I/O mod. .. too few ref channels ............................................................................. 1192

Alarm 9031 I/O module not supported ...................................................................................... 1192

Alarm 9032 I/O chan:.. on wrong I/O mod. ................................................................................ 1192

Alarm 9033 First I/O module not found ..................................................................................... 1192

Alarm 9034 I/O module before CPU not found ......................................................................... 1192

Alarm 9035 I/O module after CPU not found ............................................................................ 1193

Alarm 9036 I/O network .. not started ........................................................................................ 1193

Alarm 9037 Watchdog on I/O network control. ........................................................................ 1193

Alarm 9038 I/O network control. static lock .............................................................................. 1193
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About this manual
This manual is meant to help users in (further) setting and adjusting the controls and Priva's control
software for process automation in the horticulture industry. If you are not familiar with these
controls and other components then first read the introductions to the various components in
Introduction (page 27).

Explanation of symbols in this document

DANGER
Instruction to prevent physical injury or damage to the product, the installation or the
environment.

CAUTION
Instruction to prevent problems with the product or the service.

INFORMATION
Additional information.

TIP
A tip or other useful information.
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Safety instructions and precautions
In this chapter you will find an overview of the safety instructions that apply when using the process
computer. Separate safety instructions apply for installation and maintenance work. These are
described in the manual for the dealer.

Computer cabinet
The outside of the computer cabinet can be wiped down with a slightly damp cloth. Make sure that
no water runs into the cabinet.

• Keep water away from the inside of the cabinet.
• Do not use a high-pressure cleaner to clean the cabinet.
• Do not use aggressive cleansers such as sodium hypochlorite solution, sulphuric acid,

hydrogen peroxide or ammonia. Do not use abrasive cleansers or scouring sponges.
• Keep the computer cabinet closed and locked.
• Make sure the process computer is installed in a room where the minimum temperature

is 0 °C and the maximum temperature is 35 °C.

Installation
Only Priva approved installers are allowed to install and configure the process computer.

Troubleshooting
Should failures occur an alarm will be triggered in most cases. In the description of the alarms you
will find tips on how to resolve the alarms. The failure could be caused by a fault or a defect in the
installation. Many places within the installation carry a voltage.
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Introduction

Frequently used settings
Many controls use the same method for setting. The function of these settings is the same in all the
controls, which is why these settings are described as generally applicable settings in this manual.

Setting table
Instead of an adjustment with a range the control software also has the option to set adjustments
using setup tables. Several levels can be set in a setup table and each level can include an adjustment.
Between the different levels the adjustments are implemented using modulation. The setup table
consists of two columns; the left column shows the 'influence of' and the right column the 'adjustment
of'. In a single overview measurement values are also displayed in this table format.

The set minimum water temperature is 35°C. If the RH falls to 70%, the minimum water
temperature must be readjusted to 25°C (adjustment -10°C). If the RH rises to 80%, then
the minimum water temperature must be increased to 45°C (adjustment +10°C). At 85%
RH, the increase is to 50°C (adjustment +15°C) and if the RH reaches 90%, the minimum
water temperature must be 60°C (adjustment +25°C).

Hum: adjustment min water temperature (RH)9
'dry'

'wet'

-10
10
15
25

70
80
85
90

1:
2:
3:
4:

If in I8 Selection RH/HD (page 270) you have selected to control by Hum.deficit, you will be
presented with an identical humidity table in which you can now enter humidity deficit
values.

The following graph shows what has been set:
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Adjustment of theminimumwater temperature on the basis of four humidity levels + adjustments
that have been set in the setup table

The graph shows, among other things, that depending on humidity the minimum water
temperature is not adjusted if the RH is 75% (3.8 g/m3 HD at a temperature of 18°C).

If several pipes are present, the strategy displayed can be set per pipe. This allows you to
decide in which pipe (as an example) the water temperature needs to be raised should it
become too wet.

Ranges
Ranges are the set values between which the adjustment becomes valid. Below the start value an
adjustment of the set value is not yet necessary and above the end value the adjustment is completely
calculated. Between the start and end value the adjustment is calculated proportionally. Often the
(maximum) adjustments can be set, but not always. An example of an adjustment that cannot be
set is the influence of the weather on the minimum vent control whereby over the outside
temperature range the minimum vent position of the set position is calculated back to 0% (closed).

In a graph the adjustment and the range looks like this:
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Radiation adjustment of the frost limit

Configuration matrix
Allocating items to each other is done using a configuration matrix or x table. If there is only one
option for an allocation the configuration matrix will not be present because there is no actual choice.

Allocating a measuring box (vertical) to a control (horizontal) is done by entering a cross. Unlinking
a measuring box from a control can be done by removing the block or cross.

The allocations can be used in a situation where there are several measuring boxes in a compartment
for example. The various controls can work with either one or several of the measuring boxes. If
multiple measuring boxes are linked to a control, in other words the control uses the measured
values from multiple measuring boxes, it is necessary to specify how the measured values are used.
You can select whether you want to work with the highest, lowest or with an average value
(temperature) or with the driest, wettest or an average value (air humidity) of all linked measuring
boxes.

In order to monitor and have an overview of the compartment we want to use the lowest
air humidity and the average temperature of the two measuring boxes present. The highest
air humidity and the lowest temperature is used for the heating control. The ventilation
control works with the average air humidity and the highest temperature. The curtain control
uses only one measuring box. The CO2 control aims for the average concentration.

To achieve this we specify the allocation as follows:
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I100.4 GENERAL/GREENHOUSE AIR ALLOCATION
--------------------------------------------

 CMP 1  
 +-------Measurement box1
 | XXXXX

| XXX.X
1
2

 

 -TYPE CALCULATION- 
1

---------
DRYEST

AVERAGE

Compartment
 
Humidity
Temperature

 
 
3
4

1
---------

WETTEST
LOWEST

Heating

Humidity
Temperature

6

7
8

1
---------

AVERAGE
HIGHEST

Ventilation

Humidity
Temperature

10

11
12

Dead band
Many devices can be enabled or disabled such as blower heaters, growing light and curtains. The
value for these devices switching (on or off) is the set value. Switching to a set value can cause
frequent on and off switching, in short, erratic switching behaviour with a lot of wear and tear
resulting in a changeable climate. To prevent this from happening we use a so-called dead band. A
dead band is a value that can be set above and/or below the set value at which the device switches
to make sure that the on/off control is carried out in a well-balanced way. A dead band that is (too)
small will still cause erratic switching behaviour whereas a dead band that is (too) large will result
in (too) few switch actions.

17°CCalculated heating temperature on/off heating
0.2°CDead band on

-0.1°CDead band off

The on/off heat boilers switch on when the measured greenhouse temperature is lower
than the calculated heating temperature minus the Dead Band and they switch off when
the measured greenhouse temperature is higher than the calculated heating temperature
minus the Dead Band.

So on under 17 - 0.2 = 16.8 °C and off above 17 - (-0.1) = 17.1 °C.

In a graph this looks as follows:
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On/off heat system switching on and off
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Setting periods and times
The desired settings for the majority of the controls can vary during a 24-hour period. It is therefore
possible to specify settings depending on the time. This can be done in two ways:
• You split a 24-hour period into one or more periods that start and stop successively.
• You specify a start and end time for each period. Periods do not have to succeed each other

logically and a number of periods can be activated simultaneously.

24-hour cycle
In the case of controls where you can specify the settings per period in a 24-hour cycle the relevant
sections contain the following options:

ExplanationYou see
These are the column titles corresponding
with the periods that are available.

Per1, Per 2 ... Per 6

This option cannot be changed. Here you
can only see whether or not a period has
been activated. This is the result of the
settings that you specify in the lines below.

YESActivated
NO

Specify whether or not the period is allowed
to start here.

ON: activation of the period is allowedPeriod
OFF: activation of the period is not allowed

Enter the time at which the period must start
in this line. In addition you can specify
whether or not the time that has been set
has to move together with the sunrise and
sunset times (refer to Astronomic and fixed
times).

time at which the period startsStart time

The following also applies:
• A 24-hour cycle proceeds in steps from left (period 1) to right (period 6). The times must therefore

follow-on logically. Therefore, only one period can be active and the settings for that period are
then valid.

• A period only starts if this is permitted; ON must be selected in the Period line of the relevant
period.

• A period ends at the start time of the next period that is allowed to start.
• If a number of periods are allowed to start at the same time the right-most period starts.
• If no period is allowed to start (OFF has been selected in the Period line of every period) period

1 starts.

Six periods are available. In the majority of cases three or four periods will be sufficient. In
that case specify the settings for periods 1, 4 and 6; do not use consecutive periods to do
this. This allows you to easily insert additional periods at a later time.

Example of a 24-hour cycle

Per 6Per 5Per 4Per 3Per 2Per 1
NONONONONOYESActivated
OFFONONONOFFONPeriod
15:0020:0017:0012:0010:008:00Start time
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The 24-hour cycle is run as follows:
• 08:00: period 5 ends and period 1 starts;
• 10:00: period 1 remains activated because period 2 is not allowed to start (OFF has been

selected in the Period line);
• 12:00: period 1 ends and period 3 starts;
• 17:00: period 3 ends and period 4 starts;
• 20:00: period 4 ends and period 5 starts.
• 15:00: period 5 remains activated because period 6 is not allowed to start (OFF has been

selected in the Period line);

Suppose you want period 6 to start (select ON in the Period line), you will then have to change
the Start time also. If this is not changed, period 6 will not become active after period 5 until
15:00 hours the next day. This will in effect create a 48-hour cycle.

Start and end time
Another technique for using time-related settings is setting a start time and end time for a period
within which specific settings are valid. This is used in many controls that do not have to be active
all the time, such as fans or curtains. This technique is also used to make (temporary) corrections.
In the case of controls where this can be specified the relevant sections contain the following options:

ExplanationYou see
Here you can specify whether or not the
period in which the settings are valid is
allowed to start between the set start and
end time (see below).

ON: activation of the period is allowedClock
OFF: activation of the period is not allowed

This option cannot be changed. Here you
can only see whether a period has been
activated, because the current time falls
within the set start and end time.

YESActivated
NO

Enter the time at which the period must
start in this line. In addition you can
specify whether or not the time that has
been set has to move together with the
sunrise and sunset times (refer to
Astronomic and fixed times).

time at which the period startsStart time

Enter the time at which the period must
stop here. In addition you can specify
whether or not the time that has been set
has to move together with the sunrise and
sunset times (refer to Astronomic and fixed
times).

time at which the period stopsEnd time

The following also applies:
• A period only starts if this is permitted; ON must be selected in the Clock line of the relevant

period.
• This is not a cycle; each period exists independently.
• The settings per period are valid from the start time to the end time.
• A number of periods can be activated at the same time.
• If the settings (and any conditions) for multiple periods are valid, then the settings of the

right-most period are used.

Astronomic and fixed times
Start and end times in the program have a symbol indicating whether the time changes in accordance
with astronomic times or if it is a fixed time:
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SignificanceSymbol
The set time changes with the time that the sun rises. The difference between the time that the
sun rises and the set time is maintained.

↑ (up arrow)

The set time is a fixed time.- (dash)
The set time changes with the time that the sun sets. The difference between the time that the
sun sets and the set time is maintained.

↓ (down arrow)

After a change from summer time to winter time and from winter time to summer time all
the times are changed, both the astronomical times and the fixed times.

Period shift program
Most controls have settings that can vary over a 24-hour period. A 24-hour period is therefore
subdivided into shorter periods. These periods have fixed start and end times. With the help of the
period shift program, you can automatically adjust the start and end times of these periods based
on extra influences. Example: shift the start time of the evening period in the ventilation and heating
strategy after a sunny day, in order to keep the crop active for longer. This means that the settings
for the evening period will not be valid until later.

First of all, for the period shift program, you set the time at which the day starts. This time provides
a framework within which the period times can be adjusted. The framework ends 24 hours after the
start. Thus, an adjusted period cannot fall outside of this framework. After the end of the final shifted
period, the adjustments are removed and the set period times apply once again.

In section I107, you release the period shift program and set the desired adjustment times.

In section I107.1, you can select, for a maximum of 16 selection lines, which strategy and period time
should be shifted. For the strategy you can choose, for example, from heating, ventilation, but also
grow light and water dosage.

If you wish to perform the same shift for more than 16 selection lines, you can link period shift
programs to a central period shift program. This makes it possible, for example, to perform the same
period shift for multiple strategies and multiple compartments at the same time.

When the shift program adjusts a period, it can be seen in the relevant strategy that the period is
being adjusted. As soon as the calculated adjustment is known, it is shown in an extra line.

Examples
• On a sunny day (high radiation sum), the crop remains active for longer and you can delay the

evening period, so that there is time for an extra irrigation cycle. The night temperature of the
heating and the ventilation can also be delayed in this way.

• If the buffer filling at the end of the day period is low, I would like to start the evening period
earlier so that the energy curtain is closed earlier. In this way, an energy shortage in the night
period can be avoided.

• If the price of electricity is lower than expected, you can keep the lighting on for longer, to take
advantage of the low price. The opposite is also possible: if the price is higher than expected,
you can turn off the lighting earlier.

Deviation sum
In addition to the dead band the purpose of a deviation sum is to prevent frequent switching. A
deviation sum is the sum of the difference between the measured value and the set value per minute
added if the measured value falls outside the dead band. On the one hand this allows you to switch
evenly when there is a small dead band and a small difference between the measured and the set
value. On the other hand the control can respond quickly if there is a large difference between the
measured and set value.
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 Growing light:

100 W/m2radiation limit

25 W/m2dead band

250 W/m2deviation sum on

75 W/m2measured radiation

The deviation between the measured and set value is counted per minute until the deviation
sum has been reached. In unchanged circumstances 100 - 75 = 25 are counted per minute.
After 10 minutes the value of the deviation sum of 250 is reached and the growing light
switches on. With a measured radiation of 50 W/m2 it only takes 5 minutes before the lighting
switches on. The lighting does not switch on with a measured radiation of 80 W/m2 because
this value falls within the dead band.

Deviation sum and dead band

Time delays
In addition to a dead band and a deviation sum there are also time delays that can cause even
switching behaviour.

The control software has several types of time delay:
• Minimum time on or Minimum time off: minimum duration time that the device must remain

switched on or switched off. After the minimum time has elapsed the device can be switched
on or off immediately if desired. Examples where the minimum time on and minimum time off
are used are the controls for the circulation of greenhouse air (fans) and growing light systems.

• Switch delay (on or off): time that the condition must be valid before switching on or switching
off (a delay works in the same way as a waiting time for switching on or switching off). Conditions
where these types of delays are used are rain, storm and frost and with on/off heat systems.

• Minimum rest time (in irrigation): if the irrigation needs to start, the water system waits until the
minimum rest time has elapsed before the water system becomes active (the start time is shifted).
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Delayed cooling and heating
If you have set different periods in which the target values (of the heating temperature, water
temperature and/or ventilation temperature) change, you can use the settings Time cool down and
Time heat up. On the basis of these times there is a delayed transition to the new setpoint.

• The set times for cool down and heat up are used from the active period.
• The delays are also used when a different setpoint is set manually in the active period.
• The delay time can be set per period, in a duration time per degree Celsius temperature difference

(for heating and ventilation) or per period to be activated in a period of time per 10°C difference
in water temperature.

• The cool down time is used for a decrease in temperature and the heat up time is used for an
increase in temperature.

• The delay time also applies for a radiation sum adjustment. There is a separate adjustable delay
for the radiation adjustment.

period 2period 1
17:006:00start time
19.020.0heating temperature
00:3000:30time cool down
01:0001:00time heat up

The course of the heating temperature now looks like the course in the figure below.

24 hour overview of the heating temperature X = time (hours), Y = heating temperature (°C).

By specifying a 3rd to 6th period it is possible to target multiple heating and/or ventilation
temperatures. To do this the periods must follow each other in start time.
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Adjustments of setpoints
The controls work with a set value that is the target or that indicates a limitation. Limitations are
values within which the setpoints must be achieved. Limitations can limit a control, such as a minimum
or maximum water temperature, or even disable it, such as a CO2 limit for an on/off heat system.
The set value can be influenced by the cool down and heat up times and also by adjustments such
as a radiation adjustment or the influence of humidity. Adjustments can consist of increases and
decreases in the set value. The calculated value or setpoint is calculated from the set value and the
adjustments. Multiple adjustments can be valid simultaneously such as a radiation adjustment and
a decrease of the CO2 concentration depending on the vent position.

If multiple adjustments of a setpoint are valid simultaneously then these adjustments are added
together.

Adjustments can be values that need to be added to or subtracted from the set value but can also
be values that indicate which part of the setting is released. Examples are a radiation adjustment
that is added to the frost limit and a maximum weather influence on a humidity gap of the energy
curtain.

In a graph the adjustment looks like this:

Radiation adjustment of the frost limit

Time radiation adjustment decrease
The time radiation adjustment decrease is a delay of the radiation-dependent reduction of the
setpoint. After a sudden change in the radiation, this allows the reduction to be carried out slowly
until the new value is reached and gives the control the opportunity to make the change in a natural
manner, without any unnecessary short-term switching of the installation. The delay can be applied
to a radiation-dependent reduction in:

• Temperature
• Humidity

On a cold, clear day in spring, a radiation increase can be used with respect to the ventilation
temperature in order to make the best possible use of the light.
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At the end of the afternoon, the radiation falls sharply, and thus the radiation-dependent
increase in the ventilation temperature also ends. If this increase were to end without a
delay, there would be a risk at that moment of the measured greenhouse temperature rising
above the calculated ventilation temperature. The vents would then open because it was
too hot. The greenhouse would cool down sharply, on account of the low outside
temperature. After a short time, the vents would close again and the heating would switch
on. A delay in the end of the radiation adjustment makes it possible to avoid short-term
purging and the greenhouse can cool down naturally. This saves energy and produces a
better climate.

red = calculated ventilation temperature with delay to
the radiation decrease

green = measured greenhouse temperature

light red = without a delay to the radiation decrease,
this would be purged with the vents

blue = calculated ventilation temperature without delay
to the radiation decrease

Time radiation adjustment increase
The time radiation adjustment increase is a delay of the radiation-dependent increasing of the
setpoint. After a sudden change in the radiation, this allows the increase to be carried out slowly
until the new value is reached and gives the control the opportunity to make the change in a natural
manner, without any unnecessary short-term switching of the installation. The delay can be applied
to a radiation-dependent increase in:

• Temperature
• Humidity

On a cold, clear day, a radiation increase can be used with respect to the heating temperature
in order to make the best possible use of the light and, if applicable, to increase the 24h
temperature. At the start of a clear day, the radiation increases and the greenhouse
temperature will be raised by the radiation.

On a cloudy and rainy day, the heating must be used. If the sun breaks through in the middle
of the day, the radiation will quickly reach a high level. If this increase were to take effect
without a delay, there would be a risk at that moment of the measured greenhouse
temperature falling below the calculated heating temperature. The heating would be turned
up. After some time the pipes would have heated up and the sun would have raised the
temperature in the greenhouse. The heating can be switched off, but the pipes would be
hot and would be cooling down. The temperature would rise even higher, so purging might
even take place. A delay in the radiation adjustment taking effect makes it possible to avoid
short-term additional heating and the greenhouse can heat up naturally. This saves energy
and produces a better climate.
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red = calculated heating temperature with a delay to
the radiation increase

green = measured greenhouse temperature

light blue = without a delay to the radiation increase,
this would be heated with the heating system

blue = calculated heating temperature without a delay
to the radiation increase

Air and humidity
Depending on the temperature, air may contain a certain quantity of water vapour (expressed in
grams of water vapour per kilogram of air). The maximum quantity of water vapour that air can
contain at a given temperature is called the saturation humidity (SH). The actual quantity of water
vapour that the air contains is called the absolute humidity (AH). The ratio of these two values is
called the relative humidity (RH). If the RH at a given temperature is 80%, this therefore means that
the air contains 80% of the quantity of water vapour that it could contain at that temperature.

The humidity deficit (HD) is the difference between the maximum quantity of humidity that the air
can contain and the actual quantity of humidity in the air. The humidity deficit is expressed in g/m3.

Dew point
The air temperature at which the humidity from the air condenses.

Vapour pressure deficit (VPD)
The vapour pressure deficit (VPD) is the difference in pressure between the greenhouse air and the
stomata of the leaf.

The vapour pressure deficit sum (VPD sum) is the cumulative vapour pressure deficit and thus a
measure of the transpiration during a time period.

Light and radiation
You can use the radiation to adjust a desired value. You can use an increase, for example, to raise
the temperature if it is sunny, so that the plant can make better use of the sunlight for growth. You
can use a decrease, for example, to consume less energy by responding more quickly to the energy
of the sun. The radiation adjustment can take effect after a delay.

With radiation we mean energy that is transmitted in waves. An important property of a wave is the
wave length, which is expressed in nanometres (nm). The solar radiation consists of different
wavelengths:

• Short wavelength (300 - 400 nm); ultraviolet
• Longer wavelength (400 - 700 nm); light
• Even longer wavelength (700 - 3000 nm); infrared radiation

The solar radiation is measured by sensors that are sensitive to the various wavelengths.
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The following measurements are possible:
• Light (400 - 700 nm); with a linear light sensor
• PAR (300 - 700 nm); with a PAR sensor
• Radiation (300 - 2500 nm); with a solari sensor

The sensitivity of the various meters

Linear light sensor
The linear light sensor measures visible light. As a result of their limited measuring area, these
sensors give a limited indication of the radiation absorbed by plants. These sensors provide a
measured value in lux or candela.

PAR Sensor
The PAR sensor measures the section of the light spectrum that converts the plant into growth
(photosynthesis). PAR stands for Photosynthetic Active Radiation, and includes the light spectrum
between 400 and 700 nm. These sensors provide a measured value in µmol/sm².

Solari sensor
The solari sensor (sometimes also called a pyranometer) measures the radiation in a broad spectrum,
including visible light. These sensors are very accurate and also work in low light. These sensors
provide a measured value in W/m².

Radiation sum
The radiation sum is a sum of the measured radiation over time. The radiation sum is counted from
sunrise. An exception to this is the radiation sum in irrigation, which is counted from the last start.

In the controls, the radiation sum is dependent on the selected Light and radiation (page 39).

The average multiple day radiation sum (AMR sum) is an average radiation sum over several days,
which you can use to ensure that significant weather transitions are carried out more smoothly in
the climate controls. This AMR sum is always derived from the weather radiation. You yourself can
choose he number of days over which an average is determined.
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UV radiation

Electromagnetic spectrum
VUV: Vacuum UVIR: Infrared light
UV X-ray: X-raysVL: Visible light

UV: UV light

Ultraviolet (UV) radiation is used for disinfecting water. Like light, UV radiation forms part of the
electromagnetic spectrum, but is invisible to the human eye.

UV radiation has a place in the electromagnetic spectrum between visible light and X-rays. UV
radiation has a wavelength of between 100 and 400 nanometres (nm). This wavelength range is
subdivided into four areas:

LengthWavelength area
400 - 315 nmUV-A:
315 - 280 nmUV-B:
280 - 200 nmUV-C:
200 - 100 nmVacuum UV:

UV radiation between 200 and 310 nm has a germicidal effect. Not all of the UV radiation between
200 and 310 nm is equally effective with regard to the killing of pathogens. For virtually all
micro-organisms, the wavelengths around 260 nm have the maximum germicidal effect (see figure
Germicidal effectivity in relation to wavelength (page 42)). At higher and lower wavelengths, the
same dose of radiation will kill fewer pathogens. Below 200 nm and above 310 nm, UV radiation has
no germicidal effect.
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Germicidal effectivity in relation to wavelength

The total lamp capacity UV-C emitted by the UV lamp should be adjusted with the corresponding
effectiveness for all wavelengths. The effective germicidal lamp capacity UV-C of a 3 kW lamp after
adjustment of the emitted total lamp capacity UV-C with the effectiveness curve (see figure above)
will correspond to the figure below.

Effective UV-C lamp capacity

Around 25% of the electrical capacity used by a UV lamp will be converted to UV-C radiation. After
correction according to the effectiveness curve and losses by the quartz tube, around 11% of the
electrical capacity is ultimately left for effective disinfecting UV-C radiation.

Humidity influence
Humidity influences make adjustments of strategy settings possible (ventilation temperature,
minimum water temperature, minimum vent position). You can select relative humidity (RH) or
humidity deficit (HD). You can make this selection in I8 Selection RH/HD (page 270).
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The temperature is especially important for deterring the humidity. You can set which temperature
is to be used for calculating the humidity:
• greenhouse air: measured by a measurement box in the greenhouse;
• plant temperature: the temperature of the fruits and plant parts that are in the shade. The

plant temperature is calculated from the measured greenhouse temperature of the linked
measurement boxes. The slowness with which the plant parts heat up and cool down needs to
be taken into account. The slowness depends on the type of crop and its size. For this reason,
the heat-up time of the plant is adjustable.

• top temperature: the temperature of the plant parts that are in direct sunlight. The intensity
of the radiation of the sun on the top of the plant is especially important for the top temperature.
This radiation is calculated from the measured radiation outside, the translucent qualities of
the greenhouse, the radiation limitation by the curtains and the radiation yield from the lighting.
The top temperature is calculated from the measured or calculated radiation above the crop,
the calculated temperature of the cover, the calculated temperature of the curtain, the calculated
temperature above the curtain, the set influence of the water temperature on the top of the
plant and the cooling down through ventilation.

By attuning the humidity influence to the microclimate around the top and/or the plant, it is possible
to only remove humidity when necessary:
• This ensures a quicker response, which can prevent a wet crop.
• A minimum water temperature or minimum vent position is required less often, which saves

energy.

You can define this selection in sections I115.1 Pipe influences (page 284) and I125.1 Vent control
(page 325):

Humidity calculationTemperature
The measured humidity of the greenhouse air.AIR
The calculated microclimate around the top of the plant.TOP
The calculated microclimate around the plant.PLANT
The measured plant temperature and the air humidity around the plant that is calculated
from this.
If the plant temperature is not measured, then the humidity control controls by PLANT
(the calculated microclimate around the plant).

MEAS PLANT

The calculated microclimate around the top of the plant or the calculated microclimate
around the plant, depending on where the moisture level is the greatest.
Note: The -INFLUENCE CONTROLLING ON PLANT TEMP- in section (I9101)/I101
Compartment settings (page 253) are not applicable here.

TOP/PLANT

The situation where the moisture level is the greatest.
This may be the measured greenhouse air, the calculated microclimate around the top
of the plant or the calculated microclimate around the plant.

ALL

Extra influences
Extra influences make it possible to implement adjustments by means of a customer-specific
measured or calculated value. In this way, in the event of a low outside temperature you can for
instance select a lower heating temperature to prevent an excessively low RH (which is not possible
with the standard influences).

See also: Examples of own extra influences (page 46).

Settings with extra influence
In Priva Office Direct, in the \General \ Priva Office Configuration \ Connecting influences screen, you
can connect extra influences to a large number of settings (Overview of settings to which an influence
can be connected (page 45)).

Select influence
You yourself can select the main measured or calculated values as extra influences; special measured
or calculated values must be assigned by your dealer. You can also select universal influences. These
universal influences make it possible to combine several measured or calculated values. Thus, you
can, for instance, determine the sum, average or highest or lowest value of various values. In addition,
you can create a different combination for each period with universal influences.
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Define the size of the effect of the influence
Each setting has one or more setting tables in which you can define how large the effect of the
influence is. For the heating temperature, for example, this is Extra influence 1 : adjustment heating
in I110. Here you can specify for various values of the Extra influence the extent to which the setting
should be increased or decreased.

Difference between an extra influence and an universal influence

Universal influenceExtra influence
multiple, combination is configurable
and may vary from period to period

singleInfluence to be selected

main measured or calculated values
by dealer: also special measured or
calculated values

main measured or calculated values
by dealer: also special measured or
calculated values

Value to use

In the setting table of the value, for
instance Extra influence 1 : adjustment
heating in I110

In the setting table of the value, for
instance Extra influence 1 : adjustment
heating in I110

Define the size of the effect of the
influence
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Overview of settings to which an influence can be connected

Heating temperature
Water temperature
Ventilation temperature
Min vent lee
Min vent wind
Ventilation temperature
Max vent lee
Max vent wind
Ventilation temperature
Curtain - Shading function
Curtain - Energy function
Energy curtain outside temp condition
Energy curtain radiation condition
Energy curtain heat demand
Energy curtain outside temp condition
Energy curtain radiation condition
Energy curtain heat demand
Energy curtain outside temp condition
Energy curtain radiation condition
Energy curtain heat demand
Energy curtain outside temp condition
Energy curtain radiation condition
Energy curtain heat demand
Curtain - Min temperature gap
Curtain - Max temperature gap
Curtain - Min humidity gap
Curtain - Max humidity gap
Curtain - Min temperature gap
Curtain - Max temperature gap
Curtain - Min humidity gap
Curtain - Max humidity gap
Maximum CO2 concentration
Dosage
Heating temperature
Cooling temperature
Humidity level
Dehumidification
PAR level
PAR sum
PAR sum
PAR level
PAR sum
Cooling temperature
EC
Supply EC
Radiation sum start
Quantity of water
Start condition 1
Start condition 2
Start condition 3
Radiation sum start
Dry-out
Adjustment 1
Adjustment 2
Adjustment 3
Adjustment 4
Adjustment 5
Extra influence adjustment 1
Extra influence adjustment 2
Extra influence adjustment 3
Extra influence adjustment 4
Extra influence adjustment 5
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Examples of own extra influences
Heating temperature:
• selecting a low heating temperature in the case of a low outside temperature in order to prevent

a low RH;
• making the heating temperature dependent on the use/usability of other air treatment devices;
• lower heating temperature permitted if the lamps are on;
• lower heating temperature depending on how many lamps are on;
• lower heating temperature if the greenhouse air temperature approaches the ventilation

temperature.

Minimum temperature gap/Maximum temperature gap: allowing the temperature gap to be
influenced by the crop treatment or the gap control of other compartments.

CO₂ dosage: allow the CO2 dosage to be influenced by the measured VPD.

Maximum CO₂ concentration: make radiation-dependent.

Desired PAR sum: decrease the desired maximum PAR sum depending on the expected radiation
in the morning.

EC/EC supply:
• reusing more water if the storage is full;
• using fewer supplies of nutrients if the fertiliser stock is exhausted;
• using fewer nutrients if the slab is saturated.

Active before end time
Controls such as energy curtain and growing light operate on the basis of conditions that must be
met in order to activate the control. One of the conditions is the time condition. Between the start
and end time the control is allowed to become active only if the other conditions are also met. A
disadvantage of this method is that it is possible that the control can be activated shortly before the
end time. As a result it is possible that, for instance, the curtain is controlled shut for a short time
or that the growing light is switched on for a short time. To prevent this there is the option to use
the 'active before end time' setting. 'Active before end time' specifies the period of time before the
end time of the period that the control is no longer allowed to become active if not already active,
unless the other period has also been activated.

The following conditions are valid:

Situation 1:
period 2period 1
08:0012:00start time
11:0016:00end time
00:1500:30active before end time

Period 1 can be activated between 12:00 and 15:30 hours and remain active until 16:00
hours.

Period 2 can be activated between 08:00 and 10:45 hours and remain active until 11:00
hours.

Situation 2:
period 2period 1
08:0009:00start time
11:0016:00end time
00:3000:30active before end time
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Period 1 can be activated between 09:00 and 15:30 hours and remain active until 16:00
hours.

Period 2 can be activated between 08:00 and 10:30 hours and remain active until 11:00
hours.

Period 2 can also be activated between 10:30 and 11:00 hours if at that time period 1 is also
active.

Situation 3:
period 2period 1
08:0011:00start time
11:0016:00end time
00:3000:30active before end time

Period 1 can be activated between 11:00 and 15:30 hours and remain active until 16:00
hours.

Period 2 can be activated between 08:00 and 10:30 hours and remain active until 11:00
hours.

Period 2 cannot be activated between 10:30 and 11:00 hours.

Corrections
Connext provides additional options for easily deviating from the strategy during deviating conditions.
For example: stopping humidification during irrigation, more ventilation if the HID lighting is active
or different climate settings during or after crop treatment.

Corrections can be used to avoid having to keep on making temporary adjustments to the strategy.
These corrections are contained in separate sections. You yourself determine the conditions under
which these corrections should adopt the settings from the strategy.

Example

The default settings for the heating can be found in I110 Heating strategy.

In I111 Heating corrections you can specify under what circumstances different settings will
apply (e.g. during crop treatment).

You can use 6 different correction periods per correction section. For each period, you can set under
what circumstances this should apply.

If more types of corrections are active simultaneously, then the right-hand correction
precedes the left-hand correction.

In the correction section, you can use an attribute to specify how the control should adopt the
(corrected) setting. Each correction setting has an attribute for this purpose:

The strategy setting is valid.
It does not matter whether a setting has been made or not for the correction setting.

#

The correction setting is valid.=
The setting, as it is made for the correction setting, is added to the strategy for a positive
settings or deducted for a negative setting.

+
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Sections with corrections
Corrections are possible in the following sections:
• I111/ I9111 Heating corrections
• I116 /I9116 Pipe corrections
• I121 /I9121 Ventilation corrections
• I126 /I9126 Vent corrections
• I162.3/I9162.3 Energy curtain corrections
• I165.2 /I9165.2 Gap Corrections
• I16 Air treatment - corrections
• I181 Misting corrections
• I205.2 Growing light corrections
• I21 PAR control corrections
• I100.1 Alarm limits corrections
• I100.2 Alarm limits corrections

Under what conditions?
In the sections above, in Correction condition 1, Correction condition 2, Correction condition 3 you can
select the following conditions:

DescriptionNumberSelection
The correction is active between Start time and End time.
If Start time and End time have been set to the same value, the correction will
always be active.

-NONE

The correction becomes active as soon as the selected growing light level is active
during Delay on (I103).

1 to 4GR.LIGHT LEVEL

The correction becomes active as soon as the selected compartment curtain
number is active during Delay on (I103).

1 to 8COMP.CURTAIN

The correction becomes active as soon as the selected autonomous curtain
number is active during Delay on (I103).

1 to 8AUT CURTAIN

The correction becomes active as soon as the selected misting strategy is active
during Delay on (I103).

1 to 8MISTING

The correction becomes active as soon as the selected phase of the crop treatment
is active during Delay on (I103).

1 to 6CROP TREATMENT

The correction becomes active as soon as the irrigation is active in the selected
compartment during Delay on (I103).
You must always select ‘1’ as the sequence number here.

IRRIGATION

The correction becomes active as soon as the selected drying phase is active
during Delay on (I103).

1 to 4IRRIG.DRYING PHASE

The indication ‘-’ specifies that the selected number does not exist.

Corrections and influences
Many strategies have a section with influences. These influences implement adjustments in the
control. If you use corrections, the influences will apply to both the (default) strategy and the
corrections.

Example

The default settings for the heating can be found in I110 Heating strategy.

The corrections are contained in I111 Heating corrections.

The influences of I110.1 Heating influences apply to Heating strategy and Heating corrections.

External condition
In addition to the conditions that you yourself can place on the validity of the corrections, your dealer
may also have set a certain condition. In that case, this condition must be valid.
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ResultDefined by userDefined by dealer
The strategy setting is valid.External condition valid=NO
The correction setting is valid.Correction condition 1

AND
Correction condition 2 (if defined)
AND
Correction condition 3 (if defined)

External condition valid=YES

The correction setting is valid.Correction condition 1
AND
Correction condition 2 (if defined)
AND
Correction condition 3 (if defined)

External condition valid is not present
in the section (your dealer has not
linked an external condition).
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Heating
The heating installation is controlled by the heating temperature that is to be reached. The heating
temperature specifies what temperature is to be reached by the pipes, the switching and/or the
pulsing heating. The calculated heating temperature is composed of the set heating temperature
and a number of influences.

The influences on the heating temperature could be:
• radiation;
• radiation sum;
• delayed cool down and heat up;
• 2 extra influences;
• 24h temperature control.

Calculated heating temperature
The basis of the calculated heating temperature is the set heating temperature. The heating
temperature is set on the basis of a 24 hour cycle divided in 6 periods at most.

Delayed cool down and heat up
During a transition from one period to the next and with a manual change of the set heating
temperature of the activated period there will possibly be a delayed calculation towards the new
value. This delay depends on the set cool down time, with a decrease of the set temperature, and
of the set heat up time, with an increase of the set temperature. The delay times also work for a
radiation sum adjustment.

Radiation adjustment
Depending on the radiation the calculated heating temperature is influenced. Depending on the
installation these can be the measured radiation inside or outside, or the calculated radiation inside.
The radiation influence is modulating and can be set using a setup table. The radiation adjustment
can be both an increase or a decrease of the heating temperature. The calculation of the radiation
adjustment is delayed, depending on the set time increase and decrease radiation dependent. The
delay ensures that a temperature increase is not immediately purged when the radiation decreases.
This may occur during a period transition, temporary clouds and in spring at the end of the day.

Radiation sum adjustment
Depending on the counted radiation sum the calculated heating temperature is influenced. The
radiation sum influence is modulating and can be set using a setup table. The radiation sum influence
can be both an increase or a decrease. The calculation of the radiation influence is delayed depending
on the time cool down and heat up.

You can choose whether the radiation sum should be counted per day or be averaged over an
adjustable number of days (the multiple day average radiation sum, AMR sum). For the radiation
sum per day the radiation sum is reset every day at the sunrise time (the radiation sum is counted
again from 0 J/cm2). Any calculated radiation sum adjustments are cancelled at that time.

24h temperature control
The 24h temperature control ensures that the desired temperature is achieved and compensates
for any deviations in the desired temperature curve during the day, e.g. at night. See also 24h
temperature control (page 59).

Limitation influences
In order to prevent the heating temperature from becoming too high or too low due to simultaneously
occurring influences, the maximum increase and maximum decrease can be set.
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Calculated greenhouse capacity
In order to realise the calculated heating temperature, the capacity that is demanded from the heat
source(s) is calculated from:
• the outside conditions such as temperature, radiation and wind speed;
• the greenhouse properties, such as area, content, insulation, leakage, translucency and energy

loss in the case of more ventilation;
• the difference between the measured temperature and the calculated heating temperature.

The speed of correction can be adjusted by specifying an adjustment percentage for the correction
capacity;

• a manually fitted curtain or chalk shading with the accompanying permeating greenhouse roof,
the energy saving fixed shading and the radiation limitation fixed shading;

• a computer-driven curtain with the accompanying expected savings on heating that is calculated
from the energy saving, the radiation limitation and the limited end position.

Allocation greenhouse capacity
The total desired greenhouse capacity must be introduced into the greenhouse in order to realise
the calculated heating temperature. This capacity can be delivered by one or multiple sources. In
the allocation of the desired greenhouse capacity to the sources, the heat management system
takes account of sources that have been activated for reasons other than the supply of heat, such
as growing light systems, on/off heat systems (for CO2), boilers (for CO2), CHPs (for electricity or CO2).
On the one hand heat needs to be produced by a boiler, CHP, heat exchanger and/or buffer, on the
other hand it needs to enter the greenhouse through pipes and/or switched heating (hot air systems
or pulse heating).

Heating pipes
The heating pipes are controlled by the heating temperature that is to be reached. The required
capacity is divided over the available heating networks, taking into account the minimum and
maximum water temperatures, desired lagging of the pipes and the generated capacity of the pipe.

Calculated water temperature
• The basis of the calculated water temperature is the calculated heating temperature. The

calculated pipe temperature can vary between the maximum and the minimum pipe temperature.
The maximum and minimum pipe temperatures are set on the basis of a 24 hour cycle divided
over a maximum of 6 periods.

• If there are multiple pipe circuits present in a compartment, the distribution of the total desired
greenhouse capacity across the circuits can be influenced by the various minimum and maximum
limits per pipe circuit and an adjustable lagging from one circuit to another. With set lagging the
pipe where the lagging has been set, will lag to the pipe that does not have a lag or has a smaller
set lag. Depending on the minimum and maximum limit and the total desired greenhouse
capacity, the lag will be partially or entirely reached.

• The calculated pipe temperature can have a fixed value if the fixed pipe temperature is released.
The fixed water temperature is aimed for and the water temperature is no longer controlled.

• The calculated pipe temperature can be limited by setting the percentage limitation of the water
off-take by the heating system. The calculated pipe temperature is limited for this so that the
boiler or buffer can achieve the correct temperature. If the boiler or buffer is too cold, the
percentage limitation of the heat off-take by the heating system is greater than 0%.

• The changing of the calculated water temperature may be delayed by the crop monitor. The
crop monitor indicates whether the crop is in balance with the current climate. The fast
adjustment of the water temperature following disturbances in the greenhouse air temperature,
for instance on the opening of the energy curtain, results in a direct reaction by the crop. The
crop may overreact and thus become out of balance with the changed climate. Implementing
the water temperature with delayed effect prevents escalation and the crop has time to stay in
balance with the climate.
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Calculated minimum water temperature
The basis of the calculated minimum water temperature is the set minimum water temperature.
There are several influences that can apply to the set minimum water temperature, such as for
example a delay for cool down or heat up, a radiation adjustment or a humidity influence. The
calculated minimum water temperature is the set minimum water temperature with all the influences
added. Because there are multiple influences that can work simultaneously and can reinforce each
other, a maximum increase of the minimum water temperature is adjustable. All influences together
must not increase the minimum water temperature any further than the set maximum increase.
The influences can also lead to a decrease of the minimum water temperature, to the extent that
the pump will switch off. If this is not desirable, you can specify an absolute minimum water
temperature, and the minimum water temperature will never go below this.

The calculated minimum water temperature can vary between the absolute minimum water
temperature and the maximum water temperature. The minimum water temperature is set on the
basis of a 24 hour cycle divided over at most 6 periods.

Delayed cooling down/heating up
During a transition from one period to the next and with a manual change of the set minimum water
temperature of the activated period there will possibly be a delayed calculation towards the new
value. The delay can be switched on or off per period. This delay depends on the set cool down time,
with a decrease of the set temperature, and of the set heat up time, with an increase of the set
temperature.

Radiation adjustment
Depending on the radiation the calculated minimum temperature is influenced. Depending on the
installation these can be the measured radiation inside or outside, or the calculated radiation inside.
The radiation influence is modulating and can be set using a setup table. The radiation influence
can be both an increase or a decrease of the minimum water temperature.

Humidity influence
The humidity dependent influence of the minimum water temperature operates (per period) on the
basis of a maximum of four set humidity levels with the additional desired adjustments of the
minimum water temperature. These can be adjusted using the setup tables. The humidity control
method is adjustable, on the basis of relative humidity (RH) or on the basis of the humidity deficit
(HD).

You can choose according to which measured or calculated humidity level the humidity control
should operate. The options are greenhouse air, top temperature, plant temperature, top and plant
temperature or all, that is to say according to the most limiting of all choices.

Relative humidity

The set minimum pipe temperature is 35 °C. If the RH falls to 70%, the minimum pipe
temperature must be readjusted to 25 °C (adjustment -10 °C). If the RH rises to 80%, then
the minimum pipe temperature must be increased to 45 °C (adjustment +10 °C). At 85% RH
the increase is to 50 °C (adjustment +15 °C) and when the RH reaches 90%, the minimum
pipe temperature must be 60 °C (adjustment +25 °C).
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Humidity: adjustment min water temp (RH)9
 YX  

'dry'
 
 

'wet'

-10
10
15
25

70
80
85
90

1:
2:
3:
4:

 

Humidity deficit

If we want to reach the same as in the example above, only now on the basis of the measured
humidity deficit, then we must specify the following (at a temperature of 18 °C):

Humidity: adjustment min water temp (HD)9
YX

'dry'

'wet'

-10
10
15
25

4.6
3.1
2.3
1.5

1:
2:
3:
4:

The following graph shows what has been set:

Adjustment of theminimumwater temperature on the basis of four humidity levels + adjustments
that have been set in the setup table
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The graph shows among other things that, depending on humidity, the minimum water
temperature is not adjusted if the RH is 75% (3.8 g/m3 HD).

If several pipes are present, the strategy displayed can be set per pipe. This allows you to
decide in which pipe (as an example) the water temperature needs to be raised should it
become too wet.

Deviation of temperature
Depending on the deviation of the temperature the calculated minimum temperature is influenced.
The deviation of temperature is the difference between the measured temperature and the used
calculated ventilation temperature. This can prevent the vent control from controlling the vents (too
far) open because of a minimum water temperature. The influence is modulating and can be set
using a setup table. The influence can be both an increase or a decrease of the minimum water
temperature.

Heat surplus
The impact of the heat surplus on the minimum water temperature is determined by the surplus
heat of the heat sources, boiler or CHP. You can use the Surplus : incr min water temperature setting
table to indicate what increase, depending on the heat surplus, should be added to the minimum
water temperature.

When the calculated minimum water temperature is higher than the measured greenhouse
temperature (at the moment that the heat surplus percentage is greater than 0%), the set increase
is added to the calculated water temperature (refer to figure Water temperature higher than the
greenhouse temperature (page 54)).

Water temperature higher than the greenhouse temperature

If the calculated minimum water temperature is lower than the measured greenhouse temperature,
then the set increase is added to the measured greenhouse temperature (refer to figure Water
temperature lower than the greenhouse temperature (page 55)). Consequently the minimum water
temperature for surplus is always higher than the measured greenhouse temperature.
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Water temperature lower than the greenhouse temperature

Forced emptying
The influence of forced emptying of the buffer on the minimum water temperature depends on
whether or not an increase minimum water temperature when emptying is released. In the heat
management system it is set how much the minimum water temperature is allowed to be increased
in the event of a deviation between the desired fill percentage and the actual fill percentage.

Calculated maximum water temperature
The basis of the calculated maximum water temperature is the set maximum water temperature.
The calculated maximum water temperature is the sum of the set maximum water temperature
and the influences, such as delayed cool down or heat up and the radiation adjustment. The maximum
water temperature is set on the basis of a 24 hour cycle and divided over a maximum of 6 periods.

Delayed cooling down/heating up
During a transition from one period to the next and with a manual change of the set maximum water
temperature of the activated period there will possibly be a delayed calculation towards the new
value. The delay can be switched on or off per period. This delay depends on the set cool down time,
with a decrease of the set temperature, and of the set heat up time, with an increase of the set
temperature.

Radiation adjustment maximum water temperature
Depending on the radiation the calculated maximum water temperature is influenced. Depending
on the installation these can be the measured radiation inside or outside, or the calculated radiation
inside. The radiation influence is modulating and can be set using a setup table. The radiation
influence can be both an increase or a decrease of the maximum water temperature.

Increase through temperature deviation
Depending on a temperature deviation the calculated maximum water temperature is influenced.
The deviation of temperature is the difference between the measured temperature - the calculated
heating temperature. This can prevent the measured temperature from falling too low because of
a low maximum water temperature. This influence concerns switching and switches on when there
is an adjustable temperature deviation and switches off when the measured temperature is equal
again to the calculated heating temperature.

Pump drive
Energy can be saved with a good pump drive. Depending on the type of pump more or less energy
can be saved. There are different types of pumps, such as 1 speed, 2 speed and modulating pumps.
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• The pump is continuously activated when the water temperature sensor is faulty and/or
when the pump setting is always on YES.

• The pump is switched on for 5 minutes on Monday morning between 9:00 and 12:00
hours to prevent the pump from becoming blocked (corrosion protection).

• The mixing valve is controlled fully open and shut every Monday between 09:00 and
12:00 hours. During the control the pump(s) is/are switched off (corrosion protection).

The corrosion protection can be interrupted by a heat request and if the water temperature rises
above the maximum water temperature.

1 speed pump
If the calculated water temperature rises above the sum of the measured greenhouse temperature
and Temperature diff pump on, then the pump is switched on. The pump is switched off again if the
calculated water temperature falls below the sum of the measured greenhouse temperature and
the temperature difference pump off.

2 speed pump
If the calculated water temperature rises above the sum of the measured greenhouse temperature
and Temperature diff pump on, then the pump is switched on in low speed.

If the calculated water temperataure rises above the sum of the measured greenhouse temperature
and the temperature difference high speed, then the pump is switched on in high speed.

If the calculated water temperature falls below the sum of the measured greenhouse temperature
and the temperature difference high speed minus temperature difference pump dead band, then
the pump is switched back to low speed. The pump switches off if the calculated water temperature
falls below the sum of the measured greenhouse temperature and the temperature difference pump
off.

• Please take onto account that at dealer level there is an adjustable switch off delay which is
adhered to in between the change from HIGH SPEED to LOW SPEED and from LOW SPEED to
OFF.

• When there are two pumps present, there is the option to switch them every week.

Modulating pump
If the calculated water temperature rises above the sum of the measured greenhouse temperature
and Temperature diff pump on, then the pump is switched on.

• Depending on the difference between the calculated water temperature and the measured
greenhouse temperature the pump capacity is given a modulating adjustment. Determining the
desired pump capacity works by using a maximum of four set temperature differences with the
accompanying desired pump capacity. The settings are limited by the set minimum and maximum
pump capacity.
In this temperature difference table there are a maximum of four successive temperature
difference levels (°C) plus the raise of the adjustable pump capacity. The four temperature
difference levels are set from top to bottom and so from small to large temperature difference
(from cold to warm). The corresponding pump capacities are also set from top to bottom and
so from low to high capacity.

Tdifference : pump cap.7
YX
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1:
2:
3:
4:
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• With a lower pump capacity the difference between the feed and return temperature will increase.
This will allow the horizontal temperature distribution to be less even.
The horizontal temperature differences are compensated through ventilation so that the pump
capacity can be lowered with an increasing vent position. The vent influence is modulating and
dependent on the set maximum vent influences and the start and end range.

• The limitation by maximum pump capacity is activated after the calculation of the vent and
humidity influence.
With a higher air humidity there is more chance of humidity problems. This is why there is the
option, depending on the release humidity influence, to calculate start and end pump capacity
over a range modulating upwards to 100%.

The pump is switched off again if the calculated water temperature falls below the sum of the
measured greenhouse temperature and the temperature difference pump off.

On/off heat system
The hot air system is set on the basis of a 24 hour cycle divided in 6 periods at most. Per period the
hot air system can be released for temperature and for the influence of air humidity on the hot air
system. The release for the CO2 control is not adjustable per period.

• If the measured CO2 concentration rises above the set CO2 limit (safety limit), the hot air system
switches off or does not come on for temperature or air humidity.

• If the measured greenhouse temperature rises above the set temperature limit, the hot air
system switches off or does not come on for CO2 or air humidity.
This temperature limit can be adjusted by radiation by means of a range.

• If the crop treatment program is active and the installer has installed the system accordingly,
the hot air system switches off or does not come on during the time that the crop treatment
program is active.

• Before the hot air system is allowed to switch on or off again for temperature, air humidity or
CO2, the minimum time on or off must have passed.

• The condition for temperature must be valid during the switch delay before the hot air system
switches on again. In order to switch off, the Switching delay off must have elapsed before the
on/off heat system switches off.

Release for temp
The hot air system can be released per period for temperature.

The basis for the temperature control is the sum of the calculated heating temperature and the
difference of switching heating. If the hot air system serves as an auxiliary heating, the difference
of switching heating has a negative entry. The pipe heating then runs ahead of the hot air system.
The hot air system switches on when the measured greenhouse temperature falls below the calculated
heating temperature of the switching heating minus the dead band temperature.

If the measured greenhouse temperature rises above the calculated heating temperature switching
heating minus the dead band temperature, then the hot air system switches off.

On/off heat system switching on and off
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The dead band temperature off should normally be set as negative.

Release humidity influence
The hot air system can be released per period for the humidity influence.

Above (RH) or below (HD) the humidity limit that can be set switches the hot air system on as a result
of either a relative humidity that is too high or a humidity deficit that is too low. If the RH falls below
the humidity limit minus the dead band humidity off or if the HD rises above the humidity limit plus
the dead band humidity off, then the the hot air system switches off.

Pulse heat
The pulsing heating is set to heat through pulses (for example steam heating), whereby the interval
between the pulses is adjustable and the pulse length is either fixed or can be calculated using the
difference between the measured and the desired temperature.

The pulse heating is set on the basis of a 24 hour cycle divided over a maximum of 4 periods. Per
period the pulse heating can be released for temperature and for the influence of humidity on the
pulse heating.

• The condition for temperature must be valid during Switching delay on before the pulse heating
switches on again. To switch off, the switching delay off must have elapsed before the pulse
heating switches off.

• If the crop treatment program is active and the installer has installed the system accordingly,
the pulse heating switches off or does not come on during the time that the crop treatment
program is active.

Release for temp
The pulse heating can be released per period for temperature.

The basis for the temperature control is the sum of the calculated heating temperature and the
difference of switching heating. If the pulse heating serves as an auxiliary heating, the difference of
switching heating has a negative entry. The pipe heating then runs ahead of the pulse heating. The
pulse heating switches on when the measured greenhouse temperature falls below the calculated
heating temperature of the switching heating minus the dead band temperature.

If the measured greenhouse temperature rises above the calculated heating temperature switching
heating minus the dead band temperature, then the pulse heating switches off.

On/off pulse heat switching on and off

The dead band temperature off should normally be set as negative.

Release humidity influence
The pulse heating can be released per period for the humidity influence.
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Above (RH) or below (HD) the humidity limit that can be set switches the pulse heating on as a result
of either a relative humidity that is too high or a humidity deficit that is too low. If the RH falls below
the humidity limit minus the dead band humidity off or if the HD rises above the humidity limit plus
the dead band humidity off, then the the pulse heating switches off.

Calculation pulse length
The pulse length can be fixed or it can be calculated on the basis of the temperature difference
between the calculated heating temperature switching heating and the measured greenhouse
temperature.

Fixed pulse length
If the rest time is fixed, then the pulse length is equal to the cycle time pulse minus the rest time.

• If the rest time is fixed and the rest time is on 0:00 min'sec, then the heating is on continuously
and not pulsing.

• If the cycle time is set at 0:00 min'sec, then the pulse heating is blocked.

Variable pulse length
If the rest time is not fixed, then the pulse length is variable.

The pulse length is modulating between pulse minimum and pulse maximum over the range of
temperature difference minimum pulse to temperature difference maximum pulse.

If the pulse heating becomes active for humidity, then the calculated pulse length is lengthened on
the basis of the humidity. The lengthening of the pulse is modulating between the humidity range
start and the humidity range end with a maximum of the maximum pulse lengthening. The humidity
dependent lengthening is added to the pulse length calculated on the basis of the temperature
difference up to the set length pulse maximum.

24h temperature control
The 24h temperature control (I104) can influence the crop growth speed. The 24h temperature, the
average temperature over 24 hours, is determinative for the crop development speed. This makes
the 24h temperature a method for managing and controlling the crop. You choose the desired 24h
temperature depending on the status of your crop and the amount light. The control ensures that
this temperature is achieved as accurately as possible and that, as a result, manual adjustment of
the settings is required less often.

24h temperature method
The 24h temperature control ensures that, over a single interval (one 24-hour period or several
successive 24-hour periods), the average temperature is achieved over the entire interval. A
temperature deviation occurs when, for example, the desired temperature curve is not strictly
achieved during the day. The deviation is compensated at night and then only in the periods released
for this and within the latitude that has been set for correction. Depending on the crop, select a 24h
temperature method:
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UsageDesired 24h
temperature

Influence on
measurement

MeasurementTimeframe24h temperature
method

vegetable cropDepending on the
temperature curve
of the heating
strategy and
ventilation strategy
and the set desired
24h temperature.

-Greenhouse
temperature or
plant temperature

24 hoursPER 24 HOURS

advancedDepending on the
temperature curve
of the heating
strategy and
ventilation strategy
and the set desired
24h temperature.

Radiation sum
inside or outside
or the AMR sum.

Greenhouse
temperature or
plant temperature

24 hoursRADIATION SUM

advancedDepending on the
temperature curve
of the heating
strategy and
ventilation strategy
and the set desired
24h temperature.

PAR sum inside or
outside

Greenhouse
temperature or
plant temperature

24 hoursPAR SUM

pot plantsDepending on the
temperature curve
of the heating
strategy and
ventilation strategy
and the set desired
24h temperature.

-Greenhouse
temperature or
plant temperature

Several daysMULTI DAYS

controllingDepending on the
temperature curve
of the heating
strategy.

Radiation sumGreenhouse
temperature or
plant temperature

24 hoursHEATING TEMP

controllingDepending on the
temperature curve
of the ventilation
strategy.

Radiation sumGreenhouse
temperature or
plant temperature

24 hoursVENTILATION
TEMP

Determinative control
The determinative control is used to select which control (heating or ventilation) is used to compensate
the temperature deviation. Generally:
• the ventilation control in summer;
• the heating control in winter.

By selecting the determinative control you are also selecting whether the 24h temperature control
uses the period division from the heating or ventilation control.

You can also select the determinative control influence on the compensation carried out:
• the heating control can actively compensate the 24h temperature upwards by increasing the

heating temperature;
• the heating control can only passively compensate the 24h temperature downwards by decreasing

the heating temperature.

The reverse applies for the ventilation control: the ventilation control can only passively increase
the 24h temperature, but can actively decrease it by decreasing the ventilation temperature.

The strategy of the determinative control determines the type of correction by the 24h temperature
control. The correction for the other control depends on this determinative control.

The temperature corrections are implemented on the determinative control (heating temperature
or ventilation temperature).

The control divides the compensation evenly over the remaining 24-hour period. The acceleration
factor Correction speed up factor allows you to speed up the compensation, so that the calculated
correction is increased at an earlier point in time and there is greater certainty that the 24h
temperature will be achieved.
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You can also set a maximum (Maximum correction up and Maximum correction down.

Temperature curve

green dotted line: temperature curve of the 24h
temperature

red line: desired heating temperature

blue line: desired ventilation temperature

In addition to the desired 24h temperature, the 24h temperature control also needs a temperature
curve. The 24h temperature control follows the set temperature curve for the heating strategy and
ventilation strategy. The temperature curve of the 24h temperature can be derived from the
temperature curve of the two strategies (green dotted line in the figure above). Together with the
desired 24h temperature and the temperature curve, the 24h temperature control determines the
Expected temperature (I104).

The control uses the temperature curve to compare the actual 24h temperature up to this point
with the 24h temperature expected at that time. The difference is the current deviation.

The heating strategy and ventilation strategy must have the same number of periods and
the periods must be in the same sequence. The start time for both controls must not differ
too much (recommendation: not more than one hour).

Temperature correction
You can set the desired Release temperature correction per period:

The desired heating temperature and desired ventilation temperature are not adjusted
in this period.

NO

The desired heating temperature and ventilation temperature may be corrected in this
period.
Associated settings:

YES

• The maximum correction (Maximum correction up and Maximum correction down.
• Release ventilation temperature down

Control response:
• The correction may both decrease and increase during this period.
• During the last 30 minutes of the period, the correction does not increase.
• After the reversing of the direction of the correction, the direction remains

unchanged for 15 minutes in any case.

In this period:END
• the desired heating temperature and ventilation temperature may be corrected;
• the temperature is gradually adjusted to the set temperature of the next period.

The control takes account of Time cool down and Time heat up in the relevant period
of the determinative control. Adjusting the temperature gradually prevents any
formation of condensation on the plant as a result of a jump in temperature.

Associated settings:
• No maximum correction.
• Release ventilation temperature down

Control response:
• For PER 24 HOURS and RADIATION SUM: the magnitude of the correction will be

reviewed continuously in this final period, based on the current deviation; the
correction may decrease in the final period, but not increase.

• For MULTI DAYS: the deviation to be corrected is fixed at the start of the final period.
• The 24h temperature control also takes account of the set heat-up and cool-down

times in the final period.
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Compensation
The 24h temperature control continuously calculates the size of the deviation to be compensated
(hatched section in illustration below). The control displays this as a current correction percentage:
the current deviation in relation to the full correction latitude that the 24h temperature control can
have.

green line: measured greenhouse temperaturered line: desired heating temperature
green dotted line: temperature curve of the 24h
temperature

red dotted line: corrected desired heating temperature

hatched section: deviation to be compensated forblue line: desired ventilation temperature
green area: the compensation as a result of the correctionblue dotted line: corrected desired ventilation temperature

In the case of Restart control (I104), the deviation to be compensated is 0.

Multiple days
For a multiple days 24h temperature control the control records the following details: Desired 24h
temperature, Correction needed, Corrected deviation en Correcting deviation. If necessary, you can adjust
the Correcting deviation for a closed 24-hour period, e.g. set it to 0.

The 24h temperature control deletes the deviations to be compensated for the 24-hour
periods that have not been selected when adjusting settings such as 24h temperature method
and Number of succeeding days.
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Ventilation
The ventilation cools the greenhouse in order to achieve the desired greenhouse temperature if the
greenhouse heats up, as a result for instance of high radiation in the event of a large amount of
sunshine. Above the desired greenhouse temperature, the vents are opened.

The following factors play a role in the controlling the ventilation:
• the desired ventilation temperature;
• the P band (how fast the vents open);
• the lagging (how differently the vents on the wind side and lee side should be controlled);
• the minimum vent position (guarantees minimum ventilation);
• the maximum vent position (a protection).

The ventilation control takes account of a change in circumstances (weather influences and
the behaviour of other controls) and the expected effect of this on the temperature. By
responding in advance to the changing circumstances, the temperature can be prevented
from rising too suddenly (too far). Because this control can forecast, the vents can be driven
before it gets warmer than the calculated ventilation temperature. The result is a steady
temperature curve and a steady vent control.

Ventilation temperature
The set ventilation temperature is the greenhouse temperature above which the vents are opened.

Calculated ventilation temperature
The calculated ventilation temperature is a combination of the set ventilation temperature and the
following influences:
• delayed heating up and cooling down: gradual transition to a new value for the ventilation

temperature (see Delayed cooling and heating (page 36));
• radiation: adjustment by the measured radiation (outside or inside) or the calculated radiation

(inside) (see Light and radiation (page 39));
• delayed radiation adjustment (see Time radiation adjustment increase (page 38) and Time

radiation adjustment decrease (page 37));
• radiation sum adjustment by the radiation sum for today or the average multiple day radiation

sum (see Radiation sum (page 40));
• 24h temperature control: the 24h temperature control corrects the ventilation temperature

in such a way that the desired temperature is achieved over 24 hours (see 24h temperature
control (page 59));

• open curtain: a temporary increase in the ventilation temperature while the curtain is being
opened, this can prevent the additional introduced energy being purged as a result of sudden
cooling;

• extra influence: adjustment of the ventilation temperature by a customer-specific measured
or calculated value (see Extra influences (page 43));

• humidity: adjustment of the ventilation temperature by the measured moisture level in the
greenhouse.

In order to prevent the ventilation temperature from becoming too high or too low due to
simultaneously occurring influences, you can set a maximum increase and maximum decrease.

Vents
The calculated ventilation temperature determines the control of the vents. If the measured
greenhouse temperature is higher than the calculated ventilation temperature, the vents are
controlled open. The vents are controlled open according to a P band.

P band
The set P band is a proportional band above the calculated ventilation temperature, within which
the vents move from closed (0%) to open (100%). The smaller the set P band, the faster (more
responsive) the vents are to a change in temperature.
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Example 1

Desired greenhouse temperature (calculated ventilation temperature) = 20 °C

P band = 12°C, it is cold outside

With a measured greenhouse temperature of 23 °C, the vent position is 25%.

Example 2

Desired greenhouse temperature (calculated ventilation temperature) = 20 °C

P band = 3°C, it is hot outside

With a measured greenhouse temperature of 23 °C, the vent position is 100 %.

The P band is adjustable both for the lee side and the wind side.

Calculated P band
The calculated P band is a combination of the set P band, the weather influences in I125.2, the
influence of the P band increase & decrease time and the maximum vent limitation:
• outside temperature (or wind chill): depending on the absolute outside temperature or

difference between ventilation temperature and outside temperature:

• Absolute: as the outside temperature increases, a smaller P band is calculated and the vent
control responds with a larger vent position change in the event of the ventilation
temperature being exceeded,

• Relative: as the difference between the calculated ventilation temperature and the measured
outside temperature increases, the P band increases and the vent control responds with a
smaller vent position change in the event of the ventilation temperature being exceeded.

• wind speed: the calculated P band is increased in the event of a higher wind speed;
• wind direction: the calculated P band is increased in the event of a wind direction from which

dry air is expected;
• radiation: the calculated P band is reduced in the event of higher radiation;
• humidity: the calculated P band is increased in the event of drier outside air;
• P band increase & decrease time: the duration time per °C it takes for the calculated P band

to move to the new P band after a period transition or changing of the setting.

Calculated P band
green arrow = influences% = % vent position
blue arrow = limitation by max vent position°C = temperature
red arrow = calculated P bandyellow arrow = set min P band
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You can use the influence of the outside temperature in combination with all other influences.
Without the influence of the outside temperature, not all combinations are possible, the
software will show this.

Lagging
The lagging is the temperature difference between the calculated ventilation temperature for the
lee side and for the wind side. The lagging determines on which side the vents open first:
• With a set lagging of greater than 0°C, the vent on the lee side is opened first.
• With a set lagging of less than 0°C, the vent on the wind side is opened first.

Lagging from the wind side to the lee side
Vent temp wind = ventilation temperature wind% = % vent position
lagging°C = temperature

Vent temp lee = ventilation temperature lee

Example

Desired greenhouse temperature (calculated ventilation temperature) = 20°C

Lagging = 4°C

If the measured greenhouse temperature rises above 20°C, the vents on the lee side will
open.

If the measured greenhouse temperature rises above 24°C, the vents on the wind side will
open.

Both the P band and the lagging are expressed in a temperature.
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Calculated lagging
The calculated lagging is a combination of the set lagging and the weather influences in I125.2:
• outside temperature: the calculated lagging is increased in the event of a lower outside

temperature or a greater difference between the ventilation temperature and the outside
temperature;

• wind chill: the calculated lagging is increased in the event of a lower wind chill or a greater
difference between the ventilation temperature and the wind chill;

• wind speed: a positive lagging is increased and a negative lagging is reduced in the event of a
higher wind speed;

• wind direction: the calculated lagging can be set according to the wind direction, in order to
prevent major shocks in the climate (only available with a suitable wind direction sensor);
• If the wind direction is between the ridge direction and Range infl. wind dir. on lagging start

(dealer setting), the calculated lagging is equal to the minimum lagging.
• If the angle between the wind direction and the ridge direction is greater than Range infl.

wind dir. on lagging end (dealer setting), the calculated lagging is equal to the minimum
lagging + calculated weather influence.

• Between these positions, the calculated lagging increases proportionally.
• radiation: the calculated lagging is reduced in the event of higher radiation;
• air humidity outside: the calculated lagging is increased in the event of drier outside air;

You can use the influence of the outside temperature in combination with all other influences.
Without the influence of the outside temperature, not all combinations are possible, the
software will show this.

Minimum vent position
The minimum vent position is set for a 24 hours cycle divided into a maximum of 6 periods. The
minimum vent position can be set for both the lee side and the wind side.

The minimum vent position can be limited by the calculated maximum vent position.

Calculated minimum vent position
The calculated minimum vent position is a combination of the set minimum vent position and the
following influences:
• deviation greenhouse temperature/calculated heating temperature: to prevent further

lowering of the greenhouse temperature, the minimum vent position is reduced if the
temperature falls relative to the calculated heating temperature (this prevents an unnecessary
increase of the water temperature):

• extra influence: adjustment of the minimum vent position by a customer-specific measured
or calculated value (see Extra influences (page 43));

• humidity: depending on the measured humidity level, the calculated humidity level of the
greenhouse, the calculated humidity level at the top of the plant, the calculated humidity level
of the plant, or a combination;

• weather: adjustment of the minimum vent position by the weather influences in I125.2:
• outside temperature;
• wind chill;
• wind speed: the calculated minimum vent position is reduced in the event of a higher wind

speed;
• wind direction;
• radiation: the calculated minimum vent position is increased in the event of higher radiation;
• outside air humidity;
The weather influence is displayed as Calculated weather influence.

• humidity and weather: substantial adjustment by the combination of humidity influence and
weather influence, because a low temperature and a strong wind reinforce the humidity drainage.
When the radiation is higher, the removal of humidity is partially compensated by a higher level
of transpiration, which is why the radiation is included in the calculations.

You can use the influence of the outside temperature in combination with all other influences.
Without the influence of the outside temperature, not all combinations are possible, the
software will show this.
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Other controls may also limit the calculated minimum vent position. For an explanation of
the limitations of the vent positions, see: Limitation of vent position (page 1206).

Example of weather influence

The example below shows how the influence of humidity, weather and the combination of
humidity and weather can be calculated.

2 %Set minimum vent position
4 %Increase in minimum vent position as a result of humidity
50 %Calculated weather influence

Calculated minimum vent positionCalculationWeather influence min vent
6 %2 + 4NO
5 %4 + (50 % x 2)SET
4 %2 + (50 % x 4)HUMIDITY
3 %50 % x (2 + 4)SUM

Weather influence percentage
The weather influence on lagging, P bands, minimum vent position or increase of minimum vent
position by humidity can be set in I125.2. For the lagging, P band lee, P band wind, minimum vent
position lee and minimum vent position wind, you can configure the weather influence completely
individually.

The weather influence can be configured as follows:
• No influence;
• Based on one individual influence;
• Based on a combination of outside temperature influence and one or more other influences.

Maximum vent position
The maximum vent position is set for a 24 hours cycle divided into a maximum of 6 periods. The
maximum vent position can be set for both the lee side and the wind side. An installation maximum
can also be set (I128), above which controlling is not possible.
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Calculated maximum vent position
The calculated maximum vent position is a combination of the set maximum vent position and the
following influences or limitations:
• storm: a fixed maximum vent position if the measured wind speed is higher than the set (extra)

storm limit.
• wind: reduction of the maximum vent position, depending on the measured wind speed;
• rain and wind: reduction of the maximum vent position during rain, depending on the measured

wind speed;
• rain quantity: reduction of the maximum vent position, depending on the measured rain

quantity;
• rainfall radar: a fixed maximum vent position if the expected precipitation intensity (retrieved

from the met office) is greater than the set value for phase 1 or 2;
• lee side: a maximum vent position on the wind side, depending on the calculated vent position

on the lee side, prevents the vent on the wind side from opening too far before the measured
position of the vent on the lee side has reached a particular position;

• sun: a fixed maximum vent position (Max vent direct radiation) depending on the start and end
time, Radiation limit, dead band, off delay and north and south side (I128.1) and the use of a
curtain;

• humidity: reduction in the maximum vent position, depending on a low air humidity (inside,
outside or both). The air humidity may be a measured value or may be derived from the wind
direction.

You can use the influence of the outside temperature in combination with all other influences.
Without the influence of the outside temperature, not all combinations are possible, the
software will show this.

Other controls may also limit the calculated maximum vent position. For an explanation of
the limitations of the vent positions, see: Limitation of vent position (page 1206).

End position
To calculate the end position of the vents, account is taken of the air exchange and the heat balance.
The air exchange depends on vent-specific properties, the wind speed and the calculated limitation
of the air exchange with curtains closed. For the heat balance, the determining factors are the
temperature difference inside/outside, the calculated air exchange and the radiation.

The air exchange speed and the heat balance can be used to calculate the end position, i.e. the
positions to which the vents go and to which they are driven in steps. Whether the vents will reach
this end position is not always clear, because the conditions change all the time and so the end
position also changes all the time.

End position control lee and wind
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Step size control
If the vents were to move directly with the vent position that is calculated from the air exchange and
the P band, then the vent control would become too unstable. A great many small adjustments
would be driven. As a result not only would there be instability in the control, the greenhouse climate
would also be unstable. The control needs to be dampened. This can be done by:

• the step control: If it becomes (too) hot, then the vents need to open to prevent the temperature
shooting too far up. The steps for controlling the vents open must not be too large to prevent
them yo-yoing open and shut. If it gets too cold the vents must be shut. Control shut must be
quick to prevent too much energy loss. In addition to the control open and shut settings, it is
important to avoid settings that may cause very minor vent adjustments. Activating the motors
each time causes a lot of wear, and the influence on the climate is nil. The size of the steps can
be adjusted with the slider. Towards the + will make the steps larger.

• The time till adjustment: The size of the steps is determined with the step size control and the
time between steps is set using the time till adjustment. Towards the + will make the time longer.

Calibrate vent
Vents can be calibrated automatically. The vents without feedback (time drive) are synchronised to
the vent drive. When the vents stop after controlling open, they stop immediately, however, because
of their own weight they always drop just a little after controlling shut. This means the actual vent
position can deviate from the calculated vent position. This makes it necessary to synchronise
regularly.

With automatic calibration, the vents with feedback (vent position meter) are calibrated to 0%
(completely closed) and 100% (completely open).

With manual calibration of the vents without feedback the set position is copied as the new measured
vent position. With manual calibration of vents with feedback it is possible to calibrate 0%, 100%
and 2 intermediate points. The 2 intermediate points can ensure that the vents open other than
linearly, so that, for example, the first 10% results in a different opening than the second 10%. This
allows the first opening of the vents to be more accurate and more stable.

For a correct calculation of the air exchange it is important that the vent opening (in cm) is
proportional to the vent position (in %).

During the calibration procedure the ventilation control has no control over the vent drive. The
calibration drive does not work during frost, a storm or a wash robot limit.
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Misting
The misting system can be activated in the event of a humidity that is too low (a RH that is too low
or a HD that is too high) or a temperature that is too high (for cooling). You can adjust the reason
for using the humidity system.

Moreover, you can also set which humidity measurement to use: greenhouse or air or measured
plant.

There is also the option to choose whether the air circulation fans should come on when the misting
installation is activated.

If there are multiple measuring boxes in the same department as the misting system then only the
measurements from the measuring box are used that are allocated to the misting system.

Misting
The basis for the misting is the set humidity level. The humidity level is set on the basis of a 24 hour
cycle divided in 6 periods at most and this can be adjusted by the radiation.. If all the humidity
measurements linked to the control are faulty, the misting will only continue to operate if continue
if humidity measurement defective is set to 'YES'.

A distinction is made between two types of misting system:
• Hygrofan: a misting system with a fully electronic connection to the pump;
• mist valves: a misting system where the connection to the (mist) pump is controlled by the control

software, there can be several mist valves per mist pump.

Cooling
The basis of cooling is the set cooling temperature. The cooling temperature is set on the basis of
a 24 hour cycle divided into a maximum of 6 periods and can be adjusted by the radiation. Cooling
can be released per period. If, during the active period, cooling is released by the misting system,
the misting system is activated when the measured temperature exceeds the set cooling temperature.
If the measured greenhouse temperature falls below the cooling temperature, the misting system
switches off cooling.

Capacity
The system calculates the required capacity for air humidity that is too low: Capacity misting mist
valve (M180).

The system calculates the required capacity for air humidity that is too high: Capacity cooling mist
valve (M180).

If the misting system is active, the capacity will be the greatest of the two: Capacity misting mist valve
or Capacity cooling mist valve.

Hygrofan

Misting
If the following is set for Type of humidity control (I180.4 Allocate misting (page 209): RH:
• The Hygrofan is activated if the measured RH falls below the set humidity level minus the dead

band on.
• The Hygrofan is no longer activated if the measured RH is higher than the humidity level plus

the dead band off.

If the following is set for Type of humidity control (I180.4 Allocate misting (page 209): HD:
• The Hygrofan is activated if the measured HD exceeds the set humidity level plus the dead band

on.
• The Hygrofan is no longer activated if the measured HD is lower than the humidity level minus

the dead band off.
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Cooling
As soon as the measured temperature exceeds the desired Cooling temperature + Dead band cooling
on, 100% cooling capacity is used.

As soon as the measured temperature falls below the desired Cooling temperature + Dead band
cooling on, cooling is deactivated.

Calculation of cooling capacity hygrofan, mist valves dependent on measured temperature.

Mist valves

Misting
If the following is set for Type of humidity control (I180.4 Allocate misting (page 209): RH:
• The mist valves are activated if the measured RH falls below the set humidity level minus the

dead band on.
• The mist valves are no longer activated if the measured RH is higher than the humidity level plus

the dead band off.

If the following is set for Type of humidity control (I180.4 Allocate misting (page 209): HD:
• The mist valves are activated if the measured HD exceeds the set humidity level plus the dead

band off.
• The mist valves are no longer activated if the measured HD is lower than the humidity level

minus the dead band on.

If the mist valves are activated, the spray time depends on the difference between the measured
humidity and the set humidity level.

The P band and the I factor can also be set at dealer level.

Spraying takes place in consecutive cycles. Each spray cycle consists of a spray time and an interval
time.

Cooling
As soon as the measured temperature exceeds the desired cooling temperature + Dead band cooling
on, minimum cooling capacity is used.

Cooling capacity is then regulated proportionally, depending on the measured difference between
the desired cooling temperature and the measured cooling temperature.

As soon as the measured temperature falls below the desired cooling temperature - Dead band
cooling off, cooling is deactivated.
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Calculation of cooling capacity hygrofan, mist valves dependent on measured temperature.

The cooling capacity is reduced proportionally as the measured humidity approaches the maximum
relative humidity.

Determination of transmission factor calculated cooling capacity dependent on the measured air
humidity.

Air circulation
The air circulation program controls the fans, which keeps the greenhouse air in motion. This prevents
large temperature and/or humidity differences in the greenhouse.

The air circulation program is activated by the set conditions, the crop treatment program and the
humidification program.

The priority for the fan control is:
1. crop treatment;
2. humidification;
3. conditions.

Crop treatment
The crop treatment program can switch the fans on and off, independently of the conditions or
humidification program.
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Consequences for the air circulation programCrop treatment program I140
The fan is on during this phase.Activated=YES

AND
Infl on air circulation=FULLY
AND
Status air circulation control=ON

The fan is on for the specified time after the start of the
phase.

Activated=YES
AND
Infl on air circulation =TEMPORARILY
AND
Status air circulation control=ON

The fan is off during this phase.Activated=YES
AND
Infl on air circulation=FULLY
AND
Status air circulation control=OFF

The fan is off for the specified time after the start of the
phase.

Activated=YES
AND
Infl on air circulation=TEMPORARILY
AND
Status air circulation control=OFF

Conditions
The fans can be switched on or off based on the following factors.
• absolute, measured greenhouse temperature;
• temperature difference between multiple, freely assignable measuring boxes;
• absolute, measured RH;
• absolute, measured HD difference;
• difference in humidity level between several, freely assignable measuring boxes;
• absolute, calculated water temperature 1;
• absolute, calculated water temperature 2;
• absolute, measured vent position on lee side;
• absolute, measured vent position on wind side;
• measured curtain position 1;
• measured curtain position 2;
• external condition 1 (to be set by dealer);
• external condition 2 (to be set by dealer);
• air treatment ACTIVE;
• air treatment REST.

You can use links to specify which factors are linked to the fans.

You can set the limits for these conditions for 6 different periods. A start time applies for each period,
the end time of the period is the start time of the next period.

If no conditions at all have been assigned during a period, then the fan switches on if the Minimum
number of conditions on, setting is set to ALL ON.

The fan always switches off if no condition at all has been set and the Minimum number of conditions
on, setting is set to ONE ON.

Humidification
The humidification program can switch the fans on independently of the conditions.

Consequences for the air circulation programHumidification program
Fan onHygrofan: Status= ON

AND
Air circulation fan = ON (I187)

Fan onmist valve: Status= SPRAY
AND
Air circulation fan = FORCED ON (I185)
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Procedure

Where?Steps
Air circulation settings

I190.4 Allocate air circulationSelect the factors that switch the fans on and off:
I190 Air circulation strategySpecify the switch limit for each period:
I190.2 Air circulation conditionsSet the switching logic and control behaviour:

Min time on/off (for an even switching behaviour)
Dead band off

I190.1 Air circulation influencesFor each period set the conditions that will and will not determine whether
the fans are switched on.
Overviews

M190 Overview air circulationOverview of blocks and statuses:

Example

Desired:

(Temperature difference GREATER THAN 5 ˚C) OR (Humidity difference RH GREATER THAN
10 %) AND (Calc water temperature 1 is not allowed to be lower than 50 ˚C)
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SettingSection
-GREENHOUSE TEMPERATURE-: link air circulation to minimum of 2 air measuring
boxes.
If more than 2 measuring boxes are linked, a selection for the greenhouse
temperature difference has to be made from the following in -TYPE CALCULATION-:
HIGHEST, LOWEST and AVERAGE.
-WATER TEMPERATURE LIMIT 1- link air circulation to a heating system
-HUMIDITY DIFFERENCE <-> AIR CIRCULATION-: link air circulation to minimum of 2
air circulation boxes.
If more than 2 measuring boxes are linked, a selection for the humidity difference
has be made from the following in -TYPE CALCULATION-: HIGHEST, LOWEST and
AVERAGE.

I190.4

Temperature difference: 5 ˚C
Humidity difference 10 %
Calc water temperature limit 1 50 ˚C

I190

Temperature difference: YES
Humidity difference: YES
Calc water temperature limit 1: BLOCK
Minimum number of conditions on: ONE ON

I190.1

-GREENHOUSE TEMPERATURE- in the condition column select 'HIGHER' and to prevent
frequent switching set a value higher than 2 ˚C, for example, in the Dead band off
column
-HUMIDITY DIFFERENCE RELATIVE HUMIDITY- in the condition column select 'HIGHER'
and to prevent frequent switching set a value higher than 2 % in the Dead band
off column
-WATER TEMPERATURE LIMIT 1- in the condition column select 'LOWER' and to prevent
frequent switching set a value higher than 10 ˚C, for example, in the Dead band
off column

190.2

Overview of the links
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Air blend control

The air blend control controls ventilation systems that can mix greenhouse air with air from above
a closed curtain, air from outside or from another location. This ensures the dehumidification and/or
cooling of the greenhouse air and, as far as possible, prevents temperature and humidity excesses.
The control works simply in steps towards a balance point and takes account of the measured
difference in humidity and/or temperature. If available and desired, the control can also open a vent
or set the curtain to a gap if the circumstances require it. The air blend control takes account of
overhead irrigation, crop protection and the misting program.

You can use this control as an extension of the curtain gap control. The air blend control uses a
recirculation fan and an air mixer (valve or fan). When the control is active, it counteracts the
temperature and/or humidity gaps of the curtains. When the control reaches the end of its control
range, the gapping program can be released again if necessary.

The control works with controlled air intake from above the curtain that only starts if the air above
the curtain meets certain requirements. If there is a deviation from the desired temperature or
humidity, the control will regulate the air flow from above to below the curtain in steps in order to
achieve a stable situation. If this is not sufficient, the vent control can also be used.

By connecting a measuring box above the curtain, the control can work more accurately by taking
account of the temperature and humidity of the air that the air mixer uses to mix with the greenhouse
air.

The control can be influenced directly by the irrigation, humidification or crop treatment, which can
set the mixer and fan to a forced position. The settings for this can be found in the corresponding
programs and with the air circulation switch limits (I190.2).

Preventing falls in temperature
If you have chosen to control by both temperature and humidity, the control determines the step
to be taken based on the measured temperature deviation. The control also determines the step to
be taken based on the measured humidity deviation. The step that the control actually performs is
the step that is the larger, while the other step is ignored. This may result in a small deviation with
respect to the desired temperature or humidity.

The plant transpires moisture. If this moisture needs to be removed and the temperature above the
curtain is lower than in the greenhouse, the temperature will fall as a result of the mixing of the
greenhouse air with cold air. If the desired humidity is not achieved, more cold air will be added to
the greenhouse air. As a result, it may remain too humid and become colder and colder. You can
use a setting to prevent the temperature from falling further because the humidity deviation causes
more cold air to enter the greenhouse.
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Temperature balance control

Climate and pressure differences in and around the greenhouse can cause an airflow through the
greenhouse. This "draught" can create or exacerbate temperature differences. The standard controls
for heating and ventilation control the installations on the temperature measurements in the
compartment. If draughts occur, this means that one compartment is being heated more than
another, which exacerbates the draught.

The temperature balance control is a control on top of the existing controls that passes on corrections
by adjusting the desired value of the heating control, ventilation control and gap control. These
adjustments do not resolve the draught, but exacerbation as a result of control actions can be
prevented. Other, often installation-related, interventions are required to solve the draught problem.
Other advantages are that the controls and the climate remain more stable and unnecessary energy
consumption for heating is avoided.

The temperature balance control works as follows. The temperature balance control is active in a
so-called climate area. A climate area is an area with multiple compartmental controls and/or
autonomous controls that influence each other because no physical separations are present and in
which the grower seeks to create a uniform climate. The temperature balance control recognises 2
different situations in the climate area, depending on the individual area temperature and the
calculated heating temperature: TEMPERATURE LOW and TEMPERATURE HIGH.

TEMPERATURE LOW: there is at least 1 individual area temperature lower than the calculated heating
temperature in that area.

TEMPERATURE HIGH: in all areas the individual area temperature is higher than the calculated heating
temperature and in at least 1 area the individual area temperature is higher than the desired heating
temperature plus the set dead band.

You can then yourself determine how the temperature balance control should implement corrections,
depending on the individual area temperature and the balance temperature. This balance
temperature is the weighted and scaled average of all the temperatures in the climate area.

For each area, the temperature balance control compares the individual area temperature and the
balance temperature. If the individual area temperature in the area rises ABOVE or falls BELOW the
balance temperature, the temperature balance control performs the action you have set:
• increase;
• do not take any action;
• decrease.
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Increasing is possible by increasing the calculated heating temperature (MORE), or by starting the
ventilation and gap control at a higher temperature (POSTPONE). For decreasing, the reverse applies.

For each greenhouse, the optimum settings of the temperature balance control must be
determined by trial and error. Your climate advisor can provide support with this.

Limitations
• The temperature balance control cannot prevent the occurrence of draughts, but can prevent

the controls from reinforcing the draught.
• The temperature balance control is applicable for monocultures in which all the individual

compartments are trying to achieve the same climate and have identical possibilities for correcting
it; vents, pipe heating and/or curtains (gap control).

• The temperature balance control works with temperature differences; humidity differences are
disregarded.

Setting the temperature balance control

Where?Steps
Temperature balance control settings

(I12)Choose the condition according to which you wish to release the temperature
balance control:
• between specific times;
• with weather-dependent conditions;
• if an external condition is valid.

(I12)Define what actions the temperature balance control should perform in the
TEMPERATURE LOW and TEMPERATURE HIGH situations.

(I12.1)Define the wind directions for which you wish to release the temperature
balance control.

(I12.1)Define the size of the corrections.
(I12.4)Choose which measuring points are involved and to what extent.

Overviews
(M110)Overview of the influence of temperature balance control on heating.
(M120)Overview of the influence of temperature balance control on ventilation.
(I165.1)Overview of the influence of temperature balance control on gap control.

Glossary (Temperature balance control)

ExplanationTerm
A climate area is an area in which multiple compartmental controls and/or autonomous
controls are present, controls that influence each other because no physical separations are
present, in which one kind of crop is being grown and in which the grower seeks to create a
single climate.

climate area

A (part) area is a part of the climate area in which the climate is controlled individually by a
heating, ventilation and/or gap control. Each area uses its own measurement reference to
control the climate.

(part) area

A measuring point is a place in the climate area where the climate is measured using a
measuring box (autonomous, compartment or part area).

measuring point

The balance temperature is a weighted and scaled average of all the temperatures in the
climate area. Weighted between measuring points in a (part) area, and scaled over the area
temperatures.

balance temperature

The area temperature is a weighted average of the measuring box temperatures present in
the area over a defined period of analysis.

area temperature
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TopCrop Monitor
TopCrop Monitor includes the plant itself as a climate sensor in the control.

Measurement
A status for the plant process is determined by measuring the air and plant temperatures. The
temperature of a leaf that is transpiring vigorously falls significantly. The temperature of a leaf that
is not transpiring rises. TopCrop Monitor determines the crop's humidity balance by measuring the
transpiration and combining various data. Using influences that can be adjusted by the user, Priva
TopCrop Monitor can directly influence and correct the humidity balance. As a result of this the crop
directly influences its environment (pipes, vents and gapping).

Requirements for the measurement:
• the plant that is measured must be representative of the compartment. This means that the

measurement plant must be the 'average' plant. Avoid local interference such as crop jobs,
spraying, leaks, broken windows, gaps in shading curtains, lighting, etc.

• correct positioning of the measurement box and camera.

Crop activity
A plant's water balance comprises the balance between take up and emission of water. A small
amount of the absorbed water is retained by the crop (growth). By far the largest proportion (90%)
of the absorbed water leaves the plant again via transpiration. This flow also ensure the transport
of sugars and elements in the plant. This process is crucial for a plant to control its temperature.
The transpiration draws temperature out of the leaf and this changes the leaf temperature depending
on the transpiration. Measuring the plant temperature therefore allows a judgement to be made of
the level of transpiration from the crop. A crop that transpires vigorously is active and develops
vegetatively. A crop that transpires little is inactive and develops generatively. Measuring the
temperature and linking it to transpiration supplies an insight into the crop activity. This crop activity
is measured on a scale of 0-100%. A low crop activity means that the crop is inactive (generative). A
high crop activity indicates an active crop (vegetative). The crop is in balance if the crop activity is in
between low and high; the value may be different for each situation and crop.

The crop activity is the result of the humidity balance. A crop that transpires vigorously has a high
liquid flow through the crop. 90% of this liquid is transpired, but 10% stays in the plant. An actively
transpiring crop therefore results in more liquid being stored in the plant and fruits. This increases
production. Unfortunately, it decreases the dry matter percentage and with it the quality. The choice
for an active or an inhibited crop is therefore situation dependent.
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• If the productivity drops, inhibit the transpiration.
• If the growth of the fruit that has set is low, increase the active transpiration.

Crop performance
The crop performance is derived from the crop activity and shows if the crop targets that have been
set are being achieved. The set crop targets are the limits that have been defined in Crop activity
upper limit and Crop activity lower limit. Because the crop performance takes account of the target
that has been set, crop performance from different compartments can be compared with each other.
The set targets (Crop activity upper limit and Crop activity lower limit) do not have to be the same for
this.

The crop performance is determined as follows:

Crop performanceCrop activity
0.00%
5.0Crop activity upper limit
10.0exactly in the middle of Crop activity upper limit and Crop activity lower limit
5.0Crop activity lower limit
0.0100%

Take a look at the graphs for the crop activity and the crop performance in Priva Office
Direct.

The theory behind TopCrop
TopCrop Monitor is a plant-driven process control. It is based on the following principles of plant
physiology:
• Light = Creation of dry matter
• 24-hour temperature = Cleavage speed
• Daytime- night-time temperature = Growth in length

It is necessary to understand these principles and the associated theory in order to be able
to use the concept.

Plant physiology
A plant essentially consists of only two constituents: dry matter and water. The dry matter is primarily
a product of assimilation (generally ‘photosynthesis’). Water is a balance between the absorption
and emission of water. In practice; water dosage and transpiration.

Photosynthesis
Theory

6 H2O + 6 CO2 + light (energy) → C6H12O6 + 6 O2

In words:

Water + Carbon dioxide + light -> Sugars + Oxygen

Photosynthesis is the conversion of water and CO2 into sugars and oxygen. The energy required for
this is supplied by light. Since light is a requirement, this means that no photosynthesis takes place
in the dark period. Growers are interested in the sugars that are formed, since these sugars are
used for the creation of new plant cells (dry matter), but also supply the energy for respiration.
Sugars can also be stored in the plant for later use.

Light

Photosynthesis is limited by whichever factor is present the least.
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Water is absorbed from the plant, but this is only a very small part of the total dosage (± 0.5%) and
is not a limiting factor. In a modern greenhouse, the CO2 level is almost never the limiting factor; it
is only in very bright conditions that CO2 might be the limiting factor. In very many cases, the limiting
factor of photosynthesis is: light.

The formation of sugars and thereby of dry matter is thus linked to the quantity of light:

Light = Creation of dry matter

Temperature

At higher temperatures, photosynthesis proceeds faster. Above 35°C, however, photosynthesis is
slower because of the breakdown of proteins. When the temperature rises, respiration also increases.
As a result, net photosynthesis is ultimately scarcely influenced at all by temperature.

Respiration
Theory

C6H12O6 + 6 H2O + 6 O2 → 6 CO2 + E + 12 H2O

In words:

Sugars + water + oxygen -> Carbon dioxide + energy + water

A plant also uses energy itself. This energy is obtained from respiration. Respiration is a continuous
process and is not linked to light. Respiration takes place in the whole plant, in the green parts for
cell division, and also in the roots for active water absorption.

The energy for this reaction is supplied by the sugars. Water and oxygen are absorbed from the leaf.
The plant uses the released chemical energy for its life processes: maintenance energy and structural
energy. The water and CO2 exit the plant in gaseous form.

Temperature

The speed of respiration in the green parts is strongly linked to temperature. A higher temperature
means more respiration. Above 25°C, respiration starts to increase exponentially. The use of the
released energy also changes according to the temperature. At a higher temperature, the maintenance
energy increases. Structural energy is minimally influenced by temperature.

Cell division
A plant consists of cells. The growth points contain cells that can divide (1). In the dividing cells, all
the cell components are doubled (2). After doubling, all the cell components arrange themselves (3).
A new cell wall appears in the middle of the cell (4). The old cell is divided into two new cells (5): cell
division. Together, the two new cells are the same size as the old cell. The plant is barely increasing
in weight.

To build the cell wall and to double all the cell components, sugars are required. These are supplied
from the leaves. Furthermore, a small quantity of nutrient salts are needed. These are absorbed
through the roots and then transported to the cell. Cell division is a continuous process, independent
of light.

24-hour temperature

Cell division makes use of the structural energy released by respiration. Respiration is the driving
factor in cell division. Therefore: more respiration = more structural energy = more cell division.
Since respiration is affected by temperature, this influence also applies to cell division. Cell division
can be seen in practice as the cleavage speed: how fast the crop is forming new components (cells).
As noted above, cell division is a continuous process. The current temperature is not an effective
indicator of this, but the average temperature over a day – the 24h temperature – certainly is.
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Cleavage speed (cell division) is dependent on respiration, and respiration is dependent on the 24h
temperature:

24-hour temperature = cleavage speed.

Cell elongation
Cell division is followed by cell elongation. Cell elongation involves water being pumped into the
newly developed cells, so that they attain the size of the original cells. During elongation, the weight
of the plant increases.

The main thing that is required for this elongation is water, but also a small amount of nutrient salts
and sugars to construct the expanding cell walls. The sugars are supplied from the leaves. The water
and the nutrient salts are supplied via the root uptake. This active water absorption (respiration) is
temperature-dependent. This means that cell elongation is therefore also temperature-dependent.

Unlike cell division, cell elongation only takes place in the light period.

Difference daytime temperature - night-time temperature

The difference between the daytime and night-time temperatures influences the growth in length.
Because elongation only takes place in the light period and cell division takes place continuously,
the plant constructs a large amount of non-elongated cells in the dark period. As soon as the light
period begins, elongation also starts. The plant tries to elongate its ‘stock of cells’ as quickly as
possible. In practice, this is experienced as faster growth in the morning. It is precisely this separation
between continuous division and elongation in the light period that gives rise to a possibility for
control. Both processes are linked to the temperature. A low night-time temperature and a high
daytime temperature will mean that only a small amount of cell division takes place, but the divided
cells will then elongate extensively. The result will be leggy growth. A high night-time temperature
and a low daytime temperature, on the other hand, will produce a lot of cell division and little
elongation. Stocky growth. This can be seen in the effect on the distance between the leaves (the
internodes).

Cell division is a continuous process, cell elongation takes place in the light period. The shape of the
cell can be influenced by a difference in night-time temperature (division) and daytime temperature
(division and elongation).

Daytime/night-time temperature = growth in length

Temperature and light
So far, ‘light’ has played only a small role in this theory. The principle ‘light = production’ is the first
step. During photosynthesis, light energy is converted into usable sugars. The next steps were about
how these sugars are used. As mentioned above, it is also possible for the sugars not to be used,
but to be stored in the crop (in the form of sturdier cell walls). The ratio between light and temperature
determines whether this storage takes place. The figure below illustrates this principle.
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In practice, it is very difficult to significantly influence the quantity of light. To maintain the balance,
therefore, the temperature must be adjusted to the lighting level. A large amount of light (high
production of sugars) would therefore be accompanied by a higher temperature (high use of sugars).
A small amount of light (low production of sugars) would be accompanied by a lower temperature
(low use of sugars).

Instead of this balance, growers can also opt for an imbalance. Maintaining a low temperature with
a large amount of light will increase the stock of sugars. And, of course, it can also be done the other
way around. A crop with a large stock of sugars will be dark green in colour and heavier, while a crop
with a small stock will be light green in colour and lighter.

Water management
Water is absorbed into the plant via the roots. This uptake takes place actively by means of respiration
in the roots. It is a continuous process and is not linked to transpiration. The root temperature has
a minor influence on the active uptake of water.

The water that is absorbed has several functions in the plant. An indication of the percentage of
water used by each function is shown in brackets.
• Transport of nutrient salts
• Photosynthesis (± 0.5%), very small portion for of sugars
• Cell turgor (± 9.5%), Photosynthesis and cell turgor together ± 5-15%
• Temperature control (± 90%)

As described above, the process of photosynthesis uses water. The created sugars are the building
blocks of new plant cells. Nutrient salts are also required for building new cells (cell division). These
are transported to the cells via the roots. Small amounts of salts and sugars, as well as water, are
needed for pumping up the new cells (cell elongation). Keeping the cells at the correct tension and
replenishing them (cell turgor) is then a continuous process; this gives the plant rigidity.

By far the largest proportion (90%) of water is used for temperature control (transpiration). The
absorbed water that transpires via the leaves extracts heat from the plant. As a result, the leaves
cool down. The level of transpiration may vary considerably during the day as a result of radiation.

In addition, there are factors that influence transpiration:
• The stomata: the plant can open and close stomata in the leaf to influence resistance and thus

transpiration.
• The climate: if there is a lot of moisture in the air, the difference in vapour pressure between

the plant and the air may decrease. Transpiration is affected by this.
• Water absorption: if the plant cannot absorb water, there will be no water available for

transpiration.
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It is very important that transpiration (elimination) and absorption (uptake) should be in balance
(the moisture balance). Of the three factors mentioned above, two processes cannot be controlled
by the crop. Water absorption (respiration), the available moisture and the climate are controlled
by the grower. The stomata represent the only control that the plant itself has. They allow the plant
to inhibit or increase transpiration. If there is too much elimination, the stomata close (inhibit
transpiration); if there is not enough, the stomata open (increase transpiration). This control is,
however, limited.

InsufficiencyBalanceExcess

The figure above shows a schematic representation of the moisture balance. With excess, the
absorption is ‘normal’ but the transpiration is very limited. As a result, the plant will become ‘bloated’.
If this continues, the pressure in the cells will become too great and they will burst. This ultimately
becomes visible as a loss of quality as a result of leaf tip burn etc. In the second example, absorption
and transpiration are equal. The crop’s moisture status remains constant. Insufficiency occurs if the
plant is eliminating more moisture than it is absorbing. To control the temperature, the plant will
extract moisture from the cells, thus reducing the cell turgor. This will be ultimately be identifiable
as ‘desiccation’.

A disruption of the balance between uptake and transpiration means there will be a change in the
plant’s internal water use. It was stated above that 90% of the absorbed water transpires, and that
10% remains behind in the crop. If elimination exceeds uptake, the plant will adjust this ratio to, for
example, 95% transpiration and 5% for the crop. Conversely, it may also be the case that uptake
exceeds elimination, in which case the ratio will change to, for example, 80% transpiration and 20%
for the crop. The first situation is known as desiccation, the second as drowning.

At a cellular level, these two situations appear quite similar. In the event of desiccation, cell turgor
falls and the cell eventually implodes. In an excessively wet situation, cell turgor rises and the cell
eventually explodes. The result of both actions is a broken cell, which cannot keep its humidity and
so dries up. A dried up cell turns black. This is what in practice can ultimately be seen in the form of
leaf tip burn, leaf scorch, blossom end rot etc.

Generative and vegetative
Controlling the generative or vegetative growth of the crop is a form of intervention in the structure
of the plant. In many cases, a plant will grow vegetatively. It is only by ‘inhibiting’ the plant that a
generative action can be encouraged (fruit, flower initiation). A generative action is simply the creation
of the fruit and flowers, while the continued growth of plant parts (flowers and fruit) is vegetative.
A crop which is cultivated very actively will have relatively high transpiration will develop more
vegetatively. As a result of the high flow of moisture through the crop, cell elongation will be relatively
high. If a crop is cultivated inactively, it will have relatively low transpiration and will develop more
generatively. The low flow of moisture through the crop will result in a more limited cell elongation.

Glossary (TopCrop)

ExplanationTerm
The average temperature in one 24-hour period. TopCrop works with a rolling 24-hour period.
The 24-hour temperature is the parameter for the cleavage speed.

24-hour temperature

The plant cell divides into 2 equal new cells. The cells are each half the size of the old cell. In
total, the 2 new cells are the same size as the old cell. This is a continuous process, influenced
by temperature.

cell division
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ExplanationTerm
The pressure inside the plant cell. This pressure gives the plant its rigidity. The cell turgor
may vary considerably in the plant. If the pressure is too high or too low, the cell will rupture
irreversibly. This is visible as leaf tip burn, etc.

cell turgor

After cell division, elongation occurs. The 2 newly formed cells are inflated with water, which
will give them the size of the old cell, before the division. This process takes place mainly in
the morning. As a result, the plant increases in size and weight. In practice, cell elongation
is seen as the growth.

cell elongation

The speed (often in days) of the splitting off of new crop parts. This is determined by the cell
division and temperature. A high temperature results in high cell division.

cleavage speed

The crop activity indicates whether the crop is activating or inhibiting the transpiration.crop activity
The crop performance is derived from the crop activity and shows if the crop targets that
have been set are being achieved.

crop performance

The difference between daytime and night-time temperatures. A negative difference
(night-time temperature higher than daytime temperature) results in limited cell elongation
and compact growth. A positive difference results in elongation of the crop.

difference daytime
temperature -
night-time
temperature

The part of the crop which does not consist of water is called the dry matter. These parts are
actually the building blocks of the plant. Dry matter is a product of the process of
photosynthesis. The dry matter is displayed as a percentage of the fresh weight.

dry matter

The total weight of a plant or fruit. This consists to a large extent of water and of some dry
matter. The fresh weight increases primarily as a result of cell elongation.

fresh weight

A generative action is the creation of new plant parts, such as flowers, fruit or leaves.generative
In vegetable cultivation, the elongation of fruit is incorrectly seen as generative. This is,
however, a vegetative process.
A disruption in the water balance changes the cell turgor. This causes the cell to implode
(drought) or explode (excess). This results in quality problems such as: leaf scorch, blossom
end rot, uneven fruit, leaf tip burn, etc.

loss of quality as a
result of water balance
disturbance

The process in the plant that, among other things, converts light into sugars. Photosynthesis
has indirect connections with the evaporation. Photosynthesis is strongly influenced by: the
light level, CO2 level, temperature and moisture supply. Photosynthesis gives no indication
about the growth of the crop. It only gives an indication about the energy supply of the crop.

photosynthesis

The plant temperature has, above all, an influence on the rate of evaporation, respiration
and the subsequent processes. The average plant temperature thus determines the crop
growth speed.

plant temperature

Most herbaceous crops remain alive at a plant temperature between 5°C and 42°C. Outside
these limits, the plant will die. Sensitivity to this temperature varies from crop to crop; some
crops are very sensitive and will die in the event of a small deviation, while with other crops
it is a period of days. These are definite limits within which a crop must remain.

plant temperature
limits

Respiration is a continuous process in the plant which converts sugars into chemical energy.
The chemical energy is used for cell division, uptake of water, maintenance of the plant and,
to a limited extent, for cell elongation. Respiration is influenced by temperature.

respiration

Stomata are small openings in the leaf. The plant can open or close them. They allow the
plant to control evaporation. In spite of the closing of stomata, the plant will always continue
to evaporate. CO2 for photosynthesis is also absorbed via the stomata. This uptake by the
stomata is hardly influenced by the large difference in CO2 in the plant and in the air.

stomata

Is the removal of moisture from the leaf. The heat required for this is supplied by the leaf.
This reduces the temperature of the leaf. The plant influences transpiration with its stomata.
The plant cannot control the largest influences on transpiration: radiation, air humidity,
airflow, temperature and water.

transpiration

A vegetative process is the continued growth of existing plant parts, after the creation of a
fruit. Vegetative growth is applicable to the continued growth of fruits, flowers, stems, roots
and leaves.

vegetative

The balance of moisture in the crop. The balance consists of the uptake, use and release of
water.

water balance
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F&P cooling
The F&P cooling (fan & pad cooling) cools the greenhouse by evaporating water in a pad and blowing
the cooled air through the greenhouse with fans. The quantity of air can be varied by using more or
fewer fans. The fans are controlled in groups, the fan stages.

If the measured greenhouse temperature rises, the F&P cooling switches on to cool the greenhouse
air. The possible temperature limits above which the F&P cooling starts (I130 F&P cooling strategy)
are:

• A set temperature limit;
• A set temperature above the calculated ventilation temperature;
• A set temperature above the ventilation temperature and the P band of the vents;

The weather conditions determine how much air must be used to cool the greenhouse sufficiently.

Fan capacity
The desired fan capacity (I132.1 F&P cooling influences) determines the number of active fan stages,
the switching of the pad pump (I134 Pad pump) and the air inlet position (I137 Air inlet strategy).
The F&P control calculates a P band over which the calculated fan capacity goes from 0% to 100%.
This P band depends on:

• Weather-dependent P band;
• Temperature difference between the calculated ventilation temperature and the outside

temperature;
• Radiation;
• Wind speed.

Air inlet
The air inlet (I137 Air inlet strategy) ensures sufficient air enters the greenhouse when fans are
running which blow the air out of the greenhouse. The air inlet position depends on the fan capacity.
The air inlet can be arranged by the ventilation control with vents or air inlet valves.
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Lighting
Light is an important growth factor for a plant. Under the influence of light a plant can convert water
and CO2 into sugars. Applying artificial light with the aim to grow plants is called growing light. In
addition to the growing light there is also light to lengthen the day to either prevent budding or in
fact to stimulate it.

We can distinguish a number of different lighting systems:
• growing light

This lighting serves as growing light for the crop and is an addition to or replacement for sunlight.
• modulating growing light

This lighting also serves as growing light for the crop and is an addition to or replacement for
sunlight. In this case, however, the (maximum) four strings are not switched on simultaneously:
one additional string is switched on at a time, according to how dark it becomes.

• long day
This lighting is an induction lighting to force flower development or, as the case may be prevent,
flowering. With the long day lighting function of the growing light only one of the four strings is
controlled.

• cyclic lighting
This type of lighting can help prevent budding in short day plants during the night.

With the (modulating) growing light there is an adjustable waiting time for switching the systems on
and off to prevent the systems from switching on and off simultaneously. With the growing light
with the LONG DAY function there is no waiting time to avoid it suddenly becoming dark in the
greenhouse a some point. After a block the switching the switching sequence can be reversed, so
that lamps that were switched on first the previous time, are switched on last after a block. This way
all the lamps acquire the same number of operating hours.

• There is the option to connect a curtain control to a growing light system, so that the curtain
can be controlled open or closed when the growing light is activated.

• The maximum light emission can be set in a maximum of 6 periods, pursuant to the Dutch
Legislation on Light Emissions from the Horticultural Sector. If a curtain control is connected to
a growing light system, the curtain is controlled to a minimum curtain position on the basis of
the settings in Light emission: Minimum curtain position.

• The heating control takes the growing light into account when it is switched on. The lights also
radiate heat. Before the lamps can be switched, the heating is adjusted to prevent the
temperature from fluctuating after switching the lamps on or off.

• With the growing light, the expected radiation sum may also be taken into account. If the next
day is going to be a sunny day, the growing light may be switched off sooner or even remain off.

Growing light
The basis for the growing light is a set radiation limit. Depending on the installation these can be
the measured radiation inside or outside, or the calculated radiation inside. A PAR measurement
can also be used for this. The radiation limit is set on the basis of a maximum of 6 periods. Per period
there is an adjustable start and end time and a radiation limit. The radiation limit is the switching
limit below which the growing light switches on. To prevent erratic switching behaviour, a dead band
and deviation sums are used. Also the minimum times can be adjusted to on and off. To determine
which calculated or measured value is used as radiation limit, the measured or calculated value can
be linked to the growing light program.

To prevent the lighting from coming on just before the end time, there is the option to specify Active
before end time.

If the time Active before end time is longer than or equal to the actual period, then the period
will not be activated.

If at the end of a sunny day the radiation falls or remains under the radiation limit, a measured
radiation sum limit can ensure the lighting stays off or does not come on. The plants have had so
much light that additional light is not (further) required. The time at which the registered measured
radiation sum must be reset is adjustable and does not need to be synchronised with the sunrise
time.
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Modulating growing light
An additional feature/functionality of the growing lighting is the modulating growing light. With
growing lighting the lighting is switched on below a radiation limit on (which includes the dead band
and deviation sum), whereas with modulating growing lighting there are a maximum of 4 radiation
limits that each control a string. The number of limits is determined by the number of connected
strings. With modulating growing lighting more strings (more lamps) are controlled the more the
radiation decreases.

The strings can be switched off based on the radiation sum or the PAR sum. If the specified limit has
almost been reached, lighting strings may be switched off gradually.

Long day lighting
The lamps are used for long day lighting (the function of the growing light program is then LONG
DAY) and independently from the stage of the crop.

• The growing light is set on the basis of a maximum of 6 periods. There is an adjustable start and
end time per period. The growing light switches on and off on the basis of this start and end
time.

• The growing light is divided into systems. A maximum of 4 strings are connected per day, one
of which is controlled when the function of the growing light is set to LONG DAY.

• There is the option to set a rotation time for the LONG DAY at which time the active string is
carried over for all allocated drives. Because one of the four strings is being controlled a string
is activated once every four days. It is advisable to rotate when the lighting is off to avoid
unnecessary switching actions.

The waiting time between successively switching on the growing light systems is adjustable.

System composition
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An example of the system construction of a growing light installation

In this example there is one growing light program (I205 Growing light strategy (page 437))
which determines whether the lamps are to be switched ON or OFF. There are 9 growing
light systems per program which can be switched on one at a time. There are 4 strings
connected per growing light system.

For LONG DAY lighting only one of the four strings is set to ON (rotating per 24 hours) and
for growing light the strings all the strings are switched ON.

Cyclic lighting
If the timer is enabled, the cyclic lighting is on between the set start and end times. The cyclic lighting
lengthens the day in order to prevent the induction of flowering. In order to lengthen the day it is
not necessary to have the lighting on continuously, only part of the time would be sufficient to
prevent budding. Consequently the lighting system is divided in strings. A string is a row of lamps
that must be switched on all at once. During the lighting the strings are switched in an ascending
order of string numbers. Only one can be on at one time, the active string. The active string remains
switched on during the set string time. If no string time has been set for a string, then it will not be
activated.

To prevent a long period of darkness between two switch ons of a string, there is an adjustable cycle
time lighting. After the first string has switched on, the time starts counting. When the cycle time
has elapsed, the first string is switched on again. When the cycle time has elapsed and not all strings
have been activated, nevertheless the cycle starts again from string 1. The strings that were not
switched on are skipped. When all strings have been activated during a cycle and the cycle time has
not yet elapsed, the cycle is still completed. In the remaining time no strings are activated and so it
remains dark.

There is the option to test the lamps outside the lighting time by using the cycle time test and the
string time test.

Finally the sequence numbers can be used to set a priority for the electricity consumption. This
allows you to specify which cyclical lighting will be given priority in the event of an electricity shortage.

Rotating
There are various methods of rotation for the lighting:
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Cyclic rotationRotation of systemsRotation of strings 
I200.3I200I202Section
Ensures, in the event of
insufficient electrical
capacity, that the radiation
sum derived from the
growing lighting per square
metre is distributed as
evenly as possible over the
entire facility.

Ensures that all strings have
the same amount of
operating hours.

Ensures that no dark spots
arise in the greenhouse.

Use

The changing of strings is
adjustable.

The changing of strings only
occurs once every 24 hours
(at night).
Strings with the same
sequence number for
electricity demand are
changed in sequence, based
on the actual number of
operating hours. As a result,
in the event of an electricity
shortage, other strings are
released during the next 24
hours.

The changing of strings only
occurs once every 24 hours
(at night).
The changing of strings takes
place within a growing light
system.

Frequency of rotation
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Curtain
The various curtain functions are:
• black out curtain function: extend night period;
• energy curtain function: reduce heat losses from the greenhouse and so save energy;
• shading curtain function: protect the crop from excessive radiation, temperature or irradiation;
• humidity curtain function: limit humidity removal and prevent excessive transpiration;
• side-slave curtain function: save energy and prevent excessive radiation. The side-slave curtain

can operate as an independent control or follow another curtain as a slave curtain.

You can choose per curtain function which radiation will be used as switch condition. Depending on
the installation, these can be the measured radiation inside or outside or the calculated radiation
inside. A PAR measurement can be used for the shading curtain.

Outside these curtain functions a curtain can be 'forced' to be driven to a curtain position. This can
be because other controls and/or protection is active, such as storm, growing light or crop treatment.

If a curtain (function) is active, then:
• the maximum vent positions lee and wind are limited by the curtain program (if set lower than

the maximum vent positions in the vent control);
• the heat demand from the section is adjusted, because the curtain saves energy and limits

radiation;
• the water temperature is adjusted, because the heat demand changes;
• the calculated top temperature is adjusted, so the humidity control is adjusted if necessary.
• the calculated transpiration sum limit is adjusted, so that the irrigation can be influenced;
• if necessary the recirculation fans are started if they are activated by a measured curtain position.

The vent limitations can be set per curtain.

If the curtain is closed then depending on the curtain function the curtain can be partially controlled
open (gaps) due to temperature and/or humidity.

A curtain position is presented with a percentage (0% = curtain fully open; 100% = curtain fully closed).

Curtain functions
A curtain can only be active for one function at a time. The curtain can remain active when there is
a change of function, for example from a black out curtain to an energy curtain. One of the curtain
functions is more important than the other and is given a higher priority.

Curtain functions by priority:
1. black out curtain function
2. energy curtain function
3. shading curtain function
4. humidity curtain function

Exception: the shading curtain priority is higher than the energy curtain priority if the desired curtain
position for the shading curtain function is greater than for the energy curtain function.

Shading
The black out curtain function can be used to extend the night by keeping the black out curtain
closed. You specify the time at which the black out curtain function starts. When there is excessive
radiation or the outside temperature is too high, you have the option of postponing the start for a
time to be set. In addition, you set the minimum time that the curtain remains closed or you specify
the time at which the curtain opens.

It is possible to allow gapping in the black out curtain. The settings you use for this depend on the
dark period. The dark period is the period in which the measured outside radiation is lower than a
set radiation for a set time and after the sunset twilight until the sunrise twilight.

Outside the dark period (‘daytime’), you can use the extra gapping settings (I161.2 Black out curtain
extra gap) to control a gap in the black out curtain while it is still light. You can use this extra gap to
decrease the temperature or air humidity under the curtain. You can set the number of times that
gapping may take place, the waiting time between and the maximum time that the gap lasts. You
can set the relationship between the gap size and the temperature or humidity difference with a
setting table.
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During the dark period (‘night’), you can use the settings of the standard gap control.

The dark period determines which gap control is active: as long as the conditions for the dark period
are valid, the standard gap control will be active. As soon as the conditions for the dark period are
no longer valid while the black out curtain is active, the extra gap control will be active.

Finally, the shading curtain, energy curtain or humidity curtain function can ensure that the curtain
remains closed during the dark period, irrespective of the setting for the black out curtain function.

The blackout curtain is opened and closed in accordance with a step control.

Energy
The curtain function is used to save energy.

The energy curtain is set for a 24 hours cycle divided into a maximum of 6 periods. The energy curtain
can be activated on the basis of conditions. The conditions are:
• Outside temp curtain forced closed condition (dependent on the measured outside temperature);
• Radiation condition (dependent on the measured radiation);
• Irradiation condition (dependent on the measured irradiation);
• Heat demand condition (depending on the Heat demand curtain close setting and a delay after

the limit value has been exceeded);
• Water temperature condition (dependent on the calculated water temperature);
• Outside temperature condition (depending on the measured outside temperature and weather

influences on the outside temperature limit);

The next condition is not a condition for activating the energy curtain, but for the energy curtain
remaining active:
• Temperature difference condition (dependent on the measured temperature above the curtain

and the calculated heating temperature). If no heating control has been connected, the measured
greenhouse air temperature applies.

These conditions may have the following values:
• CLOSE: the curtain may close;
• OPEN: the curtain may open;
• FREE: the condition has no influence on opening/closing.

The following diagram indicates how these conditions are used in the energy curtain control.
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Influence on control
response
see I162.2

Thresholds
see I162

Required
see I162.4 / I160.4

Condition

-Outside temperature forced
closed

outside temperature sensorOutside temperature curtain
forced closed condition
 

Dead band radiation
Radiation deviation sum open
Radiation deviation sum close

Radiation limit
This radiation limit can be
influenced by weather
influences and an extra
influence.

radiation sensorRadiation condition

Dead band irradiation
Irradiation deviation sum
open
Irradiation deviation sum
close

Irradiation limitirradiation sensorIrradiation condition

Delay water temp-heat
demand condition

Heat demand curtain close
Heat demand curtain open

connection to heating
system

Heat demand condition

Delay water temp-heat
demand condition

Water temperature limitconnection to heating
system

Water temperature
condition

Dead band outside
temperature
Temperature deviation sum
open
Temperature deviation sum
close

Outside temperature limit
absolute
This outside temperature
limit can be influenced by
weather influences and an
extra influence.

Release outside
temperature=ABS

Outside temperature
condition

Dead band outside
temperature
Temperature deviation sum
open
Temperature deviation sum
close

Outside temperature limit
relative
This outside temperature
limit can be influenced by
weather influences and an
extra influence.

Release outside
temperature=REL

Temp diff below-above curtain
open

temperature measurement
above the curtain

Temperature difference
condition

Radiation condition
The radiation limit can be influenced by an extra influence (setting in Priva Office).

The radiation condition is dependent on the measured radiation:
• If the measured radiation is less than Radiation limit, the radiation condition is: CLOSE.
• If the measured radiation is greater than Radiation limit, the radiation condition is: OPEN.

Outside temperature condition
A selection must be made between the absolute and relative outside temperature limit.

The outside temperature limit can be influenced by the following weather influences:
• wind chill;
• measured wind speed;
• measured outside radiation;
• measured irradiation;
• measured rain quantity;
• rain alarm;
• extra influence (setting in Priva Office).

The energy curtain is driven to the adjustable maximum curtain position, which can be limited by
the (installation) maximum curtain position.

If the energy curtain is not closed, the end time of the active period can be brought forward with
the setting Active before end time. This can prevent the curtain from being closed for a short time just
before the period transition.
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Example

Per 4Per 3Per 2Per 1
Curtain fully closedClose curtain as

soon as it is too
cold outside AND
there is little
radiation.

Curtain fully openOpen curtain as
soon as it is not too
cold outside or if
there is sufficient
radiation.

Desired

Settings
18:0015:0010:0007:00Start time
CLOSEAUTO CLOSEOPENAUTO OPENMethod curtain
---7 °C---8°COutside temperature limit

absolute
---150 W/m2---200 W/m2Radiation limit

Screens
Shading curtains are used to prevent a surplus of radiation or irradiation. You can use a shading
curtain for a curtain control (see I163 Shading curtain strategy (page 367)) or for the PAR control (see
I20 PAR control strategy (page 426)).

The shading curtain can be activated between the start and end time if the timer is on.

Six periods can be used in which the shading curtain can become active on the basis of the set
conditions. Within the period conditions can be set on the basis of which the (shading) curtain must
close. The conditions determine the switching using the dead bands and the deviation sums. For
the modulating shading (using a setup table) a damper and a minimum position can be set as well.

If the shading curtain function is not active, the end time can be brought forward with the setting
Active before end time. This can prevent the curtain from being closed just a short time before the
end time.

Various methods can be used for the shading:
• Radiation or PAR, the shading curtain closes based on the calculated radiation limit or PAR

limit. The calculated limit depends on the set limit and a decrease through radiation and/or MAR
sum. By using the MAR sum the radiation sum of the previous day(s) are taken into account.
The shading position can be a fixed set maximum curtain position or modulating based on the
measured radiation/PAR, according to the Radiation : curtain pos or PAR : curtain pos setting table
in I163.

• Temperature, the shading curtain closes up to the set maximum curtain position based on the
set (greenhouse) temperature limit.

• Irradiation: if the measured irradiation is above the irradiation limit, the curtain is driven to the
maximum position.

• Or a combination where one of the conditions closes the curtain.
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Switching with regard to the limits is done using the dead bands and deviation sum counters to keep
the control steady.

The shading curtain is driven to the adjustable maximum curtain position, which can be limited by
the (installation) maximum curtain position. The maximum curtain position is set per period, so that
in the event of overlapping periods on the basis of two radiation limits the (shading) curtain is driven
in two steps. In the event of overlapping periods the second period comes before the first period!

Between 7:00 and 17:00 hours the curtain must close to 60 % if the measured radiation
intensity is more than 500 W/m2. Above 750 W/m2 the curtain must go to 90 %. Below 550
W/m2 the curtain goes back to 60 % and below 300 W/m2 the curtain can open again.

To achieve this we specify the shading curtain as follows:

Per 2Per 1I163
ONONClock

7:007:00Start time
17:0017:00End time

RADRADCondition shading
FIXEDFIXEDShading method

650400Radiation limit
9060Max curtain position

Per 2Per 1I163.1
100100Dead band radiation

If necessary there is the option to use a radiation deviation sum to prevent erratic control
when the radiation intensity fluctuates.

The shading curtain must be activated above a measured radiation of 200 W/m2 (the dead
band is 0). Then the curtain must be closed modulating according to the setup table:

9 Radiation : curtain pos.
YX

50
60
75
95

0
250
400
550

1.
2.
3.
4.

In a graph the settings look as follows:
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Modulating shades

Diaphragm curtain
A diaphragm curtain consists of two curtains composed, for example, of 15 cm wide strips of varying
radiation permeability. For instance, alternating strips of 20% and 80% permeability can be used.
The diaphragm control can move the upper curtain relative to the lower curtain. As a result, the
strips with low permeability and with high permeability slide over each other and the translucency
can be regulated. Based on a desired PAR level, which can be set in 6 periods, the diaphragm control
determines the corresponding permeability with the associated diaphragm position.

The control of the diaphragm screen from the process computer takes place via a PLC. Additional
hardware is required for communication between PLC and Connext. Please contact Priva for
information about correct hardware and custom implementation.

Humidity
The curtain function humidity is used to limit the humidity removal and prevent too much
transpiration.

The humidity curtain can be activated between the start and end time if the timer is on.

Six periods can be used in which the humidity curtain can become active on the basis of the set
conditions. Within the period conditions can be set on the basis of which the (humidity) curtain must
close. The conditions determine the switching using the dead bands. The position of the humidity
curtain is determined using the measured humidity and the set Range humidity diff dry, Band curtain
dry and Max curtain position (I164).
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Determination of the position of the humidity curtain using themeasured RHor themeasured humidity
deficit and the created settings

Side-slave
The curtain function side-slave is used to save energy and/or to shade against too much radiation.

The side-slave curtain can be activated between the start and end time if the timer is on.

Six periods can be used in which the side-slave curtain can become active on the basis of the set
conditions. Within the period conditions can be set on the basis of which the (side-slave) curtain
must close. The conditions determine the switching using dead bands.

If the side-slave curtain function is not active, the end time can be brought forward with the setting
Active before end time. This can prevent the curtain from being closed just a short time before the
end time.

The (possible) conditions for closing are:
• Radiation limit closed, the measured radiation must be above or below the radiation limit closed;
• Outside temperature limit closed, the measured outside temperature must be below or above

the outside temperature limit closed;
• External curtain position limit closed, the measured or calculated external curtain position must

be smaller or larger than the external curtain position limit closed. The (external) curtain that
the side-slave curtain is linked to, can be allocated freely.

Must be selectable or meet all or one of the conditions to activate the side-slave curtain. Also there
is the option whether the side-slave curtain must follow the external curtain or must close completely
when the limit external curtain position has been reached.

The side-slave curtain must close when the upper curtain is in a position of more than 80%.
This can be achieved by entering the following settings:

Per 2Per 1I166
OFFONClock

---0:00Start time
---0:00End time
---80Ext curtain pos limit close
---100Max curtain position
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Per 2Per 1I166.1
---GREATERCondition ext curt pos close
---NOSlave curtain follows ext curt pos
---NOClose on all conditions

Controls

Step control
The curtain can be controlled in steps. Step control is possible with:
• black out curtain (prevents sudden cooling);
• energy curtain (prevents sudden cooling or heat wave).

When does the step control start?
The step control starts if:
• the black out curtain may open or the energy curtain may open or close;
• no curtain is located below or above the curtain (for which it has been set that it may open and

close faster if the other curtain in the same area is closed);
• there is no temperature measurement above the curtain, or if the temperature difference is

greater than the set value.

Calculated temperature limit
There are two calculated temperature limits:
• The temperature limit for opening is the calculated heating temperature plus half of Temperature

deviation curtain open (I112);
• The temperature limit for closing is the calculated heating temperature minus half of Temperature

deviation curtain close (I112).

Time adjust heating max/min
Depending on the current curtain position and where the curtain is to go, there is a waiting time
before controlling the curtain to adjust the heating capacity.

If the adjustment is smaller than the set minimum curtain adjustment, there is no waiting.

In the event of a larger adjustment, the system waits for the set minimum time. Depending on the
measured temperature, the waiting period may be longer, but no longer than the set maximum.

Waiting time
The waiting time between the steps is dependent on the measured temperature and the calculated
heating temperature. The minimum waiting time applies if the measured temperature is higher
(open) or lower (close) than the calculated temperature limit.

Step factor
After the waiting time step the next step is the size of the step factor times the already driven opening.
This step factor is proportional and dependent on the set temperature difference between slow and
fast. Then the waiting time is suspended etc.

Close
For an energy curtain: the energy curtain is closed in accordance with the step control.

For a blackout curtain: the curtain is fully closed in one action after the warning step.
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Example

The measured and calculated curtain position is 100% (the curtain is closed) and the curtain
is now allowed to open.

The calculated heating temperature is 20 °C. The measured outside temperature is 8 °C and
the measured temperature is 20 °C. The temperature deviation open curtain is 1.0 °C.

The following settings apply to the open range:

-OPENING RANGE-
1020Range temperature diff slow/fast
10025Step factor slow/fast
16Waiting time step max/min
602First step/end step control
10001500Time adjust heating max/min
60Min curtain change time adjust heating

The curtain position change is 100 % - 0 % = 100 % (from closed to open), so greater than
60 %.

The difference between the calculated heating temperature and the measured outside
temperature is 20 °C - 8 °C = 12 °C, so the temperature influence is 'fairly quick', i.e. 80 % of
the range.

The step factor is then 80 % of the range from 25 % to 100 %, so 85 %.

The calculated temperature limit is 20 + 50% x 1.0 = 20.5 °C. The measured temperature is
lower, so the waiting time is 6 minutes and the time delay is 15 minutes.

In a graph the step factor can also be determined:

The step factor based on the temperature influence

The time delay, 10 minutes, is implemented before the heating control.

The quick open then occurs as follows (refer to table):
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waiting timeopeningcurtain position after stepstep sizestep
62100 - 2 = 9821
63.798 - 1.7 = 96.385% x 2 = 1.72
66.896.3 - 3.1 = 93.285% x 3.7 = 3.13
612.693.2 - 5.8 = 87.485% x 6.8 = 5.84
623.387.4 - 10.7 = 76.785% x 12.6 = 10.75
643.176.7 - 19.8 = 56.985% x 23.3 = 19.86

1000rest7

Gap control
Gap control is used to direct surplus heat or surplus humidity from under the curtain to above the
curtain. With the exception of the humidity gap in the humidity curtain both the temperature and
the humidity gap can occur in all curtain functions. The side-follower curtain does not have a gap
control.

You can use temperature gaps and humidity gaps in the event of excessively high temperature or
humidity. You can select from:
• The control determines the gap size by means of the specified range settings, possibly with

weather influence. This method is called: RANGE
• The control increases the gap in small steps; the control does not take the next step until the

effect of the previous step has been worked out and measured. This method is called: STEPS.

The gap control can become active between the start and end time if the timer is on.

Six periods can be used in which the gap can become active on the basis of the set conditions. Within
the period, conditions can be set on the basis of which the curtain can be partially controlled open
(gaps).

All the settings for both the temperature gap and the humidity gap are set separately. If both gaps
are active simultaneously then the largest of the two is driven.

For the temperature gap control, the temperature gap can be:
• calculated according to the measured temperature (ABS);
• calculated according to the difference between the calculated heating temperature and the

measured temperature (REL).

For the temperature gap control, the humidity gap can be:
• calculated according to the measured relative humidity (RH);
• calculated according to the measured humidity deficit (HD).

Black out curtain extra gap

With the aid of an extra gap, you can allow a gap during the black out function of the curtain while
it is light. The extra gap can be switched off, always released or released between start and end time.
The number of extra gaps per day, the waiting period between the gapping and the maximum time
a gap is allowed to be controlled are all adjustable. The gap size during extra gapping can be set for
temperature and humidity with setting tables defining the relationship between temperature
difference and/or air humidity difference.

Weather influence

With the RANGE gap method, the gap to be controlled can be influenced by the weather, because
with a lower outside temperature and a higher wind speed the temperature and humidity exchange
become greater. Consequently both for the temperature gap and the humidity gap a maximum
weather influence is adjustable. The weather influence is modulating from 0% up to the set maximum
weather influence over the outside temperature start and end range. This range can be moved with
at most a set increase over a wind speed range start and end.
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Growing light emission control
If Light emission has been selected for Curtain function during growing light and if the growing light
emission limitation is active, the curtain will be controlled to a minimum curtain position provided
that the allocated growing light has been switched on. This minimum curtain position is based on
the Maximum light emission (I207) and Light emission : min curtain position (I168).

Curtain drive
Curtains that are not allowed to drive simultaneously, will need to wait in turn. This is because
sometimes there is not sufficient power to drive multiple curtains simultaneously. It is also possible
that because of the installation the curtains are not allowed past a certain curtain position at a given
vent position.

Release curtain
There is also a choice of how the curtain is allowed to be released:
• None, the curtain drive is not released and the computer is not allowed to control the curtain;
• Always, the curtain drive is always released and the computer controls the curtain;
• Time, the curtain drive is only released between the start and end time and the computer controls

the curtain only between the start and end time. If the curtain is not released then a fixed curtain
position or a curtain drive from crop treatment will not be carried through.

Energy savings and radiation limitation
The curtain in a closed status saves energy and limits the radiation. The energy savings and radiation
limitation depend on the type of curtain and the curtain is important for a number of controls such
as the heating and humidity control. The values for energy savings and radiation limitation are
adjustable.

Calibrate curtain
With curtain controls whereby the curtain position gives feedback, the control software needs to
'know' which input voltage (milliVolt) is associated with which curtain position. Consequently the
curtain must be calibrated. When the input voltage changes as a result of for example the replacement
of the curtain position sensors or because of aging, it is necessary to recalibrate the curtain position
sensors.

Strong gale
In the event of a storm the curtain can be driven to a fixed position. The curtain can be linked to a
storm limit. The conditions for activating the storm limit can be set in the meteo settings.

Fixed curtain position
In the event of a storm the curtain position can be driven to a fixed position. This choice can be a
manual selection or because the growing light is active. Also the maximum gap can be limited when
the growing light is active.

Maximum curtain position
The maximum curtain position can be set centrally. This takes preference above the maximum
curtain position as is set for the various functions and is treated as an installation maximum. In some
cases the maximum curtain position depends on the vent position. In this case the installations will
conflict. By using a setup table the vent position can limit the maximum curtain position.

Central curtain control
In the case of energy curtains, it may be desirable to control the curtains centrally. For example, to
ensure that adjacent energy curtains do open and close synchronously. In that situation, a central
control will prevent undesirable drafts.

In I160.4, you can select which curtain (compartment or autonomous) will be the central curtain for
the energy curtain strategy. You do this by linking each curtain to the central curtain in the
configuration matrix.
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The central curtain control only works for the ‘energy curtain function’. If the curtain is used
for other functions (black out curtain function, shading curtain function or humidity curtain
function), the opening and closing may differ.

As a result, the energy curtains open and close synchronously, based on the heat demand
and the water temperature conditions of the central curtain.
Deviations are possible by means of the gap control, which works locally to accommodate
any local temperature and/or humidity differences.

Curtain combination
There is a curtain combination if the curtain drives and/or curtain controls influence each other. This
is the case if two curtains are on the same wire bed and if the wire beds are linked together.

There are different types of curtain combinations possible:
a. Curtains on several wire beds at opposite angles;
b. Two curtains on a wire bed at opposite angles and limited;
c. Two curtains on a wire bed at opposite angles and in sequence;
d. Two curtains on a wire bed at equal angles.

a. Curtains on several wire beds at opposite angles
Characteristics:
• The curtains run in opposite directions and are on a separate wire bed;
• The curtain with the highest radiation limitation is the primary curtain;
• Both curtains have their own functions, whereby only if the screen function of the primary curtain

becomes active do we speak of a primary and a secondary curtain;
• The secondary curtain is given a minimum curtain position, which is determined by the curtain

position of the primary curtain and an overlap;
• Above the minimum position the secondary curtain can be controlled to move to another desired

position.

b. Two curtains on a wire bed at opposite angles and limited
Characteristics:
• The curtains run in opposite directions and are on the same wire bed;
• A maximum of two curtains can be linked to one wire bed;
• There is a primary and a secondary curtain;
• The primary curtain has priority over the secondary curtain;
• The primary curtain does not take into account the secondary curtain, except if the curtain has

a forced curtain position;
• The secondary curtain has its own desired position, but takes into account the desired position

and a gap of the primary curtain;
• A forced curtain position from the curtain control always has priority (for example the curtain

position for storm or lighting).

The choice of which curtain is the primary curtain depends on:
• the function of the curtains. The priority sequence is: blackout, energy, screen and humidity;
• the energy saving and/or radiation limitation of the curtains. With an equal function of the

curtains, for the energy function the primary curtain is the curtain with the highest energy saving
and for the screen function it is the curtain with the highest radiation limitation;

• the curtain number of the curtains with an equal function and an equal energy saving and/or
radiation limitation.
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c. Two curtains on a wire bed at opposite angles and in sequence
Characteristics:
• The curtains run in opposite directions and are on the same wire bed;
• A maximum of two curtains can be linked to one wire bed;
• There is a primary and a secondary curtain;
• The primary curtain has priority over the secondary curtain;
• The primary curtain does not take into account the secondary curtain, except if the curtain has

a forced curtain position;
• If the primary curtain has a calculated curtain position of 0%, then the secondary curtain has its

own curtain position;
• If the primary curtain has a calculated curtain position greater than 0%, then the secondary

curtain follows the primary curtain, to the extent that the curtains are always lying against each
other.

The choice of which curtain is the primary curtain depends on:
• the function of the curtains. The priority sequence is: blackout, energy, screen and humidity;
• the energy saving and/or radiation limitation of the curtains. With an equal function of the

curtains, for the energy function the primary curtain is the curtain with the highest energy saving
and for the screen function it is the curtain with the highest radiation limitation;

• the curtain number of the curtains with an equal function and an equal energy saving and/or
radiation limitation.

d. Two curtains on a wire bed at equal angles
Characteristics:
• The curtains run in the same direction and are on the same wire bed;
• A maximum of two curtains can be linked to one wire bed;
• There is a primary and a secondary curtain;
• The primary curtain has priority over the secondary curtain;
• The primary curtain does not take into account the secondary curtain, except if the curtain has

a forced curtain position;
• If the primary curtain has a calculated curtain position greater than 0%, then that calculated

curtain position is also the minimum curtain position of the secondary curtain.
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PAR control
The PAR control offers you the option of closing screens if it is too light, and switching on the growing
light if it is too dark. The starting point for this control is a PAR measurement. A PAR sensor measures
the section of the light spectrum in the greenhouse that converts the plant into growth
(photosynthesis). PAR stands for Photosynthetic Active Radiation, and includes the light spectrum
between 400 and 700 nm.

The PAR strategy has 3 setpoints:
• PAR shading: if the measured PAR exceeds this value, the control will close the shading curtains.
• PAR lighting: if the measured PAR is below this value, the control will switch on the growing light

systems.
• PAR sum: if the PAR sum for the day has been reached, the control will close the screens and will

no longer switch on the growing light systems, or the control will switch off the growing light
systems.

The PAR control can be connected to one or more PAR sensors. If multiple sensors are used, you
can choose between controlling by the lowest, average or highest measurement from the PAR
sensors.

The setpoint of the PAR control is set with a 6-period program. The intention is that at least one
period is used as the night period (I20). The night period has no setpoint. During the night period
the growing light is off and the shading curtains are open.

The setpoints can be influenced by:
• the humidity in the area (average humidity for PAR sum, measured humidity for PAR shading and

PAR lighting)
• the measured irradiation
• an extra influence

The PAR control can activate or deactivate one curtain step or growing light step at a time. Every
step has its own switching condition, dead bands and PAR deviation sums. The switching off and on
of a step can also be influenced by the height of the sun. Only once the calculated curtain step has
reached the maximum is the switching condition for the following curtain step employed.

The activation of the growing light for a short period can be prevented with the setting Active before
end time growing light (I20.2) and with extra switching conditions for the growing light steps that
relate to the maximum PAR sum. The growing light step can be circumvented even before the
maximum PAR sum has actually been reached.

The desired PAR sum can be adjusted with a correction. You can use corrections to easily deviate
from the strategy in the event of different circumstances. The settings correspond to the settings in
I20 PAR control strategy.

Finally, the PAR control can be connected to a maximum of one external PAR control. This could be
necessary if a growing light system or a shading curtain does not fall under the PAR control but does
lie above the surface controlled by the PAR control and therefore has an influence on the measured
PAR.
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CO2

The CO2 control takes care of the calculated CO2 dosage, this sets a dosing valve to open, controls
hot air systems or are dealt with by the CO2 management.

The type of dosage determines if and when CO2 is dosed. The types are:

• None; there is no dosage.
• Passive; there is only dosing if there is more CO2 production than requested.
• Active; there is a desired dosage.
• Both; there is active and passive dosage.

The calculated CO2 dosage always depends on the radiation. The radiation-dependent dosage is
modified by:
• Wind speed
• Vent position
• Temperature
• Humidity
• F&P cooling
• Extra influence

The aim of the CO2 dosage determines the dosage option:

• concentration
• kg dosage
• m3 dosage

Concentration
The aim of the CO2 dosage is to aim for a concentration. The calculated concentration is limited by
a minimum concentration to prevent a concentration that is too low in the event of a combination
of adjustments.

With closed vents the concentration is a good unit to specify the availability of CO2 for the
plant.

The following is specific for controlling the concentration:

• The dead band around the calculated concentration for switch slow-down.
• The setup table to specify for what deviation in concentration how many kg of CO2 must be

dosed.

With the dosing type both we actively dose up to the calculated concentration. If the CO2

source remains enabled for other reasons than the CO2, the passive dosage will continue
up to the maximum concentration.

Kg dosage
The aim of the CO2 dosage is to strive for a particular dosage. The unit used is the number of kg of
CO2 that is dosed. The number of kg is provided by using a liquid CO2 or a central supplier, or by
converting the gas consumed.

The calculated dosing is limited by a minimum dosing to prevent a dosing that is too low in the event
of a combination of adjustments.

With open vents the dosage is a good unit to specify the availability of CO2 for the plant.
With large vent openings the concentration is not very dependent on the dosage.

The following is specific for controlling the dosing:

• The CO2 monitoring, this resets the dosing if the concentration reaches the maximum
concentration range.

• Blocks the dosage if the concentration is likely to exceed the maximum concentration.
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With the dosing type both we actively dose up to the calculated dosing. If the CO2 source
remains enabled for other reasons than the CO2, the passive dosage will continue up to the
maximum concentration.

M3 dosage
The aim of the CO2 dosage is to aim for a dosage. The unit used is the amount of m3 of gas that is
used to produce the CO2. The calculated dosing is limited by a minimum dosing to prevent a dosing
that is too low in the event of a combination of adjustments.

With open vents the dosage is a good unit to specify the availability of CO2 for the plant.
With large vent openings the concentration is not very dependent on the dosage.

The following is specific for controlling the dosing:

• The CO2 monitoring, this resets the dosing if the concentration reaches the maximum
concentration range.

• Blocks the dosage if the concentration is likely to exceed the maximum concentration.

With the dosing type both we actively dose up to the calculated dosing. If the CO2 source
remains enabled for other reasons than the CO2, the passive dosage will continue up to the
maximum concentration.

Monitoring
For the following reasons the CO2 dosage is blocked by the climate:

• The concentration is too high.
• The temperature is too high.
• The relative humidity is too low.
• The humidity deficit is too high.
• The crop treatment does not allow dosing.
• The CO2 measurement is faulty.
• The air exchange is insufficient according to the air quality program.

CO2 management

The CO2 demand is defined in the CO2 strategy. This demand can be passed on to the CO2

management. The CO2 management makes sure that the CO2 demand is sent to the correct CO2

source.
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CO2 sources may be:
• boiler;
• flue gas cleaner in the case of a CHP;
• taken from an external CO2 supply line (e.g. by the utility company);
• gas cylinder (pure CO2)

The CO2 management is then linked to one or more CO2 transport units that make sure the produced
CO2 from the CO2 collector goes to the compartment(s). The CO2 transport units are connected to
one or more CO2 controls (CO2 programs) in the compartment(s).

It is also possible to connect CO2 sources directly to the CO2 ring line main instead of to the CO2

management. This has the advantage that the CO2 does not physically flow via the central CO2

collector and there is thus no risk that part of the CO2 will flow away via the flue gas outlet.

Distribution of the CO₂ demand
Within the CO2 management a distinction is made between two distributions; the standard distribution
and the alternative distribution.

the standard distribution of the CO2 demand over the CO2 sources.Standard
the alternative distribution of the CO2 demand over the CO2 sources, that switches on if the
standard distribution cannot supply sufficient CO2.

Alternative

First of all it is necessary to calculate the maximum quantity of CO2 that can be produced according
to the standard distribution and alternative distribution.

Standard distribution
The maximum CO2 production for the standard distribution is determined by:
• Release of sources for the standard distribution, adjustable in I250 CO2 management strategy

(page 575);
• Max number of sources standard that is permitted;
• Max FG valves CO₂ open that is permitted;
• Production limits of the released CO2 sources by, for instance, the maximum CO2 capacity;
• Storage space for heat by-product in the buffer. In the distribution of the CO2 demand, more

space is never released for the production of CO2 than is permitted based on the set desired fill
line (I300 HT heat management - strategy (page 552)), unless Extra capacity allowed for CO₂ prod
(I250 CO2 management strategy (page 575)) has been given;

• The blocking of the flue gas source by the air quality monitoring. See also: Monitoring of air
quality (page 109).

Alternative distribution
The maximum CO2 production for the alternative distribution is determined by:
• Release of sources for the alternative distribution, adjustable in I250 CO2 management strategy

(page 575);
• Max number of sources alternative that is permitted;
• Max FG valves CO₂ open that is permitted;
• Production limits of the released CO2 sources by, for instance, the maximum CO2 capacity;
• Storage space for heat by-product in the buffer. In the distribution of the CO2 demand, more

space is never released for the production of CO2 than is permitted based on the set desired fill
line (I300 HT heat management - strategy (page 552)), unless Extra capacity allowed for CO₂ prod
(I250 CO2 management strategy (page 575)) has been given;

• The blocking of the flue gas source by the air quality monitoring. See also: Monitoring of air
quality (page 109).

CO2 production percentage
The selection of a distribution is made on the basis of the CO2 production percentage. The CO2

production percentage is the ratio between the desired CO2 demand and the maximum CO2

production.

CO2 production percentage (standard distribution) = desired CO2 production / maximum CO2

production (standard distribution)
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CO2 production percentage (alternative distribution) = desired CO2 production / maximum CO2

production (alternative distribution)

SelectionConditions
Standardthe CO2 production percentage (standard distribution) is greater than CO₂ prod % switching
Alternativethe CO2 production percentage (alternative distribution) is greater than CO₂ prod % switching

and
the calculated maximum CO2 production (alternative distribution) is greater than the maximum
CO2 production (standard distribution)

Monitoring of air quality
During the winter period, the greenhouse remains virtually cut off from the outside air, which means
that, in the event of dosing of CO2 from a boiler or CHP, the concentration of substances harmful to
plants and employees may rise.

The air quality monitoring of the CO2 program ensures that CO2 from a boiler or CHP is not dosed
in a closed greenhouse for too long.

A CO2 sensor is not required for this monitoring: the control monitors the time that CO2 is dosed
from a boiler or CHP while the greenhouse is closed. As soon as this set time is exceeded (the
greenhouse has been closed for too long), various follow-up actions are possible:
• proceed without checking whether there is sufficient air exchange;
• set the CO2 dosage requirement in the CO2 program to 0 ppm;
• switch to dosage from an external CO2 source, for instance with liquid CO2;
• refresh the air by activating the ventilation control.

In I250.1 you can specify which CO2 sources should be closed in connection with the air
quality.

If the CO2 system has no CO2 valves, the DOSAGE STOP action will not work and the CO2 flue
gas source will be blocked completely.

Determining whether a room has sufficient or insufficient air refreshment
In I170.4, under Use air exchange, you select how the control determines whether the room has
sufficient air refreshment:

Air exchange
If Calc air exchange (M120) is greater than this minimum air exchange for the set duration, the room
has sufficient fresh air.

Vent positions/air outlets
If the measured positions of the vents and air outlets are below the specified position, the room has
insufficient air refreshment. There is a waiting time, in order to prevent erratic behaviour.

When determining whether the room has sufficient air refreshment, it is also important that the
waste materials have been removed from the room. The waiting time for this will be much longer
than the waiting time which applies for determining whether a room has insufficient air refreshment.
Once again, you specify for the vents and air outlets the position above which the room has sufficient
air refreshment.
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Refreshing the air in a room
If the room has insufficient air refreshment, there are several options:
• proceed without checking whether there is sufficient air exchange;
• stop CO2 dosage;
• block the CO2 source;
• continue CO2 dosage and set the vents and air outlets to the minimum position.

If the control uses the calculated air exchange to determine whether the room has sufficient air
refreshment (Use air exchange in I170.4), the control sets the vents to the minimum position in order
to ventilate.
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Water
The irrigation control consists generally of a start program, a valve group, a main and a water system.
All components can occur multiple times.

The start program automatically passes the start commands to one or multiple valve group(s) on
the basis of one or more conditions. The valve group then passes on the start to those valves that
have been assigned to the group. The valve then activates the water system that is connected through
the main.

During a start a recipe (number) that contains the desired EC and pH value is also included.

Start sequence
The start sequence is a component of the start program. The start sequence enables a once-only
sequence of starts to be carried out, either immediately or at a start time. The sequence consists of
no more than 10 starts. Per start you can specify whether this is to be carried out. A start can start
a phase or all phases of the linked valve group(s). There is the option to specify an interval time
between the starts. Before the start is carried out, the interval time since the last start must have
elapsed.

Also the interval time of the first start must have elapsed after the last start of the start
program or the start sequence, before the first start of the sequence takes place.

Start program
The conditions of a start program can be combined on the basis of at most 6 periods per day. Per
period you can specify how many conditions need to be met at the same time. The various start
conditions are:

• time (day clock and/or week clock);
• radiation;
• temperature / outside temperature;
• humidity (RH or HD);
• external start;
• radiation sum / drain;
• transpiration sum;
• tensiometer;
• moisture level (weight or substrate sensor);
• VPD sum;
• transpiration;
• dry-out (drain percentage);
• maximum rest time (interval start).

It is also possible to have a manual start without conditions. The start will then take place immediately.

Within one period it is possible to use a combination of start conditions, whereby the first start
request to be received is fulfilled.

The daily start and the weekly start operate with one or several starts for that day or per day of the
week.

The start program can provide a start signal to one or multiple valve groups.

By entering a maximum interval time after the previous start, it is possible to start with a time interval.
This interval start can be used in combination with other start options. You can specify separate
interval times for each period, whereby the minimum interval time serves as the maximum start
frequency for the different start conditions.

Day clock
The day clock provides a fixed interval time, which is equal to the set minimum interval time, a
starting condition from the start time. For that day you can specify the start time, the number of
starts and the minimum interval time per period. The day clock takes care of the starts until the
required number of starts has been initiated. Per period, you can select whether or not the clock
starts should be repeated the next day.
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Week clock
The week clock provides a fixed interval time, which is equal to the set minimum interval time, a
starting condition from the start time. For each day of the week you can specify the start time, the
number of starts and the interval time per period. This allows you to program the number of starts
a week in advance.

Per day of the week and per period the week clock takes care of the starts until the required number
of starts has been initiated . Per period you can select whether or not repeat the program should
be repeated on a weekly basis.

PAR - limit start
This start condition becomes valid if the measured PAR is higher or lower than the set PAR limit for
the active period. You can specify whether to start above or below the PAR limit. By setting a delay,
you can prevent an irrigation cycle from starting if there is insufficient PAR in the remaining period.
Without this delay, the slab would remain wet during the night.

Radiation start
This start condition becomes valid if the measured radiation is higher or lower than the set radiation
limit for the active period. Also there is the option to control an output on the basis of the radiation
condition (dealer). You can specify whether to start above or below the radiation limit. By setting a
delay, you can prevent an irrigation cycle from starting if the radiation limit has been exceeded only
briefly. Without this delay, the slab would remain wet during the night.

Temperature start
The temperature start is used for two applications. The selection of the application is done with
Temperature start (I400.1):
• UNDER: This start condition becomes valid if the measured temperature is lower than the set

temperature limit for the active period.
This start form can be used to keep outdoor crops frost-free.

• ABOVE: This start condition becomes valid if the measured temperature is higher than the set
temperature limit for the active period.
This type of start can be used for cooling the greenhouse (cover sprayers, misting etc.) among
other things.

Humidity start (RH or HD)
This start condition becomes valid if the measured RH is lower than the set RH limit or if the measured
HD is higher than the set HD limit for the active period.

External start
This start condition becomes valid when the external start contact is closed. The contact is then used
to supply a start.

PAR sum/drain start
This start condition becomes valid if the accumulated PAR sum exceeds a specified limit after the
last start. This limit can be influenced by the measured drain percentage. If there is too much drain,
the number of irrigation session will diminish; if there is too little drain, the number of irrigation
sessions will increase. The degree to which the deviation of the measured drain percentage affects
the PAR sum can be specified. The PAR sum start can also be influenced by an extra influence.

Radiation sum/drain start
This start condition becomes valid if the accumulated radiation sum exceeds a specified limit after
the last start. This limit can be influenced by the measured drain percentage. If there is too much
drain, the number of irrigation session will diminish; if there is too little drain, the number of irrigation
sessions will increase. The degree to which the deviation of the measured drain percentage affects
the radiation sum can be specified. The radiation sum start can also be influenced by an extra
influence.
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VPD sum start
This start condition becomes valid if the accumulated vapour pressure deficit sum exceeds a specified
limit after the last start.

Transpiration start
This start condition becomes valid if the accumulated transpiration speed exceeds the specified
limit.

Dry-out (drain) start
This start condition becomes valid if the drying out of the mat and/or the drain percentage exceeds
the specified limit.

Transpiration sum start
This start condition becomes valid if the measured transpiration sum exceeds the desired transpiration
sum limit after the last start.

This measured transpiration sum is calculated by the process computer using a transpiration model.
The foundation of the model is the following calculation: Transpiration = energy x constant x plant
size factor.

The energy supplied consists of:
• The energy through radiation of the sun (measured outside radiation, radiation translucency

limit of the greenhouse roof, radiation translucency limit through curtains or measured inside
radiation);

• the energy through heating pipes (energy x heating constant);
• the radiation supplied by the growing light.

The plant size factor depends on the growth. With a mature (average) crop where the plant casts a
shadow over the entire floor area, the plant size factor is 100%. For young plants the plant size factor
is low.

If it appears that the measured drain quantity of the last cycle differs from the expected drain quantity
(because another valve or valve group is active for example), the transpiration sum limit can be
corrected. This will adjust the next start moment. This correction is carried out after each cycle and
can be positive or negative.

If it turns out that the total measured drain quantity over 24 hours is less than the total desired drain
quantity over 24 hours, there is the option to increase the desired drain percentage using an
adjustable Quant increase drain. This will cause the expected drain quantity cycle to increase, so the
desired transpiration sum limit will become smaller and consequently the start moment will be
earlier.

The transpiration sum is also used to start by dry-out, drain and transpiration.

Also if the transpiration start has not been selected, the data from the transpiration start
can be used for checking/monitoring.

Maximum interval time (interval start).
If a maximum interval time has been selected in combination with other start conditions in a period,
then this maximum interval time is used as a monitor for the other start conditions.

If at the moment the maximum rest time has elapsed, not one of the selected start conditions has
been met, then there will be a start on the basis of the maximum rest time that is valid in the active
period. The elapsed rest time is set to 0 at that moment, and the measured radiation sum and
transpiration sum are adjusted.

If the maximum interval time is the only start condition, then this will serve as the interval start. In
that period there will be a start with fixed interval times (max interval time).

Moisture start
This start condition becomes valid if the measured moisture is lower than the specified moisture
limit.
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Tensio start
This start condition becomes valid if the measured tension is higher than the specified tensiometer
limit.

The start is given if the Number of conditions are valid.

The possible start conditions and causes listed:

Effect of start on start conditionStart condition is valid if:Start
installation
(I400.1)

Start condition

-no temperature start conditionNOTemperature
minimum rest time commences
again

temperature below limitBELOW
temperature above limitABOVE

minimum rest time commences
again

no humidity start conditionNOHumidity
humidity below (RH) or above (HD)
humidity limit

YES

minimum rest time commences
again

no radiation start conditionNORadiation
radiation below limitBELOW
radiation above limitABOVE

minimum rest time commences
again and the used radiation sum is
adjusted

no radiation sum start conditionNORadiation sum/drain
measured radiation sum above limitYES

minimum rest time commences
again and the measured
transpiration sum is adjusted

no transpiration sum start conditionNOTranspiration sum
exclusively monitoring, no start
condition

MONITORING

calculated transpiration sum above
limit

START

no PAR start conditionNOPAR - limit start
PAR below limitBELOW
PAR above limitABOVE
no PAR-sum start conditionNOPAR sum start/drain
measured PAR sum above limitYES

minimum rest time commences
again

radiation above limitNOExternal
external contact startsYES

minimum rest time commences
again

no moisture level start conditionNOMoisture level
moisture level below limitYES

minimum rest time commences
again

no tensio start conditionNOTensiometer
tension limit above limitYES

minimum rest time commences
again

no vapour pressure deficit sum
condition

NOVapour pressure
deficit sum

measured vapour pressure deficit
sum above limit

YES

minimum rest time commences
again

no transpiration conditionNOTranspiration
transpiration speed above limitYES

minimum rest time commences
again and the dry-out/drain is
adjusted

no start condition on dry-out/drainNODry-out
dry-out/drain above limitYES

minimum rest time commences
again

no clock start conditionNOClock
minimum rest time elapsedDAY
minimum rest time elapsedWEEK

maximum rest time commences
again

no maximum rest time startNOMaximum rest time
maximum rest time elapsedYES
ditto + messageMESSAGE

immediate start, minimum and
maximum rest time commences
again

no manual startNOManual start
starts when previous start has
finished

YES
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After the minimum interval time has elapsed, there is a check to see if the temperature start, the
radiation start and the humidity start are allowed to start again.

Valve group
A valve group can include valves that have the same requirements. The valve group then represents
a crop or part of a crop. The start that may be the result of a start program or a manual start, is
passed on through the valve group to the individual valves (only those that are linked to the relevant
valve group). The start can be divided into multiple phases with per phase its own amount and/or
time and the recipe that must be adhered to.

Valves
A valve is opened according to the sequence or the valve number. The amount of water to be
administered, the maximum time that the valve must remain on and the recipe number (optional)
are determined by the actual valve or the valve group the valve is assigned to. The valve is linked via
a main to the water system which is activated the moment the valve starts to irrigate.

Main
The mains form the connection between the valve and the water system. If there are several mains
and several water systems present, you can specify at a user level how the mains and water systems
are linked.

Recipes
The water conditions are specified in recipes which are referred to through their numbering. The
target values for the fertilisation, the desired composition of the supply water (EC) and the irrigation
water (EC and pH) and the desired water temperature are recorded in the recipes. Also the recipes
can be used to specify the temperature control, the EC supply control, the EC control and the pH
control minimum and maximum alarm limits.

Fertilizers are added to the supply water using the dosing channels. Per dosing channel it is possible
to specify how much fertilizer should be added. Also the recipe can be used to record the origin of
the supply water and the destination of the drain water.

Do not change a recipe once the valve (group) or tank has started. The change of recipe is not carried
out by the valve (group) and the tank is set to the RECIPE status. This status can only be changed by
aborting the start.

Construction
In the chart below the valve groups 1 and 2 are started by start program 1. Valve group 1 passes on
the start to the valves 1, 2 and 3 and valve group 2 passes on the start to valves 4, 5, 6 and 7.
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Schematic structure of the irrigation

Flushing out of drip hoses
A flush valve is located at the end of the drip hose of a valve section. During flushing, the control
opens both the valve and the flush valve at the end of the drip hose. The water then flows through
the drip hose at high speed without counter-pressure, thus cleaning the drip hose.

Flow pre-control
It is possible to mix different types of supply water based on the flow. You can specify per recipe
what % of a certain supply water to mix.

Mixing the water is done in so-called mixing steps, where the mix is monitored using flow meters.
Per mixing step a minimum of 2 flow meters are required. The desired mixing percentages, the
actual mixing percentages and the measured flows are presented on the screen.

Water Management
There is the option to use multiple fresh water reserves (such as tap water, surface water and
reservoir water) and/or multiple supply and return tanks.

A tank can also be used to create a (buffer) supply using a dosage.

If the installation allows for it, there is the option to collect the return water from the (return) mains
in one or more tanks. These tanks can then be used for watering again.

The valves are (internally) linked to a (main) pipe. The program sees the main as the manifold between
the valves and the water system. If several water systems are present, you can choose which water
system is linked to which main.

You can then specify per recipe which fresh water supply is to be used when that recipe is requested,
from which tank the water can be used and in which tank the return water must be collected.

This method allows you to keep the various water flows separated.
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Schematic view of the water management

Start synchronisation
The advantage of synchronising the irrigation start moments is that the corresponding water doses
can be given subsequently. This means larger quantities of water of the same composition are
created and distributed. Synchronisation means fewer starts, stops and switches, so the chances of
faults and mixing varying water compositions become smaller. This also saves electricity, water and
fertilisers and less wear and tear to the installation.

In the following diagram you can see that start moments are synchronised. Because of a limited
shift of the start moments it can take several starts before they coincide.

Start moment 2Start moment 1

Synchronising does not ensure an equal number of starts.

For synchronisation the start programs are placed together in a start cluster. Within a start cluster
the starts can influence each other, so that the start may be sooner or later. Earlier or later starts
may occur in several ways. In short the start moment may shift because of the following:

• when starting by cumulative values adjusting the cumulative limit value.
• when starting by elapsed time adjusting the rest times.

With starts that begin at a different moment the quantity of water is also adjusted.

Adjustment of the quantity and time
With a manual start of a start program the quantity and time for the corresponding valve groups
and valves are not adjusted. If this manual start leads to an earlier start of cluster parts, then the
quantity and time of these cluster parts are adjusted.
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Starting earlier decreases the quantity and starting later increases the quantity. The adjustment of
the water quantity is a percentage of the set quantity and is never greater than the set synchronisation
percentage. The adjustment of the quantity is proportional to the adjustment of the start time as a
result of synchronisation.

If a start consists of several phases or if a phase needs to be carried out several times, the quantity
of all individual parts will be adjusted.

The adjustment of the quantity and time is never greater than the set synchronisation
percentage.

Synchronisation methods
The method of start synchronisation depends on the start condition. In the following table you can
see which method is used for which start condition and how the quantity of the water dose changes.
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 Adjustment start momentStart condition
A manual start of a start program that is in a cluster
influences the other start programs in the cluster. As a
result, another start program that was ready to start will
be started by the manual start. As soon as a start takes
place all the start programs in the cluster will also start if
the shift falls within the synchronisation percentage.

Influence manual startmanually

The minimum rest time can be adjusted depending on
the set synchronisation percentage. This will result in a
shorter rest time for the start programs that need to start
sooner and a longer rest time for the start programs that
need to start later. A shorter minimum rest time means
the start will be sooner if the start condition (temperature,
radiation) indicates that the start can begin.

Adjustment of the minimum rest timetemperature
humidity
radiation
PAR
clock
transpiration
external
tensio

The maximum rest time can be adjusted depending on
the set synchronisation percentage. This will result in a
shorter maximum rest time for the start programs that
need to start earlier and a longer maximum rest time for
the start programs that need to start later. A shorter
maximum rest time means that the start program will
start sooner.

Adjustment of the maximum rest timemaximum rest
time

In a start sequence the rest time is counted per start. The
rest time can be adjusted depending on the set
synchronisation percentage. This will result in a shorter
rest time for the start programs that need to start sooner
and a longer rest time for the start programs that need
to start later. A shorter rest time means that the start will
commence sooner.

Adjustment of the rest time in a start
sequence

start sequence

The radiation sum limit can be adjusted depending on the
set synchronisation percentage. This will result in a lower
radiation sum limit for the start programs that need to
start sooner and a higher radiation sum limit for the start
programs that need to start later. A lower radiation sum
limit means that the start will commence sooner.

Adjustment of the radiation sum limitradiation sum and
drain

The PAR sum limit can be adjusted depending on the set
synchronisation percentage. This will result in a lower PAR
sum limit for the start programs that need to start sooner
and a higher PAR sum limit for the start programs that
need to start later. A lower PAR sum limit means that the
start will commence sooner.

Adaptation of the PAR sum limitPAR sum and drain

The moisture level limit can be adjusted depending on the
set synchronisation percentage. This will result in a lower
moisture level limit for the start programs that need to
start sooner and a higher moisture level limit for the start
programs that need to start later. A lower moisture level
limit means that the start will commence sooner.

Adjustment of the moisture level limitmoisture level

The vapour pressure deficit sum limit can be adjusted
depending on the set synchronisation percentage. This
will result in a lower VPD sum limit for the start programs
that need to start sooner and a higher VPD sum limit for
the start programs that need to start later. A lower VPD
sum limit means that the start will commence sooner.

Adjustment of the vapour pressure
deficit sum limit

vapour pressure
deficit sum

The dry-out limit can be adjusted depending on the set
synchronisation percentage. This will result in a lower
dry-out limit for the start programs that need to start
sooner and a higher dry-out limit for the start programs
that need to start later. A lower dry-out limit means that
the start will commence sooner.

Adjustment of the dry-out limitdry-out

The transpiration sum limit can be adjusted depending
on the set synchronisation percentage. This will result in
a lower transpiration sum limit for the start programs that
need to start sooner and a higher transpiration sum limit
for the start programs that need to start later. A lower
transpiration sum limit means that the start will commence
sooner.

Adjustment of the transpiration sum
limit

transpiration sum
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UV system

UV radiation
The Priva Vialux uses UV radiation to disinfect drain water. See UV radiation (page 41). UV radiation
is damaging for organisms and can kill the organisms if it is strong enough. The radiation intensity
(radiation dose) of the disinfector can be selected to enable selective or total disinfection. Selective
disinfection kills fungi and bacteria. Total disinfection kills viruses as well as fungi and bacteria.

UV dosage
The UV dosage is the total quantity of energy in the form of killing UV-C radiation to which the water
is exposed.

The UV dosage depends on three factors:
1. The average radiation intensity with which the water is irradiated.
2. The exposure time of the water in the UV chamber.
3. The transmission of the water (T10 value). See T10 value and translucency (page 129).

The 'Proefstation voor de Tuinbouw onder Glas' in Naaldwijk has used bio-testing to establish what
the minimum radiation dose must be to avoid symptoms of disease. In these bio-tests, previously
infected water was disinfected and administered to young plants.

The UV dosage required in the case of a T10 value of 20% or higher:
• Selective disinfection (fungi, bacteria): 100 mJ/cm2

• Total disinfection (including viruses): 250 mJ/cm2.

UV dosage in the event of a low T10 value
If the T10 value is low, the following will happen:
1. if T10 Adjustment limit UV dosage start is reached: the UV dosage will be gradually increased;
2. if T10 Adjustment limit UV dosage end is reached: the UV dosage will be increased by 24%

(selective disinfection) or 67% (total disinfection);
3. if T10 Alarm limit is reached: alarm 846 T10=.. below alarm limit will be triggered;
4. if T10 Stop limit is reached: alarm 847 T10=.. below stop limit will be triggered.

The control calculates these T10-limits dependent on the desired UV dosage (I403) and the type of
Vialux, see Vialux software settings (page 1211).

Turbulent flow
For reliable disinfection a turbulent flow of water in the UV chamber is of great importance. The
turbulent flow in the UV chamber ensures that all the water is exposed to the UV radiation for an
equal length of time and is irradiated with the same average intensity. The design of the UV chamber
ensures a turbulent flow for all disinfection capacities with a certain minimum water speed. In Vialux
software settings (page 1211) the minimum flow is stated for the various types.

Filtration
Filtration is essential for the good operation of the Vialux. Particles floating in the water create
shadows and could harbour bacteria. It is therefore very important to use a good sand filter.

To prevent the sand filter from clogging up, it is necessary to regularly back wash the sand filter.
This can also be done automatically.

Vialux M-Line process phases

The description in this part is based on a UV system with flow control that is kept at a constant
pressure by a frequency controller.
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The process includes the following phases:
• REST
• START
• PRODUCTION
• POST RUNNING, incl. acid rinsing
• ERROR

REST
In the rest phase the UV lamps, the system pump, the acid pump and the hydrogen peroxide pump
(if applicable) are off. The frequency controller is on stand-by and the lamp drivers are free of
electricity. The three-way valve on the outlet side of the UV chamber is in the position for sending
the water back to the drain water tank. The system is waiting for a request for disinfected water
from the silo module (the silo module decides this on the basis of the level measurement in the
disinfected water tank).

START
The transition from the rest phase to the start-up phase is only possible if a number of start conditions
are satisfied. One of these conditions is that the UV lamps have cooled down after earlier use; this
takes at least 5 minutes (I450.6, dealer settings). A lamp that is still hot with mercury in the vapour
phase cannot be switched on.

In the start-up phase, the system pump is started and the flow through the UV chamber is brought
to an adjustable value (I450).

During the start phase, water is returned to the drain water tank until the lamps are up to temperature
and the UV dosage is correct, after which the water flow is diverted to the disinfection water tank.
The UV system is started up in three steps:
1. Replacing the water in the system, filter and lines with water to be disinfected from the drain

water tank, and bringing the lamps up to the required temperature.
Optimisation of flow and dosage; the start-up flow is kept as low as possible, but in such a way
that the water is replaced in good time together with the heating of the lamps; the dosage is
released as late as possible, during the replacement the water flows back to the drain tank, the
dosage must be ready as soon as cleaning starts.

2. Cleaning the lamps.
3. Conditioning the water in the UV chamber to determine the T10 value.

When water flow is detected by the control software, the UV lamps will be switched on. The lamp
drivers detect whether a lamp is on. If one or more lamps have not been switched on after several
attempts, the relevant lamp driver will go into failure mode and an alarm will be issued via the
process automation.

After the lamps are switched on, the system waits until the lamps are at full power. This takes at
least 15 minutes and is monitored through the UV sensor. The acid pump starts operating when the
unit has started up.
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When the heat-up time has passed, acid cleaning is performed using water with a pH of 3. Among
other things, this cleans the quartz tubes for an optimum UV intensity in the water layer of the UV
chamber.

After the acid cleaning, the dosage of hydrogen peroxide is started (if applicable). The desired dosage
can be set in ppm (parts per million) in the recipe (I403). The release of the dosage is controlled
automatically via the control software.

The control software then determines the T10 value, unless a fixed transmission value has been set
(I450.6, dealer settings). A fixed T10 value results in an alarm, because the UV dosage cannot be
guaranteed. The measured T10 value determines the next phase and the flow.

ResultMeasured T10 value
If the UV dosage is also above an adjustable release threshold, the process moves to
the production phase.
The release threshold is the desired UV dosage (I403) plus a control margin (I450).

higher than T10 Alarm limit

The UV system goes into rest mode and then starts up again, the valve for adding fresh
water (if present) is opened, after which the T10 value is determined again. If the T10
value is sufficient, production starts. The valve for adding fresh water only closes when
the production is completed.

lower than T10 limit fresh
water (I450).

The set desired UV dosage is now increased by a specific percentage. If the measured
UV dosage is above the release threshold (now based on the increased desired UV
dosage), the process moves to the production phase.

lower than T10 Alarm limit,
but higher than T10 Stop limit

The process moves to the malfunction phase.lower than T10 Stop limit

The values of T10 Alarm limit and T10 Stop limit depend on the desired degree of disinfection
and on product constants of the relevant UV system.

The start-up must be completed within an adjustable period of time (I450.6, dealer settings) and
must also take a specific minimum time (I450.6), so that it may be assumed that the unit is in a stable
state. If the start-up time is outside these limits, the process moves to the malfunction phase.

As long as the UV lamps have not yet been switched on in the start-up phase, the process can be
aborted and can return to the rest phase. If the process is aborted while the UV lamps are already
on, the process goes via the after-run phase back to the rest phase.

PRODUCTION
In the production phase the three-way valve leads the disinfected water to the disinfected water
tank. The flow through the UV chamber will now be raised to the highest possible flow with which
the set desired UV dosage plus a control margin can still be achieved. The T10 value is then determined
again with the adjusted production flow. The control uses the T10 value measured during the
production flow in order to optimise the production flow upwards.

The control software continuously monitors:
• the UV intensity and the UV dosage calculated from it;
• the flow through the UV chamber;
• the temperature of the water in the UV chamber;
• the lamp on status of the lamp driver(s).
• the pH of the water.

Depending on the severity of any deviation from the desired conditions, the control software sends
a message or the process moves to the malfunction phase. If the UV dosage is not guaranteed, the
three-way valve on the outlet side of the UV chamber will in any case go to the position in which the
water is returned to the drain water tank.

During the production phase, the outside of the quartz tube is cleaned by injecting acid. Cleaning
starts if the specified UV dosage or translucency falls below the calculated dosage plus the set Margin
UV dosage min cleaning interval AND Cleaning interval minimum has elapsed.

During the production phase, the control software switches to the start-up phase if:
• the translucency rises above 105% AND Cleaning interval minimum has elapsed;
• Cleaning interval maximum has elapsed.
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The production phase ends if the silo module indicates that the demand for disinfected water has
been met (disinfected water tank full), if no more drain water is available (drain water tank empty)
or if the set time program has been completed. The production phase may also be interrupted. This
happens if the filter module indicates that the filter needs to be rinsed, when using a sand filter. The
control software does not distinguish between an end to production and a production interruption:
in both cases, the process moves to the post-run phase. The further course of the process depends
on the conditions that apply at that moment.

POST RUNNING
In the after-run phase, the three-way valve on the outlet side of the UV chamber goes to the position
in which the water is returned to the drain water tank. If hydrogen peroxide is being supplied, the
release of the dosage stops. The flow through the UV chambers is reduced to a defined adjustable
value (I450).

The UV lamps may continue to operate for a set time (I450). This is important if the system includes
several drain water tanks and/or disinfected water tanks. If a new production demand is received
within this time, the program jumps to the point in the start-up phase where the UV lamps are
already on. This limits the number of starts of the UV lamp (increasing the service life of the lamp)
and prevents loss of production time due to the cooling of the lamps. As no acid has been added
yet, the T10 value cannot be determined at start-up. The control software then uses the last known
T10 value that was saved for the relevant recipe.

After switching off the UV lamps, drain water continues to flow through the UV chamber for an
adjustable period of time (I450.6, dealer settings) in order to cool the quartz tubes and the lamps.
During post-running, the water is brought to pH 3 and is only rinsed out of the UV chambers in the
next start-up phase. Thanks to the standing acidic water, the UV chambers remain clean in the rest
phase.

If the process moves from the start-up phase or the production phase to the malfunction phase,
there is no after-run phase and the UV lamps are not therefore cooled in a controlled manner. The
cool down time is, however, run through.

ERROR
In each phase situations may arise which mean that the unit is no longer able to complete the relevant
phase or move to the next phase. In that case, the process goes to the malfunction phase, i.e. the
UV lamps are switched off, the system pump is switched off, the acid pump is switched off, the flow
control valve closes and the three-way valve on the outlet side of the UV chamber goes to the position
for returning water to the drain water tank. The latter also stops the hydrogen peroxide pump (if
applicable, this may be different with a parallel configuration of units).

Once the malfunction has been corrected, the process always returns to the rest phase. If the
production demand is still there and all the start conditions are met, the process will immediately
proceed to the start-up phase.

Backwashing a single sand filter
Although the filter is an important part of the process, the rinsing of the filter is not controlled from
the software module of the disinfection unit. Just like other components within a water system, a
filter also has its own module within the control software.

The rinsing of a single sand filter can only take place when the water disinfection unit is in the rest
phase. If the time window for rinsing a single sand filter overlaps the time window for disinfection,
production is interrupted to rinse the filter. The rinsing will then not start until the post-run phase
and the acid rinse phase have been completed. If the time windows do not overlap, the water
disinfection unit remains in production and the rinsing does not start until the appropriate time
window permits this.

During rinsing of the filter, rinse water flows through the bed of sand via the rinse valves from bottom
to top, thus lifting up the bed of sand, releasing the dirt in the filter and discharging it to the drain.

To return the bed of sand to the desired condition after backwashing, it must be pre-loaded. The
system pump starts and the water is returned to the drain water tank via a valve designed for this
purpose.
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Vialux HD-UV process phases

The description in this part is based on a UV system with flow control.

The process includes the following phases:
• REST
• START
• PRODUCTION
• POST RUNNING
• ACID RINSE
• ERROR

REST
In the rest phase, the UV lamp, the system pump, the acid pump and the hydrogen peroxide pump
(if applicable) are off. The lamp power control is in stand-by mode. The butterfly valve on the inlet
side of the UV chamber is closed and the three-way valve the outlet side of the UV chamber is in the
position for sending the water back to the drain water tank. The system is waiting for a request for
disinfected water from the silo module (the silo module decides this on the basis of the level
measurement in the disinfected water tank).

START
The transition from the rest phase to the start-up phase is only possible if a number of start conditions
are satisfied. One of these conditions is that the UV lamp has cooled down after earlier use; this
takes at least 5 min (I450.6, dealer settings). A lamp that is still hot with mercury in the vapour phase
cannot be switched on.

In the start-up phase, the system pump is started and the flow through the UV chamber is brought
to an adjustable value (I450).

During the start phase, water is returned to the drain water tank until the lamp is up to temperature
and the UV dosage is correct, after which the water flow is diverted to the disinfection water tank.
The UV system is started up in three steps:
1. Replacing the water in the system, filter and lines with water to be disinfected from the drain

water tank, and bringing the lamp up to the required temperature.
Optimisation of flow and dosage; the start-up flow is kept as low as possible, but in such a way
that the water is replaced in good time together with the heating of the lamp; the dosage is
released as late as possible, during the replacement the water flows back to the drain tank, the
dosage must be ready as soon as cleaning starts.

2. Cleaning the lamp.
3. Conditioning the water in the UV chamber to determine the T10 value.

The acid pump and the hydrogen peroxide pump (if applicable) still remain off.
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Flow of the unit in the start-up phase

Next, the UV lamp is switched on at the highest illumination level. If a lamp is not switched on after
the first time, this will be tried 4 more times. Each switching-on attempt lasts 18 s. If the lamp has
still not been switched on, the process moves to the malfunction phase. Both the UV sensor and the
lamp power control indicate whether the lamp is on.

After the lamp is switched on, the system waits until the lamp is at full power. This takes at least 2
minutes and is monitored through the UV sensor.

The system now waits until an adjustable quantity of water has been pumped around (I435.6, dealer
setting). In this way, all the ‘old’ water from the unit, the filter and lines has been replaced by ‘fresh’
homogeneous drain water. A wiper movement, with a simultaneous injection of acid, is then
performed. It is assumed that the quartz tube is clean at that point.

After the acid cleaning, the dosage of hydrogen peroxide is started (if applicable). The desired dosage
can be set in ppm (parts per million) in the recipe (I403). The release of the dosage is controlled
automatically via the control software.

The control software then determines the T10 value, unless a fixed transmission value has been set
(I450.6, dealer settings). A fixed T10 value results in an alarm, because the UV dosage cannot be
guaranteed. The measured T10 value determines the next phase and the flow.

ResultMeasured T10 value
If the UV dosage is also above an adjustable release threshold, the process moves to
the production phase.
The release threshold is the desired UV dosage (I403) plus a control margin (I450).

higher than T10 Alarm limit

The UV system goes into rest mode and then starts up again, the valve for adding fresh
water (if present) is opened, after which the T10 value is determined again. If the T10
value is sufficient, production starts. The valve for adding fresh water only closes when
the production is completed.

lower than T10 limit fresh
water (I450).

The set desired UV dosage is now increased by a specific percentage. If the measured
UV dosage is above the release threshold (now based on the increased desired UV
dosage), the process moves to the production phase.

lower than T10 Alarm limit,
but higher than T10 Stop limit

The process moves to the malfunction phase.lower than T10 Stop limit

The values of T10 Alarm limit and T10 Stop limit depend on the desired degree of disinfection
and on product constants of the relevant UV system.

The start-up must be completed within a period of time that can be set by the dealer (I450.6) and
must also take a specific minimum time (I450.6), so that it may be assumed that the unit is in a stable
state. If the start-up time is outside these limits, the process moves to the malfunction phase.
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As long as the UV lamp has not yet been switched on in the start-up phase, the process can be
aborted and can return to the rest phase. If the process is aborted while the UV lamp is already on,
the process goes via the after-run phase back to the rest phase.

PRODUCTION
In the production phase the three-way valve leads the disinfected water to the disinfected water
tank. The flow through the UV chamber will now be raised to the highest possible flow with which
the set desired UV dosage plus a control margin can still be achieved.

Flow of the unit in the production phase

The control software continuously monitors:
• the UV intensity and the UV dosage calculated from it;
• the flow through the UV chamber;
• the temperature of the water in the UV chamber;
• the lamp on status of the lamp power control;

Depending on the severity of any deviation from the desired conditions, the control software sends
a message or the process moves to the malfunction phase. If the UV dosage is not guaranteed, the
three-way valve on the outlet side of the UV chamber will in any case go to the position in which the
water is returned to the drain water tank.

During the production phase, the outside of the quartz tube is periodically cleaned using the wiper
that moves from side to side via the spiral. Acid is injected during wiping.

The production phase ends if the silo module indicates that the demand for disinfected water has
been met (disinfected water tank full) or if there is no more drain water available (drain water tank
empty). The production phase may also be interrupted. This occurs if the filter module indicates that
the filter needs to be rinsed or if the observed UV intensity has fallen – despite the periodic wiping
– to such an extent that acid rinsing must be performed (and acid rinsing during disinfection is
allowed) (I450). The control software does not distinguish between an end to production and a
production interruption: in both cases, the process moves to the post-run phase. The further course
of the process depends on the conditions that apply at that moment.

POST RUNNING
In the after-run phase, the three-way valve on the outlet side of the UV chamber goes to the position
in which the water is returned to the drain water tank. If hydrogen peroxide is being supplied, the
release of the dosage stops. The flow through the UV chamber is reduced to a defined adjustable
value (I450).
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The UV lamp may continue to operate for a set time (I450). This is important if the system includes
several drain water tanks and/or disinfected water tanks. In the event of a new production demand
within this time, the program jumps to the point in the start-up phase where the UV lamp is already
on. In this way, the number of starts of the UV lamp is limited (increasing the service life of the lamp)
and a loss of production time due to the cooling of the lamp is prevented. As no acid has been added
yet, the T10 value cannot be determined at start-up. The control software then uses the last known
T10 value that was saved for the relevant recipe.

After switching off the UV lamp, drain water continues to flow through the UV chamber for a period
of time that can be set by the dealer (I450.6) in order to cool the quartz tube and the lamp. Finally,
the system pump switches off and the butterfly valve on the supply side of the UV chamber closes.
The process now continues to the acid rinse phase, unless set otherwise (I450.7, dealer settings).

If the process moves from the start-up phase or the production phase to the malfunction phase,
there is no after-run phase and the UV lamp is not therefore cooled in a controlled manner. The
cool down time is, however, run through.

Flow of the unit in the post-run phase

ACID RINSE
The acid rinse phase is a separate process phase, which takes place in a different manner from the
wiper movements with the injection of acid in the start-up and production phases. The purpose of
the acid rinse phase is an intensive cleaning of the quartz tube and the placing of the UV chamber
at rest under acid. In the start-up phase, the T10 value can only be determined if the acid rinse phase
has been performed.

In the acid rinse phase, the water in the UV chamber is at a standstill. For an adjustable period of
time (I450.7, dealer settings), the acid pump injects acid into the UV chamber via the injection valve
in the centre of the UV chamber. Through the setting of the acid pumping time, the quantity of acid
must be adjusted to the volume of the UV chamber. The wiper starts at the same time as the injection.
It performs an adjustable number of wiper movements (I450.7) with an adjustable interval time
(I450.7), partly to promote the mixing of the acid with the still water. When an adjustable period of
time has passed (I450.7), counting from the moment when the acid pump was started, the process
returns to the rest phase. If more than wiper movements have been set than can be performed
within the acid rinse time, the wiping is aborted.

The acid water is not flushed from the UV chamber until the next start-up phase. The advantage of
this is that in the rest phase the UV chamber remains acid and thus clean.
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Injection of acid at the start of the acid rinse phase

ERROR
In each phase situations may arise which mean that the unit is no longer able to complete the relevant
phase or move to the next phase. In that case, the process goes to the malfunction phase, i.e.: UV
lamp off, system pump off, acid pump off, butterfly valve on inlet side of the UV chamber closed and
the three-way valve on the outlet side of the UV chamber in the position for returning water to the
drain water tank. The latter also stops the hydrogen peroxide pump (if applicable, this may be
different with a parallel configuration of units).

Once the malfunction has been corrected, the process always returns to the rest phase. If the
production demand is still there and all the start conditions are met, the process will immediately
proceed to the start-up phase.

Rinsing a single sand filter
Although the filter is an important part of the process, the rinsing of the filter is not controlled from
the software module of the disinfection unit. Just like other components within a water system, a
filter also has its own module within the control software.

The rinsing of a single sand filter can only take place when the water disinfection unit is in the rest
phase. If the time window for rinsing a single sand filter overlaps the time window for disinfection,
production is interrupted to rinse the filter. The rinsing will then not start until the post-run phase
and the acid rinse phase have been completed. If the time windows do not overlap, the water
disinfection unit remains in production and the rinsing does not start until the appropriate time
window permits this.

During rinsing of the filter, rinse water flows through the bed of sand via the rinse valves from bottom
to top, thus lifting up the bed of sand, releasing the dirt in the filter and discharging it to the drain.
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Backwashing a single sand filter

To return the bed of sand to the desired condition after backwashing, it must be pre-loaded. The
system pump starts and the water is returned to the drain water tank via a valve designed for this
purpose.

The butterfly valve on the inlet side of the UV chamber remains closed.

Pre-loading a single sand filter

T10 value and translucency
For a good disinfection, it is important that UV radiation should penetrate the entire water layer.
This is established by the T10 value and the translucency.

T10 value
The T10 value is the percentage of the UV radiation remaining after the radiation has passed through
a layer of water with a thickness of 10 mm. The T10 is measured at the start-up of the UV system
and after each time the lamps have been cleaned.
• The lower the T10 value, the more energy is needed to achieve the UV dosage.
• The higher the T10 value, the better the organisms are being reached.

The T10 value of drain water from substrate crops is usually between 20% and 40%.
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A low T10 value can be caused by:
• the humic acids released from the organic substrate
• a high level of iron chelate
• non-transparent pesticides

To increase the T10 value, fresh water has to be added for effective disinfection.

Translucency
The translucency indicates the level of the measured UV intensity in respect of the measured UV
intensity of a cleaned tube at the start-up of the system. Translucency is measured continuously.

Purifying wastewater

Basic principle
The Vialux uses UV radiation, acid and hydrogen peroxide to disinfect wastewater. The UV radiation
catalyses the decomposition of undesirable substances in the acidified wastewater mixed with
hydrogen peroxide. The Vialux is adjusted in such a way that the decomposition of undesirable
substances is sufficient to allow the wastewater to be discharged into the sewer. This is achieved by
exposing the wastewater with a given pH value and an added quantity of hydrogen peroxide to UV
light for a specific period of time. For purification, the Vialux therefore has a fixed recipe with pH
value, quantity of hydrogen peroxide and a fixed flow to allow the expected radiation dose to be
achieved.

Process and phases
The process and the phases during purification are almost identical to disinfection. With purification,
however, the radiation dose is not a requirement but a result of the UV treatment. Cleaning may be
carried out more frequently if the UV lamps become polluted more quickly than expected, or an
alarm may be triggered if translucency has fallen significantly. It is important to clean in good time,
also when purifying water. In the event of a delay, cleaning will be disproportionately more difficult.
The translucency indicates the level of the measured UV intensity in respect of the measured UV
intensity of a cleaned tube at the startup of the system.
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Fertiliser mixer
The process computer has extensive capabilities for automatically filling fertiliser stocks, acid tanks
and lye tanks.

The installation consists of various tanks with stock solutions. The stock solutions are transported
to intermediate tanks via mix channels. Once the solutions have been mixed, the whole is transported
in one go to the AB tanks. In this document, ‘AB tanks’ refers to A, B, C, D, acid and lye tanks.

In the AB tanks, the control can activate the agitator based on the measured level.

The filling of the AB tanks is applicable for fertiliser dosing units with a mixing tank (NutriFit and
NutriFlex) and fertiliser dosing units with a mixing chamber (NutriJet).

The filling of the AB tanks is applicable for installations with or without intermediate tanks. The
intermediate tanks make it possible to continue watering from the AB tanks even during the mixing
in the intermediate tanks.

Entering the desired composition of the irrigation water for fertiliser dosing units with a
mixing tank is almost the same as entering the desired composition of the irrigation water
for fertiliser dosing units with a mixing chamber.

Setting the fertiliser mixer

Where?Steps
Order program

Order programSelection in the order program: the number of fertiliser mixers (maximum of
4).
Each fertiliser mixer has:
• 6 intermediate tanks (A, B, C, D, acid and lye) with level measurement 0

- 100%
• 32 mix channels with valve control and feedback measurement
• 1 flow measurement to check the quantity and for monitoring
• 1 2-position pump control for filling the intermediate tank.
• 1 fresh water control for rinsing and diluting
• x selection controls to fertiliser stock
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Where?Steps
Mix settings
Set the desired water condition:

Quantity (I403 L5).For all fertiliser dosage units (with mix tank: NutriFit and NutriFlex, with mixing
chamber: NutriJet), for all stock solutions (mix channels) set how many ml of
stock solution are required per m3 irrigation water.

Start fill (I428 L1)Start manually filling the AB tanks per recipe.
Automatic start (I428 L1)Automatically start filling the AB tanks per recipe.
(I428.1)View the progress of mixing per fertiliser mixer.
Wait (I428.1 L4)Pause the mixing by a fertiliser mixer.
Stop (I428.1 L4)Stop the mixing by a fertiliser mixer.

Agitation settings
Level (I420.1 L3)Set the levels of fertiliser stock above which the agitator in the tank is activated.
(I420.1 L3)Set the time intervals for agitation.

Overviews
(M420)Overview of mixing and dosing
(M422) (today)The quantity of fertiliser used by dosing channels and per mix channel per

water system (M422.1) (yesterday)
(M422.2) (current period)
(M422.3) (previous period)
(I428.1)Current overview of filling a tank

Intermediate tank
(I428.1) or via a push button on the
installation (optional)

Manual transport from intermediate tank to AB-tank

(I428.1) or via a push button on the
installation (optional)

Drain the intermediate tank
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Substrate start program

The substrate start program has various possibilities for starting an irrigation cycle:
• Do not start the irrigation cycle until the crop transpires sufficiently. This prevents guttation as

much as possible.
• Retain the desired moisture level in the substrate to create an optimum balance between

moisture and oxygen in the substrate.
• Ensure a uniform moisture level for all plants through the rinsing out of water (draining), which

prevents an excessively high EC value in the substrate. The unevenness in the moisture level
arises because plants do not all transpire the same quantity of water.

• Ensure sufficient dry-out during the night to keep the root environment in optimum condition
and prevent unnecessary pressure on the roots.

Depending on the system used, there are three methods for starting/stopping the irrigation cycle:
• Weighing scales;
• Humidity measurement;
• Conditions to be specified by yourself.
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Weighing scale
The weighing scale continuously measures the weight of a number of representative plants (including
the substrate in which they are rooted).

With a specific regularity, once a day for several days, the control can temporarily supply so much
water that saturation of the substrate occurs, so that any accumulated salts will be flushed out of
the substrate. The quantity of water that is no longer absorbed by the substrate is measured in the
form of a quantity of drain water. The weight that is measured at the moment when drain water is
detected for the first time is called the saturation weight. This saturation weight forms the 'reference
point' for the dry-out of the substrate for the subsequent irrigation period.

For healthy roots, the target should be to achieve the greatest dry-out at the end of the night period.
During the day when there is a lot of transpiration, a lower dry-out can be maintained so that sufficient
moisture is available for the plant. At night, dry-out is desired so that the roots are partially in the
water and can partially absorb oxygen. The control automatically calculates the desired dry-out level,
or you can specify it yourself for a maximum of 6 periods. The possibilities for determining the
desired dry-out level depend on the selected weighing and drain method.

The speed of the weight change is measured continuously and is presented as transpiration.

Moisture measurement
The start of the irrigation cycle can also be activated on the basis of one or more moisture level
measurements. The start of a new irrigation cycle is dependent on the difference between the
measured and the desired moisture level.

Other conditions
Young plants have short roots that are only present in the top layer of the substrate. In such cases,
a moisture or weight measurement is not representative of the moisture level around the roots. For
this situation, you can activate the start of an irrigation cycle on the basis of one or more start
conditions, including:
• Elapsed rest time between two irrigation cycles;
• Maximum radiation sum between two irrigation cycles;
• Three own conditions to be selected by the user.

Basic options
All three methods have the same basic options, such as:
• Setting a minimum of two and a maximum of six periods.
• Setting the quantity of water per irrigation cycle.
• Setting the duration time per irrigation cycle.
• The manual activation of a rinse out.
• Overview of the saturation moments (if a drain measurement is available).
• Manual starting of the active period.
• Setting the program to the WAIT status.
• Overview of the starting moments of the recent irrigation cycles.
• Manually stopping an active irrigation cycle.
• Extending the irrigation cycle depending on the measured radiation.

Advantages in the use of a weighing scale
The use of a weighing scale offers a number of advantages compared to the use of moisture level
measurements:
• A weighing scale gives a clear insight into the current transpiration of the plant.
• Based on the current measured transpiration, the control calculates the start time of the irrigation

cycle in the morning.
• Based on the current measured transpiration, the control determines at what time the irrigation

cycles must stop in order to achieve an optimum dry-out of the substrate or the pots during the
night period.

• Thanks to the possibility of stopping irrigation earlier in the afternoon, there is an improvement
in the quality of the roots.

• The use of a weighing scale makes it possible to aim for a total drain percentage for the whole
day (24 hours) and to control on the basis of this.
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Crop treatment
In the greenhouse, the crop may be treated with chemical agents to combat diseases and/or pests
or to prevent fungi. During and after the application of these agents, actions can be taken by controls
to increase the effectiveness of the agents and, after application, to create a safe situation again.
Examples include the curtain control to make the area to be treated smaller and the vents to let
fresh (safe) air into the greenhouse after the treatment. The crop treatment program (I140 Crop
treatment strategy) starts once with a manual start or based on a set interval (ranging from every
day to a cycle of 7 days).

The following activities may be identified in the crop treatment program:

Controlled output
(to be set by dealer in I140.5)

DescriptionActivity

-To be used for an activity you define yourself.
This option can be used to temporarily send linked system
components to the set positions.

---

Digital output pre ventPre-ventilation, sets the greenhouse air in motion; this
improves the distribution of the crop protection agent
over the room in the next phase.

PRE VENT

Digital output spraySpraying, the crop protection agent is added to the
greenhouse air. This is possible because the process
computer controls an LVM (Low Volume Mist) system, for
instance. The crop protection agent may also be
administered in another way (timer or manually).

SPRAY

Digital output affectAffect, the greenhouse air is left alone, so that the crop
protection agent can drop and be absorbed.

AFFECT

Digital output purgePurge, the greenhouse air with the remaining crop
protection agent is discharged through the vents. Weather
influence and humidity influence may affect the minimum
vent positions.

PURGE

Digital output evaporateTranspiration, causes substances to transpire, for instance
for combating fungi or for the accelerated ripening of fruit.

EVAPORATE

Digital output dosingDosing, the crop protection agent is added to the
greenhouse air. This is possible because the process
computer controls an LVM (Low Volume Mist) system, for
instance. The crop protection agent may also be
administered in another way (timer or manually). This
phase is comparable to the spraying phase.

DOSING

After the crop treatment program has run through the phases, the clock is automatically switched
off so that the program does not start up again the next day. The program can be interrupted at
any moment by setting the start to OFF.

If a phase has not been released or if the duration is at 0:00 hours, the phase is skipped.

The crop treatment program can influence controls per phase.
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Type of influenceControl
A temporary increase in the temperature alarm limit by the crop treatment
program is adjustable (Increase alarm ventilation temperature).

Temperature alarm

The maximum position of the vents can be set.Ventilation
The minimum position of the vents can be set.
The calculated release percentage of the weather conditions can limit the set
minimum vent position and the increase in the minimum vent position as a
result of humidity in various ways.
The minimum vent position is or is not determined by the increase in the
minimum vent position as a result of humidity.
The curtain can be sent to a fixed position. Because, for instance, different
positions are desired for side curtains and roller curtains, there are 2 settings.

Curtain

The recirculation fans can be controlled by the crop treatment program. The
Time influence air circ setting applies for switching on or off (Status air circulation
control = ON or OFF). The type of influence can be set with Infl on air circulation.

Air circulation

Can be switched off per phase.On/off heating systems (including
pulse heat)

Can be switched off per phase.Humidification
Can be switched off per phase.CO₂ dosage
The fan stage can be switched off per phase (Status fan stage F&P cooling=
OFF, I140).

F&P control

For each phase, protection positions are possible for the system:

Type of influenceProtection
Can be switched off per phase.Measuring box fan
Can be switched off per phase.CO₂ measurement
Can be switched off per phase.Growing light

This control is intended for situations in which one crop treatment control is active per area
at any time. If multiple crop treatment controls determine a position, the following rules
apply:
• Crop treatment controls that switch a control OFF take precedence over crop treatment

controls that RELEASE a control.
• Of all the specified maximum positions, the smallest specified maximum will be adopted.
• Of all the specified minimum positions, the largest specified minimum will be adopted.
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Wash robot
The wash robot control handles the tuning between the ventilation control and the wash robot
(greenhouse roof cleaner) and switches on the wash robot. The wash robot is an autonomous device
that cleans the greenhouse roof in wash cycles. For this reason the greenhouse roof is divided into
sections. One section can overlap several compartments, because the wash robot cleans the roof
per ridge.

The wash robot is only allowed to enter the section if the vents are fully closed. If the wash robot is
suitable for moving over partially open vents the dealer is allowed to adjust the vent limit (maximum
vent position). After the adjustment the vents close to the dealer-set vent position and the wash
robot then moves over the partially open vents. In this way the greenhouse roof can be washed so
that the crop receives sufficient light. The vent limit applies to all connected vent controls and for
both the lee side and the wind side. The default vent limit is 0% (vents fully closed), the maximum
is 25% (vents open 25%).

Your dealer will only limit the vents to a maximum vent position if the following conditions
have been met:
• The wash robot is suitable for moving over open vents:

• The wash robot has longer washing brushes.
• The wash robot is equipped with a stop mechanism. This mechanism detects when

a vent is open too far and still stops the robot. This feature is required to prevent
damage in the event of operating errors or mistakes.

• The vents are correctly calibrated and are controlled based on feedback.

The following data from the ventilation control is used for the wash robot control:
• The calculated vent positions lee side and wind side. These details are used to determine whether

or not the climate takes precedence over the wash robot.
• The measured vent positions lee side and wind side. The wash robot is released if the measured

vent positions are not greater than the vent limit at which the wash robot is allowed to move
over open vents (dealer setting).
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Energy
Energy includes a fair number of issues such as electricity and heat, but also CO2.

The energy supply must be controlled. To be able to control the energy supply efficiently, it must be
divided into demand and supply. Also the energy provided needs to be transported to the demanding
sections or programs. The energy supply is divided into producer(s), consumer(s) and transport(s).

The following table shows the producers and consumers for the various forms of management. Also
it shows whether transport is present or not. Of each producer, transport and consumer there can
be more than one present.

HeatCO2ElectricityManagement
bufferboilernetworkproducer
boilerCHPCHP
CHP
heat exchangerexternal
yesyesnotransport
compartment heatingprogramgrowing lightconsumer
autonomous heating
buffercyclic lighting

Management
Based on the total consumer demand the management ensures that the producer(s) are activated.
The management has been set up in a specific way during the installation. If at certain times or days
that can be set you want to deviate from the distribution of the demand across the sources, you can
use the alternative distribution.

The option which producer(s) are activated, is partly determined by the following settings:
• capacity;
• more sources simultaneously CO2;
• sequence number;
• assign demand;
• priority when by-product;
• contribution.

Capacity
Per source it is known what capacity can be supplied. Depending on the other settings the source
that can supply that demand, can be selected.

More sources simultaneously CO2
Only for CO2 is it possible to specify just one source at a time is allowed to supply CO2. Consequently
there will only be one flue gas valve open. These settings are important for the distribution of the
demand in order to activate the source that can supply the required capacity. Don't forget it is not
possible to enable an additional source to add to the capacity.

Sequence number
When distributing the demand, the sequence number of the source determines the sequence of
the demand that will be distributed over all sources. The lowest sequence number is enabled first.
If necessary the next source is activated. An exception can be the distribution of the CO2 demand if
only one source is allowed to be active at one time. In this case the source with the lowest sequence
number that can meet the demand is activated or that can meet the demand as best as possible.

When distributing the heat demand over sources with the same sequence number, these
sources will receive an equal capacity demand in as far as this is possible. If one of the
sources with the same sequence number is in error or has reached its maximum capacity,
the equal distribution continues with the other sources that have the same sequence number.
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Assign demand
A source can be suitable to meet a certain demand, but for whatever reason the source is not allowed
to meet the demand. A CHP for example can supply heat and electricity, but can only be operational
for electricity. In this case the heat demand must not be assigned to the CHP.

Priority when by-product
This setting is the same as use heat by-product. If the source is already enabled for another demand,
then when distributing demand the supplied by-product is taken into account. In this situation the
capacity that has already been demanded is called the 'forced capacity'.

If a boiler is on because of a forced demand, a feasible CO2 demand for the distribution of the
demand across the sources can be decreased by the CO2 already supplied by the boiler if multiple
sources are allowed to be used.

Contribution
The contribution indicates the share of each heat source towards the total water flow to the heating
and transport networks. The larger this share in relation to that of other heat sources, the greater
the percentage of the total capacity demand that can be assigned to the relevant heat source.

CO2

If taking the following settings as a point of departure for 3 CO2 sources:

source 3source 2source 1producer
321sequence number
10050100max. capacity
yesyesnoassign demand

the CO2 demands are assigned to the sources as follows if, respectively, one and multiple
sources are activated:

CO2 demandone source at a time
1257545

source 3source 3source 2assigned to
1007545actual

CO2 demandmultiple sources simultaneously
1257545

sources 2 and 3sources 2 and 3source 2assigned to
1257545actual

Heat

Given:
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boiler 2boiler 1CHPsource
100100500min. capacity
10001000500max. capacity
321sequence number
404020contribution
yesyesyesassign greenhouse capacity
000forced capacity

In the following situations the capacity distribution is as follows:

forced controlforced capacity boiler 2desired greenhouse
capacity

situation

nono3001
nono10002
nono20003
no5008004
yes5008005

boiler 2boiler 1CHPsituation
003001
05005002
7507505003
50003004
800005

In situations 1, 2 and 3 the sequence number determines where the demand is requested.

In situation 2 the CHP and boiler can meet the demand. There is an attempt to distribute
the capacity on the basis of the contribution, however the demand to the CHP is limited by
the minimum capacity.

In situation 3 the contribution takes care of the distribution of the demand across the CHP
and the boilers. The requested capacity from the CHP is limited by the minimum capacity.

In situation 4 the forced capacity of boiler 2 takes care of part of the demand. The other
part is delivered to the CHP on the basis of the sequence number.

In situation 5 the boiler 2 is on for a forced demand. The forced control also ensures the
rest of the demand is taken care of by boiler 2.

Electricity
The electricity management takes care of the distribution of the electricity demand over the electricity
sources.

The different sources the electricity demand can be assigned to are:
• the electricity network;
• the heat power installation (CHP);

The electricity management coordinates which lighting systems and electricity consumers may be
switched on. It takes account of the electrical capacity required for the lighting and electricity
consumers and the set sequence numbers for electricity consumption of the various lighting systems
and electricity consumers. The electricity management also ensures that the necessary electricity
sources (CHP and electricity network) are switched on. The switching sequence control coordinates
the switching on and off times of growing light systems. The Energy interface control makes it possible
to coordinate in advance the quantity of electricity to be exported with an energy company.
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For projects in which one central purchasing point for electricity is present, the electrical capacity
can be distributed over several electricity managements by configuring electricity consumers as
‘Distribution points’.

CO2
The CO2 management handles the distribution of the CO2 demand amongst the CO2 sources according
to the method as described in the management.

The different sources the CO2 demand can be assigned to are:
• the boiler;
• the flue gas cleaner (of the CHP);
• the external source.

For each source a release is required to use as CO2 producer.

Furthermore a CO2 transport unit is possible, which transports the CO2 from the source(s) to the
consumer.

CO2 transport unit
The CO2 transport unit takes care of the transport of the CO2, produced by one or multiple CO2

sources, to the connected surfaces (often sections) that belong to the CO2 controls.

Through the CO2 transport unit the CO2 demands and corresponding surfaces are totalled and
communicated to the CO2 management.

Through an adjustable protection, the CO2 transport unit can be disabled as soon as the measured
CO2 concentration comes above the set CO2 limit. When more than 1 flue gas valve is measured
'open', whereas only one source at a time is allowed to produce CO2, the CO2 fan is immediately
switched off (emergency stop).

Boiler
In addition to the release for using the boiler as CO2 producer, depending on the installation, there
is the option whether to dose in high speed CO2 with the boiler (externally controlled burner).

If the boiler is switched on for CO2, then the boiler switches on at minimum CO2 power. Depending
on the calculated CO2 dosing capacity, the burner can be controlled up to the maximum CO2 capacity.

If a buffer is present, the CO2 capacity can be influenced depending on the difference between the
actual and the desired fill percentage.

Flue gas cleaner
A minimum time can be set for a flue gas cleaner (FGC) in order to prevent the flue gas cleaner from
being switched on for a very short time. Also when a CO2 demand ceases, the flue gas cleaner remains
active for a set time, so that with a temporary fall in demand, the flue gas cleaner will switch less
frequently.

If it takes too long before the flue gases are released, the flue gas cleaner is set to 'fault' for a set
period.

Heat
Heat management handles the distribution of the heat demand amongst the heat sources, whereby,
when emptying the buffer, a heat demand is first allocated to the buffer. The remaining demand is
distributed amongst the sources as described in the management.

The heat demand consists of a temperature demand and a capacity demand.

The different sources that can be allocated to the heat demand are:
• buffer;
• boiler;
• CHP;
• heat exchanger.
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The capacity of the controls of the heat sources that needs to be realised is determined by the heat
demands from the heat consumers and the fixed capacity. The forced capacity ensures that if there
is a lack of heat demand, a boiler or CHP is still switched on.

The forced capacity is calculated on the basis of the following forced demands:
• a forced CO2 demand from each boiler or CHP that is able to produce CO2;
• a forced electricity demand to the CHP by a demand from the power company or by a demand

from the electricity management;
• a forced demand for heat storage to the boiler and/or the CHP.

If there are multiple heat sources available, then multiple sources can be used to meet the heat
demand. To prevent the frequent switching on and off of the heat sources, heat capacity is only
demanded from the heat source, which is switched off, when the capacity is larger than a percentage
of the maximum capacity of the last source that is switched on.

Boiler
The boiler meets the heat demand by using the burner control and attunes this to the demand for
CO2 production (forced capacity). The heat demand consists of a temperature and a capacity demand.
If the boiler is released the computer controls the burner. If the boiler has been released for external,
the burner is not controlled by the computer, but the computer can protect the boiler if the
temperature falls too low.

• Calculated boiler temperature
The calculated boiler temperature is the highest demanded water temperature plus the set
difference, but always limited above the set minimum boiler temperature and 5 °C below the
set maximum boiler temperature. The burner is switched off (for heat) when the measured
boiler temperature, more than the temperature ongoing, becomes higher than the calculated
boiler temperature. To meet the heat demand if necessary the boiler can be released for high
speed.

• Internal capacity
The internal capacity is the capacity with which the heat demand is decreased or increased,
because the measured boiler temperature is higher or lower than the calculated boiler
temperature. The internal capacity is increased additionally if the percentage limitation of the
heat off-take by the heating system becomes greater than 25%.

• Return control
The return control corrects the heat demand from the boiler on the basis of the difference
between the calculated and the measured temperature of the return water. If the temperature
of the return water is low (for example cold water is returning from the compartments) the heat
demand will be increased. If the temperature of the return water is too high, then the heat
demand will be decreased.
If the difference between the measured boiler temperature and the measured return temperature
becomes too great, a boiler shock protection can start up across an adjustable range.

• Percentage limitation of the heat off-take
If the boiler becomes too cold the mixing valves can close and the calculated water temperatures
are lowered to protect the boiler. This protection becomes active when the measured boiler
temperature is at a quarter of the range between the set condensation temperature and the
set minimum boiler temperature (or perhaps the calculated boiler temperature). If the protection
becomes active, the percentage limitation of the heat off-take by the heating system rises from
0% to 100% and is 75% at the condensation temperature.

Combined heat and power (CHP)
A heat power installation may consist of a number of units that can be switched on and off in a
certain sequence after each other. Each unit is seen as a step. Capacity can be supplied per step. A
step switches on and off if respectively more or less capacity is demanded than a (internally adjustable)
percentage of the step capacity.
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The switching behaviour of the CHP steps is independent from the requested CHP capacity and the
capacity of the CHP steps.

If the CHP is switched on by an internal electricity demand or by the electricity company (external),
then by default all steps are enabled (maximum capacity).

If additional lighting groups need to be switched on, the groups will only switch on after the CHP
has switched on.

After it has been switched on an CHP can immediately supply heat. In the event of a large heat
demand it can happen that the CHP cannot supply the requested temperature. In this situation it is
desirable to run the CHP in series with the boiler. The return water from the sections will then first
flow through the CHP and then through the boiler. In the boiler the temperature can be further
raised. With a parallel switch part of the water flows through the CHP and the remainder through
the boiler. With the temperature in series and band settings it is possible to indicate above what
requested water temperature the CHP is switched in series and when the CHP is switched parallel
again,

The CHP is protected against becoming too cold by a minimum CHP temperature and against
becoming too hot by a maximum supply and/or return temperature.

To prevent erratic switching there are adjustable delay times for switching on and off.

Heat exchanger
A heat exchanger is a system that transfers heat (exchange) between a 'warm side' and a 'cold side'.
The warm side may consist of the remaining heat from a power plant or terrestrial heat.

The heat emissions are determined by:
• the difference in temperature between the 'warm side' and the 'cold side'. The larger the

difference the greater the heat emissions;
• the current flow of the water in the 'warm side'. The faster the water flows, the more heat that

can be emitted;
• the current flow of the water in the 'cold side'. The faster the water flows, the more heat that

can be absorbed;
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An example of an installation with a heat exchanger

If there is a connection between the heat exchanger and the control software, there can be a
temperature connection or a capacity connection. The control software passes the desired supply
temperature or a desired heat capacity on to the heat exchanger. The heat exchanger itself takes
care of this.

The calculated supply temperature of the heat exchanger lies in between the set minimum and
maximum heat exchanger temperatures and is calculated from the highest temperature demanded
from the heating networks plus the set difference. If the return temperature rises above the set
maximum return temperature, the heat exchanger is not switched on.

To prevent erratic switching there is an adjustable minimum time on and an adjustable post run
time.

Condenser control

Example of a local condenser control for two boilers

The condenser control can be used to cool the condenser on the boilers and CHPs by discharging
the heat from these heat sources and using it for heating the greenhouse, including it in a return
main for one or more heat sources or by disposing of it via heating pipes or an emergency cooler.
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If one or more heating systems demand heat, the heat from the condenser is first used in those
heating systems for heating the greenhouse. If this is not the case and the temperature of the water
from one or more heating sources remains below a temperature to be set (refer to I302 Central
condenser settings (page 570)) the heat is discharged in the return main of one or more heat sources.
If the temperature of the water to be used from one or more heat sources is too high the heat is
disposed of in the heating systems designated for this. This occurs as long as the measured
greenhouse temperature is lower than the desired greenhouse temperature plus a bandwidth that
can be set (refer to I115.4 Heating LT surplus (page 298)). The emergency cooler can also dispose of
heat. The emergency cooler is, however, only used if it is not possible to dispose of the heat via the
heating pipes.

Example of supply and discharge of water by heating and transport systems with condenser cooling

Transport
A transport control takes care of the heat supply from the manifold to multiple, heating networks
that usually are further down the heating network. Because of the transport control it is not necessary
to install separate supply and outlet mains for each heating network. The highest temperature
demanded from the connected networks plus the adjustable difference, determine the transport
temperature. The transport temperature is limited by the adjustable minimum and maximum
transport temperatures.
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The pump switches, depending on the type of transport:
• One or two speed pumps

If the average difference between the calculated water temperature and the measured
greenhouse temperature of the connected heating networks is greater than the set temperature
difference pump on, then the transport pump switches on. If the difference becomes greater
than the temperature difference pump high speed, then the pump switches to high speed. If
the difference then drops to below the dead band, the pump will revert to slow speed again. If
the difference is smaller than the set temperature difference pump off, then the pump must
switch off.

• Modulating pump
The speed of the pump (the capacity) can be controlled on the basis of pressure or capacity
demand. The following principle applies when controlling on the basis of a pressure measurement:
If a lot of hot water is consumed by the heating networks that are connected, the pressure in
the transport main will decrease if the pump capacity of the transport pump remains the same.
This is because the heating network pumps are trying to pump more water than the transport
pump is supplying. With a low heat demand from the connected heating networks, the pumps
will consume less water. With a constant pump capacity of the transport pump, the pressure in
the transport main will increase considerably. By adjusting the pump capacity of the transport
pump, the difference in pressure across the transport main will be minimal and no unnecessary
electrical energy is used. Through pressure measurement a delayed alarm can be given if the
pressure difference become too low or too high.
Controlling on the basis of capacity demand is done between the minimum and maximum pump
capacity. The maximum pump capacity must be reached if there is a maximum capacity demand.
The maximum capacity demand is determined by the pipe properties of the connected heating
networks and the set temperature difference pump maximum. This is the average difference
between the calculated water temperature and the measured greenhouse temperature of the
connected heating networks.

Forced storage in heat buffer
For the filling of the heat buffer, you can activate the boiler, CHP or heat exchanger without there
being a heat demand or a CO₂ demand.

A storage capacity for a boiler, CHP or heat exchanger is only calculated if the following conditions
are met:
• Release storage capacity (I300) is set to YES for the active period;
• Buffer method (I300) is set to FILL, FILL>EMPTY, EMPTY>FILL or FILL&EMPTY;
• Release buffer (I310.1, I330.1 or I340.1) is set to YES;
• Storage release (I310.2, I330.2 or I340.2) is set to YES for the active period;

Calculation of the storage capacity based on the difference between the desired fill percentage and
the actual fill percentage.
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During filling, you can influence the Des forced storage capacity and thus the speed of the filling
process via the settings in I310.2, I330.2 and I340.2:
• If the actual filling percentage in the Range above fill% is above the desired filling percentage,

the Des forced storage capacity becomes equal to 0. This is the left-hand part in the above graph.
• If the actual filling percentage in the Range below fill% is below the desired filling percentage, the

Des forced storage capacity is gradually increased to the set Storage capacity. This is the right-hand
part in the above graph.

• With the Adj fill% storage setting, you can shift the desired filling percentage for the calculation.
• When the actual filling percentage falls within the Dead band max fill% (see I300.1 HT heat

management - influences (page 560)) the Des forced storage capacity will already be reduced
slightly.

In this way, a Des forced storage capacity is calculated for the source. This value is used to adjust the
source to the desired value.

Example calculation 1 (no adjustment)

50%Desired fill percentage
0%Adj fill% storage (for the active period)

45%Actual fill percentage
5%Desired percentage (+ adjustment) - actual fill percentage = 50 %+ 0 % - 45 % =

560 kWDes forced storage capacity (in accordance with the example in the figure above)

Example calculation 2 (positive adjustment)

50%Desired fill percentage
10%Adj fill% storage (for the active period)
45%Actual fill percentage
15%Desired percentage (+ adjustment) - actual fill percentage = 50%+ 10% - 45% =

880 kWDes forced storage capacity (in accordance with the example in the figure above)

Example calculation 3 (negative adjustment)
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50%Desired fill percentage
-20%Adj fill% storage (for the active period)
45%Actual fill percentage

-15%Desired fill percentage (+ adjustment) - actual fill percentage = 50%+ (-20%) - 45% =
0 kWDes forced storage capacity (in accordance with the example in the figure above)

Indoor Growing projects

Indoor Growing projects can be controlled through a combination of Priva Connext and Priva Top
Control. In this case, the Top Control part performs the climate control and Connext performs the
irrigation control.To enable operation by means of Priva Office, Connext and Top Control exchange
data via a BACnet connection.

The data that is exchanged can be found in the following sections:
• I195 Indoor growing strategy (page 887)
• I195.1 Alarm limits indoor growing (page 889)
• M195 Overview indoor growing (page 891)
• M195.1 Overview indoor limitations (page 893)
• M195.2 Overview indoor measurements (page 894)

In addition, there is also a dealer section (I195.8 INDOOR GROWING/CONFIGURATION).
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Procedures

Set time synchronisation
The time on the process computer must match the time on the PC. This is of importance for the
registration of graph data. In addition, it prevents any confusion about the times at which controls
perform actions. You can copy the time from the PC to all the process computers in one go as follows:

Priva Office
1. Open General > Priva Office Configuration > Time synchronisation settings.
2. Select the desired process computers.
3. Click on Synchronise once.

All the selected process computers will copy the time from the PC. The Summer time (Yes or No)
setting will also be copied.

Connext Operator
1. Open Settings.
2. Click on Set date / time.
3. Click on Apply to all.

All the process computers will copy the time from the PC. The Summer time (Yes or No) setting
will also be copied.

If you change the Summer time setting, all (start and end) times of all controls will automatically
change.

Operating the dosing unit

Changing the arrangement of irrigation valves into valve groups
See I401.4 Allocate valve to valve group (page 221).

Changing the start programs for a valve group
See I400.4 Allocate start strategy (page 222).

Changing the recipe (including EC value and pH value)
See I403 Recipe settings (page 692) and I403.1 Recipe influences (page 699).
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Maintenance, checking and calibration
In order to ensure optimum control, it is especially important to maintain and check measuring
instruments on a regular basis.

ProcedureHow often (minimum)?
Calibrating the pH sensor (Connext) (page 165)once every two weeks
Maintenance of measurement box T+RH (page 154)once every four weeks
Maintaining Connext (page 150)
Outside temperature sensor maintenance (page 150)
Precipitation intensity sensor maintenance (page 151)
Maintenance of irradiation sensor (page 151)
Vent position sensor maintenance (page 161)
Maintaining the PAR sensor (page 151)
Maintaining the plant temperature camera (page 152)

once every three months

Replacing the T+RH module filter (page 157)
Checking the CO₂ sensor (page 158)

twice a year

Calibrating the CO2 monitor Guardian NG (page 161)
Replacing the T+RH module sensor (page 157)
Maintaining the CO2 monitor Guardian NG (page 161)
Snow detector maintenance (page 153)
Rain sensor maintenance (page 153)
Wind speed sensor maintenance (page 154)
Maintenance of wind direction sensor (page 154)
Maintenance Outside humidity sensor (page 151) (also by a Priva
installer)
Maintain linear light sensor (page 151) (also by a Priva installer)
Solari CM3P maintenance (page 153) (also by a Priva installer)
Maintaining the plant temperature camera (page 152)
EC sensor: Cleaning the EC sensor (page 167), Calibration (page 168)

once a year

Have the irradiation sensor checked by a Priva installer.every 2 years
Have the infrared plant temperature sensor checked by a Priva
installer.

every 3 years

Maintenance of the Drain water sensor (page 168)
Calibration drain pipe (page 171)

during the (crop) season

For the maintenance of UV systems and dosing units: see the relevant manual.

Maintaining Connext
The cabinet of the process computer can be wiped down with a damp cloth.

Keep water away from the inside of the cabinet.
Do not use a high-pressure cleaner to clean the cabinet.
Do not use aggressive cleansers such as sodium hypochlorite solution, sulphuric acid,
hydrogen peroxide or ammonia. Do not use abrasive cleansers or scouring sponges.

Outside temperature sensor maintenance
Check the Outside temperature sensor regularly for pollution and clean it if necessary. Pollution can
interfere with the performance of the Outside temperature sensor. Clean the unit with a damp cloth
and a little mild detergent if so required.

Do not use aggressive cleaning and/or abrasives.

Make sure that no moisture, dirt or dust enters the housing when opening the Outside
temperature sensor. This can negatively impact the measurement.

The item 'Temp.sensor 6x60 (glass)' (Part number 111070) is available for replacing a defective
sensor.
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Maintenance Outside humidity sensor
The Outside humidity sensor needs very little maintenance. Pollution can interrupt the operation
of the sensor. For that reason, check for pollution regularly and remove any debris, if necessary. To
do this unscrew the terminal screw at the bottom of the protective cover and take the Outside
humidity sensor out of the protective cover. Remove the dirt from the protective cap on the inside
and outside with a damp cloth, using a mild soap if necessary. Do not use aggressive cleaning and/or
abrasives!

Checking by Priva installer
The Outside humidity sensor has been calibrated before delivery. Have the Outside humidity sensor
inspected annually by a Priva installer to guarantee a precise and accurate measurement.

Precipitation intensity sensor maintenance
Inspect the Precipitation intensity sensor at regular intervals for pollution (such as cobwebs) and
clean the Precipitation intensity sensor as required. Dirt and dust can negatively influence
measurements. Clean the unit with a damp cloth and a little mild detergent if so required.

Do not use aggressive cleaning agents and/or abrasives.

Maintain linear light sensor
Clean the Linear light sensor's port at least once a year, or earlier if the Linear light sensor develops
measurement deviations. Clean the unit with a damp cloth and a little mild detergent if so required.

Do not use aggressive cleaning and/or abrasives!

Make sure that no moisture, dirt or dust enters the housing when opening the Linear light
sensor. This can negatively impact the measurement.

Maintaining the PAR sensor
Dirt on the PAR-sensor can affect its operation. Check the sensor at least once every three months
for dirt and if necessary clean the sensor.

To clean the sensor use only a damp cloth or if necessary a mild detergent. Any other cleaning
agents may damage the window of the PAR sensor.

Checking by dealer
The PAR sensor has been calibrated before delivery. Have the PAR sensor checked at least every 2
years by your dealer to ensure accurate and correct measurement. If necessary, your dealer will
exchange the PAR sensor for a calibrated sensor.

Customers in the Benelux can take out an all-in maintenance contract for the PAR sensor
with Priva. Your PAR sensor will then be replaced with a calibrated sensor either annually
or every two years, according to your preference. Repairs are included in this contract. If
you are controlling by PAR, we recommend that you should choose annual maintenance. If
you have any questions concerning the maintenance contract, please contact Priva.

Maintenance of irradiation sensor
The sensor requires little maintenance. Since soiling of the sensor window can disrupt operation,
clean the window regularly with a damp cloth and, if necessary, alcohol.

Do not touch or press the surface of the sensor with your fingers.
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Make sure that the sensor remains level. Use the built-in level and adjustment screws for
this purpose.

Maintaining the plant temperature camera
Since soiling of the camera, especially the lens, can inhibit operation, check the camera for dirt at
least once every 3 months and clean it as required. Use a a spray can of compressed air to remove
dust. If this proves inadequate, clean the lens using a tissue or cotton cloth, and alcohol or methyl
spirit.

Do not use aggressive cleaning agents and/or abrasives.

Place the protective plastic cap on the sensor during crop protection. Contact with crop
protection agents or other chemical agents could damage the lens.

Checking by dealer
The camera is calibrated prior to delivery. Have the camera checked every 3 years by your dealer to
ensure accurate and correct measurement.
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Rain sensor maintenance
Clean the rain sensor at least once a year, or earlier if the Rain sensor develops measurement
deviations (for instance, due to leaves or bird droppings). Clean the unit with a damp cloth and a
little mild detergent if required. Also check for corrosion or any other damage to the surface of the
sensor. Replace the sensor if the surface has been damaged.

Do not use aggressive cleaning and/or abrasives. This damages the gilded contact surface
of the Rain sensor.

Make sure that no moisture, dirt or dust enters the housing when opening the Rain sensor.
This can negatively impact the measurement.

Snow detector maintenance
Clean the Snow detector at least once a year and check to ensure that the light bundle is not being
interrupted by debris, such as leaves or sand. For cleaning the snow detector, use a damp cloth and,
if necessary, some mild soap.

Ensure also that the greenhouse roof around the Snow detector remains clean to help ensure proper
translucency.

Solari CM3P maintenance
Clean the Radiation sensor CM3P at least once per year or more frequently if the Radiation sensor
CM3P begins to provide inaccurate measurements.Clean the unit with a damp cloth and a little mild
detergent if so required.

Do not use aggressive cleaning agents and/or abrasives.

Make sure that no moisture, dirt or dust enters the housing when opening the Radiation
sensor CM3P, since these can be detrimental to the measurement.
When closing the housing, be aware that the cover only fits in one position (tab fits in notch).

Checking by dealer
The Radiation sensor CM3P has been calibrated before delivery. Have the Radiation sensor CM3P
checked by your dealer once a year to guarantee correct and accurate measurement.

Customers in the Benelux can take out a maintenance contract with Priva for the Radiation
sensor CM3P. Your Radiation sensor will then be replaced with a calibrated sensor every
two years. Repairs are not included in this contract. If you have any questions concerning
the maintenance contract, please contact Priva.

Solari CMP6 maintenance
Clean the Solari CMP6 at least once a year, or sooner if the Solari CMP6 displays measurement
deviations. Clean the unit with a damp cloth and a little mild detergent if required.

Do not use aggressive cleaning agents and/or abrasives.

During cleaning, check the silica gel in the Radiation sensor CMP6. The silica gel is located in a holder
on the side of the Radiation sensor CMP6. The silica gel granules in the holder should be orange in
colour. This means that the inside of the Radiation sensor is dry. If the silica gel granules have become
completely transparent, they are saturated with water and the content must be replaced by new
(active) silica gel or it must be dried. Transparent silica gel can be dried by heating them in an oven
at 130 °C for several hours.
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Calibration
The Solari CMP6 has been calibrated before delivery. Have the Solari CMP6 checked by a Priva service
engineer once a year to guarantee correct and accurate measurements.

Wind speed sensor maintenance
Check the Wind speed sensor regularly for pollution and clean it if necessary. Pollution and dust can
cause the paddle wheel to spin more slowly. Clean the unit with a damp cloth and a little mild
detergent if so required.

Do not use aggressive cleaning and/or abrasives!

Make sure that no moisture, dirt or dust enters the housing when opening the Wind speed
sensor. This can negatively impact the measurement.

Maintenance of wind direction sensor
Check the wind direction sensor regularly for pollution and clean it if necessary. Pollution may cause
the wind vane to be obstructed. Clean the unit with a damp cloth and a little mild detergent if required.

Do not use aggressive cleaning agents or abrasives.

Make sure that no moisture, dirt or dust enters the housing when opening the Wind direction
sensor. This can negatively impact the measurement.

Maintenance of measurement box T+RH

Introduction
The following maintenance tasks should be performed regularly:

• check for Hygrowick moistness
• replenish fluid
• clean fluid reservoir
• inspect and clean fan
• check measurements

Checking Hygrowick moistness
Check regularly that the Hygrowick is still sufficiently moistened. Check more frequently when the
Measuring box T+RH is hung in a dry environment.
1. Open the front of the Measuring box T+RH and pull the fluid reservoir a little towards you.
2. Check that the Hygrowick is still clean and sufficiently moistened. Replace the wick if it is dirty

or insufficiently moisenedt.

Do not touch the Hygrowick with your hands. Wear clean gloves.

Replenishing the fluid
The fluid reservoir should be regularly replenished with Aquanex fluid, which is available from Priva
either ready-mixed or as a concentrate (see Table Aquanex fluid (page 155)). Aquanex fluid contains
additives to combat algae and bacterial growth in the fluid reservoir, so that the Hygrowick will work
reliably for an extended period.
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1. Open the front of the Measuring box T+RH and pull the fluid reservoir a little towards you.
2. Add Aquanex fluid to the fluid reservoir using a funnel.

Never use:
• pure tap water
• condensation water from a flue gas condenser
• additives other than Aquanex

Aquanex fluid
Article numberArticle
3779084Aquanex concentrate (25 cl)
3779086Aquanex fluid (5 l)

Cleaning the fluid reservoir
Clean the fluid reservoir regularly using water and dishwashing liquid. Rinse well with clean water.

Inspecting and cleaning the fan
Regularly check that the fan is working correctly and remove any dust from the rotor blades using
a soft brush.

Checking measurements
Check the measurements of temperature (and therefore humidity) according to the procedure below:
1. Remove the Hygrowick from the lower temperature sensor (wet bulb temperature sensor).
2. Close the cover of the measurement section.
3. Let this sensor dry thoroughly (at least 15 minutes).
4. Compare the temperature measurements of the dry and wet bulb temperature sensors. At an

ambient temperature between 15 ° C and 35 ° C, the maximum difference may be 0.4 ° C. The
measured values can be found in M105 (Connext) and in the moisture card (Compass).

Spare parts
The following spare parts are available for the Measuring box T+RH (article number 3779024):

Article numberArticle
3770882Temperature sensor in glass tube Ø6 mm x 60 mm with

NTC/thermistor 3kΩ/25°C
3659032Valve.24VDC/80mmT+RH hs 1.4W
3770610Power supply interface 24VAC/24VDC for fan for

measuring box T + RH
3476142Fluid reservoir
38028512 x S-hooks
3802861Suspension chain (thermally galvanized)
3471375Connecting cable (7 x 0.5 mm2)
3802523Clamping gland for connecting cable
3779088Hygrowick (25 cm)
3802733Grommet for Hygrowick
3476140Quarter-turn fastener (grip head)
3476143Quarter-turn fastener (slotted head)
3476141Fastener latch

To avoid causing measurement errors, always replace defective components using original
Priva parts.
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Maintenance of Measurement box T
Check for pollution regularly and remove any pollution.
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Maintenance Airtube sensor T+RH

RH sensor
Check for pollution regularly and remove any pollution.

Temperature sensor
Check for pollution regularly and remove any pollution.

E-Measurement box maintenance

Cleaning the E-Measuring box
Clean the E-measuring box housing using a damp cloth and a mild cleaning agent.

Do not use a water jet or aggressive cleaning agents.

Replacing the T+RH module filter

Replace the T+RH module filter once or twice a year, depending on the conditions to which
the E-Measuring box is exposed.

Filters are always supplied with filter holder.

1. Remove the protective cover from the E-Measuring box by un-clicking the protective cover
underneath the roof first and then at the bottom.

2. Remove the protection from the connector (A).
3. Press the filter holder from behind and slide it out from under the mounting clip (B).
4. Gently pull the filter holder a little downwards.
5. Slide the filter holder from under the clamp (C) (near the connector) and remove the holder

from the module.
6. Place the new filter holder including filter.
7. Replace the protection on the connector (A).
8. Attach the protective cover to the side of the E-Measuring box by first clicking the protective

cover into the bottom and then underneath the roof.

Make sure that there is always a filter in the module. It protects the sensor(s) against ageing
and dirt.

Replacing the T+RH module sensor

Replace the T+RH sensor once a year to ensure accurate measurements.
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A sticker on the bottom of the T+RH module illustrates how to place the sensor.

1. Disconnect the E-Measuring box from the connector of the connecting cable.
2. Remove the filter holder (refer to steps 1 to 5 of Replacing the T+RH module filter (page 157)).
3. Remove the two metal plates on either side of the sensor.

• Never hold the sensor by its ends, instead hold it in the middle.
• Remove and place the sensor by hand. Do not use pliers.

4. Carefully pull the sensor from the gap in the side of the T+RH module.
5.

Carefully place the new sensor into the T+RH module. You will hear a 'click' when properly
positioned.

The sensor can only be placed in one way; the wide slot in the sensor connector should
be pointing towards you. Refer to the figure above and the sticker on the bottom of the
T+RH module.

6. Replace the metal plates.

The ends of the plates should point outwards.

7. Replace the filter holder.
8. Replace the protection on the connector.
9. Attach the protective cover to the side of the E-Measuring box by first clicking the protective

cover into the bottom and then underneath the roof.
10. Reattach the E-Measuring box to the connector of the connecting cable.

Checking the CO₂ sensor
Check the CO₂ sensor every six months.

Required items:
• CO₂ module calibration equipment (article number 3779337); this set contains components for

checking and calibrating both the E-Measuring box supplied until 2018 and the E-Measuring box
supplied from 2018 onwards.
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1. Perform the check in accordance with the GM70 user manual.

Wait at least 6 minutes after the measurement has stabilised.

2. Depending on the deviation between the reference sensor and the checked sensor:
• < 60 ppm: the sensor is working properly and can continue to be used without problem.
• 60 - 120 ppm: Priva or the dealer must set the measurement from the sensor to match the

measurement from the reference sensor (see Calibrating the CO₂ sensor with reference
sensor (page 159)).

• > 120 ppm: Priva or the dealer must set the measurement from the sensor to match the
value for the calibration gas (see Calibrating the CO₂ sensor with calibration gas (page 159))

It is also possible to have the sensor calibrated by the manufacturer (Vaisala.com).

Calibrating the CO₂ sensor with reference sensor
Calibration is required if the measurement and the reference measurement differ by 60 - 120 ppm.
The calibration parameters in the CO₂ sensor are adjusted by means of the procedure below.

Required items:
• CO₂ module calibration equipment (article number 3779337); this set contains components for

checking and calibrating both the E-Measuring box supplied until 2018 and the E-Measuring box
supplied from 2018 onwards.

Only calibrate in a stable environment and with normal CO₂ concentrations.

a. Remove the screw from the (2nd) sensor holder of the MI70 handheld meter to release the
adjustment button.

b. Press on the button with a small screwdriver. When the button is pressed, the MI70 handheld
meter goes into adjustment mode.

c. Select OK to confirm the adjustment mode
d. Select CO2 II, choose select.
e. Select yes to set the ambient pressure and temperature. Select exit to continue the procedure.
f. You are now in adjustment mode. Select graph to check whether the measurement has stabilised.

Wait at least 6 minutes after the measurement has stabilised.

g. Go back and choose adjust to select the adjustment method.
h. Select To same as CO2 I, choose select and yes.
i. Calibration is complete. Select back and exit to return to normal measurement.
j. Place the screw on the adjustment button.

Calibrating the CO₂ sensor with calibration gas
Calibration is required if the measurement and the reference measurement differ by more than 120
ppm. The calibration parameters in the CO₂ sensor are adjusted by means of the procedure below.
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Required items:
• CO₂ module calibration equipment (article number 3779337); this set contains components for

checking and calibrating both the E-Measuring box supplied until 2018 and the E-Measuring box
supplied from 2018 onwards.

• Pressure control kit (article number 3795159).

• Calibration gas 0 ppm (article number 3795115).
• Calibration gas 2600 ppm (article number 3795118).

In order to check and calibrate a pre-2018 E-Measuring box (which can be recognised by
the orange connecting cable of the CO₂ sensor), you need additional items:
• Cable for connecting the sensor to handheld meter MI70 (article number 3656317)
• Only for calibration: Calibration adapter for directing calibration gas to the sensor (article

number 3656318)

Set the correct concentrations and units on the MI70 handheld meter.

1. Slide the calibration adapter over the sensor until the perforated filter is covered.
2. Connect the underside of the adapter to the hose, connect the hose to the pressure regulator

(with fixed flow) and to the 0 ppm gas. The opening on the side remains open for the blow-out
of the gas

3. Allow the 0 ppm gas to flow at approximately 0.6 l/min.
4. Remove the screw from the (2nd) sensor holder of the MI70 handheld meter to release the

adjustment button.
5. Press on the button with a small screwdriver. When the button is pressed, the MI70 handheld

meter goes into adjustment mode.
6. Select OK to confirm the adjustment mode
7. Select CO2 II, choose select.
8. Select yes to set the ambient pressure and temperature. Select exit to continue the procedure.
9. You are now in adjustment mode. Select graph to check whether the measurement has stabilised.

Wait at least 6 minutes after the measurement has stabilised.

10. Go back and choose adjust to select the adjustment method.
11. Select 2-point adjustment, choose select and yes.
12. Select ready when the measurement has stabilised in the vicinity of 0 ppm.
13. Set the 0 ppm using the arrow keys.
14. Select OK.
15. Disconnect the hose from the 0 ppm gas and connect it to the cylinder with the high

concentration.
16. Allow the gas to flow at approximately 0.6 l/min.

Wait at least 6 minutes after the measurement has stabilised.

17. Set the 2600 ppm using the arrow keys.
18. Select OK.
19. Calibration is complete. Select back and exit to return to normal measurement.
20. Shut off the gas flow.
21. Place the screw on the adjustment button.
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Maintaining the CO2 monitor Guardian NG
• For cleaning the CO2 monitor use a cloth with a mild cleaning agent or water. Make sure you do

not get any liquid in the gas opening.
• Empty the steam trap regularly. The frequency depends on the environment.
• Replace both the dust filter and the filter capsule (article no. 3660250) in the filter housing

between the suction tube and the monitor every year.

Calibrating the CO2 monitor Guardian NG

Calibrate the CO₂ monitor after it has been installed and then every year.

Required items:
• Pressure control kit (article number 3795159).

• Calibration gas 0 ppm (article number 3795115).
• Calibration gas 2600 ppm (article number 3795118).

1. Do not start the calibration until the CO₂ monitor has been in operation for at least one hour.
2. Carefully follow the calibration procedure in the supplied manual.
3. During the calibration procedure, supply calibration gas at a rate of ±1.1 l/min, see flow indicator

on the pressure regulator set:

The password of the CO2 monitor Guardian NG is LCRLCRLC (L=left, C=centre, R=right)

Vent position sensor maintenance
Check the Vent position indicator regularly for fouling and clean it as necessary. Clean the unit with
a damp cloth and a little mild detergent if so required.

Do not use aggressive cleaning agents or abrasives.

Make sure that no moisture, dirt or dust enters the housing when opening the Vent position
indicator, since these can be detrimental to the measurement.

Spare Parts
The following spare parts are available for the vent position sensor:

Article numberPart
3770885Potentiometer set 1 kΩ for Vent position indicator 60°
3770886Potentiometer set 1 kΩ for Vent position indicator 90°
3779034Short rod with nylon pulley for Vent position indicator

60° and 90°
3779035Long rod with nylon pulley for Vent position indicator

60° and 90°
3779037Nylon pulley with locking spring and shaft for mounting

on the rods for the Vent position indicator 60° and 90°
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Calibration of vent, air inlet, air outlet and curtain
You can calibrate vents, air inlets, air outlets and curtains with feedback. Calibration allows you to
specify exactly what position should be associated with a specific control. For example, you can
specify with what control (millivolt value) the 10% open position should be associated. These values
are defined in a setup table.

You can perform the calibration in one of the following sections:
• I128 Vent calibrate
• I138 Air inlet control
• I158.1 AIR INLET-OUTLET/GREENHOUSE PRESS. STRATEGY
• I168.2 Calibrate curtain

The calibration of the end positions is performed as follows:
1. Use Calibration drive to move the component to the position to be calibrated, e.g. 0% or 100%.
2. Enter this value under Calibration position.
3. Wait until the measurement is stable.
4. Let the control write the setup table mV : position by setting Calibrate command to YES. Then set

the Calibrate command control automatically back to NO.
5. The control must be released again after calibration. Do this by setting Calibration drive to NONE.

The calibration of the intermediate positions (e.g. 10%) is performed as follows:
1. Use Calibration drive = 100% to open the component and, as soon as the component has reached

the desired position, set Calibration drive to PAUSE.
2. Enter the value (in this example 10%) under Calibration position.
3. Let the control write the setup table mV : position by setting Calibrate command to YES. Then set

the Calibrate command control automatically back to NO.
4. The control must be released again after calibration. Do this by setting the Calibration drive to

NONE.

Calibrating 2 curtains on 1 wire bed
In the case of opposite curtains on 1 wire bed for which curtain monitoring is active, it is not possible
to move the curtains to 0% or 100% by means of a Calibration drive (I168.2R2). Calibration can only
be performed manually.

The manual calibration of the end positions is performed as follows:
1. Use the motor's manual operating switch to move the curtain to the position to be calibrated,

e.g. 0% or 100%.
2. Enter this value under Calibration position.
3. Let the control write the setup table mV : position by setting Calibrate command to YES. Then set

the Calibrate command control automatically back to NO.

Calibration Cooling control

Adjustment procedure for the pre-regulation of a modulating cooling system
Pre-regulation is based on the relationship between the cooling water temperature and the
temperature in the cold store, which is determined beforehand.

There are 4 calibration points for the cooling water temperature, at which the temperature in the
cold store must be determined:
• calibration point 1 = lowest cool water temperature;
• calibration point 2 = 66 % cooling capacity (= 2/3 x lowest cool water temperature + 1/3 x highest

cool water temperature);
• calibration point 3 = 33 % cooling capacity (= 2/3 x highest cool water temperature + 1/3 x lowest

cool water temperature);
• calibration point 4 = highest cool water temperature.

A lowest cool water temperature of -30 °C and a highest cool water temperature of 6 °C means:
• calibration point 1 = -30 °C;
• calibration point 2 = 2/3 x (-30) + 1/3 x 6 = -20 + 2 = -18 °C;
• calibration point 3 = 1/3 x (-30) + 2/3 x 6 = -10 + 4 = -6 °C;
• calibration point 4 = 6 °C.
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The settings of the modulating cooling system (I222.1 Cooling modulating control (page 495)) can be
configured based on the 4 calibration points above and the procedure below. Steps 4 through 7 of
the procedure can be skipped.

If the temperature at 33 % cooling capacity and the temperature at 66 % cooling capacity is
0 °C, then these calibration points are not counted and only a linear relationship will exist
between the minimum and maximum cooling capacity.

1. Make the desired cooling water temperature equal to calibration point 1. The cooling water will
be controlled according to this value.

2. Set the fixed cooling water temperature setting to YES. The cooling system will now be switched
on. The pump will run at 50 % capacity (a 1-speed pump is generally switched on at all times).

3. Wait until the temperature of the cold store (10 Cooling temperature (page 840) in M106 Overview
climate per compartment (page 838)) has stabilised and enter the result of the temperature at
maximum cooling capacity.

4. Make the desired cooling water temperature equal to calibration point 2. The cooling water will
be controlled according to this value.

5. Wait until the temperature of the cold store (10 Cooling temperature (page 840) in M106 Overview
climate per compartment (page 838)) has stabilised and enter the result of the temperature at
66 % cooling capacity.

6. Make the desired cooling water temperature equal to calibration point 3. The cooling water will
be controlled according to this value.

7. Wait until the temperature of the cold store (10 Cooling temperature (page 840) in M106 Overview
climate per compartment (page 838)) has stabilised and enter the result of the temperature at
33 % cooling capacity.

8. Make the desired cooling water temperature equal to calibration point 4. The cooling water will
be controlled according to this value.

9. Wait until the temperature of the cold store (10 Cooling temperature (page 840) in M106 Overview
climate per compartment (page 838)) has stabilised and enter the result of the temperature at
minimum cooling capacity.

10. The procedure is completed.

Set the fixed cooling water temperature setting to NO.

Based on the desired cooling temperature, the pre-regulation of the cooling water temperature can
now quickly determine a proper value for the cooling water temperature. This temperature is called
the calculated basic temperature.

If the temperatures are set higher to accommodate the higher capacity, then the calculated
basic temperature is always 0 °C.

Calibration dosing channel

Calibration procedure
Depending on the type of valve or pump in the installation, the calibration procedure may be
somewhat different (see Calibration of time-controlled servos (page 164), Calibration of servos with
feedback (page 164) and Calibration of pulse or frequency pump (page 164)).

Please remember that all fertiliser channels (servos/pumps) are driven open during the
calibration procedure.

Because the dosing channels often run at different times, the same status will not be displayed
simultaneously for all dosing channels.

The calibration procedure can be stopped by setting the calibration capacity in I420.1 to
REST.
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Calibration of time-controlled servos
1. Make sure that the status of the dosing system and the water system is set to REST.
2. Cause the dosing channels to absorb liquid by suction from measuring beakers with a known

content. Use weighing scales for an accurate measurement. It is important that the suction hose
should be suspended freely in the liquid without touching the side.

3. Set the Calibration time (I420.1) to 1 minute (unless this is impossible for practical reasons, e.g.
if too large a volume is pumped in one minute).

4. Determine the initial volume or the weight in the measuring beaker.
5. Set the Calibration capacity (I420.1) to 100% CAP. The following occurs:

• Unit status changes to CALIB CAP. The servos will be driven open (to the maximum capacity)
during the set run time (at dealer level).

• Cal status changes to CAP.
• During the set Calibration time, the selection valve of the first fertiliser stock of all dosing

channels is opened. The chemicals are absorbed from the measuring beakers by suction.
• The servos are then closed again.

Unit status changes to REST.
• Cal status changes to OPEN.
• Calibration capacity changes to REST.

6. Determine the final volume or the weight in the measuring beaker.
7. Convert the quantity consumed to litres/hour.
8. Enter this capacity in the Capacity column (I420.1).

If 75 g of a liquid with a specific gravity of 1.1 g/ml is absorbed by suction in one minute,
then the capacity is 60*75/1.1 = 4091 ml/hour = 4.091 litres/hour.

Calibration of servos with feedback
1. Make sure that the status of the dosing system and the water system is set to REST.
2. Cause the dosing channels to absorb liquid by suction from measuring beakers with a known

content. Use weighing scales for an accurate measurement. It is important that the suction hose
should be suspended freely in the liquid without touching the side.

3. Set the Calibration time (I420.1) to 1 minute (unless this is impossible for practical reasons, e.g.
if too large a volume is pumped in one minute).

4. Set the Calibration capacity (I420.1) to 100% CAP. The following occurs:
• Unit status changes to CALIB CAP.
• Cal status changes to OPEN
• Cal st of the dosing channels changes to WAITING.
• The servos are driven open. As soon as the servos are open (if no servo adjustment is

observed for 5 seconds), the status of the dosing channels is set briefly to MEASURE (the
100% position is calibrated). After this, the status of the pumps will be set to REST or ERROR.
If the status is on ERROR, this means that a failure has occurred in driving open the servos
(far enough). The servos are being closed. Check the servos and restart the procedure.

• If calibration of the 100% position has succeeded, Cal status is set to CAP.
• During the set Calibration time, the selection valve of the first fertiliser stock of all dosing

channels is opened. The chemicals are absorbed from the measuring beakers by suction.
• The servos are then closed again.

Unit status changes to REST.
Cal status changes to OPEN.
Calibration capacity changes to REST.

5. Weigh the measuring beakers to determine the quantity consumed.
6. Convert the quantity consumed to litres/hour.
7. Enter this capacity in the Capacity column (I420.1).

Calibration of pulse or frequency pump

Ensure that the control of dosing channels has been correctly set with a non-linear behaviour
in %-Pos : %-Cap (I420.7).
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1. Make sure that the status of the dosing unit and the water system is set to REST.
2. Cause the dosing channel to absorb liquid by suction from a measuring beaker with a known

content. Use weighing scales for an accurate measurement. It is important that the suction hose
should be suspended freely in the liquid without touching the side.

3. In I420.1 set the Quantity to 0.
4. Switch on the supply pump of the dosing channel (I430.2).
5. In I430.2, use the Dosing channel option to set the dosing channel to a specific position (e.g. 10%).

The chemicals are absorbed from the measuring beakers by suction.
6. After 1 minute, for example, stop the dosing by setting Dosing channel ( I430.2 ) to CLOSE ══│══.
7. Read off the Quantity in I420.1.
8. Weigh the measuring beakers to determine the quantity consumed.
9. Convert the quantity consumed to litres/hour.
10. Compare the read-off quantity with the measured quantity.
11. In %-Cap : vol/pulse (I420.1), correct the value of vol/pulse for the measured capacity (e.g. 10%).
12. Repeat this procedure for different capacities.

Maintenance of Level sensor
Clean the level sensor when necessary with a water jet. Avoid, however, pointing the direct water
jet at the sensor’s membrane.

Calibrating the pH sensor (Connext)
To guarantee an accurate measurement, you must calibrate the pH sensor approximately once every
2 weeks, or as often as prescribed for the installation in which the acidity measurement takes place.

To calibrate the pH sensor, you will require a calibration set, into which the pH holder fits exactly.

pH calibration setDescription
3779053Article number

Composition • 1 pH calibration holder for calibrating two pH sensors (article number 3779051)
• 6 ampoules of 25 ml buffer fluid pH 4 (article number 3470071)
• 6 ampoules of 25 ml buffer fluid pH 7 (article number 3470073)

Calibration of the pH sensor is described below in steps and you can carry out the steps in Connext
at user level and dealer level. At dealer level more information is provided about the calculated
calibration data.

Connext section (dealer)Connext section (user)Calibration procedure
steps

Location of the pH-sensor

I432.6I4321 to 19Dosage
I432.7I432.14 to 15Extra pH sensors
I405.5I405.14 to 15Drain

Ensure that the compartments on the calibration holder are clean and dry and that the
calibration liquids are at ambient temperature.

The pH measurement continues during calibration, allowing you to monitor the pH value.
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1. In I430, set WAIT to YES.
2. Set the pump switch(es) to off.
3. For NutriJet only:

• Close the hand-valves in the branch with the dosing channels in order to isolate the line
between the hand-valves.

• Close the drain valves close to the pH and EC sensors in order to make the line between the
hand-valves pressureless.

4. Unscrew the two pH holders (control and check).

Leave the pH sensor in the holder.

5. Clean the pH sensors (see Cleaning the pH sensor normally (page 167)) and rinse them off with
distilled water.

6. Place both pH holders in the pH calibration holder containing buffer solution pH 7.0 and wait
for 1 minute.

7. Set the left-hand column of Calib value/calib status to 7. The Calibration start/stop line appears.
8. Start the calibration process in the software: set the left-hand column of Calibration start/stop

to YES. The status changes to BUSY7.
9. Wait until the software indicates that calibration has been successful: after approximately 8 s

the status GOOD7 is displayed.

If the status is ERROR7: abort the calibration (set the right-hand column of Calibration
start/stop to YES) and perform the calibration once again (if necessary, with new calibration
liquid and/or a new pH sensor).

10. Remove the pH holders from the pH calibration holder and rinse the glass membranes with
distilled water.

11. Place both pH holders in the pH calibration holder containing buffer solution pH 4.0 and wait
for 1 minute.

12. Set the left-hand column of Calib value/calib status to 4. The Calibration start/stop line appears.
13. Start the calibration process in the software: set the left-hand column of Calibration start/stop

to YES. The status changes to BUSY4.
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14. Wait until the software indicates that calibration has been successful: after approximately 8 s
the status GOOD4 is displayed.

If the status is ERROR4: abort the calibration (set the right-hand column of Calibration
start/stop to YES) and perform the calibration once again (if necessary, with new calibration
liquid and/or a new pH sensor).

15. Rinse the glass membrane of the pH sensors with distilled water.
16. Reinsert both pH sensor holders.
17. For NutriJet only:

• Open the hand-valves in the branch with the dosing channels.
• Open the drain valves close to the pH and EC sensors.

18. Set the pump switch to automatic.
19. In I430, set WAIT to NO.
20. Check the screw coupling on the pH sensor holder for leaks.
21. Dispose of the used calibration liquids from the pH calibration holder in accordance with the

locally applicable regulations. Rinse the pH calibration holder with distilled water and store it in
a clean place.

The measurement is now accurately calibrated in the pH 4 - pH 7 operating range.

For very precise measurements, it is advisable to repeat this procedure. This ensures an
optimal stabilisation of the pH sensor.

If the calibration procedure takes longer than 15 minutes, the program will abort the
calibration procedure itself. The old data remains valid in this case. Perform the calibration
once again.

In exceptional cases, one of the pH sensors will suffice by temporarily setting the input for
the defective sensor to Control or Verify to 0.
In that case, the calibration procedure will be performed on the pH sensor with the allocated
input.

If necessary, you can also perform the calibration procedure using buffer liquids with deviating
pH values:
• the first calibration point: pH value between 6.0 and 9.0 (measurement range 2000 -

3200 mV)
• the second calibration point: pH value between 3.0 and 5.0 (measurement range 150 -

1500 mV)

Cleaning the pH sensor normally
1. Clean the glass membrane and the housing of the sensor with a solution of liquid detergent in

warm water. Use a soft brush or a clean cloth, dipped in the soap solution. Do not use a paper
towel.

Do not apply excessive pressure to the glass membrane as it is fragile.

2. Rinse the glass membrane well with distilled water. Then immerse the sensor for at least 30
minutes in a 50/50 mixture of pH 4 buffer and 4M KCl before using it again.

It is advisable to recalibrate the pH measurement after cleaning.

Maintenance of EC sensor

Cleaning the EC sensor
Blockages can affect the EC measurement. It is recommended that the EC sensor is cleaned each
year with a scale remover.
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1. Close the manually operated valves and disconnect the EC sensor.
2. Fill the EC sensor with a highly concentrated scale remover. Follow the instructions for the scale

remover.

The quantity of the scale remover to use depends on the severity of the pollution.

3. Afterwards, flush the EC sensor with tap water to prevent scale residue getting into the system.
4. Re-connect the EC sensor and open the manually operated valves.
5. Calibrate the EC sensor (dealer).

Calibration
Have the EC sensor calibrated by a dealer at least once a year. The calibration can be done using a
portable EC meter. Use the portable EC meter to determine the EC value of the water within the
sensor. Use this data to correct the EC value of the EC sensor via the process computer program.

For Priva water systems with a mixing tank, you can determine the EC value of the water in the EC
sensor by switching off the dosing of one of the fertiliser channels. Then, run the dosing unit. The
water flow from the venturi for the switched-off dosing channel has the same EC value as the sensor.
Collect this water flow in a beaker and determine the EC value with the portable EC meter.

For other systems, refer to the supplier's instructions.

Portable EC-meter

EC sensor spare parts
See specifications for the relevant EC sensor.

Maintenance of the Drain water sensor

Calibrating via the process computer

EC measurement
The EC sensor of the Drain water sensor is calibrated by the dealer. It is recommended that this
should be done once a year.

Use a portable EC meter for the calibration. Follow these instructions:

1. Take a small quantity of water with a relatively high EC value, preferably drain water.
2. Use the portable EC meter to determine the precise EC value of the water.
3. Let the water run through the EC sensor of the Drain water sensor.
4. Correct the EC value of the EC sensor via the process computer program.

Quantity measurement
The quantity measurement of the Drain water sensor is calibrated by the user.
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When calibrating the quantity measurement, exactly 1 litre of water flows through the Drain water
sensor. The number of times that the tipping ladle tilts over while this litre of water is running off is
recorded in the process computer and used in the measurement.

Make sure that no liquid from the drippers or the slab can enter the tray during the calibration
period. Perform the calibration in the evening, for instance.

1. Make sure that the measuring unit's pipe is filled with water. To do this, pour water in the tray,
then tilt the tray to the side and shake it gently to remove the air bubbles. You can then hang it
back on the drain. As a final check, add about 100 millilitres of water. If successful, the spoon
will now tip to one side.

2. On the process computer, set Drain tray calc active in section I405 to NO. The drain water
measurement is interrupted.

3. Set the left-hand value of Calibration start/stop in I405.1 to YES. This will change Calibration status
to CALIBRATE.

4. Pour exactly 1 litre of water into the tray of the drain water sensor. It takes around 18 to 20
minutes for this quantity of water to flow through the pipe.
If no calibration pulse is registered within about 30 seconds, the calibration programme is
automatically switched off. Calibration is complete.
If the calibration was successful, Calibration status will change to VALID.
If the calibration was not successful, Calibration status will change to ERROR. You need to perform
the calibration again.

5. After the calibration, set Drain tray calc active in section I405 to YES. The drain water measurement
is active again.

Cleaning

Regularly (for instance once a month) clean the mechanism of the Drain water sensor and
its immediate surroundings. In the event of a sudden deviation in the quantity measurement,
always first check and clean the setup.

Pollution can affect the EC measurement of the Drain water sensor. Clean the EC sensor therefore
at least once a year with a scale remover and a narrow, flexible brush.

Disassembly
1. Remove the Drain water sensor from the trough.
2. Disconnect the wiring of the EC sensor in the junction box.
3. Turn the Drain water sensor upside down.
4. Carefully unscrew the flow tube from the tray.

Take hold of the tube between the tube inlet and the EC sensor.

5. Remove the tube while tilting the tipping ladle up.
6. Remove the outflow cap.

Cleaning
1. Clean the dirt filter.
2. Clean the flow tube, for instance with a narrow, flexible brush.
3. Clean the outflow opening in the outflow cap.

Do not make the outflow opening any larger.

4. Fill the EC sensor of the Drain water sensor with a highly concentrated scale remover. The
quantity of the scale remover to use depends on the severity of the pollution. Follow the
instructions for the scale remover.

5. Afterwards, flush the EC sensor with tap water to ensure that no scale residues are left behind.
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Installation
1. Mount the tube and screw the outflow cap on to it.
2. Connect the wiring.
3. Position the Drain water sensor on the trough.
4. Calibrate the quantity measurement of the Drain water sensor.

Spare parts

Article numberArticle
3779226EC sensor with NTC 1 kΩ/25°C (including flow tube and

outflow cap)
3779227EC sensor with thermistor 3 kΩ/25°C (including flow tube

and outflow cap)
3476080Tipping ladle
3476081Tipping ladle on bracket (volume sensor)
3651101Tipping ladle complete with reed relay

Checking the Drain measurement system
Follow this procedure to check the operation of a Drain measurement system (DMS).

For an accurate measurement, make sure that the test probes of the Drain measurement
system have been cleaned and adjusted.

Necessary materials:
• Can with a capacity of at least 500ml.
• Fresh water pipette or syringe with a capacity of 15-20 cm3.
• Tray with a minimum capacity of 500ml. It must be possible to insert this tray under the outlet

tube of the Drain measurement system without moving the Drain measurement system.
• 500 g fresh water (tap water with a density = 1 g/cm³).
• Precision electronic weighing scales with a measurement range of 0-1000 g, accuracy of reading:

0.1 g.

This control measurement takes at least 20-25 minutes.

You can also perform this control measurement with 1000 g fresh water in order to achieve
a more accurate control. In that case, the control measurement will take approximately 3-5
minutes longer.
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1. Carry out this control measurement when you are sure that no automatic irrigation will take
place and that no drain water can run out of the slabs. For instance, in the evening when no
irrigation or cleaning is taking place.

2. Weigh the tray.
3. On the process computer, set Drain tray calc active (I405) to NO. The quantity of water that is

registered during the control measurement will not be included in the quantity of drain water
of the “normal irrigation cycles”.

4. Set Start control (I405.1) to YES.
5. Allow a small quantity of fresh water to run very slowly out of the pipette/syringe into the

collecting funnel of the Drain measurement system until you hear a click (=lamp on the valve
next to the measurement chamber goes on). The measurement chamber is now full and will
empty automatically in approximately 1.5-2.0 sec. The second click indicates that the
measurement chamber is empty: the valve closes the water outlet (the lamp on the valve next
to the measurement chamber is off). This first on/off pulse cycle of the Drain measurement
system is the signal for the process computer that the control measurement can start; the water
that has now drained away is therefore not included in the control measurement.

6. Now place the empty tray under the outflow of the Drain measurement system.
7. Pour 500 g fresh water into the funnel at an even speed. Try at all times to keep the water level

in the funnel as low as possible at a stable level at the bottom of the funnel, without spilling any
water or allowing it to flow over the edge of the funnel. During the filling of the measurement
chamber, the level will fall slightly; during the emptying of the measurement chamber, the level
in the funnel will rise. The more even the water level is kept in the funnel, the more reliable will
be the result of the control measurement: this is because the measuring chamber volume is
influenced by the water pressure/water column in the funnel. The software takes account of a
uniform pressure in the electromechanical detection system of the Drain measurement system
(= time between two measurement cycles/pulses).

8. At the end, allow a small quantity of fresh water to run very slowly out of the pipette/syringe
into the collecting funnel of the Drain measurement system until you hear a click The
measurement chamber then empties, and you finish the control with an empty measurement
chamber.

9. After approximately 15 seconds, carefully remove the tray from under the outflow of the Drain
measurement system.

10. Use the scales to determine the collected weight of water (measured weight minus the empty
weight of the tray).

11. Compare the quantity collected with the value recorded by the process computer: Control quantity
(I405.1).
If the difference is greater than 20%, follow the maintenance and cleaning procedure and then
perform this control measurement again. If necessary, the dealer can change settings to correct
the difference.

12. On the process computer, set Drain tray calc active (I405) to YES, so that the quantity of drain
water from the irrigation cycles will again be recorded.
The process computer automatically sets Start control (I405.1) to NO.

Calibration drain pipe

Calibration procedure
After the drain pipe is installed, it has to be calibrated. Repeat calibration during the (growing) season
as well, e.g. after cleaning.

The calibration procedure can best be carried out in the morning, before the first drip cycle, or in
the evening, well after the last drip cycle. This will prevent the water from the slab running into the
pipe during calibration, leading to inaccurate calibration.
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Follow the calibration procedure provided below:
1. On the process computer, set Drain tray calc active (I405) to NO. The quantity of water that is

registered during the control measurement will not be included in the quantity of drain water
of the “normal irrigation cycles”.

2. Set the left-hand value of Calibration start/stop in I405.1 to YES. This will change Calibration status
to PUMP OUT. The water that is still in the pipe will be pumped out. Wait until the calibration
status is WAIT 400ml .

3. Then pour precisely 400 millilitres of water with an EC value exceeding 3.0 mS/cm into the pipe.
The calibration status will change to CALIBRATE and the pipe will be pumped dry. It takes about
2 minutes for this quantity of water to be pumped out of the pipe. If water of a known EC is
being used, the EC measurement can be checked directly.
If the calibration was successful (analogue signal is between 1200 and 2000 mV), this is reported
via the calibration status VALID. If calibration fails, the calibration status will read ERROR and the
previous calibration values will remain valid. Please try the calibration procedure again.
The program will then set the Cal start setting to NO. Calibration is complete.

4. After the calibration, set Drain pit calc active in section I405 to YES. The drain water measurement
is active again.

You can abort the calibration procedure by setting Cal stop to YES.

Maintenance Groscale
The various parts of the Groscale do not require a great deal of maintenance. In order to guarantee
reliable weighing, the following should be checked on a regular basis. Depending on the crop and
the situation within the company, this check should be performed either weekly or daily.

• Check that nothing has fallen onto the substrate slab (leaves, fruit, flowers).
• Check that no dirt or fruit has dropped underneath the support frame or into the weighing

platforms.
• Check that the plants are still properly supported by the braces.
• Check the reading (in kg) on the display of the weighing indicator.
• Prevent moisture from dripping onto the weighing indicator.

Remove the weighing platforms in the event of a change of crop. Cover the weighing indicator with
a plastic bag to protect it against moisture and cleaning materials, or remove the whole weighing
indicator. Cover the remaining plug with a plastic bag to protect it from moisture and cleaning
materials.
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What should we do if ...
In this part of the manual you will find a help section for resolving undesirable situations. Often, a
limitation of a control will be active. Where can you find the limitation, and is it correct?

Problems caused by the installation are not described in this manual.

How to change the time, for instance from summer to winter time?
See Set time synchronisation (page 149).

Continuing to operate without the weather forecast
Situations may arise in which a weather forecast is not available, e.g. if there is no Internet connection.
However, it may still be advisable to reserve heat for times when there is a large heat demand. There
are two ways to respond in this situation':

1. Do not respond: Meteovision resolves the problem by using the old weather forecast or measured
weather from the previous day in order to simulate the weather forecast for the coming day.
This simulated weather forecast is then used by Enervision as though it were the retrieved
weather forecast. Growing light and heat reserve continue using the simulated weather forecast.
The heat reserve can be influenced with the setting Adjustment heat reserve.

2. In the process computer, set Control based on exp heat demand to YESTERDAY. As a result, the
process computer reserves heat on the basis of the heat demand of the previous 24 hours.

The temperature is too high
There follows a summary of and reference to the various controls that may result in or may resolve
an excessively high temperature:

• Heating; is the calculated heating temperature too high as a result of the setting or influences?
• Minimum water temperature; is the calculated minimum water temperature too high as a result

of the setting or influences?
• On/off heating; is the on/off heating on correctly?
• Ventilation; is the calculated ventilation temperature too high as a result of the setting or

influences?
• Maximum vent; is a limitation active?
• F&P cooling; is a limitation active?
• Shading curtain; should the shading curtain be closed to screen irradiation?
• Gap; is the curtain closed and should a gap become active?
• Air circulation; the fans may run to create sufficient air movement and to prevent differences

in climate.
• Humidification; should the humidification system be switched on for cooling?
• CO2; should the CO2 dosage be reduced to keep the plant active?
• Temperature start; should the overhead irrigation be started?

The temperature is too low
There follows a summary of and reference to the various controls that may result in or may resolve
an excessively low temperature:
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• Heating; is the calculated heating temperature too low as a result of the setting or influences?
• Maximum water temperature; is the calculated maximum water temperature too low as a result

of the setting or influences?
• On/off heating; is the on/off heating limited?
• Ventilation; is the calculated ventilation temperature too low as a result of the setting or

influences?
• Minimum vent; is a minimum vent active?
• Energy curtain; should the energy curtain be closed to limit the energy loss?
• Gap; is the curtain closed or is a gap active?
• Air circulation; the fans may run to create sufficient air movement and to prevent differences

in climate.
• Growing light; should the growing light be on to supply additional heat?
• Temperature start; should the night frost irrigation be started?

The air humidity is too high
There follows a summary of and reference to the various controls that may result in or may resolve
an excessively high air humidity:

• Minimum water temperature; a humidity adjustment of the minimum water temperature is
possible.

• Ventilation; a humidity adjustment of the ventilation temperature is possible.
• Minimum vent; a humidity-dependent increase in the minimum vent is possible.
• Gap; a humidity gap is possible.
• Air circulation; the fans may run to create sufficient air movement and to prevent differences

in climate.

The air humidity is too low
There follows a summary of and reference to the various controls that may result in or may resolve
an excessively low air humidity:

• Minimum water temperature; a humidity adjustment of the minimum water temperature is
possible.

• Ventilation; a humidity adjustment of the ventilation temperature is possible.
• Maximum vent; a humidity-dependent reduction in the maximum vent is possible to retain

humidity.
• Humidity curtain; the curtain may be closed in order to conserve moisture.
• Humidification; should the humidification system be switched on to humidify?
• CO2; should the CO2 dosage be reduced to keep the plant active?
• Humidity start; should the overhead irrigation be started?

The CO2 concentration is too high
There follows a summary of and reference to the various controls that may result in or may resolve
an excessively high concentration of CO2:

• CO2; is passive dosing taking place for too long? Is the monitoring of the climate set too loosely?
Is the calculated dosage too high as a result of the setting or of influences?

• On/off heat; does the hot air system remain active for too long for another reason?

The CO2 concentration is too low
There follows a summary of and reference to the various controls that may result in or may resolve
an excessively low concentration of CO2:
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• CO2; is there a limitation from the climate? Is the calculated dosage too low as a result of the
setting or of influences?

• On/off heat; is there a limitation on the hot air system?
• CO2 management; has a source been released for dosing? Is there a limitation on the CO2

production?
• CO2 transport; is the CO2 protection active?
• External source / Liquid CO2; is the source in error?
• Boiler; is the boiler in error? What is the CO2 production capacity?
• CHP; is the CHP in error?
• Heat management; is there still sufficient space for heat storage?

Erratic vent control response
Possible causes of erratic behaviour in the vent control include:
• Excessively large influences on the calculated ventilation temperature:

• Insufficient or no radiation influence on the calculated ventilation temperature?
• A negative radiation influence on the ventilation temperature has the effect of magnifying

the ventilation behaviour. More radiation then means that, based on the heat balance, the
vents must open more; if the calculated ventilation temperature continues to fall, the vents
will open even faster and further.

• The humidity influence on the calculated ventilation temperature can be delayed by the
Humidity smoothing time setting in I125.6 (dealer section).

• If the humidity influence is too great, the ventilation temperature will be increased excessively
and the vents will close too much. The consequence of this may be that the RH will fall. As
a result, the ventilation temperature will be increased again: the RH and the vent control
are thus counteracting each other.

• P bands too short:
If the P band is too short, the vents will open too much, even in the case of a small temperature
difference (measured greenhouse air temperature above calculated ventilation temperature).
This will result in excessive cooling, so that the vents will immediately close again. The temperature
fluctuations in the greenhouse and the vent control will counteract each other and swing up
and down. This leads to erratic behaviour.

• Excessively short lagging between wind side and lee side:
If the wind side follows the lee side too quickly, the ventilation effect (air flow) will be too strong.
Setting a particular lagging will ensure that the vents on the wind side will open later and close
earlier than the vents on the lee side.

• A mismatched combination between delay and step size:
Check the step control settings (Step size vent lee and Step size vent wind) and the delay (Delay
when low vent position and Delay when high vent position). The relationship between these settings
is as follows:

Delay too long
Delay when low vent position too long
Delay when high vent position too long

Delay too short
Delay when low vent position too short
Delay when high vent position too short

Large vent adjustments that are carried out
after a long delay.

Vents are adjusted too infrequently and with
excessively large steps.

Large vent adjustments that are carried out
immediately.

Control much too fast.

Step size too large

Small vent adjustments that are carried out
after a very long delay.

Control much too slow.

A large number of small vent adjustments
that are carried out immediately.

Vents are adjusted too frequently and with
excessively small steps.

Step size too small

The air movement is too high
There follows a summary of and reference to the various controls that may result in or may resolve
an excessively high air movement:

• Maximum vent; should the maximum vent be limited further?
• Air circulation; are the fans active?
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The air movement is too low
There follows a summary of and reference to the various controls that may result in or may resolve
an excessively low air movement:

• Maximum vent position; is the maximum vent position limited?
• Minimum vent position; is the minimum vent position too small?
• Air circulation; are the fans active?

The water dosage is too high
There follows a summary of and reference to the various controls that may result in or may resolve
an excessively high water dosage:

• Start; have the starting conditions been set correctly? Are too many starts being made? Has a
minimum rest time been set?

• Valve group; is the cycle size too large?
• Valve; is the cycle size too large?
• Radiation sum / drain; is the radiation sum limit too low? Is there a drain correction or an extra

influence on the radiation sum?
• Maximum rest time; is the maximum rest time too short?

The water dosage is too low
There follows a summary of and reference to the various controls that may result in or may resolve
an excessively low water dosage:

• Start; have the starting conditions been set correctly? Are too few starts being made? Is the
minimum rest time too long?

• Valve group; is the cycle size too small? Is the time too short?
• Valve; is the cycle size too small? Is the time too short? Is a valve in failure?
• Radiation sum / drain; is the radiation sum limit too high? Is there a drain correction or an extra

influence on the radiation sum?

A fertiliser, acid or lye is not being dosed

SolutionPossible cause
Ensure an adequate level in the tank or barrel. Then
ensure that the air is bled from the line or hose.

The level in the tank or barrel is too low, causing air to
be drawn in.

Check whether the valve or valves in the line are open.A valve in the line (if fitted) is closed.
Ensure that the air bubble is bled from the line.There is an air bubble in the line.

The dosage valve does not open. • Check the software settings (for instance whether
the fertiliser is included in the recipe).

• Priva Partner: check the circuit that controls the
dosage valve. Replace any defective components.

• Priva Partner: check the dosage valve. Replace it if
necessary.

Priva Partner:
Check whether there is indeed insufficient water flowing
through the venturi by temporarily replacing the dosage
valve with a vacuum gauge in order to measure the
underpressure.
Resolve the problem by disassembling the venturis and
checking for blockages etc.

There is no flow, or an insufficient flow, of water through
the venturi.

Clean the filter in the dosing channel.A filter in the dosing channel is blocked.
Clean the filter.A filter in the line is blocked.
Priva Partner: check the pipe-work for leaks.There is a leak in the line or in the connection between

the dosage valve and the venturi allowing air to be
suctioned-in.
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The desired EC value is not being achieved

SolutionPossible cause
The desired value is higher than the value that can be
achieved with the fertiliser solutions.

• Correct the set value.
• Increase the concentration of the fertiliser solutions.

Prepare the irrigation water manually according to the
quantities in the nutrient recipe and measure the EC
value of the mixture. Enter this value as the EC value for
the nutrient recipe.

The EC value of the nutrient recipe has been incorrectly
set in the software.

Ensure that the concentrations of the fertiliser solutions
are correct.

The set value and the nutrient recipe are correct, but
the concentration of one or more fertiliser solutions is
too low.

Adjust the influence of the measured radiation on the
desired EC value.

In the software, the desired EC value is decreased by
the measured radiation.

Increase the quantity of fresh water compared to drain
water (if applicable).

The set value is correct, but is lower than the EC value
of the supply water.

See the solutions for the problem A fertiliser, acid or lye
is not being dosed (page 176).

A fertiliser is not being dosed.

Priva Partner: clean the EC sensors.The EC sensors are dirty.
Priva Partner: reset the P/I-factors.The P/I-factors of the EC control are set to a value that

is too low.

The EC value swings wildly and ‘overshoots’

SolutionPossible cause
Priva Partner: reset the P/I-factors.The P/I-factors of the EC control are set to a value that

is too high.
Prepare the irrigation water manually according to the
quantities in the nutrient recipe and measure the EC
value of the mixture. Enter this value as the EC value for
the nutrient recipe.

The EC value of the nutrient recipe has been incorrectly
set in the software.

Apply radiation decrease of the desired EC value.In the software, no influence has been set for the
measured radiation on the desired EC value.

The desired pH value is not being achieved

SolutionPossible cause
The desired value is unattainable. • Correct the set value.

• Check if an incorrect tank or barrel has been
connected, which is causing lye to be mistakenly
dosed instead of acid or acid instead of lye.

• Check in the software if lye is mistakenly being
dosed instead of acid or acid instead of lye.

• Increase the concentration of the acid or lye.

Priva Partner: install a pre-treatment system for the
supply water.

The supply water contains too much bicarbonate.

Adjust the quantity of acid or lye in the nutrient recipe,
taking into account the quantity of bicarbonate in the
supply water.

The nutrient recipe has been set incorrectly.

The set value and the nutrient recipe are correct, but
the concentration of the acid or lye solution is too low.

• Check if lye is mistakenly being dosed instead of
acid or acid instead of lye.

• Ensure that the concentration of the acid or lye
solution is correct.

See the solutions for the problem A fertiliser, acid or lye
is not being dosed (page 176).

The acid or lye is not being dosed.

The pH sensors are dirty or worn out. • Clean the pH sensors.
• Priva Partner: replace the pH sensors if cleaning

does not resolve the problem.
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The pH value swings wildly and ‘overshoots’

SolutionPossible cause
Reduce the concentration in the acid or lye tank.The concentration of acid or lye in the acid or lye tank

is too high.
Reduce the quantity of acid or lye in the recipe.The quantity of acid or lye in the recipe is set too high.
Priva Partner: install a flow rate ratio control to mix the
supply water with another water source that contains
the correct amount of bicarbonate.

The supply water contains too little bicarbonate.

Priva Partner: reset the P/I-factors.The P/I-factors of the pH control are set to a value that
is too high.

Calibrate the pH measurement.At least one of the pH sensors is not functioning
(correctly).

The measured fertiliser concentrations do not match the recipe

SolutionPossible cause
Priva Partner: readjust the dosage valve(s).The dosage valves are supplying a flow rate that differs

from that expected by the software.

The T10 value is too low
• Carry out a good filtration to remove as many solid particles from the water as possible.
• Mix the water with water with a higher T10 value, such as rain water.
• Check the quantity of iron fertilisers being dosed. If the drain contains more than 50 µmol/l iron,

the quantity of iron fertilisers used can be reduced, which increases the T10 value.
• Check that the acid injection installation is working properly and add an additional acid rinsing

unit if necessary to make sure the quartz tube is clean.
• Check whether any UV absorbing substances are being washed out of fresh organic substrate.

This often happens at the start of a crop and generally improves after some time.

The plant is getting too much water (Substrate start program)

SolutionPossible cause
For Method determination saturation weight (I500), select
AUTOMATIC. The saturation weight is automatically
adjusted after the first drain measurement.

The saturation weight that the control is using is much
higher than the actual saturation weight, as a result of
which the desired weight is never achieved.

Under Method determination saturation weight (I500),
select MANUAL and adopt the last determined saturation
weight from M500.

The dosing unit flow sensor (if fitted) is dirty or defective. • Clean the flow sensor.
• Priva Partner: replace the flow sensor if cleaning

does not resolve the problem.
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The plant is not getting enough water (Substrate start program)

SolutionPossible cause
For Method determination saturation weight (I500), select
AUTOMATIC.
The saturation weight will then be automatically adjusted
if:

The saturation weight has increased later in the day, but
because the leachate time of the drain measurement is
too long or the Minimum rest time between the irrigation
cycles is too small, the irrigation cycle will be aborted by
the next irrigation cycle and there will be no automatic
adjustment of the saturation weight.

• the irrigation cycle has ended
and

• the set leachate time Waiting time (I405) has elapsed
andAutomatic adjustment of the saturation weight does not

take place because Method determination saturation
weight (I500) is set to MANUAL.

• the weight of the slab is greater than the saturation
weight determined after the first drain
measurement at the start of the day.

The saturation weight that is determined at the start of
the day after the first drain measurement is independent
of previously measured saturation weights.
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I4.4 Weather stations
In this section you can determine, in the event that there are several weather stations, which
measurement from which weather station has priority. This means that in the event of a defect the
next measurement can be used automatically. It is also possible to specify the same sequence
number for several weather stations. In this case, you can set how these measurements should be
combined into one measurement (average, lowest or highest).

If a measurement is temporarily unreliable, you can temporarily switch off the measurement
using the sequence number ‘0’. This temporary situation is reported via an alarm.

1 WEATHER STATION
Number of the weather station

2 Sequence number climate
This sequence number determines which weather station is used for the measurements of outside
air humidity and outside temperature.

3 Sequence number light
This sequence number determines which weather station is used for the measurements of radiation
and PAR.

4 Sequence number irradiation
This sequence number determines which weather station is used for the measurements of irradiation.

5 Sequence number wind speed
This sequence number determines which weather station is used for the measurement of wind
speed.

6 Sequence number wind direction
This sequence number determines which weather station is used for the wind direction.

For wind direction, it is not possible to choose how measurements should be combined.
You should therefore enter a unique number for each weather station, so that the
measurement with the lowest sequence number is used. If the lowest sequence number is
not unique, the control uses the measurement with the lowest sequence number from the
weather station with the lowest number.

7 Sequence number rain
This sequence number determines which weather station is used for the message of rain.

8 Selection rain measurement
Selection of which measurement determines the report of rain or precipitation.

The rain sensor establishes whether it is raining.
With this selection, you can also control the maximum vent position when rain
depending on the rain quantity (Rain quantity : adjust lee when rain/Rain quantity : adjust.
wind when rain in I125.1).

RAIN SENSOR

The rain quantity measurement establishes whether it is raining (there is precipitation).
For the rain quantity measurement, there must be more precipitation than the Min
quantity for rain measurement before it is reported that it is raining.

RAIN QUANTITY

Both measurements, the rain sensor AND the rain quantity, must measure rain before
the process computer reports rain.

SENSOR AND QUANTITY

The rain sensor or rain quantity measurement establishes whether it is raining.SENSOR OR QUANTITY
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The rain sensor is used to limit the vent positions in order to prevent it raining in.

9 Min quantity for rain measurement
The quantity of rain above which the rain quantity gauge indicates that it is raining.

10 Sequence number rain percentage
This sequence number determines which weather station is used for the measurement of rain
quantity.

11 Sequence number CO₂
Sequence number that is used to select which weather station is used for CO₂.

-TYPE CALCULATION-
If several weather stations with the same sequence number are used, you can set how the
measurements should be combined into one measurement.

Take the average of all the measurements with the same lowest sequence number.AVERAGE
Take the lowest of the measurements with the same lowest sequence number.LOWEST
Take the highest of the measurements with the same lowest sequence number.HIGHEST

12 Temperature

13 Light

14 Irradiation

15 Wind speed

16 Rain

Rain will be reported if one of the weather stations issues a rain alarm.ONE ON
Rain will only be reported if all the rain stations issue a rain alarm.ALL ON

17 Rain percentage

18 Humidity

Take the average of all the humidity measurements with the same lowest sequence
number.

AVERAGE

Take the driest humidity measurement of the measurements with the same lowest
sequence number.

DRYEST

Take the wettest humidity measurement of the measurements with the same lowest
sequence number.

WETTEST
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19 CO₂

-SENSOR OVERRIDE ON DEFECT-
As soon as a connected sensor is defective, the last valid measurement will be retained. If desired,
you can manually change this measurement here. This overwriting will remain in effect until a valid
measurement is available from the sensor again.

20 Outside temperature

21 Radiation

22 PAR

23 Irradiation

24 Sky temperature

25 Wind speed

26 Wind direction

27 Rain

28 Rain quantity

29 Outside humidity RH

30 CO₂ concentration
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I100.4 Allocate measuring box to controls
Each control must be 'told' with which measuring box(es) (measurement) to 'collaborate'. If there is
only one measuring box present in a compartment, it is not necessary and not possible to complete
a matrix; there is only one available option. From this screen you would then choose with which
measurement the control works, either the measured greenhouse air temperature or the measured
plant temperature.

If the ventilation control 'collaborates' with multiple measuring boxes, you can specify in the table
below the matrix (under -TYPE OF CALCULATION-) whether the control uses the lowest, the highest
or the average measurement. For the humidity control the same options are available, only now
they are dryest, average or wettest of the measuring boxes.

At least one measuring box must always be connected to a control. If there is no
measurement available, the control cannot work. The computer will then generate an alarm.

The measurement of the measuring box that the control collaborates with, is displayed in M106
Overview climate per compartment (page 838). For example, if you have selected to have a heating
control 'collaborate' with an average of two or more measuring boxes, then the average measured
value is displayed in M106 Overview climate per compartment (page 838).

If multiple measuring boxes are present, then in the event of a faulty temperature sensor (dry or
wet bulb) he controls can continue using the value(s) of the other linked measuring box(es).

If only one measuring box is present, the last reliable measured value is used for the controls. In
this case the humidity control can be switched off by setting the option influence humidity
measurement defective to NO in the I110.1/I9110.1 Heating influences (page 276), I120.1/I9120.1
Ventilation influences (page 317) and I180 Misting strategy (page 483) screens.

1 Measuring box
This is the matrix that specifies which control is connected to which measuring box.

The option which measurement the CO2 control uses can be found in the CO2 control in
I170.4 Allocate CO2 (page 206).

-TYPE CALCULATION/APPLIED MEASUREMENT-

Compartment
Option for displaying the value for the compartment concerning temperature and the humidity in
the measurements, monitoring and registration overviews. These values are also used for controls
at compartment level, such as 24h temperature control and pre- and post night control and for use
in the start program of the irrigation.

3 Humidity
Option which allocated measurements value the control uses for the measured humidity.

3 Used relative humidity
The relative humidity used as the measurement as compartment reference for humidity.

3 Used humidity deficit
The humidity deficit used as the measurement as compartment reference for humidity.

4 Temperature
Option which allocated measurements value the heating control uses for the temperature.

4 Used temperature
The temperature used as the measurement as compartment reference for humidity.
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5 Reference 24-hours temperature

The measured greenhouse air temperature is used as the measured temperature for the
24h temperature control.

AIR

The measurement from an infrared plant temperature sensor is used as the measured
temperature for the 24h temperature control.
The measurement is limited to the set maximum increase and maximum decrease in
greenhouse air temperature, as set in I101.

MEAS PLANT

Select the same reference for the 24h temperature control as the reference of the
determinative control (heating or ventilation).

6 Heating control
The number of the heating control.

7 Humidity
Option which allocated measurements value the heating control uses for the measured humidity.

8 Humidity reference
Option whether the measured greenhouse air humidity or the measured plant humidity is used as
the measured humidity for the heating control.

8 Used relative humidity
The relative humidity used as the measurement for controlling the heating.

8 Used humidity deficit
Measured humidity deficit used by the heating control.

9 Temperature
Option which allocated measurements value the heating control uses for the temperature.

10 Temperature reference

The measured greenhouse air temperature is used as the measured temperature for the
heating control.

AIR

The measurement from an infrared plant temperature sensor is used as the measured
temperature for the heating control.
In order to ignore extreme differences between greenhouse air temperature and plant
temperature, in I101 Compartment settings (page 253) you can set a maximum with respect
to the greenhouse air temperature.

MEAS PLANT

If you use 24h temperature control and/or the pre- and post night control, then choose the
same reference for the heating as for the compartment. Both controls use the measurements
of the compartments to compensate through the heating control.

The switching heating always uses the greenhouse air temperature.

10 Used temperature
The temperature used as the measurement for controlling the heating.
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11 Ventilation control
The number of the ventilation control.

12 Humidity
Option which allocated measurements value the ventilation control uses for the measured humidity.

13 Humidity reference
Option whether the measured greenhouse air humidity or the measured plant humidity is used as
the measured humidity for the ventilation control.

13 Used relative humidity
Measured relative humidity used by the ventilation control.

13 Used humidity deficit
Measured humidity deficit used by the ventilation control.

14 Temperature
Option which allocated measurements value the ventilation control uses for the temperature.

15 Temperature reference

The measured greenhouse air temperature is used as the measured temperature for the
ventilation control.

AIR

The measurement from an infrared plant temperature sensor is used as the measured
temperature for the ventilation control.
In order to ignore extreme differences between greenhouse air temperature and plant
temperature, in I101 Compartment settings (page 253) you can set a maximum with respect
to the greenhouse air temperature.

MEAS PLANT

15 Used temperature
Measured temperature used by the ventilation control.

16 Cold store control
The number of the cold store control.

17 Humidity
Option which allocated measurements value the cold store control uses for the measured humidity.

17 Used relative humidity
Measured relative humidity used by the cold store control.

18 Temperature
Option which allocated measurements value the cold store control uses for the temperature.

18 Used temperature
Measured temperature used by the cold store control.

19 F&P cooling
The number of the F&P cooling.
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20 Humidity
Option which allocated measurements value the F&P cooling control uses for the measured humidity.

21 Humidity reference

The measured greenhouse air humidity is used as the measured humidity for the F&P cooling
control.

AIR

The measurement of plant humidity is used as the measured humidity for the F&P cooling
control.
In order to ignore extreme differences between greenhouse air humidity and plant humidity,
in I101 Compartment settings (page 253) you can set a maximum with respect to the
greenhouse air humidity

MEAS PLANT

21 Used relative humidity
Measured relative humidity used by the F&P cooling.

21 Used humidity deficit
Measured humidity deficit used by the F&P cooling.

22 Temperature
Option which allocated measurements value the F&P cooling uses for the temperature.

23 Temperature reference
Option whether the measured greenhouse air temperature or the measured plant temperature is
to be used as the measured temperature for the F&P cooling.

If the F&P cooling switches on at 11 Temperature deviation F&P start (page 508) it is advisable
to select the same reference for the ventilation control and the F&P cooling.

23 Used temperature
Measured temperature used by the F&P cooling.

24 Curtain control
The number of the curtain control.

25 Humidity
Option which allocated measurements value the curtain control uses for the measured humidity.

26 Humidity reference
Option whether the measured greenhouse air humidity or the measured plant humidity is used as
the measured humidity for the curtain control.

26 Used relative humidity
Measured relative humidity used by the curtain control.

26 Used humidity deficit
Measured humidity deficit used by the curtain control.

27 Temperature
Option which allocated measurements value the curtain control uses for the temperature.
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28 Temperature reference
Option whether the measured greenhouse air temperature or the measured plant temperature is
to be used as the measured temperature for the curtain control.

28 Used temperature
Measured temperature used by the curtain control.
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I100.3 Allocate radiation to compartment
The RADIATION<--> COMPARTMENT allocation shows the allocation of a measured radiation in the
compartment.

• Departments can be connected to multiple radiation calculations and/or sensors.
• If there is a connection to multiple radiation calculations and/or sensors, you can choose whether

the compartment is to work with the lowest, the average or the highest radiation level.

-RADIATION <-> COMPARTMENT-

1
This is where it has been specified which compartment is connected to which radiation measurement.

-PAR <-> COMPARTMENT-

2
This is where it has been specified which compartment is connected to which PAR measurement.

-TYPE CALCULATION-

3 Cmp - Radiation - PAR

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

Radiation
Option which value of the measured radiation the compartment will use.

PAR
Option which value of the measured PAR the compartment will use.
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I110.4 Allocate radiation to heating
The RADIATION <--> HEATING allocation shows the allocation of a measured or calculated radiation
to a heating control and the corresponding pipe water temperature control(s).

• Heating controls can be linked to multiple radiation calculations and/or sensors.
• If there is a link to multiple radiation calculations and/or sensors, you can choose whether the

heating is to work with the lowest, the average or the highest radiation level.

If there is not a heating control link to a radiation calculation and/or sensor, the heating
control will automatically be linked to the (first) radiation sensor of the weather.

-RADIATION <--> HEATING -

1
This is where it is specified which heating control is linked to which radiation measurement or
calculation.

-TYPE OF CALCULATION-

This is where it is specified which measurement or calculation is used by the heating control and
the corresponding pipe temperature control(s).

2 Cmp - Heating control

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

Heating control
Choice with which value of the measured or calculated radiation the heating control and the
corresponding pipe temperature control(s) in the compartment operate.

3 Autonomous - Heating control

Autonomous
The number of the autonomous heating control and the corresponding autonomous pipe temperature
control(s).

Heating control
Choice with which value of the measured or calculated radiation the autonomous heating control
and the autonomous corresponding pipe temperature control(s) operate.

- USED RADIATION -

4 Cmp - Heating control

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

Heating control
The radiation that is used for the heating control and the corresponding pipe temperature control(s)
in the compartment.
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5 Autonomous - Heating control

Autonomous
The number of the autonomous heating control and the corresponding autonomous pipe temperature
control(s).

Heating control
The radiation that is used for the autonomous heating control and the corresponding autonomous
pipe temperature control(s).
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I120.4 Allocate radiation to ventilation
The RADIATION <--> VENTILATION allocation shows the allocation of a measured or calculated
radiation to a ventilation control.

• Ventilation controls can be connected to multiple radiation calculations and/or sensors.
• If there is a connection to multiple radiation calculations and/or sensors, you can choose whether

the ventilation is to work with the lowest, the average or the highest radiation level.

If there is no ventilation control connection to a radiation calculation and/or sensor, the
ventilation control will automatically be connected to the (first) radiation sensor of the
weather.

-RADIATION <-> VENTILATION-

1
This is where it is specified which ventilation control is connected to which radiation measurement
or calculation.

-TYPE CALCULATION-

This is where it is specified which measurement or calculation is used by the ventilation control.

2 Cmp - Ventilation control

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

Ventilation control
Option which value of the measured or calculated radiation the ventilation control works with in the
compartment.

3 Autonomous - Ventilation control

Autonomous
The number of the autonomous ventilation control.

Ventilation control
Option of which value of the measured or calculated radiation the autonomous ventilation control
works with.

-USED MEASUREMENT RADIATION-

4 Cmp - Ventilation control

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

Ventilation control
The radiation that is used for the ventilation control in the compartment.
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5 Autonomous - Ventilation control

Autonomous
The number of the autonomous ventilation control.

Ventilation control
The radiation that is used for the autonomous ventilation control.
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I11.4 Allocate on/off heat control to on/off heating group
It is important for the gas distribution that on/off heat systems are allocated to an on/off heating
group. The on/off heating group is seen by the gas distribution as a (or one of the) gas consumer(s).

-ON-OFF H.SYSTEM <-> ON-OFF H.GROUP-

1
This specifies which on/off heat system is connected to which on/off heating group. An essential
condition is that an on/off heat system is allocated to at most one on/off heating group. However,
it is possible to connect multiple on/off heat systems to the same on/off heating group.

I140.4 Crop treatment allocate

If multiple crop treatment controls determine a position, the following rules apply:
• Of all the specified maximum positions, the smallest specified maximum will be adopted.
• Of all the specified minimum positions, the largest specified minimum will be adopted.
• Of all the specified curtain positions 1, the average will be adopted.
• Of all the specified curtain positions 2, the average will be adopted.
• OFF takes precedence over ON.
• ON takes precedence over RELEASE.
• OFF takes precedence over RELEASE.

If a crop treatment control is linked to multiple controls, the following rules apply:

If several air outlets are present within an air treatment system, the specified limitation applies to
all the air outlets.

-VENTILATION CONTR. <-> CROP TREATMENT-

1
An N:N link between crop treatment controls and vent controls (autonomous vents and compartment
vents).

The link makes the following possible:
• The alarm limit for the ventilation temperature is increased by Increase alarm ventilation

temperature (I140).
• Other minimum and maximum vent positions (I140);
• Other weather influence (I140.);
• Other humidity influence (I140.).

-AIR TREATMENT <-> CROP TREATMENT-

2
An N:N link between crop treatment controls and air treatment systems.

The crop treatment can influence:
• the minimum and maximum positions of the air outlet;
• the minimum and maximum mixing ratio of the mixing chamber;
• release or blocking of heating with heat block and combi block;
• release or blocking of cooling with cold block, combi block or evaporator;
• the minimum and maximum positions of the ATU fan.

-AUT EXTRA OUTL <-> CROP TREATMENT-

3
An N:N link between crop treatment controls and autonomous extra air outlets.
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The extra autonomous air outlets are, for instance, air outlets above the central aisle. See
also Connext LBU met overdruk.

-CURTAIN POS 1 <-> CROP TREATMENT-

4
An N:N link between crop treatment controls and curtain controls. The crop treatment can send the
curtains (linked to 1) to a fixed position (Curtain pos. limit 1).

-CURTAIN POS 2 <-> CROP TREATMENT-

5
An N:N link between crop treatment controls and curtain controls. The crop treatment can send the
curtains (linked to 2) to a fixed position (Curtain pos. limit 2).

-MEASURING BOX <-> CROP TREATMENT-

6
An N:N link between crop treatment controls and compartment and/or autonomous measuring
boxes.

The crop treatment control can stop the measuring box fan and CO2 measurement.

-AIR CIRCULATION <-> CROP TREATMENT-

7
An N:N link between crop treatment controls and air circulation program.

The crop treatment can switch the air circulation fan unconditionally ON or OFF. This specified position
takes precedence over other controls.

-GROWING LIGHT <-> CROP TREATMENT-

8
An N:N link between crop treatment controls and growing light systems.

The crop treatment can switch the growing light off (Growing light system setting (I140.1).

-ON-OFF H.SYSTEM <-> CROP TREATMENT-

9
An N:N link between crop treatment controls and growing light systems.

The crop treatment can switch the on/off heat system and pulse heat system off (On-off heat setting
in I140).

-HUMIDIFYING <-> CROP TREATMENT-

10
An N:N link between crop treatment controls and humidification controls.

The crop treatment can switch the humidification off (Humidify setting (I140).
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-CO₂ DOSAGE <-> CROP TREATMENT-

11
An N:N link between crop treatment controls and CO2 controls.

The crop treatment can stop the CO2 dosage CO₂ dosage in I140.

-F&P cooling <-> CROP TREATMENT-

12
An N:N link between crop treatment controls and F&P cooling controls.

The crop treatment can switch the F&P fan stages off (Status fan stage F&P cooling setting in I140).

-AIR INLETS <-> CROP TREATMENT-

13
An N:N link between crop treatment controls and air inlets.

14 Desired max number of phases
The number of phases visible in I140 and I140.1. By limiting the number, you can make it clearer.
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I160.4 Allocate curtain
• Curtains can be connected to several radiation calculations and/or sensors.
• If there is a connection to multiple radiation calculations and/or sensors, you can choose whether

the curtain is to work with the lowest, the average or the highest radiation level.

If there is no connection from a curtain to a radiation calculation and/or sensor, the curtain
will automatically be connected to the (first) radiation sensor of the weather.

-RADIATION <-> CURTAIN-

1
This determines which radiation measurement or calculation is used for the energy curtain, shading
curtain and black out curtain.

-PAR <-> SHADING CURTAIN-

2
This determines which PAR measurement is used for the shading curtain.

-PAR <-> BELOW SHADING CURTAIN-

3
This determines which PAR measurement is used under the curtain as a reference for controlling
the shading curtain position.

Allocation is only required if:
• If the shading curtain has not been allocated to a PAR strategy.
• If there are multiple PAR measurements. In that case, only connect the PAR

measurements that have been placed under the shading curtain.

-ENERGY CURTAIN CONTR. <-> CENTRAL STRAT-

4

Prior to using the central strategy: first of all switch off the periods of the curtains which
must then follow the central strategy. This will enable you to avoid confusion and you will
prevent the curtains from running if you disconnect the curtains from the central strategy
again later on.

In this configuration matrix, you can specify which energy curtains synchronise with the central
energy curtain. The central energy curtain determines the opening and closing of the energy curtain
and the range position during opening and closing. Changes to the energy curtain strategy can only
take place via the central curtain.

Configuration example:

If you wish to simultaneously open and close all the curtains for the energy strategy with
energy curtain 2 in compartment 2, insert a cross for all slave curtains in the column ‘comp
2 curtain contr 2 centr start’.

The central curtain control only works for the ‘energy curtain function’. If the curtain is used
for other functions (black out curtain function, shading curtain function or humidity curtain
function), the opening and closing may differ.
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-TYPE CALCULATION-
This is where it is specified which measurement or calculation is used by the curtain.

5 Compartment - Black out curtain - Energy curtain - Shading curtain - Below curtain - Side-slave
curtain

Compartment
The number of the compartment.

Black out curtain
Selection of the value of the measured or calculated radiation with which the black out curtain in
the compartment works.

Energy curtain
Selection of the value of the measured or calculated radiation with which the energy curtain in the
compartment works.

Shading curtain
Selection of the value of the measured or calculated radiation/PAR with which the shading curtain
in the compartment works.

Below curtain
Selection of the value of the PAR measurements below the shading curtain with which the shading
curtain in the compartment works.

Side-slave curtain
Selection of the value of the measured or calculated radiation with which the side-slave curtain in
the compartment works.

6 Autonomous - Black out curtain - Energy curtain - Shading curtain - Below curtain - Side-slave
curtain

Autonomous
The number of the autonomous curtain control.

Black out curtain
Selection of the value of the measured or calculated radiation with which the autonomous black out
curtain works.

Energy curtain
Selection of the value of the measured or calculated radiation with which the autonomous energy
curtain works.

Shading curtain
Selection of the value of the measured or calculated radiation/PAR with which the autonomous
shading curtain works.

Below curtain
Selection of the value of the PAR measurements below the shading curtain with which the autonomous
shading curtain works.
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Side-slave curtain
Selection of the value of the measured or calculated radiation with which the autonomous side-slave
curtain works.

-USED MEASUREMENT RADIATION-

7 Compartment - Black out curtain - Energy curtain - Shading curtain - Side-slave curtain

Compartment
The number of the compartment.

Black out curtain
The radiation that is used to control the black out curtain in the compartment.

Energy curtain
The radiation that is used to control the energy curtain in the compartment.

Shading curtain
The radiation that is used to control the shading curtain in the compartment.

Side-slave curtain
The radiation that is used to control the side-slave curtain in the compartment.

8 Autonomous - Black out curtain - Energy curtain - Shading curtain - Side-slave curtain

Autonomous
The number of the autonomous curtain control.

Black out curtain
The radiation that is used to control the autonomous black out curtain.

Energy curtain
The radiation that is used to control the autonomous energy curtain.

Shading curtain
The radiation that is used to control the autonomous shading curtain.

Side-slave curtain
The radiation that is used to control the autonomous side-slave curtain.

-USED MEASUREMENT PAR-

9 Compartment - Shading curtain - Below curtain

Compartment
The number of the compartment.

Shading curtain
The PAR that is used to control the shading curtain in the compartment.
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Below curtain
The PAR below the shading curtain that is used to control the shading curtain in the compartment.

10 Autonomous - Shading curtain - Below curtain

Autonomous
The number of the autonomous curtain control.

Shading curtain
The PAR that is used to control the autonomous shading curtain.

Below curtain
The PAR below the shading curtain that is used to control the autonomous shading curtain.
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I162.4 Allocate energy curtain

-WATER TEMPERATURE CONDITION-

1 Apply water temperature auton. heating
Option if for the water temperature condition of the energy curtain, an autonomous water
temperature is to be used.

2 Compartment
The number of the compartment of which a water temperature is used for the water temperature
condition of the energy curtain.

3 Compartment pipe circuit
The number of the pipe system from the selected 2 Compartment (page 202), that is used for the
pipe temperature condition of the energy curtain.

4 Autonomous pipe circuit
The number of the autonomous water temperature that is used for the water temperature condition
of the energy curtain.

5 Water temperature condition
Indication of the water temperature condition.

There is no water temperature connected to the water temperature condition for the
energy curtain.

NOT CONNECTED

A water temperature that is not recognised by the control software is connected to the
water temperature condition for the energy curtain.

WRONG CONNECTION

A water temperature is connected to the water temperature condition of the energy
curtain.

CONNECTED

6 Calc water temperature
The calculated water temperature of the allocated water temperature, that is used for the water
temperature condition of the energy curtain.

7 Calc basic heat demand
The expected heat necessary to keep the greenhouse at the required temperature, with the current
desired weather conditions and the desired indoor climate. This value is used for the heat demand
condition.

The basic heat demand is determined on the basis of outside conditions such as outside temperature,
wind speed and radiation, combined with the translucency of the greenhouse. To prevent the curtain
from closing while the greenhouse temperature is still too high, this heat demand is reduced
depending on the excess temperature.

-CENTRAL WATER TEMPERATURE CONDITIONS-
You will see the following central settings if you have connected one or more other energy strategies
to this curtain.

8 Type calc temperature limit
Choose here how the water temperature and heat demand should be calculated with a central
energy curtain function if different calculated water temperatures are available:
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The average calculated water temperature and heat demand determine the energy
curtain closing condition.

AVERAGE

The lowest calculated water temperature and heat demand determine the energy
curtain closing condition.

LOWEST

The highest calculated water temperature and heat demand determine the energy
curtain closing condition.

HIGHEST

9 Central water temp condition
See Water temperature condition in this section.

10 Central calc water temperature
The calculated water temperature of the allocated pipe or pipes used for the central energy curtain
function.

11 Central calc basic heat demand
The calculated heat demand of the allocated pipe or pipes used for the central energy curtain
function.

-PROTECTION-

12 Release forced close low outside temp
Use this protection to force the curtain closed in the event of a low outside temperature,
independently of other conditions.

13 Curtain pos. rainfall radar phase 1
The curtain position to which the energy curtain is sent if the rain radar expects a precipitation
intensity greater than the Precipitation intensity for Safety phase 1 (see Rain radar in Priva Office).

For the actual closing, the outside temperature must also be below the set limit.

Curtain pos. rainfall radar phase 1=0% means no release.

14 Curtain pos. rainfall radar phase 2
See the explanation above.

-CONDITION-
In the lines below, you can select the conditions for controlling the energy curtain. This also determines
whether the limits can be set in I162.

Based on all these conditions, the curtain control determines whether the curtain can open
or close. A graphic of this is shown in: Energy (page 92).

15 Desired number of periods
The number of periods visible in I162. By limiting the number, you can make it clearer.

16 Release radiation
The radiation is used to open or close the curtain.

19 Release irradiation
The irradiation is used to open or close the curtain.

20 Release outside temperature
The outside temperature is used to open or close the curtain.
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The difference between the calculated heating temperature and the measured outside
temperature is a condition for opening and closing the energy curtain.

REL

The measured outside temperature is a condition for opening and closing the energy
curtain.

ABS

21 Release weather influences outside temp
Use the weather influences for the outside temperature condition. If you set this setting to YES, you
can set (I162.2) and select (I162) the influence.

22 Release temp diff below-above curtain
For keeping the curtain closed in the event of excessively large temperature differences.

23 Release multiple delays

The control uses 1 set of settings of dead bands and deviation sums (see I162.2).NO
You can compose various delays (dead bands and deviation sums) (see I162.2).
In I162 you can select a number of a delay set for each period which allows the control to
react more quickly or more slowly dependent on the time of day.

YES

24 Release water temperature
The water temperature is used as a condition for closing the curtain or keeping it closed (and for
opening it if Method curtain is AUTO OPEN).

25 Release heat demand
The heat demand is used to open or close the curtain.
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I166.4 Allocate side curtain
Allocation side-slave provides an overview of the way in which a side-slave curtain is allocated to an
external curtain. It is also customise this allocation to suit your personal preferences.

-SLAVE CURT FUNCT<->EXT CURT TO FOLLOW-

1
This is where it has been specified which curtain controls are connected to which curtains. Both
compartment and autonomous slave curtains can be linked to compartment or autonomous curtain
controls here.
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I170.4 Allocate CO2

-MEASURING BOX <-> CO₂ DOSAGE-

1
This is where it is specified which measuring box(es) are connected to which CO2 programs. The
measuring box(es) is/are used for the measured CO2 concentration, the measured temperature
and/or the measured humidity.

If multiple measuring boxes are connected to the CO2 program, then for the influence of the CO2

concentration, temperature and humidity on the dosage you can specify whether there is influencing
by the average, the lowest or the highest of the measurements. For influencing by humidity (RH or
HD) you can specify if this is to be done by the average, the dryest or the wettest.

If no measuring box has been allocated, there can be no climate adjustments to the dosage
and the CO2 monitoring mechanism will not work.

-RADIATION <-> CO₂ DOSAGE-

2
Here you can specify which radiation is used by the CO2 program. The options are the measured
radiation outside, the measured radiation inside or the calculated radiation inside.

If no radiation sensor has been allocated, then the radiation sensor of the weather mast is
automatically used.

If you have both radiation sensors and PAR sensors linked to CO2-dosing the CO2-control
only takes the PAR-measurement into account. This does not apply if the PAR sensors are
defective; then the control does take account of the radiation measurement.

-PAR <-> CO₂ DOSAGE-

3
This table allows you to link PAR sensors to CO2 dosages.

If you have both radiation sensors and PAR sensors linked to CO2-dosing the CO2-control
only takes the PAR-measurement into account. This does not apply if the PAR sensors are
defective; then the control does take account of the radiation measurement.

-AIR TREATMENT <-> CO₂ PROGRAM-

4
Via this link, the air treatment exchanges data with the air quality monitoring:
• measured and maximum (rain, storm, frost) air outlet positions;
• minimum position of air outlets on lee and wind sides during air refreshment.

You can link multiple air quality monitoring functions to one air treatment strategy and you
can link multiple air treatment strategies to one air quality monitoring function

If multiple CO2 controls determine the position, the air treatment system adopts:
• the smallest specified maximum;
• the largest specified minimum.
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-VENTILATION <-> CO₂ PROGRAM-

5
Via this link, the ventilation control exchanges data with the air quality monitoring:
• measured and maximum (rain, storm, frost) vent positions;
• minimum vent position on lee and wind sides during air refreshment.

You can link multiple air quality monitoring functions to one ventilation control and you can
link multiple ventilation controls to one air quality monitoring function

If multiple CO2 controls determine the position, the ventilation control adopts:
• the smallest specified maximum;
• the largest specified minimum.

-TYPE CALCULATION/APPLIED MEASUREMENT-

7 CO₂ control
The number of the CO2 control.

8 Temperature
Option with which value of the allocated measuring boxes the CO2 control works for the measured
temperature.

9 Temperature reference
Selection of which measurement/calculation is used for the CO2 control.

The measured greenhouse air temperature is used as the measured temperature for the
CO2 control.

AIR

The measurement from an infrared plant temperature sensor is used as the measured
temperature for the CO2 control.
If no infrared plant temperature sensor is present, the plant temperature is calculated and
the temperature control controls by PLANT (the calculated micro climate around the plant).
In order to ignore extreme differences between greenhouse air temperature and plant
temperature, in I101 Compartment settings (page 253) you can set a maximum with respect
to the greenhouse air temperature.

MEAS PLANT

10 Used temperature
The measured greenhouse air temperature that is used for temperature adjustment to the dosage.

11 CO₂
Option with which value of the allocated measuring boxes the CO2 control works for the measured
CO2 concentration.

12 Used CO₂ level
The CO2 level of the greenhouse air that the CO2 program aims for

13 Humidity
Selection of the value of the allocated measuring boxes with which the CO2 control works for the
measured humidity.

14 Type humidity control
Selection of the type of humidity control in the CO2 control.
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15 Used relative humidity
The measured relative humidity that is used for humidity adjustment to the dosage.

15 Used humidity deficit
The measured humidity deficit that is used for humidity adjustment to the dosage.

16 Radiation
Selection of the value of the allocated radiation measurements with which the CO2 control works.

17 PAR

CO2-control works with a calculated average of all measurements from all linked and
non-defective PAR sensors.

AVERAGE

CO2-control works with a lowest measurement from all linked and non-defective PAR sensors.LOWEST
CO2-control works with a highest measurement from all linked and non-defective PAR sensors.HIGHEST

18 Used radiation
The radiation that is used to determine the CO2 dosage. The used radiation depends on the allocated
sensors.

19 Used PAR
The PAR that is used to determine the CO2 dosage.

20 Meas location

Used radiation or PAR is measured outside of the greenhouse.OUTSIDE
Used radiation or PAR is measured inside the greenhouse.INSIDE

21 Use air exchange
Select here how the control determines whether the room has sufficient air refreshment:

based on the measured vent positions or air outlets;NO
based on the calculated air exchange.YES
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I180.4 Allocate misting

-MEASURING BOX <-> MISTING-

1
This is where it is specified which measuring box(es) are connected to which misting programs. The
measuring box(es) is/are used for the measured humidity and/or the measured temperature. If
several measuring boxes are connected to the misting program, then it is possible to specify for the
temperature whether to control on the basis of the average, the lowest or the highest of the
measurements. For influencing by humidity (RH or HD) you can specify if this is to be done by the
average, the dryest or the wettest.

If no measuring boxes have been allocated, then the misting program has no value to control
to.

-RADIATION <-> MISTING-

2
This is where it is specified which misting control is connected to which radiation measurement or
calculation.

-VENTILATION <-> MISTING-

3
Here you can set which humidification control is linked to which ventilation control (compartment
and/or autonomous). The ventilation control uses this link and the set ventilation temperature to
pass on the degree of the air exchange with the outside air. The humidification control determines
the basic capacity from this air exchange.

-TYPE CALCULATION/APPLIED MEASUREMENT-

4 Humidity control
The number of the misting control.

5 Cooling temperature
Option which value of the allocated measuring boxes the misting control uses for the measured
temperature.

6 Cooling temperature reference
Selection of which measurement/calculation is used for the cooling.

The measured greenhouse air temperature is used as the measured temperature for the
cooling control.

AIR

The measurement from an infrared plant temperature sensor is used as the measured
temperature for the cooling control.
If no infrared plant temperature sensor is present, the plant temperature is calculated and
the cooling control controls by PLANT (the calculated micro climate around the plant).
In order to ignore extreme differences between greenhouse air temperature and plant
temperature, in I101 Compartment settings (page 253) you can set a maximum with respect
to the greenhouse air temperature.

MEAS PLANT

7 Used temperature
The temperature that is used for the humidification control.
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8 Humidity
Option which value of the allocated measuring boxes the misting control uses for the measured
humidity.

9 Humidity reference
Option which measurement/calculation is used for the misting control.

The misting control controls according to the measured air humidity of the air.AIR
The misting control controls according to the measurement from an infrared plant
temperature sensor and the air humidity around the plant that is calculated from this.
If no infrared plant temperature sensor is present, the plant temperature is calculated
and the humidity control controls by PLANT (the calculated micro climate around the
plant).
In order to ignore extreme differences between the measured humidity of the
greenhouse air and the plant, in I101 Compartment settings (page 253) you can set a
maximum with respect to the measured humidity of the greenhouse air.

MEAS PLANT

10 Type humidity control
Selection for the type of humidity control in the humidification control.

11 Continue if hum meas defective
Continue control depending on or independent of humidity when the humidity measurement is
defective.

Default setting: NO

12 Used relative humidity
The humidity that is used for the humidification control.

13 Radiation
Select which value of the allocated radiation measurements the humidification control operates
with.

14 Used radiation
The radiation that is used for the radiation-dependent adjustment of the humidity limit and the
cooling temperature.

15 Air exchange
Here you can select whether the highest, lowest or average value of the degree of air exchange from
the linked ventilation controls should be used.

You will only see this line if:
• there are misting valves in the humidification system;

AND
• several ventilation controls are linked in line 3 (-VENTILATION <-> MISTING-).

16 Used air exchange
The degree of air exchange per greenhouse area that the humidification control uses to determine
the basic capacity.

You will only see this line if:
• there are misting valves in the humidification system;

AND
• several ventilation controls are linked in line 3 (-VENTILATION <-> MISTING-).
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17 Ventilation temperature
Here you can select whether the highest, lowest or average value of the ventilation temperature
from the linked ventilation controls should be used.

You will only see this line if several ventilation controls have been linked in line 3 (-VENTILATION <->
MISTING-).

18 Used ventilation temperature
If the greenhouse temperature rises above Used ventilation temperature + Ventilation temp. difference,
the humidification control activates the greenhouse humidification for cooling.

You will only see this line if several ventilation controls have been linked in line 3 (-VENTILATION <->
MISTING-).
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I190.4 Allocate air circulation
In this section, you connect the air circulation to measurements and controls, such as air treatment,
humidification and crop treatment.

If you link more than 1 measurement or control, an extra line, where you can select from LOWEST,
HIGHEST or AVERAGE value, is displayed after line 11.

In the case of difference measurements (temperature and humidity) this line is displayed if more
than 2 values are linked.

Once you have configured a matrix for a specific measurement or calculated value the corresponding
settings are displayed in section I190, I190.1 and I190.2.

-GREENHOUSE TEMPERATURE-

1
Here you can set which temperature measurement for the absolute temperature limit is linked to
which air circulation program.

-GREENHOUSE TEMPERATURE DIFF-

2
Here you can set which temperature measurements (at least 2) for the temperature difference limit
are linked to which air circulation program.

-HUMIDITY LIMIT <-> AIR CIRCULATION-

3
Here you can set which humidity measurement for the humidity limit is linked to which air circulation
program.

-HUMIDITY DIFFERENCE <-> AIR CIRCULATION-

4
Here you can set which humidity measurements (at least 2) for the humidity difference limit are
linked to which air circulation program.

-WATER TEMPERATURE LIMIT 1-

5
Here you can set which calculated water temperature (M115 L20) is linked to water temperature
limit 1 of the air circulation program.

-WATER TEMPERATURE LIMIT 2-

6
Here you can set which calculated water temperature (M115 L20) is linked to water temperature
limit 2 of the air circulation program.

-VENT POSITION LEE LIMIT-

7
Here you can set which measured vent positions (M125 L8) are linked to the vent position lee limit
of the air circulation program.

-VENT POSITION WIND LIMIT-

8
Here you can set which measured vent positions (M125 L8) are linked to the vent position wind limit
of the air circulation program.
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-CURTAIN POSITION LIMIT 1-

9
Here you can set which measured curtain position (M160) is connected to curtain position limit 1 of
the air circulation program.

-CURTAIN POSITION LIMIT 2-

10
Here you can set which measured curtain position (M160) is connected to curtain position limit 2 of
the air circulation program.

-TYPE CALCULATION-

11 Air circulation control
Number of the air circulation control.

12 - 21
For each matrix a choice of minimum, maximum or average value if several measured
values/calculated values are linked.

-AIR TREATMENT ACTIVE <-> AIR CIRCULATION-

22
Here you can set the ACTIVE air treatment strategy that is linked to the air circulation program.

The status of the air treatment system is ACTIVE if the Desired function (I15) is: heating, cooling,
humidifying, dehumidifying or a combination of these.

If several air treatment strategies are linked and at least 1 of them has the status ACTIVE, then the
condition is valid.

-AIR TREATMENT IN REST <-> AIR CIRCULATION-

23
Here you can set the REST air treatment strategy that is linked to the air circulation program.

The status of an air treatment system is REST if the Desired function (I15) is REST.

If several air treatment strategies are linked and at least 1 of them has the status REST, then the
condition is valid.

-MISTING <-> AIR CIRCULATION-

24
Here you can set the humidity control that is linked to the air circulation program.

If the air circulation fan is required for humidification, the air circulation fan is switched ON
unconditionally.

However, crop treatment does have priority over humidification.
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I192.4 Air blend allocation
In this section you can link measuring boxes above the curtain to an air blend control. This makes
it possible to use various influences.

-MEAS.BOX GREENHOUSE <-> AIR BLEND-

1
This shows which air blend control is linked to which measuring box.

-TYPE CALCULATION-

2 -AIR MIXER-

3 Temperature greenhouse
Selection of the value of the assigned measurements with which the air blend control works.

4 Used temperature greenhouse
Measured temperature used by the air blend control.

5 RH greenhouse
Selection of the value of the assigned measurements with which the air blend control works.

6 Used RH greenhouse
Measured RH used by the air blend control.

7 Used HD greenhouse
Measured HD used by the air blend control.

8 Used AH greenhouse
Measured AH used by the air blend control.

9 Used enthalpy greenhouse
Calculated enthalpy used by the air blend control.

10 Temperature above curtain
Selection of the value of the assigned measurements with which the air blend control works.

11 Used temperature above curtain
Measured temperature used by the air blend control.

12 AH above curtain
Selection of the value of the assigned measurements with which the air blend control works.

13 Used AH above curtain
Measured AH used by the air blend control.

14 Enthalpy above curtain
Selection of the value of the assigned measurements with which the air blend control works.
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15 Used enthalpy above curtain
Calculated enthalpy used by the air blend control.
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I20.4 Allocate PAR control installation

PAR-Control configuration

-PAR <-> PAR CONTROL-

1
Here you can specify which PAR sensors in the greenhouse are connected to which PAR control.

-MEASURING BOX <-> PAR CONTROL-

2
Here you can specify which measuring box(es) are connected to which PAR control. The PAR control
uses the measured air humidity. If you connect multiple measuring boxes to a single PAR control,
you can choose in this section whether the humidity measurement works with RH or HD and whether
the average, highest or lowest measurement should be used.

-PAR CONTROL GROWING LIGHT STEPS <-> GROWING LIGHT SYSTEM-

3
Here you can specify which growing light system is connected to which PAR control. As soon as you
connect a growing light system to the PAR control, the growing light system is no longer controlled
by the growing light strategy.

• The PAR control consists of 2 growing light positions.
• The PAR control assumes that the connected growing light systems at growing light

position 1 illuminate the same area as the growing light systems at growing light position
2.

• The growing light systems connected to a single growing light position all receive the
same command from the PAR control. It is assumed that these growing light systems
light different parts of the area.

• The number of growing light steps at a growing light position is equal to the highest
number of strings of the connected growing light systems.

• A growing light system cannot be controlled by both the PAR control and a growing light
program (I205 Growing light program/Strategy) at the same time.
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-PAR CONTROL <-> DIFFUSE CURTAIN-

4
Here you can specify which shading curtain is connected to the diffuse curtain function in the PAR
control. As soon as you connect a shading curtain to the PAR control, the shading curtain is no longer
controlled by the shading curtain strategy.

Only assign a shading curtain once: in -PAR CONTROL CURTAIN STEPS <-> SHADING CURTAIN-
or in -PAR CONTROL <-> DIFFUSE CURTAIN-.

-PAR CONTROL CURTAIN STEPS <-> SHADING CURTAIN-

5
Here you can specify which shading curtain is connected to which PAR control. As soon as you connect
a shading curtain to the PAR control, the shading curtain is no longer controlled by the shading
curtain strategy.

The PAR control has 3 curtain positions:

PAR-CONTROL x SHADING 1: the curtain that should be closed first.

PAR-CONTROL x SHADING 2: for other shading curtains and 2 shading curtains on top of each other.

PAR-CONTROL x SHADING 3: for other shading curtains and 2 shading curtains on top of each other.

These curtain positions use the PAR control for the implementation of curtain steps. Depending on
the measured PAR level, the curtain at curtain position 1 will be closed first. If that is insufficient to
remain at the PAR level, curtain position 2 will follow and possibly also curtain position 3.

• The shading curtains at curtain position 1 must together cover the same area as the
shading curtains at curtain position 2.

• The shading curtains at curtain position 1 must together cover the same area as the
shading curtains at curtain position 3.

• The shading curtains connected to a single curtain position all receive the same command
from the PAR control. It is assumed that shading curtains linked to this will shade different
parts of the area.

• For a connected shading curtain at a released curtain position (I20.1), all the screen
settings are hidden (I163 and I163.1); the PAR control takes over the decision for the use
of the shading curtain.

• The PAR control uses the PAR measurement that has been connected in I20.4. If no
measurement has been connected there, the PAR control will not work (Limitation=
MEASUREMENT).

-TYPE CALCULATION/APPLIED MEASUREMENT-

6 PAR CONTROL

7 Reset time PAR sum
Time at which the actual PAR sum is reset to 0.

8 Alarm PAR deviation
Difference between the used PAR and the calculated PAR value, above which alarm 173 Measured
PAR level too high is triggered. The alarm cannot occur during the night period as no PAR is calculated
then.

8 -- delay on
Time that must have elapsed while the used PAR is higher than the calculated PAR by an excessive
amount before alarm 173 Measured PAR level too high becomes active.
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9 PAR

PAR control uses a calculated average from all measurements from linked and non-defective
PAR sensors.

AVERAGE

PAR control uses the lowest measurement from all linked and non-defective PAR sensors.LOWEST
PAR control uses the highest measurement from all linked and non-defective PAR sensors.HIGHEST

10 Used PAR
Measured PAR used by the PAR control to control the position of the shading curtains and to switch
the growing light on and off.

11 Highest PAR
Highest measured PAR from all connected PAR sensors on the basis of which the 173 Measured PAR
level too high alarm is triggered.

12 Humidity
Selection of whether the PAR control uses the WETTEST, DRYEST or AVERAGE measurement for the
humidity measurement if a number of measuring boxes have been connected.

13 Type humidity control
Selection of whether the PAR control uses the RH humidity measurement or the HD humidity
measurement for the humidity influence.

14 Used relative humidity/Used humidity deficit
The humidity that is used for the humidity influence on the PAR control.

15 Day time humidity
Average air humidity over the elapsed day periods. This value can influence the desired PAR sum.

16 Elapsed day time
Elapsed time of the day periods. An average air humidity has been recorded during this time.

I205.4 Allocate growing light
This section provides an overview of the way in which growing light systems (I206 Growing light
systems (page 451)) are allocated to growing light programs (I205 Growing light strategy (page 437)).

The RADIATION <--> GROWING LIGHT allocation shows the allocation of a measured or calculated
radiation to a growing light program. The radiation measurement can also be a PAR measurement.
You then allocate a PAR measurement to the growing light program using the PAR <--> GROWING
LIGHT allocation.

• Growing light programs can be connected to several radiation calculations and/or sensors.
• If there is a connection to several radiation calculations and/or sensors, you can choose whether

to use the growing light with the lowest, the average or the highest radiation limit.

If there is no link from a growing light system to a radiation calculation and/or sensor, the
growing light system will automatically be connected to the (first) radiation sensor of the
weather.

We can freely allocate the radiation measurements or calculations present to the available growing
light systems.
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-GR.LIGHT PROGRAM <-> GR.LIGHT SYST.-

1
This is where it is specified which growing light systems are connected to which growing light
programs.

If growing light system 2 has been allocated to growing light program 2 and the same growing
light system is then allocated to growing light program 1, then the cross from growing light
program 2 moves to growing light program 1.

-RADIATION <-> GROWING LIGHT-

2
This is where it is specified which growing light program is connected to which radiation measurement
or calculation. This line is set using a matrix.

If both a radiation and a PAR measurement have been connected to a growing light program,
the PAR measurement is used.

-PAR <-> GROWING LIGHT-

3
This is where it has been specified which growing light program is connected to which PAR
measurement. This line is set using a matrix.

4 Growing light program
The number of the growing light program.

5 Radiation
Choice of which value of the measured or calculated radiation the growing light program works.

6 Used radiation
The used radiation for the growing light program.

7 PAR
Selection of the value of the measured or calculated PAR with which the growing light program
works.

8 Used PAR
The used PAR for the growing light program.

9 Radiation sum yest./today

Radiation sum yesterday
The sum of Used radiation for yesterday.

Radiation sum today
The sum of Used radiation for today, counting from the Reset time radiation sum (I205) until now.
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10 PAR sum yesterday/today

PAR sum yesterday
The sum of Used PAR for yesterday.

PAR sum today
The sum of Used PAR for today, counting from the Reset time PAR sum (I205) until now.

I207.4 Allocate curtain to Growing light emission
In section Allocate curtain to growing light you can allocate available curtain controls to the growing
light systems for the purpose of limiting light emissions. You can connect several growing light
systems to one curtain control but you can also connect several curtain controls to one growing light
system.

-CURTAIN REALIZATION <-> GROW. LIGHT-

1 From column/through column/to curtain
This line allows you to complete the matrix for line 2 more quickly.

From column
Number of the first column for which the allocation must be changed.

through column
Number of the last column for which the allocation must be changed.

to curtain
Number of the line containing the curtain to which you want to allocate the growing light system.
For '0' you do not use the curtain control and you disconnect the selected growing light systems
from the curtain controls.

This line is only visible in PCU Terminal.
If growing light systems are renumbered, the column number and growing light system no
longer match.

2
Allocation of the curtain controls to the growing light systems.
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I401.4 Allocate valve to valve group
This section gives an overview of the way in which the valves are allocated to a valve group. You can
also customise this allocation to suit your personal preferences. The adjustment is possible if both
the valve and the valve group are at REST. When a valve group is started, the valves allocated to the
valve group are processed automatically.

If the radiation sum is corrected on the basis of drain measurement, then when allocating
valves to valve groups, valve groups to start programs and drain measurements to start
programs it is necessary to take into account the location of the drain measurement in the
compartment. This is to keep a representative drain measurement for the start program.

1
Allocating valves to valve groups.

A valve can only be connected to one valve group.
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I400.4 Allocate start strategy
This section provides an overview of the way in which the valve groups, the humidity measurements
and the climate compartments are connected to the start programs. There is the option to customise
these connections. Also you can choose what measurement the start program uses for a climate
start.

-SYNCHRONOUS START-

1 Start program cluster Start program
This is where it is specified which start programs together form a start cluster. Start programs can
influence each other within a start cluster by allowing a start to take place at an earlier or later time.
The degree of influence can be specified per start program in Synchronization (I400.1). See also Start
synchronisation (page 117).

There is no guarantee that continuous starts will take place within a start cluster.

-VALVE GROUP <-> START PROGRAM-

2 Start program Group
This is where it is specified which valve groups are connected to which start programs. Condition
for this is that a valve group is allocated to at most one start program. However, there is the option
to connect multiple valves groups to the same start program.

-MOISTURE MEASUREMENT <-> START PROG.-

3
This is where it is specified which humidity measurements are connected to which start programs.
The drain measurement is used for adjusting the drain-dependent radiation sum start or the
transpiration sum start.

If there are several humidity measurements (drain measurements), then it is important that
the correct drain measurement is connected to the correct start program.

-CLIMATE COMPARTMENT-

4
This is where it is specified which compartments are connected to which start programs and valves.

The following situations are possible:
• connect compartments to start programs or valves: both controls are in the same process

computer;
• connect external compartments to start programs: your dealer has created a connection between

the process computer with the climate control and the irrigation control.

This connection is used for
• starting based on the measured temperature;
• the measured humidity;
• the determination of the vapour pressure deficit sum;
• the radiation measurement inside;
• the PAR measurement inside.

Depending on the situation you will find additional configuration possibilities in I100.4 Allocate
measuring box to controls (page 185).
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-TYPE CALCULATION/APPLIED MEASUREMENT-

5 Start program
The number of the start program.

6 Humidity
Option with which value of the allocated compartments the start strategy works for starting by the
measured humidity.

7 Used relative humidity
Measured relative humidity used by the start program.

7 Used humidity deficit
Measured humidity deficit used by the start program.

8 Temperature
Option with which value of the allocated compartments the start strategy works for starting by
temperature.

9 Reference

The measured outside temperature is used as the measured temperature for the start
strategy.

OUTSIDE

The measured greenhouse air temperature is used as the measured temperature for the
start strategy.

AIR

The unprocessed measurement from an infrared plant temperature sensor is used as the
measured temperature for the start strategy.
In order to ignore extreme differences between greenhouse air temperature and plant
temperature, in I101 Compartment settings (page 253) you can set a maximum with respect
to the greenhouse air temperature.

MEAS PLANT

10 Used temperature
Measured temperature used by the start program.

11 Light reference
Choice of whether the radiation or PAR is used for the start strategy.

12 Radiation start
Option with which value of the allocated compartments the start strategy works for starting by
radiation and/or radiation sum.

13Reference radiation
Option whether or not the measured radiation outside, the measured radiation inside or the calculated
radiation inside is used for the start strategy.

14Used radiation
Measured radiation used for the start strategy.

15PAR-limit start
Choice of which value of the assigned compartments the start strategy uses for a PAR start.
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16 Reference PAR
Choice of whether the PAR measured outside or the PAR measured inside is used for the start
strategy.

17 Used PAR
Measured PAR used for the start strategy.

18 Transpiration sum start
Option with which value of the allocated compartments the evaporation sum uses in its calculations
to determine the evaporation sum.

19Reference transpiration sum
Selection of whether or not the measured radiation inside or the calculated radiation inside is used
to determine the transpiration sum.

20Used radiation transp sum influence
Measured radiation used for determining the transpiration sum.
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I409.4 Allocate valve to crop aging recipes
-CROP AGING RECIPE-

1 Matrix
This is where you can set which valves are connected to which crop aging recipe. Condition for this
is that a valve is allocated to at most one crop aging recipe. However, there is the option to connect
multiple valves to the same crop aging recipe.
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I405.4 Allocate tensio meter
If there are multiple tensio meters present, you can specify here which tensio meter(s) should be
used by the start program.

It is also customise this allocation to suit your personal preferences.

If the irrigation starts automatically because of the tensio meter(s), then the humidity
measurement must be connected to the correct start program in I400.4 Allocate start strategy
(page 222).

1 Tensiometer
This is where you can specify which tensio meters are to be connected to which humidity
measurements.

2 Use for control
Selection of the value of the allocated tensio meters that the humidity measurement operates with.

-MOISTURE MEASUREMENT-

3 Apply sensor to moisture measurement
If the moisture level meter includes external humidity sensors, you must make a selection.

4 Moisture controlling
Select how to calculate the humidity reference in the case of multiple measurements.

Select the lowest measured moisture levelLOWEST
Select the highest measured moisture levelHIGHEST
Select the average measured moisture levelAVERAGE

5 Used moisture measuring
The moisture level that is used for the connected start program.

I500.4 Allocate substrate start strategy

-USER INTERFACE-

1 Start program - Nr of periods - Unit dry-out - Rest time - Max radiation sum

Start program

Nr of periods
The number of periods displayed in I500 per starting program

If the number of periods is changed, the corresponding start program will stop automatically.
The start program (I500) has entered the WAIT status. Check the period settings of the added
periods.
As soon as you have checked the settings of the newly added period, you can set Method
determination saturation weight to AUTOMATIC (in I500).
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Unit dry-out

No function‘------‘
The settings relating to the weighing scale are expressed as a dry-out in millilitres/units.
The registrations are relative compared to the saturation point.

MILLILITER

The settings relating to the weighing scale are expressed in kilograms.
The registrations take place in absolute weights.

KILOGRAM

Rest time

Disable the irrigation start condition Rest time (I500).NO
Enable the irrigation start condition Rest time (I500).YES

Max radiation sum

Disable the irrigation start condition Radiation sum start (I500).NO
Enable the irrigation start condition Radiation sum start (I500).YES

-VALVE <-> SUBSTRATE START STRATEGY-

2
Assign valves to a substrate start program.

If the relevant valve is already connected to a valve group, you must first delete the
connection.

!! TWICE CONNECTED VALVE !! appears if you have connected a valve to both the substrate
start program and a valve group. A valve cannot be controlled by two start programs at the
same time.
Action: Remove the allocation of dual connected valves from one of the two tables.

-VALVE <-> VALVE GROUP-

2
Assign valves to a valve group if you also have the general start program for irrigation (I400).

If the relevant valve has already been connected to the substrate start strategy, you must
first remove this connection before the valve can be connected to a valve group.

-MOISTURE MEAS. <-> START STRATEGY-

3
Connect the moisture measurement to the start program. The moisture measurement installation
is equipped with an instrument for drain measurement, a weighing scale or a moisture level meter.

-RADIATION COMP. <-> START PROG-

4
Select a radiation measurement from a compartment to be used by the irrigation start programs.
If no radiation measurement from a compartment is selected, the general radiation measurement
will be used.
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5 Substrate start - Reset time radiation sum

Substrate start
The sequence number of the substrate start program

Reset time radiation sum

The remainder of the radiation sum after last start is set to zero at sunrise.SUNRISE
The remainder of the radiation sum after last start is set to zero at sunset.SUNSET
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I7 Climate registration

1 Start time/end time day
Start and end of the 'day'. The remaining period is considered to be 'night'. These times also apply
for the composing and printing, if applicable, of the following overviews:

Climate:
• M101 Overview climate day/night
• M101.1 Overview climate day/night previous period
• M101.2 Overview climate day term
• M101.3 Overview climate night term
• M101.4 Overview climate previous day term
• M101.5 Overview climate previous night term
• M153 Overview ATU air circulation - result
• M153.1 Overview air treatment previous period
• M153.2 Overview air treatment day term
• M153.3 Overview air treatment night term
• M153.4 Overview air treatment previous day term
• M153.5 Overview air treatment previous night term

2 24-hours period
Time at which registration of data during the 24-hour period starts. At this time the following overviews
for the 24-hour period are printed, if applicable:

Climate:
• M102 Overview climate today
• M102.1 Overview climate yesterday
• M102.2 Overview climate 24-hours term
• M102.3 Overview climate previous 24-hours term
• M103 Overview climate working hours today
• M103.1 Overview climate working hours yesterday
• M103.2 Overview climate working hours term
• M103.3 Overview climate working hours previous term
• M9103 Overview climate working hours today
• M9103.1 Overview climate working hours yesterday
• M9103.2 Overview climate working hours term
• M9103.3 Overview climate working hours previous term
• M104 Overview accum energy usage today
• M104.1 Overview energy usage yesterday
• M104.2 Overview energy usage term
• M104.3 Overview energy usage previous term
• M156 Overview pump and mixing valve maintenance
• M151.1 Air treatment - consumption yesterday
• M152.2 Air treatment - consumption current term
• M152.3 Air treatment - consumption previous term
• M203 Overview growing light working hours today
• M260.1 Overv.today
• M260.2 Overv.yesterday

Energy:
• M203.1 Overview growing light working hours yesterday
• M203.2 Overview growing light working hours term
• M203.3 Overview growing light working hours previous term

3 Current period
The current period is determined by the current time and the times set in Start time/end time day.
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-PERIOD OVERVIEWS-

4 Automatic printing

overviews are printed automatically on the transition from the night period to the day
period and vice versa, and on the transition from one 24-hr to a subsequent 24-hr
Exactly when this happens is determined using the times in Start time/end time day and
24-hours period.

YES

-NO

5 -TERM OVERVIEWS-
This relates to the time over which various measurements (outside temperature for instance) are
taken.

term is day or nightD & N
term is a 24-hour period24-HR

6 Start term date
Date on which registration of data during a term starts.

When you set a new term you can abort the current term by selecting YES in Abort term causing the
new term to start. The following also applies:
• If the selected date still lies in the future, a provisional term registration starts until the future

date is reached. On the selected date the provisional registration is printed and registration of
the data during the new term starts.

• If the selected date differs from the current date by more than 28 days, the term registration
starts from the current date with a length of one day.

• If the selected date has passed the term registration is completed from the current date.
• If a term is entered that has already passed the term registration starts from the current date

using the set term length.
• If the end of the term is reached (or exceeded) due to resetting the system date, the registration

that already exists will be printed. The current date is used as the new start date.

7 Term length
If YES has been selected in Automatic printing, the registered data is printed and shifted over to the
'previous term'. At the same time, the start date is automatically shifted one term length, after which
the registration for the current term starts again.

A term length for a 24-hr of 7 days results in a weekly average. If you set the term length for a day
or night to 7 days also, a weekday and a week night average are calculated also.

8 Abort term
Abort the current term and start a new term.

9 Automatic printing

overviews are printed automatically on the transition from night to day and vice versa,
on the transition from one 24-hour period to another and if a term is aborted (YES has
been selected in Abort term)
Exactly when this happens is determined using the times in Start time/end time day and
24-hours period.

YES

-NO

10 -TERM OPERATIONAL HOURS-
This concerns the time that a device (a boiler for instance) was in a specific status.

See also -TERM OVERVIEWS-
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I7.1 Water registration

1 24-hours period
Time at which the 24-hour period starts for the registration of the irrigation data. If automatic printing
is set to 'YES', the overviews of the 24-hour period will also be printed at this time.

The set time applies to the calculation and (if applicable) printing of the irrigation overviews:
• M400.1 Overview last start
• M402 Overview starts today
• M402.1 Overview starts yesterday
• M403 Overview transpiration today
• M403.1 Overview transpiration yesterday
• M403.2 Overview transpiration term
• M403.3 Overview transpiration previous term
• M405 Overview moisture content and drain today
• M405.1 Overview moisture content and drain yesterday
• M405.2 Overview moisture content and drain term
• M405.3 Overview moisture content and drain previous term
• M406 Overview water registration today
• M406.1 Overview water registration yesterday
• M406.2 Overview water registration term
• M406.3 Overview water registration previous term
• M410 Overview valve starts today
• M410.1 Overview valve starts yesterday
• M412 Overview irrigation today
• M412.1 Overview irrigation yesterday
• M420.1 Overview dosage error
• M422 Overview fertiliser registration today
• M422.1 Overview fertiliser registration yesterday
• M422.2 Overview fertiliser registration term
• M422.3 Overview fertiliser registration previous term
• M432 Overview water consumption today
• M432.1 Overview water consumption yesterday
• M432.2 Overview water consumption term
• M432.3 Overview water consumption previous term
• M433 Overview water system working hours term
• M433.1 Overview water system working hours previous term
• M442 Overview tank today
• M442.1 Overview tank yesterday
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I7.2 Energy registration
In this section you can determine the conditions relating to the registration of data from (energy)
pulse sensor(s).

1 24-hours period
Time at which the registration of the data of (energy) pulse meter(s) starts and the registration values
move over to the column Yesterday.

The set time applies for the calculation of the following overviews:
• M302 HT heat sources - today
• M302.1 HT heat sources - yesterday
• M302.2 HT heat sources - current term
• M302.3 HT heat sources - previous term
• M303 Overview energy sources working hours today
• M303.1 Overview energy sources working hours yesterday
• M303.2 Overview energy sources working hours term
• M304.3 Overview total gas consumption
• M304.4 Overview heat supply
• M303.3 Overview energy sources working hours previous term
• M306.1 Overview energy registration yesterday
• M306.3 Overview energy registration previous term
• M381 LT heat management - consumption today
• M381.1 LT heat management - consumption yesterday
• M381.2 LT heat management - consumption current term
• M381.3 LT heat management - consumption previous term
• M383.1 Overview well exchanger
• M384.1 Overview well exchanger - pressure
• M385.2 Overview cold well - infiltration
• M385.1 Overview cold well - extraction
• M384.2 Overview warm well - infiltration
• M387 Wells - today
• M387.1 Wells - yesterday
• M387.2 Wells - current term
• M387.3 Wells - previous term

Set 24-hours period to 0:00 or a little later to display daily consumptions under the correct
day in the Priva Office Direct reports.

I107 Period shift program
See also Period shift program (page 34).

1 Release

Release the period shift program.YES
Do not release the period shift program.
If the period shift program was active and periods were shifted, these are immediately
undone.

NO

2 Start time today
The time at which the day starts for the period shift program. This time provides a framework within
which the period times can be adjusted. The framework ends 24 hours after the start. The period
shift program also uses this time to signal error situations, such as a period time that has moved
outside of this framework.

3 Extra influence : time shift
The size in minutes of the desired adjustment of the period time by a Extra influence. In the window
of the setting table, specify for various values of the Extra influence by how many minutes the period
should be advanced or delayed.
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The right-hand column of the setting table also determines the maximum adjustments of the period.
In the example below, the period is advanced by a maximum of half an hour and delayed by a
maximum of one hour.

Extra influence : time shift
-30
0
60
60
60
60
60
60

70
80
85
85
85
85
85
85

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

4 Start time period shift
The period shift program shows here at what time the definitive period shift is calculated.

This is the first period after Start time today, reduced by the maximum period shift that has been set
in Extra influence : time shift.

5 Max end time period shift
The period shift program shows here until what time the period shift program is active at the latest.

6 End time period shift
The time at which the period shift expires and the original period enters into effect again.

7 Calculated time shift
Calculated period shift based on the set extra influence.

8 Last applied time shift
The executed period shift.

9 Limitation
The limitation of the period shift program. In I107.1 you can see which specific line has a limitation.
If there are various lines with a limitation, the one with the highest priority will be shown here.
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Number reported in
alarm 26

ResultDescriptionLimitation

---NONE
1The period shift does

not start.
Selected program number of the central
period shift is invalid:

INVALID PROGRAM NO

• the program number does not exist;
• the program number refers to itself;
• the program number itself also has a

reference.

2The period shift
program does not
start.

No extra influence has been assigned or the
setting table Extra influence : time shift has not
been completed.

NO TIME TABLE

3The period shift
program does not
start.

For one or more selection lines from I107.1, a
period shift has been calculated which is
earlier than today's start time.

STARTTIME TOO EARLY

4The period shift
program does not
start.

For one or more selection lines from I107.1, a
period shift has been calculated which is more
than 24 hours later than today's start time.

END TIME TOO LATE

5Any period shift of the
relevant selection line
will be undone.

The period shift program is active but the
relevant selection line has been changed.

SELECTION CHANGED

6The period shift of this
selection line will not
be executed.

One or more selection lines from I107.1 have
been set to a non-existent strategy.

INVALID STRATEGY

7The period shift of this
selection line will not
be executed.

One or more selection lines from I107.1 have
been set to a strategy number, compartment
number, or strategy index, vent / pipe / curtain
control etc. that is not available.

INVALID STRAT.NO

8The period shift of this
selection line will not
be executed.

One or more selection lines from I107.1 have
been set to a period number that does not
exist. The period number is higher than the
maximum or the strategy is derived from
another strategy, such as central energy
curtain or air treatment.

INVALID PERIOD

9The period shift of this
selection line will not
be executed.

One or more selection lines from I107.1 refer
to a period number for which the period or
clock has been disabled in the relevant
strategy.

PERIOD OFF

10The period shift of this
selection line will not
be executed.

One or more selection lines from I107.1 refer
to a start time which has been previously
assigned to the same or a different period shift
program.

DOUBLE ALLOCATION

11The period shift of this
selection line is limited,
so that at least a
period duration of 5
minutes is left over.

The calculated period shift has been
performed only in part, because otherwise the
shifted start time will be beyond the start time
of the previous or next period.

SHIFT LIMITED

12The period shift can
start, but it may
possibly be limited.

This warning may occur if the definitive period
shift has not yet been calculated. Based on the
maximum period shift, the shifted start time
is beyond the start time of the previous or next
period.

SHIFT TOO LARGE

13The period shift of this
selection line will not
be executed.

The 24-hour cycle consists of 1 period, so that
shifting the start time has no effect.

ONE PERIOD VALID

14The period shift of this
selection line will not
be executed.
The 24-hour period
remains valid.

The start time and end time of the selected
period are the same; it is a 24-hour period.

24 HOUR PERIOD

-The period shift does
not start.

No valid selection line set.NO PERIODS SELECTED

-The period shift does
not start.

The calculated period shift is less than 1
minute.

NO TIME SHIFT
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10 State
Whether or not the period shift program is active.

I107.1 Period shift allocation

If the period shift program is active, you cannot adjust it. To adjust it anyway, you must first
undo the period shift of all the selection lines.

1 Central period shift program no.
Option to follow the strategy (I107) of another period shift program number. This allows various
period shift programs to perform the same shift.

If you select program number 2 as Central period shift program no. 1, then the settings of program
number 2 will no longer be valid.

2 Line - Strategy - Time - State - Limitation - Cmp/No. - Index - Period - Clock - Undo - Release

Line
In this selection line you specify which period is to be shifted. There are 16 periods that can be
selected per program.

Changing a selection line while the period shift program is active results in the period shift
being undone for that line.

Strategy
Selection of the strategy to be adjusted, such as ventilation, heating, grow light or water dosage.

Time
Depending on the selected Cmp/No., Index, Period and Clock, you can see here the time that will be
shifted.

State
Depending on the selected Cmp/No. and Period, you can see here whether the selected time period
is active.

Limitation
Applicable limitation for this selection line. See 9 Limitation (page 233)

Cmp/No.
Select the number of the control. For a compartment control, this is the compartment number.

Index
Select the index number of the strategy within the control if, for example, there are several pipes
or vents present in a control.

Period
Select the number of the period for which the start or end time is to be shifted. The period must
have been released.

Clock
In the case of a strategy that has periods with start and end times, select which one is to be shifted.
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Undo
If the period shift program is active, you can undo the period shift of this selection line. Once undone,
the period shift cannot be used again straightaway.

Undoing also occurs if a selection line is adjusted while the period shift is active. A new
period shift will not be possible again until Start time period shift.

Release
If a selection line is not to become active for a longer period, you can deactivate the release. Removing
the release while the period shift program is active will undo the time shift.
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Alarms and messages
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M0 Overview active alarms
If the program detects one or more alarm situations, you can see what the problem is in Overview
active alarms:
• Time: the date and time that the alarm was triggered;
• Computer/alarm location: the location where the alarm situation occurred
• Alarm description: description of the alarm
• Alarm number: the number of the alarm

As soon as you open the section the alarm and any alarm output is switched off. Once the alarm
situation has been resolved, the alarm is automatically removed from the list and moved to the list
in the section M0.1 Overview historical alarms.

The Alarms (page 1071) appendix contains an overview of all alarms and messages that can
be triggered, including an explanation.
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M0.1 Overview historical alarms
This section contains an overview of all the alarms that have occurred in the past. In the first instance,
an alarm is displayed in the M0 Overview active alarms (page 238) section. Once the alarm situation
has been resolved, the alarm is automatically removed from M0 and moved to M0.1.

M0.1 shows
the date and time that the alarm was triggeredTime
the location where the alarm situation occurred.Computer/alarm location
description of the alarmAlarm description
the number of the alarmAlarm number

The Alarms (page 1071) appendix contains an overview of all alarms and messages that can
be triggered, including an explanation.

M0.2 Overview restart
This section provides information on restarting the process computer. From this information, it is
possible to deduce whether data has been lost.

1 - Messages - Data loss - Day - Date - Year - Time - Sequence number incident
A restart is only displayed as an incident if there is a reason for this. For example, a Start/stop action
(S13) will not be found in this overview.

The incidents are numbered in this overview. An incident may occupy 1, 2 or 3 lines.

Messages

The process computer has been restarted, a backup was created when it stopped and
this backup has been read at start-up.

RESTART: DATA GOOD

The process computer has started for the first time.START: DATA GOOD
The process computer has saved a backup and has stopped.STOP: DATA SAVED
The process computer has been restarted, but data and changes to settings were not
correctly saved in a backup when it stopped.
The process computer will now revert to an older backup (you can see which one in
APPLIED DATA).
Data loss means that your report may be misleading: it may be the case that the crop
has received illumination and water, even though the report shows a shortage.

START: DATA LOSS

The process computer has stopped, but data and changes to settings were not correctly
saved in a backup.

STOP: LOSS OF DATA

The date indicates which data and changes to settings have been read on this start-up.APPLIED DATA

Data loss
Specifies for how long data and changes to settings have not been saved. This data will therefore
also be missing in the reports.

Date

The stop time is only known if the process computer has a working battery and the reset
button has not been used.

Use the S8 command to display older incidents (max. 10).

2 RESET:Restart failure xx hour data loss
Once the process computer has been started with old data and settings, and data and settings may
have been lost, you can use this setting to delete the alarm 20 Restart failure .. hour data loss in M0.
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I1 Selection messages

-GENERAL-

1 Manual reset [messages]
Reset all messages that indicate that values were above or below the set limit values in the past
( in Priva Office Direct and a '!' in PCU Terminal).

2 Display time [message]
The time for which messages ( in Priva Office Direct and a '!' in PCU Terminal) remain visible.

-WEATHER-

3 Report rain
Choice of whether a report is required on the printer and in M1 Overview of active messages (page
241) when it starts to rain.

4 Report storm
Choice of whether a report is required on the printer and in M1 Overview of active messages (page
241) when the measured wind speed is higher than the specified storm limit.

A number of storm limits may become active.

5 Report frost
Choice of whether a report is required on the printer and in M1 Overview of active messages (page
241) when the measured outside temperature is lower than the calculated frost limit.

A number of frost limits may become active.

-CLIMATE-

6 Report climate controls
Choice of whether a report is required on the printer and in M1 Overview of active messages (page
241) when the climate controls become active.

The choice refers to curtain controls, crop treatment and the wash robot.

-IRRIGATION-

7 Print valve group start and stop
Option of whether a report is required if a valve group starts and stops and when drain measurement
takes place.
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M1 Overview of active messages

The Alarms (page 1071) appendix contains an overview of all alarms and messages that can
be triggered, including an explanation.
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I3 Alarm output test
The process computer has three 'alarm outputs'. If all outputs have an alarm output, these alarm
outputs can be tested individually.

-ALARM OUTPUT TEST-

1 Alarm output 1
Option to switch alarm output 1 on and off manually.

2 Alarm output 2
Option to switch alarm output 2 on and off manually.

3 Alarm output 3
Option to switch alarm output 3 on and off manually.

4 Switch off all alarm outputs
Switch off all alarm outputs and open the overview of the more active alarms, such as a possible
test of an alarm output.

-ALARM OUTPUT STATE-

5 Any alarm activated
An alarm with or without an output has been activated but has not yet been read, see the overview
in M0.

6 Alarm output activated
An alarm with an output has been activated but has not yet been read, see the overview in M0.

7 Silent alarm activated
An alarm without an output has been activated but has not yet been read, see the overview in M0.

8 Alarm output 1 activated
An alarm with output 1 has been activated but has not yet been read, see the overview in M0.
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M3 Overview fire alarm

1 Fire detection - TEST - Location - no. - up to and including - no. - Active - Limitation test button

Fire detection
Number of the fire detection system.

TEST
Use the fire test button to check whether the control moves the fans, air inlets and air outlets to the
desired position during a fire and whether the alarm is reported by the connected compartments.

This fire test button is not intended for manually reporting a fire, because messages (1007
Rain on, 1009 Storm on or 1011 Frost on) can block the execution of the test.

Location
Informative text indicating what the fire detection applies to. This has no effect on the control.

no.
Ditto.

up to and including
Ditto.

no.
Ditto.

Active
The current status of the fire detection.

Limitation test button
During rain, storm or frost, testing of the fire detection system is blocked.
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Network

M2 Overview IO-Network
The process computer is connected to I/O modules (Input Output modules) via one or more networks.
In this section you can see which IO networks on the process computer are functioning and which
IO networks are showing an error.

The process computer can operate even if not all the I/O modules are available. For further
information: Incomplete I/O network (page 245).

Your dealer can provide a report containing the measurements and controls for each IO
network.

1 I/O network Status

The IO concerned and the associated I/O modules are working.OK
ALARM • The IO network concerned is currently starting up.

or
• One or more I/O modules in the IO network concerned is/are showing an error.

You can see the composition of the various IO networks in M2.1.

2 Search for I/O network
Waiting time before the control application starts.

Once this time has elapsed the control application starts and the IO networks that are functioning
start operating.

M2.1 Overview IO-Network installation
The process computer is connected to I/O modules (Input Output modules) via one or more networks.
In this section you can see which I/O modules are working and which I/O modules are showing an
error per IO network.

Connext systems can operate even if not all the I/O modules are available. For further
information: Incomplete I/O network (page 245).

Your dealer can provide a report containing the measurements and controls for each IO
network.

2 I/O module - Desired - Status - Measured

I/O module
Sequence number of the connected I/O module in the IO network.

Desired
Type of I/O module that has been configured.

no I/O module present---
I/O module AI16/DO32-AC or I/O module AI16/DO32-DC16/32AC
I/O module MeteoWEATHER
I/O module DO64-AC or I/O module DO64-DC64AC/DC
I/O module EC/pHEC/pH
I/O module AI12/DO24-DC (PT100 measurement principle)12PT/24DC
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Status

I/O module is functioning normally.OKAY
I/O module has stopped working and an alarm is triggered.ALARM
The process computer restarts the I/O module.RESTART
There is no communication between the process computer and the I/O module.ERROR
There is communication between the process computer and the I/O module. The inputs
and outputs on the I/O modules are being initialized.

COMMUNIC

Measured
The type of I/O module identified by the system, refer to explanation under Desired.

Incomplete I/O network
The process computer can be operational even if not all the I/O modules are available. In Priva Office
Direct and PCU Terminal, this can be seen as follows:

ExplanationAlarmsError message (in the
section header)
PCU Terminal

Error message (in the
section header)
Priva Office Direct

The connected process
computer waits for up to 2
minutes to give the I/O
modules and peripheral
equipment the opportunity
to start up.

-STARTING, WAITING FOR I/OProcess computer is
STARTING. Waiting for I/O.
Please wait...

After the process computer
has started (2 minutes),
there is no I/O network.

-ERROR: BLOCKED, NO I/OError: BLOCKED, no I/O. No
process control! Contact
your DEALER!

After the process computer
has started (2 minutes),
there is no complete I/O
network.
The dealer can restart the
process computer in I2.6.

3 Waiting for release to
start-up

ERROR: BLOCKED, I/O
INCOMPLETE

Error: BLOCKED, I/O
incomplete. Contact your
DEALER!

The process computer
performs controls with an
I/O network in which not all
I/O modules are available.
Some of the measurements
are not up to date, which
means that controls take
place based on old
measured values.

4 Operational with incompl.
I/O :..

ERROR: RUNNING,I/O
INCOMPLETE

Error: RUNNING, I/O
incomplete. Process control
partly disabled! Contact your
DEALER!

The I/O network cannot be
found or is not available. The
measured values displayed
are not up to date. The
control application is still
active, but measurements
and controls are not
possible.

5 NO I/O availableERROR: RUNNING, NO I/OError: RUNNING, no I/O. No
process control! Contact
your DEALER!

Priva Office Direct has no
connection with the process
computer.

--Error: No connection with
the process computer. Check
your network!

--Error: Process computer
state can not be determined.
Contact your DEALER!

The process computer has
stopped, together with
controls and measurements.

-STOPPEDProcess computer has
STOPPED.

As soon as Priva Office Direct does not have any contact with a process computer or one or more
I/O modules, this can be seen as follows:
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ActionExplanationField
Please contact your Priva
Partner.

There is no contact between Priva Office Direct and the
process computer.
Priva Office Direct cannot determine the status of the
process computer.

Please contact your Priva
Partner.

The process computer has stopped and controls are no
longer being performed.

Please contact your Priva
Partner.

The process computer works with an I/O system that has
partially failed.
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Weather
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I4 Weather settings
In this section, rain limits and several storm and frost limits can be set. Rain, storm and frost can
influence the vent and curtain controls and the F&P cooling.

The active storm and frost limits can be seen in M100 Overview climate total (page 832) and M4
Overview weather (page 824), among other places.

1 Rain limit
Set point of the rain limit. The lower the rain limit is set at (towards the -), the more sensitive the
rain sensor becomes and even if there is little rain, it will be reported immediately.

2 Rain on delay
The time that the rain sensor has to measure rain before the signal 'rain on' is given, after which the
vents are limited by the maximum rain position.

3 Rain off delay min/max
For a rain alarm, a delay applies that varies between Rain off delay minimum and Rain off delay
maximum. The longer it has been raining, the longer the delay.

Rain off delay minimum
The off delay of the rain alarm if it has rained briefly.

Rain off delay maximum
The off delay of the rain alarm if it has rained for a long time.

4 Forced rain duration/on

Forced rain duration
Duration time for the forced rain condition from the last start, after which the forced rain position
ends.

Forced rain on
Switching on or starting the forced rain condition. The vents are limited and if necessary closed
before it actually starts to rain and the rain is measured. The vents are limited by max lee/wind when
raining in I125 Vent strategy (page 320).

After starting (START) the settings automatically go to 'ON'. After 'START' again the duration time
begins. With 'OFF' the forced rain condition can be switched off. The forced rain condition can be
reported in M1 Overview of active messages (page 241) under the same condition as the rain
measurement is reported through I1 Selection messages (page 240).

Forced rain can:
• be started manually;
• started through an input. This makes it possible to use a button in the growing area to limit the

vents for rain.

5 Selection rain measurement
See I4.4 Weather stations (page 182).

6 Min quantity for rain measurement
See I4.4 Weather stations (page 182).

7 STORM LIMIT
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8 Release
Selection of whether the storm limit is released.

9 Storm limit
Storm limit (wind speed) above which the storm protection is activated.

10 Storm on delay
Time that the wind speed must be measured above the storm limit in order to switch on the storm
protection and generate the message Storm on.

11 Storm off delay
Time that the wind speed must be measured below the storm limit in order to switch off the storm
protection and generate the message Storm off.

12 Storm active
Indication of whether the storm limit has been activated.

13 FROST LIMIT

14 Release
Selection of whether the frost limit is released.

15 Frost limit
Outside temperature below which the frost protection is activated.

16 Range radiation start
Start of the radiation range, whereby the radiation-dependent adjustment of the frost limit starts.

17 Range radiation end
End of the radiation range, whereby the radiation-dependent adjustment of the frost limit is equal
to the maximum adjustment frost limit.

18 Max adjustment frost limit
Maximum radiation-dependent adjustment of the frost limit.

19 Frost on delay
Time that the outside temperature must be measured below the calculated frost limit for switching
on the frost protection and activating the message Frost on.

20 Frost off delay
Time that the outside temperature must be measured above the calculated frost limit for switching
off the frost protection and activating the message Frost off.

21 Frost active
Indication of whether the frost limit has been activated.

22 Calculated frost limit
The calculated frost limit.
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-MULTIPLE DAY RADIATION SUM-
An average multiple-day radiation sum (AMR sum) allows you to make a radiation sum adjustment
based on the average radiation sum of a number of days that can be specified. It is a progressive
average, which means that the period of time used for the average, remains the same length of
time. 'As the new is added, the old drops off.'

You can use the AMR sum in the controls for heating, ventilation and shading curtain.

23 Number of 24 hours cycles
The number of 24-hour cycles over which the average multiple-day radiation sum is calculated.

24 Reset AMR sum
Option for resetting the multiple-day average radiation sum.

By setting this setting to YES, AMR sum is made identical to the set Reset AMR sum value within 1
minute.

25 Reset AMR sum value
The value that the average multiple-day radiation sum will receive after a reset (Reset AMR sum). If
necessary, you can set this to a value greater than 0.

26 AMR sum
The average multiple-day radiation sum, calculated at 00:00 on the previous night. In summer time,
this time will be 01:00 a.m.

The AMR sum can be used to decrease the radiation limit of the shading curtain after dark days. See
I163.1 Shading curtain influences (page 373).

I4.3 Allocate storm and frost limits
In this section, you can allocate storm and frost limits to controls.

If a storm and/or frost limit is assigned in this section which has not been released in I4, a message
to this effect is issued after a few minutes.

-STORM AND FROST LIMIT <-> VENTILATION-

1 Cmp - Storm limit for vent
Selection of which storm limit the vent control in the compartment should work with.

1 Autonomous - Storm limit for vent
Selection of which storm limit the autonomous vent controls should work with.

2 Cmp - Frost limit for vent
Selection of which frost limit the vent control in the compartment should work with.

2 Autonomous - Frost limit for vent
Selection of which frost limit the autonomous vent controls should work with.

-STORM AND FROST LIMIT <-> F&P AIR INLET-

3 Cmp - Storm limit for air inlet
Selection of which storm limit the air inlet control in the compartment should work with.

3 Autonomous - Storm limit for air inlet
Selection of which storm limit the autonomous air inlet control should work with.
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4 Cmp - Frost limit for air inlet
Selection of which frost limit the air inlet control in the compartment should work with.

4 Autonomous - Frost limit for air inlet
Selection of which frost limit the autonomous air inlet control should work with.

-STORM LIMIT <-> CURTAIN-
If no storm limit has been allocated to a curtain control, the curtain cannot be controlled to a 'storm
position' depending on the wind speed.

5 Cmp - Storm limit for curtain
Selection of which storm limit the curtain control in the compartment should work with.

5 Autonomous - Storm limit for curtain
Selection of which storm limit the autonomous curtain control should work with.

-STORM AND FROST LIMIT <-> ATU-

6 -INLETS AND OUTLETS-

7 Storm limit
Selection of which storm limits the air inlets and air outlets should work with.

8 Frost limit
Selection of which frost limits the air inlets and air outlets should work with.

-STORM AND FROST LIMIT <-> EXT OUTL. CON-

9 -INLETS AND OUTLETS-

10 Storm limit
Selection of which storm limits the extra air outlets (e.g. above the gable row) should work with.

11 Frost limit
Selection of which frost limits the extra air outlets (e.g. above the gable row) should work with.

-STORM AND FROST LIMIT <-> FIRE ALARM-

12 Fire detection - Storm limit - Frost limit
Among other things, vents and air outlets are controlled for the testing of fire detection. To prevent
the testing from causing damage to the system, testing is blocked if the vents / air outlets are not
allowed to open.

Fire detection

Storm limit
Selection of which storm limit the fire detection should work with during testing.
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Frost limit
Selection of which frost limit the fire detection should work with during testing.

-STORM AND FROST LIMIT <-> CONTROLS-

13 Frost limit for heating pumps
Selection of which frost limit the heating pump frost protection should work with.

14 Storm limit for F&P fans
Selection of which storm limit the F&P control fan should work with.

15 Frost limit for F&P fans
Selection of which frost limit the F&P control fan should work with.

16 Storm limit for wash robot
Selection of which storm limit the wash robot control should work with.

17 Frost limit for wash robot
Selection of which frost limit the wash robot control should work with.
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Climate

I101 Compartment settings
There are a number of settings for the controls in a compartment which apply to several controls.
These settings are specified centrally per compartment.

1 Translucency grh roof
Percentage translucency of a clean greenhouse roof at 12:00 noon (solar time) on the longest day
of the year (set by your dealer).

The translucency is used for several controls, such as the heating control, the ventilation
control, the evaporation sum start in the irrigation and for the calculation of the top
temperature of the crop.

2 Energy saving fixed shading
The level of energy saving from a fixed (foil) curtain when it is completely closed.

Because of its energy saving a fixed (foil) curtain (a curtain without a curtain program) influences:
• the heating control;
• the ventilation control;
• the calculated top temperature of the humidity control if this has been selected in I115.1 Pipe

influences (page 284) and/or I125.2 Weather influence (page 330).

3 Rad. limit. fixed shading or whitewash
The degree of radiation limitation on top of the set Translucency grh roof. This may be:
• a fixed (foil) curtain when it is fully closed (a curtain without a curtain program);
• chalk on the greenhouse roof.

This radiation limitation has an influence on:
• the heating control;
• the ventilation control;
• the calculated top temperature of the humidity control if this has been selected in I115.1 Pipe

influences (page 284) and/or I125.2 Weather influence (page 330).

4 Heat-up time plant
Set point of the heat up time of the plant. This setting is used to calculate the plant temperature.

-INFLUENCE CONTROLLING ON PLANT TEMP-

5 Max increase air temperature
Here you can set the extent to which the greenhouse temperature is allowed to rise above the
measured plant temperature.

This limitation is valid if for Temperature reference you have selected MEAS PLANT in I100.4, I15.4,
I170.4, I180.4 or I400.4.

Under normal circumstances, the difference between the greenhouse air temperature and the plant
temperature is minor. This setting allows extreme differences between the greenhouse air
temperature and the plant temperature to be ignored.

If Max increase air temperature and Max decrease air temperature are 0 °C, control is based
on the greenhouse air temperature.

6 Max decrease air temperature
Here you can set the extent to which the greenhouse air temperature may fall below the measured
plant temperature.
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Under normal circumstances, the difference between the greenhouse air temperature and the plant
temperature is minor. This setting allows extreme differences between the greenhouse air
temperature and the plant temperature to be ignored.

This limitation is valid if for Temperature reference you have selected MEAS PLANT in I100.4, I15.4,
I170.4, I180.4 or I400.4.

If Max increase air temperature and Max decrease air temperature are 0 °C, control is based
on the greenhouse air temperature.

Limitation plant temperature

7 Max increase greenhouse humidity air RH
Here you can set the extent to which the greenhouse air humidity is allowed to rise above the
measured plant humidity.

This limitation is valid if for Humidity reference you have selected MEAS PLANT in I100.4, I15.4 or
I180.4.

Under normal circumstances, the difference between the greenhouse air humidity and the plant
humidity is minor. This setting allows extreme differences between the greenhouse air humidity
and the plant humidity to be ignored.

This humidity limitation applies to all controls that use a plant humidity measurement. Exceptions
are the following controls which react undamped and unlimited to a plant humidity that is too low:
• humidity influence on minimum water temperature I115.1 Pipe influences (page 284),
• humidity influence on minimum vent position I125.2 Weather influence (page 330).

If multiple compartments are connected to a compartment with plant humidity measurements, the
lowest selected limits apply.

If Max increase greenhouse humidity air RH and Max decrease greenhouse humidity air RH are
0%, control is based on the greenhouse air humidity.
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8 Max increase greenhouse humidity air HD
Here you can set the extent to which the greenhouse air humidity is allowed to rise above the
measured plant humidity.

This limitation is valid if for Humidity reference you have selected MEAS PLANT in I100.4, I15.4 or
I180.4.

Under normal circumstances, the difference between the greenhouse air humidity and the plant
humidity is minor. This setting allows extreme differences between the greenhouse air humidity
and the plant humidity to be ignored.

In the event of a measured plant humidity that is too low the plant humidity used for the control is
limited by this maximum increase.

If Max increase greenhouse humidity air HD is 0.0 gr/m3 and Max decrease greenhouse humidity
air HD is 0.0 gr/m3, control is based on the greenhouse air humidity.

9 Max decrease greenhouse humidity air RH
Here you can set the extent to which the greenhouse air humidity may fall below the measured plant
humidity.

This limitation is valid if for Humidity reference you have selected MEAS PLANT in I100.4, I15.4 or
I180.4.

Under normal circumstances, the difference between the greenhouse air humidity and the plant
humidity is minor. This setting allows extreme differences between the greenhouse air humidity
and the plant humidity to be ignored.

In the event of a measured plant humidity that is too high the plant humidity used for the control
is limited by this maximum decrease.

If Max increase greenhouse humidity air RH and Max decrease greenhouse humidity air RH are
0%, control is based on the greenhouse air humidity.

10 Max decrease greenhouse humidity air HD
Here you can set the extent to which the greenhouse air humidity may fall below the measured plant
humidity.

This limitation is valid if for Humidity reference you have selected MEAS PLANT in I100.4, I15.4 or
I180.4.

Under normal circumstances, the difference between the greenhouse air humidity and the plant
humidity is minor. This setting allows extreme differences between the greenhouse air humidity
and the plant humidity to be ignored.

In the event of a measured plant humidity that is too high the plant humidity used for the control
is limited by this maximum decrease.

If multiple compartments are connected to a compartment with plant humidity measurements, the
lowest selected limits apply.

If Max increase greenhouse humidity air HD is 0.0 gr/m3 and Max decrease greenhouse humidity
air HD is 0.0 gr/m3, control is based on the greenhouse air humidity.

11 Measuring box
The number of the measuring box.

12 Switch off measuring box fan
Choose whether the measuring box fan is switched off during Duration time. The measuring box fan
switches back ON after Duration time.
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13 Duration time
The duration time that the measuring box fan remains switched off manually, after Switch off measuring
box fan has been selected.

14 Irrigation active time off
The measuring box fan is switched off if the irrigation is active. After the irrigation, the measuring
box fan remains off for this duration.

If duration is set to 0, the measuring box fan remains on during irrigation.

After the measuring box fan has been switched off the measuring box fan measurements
may be anomalous:
• In the event of strong irradiation the measured temperature can rise due to the housing

being heated-up and the cessation of the airflow, while the actual temperature of the
greenhouse air decreases as a result of the irrigation.

• As a result of the cessation of the air circulation and the increase in the temperature of
the housing the humidity measurement may indicate that the air is becoming dryer,
while the actual humidity of the greenhouse air is increasing because of the irrigation.

The controls (ventilation/heating) now react differently when the fan is switched off than
previously.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

15 Translucency grh roof PAR
The calculated translucency of the greenhouse roof, taking the height of the sun into account. The
PAR controls use this value.

16 Translucency grh roof
The calculated translucency of the greenhouse roof, taking the height of the sun into account. All
controls use this value.

17 Measuring box
The number of the measuring box.

18 Remaining time
The remaining time that the measuring box fan remains manually switched off. Once the remaining
time is 0, the measuring box fan switches back on.

19 Status
Indication of the status of the measuring box fan.

The measuring box fan is ON.ON
The measuring box fan has been switched off manually.MANUAL OFF
The measuring box fan has been switched off by the crop treatment.CROP PROT OFF
The measuring box fan is switched off because of the irrigation.IRRIG OFF
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I101.1 Climate measure compartment
If the transpiration sum start is used in the irrigation control and the control software does not have
a climate controller then an estimate must be made of the climate. This estimate is required in order
to calculate the transpiration (sum). Therefore, I101.1 Climate measure compartment (page 257) is
only present in this situation.

-GROWING LIGHT-

1 Clock
Option whether or not to use the lighting.

2 Start time/end time
Period during which the lighting is active.

Start time
Time at which the lighting switches on. Refer also to Astronomic and fixed times in Setting periods
and times (page 32).

End time
Time at which the lighting switches off. Refer also to Astronomic and fixed times in Setting periods
and times (page 32).

3 Radiation
The amount of radiation the lighting emits.

-CURTAIN-

4 Clock
Option whether or not to use the curtain.

5 Start time/end time
Period during which the curtain is active.

Start time
Time at which the curtain closes. Refer also to Astronomic and fixed times in Setting periods and times
(page 32).

End time
Time at which the curtain opens. Refer also to Astronomic and fixed times in Setting periods and times
(page 32).

6 Radiation limitation
The level of radiation limitation of a curtain when it is fully closed.

-MEASURING BOX-

7 Clock
Option whether or not to use the climate details.

8 Start time/end time day
The period of time in which the day values of 9 Temp/RH/HD day (page 258) are valid.
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Start time day
Time at which the day starts and the night ends. The values of 9 Temp/RH/HD day (page 258) become
valid. Refer also to Astronomic and fixed times in Setting periods and times (page 32).

End time day
Time at which the day ends and the night starts. The values of 10 Temp/RH/HD night (page 258)
become valid. Refer also to Astronomic and fixed times in Setting periods and times (page 32).

9 Temp/RH/HD day

Temperature day
The average temperature of the day.

Relative humidity day
The average relative air humidity of the day.

Humidity deficit day
The average humidity deficit of the day.

10 Temp/RH/HD night

Temperature night
The average temperature of the night.

Relative humidity night
The average relative air humidity of the night.

Humidity deficit night
The average humidity deficit of the night.

-WATER TEMPERATURE-

11 Meas water temperature
The measured water temperature

I104 24 hour temperature strategy
The 24h temperature control ensures that, over a single interval (one 24-hour period or several
successive 24-hour periods), the average temperature is achieved over the entire interval.

1 24h temperature method
See 24h temperature control (page 59).

1 -- used radiation/reference

Applied radiation
The measured radiation that the 24h temperature control uses.

Reference
Selection of whether the 24h temperature control should use the measured PAR outside or the
measured PAR inside.
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1 -- used PAR/reference

Applied PAR
The measured PAR that the 24h temperature control uses.

Reference
Selection of whether the 24h temperature control should use the measured radiation outside or
the measured radiation inside.

2 Number of succeeding days
This setting is necessary if the 24h temperature method is MULTI DAYS is. The deviation that arises
today is spread evenly across this number of subsequent 24h periods. This deviation can then be
seen in Correcting deviation.

3 Start time 24h/leading control

Start time 24 hours

Explanation of Start time 24 hours24h temperature method
The time at which the 24h temperature control sets the calculated correction to 0.PER 24 HOURS
The time at which the 24h temperature control sets the calculated correction and
radiation sum to 0.

RADIATION SUM

The time at which the 24h temperature control sets the calculated correction and PAR
sum to 0.

PAR SUM

The time at which the 24h temperature control advances the data and deletes the data
of the oldest 24h period. Any compensated deviation from that 24h period will also be
deleted.

MULTI DAYS

The time at which the 24h temperature control sets the calculated correction to 0.HEATING TEMP
The time at which the 24h temperature control sets the calculated correction to 0.VENTILATION TEMP

Make sure that Start time 24 hours is equal to the start time of the first period in a 24h period of the
heating strategy or ventilation strategy.

Leading control 24 hour

ExplanationDeterminative control

Temperature deviations are compensated for by:HEAT
• increasing the heating temperature (active);
• reducing the heating temperature (passive).

Temperature deviations are compensated for by:VENT
• increasing the ventilation temperature (passive);
• reducing the ventilation temperature (active).

The determinative control should be the control with which you expect to control the greenhouse
temperature in the correction period.
• In winter, the heating temperature will often be the leading control for the greenhouse

temperature and will thus be the determinative control.
• In summer, the ventilation temperature is often the leading control for the greenhouse

temperature and is therefore determinative.

The strategy of the determinative control determines the type of correction by the 24h temperature
control. The correction for the other control depends on this determinative control.

By selecting the determinative control you are also selecting whether the 24h temperature control
uses the period division from the heating or ventilation control.
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4 Correction speed up factor
The control divides the compensation evenly over the remaining 24-hour period. The acceleration
factor Correction speed up factor allows you to speed up the compensation, so that the calculated
correction is increased at an earlier point in time and there is greater certainty that the 24h
temperature will be achieved. The acceleration factor is adjustable between 100% (no acceleration)
and 1000% (10x faster).

5 Diff. between vent and heat temp
The 24h temperature control corrects the desired temperature of the determinative control. If, for
instance, the heating control is determinative, the desired ventilation temperature will be kept at
least to the set difference. This ensures a smooth control response during correction.

Diff. between vent and heat temp is also used to determine a temperature curve, if the heating or
ventilation have not been enabled in a specific period. In summer, for instance, the heating is not
enabled: Relevant temperature setting = VENT. The 24h temperature control will calculate a fictitious
desired heating temperature, based on the desired ventilation temperature and Diff. between vent
and heat temp. The temperature curve for the 24h temperature control can then be derived from
the temperature curve of the fictitious desired heating temperature and the desired ventilation
temperature.

6 24h temperature
The desired 24h temperature.

6 Release influence AMR sum

Use the average multiple day radiation sum (AMR sum) for the radiation sum adjustment.YES
Use the radiation sum of the current day for the radiation sum adjustment.NO

7 24h radiation sum previous/current/24h PAR sum previous/current

Radiation sum for the previous 24-hour period/PAR sum for the previous 24-hour period
The radiation sum/PAR sum for the previous 24-hour period (from Start time 24h).

Radiation sum for the current 24-hour period/PAR sum for the current 24-hour period
The radiation sum/PAR sum for today (from Start time 24h).

7 Used AMR sum
The average multiple day radiation sum.

8 Radiation sum : 24h temperature/PAR sum : 24h temperature
The desired 24h temperatures based on the radiation sum or PAR sum.

8 Radiation sum : adjustment 24h temp
The adjustment of the 24h temperature based on the radiation sum.

9 Calculated 24h temperature vent/heat
The 24h temperature control follows the set temperature curve for the heating strategy and ventilation
strategy. Based on these settings, the 24h temperature control calculates the desired 24h temperature
for heating and ventilation.

10 Period
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11 Relevant temperature setting
This selection determines how the control calculates the average 24h temperature (required for the
temperature curve):

The average temperature is the average of the desired heating temperature and the
desired ventilation temperature.

BOTH

The average temperature is the average of:HEAT
• the desired heating temperature;
• a fictitious desired ventilation temperature (calculated using the desired heating

temperature and Diff. between vent and heat temp).

Use this setting if ventilation is not anticipated during this period, and the desired
ventilation temperature is therefore irrelevant.

The average temperature is the average of:VENT
• the desired ventilation temperature;
• a fictitious desired heating temperature (calculated using the desired ventilation

temperature and Diff. between vent and heat temp).

Use this setting if heating is not anticipated during this period, and the desired heating
temperature is therefore irrelevant.

11 Release ventilation temperature down

Allow the 24h temperature control to reduce and increase the ventilation temperature
in order to achieve the desired 24h temperature.

YES

Block the ventilation temperature from being reduced by the 24h temperature control,
e.g. to prevent moisture loss.

NO

12 Release temperature correction

The desired heating temperature and desired ventilation temperature are not adjusted
in this period.

NO

In this period, the desired heating temperature and ventilation temperature may be
corrected.
Associated settings:

YES

• The maximum correction (Maximum correction up and Maximum correction down.

Control response:
• The correction may both decrease and increase during this period.

In this period:END
• the desired heating temperature and ventilation temperature may be corrected;
• the temperature is gradually adjusted to the set temperature of the next period.

The control takes account of Time cool down and Time heat up in the final period
of the control. Adjusting the temperature gradually prevents any formation of
condensation on the plant as a result of a jump in temperature.

Associated settings:
• No maximum correction.

Control response:
• For PER 24 HOURS and RADIATION SUM: the magnitude of the correction will be

reviewed continuously in this final period, based on the current deviation; the
correction may decrease in the final period, but not increase.

• For MULTI DAYS: the deviation to be corrected is fixed at the start of the final period.
• The 24h temperature control also takes account of the set heat-up and cool-down

times in the final period.
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12 Release choice applicable

during this period the temperature correction cannot be applied.NO
• Make sure that the END in the period division corresponds to the set Start time

24h.
• Ensure that Relevant temperature setting takes the Determinative control into account.

The following combinations are not possible:
• Relevant temperature setting = VENT while Determinative control has been set

to HEAT
• Relevant temperature setting = HEAT while Determinative control has been set

to VENT

The temperature correction can be applied in this period.YES

12 Retain difference ventilation-heat
Select (if applicable) whether the calculated correction should be applied to both the heating control
and the ventilation control.

The calculated correction is applied to:NO
• For 24h temperature method = HEATING TEMP: the heating temperature is adjusted

downwards and the ventilation temperature remains unchanged
• For 24h temperature method = VENTILATION TEMP: the ventilation temperature

is adjusted upwards and the heating temperature remains unchanged.

The calculated correction is applied to the heating control and the ventilation control.
In other words, both down and up.

YES

13 Expected temperature

green dotted line: temperature curve of the 24h
temperature

red line: desired heating temperature

blue line: desired ventilation temperature

The 24h temperature control follows the set temperature curve for the heating strategy and ventilation
strategy. The desired temperature curve of the 24h temperature (green dotted line in the figure
above) can be derived from the temperature curve of the two strategies.The Expected temperature
shows this desired temperature curve.

14 Maximum correction up
The permitted increase in the desired heating temperature and the desired ventilation temperature
by the 24h temperature control.

To ensure that the control can correct sufficiently, the maximum correction is dependent on the
Determinative control:

Maximum correction upDeterminative control
Maximum correction upVENT
sum of Diff. between vent and heat temp and Maximum correction upHEAT
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15 Maximum correction down
The permitted reduction in the desired heating temperature and the desired ventilation temperature
by the 24h temperature control.

To ensure that the control can correct sufficiently, the maximum correction is dependent on the
Determinative control:

Maximum correction downDeterminative control
sum of Diff. between vent and heat temp and Maximum correction downVENT
Maximum correction downHEAT

22 Desired 24h temp previous/current

Des 24h temp prev 24h
The desired average temperature for the previous 24h period (from Start time 24h).

Des 24h temp current 24h
The desired average temperature for today (from Start time 24h).

23 Actual 24h temp previous/current

Act 24h temp prev 24h
The actual average temperature for yesterday (from Start time 24h).

Act 24h temp current 24h
The actual average temperature for today (from Start time 24h). As a result, for instance, of radiation,
this may deviate from the Expected 24h temp up to now.

24 Expected 24h temp at end/until now

Expected 24h temp at end
The expected average temperature for today.

Expected 24h temp up to now
The expected average temperature up to now.

25 Calculated correction/control action

Calculated correction
The current temperature deviation with respect to the maximum correction (Maximum correction
up and Maximum correction down).

Control action
Specifies how the temperature deviation should be compensated. At the beginning of a correction
period, the control action of the correction will be determined. During the correction period, the
required control action may reverse with a delay.
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25 Calc max correction over 24h up/down

Calculated maximum correction over 24h up
Based on the set temperature strategies, the released correction periods and the permitted maximum
correction, the 24h temperature control calculates what can be supplied in terms of the expected
maximum correction latitude for the 24h temperature to be achieved. This maximum correction
only applies if the actual temperature is going to follow exactly the corrected temperature of the
defining control. No account is taken of the radiation sum or PAR sum influence or the choice of
whether or not to reduce the ventilation temperature.

Use this estimate to assess whether it is necessary to adjust the released maximum
adjustments up and/or down

Calculated maximum correction over 24h down
See explanation Calculated maximum correction over 24h up.

26 Restart control
A restart may be desirable after, for instance, changing Start time 24 hours.

The calculated correction for today becomes 0 (when using MULTI DAYS).TODAY
The calculated total correction is set to 0.ALL DAYS
The radiation sum and PAR sum become 0.RADIATION SUM

27 Times 24h back

28 Daynumber

29 Desired 24h temperature

30 Correction needed

31 Corrected deviation

32 Correcting deviation
The 24h temperature control gives the highest priority to the oldest deviation to be corrected.

If necessary, you can adjust the Correcting deviation for a closed 24-hour period, e.g. set it to 0.

I102 Crop exchange strategy
In this section you can specify the settings per compartment that apply during the crop exchange.

The crop exchange strategy is compartment-bound. To enable the autonomous controls to participate
in the crop exchange strategy your installer can link autonomous controls to one or more
compartments. The following rules apply for the autonomous controls:
• The crop exchange strategy only applies for an autonomous control that is linked to several

compartments if the crop exchange strategy is active in all linked compartments.
• The highest setting for temperatures and vent positions in the crop exchange strategy apply for

an autonomous control that is linked to several compartments.
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The release of the ATU must be disabled in I15 for installations with an air treatment system.
If you keep the ATU switched on:
• you can switch off the alarms in this section;
• is Limitation visible in line 23 of this section?

1 Crop exchange strategy active

The default control has been activated, all alarms and heating and ventilation controls
are enabled.

NO

The default control is disabled. The crop exchange strategy temperatures and vent
positions now become valid and alarms can be disabled. In this section you can specify
the settings that apply during the crop exchange.
Heating control

YES

• Different target values and minimum and maximum water temperatures can be
set for all heating controls in the compartment.

• The values are adopted immediately, without warm-up or cool-down mechanisms.
• All influences on the heating control, such a radiation and humidity influences are

disabled.

Ventilation control
• Different target values and minimum and maximum vent positions lee and wind

side can be set for all ventilation controls in the compartment.
• The values are adopted immediately, without warm-up or cool-down mechanisms.
• All influences on the ventilation control, such as radiation and humidity influences,

are disabled.
• The vents will continue to open slightly further if it stays too hot.
• The ventilation control uses a fixed lagging.
• The ventilation control uses a fixed P band.

Pumps (see section M4)
• When there is frost, the control switches the heating systems' pumps on

(compartment and autonomous):
• the modulating pumps that are off are set to an adjustable position,
• the switching pumps that are off are set to low speed or switched on.

Measurement box fan
• The measurement box fan stays on, it can only be switched off temporarily for 24

hours in I101.

You can disable the humidity alarms:
• 153 Wet bulb wick is dry
• 156 Grh air humidity too high
• 157 Grh air humidity too low

You can disable the greenhouse air temperature alarms:
• 154 Grh air temperature too high
• 155 Grh air temperature too low

You can adjust the temperature limits for the greenhouse air temperature alarms.
The following alarms are disabled:
• 162 Temp above vent temperature
• 163 Temperature below heat temp
• 169 Plant temperature too high
• 170 Plant temperature too low

2 Alarm if crop exchange strategy active
Whether or not there is an alarm message when the crop change strategy is activated.

2 Humidity sensor alarm

The following alarms are disabled during the crop exchange:OFF
• 153 Wet bulb wick is dry
• 156 Grh air humidity too high
• 157 Grh air humidity too low

The following alarms are not disabled during the crop exchange:ON
• 153 Wet bulb wick is dry
• 156 Grh air humidity too high
• 157 Grh air humidity too low
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3 Greenhouse air alarm

The following alarms are disabled during the crop exchange:OFF
• 154 Grh air temperature too high
• 155 Grh air temperature too low

The following alarms are not disabled during the crop exchange:ON
• 154 Grh air temperature too high
• 155 Grh air temperature too low

Enter the temporary temperature limits for these alarms in Alarm greenhouse temp too
low and Alarm greenhouse temp too high.

4 Alarm greenhouse temp too low
The temporary temperature limit for alarm 155 Grh air temperature too low.

You will see this line if Greenhouse air alarm is on.

5 Alarm greenhouse temp too high
The temporary temperature limit for alarm 154 Grh air temperature too high.

You will see this line if Greenhouse air alarm is on.

6 Period
The crop exchange strategy has a DAY period and a NIGHT period. You can set the start time in Start
time.

No account is taken of warming-up and cooling-down when transitioning between these periods.

7 Activated

Period has been activated.YES
Period has not been activated.NO

8 Period
Select whether the control should use this period.

9 Start time
Time at which the DAY/NIGHT period starts. The start time dos not have an astronomic time shift.

10 Ventilation temperature
Ventilation temperature that is valid during the crop exchange period.

11 Heating temperature
Heating temperature that is valid during the crop exchange period.

12 Max water temperature
Maximum water temperature that is valid during the crop exchange period.

13 Min water temperature
Minimum water temperature that is valid during the crop exchange period.

14 Max vent lee
Maximum vent position lee side that is valid during the crop exchange period.
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15 Min vent lee
Minimum vent position lee side that is valid during the crop exchange period.

16 Max vent wind
Maximum vent position wind side that is valid during the crop exchange period.

17 Min vent wind
Minimum vent position wind side that is valid during the crop exchange period.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

18 Calc/measured ventilation temp
Calculated ventilation temperature as set during the crop exchange period.

The measured ventilation temperature is based on the average value of Used temperature (I100.4)
of the ventilation controls in the compartment.

19 Calc/measured heating temperature
Calculated heating temperature as set during the crop exchange period.

The measured heating temperature is based on the average value of Used temperature (I100.4) of
the heating controls in the compartment.

20 Calc/measured water temperature
Calculated water temperature that is the result of the set heating temperature during the crop
exchange period.

The measured water temperature is based on the average of the measured water temperature for
the heating systems (Meas water temperature in M115) in the compartment.

21 Calc/measured lee position
Calculated vent position lee that is the result of the set ventilation temperature during the crop
exchange period.

The measured vent position lee is based on the average of the measured vent position lee for the
ventilation controls (M125) in the compartment.

22 Calc/measured wind position
Calculated vent position wind that is the result of the set ventilation temperature during the crop
exchange period.

The measured vent position wind is based on the average of the measured vent position wind for
the ventilation controls (M125) in the compartment.

23 Limitation
You will see this line if the crop exchange is overruled by an air treatment system that has not been
switched off.

I103 Correction conditions
In this section, you can set the delays for the corrections.

This section contains the conditions you can use to make corrections to the strategy. For each
condition you can specify how long it has to be valid before the correction is actually implemented.
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Example

The irrigation can influence the misting. After irrigation the crop remains wet for a certain
length of time. Misting is not desirable during this period as the wet crop has to dry. Brief
irrigation (e.g. spraying) has no effect on moisture management in the greenhouse; setting
this time in Delay on allows you to prevent misting from starting during spraying.

Delay on
Waiting time between the inside condition becoming active and this being forwarded to the correction
section.

Delay off
Waiting time between the inside condition ceasing to be active and this being forwarded to the
correction section.

1 Growing light level - Status - Activated - Delay on - Delay off - Remaining time - Actual status

Status

Activate the correction to the strategy for this lighting level if lighting is desired.DESIRED
Activate the correction to the strategy for this lighting level if lighting is actually on.MEASURED

Actual status

The lighting level is not active.OFF
There is at least 1 lighting system within this compartment that is switched to lighting level
1 and Delay on has expired.

ON

-COMPARTMENT CURTAINS-

2 SELECTION - Curtain number - Desired curtain function - Min curtain pos - Min radiation - Max
radiation - Activated - Delay on - Delay off - Remaining time - Actual status

Desired curtain function
Activate the correction to the strategy for all curtain functions (default) or just for the selected curtain
function.

If no curtain function is active (during growing light emission control or external minimum
curtain position for example), the curtain closing condition becomes valid in any case if the
curtain function ALL is selected.

The correction becomes active if all the requirements put in place (Min curtain pos, Min radiation and
Max radiation) are met.

Actual status

This curtain is open.OFF
There is at least 1 curtain within this compartment with a position greater than 0% and Delay
on has expired.

ON
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-AUTONOMOUS CURTAINS-

3 SELECTION - Autonomous - Curtain number - Desired curtain function - Min curtain pos - Min
radiation - Max radiation - Activated - Delay on - Delay off - Remaining time - Actual status

Actual status

No autonomous curtain is active.OFF
There is at least 1 autonomous curtain within this compartment with a position greater than
0% and Delay on has expired.

ON

-MISTING-

4 SELECTION - Number - Activated - Delay on - Delay off - Remaining time - Actual status

Actual status

The misting strategy in this compartment is not active.OFF
The misting strategy in this compartment is active.ON

5 Crop treatment program number
The number of the crop treatment program of which the phase is used for the water temperature
condition of the energy curtain.

6 Crop treatment phase - Activity - Activated - Duration time - Remaining time - Actual status

Actual status

The phase of the linked crop treatment program is not active.OFF
The phase of the linked crop treatment program is active.ON

7 Irrigation - Activated - Delay on - Delay off - Remaining time - Actual status

Actual status

In this compartment, the irrigation is not activeOFF
Irrigation is taking place in this compartment at the moment.ON

8 Dry phase - Duration time - Remaining time - Actual status

Actual status

In this compartment, the drying phase after irrigation is not active.OFF
Irrigation has taken place In this compartment and the second drying phase is active after
Delay off.

ON
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I8 Selection RH/HD
Controlling or starting by air humidity can be based on humidity deficit (HD) or relative humidity
(RH).

After switching from the type of humidity control, it is advisable to check the following settings (if
present, and do not forget the autonomous controls that are present):

SettingsSectionControl
Measured greenhouse humidityI100 Alarm limits compartment (page 534)alarm limit
Hum : adjustment min water temperatureI115 Pipe strategy (page 281)

(if required I116 Pipe corrections (page 300))
humidity control
pipe

Range humidity start
Range humidity end

I115.2 Pipe pump control (page 290)

Humidity limit on
Dead band humidity off

I118 On/off heat strategy (page 301)humidity control
on/off heat

Humidity limit on
Dead band humidity off

I119 Pulse heat (page 308)humidity control
pulse heat

Hum : adjustment ventilationI120 Ventilation strategy (page 314)
(if required I121 Ventilation corrections (page 319))

humidity control
ventilation and
minimum vent Humidity : increase min lee

Humidity : increase min wind
I125 Vent strategy (page 320)
(if required I126 Vent corrections (page 336))

Humidity level curtain
Range humidity diff dry
Band curtain dry
Dead band humidity

I164 Humidity curtain strategy (page 380)curtain

Humidity limit
Range humidity start
Range humidity end

I165 Gap strategy (page 386)

Humidity limit
Humidity difference

I190 Air circulation strategy (page 468)air circulation

Humidity limit
Humidity difference

I190.1 Air circulation influences (page 470)

-HUMIDITY LIMIT RELATIVE HUMIDITY-
-HUMIDITY LIMIT HUMIDITY DEFICIT-
-HUMIDITY DIFFERENCE RELATIVE HUMIDITY-
-HUMIDITY DIFFERENCE HUMIDITY DEFICIT-

I190.2 Air circulation conditions (page 472)

Humidity limitI400 Start strategy (page 646)irrigation
Humidity startI400.1 Start installation (page 655)

The following controls have their own setting for HD or RH:
• air treatment control (I15.4)
• humidification control (I180.4)
• CO2 control (I170.4)
• PAR control (I20.4)

1 Elevation above sea level
Is used for the humidity calculations.

2 Type of hum.control for autonom.control

The computer controls according to the relative humidity (%).[RH]

The computer controls according to the humidity deficit (g/m3).[HD]

3 Type of hum.control start progr. irrig.

The computer controls according to the relative humidity (%).[RH]

The computer controls according to the humidity deficit (g/m3).[HD]
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-TYPE HUMIDITY CONTROL PER COMPARTMENT-

4 Cmp - HUMIDITY CONTROL

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

HUMIDITY CONTROL

The computer controls according to the relative humidity (%).[RH]

The computer controls according to the humidity deficit (g/m3).[HD]
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Heating
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I110 Heating strategy
The progress of the heating temperature over a 24 hour period is controlled by a timer and which
allows you to divide the 24 hour period into a maximum of 6 periods.

The set heating temperature can be influenced per period by radiation, radiation sum and 24h
temperature control. If required, after the transition to a new period and after a modification of the
settings, a modified target value can be set to a delayed implementation using the time cool down
and the time heat up.

This section cannot be accessed if your dealer has connected this compartment heating
control in the air treatment control. In that case, you can specify the period times and the
associated target values in I15.

1 Period
Adjustable period for the heating temperature based on time settings.

2 Activated
Indication the heating period is active.

2 Period shift no.line
Indication of the period shift program number and the line number. This shows you in which period
a period shift can take place. As soon as the period shift takes effect, the time adjustment is visible
on an extra line. Any change to the original period will only take effect after the period shift has
ended or after the undoing of the period shift (I107.1). See Period shift program (page 34).

3 Period
Choice whether the heating period is to be included in the 24 hour division.

4 Start time
Start time of the heating period. Refer to the Astronomical time shift paragraph in the Setting periods
and times (page 32) also.

If the current period is less than 5 minutes, !! SHORT PERIOD LENGTH !! appears here. This
may also occur through the use of astronomical time shift.

4 Shifted start time
The start time determined by the Period shift program (page 34). This time is valid instead of the
default Start time.

5 Heating temperature
Desired heating temperature.

You will only see this line if air treatment and heating are not connected. If air treatment
and heating are connected, do not set the desired heating temperature here, set it in section
I15 Air treatment - strategy.

6 Corrected heating temp
The heating temperature, corrected by the 24h temperature control.

7 Start time end period heating
At this time, the 24h temperature control final correction begins and the 24h temperature control
gradually adjusts the heating temperature to the set temperature for the first period in the next
24-hour period. Between this delayed start time and the set start time, the corrected heating
temperature is maintained.
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8 Difference on-off heat
Difference between the calculated heating temperature for the pipes and the heating temperature
for the on/off heating system and/or the pulsing heating. Refer to the On/off heat system paragraph
in Heating (page 50).

9 Radiation : heating adjustment
Radiation levels with the corresponding adjustments for the radiation dependent increase and/or
decrease of the heating temperature.

The value for the 'adjustment heating temperature' (Y column) of the fourth line in the setup
table determines the heating temperature above the 'radiation' (X column) of the fourth line
in the setup table.

10 Radiation sum : heating adjustment
Radiation sum levels with the corresponding adjustments for the radiation sum dependent increase
and/or decrease of the heating temperature.

The radiation sum of today is reset at the time the sun rises. If 4 Release influence AMR sum
(page 276) (I110.1/I9110.1 Heating influences (page 276)) is set to NO, then the calculated
radiation sum adjustment for sunrise is also cancelled at that particular time.

The value for the 'adjustment heating temperature' (Y column) of the fourth line in the setup
table determines the heating temperature above the 'radiation sum' (X column) of the fourth
line in the setup table.

11 Extra influence 1 : adjustment heating
You can use the setup table to specify the size of the desired heating temperature adjustment by
means of an Extra influence. In Priva Office Direct, you can use to open the setting table for
this. In the setting table window, you can specify for various values of the Extra influence the extent
to which the heating temperature should be increased or decreased.

In Priva Office Direct, you can see which Extra influence has been set in the window of the
setting table.

In Priva Office Direct you can select which measured or calculated value has an influence on the
heating temperature.

12 Extra influence 2 : adjustment heating
The influences are added to the original setpoint. The sum of all influences (radiation, radiation sum,
extra influences 1 and 2) is limited by the set maximum increase and decrease (I110.1).

13 Time cool down
Desired delay per °C for the decrease in the set heating temperature:
• after a period transition,
• after a change in settings,
• as a result of a radiation sum adjustment,
• as a result of an extra influence,
• as a result of the 24h temperature control.

There is no delay if the cool down time has been set to 0:00 hours:min/°C.
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14 Time heat up
Desired delay per °C for the increase in the set heating temperature:
• after a period transition,
• after a change in settings,
• as a result of a radiation sum adjustment,
• as a result of an extra influence,
• as a result of the influence of the 24h temperature control.

There is no delay if the heat up time has been set to 0:00 hours:min/°C.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

15 Calc heating temperature
Calculated heating temperature after influence(s).

In M110 Overview heating (page 841) the influences that are currently active are displayed.

16 Heating correction active

No correction is active. The strategy settings are valid.NONE
A correction period is active. It is possible that the heating strategy is being adjusted
by the settings in I111 Heating corrections (page 278).

CORRECTION 1-
CORRECTION 6

A correction period from the early evening/early morning strategy is active. It is possible
that the heating strategy is being adjusted by the settings in I111 Heating corrections
(page 278).

SPEC

The crop exchange strategy (I102) has been activated and is correcting the heating
temperature.

CROP EXCHANGE

17 24 hours heating temperature
The calculated average heating temperature over the 24 hour period. Per period the calculation
takes into account the start time, period duration, the specified heating temperature, the cool down
time and the heat up time.
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I110.1/I9110.1 Heating influences
The heating influences apply to both I110 Heating strategy (page 273) and to I111 Heating corrections
(page 278).

This section cannot be accessed if your dealer has connected this compartment heating
control in the air treatment control. In that case, you can specify the heating influences in
I15.

1 Time rad adjustm increase
Desired delay in the case of a radiation dependent increase of the heating temperature.

Default setting: 0:15 hours:min/°C

2 Time rad adjustm decrease
Desired delay in the case of a radiation dependent decrease of the heating temperature.

3 Infl hum meas defective
With or without humidity dependent influences of the minimum pipe temperature and the on/off
heating systems if the humidity measurement is defective.

If the humidity measurement is defective the 'control by humidity' still continues.YES
If the humidity measurement is defective, the 'control by humidity' is stopped.NO

Default setting: NO

4 Release influence AMR sum

Use the average multiple day radiation sum (AMR sum) for the radiation sum adjustment.YES
Use the radiation sum of the current day for the radiation sum adjustment.NO

5 Apply setpoint immediately

Changes in the heating temperature, radiation adjustment and the radiation sum adjustment
in the active period (Heating temperature and Radiation : heating adjustment in I110) are applied
immediately.
The desired delays are ignored once.
Then Apply setpoint immediately is automatically set to NO.

YES

Changes in the heating temperature and the radiation sum adjustment in the active period
(Heating temperature and Radiation : heating adjustment in I110) are applied in accordance
with the desired delays.

NO

-LIMITATION INFLUENCES HEATING TEMP-

6 Maximum increase heating temperature
Maximum permissible increase in the target value temperature as a result of simultaneously occurring
influences.

7 Maximum decrease heating temperature
Maximum permissible decrease in the target value temperature as a result of simultaneously
occurring influences.

-DIFFERENCE SETPOINTS ALARM LIMITS-
The settings below only apply for autonomous controls (I9110.1).
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8 Alarm and [message] limits
These limits only apply for autonomous controls (I9110.1).

9 Measured below heating temperature
Temperature difference below the calculated heating temperature below which alarm 163 Temperature
below heat temp is triggered.

10 External blocking
You can block alarms being triggered by temperature difference using target values, for example if
a correction is activated in the compartment.
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I111 Heating corrections

This section cannot be accessed if your dealer has connected this compartment heating
control in the air treatment control. In that case, heating corrections are only possible via
I16.

You can use corrections to easily deviate from the strategy in the event of different circumstances.
The settings correspond to the settings in I110 Heating strategy (page 273).

The settings which differ are shown below. The general explanation: Corrections (page 47).

11 Adj heating temperature
Desired temperature difference in relation to the heating temperature as valid at this moment in
I110 Heating strategy (page 273) during the correction period.

It is not advisable to use both Heating temperature and Adj heating temperature.

In M110 Overview heating (page 841) you can find which influences are active at the current
time.
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I112 Heating control
The speed with which the heating control is readjusted can be influenced by a correction capacity
and by allowing a temperature deviation when opening and closing the curtain or switching the
growing light on and off.

1 HEATING CONTROL
Number of the heating control.

2 Adjustment % corr capacity
Percentage of adjustment of the necessary greenhouse capacity.

When starting a new cultivation (not a lot of crop in the compartment), it can be necessary to change
the response of the heating control a little. A positive percentage causes a strong readjustment and
a negative percentage causes an less strong readjustment.

3 Temperature deviation curtain close
Permitted temperature deviation for the heating when the curtain is being closed.

The heating capacity is reduced a number of minutes before closing the black out curtain and/or
energy curtain (see I161.1 Black out curtain step control (page 346) or I162.1 Energy curtain step
control (page 357)). This is to prevent it becoming too hot under the curtain. Until the curtain is
completely closed, the heating control will not respond if the measured temperature including the
deviation as specified here, becomes at most lower than the calculated heating temperature.

Default setting: 1 °C

4 Temperature deviation curtain open
Permitted temperature deviation for the heating when the curtain is being opened.

The heating capacity is increased a number of minutes before opening the black out curtain and/or
energy curtain (see I161.1 Black out curtain step control (page 346) or I162.1 Energy curtain step
control (page 357)). This is to prevent a sudden cooling down during and directly after opening. Until
the curtain is completely open, the heating control will not respond if the measured temperature
including the deviation as specified here, becomes at most higher than the calculated heating
temperature.

Default setting: 1 °C

In I120.1/I9120.1 Ventilation influences (page 317) you can specify if you want the ventilation
temperature to be increased when the curtain is opened.

5 Temperature deviation lighting on
Permitted temperature deviation for the heating for switching on the growing light.

Some minutes before switching on the growing light the heating is readjusted (see Waiting time
heating growing light on (page 451) in I206 Growing light systems (page 451)). This is to prevent it
becoming too hot immediately after it is switched on. Until the lighting is on, the heating control will
not respond if the measured temperature including the deviation as specified here, becomes at
most lower than the calculated heating temperature.

Default setting: 1 °C

6 Temperature deviation lighting off
Permitted temperature deviation for the heating for switching off the growing light.

Some minutes before switching off the growing light the heating is readjusted (see Waiting time
heating growing light off (page 451) in I206 Growing light systems (page 451)). This is to prevent it
becoming too cold immediately after it is switched off. Until the lighting is off, the heating control
will not respond if the measured temperature including the deviation as specified here, becomes at
most higher than the calculated heating temperature.
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Default setting: 1 °C
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I115 Pipe strategy
The heating pipes are controlled by the heating temperature that is to be reached. The basis for this
heating temperature is the set 24-hour cycle divided across a maximum of 6 periods.

The calculated pipe temperature may vary between the maximum and the minimum pipe
temperature, which is adjustable per maximum of 6 periods (again).

The specified maximum pipe temperature limit can be influenced by radiation. The specified minimum
pipe temperature limit can be influenced by radiation, humidity, a surplus of heat in a heat source
and by forced emptying of a buffer. Here you can choose which radiation to use, the measured
radiation outside or inside or the calculated radiation inside.

If required, a changed limit value can be implemented with delay in a new period through the time
cool down and time heat up.

There is also the option to keep to a fixed pipe temperature continuously.

1 Period
Adjustable period for the pipes based on time settings.

2 Activated
Indication the pipe period is active.

2 Period shift no.line
Indication of the period shift program number and the line number. This shows you in which period
a period shift can take place. As soon as the period shift takes effect, the time adjustment is visible
on an extra line. Any change to the original period will only take effect after the period shift has
ended or after the undoing of the period shift (I107.1). See Period shift program (page 34).

3 Period
Choice whether the pipe period is to be included in the 24 hour division.

4 Start time
Start time of the pipe period. Refer to the Astronomical time shift paragraph in the Setting periods
and times (page 32) also.

4 Shifted start time
The start time determined by the Period shift program (page 34). This time is valid instead of the
default Start time.

5 Max water temperature
Maximum limit of the pipe temperature.

6 Min water temperature
Minimum limit of the pipe temperature.

If no Min water temperature and no Absolute min water temperature have been set, the
adjustment is added from 0°C. In that case, a large influence is required before the heating
is activated by the minimum water temperature.

7 Rad : adjustment max water temperature
Radiation levels with the corresponding adjustments for the radiation dependent increase and/or
decrease of the maximum pipe temperature.
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8 Rad : adjustment min water temperature
Radiation levels with the corresponding adjustments for the radiation dependent increase and/or
decrease of the minimum pipe temperature.

9 Hum : adjustment min water temperature
Humidity levels with the corresponding adjustments for the humidity dependent increase and/or
decrease of the minimum pipe temperature.

Take into account that you need to set the humidity dependent adjustment of the minimum
pipe with the setting of the method of humidity influence calculation, see I115.1 Pipe
influences (page 284), 4 Humidity infl. on water temperature (page 284). The options are
greenhouse air, top, plant, measured plant, top/plant and all.

10 Dev. temp : adjustment min water temp
Adjustment of the minimum pipe temperature to prevent unnecessary opening of the vents when
deploying a minimum pipe temperature.

You can set a minimum water temperature to drain moisture for example. As a result of this, the
measured temperature may rise above the ventilation temperature. This means that the vents will
open. The temperature will fall and the vents will close again causing the temperature to rise again
and so on. This causes a great deal of erratic behaviour and, more importantly, energy loss. By
completing the setup table you can prevent the measured temperature rising too high above
ventilation temperature. You can enter:

• Temperature deviation, this is the measured temperature minus the calculated ventilation
temperature.

• Adjustment for the minimum water temperature.

11 Extra infl. : adjustment max water temp
You can use the setting table to specify the size of the desired Max water temperature adjustment by
means of an Extra influence. In Priva Office Direct, you can use to open the setting table for
this. In the setting table window, you can specify the extent to which Max water temperature should
be increased or decreased for various values of the Extra influence.

In Priva Office Direct, you can see which Extra influence has been set in the window of the
setting table.

In Priva Office Direct you can select which measured or calculated value has an influence on Max
water temperature.

12 Extra infl. : adjustment min water temp
You can use the setup table to specify the size of the desired Min water temperature adjustment.

See above line for a further explanation.

13 Lagging
Desired temperature difference between the collaborating heating networks in relation to the heating
network of which the lagging is set to zero or the heating network with the smallest lagging.

If the total capacity demand can not be realised by the desired lagging, it can happen that the capacity
distribution shifts at the expense of the desired mutual temperature differences.

If an autonomous heating network is present (adjustable from I9115 Autonomous heating/Pipe) and
if this heating network is linked to the heating network of the compartment (dealer settings), then
there is the option to have the autonomous heating network lagged to the heating network in the
compartment.
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14 Delayed cool down/heat up
Whether or not delayed cool down and/or heat up with a period transition or change to the settings
of the water temperature limitation according to the times set in I115.1 Pipe influences (page 284).

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

15 Calc water temperature min/max
Calculated pipe temperatures.

Calculated pipe minimum
Calculated minimum pipe temperature after influence.

Calculated pipe maximum
Calculated maximum pipe temperature after influences.

In M115 Overview pipes (page 844) the influences that are currently active are displayed.

16 Water temperature corr active

No correction is active. The strategy settings are valid.NONE
A correction period is active. It is possible that the water temperature strategy is being
adjusted by the settings in I116 Pipe corrections (page 300).

CORRECTION 1-
CORRECTION 6

The crop exchange strategy (I102) is active and is correcting the water temperature.CROP EXCHANGE

17 Used vent.temp decrement min water temp
The calculated ventilation temperature that is used by Dev. temp : adjustment min water temp to
calculate the Influence dev. temperature (M115).
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I115.1 Pipe influences
The water temperature influences apply to both I115 Pipe strategy (page 281) and I116 Pipe corrections
(page 300).

1 Time cool down/heat up

Time cool down of minimum and maximum
Desired delay in time per 10°C change, with a decrease of the set minimum and maximum water
temperature limitation after a period transition or a change in the settings.

Time heat up of minimum and maximum
Desired delay in time per 10°C change, with an increase of the set minimum and maximum water
temperature limitation after a period transition or a change in the settings.

If a delay is not desired, the delay can be disabled per period in I115 Pipe strategy (page 281). In all
periods there is no delay if the time is set to 0:00 hours:min/10°C.

2 WATER TEMPERATURE CONTROL
Number of the heating circuit.

3 Absolute min water temperature
Absolute minimum pipe temperature. The calculated minimum pipe temperature can never be lower
than the set absolute minimum as a result of settings and adjustments (under the influence of
radiation, humidity, heat surplus and emptying of buffer).

If no Min water temperature and no Absolute min water temperature have been set, the
adjustment is added from 0°C. In that case, a large influence is required before the heating
is activated by the minimum water temperature.

4 Humidity infl. on water temperature
Selection how the humidity influence must be calculated:

The humidity control controls according to the measured air humidity of the greenhouse
air.

AIR

The humidity control controls according to the measured microclimate around the top
of the plant.

TOP

The humidity control controls according to the measured microclimate around the
plant.

PLANT

The humidity control controls according to the measured plant temperature and the
air humidity around the plant that is calculated from this. If the plant temperature is
not measured, then the humidity control controls by PLANT (the calculated microclimate
around the plant).

MEAS PLANT

The humidity control controls according to the measured microclimate around the top
of the plant or the calculated microclimate around the plant, depending on where the
humidity problems are the greatest.
Note! The -INFLUENCE CONTROLLING ON PLANT TEMP- in category (I9101)/I101
Compartment settings (page 253) do not apply here.

TOP/PLANT

The humidity control controls according to the situation in which the humidity problems
are the greatest. This can be the measured greenhouse air, the calculated microclimate
around the top of the plant or the calculated microclimate around the plant.

ALL

5 Influence water temperature on top
Set value of the influence of the water temperature on the top temperature.

Default setting: -.. ..+, when the water temperature influences the top.
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You can also set this influence for autonomous water temperatures in I9115.1
Aut.heating/Water temperature control. The contribution of autonomous water temperatures
to the top and/or plant temperature is included in those compartments to which the
autonomous water temperature for heat contribution and/or lag is connected. You must
link the autonomous heating control to one or more compartment measuring boxes in
I9100.4 Autonomous general/Greenhouse air alloc.

6 Surplus : incr min water temperature
Levels of heat surplus with corresponding increases of the minimum pipe temperature.

• The heat surplus percentage that are allocated to the heating systems to discharge are
displayed in M300.1 Overview HT heat management - HT sources (page 916).

• By starting the column of the heat surplus percentage with a different value for certain
water temperatures, the pipes can start up consecutively to discharge the heat.

• By specifying a different value from '0' in the first line of the column of the water
temperatures, in the event of a heat surplus the water temperature can be increased
considerably all at once. This can avoid a situation whereby the heat discharge starts
up too slowly.

If the calculated minimum pipe temperature is higher than the measured greenhouse temperature
(at the moment that the heat surplus percentage is greater than 0%), the set (maximum) increase
is added to the calculated pipe temperature (refer to figure Water temperature higher than the
greenhouse temperature (page 286)). If, however, the calculated minimum pipe temperature is lower
than the measured greenhouse temperature, then the set (maximum) increase is added to the
measured greenhouse temperature (refer to figure Water temperature lower than the greenhouse
temperature (page 286)). Consequently the minimum pipe temperature for surplus heat is always
higher than the measured greenhouse temperature. This means that if desired heat can always be
discharged through the pipes.

7 Incr min water temp when emptying
Option whether the minimum water temperature is allowed to be (mandatory) increased when
emptying the heat buffer.

Increasing the minimum water temperature is only done when the actual fill percentage is higher
than the desired fill percentage (then there is too much heat in the buffer according to the set empty
line).

In I300.2 HT heat management - buffer emptying (page 563) you can specify per period of
the set fill/empty strategy in I300 HT heat management - strategy (page 552) by how many
°C the minimum water temperature is allowed to be increased. Also you can specify there
per period a maximum increase.

If the calculated minimum water temperature is higher than the measured greenhouse temperature
(at the moment of increase minimum water temperature when emptying), the calculated increase
is added to the calculated water temperature (see figure Water temperature higher than the
greenhouse temperature (page 286)).
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Water temperature higher than the greenhouse temperature

However, if the calculated minimum water temperature is lower than the measured greenhouse
temperature, then the calculated increase is added to the measured greenhouse temperature (refer
to figure Water temperature lower than the greenhouse temperature (page 286)). The minimum
water temperature when emptying is then always higher than the measured greenhouse temperature.

Water temperature lower than the greenhouse temperature

The minimum water temperature can be increased by radiation, humidity, emptying the
buffer and for heat surplus. This may result in a minimum water temperature that is too
high. This is why you can set what the maximum increase of the set minimum pipe
temperature is allowed to be in 8 Max incr min water temperature (page 286) (refer to figure
Water temperature higher than the greenhouse temperature (page 286) also).

8 Max incr min water temperature
Maximum permissible increase of the set minimum water temperature through radiation, humidity,
heat surplus and/or emptying of buffer.
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9 Fixed water temperature
Fixed pipe temperature that is adhered to when 10 Release fixed water temperature (page 287) is
set to YES.

10 Release fixed water temperature
Option whether or not to use a fixed water temperature.

When Release fixed water temperature is set to YES, the set 9 Fixed water temperature (page
287) will be aimed for.

11 Temp deviation incr max water temp
The deviation of the temperature, whereby the maximum pipe temperature is increased with the
12 Incr max water temperature (page 287) to prevent a further decrease of the temperature. The
increase is eliminated if the measured temperature is the same as the calculated heating temperature.

12 Incr max water temperature
The increase of the maximum pipe temperature if the measured (greenhouse) temperature becomes
too low.

13 Release off-take limitation

The heating circuit may limit the heat off-take if:YES
• the boiler temperature becomes too low (boiler off-take limit).
• the heat buffers are unable to supply the temperature required (buffer off-take limit).
• the lop layer of one of the buffers becomes too cold (nitrogen protection off-take limit).

The heating circuit must not limit the heat off-take.NO

14 Influence off-take limitation%
Degree to which the heating network can limit the heat off-take. If you enter 100% the percentage
in Off-take limitation% will be used.

Set this to a low value for compartments where it is important that the desired greenhouse
air temperature is always achieved.

If it is important that one or more compartments always stay hot there must be other
compartments in the greenhouse where this does not apply.

15 Apply off-take on max water temp
This selection allows you to choose in which compartments the heating control has an influence on
the maximum water temperature.

The heating control may limit the maximum water temperature if the heat buffer cannot
deliver the desired temperature. If the reduction is large enough, the calculated water
temperature will eventually be adjusted downwards as well.

YES

The heating control may not limit the maximum water temperature and the control may
lower the calculated water temperature directly.

NO

16 Apply setpoint immediately

Changes in the limitations Max water temperature and Min water temperature (I115) are applied
immediately. The desired delays Time cool down/heat up are ignored once. Then Apply setpoint
immediately is automatically set to NO.

YES

Changes in the limitations Max water temperature and Min water temperature (I115) are
implemented with the desired delays Time cool down/heat up.

NO
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17 Minimum water temp during air treatment

A minimum water temperature can also be set if the heating control has not been released
by the air treatment control or if the heating control has been used for supplemental heating.

YES

If the heating control is linked to an air treatment control a minimum water temperature can
only be set if the heating control has been fully released by the air treatment control.

NO

18 Enable mixing valve monitoring

The mixing valve monitoring activates alarm 202 Mixing valve defective as soon as the measured
mixing valve temperature deviates too much from the desired mixing valve temperature.

YES

The mixing valve monitoring is stopped and alarm 202 Mixing valve defective disappears from
the overview of alarms. If there is a defective mixing valve, you can use this to temporarily
switch off the monitoring.

NO

19 Start time alarm mixing valve defect
To prevent alarm 202 Mixing valve defective being activated at night, you can specify from what time
the mixing valve monitoring may trigger an alarm.

20 End time alarm mixing valve defect
To prevent alarm 202 Mixing valve defective being activated at night, you can specify until what time
the mixing valve monitoring may trigger an alarm

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

21 WATER TEMPERATURE CONTROL
Number of the heating circuit.

22 Actual heat storage percentage
The actual filling percentage of the heat management that delivers heat to the heating system.

23 Off-take limitation%
Degree to which the heating network can automatically limit the heat off-take. If sufficient heat is
available the percentage is 0. The percentage becomes higher if the heating network limits the heat
off-take. There are three types of off-take limit that influence the off-take limit%:
• boiler off-take limit: the measured temperature of the boiler is too low; this off-take limit is

implemented on the basis of the measured boiler temperature and the values of Boiler
temperature minimum and Condensation temperature (I310);

• buffer off-take limit: the heat buffer is filled less than the percentage in Usable fill% start off-take
limitation (I300.1);

• nitrogen protection off-take limit: the top layer of one of the buffers becomes too cold; see line
Min buffer temp nitrogen protection (I320).

This percentage does not yet include the influence of the settings in Release off-take limitation and
Influence off-take limitation%. These settings can be used to ensure that the limitation of the heat
off-take is not applied partly or in full.

24 Forced off-take limit%
The degree to which there is a forced limit on the heat off-take, based on the boiler safety device.
This starts to operate if the temperature in the boiler falls below the set Condensation temperature
(I310).

• This line is only populated if the value YES has been entered in Release boiler protection
(I300.1).

• Release off-take limitation and Influence off-take limitation% exert no influence on the
forced off-take limit%.
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25 Calc off-take limit%
The degree to which the heating system actually limits the heat off-take. This value is the value of
Off-take limitation%, which incorporates the influence of Influence off-take limitation%, OR the value
of Forced off-take limit%, depending on which value is the greater.

Examples

Example 2Example 1Line
7550Influence off-take limit%
40 (effective off-take limit%: 75% of
40 = 30)

40 (effective off-take limit%: 50% of
40 = 20)

Off-take limit%

2025Forced off-take limit%
3025Calc. off-take limit%
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I115.2 Pipe pump control
Energy can be saved with a good pump drive. The amount of energy savings depends greatly on the
heating installation and the type of pump.

1 WATER TEMPERATURE CONTROL
Number of the heating circuit.

2 Pump always on
Have pump run always or determined by the control software.

3 Temperature diff pump on
Number of degrees above the measured greenhouse temperature above which the calculated water
temperature must be before the pump switches ON.

Default setting: 5.0 °C

4 Temperature diff pump off
Number of degrees above the measured greenhouse temperature below which the calculated water
temperature must be before the pump switches OFF.

Default setting: 3.0 ℃

5 Temperature diff pump HS
Number of degrees above the measured greenhouse temperature above which the calculated water
temperature must be before the pump switches to High Speed.

6 Temperature diff pump dead band
Number of degrees below the measured greenhouse temperature plus the High Speed temperature
difference below which the calculated water temperature must be before the pump switches back
to Low Speed.

At dealer level a switch off delay is adjustable if it remains between switching back from
High Speed to Low Speed and from Low Speed to Off.

22.0 °CMeasured greenhouse temperature:
5.0 °CTemp diff pump on :
3.0 °CTemp diff pump off :
25.0 °CTemp diff pump HS :
5.0 °CTemp diff pump dead band :

When the calculated water temperature becomes higher than 22.0 + 5.0 = 27 °C the pump
is set to ON. If the calculated water temperature becomes higher than 22.0 + 25.0 = 47 °C
the pump switches to High Speed. Below 22.0 + 25.0 - 5.0 = 42 °C the pump reverts to Low
Speed and with a calculated water temperature below 22.0 + 3.0 = 25 °C the pump switches
off.

7 Temperature diff. : pump cap.
Temperature differences between the measured greenhouse temperature and the calculated water
temperature with the accompanying pump capacity.
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The aim is a good climate with as little temperature difference as possible in the greenhouse.

8 Min pump capacity
The minimum pump capacity that has to be achieved if the pump is switched on based on capacity
demand.

9 Max pump capacity
The maximum allowed pump capacity

The maximum pump capacity can be limited by using the settings from I115.3 Pipe return
control (page 294) to keep the return temperature as low as possible.

10 Crop exchange pump capacity frost
The desired pump capacity for the modulating pump during crop exchange (I102) when frost
conditions prevail. During crop exchange the pump is switched on without heating when frost
conditions prevail.

This setting must be higher than the minimum pump capacity. If a lower pump capacity is
selected, the minimum pump capacity is used.

11 Max vent influence
Maximum vent dependent decrease of the pump capacity. This influence is a percentage of the "set"
pump capacity.

With a lower pump capacity the horizontal temperature temperature differences may increase.
These differences can be decreased by ventilation, so the pump capacity can be lowered. This will
save (electrical) energy.

12 Range vent start
Start of the vent range, whereby the lowering of the pump capacity starts.

13 Range vent end
End of the vent range, whereby the lowering of the pump capacity is equal to the maximum vent
influence.

14 Release humidity influence
Option whether the pump capacity is allowed to be increased under the influence of the measured
humidity.

15 Range humidity start
Start of the humidity range, whereby the increase of the pump capacity starts.

16 Range humidity end
End of the humidity range, whereby the unlimited pump capacity is 100%. The set maximum pump
capacity may limit pump capacity.
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• The vent influence is relative to the set pump capacity.
• For the vent influence the highest measured ventilation position of the lee and wind

side is taken. If multiple ventilation controls have been allocated then the smallest vent
position of all connected vent controls is taken. A faulty vent position measurement is
not included in the influence.

• The humidity influence varies from the set pump capacity with the vent decrease up to
100% pump capacity.

• The limitations of the pump capacity are activated after the calculations of the vent
influence and the humidity influence. Consequently the vent and humidity influences
are calculated on the basis of the unlimited pump capacity.

• Any closed curtains are not taken into account.
• There is no direct connection with the circulation greenhouse air program.

Influence of the measured ventilation position and the measured humidity on the pump capacity.

17 (Pump characteristic features)
Readable characteristic features for the pump capacity. The 6 points are the values from the setup
table and the minimum and maximum water temperatures. The values are limited by the minimum
and maximum water temperatures and the pump capacity that the pump produces when it is
running.

18 Temperature difference
The temperature difference between the water temperature and the measured greenhouse
temperature at the set values.

19 Pump capacity
The calculated pump capacity at the temperature differences.

20 Delta T°
The expected temperature difference between the supply and the return temperature of the pipe
on the basis of the calculated pump capacity for the various characteristic features.

It can happen that the delta temperature at a higher pump capacity becomes lower. This is a so-called
current flow of the heating water in the pipe whereby the cooling down is less than with a lower
water temperature and current flow.
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Example: Temperature difference pump capacity

17 °CThe measured greenhouse temperature is
35 °CThe set minimum water temperature is
85 °CThe set maximum water temperature is
10%The ventilation influence is
25%The minimum pump capacity is
100%The maximum pump capacity is

The temperature difference table is configured as follows:

Temperature diff. : pump cap.
YX

20
60
85
95

20
40
50
60

1:
2:
3:
4:

The pump characteristic then looks like this:

6543210
686050402018Temperature difference
1008677542525Pump capacity
10.310.59.710.69.98.8Delta T°

There follows an explanation of the 17 (Pump characteristic features) (page 292):

Temperature difference (water temperature - greenhouse temperature):
set min water temp - grh temp = 35 - 17 = 18 °C1
see table2 to 5
set max water temp - greenhouse temperature = 95 - 17 = 68 °C6

Pump capacity:
min pump cap.1 to 2
see table - ventilation influence = (e.g.) 60 - (10 % x 60) = 60 - 6 = 54 %3 to 5
max pump cap.6

Delta T°:
calculation depends on the system.
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I115.3 Pipe return control
The return control of a water temperature with a modulating pump is supposed to keep the return
temperature as low as possible. When the return temperature is low the cooling of a condenser has
a higher efficiency. Different sources such as HPs also need a low return temperature in order to
be cooled sufficiently.

The water temperature return control has consequences for the climate, the heating capacity,
the supply temperature, the electricity consumption and for stability of the control.

1 -WATER TEMPERATURE CONTROL-
Heating network sequence number.

2 Maximum return temperature
The return temperature that must not be exceeded in order to be able to use the return water for
cooling the HP or heat exchanger for example.

3 Margin max ret temp pump on minimum cap
If the measured return temperature exceeds the maximum return temperature by more than the
margin specified here, the pump is force controlled to the minimum pump capacity.

Do not set this margin too low. If this margin is set too low the return control does not have
sufficient control latitude and an unwanted switching pump control occurs.

4 Margin max temp mixing valve closed
If the measured return temperature exceeds the maximum return temperature by more than the
margin specified here the mixing valve is forced closed.

• Do not set this margin too low. If this margin is set too low the return control does not
have sufficient control latitude and an unwanted switching control occurs.

• Give this margin a different value than the margin in Margin max ret temp pump on
minimum cap. This prevents measures to remain below the maximum return temperature
being taken twice. Set this margin lower than Margin max ret temp pump on minimum
cap if the return temperature absolutely must not rise above the set maximum. In other
cases this margin can be set higher. In that case the mixing valve only closes if the forced
controlling of the pump to the minimum capacity has no effect.

5 Increase max ret.temp low greenh.temp
When there is a lengthy shortage of heat capacity in the greenhouse the maximum return temperature
is increased temporarily. To prevent instability of the control this increase takes place in accordance
with a range.

This is an emergency measure. If the temporary increase of the maximum return temperature
occurs regularly, please contact your dealer.

6 -WATER TEMPERATURE CONTROL CALCULATION-
Sequence number of the water temperature control

7 Desired heat capacity
The heat capacity that has to be realised by the heating network.

8 Calculated temp diff pump on-off
Calculated difference between the supply temperature and the desired greenhouse temperature,
that is required to be able to deliver the desired heat capacity.
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9 Calculated max temp difference
Calculated maximum difference between the supply water temperature and the return water
temperature. The dealer has specified the size of this temperature difference for various pump
capacities. The higher this temperature difference is set the higher the horizontal temperature
differences that may occur in the growing area.

10 -WATER TEMPERATURE CONTROL DESIRED-
Sequence number of the water temperature control

11 Calculated smoothed supply temperature
Calculated dampened supply temperature, based on a damping that has been set at dealer level.
Using this damping it is possible, for example, to temporarily have the pump run faster when there
is an increase in the capacity to start the flow of water in the main.

12 Calc expected farthest temperature
Calculated expected furthest point temperature that is achieved at a stable capacity demand after
half of the circulation time for the heating network has elapsed.

13 Calculated expected return temperature
Calculated expected return temperature that is achieved at a stable capacity demand after all of the
circulation time for the heating network has elapsed

14 Limited pump flow
Calculated pump flow after limitation by the set minimum and maximum pump capacity (Min pump
capacity and Max pump capacity in I115.2). The value Physical pump capacity (dealer setting) is
considered to be 100%.

15 Desired pump capacity
Pump position that is calculated on the basis of Limited pump flow and the value Physical pump
capacity (dealer setting).

16 -WATER TEMPERATURE CONTROL MEASURED-

17 Measured supply temperature
Measured supply temperature of the heating network.

18 Measured farthest point temperature
Measured water temperature at the furthest point in the heating network, i.e. at the point that is
the greatest distance from the manifold.

19 Measured return temperature
Measured heating network return temperature.

20 Deviation sum return temperature
Deviation sum per minute between the measured return temperature and the maximum return
temperature.

21 Actual pump capacity
The pump capacity currently being realized.
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22 -WATER TEMPERATURE CONTROL INFLUENCES-

23 Influence smoothing calc supply temp
Difference between the dampened (Limited pump flow) and the non-dampened (not shown) desired
supply temperature. If this value is not equal to 0.0 this difference influences the calculated pump
flow. If a positive value is shown here, there was an adjustment to the desired heat capacity a short
time ago. As a result of this damping a higher pump capacity will eventually be calculated to start
the flow of heating water.

24 Influence greenhouse too cold
The extent to which the heating control lacks capacity, and the greenhouse is too cold. This is possibly
the result of the maximum return temperature being set too low and/or the calculated pump position
being too low. (This influence has no consequences for the demanded heat capacity.)

If this value is greater than 0% this can increase the maximum temperature, refer to 25 Infl.greenh.
too cold on max ret (page 296). If the furthest point measurement is defective or is not available, this
value can correct the pump position.

If your dealer has not released an I action (extent to which the growing area is regarded as
too cold) the return control cannot detect whether or not the greenhouse becomes too cold.

25 Infl.greenh. too cold on max ret
If the values in Increase max ret.temp low greenh.temp and Influence greenhouse too cold are both
greater than 0, the increase in the maximum return temperature is shown here. This increase is
proportional to Influence greenhouse too cold. If the value in Influence greenhouse too cold is equal to
100%, this increase is the maximum.

26 Influence Off-take limitation
If the heat buffer is too empty or if a boiler is too cold, an off-take limit can apply for the heating
network, as a result of which less heat is allowed to be taken off. The lower this percentage, the less
heat will be taken off by this heating network, so that the heat can be shared with other heating
networks.

27 -WATER TEMPERATURE CONTROL STATUS-

28 State return temperature control

Your dealer has not allocated a return temperature measurement or the return
temperature measurement is defective.

NOT AVAILABLE

The heating control is off because there is no heat demand.OFF
The pump position of the heating control is controlled based on the desired heat
demand.

CONTROL

There has been a correction of the control based on the difference between the
measured and expected furthest point measurement. For the duration of the heating
system run time, a delay is observed to allow the influence of this correction to take
effect.

WAIT CORR.INFLU

The pump runs at minimum capacity because the measured return temperature has
temporarily exceeded Maximum return temperature + Margin max ret temp pump on
minimum cap.

PUMP MIN CAP

The mixing valve has been closed because the measured return temperature has
temporarily exceeded Maximum return temperature + Margin max temp mixing valve
closed.

MIXING VALVE CLOSED
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29 Limitation return temp control

There is no limitation for the return control.NONE
The heating control can not decrease further due to the set Minimum water temperature
(I115 Pipe strategy (page 281)) and the set heat release from the pipe.

MIN CAPACITY

The heating control can not increase further due to the set Maximum water temperature
(I115 Pipe strategy (page 281)) and the set heat release from the pipe.

MAX CAPACITY

The pump operates at the minimum position because the return temperature was
temporarily too high or because the dealer has not set the physical pump capacity.

MIN PUMPFLOW

The measured furthest point temperature or the measured return temperature has
always been higher than the expected temperature. The control cannot correct it further.
It is possible that the dealer has not set the water temperature properties correctly or
calibration has not been carried out correctly.

LOWER CORR. LIMIT

The measured furthest point temperature or the measured return temperature has
always been lower than the expected temperature, the control cannot correct it further.
It is possible that the dealer has not set the water temperature properties correctly or
calibration has not been carried out correctly.

UPPER CORR. LIMIT

The control is unable to keep the measured return temperature sufficiently low. As an
emergency measure the pump runs at minimum position and/or the mixing valve is
closed.

RET.TEMP TOO HIGH

30 Calculated duration next step
Remaining time following adjustment of the flow correction factor. The circulation time corresponding
to the calculated pump flow applies immediately after adjustment of the flow correction.

31 Duration time heat supply within margin
The return control can only implement corrective actions if the heat demand from the growing area
has not changed too much during the heating network circulation time. This line shows the time
that the desired heat capacity has not deviated more than a dealer-set maximum deviation.

32 Calculated correction percentage
Percentage by which the calculated pump capacity has been corrected as a result of a measured
deviation from the expected furthest point temperature or return temperature.

If this value is positive, then the set pump position was too low and it has been increased; if this
value is negative, then the set pump position was too high and it has been decreased.
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I115.4 Heating LT surplus
You can use the condenser control to cool the condenser on the boilers and CHPs by transferring
the heat from these heat sources and using it for heating the greenhouse, store it in a buffer, or
eliminate it by means of a heating pipes or an emergency cooler. Transfer of this LT heat surplus
via the heating systems occurs in a number of steps. In order to make this possible you can record
the necessary settings per heating system (maximum three) and per period in this section.

1 Period
Number of the period.

2 Activated

Period has been activated.YES
Period has not been activated.NO

3 Start time
The time at which the period starts or started; see Start time in I115 Pipe strategy (page 281).

4 Release LT-heat surplus

Transfer of the LT heat surplus via the heating system is permitted.YES
Transfer of the LT heat surplus via the heating system is not permitted.NO

5 Incr heating temp start LT-heat surplus
Increase in the calculated heating temperature (see Calc heating temperature in M110 Overview
heating (page 841)) below which transfer of the LT heat surplus starts (see Greenhouse temperature
start LT-heat surplus in I115.4).

6 Incr heating temp stop LT-heat surplus
Increase in the calculated heating temperature (see Calc heating temperature in M110 Overview
heating (page 841)) above which transfer of the LT heat surplus stops (see Greenhouse temperature
stop LT-heat surplus in I115.4).

7 Meas grh temp:calc water LT-heat surpl
The table is used to link the measured greenhouse temperature to the calculated water temperature
during transfer of LT heat surplus.

Complete this table such that a lower water temperature is calculated with a higher measured
greenhouse temperature. This prevents the repeated stopping and starting of transfer of
the LT heat surplus.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

8 Grh temp start/stop LT-heat surplus

Greenhouse temperature start LT-heat surplus
Calculated greenhouse temperature below which transfer of the LT heat surplus starts.

Greenhouse temperature stop LT-heat surplus
Calculated greenhouse temperature above which transfer of the LT heat surplus stops.
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9 Calc water temp at LT-heat surplus
Calculated water temperature during transfer of the LT heat surplus. The mixing valve closes fully
if this temperature is 0 ˚C.

10 LT-heat surplus active

The LT heat surplus is transferred via the heating system.YES
-NO

11 Limitation LT-heat surplus

-NONE
Transfer of the LT heat surplus is not permitted (NO has been selected in Release LT-heat
surplus).

RELEASE

Transfer of the LT heat surplus is not permitted because the measured greenhouse
temperature is higher than the greenhouse temperature above which transfer of the LT heat
stops (see Greenhouse temperature stop LT-heat surplus in I115.4).

HIGH GRHTEMP

Transfer of the LT heat surplus cannot take place via the heating network as the heating
network is demanding heat.

HEAT DEMAND

Transfer of the LT heat surplus cannot take place via the heating network as one or more
other heating networks that are linked to the same ring line network are demanding heat.

H.DEM EXT H.DEMAND

Transfer of the LT heat surplus cannot take place because an HT heat surplus is already being
transferred.

HEAT SURP

Transfer of the LT heat surplus cannot take place via the heating network because another
heating network that is linked to the same ring line network is currently transferring an HT
heat surplus.

HT.SURP.EXT H.DEM

Transfer of the LT heat surplus via the heating network is taking place to a limited degree.
The calculated water temperature during transfer of the LT heat surplus (see Calc water temp
at LT-heat surplus) is limited by the maximum water temperature (see Max water temperature
in I115 Pipe strategy (page 281)), or by the interface between the measured greenhouse
temperature and the calculated water temperature (see Meas grh temp:calc water LT-heat
surpl).

MAX WATER TEMP
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I116 Pipe corrections
You can use corrections to easily deviate from the strategy in the event of different circumstances.
The settings correspond to the settings in I115 Pipe strategy (page 281).

The settings which differ are shown below. The general explanation: Corrections (page 47).

10 Switch off delay
Delay for disabling the correction if the conditions for the correction are no longer valid.

11 Adj max water temperature
Desired temperature difference in relation to the maximum hot water temperature valid at this
moment in I115 Pipe strategy (page 281) during the correction period.

13 Adj min water temperature
Desired temperature difference in relation to the minimum hot water temperature valid at this
moment in I115 Pipe strategy (page 281) during the correction period.

It is not advisable to use Max water temperature together with Adj max water temperature or
Min water temperature together with Adj min water temperature.
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I118 On/off heat strategy
We can switch on an on/off heat system on the basis of the heat demand, humidity an CO2 demand.
For the temperature control (heat demand) and the humidity control we can divide a 24 hour period
into a maximum of 6 periods. Per period we can release the temperature and/or humidity control.
For the CO2 supply we can release the on/off heat system in I118.1 On/off heat influences (page 303).

1 Period
Adjustable period for the on/off heat systems based on time settings.

2 Activated
Indication that the period of the on/off heat system is active.

3 Period
Option whether the period of the on/off heat system is or is not included in the 24 hour division.

4 Start time
Start time of the on/off heating period. Refer to the Astronomical time shift paragraph in the Setting
periods and times (page 32) also.

5 Release for temperature
Yes or no release of the on/off heat system to switch ON for the heat demand.

6 Dead band temperature on
Dead band for switching on the on/off heat system.

Dead band temperature on works in relation to Calc heat temperature on-off heating (M110).

Dead band temperature on must usually be set positive.

7 Dead band temperature off
Dead band for switching off the on/off heat system.

Dead band temperature off works in relation to Calc heat temperature on-off heating (M110).

Dead band temperature off must usually be set negative.

On/off heat system switching on and off
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19.0 °CCalc heating temperature (I110)
-2.0 °CDifference on-off heat (I110)
0.2 °CDead band temperature on

-0.1 °CDead band temperature off

This allows the Calc heat temperature on-off heating (M110) to reach 17.0°C (see figure above).

If the difference between Calc heat temperature on-off heating and the measured greenhouse
temperature is greater than 0.2 °C (Dead band temperature on), the on/off heat system
switches on, after the set Switching delay on. (e.g. 17.0 °C - 16.7 °C (greenhouse temperature)
= 0.3 °C)

If the difference between the 'target temperature' and the measured greenhouse temperature
is greater than -0.1 °C (Dead band temperature off) (e.g. 17.0 °C - 17.2 °C (greenhouse
temperature) = -0.2 °C), the on/off heat system switches off, after the set Switching delay off.

8 Release humidity influence
Yes or no humidity control by the on/off heat system.

9 Humidity limit on
Humidity limit above which (RH) or below which (HD) the on/off heat system is switched ON as a
result of a too high humidity.

The on/off heat system is switched OFF again after the measured humidity falls below the humidity
limit on minus dead band humidity off (RH) or rises above the humidity limit on plus dead band
humidity off.

10 Dead band humidity off
Dead band below (RH) or above (HD) the humidity level on for switching off the on/off heat system.

11 Temperature limit
Greenhouse temperature above which the on/off heating system switches off or is not allowed to
switch on.

The temperature limit set here can be modified radiation dependent through the settings in I118.1
On/off heat influences (page 303). To switch it on again a fixed dead band of 0.5 °C is used.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

12 On-off heat system
Number of the On/off heat system.

13 Temperature on-off heat on
Calculated greenhouse temperature below which the on/off heat system is switched ON (also refer
to figure On/off heat system switching on and off (page 301)).

14 Temperature on-off heat off
Calculated greenhouse temperature above which the on/off heat system is switched OFF.

15 Status on-off heat
Indication of the status of the on/of heat system.
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I118.1 On/off heat influences
The on/off heating system can be released for the CO2 supply. If the on/off heating system is used
for the heat demand or humidity control, damage due to a too high CO2 concentration must be
prevented. Also erratic switching behaviour must be prevented.

1 On-off heat system
Number of the On/off heat system.

2 Switching delay on
Time that the on/off heating system still remains switched off after the specified dead band
temperature has passed on.

3 Switching delay off
Time that the on/off heating system still remains switched on after the specified dead band
temperature has passed off.

4 CO₂ limit
CO2 level above which the on/off heating system switches off or is not allowed to switch on because
of the humidity control and/or a heat demand.

5 Radiation adjustment
Maximum radiation-dependent adjustment of Temperature limit (I118).

6 Range radiation start
Start of the radiation range, where the adjustment of the Temperature limit begins.

7 Range radiation end
End of the radiation range, where the adjustment of the Temperature limit is equal to the set Radiation
adjustment.

8 Release for CO₂
Yes or no release of the on/off heating system to switch ON for CO2 demand.

9 Minimum time on and off
Minimum time that the on/off heating system remains switched on or off.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

10 On-off heat system
Number of the On/off heat system.

11 Radiation influence
Calculated radiation-dependent adjustment of the temperature limit.

12 Active for temperature
Indication of whether the on/off heating system is activated because of temperature (heat demand).

13 Active for CO₂
Indication of whether the on/off heating system is activated because of CO2 demand.
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14 Active for humidity
Indication of whether the on/off heating system is activated because of a too high humidity or a too
low humidity deficit.

15 Limitation on-off heat
Indication of a possible limitation of the on/off heating system.

The on/off heating system can switch on.NONE
The on/off heating system is not allowed to switch on because the greenhouse
temperature is higher than the calculated temperature limit.

TEMP

The on/off heating system is not allowed to switch on because the measured CO2
concentration is higher than the specified CO2 limit.

CO₂

The on/off heating system is not allowed to switch on because both the greenhouse
temperature and the CO2 concentration is too high.

CO₂+TEMP

The on/off heating system is not allowed to switch on because an external condition
for switching on is not valid. This external condition is adjustable at dealer level.

EXTERNAL

The on/off heating system is not allowed to switch on because the crop treatment is
active.

CROP TREATM.

The on/off heating system is not allowed to switch on because there is insufficient gas
available for the on/off heating group that the on/off heating system is allocated to.

MAX GAS

The on/off heat system is not allowed to switch off, because it is in the 9 Minimum time
on and off (page 303).

MIN TIME ON

The on/off heat system is not allowed to switch on, because it is in the 9 Minimum time
on and off (page 303).

MIN TIME OFF

16 Status on-off heat
Indication of the status of the on/of heat system.

17 Remaining min time on
The on/off heat system is not allowed to switch off, because it is in the 9 Minimum time on and off
(page 303).

18 Remaining min time off
The on/off heat system is not allowed to switch on, because it is in the 9 Minimum time on and off
(page 303).
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I11 On/off heating group settings
On/off heat systems consume gas, in the same way as a boiler or CHP installation does. All use of
gas is by gas consumers. The gas consumption of all gas consumers together is limited in order to
stay below the maximum gas consumption that may well be agreed by contract. Frequently a large
number of on/off heat systems is present, which are used to heat the greenhouse or to dose the
CO2. If each on/off heat system is controlled separately, there is the option to determine per on/off
heat system whether it should remain off or should switch off in order to stay within the maximum
gas consumption limits. In practice not each on/off heat system is controlled separately. In fact, often
just one control signal is used to switch many of these on/off heat systems. It is therefore not desirable
to see each on/off heat system as a separate gas consumer. Also it would be too costly and complex
to drive each separate on/off heat system.

It is far more practical to divide the on/off heat systems into groups. The on/off heat systems can
be driven per group and included in the distribution of the available gas. This division is flexible, to
the extent that one compartment may be given a higher priority than another compartment. Also
multiple on/off heat systems in one compartment can be divided into several groups, so that there
can be gradual steps of switching.

An example of dividing the on/off heat systems of 2 compartments into 3 on/off heating groups

The priority in the gas distribution to the on/off heating groups can be changed, depending on your
preference or the necessity to switch on either for CO2 or temperature. As the measured temperature
or CO2 concentration becomes lower than the calculated value, the priorities will become higher.
For the gas distribution the on/off heating group is then given a lower sequence number for the gas
allocation and consequently will switch on sooner.
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-PRIORITY GAS ALLOCATION-

1 Release gas alloc. rotation seq.
Option whether the sequence of the on/off heating groups rotates for gas allocation. If within the
on/off heating group there is no on/off heat system which is switched on or off during the minimum
time, then the on/off heating group can rotate. The priority for gas allocation is calculated per on/off
heating group, the highest percentage is given the lowest sequence number for the gas distribution
and so will be the first to switch on. After the rotation there is a minimum waiting time before the
rotation starts again.

Rotating on/off heat groups is only possible if the sequence numbers have also been entered
in I304.2. If the same sequence numbers exist there (for example 0), then no rotation takes
place.

2 Minimum priority
The minimum priority for the gas allocation to the on/off heating group.

3 Temperature dependent priority
Option whether the priority for the gas allocation depends on the temperature deviation. The
temperature deviation is the largest temperature deviation of the linked on/off heat systems between
the measured greenhouse temperature and the 15 Calc heat temperature on-off heating (page 842)
(M110 Overview heating (page 841)).

4 Temperature deviation max priority
The temperature deviation, whereby the priority for the gas allocation to the on/off heating group
is maximal.

If the deviation maximum priority is set the same for all on/off heating groups, make sure
it is not set too low. This would mean that all groups would soon have maximum priority
(100%), so the priority allocation would no longer work.

5 CO₂ dependent priority
Option whether the priority for the gas allocation depends on the deviation of the CO2 dosage.

6 CO₂ deviation max priority
The deviation of the measured CO2 dosage, whereby the priority for the gas allocation to the on/off
heating group is maximal.

If the deviation maximum priority is set the same for all on/off heating groups, make sure
it is not set too low. This would mean that all groups would soon have maximum priority
(100%), so the priority allocation would no longer work.

-PRIORITY GAS ALLOCATION ON BOILER(S)-

7 Priority on boiler(s)
Option when the on/off heating group is given priority to the greenhouse and reserve demand of
the central sources (boilers and CHPs) during gas allocation.

The on/off heating group is never given priority to the greenhouse and reserve demand
of the boiler(s) because of 10 Forced priority (page 307).

NEVER

The on/off heating group is always given priority to the greenhouse and reserve demand
of the boiler(s).

ALWAYS

The on/off heating group is given priority to the greenhouse and reserve demand of
the boiler(s) if the greenhouse temperature remains too far behind the calculated
heating temperature.

MEASUREMENT
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8 Temp deviation forced priority on/off

Temperature deviation forced priority on
The temperature deviation above which the demand to the on/off heating group becomes a forced
demand and consequently the on/off heating group is given priority to the greenhouse and reserve
demand of the boiler(s). The temperature deviation is the largest temperature deviation of the linked
on/off heat systems between the measured greenhouse temperature and the 15 Calc heat
temperature on-off heating (page 842) (M110 Overview heating (page 841)).

Temperature deviation forced priority off
The temperature deviation below which the demand to the on/off heating group is no longer a forced
demand and consequently the boiler(s) is/are given priority to the on/off heating group. The
temperature deviation is the largest temperature deviation of the linked on/off heat systems between
the measured greenhouse temperature and the 15 Calc heat temperature on-off heating (page 842)
(M110 Overview heating (page 841)).

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

9 Calc priority
The calculated priority for the gas allocation, determined by the highest of the 2 Minimum priority
(page 306), the priority determined by the 4 Temperature deviation max priority (page 306) and the
priority determined by the 6 CO₂ deviation max priority (page 306).

10 Forced priority
This indicates whether there is a forced priority to the greenhouse and reserve demand of the
boiler(s), depending on the 7 Priority on boiler(s) (page 306) option and the 8 Temp deviation forced
priority on/off (page 307).

11 Remaining min time on
The time that an on/off heat system in the on/off heating group is still in the minimum time on.
During this time the allocated gas cannot be removed.

12 Remaining min time off
The time that an on/off heat system in the on/off heating group is still in the minimum time off.
During this time no gas will be allocated.
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I119 Pulse heat
A pulsing heating system (for example steam heating) can be switched on according to the heat
demand and/or humidity. For the temperature control (heat demand) and the humidity control we
can divide a 24 hour period into a maximum of 6 periods. Per period we can release the temperature
and/or humidity control.

The pulsing heating is set to heat through pulses, whereby the interval between the pulses is
adjustable and the length of the pulses can be either set as fixed or calculated using the difference
between the measured and the desired temperature.

1 Period
Adjustable period for the pulse heat systems based on time settings.

2 Activated
Indication that the period of the pulse heat system is active.

3 Period
Option whether the period of the pulse heat system is or is not included in the 24 hour division.

4 Start time
Start time of the pulse heating period. Refer to the Astronomical time shift paragraph in the Setting
periods and times (page 32) also.

5 Release for temperature
Yes or no release of the pulse heat system to switch ON for the heat demand.

6 Dead band temperature on
Dead band for switching on the pulse heat system.

Dead band temperature on works in relation to Calc heat temperature on-off heating (M110).

Dead band temperature on must usually be set positive.

7 Dead band temperature off
Dead band for switching off the pulse heat system.

Dead band temperature off works in relation to Calc heat temperature on-off heating (M110).

Dead band temperature off must usually be set negative.

On/off pulse heat switching on and off
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19.0 °CCalc heating temperature (I110)
-2.0 °CDifference on-off heat (I110)
0.2 °CDead band temperature on

-0.1 °CDead band temperature off

This allows the Calc heat temperature on-off heating (M110) to reach 17.0°C (see figure above).

If the difference between the 'target temperature' and the measured greenhouse temperature
is greater than 0.2 °C (dead band on) (for example 17.0 °C - 16.7 °C (greenhouse temperature)
= 0.3 °C) then the on/off heat system switches on (after the set delay switch difference) and
if the difference between the 'target temperature' and the measured greenhouse temperature
is greater than -0.1 °C (dead band off) (for example 17.0 °C - 17.2 °C (greenhouse temperature)
= -0.2 °C) then the on/off heat system switches off (also after the set delay switch difference).

8 Release humidity influence
Yes or no humidity control by the pulse heat system.

9 Humidity limit on
Humidity level above which (RH) or below which (HD) the pulse heat system is switched ON as a
result of a too high humidity.

The pulse heat system is switched OFF again after the measured humidity falls below the humidity
limit on minus dead band humidity off (RH) or rises above the humidity limit on plus dead band
humidity off.

10 Dead band humidity off
Dead band below (RH) or above (HD) the humidity level for switching off the pulse heat system.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

11 Pulse heat system
Number of the pulse heat system.

12 Temperature pulse heat on
Calculated greenhouse temperature below which the pulse heat system is switched ON

13 Temperature pulse heat off
Calculated greenhouse temperature above which the pulse heat system is switched OFF.

14 Status pulse heat
Status indication of the pulse heat.
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I119.1 Pulse heat influences
The switch delay and the pulse and cycle length are important for a correct control with a pulse
heating system. To prevent erratic switching and to be able to meet the heat demand, the settings
for the installation must be adjusted to meet the requirements.

1 Pulse heat system
Number of the pulse heat system.

2 Switching delay on
Time that the pulse heating still remains switched off after the specified dead band temperature
has passed on.

3 Switching delay off
Time that the pulse heating still remains switched on after the specified dead band temperature
has passed off.

4 Cycle time pulse
The cycle time for heating with pulses.

If the Cycle time pulse is on 0:00 min'sec, then the pulse heat is blocked.

5 Fixed rest time
Fixed idle time or no fixed idle time.

The length of the heating pulse is fixed and is determined as follows: heating pulse =
Cycle time pulse - Fixed rest time .

YES

The length of the heating pulse is variable and is determined according to the figure
Calculation of the drive pulse for heating (page 311).

NO

6 Rest time
Fixed rest time between two pulses.

If the Rest time value is set to 0'00 min'sec and the Fixed rest time setting is set to YES, then
the heating is continuously ON and not pulsing.

7 Max pulse
Maximum length of the heating pulse (see also figure Calculation of the drive pulse for heating (page
311)).

8 Min pulse
Minimum length of the heating pulse (see also figure Calculation of the drive pulse for heating (page
311)).

If the Min pulse and Max pulse are on 0:00 min'sec, and Fixed rest time is set to NO, then the
pulse heating is blocked.
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Calculation of the drive pulse for heating

The calculated pulse width is used as follows to drive the pulsing:

Pulsing drive of the heating

If the pulsing drive causes too much erratic behaviour, or if the measured difference becomes too
great, then the program offers the opportunity to transfer to continuous drive. This can be done in
two ways:

• If Fixed rest time = NO, then for a continuous drive the Min pulse and Max pulse settings must be
set to the same value as the Cycle time pulse .

• If Fixed rest time = YES, then for a continuous drive the Rest time setting must be set to 0'00
min'sec.

An active pulse heating only switches off with a measured greenhouse temperature that is higher
than the heating temperature switching heating minus the value dead band off.

9 Temperature diff max pulse
Temperature difference between the calculated heating temperature switching heating and the
measured greenhouse temperature above which the length of the heating pulse is maximum (see
also figure Calculation of the drive pulse for heating (page 311)).

Attention: to ensure the correct operation the Temperature diff max pulse value must be
entered as greater than the Temperature diff min pulse value.
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10 Temperature diff min pulse
Temperature difference between the calculated heating temperature for the switching heating and
the measured greenhouse temperature below which the length of the heating pulse is minimum
(see also figure Calculation of the drive pulse for heating (page 311)).

11 Humidity range start
Start of the humidity range, whereby the humidity-dependent lengthening of the calculated pulse
length starts.

12 Humidity range end
End of the humidity range, whereby the humidity-dependent lengthening of the calculated pulse
length is equal to the maximum pulse lengthening.

13 Max pulse extension
Maximum humidity-dependent lengthening of the calculated pulse length which is calculated
modulating between the start and end of the humidity range.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

14 Pulse heat system
Number of the pulse heat system.

15 Pulse width
Length of the heating pulse which is sent each cycle time.

The calculation of the pulse width (pulse length) is displayed in figure Pulsing drive of the heating
(page 311).

16 Limitation pulse heat
Indication of the limitation that is active on the pulse heating system.

There is no limitation active for the pulse heating.NONE
The pulse heating is not allowed to switch on because an external condition for switching
on is not valid. This external condition is adjustable at dealer level.

EXTERNAL

The pulse heating is being blocked because the crop treatment is active.CROP TREATM.

17 Active for temperature
Indication of whether the pulse heating is activated because of temperature (heat demand).

18 Active for humidity
Indication of whether the pulse heating is activated because of a too high humidity or a too low
humidity deficit.

19 Status pulse heat
Indication of the status of the pulsing heating.
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Ventilation
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I120 Ventilation strategy
The progress of the ventilation temperature over a 24-hour period is controlled by a timer which
allows you to divide the 24-hour period into a maximum of 6 periods. The set ventilation temperature
can be influenced per period by radiation, radiation sum, humidity and 24h temperature control.
Here you can choose which radiation to use, the measured radiation outside or inside or the calculated
radiation inside. If desired, a changed desired value can be implemented with a delay in a new period
by means of the time cool down and time heat up settings.

The ventilation control takes account of a change in the weather conditions and the effect
this is expected to have on the temperature. This prevents the temperature shooting-up
(too high) and you can, for example, control the vents open before the outside becomes
warmer than a specific temperature. The result is a regular temperature curve and a steady
vent control.

1 Period
Adjustable period for the ventilation temperature based on time settings.

2 Activated
Indication that the ventilation period is active.

2 Period shift no.line
Indication of the period shift program number and the line number. This shows you in which period
a period shift can take place. As soon as the period shift takes effect, the time adjustment is visible
on an extra line. Any change to the original period will only take effect after the period shift has
ended or after the undoing of the period shift (I107.1). See Period shift program (page 34).

3 Period
Choice whether the ventilation period is to be included in the 24-hour division.

4 Start time
Start time of the ventilation period. Refer also to Astronomic and fixed times in Setting periods and
times (page 32).

If the current period is less than 5 minutes, !! SHORT PERIOD LENGTH !! appears here. This
may also occur through the use of astronomical time shift.

4 Shifted start time
The start time determined by the Period shift program (page 34). This time is valid instead of the
default Start time.

5 Ventilation temperature
Desired ventilation temperature.

6 Corrected vent temp
The ventilation temperature, corrected by the 24h temperature control.

7 Start time end period ventilation
At this time, the 24h temperature control final correction begins and the 24h temperature control
gradually adjusts the ventilation temperature to the set temperature for the first period in the next
24-hour period. Between this delayed start time and the set start time, the corrected ventilation
temperature is maintained.

8 Difference side ventilation
The desired temperature difference for the side ventilation in relation to the ventilation temperature.
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9 Rad : adjustment ventilation
Radiation levels with corresponding adjustments for the radiation dependent increase and/or
decrease of the ventilation temperature.

The value for the 'adjustment ventilation temperature' (Y column) of the fourth line in the
setup table determines the ventilation temperature above the 'radiation' (X column) of the
fourth line in the setup table.

10 Radiation sum : adjustment ventilation
Radiation sum levels with corresponding adjustments for the radiation sum dependent increase
and/or decrease in the ventilation temperature.

The radiation sum for today is reset at the time the sun rises. If Release influence AMR sum
(I120.1/I9120.1 Ventilation influences (page 317)) is set to NO then the calculated radiation
sum adjustment for sunrise is also cancelled at that particular time.

The value for the 'adjustment ventilation temperature' (Y column) of the fourth line in the
setup table determines the ventilation temperature above the 'radiation sum' (X column)
of the fourth line in the setup table.

11 Hum : adjustment ventilation
Humidity levels with corresponding adjustments for the humidity dependent increase and/or decrease
of the ventilation temperature. The humidity influence is adjustable per ventilation control.

12 Extra influence 1 : adjustment ventilation
You can use the setup table to specify the size of the desired ventilation temperature adjustment
by means of an Extra influence. In Priva Office Direct, you can use to open the setting table for
this. In the setting table window, you can specify for various values of the Extra influence the extent
to which the ventilation temperature should be increased or decreased.

In Priva Office Direct, you can see which Extra influence has been set in the window of the
setting table.

In Priva Office Direct you can select which measured or calculated value has an influence on the
ventilation temperature.

13 Extra influence 2 : adjustment heating
The influences are added to the original setpoint. The sum of all influences (radiation, radiation sum,
humidity, extra influences 1 and 2) is limited by the set maximum increase and decrease (I120.1).

14 Time cool down
Desired delay per °C for the decrease in the set ventilation temperature:
• after a period transition,
• after a change in settings,
• as a result of a radiation sum adjustment,
• as a result of Difference side ventilation (if Difference side ventilation has been set and another

value becomes active as a result of a transition period),
• as a result of an extra influence,
• as a result of the 24h temperature control.

There is no delay if the cool down time has been set to 0:00 hours:min/°C.
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15 Time heat up
Desired delay per °C for the increase in the set ventilation temperature:
• after a period transition,
• after a change in settings,
• as a result of a radiation sum adjustment,
• as a result of Difference side ventilation (if Difference side ventilation has been set and another

value becomes active as a result of a transition period),
• as a result of an extra influence,
• as a result of the influence of the 24h temperature control.

There is no delay if the heat up time has been set to 0:00 hours:min/°C.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

16 Calc ventilation temperature
The calculated ventilation temperature after influencing.

In M120 Overview ventilation (page 849) you can find which influences are active at this
current time.

17 Ventilation corr. active

No correction is active. The strategy settings are valid.NONE
A correction period is active. It is possible that the ventilation strategy is being adjusted
by the settings in I121 Ventilation corrections (page 319).

CORRECTION 1-
CORRECTION 6

A correction period from the early evening/early morning is active. It is possible that
the ventilation strategy is being adjusted by the settings in I121 Ventilation corrections
(page 319).

SPEC

The crop exchange strategy (I102) is active and is correcting the ventilation temperature.CROP EXCHANGE

18 24-hours ventilation temperature
The calculated average ventilation temperature over the 24-hour period. Per period the calculation
takes into account the start time, period duration, the specified ventilation temperature, the cool
down time and the heat up time.

19 Storm condition
Indication as to which storm limit the vents of this ventilation control are linked. As soon as the storm
limit mentioned here becomes active, the vents are controlled by the control into the set storm
positions.

20 Frost condition
Indication as to which frost limit the vents of this ventilation control are linked. As soon as the frost
limit mentioned here becomes active, the vents are controlled shut completely.
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I120.1/I9120.1 Ventilation influences
The ventilation influences apply to both I120 Ventilation strategy (page 314) and to I121 Ventilation
corrections (page 319).

1 Time rad adjustm increase
Desired delay in the case of a radiation dependent increase of the ventilation temperature.

2 Time rad adjustm decrease
Desired delay in the case of a radiation dependent decrease of the ventilation temperature.

Default setting: 0:15 hours:min/°C

3 Infl hum meas defective
With or without humidity dependent influences of the ventilation temperature and the minimum
vent position (lee and wind) if the humidity measurement is defective.

If a failure has occurred when measuring the humidity, the 'control by humidity' is
applied as normal.

YES

If the humidity measurement is defective, the 'control by humidity' is stopped.NO

Default setting: NO

4 Incr ventilation temp curtain open
Temporary increase of the ventilation temperature when the curtain is being controlled open.

By temporarily increasing the ventilation temperature it can be prevented that the additional energy
(to prevent a sudden cooling down) is purged. This increase applies from the moment the heating
is increased until the moment the curtain is completely open.

Default setting: 1 °C

5 Release influence AMR sum

Use the average multiple day radiation sum (AMR sum) for the radiation sum adjustment.YES
Use the radiation sum of the current day for the radiation sum adjustment.NO

6 Apply setpoint immediately

Changes in the ventilation temperature and the radiation sum adjustment in the active period
(Ventilation temperature and Rad : adjustment ventilation in I120) are applied immediately.
The desired delays are ignored once.
Then Apply setpoint immediately is automatically set to NO.

YES

Changes in the ventilation temperature and the radiation sum adjustment in the active period
(Ventilation temperature and Rad : adjustment ventilation in I120) are applied in accordance
with the desired delays.

NO

-LIMITATION INFLUENCES VENTILATION TEMP-

7 Maximum increase ventilation temp
Maximum permissible increase in the target value temperature as a result of simultaneously occurring
influences:
• Rad : adjustment ventilation;
• Radiation sum : adjustment ventilation;
• Extra influence 1 : adjustment ventilation.
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The influence Hum : adjustment ventilation is an influence per ventilation control, this influence
falls outside the limitation Maximum increase ventilation temp.

This setting prevents if from becoming too hot.

8 Maximum decrease ventilation temp
Maximum permissible decrease in the target value temperature as a result of simultaneously
occurring influences:
• Rad : adjustment ventilation;
• Radiation sum : adjustment ventilation;
• Extra influence 1 : adjustment ventilation.

The influence Hum : adjustment ventilation is an influence per ventilation control, this influence
falls outside the limitation Maximum decrease ventilation temp.

This settings prevents if from becoming too cold.

-DIFFERENCE SETPOINTS ALARM LIMITS-
The settings below only apply for autonomous controls (I9120.1).

9 Alarm and [message] limits
These limits only apply for autonomous controls (I9120.1).

10 Measured above ventilation temperature
Temperature difference above the calculated ventilation temperature above which alarm 162 Temp
above vent temperature is triggered.

11 External blocking
You can block alarms being triggered by temperature difference using target values, for example if
a correction is activated in the compartment.
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I121 Ventilation corrections
You can use corrections to easily deviate from the strategy in the event of different circumstances.
The settings correspond to the settings in I120 Ventilation strategy (page 314).

The settings which differ are shown below. The general explanation: Corrections (page 47).

12 Adj ventilation temperature
Desired temperature difference in relation to the ventilation temperature valid at this moment in
I120 Ventilation strategy (page 314) during the correction period.

It is not advisable to use Ventilation temperature together with Adj ventilation temperature.

13 Difference side ventilation
The desired temperature difference for the side ventilation in relation to the ventilation temperature
during the correction period.
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I125 Vent strategy
The vents are driven on the basis of a ventilation temperature to be reached. The basis for this
ventilation temperature is the set 24-hour cycle of I120 Ventilation strategy (page 314) divided across
a maximum of 6 periods.

The calculated vent position for the lee side and the wind side may vary between the maximum and
the minimum vent position, which is adjustable per maximum of 6 periods (again).

1 Period
Adjustable period for the vent settings based on time settings.

2 Activated
Indication the vent period is active.

2 Period shift no.line
Indication of the period shift program number and the line number. This shows you in which period
a period shift can take place. As soon as the period shift takes effect, the time adjustment is visible
on an extra line. Any change to the original period will only take effect after the period shift has
ended or after the undoing of the period shift (I107.1). See Period shift program (page 34).

3 Period
Option whether the vent period is to be included in the 24 hour division.

4 Start time
Start time of the vent period.

4 Shifted start time
The start time determined by the Period shift program (page 34). This time is valid instead of the
default Start time.

5 Max vent lee
Maximum limitation of the vent position on the lee side.

The calculated maximum vent position can vary from the maximum vent position specified here
through limits such as rain, wind speed and humidity.

6 Min vent lee
Minimum limitation of the vent position on the lee side.

The calculated minimum vent position is composed of a set minimum vent position and a
humidity-dependent minimum vent. The minimum vent position can be decreased due to weather
conditions.

7 Max vent wind
Maximum limitation of the vent position on the wind side.

The calculated maximum vent position can vary from the maximum vent position specified here
through limits such as rain, wind speed and humidity.

8 Min vent wind
Minimum limitation of the vent position on the wind side.
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9 P band lee
The P band is a temperature range from the calculated ventilation temperature, within which the
vents move from closed (0%) to open (100%). The smaller the P band, the faster the vents react to
a change in the measured greenhouse temperature. See also Ventilation (page 63).

This setting is valid if:
• the wind direction is away from the vent.

When P band has been set at 0.0 °C, the applicable P band is 0.5 °C.

The calculated ventilation temperature for the lee side can be seen in M120 Overview
ventilation (page 849).

Control of the vents can also be set to be dependent on the weather.
• The following applies when outside temperatures are low (to 8 °C for example): Max P band lee.
• The following applies when outside temperatures are high (from 16 °C for example): Min P band

lee.
• An intermediate P band is calculated for temperatures in between.

9 Max P band lee
The P band is a temperature range from the calculated ventilation temperature, within which the
vents move from closed (0 %) to open (100 %).

This setting is valid if:
• the weather influence percentage is 100% (I125.2);
• the wind direction is away from the vent.

10 Min P band lee
The P band is a temperature range from the calculated ventilation temperature, within which the
vents move from closed (0 %) to open (100 %).

This setting is valid if:
• the weather influence percentage is 0% (I125.2);
• the wind direction is away from the vent.

11 P band wind
The P band is a temperature range from the calculated ventilation temperature, within which the
vents move from closed (0 %) to open (100 %). The smaller the P band, the faster the vents react to
a change in the measured greenhouse temperature.

This setting is valid if:
• the wind direction is toward the vent.

When P band has been set at 0.0 °C, the applicable P band is 0.5 °C.

The calculated ventilation temperature for the wind side can be seen in M120 Overview
ventilation (page 849).

Control of the vents can also be set to be dependent on the weather.
• The following applies when outside temperatures are low (to 8 °C for example): Max lagging wind.
• The following applies when outside temperatures are high (from 16 °C for example): Min P band

wind.
• An intermediate P band is calculated for temperatures in between.

11 Max P band wind
The P band is a temperature range from the calculated ventilation temperature, within which the
vents move from closed (0 %) to open (100 %).
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This setting is valid if:
• the weather influence percentage is 100% (I125.2);
• the wind direction is toward the vent.

12 Min P band wind
The P band is a temperature range from the calculated ventilation temperature, within which the
vents move from closed (0 %) to open (100 %).

This setting is valid if:
• the weather influence percentage is 0% (I125.2);
• the wind direction is toward the vent.

13 Max lagging wind
Maximum lagging of the wind side in relation to the lee side.

If the lagging wind is set to less than 0°C, the lee side will lag behind the wind side: vents on the wind
side will open first.

The calculated lagging varies between the set Min lagging wind and the set Max lagging wind based
on the weather influences (I125.2).

14 Min lagging wind
Minimum lagging of the wind side in relation to the lee side.

If Max lagging wind is set to a value lower than 0°C, then Min lagging wind must also be set
less than or equal to 0°C.

15 Humidity : increase min lee
Humidity levels with the corresponding adjustments for the humidity-dependent increase of the
minimum vent position on the lee side.

16 Humidity : increase min wind
Same as Humidity : increase min lee, but for the wind side.

17 Dev. temp : adjustment min vent lee
Adjustment of the minimum vent position on the lee side to prevent unnecessary increase of the
water temperature.

When the vents have been controlled open, for example to discharge humidity, the measured
temperature may fall. As a result the water temperature can be increased. This extra heat will be
loss through the open vent. By closing the vents a little instead of increasing the minimum water
temperature, the temperature in the greenhouse will not fall any further or will even increase slightly.

By entering the setup table you can prevent the measured temperature from falling below the
heating temperature. You can enter:

• Deviation temperature, this is the measured temperature minus the calculated heating
temperature used.

• Decrease minimum vent position lee side.

18 Dev. temp : adjustment min vent wind
Adjustment of the vent position on the wind side to prevent unnecessary increase of the water
temperature.

Same as Dev. temp : adjustment min vent lee, but for the wind side. You can enter:
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• Deviation temperature, this is the measured temperature minus the calculated heating
temperature used.

• Decrease minimum vent position wind side.

19 Extra infl. : adjustment max vent lee
The size of the desired adjustment of Max vent lee by means of an Extra influence. See also Extra
influences (page 43).

In Priva Office Direct, you can see which Extra influence has been set in the window of the
setting table.

20 Extra infl. : adjustment max vent wind

See above lines for a further explanation.

21 Extra infl. : adjustment min vent lee

See above lines for a further explanation.

22 Extra infl. : adjustment min vent wind

See above lines for a further explanation.

23 Humidity influence max vent
Selection whether the calculated maximum vent position is decreased depending on the humidity.

The calculated maximum vent positions on the lee and the wind side are not decreased
depending on the humidity.

NONE

The maximum vent position on the lee side and the wind side is decreased by the
humidity measured inside.

INSIDE

The maximum vent positions on the lee and the wind side are decreased by the humidity
and/or wind direction measured outside.

OUTSIDE

The maximum vent positions on the lee and the wind side are decreased by the humidity
and/or wind direction measured inside and/or outside.

BOTH

The humidity influence on the calculated maximum vent position can be set in I125.3.
The influence of the wind direction on the calculated maximum vent positions can be set in
I125.2.

24 Weather influence min vent
For each period, you can set whether the weather conditions should influence the calculated minimum
vent positions.

The size of this weather influence appears in I125.2: Calculated weather influence. This selection
determines how this weather influence to be processed:

no weather influenceNONE
weather influence on the set min vent (lines 6 and 8)SET
weather influence on the humidity-dependent set min vent (lines 15 and 16)HUMIDITY
weather influence on both the set min vent and the humidity-dependent set min ventSUM

See also Ventilation (page 63).

25 Time increase & decrease P band
The duration time per °C it takes for the calculated P band (lee and wind) to move to the new P band
after a period transition or changing of the setting.
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26 Time increase & decrease lagging
The duration time per °C it takes for the calculated lagging to move to the new lagging after a period
transition or changing of the setting.

27 Time increase & decrease maximum
The duration time per 10% vent position it takes for the calculated maximum vent position (lee and
wind) to move to the new maximum vent position after a period transition or changing of the setting.

28 Time increase & decrease minimum
The duration time per 10% vent position it takes for the calculated minimum vent position (lee and
wind) to move to the new minimum vent position after a period transition or changing of the setting.

29 Air inlet F&P cooling
Selection of the influence of the F&P cooling on the vent position.

The lee and wind side are set to a fixed position.FIXED
The position of the lee and wind side is determined by the selected Air inlet range number
or becomes a fixed position if External release F&P fixed position is set to YES.

MOD

The vent positions are not influenced by the F&P cooling.NONE

If Air inlet F&P cooling is MOD or NONE, then the minimum vent positions can be limited if the following
conditions apply:
• an F&P fan is switched on;
• a minimum air inlet position is desired;
• the influence air inlet is YES.

30 Fixed air inlet F&P cooling
The fixed vent positions on the lee and the wind side if the F&P cooling is active.

31 Air inlet range number
The number of the range air inlet of the F&P cooling.

32 Correction vents active

No correction is active. The strategy settings are valid.NONE
A correction period is active because of the crop treatment. The strategy is being
adjusted as a result of the settings in I140 Crop treatment strategy (page 499). The vents
are kept closed during the pre-ventilation, spraying and affect phases. During the purge
phase the vents are controlled according to the relevant set values.

CROP TREATM.

A correction period is active. It is possible that the vent strategy is being adjusted by
the settings in I126 Vent corrections (page 336).

CORRECTION 1-
CORRECTION 6

The crop exchange strategy (I102) is active and is determining the vent position.CROP EXCHANGE
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I125.1 Vent control
The settings for the vent control apply to both I125 Vent strategy (page 320) and I126 Vent corrections
(page 336).

1 VENT CONTROL
Number of the vent control.

2 Calculated vent lee : max vent wind
This prevents the vent on the wind side from opening too far before the calculated position of the
vent on the lee side reaches a particular position.

3 Rad : time increase max vent limitation
Time per 10% adjustment for increasing the maximum vent position after the reason for limiting
the vent is no longer applicable.

One application of this, for instance, is drying after a rain shower. The opening of the vents can be
delayed, so that excessive opening can be prevented and an equilibrium situation is achieved more
quickly.

The time can be adjusted to the measured outside radiation. The greater the amount of radiation,
the shorter the time per 10% adjustment.

3 Min step size increasing max limitation
The maximum is increased in steps. The size of the step depends on the current maximum. With
small maximum vent limitations smaller steps are allowed than with large maximum vent limitations.
Choose the step size here, from small (many steps) to large (few steps). With this step size you can
limit the number of vent adjustments.

4 Release infl. wind direction on lagging

Influence of the wind direction on the vent position
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The wind direction has an influence on the calculated lagging:YES
• If the wind direction is between the ridge direction and Range infl. wind dir. on lagging

start (dealer setting), the calculated lagging is equal to the minimum lagging.
• If the angle between the wind direction and the ridge direction is greater than Range

infl. wind dir. on lagging end (dealer setting), the calculated lagging is equal to the
calculated lagging without the influence wind direction.

• Between these positions, the calculated lagging increases proportionally.

This setting prevents major shocks in the climate
No influence of the wind direction on the calculated lagging when the wind runs over the
ridge.

NO

Lagging based on wind direction is only possible when a modulating wind direction sensor
is used.

5 Humidity infl. on min vent lee
Selection of how the humidity influence must be calculated. See Humidity influence (page 42).

6 Humidity infl. on min vent wind
Selection of how the humidity influence must be calculated. See Humidity influence (page 42).

7 Limitation vent lee switch over wind
Specify the vent control here in the event that the lee side and the wind side change (wind shift over
the ridge direction).

New situation (after wind shift over the ridge
direction)

Old situation (before wind shift over the ridge
direction)

The vents on both sides move immediately to the new
desired positions.

Vent position on the wind side less than Limitation vent
lee switch over wind

The vent on the (old) lee side is closed first to below
Limitation vent lee switch over wind.
After this, the vent on the (new) lee side is controlled to
the new desired position.
Finally, the vent on the (new) wind side moves to the
new desired position.

Vent position on the wind side greater than Limitation
vent lee switch over wind

Setting this value to '100' disables this limitation.

8 Release vents by wash robot comm.alarm
The vents are limited by the maximum vent position (dealer setting) in the event of an error in the
communications between control software and the process computer used to control the wash
robot. You can use this option to undo the blocking on the ventilation control once. By selecting YES
under this option you can still use the ventilation control for a specific section of the greenhouse.
After this, alarm 1057 Vent released after alarm is triggered and Release vents by wash robot comm.alarm
is automatically set back to NO.

Before selecting YES here, check that the wash robot is no longer on the vents of the section
concerned.

9 VENT CONTROL STEPPING
Number of the vent control.

10 Step size vent lee
Step size with which the vents on the lee side are opened or closed. NONE means that the calculated
vent adjustment is controlled all at once.
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Suppose the calculated adjustment is 10%.

With the NONE step size in 1 step it is controlled 10%.

With a minimal step size only a small part of 10% is controlled.

With a maximum step size approximately 1/3 of the 10% is controlled.

See also Erratic vent control response (page 175).

11 Step size vent wind

For a more detailed explanation, please see Step size vent lee.

12 VENT CONTROL DELAYING
Number of the vent control.

13 Delay when low vent position
Delay time between the steps with small vent positions. Depending on the measured vent position
and Delay when low vent position and Delay when high vent position, a delay is calculated.

NONE means that the calculated vent adjustment is controlled without delay.

See also Erratic vent control response (page 175).

14 Delay when high vent position
Delay time between the steps with large vent positions.

See above lines for a further explanation.

15 INFL. WEATHER ON MAX VENT LEE
Under certain circumstances additional limitations may be desirable outside the standard maximum
vent position limits such as rain and storm. For example, you may want to limit the vent positions
to retain humidity when the air humidity is too low. When a curtain is active you can also limit the
vent positions to prevent the curtain flapping and avoid vacuum suction.

16 Vent lee position storm
Fixed vent position on the lee side that is returned to when the storm limit that this vent control is
connected to, is activated.

The Storm condition (I120) displays the storm limit to which this vent control is connected.

17 Wind speed : max vent lee
You can use this setup table to link the wind speeds to the maximum positions of the vents on the
lee side. The default value is:

Maximum vent position (%)Wind speed (m/s)
1005
609
4012
1015

18 Wind speed : max vent lee when rain
This setup table allows you to link the wind speeds to the associated maximum vent positions on
the lee side at the time that Rain in is reported. The following is specified by default:
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Maximum vent position (%)Wind speed (m/s)
100.0
100.0
100.0
55.0

19 Rain quantity : adjust lee when rain
Rain quantities with the corresponding adjustments of the maximum vent positions on the lee side
when rain.

The rain quantity never decreases the maximum vent position when rain any further than
the set maximum vent position when rain with maximum wind speed.

20 Threshold increase rain position lee
The minimum increase of the rain position on the lee side that must be calculated before an increase
can be controlled. This setting prevents many small adjustments of the vents.

21 Max vent lee rainfall radar phase 1
Limitation of the vent position on the lee side if the rainfall radar is forecasting a precipitation intensity
that is greater than the Intensity for Protection phase 1 (refer to Rainfall Radar in Priva Office).

22 Max vent lee rainfall radar phase 2
Limitation of the vent position on the lee side if the rainfall radar is forecasting a precipitation intensity
that is greater than the Intensity specified for Protection phase 2 (refer to Rainfall Radar in Priva
Office).

23 INFL. WEATHER ON MAX VENT WIND
Number of the vent control.

24 Vent wind position storm

See explanation for Vent lee position storm.

25 Wind speed : max vent wind
You can use this setup table to link the wind speeds to the maximum positions of the vents on the
wind side. The default value is:

Maximum vent position (%)Wind speed (m/s)
1003
605
306.5
08

26 Wind speed : max vent wind when rain
This setup table allows you to link the wind speeds to the associated maximum vent positions on
the wind side at the time that Rain in is reported. The following is specified by default:

Maximum vent position (%)Wind speed (m/s)
100.0
100.0
100.0
35.0
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27 Rain quantity : adjust. wind when rain
Rain quantities with the corresponding adjustments of the maximum vent positions on the wind
side when raining.

The rain quantity never decreases the maximum vent position when rain any further than
the set maximum vent position when rain with maximum wind speed.

28 Threshold increase rain position wind
The minimum increase of the rain position on the wind side that must be calculated before an
increase can be controlled. This setting prevents many small adjustments of the vents.

29 Max vent wind rainfall radar phase 1
Limitation of the vent position on the wind side if the rainfall radar is forecasting a precipitation
intensity that is greater than the intensity specified for phase 1.

30 Max vent wind rainfall radar phase2
Limitation of the vent position on the wind side if the rainfall radar is forecasting a precipitation
intensity that is greater than the intensity specified for phase 2.
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I125.2 Weather influence
This section contains the individual components (outside temperature, wind speed etc.) of the
weather influence. Below, under Calculated weather influence you can see a summary of all the
released influences. In I125, you can set for each period whether you wish to apply this weather
influence for the minimum vent.

You can use the influence of the outside temperature in combination with all other influences.
Without the influence of the outside temperature, not all combinations are possible, the
software will show this.

1 VENT CONTROL TYPE
For the various components of the vent control:
• Influence on the minimum vent position on the lee side;
• Influence on the minimum vent position on the wind side;
• Influence on lagging (lee or wind, depending on positive or negative set lagging);
• Influence on the P band on the lee side;
• Influence on the P band on the wind side;

2 Release influence outside temperature
The weather influence on this component of the vent control is dependent on the outside
temperature.

3 Method outside temperature

The difference between the calculated ventilation temperature and the measured outside
temperature determines the size of the weather influence.

REL MEAS

The measured outside temperature determines the size of the weather influence.ABS MEAS
The difference between the calculated ventilation temperature and the calculated wind
chill determines the size of the weather influence.

REL CHILL

The calculated wind chill determines the size of the weather influence.ABS CHILL

4 Range absolute outside temp start
The outside temperature below which a weather influence is applicable; above this value the weather
influence is switched off.

5 Range absolute outside temp end
The outside temperature below which the calculated weather influence is at its maximum value.

6 Range relative outside temp start
Difference between the calculated ventilation temperature and the measured outside temperature
(or the calculated wind chill) above which a weather influence is applicable; below this value the
weather influence is switched off.

7 Range relative outside temp end
Difference between the calculated ventilation temperature and the measured outside temperature
(or the calculated wind chill), above which the calculated weather influence is at its maximum value.

8 Release influence wind speed
Release of the influence of the measured wind speed. In this case, a higher wind speed means a
larger weather influence or a greater adjustment of the outside temperature range.

9 Incr. temp range when more wind
The temperature range is increased depending on the wind speed. This set increase is valid at the
point Range wind speed end.
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10 Range wind speed start
At the point Range wind speed start, the increase is: 0.

Below this wind speed, the influence of wind speed on the weather influence is switched off.

11 Range wind speed end
At the point Range wind speed end, the increase is: Incr. temp range when more wind or 100% weather
influence (if the outside temperature influence is not being used).

This works differently in the case of a set lagging of less than 0°C. In that case, the increase
on Range wind speed start is 100%, and 0% for Range wind speed end. If the wind increases,
the lagging becomes smaller.

12 Release influence humidity

-NO
Release of influence of the measured outside humidity, based on relative air humidity,
humidity deficit or absolute humidity.
In this case, less humidity means a larger weather influence or a greater adjustment of
the outside temperature range.

YES

13 Incr. temp range when dry air
The temperature range is increased depending on the humidity. This set increase is valid at the point
Range humidity outside end.

14 Range humidity outside start
At the point Range humidity outside start, the increase is: 0.

The range runs from "wet" to "dry".

15 Range humidity outside end
At the point Range humidity outside end, the increase is: Incr. temp range when dry air or 100% weather
influence (if the outside temperature influence is not being used).

16 Release influence radiation
Release of the influence of the measured outside radiation. In this case, more radiation means a
smaller weather influence.

Use this influence, for example, to reduce the weather influence in the event of a low outside
temperatures and a large amount of radiation, so that, for instance, the minimum vent position is
reduced less quickly.

17 Decr. temp range when radiation
The temperature range is decreased depending on the radiation. This set decrease is valid at the
point Range radiation end.

18 Range radiation start
At the point Range radiation start, the decrease is: 0 or 100% weather influence (if the outside
temperature influence is not being used).

Below this radiation, the weather influence is 100% or the decrease in the outside temperature range
is 0.

19 Range radiation end
At the point Range radiation end, the decrease is: Decr. temp range when radiation or 0% weather
influence (if the outside temperature influence is not being used).
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20 Release influence dry wind direction
Release of the influence of dry air influence on this component of the vent control.

Use this release if there is no outside humidity meter and the control determines whether the air is
dry based on the wind direction.

Define in 30 Wind direction (page 332) from which wind directions dry air comes.

21 Incr. temp range when dry wind
Maximum increase of the temperature range for calculating the weather influence, applicable if the
wind comes from the selected wind direction.

22 Set temperature range start
Selected starting temperature of the temperature range below which the weather influence is valid.

23 Influence wind speed
Adjustment to the starting temperature for calculating the weather influence due to the measured
wind speed.

24 Influence humidity
Adjustment to the starting temperature for calculating the weather influence due to the measured
outside air humidity.

25 Influence radiation
Adjustment to the starting temperature for calculating the weather influence due to the measured
radiation.

26 Influence wind direction
Adjustment to the starting temperature for calculating the weather influence due to the measured
wind direction.

27 Calculated start temperature range
The calculated outside temperature below which the weather influence begins.

28 Calculated weather influence
Calculated weather influence percentage for each component of the vent control.

29 Release weather influence
Indicates whether the weather influence has been released (depending on period settings and
individual components (outside temperature, wind speed etc.) of the weather influence).

30 Wind direction

31 Wind direction with dry air
Define here from which wind directions dry air comes.

If the wind speed is above 1 m/s and the wind direction brings in dry air according to this setting,
the following influences are possible:
• limitation of the maximum vent positions lee and wind (Release influence dry wind direction,

I125.3);
• increase of the minimum vent position, lagging and P band (Incr. temp range when dry air, I125.2).
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Determination of humidity influence from wind direction
Influence in the case of dry air from the wind directions: northeast, east, southeast and southwest.
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I125.3 Dry air influences

1 VENT CONTROL TYPE
For the various components of the vent control:
• Influence of dry greenhouse air on the maximum vent position on the lee side;
• Influence of dry greenhouse air on the maximum vent position on the wind side;
• Influence of dry outside air on the maximum vent position on the lee side;
• Influence of dry outside air on the maximum vent position on the wind side.

2 Max vent when dry air
Maximum vent position if the (outside or greenhouse) air is very dry.This allows you to keep the
humidity in the greenhouse (conservation of moisture).

A setting of 100% means that the (maximum) vent is not limited on account of air humidity. Once
the setting is less than 100%, you can use influences of air humidity (measurement or the value
derived from wind direction) to limit the vent to this set value.

3 Release influence dry wind direction
To limit the outlet of humidity, you can limit the maximum vent position.

Define in Wind direction with dry air (I125.2) from which wind directions dry air comes.

4 Release influence humidity
Release the influence of the measured air humidity on the calculated maximum vent position.

5 Range humidity start
Define the air humidity above which (RH) or below which (HD) the air is not dry.

6 Range humidity end
Define the air humidity below which (RH) or above which (HD) the air is dry.

7 Release influence high temperature
Whether or not a high greenhouse air temperature has an influence on Max vent due wind direction
or Max vent due to humidity. This influence reduces the influence of the dry air on the maximum vent
position if the greenhouse air temperature becomes (too) high.

8 Max vent at dry air and high temp
Maximum vent position if the air is dry and the greenhouse air temperature is high.

9 Range high temperature start
Here you can define the temperature above the calculated ventilation temperature below which the
greenhouse air temperature is not yet high and Max vent due wind direction or Max vent due to humidity
is not increased.

10 Range high temperature end
Here you can define the temperature above the calculated ventilation temperature above which the
greenhouse air temperature is high and the maximum vent position is increased to Max vent at dry
air and high temp.

11 Max vent due wind direction
Calculated maximum vent position if the wind comes from a wind direction with dry air.

12 Max vent due to humidity
Calculated maximum vent position due to the measured air humidity.
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13 Influence due high temperature
Adjustment of the maximum vent position by dry air, wind direction or measured air humidity, as a
result of a high greenhouse air temperature.

14 Max vent due to dry air
Calculated maximum vent position due to dry air.

15 Release influence dry air
Indicates whether the influence by dry air is active.

16 INFLUENCE ON-OFF HEAT ON MAX VENT
Number of the vent control. The following settings apply with an active on/off heat system.

17 Delay max vent on-off heat
Duration time for which the maximum vent position on the lee side and wind side continue to apply
after the on/off heat system has been switched off.

Default: 2 min.

18 Max vent lee when on-off heat
Maximum vent position on the lee side when the on/off heat system is switched on. Other limits
may keep the vent more closed.

19 Max vent wind when on-off heat

See above line for a further explanation.
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I126 Vent corrections
You can use corrections to easily deviate from the strategy in the event of different circumstances.
The settings correspond to the settings in I125 Vent strategy (page 320).

The attribute (#, =, +) is absent from the Min lagging wind setting, because the minimum and
maximum lagging are associated with each other and cannot be corrected separately. The
attribute next to Max lagging wind also applies to Min lagging wind.

The general explanation: Corrections (page 47).
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I128 Vent calibrate
For an accurate control of the vents it is necessary that the control software 'knows' when the vents
are completely closed and when the vents are completely open. The calibration function is used to
record when the vents are completely open or closed.

The calibration function records the following in sequence:
• vent position when vents are completely open;
• vent position when vents are completely closed;
• two calibration points which results in a vent feature. This allows the first percentages of vent

position to have more or less vent opening.

It is advisable to calibrate the vents in such a way that the vent position in percentages is
proportional to the vent position in centimetres. The control takes into account a larger air
exchange per percent vent position with smaller vent positions.

Calibration of the vent is always carried out on the vent that has been selected under the
Location option.

How to calibrate the control of the vents can be found in: Calibration of vent, air inlet, air outlet and
curtain (page 162).

1 VENT
The number of the vent in the compartment.

2 Calibration drive
The calibration drive that is used for this vent. You can choose from the following options:

There is no calibration drive.NONE
The vent is driven fully closed.0%
The vent is driven to fully open.100%
The further opening of the vent is stopped.
This allows you to save the current position and direction (millivolt value) as an
intermediate point.

PAUSE

Calibration of the vents cannot be done if the vents are limited by STORM, FROST or WASH
ROBOT.

If you use a vent drive via a network connection you do not need to calibrate to zero and
one hundred percent. These points match the zero and one hundred percent motor position
exactly. You can calibrate the calibration points.

3 Calibration position
Once you have placed the vent in a specific position by means of Calibration drive, you specify that
position here.

4 Calibrate command
Command to (manually) calibrate the vents on the side mentioned in 8 Location (page 338).

5 Reset calibrate points
Option to manually delete the calibrated 'calibration points' between 0% and 100% vent position.

The calibration points 0% and 100% remain.

6 Installation max vent position
The set maximum vent position which cannot be exceeded by another setting of influence.
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-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

7 VENT
The number of the vent in the compartment.

8 Location
Indication of the side of the greenhouse roof where the vent is located.

9 Allocation

10 Calc vent position
Calculated vent position at this location.

11 Measured vent position
Measured vent position at this location.

12 Type drive
Indication of the type of drive that is used for this vent:

This vent is not driven by the computer.NONE
This vent is driven according to the set run time. Vent position sensors are not used.TIME
This vent is driven according to the curtain position sensors present.FEEDBACK

13 Measurement defective
Indication of whether the vent position measurement is defective.

13 Status
The status of the motor.

14 Drive defective
Indication of whether the vent position is defective.

14 Limitation
See Valid limitation (page 1208).

15 Calc motor position
The calculated motor position is calculated from the vent position.

16 Meas value
The measured value originating from the vent position sensor.

Based on the calibration points, the measuring value matches the vent position as shown in 11
Measured vent position (page 338).

16 Actual motor position
The motor position is shown as a percentage where zero percent represents fully closed and one
hundred percent represents fully open. If no calibration points have been set the motor position is
the same as the vent position.
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17 mV : position
View in a table of mV with the corresponding vent positions, originating from the vent calibration.

17 Motor position : position
View in a table of the motor position in percentages with the corresponding vent positions, originating
from the vent calibration.
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I128.1 Vent sun influence
For a number of crops it is not desirable that the sun shines directly onto the crop or the greenhouse
soil. Screening is possible by means of chalking or a shading curtain. In the case of chalking, the sun
can shine in on the crop or the greenhouse soil through the opened airing vents. In this situation
direct radiation can be prevented by using the settings below.

1 Period
Adjustable period for the sun influence on the vents based on time settings.

2 Activated
Indication that the sun influence period is active.

3 Period
Option whether the sun influence period is to be included in the 24 hour division.

4 Start time
Start time of the sun influence period.

-VENT CONTROL NORTH-

5 Type ventilation
Reference to the type of ventilation of the vents on the north side.

6 Location
Indication of the side of the greenhouse roof where the vent is located.

7 Allocation

Your dealer has not connected the vent control to a location---
The vent control north is now the lee side.VENT LEE
The vent control north is now the wind side.VENT WIND

8 Period
Adjustable period for the sun influence on the vents based on time settings.

9 Activated
Indication that the sun influence period for the north-facing vents are active.

10 Limitation direct radiation
Option whether the maximum north-facing vent position of the ridge is limited to prevent direct
radiation.

11 Radiation limit
Radiation limit above which the sun influence on the maximum vent position on the north side of
the roof top becomes active.

12 Dead band off
Dead band under the Radiation limit which the measured radiation must be below before the sun
influence on the maximum vent position on the north side is cancelled.
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13 Off delay max vent
Duration time for which the measured radiation must be lower than the Radiation limit - Dead band
off before the sun influence on the maximum vent position on the north side switches OFF.

Default setting: 0:15 hours:min

14 Max vent direct radiation
To prevent too much direct radiation on the crop, you can limit the maximum vent position. The
maximum vent position becomes valid when the measured radiation is higher than the Radiation
limit and the curtain is open (or Release curtain for max vent sun infl. is equal to NO) .

15 Max vent curtain closed
Maximum vent position that is valid when the measured radiation is higher than the Radiation limit
and the curtain is closed (and Release curtain for max vent sun infl. (I168.1) is equal to YES) .

-VENT CONTROL SOUTH-

See lines above.
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Curtain
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I161 Black out curtain strategy
The strategy for the black out curtain, see also Shading (page 91).

1 Activated

The black out curtain function has been activated.YES

The black out curtain function has not been activated, because:NO
• a setting has been made prohibiting use of the black out curtain function (OFF has been

selected in Method);
• the black out curtain function is not applicable.

2 Method

Use of the black out curtain function is not permitted (default setting).OFF
Use of the black out curtain is permitted during a period that can be set (see Black out time).BLACK OUT TIME
Use of the black out curtain is permitted; the function starts and stops at a time that can be
set (see Start time and End time).

CLOCK

3 Start time
Time at which the black out curtain function starts. The default setting is 20:00.

You will only see this line if use of the black out curtain function is permitted; BLACK OUT
TIME or CLOCK must have been selected in Method.

4 End time
Time at which the black out curtain function stops. The default setting is 08:00.

You will only see this line if the black out curtain function must stop at a specific time; CLOCK
must have been selected in Method.

5 Black out time
Period of time that it must be dark in the greenhouse. The default setting is 12 hours.

You will only see this line if use of the black out curtain function is permitted during a set
period; BLACK OUT TIME must have been selected in Method.

6 Postpone limit radiation
Outside radiation above which the black out curtain function cannot be started. The default setting
is 1000 W/m².

7 Postpone limit outside temperature
Temperature of the outside air, above which the black out curtain function cannot be started. The
default setting is 50 °C.

8 Max delay time
Duration by which the start time of the black out curtain function may be deferred at most (see Start
time) if:
• the measured outside radiation is higher than the quantity of radiation that has been specified

in Postpone limit radiation, and/or
• the measured temperature of the outside air is higher than the temperature that has been

specified in Postpone limit outside temperature.

The default setting is 1 hour.
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The curtain does not close in the evening if the start time is deferred until the dark period
and the curtain is allowed to open during the dark period (see Open curtain in dark period).

9 Open curtain in dark period
The so-called dark period applies
• if the measured outside radiation is lower than the radiation set in Dark limit and after the time

in Delay time has elapsed; and
• from sunset to sunrise, but outside of the so-called twilight times that you can specify in Twilight

time sunrise/sunset.

During the dark period, the black out curtain remains closed for the entire black out period.
Humidity gaps and temperature gaps are permitted.

NO

The black out curtain can be opened during the black out period.YES

10 Twilight time sunrise/sunset
The twilight time is the time after sunset and before sunrise when it is not completely dark outside
and the dark period is not yet valid. In the twilight time:
• the black out curtain may not be opened;
• the black out curtain may not be partially opened (gapping);
• a gap is only permitted with Black out curtain extra gap (I161.2).

Twilight time sunrise
Twilight time before sunrise.

Twilight time sunset
Twilight time after sunset.

11 Dark limit/delay time

Dark limit
Quantity of radiation below which the black out curtain no longer has any effect because it is dark
already. Together with Twilight time sunrise/Twilight time sunset, the dark limit determines whether
the dark period is valid. In the dark period the black out curtain can be opened and gapping is
permitted. The default setting is 1 W/m².

Delay time
Time for which the measured outside radiation must be lower than Dark limit before this condition
is valid for the dark period.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

12 Condition valid

The conditions under which the black out curtain may close are not yet valid.NO
The conditions under which the black out curtain may close are valid.YES

13 Expected end time
Time at which the black out curtain function is expected to stop.
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14 Elapsed black out time
Time that has elapsed since it became dark in the greenhouse:
• if the black out curtain is closed;

or
• if the black out curtain is open: after the period from sunset plus the time in Twilight time

sunrise/sunset as soon as the measured radiation is less than the set Dark limit.

15 Elapsed delay time
Time that has elapsed since the time at which the black out curtain function should have started
(see Start time), within which the black out curtain has not yet closed as it has been deferred.

16 Elapsed half-light time
The time that has elapsed
• from sunset to sunset plus the time in Twilight time sunrise/sunset; or
• from sunrise minus the time in Twilight time sunrise/sunset until sunrise.

17 Elapsed delay time dark limit
Time that has elapsed since the measured outside radiation was lower than Dark limit. As soon as
the elapsed time is greater than the set Delay time, the condition for the dark period becomes valid.

18 Calculated curtain position
The calculated position of the black out curtain if the black out curtain function is active.
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I161.1 Black out curtain step control

-CURTAIN OPEN-

1 Temp diff under-above directly open
If the measured temperature difference above/below the curtain is less than this value, the curtain
will be opened directly.

If the measured temperature difference above/below the curtain is greater than this value, the
curtain will be opened by means of the step control. This is checked once after Time adjust heating
min has elapsed. Reducing this temperature difference during the step control has no effect.

The possibility of skipping the step control only exists if a temperature sensor is present
above the curtain and the dealer has assigned it to this curtain control.

2 Range temperature diff slow/fast
Temperature difference between the calculated heating temperature and the measured outside
temperature which determines the step control.

Range temperature diff slow
Temperature difference above which the curtain is controlled open slowly. Default setting: 20.0 °C

Range temperature diff fast
Temperature difference below which the curtain is controlled open quickly. Default setting: 10.0 °C

Calculation of the step factor based on the set temperature difference

3 Step factor slow/fast
The step size of the next step as the curtain opens is equal to the calculated step factor (in
percentages) times the part already open. The calculated step factor is modulating, depending on
Range temperature diff slow/fast.

Step factor slow
Minimum step factor (slow) if there is a large temperature difference. Default setting: 50%.
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Step factor fast
Maximum step factor (fast) if there is a small temperature difference. Default setting: 100%.

In order to prevent the curtain from not opening, there is always a minimum step factor of
1%.

When the calculated step size becomes too small, a minimum control time of 1 second
always applies.

The first step is (always) equal to the set first step, for example 5%. The next step depends
on the calculated step factor (refer to figure Calculation of the step factor based on the set
temperature difference (page 346)), 50% for example.

The step size of the second step is now equal to 5% (opening already controlled) x 50% =
2.5%. The controlled opening is now 7.5% which means the third step will be 7.5% x 50% =
3.75% etc.

4 Waiting time step max/min
Waiting time between steps when controlling the curtain open, depending on the measured
temperature, the 4 Temperature deviation curtain open (page 279) (I112 Heating control (page 279))
and the calculated heating temperature.

Waiting time step max
The maximum waiting time (slow) is used if the measured temperature is lower than the calculated
heating temperature plus half of 4 Temperature deviation curtain open (page 279). Default setting:
5'00 min'sec.

Waiting time step min
The minimum waiting time (fast) is used if the measured temperature is higher than the calculated
heating temperature plus half of 4 Temperature deviation curtain open (page 279). Default setting:
1'00 min'sec.

5 First step/end step control

First step
The size of the first step when the curtain is being opened. Default setting: 1,0%.

If the curtain is already partially opened, the set first step is not or only partially carried out.

End of step control
Position of the curtain, below which the curtain is no long controlled opened in steps. Default setting:
85,0%.

6 Time adjust heating max/min
As soon as the curtain may open in accordance with the specified conditions, the heating has the
opportunity to adjust to the changing circumstances before the curtain opens. The various phases
are:
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1. The energy saving and the radiation limitation of the curtain are now no longer included in the
calculation of the heating capacity (the settings for this are in I168.1 Curtain influences (page
402)).

2. The control waits for the set Time adjust heating min.
3. As soon as the measured greenhouse temperature is higher than the calculated heating

temperature plus half of the Temperature deviation curtain open (I112), the curtain opens to the
first step.

4. If the curtain is still closed and the control has waited for the set Time adjust heating max, then
the curtain will open to the first step.

Default settings: 12'00 min/sec / 8'00 min/sec

7 Min curtain change time adjust heating
Curtain position changes less than this value are performed without a delay.

Curtain position changes greater than this value are performed with a delay (Time adjust heating
max/min) so that the heating has the opportunity to adapt to the changing circumstances.

Default setting: 60%

8 Dry position/duration after opening
To prevent a damp curtain dripping on the crop during opening, you can set a waiting time to allow
the curtain to dry prior to opening.

Dry position
The position which the curtain must assume during the drying time.

Drying time after opening
The waiting time in which the dry position is maintained until the curtain is opened completely.

If the curtain is closed again for another curtain function during the drying period, the drying
period is aborted.

-CURTAIN CLOSE-

9 First step
The size of the first step (the warning step) when the curtain is being closed. Default setting: 10,0%.

When the curtain is already partially closed, the set first step is not or only partially carried
out.

10 Time adjust heating
Duration time, from the moment the curtain should be closed, in which the heating capacity is
adjusted.

Default setting: 10'00 min'sec (10 min)

During this period the heating has the opportunity to adjust to the changing circumstances as the
curtain closes. The energy saving and the radiation limitation of the curtain are included. The
corresponding settings can be found in I168.1 Curtain influences (page 402).

11 Min curtain change time adjust heating
Curtain position changes less than this value are executed without a delay.

Curtain position changes greater than this value are executed with a delay (Time adjust heating
max/min) so that the heating has the opportunity to adapt to the changing circumstances.

Default setting: 60%
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-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

12 Status step control
Indication of the step control at this moment.

The blackout curtain is open.OPEN
The energy saving has been transferred to the heating. During Time adjust heating the
requested heating capacity is lowered.

HEAT LOWER

The energy saving that was transferred to the heating when the curtain was closed,
has been cancelled. During Time adjust heating the heating capacity is increased.

HEAT HIGHER

There is a waiting time until the curtain drive has carried out the newly assigned step
in the open direction.

STEP OPEN

There is a waiting time until the curtain drive has carried out the newly assigned step
in the close direction.

STEP CLOSE

There is a waiting time before carrying out the next step open until the calculated
Waiting time until next step has elapsed.

WAIT OPEN

There is a waiting time before carrying out the next step close until the calculated
Waiting time until next step has elapsed.

WAIT CLOSE

The curtain has reached the end position. If the assigned end position is limited, the
limited position is considered to be the end position.

END POS

13 Waiting time until next step
The calculated time in the current curtain position before the curtain opens or closes one more step.

14 Meas temperature above curtain/diff

Meas temperature above curtain
The measured temperature of the air above the curtain.

Meas temperature difference
The measured temperature difference of the air above and below the curtain. The air temperature
below the curtain is the calculated heating temperature, except if no heating control is connected.
In that case, the air temperature below the curtain is the measured greenhouse air temperature.
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I161.2 Black out curtain extra gap
If the black out curtain function is active, you can have extra gapping during the twilight time, see
also Shading (page 91).

1 Release extra gapping

Extra gapping is not permitted.NONE
Extra gapping is permitted.ALWAYS
Extra gapping is permitted during a time that is to be set (Start time release and End time
release).

CLOCK

2 Start time release
Time from which extra gapping is allowed.

3 End time release
Time until which extra gapping is allowed.

4 Number of extra gaps per day
Total number of times that extra gap can be used per 24 hours.

5 Type of gap

The extra gap can only be a temperature gap.TEMP
The extra gap can only be a humidity gap.HUMIDITY
The extra gap can be both a temperature gap and a humidity gap.BOTH

6 Temp difference : extra gap
Temperature difference and associated minimum gap size during extra gapping. The temperature
difference is the difference between the measured greenhouse temperature and the set temperature
limit (STEPS) or the initial value of the range (RANGE), see I165.

7 Hum. difference : extra gap
Humidity difference and associated minimum gap size during extra gapping. The humidity difference
is the difference between the measured air humidity and the set humidity limit (STEPS) or the initial
value of the range (RANGE), see I165.

8 Waiting time gap blocked
Time that the curtain remains closed from the time in Start time release and throughout the gapping.
Once this time has passed additional gapping can be used again.

If you specify 0:00 here it is possible to use extra gapping a couple of times a day in
succession.

9 Duration time gap active
Time that extra gap is used each time.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

10 Extra gap active

Extra gapping is used.YES
Extra gapping may be used.NO
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11 Duration extra gap
Time that extra gapping is used from the time in 3 Start time in I161 Black out curtain strategy (page
343).

12 Actual number of extra gaps today
Number of times that extra gapping is used from the time in 3 Start time in I161 Black out curtain
strategy (page 343).

13 Calc extra gap temp difference
The size of the extra gap, calculated from the current temperature difference.

As soon as extra gapping is enabled, this calculated extra gap applies as the minimum temperature
gap.

Calc extra gap temp difference will not be adjusted during gapping (Duration time gap active).

14 Calc extra gap hum. difference
The size of the extra gap, calculated from the current humidity difference.

As soon as extra gapping is enabled, this calculated extra gap applies as the minimum humidity gap.

Calc extra gap hum. difference will not be adjusted during gapping (Duration time gap active).

15 Calc temperature/humidity gap

Calculated temperature gap
Calculated size of the temperature gap.

Calculated humidity gap
Calculated size of the humidity gap.
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I162 Energy curtain strategy

This section contains the limits that determine the switching conditions for the energy
curtain. Based on all these switching conditions, the curtain control determines whether the
curtain can open or close. A graphic of this is shown in: Energy (page 92).

1 Central strategy comp.no/contr.no/Central strategy autonomous no/contr.no
This line indicates whether a centrally defined energy curtain strategy applies instead of the energy
curtain strategy in this section.

2 Energy curtain

The opening/closing of the energy curtain takes place on the basis of the period settings.AUTOMATIC
The curtain is driven to the maximum curtain position without conditions, with the step
control if applicable.

CLOSE

The curtain is driven to the maximum curtain position without conditions, without the step
control.

DIRECT CLOSE

The curtain is opened without conditions, without the step control.DIRECT OPEN
The curtain is opened without conditions, with the step control if applicable.OPEN

3 Outside temperature forced closed
The curtain closes if the outside temperature falls below this value.

If the outside temperature climbs back above this value (with an internal dead band of 2 °C) the
curtain can open again, unless other conditions in this period keep the curtain closed.

As soon as Outside temperature forced closed = CLOSE, the period-dependent conditions are
no longer consulted and the curtain is always forced closed, according to the curtain closing
range.

4 Outside temperature rainfall radar
The energy curtain closes (without step control) if:
• the outside temperature falls below the set limit

and
• the rain radar expects a precipitation intensity greater than the Precipitation intensity for Safety

phase 1 or Safety phase 2 (see Rain radar in Priva Office).

The curtain is sent to the energy curtain position specified for phase (Curtain pos. rainfall radar phase
1/Curtain pos. rainfall radar phase 2 in I162.4). If both phases are active, the highest specified value
applies.

The curtain will only be released again when both phase 1 and 2 are no longer active, irrespective
of the measured outside temperature.

4 Selection weather influence no
Select here a weather influence on the outside temperature rainfall radar. In I162.2, you can create
your own combination of different weather influences.

The weather influence increases or decreases the outside temperature limit and thus influences the
outside temperature condition for the rain radar energy curtain position.

Selection weather influence no=0 means no weather influence.

5 Period

6 Activated
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6 Period shift no.line
Indication of the period shift program number and the line number. This shows you in which period
a period shift can take place. As soon as the period shift takes effect, the time adjustment is visible
on an extra line. Any change to the original period will only take effect after the period shift has
ended or after the undoing of the period shift (I107.1). See Period shift program (page 34).

7 Period
Switch the period for the energy curtain strategy on or off.

8 Start time

8 Shifted start time
The start time determined by the Period shift program (page 34). This time is valid instead of the
default Start time.

9 Method curtain

The period settings determine the opening and closing of the energy curtain, including, if
applicable, the step control, dead bands and deviation sums.

AUTO

The curtain closes automatically in this period if the set conditions for this period are met,
with the step control if applicable. A closed curtain will not open. The limits are applied without
dead bands, but with the deviation sums.

AUTO CLOSE

The curtain is driven to the maximum curtain position without conditions, with the step
control if applicable.

CLOSE

The curtain is opened automatically in this period, with the step control if applicable, if the
set closing conditions are no longer met. An open curtain will not close. The limits are applied
without dead bands, but with the deviation sums.

AUTO OPEN

The curtain is driven to the open curtain position without conditions, with the step control if
applicable.

OPEN

10 Radiation limit
If the measured radiation is less than the calculated radiation limit, the radiation condition will change
to CLOSE.

If the measured radiation is greater than the calculated radiation limit, the radiation condition will
change to OPEN.

There is a dead band around the radiation limit (Dead band radiation, I162.2) to prevent erratic
switching actions when Method curtain = AUTO.

The deviation sum is used, except if Method curtain = CLOSE.

13 Extra infl. : adj. radiation limit
The size of the desired adjustment of Radiation limit by means of an Extra influence. See also Extra
influences (page 43).

In Priva Office Direct, you can see which Extra influence has been set in the window of the
setting table.

14 Irradiation limit
If the measured irradiation is greater than this irradiation limit, the irradiation condition will change
to CLOSE.

If the measured irradiation is less than this irradiation limit, the irradiation condition will change to
OPEN.
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There is a dead band around the irradiation limit (Dead band irradiation in I162.2 Energy curtain
control (page 363)) to prevent erratic switching actions when Method curtain = AUTO.

The deviation sum is used, except if Method curtain = CLOSE.

15 Outside temperature limit absolute
If the outside temperature is less than the calculated outside temperature limit, the outside
temperature condition will change to CLOSE.

If the outside temperature is greater than the calculated outside temperature limit, the outside
temperature condition will change to OPEN.

There is a dead band around the outside temperature limit (Dead band outside temperature in I162.2
Energy curtain control (page 363)) to prevent erratic switching actions when Method curtain = AUTO.

The deviation sum is used, except if Method curtain = CLOSE.

15 Outside temperature limit relative
The difference between the calculated heating temperature and the measured outside temperature
determines the outside temperature condition.

If the difference is greater than this limit, the outside temperature condition will change to CLOSE.

If the difference is less than this limit, the outside temperature condition will change to OPEN.

Example

Release outside temperature (I162.4) = REL

Outside temperature limit relative = 10°C

Calculated heating temperature = 18°C

Measured outside temperature = 6°C

Temperature difference = 18 - 6 = 12°C

The temperature difference is therefore greater than Outside temperature limit relative, so
the outside temperature condition is: CLOSE.

There is a dead band around the outside temperature limit (Dead band outside temperature in I162.2
Energy curtain control (page 363)) to prevent erratic switching actions when Method curtain = AUTO.

The deviation sum is used, except if Method curtain = CLOSE.

16 Extra infl. : adj. outside temp limit
You can specify the size of the desired outside temperature limit adjustment using the setup table.

The size of the desired adjustment of Outside temperature limit absolute or Outside temperature limit
relative by means of an Extra influence. See also Extra influences (page 43).

In Priva Office Direct, you can see which Extra influence has been set in the window of the
setting table.

17 Selection delay number
It is possible to select a delay to prevent the energy curtain opening and closing too frequently during
automatic control. In I162.2, you can create your own combination of dead bands and deviation
sums.

Selection delay number=0 means no delay.
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18 Selection weather influence no
Select here a weather influence on the outside temperature condition. In I162.2, you can create your
own combination of different weather influences.

The weather influence increases or decreases the measured outside temperature and thus influences
the outside temperature condition.

Selection weather influence no=0 means no weather influence.

19 Temp diff below-above curtain open
To keep the curtain closed in the event of excessively great temperature differences, you set the
maximum temperature difference here.

Above the curtain = measured temperature above the curtain.

Below the curtain = calculated heating temperature (standard) or measured greenhouse air
temperature (if no heating control has been connected).

If the difference is greater than Temp diff below-above curtain open, the temperature difference
condition will change to CLOSE.

If the difference is less than Temp diff below-above curtain open, the temperature difference condition
will change to OPEN.

20 Water temperature limit
If the calculated water temperature is less than this limit and Method curtain is AUTO OPEN, the
water temperature condition will change to OPEN. This does not therefore apply if Method
curtain=AUTO; in that case, the condition CLOSE remains with the limitation (FORCED CLOSE).

If the calculated water temperature is greater than this limit and Method curtain is AUTO or AUTO
CLOSE, the water temperature condition will change to CLOSE.

In this case, a Delay water temp-heat demand condition applies (I162.2).

21 Heat demand curtain close
If the calculated basic heat demand is greater than this limit, the heat demand condition will change
to CLOSE.

In this case, a Delay water temp-heat demand condition applies (I162.2).

22 Heat demand curtain open
If the calculated basic heat demand is less than this limit, the heat demand condition will change to
OPEN.

In this case, a Delay water temp-heat demand condition applies (I162.2).

23 Extra infl. : adj. heat demand limit
The size of the desired adjustment of the heat demand by an extra influence.

24 Maximum diaphragm position
Maximum diaphragm position if the energy curtain function is active. This maximum diaphragm
position also applies if the energy curtain function and shading curtain function are active at the
same time.

25 Active before end time
Duration time before the end time of the period in which the energy curtain no longer needs to be
activated.

Active before end time is ignored if the subsequent period indicates a corresponding curtain direction
(e.g. if the wish is OPEN and the subsequent curtain period is AUTO OPEN).
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See also: Active before end time (page 46).

26 Energy curtain position
Position of the energy curtain if the energy curtain is active.

If the maximum position in 9 Max curtain position in I168 Curtain control (page 398) is lower
than the value that is specified here the maximum position in I168 Curtain control (page 398)
takes precedence.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

27 Status step control
See I162.1 Energy curtain step control (page 357).

28 Calc end position energy curtain

29 Correction active

No correction is active. The strategy settings are valid.NONE
A correction period is active. It is possible that the energy curtain strategy may be
adjusted by the settings in I162.3 Energy curtain corrections (page 366).

CORRECTION 1-
CORRECTION 6
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I162.1 Energy curtain step control

1 Central strategy comp.no/contr.no/Central strategy autonomous no/contr.no
This line indicates whether a centrally defined energy curtain strategy applies instead of the energy
curtain strategy in this section.

-CURTAIN OPEN-

2 Temp diff under-above directly open
The measured temperature difference of the air above and below the curtain.
• Above the curtain = measured temperature above the curtain.
• Below the curtain = calculated heating temperature (standard) or measured greenhouse air

temperature (if no heating control has been connected).

If the measured temperature difference above/below the curtain is less than this value, the curtain
will be opened directly.

If the measured temperature difference above/below the curtain is greater than this value, the
curtain will be opened by means of the step control. This is checked once after Time adjust heating
min has elapsed. Reducing this temperature difference during the step control has no effect.

The possibility of skipping the step control only exists if a temperature sensor is present
above the curtain and the dealer has assigned it to this curtain control.

3 Range temperature diff slow/fast
Temperature difference between the calculated heating temperature and the measured outside
temperature which determines the step control.

Range temperature difference slow
The temperature difference above which the curtain is controlled open slowly.

Default setting: 20.0 °C

Range temperature difference fast
The temperature difference below which the curtain is controlled open quickly.

Default setting: 10.0 °C

Calculation of the step factor based on the specified temperature difference.
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4 Step factor slow/fast
The step size of the next step as the curtain opens is equal to the calculated step factor (in
percentages) times the part already open. The calculated step factor is modulating, depending on
the Range temperature diff slow/fast.

Step factor slow
Minimum step factor (slow) if there is a large temperature difference.

Default setting: 50 %

Step factor fast
Maximum step factor (fast) if there is a small temperature difference.

Default setting: 100 %

In order to prevent the curtain from not opening, there is always a minimum step factor
time of 1%.

When the calculated step size becomes too small, a minimum control time of 1 second
always applies.

The first step is (always) equal to the set first step, for example 5 %. The next step depends
on the calculated step factor (refer to figure Calculation of the step factor based on the
specified temperature difference. (page 357)), for example 50 %.

The step size of the second step is now equal to 5% (opening already controlled) x 50% =
2.5%. The controlled opening is now 7.5 % which means the third step will be 7.5% x 50% =
3.75 % etc.

5 Waiting time step max/min
Waiting time between two steps when controlling the curtain open, depending on the measured
temperature, 4 Temperature deviation curtain open (page 279) (I112 Heating control (page 279)) and
the calculated heating temperature.

Waiting time step maximum
The maximum waiting time slow is used if the measured temperature is lower than the calculated
heating temperature plus half of 4 Temperature deviation curtain open (page 279).

Default setting: 5'00 min'sec

Waiting time step minimum
The minimum waiting time fast is used if the measured temperature is higher than the calculated
heating temperature plus half of 4 Temperature deviation curtain open (page 279).

Default setting: 1'00 min'sec

6 First step/end step control

First step
The size of the first step when the curtain is being opened.

Default setting: 1.0 %
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If the curtain is already partially opened, the set first step is not or only partially carried out.

End of step control
Position of the curtain, below which the curtain is no longer controlled opened in steps.

Default setting: 85.0 %

7 Time adjust heating max/min
As soon as the curtain may open in accordance with the specified conditions, the heating has the
opportunity to adjust to the changing circumstances before the curtain opens. The various phases
are:

1. The energy saving and the radiation limitation of the curtain are now no longer included in the
calculation of the heating capacity (the settings for this are in I168.1 Curtain influences (page
402)).

2. The control waits for the set Time adjust heating min.
3. As soon as the measured greenhouse temperature is higher than the calculated heating

temperature plus half of the Temperature deviation curtain open (I112), the curtain opens to the
first step.

4. If the curtain is still closed and the control has waited for the set Time adjust heating max, then
the curtain will open to the first step.

Default settings: 12'00 min/sec / 8'00 min/sec

8 Min curtain change time adjust heating
Curtain position changes less than this value are performed without a delay.

Curtain position changes greater than this value are performed with a delay (Time adjust heating
max/min) so that the heating has the opportunity to adapt to the changing circumstances.

Default setting: 60 %

9 Dry position/duration after opening
To prevent a damp curtain dripping on the crop during opening, you can set a waiting time to allow
the curtain to dry prior to opening.

Dry position
The position which the curtain must assume during the drying time.

Drying time after opening
The waiting time in which the dry position is maintained until the curtain is opened completely.

If the curtain is closed again for another curtain function during the drying period, the drying
period is aborted.

-CURTAIN CLOSE-

10 Range temperature diff slow/fast
Temperature difference between the calculated heating temperature and the measured outside
temperature which determines the step control.

Range temperature difference slow
The temperature difference below which the curtain is controlled shut slowly.

Default setting: 10.0 °C
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Range temperature difference fast
Temperature difference above which the curtain is controlled shut quickly.

Default setting: 20.0 °C

11 Step factor slow/fast
The step size of the next step as the curtain closes is equal to the calculated step factor (in
percentages) times the part already open. The calculated step factor is modulating, depending on
Range temperature diff slow/fast.

Step factor slow
Minimum step factor slow if there is a small temperature difference.

Default setting: 25 %

Step factor fast
Maximum step factor fast if there is a large temperature difference.

Default setting: 100 %

In order to prevent the curtain from not closing, there is always a minimum step factor time
of 1%.

When the calculated step size becomes too small, a minimum control time of 1 second
always applies.

12 Waiting time step max/min
Waiting time between two steps when controlling the curtain shut, depending on the measured
temperature, 3 Temperature deviation curtain close (page 279) (I112 Heating control (page 279)) and
the calculated heating temperature.

Waiting time step maximum
The maximum waiting time slow is used if the measured temperature is higher than the calculated
heating temperature minus half of 3 Temperature deviation curtain close (page 279).

Default setting: 5'00 min'sec

Waiting time step minimum
The minimum waiting time fast is used if the measured temperature is lower than the calculated
heating temperature minus half of 3 Temperature deviation curtain close (page 279).

Default setting: 1'00 min'sec

13 First step/end step control

First step
The size of the first step when the curtain is being closed.

Default setting: 60.0 %

When the curtain is already partially closed, the set first step is not or only partially carried
out.

End of step control
Position of the curtain, above which the curtain is no long controlled shut in steps.

Default setting: 98.0 %
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14 Time adjust heating max/min
As soon as the curtain may be closed in accordance with the specified conditions, the heating has
the opportunity to adjust to the changing circumstances before the curtain closes. The various phases
are:

1. The energy saving and the radiation limitation of the curtain are now included in the calculation
of the heating capacity (the settings for this are in I168.1 Curtain influences (page 402)).

2. The control waits for the set Time adjust heating min.
3. As soon as the measured greenhouse temperature is lower than the calculated heating

temperature plus half of the Temperature deviation curtain close (I112), the curtain closes to the
first step.

4. If the curtain is still open and the control has waited for the set Time adjust heating max, then
the curtain will close to the first step.

Default settings: 12'00 min/sec / 8'00 min/sec

15 Min curtain change time adjust heating
Curtain position changes less than this value are executed without a delay.

Curtain position changes greater than this value are executed with a delay (Time adjust heating
max/min) so that the heating has the opportunity to adapt to the changing circumstances.

Default setting: 60 %

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

16 Status step control
Indication of the step control at this moment.

The energy curtain is closed.OPEN
The energy saving has been transferred to the heating. During Time adjust heating the
requested heating capacity is lowered.

HEAT LOWER

The energy saving that was transferred to the heating when the curtain was closed,
has been cancelled. During Time adjust heating the heating capacity is increased.

HEAT HIGHER

There is a waiting time until the curtain drive has carried out the newly assigned step
in the open direction.

STEP OPEN

There is a waiting time until the curtain drive has carried out the newly assigned step
in the close direction.

STEP CLOSE

There is a waiting time before carrying out the next step open until the calculated
Waiting time until next step has elapsed.

WAIT OPEN

There is a waiting time before carrying out the next step close until the calculated
Waiting time until next step has elapsed.

WAIT CLOSE

The curtain has reached the end position. If the assigned end position is limited, the
limited position is considered to be the end position.

END POS

The curtain is not yet opened fully as this has to dry for the set drying time.DRY

17 Waiting time until next step
The calculated waiting time for the current curtain position that has not yet elapsed, before the next
step open or close is made.

18Meas temperature above curtain/diff

Meas temperature above curtain
The measured temperature of the air above the curtain.

Meas temperature difference
The measured temperature difference of the air above and below the curtain.

Above the curtain = measured temperature above the curtain.
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Below the curtain = calculated heating temperature (standard) or measured greenhouse air
temperature (if no heating control has been connected).
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I162.2 Energy curtain control
In order to prevent the energy curtain opening and closing too often you have the option to set a
dead band and a deviation sum.

The following also apply when setting a dead band:
• the dead band works both above and below the limit;
• the deviation sum counter only counts outside the dead band;
• the deviation sum counter becomes 0 if the measured value moves into the dead band.

1 Central strategy comp.no/contr.no/Central strategy autonomous no/contr.no
This line indicates whether a centrally defined energy curtain strategy applies instead of the energy
curtain strategy in this section.

2 -DELAY NUMBER-
In order to prevent the energy curtain from opening and closing too often, you have the option to
set delays. Here you can compose various delays of various dead bands and deviation sums. In I162
you can select a number of a delay set for each period which allows the control to react more quickly
or more slowly dependent on the time of day.

3 Dead band radiation
Dead band around the set radiation limit of the energy curtain during Method curtain = AUTO.

4 Radiation deviation sum open
Sum of the difference between the measured radiation and the radiation limit, above which the
energy curtain opens. The calculation is performed every minute when the radiation difference is
greater than the dead band.

5 Radiation deviation sum close
Sum of the difference between the measured radiation and the radiation limit, above which the
energy curtain closes. The calculation is performed every minute when the radiation difference is
greater than the dead band.

6 Dead band irradiation
Dead band around the set irradiation limit of the energy curtain during Method curtain = AUTO.

7 Irradiation deviation sum open
Sum of the difference between the measured irradiation and the irradiation limit, above which the
energy curtain opens. The calculation is performed every minute when the irradiation difference is
greater than the dead band.

8 Irradiation deviation sum close
Sum of the difference between the measured irradiation and the irradiation limit, above which the
energy curtain closes. The calculation is performed every minute when the irradiation difference is
greater than the dead band.

9 Dead band outside temperature
Dead band around the calculated outside temperature limit of the energy curtain during Method
curtain = AUTO.

10 Outside temp deviation sum open
Sum of the difference between the measured outside temperature and the calculated outside
temperature limit, above which the energy curtain opens. The calculation is performed every minute
when the temperature difference is greater than the dead band.
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Example: in the figure below the calculated outside temperature limit is 10 °C; the dead
band is 1 °C; as soon as the measured outside temperature is higher than 11 °C (10 °C + 1
°C) the difference is totalled every minute (e.g. +2 and +1). Within the range of the dead
band for the outside temperature limit the count is 0 and the calculation starts anew. If the
total count is equal to the sum set here then the temperature condition for opening the
energy curtain is valid.

on / offsetting
dead band

11 Outside temp deviation sum close
Sum of the difference between the measured outside temperature and the calculated outside
temperature limit, above which the energy curtain closes. The calculation is performed every minute
when the temperature difference is greater than the dead band.

12 Delay water temp-heat demand condition
The calculated water temperature must be above Water temperature limit during this period before
the water temperature condition becomes CLOSE or below Water temperature limit during this period
before the water temperature condition becomes OPEN.

The Condition water temperature can only become OPEN if the curtain is open.

This delay also applies for the heat demand condition if the Method curtain is not AUTO. For Method
curtain AUTO there are separate limits for switching of the Condition heat demand.

14 -WEATHER INFLUENCE ON OUTSIDE TEMP-
In this section you can define 6 different combinations of weather influences on the outside
temperature limit. In the energy curtain strategy, you can select one of these weather influence
numbers for each period. The corresponding Total weather influence is added to the outside
temperature limit on the basis of which the energy curtain strategy decides to open or close.

For each influence, you can select whether or not it will have an influence on the outside temperature
limit. Then, you define the size of the influence using a setting table.
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15 Release influence windchill

The calculated difference between the measured outside temperature and the wind
chill is the influence on the outside temperature limit.
The wind chill can only increase the outside temperature limit.
An increase is only possible if the outside temperature is lower than 10°C and the wind
speed is higher than 1 m/s.

YES

No influence of the wind chill as a weather influence.NO

16 Release influence wind speed

The wind speed has no influence on the calculated total weather influenceNO
A wind speed influence can be set as a weather influence.YES

16 Wind speed : adjustment temperature
You can use this setting table to define to what extent the wind speed has an influence on the total
weather influence adjustment.

17 Release influence radiation
See the explanation above.

17 Radiation : adjustment temperature
See the explanation above.

18 Release influence irradiation
See the explanation above.

18 Irradiation : adjustment temperature
See the explanation above.

19 Release influence rain percentage
See the explanation above.

19 Rain percentage : adjustment temperature
See the explanation above.

20 Release influence rain active
See the explanation above.

20 Adjustment temperature
This specified temperature adjustment becomes active as soon as rain is measured.

21 Maximum adjustment temperature
The total maximum increase that may be applied to the outside temperature limit.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

22 -WEATHER INFLUENCE ON OUTSIDE TEMP-
Number of the influence to be selected.
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23 Influence windchill
Calculated difference between outside temperature and wind chill.

The wind chill can only increase the outside temperature limit.
An increase will only take place in the event of an outside temperature lower than 10°C and
a wind speed higher than 1 m/s.

24 Influence wind speed
Calculated adjustment of the weather influence based on the measured wind.

25 influence radiation
Calculated adjustment of the weather influence based on the measured outside radiation.

26 influence irradiation
If applicable: calculated adjustment of the weather influence based on the measured irradiation.

27 influence rain quantity
If applicable: calculated adjustment of the weather influence based on the measured rain quantity.

28 Influence rain active
Calculated adjustment of the weather influence based on the rain sensor.

29 Total weather influence
The sum of all the selected weather influences, limited if applicable by Maximum adjustment
temperature. The total weather influence is ultimately added for the measured outside temperature
limit if you have stated this weather influence number for the relevant period.

I162.3 Energy curtain corrections
You can use corrections to easily deviate from the strategy in the event of different circumstances.
The settings correspond to the settings in I162 Energy curtain strategy (page 352).

The general explanation: Corrections (page 47).
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I163 Shading curtain strategy
The shading curtain function is used to shade a surplus of irradiation. This is to prevent damage by
too much radiation emission or a temperature that is too high. In between a start and end time the
curtain can be driven to a set curtain position. If several periods overlap, they all remain active, but
the right period has priority over the left period if the condition (radiation and/or temperature) are
met. The settings determine to which curtain position the curtain will be driven. The radiation limit
can be adjusted by a multiple day average radiation sum, so that as much radiation as possible can
be used for growing the crop and the risk of damage is limited as much as possible. Also you can
choose for radiation inside or outside.

To prevent the shading curtain from being controlled open or shut too frequently because of changing
weather conditions, there is the option to specify a dead band temperature/radiation and a
temperature/radiation deviation sum open/close in I163.1 Shading curtain influences (page 373). For
modulating the shading this is where you can also set a position deviation sum damp and a minimum
position change.

1 Period
Adjustable period for the shading curtain, based on time settings.

2 Activated
Indication that the screen shading period is active.

2 Period shift start time no.line/Period shift end time no.line
Indication of the period shift program number and the line number. This shows you in which period
a period shift can take place. As soon as the period shift takes effect, the time adjustment is visible
on an extra line. Any change to the original period will only take effect after the period shift has
ended or after the undoing of the period shift (I107.1). See Period shift program (page 34).

3 Clock
Switch the timer on or off for the screen shading period.

4 Start time
Start time of the screen shading period.

4 Shifted start time
The start time determined by the Period shift program (page 34). This time is valid instead of the
default Start time.

5 End time
End time of the screen shading period.

5 Shifted end time
The end time determined by the Period shift program (page 34). This time is valid instead of the
default End time.

6 Shading condition
Selection of how the shading curtain should close during this period.
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The shading curtain should close based on the radiation limit (modulating, if applicable).RAD
The shading curtain should close on the basis of the temperature limit (greenhouse
temperature or plant temperature, from I100.4).

TEMP

The shading curtain should close based on the irradiation limit.IRRADIATION *
The shading curtain should close on the basis of the radiation limit (modulating, if
applicable) or on the basis of the temperature limit (greenhouse temperature or plant
temperature, from I100.4).

TEMP&RAD
or
BOTH *

The shading curtain should close on the basis of the radiation limit (modulating, if
applicable) or on the basis of the irradiation limit.

RAD&IRRAD

The shading curtain should close on the basis of the irradiation limit or on the basis of
the temperature limit (greenhouse temperature or plant temperature, from I100.4).

TEMP&IRRAD

The shading curtain should close on the basis of the irradiation limit, radiation limit
(modulating, if applicable) or on the basis of the temperature limit (greenhouse
temperature or plant temperature, from I100.4).

ALL *

* Selection is dependent on the presence of an irradiation sensor.

7 Shading method
Selection of the method of shading.

The shading curtain closes on the basis of the radiation limit or PAR limit and moves
to the Max curtain position.

FIXED

The shading curtain closes on the basis on the radiation limit or PAR limit, after which
the curtain position is determined by Radiation : curtain pos if radiation is used or by
PAR : curtain pos if PAR is used.

RANGE

The curtain position is controlled in order to realise a PAR level under the curtain. The
shading curtain closes on the basis of the radiation limit or PAR limit, after which the
curtain position is determined by the desired PAR below curtain. The curtain can also
be closed because the crop has received sufficient light, more than the Max PAR sum
below curtain. Condition for this method is that there are at least 2 curtains above each
other. One curtain diffuses the light and the other curtain controls the amount of PAR
under the curtains. Another condition is that a PAR measurement below the curtain
has been allocated to -PAR <-> BELOW SHADING CURTAIN- (in I160.4).

PAR

8 Radiation limit
Radiation limit above which the shading curtain is activated. There is a dead band above and below
the radiation limit (I163.1 Shading curtain influences (page 373)) for a more peaceful switch behaviour.
Also switching is delayed by a radiation deviation sum.

The radiation limit can be adjusted by the AMR sum or the measured irradiation if this has
been selected in I163.1 Shading curtain influences (page 373).

8 PAR limit
PAR limit above which the shading curtain is activated. There is a dead band above and below the
PAR limit (I163.1 Shading curtain influences (page 373)) for a more peaceful switch behaviour. Also
switching is delayed by a PAR deviation sum.

The PAR limit can be adjusted by the AMR sum or the measured irradiation if this has been
selected in I163.1 Shading curtain influences (page 373).

9 Extra infl. : adj. radiation limit
You can use the setting table to specify the size of the desired Radiation limit adjustment by means
of an Extra influence. In Priva Office Direct, you can use to open the setting table for this. In the
setting table window, you can specify the extent to which the Extra influence should be increased or
decreased for various values of the Radiation limit.

In Priva Office Direct, you can see which Extra influence has been set in the window of the
setting table.
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In Priva Office Direct you can select which measured or calculated value has an influence on Radiation
limit. See also

10 Extra influence : adjustment PAR limit
You can use the setting table to specify the size of the desired PAR limit adjustment.

See above line for a further explanation.

11 Radiation : curtain pos
Radiation levels in relation to the Radiation limit with the corresponding curtain positions for closing
the shading curtain over a range. The calculated Raw curtain position is dampened to prevent instability
of the curtain control. (See also -SMOOTHING- in I163.1 Shading curtain influences (page 373).)

The curtain position is limited by Max curtain position.

Curtain positions according to the radiation limit and the Radiation : curtain position table.
In this graph the dead band has not been taken into account.

Radiation : curtain pos
YX

50
60
75
95

0
250
400
550

1:
2:
3:
4:
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• In this Radiation : curtain pos table, a maximum of four consecutive radiation levels (W/m2)
plus the desired curtain positions can be set.

• The four radiation levels are set according to the Radiation limit (in the example 200 W/m2)
from low to high, whereby the curtain position becomes larger. When the measured
radiation is between the specified radiation levels, the curtain position will also calculate
a proportional position.

• Max curtain position always applies as the maximum.
• To prevent erratic switching behaviour, in I163.1 Shading curtain influences (page 373) a 20

Pos deviation sum open/close (page 377) and a 21 Min position change open/close (page
378) can be set.

11 PAR : curtain pos
PAR levels in relation to the PAR limit with the corresponding curtain positions for closing the shading
curtain over a range. The calculated Raw curtain position is dampened to prevent instability of the
curtain control. (See also -SMOOTHING- in I163.1 Shading curtain influences (page 373).)

The curtain position is limited by Max curtain position.

12 Decr. radiation limit by irradiation
Maximum decrease of the specified Radiation limit depending on the radiation emission.

12 Decr. PAR limit by irradiation
Maximum decrease of the specified PAR limit depending on the radiation emission.

13 Irradiation limit
If the measured irradiation is greater than this limit, the curtain is driven to the maximum position
(Max curtain position). You can release this influence in I163.1.

14 Temperature limit
Temperature (greenhouse temperature or plant temperature) above which the shading curtain is
activated. There is a dead band around the temperature limit (Dead band temperature, I163.1) to
prevent erratic switching actions. Furthermore, switching is delayed by a temperature difference
sum.

15 PAR below curtain
The desired PAR level below the curtain that is aimed for when the curtain is activated (the conditions
concerning time and radiation/PAR above the curtain or temperature have been met). To reach the
desired PAR level, a basic value for the curtain position is calculated, which is corrected by Used PAR
below curtain. The calculated Raw curtain position is dampened to prevent instability of the curtain
control. (See also -SMOOTHING- in I163.1 Shading curtain influences (page 373).)

The previous shading curtains remain forced closed for as long as the calculated curtain
position is higher than the minimum curtain position PAR control at installation level.

The shading curtain moves to a fixed position when the next curtain of the PAR control is
closed.

16 Max PAR sum below curtain
The maximum PAR sum under the curtain, above which the curtain is controlled shut to the maximum
curtain position, if sufficient light was measured today.
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17 Max curtain position
Maximum curtain position of the shading curtain during this period.

18 Active before end time
Period of time before the end time of the period in which the shading curtain can no longer be
activated if the shading curtain is not yet active, see Active before end time (page 46).

If the Time of Active before end time is longer than the duration of the period, then the
period will not be activated.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

19 Period
Period division for the shading curtain.

20 Activated
Indication that the screen shading period is active.

21 Condition valid
Indication whether the shading curtain conditions have been met. If the conditions have been met
in between the start and end time, then the shading curtain is activated.

22 Calc radiation limit
Calculated radiation limit above which the shading curtain function starts.

22 Calc PAR limit
Calculated PAR-limit above which the shading curtain function starts.

23 Active for radiation
Indication of whether the shading curtain has been closed because the radiation limit or PAR limit
have been reached.

23 Active for temperature
Indication of whether the shading curtain has been closed because the temperature limit has been
reached.

23 Active for irradiation
Indication of whether the shading curtain has been closed because the irradiation limit has been
reached.

24 Active for PAR sum
Indication of whether the shading curtain has been closed because Max PAR sum below curtain has
been reached.

25 Measured irradiation
The measured irradiation that is used for the irradiation condition of the curtain.

25 Used radiation
The used radiation for driving the shading curtain, depending on the chosen radiation sensor(s) in
I160.4 Allocate curtain (page 198).
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26 Used PAR
The used PAR for driving the shading curtain, depending on the chosen PAR sensor(s) in I160.4
Allocate curtain (page 198).

27 Used PAR/PAR sum below curtain

Applied PAR below curtain
The PAR used under the curtain for driving a desired PAR level under the shading curtain. This
depends on the selected PAR sensor(s) in I160.4 Allocate curtain (page 198).

Applied PAR sum below curtain
The used PAR sum under the curtain to close the curtain to the maximum curtain position, if sufficient
light was measured today. This depends on the selected PAR sensor(s) in I160.4 Allocate curtain
(page 198) and on the 16 Reset time PAR sum below curtain (page 377).

28 Raw curtain position
Curtain position based on the measured radiation and the Radiation : curtain pos setting table.

The difference between the raw curtain position and the Calculated curtain position is caused by the
settings in I163.1 Shading curtain influences (page 373).

29 Calculated curtain position
Calculated position of the shading curtain (damped) as driven at this moment.

30 Calculated diaphragm position
Calculated diaphragm position.
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I163.1 Shading curtain influences
To prevent controlling the shading curtain open or shut too far, a dead band and a deviation sum
can be set whereby the deviation sum is counted as soon as the measured temperature and/or
radiation ventures outside the dead band.

Damping can be set for modulating shading.

The Radiation limit (I163 Shading curtain strategy (page 367)) can be adjusted by the AMR sum and
by the irradiation.

1 Period
Period division for the shading curtain.

2 Activated
Indication that the shading curtain period is active.

3 Dead band temperature
Dead band above and below the specified Temperature limit (I163 Shading curtain strategy (page
367)) for opening and closing the shading curtain.

Default setting: 0.5 °C

In the figure Dead band and the calculated temperature limit when closing the shading
curtain (page 374) the temperature limit is 27.0°C; the dead band temperature is 1.0°C; as
soon as the measured temperature is higher than 28°C (27.0°C + 1.0°C) the difference is
totalled every minute (e.g. +2 and +1). Additions (+0) do not take place within the area of
the dead band temperature. If the total addition is equal to the setting 5 Temperature
deviation sum close (page 374), then the temperature condition for closing the shading curtain
is valid.
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Dead band and the calculated temperature limit when closing the shading curtain

4 Temperature deviation sum open
Sum of the difference between the measured temperature and the temperature limit, above which
the shading curtain is controlled open. The addition takes place every minute and also when the
temperature difference is greater than the dead band.

If the measured temperature reaches the dead band, then the deviation sum counter starts
at 0 again.

5 Temperature deviation sum close
Sum of the difference between the measured temperature and the temperature limit, above which
the shading curtain is controlled shut. The addition takes place every minute and also when the
temperature difference is greater than the dead band.

If the measured temperature reaches the dead band, then the deviation sum counter starts
at 0 again.

6 Dead band radiation open
Dead band below the Calc radiation limit for opening the shading curtain.

Default setting: 50 W/m 2

6 Dead band PAR open
Dead band below the Calc PAR limit for opening the shading curtain.

Default setting: 100 umol/s/m 2

7 Dead band radiation close
Dead band above the Calc radiation limit for closing the shading curtain.

Default setting: 50 W/m 2
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In figure Condition for closing the shading curtain (page 375) the radiation limit is set to 500
W/m2. The dead band radiation close is 50 W/m2. As soon as the measured radiation intensity
is higher than (500 + 50) 550 W/m2 the difference per minute is added (for example +100
and +70). Within the area of the dead band radiation the addition becomes 0 and the must
start again. If the total addition is equal to the setting 10 Radiation deviation sum close (page
376), then the radiation condition for closing the shading curtain is valid.

Condition for closing the shading curtain

7 Dead band PAR close
Dead band above the Calc PAR limit for closing the shading curtain.

Default setting: 100 umol/s/m 2

8 Dead band irradiation open
Dead band below Irradiation limit (I163) below which the irradiation condition is invalid and the
curtain is opened again.

8 Dead band irradiation close
Dead band above Irradiation limit (I163) above which the irradiation condition is invalid and the
curtain is closed again.

9 Radiation deviation sum open
Sum of the difference between the measured radiation and the Calc radiation limit, above which the
shading curtain is opened. The addition takes place every minute and also when the radiation
difference is greater than the dead band open.

If the measured radiation reaches the dead band, then the deviation sum counter once
again starts from 0.
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9 PAR deviation sum open
Sum of the difference between the measured PAR and the Calc PAR limit, above which the shading
curtain is opened. The addition takes place every minute if the PAR difference is greater than the
dead band open.

If the measured PAR reaches the dead band, then the deviation sum counter once again
starts from 0.

10 Radiation deviation sum close
Sum of the difference between the measured radiation and the Calc radiation limit, above which the
shading curtain is closed. The addition takes place every minute and also when the radiation difference
is greater than the dead band closed.

If the measured radiation reaches the dead band, then the deviation sum counter once
again starts from 0.

10 PAR deviation sum close
Sum of the difference between the measured PAR and the Calc PAR limit, above which the shading
curtain is closed. The addition takes place every minute if the PAR difference is greater than the dead
band closed.

If the measured PAR reaches the dead band, then the deviation sum counter once again
starts from 0.

11 Irradiation deviation sum open
Sum of the difference between the measured irradiation and the irradiation limit, above which the
shading curtain is opened. The addition takes place every minute when the measured irradiation is
less than the irradiation limit and the irradiation difference is greater than Dead band irradiation
open.

11 Irradiation deviation sum close
Sum of the difference between the measured irradiation and the irradiation limit, above which the
shading curtain is closed. The addition takes place every minute when the measured irradiation is
above the irradiation limit and the irradiation difference is greater than Dead band irradiation close.

12 Release influence AMR sum

Use the average multiple-day radiation sum (AMR sum) as an influence for adjusting
the radiation or PAR limit.

YES

Use the radiation sum of the current day as an influence for adjusting the radiation or
PAR limit.

NO

13 Decrease radiation limit by AMR sum
Maximum permitted reduction of the set radiation limit (I163) by the AMR sum.

13 Decrease PAR limit by AMR sum
Maximum permitted reduction of the set PAR limit (I163) by the AMR sum.

14 Release max PAR sum
Option whether the Max PAR sum below curtain (I163) is used to close the curtain to the maximum
curtain position, because sufficient light was measured today.

The PAR sum is counted from the Reset time PAR sum below curtain.
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15 Range AMR sum dark/light day

Range average multiple day radiation-sum dark day
End of the AMR sum range for the decrease of the specified radiation limit and PAR limit (I163 Shading
curtain strategy (page 367)), below which the Decrease radiation limit by AMR sum is fully implemented.
The result that controls the shading curtain is the Calc radiation limit or Calc PAR limit.

Range average multiple day radiation sum light day
Start of the AMR sum range for the decrease of the specified radiation limit and PAR limit (I163
Shading curtain strategy (page 367)), above which there is no decrease. The result that controls the
shading curtain is the Calc radiation limit or Calc PAR limit.

16 Reset time PAR sum below curtain
Time at which the Applied PAR sum below curtain (page 372) is reset. See also the Astronomical time
shift paragraph in the Setting periods and times (page 32).

17 Release influence irradiation
Option whether the measured irradiation is used to decrease the radiation limit or PAR limit, so that
the Calc radiation limit or Calc PAR limit takes the measured irradiation into account.

18 Range irradiation start
The radiation limit and the PAR limit above which the shading curtain is activated can be lowered
on the basis of the irradiation.

If the measured irradiation is lower than this limit, the radiation limit and the PAR limit will not be
lowered.

19 Range irradiation end
The radiation limit and the PAR limit above which the shading curtain is activated can be lowered
on the basis of the irradiation.

If the measured irradiation is higher than this limit, the radiation limit and the PAR limit will be
lowered by Decr. radiation limit by irradiation or Decr. PAR limit by irradiation.

-SMOOTHING-

20 Pos deviation sum open/close
Settings for shading curtain, with Shading method (I163) set to RANGE or PAR.

With these settings you can ensure that position changes will only be implemented once the set
deviation sum for opening or closing has been reached.

Position deviation sum open
The differences between the measured and calculated curtain position are totalled every minute.
As soon as this deviation sum is greater than Position deviation sum open, it is determined whether
the curtain opens further. Opening only takes place if the change in the calculated curtain position
at that moment is greater than the Minimum position change open. If the change in the position is
smaller, then the addition of the difference concerning the position starts again at 0.

Position deviation sum close
The differences between the measured and calculated curtain position are totalled every minute.
As soon as this deviation sum is greater than Position deviation sum close, it is determined whether
the curtain closes further. Closing only takes place if the change in the calculated curtain position
at that moment is greater than the Minimum position change close. If the change in the position is
smaller, then the addition of the difference concerning the position starts again at 0.
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21 Min position change open/close

Minimum position change open
The minimum difference between the measured curtain position and the calculated curtain position
for opening, above which the curtain opens further when Position deviation sum open has been
reached. A position change smaller than this value will not be implemented.

Minimum position change close
The minimum difference between the calculated curtain position and the measured curtain position
for closing. above which the curtain closes further when Position deviation sum close has been reached.
A position change smaller than this value will not be implemented.

22 Diaphragm pos deviation sum open/close

Diaphragm position deviation sum open
Sum of the actual diaphragm position minus the calculated diaphragm position above which the
diaphragm curtain opens further. The summation is carried out every minute. Opening only takes
place if the change in the calculated curtain position at that moment is greater than the Minimum
diaphragm position change open. If the position change is less than Minimum diaphragm position
change open, summation begins again at 0.

Diaphragm position deviation sum close
Sum of the calculated diaphragm position minus the actual diaphragm position above which the
diaphragm curtain closes further. The summation is carried out every minute. Closing only takes
place if the change in the calculated curtain position at that moment is greater than the Minimum
diaphragm position change close. if the position change is less than Minimum diaphragm position
change close, summation begins again at 0.

23 Min diaphragm pos. change open/close

Minimum diaphragm position change open
A desired diaphragm position change for the open direction that is smaller than the value set here
is not carried out.

Minimum diaphragm position change close
A desired diaphragm position change for the close direction that is smaller than the value set here
is not carried out.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

24 Period

25 Activated
Indication that the shading curtain period is active.

26 Calc deviation sum temperature
Calculated deviation sum based on the specified temperature limit and the measured outside
temperature.

As soon as the calculated deviation sum is larger than the specified deviation sum, the shading
curtain is allowed to open or close based on the temperature.
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To close the shading curtain the calculated deviation sum is shown as positive (the measured
temperature is higher than the temperature limit + dead band) and to open the shading curtain the
calculated deviation sum is shown as negative (the measured temperature is lower than the
temperature limit dead band).

If the measured temperature reaches the dead band, then the calculated deviation sum
counter starts at 0 again.

27 Calc deviation sum radiation
Calculated deviation sum based on the Calc radiation limit and the measured radiation.

As soon as the calculated difference sum is larger than the specified difference sum, the shading
curtain opens or closes based on radiation.

To close the shading curtain the calculated difference sum is shown as positive (the measured
radiation is higher than the radiation limit + dead band) and to open the shading curtain the calculated
difference sum is shown as negative (the measured radiation is lower than the radiation limit dead
band).

If the measured radiation reaches the dead band, then the calculated deviation sum counter
starts at 0 again.

27 Calc deviation sum PAR
Calculated deviation sum based on the Calc PAR limit and the measured PAR.

As soon as the calculated difference sum is larger than the specified difference sum, the shading
curtain opens or closes based on PAR.

To close the shading curtain the calculated difference sum is shown as positive (the measured PAR
is higher than the PAR limit + dead band) and to open the shading curtain the calculated difference
sum is shown as negative (the measured PAR is lower than the PAR limit - dead band).

If the measured PAR reaches the dead band, then the calculated deviation sum counter
starts at 0 again.

28 Calc radiation limit
The calculated radiation limit based on the specified radiation limit (I163 Shading curtain strategy
(page 367)) and the decrease of this radiation limit by the AMR sum and the irradiation.

28 Calc PAR limit
The calculated PAR limit based on the specified PAR limit (I163 Shading curtain strategy (page 367))
and the decrease of this PAR limit by the AMR sum and the irradiation.

29 Calc deviation sum irradiation
Sum of the deviation between the measured irradiation and the irradiation limit.
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I164 Humidity curtain strategy
The humidity curtain function is used to prevent or limit a humidity that is too low.

1 Period
Adjustable period for the humidity curtain.

2 Activated
Active indication humidity curtain period.

3 Clock
Switch the timer on or off for the humidity curtain period.

4 Start time
Start time of the humidity curtain period.

5 End time
End time of the humidity curtain period.

6 Humidity level curtain
Humidity level below which (RH) or above which (RD) the humidity curtain can be closed.

If the measured RH falls below Humidity level curtain minus the Dead band humidity, the
curtain is driven to the desired curtain position.
The desired curtain position is derived from the set Max curtain position minus Band
curtain dry.
As soon as the measured RH rises above the set humidity level curtain plus the dead
band humidity, the curtain is opened fully again.

RH

If the measured HD rises above Humidity level curtain plus the Dead band humidity, the
curtain is driven to the desired curtain position.
The desired curtain position is derived from the set Max curtain position minus Band
curtain dry.
As soon as the measured HD falls below the set humidity level curtain minus the dead
band humidity, the curtain is opened fully again.

HD

7 Max curtain position
Maximum curtain position when the humidity curtain is active.

The maximum curtain position of the humidity curtain applies when:
• the measured RH is lower than the set humidity level curtain minus the range humidity diff dry;
• the measured HD is higher than the set humidity level curtain plus the range humidity diff dry.

8 Range humidity diff dry
Humidity range below the humidity level curtain across which the curtain is controlled shut over the
band curtain dry.

Default setting: 20 % (RH) / 5.0 g/m 3 (HD)

Range RH, lower than the set Humidity level curtain, over which the curtain is driven to
the Max curtain position.

RH

Range HD, higher than the set Humidity level curtain, over which the curtain is driven
to the Max curtain position.

HD

9 Band curtain dry
Range curtain position, lower than Max curtain position, over which the curtain position can be
controlled, depending on the measured RH or HD (see also figure below).
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Determination of the position of the humidity curtain using themeasured RHor themeasured humidity
deficit and the created settings

10 Dead band humidity
Dead band around the set humidity level.

Default setting: 5 % (RH) / 1.0 g/m 3 (HD)

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

11 Condition valid
Indication whether the humidity condition for the humidity curtain has been met.

The humidity curtain closes if both the period and the condition is valid.

12 Calculated curtain position
Calculated curtain position of the humidity curtain.
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I166 Side curtain strategy
Depending on the condition(s) set in I166.1 Side curtain influences (page 384) there are adjustable
limits below or above which the side-slave curtain must close. If no conditions have been selected,
the side-slave curtain will close on the basis of the start and end time.

1 Period
Adjustable period for the side-slave curtain, based on time settings.

2 Activated
Indication whether the side-slave curtain function has been activated.

3 Clock
Switch the timer on or off for the side-slave curtain period.

4 Start time
Start time of the side-slave curtain period.

5 End time
End time of the side-slave curtain period.

6 Radiation limit close
Radiation limit as a condition for opening and closing the side-slave curtain.

Also refer to I166.1 Side curtain influences (page 384). 4 Dead band radiation open (page 384).

7 Outside temperature limit close
Outside temperature limit as a condition for opening and closing of the side-slave curtain.

Also refer to I166.1 Side curtain influences (page 384), 6 Dead band outside temperature open (page
384).

8 External curtain pos limit close
External curtain position limit as a condition for opening and closing the side-slave curtain.

The external curtain that is followed, must be allocated in I166.4 Allocate side curtain (page 205).

9 Active before end time
Period of time before the end time of the period in which the side-slave curtain is not allowed to
become active if the side-slave curtain is not yet active.

If the Time of Active before end time is longer than the duration of the period, then the
period will not be activated.

10 Max curtain position
Maximum curtain position when the curtain is controlled shut from the side-slave curtain function.

If Installation max curtain position (I168) is set lower than this Max curtain position, then
Installation max curtain position (I168) will apply

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

11 Period
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12 Activated
Indication whether the side-slave curtain function has been activated.

13 Condition valid
Indication whether the side-slave curtain function conditions have been met. The side-slave curtain
closes, when both the period and all selected conditions are valid.

14 Limitation
Reason why the curtain position of the side-slave curtain is limited.

Possible limits (from top to bottom) in a sequence of diminishing priority:

There is no limitation of the curtain position of the side-slave curtain.NONE
The measured radiation does not meet Radiation limit close.RAD
The measured outside temperature does not meet Outside temperature limit close.TEMP
The measured Ext curtain position does not meet External curtain pos limit close.EXT
The curtain control is blocked, because Clock is set to OFF.RELEASE

15 Ext curtain position
Curtain position van the allocated curtain in I166.4 Allocate side curtain (page 205), that applies as a
closing condition for the side-slave curtain.

• If the side-slave curtain has been allocated to several curtains, the largest curtain position
is displayed here. This is also the curtain position that is viewed.

• If no curtain has been allocated, this setting is not displayed on the screen.

16 Calculated curtain position
Calculated curtain position of the side-slave curtain.
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I166.1 Side curtain influences
It is possible to specify which condition(s) must be valid before the wall-slave curtain closes.

• If an external curtain position is specified as a condition, the wall-slave curtain closes once the
other curtain has reaches a certain curtain position.

• Also the wall-slave curtain can follow another curtain in the compartment with regard to the
curtain position.

• If several conditions have been selected, it is possible to close the curtain as desired if one or
all of these conditions are valid.

• If no conditions have been selected, the side-slave curtain will close on the basis of the start and
end time.

1 Period
Period division for the wall-slave curtain.

2 Activated
Indication whether the side-slave curtain function has been activated.

3 Condition radiation close
Option how the condition radiation is decisive for opening/closing the wall-slave curtain.

The condition radiation is not included. This means that radiation is not decisive for
opening/closing the wall-slave curtain.

NONE

The radiation condition becomes valid when the measured radiation is greater than
the specified 6 Radiation limit close (page 382) in I166 Side curtain strategy (page 382).

LARGER

The condition becomes valid when the measured radiation is smaller than the specified
6 Radiation limit close (page 382) in I166 Side curtain strategy (page 382).

SMALLER

4 Dead band radiation open
Dead band above (with SMALLER) or below (with LARGER) the 6 Radiation limit close (page 382) must
have elapsed before the wall-slave curtain is opened.

5 Condition outside temperature close
Option how the condition outside temperature is decisive for opening/closing the wall-slave curtain.

The condition outside temperature is not included. This means that outside temperature
is not decisive for opening/closing the wall-slave curtain.

NONE

The condition outside temperature becomes valid when the measured outside
temperature is greater than the specified 7 Outside temperature limit close (page 382)
in I166 Side curtain strategy (page 382).

LARGER

The condition outside temperature becomes valid when the measured outside
temperature is smaller than the specified 7 Outside temperature limit close (page 382)
in I166 Side curtain strategy (page 382).

SMALLER

6 Dead band outside temperature open
Dead band above (with SMALLER) or below (with LARGER) the 7 Outside temperature limit close
(page 382) must have elapsed before the wall-slave curtain is opened.

7 Condition external curt pos close
Option how the condition external curtain position is decisive for opening/closing the wall-slave
curtain.
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The condition external curtain position is not included. This means that external curtain
position is not decisive for opening/closing the wall-slave curtain.

NONE

The condition external curtain position becomes valid when the measured external
curtain position is greater than the specified 8 External curtain pos limit close (page
382) in I166 Side curtain strategy (page 382).

LARGER

The condition external curtain position becomes valid when the measured external
curtain position is smaller than the specified 8 External curtain pos limit close (page
382) in I166 Side curtain strategy (page 382).

SMALLER

The external curtain that is followed, can be allocated in I166.4 Allocate side curtain (page 205). If
necessary several curtains can be allocated. In this case the wall-slave curtain is the largest curtain
position. If there is no curtain allocated, the condition is not valid.

8 Dead band external curt pos open
Dead band above (with SMALLER) or below (with LARGER) the 8 External curtain pos limit close (page
382) must have elapsed before the wall-slave curtain is opened.

9 Side-slave follows ext curt pos
Selection whether the side-slave curtain must follow the allocated external curtain. This setting
depends on Condition external curt pos close.

The side-slave curtain follows the allocated external curtain.YES
The side-slave curtain goes to the set max curtain position.NO

10 Close on all conditions
Option whether the wall-slave curtain must close after meeting all conditions (YES) or that only one
of the conditions is sufficient to close the curtain (NO).
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I165 Gap strategy
You can use temperature gaps and humidity gaps in the event of excessively high temperature or
humidity. You can select from:
• The control determines the gap size by means of the specified range settings, possibly with

weather influence. This method is called: RANGE
• The control increases the gap in small steps; the control does not take the next step until the

effect of the previous step has been worked out and measured. This method is called: STEPS.

Depending on this selection, some lines will or will not be visible in this section.

1 Gap control method

Proportional humidity and temperature gap control; gap size is calculated according
to the range settings.
Based on the measured temperature and/or on the measured humidity there is the
option to calculate a temperature gap and/or humidity gap. The temperature gap can
be calculated on the basis of an absolute temperature or a temperature difference in
relation to the calculated heating temperature (relative).

RANGE

• The temperature gap does not work in combination with a shading curtain that
has closed on the basis of the temperature, whereas the humidity gap does not
work in combination with the humidity curtain.

• The temperature gap does work in combination with a shading curtain that has
been set to close by radiation.

• Both the maximum humidity gap and the maximum temperature gap can be
completely or partially decreased in I165.1 Gap influences (page 391) on the basis
of the measured outside temperature and wind speed.

• If both a temperature gap and a humidity gap are calculated, then the largest of
the two is controlled.

• During the black out curtain function, a temperature gap and/or humidity gap is
only allowed to become active if the conditions of the first column of Dark limit/delay
time in I161 Black out curtain strategy (page 343) have been met. In I161.2 Black out
curtain extra gap (page 350) it is possible to specify that there is gapping outside
this period.

• The effect of the gap may vary from day to day.

Adaptive temperature gap control; gap size is adjusted in steps:STEPS
• as soon as the measured greenhouse temperature/plant temperature falls below

Temperature limit abs, the curtain will be closed in steps;
• as soon as the measured greenhouse temperature/plant temperature rises above

Temperature limit abs, the curtain will open in steps.
• if Temperature gap method=REL, the temperature gap works on the basis of the

difference between the measured greenhouse temperature/plant temperature
and the calculated heating temperature. For this purpose, the curtain control must
have been connected to a heating control.

Adaptive humidity gap control; gap size is adjusted in steps:
• as soon as the measured relative humidity falls below the humidity limit Humidity

limit, the curtain will be closed in steps;
• as soon as the measured relative humidity rises above the humidity limit Humidity

limit, the curtain will open in steps.
• if the humidity gap is controlled on the basis of the measured humidity deficit, this

works precisely the other way around.

2 TEMPERATURE GAP
Adjustable period for the temperature gap, based on time settings.

3 Activated
Indication whether the temperature gap period is active.

3 Period shift start time no.line/Period shift end time no.line
Indication of the period shift program number and the line number. This shows you in which period
a period shift can take place. As soon as the period shift takes effect, the time adjustment is visible
on an extra line. Any change to the original period will only take effect after the period shift has
ended or after the undoing of the period shift (I107.1). See Period shift program (page 34).

4 Clock
Switch the timer on or off for the temperature gap period.
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5 Start time
Start time of the temperature gap period.

5 Shifted start time
The start time determined by the Period shift program (page 34). This time is valid instead of the
default Start time.

6 End time
End time of the temperature gap period.

6 Shifted end time
The end time determined by the Period shift program (page 34). This time is valid instead of the
default End time.

7 Minimum temperature gap
The minimum gap size if the temperature gap period is active and temperature gap has been released.

The minimum gap size is not adjusted depending on the weather.

8 Maximum temperature gap
The maximum gap size on the basis of the measured greenhouse temperature/plant temperature.

For the RANGE temperature gap control: this gap can become smaller as a result of weather influences.

The minimum temperature gap is always valid, even if the maximum temperature gap is smaller.

9 Temperature gap method

The temperature gap works on the basis of the difference between the measured
greenhouse temperature/plant temperature and the calculated heating temperature.

REL

The temperature gap works on the basis of the measured greenhouse temperature/plant
temperature.

ABS

10 Temperature limit abs
For the STEPS temperature gap control: as soon as the measured greenhouse temperature/plant
temperature
• falls below this temperature limit, the curtain will close in steps;
• rises above this temperature limit, the curtain will open in steps.

The control determines the step size on the basis of the difference between the measured greenhouse
air temperature and Temperature limit abs.

11 Temperature limit rel
For the STEPS temperature gap control: the temperature gap control becomes active as soon as the
difference between the measured temperature and the calculated heating temperature is greater
than this setting.

The control determines the step size on the basis of the difference between the measured
temperature and the calculated heating temperature and Temperature limit rel.

12 Range temperature gap abs start
For the RANGE temperature gap control: greenhouse temperature/plant temperature above which
the temperature gap becomes active.
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13 Range temperature gap abs end
For the RANGE temperature gap control: greenhouse temperature/plant temperature above which
the temperature gap is completely controlled.

14 Range temperature gap rel start
For the RANGE temperature gap control: difference between the measured greenhouse
temperature/plant temperature and the calculated heating temperature above which the temperature
gap becomes active.

15 Range temperature gap rel end
For the RANGE temperature gap control: difference between the measured greenhouse
temperature/plant temperature and the calculated heating temperature above which the temperature
gap is completely controlled.

16 HUMIDITY GAP
Adjustable period for the humidity gap, based on time settings.

The humidity gap is controlled on the basis of the measured RH (relative humidity) or on the basis
of the measured (HD) humidity deficit depending on the selection made in I8 Selection RH/HD (page
270).

17 Activated
Indication whether the humidity period is active.

18 Clock
Switch the timer on or off for the humidity gap period.

19 Start time
Start time of the humidity gap period.

20 End time
End time of the humidity gap period.

21 Minimum humidity gap
The minimum gap size if the humidity gap period is active and the humidity gap has been released.

The minimum gap size is not adjusted depending on the weather.

22 Maximum humidity gap
The maximum gap size based on the measured RH or the measured HD.

For the RANGE humidity gap control: this gap can become smaller as a result of weather influences.

The minimum humidity gap is always valid, even if the maximum humidity gap is smaller.

23 Humidity limit
For the STEPS humidity gap control: as soon as the measured humidity
• falls below (RH) or rises above (HD) this humidity limit, the curtain will close in steps;
• rises above (RH) or falls below (HD) this humidity limit, the curtain will open in steps.

The control determines the step size by means of the difference between the measured absolute
humidity and the calculated absolute humidity of the set Humidity limit.
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24 Range humidity start
For the RANGE humidity gap control: start of the humidity range, above which (RH) or below which
(HD) the humidity gap becomes active.

25 Range humidity end
For the RANGE humidity gap control: end of the humidity range, above which (RH) or below which
(HD) the humidity gap is completely controlled.

26 Range temperature difference start
Depending on the (greenhouse) temperature, the humidity gap may be influenced. If it becomes
too cold, the gap can be reduced to limit further cooling down.

Start of the range of the calculated heating temperature - the measured temperature, above which
the decrease of the humidity gap starts.

27 Range temperature difference end
End of the range of the calculated heating temperature - the measured temperature, above which
the humidity gap is no larger than the gap in Max humidity gap at end temp influence in I165.1 Gap
influences (page 391).

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

28 Gap size actual/temp/humidity
Column 1: the current gap size is the larger of the temperature gap and the humidity gap (also visible
in M160).

Column 2: the calculated temperature gap.

Column 3: the calculated humidity gap.

29 Gap limitation temp/humidity
Column 1: the limitation of the temperature gap.

Column 2: the limitation of the humidity gap.

N/ANONE
Gap size is influenced by the weather.WEATHER
Gap size is influenced by low greenhouse air temperature.CLIMATE
Gap size is limited by the influence of the crop activity.CROP ACT.
Actual curtain position remains more than 1% behind the calculated gap size or the
curtain has not been activated from a curtain function.

CURTAIN

Maximum gap size has been reached.MAXIMUM
Maximum gap size is 0 as a result of a low greenhouse air temperature.TOO COLD
The minimum temperature gap is the current gap and actively greater than the
calculated gap size.

MINIMUM

The sensor (temperature or humidity) is defective.DEFECTIVE
The F&P cooling is active, so no gap is possible.F&P
Growing light switched on, gaps not permitted by Growing light emission strategy (I207).LIGHT EMISS

Possible limitations:RELEASE
• no period active;
• no release from the curtain function;
• gaps not possible with this system.

The limitation of the gap size, taking into account the temperature gap and the humidity
gap, is also visible in M160.
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30 Waiting time/gap step size temp/humidity
Column 1: waiting time until next step open or closed is calculated in the STEPS gap control.

Column 2: gap step carried out by the STEPS temperature gap control.

Column 3: gap step carried out by the STEPS humidity gap control.

31 Measured difference temp/humidity
Temperature difference and the difference in absolute humidity on the basis of which the next step
open or closed has been calculated.

32 Calc temp gap range start/end
For the RANGE temperature gap control: calculated (greenhouse/plant) temperature range that is
used to control a temperature gap.

Column 1: the calculated temperature above which the temperature gap becomes active.

Column 2: the calculated temperature above which the temperature gap is completely controlled.
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I165.1 Gap influences
You can decrease the maximum temperature gap and humidity gap that have been set in I165 Gap
strategy (page 386) based on the measured outside temperature and wind speed. When doing so
you have the option to set the maximum influence that the outside temperature and wind speed
may have on the maximum gap size for both the temperature gap and the humidity gap.

Depending on the Gap control method setting (I165), some of the lines in this section are or are not
visible.

1 TEMPERATURE GAP
Adjustable period for the temperature gap, based on time settings.

2 Activated
Indication whether the temperature gap period is active.

3 Max weather influence
Maximum influence that the weather conditions may have on the set maximum temperature gap.

No influence possible. The set maximum temperature gap remains.0%
Maximum influence possible. The set maximum temperature gap can be readjusted
to 0%.

100%

4 Extra infl. : adjustment min gap size
You can use the setup table to specify the size of the desired adjustment of the minimum temperature
gap by means of an Extra influence. In Priva Office Direct, you can use to open the setting table
for this. In the setting table window, you can specify for various values of the Extra influence the
extent to which the minimum temperature gap should be increased or decreased.

In Priva Office Direct, you can see which Extra influence has been set in the window of the
setting table.

In Priva Office Direct you can select which measured or calculated value has an influence on the
minimum temperature gap.

5 Extra infl. : adjustment max gap size

See above line for a further explanation.

6 Average temp difference : step size
You can use the setting table to specify the size of the desired gap step in response to an absolute
temperature deviation:

YX
the minimum step sizethe threshold value (dead band) for the

absolute temperature deviation
1

the maximum step sizeabsolute temperature deviation for which the
step is at its maximum value

2

If the temperature deviation is less than 0: the gap becomes smaller.

If the temperature deviation is greater than 0: the gap becomes larger.

If the temperature deviation is less than X1: the gap step is 0.0.

If the temperature deviation is greater than X2: the gap step is Y2.

If this setting table has not been completed, a fixed step of 0.2% applies
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The system cannot implement every small step. The minimum control time is 1 second;
depending on the total run time of the curtain, this results in a minimum adjustment in
percent. For a curtain with a run time of 2 minutes, the minimum adjustment is therefore
much greater than for a curtain with a run time of 10 minutes.

7 HUMIDITY GAP
Adjustable period for the humidity gap, based on time settings.

8 Activated
Indication whether the humidity period is active.

9 Max weather influence
Maximum influence that the weather conditions have on the set maximum humidity gap.

No influence possible. The set maximum humidity gap remains.0%
Maximum influence possible. The set maximum humidity gap can be readjusted to 0%.100%

10 Release temp influence humidity gap
The difference between the calculated heating temperature and the measured temperature may
or may not have an influence on the humidity gap.

On release, the humidity gap is minimised if the greenhouse temperature drops too far
below the heating temperature.

11 Max humidity gap at end temp influence
The permitted maximum humidity gap that can be controlled on the basis of the air humidity, even
if it is too cold.

12 Extra infl. : adjustment min gap size

See also: 4 Extra infl. : adjustment min gap size (page 391).

13 Extra infl. : adjustment max gap size

See also: 4 Extra infl. : adjustment min gap size (page 391).

14 Average humidity difference : step size
You can use the setting table to specify the size of the desired gap step in response to an absolute
deviation in the absolute air humidity:

YX
the minimum step sizethe threshold value (dead band) for the

absolute humidity deviation
1

the maximum step sizeabsolute humidity deviation for which the step
is at its maximum value

2

If the humidity deviation is less than 0: the gap becomes smaller.

If the humidity deviation is greater than 0: the gap becomes larger.

If the humidity deviation is less than X1: the gap step is 0.0.

If the humidity deviation is greater than X2: the gap step is Y2.

If this setting table has not been completed, a fixed step of 0.3 % applies
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The curtain control has a minimum adjustment that can be implemented, depending on the
run time.

15 Range outside temperature start/end
Outside temperature range for decreasing the maximum gap size. This range can be increased
depending on the wind speed.

Range outside temperature start
Start value of the outside temperature range above which the calculated maximum gap size is equal
to the set maximum gap.

Range outside temperature end
End value of the outside temperature range below which the maximum weather influence on the
maximum gap size applies.

16 Incr temperature range by ws
Wind speed-dependent increase in the temperature range. At the start of the wind speed range the
increase is 0, at the end of the wind speed range the increase is Incr temperature range by ws.

17 Range wind speed start/end
Wind speed range for the wind-dependent increase of the temperature range.

Range wind speed start
Start value of the wind speed range below which the temperature range is not increased.

Range wind speed end
End value of the wind speed range above which the temperature range is increased by Incr temperature
range by ws.

18 Waiting time after gap step open/close
For the STEPS temperature gap control: the time that the control will wait before the control calculates
the average temperature deviation and humidity deviation and the next gap step is possible.
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-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

19 Climate area/influence
Column 1: the location number of the climate area and decimal number of the curtain control for
the area.

Column 2: the current correction of the temperature range or the temperature limit of the
temperature gap.

20 Extra infl. : min gap temp/humidity
The result of the adjustment to the minimum temperature gap and the minimum humidity gap by
the extra influence.

21 Calc Influence crop on min temp gap
Calculated influence of the crop activity on the minimum temperature gap size.

22 Calc minimum gap size temp/humidity
The calculated minimum gap size for temperature gap and humidity gap, taking all influences into
account.

23 Extra infl. : max gap temp/humidity
The result of the adjustment to the maximum temperature gap and the maximum humidity gap by
the extra influence.

24 Calc weather infl.max gap temp/humidity
The calculated maximum gap size for temperature gap and humidity gap, taking all influences into
account.

25 Temp influence max humidity gap
The calculated temperature influence on the maximum humidity gap depending on the Temp decrease
hum gap start/end range and the measured temperature.

26 Calc Influence crop on max temp gap
Calculated influence of the crop activity on the maximum temperature gap size.

27 Calc maximum gap size temp/humidity
The calculated maximum gap size for temperature gap and humidity gap, taking all influences into
account.

28 Calc outside temp range start/end
Calculated outside temperature range over which the maximum temperature gap and the maximum
humidity gap are reduced, depending on the set maximum weather influence.

Column 1: The calculated outside temperature above which there is no weather influence on the
gap size.

Column 2: The calculated outside temperature below which the weather influence on the temperature
gap is equal to Max weather influence and on the humidity gap is equal to Max weather influence.

29 Temp decrease hum gap start/end
Calculated temperature range, depending on Range temperature difference start and Range temperature
difference end (I165).

Column 1: above this greenhouse temperature, the temperature has no influence on the humidity
gap.
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Column 2: below this greenhouse temperature, the temperature has maximum influence and the
humidity gap is as small as possible (if set).

30 Absolute humidity calc/measured
Column 1: Calculated absolute humidity from Humidity limit (I165) and the greenhouse air temperature
in the measurement period before the next gap step is calculated.

Column 2: Measured absolute humidity below the curtain with an indication of whether this is
significantly rising or falling in the measurement period before the next gap step is calculated. The
indication ‘—‘ shows that the humidity deviation is less than the initial value (X1) in the setting table.

I165.2 Gap Corrections
You can use corrections to easily deviate from the strategy in the event of different circumstances.
The settings correspond to the settings in I165 Gap strategy (page 386).

The general explanation: Corrections (page 47).
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I160 Curtain combinations
There is a curtain combination if the curtain drives and/or curtain controls influence each other. This
is the case if two curtains are on the same wire bed and if the wire beds are linked together. See
also Curtain (page 91).

1 WIRE BED
The number of the curtain combination.

2 Curtain direction curtain comb.
Indication of the curtain direction of the combination of curtains.

3 Tuning curtain combination
Choice how opposite angled curtains in a curtain combination influence each other.

The secondary curtain follows the primary curtain, to the extent that the curtains are
always against each other.

FOLLOWING

The secondary curtain has its own desired position, but takes into account the desired
position and a gap of the primary curtain.

LIMITED

4 Period
Adjustable period for the variable shades, based on time settings.

5 Activated
Indication that the period for the variable shades is active.

6 Period
Option whether the period for the variable shading is included in the 24 hour division.

7 Start time
Start time of the period for the variable shades.

8 Release variable shading
Variable shading: with two curtains on several wire beds, the secondary curtain follows the primary
curtain, so that there is always an overlap.

9 Min overlap with variable shading
The minimum overlap with two curtains on several wire beds when the shading function of the
primary curtain is active. This overlap is required to prevent that light reaches the crop in between
the wire beds.

The minimum overlap becomes 0 % if the primary curtain has a calculated curtain position
of 100%.

10 Alarm curtain combination limited

The process computer triggers an alarm (alarm 405 Curtain pos.combination limited) if
not all the forced curtain positions of the curtains in the curtain combination can be
realised.

YES

The process computer does not trigger an alarm if not all the forced curtain positions
of the curtains in the curtain combination can be realised.

NO
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11 Variable shading active
Indication whether the variable shading is active.
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I168 Curtain control
Independently from the curtain function it may be necessary to have limitations for the curtain, such
as a storm position, a fixed position or an 'installation' maximum curtain position.

Curtains that are not allowed to drive simultaneously, will need to wait in turn. This is because
sometimes there is insufficient voltage present to drive multiple curtains simultaneously.

1 CURTAIN
Number of the curtain (the curtain drive).

2 Release curtain
Selection of how this curtain drive has been released.

The curtain control has not been released. The computer cannot control the curtain.NONE
The curtain drive is always released.ALWAYS
The curtain drive is only released between the specified start and end times.CLOCK

3 Start time release
Start time of the period in which the curtain drive is released.

4 End time release
End time of the period in which the curtain drive is released.

5 Storm condition
Indication of which storm limit is connected to this curtain. As soon as this storm limit is activated,
the curtain is driven to the set Storm position.

6 Storm position
Fixed curtain position that is returned to the moment the storm limit that the curtain is connected
to is activated.

7 Fixed active
Option whether to drive to the Fixed curtain position.

8 Fixed curtain position
Fixed curtain position that is returned to when Fixed active is set to YES.

• The fixed curtain position is limited by the Installation max curtain position.
• The fixed curtain position has a higher priority than a curtain drive from the crop

treatment control.

9 Installation max curtain position
Maximum curtain position that is allowed to be valid for this curtain drive (for example because of
the installation).

Default setting: 100%

If a curtain cannot be controlled shut completely because of the curtain installation, a value lower
than 100% can be set here. This "installation maximum" has priority over the specified maximum
curtain positions with the various curtain functions.

10 Max curtain pos external
Maximum curtain position that is valid when the external condition is active. The external condition
is adjustable at dealer level and is independent of the function of the curtain.
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11 Min curtain pos external
Minimum curtain position that is valid when the external condition is active. The external condition
is adjustable at dealer level and is independent of the function of the curtain.

12 Fixed diaphragm position active
In the event of an emergency, a fixed diaphragm position may be specified. This fixed diaphragm
position takes priority over all other calculated diaphragm positions

13 Fixed diaphragm position
Diaphragm position that is returned to when 12 Fixed diaphragm position active (page 399) is set to
YES.

14 Curtain func. during growing light
Option of how the curtain position for this curtain control is controlled in the event that growing
light is switched ON or is already ON.

In I207.4 Allocate curtain to Growing light emission (page 220), you can set which growing light
program(s) this curtain control is connected to.

The curtain of this curtain drive is completely controlled open the moment the growing
light switches ON between Start time influence growing light and End time influence growing
light.

OPEN

The curtain of this curtain drive is completely controlled closed the moment the growing
light switches ON between Start time influence growing light and End time influence growing
light.

CLOSE

The curtain for this curtain control is controlled to a minimum position based on the
Calculated maximum light emission (I207.4) and the Light emission : min curtain position
setting table.

EMISSION

15 Start time influence growing light
The start time for the influence of the growing light on the curtain.

The curtain can be controlled shut at most for the run time of the curtain before the Start
time influence growing light if the growing light is already on. This prevents that there are
still light emissions in the dark period as the curtain closes. If the growing light is still switched
off around the Start time influence growing light and the growing light is ready to switch on,
then the growing light will have to wait until the curtain is driven to the desired position.

16 End time influence growing light
The end time for the influence of the growing light on the curtain.

17 Light emission : min curtain position
In this table, you can specify what the desired minimum curtain position (Y) is for the differing light
emission percentages (X).

• The light emission percentages can be set between 0% and 100%
• The minimum curtain positions can be set from 100% to 0%.

18 Vent : influence curtain position
Vent positions with corresponding adjustments to the maximum curtain position.

19 Max curtain pos.rainfall radar phase 1
Limitation of the curtain position (for instance of the outside curtain) if the rainfall radar is forecasting
a precipitation intensity that is greater than the Intensity for Protection phase 1 (see Rainfall Radar in
Priva Office).
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20 Max curtain pos.rainfall radar phase 2
Limitation of the curtain position (for instance of the outside curtain) if the rainfall radar is forecasting
a precipitation intensity that is greater than the Intensity for Protection phase 2 (see Rain radar in
Priva Office).

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

21 CURTAIN
Number of the curtain (the curtain drive).

22 Curtain active
Active indication per curtain number.

23 Measured curtain position
Measured curtain position.

24 Curtain position limitation
Indication of the current curtain position limitation.

The possible limitations (from top to bottom) in a sequence of diminishing priority:

No limitation active.NONE
The curtain control is blocked by a vent control. Curtain control and vent control are
not allowed to take place simultaneously (dealer setting). The curtain is no longer
controlled (temporarily).

VENTS

The curtain control is blocked because there are too many simultaneous curtain control
requests.

ELECTR

The curtain control is blocked, because Release curtain is set to NONE. The curtain
reverts to 0%.

RELEASE

The curtain control is blocked, because Release curtain is set to CLOCK and the current
time does not fall between the set start and end time. The curtain reverts to 0%.

CLOCK

The curtain has returned to the set storm position or is moving there. The storm limit
linked to the curtain has been activated.

STORM

The curtain has returned to the set fixed curtain position or is moving there. Fixed active
is set to YES.

FIXED

The desired position is limited by Installation max curtain position (if this is less than
100%).

INSTALLATION

The desired position is limited by a Max curtain pos external (I168). The external condition
is active.

EXTERNAL MAX

The curtains are limited because the allocated growing light system (I207.4) has been
switched on and the option Curtain func. during growing light is set to OPEN (0%) or
CLOSED (100%).

LIGHTING

The curtains are limited by the measured vent position and the settings in Vent : influence
curtain position (I168).

VENTIL

The desired curtain position is limited by a Max curtain pos.rainfall radar phase 1 (I168)
and Protection phase 1 (M4.1) is ON.

SHOWER PROT.P1

The desired curtain position is limited by a Max curtain pos.rainfall radar phase 2 (I168)
and Protection phase 2 (M4.1) is ON.

SHOWER PROT.P2

The control of the curtain has been taken over by the crop treatment control.CROP TREATM.
The desired position is limited by a Min curtain pos external (I168). The external condition
is active.

EXTERNAL MIN

The minimum curtain position is limited because the allocated growing light (I207.4)
has been switched on and the option Curtain func. during growing light is set to EMISSION.

LIGHT EMISS

The desired curtain position is limited by a temperature gap and/or humidity gap.GAP

25 Curtain control number
Number of the curtain control that this curtain drive is connected to.
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26 Actual curtain function
The active curtain function that determines the curtain position if necessary in combination with a
gap control.

There is not a single curtain function that has controlled the curtain shut. If the curtain
nonetheless remains closed, please see Curtain position limitation for more information.

NONE

The curtain is under the control of the humidity curtain function. See I164 Humidity
curtain strategy (page 380).

HUMIDITY

The curtain is under the control of the shading curtain function. See I163 Shading curtain
strategy (page 367).

SHADING

The curtain is under the control of the energy curtain function. See I162 Energy curtain
strategy (page 352).

ENERGY

The curtain is under the control of the black out curtain function, see I161 Black out
curtain strategy (page 343).

BLACK OUT

The curtain functions as a slave curtain. See I166 Side curtain strategy (page 382).SLAVE
The curtain functions as a side curtain. See I166 Side curtain strategy (page 382).SIDE

27 Type drive
This indicates the way in which the curtain is driven.

There is no curtain drive.NONE
The curtain drive takes place based on the run time of the curtain.TIME
The curtain drive takes place based on the curtain position measurement. For this
reason the curtain is fitted with feedback sensors.

FEEDBACK
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I168.1 Curtain influences
A closed curtain influences the heat demand from the compartments. The degree of influence
depends on the energy savings and the translucency of the curtain.

1 CURTAIN
Number of the curtain (the curtain drive).

2 Energy saving
The energy saving percentage when the curtain is completely closed. The heat demand of the
compartment then decreases with this percentage.

Your curtain supplier can provide this percentage.

Several curtains:
• Several curtains next to each other in a compartment: the savings from the curtains are calculated

in relation to the surface area in the compartment.
• Several curtains above each other in a compartment: the savings from the curtains after calculated

one after the other. For instance: curtain 1 gives a 40% energy saving and curtain 2 gives a 25%
energy saving. Result: curtain 1 closed gives a 40% saving, and curtains 1 and 2 closed give a
40% + (25% of the remaining 60%) = 55% theoretical energy saving. Your dealer can use a
weighting factor to set what percentage of the theoretical energy saving is copied.

At a dealer level you can specify to what degree smaller curtains positions (smaller than 100
%) have an influence on the heating.

3 Radiation limitation
The degree of radiation limitation when the curtain is completely closed. The radiation then decreases
with this percentage.

By default the percentage set is the percentage that your curtain supplier has specified.

4 Air exchange limitation
The degree of air exchange limitation when the curtain is completely closed. If the curtain is not or
only partially closed, the a proportional part of the air exchange limitation is calculated.

5 Curtain limit max vent
The curtain position above which the curtain control sends a maximum vent position to the ventilation
control. The curtain control calculates the maximum vent position based on Wind speed : max vent
lee and Wind speed : max vent wind.

The maximum vent positions of the curtain control are cancelled if the curtain is completely open
or if the curtain position is lower than Curtain limit max vent for half an hour.

6 Wind speed : max vent lee
To prevent the (partially) closed curtain from flapping, you can use this setting table to define the
correlation between wind speeds and maximum positions of the vents on the lee side.

If the curtain position rises above Curtain limit max vent, the curtain control calculates the maximum
vent position based on the wind speed and forwards this to the ventilation control. If the maximum
vent position of the curtain control is lower than the maximum vent position of the ventilation control,
the maximum vent position of the curtain control will apply.

7 Wind speed : max vent wind
See above.
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8 Release curtain for max vent sun infl.

If the curtain is closed, the maximum vent position Max vent curtain closed applies for
the ventilation control instead of Max vent direct radiation (I128.1).
This enables greater ventilation with the curtain closed, the curtain prevents direct
radiation on the crop.

YES

No influence of the curtain position on max vent in the case of direct radiation.NO

9 Min curtain pos. adjusting sun infl.
Curtain limit for Release curtain for max vent sun infl..

Above this curtain limit (closed for at least 15 consecutive minutes), the maximum vent position Max
vent curtain closed is valid.

Below this curtain limit (immediately), the original maximum vent position in the case of direct
radiation is valid.

10 Allow speed up cluster curtains

The energy curtains and black out curtains can be opened and closed faster if another
curtain has been closed in the same area.

YES

The energy curtains and black out curtains are opened and closed in steps, even if
another curtain has already been closed in the same area.

NO

Curtains are included in a cluster if several curtains have been installed above each other and serve
the same crop area. Your dealer may include curtains in a cluster, which will cause this line to be
visible.

11 Position close for cluster curtains
This setting allows the user to set what the measured curtain position must be for the curtain to be
considered to be closed.

You will only see this line if the Allow speed up cluster curtains setting is set to YES.

12 -CALCULATED AND MEASURED-
Number of the curtain (the curtain drive).

13 Limited end pos
The limited end position of the curtain, which is caused by the 16 Curtain position limitation (page
862) (M160 Overview curtain (page 861)).

14 Calc energy saving
Calculated energy saving of the curtain, depending on the set 2 Energy saving (page 402) and the
measured curtain position.

15 Calc radiation limitation
Calculated radiation limitation of the curtain, depending on the set 3 Radiation limitation (page 402)
and the measured curtain position.

16 Influence curtain on max vent sun infl.
Influence or no influence of the closed curtain on the maximum vent position of the ventilation
control.

The current maximum vent position of the ventilation control is also dependent on the set
vent sun influence strategy and the current radiation.
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17 Calc air exchange limit
Calculated air exchange limitation of the curtain, depending on the set 4 Air exchange limitation
(page 402) and the measured curtain position.

18 Max vent lee when curtain
The maximum vent position on the lee side which is sent to the ventilation control. The curtain
control calculates this maximum vent position if the curtain position rises above Curtain limit max
vent.

The maximum vent position with which the ventilation control works is the lowest maximum
vent position of all active curtains that are connected to the relevant vent control.

19 Max vent wind when curtain
See above.
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I168.2 Calibrate curtain
For an accurate control of the curtains, it is necessary that the control software 'knows' when the
curtains are completely closed and when the curtains are completely open. The calibration function
is used to record when the curtains are completely open or closed.

The calibration function records the following in sequence:
• curtain position when curtains are fully open;
• curtain position when curtains are fully closed;
• two calibration points which are used to generate a curtain characteristic. This allows the final

percentages of curtain position to have more or less curtain opening.

How to calibrate the control of the curtains can be found in: Calibration of vent, air inlet, air outlet
and curtain (page 162).

1 CURTAIN
Number of the curtain (the curtain drive).

2 Calibration drive
Selection for driving the curtain.

There is no calibration drive.NONE
The curtain is driven fully open.0%
The curtain is driven fully closed.100%
The further opening of the curtain is stopped.
This allows you to save the current position and direction (millivolt value) as an
intermediate point.

PAUSE

This line is not visible if Curtain monitoring is active for 2 curtains on 1 wire bed.

3 Calibration position
Once you have placed the curtain in a specific position by means of Calibration drive, you specify
that position here.

4 Calibrate command

Rest status of the calibrate commandNO
The control writes the drive (millivolt value) and the position (Calibration position) to
the setup table mV : position.
Then set the Calibrate command control automatically back to NO.

YES

5 Reset calibrate points
Option to manually delete the calibrated 'calibration points' between 0 % and 100 % curtain position.

The calibration points 0 % and 100 % remain.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

6 CURTAIN
Number of the curtain (the curtain drive).

7 Calculated curtain position
The calculated curtain position that is achieved by the curtain control.

8 Measured curtain position
Measured curtain position.
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9 Type drive
Indication of the type of drive that is used for this curtain.

This curtain is not driven by the computer.NONE
This curtain is driven according to the set run time. Curtain position sensors are not
used.

TIME

This curtain is driven according to the curtain position sensors present.FEEDBACK

10 Measurement defective
Indication of whether the curtain position measurement is defective.

10 Status
Actual status of the of the motor.

11 Drive defective
Indication of whether the curtain drive is defective.

11 Limitation
See Valid limitation (page 1208).

12 Calc motor position
The motor position, calculated on the basis of the values shown in the table in Motor position : position.

13 Meas value
Measured value originating from the curtain position sensor.

13 Actual motor position
Actual position of the motor in percentages.

14 mV : position
View in a table of mV with the corresponding curtain positions, originating from the curtain calibration.

14 Motor position : position
Table containing the motor position in percentages and the associated curtain position in percentages.
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I170 CO2 strategy
The desired CO2 demand that is demanded from the producers can be set in the CO2 program. If
the CO2 dosage is allowed, this can be done in the following ways:

A desired CO2 demand is requested from the producers.ACTIVE
CO2 is only dosed if it is already produced as a by-product during the production of heat or
electricity. The dosage is stopped if the Maximum CO₂ concentration is exceeded.

PASSIVE

Dosing is both ACTIVE and PASSIVE.BOTH

The dosage and adjustments to it can be influenced by setting an actual dosage or a desired
concentration. This option can be selected in 1 Selection dosage (page 415) (I170.1 CO2 influences
(page 415)).

In addition to a constant CO2 dosage it is important that the CO2 concentration in the crop area does
not exceed a certain (adjustable) CO2 concentration. In order to achieve this, the control software
contains a monitoring mechanism that, based on the measured CO2 concentration, automatically
decreases the CO2 dosage if the measurement is in danger of rising above the maximum. The figure
Operation of the monitoring mechanism maximum CO2 concentration (page 408) shows how this
monitoring mechanism works.

Operation of the monitoring mechanism maximum CO2 concentration

The monitoring mechanism CO2 concentration can be set to one of four positions:

The measured CO2 concentration is lower than Maximum CO₂ concentration minus the Start CO₂
monitoring (I170.1 CO2 influences (page 415)). The influence of the CO2 monitoring is 0 %.

Free

The measured CO2 concentration is in the Start CO₂ monitoring band (I170.1 CO2 influences (page
415)). In this band the influence of the CO2 monitoring is greater than 0% and the CO2 dosage is
adjusted from 100% to 0%.

Monitor

The measured CO2 concentration is higher than Maximum CO₂ concentration. The influence of the
CO2 monitoring is 100%.

Off

The measured CO2 concentration is in the Dead band CO₂ monitoring (I170.1 CO2 influences (page
415)) below Maximum CO₂ concentration and the calculated switch-on limit. The influence of the CO2
monitoring is 100%.

Dead band
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1 Period
Adjustable period for the CO2 strategy based on time settings.

2 Activated
Indication that the period of the CO2 strategy is active.

3 Period
Option whether the CO2 period is to be included in the 24 hour division.

4 Start time
Start time of the CO2 period.

5 Type dosage
Selection of the type of dosage.

No CO2 is allowed to be dosed.NONE
CO2 is allowed to be dosed if it is produced as a by-product during the production of
heat and/or electricity.

PASSIVE

CO2 is allowed to be dosed by requesting an active CO2 dosage from the linked sources,
so a source is switched on. If there is no active dosage request, then no CO2 will be
dosed.

ACTIVE

Dosing can be done both ACTIVE and PASSIVE.BOTH

6 Radiation : dosage/Radiation : desired concentration

This line is only shown if no PAR sensors are linked to CO2-dosage; see line 3 in I170.4 Allocate
CO2 (page 206).

Radiation : dosage
Radiation levels with the desired dosage of CO2, if ACTIVE or BOTH is selected for 5 Type dosage
(page 409).

Radiation : desired concentration
Radiation levels with the desired concentration of CO2, if ACTIVE or BOTH is selected for 5 Type
dosage (page 409).

You specify the desired CO2-concentration in kg or m³ per ha per hour or in ppm depending
on the unit for CO2-dosing that has been specified in 1 Selection dosage in I170.1 CO2
influences (page 415).

The CO2-dosing that has been entered in the sixth line of column Y in the table determines
the CO2-dosing that is associated with the radiation levels that are higher than the radiation
level that is specified in the sixth line of column Y of the table.

7 PAR : dosage/PAR : desired concentration

This line is only shown if PAR sensors are linked to CO2-dosage; see line 3 in I170.4 Allocate
CO2 (page 206).

PAR : dosage
PAR levels with the desired dosage of CO2, if ACTIVE or BOTH is selected for 5 Type dosage (page 409).
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PAR : desired concentration
PAR levels with the desired dosage of CO2, if ACTIVE or BOTH is selected for 5 Type dosage (page 409).

Depending on the unit for CO2 dosing that has been defined in Selection dosage in I170.1
CO2 influences (page 415)), specify the required CO2 concentration in kg or m³ per ha per
hour or in ppm.

The CO2-dosing that has been entered in the sixth line of column Y in the table determines
the CO2-dosing that is associated with the PAR levels that are higher than the PAR level that
is specified in the sixth line of column Y of the table.

8 Wind speed : adjustment dosage/Wind sp : adjustment concentration

Wind speed : adjustment dosage
Wind speeds with corresponding adjustments to the desired dosage.

Wind sp : adjustment concentration
Wind speeds with corresponding adjustments to the desired concentration.

Depending on the Selection dosage (I170.1 CO2 influences (page 415)), the requirement will
be in ppm, kg CO2/ha/hour or m3 gas/ha/hour.

The value for the 'adjustment dosage' (Y column) of the fourth line in the setup table
determines the dosage above the 'wind speed' (X column) of the fourth line in the setup
table.

9 Vent pos : adjustment dosage/Vent pos : adjustment concentration

Vent pos : adjustment dosage
Vent positions with corresponding adjustments to the desired dosage.

Vent pos : adjustment concentration
Vent positions with corresponding adjustments to the desired concentration.

Depending on the Selection dosage (I170.1 CO2 influences (page 415)), the requirement will
be in ppm, kg CO2/ha/hour or m3 gas/ha/hour.

The value for the 'adjustment dosage' (Y column) of the fourth line in the setup table
determines the dosage above the 'vent position' (X column) of the fourth line in the setup
table.

10 Temperature : adjustment dosage/Temperature : adjustment concentration

Temperature : adjustment dosage
Temperature with corresponding adjustments to the desired dosage.

Temperature : adjustment concentration
Temperature with corresponding adjustments to the desired concentration.

Depending on the Selection dosage (I170.1 CO2 influences (page 415)), the requirement will
be in ppm, kg CO2/ha/hour or m3 gas/ha/hour.
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The value for the 'adjustment dosage' (Y column) of the fourth line in the setup table
determines the dosage above the 'Temperature' (X column) of the fourth line in the setup
table.

11 Humid : adjustment dosage/Humid : adjustment concentration

Humid : adjustment dosage
Humidity (RH) with corresponding adjustments to the desired dosage.

Humid : adjustment concentration
Humidity (RH) with corresponding adjustments to the desired concentration.

You can select the type of humidity control in I170.4 Allocate CO2 (page 206).

Depending on the Selection dosage (I170.1 CO2 influences (page 415)), the requirement will
be in ppm, kg CO2/ha/hour or m3 gas/ha/hour.

The value for the 'adjustment dosage' (Y column) of the fourth line in the setup table
determines the dosage above the 'humidity (RH)' (X column) of the fourth line in the setup
table.

12 Humid : adjustment dosage/Humid : adjustment concentration

Humid : adjustment dosage
Humidity (HD) with corresponding adjustments to the desired dosage.

Humid : adjustment concentration
Humidity (HD) with corresponding adjustments to the desired concentration.

You can select the type of humidity control in I170.4 Allocate CO2 (page 206).

Depending on the Selection dosage (I170.1 CO2 influences (page 415)), the requirement will
be in ppm, kg CO2/ha/hour or m3 gas/ha/hour.

The value for the 'adjustment dosage' (Y column) of the fourth line in the setup table
determines the dosage above the 'humidity (HD)' (X column) of the fourth line in the setup
table.

13 F&P : adjustment dosage/F&P : adjustment concentration

F&P : adjustment dosage
Calculated fan capacities of the linked F&P systems with corresponding adjustments to the desired
dosage.

F&P : adjustment concentration
Calculated fan capacities of the linked F&P systems with corresponding adjustments to the desired
concentration.

Depending on the Selection dosage (I170.1 CO2 influences (page 415)), the requirement will
be in ppm, kg CO2/ha/hour or m3 gas/ha/hour.
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The value for the 'adjustment dosage' (Y column) of the fourth line in the setup table
determines the dosage above the 'F&P (fan capacity)' (X column) of the fourth line in the
setup table.

14 Extra influence : adjustment dosage/Extra infl. : adjustment concentration

Extra influence : adjustment dosage
You can use the setting table to specify the size of the desired CO2 dosage adjustment of the minimum
temperature gap by means of an Extra influence. In Priva Office Direct, you can use to open
the setting table for this. In the setting table window, you can specify for various values of the Extra
influence the extent to which the CO2 dosage should be increased or decreased.

In Priva Office Direct, you can see which Extra influence has been set in the window of the
setting table.

In Priva Office Direct you can select which measured or calculated value has an influence on the CO2
dosage.

The influence that is set/calculated here will be shown in 24 Extra influence (page 413). .

Extra infl. : adjustment concentration
You can specify the size of the desired CO2 concentration adjustment using the setup table.

15 Minimum dosage/Minimum CO₂ concentration

Minimum dosage
The minimum dosage if the measured CO2 concentration falls below CO₂ concentration start min
dosage (I170.1 CO2 influences (page 415)).

Minimum CO₂ concentration
The minimum limitation of the calculated CO2 concentration. The set CO2 concentration with all the
influences can lead to a CO2 concentration that is calculated to be so low that there is no further
dosing. To make sure the dosing still takes place, there is the minimum limitation by the minimum
CO2 concentration.

16 Maximum CO₂ concentration
Maximum CO2 concentration, above which it is not allowed to dose CO2.

17 Extra influence : adj. max CO₂ conc.
You can use the setting table to specify the size of the desired adjustment of the maximum CO2
concentration by means of an Extra influence. In Priva Office Direct, you can use to open the
setting table for this. In the setting table window, you can specify for various values of the Extra
influence the extent to which the maximum CO2 concentration should be increased or decreased.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

18 Set dosage/Set CO₂ concentration

Set dosage
The set CO2 dosage determined from the radiation-dependent settings of the Radiation : dosage
setting table.
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Set CO₂ concentration
The set CO2 concentration determined from the radiation-dependent settings of the Radiation :
desired concentration setting table. For the CO2 concentration, the Deviation CO₂ conc : CO₂ dos (I170.1
CO2 influences (page 415)) setting is also of importance.

19 Influence wind speed
Calculated influence of the measured wind speed on the desired CO2 dosage/concentration.

20 Influence vent position
Calculated influence of the vent position on the desired CO2 dosage/concentration.

21 Influence temperature
Calculated influence of the temperature on the desired CO2 dosage/concentration.

22 Influence humidity
Calculated influence of the humidity on the desired CO2 dosage/concentration.

23 Influence F&P
Calculated influence of the calculated fan capacity of the F&P systems on the desired CO2

dosage/concentration.

24 Extra influence
The result of the adjustment by the setting Extra influence : adjustment dosage/Extra infl. : adjustment
concentration.

25 Minimum dosage/Minimum CO₂ concentration

Minimum dosage
The calculated minimum dosage, because the measured CO2 concentration falls below CO₂
concentration start min dosage (I170.1 CO2 influences (page 415)).

Minimum CO₂ concentration
The minimum limitation of the calculated CO2 concentration. The set CO2 concentration with all the
influences can lead to a CO2 concentration that is calculated to be so low that there is no further
dosing. To make sure the dosing still takes place, there is the minimum limitation by the minimum
CO2 concentration.

26 Influence smoothing
Calculated influence of the damping on the desired CO2 dosage/concentration.

27 Influence climate
Calculated influence of the climate on the desired CO2 dosage/concentration:
• CO2 monitoring;
• maximum temperature dosage;
• minimum humidity dosage;
• monitoring of air quality (I170.2).

28 Blocking by crop treatment
Indication whether the CO2 dosage is blocked, because the crop treatment is ACTIVE.
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29 Blocking by climate
Indication whether the CO2 dosage is blocked, because the maximum temperature, the minimum
humidity or the maximum CO2 concentration.

29 Blocking by ATU Fan
Indication of whether CO₂ dosage is being blocked because there is insufficient extraction of CO₂,
as a result of 1 or more fan steps being defective or switched off.

30 Calculated CO₂ concentration
The calculated CO2 concentration, depending on the set CO2 dosage and influences of wind speed,
vent position, temperature, humidity, F&P systems, climate and after possible blocking by the crop
treatment.

31 Calc dosage
Calculated CO2 dosage depending on the set CO2 dosage and influences.

Example:

115 kg CO2/ha/hourDesired dosage

-5 kg CO2/ha/hourInfluence wind speed
-45 kg CO2/ha/hourInfluence vent position

-5 kg CO2/ha/hourInfluence temperature
0 kg CO2/ha/hourInfluence humidity
0 kg CO2/ha/hourInfluence F&P

+0 kg CO2/ha/hourExtra influence
---------------------------
60 kg CO2/ha/hourCalculated active dosage

The realised dosage is passed on to the CO2 management. In the event that passive dosage
has been selected, it will only be passed on whether this is allowed based on the state of
the crop treatment control.

32 Measured CO₂ concentration
The measured CO2 concentration.
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I170.1 CO2 influences

1 Selection dosage
Selection of the unit for specifying the CO2 dosage.

2 Start CO₂ monitoring
The range below the specified maximum CO2 concentration above which the CO2 dosage is readjusted
downwards by the CO2 monitoring mechanism.

3 Dead band CO₂ monitoring
Dead band between the maximum CO2 concentration and the concentration whereby dosage is
allowed again after exceeding the maximum.

4 CO₂ concentration start min dosage
CO2 concentration below which the Minimum dosage (I170 CO2 strategy (page 408)) is activated.

5 Dead band stop minimum dosage
Dead zone above CO₂ concentration start min dosage, above which the Minimum dosage (I170 CO2
strategy (page 408)) stops.

6 Maximum temperature dosage
The temperature above which the CO2 dosage is blocked.

7 Minimum relative humidity dosage/Maximum humidity deficit dosage

Minimum relative humidity dosage
The relative humidity below which the CO2 dosage is blocked.

Maximum humidity deficit dosage
The humidity deficit above which the CO2 dosage is blocked.

8 Smoothing factor calc dosage
The factor with which the calculated dosage is smoothed to prevent erratic behaviour in the CO2

demand. In the event of erratic behaviour in the CO2 demand there will also be erratic behaviour in
the controls and switching with the CO2 sources.

Default setting: 90%

9 Minimum production % PASSIVE dosage
The minimum CO2 production % above which PASSIVE dosage takes place. The dosage stops as
soon as the Maximum CO₂ concentration (I170) has been reached.

10 Deviation CO₂ conc : CO₂ dos
Levels of deviation between the measured and the calculated CO2 concentration with the
corresponding CO2 dosage in kg CO2/ha/hour.

The setting table is valid for Selection dosage based upon concentration.

Example
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Imagine the concentration being calculated is 600 ppm, Dead band below calculated CO₂
concentration is 50 ppm, Dead band above calculated CO₂ concentration is 30 ppm and the
setting table is as follows:

0 10

0 10

0 10

200 100

The CO2 dosage starts as soon as the measured concentration is lower than 550 ppm (600
- 50) (calculated concentration - Dead band below calculated CO₂ concentration).

If the measured concentration is 550 ppm, the difference between the measured and the
calculated CO2 concentration is then 50 ppm and so the CO2 dosage is then 32.5 kg
CO2/ha/hour (10 + (100-10)/4).

If the measured concentration is equal to 600 ppm, the difference between the measured
and the calculated CO2 concentration is then 0 ppm and so the CO2 dosage is then 10 kg
CO2/ha/hour.

If the measured concentration rises above 630 ppm (600 + 30) (calculated concentration +
Dead band above calculated CO₂ concentration), the CO2 dosage switches off.

11 Dead band below/above calc CO₂ conc

Dead band below calculated CO₂ concentration
Dead band below the calculated CO2 concentration below which the active CO2 dosage is switched
on. This dead band does not apply in respect of dosage for the minimum CO2 concentration.

Dead band above calculated CO₂ concentration
Dead band above the calculated CO2 concentration above which the active CO2 dosage is switched
off. This dead band also applies in respect of the dosage for the minimum CO2 concentration.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

12 CO₂ production %
The percentage of the CO2 demand that is produced. Up to 100 % the CO2 demand is greater than
the CO2 production. Above 100 % the CO2 production is greater than the CO2 demand.

If there is no CO2 demand, but there is CO2 production, then the CO2 production percentage
is 999 %.

13 Set maximum CO₂ conc.
Set Maximum CO₂ concentration (I170 CO2 strategy (page 408)), above which no CO2 dosage takes
place.

14 Extra influence
The result of the adjustment by the Extra influence : adj. max CO₂ conc. setting (I170).

15 Maximum CO₂ concentration
Calculated maximum CO2 concentration after extra influence.
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14 Measured CO₂ concentration
The measured CO2 concentration.

15 Climate limitation
Indication of the limitation by the climate.

There is no limitation of the climate on the CO2 dosage.NONE
The measured temperature is too high. The CO2 dosage is blocked.TEMPERATURE
The measured humidity is too low. The CO2 dosage is blocked.HUMIDITY
The measured CO2 concentration is too high. The CO2 dosage is limited.CONCENTRATION
The measurement of the CO2 concentration is defective. The CO2 dosage is blocked.MEAS.DEFECTIVE

16 Blocking by climate
Indication whether the CO2 dosage is blocked, because of the maximum temperature or the minimum
humidity.

17 Influence climate
Due to the monitoring mechanism, the maximum temperature and the calculated decrease minimum
humidity of the calculated CO2 dosage.

I170.2 Air quality
See also: Monitoring of air quality (page 109).

In I250.1 you can specify which CO2 sources should be closed in connection with the air
quality.

1 Action air quality
The action to be executed if the room has insufficient air refreshment.

The CO2 program proceeds without checking whether there is sufficient air exchange.NONE
If Max dosing time flue gas has been reached: stop CO2 dosage in the crop area (dosage
in other crop areas may continue) and delete the CO2 dosage requirement.
Consequences:

DOSAGE STOP

• Calc dosage (I170) will be 0;
• Des CO₂ production (M250) will be lower.
• Climate limitation (M170) will be AIR QUALITY.

If the CO2 supply is not equipped with a CO2 valve, the CO2 supply in the crop
area cannot be closed. In that case, the same action as in BLOCK FLUE GAS follows.
If Max dosing time flue gas has been reached: stop CO2 dosage from the boiler and HP
and, if possible, dose liquid CO2 from external CO2.

BLOCK FLUE GAS

If Max dosing time flue gas has been reached: continue CO2 dosage in the crop area and
set the vents and air outlets to the minimum position. This allows the control to take
account of rain, storm, frost, wash robot etc.

VENTILATION

The warning -- action not released, no CO₂ dosing set indicates that the CO₂ dosage has not
been activated.
Cause: Type dosage(I170) = NONE or all periods OFF.
Result: the DOSAGE STOP and BLOCK FLUE GAS actions are not released,

-SUFFICIENT AIR EXCHANGE-
In I170.4, under Use air exchange, you select how the control determines whether the room has
sufficient air refreshment: vent positions/air outlets or air exchange.
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2 Min air exchange/duration
If Calc air exchange (M120) is greater than this minimum air exchange for the set duration, the room
has sufficient fresh air.

2 Min vent pos/duration
If the smallest vent position of all the linked ventilation controls is greater than this minimum vent
position for the set duration, the room has sufficient fresh air.

If this value to has been set to ‘0’, this position is not included.

3 Min air outlet pos/duration
If the smallest outlet position of all the linked air treatments is greater than this minimum outlet
position for the set duration, the room has sufficient fresh air.

If this value to has been set to ‘0’, this position is not included.

-INSUFFICIENT AIR EXCHANGE-

4 Max air exchange/duration
If Calc air exchange (M120) is less than this maximum air exchange for the set duration, the room
has insufficient fresh air. The duration prevents erratic behaviour.

4 Max vent pos/duration
If the largest vent position of all the linked ventilation controls is less than the maximum vent position
for the set duration, the room has insufficient air refreshment. The duration prevents erratic
behaviour.

5 Max air outlet pos/duration
If the largest outlet position of all the linked air treatments is less than this maximum outlet position
for the set duration, the room has sufficient air refreshment. The duration prevents erratic behaviour.

6 Max dosing time flue gas
The number of hours and minutes that the CO2 program may dose CO2 from the HP or boiler in the
absence of sufficient air exchange. An action then follows. Breaks do not count in this.

7 Min remaining time start CO₂-dosing flue gas
You can use this minimum time to prevent the boiler or HP starting while the CO2 dosage is almost
stopped by the air quality monitoring.

8 Reset fixed moment

Reset Time CO2 dosing flue gas (line 14) as soon as there is sufficient ventilation.NO
Reset Time CO2 dosing flue gas (line 14) to the time set in Reset moment.
You can choose this option if, for instance, there is a CO2 demand 24 hours a day (Type
dosage in I170), which means that Time CO2 dosing flue gas would never be reset.

YES

9 Reset moment
Time at which Time CO2 dosing flue gas (line 14) is reset if the Reset fixed moment setting is set to YES.
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-ACTION AIR EXCHANGE-

10 Min pos vent lee/wind
Minimum position of the vent on the lee and wind sides during the refreshing of the air.

11 Min pos air outlet lee/wind
Minimum position of the air outlets on the lee and wind sides during the refreshing of the air.

12 Action air exchange not possible
If air refreshment is not possible, for instance on account of rain, storm or frost:

The CO2 program continues without opening the vents.NONE
Stop CO2 dosing in the crop area.

If the CO2 supply is not equipped with a CO2 valve, the CO2 supply in the crop
area cannot be closed. In that case, the same action as in BLOCK FLUE GAS follows.

DOSAGE STOP

Stop CO2 dosage from the boiler and HP and, if possible, dose liquid CO2.BLOCK FLUE GAS

The warning -- action not released, no CO₂ dosing set indicates that the CO₂ dosage has not
been activated.
Cause: Type dosage(I170) = NONE or all periods OFF.
Result: the DOSAGE STOP and BLOCK FLUE GAS actions are not released,

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

13 Sufficient air exchange
Indicates whether or not there is sufficient air refreshment.

14 Time/remaining time CO₂-dosing flue gas
Column 1: the duration for which flue gases are dosed while there is insufficient air refreshment.

Column 2: remaining time that flue gases may be dosed in the closed crop area.

15 Limitation air quality
The action that the CO2 program executes to monitor air quality.

16 Action air exchange

-NO
There has been insufficient air exchange and vents or air outlets are set to the minimum
position. This allows the control to take account of rain, storm, frost, wash robot etc.

YES

17 Limitation ventilation
The constraints MAX VENTPOS and MAX AIROUTLETPOS indicate that air refreshment is not possible
on account of rain, storm or frost.
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TopCrop Monitor

I106 Crop monitor

1 Crop activity upper limit
The limit above which the influences of TopCrop Monitor are active.
• Fixed switch delays apply if limits are exceeded and when switching down.
• The current crop activity and the switch delays determine the status of the crop activity.

2 Crop activity lower limit
The limit below which the influences of the crop monitor control are active.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

3 Crop activity measured/state
Column 1: the crop activity expressed in a percentage from 0 to 100%. This measurement is based
on the current greenhouse air climate and the plant temperature.

Column 2:

Your dealer has not configured the measurements of greenhouse climate or plant
temperature.

NOT PRESENT

The crop activity is below the lower limit, taking the switch delays into account.LOW
The crop activity is between the lower and upper limits, taking the switch delays into
account.

NEUTRAL

The crop activity is above the upper limit, taking the switch delays into account.HIGH
The crop activity cannot be determined; the measuring box or plant sensor may be
defective.

UNKNOWN

4 Limitation/crop influence
Column 1:

Your dealer has not configured the measurements of greenhouse climate or plant
temperature. The control has stopped.

NO MEASUREMENT

The sensor for the measuring box temperature, measuring box relative humidity or
plant temperature is defective. The control has stopped.

MEAS.DEFECTIVE

The difference between the dry bulb temperature and the wet bulb temperature is less
than 0.1°C. The control has been stopped.

DRY WICK

The difference between measured plant temperature and air temperature is above the
set alarm limits (Temperature alarm difference/on delay). The control has stopped.

TEMP. DIFFERENCE

According to the measurement, crop activity is not neutral, but a set rest time still
applies (Rest time after max time/expired).

REST TIME

Column 2:

The crop activity is NEUTRAL. No influence of the crop activity on the controls.OFF
The crop activity is LOW or HIGH. Active influence of the crop activity on the controls.
You can define the extent to which the crop activity has an influence on the controls
in:

ON

• I106.1 heating network (minimum and calculated hot water temperature);
• I106.3 vent (minimum and maximum vent positions lee and wind side);
• I106.3 curtain (minimum and maximum gap size).

Custom solutions make other control actions possible if crop activity is not neutral.
The crop activity is NOT PRESENT or UNKNOWN. The influence has not been released.
No influence of the crop activity on the controls.

NONE
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5 Crop perf. previous hour/24-hours
Column 1: average crop performance over the last whole clock hour. See TopCrop Monitor (page
79) for a more detailed explanation of crop performance.

Column 2: average crop performance over the last 24 whole clock hours.

-MONITORING-

6 Maximum time crop influence/expired
The maximum continuous time that the crop activity may have an influence on the controls.

0 minutes means: no influence on the controls.

7 Rest time after max time/expired
Column 1: the rest time after crop activity has had an influence on the controls. This rest time allows
the crop activity to become neutral again. After this rest time, the crop activity can have an influence
on the controls again.

Column 2: the elapsed rest time.

8 Temperature alarm difference/on delay
Column 1:the absolute difference between measured plant temperature and air temperature above
which alarm 179 Temperature difference too large is triggered and the limit will be TEMP. DIFFERENCE.
The control takes the set alarm delay into account.

Column 2: delay on the set alarm limit in order to avoid unnecessary alarms.

9 Time crop activity high/low
Continuous time for which the crop activity has been assessed as LOW or HIGH.

I106.1 Crop monitor corrections on heating
In this section, you can set the influence of the crop activity on the heating strategy.

The influence of the crop activity on the minimum water temperature is implemented with a delay:
as soon as the correction becomes valid, the current minimum water temperature will be adjusted
to the new values with a delay.

See I115 Pipe strategy (page 281) for an explanation of the first lines

7 Control on crop activity
Selection of whether or not the crop activity has an influence on the heating strategy.

8 Influence crop high on min water temp
The temperature that must be added to the set minimum water temperature (Min water temperature
in I115) if the crop activity is high.

Examples

The Min water temperature setting (I115) of 50°C and a set influence of -10°C produces an
ultimate minimum water temperature of 40°C.
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The Min water temperature setting (I115) of 15 °C and a set influence of +25 °C produces an
ultimate minimum water temperature of 40°C.

9 Influence crop low on min water temp
The temperature that must be added to the set minimum water temperature if the crop activity is
low.

Influences may also be negative.

10 WATER TEMPERATURE CONTROL

11 Calc Influence crop on min water temp
Calculated influence of the crop activity on the minimum water temperature.

12 Influence crop on calc water temp
Whether or not the crop activity has an influence on the calculated hot water temperature.

13 Infl cool down & heat up calc
Calculated influence of heating up and cooling down on the calculated hot water temperature.

I106.2 Crop monitor corrections on ventilation
In this section, you can set the influence of the crop activity on the ventilation strategy.

The influence of the crop activity on the minimum and maximum vent positions is implemented
with a delay: as soon as the correction becomes valid, the current minimum and maximum vent
positions will be adjusted to the new values with a delay.

See I125 Vent strategy (page 320) for an explanation of the first lines

8 Control on crop activity
Selection of whether or not the crop activity has an influence on the ventilation strategy.

9 Influence crop high on max vent lee
The percentage that must be added to the maximum vent position on the lee side if the crop activity
is high.

10 Influence crop high on min vent lee
The percentage that must be added to the minimum vent position on the lee side if the crop activity
is high.

11 Influence crop low on max vent lee
The percentage that must be added to the maximum vent position on the lee side if the crop activity
is low.

12 Influence crop low on min vent lee
The percentage that must be added to the minimum vent position on the lee side if the crop activity
is low.
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13 Influence crop high on max vent wind
The percentage that must be added to the maximum vent position on the wind side if the crop
activity is high.

14 Influence crop high on min vent wind
The percentage that must be added to the minimum vent position on the wind side if the crop activity
is high.

15 Influence crop low on max vent wind
The percentage that must be added to the maximum vent position on the wind side if the crop
activity is low.

16 Influence crop low on min vent wind
The percentage that must be added to the minimum vent position on the wind side if the crop activity
is low.

Influences may also be negative.

17 VENT CONTROL

18 Calc Influence crop on max lee
Calculated influence of the crop activity on the maximum vent position on the lee side.

19 Calc Influence crop on min lee
Calculated influence of the crop activity on the minimum vent position on the lee side.

20 Calc Influence crop on max wind
Calculated influence of the crop activity on the maximum vent position on the wind side.

21 Calc Influence crop on min wind
Calculated influence of the crop activity on the minimum vent position on the wind side.

I106.3 Crop monitor corrections on curtain
In this section, you can set the influence of the crop activity on the gap strategy.

The influence of the crop activity on the minimum and maximum temperature gap size is implemented
with a delay: as soon as the correction becomes valid, the current minimum and maximum
temperature gap sizes will be adjusted to the new values with a delay.

See I165 Gap strategy (page 386) for an explanation of the first lines

7 Control on crop activity
Selection of the influence of the crop activity on the gap strategy if Gap control method= STEPS.
Selection of whether the influence will be on the minimum temperature gap size, the maximum
temperature gap size or on both the minimum and maximum temperature gap sizes.

7 Control on crop activity
Selection of whether or not the crop activity has an influence on the gap strategy if Gap control
method= RANGE.
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8 Influence crop high on min gap
Set influence of the crop activity on the minimum gap size if the crop activity is high.

9 Influence crop high on max gap
Set influence of the crop activity on the maximum gap size if the crop activity is high.

10 Influence crop low on min gap
Set influence of the crop activity on the minimum gap size if the crop activity is low.

11 Influence crop low on max gap
Set influence of the crop activity on the maximum gap size if the crop activity is low.

Influences may also be negative.

12 CURTAIN CONTROL

13 Calc Influence crop on min temp gap
Calculated influence of the crop activity on the minimum temperature gap size.

14 Calc Influence crop on max temp gap
Calculated influence of the crop activity on the maximum temperature gap size.
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I20 PAR control strategy
Shading curtains and growing light systems can be switched on separately for the PAR control; refer
to I20.1 PAR control shading (page 431) and I20.2 PAR control HID light (page 434). If one or more
shading curtains are used for the PAR control the settings that have been specified in I163 Shading
curtain strategy (page 367) for that shading curtain or those shading curtains are cancelled. If the
growing light system is used for PAR control the growing light system must not also be linked to the
growing light program (refer to I205.4 Allocate growing light (page 218)).

1 Desired PAR sum
The PAR sum that is desired at the end of the day.

If the PAR sum used threatens to become higher than this value at the end of the day, you can
automatically adjust the values of PAR shading and PAR lighting downwards. This can be released
with Release high PAR sum influence.

2 Day time humidity : PAR sum adjustment
The size of the desired adjustment of the desired PAR sum by the influence of the average humidity
in the area over the elapsed day period. In I20.4, you set whether RH or HD is used.

3 Extra influence : adjustment PAR sum
You can use the setting table to specify the size of the desired Desired PAR sum adjustment by means
of an Extra influence. In Priva Office Direct, you can use to open the setting table for this. In the
setting table window, you can specify for various values of the Extra influence the extent to which
the PAR sum should be increased or decreased.

In Priva Office Direct, you can see which Extra influence has been set in the window of the
setting table.

In Priva Office Direct you can select which measured or calculated value has an influence on Desired
PAR sum.

-PAR STRATEGY-

4 Period
Period division for the PAR strategy.

5 Activated

Period has been activated.YES
Period has not been activated.NO

5 Period shift no.line
Indication of the period shift program number and the line number. This shows you in which period
a period shift can take place. As soon as the period shift takes effect, the time adjustment is visible
on an extra line. Any change to the original period will only take effect after the period shift has
ended or after the undoing of the period shift (I107.1). See Period shift program (page 34).

6 Period

The period is not allowed to start.OFF
The period is allowed to start.ON
Period is the night period. No desired PAR value is specified for the night period.NIGHT

There must be one night period. The night period has no setpoint. During the night period
the growing light is off and the shading curtains are open.
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7 Start time
Time at which the period starts or started.

7 Shifted start time
The start time determined by the Period shift program (page 34). This time is valid instead of the
default Start time.

8 PAR shading
The control closes the shading curtain if the measured PAR value is greater than PAR shading.

8 PAR lighting
The control switches the growing light on if the measured PAR value is lower than PAR lighting.

8 Release high PAR sum influence

If the measured PAR sum at the end of the day threatens to become higher than Desired PAR
sum, the control reduces the values of PAR shading and PAR lighting.
The reduction is spread over the day as much as possible. The control takes account of the
periods in which this influence has been released or not.
If the shading curtains are closed on account of the PAR sum, they will remain closed until
the PAR sum is reset or until the difference between the calculated and measured PAR sum
is greater than 1 mol/m².

Make sure there is one night period for determining the end of the day.

YES

The values of PAR shading and PAR lighting remain unchanged.NO

9 Humidity : adjustment PAR
The size of the desired adjustment of PAR shading and PAR lighting by the influence of the measured
humidity in the area.

In I20.4, you set whether RH or HD is used.

10 Irradiation : adjustment PAR
The size of the desired adjustment of PAR shading and PAR lighting by the influence of the measured
irradiation.

11 Extra influence : adjustment PAR
The size of the desired adjustment of PAR shading and PAR lighting by an extra influence.

12 Time PAR decrease (per 10uMol)
The minimum duration to be observed when the calculated or set PAR value is reduced by 10 μMol
during a transition period or when an influence is changed.

At the period transition from night to day, the set PAR value is immediately adopted, because no
PAR value has been set in the night period.

12 Time PAR increase (per 10uMol)
The minimum duration to be observed when the calculated or set PAR value is increased by 10 μMol
during a transition period or when an influence is changed.

13 Active before end time growing light
Period of time before the end time of the period in which the growing light will no longer be activated
if the growing light has not yet been activated.
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With Active before end time growing light, you can prevent growing light steps from being
switched on for a short time.

-INSTALLATION-
You can set the data of growing light systems and shading curtains for different periods.

14 Period
Period division for the growing light systems and shading curtains to be controlled.

15 Activated

Period has been activated.YES
Period has not been activated.NO

16 Period

The period is not allowed to start.OFF
The period is allowed to start.ON

17 Start time
Time at which the period starts or started.

18 Max nr growing light steps
If the measured PAR value is lower than the Calculated PAR, this is the maximum number of growing
light steps that the PAR control may use for switching on the growing light.

19 Nr growing light steps on ext.cond.
Your dealer has set that growing light steps are switched on by an external condition. Here you
specify how many growing light steps are switched on if the external condition is valid.

20 Max nr growing light steps off ext.cond
Your dealer has set that growing light steps can be forced to switch off or be kept off. This allows
you, for instance, to switch growing light steps off or keep them off in the event of high energy prices.
You can set the number of growing light steps to be switched off or kept off in another section (for
instance via flex software).

You can limit this number here for each period (from the flex software).

21 Radiation limit diffuse curtain
If the measured radiation exceeds this limit, the PAR control sends the diffuse curtain to the Diffuse
curtain position position.

22 Extra influence : radiation limit
You can use the setting table to specify the size of the desired Radiation limit diffuse curtain adjustment
by means of an Extra influence.

23 Diffuse curtain position
The desired curtain position of the diffuse curtain and the radiation condition have been met.

24 Overlap diffuse and shading curtain
The first shading curtain is sent to screen the gap of the diffuse curtain. The overlap is additionally
controlled to prevent direct radiation.
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You can release this option in I20.1.

25 Maximum shading position
Maximum permitted position of the shading curtains when the PAR control closes the shading
curtains.

-LIMITATION INFLUENCES PAR-

26 Max increase/decrease PAR sum
Maximum permissible increase and decrease in the PAR sum as a result of simultaneously occurring
influences.

27 Max increase/decrease PAR shading
Maximum permissible increase and decrease in the PAR shading as a result of simultaneously occurring
influences.

28 Max increase/decrease PAR lighting
Maximum permissible increase and decrease in the PAR lighting as a result of simultaneously occurring
influences.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

29 PAR shading/lighting/used PAR

PAR shading
The calculated PAR value above which the control closes the shading curtain.

PAR lighting
The calculated PAR value below which the control switches the growing light on.

Used PAR
The measured PAR value on the basis of which the PAR control controls the position of the shading
curtains and switches the growing light on and off.

30 Calculated/used PAR sum

Calculated PAR sum
The calculated PAR sum above which the PAR control switches off the growing light or leaves it
switched off and controls the position of the shading curtains.

Used PAR sum
The actual PAR sum calculated over a 24-hour period, based on the measured PAR. This value is set
to 0 every 24 hours at the set time Reset time PAR sum (I20.4).
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31 Status/limitation

Status

PAR control is not used as no period has been activated.OFF
PAR control is not used because the night period is active.NIGHT
PAR control is currently controlling the position of the shading curtains.SHADING
PAR control is controlling the growing light system.LIGHT
PAR control is active and can be used to control the position of the shading curtains and the
growing light.

ACTIVATED

Limitation

PAR control is not used as no period has been activated.NOT PRESENT
An error has occurred while measuring the PAR. The current status of the control for the
active growing light and the active shading curtains is maintained.

MEASUREMENT

Actual PAR sum is higher than the maximum PAR sum as a result of which the growing light
step is switched off or remains switched off and the position of the shading curtains is
calculated for the maximum PAR sum.
This limitation is cancelled:

PAR SUM

• After a reset of the PAR sum.
• If the difference between the calculated and measured PAR sum is greater than 1 mol/m².

The calculated PAR sum can be adjusted based on the set extra influence or humidity
influence.

PAR control is not used because an external PAR control is currently controlling the growing
light.

EXT LIGHT

PAR control is not used because an external PAR control is controlling the shading curtains.EXT SHADING
PAR control has reached the maximum number of steps under which the PAR control switches
on the growing light.

GR. LIGHT

PAR control has used all of the shading curtains that are available for PAR control.SHADING
PAR control is not in use, as no period has been activated in -INSTALLATION-.INSTALLATION
-NONE

32 PAR control correction active

No correction is active. The strategy settings are valid.NONE
A correction period is active. It is possible that the PAR control is being adjusted by the
settings in I21 PAR control corrections (page 435).

CORRECTION 1-
CORRECTION 6
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I20.1 PAR control shading

1 Release shading curtain
Release per curtain position:

PAR-CONTROL x SHADING 1: the curtain that should be closed first.

PAR-CONTROL x SHADING 2: for other shading curtains and 2 shading curtains on top of each other.

PAR-CONTROL x SHADING 3: for other shading curtains and 2 shading curtains on top of each other.

Use of the shading curtain for PAR control is not allowed. You can set the shading curtain in
I163 Shading curtain strategy (page 367) if the shading curtain in I20.4 has been disconnected
from the PAR control.

NO

Use of the shading curtain for PAR control based on the desired PAR value is allowed.PAR
Use of the shading curtain for PAR control based on the PAR sum is allowed.SUM
Use of the shading curtain for PAR control based on the desired PAR value and the PAR sum
is allowed.

BOTH

-DELAYING-

2 CURTAIN STEP
Number of the step.

3 Dead band PAR close
Dead band above the calculated PAR value for closing the shading curtain.

3 -- after sun height factor
The calculated Dead band PAR close, including the sun height factor.

4 PAR deviation sum close
The PAR control closes the shading curtain if Calc deviation sum PAR (M20) rises above this setting.

The deviation sum is recalculated every minute. See Deviation sum (page 34) also.

4 -- after sun height factor
The calculated PAR deviation sum close, including the sun height factor.

5 Dead band PAR open
Dead band below the calculated PAR value for opening the shading curtain.

5 -- after sun height factor
The calculated Dead band PAR open, including the sun height factor.

6 PAR deviation sum open
The PAR control opens the shading curtain if Calc deviation sum PAR (M20) rises above this setting.

The deviation sum is recalculated every minute. See Deviation sum (page 34) also.

6 -- after sun height factor
The calculated PAR deviation sum open, including the sun height factor.
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7 Sun height : factor shading delays
Influence of the height of the sun on the delays for closing and opening the curtain. With a large
angle, you can close the curtain faster and open it more slowly.

7 -- calculated sun height factor
Calculated influence of the current height of the sun.

-SMOOTHING-

8 CURTAIN
Number of the shading curtain.

9 Minimum shading position
Minimum position of the shading curtain if the PAR control is working on the basis of the desired
PAR value or the PAR sum.

10 Min position change close
Difference between the calculated and measured position of the shading curtain (M160) above which
the shading curtain may close further.

11 Position deviation sum smooth close
Sum of the differences between the calculated and measured position of the shading curtain (M160)
above which the shading curtain closes further. The sum is recalculated every minute.

The shading curtain only closes if the change in the calculated position has caused the difference
between the calculated and the measured position to become greater than the difference that has
been entered in Min position change close.

12 Min position change open
Difference between the measured position of the shading curtain (M160) and the calculated position
of the shading curtain (M160) above which the shading curtain is allowed to open further.

13 Position deviation sum smooth open
Sum of the differences between the measured and calculated position of the shading curtain (M160)
above which the shading curtain opens further. The sum is recalculated every minute.

The shading curtain only opens if the change in the calculated position has caused the difference
between the calculated and the measured position to be greater than the difference that has been
entered in Min position change open.

-PAR SUM-

14 CURTAIN
Number of the shading curtain.

15 Shading position max PAR sum
The action that the PAR control must perform if the actual PAR sum exceeds Desired PAR sum:

open the shading curtainOPEN
open the shading curtain up to Minimum shading positionMINIMUM
close the shading curtain up to Maximum shading position (I20)CLOSE
close the shading curtain in steps (PAR sum step size/PAR sum waiting time) up to Maximum
shading position (I20)

STEP
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16 PAR sum step size
Step size used by PAR control to close the shading curtain if the actual PAR sum is greater than the
maximum PAR sum.

17 PAR sum waiting time
Interval between two steps with which PAR control closes the shading curtain if the actual PAR sum
is greater than the maximum PAR sum.

-DIFFUSE CURTAIN-

18 Dead band radiation close
Dead band above the radiation limit for closing the diffuse curtain.

19 Radiation deviation sum close
Sum of the difference between the measured radiation and the radiation limit, above which the
diffuse curtain is closed.

20 Dead band radiation open
Dead band below the radiation limit for opening the diffuse curtain.

21 Radiation deviation sum open
Sum of the difference between the measured radiation and the radiation limit, above which the
diffuse curtain is opened.

22 Close gap diffuse curtain by shading

the gap of the diffuse curtain will be shielded by the first shading curtainYES
the gap of the diffuse curtain will not be shielded by the first shading curtainNO

The minimum curtain position of the first shading curtain is equal to 100% - diffuse curtain position
+ overlap diffuse and shading curtain.

-GENERAL-
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I20.2 PAR control HID light

1 Release growing light system

Use of the growing light system for PAR control is not permitted. If the growing light has been
disconnected from the PAR control (I20.4), you can set the growing light system in I205
Growing light strategy (page 437).

NO

Use of the growing light system for PAR control based on the desired PAR is permitted. If the
growing light system is also connected to a growing light program via I205.4 Allocate growing
light (page 218), the Grow. light system allocated twice alarm is triggered.

YES

After this option has been changed the growing light steps are re-allocated to the strings of
the released growing light system. Do not change the option during lighting. I20.1 PAR control
shading (page 431).

-GENERAL-

2 GROWING LIGHT STEP
Number of the step.

3 Seq number electricity off-take
The sequence number of the electricity off-take by the lighting string.

The lower the number, the higher the priority.

A lighting string with a higher sequence number can be switched off if there is insufficient electrical
capacity available.

In the event of identical sequence numbers and insufficient capacity, the lighting system with the
lowest number is allocated the available electrical capacity.

The control uses the sequence number if YES has been selected for the growing light system in Use
central seq no. electricity off-take (I206).

-DELAYING-

4 GROWING LIGHT STEP
Number of the step.

5 Dead band PAR on
Dead band below the calculated PAR so that the PAR control switches on the growing light step at
a lower PAR.

5 -- after sun height factor
The calculated Dead band PAR on, including the sun height factor.

6 PAR deviation sum on
Sum of the differences between the Used PAR (M20) and the Calculated PAR LIGHTING (M20), above
which the PAR control switches on the growing light step. The sum is recalculated every minute and
only if the difference is greater than Dead band PAR on.

6 -- after sun height factor
The calculated PAR deviation sum on, including the sun height factor.
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7 Dead band PAR off
Dead band above the calculated PAR so that the PAR control switches off the growing light step at
a higher PAR.

7 -- after sun height factor
The calculated Dead band PAR off, including the sun height factor.

8 PAR deviation sum off
Sum of the differences between the Calculated PAR LIGHTING (M20) and the Used PAR (M20), above
which the PAR control switches off the growing light step. The sum is recalculated every minute and
only if the difference is greater than Dead band PAR off.

8 -- after sun height factor
The calculated PAR deviation sum off, including the sun height factor.

9 Sun height : factor lighting delays
Influence of the height of the sun on the delays for switching the growing light steps on and off. With
a large angle, you can switch the growing light off earlier and switch it on more slowly.

9 -- calculated sun height factor
Calculated influence of the current height of the sun.

-PAR SUM-

10 GROWING LIGHT STEP
Number of the step.

11 Diff. PAR sum growing light step not on
Decrease in Calculated PAR sum (M20) above which the PAR control does not switch on the growing
light step. The growing light step can remain switched on.

This prevents the growing light from being switched on for a short time, for instance because of a
period becoming active.

12 Diff. PAR sum growing light step off
Decrease in Calculated PAR sum (M20) above which the PAR control switches off the growing light
step.

This ensures that the growing light step can already be switched off before Desired PAR sum is reached.

I21 PAR control corrections
You can use corrections to easily deviate from the strategy in the event of different circumstances.
The settings correspond to the settings in I20 PAR control strategy (page 426).

The general explanation: Corrections (page 47).
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I205 Growing light strategy
The growing light program has 3 functions: growing light, modulating growing light and 'long day'
lighting. The program will start or continue if the following applies:
• period is has been activated;
• Used radiation is less than Radiation limit on - Dead band radiation (I205.1);
• the measured outside temperature is lower than Max outside temp release growing light (I205.1);
• Radiation deviation sum on (I205.1) has been exceeded;
• Meas radiation sum today is less than Radiation sum limit off;
• Expected radiation sum today is less than Exp radiation sum limit off for staying on;
• Expected radiation sum today is less than Exp radiation sum limit not on for switching on;
• Minimum time off (I206) has elapsed;
• 'long day' lighting is switched on based on time, whereby only 1 string is activated;
• modulating growing light switches on one or more strings depending on the Used radiation and

the set radiation limits.

If the growing light system is used for I20 PAR control strategy the growing light system must not
also be linked to the growing light program (refer to I205.4 Allocate growing light (page 218)).

1 Growing light function
Selection of the function of the growing light.

The allocated growing light systems operate according to the GROWING LIGHT function
(all strings are controlled by a switch on desire).

GR. LIGHT

The allocated growing light systems operate according to the LONG DAY function (one
of the strings is controlled by a switch on desire).

LONG DAY

The allocated growing light systems operate according to the MOD.GR. LIGHT function
(depending on the radiation limits one or more strings are controlled by a switch on
desire).

MOD. GR. LIGHT

2 Changes growing light program
To prevent the undesirable switching on and off of lighting during the changeover of periods within
the growing light strategy, you use this setting to maintain the current lighting situation until you
have finished setting the new growing light strategy.

The control adopts changes within the growing light strategy immediately.APPLY IMMEDIATELY
The control does not yet adopt changes within the growing light strategy. You can
change the growing light strategy, but this does not have yet have any consequences
for the control.
The control does react to:

POSTPONE

• a limit from the electricity management;
• a manual control from the growing light system.

Please note: after half an hour this setting automatically returns to APPLY IMMEDIATELY.

3 Period
Adjustable period for the growing light based on time settings.

4 Activated
Active indication of the growing light period.

4 Period shift start time no.line/Period shift end time no.line
Indication of the period shift program number and the line number. This shows you in which period
a period shift can take place. As soon as the period shift takes effect, the time adjustment is visible
on an extra line. Any change to the original period will only take effect after the period shift has
ended or after the undoing of the period shift (I107.1). See Period shift program (page 34).

5 Condition valid
Indication whether the conditions of the growing light program in that period have been met.
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6 Clock
Switch the growing light period on or off.

7 Start time
Start time of the growing light period.

Switching on the growing light can be delayed by the CHP (Switch on delay, I330.1), the growing
light system (Waiting time switch on next, I202), the heating (Waiting time heating growing light
on, I206), the curtain (Curtain func. during growing light, I 168) and delays from the system.

7 Shifted start time
The start time determined by the Period shift program (page 34). This time is valid instead of the
default Start time.

8 End time
End time of the growing light period.

Switching off the growing light can be delayed by the growing light system (Waiting time
switch off next, I202), the heating (Waiting time heating growing light off, I206) and delays from
the system.

8 Shifted end time
The end time determined by the Period shift program (page 34). This time is valid instead of the
default End time.

9 Exp radiation sum limit off
Limit for the Expected radiation sum today, above this the lamps are switched off.

9 Exp PAR sum limit off
Limit for the Expected PAR sum today, above this the lamps are switched off.

10 Exp radiation sum limit not on
Limit for the Expected radiation sum today, below this the lamps are free to switch on or off. Above
this limit the growing light does not switch on, but it can remain switched on.

10 Exp PAR sum limit not on
Limit for the Expected PAR sum today, below this the lamps are free to switch on or off. Above this
limit the growing light does not switch on, but it can remain switched on.

11 Radiation limit on
Below this radiation limit at least one string will switch on (depending on the installation).

The growing light program starts or continues if:

Used radiation is less than (Radiation limit on + Calc adjustment radiation limit) - Dead band radiation
(I205.1);

In addition, switching is delayed by a radiation deviation sum.

When Radiation limit on is set to 0 this condition is not valid and the lighting will switch off.

11 PAR limit on
Below the PAR limit at least one string will switch on (depending on the installation).
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The growing light program starts or continues if:

Used PAR is less than (PAR limit on + Calc adjustment PAR limit) - Dead band PAR (I205.1);

In addition, switching is delayed by a PAR deviation sum.

12 Radiation limit 2 strings
Below this radiation limit at least two strings will switch on (depending on the installation). However,
there is a dead band around this limit to ensure even switching. In addition, switching is delayed by
a radiation deviation sum. The Used radiation is used to switch the growing light strings on and off.

Set this limit lower than Radiation limit on.

When Radiation limit 2 strings is set to 0 this condition is not valid and the second (and if
applicable the third) string will switch off.

12 PAR limit 2 strings
PAR limit below which at least two strings will switch on (depending on the installation). However,
there is a dead band around this limit to ensure even switching. In addition, switching is delayed by
a PAR deviation sum. The Used PAR is used to switch the growing light strings on and off.

Set this limit lower than PAR limit on.

When PAR limit 2 strings is set to 0 this condition is not valid and the second (and if applicable
the third) string will switch off.

13 Radiation limit 3 strings
Below this radiation limit at least three strings will switch on (depending on the installation). However,
there is a dead band around this limit to ensure even switching. In addition, switching is delayed by
a radiation deviation sum. The Used radiation is used to switch the growing light strings on and off.

Set this limit lower than Radiation limit 2 strings.

When Radiation limit 3 strings is set to 0 this condition is not valid and the third string will
switch off.

13 PAR limit 3 strings
Below the PAR limit at least three strings will switch on (depending on the installation). However,
there is a dead band around this limit to ensure even switching. In addition, switching is delayed by
a PAR deviation sum. The Used PAR is used to switch the growing light strings on and off.

Set this limit lower than PAR limit 2 strings.

When PAR limit 3 strings is set to 0 this condition is not valid and the third string will switch
off.

14 Radiation limit 4 strings
Below this radiation limit all four strings will switch on (depending on the installation). However,
there is a dead band around this limit to ensure even switching. In addition, switching is delayed by
a radiation deviation sum. The Used radiation is used to switch the growing light strings on and off.
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Set this limit lower than Radiation limit 3 strings.

When Radiation limit 4 strings is set to 0 this condition is not valid and the fourth string will
switch off.

14 PAR limit 4 strings
Below the PAR limit all four strings will switch on (depending on the installation). However, there is
a dead band around this limit to ensure even switching. In addition, switching is delayed by a PAR
deviation sum. The Used PAR is used to switch the growing light strings on and off.

Set this limit lower than PAR limit 3 strings.

When PAR limit 4 strings is set to 0 this condition is not valid and the fourth string will switch
off.

15 Number of strings on external cond.
Your dealer has set that strings are switched on by an external condition. Here you specify how
many strings are switched on if the external condition is valid.

16 Max number of strings off external cond
Your dealer has set that strings can be forced to switch off or kept off. This allows you, for instance,
to switch strings off or keep them off in the event of high energy prices. You can set the number of
strings to be switched off or kept off in another section (for instance via flex software).

You can limit this number here for each period (from the flex software).

17 Active before end time
Period of time before the end time of the period in which the growing light will no longer be activated
if the growing light has not yet been activated.

If the Time of Active before end time is longer than the duration of the period, then the
period will not be activated.

18 Min lighting time desired
Option whether a minimum lighting time is desired. This ensures that when the heating is on, the
Waiting time heating growing light off (page 451) (I206 Growing light systems (page 451)) is always
equal to at least the Waiting time heating growing light on (page 451) (I206 Growing light systems
(page 451)). The same control is used to control the curtain shut. If a minimum lighting time is desired,
then the Waiting time curtain growing light off (page 452) (I206 Growing light systems (page 451)) is
always equal to at least the Waiting time curtain growing light on (page 452) (I206 Growing light
systems (page 451)). This allows you to achieve a minimum lighting time. If the heating is off and the
lighting switches off, then the Waiting time heating growing light off (page 451) (I206 Growing light
systems (page 451)) is used.

19 Reset time radiation sum
Time at which the Meas radiation sum today is reset. Refer also to the Astronomic time shift paragraph
in Setting periods and times (page 32) also.

19 Reset time PAR sum
Time at which the Meas PAR sum today is reset. Refer also to the Astronomic time shift paragraph in
Setting periods and times (page 32) also.
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20 Radiation sum limit off
Limit for the Meas radiation sum today, above this the lamps are switched off.

20 PAR sum limit off
Limit for the Meas PAR sum today, above this the lamps are switched off.

21 Radiation sum limit not on
Limit for the Meas radiation sum today, below this the lamps are free to switch on or off. Above this
limit the growing light does not switch on, but it can remain switched on.

21 PAR sum limit not on
Limit for the Meas PAR sum today, below this the lamps are free to switch on or off. Above this limit
the growing light does not switch on, but it can remain switched on.

22 Keep off based on expectation
Option whether the growing light will be switched off by the Expected radiation sum today or by the
Expected PAR sum today.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

23 Switch on desire
Indication of the desire to switch on the growing light.

There is no desire to switch on the growing light.NONE
There is a desire to switch on the growing light because the measured radiation is too
low or in order to realise a long day period.

LIGHTING

There is a desire to switch on the growing light because of an external condition.EXTERNAL
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24 Limitation

-NONE
The growing light is off because the measured radiation sum today is higher than the
Radiation sum limit off
Or
The growing light is off because the measured radiation sum is higher than the Radiation
sum limit not on while the lighting was already off.

MEAS RAD. SUM

The growing light is off because the measured PAR sum today is higher than the PAR
sum limit off.
Or
The growing light is off because the measured PAR sum is higher than the PAR sum limit
not on while the lighting was already off.

MEAS PAR SUM

The growing light is off because the expected radiation sum today is higher than the
Exp radiation sum limit off.
Or
The growing light is off because the expected radiation sum is higher than the Exp
radiation sum limit not on while the lighting was already off.

EXP RAD. SUM

The growing light is off because the expected PAR sum today is higher than the Exp PAR
sum limit off.
Or
The growing light is off because the expected PAR sum is higher than the Exp PAR sum
limit not on while the lighting was already off.

EXP PAR SUM

Only one string is on although the external condition is requesting more strings because
the growing light function is LONG DAY.

LONG DAY

One or more strings in the growing light system are switched off because the external
condition is valid (Max number of strings off external cond).

EXTERN OFF

The radiation limit / PAR limit is adjusted as a result of the influence of the outside
temperature and consequently the lighting is switched on at a different radiation limit
/ PAR limit.

ADJUST LIMIT

The number of lighting strings that are allowed to switch on is limited as a result of an
outside temperature that is too high.

REL.OUTSIDE TEMP

One or more strings in the growing light system are switched on because the external
condition is valid (Number of strings on external cond.).

EXTERN ON

25 Used radiation
Left-hand column: the radiation that is used for the growing light program to drive the switching of
the lamps. The radiation used depends on the radiation sensor chosen in I205.4 Allocate growing
light (page 218).

Right-hand column: indication whether the radiation that is used is measured inside or outside.

25 Used PAR
Left-hand column: the PAR that is used for the growing light program to drive the switching of the
lamps. The PAR used depends on the PAR sensor selected in I205.4 Allocate growing light (page 218).

Right-hand column: indication whether the PAR that is used is measured inside or outside.

26 Applied period
The valid growing light period.

26 Growing light correction active

No correction is active. The strategy settings are valid.NONE
A correction period is active. It is possible that the growing light strategy is being adjusted
by the settings in I205.2 Growing light corrections (page 449).

CORRECTION 1-
CORRECTION 6

27 Calc adjustment radiation limit
Value that the control adds to all set radiation limits. The value depends on the outside temperature
and the Outside temp : adjustm. radiation limit (I205.1).
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27 Calc adjustment PAR limit
Value that the control adds to all set PAR limits. The value depends on the outside temperature and
the Outside temp : adjustm. PAR limit (I205.1).

28 Exp radiation sum today/tomorrow
Left-hand column: the expected radiation sum for today.

Right-hand column: the expected radiation sum for tomorrow.

28 Exp PAR sum today/tomorrow
Left-hand column: the expected PAR sum for today.

Right-hand column: the expected PAR sum for tomorrow.

29 Radiation sum yest./today
Left-hand column: the sum of the Used radiation from yesterday.

Right-hand column: the sum of the Used radiation from today, counted from the 19 Reset time
radiation sum (page 440) until now.

29 PAR sum yesterday/today
Left-hand column: the sum of the Used PAR from yesterday.

Right-hand column: the sum of the Used PAR from today, counted from the 19 Reset time PAR sum
(page 440) until now.

30 Total radiation sum
The sum of the Used radiation, which is always counted continuously. This value is adjustable and is
counted continuously, starting from a modification. This makes it possible to register the radiation
sum for an entire crop or crop phase, among other things.

30 Total PAR sum
The sum of the Used PAR, which is always counted continuously. This value is adjustable and is
counted continuously, starting from a modification. This makes it possible to register the PAR sum
for an entire crop or crop phase, among other things.
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I205.1 Growing light influences
To prevent the growing light switching too often a dead band and a deviation sum can be set, where
the deviation sum is counted as soon as the Used radiation (I205) falls outside of the dead band.

1 Period
Adjustable period for the growing light based on time settings. Also refer to I205 Growing light
strategy (page 437).

2 Activated
Active indication of the growing light period.

3 Radiation deviation sum on
Sum of the difference between the measured radiation and the 11 Radiation limit on (page 438) (I205
Growing light strategy (page 437)) above which the growing light switches on. The addition takes place
every minute if the radiation difference is greater than the dead band. The radiation deviation sum
on is also used to switch on 2, 3 and 4 strings with modulating growing light.

If the Used radiation (I205) reaches the dead band, then the deviation sum counter starts
from 0 again.

By setting the radiation deviation sum on/off sufficiently high, you will be able to prevent
the lights switching ON and OFF frequently if the weather conditions are changeable.

The 11 Radiation limit on (page 438) (I205 Growing light strategy (page 437)) is 100 W/m2. The
dead band is 25 W/m2. As soon as the Used radiation (I205) is lower than (100 - 25) 75 W/m2

the difference per minute is added (for example +37 and +50). When the total addition is
equal to the Radiation deviation sum on and the other conditions (time and Measured radiation
sum today (I205 Growing light strategy (page 437)) is less than the 21 Radiation sum limit not
on (page 441) (I205 Growing light strategy (page 437))) are valid, the lamps are allowed to be
switched on (5 Condition valid (page 437) is YES in I205 Growing light strategy (page 437)). If
the radiation falls within the dead band area, then the counter starts again from 0.

The same principle applies for switching the lights off.
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Switching the growing light on and off using the specified radiation limit, the dead band and the
measured radiation deviation sum

3 PAR deviation sum on
Sum of the difference between the measured PAR and the 11 PAR limit on (page 438) (I205 Growing
light strategy (page 437)) above which the growing light switches on. The addition takes place every
minute if the PAR difference is greater than the dead band. The PAR deviation sum on is also used
to switch on 2, 3 and 4 strings with modulating growing light.

If the Used PAR (I205) reaches the dead band, then the deviation sum counter starts from 0
again.

By specifying the PAR deviation sum on/off sufficiently high, you will be able to prevent the
lights switching ON and OFF frequently if the weather conditions are changeable.

4 Radiation deviation sum off
Sum of the difference between the measured radiation and the 11 Radiation limit on (page 438) (I205
Growing light strategy (page 437)) above which the growing light switches off. The addition takes place
every minute if the radiation difference is greater than the dead band. The radiation deviation sum
is also used to switch off 2, 3 and 4 strings with modulating growing light.

If the Used radiation (I205) reaches the dead band, then the deviation sum counter starts
from 0 again.

4 PAR deviation sum off
Sum of the difference between the measured PAR and the 11 PAR limit on (page 438) (I205 Growing
light strategy (page 437)) above which the growing light switches off. The addition takes place every
minute if the PAR difference is greater than the dead band. The PAR deviation sum off is also used
to switch off 2, 3 and 4 strings with modulating growing light.

If the Used PAR (I205) reaches the dead band, then the deviation sum counter is set to 0
again.
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5 Dead band radiation
Dead band below and above the 11 Radiation limit on (page 438) (I205 Growing light strategy (page
437)). The dead band is also used for the radiation limits 2, 3 and 4 strings with modulating growing
light.

5 Dead band PAR
Dead band below and above the 11 PAR limit on (page 438) (I205 Growing light strategy (page 437)).
The dead band is also used for the PAR limits 2, 3 and 4 strings with modulating growing light.

6 Outside temp : adjustm. radiation limit
In this setting table you can specify per outside temperature (X) the value (Y) that is to be added to
the radiation limit.

The lower the outside temperature the more the radiation limit has to be increased to switch the
lighting on earlier and keep it on.

6 Outside temp : adjustm. PAR limit
In this setting table you can specify per outside temperature (X) the value (Y) that is to be added to
the PAR limit.

The lower the outside temperature the more the PAR limit has to be increased to switch the lighting
on earlier and keep it on.

7 Lighting level
This is a header for line 7.

8 Seq number electricity off-take
The sequence number of the electricity off-take by the lighting string.

The lower the number, the higher the priority.

A lighting string with a higher sequence number can be switched off if there is insufficient electrical
capacity available.

In the event of identical sequence numbers and insufficient capacity, the lighting system with the
lowest number is allocated the available electrical capacity.

The control uses the sequence number if YES has been selected for the growing light system in Use
central seq no. electricity off-take (I206).

9 Max outside temp release growing light
Measured outside temperature above which the sting concerned is switched off

10 Dead band outs.temp rel.growing light
As soon as the outside temperature is lower than Max outside temp release growing light - Dead band
outs.temp rel.growing light the lighting string concerned is released again.

11 Limitation outside temperature active

The outside temperature now has no influence on the release of the lighting.NO
The lighting string concerned is switched off because the measured outside temperature
is higher than Max outside temp release growing light.

YES

12 Desired % max radiation sum limits
The limits per lighting level for Radiation sum limit off and Radiation sum limit not on.
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For each lighting level, you set the percentage above which this lighting level must switch off or no
longer needs to switch on.

• To have the lighting strings switch off gradually: enter ascending percentages, ending with Lighting
level 1 which is always 100%.

• To have the lighting strings switch off simultaneously: enter 100% for all the percentages.

12 Desired percentage max PAR sum limits
See explanation of the line above.

13 Radiation sum above growing light off
The radiation sum above which the growing light program switches off this lighting level.

13 PAR sum above growing light off
The PAR sum above which the growing light program switches off this lighting level.

14 Radiation sum above growing light not on
The radiation sum above which the growing light program does not switch on this lighting level.

14 PAR sum above growing light not on
The PAR sum above which the growing light program does not switch on this lighting level.

15 Limitation radiation sum reached

This lighting level is not blocked or switched off.NO
This lighting level is switched off because the specified percentage of the maximum
radiation sum has been reached.

YES

15 Limitation PAR sum active
See explanation of the line above.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

16 Period
Adjustable period for the growing light based on time settings. Also refer to I205 Growing light
strategy (page 437).
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17 Activated
Active indication of the growing light period.

18 Calc deviation sum radiation
Calculated deviation sum based on the specified 11 Radiation limit on (page 438) (I205 Growing light
strategy (page 437)) and the measured radiation.

As soon as the calculated deviation sum is larger than the specified deviation sum, the growing light
will switch on and off. To switch off the growing light the calculated deviation sum is shown as positive
(the measured radiation is higher than the radiation limit + dead band) and to switch it off the
calculated deviation sum is shown as negative (the measured radiation is lower than the radiation
limit dead band).

If the measured radiation reaches the dead band, then the calculated deviation sum counter
starts at 0 again.

19 Calc deviation sum PAR
Calculated deviation sum based on the set PAR limit on (I205 Growing light strategy (page 437)) and
the measured PAR.

As soon as the calculated deviation sum is larger than the specified deviation sum, the growing light
will switch on and off. To switch off the growing light the calculated deviation sum is shown as positive
(the measured PAR is higher than the PAR limit + dead band) and to switch it on the calculated
deviation sum is shown as negative (the measured PAR is lower than the PAR limit - dead band).

If the measured PAR reaches the dead band, then the calculated deviation sum counter
starts at 0 again.

19 Calc deviation sum radiation 2 strings
Calculated deviation sum based on the set Radiation limit 2 strings (I205 Growing light strategy (page
437)) and the measured radiation.

As soon as the calculated deviation sum is larger than the specified deviation sum, the second string
of the growing light will switch on and off. To switch off the second string of the growing light the
calculated deviation sum is shown as positive (the measured radiation is higher than the radiation
limit + dead band) and to switch it off the calculated deviation sum is shown as negative (the measured
radiation is lower than the radiation limit dead band).

If the measured radiation reaches the dead band, then the calculated deviation sum counter
starts at 0 again.

19 Calc deviation sum PAR 2 strings
Calculated deviation sum based on the set PAR limit 2 strings (I205 Growing light strategy (page 437))
and the measured PAR.

As soon as the calculated deviation sum is larger than the specified deviation sum, the second string
of the growing light will switch on and off. To switch off the second string of the growing light the
calculated deviation sum is shown as positive (the measured PAR is higher than the PAR limit + dead
band) and to switch it on the calculated deviation sum is shown as negative (the measured PAR is
lower than the PAR limit - dead band).

If the measured PAR reaches the dead band, then the calculated deviation sum counter
starts at 0 again.

20 Calc deviation sum radiation 3 strings
Calculated deviation sum based on the set Radiation limit 3 strings (I205 Growing light strategy (page
437)) and the measured radiation.
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As soon as the calculated deviation sum is larger than the specified deviation sum, the third string
of the growing light will switch on and off. To switch off the third string of the growing light the
calculated deviation sum is shown as positive (the measured radiation is higher than the radiation
limit + dead band) and to switch it off the calculated deviation sum is shown as negative (the measured
radiation is lower than the radiation limit dead band).

If the measured radiation reaches the dead band, then the calculated deviation sum counter
starts at 0 again.

20 Calc deviation sum PAR 3 strings
Calculated deviation sum based on the set PAR limit 3 strings (I205 Growing light strategy (page 437))
and the measured PAR.

As soon as the calculated deviation sum is larger than the specified deviation sum, the third string
of the growing light will switch on and off. To switch off the third string of the growing light the
calculated deviation sum is shown as positive (the measured PAR is higher than the PAR limit + dead
band) and to switch it on the calculated deviation sum is shown as negative (the measured PAR is
lower than the PAR limit - dead band).

If the measured PAR reaches the dead band, then the calculated deviation sum counter
starts at 0 again.

21 Calc deviation sum radiation 4 strings
Calculated deviation sum based on the set Radiation limit 4 strings (I205 Growing light strategy (page
437)) and the measured radiation.

As soon as the calculated deviation sum is larger than the specified deviation sum, the fourth string
of the growing light will switch on and off. To switch off the fourth string of the growing light, the
calculated deviation sum is shown as positive (the measured radiation is higher than the radiation
limit + dead band) and to switch it on the calculated deviation sum is shown as negative (the measured
radiation is lower than the radiation limit - dead band).

If the measured radiation enters the dead band then the calculated deviation sum counter
is reset to 0.

21 Calc deviation sum PAR 4 strings
Calculated deviation sum based on the set PAR limit 4 strings (I205 Growing light strategy (page 437))
and the measured PAR.

As soon as the calculated deviation sum is larger than the specified deviation sum the fourth string
of the growing light will switch on and off. To switch off the fourth string of the growing light the
calculated deviation sum is shown as positive (the measured PAR is higher than the PAR limit + dead
band) and to switch it on the calculated deviation sum is shown as negative (the measured PAR is
lower than the PAR limit - dead band).

If the measured PAR enters the dead band then the calculated deviation sum counter is
reset to 0.

I205.2 Growing light corrections
You can use corrections to easily deviate from the strategy in the event of different circumstances.
The settings correspond to the settings in I205 Growing light strategy (page 437).

The general explanation: Corrections (page 47).
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I207 Growing light emission strategy
In the event that Growing Light Emissions must be limited as the result of the Dutch Legislation on
Light Emissions from the Horticultural Sector, you can set the minimum curtain position on the basis
of a light emission percentage. You can connect a curtain control to a growing light system in I207.4
Allocate curtain to Growing light emission (page 220). You can enter the relationship between light
emission and minimum curtain position in I168 Curtain control (page 398).

1 Period
Adjustable period for the growing light strategy.

2 Activated
Active indication of the growing light emission strategy period.

3 Clock
Switch the growing light emission restriction period on or off

4 Start time
Start time of the growing light emission limitation period.

5 End time
End time of the growing light emission limitation period.

6 Maximum light emission
Percentage of light that may be emitted over the period.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

7 Growlight emission limit. period active
Indicate which period is active.

8 Calculated maximum light emission
Maximum permitted light emission. Dependent on the I168 Curtain control (page 398) setting, line
17: Light emission: min. curtain position the curtain is controlled to a minimum curtain position.

9 Growlight emission limitation active
Indicates whether or not the light emission control is active.
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I206 Growing light systems

One growing light system consists of 4 strings. If the GROWING LIGHT function has been
selected in I205 Growing light strategy (page 437), all strings are switched ON if the conditions
are met. If the option is set to LONG DAY then only one string is switched ON in rotation per
24 hour period.

1 Desired status
Indication of the desired status of the growing light system.

2 Release (external) forced on-off

This growing light system is excluded from the forced increase or decrease of the
electrical capacity from the electricity interface.

NONE

The strings within this system are not in use and cannot be switched on externally.ALWAYS FORCED OFF
All strings may be switched on by the electricity interface (external) in order to increase
the imported electrical capacity.

ALLOW FORCED ON *

All strings may be switched off by the electricity interface (external) in order to be able
to achieve extra electrical export capacity or to import less electrical capacity.

ALLOW FORCED OFF *

All strings can be switched ON or OFF by the electricity interface (external).ALLOW FORCED ON/OFF *
* Only use this option if the 'Energy trading' module is present in the electricity management.

The Fixed position setting takes precedence over this Release (external) forced on-off. This
enables you at all times to temporarily switch on strings for working light. Strings with a
fixed position are excluded when determining the latitude for adjusting up or down (see
M202).

3 Start time/end time forced on-off
Time period within which it is permitted to switch extra strings on or off compared to the current
lighting demand in accordance with the growing light strategy.

4 Minimum time on/off

Minimum time on
Minimum time that the lamps must remain on after being switched on.

Minimum time off
Minimum time that the lamps must remain off after being switched off.

5 Waiting time heating grow.light on/off

Waiting time heating growing light on
Duration time, from the moment the growing light should be on according to the conditions, in which
the heating capacity is adjusted. After the waiting time the lamps will switch on. The waiting time
applies per string.

Default setting: 00:10:00 hours:min

Waiting time heating growing light off
Duration time, from the moment the growing light should be off according to the conditions, in
which the heating capacity is adjusted. After the waiting time the lamps will switch off. The waiting
time applies per string.

Default setting: 00:10:00 hours:min
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6 Waiting time curtain grow.light on/off

Waiting time curtain growing light on
The maximum duration time, from the moment the growing light should be switched on according
to the conditions, in which the curtain is controlled to the 14 Curtain func. during growing light (page
399) (I168 Curtain control (page 398)). If the curtain has reached the desired position within this waiting
time the growing light will switch on sooner.

If OPEN or CLOSE is selected for Curtain func. during growing light, the curtain is controlled
open or closed by the growing light in the "curtain influence period". The "curtain influence
period" is the period from the Waiting time curtain growing light on for the Start time influence
growing light (I168) until the End time influence growing light (I168).
If EMISSION is selected for Curtain func. during growing light, the curtain is controlled during
the periods that have been set in I207.

Waiting time curtain growing light off
Duration time, from the moment the growing light should be off according to the conditions, before
the curtain is released.

If OPEN or CLOSE is selected for Curtain func. during growing light, the curtain is controlled
open or closed by the growing light in the "curtain influence period". The "curtain influence
period" is the period from the Waiting time curtain growing light on for the Start time influence
growing light (I168) until the End time influence growing light (I168).
If EMISSION is selected for Curtain func. during growing light, the curtain is controlled during
the periods that have been set in I207.

7 Use central seq no. electricity off-take
Option to use the central sequence numbers of the electrical off-take by the lighting strings. The
central sequence numbers come from the growing light program (I205.1) or the PAR control (I20.2),
which looks after the switching of the (allocated) growing light systems.

8 Seq no. electricity off-take string 1
The sequence number of the electrical off-take by the first lighting string.

The lower the number, the higher the priority.

A lighting string with a higher sequence number can be switched off if there is insufficient electrical
capacity available.

In the event of identical sequence numbers and insufficient capacity, the lighting system with the
lowest number is allocated the available electrical capacity.

Make sure that the sequence numbers in lines 8 to 11 are equal or in ascending order.

9 Seq no. electricity off-take string 2
The sequence number of the electrical off-take by the second lighting string.

10 Seq no. electricity off-take string 3
The sequence number of the electrical off-take by the third lighting string.

11 Seq no. electricity off-take string 4
The sequence number of the electricity off-take by the fourth lighting string.

12 Status
Status of the growing light system.
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The growing light system is switched off.OFF
The growing light system cannot switch on yet, because the minimum time off has not
elapsed yet.

MIN T OFF

The growing light system is waiting for release from the electricity management.WAIT REL
The growing light system is switched on.ON
The growing light system cannot switch off yet, because the minimum time on has not
elapsed yet.

MIN T ON

The growing light system is waiting for its 'turn' to switch on.WAIT ON
The growing light system is waiting for its 'turn' to switch OFF.WAIT OFF

13 Growing light program
The growing light program that this growing light system has been allocated to (via I205.4 Allocate
growing light (page 218)).

If the '0' value is displayed here, this growing light system is not connected to a growing light
program.

14 String
Number of the string. There are four strings present per growing light system.

15 External position
The control of the string. Depending on the settings chosen by your dealer, this value can or cannot
be set.

The growing light strategy determines the control of the string.NONE
In the event of release by the external condition, the string in question must switch on.FORCED ON
In the event of release by the external condition, the string in question must switch off.FORCED OFF

If the lighting string is switched on externally, it may take some time before the lighting string
is actually switched on. If the light emission strategy (I207) has been connected for this
lighting system, in some situations the curtain must first be closed.

16 External condition valid
The current value of the external condition.

You will see this line if you dealer has linked an external condition.

17 Fixed position

No fixed position is applicable, the growing light strategy determines control of the string.NONE
The relevant string must be switched on, regardless of the external condition.FORCED ON
The relevant string must be switched off, regardless of the external condition.FORCED OFF

If the lighting string is switched on at a fixed position, it may take some time before the
lighting string is actually switched on. If the light emission strategy (I207) has been connected
for this lighting system, in some situations the curtain must first be closed.

18 Seq no. electr. off-take fixed pos.
The sequence number of the electricity off-take if the string is set to a fixed position.

19 Desired status string
Desired status of the string.
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20 Act status string
Actual status of the string.

21 Limitation
The limitation for the string of the growing light system.

There is no limitation for the string of the growing light system.NONE
The desired status of the string is ON but the string is OFF because the measured
radiation sum/PAR sum is higher than the Radiation sum limit off/PAR sum limit off (I205),
so that the growing light system is switched off or because the measured radiation
sum/PAR sum is higher than the Radiation sum limit not on/PAR sum limit not on (I205),
so that the growing light system no longer switches on.

RADSUM

The desired status of the string is OFF but the string is still in the Minimum time on.MIN T ON
The desired status of the string is ON but the string is still in the Minimum time off.MIN T OFF
The desired status of the string is ON but the string is still waiting for release from the
electricity management.

WAIT REL

The desired status of the string is ON but the string is still controlled by the Active before
end time setting (I205).

END TIME

The desired status of the string is OFF, but the string is still waiting for the heating to
be adjusted up before switching off.

WAIT HEAT ON

The desired status of the string is ON, but the string is still waiting for the heating to
be adjusted down before switching on.

WAIT HEAT OFF

The status of the string of the growing light system is limited, because the crop treatment
program is active.

CROP TREATM.

The desired status of the string is limited because the curtain is running to Curtain func.
during growing light (I168). This limitation remains valid for a maximum of the Waiting
time curtain grow.light on/off.

WAIT CURTAIN

This growing light string has been switched off because the measured outside
temperature is higher than the maximum set outside temperature (Max outside temp
release growing light in I205.1).

REL.OUTSIDE TEMP

The string has been switched off because Fixed position is set to FORCED OFF.FIXED POS, OFF
The string has been switched on because Fixed position is set to FORCED ON.FIXED POS, ON
Your dealer has set an external condition for this string, as a result of which this string
is now switched off.

EXTERN OFF

Your dealer has set an external condition for this string, as a result of which this string
is now switched on.

EXTERN ON

Your dealer has set a fixed position ON or OFF for the output control at dealer level.DEALER DRIVE
The string cannot be used because your dealer has not allocated an output.INSTALLATION
The growing light strategy temporarily does not forward any new lighting requirements
to this string because it is temporarily not allowed to use the values (Changes growing
light program=POSTPONE in I205)

PERIOD SWITCH OFF

This string has been switched off as a result of the blocking of the off-take transformer
from which this lighting takes electricity.

LOCAL BLOCK OUT

22 Switch safety active
The switch protection is active if strings from different growing light programs try to switch ON or
OFF simultaneously. The switch protection makes sure that the systems switch sequentially.

23 Current seq no. electricity off-take
Indication of the current sequence number of the lighting string for the electricity off-take. This
sequence number can be specified per string in the growing light system or centrally when allocating
the growing light program.
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I202 Growing light switch times
To prevent several growing light systems from switching on simultaneously you can specify a waiting
time. The waiting time is not used with the LONG DAY growing light function to prevent it becoming
dark in the greenhouse. After a block situation the switching sequence can be reversed. Once per
24 hours the active string(s) are rotated for the allocated growing light systems. Because not always
all strings are controlled, the strings are rotated on the basis of the operation hours and rotation
time.

In the event that multiple lighting systems want to switch on or switch of simultaneously, an even
distribution of activated lighting systems across the entire growing area shall be attempted. By
switching on or switching off per individual string, major differences in lighting level can be prevented
and undesired growth and temperature differences avoided.

-GROWING LIGHT SYSTEM-

1 Waiting time switch on next
Waiting time between switching on the growing light systems and the strings within the system
(when switching on for each system) and between switching on the lighting levels and the strings
within a lighting level (when switching on for each lighting level).

The waiting time between switching on growing light systems applies to the growing light systems
within a switch group. All lighting systems that are not linked to a switch group form a separate
switch group and will also switch after a waiting time.

When rotating strings (LONG DAY function) no waiting is adhered to between switching off the one
string and switching on the next string. This prevents it from becoming dark in the greenhouse for
just a moment.

2 Waiting time switch off next
Waiting time between switching off the growing light systems.

3 Reverse switch.seq.after block
Option whether, and if so when, the switch on sequence of the lights is reversed.

The switch on sequence is not reversed.NO
The switch on sequence is reversed daily and after a block situation. The lamps that
were switched on first the last time, are now switched on last. This way all the lamps
acquire the same number of operation hours.

AFTER BLOCK

The switch on sequence is reversed daily on the 4 Rotation time for strings (page 455).DAILY

4 Rotation time for strings
Rotation time at which the active string(s) pass on to the next string(s). Refer to the Astronomical time
shift paragraph in the Setting periods and times (page 32) also.

When the growing light system is in the minimum time on at the moment of the rotation time, the
rotation is postponed.

• The rotation is important for controlling the modulating growing light function and
controlling the LONG DAY (I205 Growing light strategy (page 437)). Even if the growing
light function is not active, the string number is still rotated internally.

• It is useful to rotate at a moment that the growing light is OFF, to avoid unnecessary
switching on/off actions of the lamps.

• Even if there are several growing light programs, only one rotation time can be set.
• If 4 strings have been installed then, during rotation at 50% lighting, dark patches may

occur in the growing area when certain string combinations are used. Your installer can
specify which rotation combinations should be excluded at 50% lighting.
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5 Current sequence with 2 strings
Adjustable indication of the current sequence of switching on strings with LONG DAY and
MODULATING GROWING LIGHT if the installation rotates according to a FIXED pattern.

The rotation according to a fixed pattern occurs daily at the 4 Rotation time for strings (page
455).

6 Current sequence with 3 strings
Adjustable indication of the current sequence of switching on strings with LONG DAY and
MODULATING GROWING LIGHT if the installation rotates according to a FIXED pattern.

The rotation according to a fixed pattern occurs daily at the 4 Rotation time for strings (page
455).

7 Current sequence with 4 strings
Adjustable indication of the current sequence of switching on strings with LONG DAY and
MODULATING GROWING LIGHT if the installation rotates according to a FIXED pattern.

• The rotation according to a fixed pattern occurs daily at the 4 Rotation time for strings
(page 455)

• This displayed sequence may differ if your installer has specified that dark patches could
occur with certain string combinations at 50% lighting.

8 One time synchr. during rotation
Option to reset once only the (internal) operation hours of the strings within a growing light system.
In addition, the sequence of strings is set internally to ascending (so after this synchronization the
rotation sequence for all lighting systems present within the relevant control software is 1->2->3->4).

9 Keep synchronized after forced on-off
Once the growing light system has been forcibly switched on or off, the operation hours no longer
match the neighbouring growing light systems that are linked to the same growing light strategy.
This interferes with the lighting pattern. This setting allows you to specify what should happen on
rotation to rectify any lighting pattern that has been interfered with after forced string position.

The rotation sequence when rotating is determined by the operation hours that have
bee realized by neighbouring growing light systems where the strings have not been
forcibly switched. This is on condition that the neighbouring growing light systems are
linked to the same growing light strategy.

YES

The rotation sequence when rotating is determined by the operation hours actually
realized.

NO

If a FIXED pattern of rotation is specified for the lighting system this setting is irrelevant

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

10 Current switching sequence
Indication of the current switching sequence, which is displayed before the sequence number of the
growing light systems.
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I215 Cyclic lighting strategy
The cyclic lighting switches on between start and end times. There is the option to test the lighting.
Also the status of the cyclic lighting is displayed and which string is active.

1 Valid
Active indication of the cyclic lighting period.

A cyclic lighting period can only become active when the timer is set to ON.

2 Clock
Switching the cyclic lighting on or off.

3 Start time/end time
Start time and end time of the cyclic lighting period.

Start time
Start time of the cyclic lighting period.

End time
End time of the cyclic lighting period.

4 Cycle time lighting
Total duration of a lighting cycle.

• If the sum of the set string times is greater than the Cycle time lighting set here, then
after the cycle time has elapsed it will start again at string 1. In this case the last string(s)
will not be switched on or be on for a shorter period of time.

• If the sum of the set string times is smaller than the set cycle time, then after the last
sting there will be an interval until the cycle time has elapsed. The status will then be
displayed as CYCLE IN.

5 Time testing
Total duration of the test of the lights.

6 String time testing
Testing time per string.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

7 Elapsed string time
Indication of the elapsed string time.

8 Elapsed cycle time
Indication of the cycle time already elapsed.

9 Active string
Number of the string currently active.

10 Status
Indication of the status of the cyclic lighting.
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Cyclic lighting has been switched off.OFF
Cyclic lighting is waiting for release from the electricity management.WAIT REL
A string has been controlled for lighting.LIGHT
The lamps are being tested during the set string time testing.
There are three options:

LAMP TEST

• testing within a lighting cycle;
• testing when the lamps are switched off;
• testing when the lamps are switched on.

All strings are off; there is a waiting time until the cycle time has elapsed.CYCLE IN

11 String
The number of the cyclic lighting string.

12 String time
The desired operational time of the string within the lighting cycle.
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I215.1 Cyclic lighting influences
The lighting group is given a sequence number so that in the event of insufficient electrical capacity
the group with the highest sequence number can be switched off.

1 Seq number electricity off-take
The lower the number, the higher the priority. A higher sequence number can be switched off if
there is insufficient electrical capacity available. In the event of identical sequence numbers and
insufficient capacity, the lighting system with the lowest number is allocated the available electrical
capacity.
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Temperature balance control

I12 Temperature balance strategy
A climate area is an area with multiple compartmental controls and/or autonomous controls that
influence each other because no physical separations are present and in which the grower seeks to
create a uniform climate. The temperature balance control may be active in this climate area.

-CONDITION-

1 Activated
The set conditions have been met, so the temperature balance control within the climate area has
been activated. The set switch on and switch off delays are taken into account.

2 Release
Selection of how you wish to release the temperature balance control:

Do not releaseNO
Only between Start time and End timeCLOCK
Only if all weather-dependent conditions have been met: Above wind speed, Selected
wind directions and Below outside temperature
The set switch on and switch off delays apply for all these conditions (I12.1).

WEATHER

If both CLOCK and WEATHER conditions apply.ALL
No condition applicable (or only external condition), control always activated.ALWAYS

3 Start time
Start time of the temperature balance control within the climate area.

4 End time
End time of the temperature balance control within the climate area.

For a complete 24-hour period: enter the same time for Start time and End time.

5 Above wind speed
The temperature balance control is only active if the wind speed is greater than or equal to this
setting.

6 Selected wind directions
The temperature balance control is only active for certain wind directions; in I12.1 you can set the
wind directions for which the control may be active.

7 Below outside temperature
The temperature balance control is only active if the outside temperature is lower than or equal to
this setting.

8 Release ext. condition
The temperature balance control is only active if the external condition is valid. Your dealer can
configure this external condition.

Line 22 shows the status of the external condition.

-ACTIONS AT MIN 1 TEMPERATURE LOW-
If at least 1 temperature in an area is lower than the desired heating temperature in that area (taking
dead bands into account), the temperature balance control can correct it. In the subsequent lines
you can specify how the temperature balance control should react in this case.
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9 Temp compare with balance temp
The area temperature in the individual areas may be ABOVE or BELOW the balance temperature.

10 Heating
What action should the temperature balance control perform if the area temperature in the individual
area rises ABOVE or falls BELOW the balance temperature:

Emit less heat: reduce the desired heating temperature. In I12.1, you can set the
amplification factor and maximum correction.

LESS

Emit more heat: increase the desired heating temperature. In I12.1, you can set the
amplification factor and maximum correction.

MORE

No action, current control is not influenced.IDENTICAL

11 Ventilate
What action should the temperature balance control perform if the area temperature in the individual
area rises ABOVE or falls BELOW the balance temperature:

Ventilate later: increase the desired ventilation temperature. In I12.1, you can set the
amplification factor and maximum correction.

POSTPONE

Ventilate earlier: reduce the desired ventilation temperature. In I12.1, you can set the
amplification factor and maximum correction.

AHEAD

No action, current control is not influenced.IDENTICAL

12 Gapping
What action should the temperature balance control perform if the area temperature in the individual
area rises ABOVE or falls BELOW the balance temperature:

Later gapping:POSTPONE
• gap control = RANGE: the temperature gap range is increased;
• gap control = STEPS: the limit value of the temperature gap is increased.

In I12.1, you can set the amplification factor and maximum correction.

Earlier gapping:AHEAD
• gap control = RANGE: the temperature gap range is reduced;
• gap control = STEPS: the limit value of the temperature gap is reduced.

In I12.1, you can set the amplification factor and maximum correction.
No action, current control is not influenced.IDENTICAL

-ACTIONS AT MIN 1 TEMP HIGH, NONE LOW-
If at least 1 temperature in an area is higher than the desired heating temperature in that area, and
in no area is the temperature lower than the desired heating temperature, the temperature balance
control can correct it. In the subsequent lines you can specify how the temperature balance control
should react in this case.

13 Temp compare with balance temp
The area temperature in the individual areas may be ABOVE or BELOW the balance temperature.

14 Heating
What action should the temperature balance control perform if the area temperature in the individual
area rises ABOVE or falls BELOW the balance temperature:

Emit less heat: reduce the desired heating temperature. In I12.1, you can set the
amplification factor and maximum correction.

LESS

Emit more heat: increase the desired heating temperature. In I12.1, you can set the
amplification factor and maximum correction.

MORE

No action, current control is not influenced.IDENTICAL
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15 Ventilate
What action should the temperature balance control perform if the area temperature in the individual
area rises ABOVE or falls BELOW the balance temperature:

Ventilate later: increase the desired ventilation temperature. In I12.1, you can set the
amplification factor and maximum correction.

POSTPONE

Ventilate earlier: reduce the desired ventilation temperature. In I12.1, you can set the
amplification factor and maximum correction.

AHEAD

No action, current control is not influenced.IDENTICAL

16 Gapping
What action should the temperature balance control perform if the area temperature in the individual
area rises ABOVE or falls BELOW the balance temperature:

Later gapping:POSTPONE
• gap control = RANGE: the temperature gap range is increased;
• gap control = STEPS: the limit value of the temperature gap is increased.

In I12.1, you can set the amplification factor and maximum correction.

Earlier gapping:AHEAD
• gap control = RANGE: the temperature gap range is reduced;
• gap control = STEPS: the limit value of the temperature gap is reduced.

In I12.1, you can set the amplification factor and maximum correction.
No action, current control is not influenced.IDENTICAL

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

17 Area
Column per configured area.

18 Area temperature
Weighted average of the measured temperatures in the area over the set duration, set in I12.1.

19 Diff with balance temp
The difference between the area temperatures and the applicable balance temperature in the climate
area.

Your dealer has set whether the difference should be calculated in a linear or quadratic manner.
With a quadratic calculation, greater temperature deviations have a relatively greater effect than
small temperature deviations.

20 Temperature highest/balance/lowest
The temperatures in the climate area:
• Column 1: the highest area temperature in the climate area, ↓=below the calculated heating

temperature, ↑=above the calculated heating temperature, −=in the dead band.
• Column 2: Balance temperature, average, scaled, of all area temperatures.
• Column 3: Lowest area temperature in the climate area with an indication of whether this is

below, in the dead band, or above the calculated heating temperature.
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21 Balance temperature state/calc
Column 1: the status of the temperature balance control:
• LOW = At least one of the area temperatures has fallen below the calculated heating temperature

minus the dead band low and has not yet risen back above the heating temperature minus half
the dead band low.

• NEUTRAL = Area temperatures do not meet the condition LOW or HIGH.
• HIGH = All area temperatures above the calculated heating temperature and at least one of the

area temperatures has risen above the calculated heating temperature plus the dead band high
and has not yet fallen back below the heating temperature plus half the dead band high.

The specified dead bands can be found in I12.1: Dead band determine high/low.

Column 2: the applicable heating temperature in the climate area (the LOWEST calculated heating
temperature of all compartments in the climate area).

22 External condition valid
The current status of the external condition that activates the temperature balance control.

I12.1 Temperature balance influences

1 Wind direction
Column for the 8 wind directions.

2 Release
For each wind direction, you can set whether you wish to release the temperature balance control
for the climate area.

3 Condition on/off delay
Switching on and off delay for activating and deactivating the temperature balance control in the
event of a release by the WEATHER condition and external condition.

4 Condition valid/remaining time
Column 1: the current status of the condition for the temperature balance control.

Column 2: with switching on and off by a WEATHER condition or external condition, you can see here
for how much longer this delay will last.

5 Time average calculation
Duration in minutes for which the moving average of the temperature in the areas and climate area
is determined.

6 Dead band determine high/low
Dead bands that the control uses for determining the HIGH, NEUTRAL and LOW statuses.

Dead band determine high:
• If all the area temperatures are above the calculated heating temperature + Dead band determine

high, the status will be HIGH.
• If all the area temperatures are back below the calculated heating temperature + ½ Dead band

determine high, the status will be NEUTRAL.

Dead band determine low:
• If all the area temperatures are below the calculated heating temperature - Dead band determine

low, the status will be LOW.
• If all the area temperatures are back above the calculated heating temperature - ½ Dead band

determine low, the status will be NEUTRAL.
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7 Max up heat/vent/gap
Maximum increase in the desired value of the heating control, ventilation control and gap control
during the following actions: heating = MORE, ventilating= POSTPONE and gaps POSTPONE.

8 Max down heat/vent/gap
Maximum correction to the desired value of the heating control, ventilation control and gap control
during the following actions: heating = LESS, ventilating= AHEAD and gaps AHEAD.

9 Time setpoint down/up
Duration per degree Celsius in order to reduce or increase the correction to the desired values.

-ACTIONS AT MIN 1 TEMPERATURE LOW-
If at least 1 temperature in an area is lower than the desired heating temperature in that area (taking
dead bands into account), the temperature balance control can correct it. In the following lines you
define to what extent the temperature balance control should perform a correction in this case.

10 Temp compare with balance temp
The area temperature in the individual areas may be ABOVE or BELOW the balance temperature.

11 Multiply heating
The individual temperature difference per area is multiplied by this amplification factor. The result
is limited by the set maximum correction.

12 Multiply ventilation
The individual temperature difference per area is multiplied by this amplification factor. The result
is limited by the set maximum correction.

13 Multiply gapping
The individual temperature difference per area is multiplied by this amplification factor. The result
is limited by the set maximum correction.

-ACTIONS AT MIN 1 TEMP HIGH, NONE LOW-
If at least 1 temperature in an area is higher than the desired heating temperature in that area, and
in no area is the temperature lower than the desired heating temperature, the temperature balance
control can correct it. In the following lines you define to what extent the temperature balance control
should perform a correction in this case.

14 Temp compare with balance temp
The area temperature in the individual areas may be ABOVE or BELOW the balance temperature.

15 Multiply heating
The individual temperature difference per area is multiplied by this amplification factor. The result
is limited by the set maximum correction.

16 Multiply ventilation
The individual temperature difference per area is multiplied by this amplification factor. The result
is limited by the set maximum correction.

17 Multiply gapping
The individual temperature difference per area is multiplied by this amplification factor. The result
is limited by the set maximum correction.
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-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

18 Area
Column per configured area.

19 Area temperature
Weighted average of the measured temperatures in the area.

20 Diff with balance temp
The difference between the area temperatures and the applicable balance temperature in the climate
area.

Your dealer has set whether the difference should be calculated in a linear or quadratic manner.
With a quadratic calculation, greater temperature deviations have a greater effect than small
temperature deviations.

21 Correction on heating
Calculated correction to the desired value of the heating control.

The indication shows the direction of correction:
• ↑ MORE (desired value up)
• ↓ LESS (desired value down)

22 Correction on ventilation
Calculated correction to the desired value of the ventilation control.

The indication shows the direction of correction:
• ↑ POSTPONE (desired value up)
• ↓ AHEAD (desired value down)

23 Correction on gapping
Calculated correction to the desired value of the gap control.

The indication shows the direction of correction:
• ↑ POSTPONE (desired value up)
• ↓ AHEAD (desired value down)

I12.4 Apply meas.box to climate area

1 Measurement
Column per measuring point

2 Area
Your dealer has configured (I12.6) which measuring point is placed in which area. The value 0 indicates
that the measuring point is not in use.

3 Temperature
Raw measurement of the greenhouse air temperature, measured by the measuring point.
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4 Apply

The temperature balance control uses the measurements from this measuring point
to calculate the area temperature for this area.

YES

If all the measuring points in an area are excluded:NO
• this area is not included in the calculation of the balance temperature;
• this area will no longer receive any corrections from the temperature balance

control.

5 Weighting factor
If multiple measuring points have been allocated to an area, the Weighting factor of each area
determines the weighted average temperature in the climate area.
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Air circulation
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I190 Air circulation strategy
In this section you can specify the switch limit for the air circulation program for each period.

The switch limits shown below are displayed after the corresponding measurement / calculated
values have been linked in I190.4.

1 Period
Adjustable period for greenhouse air circulation using fans and based on time settings.

2 Activated
Indication that the period for the greenhouse air circulation is active.

3 Period
Switching the period for the greenhouse air circulation on or off.

4 Start time
Start time of the period for the greenhouse air circulation. Refer also to Astronomic time shift paragraph
in Setting periods and times (page 32).

5 Grh temperature limit
Greenhouse temperature as a condition for switching the fans on or off.

6 Temperature difference
Temperature difference as a condition for switching the fans on or off.

The option to switch the fans on or off based on the temperature difference only exists if several
measuring boxes are available. Only then is it possible to determine a temperature difference.

7 Humidity limit
Relative humidity or humidity deficit as a condition for switching the fans on or off.

8 Humidity difference
Relative humidity or humidity deficit difference as a condition for switching the fans on or off.

The option to switch the fans on or off based on a humidity difference (RH or HD) only exists if are
several measuring boxes are available. Only then is it possible to determine a humidity difference.

9 Calc water temperature limit 1
Use the limit for the calculated water temperature 1 as a condition for switching the fans on or off.

10 Calc water temperature limit 2
Use the calculated water temperature 2 as a condition for switching the fans on or off.

11 Vent position lee limit
Use the measured vent position on the lee side as a condition for switching the fans on or off.

12 Vent position wind limit
Use the measured vent position on the wind side as a condition for switching the fans on or off.

13 Curtain pos. limit 1
Use limit 1 for the curtain position as a condition for switching the fans on or off.
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14 Curtain pos. limit 2
Use limit 2 for the curtain position as a condition for switching the fans on or off.

15 Fan position
The desired position of the modulating fan.

16 Extra infl. : adjustment fan position
You can define the size of the desired adjustment of Fan position by a Extra influence via the setting
table.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

17 Limitation air circulation

There is no limitation.FREE
The fan is forced on by the crop treatment program or the humidification program.FORCED ON
The fan has been switched off by the irrigation control, the crop treatment program or
the humidification program.

FORCED OFF

18 Status air circulation control

Fan is off.OFF
Fan is on.ON
Fan must be switched off, but the minimum time on has not yet elapsed.MIN T ON
Fan must be switched on, but the minimum time off has not yet elapsed.MIN T OFF

19 Actual fan position
The current position of the modulating fans.
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I190.1 Air circulation influences
In this section you can specify per period which conditions are determinative for switching the fans
on and the conditions under which the fans must be blocked.

1 Period
Adjustable period for greenhouse air circulation using fans and based on time settings.

2 Activated
Indication that the period for the greenhouse air circulation is active.

3 Start time
Start time of the period for the greenhouse air circulation. Refer also to Astronomic time shift paragraph
in Setting periods and times (page 32).

4 Grh temperature limit

The condition does not contribute to switching the fan on or off.---
The condition does contribute to switching the fan on or off.ON
If the condition is valid, the fan is switched off.BLOCK

Instead of BLOCK you can also reverse the Condition (I190.2). For example, by selecting
SMALLER under Condition instead of LARGER.

5 Temperature difference
See explanation for line 5.

6 Humidity limit
See explanation for line 5.

7 Humidity difference
See explanation for line 5.

8 Calc water temperature limit 1
See explanation for line 5.

9 Calc water temperature limit 2
See explanation for line 5.

10 Vent position lee limit
See explanation for line 5.

11 Vent position wind limit
See explanation for line 5.

12 Curtain pos. limit 1
See explanation for line 5.

13 Curtain pos. limit 2
See explanation for line 5.
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14 External condition 1
See explanation for line 5.

15 External condition 2
See explanation for line 5.

16 Air treatment in rest
See explanation for line 5.

17 Air treatment active
See explanation for line 5.

18 Minimum number of conditions on

The fans switch on between the start and end time:ALL ON
• if all conditions that are set to 'ON' are valid
• if no condition has been allocated in a period
• if no condition that is set to BLOCK is valid.

The fans switch on between the start and end time:ONE ON
• if one of the conditions that is set to 'ON' is valid
• if no condition that is set to BLOCK is valid.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

19 Grh temperature limit
The current status of this greenhouse temperature condition. You will only see this line if this condition
in I190.1 for the active period is selected for switching the fan on or off (ON or BLOCK).

20 Temperature difference
The current status of this temperature difference condition. You will only see this line if this condition
in I190.1 for the active period is selected for switching the fan on or off (ON or BLOCK).

21 Humidity limit
The current status of this condition. You will only see this line if this condition in I190.1 for the active
period is selected for switching the fan on or off (ON or BLOCK).

22 Humidity difference
The current status of this condition. You will only see this line if this condition in I190.1 for the active
period is selected for switching the fan on or off (ON or BLOCK).

23 Calc water temperature limit 1
The current status of this condition. You will only see this line if this condition in I190.1 for the active
period is selected for switching the fan on or off (ON or BLOCK).

24 Calc water temperature limit 2
The current status of this condition. You will only see this line if this condition in I190.1 for the active
period is selected for switching the fan on or off (ON or BLOCK).

25 Vent position lee limit
The current status of this condition. You will only see this line if this condition in I190.1 for the active
period is selected for switching the fan on or off (ON or BLOCK).
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26 Vent position wind limit
The current status of this condition. You will only see this line if this condition in I190.1 for the active
period is selected for switching the fan on or off (ON or BLOCK).

27 Curtain pos. limit 1
The current status of this condition. You will only see this line if this condition in I190.1 for the active
period is selected for switching the fan on or off (ON or BLOCK).

28 Curtain pos. limit 2
The current status of this condition. You will only see this line if this condition in I190.1 for the active
period is selected for switching the fan on or off (ON or BLOCK).

29 External condition 1
The current status of this condition. You will only see this line if this condition in I190.1 for the active
period is selected for switching the fan on or off (ON or BLOCK).

29 External condition 2
The current status of this condition. You will only see this line if this condition in I190.1 for the active
period is selected for switching the fan on or off (ON or BLOCK).

30 Air treatment in rest
The current status of this condition. You will only see this line if this condition in I190.1 for the active
period is selected for switching the fan on or off (ON or BLOCK).

31 Air treatment active
The current status of this condition. You will only see this line if this condition in I190.1 for the active
period is selected for switching the fan on or off (ON or BLOCK).

I190.2 Air circulation conditions
In this section you can specify per condition whether the measured/calculated value has to be greater
than or smaller than to make the condition valid. This section also contains settings to prevent
multiple switching actions.

1 Min time on/off
Minimum time that the fan has to remain switched on/switched off.

-GREENHOUSE TEMPERATURE-

2 up to and including 5 Measured - Condition - Limit on - Dead band off - Limit off - Status

Measured
Current measured value.

Condition
Select LOWER if this condition has to be valid if the greenhouse temperature falls below the specified
limit.

Limit on
This value can be adjusted per period in I190.1.

Dead band off
You can use a dead band per condition when switching the fan off. This prevents erratic switching.
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Limit off
This value depends on: Limit on, Condition and Dead band off.

Status
The current status of this condition.

6 up to and including 11

Calculated
Current calculated value.

Condition
Select LOWER if this condition has to be valid if the greenhouse temperature falls below the specified
limit.

Limit on
This value can be adjusted per period in I190.1.

Dead band off
You can use a dead band per condition when switching the fan off. This prevents erratic switching.

Limit off
This value depends on: Limit on, Condition and Dead band off.

Status
The current status of this condition.

12 Ignore hum measurement defect hum limit
Here you can specify what the control should do if the humidity measurement defective alarm (152
or 153) occurs.

Ignore the alarm and continue with the air circulation.YES
Do not ignore the alarm, the condition associated with the humidity limit is no longer
valid.

NO

In the case of a wet-dry bulb measurement, you can opt to ignore alarm 153 Wet bulb wick
is dry.

13 Ignore hum measurement defect hum diff
Here you can specify what the control should do if the humidity measurement defective alarm (152
or 153) occurs.

Ignore the alarm and continue with the air circulation.YES
Do not ignore the alarm, the condition associated with the humidity difference is no
longer valid.

NO

In the case of a wet-dry bulb measurement, you can opt to ignore alarm 153 Wet bulb wick
is dry.
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14 Fan position during misting
Here you define to which position the fan should go when the humidification program is activated.

If the fan is controlled to this forced setting, the specified minimum setting (dealer setting)
is also always taken into account.

15 Fan position during crop treatment
Here you define to which position the fan should go when the crop treatment program is activated.

If the fan is controlled to this forced setting, the specified minimum setting (dealer setting)
is also always taken into account.

16 External condition 1 active
The current status of this condition.

17 External condition 2 active
The current status of this condition.

18 Air treatment active

The air treatment is switched on and is dehumidifying, humidifying, cooling or heating.ON
The air treatment is fully switched off or is in the REST position.OFF

19 Air treatment in rest

The linked air treatment is switched on and is dehumidifying, humidifying, cooling or
heating.

ON

The linked air treatment is fully switched off or is in the REST position.OFF

20 Irrigation

The irrigation control does not influence the fan.FREE
The irrigation control has switched off the fan.FORCED OFF

21 Misting

The linked humidification control (I180) does not influence the fan.FREE
The linked humidification control (I180) indicates that the fan has to be switched ON.
With a modulating fan, the set position (Fan position during misting) is adopted.
The fan is not switched on if the Crop treatment or the Irrigation have forced the fan to
switch off.

FORCED ON

22 Crop treatment

The linked crop treatment program does not influence the fan.FREE
The linked crop treatment program indicates that the fan has to be switched ON. With
a modulating fan, the set position (Fan position during crop treatment) is adopted.

FORCED ON

The linked crop treatment program indicates that the fan has to be switched OFF.FORCED OFF

I190.3 Overview installation
In this section, you can reset failures on modulating controls of fans and air mixers so that control
is resumed or temporarily switch to time control in the event of defective feedback.
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-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

1
The following columns can be displayed: Fan and Air mixer.

2 Reset failure
This allows you to lift the block on the control once the error has been resolved. The control will
then try to achieve the calculated position.

When clearing a failure, check whether the relevant device is actually functioning correctly
again.

3 Switch to timed drive

-NO
If the feedback of the air mixer valve is defective, you can temporarily switch the control
to timed drive.
Consequences:

YES

• The accuracy of the control cannot be guaranteed.
• The respecting of the minimum and maximum positions cannot be guaranteed.

Upon switching to timed drive, alarm 54 Switched to timed drive is triggered.

4 Minimum position
The minimum position that is possible (dealer setting).

5 Maximum position
Maximum position that is possible (dealer setting).

6 Calculated position
The position to be achieved.

7 Measured position
The measured position.

8 Fixed position active

-NO
At dealer level, the fan/air mixer has been controlled to a fixed position. This fixed
position has a higher priority than the commands from the control.

YES

9 Automatic calibration active

-NO
The fan/air mixer is determining the run time of the valve.YES

10 Type drive
Indication of the type of control that is used for the fan/air mixer. See Type drive (of a device) (page
1209).

11 Limitation
The current limitation of the fan/air mixer. See Limitation (for a measurement or control) (page 1208).
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12 State
The current state of the fan/air mixer. See State (of a device) (page 1209)

Air mixer

I192 Air blend strategy
The air blend control circulates the greenhouse air and mixes it with air from above the curtain
based on a temperature or humidity difference. If this is insufficient, the control can also force the
vent open. See also Air blend control (page 76).

1 Period
Adjustable period for the air blend control based on time settings.

2 Activated

Period has been activated.YES
Period has not been activated.NO

3 Period

Period has been switched off.OFF
Period can be used.ON

4 Start time
Start time of the period. See also Astronomic and fixed times in Setting periods and times (page 32).

5 Release air blend control

During this period, the air blend control is not activated when the curtain closes; the gap
control is not limited by the air blend control.

NO

During this period, the air blend control is activated as soon as the curtain closing condition
of the linked curtain is met.

YES

6 Release curtain gap control

The curtain gap control remains blocked, even if the air blend control has reached the end
of its control range.

NO

The curtain gap control is not blocked and regulates temperature and/or humidity
independently of the air blend control.

YES

At the end of the control range of the air blend control, the curtain gap control takes over
the temperature and humidity control.

MAX

7 Air blend condition

The air blend control only takes account of the measured temperature deviations.TEMP
The air blend control only takes account of the measured humidity deviations (RH or HD).HUMIDITY
The air blend control takes account of measured temperature deviations and humidity
deviations (RH or HD). See also explanation in 9 Temperature deviation : limit step AH (page
479)

BOTH
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8 Temperature control method

The air blend control works on the basis of the difference between the measured greenhouse
temperature and the calculated linked heating temperature.

REL

The air blend control works on the basis of the measured greenhouse temperature.ABS

9 Temperature limit abs
If the measured greenhouse temperature rises above this temperature limit, the air blend control
will increase the position.

If the measured greenhouse temperature falls below this temperature limit, the air blend control
will decrease the position.

The air blend control determines the step size based on the difference between the measured
greenhouse air temperature andTemperature limit abs.

The humidity control also uses this temperature limit for limiting if the temperature becomes too
low.

9 Temperature limit rel
As soon as the difference between the measured temperature and the calculated heating temperature
is higher than this setting, the position of the air mixer is increased.

If the difference is less than this setting, the position of the air mixer is decreased.

The humidity control also uses this temperature limit for limiting if the temperature becomes too
low.

Make sure that compartment heating has been linked.

10 Humidity limit
The humidity limit at which the air blend control initiates a stepwise action for dehumidification.

11 Fan position
The basic position of the fan that is used when the condition for initiaing air mixing is valid and the
pre-run time has elapsed.

The dealer may have adjusted the absolute minimum and/or maximum. It is not possible
to move to a position lower or higher than that level.

12 Extra infl. : adjustment fan position
You can define the size of the desired adjustment of the fan position by a Extra influence via the
setting table.

13 Maximum air mixer position
The maximum position of the air mixer if it is activated for dehumidification or cooling.

The dealer may have adjusted the absolute minimum and/or maximum. It is not possible
to move to a position lower and/or higher than that level.

14 Extra infl. : adj. max air mix position
You can define the size of the desired adjustment of the maximum position of the air mixer (I192.1)
by a Extra influence via the setting table.

The linking of the extra influence takes place in Priva Office in the \General \ Configuration
Priva Office \ Link influences screen.
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-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

15 Status air blend control

None of the start conditions are valid.OFF
The fan is running in order to get the air circulation going.PRE-RUN
At least 1 linked curtain has reached a position that has caused the pre-running to be executed
and the blend control to start.

AIR CIRCULATION

The air blend control is active; the air mixer is controlled, depending on the average measured
temperature and/or humidity differences in the crop area.

CONTROL MIXING

A first vent step is undertaken, in which the air mixer may also be involved.START CONTR. VENTS
The air blend control is active; the vents are controlled, depending on average measured
temperature differences and/or humidity differences in the crop area.

CONTR. VENTS

The air blend control is at a maximum and control steps of the air mixer or vents are no
longer possible.

MAX POSITION

The conditions for starting the air blend control are:
1. The control has been released in the current period.
2. The curtain is closed or, after starting, is just above the dead band (or not connected).
3. The controls of the Fan and Air mixer are available. In the event of a control error, the

control is restarted twice; if this is unsuccessful, the control stops.
4. The fan is not forced OFF by the irrigation or crop treatment.
5. The temperature measurement is available and is not defective.
6. If Air blend condition=HUMIDITY: the humidity measurement is available and is not

defective.

I192.1 Air blend influences
In this section, you can specify which conditions determine the activation of the control and the
associated adjustments/influences.

1 Curtain condition
Curtain position of linked curtain(s) above which the air blend control is activated. If several curtains
have been linked, the highest desired curtain position is decisive.

2 Dead band curtain condition
The air blend control switches off if the curtain position becomes smaller than Curtain condition
minus Dead band curtain condition.

3 Maximum fan position
The maximum position of the air circulation fan. An extra influence must not cause the fan position
to exceed this value.

The fan position is also limited by the maximum value (dealer setting).

4 Maximum forced vent position
The maximum vent position that the air blend control may apply.

5 Pre-run fan position
To get the air circulation going, you can set an increased fan position here, which is maintained for
the set pre-run time.

The fan position is also limited by the maximum value (dealer setting).
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6 Pre-run time fan
To get the air circulation going, you can specify here the length of the pre-run time with an increased
fan position.

-STEP SIZE-
The air blend control goes stepwise to the desired climate by supplying air from above the curtain
(via a valve or fan).

During turning up, the largest step (temperature or humidity) is carried out.

During turning down, the smallest step (temperature or humidity) is carried out.

7 Temperature deviation : step size
The desired step size of the air blend control in the event of a temperature deviation.

If all the values of the step size in the table are 0, the temperature deviation will be unavailable
for use. It is, however, better to deactivate temperature deviation via the setting Air blend
condition (I192).

8 AH deviation : step size
The desired step size of the air blend control in the event of an absolute humidity deviation.

If all the values of the step size in the table are 0, the humidity deviation will be unavailable
for use. It is, however, better to deactivate humidity deviation via the setting Air blend condition
(I192).

9 Temperature deviation : limit step AH
If for Air blend condition you have selected BOTH, the control determines the step to be taken based
on the measured temperature deviation. The control also determines the step to be taken based
on the measured humidity deviation. The step that the control actually performs is the step that is
the larger, while the other step is ignored. As a result, the air blend control cannot achieve the desired
temperature and humidity in all cases.

The plant transpires moisture. If this moisture needs to be removed and the outside temperature
is lower than in the greenhouse, the temperature will fall as a result of the mixing of the greenhouse
air with cold air. If the desired humidity is not achieved, more cold air will be added to the greenhouse
air. As a result, it may remain too humid and become colder and colder. You can use the setting
Temperature deviation : limit step AH to prevent the temperature from falling further because the
humidity deviation causes more cold air to enter the greenhouse. You can use the setting Temperature
deviation : limit step AH to ensure that the air blend control does not perform an extra step or move
a step back. The effect is that moisture is removed, but the temperature does not fall too much.
Incidentally, this correction also works if you have selected HUMIDITY for Air blend condition.

For various temperature deviations, you can set the maximum step size of the air blend control in
the event of an absolute humidity deviation. A negative maximum is also possible; this results in
moving a step back.

The temperature deviation is the difference between the measured temperature and the desired
temperature. The measured temperature is by default the greenhouse air temperature, unless your
dealer has configured a different measurement. If, for example, a temperature measurement at the
output of the fan has been configured, the control will intervene more accurately and more directly.

10 Factor step size down
To create a difference between the control response while turning up and turning down, you can
specify a factor that is used while turning down or when the greenhouse air approaches the desired
values. If you set this factor above 100%, the steps while turning down will be larger than while
turning up.
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11 Delay step up/down

Delay step up
This setting determines how long the control waits for the reaction of the climate before a step up
is calculated. After this time, the control determines an average deviation for a specific time (dealer
setting). The next step is calculated based on this deviation.

Delay step down
This setting determines how long the control waits for the reaction of the climate before a step down
is calculated. After this time, the control determines an average deviation for a specific time (dealer
setting). The next step is calculated based on this deviation.

-INFLUENCE CONTROL MIXING-

12 Infl. meas. above curtain on step size

The measurement above the curtain has no influence on the step size.NO
The measurement above the curtain has an influence on the step size.YES

13 Enthalpy dev. above : step factor temp
The step size of a valve or fan is initially determined based on the desired and measured temperature.
You can use this setting to cause the step size to be influenced by the enthalpy deviation between
the greenhouse air and the air above the curtain. The greater the enthalpy deviation, the greater
the cooling effect of a step.

14 AH dev. above : step factor humidity
The step size of a valve or fan is initially determined based on the desired and measured moisture
level. You can use this setting to include the conditions above the curtain as an influence, by taking
account of the AH deviation between the greenhouse air and the air above the curtain. The greater
the AH deviation, the greater the effect of a step on dehumidification.

-FIRST STEP VENT-

15 Air mixer position at start vent
When the air mixer has reached the maximum position, the vent is deployed. When the first step of
the vent is achieved, the air mixer first returns to this position. From this position, the air mixer will
start turning up again. The vents are only opened further when the air mixer is driven to the maximum
position.
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16 First step forced vent position
The first step of the vent when the air mixer reaches the maximum position.

17 Lagging vent wind
Lagging of the wind side in relation to the lee side. If the lagging wind is set to less than 0%, the lee
side will lag behind the wind side: vents on the wind side will open first.

-INFLUENCE CONTROL VENT-

18 Factor step size vent position
You can use this factor to adjust the step size for the vent. In this way, you can have the vents react
in a different manner from the air mixer.

19 Infl. above curtain - outside step size

The measurement above the curtain has no influence on the step size.NO
The measurement above the curtain has an influence on the step size.YES

20 Enth. dev. outside : step factor temp
The step size of a vent is initially determined based on the desired and measured temperature. You
can use this setting to include the enthalpy deviation between the air above the curtain and outside
as an influence. The greater the enthalpy deviation, the greater the cooling effect of a step.

21 AH dev. outside : step factor humidity
The step size of a vent is initially determined based on the desired and measured moisture level.
You can use this setting to include the AH deviation between the air above the curtain and outside
as an influence. The greater the AH deviation, the greater the effect of a step on dehumidification.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

22 Grh enthalpy
The enthalpy of the greenhouse air.

23 Enthalpy above curtain
The enthalpy of the air above the curtain.

24 Outside enthalpy
The enthalpy of the outside air.

25 AH greenhouse
The absolute humidity of the greenhouse air.

26 AH above curtain
The absolute humidity of the air above the curtain.

27 AH outside
The absolute humidity of the outside air.

28 Status air blend control
See I192 Air blend strategy (page 476).
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Humidification
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I180 Misting strategy
The switching of the misting installation in the course of a 24 hour period is driven by a timer which
allows you to divide the 24 hour period into a maximum of 6 periods. Per period a humidity limit
can be set below (RH) or above which (HD) the misting installation is switched on. Also per period a
cooling temperature can be set, above which the misting installation switches on to cool the crop.

1 Period
Adjustable period for the misting installation based on time settings.

2 Activated
Indication that the misting period is active.

3 Period
Option whether the period is included in the 24 hour division of the misting.

4 Start time
Start time of the humidification period. Refer also to Astronomic time shift paragraph in Setting periods
and times (page 32).

5 Humidity limit
Humidity limit for switching the misting installation.

6 Radiation : adjustment humidity limit
Radiation levels with the corresponding adjustments for the radiation dependent increase and/or
decrease of the humidity limit.

7 Extra infl. : adjustment humidity limit
You can use the setting table to specify the size of the desired Humidity limit adjustment by means
of an Extra influence. In Priva Office Direct, you can use to open the setting table for this. In the
setting table window, you can specify for various values of the Extra influence the extent to which
the Humidity limit should be increased or decreased.

In Priva Office Direct, you can see which Extra influence has been set in the window of the
setting table.

In Priva Office Direct you can select which measured or calculated value has an influence on the
Humidity limit.

The influence that is set/calculated here is shown in Extra infl. humidity level.

8 Time humidity decrease
The time after which the calculated humidity level (RH or HD) must have decreased by one percentage
point or by one gram per m³.

You can specify the unit used to calculate the air humidity in Type humidity control in the
I180.4 Allocate misting (page 209) section.

The misting uses these times if:
• the humidity level is adjusted because of the transition to a subsequent period for which

a different strategy has been set, or
• the humidity level in the current period has been changed.
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9 Time humidity increase
The time after which the calculated humidity level (RH or HD) must have increased by one percentage
point or by one gram per m³.

10 Cooling temperature method

The control uses the Cooling temperature absolute limit (line 9).
If the greenhouse temperature rises above a set Cooling temperature, the greenhouse
air humidification switches on.

The humidification and the ventilation work independently of each other. As a result
of this the cooling temperature and ventilation temperature can work against each
other. In addition, the humidification and the ventilation have their own period settings.

ABS

The control uses the Ventilation temp. difference relative limit (line 11).
If the greenhouse temperature rises above the calculated Used ventilation temperature
- Ventilation temp. difference, the greenhouse air humidification switches on.

This prevents the vents opening too early or too late and the periods working against
each other.

REL

You will only see this line if one or more ventilation controls are linked in I180.4 line 3 (-VENTILATION
<-> MISTING-).

11 Cooling temperature
Temperature limit for switching the crop cooling.

You will only see this line if:
• no ventilation controls have been connected in I180.4 line 3 (-VENTILATION <-> MISTING-);

or
• ABS has been selected in Cooling temperature method.

12 Extra infl.: adjust.cooling temperature
You can use the setup table to specify the size of the desired Cooling temperature adjustment.

For a more detailed explanation, please see 7 Extra infl. : adjustment humidity limit (page 483).

13 Ventilation temp. difference
Value that is added to calculated ventilation temperature for the ventilation control.

You will only see this line if:
• one or more ventilation controls have been connected in I180.4 line 3 (-VENTILATION <-> MISTING-);

and
• REL has been selected in Cooling temperature method.

14 Radiation : adjustment cooling temp
Radiation levels with the corresponding adjustments for the radiation dependent increase and/or
decrease of the cooling temperature.

15 Dead band cooling on
The dead band above the Calculated cooling temperature, above which the humidification switches
on.

16 Dead band cooling off
The dead band below the Calculated cooling temperature, below which the humidification switches
off.
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17 Max relative humidity when cooling
The relative humidity above which the cooling is blocked.

17 Min humidity deficit when cooling
The humidity deficit below which the cooling is blocked.

18 Release switch on for cooling
Option whether the misting installation is or is not allowed to be used for cooling.

19 Release misting
Release or no release of the misting installation.

If the misting installation has not been released, then the misting installation cannot switch
on for misting and also not for cooling.

20 Dead band max rel.humidity when cooling
The dead band below the Max relative humidity when cooling below which blocking of the humidification
stops.

20 Dead band min hum.deficit when cooling
The dead band above the Min humidity deficit when cooling above which blocking of the humidification
stops.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

21 Radiation adjustment humidity limit
The calculated radiation adjustment of the humidity limit.

22 Extra infl. humidity level
The result of the adjustment by the setting Extra infl. : adjustment humidity limit (I180).

23 Calculated humidity limit
The calculated humidity limit for switching the misting installation.

24 Set cooling temperature
The Set cooling temperature is determined by Cooling temperature method:
• If this setting is set to ABS, this is the set Cooling temperature from line 9.
• If this setting is set to REL, this is the sum of the calculated ventilation temperature (selected in

I180.4) and Ventilation temp. difference.

25 Radiation adjustment cooling temp
The calculated radiation adjustment of the cooling temperature.

26 Extra infl. cooling temperature
The result of the adjustment by the setting Extra infl.: adjust.cooling temperature (I180).

27 Calculated cooling temperature
The Set cooling temperature increased with Radiation adjustment cooling temp.

28 Release switch on for cooling
Indication of whether the misting installation has been released for cooling in the active period.
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29 Release misting
Indication of whether the misting installation has been released for misting in the active period.

30 Humidifying correction active

No correction is active. The strategy settings are valid.NONE
A correction period is active. It is possible that the misting strategy is being adjusted
by the settings in I181 Misting corrections (page 487).

CORRECTION 1-
CORRECTION 6
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I180.1 Misting influences

The irrigation can influence the humidification. After irrigation the crop remains wet for a
certain length of time. Humidification is not desirable during this period as the wet crop has
to dry. You can set this using this influence of irrigation on humidification by linking a
correction to the drying phase in I181. See Corrections (page 47).

1 Time rad adjustm increase
Desired delay with a radiation dependent increase in the humidity limit (in time per 1 % RH or per
1.0 g/m3 HD) and of the cooling temperature (in time per 1 °C).

2 Time rad adjustm decrease
Desired delay with a radiation dependent decrease in the humidity limit (in time per 1 % RH or per
1.0 g/m3 HD) and of the cooling temperature (in time per 1 °C).

3 Max increase humidify level
Maximum permissible increase in the Humidity limit as a result of simultaneously occurring influences.

4 Max decrease humidify level
Maximum permissible decrease in the Humidity limit as a result of simultaneously occurring influences.

5 Max increase cooling temperature
Maximum permissible increase in the Cooling temperature as a result of simultaneously occurring
influences.

6 Max decrease cooling temperature
Maximum permissible decrease in the Cooling temperature as a result of simultaneously occurring
influences.

I181 Misting corrections
You can use corrections to easily deviate from the strategy in the event of different circumstances.
The settings correspond to the settings in I180 Misting strategy (page 483).

The general explanation: Corrections (page 47).
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I185 Misting mist valve
If the following is set for Type humidity control (I180.4 Allocate misting (page 209): RH:
• The mist valves are activated if the measured RH falls below the set humidity level minus the

dead band on.
• The mist valves are no longer activated if the measured RH is higher than the humidity level plus

the dead band off.

If the following is set for Type humidity control (I180.4 Allocate misting (page 209): HD:
• The mist valves are activated if the measured HD exceeds the set humidity level plus the dead

band off.
• The mist valves are no longer activated if the measured HD is lower than the humidity level

minus the dead band on.

If the mist valves are activated, the spray time depends on the difference between the measured
humidity and the set humidity level. A P band and an I factor can be set at dealer level.

Spraying takes place in consecutive cycles. Each spray cycle consists of a spray time and an interval
time.

-MIST VALVE CONTROL-

1 Period
Indication of the period for the mist valve control based on the settings in I180 Misting strategy (page
483).

2 Activated
Indication that the period of the mist valve control based on the settings in I180 Misting strategy
(page 483) is active.

3 Start time
Indication of the start time of the period of the mist valve control based on the settings in I180 Misting
strategy (page 483).

4 Base cap. by air exchange
The precalculated capacity of the humidification system. The value indicates for what percentage of
the time the mist valve is open. The value is determined based on the calculated air exchange of the
ventilation control.

4 Desired base capacity
If no ventilation control is present, you can set the base capacity for the humidification yourself. The
value indicates for what percentage of the time the mist valve is open.

5 Extra infl. : adjustment base capacity
You can use the setting table to specify the size of the desired adjustment by means of an extra
influence. In the setting table, you can specify for various values of the extra influence the extent to
which the base capacity should be increased or decreased.

Suggestions for extra influence:
• The position of a (modulating) fan can be a measure of the air exchange.
• The position of an air valve, inlet or outlet can be a measure of the air exchange.
• The radiation can be a measure of the base capacity.

6 Adjustment % control
The desired percentage adjustment of the calculated spray time and pause time.
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Suppose the control has calculated a spray time of 10 seconds. If the Adjustment % control
is 30%, this means that the spray time will be 13 seconds.

7 Dead band on humidity
Dead band below (RH) or above (HD) the humidity limit for switching on the misting.

8 Dead band off humidity
Dead band above (RH) or below (HD) the humidity limit for switching off the misting.

-MIST VALVE-

9 Period
Indication of the period for the mist valve control based on the settings in I180 Misting strategy (page
483).

10 Activated
Indication that the period of the mist valve control based on the settings in I180 Misting strategy
(page 483) is active.

11 Start time
Indication of the start time of the period of the mist valve control based on the settings in I180 Misting
strategy (page 483).

12 Max spray time
Maximum spray time of the mist valve.

13 Min spray time
Minimum spray time of the mist valve.

The calculated spray time can vary between the minimum and the maximum spray time. The further
the measured humidity deviates from the set humidity level, the longer the spray time will be.

14 Max pause time
Maximum pause time between two irrigation cycles.

An equally set minimum and maximum pause time will result in a fixed cycle time. Thus, if
the spray time varies with a fixed cycle time the pause time also varies.

15 Min pause time
Minimum pause time between two spray cycles.

16 Air circulation fan
Option whether the air circulation fans should be forced on or off when the mist valve is switched
on.

If a fan program is present, you can select in I190.4 Allocate air circulation (page 212) which
fans should become active when the mist valve is switched on.

17 Post-run time air circulation fan
The post run time of the of the air circulation fan, after the mist valve is switched off.
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-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

18 Base capacity
The base capacity, together with the extra influence and the dealer settings P band misting and I
factor misting, determines the spray cycle (spray time and pause time) of the mist valve.

19 Extra influence
Calculated adjustment for the base capacity.

20 Correction by control
The adjustment of the control by the deviation between the desired and measured humidity level.

21 Capacity humidification mist valve
The total capacity that is used for the actual control of the mist valve.

22 Mist valve
Number of the mist valve.

23 Status
The status of the mist valve.

The mist valve has not been released for misting and/or cooling.NO RELEASE
There is a waiting time before opening the mist valve until the pump is ready.WAIT PUMP
The mist valve is OFF.OFF
The pause time between two spray cycles.SPRAY PAUSE
Busy spraying.SPRAY
The mist valve is off and the pressure relief valve is open.PRESSURE RELIEF

24 Limitation
The limitation of the mist valve.

There is no limitation active.NONE
The mist valve has not been released for misting and/or cooling.RELEASE
The monitoring of the mist valve has been taken over by the crop treatment program.CROP TREATM.

25 Air circulation fan active
Indication whether the air circulation fans are active for misting.

26 Post-run time air circulation fan act.
Indication whether the post run time of the air circulation fans are active.
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I187 Misting Hygrofan
If Type humidity control (I180.4) is set to: RH:
• The Hygrofan is activated if the measured RH falls below the set humidity level minus the dead

band on.
• The Hygrofan is no longer activated if the measured RH is higher than the humidity level plus

the dead band off.

If Type humidity control (I180.4) is set to: HD:
• The Hygrofan is activated if the measured HD exceeds the set humidity level plus the dead band

on.
• The Hygrofan is no longer activated if the measured HD is lower than the humidity level minus

the dead band off.

-HYGROFAN CONTROL-

1 Period
Indication of the period for the Hygrofan control based on the settings in I180 Misting strategy (page
483).

2 Activated
Indication that the period of the Hygrofan control based on the settings in I180 Misting strategy
(page 483) is active.

3 Start time
Indication of the start time of the period of the Hygrofan control based on the settings in I180 Misting
strategy (page 483).

4 Dead band on humidity
Dead band below (RH) or above (HD) the humidity limit for switching on the misting.

5 Dead band off humidity
Dead band above (RH) or below (HD) the humidity limit for switching off the misting.

-HYGROFAN-

6 Hygrofan
Number of the Hygrofan.

7 Minimum time on misting
The minimum time on of the Hygrofan.

8 Minimum time off misting
The minimum time off of the Hygrofan.

9 Air circulation fan
Option whether the air circulation fans should be forced on or off when the Hygrofan is switched
on.

If a fan program is present, you can select in I190.4 Allocate air circulation (page 212) which
fans should become active when the Hygrofan is switched on.

10 Pre-run time air circulation fan
The pre run time of the of the air circulation fan, before the Hygrofan is switched on.
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11 Post-run time air circulation fan
The post run time of the of the air circulation fan, before the Hygrofan is switched off.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

12 Hygrofan
Number of the Hygrofan.

13 Status
The status of the Hygrofan.

The Hygrofan is off.OFF
The Hygrofan is on.ON
The air circulation fans are pre running. The Hygrofan is waiting until the pre run time
has elapsed before the Hygrofan switches on.

PRE-RUN

The air circulation fans are post running. The Hygrofan is switched off.POST RUNNING
The Hygrofan is in the 7 Minimum time on misting (page 491).MIN TIME ON
The Hygrofan is in the 8 Minimum time off misting (page 491).MIN TIME OFF
The Hygrofan has not been released for misting and/or cooling.NO RELEASE

14 Limitation
The limitation of the Hygrofan.

There is no limitation active.NONE
The Hygrofan has not been released.RELEASE
The monitoring of the Hygrofan has been taken over by the crop treatment program.CROP TREATM.

15 Hygrofan active
Indication whether the Hygrofan is active.

16 Air circulation fan active
Indication whether the air circulation fans are active for misting.

17 Pre-run time air circulation fan active
Indication whether the pre run time of the air circulation fans are active.

18 Post-run time air circulation fan act.
Indication whether the post run time of the air circulation fans are active.
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Cooling

I220 Cooling strategy
In this section you will find the strategy of the cooling control. The cooling control can be used for
among things cold store and ground cooling.

1 Period
Adjustable period for the cool installation based on time settings.

2 Activated
Active indication of the period of the cooling.

3 Period
Option whether the period of the cooling is included in the 24 hour division.

4 Start time
Start time of the period of the cooling.

5 Cooling temperature
Temperature of the cold store, greenhouse or greenhouse soil, above which the cooling installation
is activated.

6 Release cooling
Release or no release of the cooling systems.

7 Alarm cold store above cool temperature
Maximum temperature difference above the calculated cooling temperature before the 165 Cold
store temp above cool temp alarm is triggered.

Default setting: 5.0 °C

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

8 Calc cooling temperature
Calculated temperature of the cold store, greenhouse or greenhouse soil.

The measured cooling temperature is displayed in M106 Overview climate per compartment
(page 838).

9 Release cooling
Indication of whether the cooling has been released.

I221 Cooling control
To prevent the cooling systems that are connected to the cooling control from switching on and off
too quickly, a dead band can be set both above and below the set (desired) cooling temperature. In
addition to this, a deviation sum can also be set. This 'delay counter' starts working as soon as the
measured cooling temperature falls outside the dead band.

1 -COOLING CONTROL-
Number of the cooling control.
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2 Dead band switch on next
Temperature difference above the calculated cooling temperature above which the (next) cooling
system switches on.

3 Dead band switch off next
Temperature difference below the calculated cooling temperature below which the (next) cooling
system switches off.

4 Temp deviation sum switch on next
Sum of the difference between the measured and calculated cooling temperature above which a
(next) cooling system actually switches on. The addition takes place every minute and also when the
temperature difference is greater than the dead band. See also: Deviation sum (page 34).

5 Temp deviation sum switch off next
Sum of the difference between the measured and calculated cooling temperature above which a
(next) cooling system actually switches off. The addition takes place every minute and also when the
temperature difference is greater than the dead band.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

6 -SWITCHING COOLING SYSTEM-
Number of the cooling system.

7 Release cooling system
Indication whether the cooling system has been released by the cooling control.

Depending on the calculated cooling temperature in I220 Cooling strategy (page 493), the measured
cooling temperature in M106 Overview climate per compartment (page 838) and the settings in I221
Cooling control (page 493) and I223 Cooling switching (page 496), the switching cooling systems are
released.

8 -MODULATING COOLING SYSTEM-
Number of the cooling system.

9 Release cooling system
Indication whether the cooling system has been released by the cooling control.

Depending on the calculated cooling temperature in I220 Cooling strategy (page 493), the measured
cooling temperature in M106 Overview climate per compartment (page 838) and the settings in I221
Cooling control (page 493), I222 Cooling modulating (page 494) and I222.1 Cooling modulating control
(page 495), the modulating cooling systems are released.

I222 Cooling modulating
In this section the sequence of the modulating cooling systems are determined.

1 -COOLING SYSTEM-
Number of the cooling system.

2 Sequence number
Sequence number that is applied for the sequence for switching the cooling systems on and off.

3 -CALCULATED AND MEASURED-
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4 Act pump capacity
Actual pump capacity of the modulating cooling system.

If the cooling system is equipped with a a 1-speed pump, then 0 %= pump OFF and 100 %= pump
ON.

5 Calc cooling water temperature
Calculated temperature of the cooling water of the cooling system.

6 Meas cooling water temperature
Measured temperature of the cooling water in the cooling system.

7 Pump status
Indication of the pump(s) in the cooling system.

The pump is OFF.[OFF]
The pump is active for 5 minutes because the pump has not been operational in the
past week.

[CORROSION PROT.]

The pump is switching off, but is waiting for the off delay to elapse.[DELAY OFF]
The pump is switched on at low speed.[ON]
The pump is switching from High Speed to Low Speed, but is waiting for the delay to
elapse.

[SWITCH DELAY}

The pump is switched on at High Speed.[HIGH SP]

I222.1 Cooling modulating control
This section contains the settings that determine the calculated cooling capacity.

1 -COOLING SYSTEM-
Number of the cooling system.

2 P band
Proportional band for correcting a difference between the measured and calculated cooling
temperature.

The smaller the P band is set, the faster the cooling water temperature responds to a
deviation, but the more active the controls can be.

3 I factor
Integration factor for correcting a difference between the measured and calculated cooling
temperature.

Default setting: 3% - 6%

4 PI control range
Temperature area for the control of the cooling water temperature.

5 Lowest cooling water temperature
Cooling water temperature at minimum cooling capacity.

6 Highest cooling water temperature
Cooling water temperature at maximum cooling capacity.
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7 -COLD STORE TEMPERATURE-
Number of the cooling system. See also Calibration Cooling control (page 162) to set the temperatures
below.

8 Temperature at min cooling capacity
Temperature of the cold store, greenhouse or greenhouse soil whereby the minimum cooling capacity
is demanded.

9 Temperature at 33% cooling capacity
Temperature of the cold store, greenhouse or greenhouse soil whereby 33% of the maximum cooling
capacity is demanded.

10 Temperature at 66% cooling capacity
Temperature of the cold store, greenhouse or greenhouse soil whereby 66 % of the maximum cooling
capacity is demanded.

11 Temperature at max cooling capacity
Temperature of the cold store, greenhouse or greenhouse soil whereby the maximum cooling
capacity is demanded.

12 -FINE TUNING-
Indication of the number of the cooling system.

13 Fixed cooling water temperature
Yes or no fixed cooling water temperature (especially for fine tuning the installation).

When the fixed cooling water temperature is set to YES, the set 14 Desired cooling water temperature
(page 496) is aimed for.

14 Desired cooling water temperature
Fixed cooling water temperature that is adhered to when 13 Fixed cooling water temperature (page
496) is set to YES (especially for fine tuning the installation).

15 -CALCULATED/MEASURED-

16 Calc basic temperature
Calculated basic temperature of the cooling water.

If the calculated (desired) cooling) temperature is known, the computer calculated a cooling water
temperature (the basic temperature of the pre-regulation). If it turns out that the measured cooling
temperature still deviates from the calculated cooling temperature, the cooling system settings are
used to implement a correction.

17 Calc correction temperature
Calculated correction of the basic temperature.

I223 Cooling switching
The settings for a switching cooling system.

1 -COOLING SYSTEM-
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2 Dead band cooling on
Temperature difference between the measured and calculated cooling temperature above which
the cooling system switches on.

3 Dead band cooling off
Temperature difference between the calculated and measured cooling temperature above which
the cooling system switches off.

4 Min delay time on
Minimum time that the cooling system must be switched on before it is allowed to switch off again.

5 Min delay time off
Minimum time that the cooling system must be switched off before it is allowed to switch on again.

6 Sequence number
Sequence number that is applied for the sequence for switching the cooling systems on and off.

7 -CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

8 Status cooling system
Status indication of the switching cooling system.

The cooling system is OFF.[OFF]
The cooling system is ON and wants to switch OFF but the 4 Min delay time on (page
497) has not yet elapsed.

[MIN T ON]

The cooling system is OFF and wants to switch ON but the 5 Min delay time off (page
497) has not yet elapsed.

[MIN T OFF]

The cooling system wants to switch ON but the delay on has not yet elapsed.[DELAY ON]
The cooling system wants to switch OFF but the delay off has not yet elapsed.[DELAY OFF]
The cooling system is ON.[ON]
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Crop treatment
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I140 Crop treatment strategy
The crop treatment control may influence other controls to perform the crop treatment in the
optimum manner.

In I140.4 Crop treatment allocate (page 195) you can determine which controls are connected to the
crop treatment control.

If multiple crop treatment controls determine a position, the following rules apply:
• Of all the specified maximum positions, the smallest specified maximum will be adopted.
• Of all the specified minimum positions, the largest specified minimum will be adopted.
• Of all the specified curtain positions 1, the average will be adopted.
• Of all the specified curtain positions 2, the average will be adopted.
• OFF takes precedence over ON.
• ON takes precedence over RELEASE.
• OFF takes precedence over RELEASE.

If a limitation does not apply, set the minimum position to 0% and the maximum position
to 100%.

1 Treatment

The crop treatment control is off.OFF
The crop treatment control is active cyclically for a specified duration. Input for Fixed
start release/time/interval.

INTERVAL

The crop treatment control is active for a specified duration. Input for Start.ONCE

2 Fixed start release/time/interval
Column 1: do or do not start the phases of the crop treatment at a fixed time.

Column 2: fixed time at which crop treatment should start.

Column 3: how often crop treatment should start.

For the intervals EVERY 2 DAYS - EVERY 6 DAYS, the time you set does not matter. The control
itself determines on which day treatment will start and then the interval follows from this.

3 Start

The crop treatment will not be started.NO
The crop treatment starts at the set Start time.START TIME
The crop treatment starts now, starts manually.START NOW

To avoid the unwanted crop treatment becomes active on the following day, if this is not desired,
the Start is switched off automatically after the last active phase has been completed.

4 Start time
If START TIME has been selected in Start: the time that the crop treatment control runs through the
set phases once.

If the time in Start time has already passed, the crop treatment control will start on the next day at
that time.

5 Elapsed time
The time elapsed in the Active phase crop treatment.
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6 Active phase crop treatment
Indication of the active phase at this moment.

7 External start release
Your dealer can assign an additional condition that releases the crop treatment control.

8 (phase)

9 Activity
Selection of the desired crop treatment control action.

Controlled output
(to be set by dealer in I140.5)

DescriptionActivity

-To be used for an activity you define yourself.
This option can be used to temporarily send linked system
components to the set positions.

---

Digital output pre ventPre-ventilation, sets the greenhouse air in motion; this
improves the distribution of the crop protection agent
over the room in the next phase.

PRE VENT

Digital output spraySpraying, the crop protection agent is added to the
greenhouse air. This is possible because the process
computer controls an LVM (Low Volume Mist) system, for
instance. The crop protection agent may also be
administered in another way (timer or manually).

SPRAY

Digital output affectAffect, the greenhouse air is left alone, so that the crop
protection agent can drop and be absorbed.

AFFECT

Digital output purgePurge, the greenhouse air with the remaining crop
protection agent is discharged through the vents. Weather
influence and humidity influence may affect the minimum
vent positions.

PURGE

Digital output evaporateTranspiration, causes substances to transpire, for instance
for combating fungi or for the accelerated ripening of fruit.

EVAPORATE

Digital output dosingDosing, the crop protection agent is added to the
greenhouse air. This is possible because the process
computer controls an LVM (Low Volume Mist) system, for
instance. The crop protection agent may also be
administered in another way (timer or manually). This
phase is comparable to the spraying phase.

DOSING

10 Activated
Indication that the phase of the crop treatment is active.

11 Release phase
Option whether the phase is to be included in the cycle.

12 Duration time
Time during which the phase of the crop treatment must be active.

The phase is skipped if:
• the phase has not been released;
• the duration time of the phase is 0:00 hours:min.

For each phase, you can specify, among other things, the minimum and maximum positions of a
number of adjusting instruments.

13 Increase alarm ventilation temperature
The increase in the temperature alarm limit as a result of the crop treatment control. For this, please
use the anticipated temperature increase that will occur as a result of, for instance, closing the vents.
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If the measured temperature is higher than the calculated temperature alarm limit, the alarm 162
Temp above vent temperature is triggered.

14 Max vent lee
The maximum position of the vents on the lee side in the linked ventilation control.

14 Min vent lee
The minimum position of the vents on the lee side in the linked ventilation control.

The minimum position of the vents can also be limited by:
• the set maximum vent position;
• rain, storm, frost;
• humidity of the compartment;
• curtain;
• on/off heat.

15 Max vent wind
The maximum position of the vents on the wind side in the linked ventilation control.

15 Min vent wind
The minimum position of the vents on the wind side in the linked ventilation control.

The minimum position of the vents can also be limited by:
• the set maximum vent position;
• rain, storm, frost;
• humidity of the compartment;
• curtain;
• on/off heat.

16 Weather influence min vent

The weather conditions influence the minimum vent position.FREE
The weather conditions do not affect the minimum vent position.OFF

16 Humidity influence min vent

The humidity level influences the minimum vent position.FREE
The humidity level does not affect the minimum vent position.OFF

17 Max outlet position lee
Of the linked air handling: the maximum position of the air outlet on the lee side.

The minimum and maximum positions of the air inlets can also be limited by the settings
in I157 Air mixing - strategy and I158 Air mixing - limitation.

17 Min outlet position lee
Of the linked air handling: the minimum position of the air outlet on the lee side.

18 Max outlet position wind
Of the linked air handling: the maximum position of the air outlet on the wind side.
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18 Min outlet position wind
Of the linked air handling: the minimum position of the air outlet on the wind side.

19 Max pos auton. air outlet lee
Of the linked extra autonomous air outlet: the maximum position of the air outlet on the lee side.

The extra autonomous air outlets are, for instance, air outlets above the central aisle. See
also Connext LBU met overdruk.

During purging, use both the vents/air outlets and the extra autonomous outlets: the pressure
in the greenhouse will rise too high if only the extra autonomous outlets are used.

19 Min pos auton. air outlet lee
Of the linked extra autonomous air outlet: the minimum position of the air outlet on the lee side.

20 Max pos auton. air outlet wind
Of the linked extra autonomous air outlet: the maximum position of the air outlet on the wind side.

20 Min pos auton. air outlet wind
Of the linked extra autonomous air outlet: the minimum position of the air outlet on the wind side.

21 Min mixing ratio
The minimum mixing ratio between outside air and greenhouse air in the mixing chamber in the
linked compartment.

The Min mixing ratio/Max mixing ratio is limited to 75% as long as:
• The position of the vents is limited to 5% or less;

or
• the position of the standard air outlets is limited to 10% or less;

or
• the position of the additional air outlets is limited to 20% or less.

This automatic limitation prevents the greenhouse pressure from becoming too high during
the purge.

The minimum and maximum mixing ratios can also be determined by the settings in I157
Air mixing - strategy and I158 Air mixing - limitation.

21 Max mixing ratio
The maximum mixing ratio between outside air and greenhouse air in the mixing chamber in the
linked compartment.

22 Heating with ATU

No influence by the crop treatment control.FREE
The crop treatment control switches the heat block off.OFF

23 Cooling with ATU

No influence by the crop treatment control.FREE
The crop treatment control switches the combi block off.OFF
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24 Cooling with evaporator

No influence by the crop treatment control.FREE
The crop treatment control uses the air inlets that are used for ventilating, but without
cooling.

OFF

25 Number of fan steps
Number of fan steps to be used when crop treatment control is active.

25 Max fan position
Percentage of the set fan capacity that the ATU uses as a maximum.

25 Min fan position
Percentage of the set fan capacity that the ATU uses as a minimum.

To prevent the vents being blown out of the greenhouse, the fan is kept off if the following
conditions are met:
• the greenhouse pressure measurement is not present or is defective;
• there is no recirculation (the measured inlet position for recirculation is less than 10%);
• the vents/air outlets are closed (the measured vent position or outlet position on the

lee and wind sides are less than the minimum specified by your dealer (I157.7).

26 Curtain pos. limit 1/Curtain pos. limit 2
The desired position of the linked curtains during this phase of the crop treatment control.

The curtain program determines the position of the curtains.#
The crop treatment control determines the position of the curtains.=

27 Infl on air circulation

In this phase, the crop treatment control has no influence on the air circulation program.
The fans are controlled by the air circulation program.

NONE

During Time influence air circ the fans take on the set Status air circulation control. After the time has
elapsed the air circulation program determines the status of the fans.

TEMPORARILY

Until the end of the phase, the fans adopt the set Status air circulation control.FULLY

27 Status air circulation control
State the fans must be in during Time influence air circ.

27 Time influence air circ
Duration time that the monitoring of the fans is taken over by the crop treatment.

28 On-off heat

No influence by the crop treatment control.FREE
The on/off heating system/pulse heating system is switched off by the crop treatment
in the relevant phase. This prevents the circulation that occurs because the on/off
heating system/pulse heating system is on.

OFF
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29 Humidify

No influence by the crop treatment control.FREE
The crop treatment control switches the Hygrofans and misting systems off.OFF

30 CO₂ dosage

No influence by the crop treatment control.FREE
The crop treatment control switches the CO2 control off.OFF

31 Status fan stage F&P cooling

No influence by the crop treatment control.FREE
The crop treatment control forces the fan stage to switch off.OFF
The crop treatment control forces the fan stage to switch on.ON

32 Max position air inlet
The maximum air inlet for the air inlet control when the crop treatment phase is active.

32 Min position air inlet
The minimum air inlet for the air inlet control when the crop treatment phase is active.

32 Position air inlet valve
The position of the (switching) air inlet valve when the crop treatment phase is active.
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I140.1 Crop treatment installation
In this section you will find the protection settings for the crop treatment. Use these settings to
prevent sub systems suffering permanent damage as a result of crop protection agents.

If multiple crop treatment controls determine a position, the following rules apply:
• Of all the specified maximum positions, the smallest specified maximum will be adopted.
• Of all the specified minimum positions, the largest specified minimum will be adopted.
• Of all the specified curtain positions 1, the average will be adopted.
• Of all the specified curtain positions 2, the average will be adopted.
• OFF takes precedence over ON.
• ON takes precedence over RELEASE.
• OFF takes precedence over RELEASE.

1 (phase)

2 Activity
The desired action of the crop treatment control, set in I140.

3 Activated
Indication that the phase of the crop treatment is active.

4 Release phase
Option whether the phase is to be included in the cycle.

5 Measuring box fan

No influence by the crop treatment control.FREE
In this phase, the crop treatment control switches the fan of the measuring box off.
This prevents the measuring box from drawing in crop protection agents.

OFF

6 CO₂ measurement

No influence by the crop treatment control.FREE
In this phase, the crop treatment switches the CO₂ meter of the measuring box off; this
prevents the measuring box from drawing in crop protection agents.
Even if the CO₂ meter is allocated to a measuring box via a CO₂ selector, in this phase
the crop treatment switches the CO₂ meter of the measuring box off.

OFF

If a CO₂ meter is switched off, the CO₂ controls that use the relevant CO₂ meter will also stop.

7 Growing light system

No influence by the crop treatment control.FREE
In this phase, the growing light is switched off by the crop treatment. This prevents the
growing lights from being affected by the crop protection agents.

OFF
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F&P cooling
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I130 F&P cooling strategy
The F&P cooling is switched based on a temperature difference between the measured temperature
and the calculated Temperature F&P start. The F&P cooling collaborates closely with the ventilation
control, but is never active at the same time. When the F&P cooling is active it takes over the control
of the vents from the ventilation control.

The F&P cooling is carried out with fans, if necessary in combination with a pad and a pad pump. A
group of fans that is switched simultaneously is a fan stage.

There are two types of air inlet systems, namely vents and air inlet valves.

This section describes the strategy of the F&P cooling. The strategy is driven by a timer which allows
you to divide the 24 hour period into a maximum of 6 periods.

1 Period
Adjustable period for the F&P cooling based on time settings.

2 Activated
Indication that the period for the F&P cooling is active.

3 Period
Option whether the period of the F&P cooling is or is not included in the 24 hour division.

If there is no period active, the pad pump is not released and the Calc number of fan stages
becomes '0'.

4 Start time
Start time of the period of the F&P cooling.

5 Max number of fan stages
Maximum limitation of the number of active fan stages.

Fan stages that are forced on by among other things 2 Status when storm (page 521), 3 Status
when rain (page 521), 6 Status when frost (page 521) or 5 Status when curtain active (page 521)
(I135.1 Fan stage influences (page 521)) are not switched off by the Max number of fan stages.

6 Temperature limit outside-inside
The difference between the Temperature F&P cooling active and the measured outside temperature
above which the pad pump is switched off.

7 Humidity limit pad pump
The humidity level inside or outside, above which (RH) or below which (RD) switches off the pad
pump.

8 Release pad pump
Option whether the pad pump has been released.

9 F&P cooling with vents
Selection of how to determine the temperature limit above which the F&P cooling starts.
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Temperature F&P cooling activeInfl P band ventilation (I130.1)F&P cooling with vents
Is equal to Temperature F&P start.-NO
Is equal to the sum of the calculated
ventilation temperature and Temperature
deviation F&P start.

NOYES

Is equal to the sum of the calculated
ventilation temperature, Temperature
deviation F&P start and Ventilation
contribution vents (M130).

YES

The F&P cooling must be connected to a ventilation control by the installer, otherwise the
F&P cooling will start when the measured temperature rises above the Temperature F&P
start.

10 Temperature F&P start
The measured temperature above which the F&P cooling becomes active, if F&P cooling with vents is
NO.

11 Temperature deviation F&P start
The temperature difference between Temperature F&P cooling active and the calculated ventilation
temperature above which the F&P cooling becomes active. If the Infl P band ventilation (I130.1) is
YES, the Ventilation contribution vents (M130) is added to the temperature difference.

Determination of the calculated fan capacity

12 Extra influence: adjustment F&P start
The size of the desired adjustment of Temperature F&P start by means of an Extra influence. See also
Extra influences (page 43).

In Priva Office Direct, you can see which Extra influence has been set in the window of the
setting table.

In Priva Office Direct you can select which measured or calculated value has an influence on
Temperature F&P start.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

13 Temperature F&P cooling active
The calculated (greenhouse) temperature limit above which the F&P cooling becomes active.
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14 Calculated fan capacity
The degree to which F&P cooling is desirable. The calculated fan capacity determines the number
of fan stages and the switching moment of the pad pump.

15 F&P cooling active
Indication of whether the F&P cooling is active.

The F&P cooling switches off if all fan stages are forced off because of for example curtains,
rain, storm or frost.

16 Number of active fan stages
The number of active fan stages by the calculated fan capacity and forced by for example curtains,
rain, storm or frost.

17 Calc number of fan stages
The calculated maximum number of fan stages that is allowed to be active.

If there is no period active or the measured outside temperature is below 0 °C, the Calc
number of fan stages is 0.

18 Calc release pad pump
Indication whether the pad pump has been released.

The pad pump is released if the following conditions have been met:
• the release pad pump is YES;
• the measured outside temperature is higher than 0 °C;
• the measured humidity is less (RH) or greater (HD) than the Humidity limit pad pump;
• the difference between the Temperature F&P cooling active and the measured outside temperature

is less than the Temperature limit outside-inside.

19 F&P limited by vent pos
Indication whether the F&P cooling is limited because the measured vent position is greater than
the 4 Vent position F&P stop (page 510).
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I130.1 F&P cooling influence vent control
This section contains the settings for the influence of the vent control on the F&P cooling.

1 Period
Adjustable period for the F&P cooling based on time settings.

2 Activated
Indication that the period for the F&P cooling is active.

3 Start time
Start time of the period of the F&P cooling.

4 Vent position F&P stop
The measured vent position above which the F&P cooling calculates a fan capacity of 0% and does
not become active.

5 Dead band vent position
The dead band under the Vent position F&P stop below which the F&P cooling is allowed to become
active.

6 Infl P band ventilation
Option whether the F&P cooling can become active after the vents have reached the maximum vent
position.
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I132 F&P cooling control
The calculated fan capacity determines the required air inlet. The vents of the ventilation control or
the air inlet valves of the air inlet control are used for the air inlet.

If the calculated fan capacity cuts out there is a delayed switch from F&P cooling to ventilation control
with vents.

1 RANGE AIR INLET
Adjustable range for the air inlet. The selection which range to use is made in the vent control or in
the air inlet control.

2 Range air inlet start
The fan capacity below which an air inlet position of 0% is calculated.

3 Range air inlet end
The fan capacity above which an air inlet position of 100 % is calculated.

The calculated air inlet is limited:
• above the largest minimum air inlet of the active fan phases;
• below the 5 Max vent lee (page 320) of the vent control that is used as air inlet.

Determination of the air inlet position

-SWITCHING DELAY-

4 Min switching off delay
The minimum time for switching off the F&P cooling.

5 Max switching off continuation
The maximum radiation dependent extension of the 4 Min switching off delay (page 511).

6 Range radiation start
Radiation below which the switch off delay is the same as 4 Min switching off delay (page 511).
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7 Range radiation end
Radiation above which the switch off delay is the same as the sum of the 4 Min switching off delay
(page 511) and the 5 Max switching off continuation (page 511).

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

8 RANGE AIR INLET
Indication of the number of the range air inlet.

9 Calc air inlet position
The calculated air inlet position.

10 Measured air inlet position
The measured air inlet position.

11 Calc switching off delay
The calculated time for switching off the F&P cooling.
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I132.1 F&P cooling influences
In order to be able to calculate the calculated fan capacity (the required cooling), you first need to
determine at what temperature difference between the measured temperature and the calculated
Temperature F&P start the maximum cooling capacity must be used. We call this temperature difference
the P band. The P band modulated between the P band warm weather and the P band cold weather
and is dependent on the weather conditions. The weather conditions that determine the P band
consist of the temperature difference between the calculated ventilation temperature and the
measured outside temperature, the radiation and the wind speed.

Determining the P band depending on the deviation in temperature

-WEATHER RANGES FACTOR-

1 Range temperature in-out start
Difference between the calculated ventilation temperature and the measured outside temperature
whereby the 10 Calc factor outside temperature (page 514) is calculated at 100 %.

The 10 Calc factor outside temperature (page 514) becomes greater than 100 % if the measured
temperature difference is smaller than the start value specified here. This factor can become at most
120%.

2 Range temperature in-out end
Difference between the calculated ventilation temperature and the measured outside temperature
whereby the 10 Calc factor outside temperature (page 514) is calculated at 0 %.

3 Radiation infl. on temperature range
End of the radiation range, whereby the radiation dependent increase of the range temperature
on-off is equal to the 4 Temperature range incr by rad (page 513).

The start value of the radiation range is not adjustable and is always equal to 0 W/m2.

4 Temperature range incr by rad
Maximum radiation dependent increase of the start and end value of the on-off temperature range.

5 Range wind speed start
Wind speed whereby the 11 Calc factor wind speed (page 514) is calculated at 100 %.
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The 11 Calc factor wind speed (page 514) becomes greater than 100 % if the measured wind speed
is less than the start value specified here. This factor can become at most 120 %.

6 Range wind speed end
Wind speed whereby the 11 Calc factor wind speed (page 514) is calculated at 0 %.

-WEATHER FACTOR INFLUENCE-

7 P band cold/warm weather

P band cold weather
Difference between the measured temperature and the calculated fan temperature above which
the fan capacity is completely deployed during cold weather. It is bad weather with a 12 Calc factor
weather (page 515) of 0 %.

P band warm weather
Difference between the measured temperature and the calculated fan temperature above which
the fan capacity is completely deployed during warm weather. It is warm weather with a 12 Calc
factor weather (page 515) of 100%.

8 Max I cold/warm weather
The I action depends on the difference between the calculated and the measured temperature, the
I factor and the maximum limit of the I action.

Maximum I cold weather
The maximum I action with cold weather It is bad weather with a 12 Calc factor weather (page 515)
of 0 %.

Maximum I warm weather
The maximum I action with warm weather It is warm weather with a 12 Calc factor weather (page
515) of 100 %.

9 I factor/dead band I

I factor
The part of the difference between the calculated and measured temperature that is added to the
previous I action if the difference is greater than the dead band I.

Dead band I
The minimum difference between the calculated and measured temperature before the I action is
determined.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

10 Calc factor outside temperature
The calculated factor outside temperature shows the release of the maximum fan capacity by the
radiation and by the difference between the calculated fan temperature and the measured outside
temperature.

11 Calc factor wind speed
The calculated wind speed factor shows the release of the maximum fan capacity by the wind speed.
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12 Calc factor weather
The calculated weather factor shows the release of the maximum fan capacity by the weather
conditions.

The calculated weather factor:
• is a multiplication of the 10 Calc factor outside temperature (page 514) and the 11 Calc factor

wind speed (page 514);
• is limited at 100 %;
• together with the P band cold weather and the P band warm weather gives the calculated P

band.

Determining the P band depending on the weather circumstances

13 Calc P band/max I

Calc P band
The calculated P band based on the 12 Calc factor weather (page 515) and the P band cold weather
and the P band warm weather.

Max I
The calculated maximum I action based on the 12 Calc factor weather (page 515) and the maximum
I cold weather and the maximum I warm weather.

14 Calc P action/I action

Calc P action
The calculated P action based on the calculated P band and the difference between the calculated
fan temperature and the measured temperature.

Calc I action
The calculated I action based on the calculated maximum I and the difference between the calculated
fan temperature and the measured temperature.
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I133 Fan stage adjustment
In this section you can specify the waiting times for switching the fan stages on and off so that the
cooling control will remain calm.

In the event of a sudden and large change in the calculated fan capacity multiple fan stages could
switch on and off simultaneously. A quick change in the cooling capacity can have a major
consequence for the temperature. Consequently the calculated fan capacity can make a great 'jump'
some moments later, and as a result a number of fan stages will be switched on and off again.

1 Waiting time fan stage switch on
Waiting time between switching on two consecutive fan stages so that the F&P cooling is given the
opportunity to measure the effect of switching a fan stage on.

2 Waiting time fan stage switch off
Waiting time between switching off two consecutive fan stages so that the F&P cooling is given the
opportunity to measure the effect of switching a fan stage off.

Forced switching on or off because of for example curtain, rain, storm and frost and does
not take into account the waiting times.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

3 Number of active fan stages
The number of connected fan stages in the ON and FORCED ON statuses.

4 Status fan control

No fan stage is active and no fan stage wants to switch on based on the 14 Calculated
fan capacity (page 509).

NOT ACTIVE

There is at least one fan stage active and no fan stage wants to switch on based on the
14 Calculated fan capacity (page 509).

ACTIVE

One of several fan stages wants to switch on based on the 14 Calculated fan capacity
(page 509).

SWITCH ON

One of several fan stages wants to switch off based on the 14 Calculated fan capacity
(page 509).

SWITCH OFF

Fan stages with the same group number are carried over if rotation is required.ROTATE
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I134 Pad pump
In this section you will find the settings for the pad pump. The pad pump pumps water to a pad.
This water passes through the pad and transpires. Air is sucked through the pad and cooled by the
transpiring water.

1 Pad pump capacity on
The 14 Calculated fan capacity (page 509) above which the pad pump switches on.

2 Pad pump capacity off
The 14 Calculated fan capacity (page 509) below which the pad pump switches off.

3 Pump drive
Selection of the type of pump drive.

The pump drive behaves as an on/off drive.ON/OFF
The pump drive behaves as a pulse pump drive. The quantity that is dosed, is controlled
by the length of the pulses.

PULSING

The pump drive behaves as a frequency drive. The quantity that is dosed, is controlled
by the number of pulses.

FREQUENCY

4 Min pulse time
The minimum duration time that the output is driven on and the minimum duration time that the
output is driven off.

5 Period time
The minimum duration time of a pulse and a pause to prevent it from being driven on unnecessarily
frequently. The period time limits the number of controls per time unit.

6 Capacity : position
Levels of fan capacity with corresponding positions of the pad pump. More water is required for a
higher fan capacity.

A graphic view of a pulse time and a pulse pause with the pump drive PULSE PUMP.

Assumption 1:

0'30 min'sec=minimum pulse time
3'00 min'sec=period time
80%=position

Then the calculated pulse time becomes 80% of 3'00 min'sec, which is 2'24 min'sec. The
calculated pause time then becomes 20% of 3'00 min'sec, which is 0'36 min'sec.
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Assumption 2:

0'30 min'sec=minimum pulse time
3'00 min'sec=period time
90%=position

Then the calculated pause time would be 10% of 3'00 min'sec, which is 0'18 min'sec. But the
minimum pulse time is also the minimum pause time. The calculated pause time is therefore
limited at 0'30 min'sec (=10%). The calculated pulse time (=90%) and becomes 4'30 min'sec.

A graphic view of a pulse time and a pulse pause with the pump drive FREQUENCY.

7 Selection humidity meas
Selection of the OUTSIDE humidity measurement or the AIR humidity measurement for determining
the 7 Humidity limit pad pump (page 507).

8 Infl hum meas defective
With or without humidity dependent switching the pad pump when the humidity measurement is
defective.

Default setting: NO

If the humidity measurement is defective the 'control by humidity' still continues.YES
If the humidity measurement is defective, the 'control by humidity' is stopped and the
pad pump has not been released.

NO

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

9 Status pad pump
The status of the pad pump.

10 Pad pump position
The position of the pad pump.
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I135 Fan stage
In this section you will find the settings for the fan stages. A fan step may consist of a group of fans.
If more capacity is required, the subsequent fan step switches on.

1 FAN STAGE
Indication of the number of the fan stage.

2 Release fan stage
Choice whether the fan stage has been released.

3 Fan stage capacity on
The 14 Calculated fan capacity (page 509) above which the fan stage switches on.

4 Fan stage capacity off
The 14 Calculated fan capacity (page 509) below which the fan stage switches off.

5 Minimum time on
Minimum time that the fan stage stays on based on the calculated fan capacity.

6 Min time off
Minimum time that the fan stage stays off based on the calculated fan capacity.

7 Influence air inlet
Option whether a minimum air inlet position is required for switching on the fan stage.

8 Min air inlet
Minimum air inlet position that is required before the fan stage switches on.

9 Rotation required
Choice whether the fan stage must rotate within the same group number (see 10 Group number
rotate (page 519)).

By giving a number fan steps the same group number, it is possible to rotate fan steps.

Example: there are 4 fan steps. Fan steps 1 and 3 have group number 1 and fan steps 2 and
4 have group number 2. As a result, fan steps 1 and 3 can rotate and 2 and 4 can also rotate.

10 Group number rotate
The fan stages with the same group number rotate.

11 Rotation time
The time at which the fan stages rotate within the same group number (see 10 Group number rotate
(page 519)).

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

12 FAN STAGE
Indication of the number of the fan stage.
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13 Status fan stage
The status of the fan stage.

The fan stage is off on the basis of the calculated fan capacity.OFF
The 6 Min time off (page 519) has not yet elapsed and the fan stage must switch on.MIN T OFF
The fan stage has been forced off, for example because of curtain, rain, storm or frost.
Forced off always takes priority.

FORCED OFF

The fan stage is on on the basis of the calculated fan capacity.ON
The 5 Minimum time on (page 519) has not yet elapsed and the fan stage must switch
off.

MIN T ON

The fan stage has been forced on, for example because of curtain, rain, storm or frost.FORCED ON
The fan stage wants to switch on, but the 8 Min air inlet (page 519) has not yet been
carried out.

WAIT INL

The fan stage wants to switch on, but the 1 Waiting time fan stage switch on (page 516)
has not yet elapsed.

RELEASE SW.ON

The fan stage wants to switch off, but the 2 Waiting time fan stage switch off (page 516)
has not yet elapsed.

RELEASE SW.OFF

14 Limitation
Indication of the limitation of the fan stage.

There is no limitation.NONE
The fan stage has not been released.RELEASE
The fan stage is in the forced fixed status.FIXED
The fan stage is in the forced fixed status for frost.FROST
The fan stage is in the forced fixed status for storm.STORM
The fan stage is in the forced fixed status for rain.RAIN
The fan stage is in the forced fixed status for crop treatment.CROP TREATM.
The fan stage is in the forced fixed status for an active curtain.CURTAIN
The fan stage is in the forced fixed status for an external condition.EXT COND
The fan stage is off because the 12 Calc number of fan stages (page 879) has been
reached.

MAX FAN ST
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I135.1 Fan stage influences
In this section you will find the forced statuses of the fan stages.

1 FAN STAGE
Indication of the number of the fan stage.

2 Status when storm
The forced status when storm.

Storm has no influence on the status of the fan stage.FREE
The fan stage is forced off when there is a storm.OFF
The fan stage is forced on when there is a storm. The storm position of the vent control
takes priority over the air inlet position of the F&P cooling.

ON

3 Status when rain
The forced status when rain.

Rain has no influence on the status of the fan stage.FREE
The fan stage is forced off when there is rain.OFF
The fan stage is forced on when there is rain. The maximum limitation when rain of
the vent control takes priority over the air inlet position of the F&P cooling.

ON

4 Status when external cond
The forced status when there is an external condition.

The external condition has no influence on the status of the fan stage.FREE
The fan stage is forced off when there is an external condition.OFF
The fan stage is forced on when there is an external condition.ON

5 Status when curtain active
The forced status when curtain active.

The curtain has no influence on the status of the fan stage.FREE
The fan stage is forced off when the curtain is active.OFF
The fan stage is forced on when the curtain is active.ON

6 Status when frost
The forced status when frost.

Frost has no influence on the status of the fan stage.FREE
The fan stage is forced off when there is frost.OFF
The fan stage is forced on when there is frost.ON

7 Status fixed
The forced fixed status.

The fixed status has no influence on the status of the fan stage.FREE
The fan stage is forced off.OFF
The fan stage is forced on.ON
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-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

8 FAN STAGE
Indication of the number of the fan stage.

9 Status fan stage
The status of the fan stage.

The fan stage is off on the basis of the calculated fan capacity.OFF
The 6 Min time off (page 519) has not yet elapsed and the fan stage must switch on.MIN T OFF
The fan stage has been forced off, for example because of curtain, rain, storm or frost.
Forced off always takes priority.

FORCED OFF

The fan stage is on on the basis of the calculated fan capacity.ON
The 5 Minimum time on (page 519) has not yet elapsed and the fan stage must switch
off.

MIN T ON

The fan stage has been forced on, for example because of curtain, rain, storm or frost.FORCED ON
The fan stage wants to switch on, but the 8 Min air inlet (page 519) has not yet been
realised.

WAIT INL

The fan stage wants to switch on, but the 1 Waiting time fan stage switch on (page 516)
has not yet elapsed.

RELEASE SW.ON

The fan stage wants to switch off, but the 2 Waiting time fan stage switch off (page 516)
has not yet elapsed.

RELEASE SW.OFF

10 Limitation
Indication of the limitation of the fan stage.

There is no limitation.NONE
The fan stage has not been released.RELEASE
The fan stage is in the forced fixed status.FIXED
The fan stage is in the forced status for frost.FROST
The fan stage is in the forced status for storm.STORM
The fan stage is in the forced status for rain.RAIN
The fan stage is in the forced status for crop treatment.CROP TREATM.
The fan stage is in the forced status for an active curtain.CURTAIN
The fan stage is in the forced status for an external condition.EXT COND
The fan stage is off because the 12 Calc number of fan stages (page 879) has been
reached.

MAX FAN ST
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I137 Air inlet strategy
This section contains the settings for the control of the air inlet.

There are various settings depending on the type of air inlet, either modulating or switching.

1 Period
Adjustable period for the air inlet control.

2 Activated
Indication that the period for the air inlet control is active.

3 Period
Option whether the period of the air inlet control is or is not included in the 24 hour division.

If there is no period active, the number of fan stages becomes '0'.

4 Start time
Start time of the period of the air inlet control.

5 Max air inlet
The maximum air inlet position for the air inlet control.

• If the crop treatment becomes active, then the settings in I140 are used.
• If the air inlet needs to be put in a forced position because of for example frost, storm

or a fixed position, then the air inlet moves to a forced position. In this case frost takes
priority over storm and storm over the fixed position.

6 Min air inlet
The minimum air inlet position for the air inlet control.

7 Position air valve
The position of the (switching) air inlet valve.

8 Weather influence min air inlet
Option whether the minimum air inlet position is decreased depending on the weather conditions.

The weather conditions are determined by the outside temperature, the radiation and the
wind speed.

9 AIR INLET
Indication of the number of the air inlet control.

10 Max air inlet when rain
Maximum limitation of the air inlet at the moment 'rain on' is reported.

11 Valve pos when rain
Fixed position of the air inlet at the moment 'rain on' is reported.
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12 Air inlet when storm
Fixed position of the air inlet which is taken the moment the storm limit that this air inlet control is
connected to, becomes active.

13 Valve pos when storm
Fixed position of the air inlet valve which is taken the moment the storm limit that this air inlet control
is connected to, becomes active.

14 Air inlet when frost
Fixed position of the air inlet which is taken the moment the frost limit that this air inlet control is
connected to, becomes active.

15 Valve pos when frost
Fixed position of the air inlet valve which is taken the moment the frost limit that this air inlet control
is connected to, becomes active.

16 Type calc des position
Selection of the type of calculation of the desired position if the air inlet is connected to several F&P
controls.

The air inlet is determined by the average calculated fan capacity of the connected F&P
controls.

AVERAGE

The air inlet is determined by the lowest calculated fan capacity of the connected F&P
controls.

LOWEST

The air inlet is determined by the highest calculated fan capacity of the connected F&P
controls.

HIGHEST

17 Air inlet F&P cooling
Desired control of the air inlet.

The air inlet has a fixed position when the F&P cooling is active.FIXED
The air inlet is modulating.MOD
The air inlet control is not influenced by the F&P cooling.NONE

18 Fixed air inlet F&P cooling
The fixed position of the air inlet when the F&P cooling is active.

19 External release F&P fixed position
Indication whether the fixed position for the air inlet by the external condition is valid.

20 Air inlet range number
The number of the air inlet range of the F&P cooling.
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I137.1 Air inlet limitation
This section contains the settings of the weather dependent limitation of the minimum air inlet.

1 -INFLUENCE WEATHER ON MIN AIR INLET-
Indication of the number of the air inlet control.

2 Range outside temperature start
Outside temperature whereby the 9 Factor temperature min air inlet (page 525) is calculated at 100%.
In this case there is no decrease of the minimum air inlet position by the outside temperature.

The 9 Factor temperature min air inlet (page 525) becomes greater than 100% if the measured outside
temperature is higher than the start value set here. This factor can become at most 120%.

The range can be shifted by the radiation.

3 Range outside temperature end
Outside temperature whereby the 9 Factor temperature min air inlet (page 525) is calculated at 0%.
In this case the decrease of the minimum air inlet is complete.

The range can be shifted by the radiation.

4 Range radiation
End of the radiation range, whereby the radiation dependent decrease of the outside temperature
range is equal to the 5 Decr temperature range by rad (page 525).

The start value of the radiation range is not adjustable and is always equal to 0 W/m2.

5 Decr temperature range by rad
Maximum radiation dependent decrease of the start and end value of the outside temperature
range.

6 Range wind speed start
Wind speed, whereby the 10 Factor wind speed min air inlet (page 525) is calculated at 100%. In this
case there is no decrease of the minimum air inlet by the wind speed.

The 10 Factor wind speed min air inlet (page 525) becomes greater than 100% if the measured wind
speed is less than the start value set here. This factor can become at most 120%.

7 Range wind speed end
Wind speed, whereby the 10 Factor wind speed min air inlet (page 525) is calculated at 0%. In this
case the decrease of the minimum air inlet is complete.

8 -CALCULATED AND MEASURED-
Indication of the number of the air inlet control.

9 Factor temperature min air inlet
The calculated factor temperature minimum air inlet shows the release of the minimum air inlet
position by the measured outside temperature and the measured radiation.

10 Factor wind speed min air inlet
The calculated factor wind speed minimum air inlet shows the release of the minimum air inlet
position by the measured wind speed.
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11 Factor weather min air inlet
The calculated factor weather minimum air inlet shows the release of the set minimum air inlet
position by the weather conditions.

The factor weather minimum air inlet:
• is a multiplication of the 9 Factor temperature min air inlet (page 525) and the 10 Factor wind

speed min air inlet (page 525);
• is limited at 100 %.

12 Set min air inlet
The set minimum air inlet position during the active period.

13 Infl weather on setting
The calculated weather dependent decrease of the set minimum air inlet position.

14 Calc min air inlet
The calculated minimum air inlet position that is reached by adding up the settings and influences.
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I138 Air inlet control
For an accurate control of the air inlet it is necessary that the control software 'knows' when the air
inlet is completely closed and when the air inlet is completely open. To record when the air inlet is
completely open or closed, the calibration function is used.

How to calibrate the control of the air inlets can be found in: Calibration of vent, air inlet, air outlet
and curtain (page 162).

-AIR INLET CALIBRATION-

1 AIR INLET
Indication of the number of the air inlet.

2 Calibration drive

There is no calibration drive.NONE
The air inlet is driven to the 0% position (=completely closed).0%
The air inlet is driven to the 100% position (=completely open).100%
The further opening of the air inlet is stopped.
This allows you to save the current position and direction (millivolt value) as an
intermediate point.

PAUSE

3 Calibration position
Once you have placed the air inlet in a specific position by means of Calibration drive, you specify
that position here.

4 Calibrate command

Rest status of the calibrate commandNO
The control writes the drive (millivolt value) and the position (Calibration position) to
the setup table mV : position.
Then set the Calibrate command control automatically back to NO.

YES

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

5 AIR INLET
Indication of the number of the air inlet.

6 Calc air inlet position
The calculated air inlet position.

7 Measured air inlet pos
The measured air inlet position.

8 Calc valve pos
The calculated air inlet valve position.

9 Measured valve pos
The measured air inlet valve position.

10 Measurement defective
Indication of whether the measurement of the air inlet position is defective.
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11 Measurement defective
Indication of whether the measurement of the position of the air inlet position is defective.

12 Drive defective
Indication of whether the air inlet drive is defective.

13 Drive defective
Indication of whether the air inlet valve drive is defective.

14 Type drive
Indication of the type of drive that is used for this air inlet.

This air inlet is not driven by the computer.NONE
This air inlet is driven according to the set run time.TIME
This air inlet is driven according to the air inlet position sensors present.FEEDBACK

15 Limitation air inlet
Indication of the limitation of the air inlet.

The following limitations may occur for a modulating air inlet:

There is no limitation for the air inlet.NONE
It is freezing and the air inlet is set at the fixed position 14 Air inlet when frost (page
524).

FROST

There is a storm and the air inlet is set at the fixed position 12 Air inlet when storm
(page 524).

STORM

Crop treatment is active and the air inlet is limited above the 14 Calc min air inlet (page
526) and below the set 5 Max air inlet (page 523).

CROP TREATM.

It is raining and the air inlet is limited below the 10 Max air inlet when rain (page 523).RAIN
The air inlet is set at the fixed position 17 Air inlet F&P cooling (page 524).FIXED
The F&P cooling is active and the air inlet is limited below the 'calculated maximum air
inlet' or at the 14 Calc min air inlet (page 526) if this is greater.

F&P

The air inlet is limited above the 14 Calc min air inlet (page 526).MIN
The air inlet is limited below the set 5 Max air inlet (page 523).MAX

The following limitations may apply for a switching air inlet:

There is no limitation for the air inlet.NONE
It is freezing and the air inlet is set at the fixed position 15 Valve pos when frost (page
524).

FROST

There is a storm and the air inlet is set at the fixed position 13 Valve pos when storm
(page 524).

STORM

Crop treatment is not active and the air inlet is set to the fixed position Position air inlet
valve of the active phase.

CROP TREATM.

It is raining and the air inlet is set at the fixed position 11 Valve pos when rain (page
523).

RAIN

The air inlet is set at the fixed position 17 Air inlet F&P cooling (page 524).FIXED
The F&P cooling is active and the air inlet is limited below the 'calculated maximum air
inlet' or at the 14 Calc min air inlet (page 526) if this is greater.

F&P

16 mV : position
View in a table of mV with the corresponding air inlet positions, originating from the air inlet
calibration.
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Wash robot
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I240 Wash robot strategy

-START CONDITION-

1 Clock
Switch the timer of the wash robot on or off.

2 Start time
Start time of the period in which the wash robot is allowed to become active.

3 End time
End time of the period in which the wash robot is allowed to become active.

4 Wind speed limit
Measured wind speed above which the wash robot is not allowed to become active. The 9 Limitation
(page 531) is then 'WIND'.

5 Outside temperature limit
Measured outside temperature below which the wash robot is not allowed to become active. The 9
Limitation (page 531) is then 'TEMP'.

6 Priority
Priority selection with regard to the wash robot (refer to Wash robot (page 137)).

Select [CLIMATE] as the priority if you prefer to keep the vents open, so that the climate
is not disturbed. The wash robot then remains off the roof if the calculated vent positions
are above the adjustable 7 Vent limit (page 530) .

[CLIMATE]

Select [ROBOT] as the priority, if you prefer to clean the windows.[ROBOT]
'Normally' the status of the wash robot goes from ERROR to OFF once the measurement
shows that the wash robot is back on the transport cart. As long as this 'home signal'
is not measured, the status remains on ERROR (and the vents remain closed). If the
'home signal' cannot been given (for example because the sensor is defective or because
the wash robot is being repaired) the ERROR status can be cancelled manually by setting
the priority to MAN OFF. The clock setting is then set to OFF and the limitation is set to
MAN OFF. This is only possible if the status is on ERROR or OFF.

[MAN OFF]

If the priority is set to MAN OFF (after an ERROR status), the computer assumes that the
wash robot is no longer on the greenhouse roof. The vents are then allowed to be opened
further again. Only use the MAN OFF priority if the wash robot is no longer on the roof.

7 Vent limit
Vent limit above which the wash robot is not allowed to become active. You will only see this line if
6 Priority (page 530) is set to [CLIMATE].

The vents on the section to be washed are closed to a vent position where the wash robot can move
across the roof if the following is valid:
• the priority is CLIMATE;
• the calculated vent positions on the lee and the wind side are 0%. If the wash robot is suitable

for moving over open vents, the dealer can set a vent limit such that the robot cleans a section
of the roof at a maximum vent position of 25%;

• the wash robot will become active.
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A section to be washed will only be released if the following is valid:
• The End position control lee and the End position control wind (in M125.1 Overview vent

control (page 854)) are both lower than or equal to the vent limit where the wash robot
is allowed to move over open vents (dealer setting).

• There is no vent alarm (measurement and/or drive defective) (refer also to M240 Wash
robot overview (page 879)),

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

8 Status wash robot

The wash robot is not allowed to become active because there is a Limitation.[OFF]
The wash robot is idle.[IDLE]

The wash robot waits:[WAIT RELEASE]
• if the Priority is CLIMATE: until the calculated vent positions of the section to be

washed are lower than the set Vent limit;
• if the Priority is ROBOT: until the calculated vent positions of the section to be

washed are lower than or equal to the vent limit at which the wash robot is allowed
to move over partially open vents (dealer setting);

• until the Limitation no longer applies.

Note: It is possible that the wash robot continues to wait for release in the following
circumstances:
• vent limit at which the wash robot can move over partially opened vents is higher

than the set Vent limit
• if the calculated vent positions are between both limits.

There is no limitation and the vents of the part to be washed are closed. The robot is
allowed to start washing.

[START]

The robot is washing.[OPERATION]
The maximum washing time has elapsed, or the section is no longer released.[FAILURE]

In the event of FAILURE:
• Remember that the Maximum vent position when wash robot active (dealer setting) will

continue to determine the vent positions.
• If the robot has not left the rest position, the program is switched OFF.
• If the robot has stopped somewhere on the greenhouse roof, make sure that the robot

returns to the rest position (= on the transport cart). If the 'home signal' is measured,
the program is switched OFF.

The program must be switched ON again manually.

9 Limitation
Present limitation of the wash robot.

There are no limitations.[NONE]
The 1 Clock (page 530) setting is set to OFF or the current time falls outside the specified
start and end time.

[NO RELEASE]

There is a storm or the measured wind speed is higher than the 4 Wind speed limit
(page 530).

[WIND]

It is freezing or the measured outside temperature is lower than the 5 Outside
temperature limit (page 530).

[TEMP]

Both the limitation WIND and the limitation TEMP are valid.[WIND+TEMP]
The 6 Priority (page 530) is set to MAN OFF.[MAN OFF]
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Alarm settings
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I10 Alarm limits weather influence
The alarm settings in I100 and I9120.1 can be adjusted, influenced by the outside conditions and
the settings in this section. The increases apply to all compartments present.

-MAX TEMPERATURE ALARM LIMIT-

1 Max increase temperature
Maximum increase of the set ↑Alarm on line Measured above ventilation temperature (I100/I9100)
based on the difference between the measured outside temperature and the calculated ventilation
temperature.

2 Range temperature diff start/end
Range temperature difference (temperature difference between the measured outside temperature
and the calculated ventilation temperature) for increasing the ↑Alarm on line Measured above
ventilation temperature based on the measured outside temperature if this is higher than the
calculated ventilation temperature.

Range temperature difference start
Start of the Range temperature difference below which the ↑Alarm is not increased.

Default setting: 0.0 °C

Range temperature difference end
End of the Range temperature difference above which the ↑Alarm is increased to the maximum.

Default setting: 10.0 °C

The calculated increase based on the temperature difference and the final calculated alarm
limit is displayed in I100 Alarm limits compartment (page 534).

-MAX RADIATION ALARM LIMIT-

3 Max increase radiation
Maximum increase of the set ↑Alarm based on the measured radiation.

4 Range radiation start/end
Radiation range for increasing the set ↑Alarm based on radiation.

Range radiation start
Start of the Range radiation below which the set ↑Alarm is not increased.

Default setting: 0 W/m 2

Range radiation end
End of the Range radiation above which the ↑Alarm is increased to the maximum.

Default setting: 1000 W/m 2

The calculated increase based on the measured radiation and the final calculated alarm
limit is displayed in I100 Alarm limits compartment (page 534).
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I100 Alarm limits compartment
The alarm limits can be set per compartment. If two or more sensors have been linked to a control,
a message is sent and an alarm is triggered as soon as a sensor falls outside the set limits.

-ALARM AND MESSAGE LIMITS-

1 Alarm and [message] limits
The following limits may be set per line:

PCU TerminalPriva Office Direct
limit value below which an alarm
becomes active

↓Alarm

There is an 'X' after the value.
An '!' indicates that the value has
been below the limit value.
The message disappears after
an adjustable time or after being
switched off manually (I1).

: the value is now below
the limit value.

: the value has been
below the limit value.
The message disappears after
an adjustable time or after being
switched off manually (I1).

limit value below which a message
becomes valid

↓Message

There is an 'X' after the value.
An '!' indicates that the value has
been above the limit value.

: the value is now above
the limit value.

: the value has been
above the limit value.

limit value above which a message
becomes valid

↑Message

limit value above which an alarm
becomes active

↑Alarm

-- delay on
A separate delay can be set for a number of limits. The delay (-- delay on) is the duration for which
the value is outside the limit values without an alarm being triggered.

2 Delay after irrigation
Alarms for temperature and humidity can be delayed after an irrigation cycle to prevent unnecessary
alarms.

This delay is only applicable if valves have been linked to this compartment.

This delay also applies to autonomous measuring boxes that have been linked to this compartment.

If this value is '0', the alarm will not be delayed after an irrigation cycle.

3 Measured greenhouse humidity
Air humidity below which alarm 157 Grh air humidity too low is triggered and above which alarm 156
Grh air humidity too high is triggered.

3 Measured greenhouse humidity
Air humidity above which alarm 157 Grh air humidity too low is triggered and below which alarm 156
Grh air humidity too high is triggered.

4 Measured absolute humidity
Air humidity below which alarm 181 Absolute humidity too low is triggered and above which alarm
180 Absolute humidity too high is triggered.

5 Measured grh temperature
Greenhouse temperature below which alarm 155 Grh air temperature too low is triggered and above
which alarm 154 Grh air temperature too high is triggered.

In addition to the adjustable absolute alarm limits here, the alarm limits relevant to the
calculated heating and ventilation temperature are also adjustable.
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6 Measured plant temperature
Plant temperature below which alarm 170 Plant temperature too low is triggered and above which
alarm 169 Plant temperature too high is triggered.

7 Measured CO₂
CO2 concentration below which alarm 159 Grh CO₂ level too low is triggered and above which alarm
158 Grh CO₂ level too high is triggered.

If the CO2 sensor is removed from an electronic measurement box, the measured value will
be approximately 60 ppm. In order nonetheless to receive an alarm, you can for instance
set ↓Alarm to 100 ppm and ↓Message to 125 ppm.

-DIFFERENCE SETPOINTS ALARM LIMITS-

8 Alarm and [message] limits

9 Measured below heating temperature
Temperature difference below the calculated heating temperature below which alarm 163 Temperature
below heat temp is triggered.

10 Measured above ventilation temperature
Temperature difference above the calculated ventilation temperature above which alarm 162 Temp
above vent temperature is triggered.

The alarm limit specified here can be automatically increased based on the outside conditions
(see I10 Alarm limits weather influence (page 533)) and based on the crop protection program
(see I140 Crop treatment strategy (page 499)).

-RADIATION ALARM LIMIT-

11 Alarm and [message] limits

12 Measured radiation level
The limit above which alarm 172 Measured radiation too high is triggered.

12 Measured PAR level
The limit above which alarm 173 Measured PAR level too high is triggered.

-MONITORING PAR SENSOR-

13 Monitoring with calculated rad.

The PAR measurement is not monitored on the basis of the low measured value.NO

If the PAR measurement is too low in relation to the calculated inside radiation:YES
• alarm 119 Measured PAR level too lowis triggered;
• the relevant PAR meter is regarded as defective.

13 Limit calc radiation/PAR inside

Threshold calc radiation
The calculated inside radiation above which this value is suitable as a reference.
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Threshold inside PAR
If the measured PAR value is below this value, the PAR meter is regarded as defective. The condition
for this is that the measured inside radiation is higher than the threshold calc radiation.

14 -- delay on
Waiting time before alarm is triggered for too low a PAR measurement.

15 Monitor mutual difference
If several PAR meters are connected to the control in I100.3, the monitoring can make use of the
mutual differences.

The PAR measurement is not monitored on the basis of comparison of the mutual PAR
meters.

NO

If the difference between the PAR measurements is greater than the difference limit,
alarm 118 Mutual deviation PAR measurementis triggered.

YES

15 Difference limit/measured

Difference limit
If the difference between the PAR measurements is greater than this stated value, alarm 118 Mutual
deviation PAR measurementis triggered.

Difference measured
The greatest difference measured between all PAR meters within this compartment.

16 -- delay on
Waiting time before an alarm is triggered for too great a difference between the PAR measurements.

17 Correction alarm limits active

No correction is active. The alarm limits are valid.NONE
A correction is active. It is possible that the alarm limits are being adjusted by the
settings in I100.1 Alarm limits corrections 1 (page 540).

CORRECTION 1

A correction is active. It is possible that the alarm limits are being adjusted by the
settings in I100.2 Alarm limits corrections 2 (page 540).

CORRECTION 2

An irrigation cycle is active; the control has therefore switched off the measurement
box fan, as a result of which the measurement of air humidity has been disrupted. No
monitoring of the measured humidity is taking place.

IRR ACTIVE

An irrigation cycle was active recently; the control has therefore switched off the
measurement box fan, as a result of which the measurement of air humidity has been
disrupted. No monitoring of the measured humidity takes place during the Delay after
irrigation.

IRR DELAY ACTIVE

-PROTECTION-

18 CO₂ protection on/off
CO2 limits for switching mounted fans on and off, for example (this output has been set by your
dealer).
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-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

19 Measured greenhouse humidity - ↓Alarm - ↓Message - Measured - Measured - ↑Message - ↑Alarm

Measured greenhouse humidity
The number of the measuring box used for measuring the humidity.

↓Alarm
The air humidity below which alarm 157 Grh air humidity too low results.

The alarm limit is the set alarm limit from line 3 unless the crop exchange strategy is active. In that
case, the alarm limit is taken from I102.

Measured
Measured relative humidity or humidity deficit at this moment.

↑Alarm
The air humidity above which alarm 156 Grh air humidity too high results.

The alarm limit is the set alarm limit from line 3 unless the crop exchange strategy is active. In that
case, the alarm limit is taken from I102.

20 Measured absolute humidity - ↓Alarm - ↓Message - Measured - ↑Message - ↑Alarm

Measured greenhouse humidity
The number of the measuring box used for measuring the humidity.

↓Alarm
The air humidity below which alarm 157 Grh air humidity too low is triggered.

The alarm limit is the set alarm limit from line 4 unless the crop exchange strategy is active. In that
case, the alarm limit is taken from I102.

Measured
Measured relative humidity or humidity deficit at this moment.

↑Alarm
The air humidity above which alarm 156 Grh air humidity too high is triggered.

The alarm limit is the set alarm limit from line 4 unless the crop exchange strategy is active. In that
case, the alarm limit is taken from I102.

21 Measured greenhouse temperature - ↓Alarm - ↓Message - Measured - ↑Message - ↑Alarm

Measured greenhouse temperature
The number of the measuring box used for measuring the greenhouse temperature.

↓Alarm
The greenhouse temperature below which alarm 155 Grh air temperature too low results.

The alarm limit is the set alarm limit from line 5 unless the crop exchange strategy is active. In that
case, the alarm limit is taken from I102.
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Measured
The measured greenhouse temperature that is passed on to the controls.

↑Alarm
The greenhouse temperature above which alarm 154 Grh air temperature too high results.

The alarm limit is the set alarm limit from line 5 unless the crop exchange strategy is active. In that
case, the alarm limit is taken from I102.

22 Measured plant temperature - ↓Alarm - ↓Message - Measured - ↑Message - ↑Alarm

Measured plant temperature
The number of the measuring box used for measuring the plant temperature.

↓Alarm
The plant temperature below which alarm 170 Plant temperature too low is triggered.

Measured
Measured plant temperature at this moment.

↑Alarm
The plant temperature above which alarm 169 Plant temperature too high is triggered.

23 Measured CO₂ - ↓Alarm - ↓Message - Measured - ↑Message - ↑Alarm - Protection off - Status CO₂
protection - Protection on

CO2
The number of the measuring box used for measuring the CO2 concentration.

↓Alarm
CO2 concentration below which alarm 159 Grh CO₂ level too low is triggered.

Measured
Measured CO2 concentration at this moment.

↑Alarm
CO2 concentration above which alarm 158 Grh CO₂ level too high is triggered.

Protection off
The CO2 concentration below which the CO2 protection switches off.

Status CO₂ protection
Status of the CO2 protection.

Protection on
The CO2 concentration above which the CO2 protection switches on.
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24 Heating temperature - ↓Alarm - ↓Message - Measured

Heating temperature
The number of the heating control.

↓Alarm
Calculated alarm limit below which alarm 163 Temperature below heat temp is triggered. This limit is
calculated on the basis of the calculated heating temperature, the alarm setting Measured below
heating temperature and whether or not the irrigation is active.

Measured
The measured heating temperature (greenhouse or plant temperature).

25 Ventilation temperature - Measured - ↑Message - ↑Alarm - Infl.temp - Infl.rad - Infl.crop treatm

Ventilation temperature
The number of the ventilation control.

Measured
The measured ventilation temperature (greenhouse or plant temperature).

↑Alarm
Calculated alarm limit above which the 162 Temp above vent temperature alarm is triggered.

This limit is calculated on the basis of the calculated ventilation temperature, the alarm setting
Measured above ventilation temperature, Infl.temp, Infl.rad, Infl.crop treatm and whether or not the
irrigation is active.

Infl.temp
The influence of the measured outside temperature on the calculated alarm limit↑Alarm. The settings
for these protections can be found in I10 Alarm limits weather influence (page 533).

Infl.rad
The influence of the measured radiation on the calculated alarm limit↑Alarm. The settings for these
protections can be found in I10 Alarm limits weather influence (page 533).

Infl.crop treatm
The influence of the crop protection on the calculated alarm limit ↑Alarm. The settings for the
influence can be found per phase of the crop protection in I140 Crop treatment strategy (page 499).

26 Measured radiation level - Measured - ↑Message - ↑Alarm

Measured
The measured radiation in the compartment.

27 Measured PAR level - Measured - ↑Message - ↑Alarm

Measured
The measured PAR level in the compartment.
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28 External contact on
Message whether the external contact is on. This value is available for Flex software, for example.

29 External contact off
Message whether the external contact is off. The inverted value is available for Flex software, for
example.

I100.1 Alarm limits corrections 1
As a result of intervening in the greenhouse climate, it is sometimes desirable that alarm limits are
temporarily adjusted to prevent alarms being triggered unnecessarily. You can use 2 different
corrections to temporarily adjust the alarm limits: I100.1 and I100.2.

The settings correspond to the settings in I100 Alarm limits compartment (page 534).

These corrections apply both to the compartments and to the autonomous controls (your dealer
has linked a representative compartment to each autonomous control).

I100.2 Alarm limits corrections 2
As a result of intervening in the greenhouse climate, it is sometimes desirable that alarm limits are
temporarily adjusted to prevent alarms being triggered unnecessarily. You can use 2 different
corrections to temporarily adjust the alarm limits: I100.1 and I100.2.

The settings correspond to the settings in I100 Alarm limits compartment (page 534).

These corrections apply both to the compartments and to the autonomous controls (your dealer
has linked a representative compartment to each autonomous control).
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Gas distribution
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I304 Gas maximum

1 Release gas consumption limitation
Release or no release of the limitation of the gas consumption.

2 Absolute max gas consumption
The absolute maximum quantity of gas that is allowed to be consumed per hour. Even if a gas
strategy, a contact maximum gas, an external gas strategy or a control by average gas consumption
is active, the gas consumption is limited by the absolute maximum gas consumption.

The absolute maximum gas consumption is not a guaranteed maximum gas off-take, because
the changing capacities of sources, installation errors and manual operation among other
things can influence the actual gas consumption.

3 Distribution acc.to contrib.of sources
Yes or no distribution according to the heat contribution of the sources, which are determined by
the water side installation. The distribution according to the contribution ensures that the gas off-take
is divided over the sources proportionally.

When distributing according to the contribution from the sources then depending on the
installation the capacity demand is distributed over more sources than is necessary according
to the maximum capacity of the sources.

4 Alarm at production shortage
Alarm or no alarm at production shortage because of maximum gas consumption.

5 Alarm delay production shortage
Duration time that the capacity demand cannot be produced because of the maximum gas
consumption before a 692 Production limitation grh capacity or 693 Gas off-take limitation alarm is
triggered.

6 Deviation gas meter defective alarm
The deviation between Calc gas consumption and Measured gas consumption above which alarm 688
Gas meter defective becomes active when Delay gas meter defective alarm has elapsed.

If the 688 Gas meter defective is active, then the average gas consumption is NOT used for
control.

The gas meter monitoring only works if Limitation max gas consumption is set to MEASURED
AND Average gas consumption is set to CONTROL or MONITORING or the controlled (or not
controlled) sources can be decreased.

7 Delay gas meter defective alarm
Time for which the difference between Calc gas consumption and Measured gas consumption exceeds
the Deviation gas meter defective alarm before alarm 688 Gas meter defective is triggered.

8 Limitation max gas consumption
Option to select whether the maximum gas consumption is limited and monitored by Calc gas
consumption or Measured gas consumption.

When CALCULATED is selected, all connected sources must be calibrated and the set
capacities must be correct for a correct calculation.
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If MEASURED is selected:
• the gas consumption must be displayed in (actual) m3;
• alarm 695 Gas consumption monitoring stopped is activated if the pulse measurement is

not connected or is defective;
• the maximum gas consumption is calculated down if Measured gas consumption is higher

than Calc gas consumption;
• there is the possibility to control on average gas consumption so that a gas consumption

that is possibly too high is compensated so it does not rise above the Calc max gas
consumption. Whether a gas consumption that is too low is compensated depends on
the settings Average gas consumption and Control space average gas consumption.

9 Average gas consumption
Choice whether the maximum gas consumption is an average over a clock hour.

There is no control by average gas consumption. The consumption is limited by the
(absolute) maximum gas consumption.

[NO]

The gas consumption is controlled on the basis of the 13 Measured gas sum (page 912)
and the 12 Maximum gas sum (page 912) (M304 Overview gas maximum (page 911)). If
the maximum gas sum is exceeded the 689 Measured gas sum too high alarm is triggered.

[CONTROL]

The gas consumption is monitored and not controlled by the 13 Measured gas sum
(page 912) and the 12 Maximum gas sum (page 912) (M304 Overview gas maximum (page
911)). If the maximum gas sum is exceeded the 689 Measured gas sum too high alarm is
triggered.

[MONITORING]

The computer provides no guarantee that the maximum gas sum over the hour will not be
exceeded.

If the 688 Gas meter defective is active, then the average gas consumption is NOT used for
control.

10 Control space average gas consumption
The maximum increase of the maximum gas consumption for controlling on average gas consumption.
If necessary, a decrease is implemented irrespective of the control space.

Conditions are:
• Limitation max gas consumption must be set to MEASURED;
• Average gas consumption must be set to CONTROL and
• a gas meter must be connected.

The calculated maximum gas consumption is always limited by Absolute max gas consumption.

11 Stop external gas strategy
Option whether the external gas strategy is stopped.

The strategy for the maximum gas consumption is determined by an external manager.
However, of for the next 24 hours no cost factor has been set, then the cost factors in
I304.1 Gas maximum strategy (page 545) apply.

[NO]

The strategy for the maximum gas consumption is determined by I304.1 Gas maximum
strategy (page 545). If this gas strategy is not present, then the gas consumption is limited
by the absolute maximum gas consumption.

[YES]

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

12 Calc gas consumption
The calculated gas consumption based on the actual capacity and the efficiency of the active heat
sources.
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To carry out the controlling in the best possible way, it is important that the gas consumption
of the sources is calibrated. Have the source calibrated after any changes to the source, for
example after maintenance.

13 Measured gas consumption
The measured gas consumption by a connected pulse meter.

The control takes into account the measured gas consumption if MEASURED has been
selected in Limitation max gas consumption.

14 Calc max heat capacity
The calculated maximum heat capacity on the basis of the maximum gas consumption and the
efficiency of the connected heat sources.

Each source that the heat buffer(s) can fill, is included in the distribution of the reserve
capacity.

15 Calc max gas consumption
The calculated maximum gas consumption of the (external) gas strategy or external gas maximum.

This calculated maximum gas consumption is possibly influenced by controlling on average gas
consumption.

16 Period time average gas consumption
Period over which the control of the average gas consumption controls the maximum gas
consumption.

17 Used control space
The used maximum increase of the maximum gas consumption for controlling on average gas
consumption over the last period. If necessary, a decrease is implemented irrespective of the control
space.

18 Largest used control space
The used maximum increase of the maximum gas consumption for controlling on average gas
consumption from the moment the Control space average gas consumption is changed. If necessary,
a decrease is implemented irrespective of the control space.

If the largest used control space is very small over a longer period, Control space average gas
consumption can be reduced.
If the largest used control space is very large over a longer period, Control space average gas
consumption can be increased.
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I304.1 Gas maximum strategy

1 Release weekend strategy
Specify whether a separate gas strategy has to be set for the weekend.

2 Start time weekend strategy
The start time and the day of the week on which the gas strategy starts for the weekend.

3 End time weekend strategy
The end time and the day of the week on which the gas strategy ends for the weekend.

-WEEK-

4 - Valid - Period - Start time - Max gas - Gas costs - External gas maximum

[ ]
The number of the period for the gas strategy.

Valid
Indication that the period for the gas strategy is active.

Period
Choice whether the period of the gas strategy is included in the strategy for the week.

Start time
The start time of the period of the gas strategy in whole hours.

Max gas
The maximum gas consumption per hour for the set period of the gas strategy.

Gas costs

The costs for 1 m3 of gas, expressed in a factor relative to the costs in the other periods.

In the event of the same price for gas, the gas costs can be lower because of a higher
efficiency during certain hours due to for example CO2. The heat reserve can be taken into
account by producing more heat during those hours.

External gas maximum
The maximum gas consumption per hour specified by the gas supplier. This maximum is valid if
Input external gas maximum is active.

-WEEKEND-

Refer to -WEEK- for an explanation of line 5.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

6 Unlimited result gas strategy
The unlimited maximum gas consumption from the strategy that is currently aimed at.
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7 External gas strategy active
Indication whether the external gas strategy is active.

The settings of the external gas strategy are used. If the costs are not supplied by the
external system, then the costs apply as set in I304.1 Gas maximum strategy (page 545).

[YES]

The settings in I304.1 Gas maximum strategy (page 545) are used.[NO]
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I304.2 Gas maximum distribution

1 Gas distribution
The number of the gas distribution.

2 Transfer unused gas space
Option whether the unused gas from the source that has been allocated on the basis of the maximum
capacity of the source, is allowed to be transferred to another source such as an on/off heating
group.

3 Min rest time rotation on-off h.groups
The minimum rest time for rotation of on/off heating groups.

4 Duration till rotation
Indication of the duration of waiting time before a rotation is allowed between the on/off heating
groups. This time is counted back from the 3 Min rest time rotation on-off h.groups (page 547) to 0'00
min'sec.

Before the rotation is allowed the 9 Minimum time on and off (page 303) (I118.1 On/off heat
influences (page 303)) of the on/off heat systems must also have elapsed.

5 Boiler
The number of the boiler.

6 Min gas quantity to be reserved
The minimum gas quantity to be reserved for the boiler to prevent the boiler from being switched
off because of the priority the on/off heating groups have to the boiler.

• This gas quantity is reserved for the boiler when the boiler is switched on. The boiler is
not switched on to use up this gas.

• By setting this gas quantity to 1 m3/hour, the computer reserves sufficient gas to run
the boiler on minimum capacity.

7 Min margin when transfer gas space
Minimum margin above the 11 Calc gas consumption (page 913) (M304.1 Overview gas maximum
distribution (page 912)) when transferring the unused gas space to prevent unrest in the gas allocation
and to limit the switching on and off of sources and on/off heating groups.

The following applies to a boiler at this moment:
• Calculated gas consumption = 200 m3

• Maximum gas consumption = 350 m3

• Minimum margin when transfer gas space = 20 %

The boiler is on so the allocated maximum gas consumption is 350 m3 (without transfer).
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The result is:
• The unused gas space is then 350 - 200 = 150 m3. This 150 m3 is not allowed to be completely

transferred because of the Minimum margin when transfer gas space.
• The boiler retains 200 m3+ (20 % x 200 m3) = 240 m3.
• The following 350 - 240 = 110 m3 is transferred to other sources. So other sources can be

switched on in the 110 m3 is sufficient.

8 Sequence number
The sequence number of the boiler in the gas distribution.

The sequence number from I301.1 Heat source corrections (page 566) becomes valid instead
of this sequence number, when the alternative distribution is active. The sequence number
can be changed by the gas allocation in I11 On/off heating group settings (page 305).

9 Gas distribution number
Indication of the number of the gas distribution, that the boiler is connected to.

10 CHP

Refer to 5 Boiler (page 547) for the explanation of lines 11 and 12.

13 ON-OFF HEATING GROUP

Refer to 5 Boiler (page 547) for the explanation of lines 14 and 15. With the following
modifications:

14 Sequence number

In the event of the same sequence numbers no rotation takes place!

The sequence number can be changed by the gas allocation in I11 On/off heating group
settings (page 305).

16 EXT ON-OFF HEATING GROUP

Refer to 5 Boiler (page 547) for the explanation of lines 17 and 18. With the following
modifications:

17 Sequence number

In the event of the same sequence numbers no rotation takes place!

The sequence number can be changed by the gas allocation in I11 On/off heating group
settings (page 305).
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I306 Gas purchase meter

1 Alarm limit neg/pos

Alarm limit negative
The alarm limit negative indicates the quantity of gas that the purchase meter uses less than the
sum of the further gas meters, before the 698 Deviation Purchase meter too large alarm becomes
active.

Alarm limit positive
The alarm limit positive indicates the quantity of gas that the purchase meter uses more than the
sum of the further gas meters, before the 698 Deviation Purchase meter too large alarm becomes
active.

2 Previous hour - Current hour

3 Gas cons. heat management

Gas consumption heat management Previous hour
The measured gas consumption of the heat management in the previous (clock) hour.

Gas consumption heat management Current hour
The measured gas consumption of the heat management in the current (clock) hour.

4 Gas cons. ext heat management

Gas consumption external heat management Previous hour
The measured gas consumption of the external heat management in the previous (clock) hour.

Gas consumption external heat management Current hour
The measured gas consumption of the external heat management in the current (clock) hour.

5 Total gas cons. heat management

Total gas consumption heat management Previous hour
The total measured gas consumption of the heat management in the previous (clock) hour.

Total gas consumption heat management Current hour
The total measured gas consumption of the heat management in the current (clock) hour.

6 Gas cons. purchase meter

Gas consumption purchase meter Previous hour
The measured gas consumption of the purchase meter in the previous (clock) hour.

Gas consumption purchase meter Current hour
The measured gas consumption of the purchase meter in the current (clock) hour.
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7 Deviation

Deviation Previous hour
The deviation between Total gas cons. heat management and the Gas cons. purchase meter in the
previous (clock) hour.

Deviation Current hour
The deviation between Total gas cons. heat management and the Gas cons. purchase meter in the
current (clock) hour.
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Energy Management

HT heat management
The HT heat management is the manifold between the heat demand and the heat supply. The
required heat is supplied in the first instance by one or more boilers, heat power installations (CHPs)
and heat exchangers. Refer also to: Heat (page 141) in Energy (page 138).
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I300 HT heat management - strategy
The filling of the buffer is controlled using a 24 hour cycle. By using the time settings, the 24 hour
period can be divided into several periods (maximum of 6). The filling strategy and the Desired end
fill% can be specified per period. You can also specify whether you have to or want to fill or empty
during this period. By setting Min end fill% and Max end fill% there is the option to reserve buffer
heat (via minimum) and/or buffer space (via maximum).

In order to be able to determine to what degree the buffer is filled, temperature sensors have been
placed in the buffer. The more temperature sensors there are, the more accurate the present fill
percentage can be determined.

The mixing valve in the shunt ensures that while filling the cold water from the buffer can be mixed
with hot water from the boiler, creating a shunt. This will prevent the boiler temperature from falling
too far because of the (too) cold return water from the buffer.

In order to determine the fill percentage of the buffer, the computer calculates a temperature buffer
empty (0 % point) and a temperature buffer full (100 % point).

• If 5 Temperature buffer empty (page 617), the computer calculates the average temperature of
all buffer sensors, at the time that the desired fill line is at the lowest point, which are below the
Maximum temperature buffer empty (page 616). This average temperature is then limited by the
Minimum temperature buffer empty (page 616). The final 5 Temperature buffer empty (page 617)
is arrived at by taking the average of the result from the day before yesterday, yesterday and
today. The 5 Temperature buffer empty (page 617) determines the 0% point together with
Correction start filling.

• For temperature buffer full, the computer calculates the highest temperature of all sources that
have been released for buffering (3 Release buffer (page 606) = YES) and that have been released
to control (release is YES). Next the offset temperature buffer full (dealer settings) is deducted
from that temperature. The temperature buffer full is the 100 % point.

• The average temperature of all sensors in relation to the temperature buffer empty and full is
comparable to the actual fill percentage in relation to the 0% and the 100% point.

In addition to heat management there is also CO2 and electricity management:
• The CO2 management determines which CO2 source is switched on to meet a CO2 demand;
• The electricity management determines which electricity source is switched on to meet an

electricity demand.

1 Correction start filling/emptying
Option whether the desired fill percentage at the lowest and highest point of the fill line should be
equal to the actual fill percentage.

Correction start filling
Correction for the start point of the fill period (lowest point of the fill line).

The actual fill percentage is taken as the starting point for the desired fill strategy.[YES]
The desired fill line is used without correction as the starting point of the desired fill
strategy.

[NO]

Default setting: YES

If Correction start filling = YES has been chosen, then the 7 Desired end fill% (page 555) must
be set at 0% in one of the periods of the heat strategy. If this is not the case then there is
the chance that the buffer starts to "stack", in other words becomes a little fuller each day.

Correction start emptying
Correction for the start point of the empty period (highest point of the fill line).

The actual fill percentage is taken as the starting point for the desired empty strategy.[YES]
The desired fill line is used without correction as the starting point of the desired empty
strategy.

[NO]
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If Correction start filling is on YES, the fill percentage that is taken as the starting point is at the
beginning of the fill period, is displayed in I300.1 HT heat management - influences (page 560).

The figure Correction start filling = NO, Correction start emptying = NO (page 553) up to and including
Correction start filling = YES, Correction start emptying = YES (page 554) displays what the effect of
these settings is on the fill and empty strategy. The assumption is that at the end of the empty period
the buffer is still filled for 40 % and at the end of the fill period is filled for 85 %.

Please remember, that when the selection Correction start filling/emptying is changed the fill
line has to be recalculated.

Correction start filling = NO, Correction start emptying = NO

At the start of the fill period (period 1 starts at 08:00 hours) and at the start of the empty period
(period 6 starts at 20:00 hours) the actual fill percentage is not taken into account. The set fill line is
used as the starting point for filling and emptying of the buffer.

Correction start filling = YES, Correction start emptying = NO
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At the start of the fill period (period 1 starts at 08:00 hours) the starting point of the fill line is the
same as the actual fill percentage (40%). The set fill line is then divided over the remaining buffer
space. At the start of the empty period (period 6 starts at 20:00 hours) the actual fill percentage is
not taken into account. The set fill line is used as the starting point for emptying the buffer.

Correction start filling = NO, Correction start emptying = YES

At the start of the fill period (period 1 starts at 08:00:00 hours) the actual fill percentage is not taken
into account. The set fill line is used as the starting point for filling the buffer. At the start of the
empty period (period 6 starts at 20:00:00 hours) the starting point of the empty line is the same as
the actual fill percentage (85 %). The set empty line is then divided over the actual buffer space.

Correction start filling = YES, Correction start emptying = YES

At the start of the fill period (period 1 starts at 08:00 hours) the starting point of the fill line is the
same as the actual fill percentage (40%). The set fill line is then divided over the remaining buffer
space. At the start of the empty period (period 6 starts at 20:00:00 hours) the starting point of the
empty line is the same as the actual fill percentage (85 %). The set empty line is then divided over
the actual buffer space.
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-HEAT STRATEGY-

2 Period
Adjustable period for the buffer filling based on time settings.

3 Activated
Active indication of the buffer period.

4 Period
Option whether the period is included in the 24 hour division of the heat strategy.

5 Start time
Start time of the buffer period.

6 Max end fill%
Maximum fill percentage at the end of the set period of the buffer(s), where with an indication of 1
Use max end fill% (page 616) this Maximum end fill% is used.

• If a percentage is entered that is lower than 100%, then the buffer space can be reserved
for a peak demand to the CHP (see I330.1 CHP influences (page 623)) or for another
period in the heat strategy.

• If the Maximum end fill% is exceeded, heat can still be discharged to the heating systems.

By using the attribute that is set in addition to the Maximum end fill%, you can choose whether the
strategy changes to this value by modulating or switching. | means that the value in this period is
transferred through switching, whereas / means the transfer is modulating.

7 Desired end fill%
Desired fill percentage at the end of the set period. With an 11 Act buffer method (page 557) of
FILL&EMPTY, FILL>EMPTY, EMPTY>FILL and FILL the Desired end fill% is used for the calculation of
the CO2 capacity for the boiler and the storage capacity for the boilers, CHPs or heat exchangers.
With an actual buffer method of FILL&EMPTY the heat reserve uses the 8 Min end fill% (page 556) to
maintain a hot layer in the buffer. The heat reserve that you expect to need in order to meet a future
heat demand can be found in the Exp Fill% (page 924).

By using the attribute that is set in addition to the Desired end fill%, you can choose whether the
strategy changes to this value by modulating or switching. | means that the value in this period is
transferred through switching, whereas / means the transfer is modulating.

If the following has been set:

P6P5P4P3P2P1
0 |60 |100/65 |40/10/

it will result in the following desired fill strategy:
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The desired fill strategy

8 Min end fill%
Minimum fill percentage at the end of the set period. With an Act buffer method of FILL&EMPTY the
Min end fill% is used to calculate the reserve capacity required for the heat sources in order to
maintain a hot layer in the buffer. With the other buffer methods, the buffer stops emptying when
the actual fill percentage drops below the Min end fill%.

Attribute next to Min end fill%:

the value transferred in this period is switched
When increasing to a new value for Min end fill% the heat management at the switching
time attempts to use the new value in the buffer. This means that the heat will be
produced for the switching time (where possible).
When it decreases, the buffer may be emptied as from the switching time.

|

a modulating transfer./

9 Release storage capacity
Option whether in this period the heat strategy requests a storage capacity from the heat sources
present.

If the actual fill percentage remains below the desired fill percentage (there is buffer
space), a forced (storage) capacity is requested from the heat source(s). For each heat
source present a storage release and a storage capacity can be entered per fill period,
and this is used for this type of buffering (see I310.2 Boiler forced storage (page 609),
I330.2 CHP forced storage (page 626) and/or I340.2 Heat exchanger forced storage (page
634)).

[YES]

No storage capacity will be requested during this period.[NO]

If Release storage capacity is set to NO, the buffer will be filled when in some way or another there
is a heat surplus in the boiler, CHP or heat exchanger. Usually the heat surplus will develop in the
open buffer systems (11 Act buffer method (page 557) is FILLEMPTY) due to heat reserve or in the
boiler due to CO2 demand and in the CHP due to electricity demand.

10 Buffer method
Option for filling and emptying in the period and for which buffer status has priority.
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The possible selections for determining the heat strategy:

Filling & emptying are not allowed.[NONE]
Only emptying is allowed.[EMPTY]
Only filling is allowed.[FILL]
Both fill and empty are allowed. Emptying has priority over filling if both are required.[EMPTY>FILL]
Both fill and empty are allowed. Filling has priority over emptying if both are desired.[FILL>EMPTY]
Both fill and empty are allowed. Filling & emptying can take place simultaneously.[FILL&EMPTY]

11 Act buffer method
The actual buffer method in the period, depending on the 10 Buffer method (page 556) and the
installation.

Filling & emptying are not allowed.[NONE]
Only emptying is allowed.[EMPTY]
Only filling is allowed.[FILL]
Both fill and empty are allowed. Emptying has priority over filling if both are required.[EMPTY>FILL]
Both fill and empty are allowed. Filling has priority over emptying if both are desired.[FILL>EMPTY]
Both fill and empty are allowed. Filling & emptying can take place simultaneously.[FILL&EMPTY]

12 Heat surplus heat system
Method for discharging a surplus of heat to a heating system.

No discharge of heat surplus into a heating system.[NONE]
The outlet of the heat surplus into a heating system takes place at the same time as
the outlet to the buffer(s). If there is no buffer, the outlet only goes to the heating
system(s).

[ALWAYS]

The outlet of a heat surplus into (a) heating system(s) only takes place if:[BUFFULL]
• the buffer is full OR
• the buffer is fuller than the 3 Fill% heat surplus heat syst. (page 560) (I300.1 HT heat

management - influences (page 560)).

The outlet of a heat surplus into (a) heating system(s) only takes place if:[%DEVIAT]
• the buffer is full OR
• the buffer is fuller than the 3 Fill% heat surplus heat syst. (page 560) (I300.1 HT heat

management - influences (page 560)) OR
• the actual fill percentage is more than the 4 Dev. fill% heat surplus heat syst. (page

560) (I300.1 HT heat management - influences (page 560)) is higher than the desired
fill percentage.

The heat surplus percentage that indicates the heat source, can be distributed over the heat buffer(s)
and/or the heating systems. In M300.1 Overview HT heat management - HT sources (page 916) under
3 Heat surplus% heating system (page 916) and 4 Heat surplus% buffer (page 917) you will find how
the heat surplus is distributed in percentages.

There is the possibility that a heat source has not been released for buffering (3 Release buffer (page
606) = NO). The heat outlet can now take place through the heating systems if necessary.

In M300.1 Overview HT heat management - HT sources (page 916) the 9 Destination heat
surplus (page 917) is indicated per source.

13 Calc end fill%
Calculated end fill percentage, per period. The symbols after the fill percentage indicate whether
the desired fill percentage in this period will rise ↑, fall ↓ or stay the same [-].

The calculated end fill percentage is determined based on the set 7 Desired end fill% (page 555) and
the option 1 Correction start filling/emptying (page 552).
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-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

14 Desired/actual total fill%

Desired total fill%
Desired total fill percentage at this moment.

Actual total fill%
Actual total fill percentage at this moment.

If multiple buffers are connected, the above percentages are a total for multiple buffers.

The moment that the direction of the line changes the desired fill percentage (see figure Correction
start filling = NO, Correction start emptying = NO (page 553), Correction start filling = YES, Correction
start emptying = NO (page 553), Correction start filling = NO, Correction start emptying = YES (page
554) and Correction start filling = YES, Correction start emptying = YES (page 554)), there is the option
to equate the desired fill percentage with the actual fill percentage. The selection for this is made in
1 Correction start filling/emptying (page 552).

15 Filling desired/possible

Filling desired
Indication whether the filling of the buffer is desirable.

There is at least 1 heat source that wants to fill the buffer (heat surplus percentage
buffer > 0). Also filling is allowed according to the strategy.

[YES]

There is not a single heat source that wants to fill the buffer, or filling is not allowed
according to the strategy.

[NO]

Filling possible
Indication whether filling the buffer is possible.

Filling the buffer is possible.[YES]
There is a fill limitation (see M320 Overview HT heat buffer (page 950)) or filling is not
allowed according to the strategy.

[NO]

16 Emptying desired/possible

Emptying desired
Indication whether emptying the buffer is desirable.

There is sufficient heat demand for emptying and emptying is allowed according to the
strategy.

[YES]

There is insufficient heat demand for emptying or emptying is not allowed according
to the strategy.

[NO]

There is sufficient heat demand for emptying if:
• no forced capacity is requested and there is a heat demand;
• the total heat demand is greater than the sum of the forced capacities of all heat sources (CO2

capacity + storage capacity + external capacity) + the 2 Dead band capacity start emptying (page
560) (I300.1 HT heat management - influences (page 560)).

Emptying possible
Indication whether emptying the buffer is possible.
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Emptying the buffer is possible.[YES]
There is an empty limitation (see M320 Overview HT heat buffer (page 950)) or emptying
is not allowed according to the strategy.

[NO]
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I300.1 HT heat management - influences
To prevent erratic switching behaviour, there are dead band zones to keep the buffer space free
and for emptying the buffer.

1 Dead band max fill%
Dead band below the maximum fill percentage for which the function to keep buffer space free
stays active.

As soon as the actual fill percentage becomes higher than the calculated maximum fill percentage,
the buffer can only be filled if the CHP is switched on because of a peak demand (if released to do
so). Other sources can only be used to fill if the actual fill percentage is more than the dead band
maximum fill percentage lower than the calculated maximum fill percentage.

The dead band maximum fill percentage is therefore also used to reduce the forced capacity slightly
the moment the actual fill percentage is in the area (within the dead zone) of the calculated maximum
fill percentage.

2 Dead band capacity start emptying
Dead band between the total forced capacity and the demanded greenhouse capacity above which
it is desirable to empty the buffer. The dead band only works if forced capacity is demanded.

If the Dead band capacity start emptying has been entered as too high, there is the possibility
that another heat source will supply the demanded capacity.

3 Fill% heat surplus heat syst.
The actual fill percentage, above which the discharge of a heat surplus takes place to a heating
system and to the buffer, if in the heat strategy the %DEVIAT or BUFFULL option was selected in 12
Heat surplus heat system (page 557) (I300 HT heat management - strategy (page 552)). By entering the
value a little lower than the 6 Max end fill% (page 555) (I300 HT heat management - strategy (page
552)) the switch from the heat discharge of the buffer to the system is more gradual.

4 Dev. fill% heat surplus heat syst.
The difference between the actual fill percentage and the desired fill percentage, above which the
discharge of a heat surplus to a heating system and to the buffer takes place, if in the heat strategy
the %DEVIAT was selected in 12 Heat surplus heat system (page 557) (I300 HT heat management -
strategy (page 552)).

5 Usable fill% start off-take limitation
Usable fill percentage of the heat buffer, below which the heat off-take limit becomes active. The
off-take limit increases lineally with the decrease in the useable fill percentage.

6 Min usable fill% buffer empty alarm
Usable fill percentage of the heat buffer below which the 673 Heat buffer is empty alarm is triggered.

This setting has a dead band of 5%: the alarm only switches off if the useable fill percentage
is 5% higher than the set value (for example: at a set value of 20% the alarm switches off at
a measured value of 25%).

7 Release boiler protection
Enter YES here if the boiler protection has to be switched on. A forced off-take limit can be calculated
if the water in the boiler falls below the set condensation temperature. This forced off-take limit is
always implemented in the heating systems and ATUs which use the heat from the boiler.
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-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

8 Calc grh capacity start emptying
Demanded greenhouse capacity above which emptying the buffer is desirable.

The calculated greenhouse capacity start emptying is equal to the sum of all forced capacities plus
the 2 Dead band capacity start emptying (page 560). If there is no forced capacity, then there is no 2
Dead band capacity start emptying (page 560).

9 Start fill% relative filling
Fill percentage that is used as the start value at the start of the fill period.

If in I300 HT heat management - strategy (page 552) the 1 Correction start filling/emptying (page 552)
option is set to NO, then this rule is not displayed on the screen. If the option is set to YES, then the
fill percentage is displayed that was taken as the 0% point is at the start of the fill period. A value
greater than 0 % indicates that the buffer was not completely empty at the beginning of the filling
period.

10 Calc min/max fill%

Calculated minimum fill%
Indication of the minimum fill percentage that applies now.

Calculated maximum fill%
Indication of the maximum fill percentage that applies now.

• The calculated minimum and maximum fill percentage is determined on the basis of the set 8
Min end fill% (page 556) and 6 Max end fill% (page 555) in I300 HT heat management - strategy
(page 552).

• As soon as the actual fill percentage becomes lower than the calculated minimum fill percentage
then extra capacity is demanded from the source in 11 Act buffer method (page 557)= FILL&EMPTY
in order to try to obtain the 8 Min end fill% (page 556). With the other actual buffer methods the
emptying of the buffer is blocked until the calculated minimum fill percentage falls again.

• If the actual fill percentage becomes higher than the calculated maximum fill percentage, the
buffer can only be filled by the CHPs that are switched on for a peak demand. At that moment
it is possible to discharge heat through the heating systems (if 12 Heat surplus heat system (page
557) is set to ALWAYS, BUFFULL or %DEVIAT).

11 Usable fill%
The amount of heat in all HT buffers that can be used for supplying the heating system. This value
cannot be seen if no capacity is demanded.

12 Off-take limit% boiler
Limitation of the heat off-take calculated from the boiler, if the measured temperature of the boiler
is too low Limiting the off-take gives the boiler the chance to reach the required temperature again.

13 Off-take limit% buffer
Limitation of the heat off-take calculated from the HT buffers. There is a limitation if there is too
little heat of a usable level in the heat buffer.

14 Off-take limit% nitrogen prot
Limitation of the heat off-take calculated from the nitrogen protection. There is a limitation if the
upper layer of one of the buffers is too cold.
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15 Forced off-take limit% boiler prot.
Limitation of the heat off-take that is forcibly imposed by the boiler protection. There is a limitation
if the water temperature in the boiler falls below the condensation point.

This value can be seen in Forced off-take limit% in I115.1 Pipe influences (page 284).

16 Off-take limit% standard/forced

Off-take limit% default
The highest value of Off-take limit% boiler, Off-take limit% buffer and Off-take limit% nitrogen prot. This
value can be seen in Off-take limitation% in I115.1 Pipe influences (page 284).

Off-take limit% forced
The forced limitation of the heat off-take if the boiler is below the condensation temperature (this
is the value from Forced off-take limit% boiler prot.).

Both percentages are passed to the heating systems that are linked to this heat management. See
I115.1, where per water temperature control you can select to what extent the Off-take limitation%
default is adopted (Influence off-take limitation%), the Off-take limitation% forced is implemented for
each water temperature control).
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I300.2 HT heat management - buffer emptying
In order to sufficiently empty the buffer there is the option to create a (forced) additional heat
demand during the empty period. This heat demand is created by increasing the minimum water
temperature depending on the difference between the desired fill percentage and the actual fill
percentage in the buffer. Buffers that operate according to the so-called "Open Buffer System" can
also empty the buffer while filling by increasing the minimum water temperature in the same way.

-HEAT STRATEGY-

1 Period
View of the periods of the heat strategy.

These are based on the settings in I300 HT heat management - strategy (page 552).

2 Activated
Active indication of the buffer period.

3 Infl on min water temperature
Increase of the minimum water temperature per percentage of deviation between the actual fill
percentage and the desired fill percentage. With a closed buffer the minimum water temperature
can only be increased before emptying the buffer, if the buffer is not filling and if emptying is
permitted. In the water temperature control you can specify per water temperature if the water
temperature is allowed to be increased before emptying (7 Incr min water temp when emptying
(page 285), I115.1 Pipe influences (page 284)) and how much the water temperature temperature is
allowed to be increased at most (8 Max incr min water temperature (page 286), I115.1 Pipe influences
(page 284)).

If it turns out that the measured greenhouse temperature is higher than the calculated minimum
water temperature at that moment, the minimum water temperature will first be made equal to the
greenhouse temperature and then increased in the same way.

4 Max incr when emptying
Maximum increase of the minimum water temperature when emptying the buffer.

5 Lower limit fill% forced emptying
Actual fill percentage of the buffer below which the increase to the minimum water temperature is
stopped.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

6 Calc incr min wt when emptying
Increase of the calculated minimum water temperature when emptying the heat buffer. In the water
temperature control you can specify per water temperature if the water temperature is allowed to
be increased before emptying (7 Incr min water temp when emptying (page 285), I115.1 Pipe influences
(page 284)) and how much the water temperature temperature is allowed to be increased at most (8
Max incr min water temperature (page 286), I115.1 Pipe influences (page 284)).
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I300.3 HT heat management - reserve
To prevent peaks from occurring in the heat production, the buffer can be used to supply part of
the heat supply at times when there is a peak demand of heat. To do this there must be heat in the
buffer at those moments.

There are a number of ways to send heat to the buffer and to store it there:
• 8 Min end fill% (page 556), emptying of the buffer stops at the 8 Min end fill% (page 556) if

FILL&EMPTY was not selected in 10 Buffer method (page 556). The buffer can already be empty
or still be empty. If the 10 Buffer method (page 556) is set to FILL&EMPTY, extra capacity is
demanded from the sources.

• Storage capacity, the heat source can fill the buffer via the storage capacity if the desired fill
percentage is greater than the actual fill percentage. However, is that much heat required as is
indicated in the desired fill percentage or has this desired fill line been completed this way for
another reason? If storage capacity is demanded, there will be less space left to fill the buffer
for CO2 or electricity demand.

• With heat reserve the heat is kept in or sent to the buffer in order to meet expected future heat
demand. Not too much heat is stored in the buffer, so that there is more space left for CO2 or
electricity demand and so peak demands can be leveled.

1 Control based on exp heat demand
Option whether heat sources are switched on for heat reserve.

Heat reserve is not being used.OFF
Heat reserve is used and the heat demand is calculated with external data e.g. from
the weather report.

EXTERNAL

Heat reserve is used and the heat demand is calculated with data from the past 24
hours. This is based on the assumption that the weather will be the same during the
next 24 hours as in the past 24 hours.

YESTERDAY

If Control based on expected heat demand is set to OFF, the 8 Min end fill% (page 556) (I300
HT heat management - strategy (page 552)) is not aimed for either.

2 Determination reserve capacity
Selection of how the reserve capacity is determined. You will only see this selection if an external
control module for determining the reserve capacity is connected to the process computer.

The reserve capacity is calculated for the next 24 hours (in M300.3) based on the
expected heat demand and the weather forecast or based on the historic heat demand
from yesterday (selection Control based on exp heat demand).

STANDARD

The reserve capacity for the next 24 hours is always calculated based on an external
calculation model.
If no new data is received, temporarily, the calculation continues to operate based on
the latest data received.

ALWAYS EXTERNAL

The reserve capacity for the next 24 hours is always calculated based on an external
calculation model.
If NO new data is received, temporarily, there is an automatic switch to DEFAULT.

AUTOMATIC

3 Priority buffer use
Selection of priority when filling the buffer.

Heat for the expected heat demand is produced at as low a cost as possible. More
reserve capacity is calculated in periods in which gas has the lowest relative tariff. The
buffer filling for cost minimisation is limited by Max end fill%.

COSTS

Heat production for the expected heat demand is delayed for as long as possible. This
means that as much as space as possible is left over for CO₂. However, it will aim for
the minimum fill line.

CO₂

Heat for the expected heat demand is produced at as low a cost as possible and leaving
as much space as possible for CO₂. The buffer filling for cost minimisation is limited by
Desired end fill%.

STRATEGY
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4 Adjustment heat reserve
Adjustment of the expected heat demand for heat reserve. The expected heat demand per hour
(see M300.3 Overview HT heat management - reserve (page 922)) is adapted by this percentage.

5 Min capacity heat reserve
Minimum capacity for heat reserve.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

6 Control expected heat demand
Indication of the way in which the control is set to the expected heat demand.

Control based on expected heat demand is switched off.OFF
The expected heat demand is determined externally.EXTERNAL
The expected heat demand is determined on the basis of the past 24 hours.YESTERDAY

7 Forced reserve capacity
The forced reserve capacity that is required from the heat sources by a set 5 Min capacity heat
reserve (page 565) or by the sum of all CHP capacities that is supplies by force and which the reserve
capacity takes into account. The forced switch on of the CHP can be adjusted in I330.3 CHP week
clock (page 627).

8 External reserve capacity active

The reserve capacity for the next 24 hours is calculated according to the DEFAULT
selection in 2 Determination reserve capacity (page 564).

[YES]

The reserve capacity for the next 24 hours is calculated according to an external
calculation model.

[NO]
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I301.1 Heat source corrections
The total power demand from the compartments must be distributed among the various heat
sources. The standard distribution of this heat and/or reserve demand is set at dealer level. In this
section you can specify how you would like to deviate from this.

To prevent hectic switching behaviour, keep the sequence numbers as much as possible
the same as the sequence numbers in the (alternative) distributions of CO2 and electricity.

-ALTERNATIVE DISTRIBUTION-

1 Boiler
Number of the boiler.

2 Sequence number
Sequence number that is used to determine the switch on sequence of the heat sources when there
is a heat and/or reserve demand from the compartments.

The lower the sequence number, the sooner it is the turn of this source.

When distributing the heat and/or reserve demand over the sources with the same sequence
number, these sources will receive an equal capacity demand in as far as this is possible. If
one of the sources with the same sequence number is in error or has reached its maximum
capacity, the equal distribution continues with the other sources that have the same sequence
number.

3 Use heat by-product
Option whether the boiler is given priority when allocating heat and/or reserve demand when the
boiler is already switched on because of the CO2 demand.

If the boiler is ON because of the CO2 demand, the heat demand or the heat reserve
demand is reduced by the heat by-product supplied by the relevant boiler. The remaining
heat demand is then distributed across the sources available for assignment of
greenhouse capacity (emptying heat buffer, other boilers, CHPs and heat exchanger).

YES

The Sequence number determines when it is the boiler's turn to supply heat capacity.NO

4 Assign grh capacity
Option whether heat and/or reserve demand can be allocated to the boiler.

The heat and/or reserve demand from the compartments can be allocated to this boiler.YES
This boiler must not switch on on the basis of heat and/or reserve demand from the
compartments.

NO

If the measured boiler temperature falls below the minimum boiler temperature, there will be an
internal capacity demand. This will allow the boiler to be driven on.

5 CHP

See -ALTERNATIVE DISTRIBUTION- 1 Boiler (page 566) for the explanation of lines 6 and 8.

7 Use heat by-product
Option whether the CHP is given priority when allocating heat and/or reserve demand when the
CHP is already switched on because of the CO2 or electricity demand or for an external reason.
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9 Heat exchanger

See -ALTERNATIVE DISTRIBUTION- 1 Boiler (page 566) for the explanation of lines 10 and 11.

-STANDARD DISTRIBUTION-

12 Boiler
Number of the boiler.

13 Sequence number
Indication of the standard sequence number.

The sequence number of the standard distribution can be changed in I304.2 Gas maximum
distribution (page 547). The sequence number can be changed by the gas allocation in I11
On/off heating group settings (page 305). But if the alternative distribution is active, the
sequence number of the alternative distribution takes priority over the other sequence
numbers.

14 Use heat by-product
Indication of the standard selection.

15 Assign grh capacity
Indication of the standard selection.

16 CHP

See -NORMAL DISTRIBUTION- 12 Boiler (page 567) for the explanation of lines 17, 18 and 19.

20 Heat exchanger

See -NORMAL DISTRIBUTION- 12 Boiler (page 567) for the explanation of lines 21 and 22.
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I301 Heat source correction conditions
The total power demand from the compartments must be distributed among the various heat
sources. The standard distribution of this heat and/or reserve demand is set at dealer level. By using
the settings in this section you can specify when to deviate from these. How to deviate from these
is set in I301.1 Heat source corrections (page 566).

1 Clock
Switching the timer of the alternative heat distribution on or off.

2 Start time
Start time of the alternative heat distribution.

3 End time
End time of the alternative heat distribution.

4 WEEK CLOCK
Selection of the days on which the alternative heat distribution is to become valid.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

5 Clock condition valid
Indication whether the current time is between the set start and end time.

6 Day condition valid
Indication of whether the current day has been allocated by 4 WEEK CLOCK (page 568).

7 External condition valid
Indication whether the (perhaps allocated) external condition is valid.

8 Alternative strategy active
Indication whether the set alternative heat distribution in I301.1 Heat source corrections (page 566)
is valid.

The alternative strategy is only valid if the clock, the day and the external conditions are valid.
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Condenser heat
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I302 Central condenser settings
The condenser setting handles cooling of the flue gases from the boilers and CHPs by transferring
heat. This section is used to specify the settings for the condenser control if central condenser control
is used.

In section I312 Bolier condenser settings (page 612) you specify the condenser settings if you discharge
the condensed water to the heating systems per boiler. Specify the condenser settings in I332 CHP
condenser settings (page 628) if you discharge to the heating systems per CHP.

1 Return temperature start cooling
Temperature of the water to the condenser below which it may be used as cooling water for the
condenser control. No (further) heat is transferred via the heating systems.

2 Return temperature stop cooling
Temperature of the water to the condenser above which it may no longer be used as cooling water
for the condenser control. Transfer of heat via the heating systems starts.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

3 Condenser pump active

The condenser pump on one or more linked boilers or CHPs is switched on.YES
The condenser pump on a linked heat source is not switched on.NO

4 Measured return temperature
Measured temperature of the water to the condenser:
• The water may be used as cooling water for the condenser control as soon as this temperature

is lower than the temperature that has been entered in Return temperature start cooling.
• The water may be used as cooling water for the condenser control as soon as this temperature

is higher than the temperature that has been entered in Return temperature stop cooling.

5 Condenser status

Condenser control is switched off as no heat source at all is on.OFF
Condenser control is currently cooling by transferring heat to the heating systems that are
demanding heat in the greenhouse.

HEAT DEMAND

Condenser control is currently cooling by transferring heat to storage in one or more boilers,
CHPs or buffers.

(BUFFER)RETURN

Condenser control is currently cooling by transferring heat to the heating systems designated
for this, where the heat is eliminated.

HEAT SYSTEM

Condenser control is currently cooling by transferring heat to the emergency cooler where
the heat is eliminated.

EMERGENCY COOLER

6 Calc pos cond switching valve

The exchange valve on the condenser is closed.CLOSE
The exchange valve on the condenser is open.OPEN

The dealer has specified the position of the exchange valve on the condenser for every possible
status of the condenser (refer to Condenser status). If there is a delay in opening and closing the
exchange valve you will be able to see how long it takes until the valve is open or closed in Waiting
time switching.
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7 Waiting time switching
Time that must have elapsed before the condenser control starts discharging heat to the heating
systems designated for this.

The heating pumps are switched on during this time.

8 Source/index

8 Source

---
Condenser control is active for a linked boiler.BOILER
Condenser control is active for a linked CHP.CHP

8 Index
The dealer-set number for the boiler or CHP for which the condenser control is active.

9 – 11Source/index
See line 8.
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I303 Emergency cooler settings

1 Release emergency cooler

Use of the emergency cooler is permitted.YES
Use of the emergency cooler is not permitted.NO

2 Min time on
Minimum time that the emergency cooler must be switched on.

3 Condition on

The emergency cooler is on continuously on condition that its use is permitted; YES must be
selected in Release emergency cooler.

ALWAYS

Emergency cooler is switched on as soon as the measured temperature (see Measured
temperature) is higher than the temperature above which the emergency cooler starts
(Temperature start cooler).

MEAS TEMP

Emergency cooler is switched on via the condenser control; Condenser status in I302 is
EMERGENCY COOLER.

CONDENSER

4 Max temperature switching on
Temperature of the water from the condenser above which the emergency cooler starts.

You will only see this line if MEAS TEMP has been selected in Condition on.

5 Dead band off
Decrease of the temperature in Max temperature switching on to have the emergency cooler stop
cooling at a lower temperature.

You will only see this line if MEAS TEMP has been selected in Condition on.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

6 Active

Emergency cooler is on.YES
Emergency cooler is off.NO

7 Remaining min time on
Minimum time that the emergency cooler must still remain on if the condition for switching on the
emergency cooler is no longer valid.

8 Temperature start/stop cooler

Temperature start cooler
Temperature above which the emergency cooler starts; see Max temperature switching on).

Temperature stop cooler
Temperature below which the emergency cooler stops; see Max temperature switching on minus the
reduction Dead band off.
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9 Measured temperature
Measured temperature of the water from the condenser on the basis of which the emergency cooler
starts or stops. This only applies if MEAS TEMP has been selected for Condition on.

10 External on active

Dealer-set external condition for switching on the emergency cooler applies. As long as this
condition is valid, the emergency cooler remains on, on condition that its use is permitted;
YES must be selected in Release emergency cooler.

YES

External condition for switching on the emergency cooler does not apply or is not present.
The emergency cooler is switched off if no other condition for switching on the emergency
cooler is valid.

NO
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CO₂ management
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I250 CO2 management strategy
The total CO2 demand from the compartments must be distributed among the various CO2 sources.
The normal distribution of this CO2 demand is set to dealer level. By using the settings in I251.1 CO2
management correction conditions (page 583) you can specify when to deviate from these. How to
deviate from these is specified in I251 CO2 management corrections (page 580).

The use of the CO2 sources in the CO2 management is controlled from a 24 hour time with at most
6 periods. It is specified per period for each CO2 source whether it is used for the standard or the
alternative distribution of the CO2 production and/or for passive dosage of CO2.

These are the different types of dosage:

the standard distribution of the CO2 demand over the CO2 sources.Default
the alternative distribution of the CO2 demand over the CO2 sources, that switches on if the
standard distribution cannot supply sufficient CO2. Possibly more or other sources must be
switched on or we must accept higher costs.

Alternative

the CO2 source supplies CO2, as this is already on due to a heat or electricity demand. So the
source is not switched on to produce CO2, but we use the byproduct (CO2).

Passive

-CO₂ MANAGEMENT-

1 Period
Adjustable period for the CO2 management based on time settings.

2 Activated
Indication that the period of the CO2 management has become active.

3 Period
Option whether the period for the CO2 management is to be included in the 24 hour division.

4 Start time
The start time of the period for the CO2 management.

5 Extra capacity allowed for CO₂ prod
The extra CO2 dosage space that is allowed to be used additionally in the period of the CO2

management. This means more CO2 can be dosed than the minimum CO2 capacity of the source
(boiler or CHP). As soon as the extra CO2 dosage space is greater than the 6 Capacity that can be
stored in buffer (page 925) (M250 Overview CO2 Production (page 924)), the extra CO2 dosage space
is used.

If no buffer is present, the Extra capacity allowed for CO₂ prod is used to be able to produce
more CO2 than the minimum CO2 capacity. You can then enter a value here that is so high
that the CO2 production is not limited by this.

-BOILER-

6 Connected to CO₂ management
Indication of the number of the CO2 management that the boiler is connected to.

7 Sequence number standard
Indication of the sequence number of the boiler in the CO2 management, which is used by the
standard distribution to determine the switching sequence of the sources linked to the CO2

management. The source with the lowest sequence number will be switched on first if there is a CO2

demand present.
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8 Sequence number alternative
Indication of the sequence number of the boiler for the CO2 management, which is used by the
alternative distribution to determine the switching sequence of the sources linked to the CO2

management. The source with the lowest sequence number will be switched on first if there is a CO2

demand present.

9 Priority at source on
Indication whether the boiler that is already on for the production of heat, should be given priority
within the distribution of the CO2 demand. This setting applies to both the standard and the alternative
distribution.

10 Boiler
Adjustable period for the boiler in the CO2 management based on time settings.

11 Activated
Indication that the period for the boiler in the CO2 management is active. Whether the period is
active depends on the settings in 3 Period (page 575), the 4 Start time (page 575) and the current time.

12 Release standard
Indication of whether the boiler has been released for the standard distribution of the CO2 demand
in the period of the CO2 management.

13 Release alternative
Indication of whether the boiler has been released for the alternative distribution of the CO2 demand
in the period of the CO2 management.

14 Release passive
Release of the boiler for supplying CO2 as a byproduct. A boiler that is switched on for the production
of heat, produces CO2 in addition to heat. This 'free' CO2 can be utilised when the boiler is released
for passive dosage and the CO2 controls in the growing areas permit this.

-CHP-

See -BOILER- for an explanation of lines 15, 16 ,17, 19, 20, 21 and 22. Please note that the
following line numbers are not the same:

18 Priority at source on
Indication whether the CHP that is already on for the production of heat or electricity, should be
given priority within the distribution of the CO2 demand. This setting applies to both the standard
and the alternative distribution.

23 Release passive
Release of the CHP for supplying CO2 as a byproduct. A CHP that is switched on for the production
of heat and electricity, produces CO2 in addition to heat and electricity. This 'free' CO2 can be utilised
when the CHP is released for passive dosage and the CO2 controls in the growing areas permit this.

-EXTERNAL CO₂-

See -BOILER- for an explanation of lines 28, 29 and 30.
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31 Release concentration
The limit to be set for the CO2 concentration:
• If the measured CO2 concentration falls below this limit, the CO2 source (pure or external) is

released for the standard or alternative distribution.
• If the measured CO2 concentration is above this limit + Dead band above release concentration,

the distribution will not place any demand on these CO2 sources.

The measured CO2 concentration is the lowest measurement of concentration in the controls linked
to the management.
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I250.1 CO2 management influences

1 CO₂ prod % switching
CO2 production percentage below which there is a switch from the standard distribution to the
alternative distribution, if the calculated maximum CO2 production at the alternative distribution is
greater than the maximum CO2 production with the standard distribution.

2 Dead band switching
The dead band for switching the standard distribution to the alternative distribution and vice versa.

3 Delay time adjustment CO₂ demand
The time in which the CO2 demand from the sources is not adjusted.

Within the delay time the CO2 demand can only be adjusted if:
• the source releases change;
• the source sequence change;
• the CO2 demand becomes 0; OR
• the CO2 demand was 0; but is now becoming larger.

4 Max number of sources standard
Maximum number of sources that is used in the standard distribution to meet the active CO2 demand.
There are more sources that can supply CO2 if these sources produce the CO2 passively.

The maximum number of sources can also be limited by the "Maximum flue gas valves CO2
open", that is set at dealer level.

5 Max number of sources alternative
Maximum number of sources that is used in the alternative distribution to meet the active CO2

demand. There are more sources that can supply CO2 if these sources produce the CO2 passively.

The maximum number of sources can also be limited by the "Maximum flue gas valves CO2
open", that is set at dealer level.

-BOILER-

6 Connected to CO₂ management
The number of the CO2 management to which the boiler is linked.

7 Close CO₂ source for air quality

This CO2 source is switched off in the event of insufficient ventilation. For this purpose,
Action air quality (I170.2) must be set to BLOCK FLUE GAS.

YES

This CO2 source is not switched off in the event of insufficient ventilation.NO

-CHP-

8 Connected to CO₂ management
See above.

9 Close CO₂ source for air quality
See above.
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-EXTERNAL CO₂-

10 Connected to CO₂ management
See above.

11 Close CO₂ source for air quality
See above.

12 Dead band above release concentration
If the measured CO2 concentration rises above the limit Release concentration + Dead band above
release concentration, the distribution will not place any demand on these external CO2 sources.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

13 Alternative distribution active
Indication whether the alternative distribution of the CO2 management is active.

14 Time until adjustment CO₂ demand
The time till adjustment of the CO2 demand.

Within this time the the CO2 demand can only be adjusted if:
• the source releases change;
• the source sequence change;
• the CO2 demand becomes 0; OR
• the CO2 demand was 0; but is now becoming larger.
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I251 CO2 management corrections
By means of this section, you can use the conditions of time, day of the week and/or an external
condition to partly or completely deviate from the CO2 management strategy. In this screen you can
specify how to deviate from the normal strategy. If you wish to deviate from the strategy, you can
specify this in I251.1 CO2 management correction conditions (page 583).

If more types of corrections are active simultaneously, then the right-hand correction
precedes the left-hand correction.

When we make a correction setting, we have the option to use an attribute to specify in what way
the (changed) setting should be 'adopted' when the correction period becomes valid.

The attributes can be found directly behind the correction setting(s). The possible attributes are:

The strategy setting (of I250) is valid.
It does not matter whether a setting has been made or not for the correction setting.

#

The correction setting (of I250) is valid.=

To prevent hectic switching behaviour, it is important to keep the sequence numbers as
much as possible the same as the sequence numbers in the (alternative) distributions of
the heat management and the electricity management.

-CO2-MANAGEMENT-

1 Correction
Adjustable correction period of the CO2 management based on the conditions of time, day of the
week and if necessary the specified external condition.

2 Activated
Indication that the correction period of the CO2 management is active.

3 Extra capacity allowed for CO₂ prod
The storage space in the buffer that is allowed to be used additionally in the correction period of
the CO2 management. The extra space is on top the space that is determined by the actual and the
desired filling percentage of the buffer.

If no buffer is present, the Extra capacity allowed for CO₂ prod is used to be able to produce
more CO2 than the minimum CO2 capacity. You can then enter a value here that is so high
that the CO2 production is not limited by this.

-BOILER-

4 Connected to CO2 management
Indication of the number of the CO2 management that the boiler is connected to.

5 Correction
Adjustable correction period for the boiler in the CO2 management.

6 Activated
Indication that the correction period for the boiler in the CO2 management is active. The activity of
the period depends on the settings in I251.1 CO2 management correction conditions (page 583).
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7 Sequence number standard
The sequence number of the boiler during the correction period of the CO2 management, which is
used by the standard distribution to determine the switching sequence of the sources linked to the
CO2 management. The source with the lowest sequence number will be switched on first if there is
a CO2 demand present.

8 Sequence number alternative
The sequence number of the boiler during the correction period of the CO2 management, which is
used by the alternative distribution to determine the switching sequence of the sources linked to
the CO2 management. The source with the lowest sequence number will be switched on first if there
is a CO2 demand present.

9 Priority at source on
Choice whether the boiler that is already on for the production of heat, should be given priority
within the distribution of the CO2 demand during the correction period of the CO2 management.
This setting applies to both the standard and the alternative distribution.

10 Release standard
Choice whether the boiler has been released for the standard distribution of the CO2 demand in the
correction period of the CO2 demand.

11 Release alternative
Choice whether the boiler has been released for the alternative distribution of the CO2 demand in
the correction period of the CO2 demand.

12 Release passive
Release of the boiler for supplying CO2 as a byproduct during the correction period of the CO2

management. A boiler that is switched on for the production of heat, produces CO2 in addition to
heat. This 'free' CO2 can be utilised when the boiler is released for passive dosage and the CO2

controls in the growing areas permit this.

-CHP-

See -BOILER- for an explanation of lines 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19 and 20. Note, the following line
numbers are not the same:

18 Priority at source on
Choice whether the CHP that is already on for the production of heat or electricity, should be given
priority within the distribution of the CO2 demand during the correction period of the CO2

management. This setting applies to both the standard and the alternative distribution.

21 Release passive
Release of the CHP for supplying CO2 as a byproduct during the correction period of the CO2

management. An CHP that is switched on for the production of heat and electricity, produces CO2

in addition to heat and electricity. This 'free' CO2 can be utilised when the CHP is released for passive
dosage and the CO2 controls in the growing areas permit this.

-CO2-EXTERNAL-

See -BOILER- for an explanation of lines 22, 23 ,24, 25, 26, 27 and 28.
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29 Release concentration
The CO2 concentration such as the CO2 source (pure or external) is released for the standard or
alternative distribution during the correction period of the CO2 management. The CO2 concentration
is given by the lowest measurement of concentration in the controls connected to the management.
As long as this measured CO2 concentration is higher than the specified release, the distribution will
not query the external CO2 sources.
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I251.1 CO2 management correction conditions
By means of this section, you can use the conditions of time, day of the week and/or an external
condition to partly or completely deviate from the CO2 management strategy. You can specify in this
screen if you wish to deviate from the strategy. You can define how you wish to deviate from the
strategy in I251 CO2 management corrections (page 580).

1 Correction
Adjustable correction period of the CO2 management based on the conditions of time, day of the
week and/or external condition.

2 Clock
Switching the timer for the correction period of the CO2 management on or off.

3 Start time
Start time of the correction period of the CO2 management.

4 End time
End time of the correction period of the CO2 management.

5 Matrix
Here you can indicate on which days of the week the corrections may become active.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

6 Correction
Adjustable correction period of the CO2 management based on the conditions of time, day of the
week and/or external condition.

7 Clock condition valid
Indication whether the current time is between the set start and end time of the corrections of the
CO2 management.

8 Day condition valid
Indication whether it has been specified for the current day that the corrections of the CO2

management may become active.

9 External condition valid
Indication whether the (perhaps allocated) external condition is valid for the corrections of the CO2

management.

10 Corr CO₂ management active
Indication whether the corrections are active, so that the normal strategy of the CO2 management
is superseded in full or in part by the settings in I251 CO2 management corrections (page 580).
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Electricity Management
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I204 Electricity management protection

1 Absolute max electr.import
The absolute maximum quantity of electricity that is allowed to be imported per hour from the
electricity network.

2 Limitation max electr.import
Option what to do when the import of electricity is exceeded.

If the import of electricity is exceeded no action is undertaken to decrease the electricity
import or to trigger an alarm.

NO

If the import of electricity is exceeded the 682 Electricity import too high alarm is triggered
and the electricity import is decreased if possible by switching off the electricity
consumers. With an import monitoring with a pulse meter the import decrease is not
readjusted downwards when there is space to do this, but you will need to stop the
decrease yourself in Stop decrease electr.import .

CONTROL

If the electricity import is exceeded the 682 Electricity import too high alarm is triggered.MONITORING

3 Alarm limit deviation electr.import
The deviation between the Measured electr.import and the Absolute max electr.import above which
the 682 Electricity import too high alarm is triggered when the Alarm delay electr.import too high has
elapsed.

4 Alarm delay electr.import too high
The period of time that the difference between the Measured electr.import and the Absolute max
electr.import is greater than the Alarm limit deviation electr.import before the 682 Electricity import too
high alarm is triggered.

5 Stop decrease electr.import
Possibility to release the maximum import capacity again after the 685 Electr. import permanently
decr. alarm.

After stopping the delay of the electricity import the import can increase again.

6 Alarm when electr.export too low
Alarm or no alarm when electricity export too low.

7 Alarm limit deviation electr.export
The deviation between the Measured electr.export and the Calc min electr.export above which the 683
Electricity export too low alarm is triggered when the Alarm delay electr.export too low has elapsed.

8 Alarm delay electr.export too low
The period of time that the difference between the Measured electr.export and the Calc min electr.export
is greater than the Alarm limit deviation electr.export , before the 683 Electricity export too low alarm
is triggered.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

9 Set max electr.import
The set maximum electricity import that is the lowest of the maximum electricity import in I204.1
Electricity management strategy (page 587), the installation maximum and the Absolute max electr.import
.
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10 Measured electr.import
The measured electricity import.

11 Calc electricity import
The electricity import that is calculated from the electricity consumers and the lighting.

12 Calc min electr.export
The calculated minimum electricity export, that is specified in the electricity export in I204.1 Electricity
management strategy (page 587), or in the desired electricity export in I204.2 Electricity consumption
export (page 595), or that it is the total of the desired electricity capacity of the active electricity
consumers that have been configured as an electricity system.

13 Measured electr.export
The measured electricity export.

14 Corrected max electr.import
The calculated maximum electricity import that has been corrected, because the measured import
has risen above the Absolute max electr.import plus a difference start import decrease (installation).
The calculated electricity import is decreased with the size of the quantity exceeded.

Imagine that the following situation occurs:

1000 kWAbsolute maximum electricity import
1100 kWMeasured electricity import
500 kWCalculated electricity import

The corrected maximum electricity import then becomes 400 kW. This is to make sure that
the import is decreased by the consumers or by controlling the lighting to less. Apparently
600 kW of electricity is consumed by devices that are not controlled by the control software.
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I204.1 Electricity management strategy
This screen shows the electricity strategy. Here you will find details on how the CHP(s) are controlled
for an electricity demand, how much electricity is imported from the network, how much is exported
and how much can be and will be used for own consumption. In the event of a shortage of electricity
for your own consumption, the available electricity is divided over the consumers according to the
priority of the electricity consumers.

The own consumption, if necessary in combination with the Exp use growing light (page
942) (M204.1 Overview expected electricity management (page 941)), is also important for the
heat reserve. If the CHP is switched on for electricity, heat is then also produced.

1 Release weekend strategy
Specify whether a separate electricity strategy has to be set for the weekend.

2 Start time weekend strategy
The start time and the day of the week on which the electricity strategy starts for the weekend.

3 End time weekend strategy
The end time and the day of the week on which the electricity strategy ends for the weekend.

-WEEK-

4 - Time - Release CHP - tot.electr.CHP - Max import - Max total - Electr.export - Own consumption -
Total remaining

Time
The clock hour in the week in which the production, the import and the fixed use is set for the
electricity strategy. Also for the clock hour the maximum available quantity of electricity, the desired
export and the remaining quantity for own use are displayed.

Release CHP
Option whether the CHP is released for the production of electricity in the clock hour.

tot.electr.CHP
The total quantity of electricity that is produced by the released CHPs in the clock hour.

Max import
The maximum quantity of electricity that is allowed to be imported from the network in the clock
hour.

Max total
The maximum available quantity of electricity in the clock hour, so the total of the electricity that is
produced by the CHP(s) and imported from the network.

Electr.export
The desired quantity of electricity for export in the clock hour.

Own consumption
The quantity of electricity that is required for own consumption in the clock hour. This could refer
to consumption for pumps, lighting, sorting and packing machines, the UV systems and the use of
growing light in as far as there is no automatic expectation for the growing light via Enervision.
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Own consumption is set to ensure that space is reserved in the heat buffer (via Min prod.
(page 924) in M300.3 Overview HT heat management - reserve (page 922)) if consumption is
expected for the relevant hour, in the same way as for the expected use of the growing light.

Total remaining
The remaining quantity of electricity that is available for own consumption in the clock hour. This is
the difference between the total available quantity of electricity on the one hand and the export and
own consumption on the other.

-WEEKEND-

Refer to 4 -WEEK- for an explanation of line 5.
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I200 Electricity consumption strategy

-DRIVE SEQUENCE ELECTR. OFF-TAKE-

1 Electricity management
The number of the electricity management.

2 Release electr. off-take rotation seq.
Option whether the sequence of the lighting systems with the same sequence number rotate daily
for the electricity off-take. Rotation is done at the time in Rotation time for systems on the basis of
the number of operating hours.

By rotating the sequence of the lighting systems, it is possible to prevent the systems with
the highest numbers and with the highest sequence numbers not being switched on long
enough if there is not sufficient electricity available.

3 Rotation time for systems
Time at which the sequence of the lighting systems with the same sequence number is rotated on
the basis of the number of operation hours.

After rotation the lighting systems that are switched on with the same sequence number
have priority over the systems that are (still) switched off. After switching off the systems
the new sequence is taken into account.

4 Reset oper.hours daily after rotation
Option whether the number of operation hours per lighting system after rotation are to be reset.

If the number of operating hours is not reset daily, a lighting system that has not been used
for a long time but is being used now, will temporarily be given priority over other systems.
To prevent this, you can select Reset sequence once at rotation time.

5 Reset sequence once at rotation time
Option whether after the next 3 Rotation time for systems the number of operation hours per lighting
system and the sequence is reset once only. After resetting the settings are automatically set to NO.

6 Start time electricity export
The time before the point in time that the electricity is to be exported, in which the desired electricity
export is already being demanded by the electricity consumer. This causes the CHP to start up and
the delivery can start immediately at the start of the new clock hour.

If a griwubg light system or electrical devices with a lower sequence number for electricity
demand are switched on, these can be switched off during the start up time.

7 Electricity consumer
The number of the electricity consumer.

8 Release
Option whether the electricity consumer is released.

9 Release external
Indication whether the electricity consumer is externally released.

10 Start time
The start time for the release of the electricity consumer.
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11 End time
The end time for the release of the electricity consumer.

12 Seq number electricity off-take
The sequence number of the electricity consumer.

The lower the number, the higher the priority. A higher sequence number can be switched
off if there is insufficient electrical capacity available. In the event of identical sequence
numbers and insufficient capacity, the lighting system with the lowest system number is
allocated the available electrical capacity.

Give the electricity consumers that are not stopped by the computer the lowest number.
This is to prevent more electricity being consumed than allowed.

13 Max electrical capacity
The maximum electrical capacity that is allocated by the electricity management to the electricity
consumers. This value also counts towards the maximum installed capacity of the connected off-take
transformer.

14 Electrical capacity
The electrical capacity that the consumer demands if the Demand active is YES and there is no feedback
from the consumer. This capacity may originate from the strategy of the electricity management.

15 External electrical capacity
The electrical capacity that the consumer demands if the Demand active is YES and there is feedback
from the consumer.

16 Demand active
Indication whether the demand for electricity from the consumer is active.

The demand can be active even though no electricity is being supplied, because of the
production, the total demand and the sequence number.

17 Desired electrical capacity
The electrical capacity that the consumer demands if the Demand active is YES.

18 Produced electrical capacity
The produced electrical capacity as it is calculated by the electricity management.

19 Remainder electricity capacity
The difference between the desired electrical capacity and the produced electrical capacity. This
residual capacity is not limited by the maximum capacity.

20 Calc electrical release
Indication of the calculated release. This release depends on the set release, the external release,
the start and end time, the sequence number, the available electrical capacity and the total of the
demanded electrical capacity.

21 Type of electricity consumer
Indication of the type of electricity consumer.
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Depending on Activated by:Electr Netw
• Strategy or Unbalanced on: the electrical capacity that is requested by the electricity

consumer is supplied to the electricity network and the off-take of the electricity
network is then blocked.

• Distr.point: the available electrical capacity of the electricity network is divided
over multiple electricity management systems.

The electrical capacity that is demanded by the electricity consumer, is necessary to
switch on an electrical device.

Device

22 Activated by
Indication of the reason why the consumer has been activated.

Per clock hour a new electrical capacity to be exported is copied from I204.1 Electricity
management strategy (page 587).
If there is no strategy present, the desired electricity export from I204.2 Electricity
consumption export (page 595) applies.
If nothing is set here, then the capacity for this consumer in Electrical capacity applies.

Strategy

As soon as the unbalanced ON signal from the electricity company is active, the
unbalanced control ensures that the set capacity of this electricity consumer is switched
on.

Unbalanced on

The electricity consumer is a component of the central maximum electricity distribution
across several electricity managements. This makes it possible to better distribute the
maximum import capacity over the company.

Distr.point

• The electricity consumer can take over a partial capacity.
• The produced capacity of the electricity consumer can act as an input for a

subsequent electricity management.

23 Local block out active

The off-take transformer is available to supply electricity.NO
The off-take transformer has been disabled by an external party or as a result of an
error.

YES
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I200.2 Electricity imbalance off
If too much electricity is being supplied to the network, the energy company can block a number of
CHPs simultaneously by means of an UNBALANCED OFF signal.

If CHPs are switched off during the active export period as a result of unbalanced OFF, then
the 683 Electricity export too low alarm is not raised. Unbalanced OFF always takes priority
over electricity export.
During the situation of Unbalanced OFF the capacity for maximum electricity import is also
released.

1 Unbalanced off
Adjustable period for the unbalanced OFF control based on time settings.

2 Activated
Indication that the unbalanced OFF period is active.

3 Clock
Switch the period for the unbalanced OFF control on or off.

4 Start time
Start time of the period for the unbalanced OFF control.

5 End time
End time of the period for the unbalanced OFF control.

6 Max number of CHPs on
The maximum number of CHPs that are allowed to be ON during the unbalanced OFF control.

7 Unbalanced off active
Indication whether the unbalanced OFF control is active.

I200.3 Electricity management - rotation
In the event of insufficient electrical capacity (for instance as a result of error or maintenance of an
CHP), lighting systems must be switched off. The consequence of this is that a noticeable difference
arises in the radiation sum derived from the growing lighting per square metre. To prevent this, the
control can rotate the lighting cyclically across the whole facility.

The table below shows an example of the control.
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ControlStatusSeq number electricity
off-take

String number

This group of strings (Seq
number electricity off-take =
1) switches on, because
there is sufficient electrical
capacity for the entire group.

On11
On12
On13
On14
On15
On16
On17

In this group (Seq number
electricity off-take = 2), there
is cyclic rotation, because
there is insufficient electrical
capacity for the entire group.
After Waiting time switch
strings, one string is switched
off and another string is
switched on.

On28
On29
Off210
Off211
Off212
Off213
Off214

This group of strings remains
off

Off315
Off316
Off317
Off318
Off319
Off320
Off321

Comments:
• If electricity production and electricity demand are not stable, the cyclic rotation stops temporarily

until electricity production and electricity demand have been stable again for a set time.
• If all the strings have the same Seq number electricity off-take, all strings rotate cyclically.

The rotation of strings per system (I202) is independent of the cyclic rotation over the entire
facility, see also Lighting (page 87).

1 Release rotation at production shortage

The control does not rotate the lighting cyclically, but the strings do rotate once every
24 hours (at night) (I200).

NO

In the event of an electricity shortage, the control rotates the lighting cyclically between
the start and end times.

YES

2 Start time/end time
Start and end time of the day between which the control rotates the lighting cyclically, if rotation
has been released.

3 Rotation on the basis of

The cyclic rotation takes place in the sequence that you can see in M205.
If multiple process computers have been connected, the rotation will take place via the
CPC in the sequence defined for each CPC in M205

SEQUENCE

The strings that have been waiting longest have their turn first.
The strings that have been on for the longest are the first to be switched off.

OPER.HOURS

4 Waiting time switch strings
The rotation takes place string by string, with this waiting time you can define the minimum length
of time for which the control should wait after the cyclic rotation of a string before the control
cyclically rotates the next string.
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The control takes account of capacity differences between strings.

-START ROTATION CONDITION-

5 Waiting stable demand and production
The cyclic rotation starts when the electricity production and electricity demand have been 'stable'
for Waiting stable demand and production. Your dealer has set how large the change may be that the
control still sees as 'stable' (Max demand and production change whereby stable).

6 Rotation cycle time
If a single string waits for longer than this Rotation cycle time and another string has already been
on for longer than this Rotation cycle time, then the control will rotate these strings.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

7 Status/limitation

Status

No rotation takes place. Rotation is switched off.REST
The Limitation indicates what is being waited for. No rotation takes place.WAITING
Rotation takes place.OPERATION

Limitation

In the REST or WAITING status: there is no limitationNONE
In the status WAITING the limitation can be SHORTAGE: there is no rotation, a shortage
must first arise before rotation takes place.

SHORTAGE

In the status WAITING the limitation can be STABLE: there is a shortage and the system
waits until the situation is stable.

STABLE

In the status WAITING the limitation can be ROTATION CAPACITY: there is a shortage and
this shortage has already been present and 'stable' for a certain time, but there is
insufficient capacity to be able to rotate.

ROTATION CAPACITY

8 Latest rotation time
Time at which the last rotation took place.

9 Expected time starts rotating
Time at which the next rotation will take place if no changes occur in terms of electricity production.

10 Seq no. demand/number of strings on/off
Column 1: The sequence number in which rotation takes place.

Column 2: The number of strings that are on in the specified sequence number.

Column 3: The number of strings that are off in the specified sequence number.
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I204.2 Electricity consumption export
This screen shows the settings of the desired electricity export. These settings have been entered
manually or originate from an external party. The export is used in I204.1 Electricity management
strategy (page 587) which in turn ensures the CHP(s) are controlled, the electricity is imported and
the electricity consumers are controlled.

The electricity export is also important for the heat reserve. If the CHP is switched on for
electricity, heat is then also produced.

1 Latest received data on day/month/year
Indication of the date on which data was received from the external party for the last time, for
returning the supply (exporting) of electricity.

If the last received data is older than 24 hours, then the 560 Date electr.instruct.not correct
alarm is triggered at the beginning of the evening (18:00 hrs winter time or 19:00 hrs summer
time). After that there is still time to undertake action for the next 24 hour period.

If the electricity export comes from an external party, then manually changing the export
values in Today(execute) (page 596) is only useful if these values are not continually
overwritten by the values from the external party. Make sure that the frequency for retrieving
the Energy Interface in the automatic actions in Priva Office Direct is not too high.

2 Latest received data on time
Indication of the time on which data was received from the external party for the last time, for
returning the supply (exporting) of electricity.

3 Desired electricity export
The desired quantity of electricity to export in the current hour. The electrical capacity is demanded
from the electricity management via the electricity consumers of the Electr Netw type (refer toType
of electricity consumer in I200 Electricity consumption strategy (page 589)).

4 Next hour electricity export
The desired quantity of electricity to export in the next hour. This electrical capacity will be allocated
to an electricity consumer in the next clock hour.

5 Electricity export
The current status of the electricity export:

No electricity export is taking place.OFF
Electricity export is taking place.ACTIVE
The export of electricity has been halted by an external party. This is possible if 2
Activated (page 592) has been activated ( in I200.2 Electricity imbalance off (page 592)).

INTERRUPTED

7 Retain forced electricity production
Choice of whether to continue with the production of electricity in the hours that there is no electricity
export demand to prevent the CHP from switching off for a short period of time. The production
will remain active by creating a demand for the export of electricity for a maximum number of hours
when there is no demand, i.e. the 8 Max number of export hours to bridge (page 595).

8 Max number of export hours to bridge
The maximum number of hours to be bridged in which a demand for the export of electricity is
created to prevent a CHP from switching off for a short period of time. During the hour or hours
that there is no demand, the demand is used from the hour after this period.
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9 Week and weekend strategy adopted
Option whether the values in Today(received) (page 596), Tomorrow(received) (page 596) and Day
after tomorrow (page 597) are adopted continually from the week/weekend strategy (I204.1 Electricity
management strategy (page 587)).

If you have selected to adopt continually from the week/weekend strategy, then it is pointless
to manually change the export values in Today(execute) (page 596). These will always be
overwritten by the values in I204.1 Electricity management strategy (page 587). If you still
want to change the export values, you must do this in I204.1 Electricity management strategy
(page 587).

-DESIRED ELECTRICAL EXPORT-

10 Time - Today(received) - Today(execute) - Tomorrow(received) - Tomorrow(execute) - Day after
tomorrow - Standard

Time
The clock hour in which for the electricity strategy the desired electricity export is specified and
displayed. The clock hour indicates the time for today, tomorrow, the day after tomorrow and the
standard.

Today(received)
The desired electricity export of today in the relevant clock hour, received from an extern party.

Today(execute)
The desired electricity export of today in the relevant clock hour, as will be executed. This desire can
be received from an external party, if necessary manually adjusted and completed to force hold the
electricity production (indicated by a + behind the desired electricity export value). This desire can
also be adopted from I204.1 Electricity management strategy (page 587) or been manually specified
here.

Manually changing values with a + behind the desired export value is not useful because
these values will always be exceeded by automatically complete. If you do want to implement
changes manually, set the 7 Retain forced electricity production (page 595) to NO.

If you have selected to adopt continually from the week/weekend strategy, then it is pointless
to manually change the export values in Today(execute). These will always be overwritten by
the values in I204.1 Electricity management strategy (page 587). If you still want to change
the export values, you must do this in I204.1 Electricity management strategy (page 587).

If the electricity export comes from an external party, then manually changing the export
values in Today(execute) is only useful if these values are not continually overwritten by the
values from the external party. Make sure that the frequency for retrieving the Energy
Interface in the automatic actions in Priva Office Direct is not too high.

Tomorrow(received)
The desired electricity export of tomorrow in the relevant clock hour, received from an extern party.

Tomorrow(execute)
The desired electricity export of tomorrow in the relevant clock hour, as will be executed. This desire
can be received from an external party, if necessary manually adjusted and completed to force hold
the electricity production (indicated by a + behind the desired electricity export value). This desire
can also be adopted from I204.1 Electricity management strategy (page 587) or been manually specified
here.
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Day after tomorrow
The desired electricity export of the day after tomorrow in the relevant clock hour, received from
an extern party.

Standard
The desired electricity export in the clock hour and which is used if no desired export has been
entered for today or tomorrow. The standard desired electricity export goes behind the last specified
desired export and originates from the week/weekend strategy (I204.1 Electricity management
strategy (page 587) or has been specified manually.
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I201.1 Electricity source corrections
The alternative electricity distribution applies on the day(s) and at the times specified in I201 Electricity
source correction conditions (page 599).

To prevent hectic switching behaviour, keep the sequence numbers as much as possible
the same as the sequence numbers in the (alternative) distributions of CO2 and heat.

-ALTERNATIVE DISTRIBUTION-

1 Electricity network
Number of the electricity network.

2 Sequence number
Sequence number of the electricity network that is used to determine the switch on sequence of
the electricity sources when there is an electricity demand. The lower the sequence number, the
sooner it is the turn of this source.

3 Assign electr. demand
Option whether to allow the allocation of electricity demand to the electricity network.

Electricity demand can be allocated to the electricity network.YES
Electricity demand cannot be allocated to the electricity network.NO

4 CHP
Number of the HP.

5 Sequence number
Sequence number of the HP that is used to determine the switch on sequence of the electricity
sources when there is an electricity demand. The lower the sequence number, the sooner it is the
turn of this source.

6 Priority when by-product
Option whether the HP is given priority when allocating electricity demand when the HP is already
switched on because of the CO2 demand or for an external reason.

If the HP is already on for another reason, then the HP was used earlier for supplying
electricity. The sequence number now has a lower priority.

YES

The sequence number determines when it is the HP's turn to supply electricity.NO

7 Assign electr. demand
Option whether to allow the allocation of electricity demand to the electricity network.

Electricity demand can be allocated to the HP.YES
The HP cannot be switched on on the basis of the electricity demand.NO

-STANDARD DISTRIBUTION-

See -ALTERNATIVE DISTRIBUTION- for an explanation of lines 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14.
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I201 Electricity source correction conditions
The total electricity demand from the compartments must be distributed among the various electricity
sources. The standard distribution of this electricity demand is set at dealer level. The settings in
I201 Electricity source correction conditions (page 599) and the settings in I201.1 Electricity source
corrections (page 598) can be used to deviate from this on certain days of the week and between a
start and end time.

In I201.1 Electricity source corrections (page 598) the alternative strategy can be set, and at the same
time the normal strategy can be displayed.

1 Clock
Switching the timer of the alternative electricity distribution on or off.

2 Start time
Start time of the alternative electricity management period.

3 End time
End time of the alternative electricity management period.

If the other conditions have also been met, then the settings in I201.1 Electricity source
corrections (page 598) are valid in between the start and end time.

4
Select on which days the alternative electricity management can/must be valid.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

5 Clock condition valid
Indication whether the current time is between the set start and end time.

6 Day condition valid
Indication of whether the current day has been allocated.

7 External condition valid
Indication whether the external condition is valid.

8 Alternative strategy active
Indication whether the specified strategy in I201.1 Electricity source corrections (page 598) is valid.
The clock and day conditions are valid and (if present) so are the external conditions.
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I310 Boiler settings
This section contains the settings for the boiler. Refer also to the Heating paragraph in Energy (page
138).

1 Boiler temperature min/max

Boiler temperature minimum
Minimum boiler temperature limit.

Default setting: 70 °C

Boiler temperature maximum
Maximum boiler temperature limit.

Default setting: 95 °C

• If the boiler is in danger of becoming too hot then a heat surplus percentage can be calculated
(Heat surplus determination in I310.1 Boiler influences (page 605)) which is used for discharging
the surplus heat (via heating systems and/or storage in a heat buffer).

• If the boiler becomes too cold a percentage limitation of the heat off-take is calculated (this is
greater than 0%). This can temporarily decrease the heat off-take of the connected heating
systems (refer to M310 Overview boiler (page 944)).

• The boiler switches off immediately when the maximum boiler temperature is exceeded. If the
measured boiler temperature rises 5 °C above the maximum boiler temperature for 2 minutes,
then the 600 Boiler temperature too high alarm is triggered.

• If the Heat surplus% (M310 Overview boiler (page 944)) exceeds 66 %, then the burner is adjusted
downwards to prevent the temperature from reaching the maximum boiler temperature which
will result in the boiler switching off.

2 Condensation temperature
Absolute minimum boiler temperature below which the heat offtake is drastically limited.

Default setting: 65 °C

• If the measured boiler temperature approaches the condensation temperature, then the heat
off-take is limited to keep the boiler at the correct temperature as far as possible. This off-take
limit can be implemented in the heating networks (refer to I115.1 Pipe influences (page 284)) to
a greater or lesser degree.

• When the measured boiler temperature is equal to the condensation temperature the off-take
limit is 75%.

• If the boiler is equipped with a butterfly valve then this valve is closed when the measured boiler
temperature falls below the condensation temperature.

• In a situation where the measured boiler temperature is measured below the condensation
temperature for 10 minutes the 601 Boiler temperature too low alarm is triggered.

• If the boiler protection is used (7 Release boiler protection in section I300.1 HT heat management
- influences (page 560) is set to YES), then a forced off-take limit is increased by 10% every minute
that the measured boiler temperature is lower than the condensation temperature.
• This forced off-take limit is always implemented in the heating systems and ATUs which take

heat from the boiler.
• The forced off-take limit can be found in I115.1 Heating/Water temp control for the heating

networks and in I155.1 Heat and cold blocks - off-take limit for the ATUs.

3 Temperature on-going/offset

Temperature on-going
Minimum temperature difference between the measured and the calculated boiler temperature
that must be present before the boiler is switched off in the absence of a heat demand.

Default setting: 3 °C (summer) / 10 °C (winter)
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If the measured boiler temperature based on the ongoing temperature rises more than the set
maximum boiler temperature, then the boiler will still be switched off based on the maximum boiler
temperature.

Temperature offset
Temperature difference that is added to the highest calculated temperature of all connected heating
and transport networks for the calculation of the boiler temperature.

Default setting: 2 °C (summer) / 10 °C (winter)

This will cause the calculated boiler temperature to rise. Please remember that it is also possible to
specify an offset temperature for the transport main (I350 Heat transport - settings (page 637)).

4 Release boiler
Option to release the boiler functions.

[NO] • The burner is disconnected (status = DISCONN) from the heat management and
is no longer driven by the computer.

• The boiler temperature has no further influence on the heat surplus percentage
(is and remains 0%).

• The butterfly valve present is closed.
• The CO2 unit is switched off.

The burner is controlled by the process computer. The percentage limitation of the
heat off-take is calculated normally. In case of an error the limitation remains 0% if this
has been specified at dealer level. The heat surplus percentage works in the normal
way.

[YES]

[EXTERNAL] • The burner is disconnected and is no longer controlled by the process computer.
• A percentage limitation of the heat off-take greater than 0% can be calculated at

any time.
• The heat surplus percentage continues to be calculated.
• The butterfly valve present is opened when the measured boiler temperature is

higher than the condensation temperature.

If this boiler is the only CO2 source and there is a CO2 demand, then the CO2 transport unit will be
switched on.

Only if the computer is driving the boiler (Release boiler = YES and the Burner status is not
DISCONN) then the control will take into account a possible maximum gas consumption.

5 Release high speed
Option for whether the burner is also allowed to burn at high speed (modulating burner).

6 Temperature boiler shock off/on

Temperature boiler shock off
Temperature difference between the measured boiler temperature and the boiler return temperature
below which the boiler shock pump is switched off.

Default setting: 20 °C

Temperature boiler shock on
Temperature difference between the measured boiler temperature and the boiler return temperature
above which the boiler shock pump is switched on.

Default setting: 40 °C

Large temperature differences in the boiler are not desirable because this can cause damage
to the boiler.
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7 Cooling water temp limit release/stop
To prevent the boiler being started and then having to be stopped shortly afterwards because the
heat buffer cannot absorb any heat, you can specify limits here. Your dealer has configured which
(buffer) sensors are decisive for this (up to 5).

Cooling water temperature limit release
The boiler is not blocked if the highest measured temperatures are below this release limit: there
is sufficient room to store the produced heat.

Cooling water temperature limit stop
The boiler is blocked if all measured temperatures are above this stop limit: there is no room to
store the produced heat. In that case, the limitation will be COOLING WATER. The boiler does not
achieve any heat storage capacity and/or forced CO2. The boiler can only be released by greenhouse
capacity or internal capacity. The CO2 management can request the necessary CO2 from another
source. The boiler remains off until the highest measured temperature is below Cooling water temp.
release limit.

In Meas cooling water temp lowest/highest you can see what are the lowest and highest current
values. Ask your dealer which sensors have been configured.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

8 Calc/meas boiler temperature

Calculated boiler temperature
Calculated boiler temperature.

Measured boiler temperature
Measured boiler temperature.

• If the measured boiler temperature is lower than the calculated boiler temperature then the
desired internal capacity (necessary to increase the boiler temperature) will be increased. If the
boiler becomes too warm, the desired internal capacity becomes negative.

• Together with the greenhouse capacity and the return capacity the internal capacity forms the
heat demand to the boiler.

• In addition to a heat capacity, a boiler can also be switched on by a forced capacity (for example
by CO2 demand).

9 Burner status
Status of the burner.

Applicable to modulating burners.

Burner is disconnected. The burner is not controlled by the process computer.DISCONN
Burner is off.OFF
Burner is on (the speed of the burner is controlled externally).ON
Burner is on in the CO2 position (only possible if a CO2 position is present on the burner).CO₂ POS
Burner is on at low speed.LOW SP
Burner is on at high speed.HIGH SP
The gas valve has not been released by the burner.NO RELEASE
There is a waiting time until the gas valve is released by the burner (such as during
pre-purge).

WAIT REL

The burner is showing a failure.ERROR

Applicable to switching burners.
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The burner is disconnected. The burner is not controlled by the process computer.DISCONN
The burner is off.OFF
Burner is on at the minimum position (position 1).ON
Burner is on at high flame and at low speed (position 2).CO₂ POS
Burner is on at high flame and at high speed (position 3).HF-LS
Burner on in the CO2 position.HF-HS
The gas valve has not been released by the burner.NO RELEASE
There is a waiting time until the gas valve is released by the burner (such as during
pre-purge).

WAIT REL

The burner is showing a failure.ERROR

Whether or not the percentage limitation of the heat off-take can be higher than 0% can be set at
dealer level if:
• the burner is not connected (DISCONN);
• the burner does not release the gas valve (NO RELEASE);
• there is an error in the burner (ERROR).

The control only takes account of any maximum gas consumption if the process computer
controls the boiler and the burner is connected (Burner status is not DISCONN).

10 Limitation boiler

NONE
The boiler is blocked externally and is allocated a maximum capacity of 0 kW and no
gas.

EXTERN. BLK

There is no room to store the produced heat. The boiler may be on in order to keep
itself at the correct temperature.

COOLING WATER

11 Meas cooling water temp lowest/highest
The lowest and highest temperature of the heat buffer. These temperatures are used to determine
how much heat the heat buffer can absorb and whether the boiler may be released or must be
stopped.
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I310.1 Boiler influences

-HEATING SYSTEM AND BUFFER-

1 Heat surplus band/temperature

Heat surplus band
Number of °C lower than the heat surplus temperature (right) below which the heat surplus
percentage goes back to 0% and within which the heat surplus percentage is 1%. This prevents
excessive switching of the fill pump (see figure Heat surplus band and temperature (page 606)).

Heat surplus temperature
Number of °C lower than the set maximum boiler temperature (I310 Boiler settings (page 601)), above
which a heat surplus percentage is calculated and "filling desired" is set to YES. Between the heat
surplus temperature and the maximum boiler temperature the heat surplus percentage is calculated
between 1% and 100%.

100°Cmaximum boiler temperature
7°Cheat surplus temperature
4°Cheat surplus band

As soon as the measured boiler temperature becomes higher than 93 °C (maximum boiler
temperature (100 °C) minus the heat surplus temperature (7 °C)), a heat surplus percentage
greater than 0% is calculated and "filling desired" is set to YES (provided that the selection
in 2 Heat surplus determination (page 606) is CO2/STORAGE or ALWAYS).

The heat surplus percentage becomes 0% again and "filling desired" is set to NO if the
measured boiler temperature is lower than 89 °C (93 °C minus the heat surplus band (4 °C)).
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Heat surplus band and temperature

2 Heat surplus determination
Cause of heat surplus in the boiler, and as a result a heat surplus percentage can be calculated.

If the Release boiler of I310 Boiler settings (page 601) is set to NO or EXTERNAL, a heat surplus
percentage will never be calculated (heat surplus percentage = 0).

Boiler does not calculate heat surplus percentage. When the maximum boiler
temperature is reached, the boiler switches off.

NONE

A heat surplus percentage is only allowed to be calculated if the water temperature in
the boiler becomes too hot as a result of CO2 capacity demand (at a low level), reserve
capacity demand or a storage capacity demand to the boiler. The calculated CO2 capacity,
the reserve capacity or the storage capacity is greater than the calculated heat capacity.

CO₂/STORAGE

The boiler calculates a heat surplus percentage if the water temperature in the boiler
becomes too hot.

ALWAYS

Heat discharge to a heating system(s) or buffer(s) is blocked if all the following conditions
are met:
• the heat surplus determination is set to CO2/STORAGE;
• no forced capacity (CO2, reserve or storage) is demanded from the boiler;
• the CO2 on-going time has elapsed since the CO2 capacity demand has been cancelled;
• the boiler is OFF.

3 Release buffer
Option whether heat is allowed to be buffered from this boiler.
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4 Heat surplus in heating system

Transfer of the LT heat surplus via the heating systems takes place in accordance with
the method that has been specified in Heat surplus heat system (I300).

STRATEGY

Transfer of the LT heat surplus takes place based on the temperature of the water to
the boiler. Select this method only if the boiler is equipped with steam hammer
protection.

SUPPLY TEMP

5 Suppl.temp start/max heat surpl.heat s

Supply temperature start heat surplus heat system
Measured temperature of the water to the boiler above which transfer of the LT heat surplus via
the heating systems starts.

Supply temperature maximum heat surplus heat system
Maximum temperature of the water to the boiler above which transfer of the LT heat surplus via
the heating systems stops.

-CO₂ PRODUCTION-

6 Min CO₂ production capacity
The minimum capacity that is demanded from the boiler when the boiler is switched on for CO2

production.

If this value is set to 0, then the Min CO₂ production capacity is equal to the minimum boiler
capacity.

7 Max CO₂ production capacity
The maximum capacity that is demanded from the boiler when the boiler is switched on for CO2

production.

• Please take into account that the Max CO₂ production capacity depends on the capacity of the
CO2 unit.

• If there is a CO2 position on the burner, then there is the option, when there is a CO2 demand,
to set the burner to be controlled on a special (low) CO2 capacity.

• Internally (dealer level), you can specify whether this position is allowed to be controlled if there
is a small heat demand.

If this value is set very high then the Max CO₂ production capacity is equal to the maximum boiler
capacity, if necessary limited by the maximum capacity at low speed if high speed has not been
released for CO2 production.

The (rough) conversion of m3 gas consumption per hour into actual capacity (in kW) is:
• (with condenser) m3 gas consumption x 8
• (without condenser) m3 gas consumption x 7.5

The (rough) conversion of m3 gas consumption per hour into supplied kilograms CO2 is:
• m3 gas consumption x 1.8

8 CO₂ production in HS
Option whether the boiler for CO2 production is allowed to be at High Speed.

9 CO₂ on-going time
The time that must first elapse after the CO2 demand has ceased, before the boiler switches off (if
there is no heat demand at that moment).
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10 Waiting t. release CO₂ after max temp.
The waiting time after the boiler has been switched off at maximum temperature, before the boiler
is released again for CO2. During this time the CO2 demand is passed on to a next source.

-LIMITATION MAX BOILER CAPACITY-

Use these settings to limit the capacity of the boiler. It is hereby possible for the boiler to
consume less gas, meaning there is more gas available for other sources (CHPs).

11 Limit gas consumption to max capacity

Use the maximum heat capacity of the boiler that is set by the dealer.NO
Use the maximum heat capacity of the boiler that is set below (Max capacity).YES

12 Max capacity
Lowered maximum capacity of the boiler. Lowering the absolute maximum capacity ensures that
gas space for other sources remains available.

13 Calc max gas consumption
The calculated gas consumption if the boiler runs at the set limited maximum capacity.

14 Release HS for forced cap (ext)
Option whether an externally controlled burner (a burner of which the speed is controlled by the
burner itself) for CO2 capacity and storage capacity is allowed to switch on at high speed.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

15 Des CO₂ production
The desired CO2 production for the boiler, that is demanded from the CO2 management.

16 Act CO₂ production
The actual CO2 production by the boiler.

17 Max CO₂ production capacity
The calculated maximum CO2 production in capacity for the boiler.

18 Max CO₂ production kg
The calculated maximum CO2 production in kg CO2/hour for the boiler.

19 Max CO₂ production m³

The calculated maximum CO2 production in m3/hour for the boiler.
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I310.2 Boiler forced storage

-HEAT STRATEGY-

1 Period
View of the periods of the heat strategy. These are based on the settings in I300 HT heat management
- strategy (page 552).

2 Activated
Indication that the period for the heat strategy is active.

3 Storage release
Option whether this boiler should be forced or not forced to supply capacity, when the heat strategy
in I300 HT heat management - strategy (page 552) demands this.

4 Storage capacity
The maximum capacity that this boiler is allowed to supply for the filling of the heat buffer.

For the filling of the heat buffer you can activate the boiler without there being a heat demand or a
CO₂ demand. The speed at which the heat buffer is filled can be influenced. See Forced storage in
heat buffer (page 146).

As Storage capacity, always set a value that is greater than or equal to the minimum capacity
of the boiler.

5 Adj fill% storage
Adjustment of the desired filling percentage for the calculation of a forced storage capacity for the
boiler. See Forced storage in heat buffer (page 146).

6 Storage follows desired fill%
Selection of the percentage based on which the forced storage capacity is to be determined.

The forced storage capacity is calculated based on the minimum fill percentage. This
makes it possible to temporarily fill the heat buffer to a lesser extent.

NO

The forced storage capacity is calculated based on the desired fill percentage and the
minimum fill percentage.

YES

7 Range above fill%
If the actual filling percentage is above the desired filling percentage by more than this percentage,
the Des forced storage capacity will be equal to 0. See Forced storage in heat buffer (page 146).

8 Range below fill%
If the actual filling percentage is below the desired filling percentage by more than this percentage,
the Des forced storage capacity will be gradually increased to the set Storage capacity. See Forced
storage in heat buffer (page 146).

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

9 Des forced storage capacity
Desired capacity of the boiler that is calculated for the filling of the heat buffer in the active period.
See Forced storage in heat buffer (page 146).
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I311 Boiler return control
The return control corrects the heat demand from the boiler on the basis of the difference between
the calculated and the measured temperature of the return water. If the temperature of the return
water is low (for example cold water is returning from the compartments) the the heat demand will
be increased. If the temperature of the return water is too high, then the heat demand will be
decreased. The correction of the heat demand is expressed in a return capacity.

An adjustment of the heat demand is only useful if:
• water flows through the boiler;
• the boiler is ON because of the heat demand;
• there is sufficient space to increase the heat demand;
• the temperature sensors are not defective.

1 Release return control
Option whether the return control of the boiler has been released.

A return capacity is calculated. The heat demand to the boiler is the same as the sum
of the greenhouse capacity, the internal capacity and the return capacity.

[YES]

No return capacity is calculated. The heat demand to the boiler is the same as the sum
of the greenhouse capacity and the internal capacity.

[NO]

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

2 Limitation return capacity
Reason why the calculation of the return capacity is limited.

There is no limitation for the desired return capacity.[NONE]
The return control has not been released. The desired return capacity is 0 kW.[NO RELEASE]
There is no measurement available of the return temperature. The desired return
capacity is 0 kW.

[NO MEASUREMENT]

The measurement of the return temperature is defective. The desired return capacity
is 0 kW.

[TEMP DEFECT]

The butterfly valve allocated to the control is closed. This means the water flow is
blocked by the boiler. The desired return capacity has a delay in flowing back to 0 kW.

[BUTT.VALVE CLOSED]

The buffer allocated to the control is supplying all the demanded heat. This means the
water flow is blocked by the boiler. The desired return capacity has a delay in flowing
back to 0 kW.

[BUFFER EMPTYING]

The total heat demand is 0 kW (there is no heat demand). This means there is no water
flow through the boiler. The desired return capacity has a delay in flowing back to 0
kW.

[NO GRH CAP]

The desired return capacity has increased the heat demand to the boiler to the
maximum.

[MAX INCREASE]

The desired return capacity has decreased the heat demand to the boiler to the
maximum.

[MAX DECREASE]

3 Calc/meas return temperature

Calculated return temperature
Calculated return temperature. The calculated return temperature is determined on the basis of
the calculated temperature difference between the supply water and the calculated supply
temperature.

Measured return temperature
Measured return temperature.

The difference between the calculated return temperature and the measured return temperature
determines the calculation of the return capacity.
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4 Desired return capacity
The desired return capacity that is added to the heat demand to the boiler.

If the desired return capacity is positive, this shows a low temperature of the return water. With a
negative desired return capacity the measured return temperature will be relatively high.
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I312 Bolier condenser settings
The condenser setting handles cooling of the flue gases from the boilers and CHPs by discharging
heat. In this section you specify the condenser settings if you discharge the condensed water to the
heating systems per boiler.

Specify the condenser settings in I332 CHP condenser settings (page 628) if you discharge to the
heating systems per CHP. Specify the settings for the condenser in section I302 Central condenser
settings (page 570) if you are using a central condenser control.

1 Return temperature start cooling
Temperature of the water to the condenser below which it may be used as cooling water for the
condenser control. No further heat is transferred via the heating systems.

2 Return temperature stop cooling
Temperature of the water to the condenser above which it may no longer be used as cooling water
for the condenser control. Transfer of heat via the heating systems starts.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

3 Condenser pump active

The condenser pump on one or more connected boilers is switched on.YES
The condenser pump is not switched on.NO

4 Measured return temperature
Measured temperature of the water to the condenser:
• The water may be used as cooling water for the condenser control as soon as the temperature

is lower than the temperature that has been entered in Return temperature start cooling.
• The water may no longer be used as cooling water for the condenser control as soon as the

temperature is higher than the temperature that has been entered in Return temperature stop
cooling.

5 Condenser status

Condenser control is switched off as none of the heat sources is on.OFF
Condenser control is currently cooling by transferring heat to the heating systems that are
demanding heat in the greenhouse.

HEAT DEMAND

Condenser control is currently cooling by transferring heat to storage in one or more boilers,
CHPs or buffers.

(BUFFER) RETURN

Condenser control is currently cooling by transferring heat to the heating systems designated
for this, where the heat is eliminated.

HEAT SYSTEM

Condenser control is currently cooling by transferring heat to the emergency cooler where
the heat is eliminated.

EMERGENCY COOLER

6 Calc pos cond switching valve

The exchange valve on the condenser is closed.CLOSED
The exchange valve on the condenser is open.OPEN

The dealer has specified the position of the exchange valve on the condenser for every possible
status of the condenser (refer to 5 Condenser status). If there is a delay in opening and closing the
exchange valve you will be able to see how long it takes until the valve is open or closed in 7 Waiting
time switching.
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7 Waiting time switching
Time that must have elapsed before the condenser control starts transferring heat to the heating
systems designated for this.

The heating pumps are switched on during this time.
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I320 HT heat buffer - settings
A heat buffer consists of an insulated tank that is filled from the top with hot water. Because the
specific gravity of hot water is lower than that of cold water, the hottest water will always remain at
the top of the buffer.

In order to be able to determine to what degree the buffer is filled, temperature sensors have been
placed in the buffer.

The filling and emptying of the buffer is controlled using a 24 hour cycle which can be set in I300 HT
heat management - strategy (page 552). By using the time settings, the 24 hour period can be divided
into several periods (maximum of 6). The fill strategy and the desired end fill percentage can be
specified per period. You can also specify whether you have to or want to fill or empty during this
period. By specifying minimum and maximum fill percentage there is the option to reserve buffer
heat (via minimum fill percentage) and/or buffer space (via maximum fill percentage).

1 Release buffer
Choice whether the buffer is released.

Please take into account that if the Release buffer is set to NO, there is no protection by
minimum buffer temperature.

2 Min temperature diff filling
Minimum required temperature difference between the water that flows into the buffer and the
water leaving the buffer for filling.

• If the difference in temperature when filling is smaller than this minimum temperature difference,
then filling stops. For the filling to start there is a dead band of 2 °C above this temperature
difference.

• In order to be able to calculate a temperature difference, there is a waiting time before calculating
during startup (dealer level) and a guaranteed water flow through the buffer.

3 Min temperature diff emptying
Minimum required temperature difference between the water that flows from the buffer and the
water comes into the buffer for continuous emptying.

• If the difference in temperature when emptying is smaller than this minimum temperature
difference, then emptying stops. For the emptying to start there is a dead band of 2 °C above
this temperature difference.

• In order to be able to calculate a temperature difference, there is a waiting time before calculating
during startup (dealer level) and a guaranteed water flow through the buffer.

4 Min buffer temperature frost protection
Temperature of one of the buffer temperature sensors, the return temperature fill, the return
temperature empty or the supply temperature below which filling is automatic (frost protection).

The 1 Release buffer (page 614) must be set to YES.

5 Min buffer temp nitrogen protection
Average temperature of the x top buffer temperature sensors (number set by dealer) below which
the nitrogen protection starts to operate. Every minute that the measured temperature is below the
value entered here the off-take limit% increases by 10% to a maximum of 100%. Every minute that
the measured value again rises above the value entered here the off-take limit% decreases by 10%.

The measured temperature is shown in Measured temp nitrogen protection.
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6 Dead band stop emptying
The dead band below the highest demanded pipe temperature from the compartments. If the supply
temperature from the buffer becomes lower than the highest demanded pipe temperature - the
dead band stops emptying, then the emptying of the buffer stops.

Emptying the buffer also stops if the following conditions apply for longer than 15 minutes:
• the off-take temperature remains colder than a dealer adjustable temperature which

is below the highest demanded water temperature;
• the buffer contribution is 0%;
• the off-take limit is 0% (the other heat sources are sufficiently hot).

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

7 Filling active
Indication whether the filling of the buffer is active.

8 Emptying active
Indication whether the emptying of the buffer is active.

9 Limitation filling
Possible cause why the buffer is not being filled.

There is no limitation for filling. Filling is possible[NONE]
The buffer control has not been released.[RELEASE]
The highest temperature of the sources that are allowed to fill the buffer, is too low to
be able to fill.

[TEMP]

The temperature of all buffer sensors is higher than the filling temperature.[FULL]
The actual fill percentage is the same as the calculated maximum fill percentage. The
remaining buffer space can be used later or can be used for heat storage of the CHP
that is controlled by the peak demand from the energy company (refer to Calculated
maximum fill% (page 561) in I300.1 HT heat management - influences (page 560)).

[MAX FILL%]

The buffer is emptied and cannot fill.[EMPTY]

10 Limitation emptying
Possible cause why the buffer is not being emptied.

There is no limitation for emptying. Emptying is possible[NONE]
The buffer control has not been released.[RELEASE]
One of the buffer temperature is lower than the set minimum buffer temperature.
Consequently the buffer is forced to be filled.

[TOO COLD]

The filling of the buffer is being blocked by an external contact.[EXT BLOCK]
The buffer temperature is too low to be able to empty.[EMPTY]
The actual fill percentage is the same as the calculated minimum fill percentage. The
remaining heat in the buffer can be used later (refer to Calculated minimum fill% (page
561) in I300.1 HT heat management - influences (page 560)).

[MIN FILL%]

The 10 Buffer method (page 556) in I300 HT heat management - strategy (page 552) is on
FILL>EMPTY for the current period. This means filling has priority over emptying. The
buffer is being filled.

[FILL]

11 Actual fill%
Actual fill percentage.

Refer to I300 HT heat management - strategy (page 552) for the calculation of the actual fill percentage.

12 Measured temp nitrogen protection
Measured average temperature of the x top buffer temperature sensors, where x is set by the dealer.
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I320.1 HT Heat buffer - determination filling

1 Use max end fill%

The control may fill the heat buffer up to the specified Max end fill% (I300).
A source that may be switched on from outside the process computer (such as an CHP)
may fill the heat buffer completely, for instance during peak demand.
You can set Max end fill% per period, so that part of the day saves some space and may
possibly fill at another time.

YES

The buffer control may fill the heat buffer completely.
The setting Max end fill% (I300) is not used.

NO

2 Min/max temperature buffer empty
Temperature limits for determining Temperature buffer empty.

Minimum temperature buffer empty
Minimum temperature that is accepted when determining the buffer layer that is ‘empty’ (low-grade
heat). If the average of all temperature sensors is lower than this limit, the limit is taken as an average.

Default setting: 30°C (as shown in the figure above)

Maximum temperature buffer empty
Maximum temperature that is accepted when determining the buffer layer that is ‘empty’ (low-grade
heat). All temperature sensors with a higher temperature are not included in the calculation.

Default setting: 75°C (as shown in the figure above)

Consequently, when determining the 0% filling percentage, only the water that came into the buffer
during emptying is included in the calculation.

3 Temperature buffer full

The calculation value for the temperature of the top layer. In the figure above: 90°C.

For all temperature sensors with a temperature higher than Temp limit buffer sensors buffer full, the
following applies: the calculation value for the sensor = Temperature buffer full
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-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

4 Desired time buffer empty
Time at which Temperature buffer empty was last determined. This time corresponds to the lowest
point of the set Desired end fill% in I300.

5 Temperature buffer empty

Average temperature of all temperature sensors associated with the buffer layer that is ‘empty’
(low-grade heat). (75+31+33+32)/4=42.75°C.

6 Des temp wish consum.scaled by des cap
Desired temperature of all heat consumers. This desired temperature is scaled to the desired capacity
of the heat consumers.

The useable fill% is calculated based on this value.

7 Temp limit buffer sensors buffer full

This temperature indicates the limit above which Temperature buffer full is deemed to apply. In the
figure above: 88°C.

8 Temp limit buffer sensors buffer empty
This temperature indicates the limit below which Min temp buffer empty is deemed to apply.

In the figure above, Temp limit buffer sensors buffer empty is 75°C and Min temp buffer empty is 30°C.

9 Actual fill%
The actual buffer filling percentage is calculated on the basis of the difference between the heat
capacity that is loaded into the buffer and the heat capacity that is leaving the buffer at that instant.
This percentage is limited between the minimum and maximum achievable filling percentage,
determined on the basis of the measurements from the temperature sensors.

100% means that no additional heat can be stored in the buffer. Any unusable layers of water (water
layers with a lower temperature than the layer below) are not counted in the calculation of the buffer
filling percentage.
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I324 HT Heat buffer - filling
The buffer is being filled with water of a certain temperature. This fill temperature depends on the
maximum temperatures of the heat sources connected to the filling circuit.

1 FILLING CIRCUIT
Number of the filling circuit.

2 Release pump
Release or no release of the fill pump.

3 Control range fill temperature
The number of °C below the maximum temperatures of the heat source for calculating the fill
temperature. The fill temperature is used to control the shunt mixing valve.

With a modulating control the Control range fill temperature determines at what temperature the
heat source is controlled.

If the Control range fill temperature is set too low, the heat surplus percentage is too high.
An advantage is that the buffer(s) are filled with a high temperature. A disadvantage is that
the burner is controlled down very sharply if there is a heat surplus percentage of more
than 66% in order to prevent the boiler from switching off at maximum temperature. This
can cause erratic control behaviour.

100°CMaximum temperature
7°CDecrease fill temperature
93°C (100°C - 7°C)Calculated fill temperature

If the supply temperature falls below the fill temperature, the shunt valve is opened. This
means the return temperature rises, so the supply temperature will ultimately also rise. If
the supply temperature rises above the fill temperature, then the shunt mixing valve is
controlled shut/further shut. If the shunt mixing valve is running closed/further closed, the
buffer will fill up some more. Refer to figure Possible position of the shunt valve with respect
to the boiler and the buffer (page 618) for a general overview of the installation.

Possible position of the shunt valve with respect to the boiler and the buffer
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Control range fill temperature and the calculated fill temperature

4 Fill temperature source dependent
Option whether the fill temperature only depends on the source that is filling.

The fill temperature is calculated from the highest maximum temperature of all sources
that are connected to the filling circuit and of which the filling of the buffer has been
released.

[YES]

The fill temperature is calculated from the highest maximum temperature of all sources
that are connected to the filling circuit and released and for which the filling of the
buffer has been released. With connections in series of for example a heat exchanger
and a boiler, the boiler can be switched on to fill the buffer at a fixed temperature.

[NO]

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

5 FILLING CIRCUIT
Number of the filling circuit.

6 Calc fill temperature
The calculated fill temperature and with it the desired temperature of the active heat source.

7 Calculated pump capacity
The calculated pump capacity of the modulating fill pump.

8 Calculated pump position
The status of the switching fill pump.
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The fill pump is switched off.[OFF]
The fill pump is switched on at low speed.[LOW SP]
The fill pump is switched on at high speed.[HIGH SP]

9 Calculated pump position
The status of the modulating fill pump.

10 Limitation pump drive
Indication of the limitation of the modulating fill pump.

No limitation is active.[NONE]
The pump cannot be controlled because insufficient input and/or output channels have
been allocated at a dealer level (this limitation can be present permanently if the fill
pump is controlled without using the computer).

[NOT CONTROLLED]

2 Release pump (page 618) is set to NO.[RELEASE]
The fill pump is OFF, because the butterfly valve is closed.[BUTTERFLY VALVE]
The pump is set to a fixed capacity at dealer level.[FIXED POSITION]
The pump active measurement (measured pump active) has not matched the required
pump position for 10 minutes.

[DEFECTIVE]

The pump error measurement (measured pump error) is active.[EXT ERROR]
The conversion table for calculating the pump capacity into millivolt value has not been
completed at dealer level.

[CALIBRATION ERROR]

The universal control has reported a malfunction.[EXT DRIVE]

11 Limitation pump drive
Indication of the limitation of the switching fill pump.

No limitation is active.[NONE]
The pump cannot be controlled because insufficient input and/or output channels have
been allocated at a dealer level (this limitation can be present permanently if the fill
pump is controlled without using the computer).

[NOT CONTROLLED]

2 Release pump (page 618) is set to NO.[RELEASE]
The fill pump is OFF, because the butterfly valve is closed.[BUTTERFLY VALVE]
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I330 CHP settings
This section contains the settings for the combined heat power installation (CHP). Refer to the Heating
paragraph in Energy (page 138) also.

1 Release CHP
Choice whether the CHP is released for the production of CO2, heat, and/or electricity.

2 Min CHP temperature
Minimum supply and return water temperature of the CHP, whereby the CHP is switched to minimum
capacity to prevent the CHP from freezing. Only when the measured water temperatures are 2 °C
above the minimum CHP temperature again, does the CHP switch off.

3 Max supply/return temperature

Maximum supply temperature
Maximum supply temperature above which the CHP is switched off. To switch it on again a fixed
dead band of 2 °C below the maximum temperature applies.

Maximum return temperature
Maximum return temperature above which the CHP is switched off. To switch it on again a fixed
dead band of 2 °C below the maximum temperature applies.

4 Band/temperature in series

Band in series
The CHP and the boiler are connected in parallel again as soon as the requested water temperature
is lower than Temperature in series - Band in series. LOCKED - LOCKED.

Temperature in series
The demanded pipe temperature (from the compartment(s)) to the CHP above which the CHP is
switched in serially with the boiler. The water flows from the CHP through the boiler, so the demanded
temperature can be reached.

When the CHP is switched serially with the boiler, the return water first flows from the
compartments through the CHP. With a parallel switch part of the return water flows through
the boiler and part through the CHP.

5 Cooling water temp limit release/stop
To prevent the CHP being started and then having to be stopped shortly afterwards because the
heat buffer cannot absorb any heat, you can specify limits here. Your dealer has configured which
(buffer) sensors are decisive for this (up to 5).

Cooling water temperature limit release
The CHP is released if the highest measured temperature is below this release limit.

Cooling water temperature limit stop
The CHP is switched off if all measured temperatures are above this stop limit: The COOLING WATER
limitation is then displayed. The CHP remains off until the highest measured temperature is below
the release limit.

If the CHP is off and cannot switch on, a full heat buffer may be the cause.
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In Meas cooling water temp lowest/highest you can see what are the lowest and highest current
values. Ask your dealer which sensors have been configured.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

6 Status CHP
The status of the CHP, see M330 Overview CHP (page 961).

The time that still needs to elapse in this status is displayed in M330 Overview CHP (page 961) under
Calc waiting time.

7 Limitation CHP
The limitation of the CHP, see M330 Overview CHP (page 961).

8 Act capacity
Actual heat power by the CHP.

9 Meas cooling water temp lowest/highest
The lowest and highest temperature of the heat buffer. These temperatures are used to determine
how much heat the heat buffer can absorb and whether the CHP may be released or must be
stopped.
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I330.1 CHP influences

-HEATING SYSTEM AND BUFFER-

1 Heat surplus band/temperature

Heat surplus band
Temperature difference is lower than the heat surplus temperature, whereby buffering by the CHP
stops.

Heat surplus temperature
Number of °C lower than the specified maximum supply or return temperature of the CHP, above
which the desired buffer status becomes FILL. At this point the heat surplus percentage goes from
1 % to 100 % in the maximum supply or return temperature.

Maximum supply temperature in I330 CHP settings (page 621) is set at 80 °C, the heat surplus
temperature at 5 °C and the heat surplus band is set at 4 °C.

At the moment the measured supply temperature becomes higher than 75 °C (maximum
supply temperature (80 °C) minus the heat surplus temperature (5 °C)), a heat surplus
percentage greater than 0 % is calculated and filling desired is set to YES.

The heat surplus percentage becomes 0 % again and Filling desired is set to NO again if the
measured supply temperature is lower than 71 °C (maximum supply temperature (80 °C)
minus the heat surplus temperature (5 °C) minus the heat surplus band (4 °C)).

Heat surplus band and temperature

2 Heat surplus determination
Cause of heat surplus in the CHP, and as a result a heat surplus percentage can be calculated.

If the 1 Release CHP (page 621) in I330 CHP settings (page 621) is set to NO, a heat surplus percentage
is never calculated (heat surplus percentage = 0).
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The CHP never indicates that a heat surplus percentage can be calculated. When the
maximum supply or return temperature is reached, the CHP switches off.

[NONE]

A heat surplus percentage is only allowed to be calculated if the maximum supply or
return water temperature becomes too hot as a result of an electricity demand, CO2
demand, reserve demand or storage capacity demand to the CHP. The calculated forced
capacity is then greater than 0.

[EL/CO2/STOR]

Always calculate a heat surplus percentage if the supply or return temperature of the
CHP becomes too high.

[ALWAYS]

3 Release buffer
Release or no release to buffer from the CHP. If there is no release to buffer, the CHP cannot supply
capacity for forced heat storage.

4 Release buffer at peak level
Release or no release to buffer from this CHP with peak demand.

If space is reserved in the buffer (through a maximum fill percentage), then the CHP is allowed to
use this space. Conditions are that the CHP has been switched on because of the peak demand and
that Release buffer and Release buffer at peak level are set to YES.

-WAITING TIMES-

5 Switch on delay
Time that the CHP remains off, when the CHP must be switched on because of demand from the
compartments.

6 Switch off delay
Time that the CHP remains switched on after the capacity demand ceases. The CHP switches off
immediately if the CHP becomes too hot, is faulty, is no longer released, is no longer available or if
there is a complete limitation because of the maximum gas consumption.

If within this time the CHP needs to switch on again because of a capacity demand, then the CHP
will remain switched on.

-CO₂ PRODUCTION-

7 Minimum time on
Minimum time that the flue gas cleaner must remain on after being switched on.

If during the Minimum time on the CO2 demand ceases, the CO2 dosage valve will remain closed
while the flue gas cleaner stays on.

8 Max waiting time release flue gas
Maximum waiting time after starting the flue gas cleaner for a release of the flue gases. If within this
waiting time the flue gases are not released, then the flue gas cleaner will show an error and the
FGC no release flue gases alarm 360 is triggered. During the time that the flue gas cleaner shows an
error, the CO2 management will send the CO2 demand to other sources. The duration time of this
error can be adjusted using the setting Time FGC fails to work.

9 Time FGC fails to work
Duration time that the flue gas cleaner shows an error, if within the Max waiting time release flue gas
no release of the flue gases has been given. After the duration time has elapsed the flue gas cleaner
can be used again in the distribution.

10 CO₂ on-going time
Time that the flue gas cleaner remains switched on after the CO2 demand has ceased.
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As a result there is the option for the cleaner to remain active when the CO2 demand ceases
temporarily.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

11 Des external capacity
Desired external capacity demand to the CHP.

12 Des CO₂ production
The desired CO2 production by the CHP, that is demanded from the CO2 management.

13 Act CO₂ production
The actual CO2 production by the CHP.

14 Max CO₂ production capacity
The maximum CO2 production in capacity from the CHP.

15 Max CO₂ production kg
The maximum CO2 production in kg CO2/hour for the CHP.

16 Max CO₂ production m³

The maximum CO2 production in m3/hour for the CHP.
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I330.2 CHP forced storage

-HEAT STRATEGY-

1 Period
View of the periods of the heat strategy. These are based on the settings in I300 HT heat management
- strategy (page 552).

2 Activated
Indication that the period for the heat strategy is active.

3 Storage release
Option whether this CHP should be forced or not forced to supply capacity, when the heat strategy
in I300 HT heat management - strategy (page 552) demands this.

4 Storage capacity
The maximum output that this CHP is allowed to supply for the filling of the heat buffer.

For the filling of the heat buffer, you can activate the CHP without a heat demand. The speed at
which the heat buffer is filled can be influenced. See Forced storage in heat buffer (page 146).

As Storage capacity, always set a value that is greater than or equal to the minimum capacity
of the CHP.

5 Adj fill% storage
Adjustment of the desired filling percentage for the calculation of a forced storage capacity for the
CHP. See Forced storage in heat buffer (page 146).

6 Storage follows desired fill%
Selection of the percentage based on which the forced storage capacity is to be determined.

The forced storage capacity is calculated based on the minimum fill percentage. This
makes it possible to temporarily fill the heat buffer to a lesser extent.

NO

The forced storage capacity is calculated based on the desired fill percentage and the
minimum fill percentage.

YES

7 Range above fill%
If the actual filling percentage is above the desired filling percentage by more than this percentage,
the Des forced storage capacity will be equal to 0. See Forced storage in heat buffer (page 146).

8 Range below fill%
If the actual filling percentage is below the desired filling percentage by more than this percentage,
the Des forced storage capacity will be gradually increased to the set Storage capacity. See Forced
storage in heat buffer (page 146).

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

9 Des forced storage capacity
Desired capacity of the CHP that is calculated for the filling of the heat buffer in the active period.
See Forced storage in heat buffer (page 146).
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I330.3 CHP week clock
The settings in this section allow you to switch on the CHP using a week clock in order to feed back
electricity to the electricity network. Also you can use the week clock to notify the heat management
that the CHP is or may be switched on. Heat management then takes into account in its heat reserve
what heat the CHP supplies or can supply at those instances.

1 Period
Adjustable period for the CHP week clock reserve based on time settings.

2 Activated
Indication that the period of the CHP week clock reserve is active.

3 Clock
Switching the timer of the period of the CHP week clock reserve on or off.

4 Start time
Start time of the period of the CHP week clock reserve.

5 End time
End time the period of the CHP week clock reserve.

6 - 12 Monday - Sunday
Option how the period of the CHP week clock reserve is used on the specific day of the week .

The period is not active on this day. The heat reserve does not take the CHP into account
in advance.

[OFF]

The period is active on this day and between the start and end time the CHP is switched
on. The heat reserve assumes in advanced that the CHP is switched on and is supplying
heat, irrespective of whether the CHP is actually switched on.

[ON]

The period is active on this day and between the start and end time the CHP is switched
on depending on the electricity, CO2, reserve, storage, heat demand or external demand.
The heat reserve assumes in advanced that the CHP is switched on and is supplying
heat, irrespective of whether the CHP is actually switched on.

[DEMAND]
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I332 CHP condenser settings
The condenser setting handles cooling of the flue gases from the boilers and CHPs by discharging
heat. This section is used to specify the condenser settings if you discharge the condensed water to
the heating systems per CHP.

Specify the condenser settings in I312 Bolier condenser settings (page 612) if you discharge to the
heating networks per CHP. Specify the settings for the condenser in section I302 Central condenser
settings (page 570) if you are using a central condenser control.

1 Return temperature start cooling
Temperature of the water to the condenser below which it may be used as cooling water for the
condenser control. No further heat is transferred via the heating systems.

2 Return temperature stop cooling
Temperature of the water to the condenser above which it may no longer be used as cooling water
for the condenser control. Transfer of heat via the heating systems starts.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

3 Condenser pump active

The condenser pump on one or more connected CHPs is switched on.YES
The condenser pump is not switched on.NO

4 Measured return temperature
Measured temperature of the water to the condenser:
• The water may be used as cooling water for the condenser control as soon as this temperature

is lower than the temperature that has been entered in 1 Return temperature start cooling (page
628).

• The water may no longer be used as cooling water for the condenser control as soon as this
temperature is higher than the temperature that has been entered in 2 Return temperature
stop cooling (page 628).

5 Condenser status

Condenser control is switched off as no heat source at all is on.OFF
Condenser control is currently cooling by transferring heat to the heating systems that are
demanding heat in the greenhouse.

HEAT DEMAND

Condenser control is currently cooling by transferring heat to storage in one or more boilers,
CHPs or buffers.

(BUFFER) RETURN

Condenser control is currently cooling by transferring heat to the heating systems designated
for this, where the heat is eliminated.

HEAT SYSTEM

Condenser control is currently cooling by transferring heat to the emergency cooler where
the heat is eliminated.

EMERGENCY COOLER

6 Calc pos cond switching valve

The exchange valve on the condenser is closed.CLOSED
The exchange valve on the condenser is open.OPEN

The dealer has specified the position of the exchange valve on the condenser for every possible
status of the condenser (refer to 5 Condenser status (page 628)). If there is a delay in opening and
closing the exchange valve you will be able to see how long it takes until the valve is open or closed
in 7 Waiting time switching.
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7 Waiting time switching
Time that must have elapsed before the condenser control starts transferring heat to the heating
systems designated for this.

The heating pumps are switched on during this time.
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I340 Heat exchanger settings
A heat exchanger is a system that transfers heat (exchange) between a warm side and a cold side.
The warm side may consist of the remaining heat from a power plant or terrestrial heat. A heat
exchanger is an active heat source, just like a boiler, and both heat capacity and a temperature can
be demanded from it. The valves and pumps around the heat exchanger are not controlled by the
computer. Refer to the Heating paragraph in Energy (page 138) also.

1 Release HX
Option whether the heat exchanger is released for heat production.

2 HX temperature min/max

Heat exchangers temperature minimum
Minimum supply temperature of the heat exchanger.

Heat exchangers temperature maximum
Maximum supply temperature of the heat exchanger.

3 Temperature offset
Temperature difference that is adhered to between the supply temperature of the heat exchanger
and the highest temperature demand from the compartments.

4 Max return temperature
Maximum return temperature whereby the heat exchanger is allowed to be switched ON.

5 Cooling water temp limit release/stop
To prevent the heat exchanger being started and then having to be stopped shortly afterwards
because the heat buffer cannot absorb any heat, you can specify limits here. Your dealer has
configured which (buffer) sensors are decisive for this (up to 5).

Column 1: the heat exchanger is released if the highest measured temperature is below this release
limit.

Column 2: the heat exchanger is switched off if the lowest measured temperature is above this stop
limit: The COOLING WATER limitation is then displayed. The heat exchanger remains off until the
highest measured temperature is below the release limit.

In Meas cooling water temp lowest/highest you can see what are the lowest and highest current
values. Ask your dealer which sensors have been configured.

-WAITING TIMES-

6 Min time on
Minimum duration time that the heat exchanger must be on. During this time the heat exchanger
keeps track of the heat demand.

7 Post-run time
Duration time that the heat exchanger is still running after the heat demand has ceased.

During this time the heat exchanger keeps running at minimum capacity. As soon as there is a heat
demand again, the heat exchanger will respond immediately.
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-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

8 Calc/meas HX temperature

Calculated heat exchangers temperature
Desired supply temperature of the heat exchanger.

Heat exchangers temperature
Measured supply temperature of the heat exchanger.

9 Status HX
Status of the heat exchanger

The heat exchanger is switched OFF and is not available for heat demand. The Limitation
HX (refer to M340 Overview heat exchanger (page 967)) indicates the reason for this
limitation.

[LIMITED]

The heat exchanger is switched OFF and is available for heat demand.[READY]
The heat exchanger is switched ON and is running at minimum capacity. M340 Overview
heat exchanger (page 967) displays the remaining time in this status.

[PRE RUN]

The heat exchanger is switched ON and is running at minimum capacity. If there is no
new heat demand, the heat exchanger will be switched off. M340 Overview heat
exchanger (page 967) displays the remaining time in this status.

[POST RUN]

The heat exchanger is switched ON and is supplying the demanded heat capacity. When
the heat exchanger ceases, the exchanger will remain ON until the set minimum time
has elapsed. M340 Overview heat exchanger (page 967) displays the remaining time in
this status.

[MIN TIME ON]

The heat exchanger is switched ON and is supplying the demanded heat capacity. When
the heat demand ceases, the exchanger will revert to the POST RUN status.

[ON]

The heat exchanger is in error. The Limitation HX (refer to M340 Overview heat exchanger
(page 967)) indicates the reason for this error. After the error has been reported, an
(internal) waiting time is adhered to.

[ERROR]

10 Meas cooling water temp lowest/highest
The lowest and highest temperature of the heat buffer. These temperatures are used to determine
how much heat the heat buffer can absorb and whether the heat exchanger may be released or
must be stopped.
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I340.1 Heat exchanger influences
-BUFFER-

1 Heat surplus band/temperature

Heat surplus band
Number of °C lower than the heat surplus temperature below which the heat surplus percentage
goes back to 0 %.

Heat surplus temperature
Number of °C lower than the set Heat exchangers temperature maximum (page 630), above which
a heat surplus percentage is calculated and Filling desired is set to YES.

Between the heat surplus temperature and the Heat exchangers temperature maximum (page 630)
a heat surplus percentage is calculated of between 1 % and 100 %.

80 °Cmaximum heat exchanger temperature
5 °Cheat surplus temperature
4 °Cheat surplus band

As soon as the measured exchanger temperature becomes higher than 75 °C ( Heat
exchangers temperature maximum (page 630) (80 °C) minus the heat surplus temperature
(5 °C)), a heat surplus percentage greater than 0 % is calculated and Filling desired is set to
YES (provided that the 2 Heat surplus determination (page 633) is set to STORAGE/RESERVE
or ALWAYS).

The heat surplus percentage becomes 0 % again and Filling desired is set to NO if the
measured exchange temperature is lower than 71 °C (Heat surplus temperature (page 632)
(75 °C) minus the Heat surplus band (page 632) (4 °C)).
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Heat surplus band and temperature

2 Heat surplus determination
Cause of heat surplus in the exchanger, and as a result a heat surplus percentage can be calculated.

If the 1 Release HX (page 630) is set to NO, a heat surplus percentage will never be calculated (heat
surplus percentage = 0).

Exchanger does not calculate heat surplus percentage. When the maximum exchanger
temperature is reached, the exchanger switches off.

[NONE]

A heat surplus percentage is only allowed to be calculated if the water temperature in
the exchanger becomes too hot as a result of a storage capacity demand or a reserve
capacity demand to the exchanger. The calculated storage capacity or the reserve
capacity is greater than the calculated heat capacity.

[STORAGE/RESERV]

The exchanger calculates a heat surplus percentage if the water temperature in the
exchanger becomes too hot.

[ALWAYS]

3 Release buffer
Option whether heat is allowed to be buffered from this exchanger.
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I340.2 Heat exchanger forced storage

-HEAT STRATEGY-

1 Period
View of the periods of the heat strategy. These are based on the settings in I300 HT heat management
- strategy (page 552).

2 Activated
Indication that the period for the heat strategy is active.

3 Storage release
Option whether this exchanger should be forced or not forced to supply capacity, when the heat
strategy in I300 HT heat management - strategy (page 552) demands this.

4 Storage capacity
The maximum capacity that this exchanger is allowed to supply for the filling of the heat buffer.

For the filling of the heat buffer, you can activate the exchanger without a heat demand. The speed
at which the heat buffer is filled can be influenced. See Forced storage in heat buffer (page 146).

As Storage capacity, always set a value that is greater than or equal to the minimum capacity
of the heat exchanger.

5 Adj fill% storage
Adjustment of the desired filling percentage for the calculation of a forced storage capacity for the
exchanger. See Forced storage in heat buffer (page 146).

6 Storage follows desired fill%
Selection of the percentage based on which the forced storage capacity is to be determined.

The forced storage capacity is calculated based on the minimum fill percentage. This
makes it possible to temporarily fill the heat buffer to a lesser extent.

NO

The forced storage capacity is calculated based on the desired fill percentage and the
minimum fill percentage.

YES

7 Range above fill%
If the actual filling percentage is above the desired filling percentage by more than this percentage,
the Des forced storage capacity will be equal to 0. See Forced storage in heat buffer (page 146).

8 Range below fill%
If the actual filling percentage is below the desired filling percentage by more than this percentage,
the Des forced storage capacity will be gradually increased to the set Storage capacity. See Forced
storage in heat buffer (page 146).

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

9 Des forced storage capacity Des forced storage capacity
Desired capacity of the exchanger that is calculated for the filling of the heat buffer in the active
period. See Forced storage in heat buffer (page 146).
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I260 CO2 external settings

1 Reset external CO₂
After a defect in the external CO2 source has been resolved, you can reset the external CO2 source
here.

2 Min CO₂ production capacity
The minimum CO2 production of the external source. If the CO2 source is a switching source, this
setting will be equal to the maximum CO2 production capacity.

3 Max CO₂ production capacity
The maximum CO2 production of the external source.

If you want to increase the maximum capacity because the installation has been modified,
Conversion mV to max capacity (I260.7, dealer setting) must also be adjusted.

4 Max CO₂ production 24-hours
The maximum permissible CO2 production per 24 hours by the external source.

After off-take of the Maximum CO2 production per 24 hour period the off-take is NOT
stopped. Stopping the CO2 off-take is controlled by the supplier.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

5 Max CO₂ production
The maximum CO2 production of the external source. This maximum is calculated on the basis of
the feedback of the external CO2 source and the set 3 Max CO₂ production capacity (page 635). The
result is limited to the set 2 Min CO₂ production capacity (page 635).

This value is used for the distribution of the CO2 demand among the sources by the CO2 management.

6 Des CO₂ production
The CO2 demand that is requested by the CO2 management from the external CO2 source and that
must be produced by the external CO2 source.

7 Act CO₂ production
The actual CO2 production of the external CO2 source.

8 Available CO₂ production current 24-hrs
The quantity of CO2 production still available by the external CO2 source in the current 24 hour
period.

Stopping the CO2 off-take is controlled by the supplier.
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I350 Heat transport - settings
A transport control takes care of the heat supply from the manifold to multiple, heating networks
that usually are further down the heating network. The advantage of this is that it is not necessary
to install separate supply and drain pipes for each heating network. Refer to the Heating paragraph
in Energy (page 138) also.

1 Release pump
Choice whether the transport pump has been released.

2 Pump capacity min/max

Pump capacity minimum
The minimum pump capacity that has to be achieved if the pump is switched on based on capacity
demand.

Pump capacity maximum
The maximum pump capacity must be reached if there is a maximum capacity demand (7 Transport
capacity pump max (page 640) in I350.1 Heat transport - pump control (page 639)).

• The maximum pump capacity is automatically decreased if the boiler becomes too cold.
Depending on the off-take limit percentage the maximum pump capacity can then be
decreased to the minimum pump capacity.

• In I350.1 Heat transport - pump control (page 639) the calculated minimum and maximum
pump capacity are displayed that will ultimately be used.

3 Transport temperature min/max

Transport temperature minimum
Minimum transport temperature

Transport temperature maximum
Maximum transport temperature.

A minimum transport temperature provides the option to respond quickly to a temperature demand
from a heating network.

4 Offset transport temperature
Extra increase in the highest demanded transport temperature.

The calculated transport temperature is equal to the highest demanded pipe temperature from the
connected compartments plus the offset temperature specified here.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

5 Calc/meas transport temperature

Calc transport temp
Calculated transport temperature.

Meas transport temp
Measured transport (supply) temperature

The calculated transport temperature is equal to the highest demanded water temperature from
the connected compartments plus the set 4 Offset transport temperature (page 637).
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6 Actual pump position
Actual position of the transport pump (only for switching pump).

The transport pump is switched OFF.[OFF]
The transport pump is switched ON.[ON]
The two-speed transport pump is on at low speed.[LOW SP]
The two-speed transport pump is on at high speed.[HIGH SP]

7 Calc/measured pump capacity
Pump capacity (only for modulating pump), expressed as a percentage of the maximum speed
(100% = maximum speed).

Calculated pump capacity
The calculated pump capacity.

Measured pump capacity
The measured pump capacity.

8 Limitation pump drive
Indication of the limitation of the transport pump.

There is no limitation active.[NONE]
Release pump is switched to NO.[RELEASE]
The pump is set to a fixed capacity at dealer level and consequently cannot be driven
by capacity demand.

[FIXED POSITION]

Pump capacity minimum is greater than or equal to pump capacity maximum.[MAX CAP]
The pump active measurement (measured pump active) has not matched the required
pump position for 10 minutes.

[DEFECTIVE]

The pump error measurement (measured pump alarm) is active.[EXT ERROR]
The conversion table for calculating the pump capacity into milli volt value has not been
completed at dealer level.

[CALIBRATION ERROR]

An input channel for controlling the modulating pump has not been allocated at dealer
level.

[ALLOC INPUT]

An output channel for controlling the modulating pump has not been allocated at dealer
level.

[ALLOC OUTPUT]

The calculated position that belongs to the desired pump capacity has not been reached
after 10 minutes or else the pump has not switched on yet after a waiting time of 10
minutes.

[DRIVE]

The fed back pump position falls outside the calibration limits.[MEASUREMENT]
The transport pump is running because of the forced outlet of heat surplus into the
connected heating systems.

[HEAT SURP]

The transport pump is switched on because the measured mixing valve temperature
is too low or because the temperature sensor at the mixing valve is defective.

[TEMP]

The universal drive has reported an error.[EXT DRIVE]
The pump cannot be controlled because insufficient input and/or output channels have
been allocated at a dealer level (this limitation can be present permanently if the
transport pump is controlled without using the computer).

[NOT CONTROLLED]

The limitations MAX CAP, FAULT, EXT.ERROR, CALIBRATION ERROR, ALLOC.INP, ALLOC.OUTP,
CONTROL, MEASUREMENT and EXT.CONTROL can only occur when controlling a modulating
pump (8 Installed pump type (page 971) in M350 Overview heat transport (page 970) is set to
modulating).
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I350.1 Heat transport - pump control
This section sets the switching behaviour of the transport pump.

1 Pump always on
Option to have the transport pump running all the time.

• With a modulating pump when the heat demand ceases the pump is set to switch back
to minimum pump capacity.

• With a 2-speed pump when the heat demand ceases the pump is set to switch back to
the low speed position.

2 Heat demand pump on/off
From the settings, the sum of the area of connected systems and the specific water capacity, an
equivalent transport capacity is calculated for each setting.

Heat demand pump on
The heat demand per greenhouse area above which the calculated transport capacity must rise
before the transport pump switches ON.

Heat demand pump off
The heat demand per greenhouse area below which the calculated transport capacity must fall
before the transport pump switches OFF.

3 Heat demand pump HS/dead band
Setting for two-speed pumps.

Heat demand pump High Speed
The heat demand per greenhouse area above which the calculated transport capacity must rise
before the transport pump switches to High Speed.

Heat demand pump Dead Band
The heat demand per greenhouse area plus Heat demand pump High speed below which the calculated
transport capacity must fall before the transport pump switches back to Low Speed.

4 Heat demand pump max
The heat demand per greenhouse area above which the calculated transport capacity must rise
before the transport pump runs at maximum speed (for modulating pumps only).

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

Based on the set Heat demand pump on/off, Heat demand pump HS/dead band and Heat
demand pump max, the control calculates the switch limits for the transport capacity of the
pump. In this respect, the control takes account of the connected heating systems and the
heat blocks and combi blocks of the air treatment system.

5 Transport capacity pump on/off
The calculated transport capacity for switching the transport pump on or off.

Transport capacity pump on
Calculated transport capacity above which the transport pump switches on.

Transport capacity pump off
Calculated transport capacity below which the transport pump switches off.
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6 Transport capacity pump HS/dead band
The calculated transport capacity for switching the transport pump between High Speed and Low
Speed.

Transport capacity pump High Speed
Calculated transport capacity above which the transport pump is set to high speed.

Transport capacity pump Dead Band
Calculated transport capacity difference within which the transport pump is not switched between
high and low speed.

7 Transport capacity pump max
Calculated transport capacity above which the transport pump is set to high speed (only for
modulating pump).

8 Actual pump status
Status of the pump drive (for modulating pump).

The transport pump is switched OFF.[OFF]
The transport pump is switched ON at minimum pump capacity because the pump has
not been operational in the past week.

[CORROSION PROT.]

The transport pump is in error. The 8 Limitation pump drive (page 638) in I350 Heat
transport - settings (page 637) indicates the reason for this error. During the error the
last calculated pump position is kept.

[ERROR]

The pump is switched OFF and is available to switch on for heat demand.[READY]
The pump has been switched on by the computer, and there is a waiting time until the
pump reports back that it is actually switched on.

[WAIT ON]

The pump is switched on and the speed of the pump is controlled on the basis of the
capacity demand or pressure measurement.

[CONTROL]

The pump wants to switch off because the desired transport capacity has fallen below
the switch off limit (transport capacity pump off), but the switch off delay has not yet
elapsed.

[DELAY OFF]

The pump has been switched off by the computer, and there is a waiting time until the
pump reports back that it is actually switched on.

[WAIT OFF]

9 Actual pump status
Status of the pump drive (for switching pump).

The transport pump is switched OFF.[OFF]
The transport pump is switched ON at minimum pump capacity because the pump has
not been operational in the past week.

[CORROSION PROT.]

The transport pump wants to switch off because the desired transport capacity has
fallen below the switch off limit (transport capacity pump off), but the switch off delay
has not yet elapsed.

[DELAY LS]

The transport pump is ON in the LOW SPEED position.[LOW SP]
The 2-speed transport pump is in switch off delay to be switched back to low speed.[DELAY HS]
The transport pump is ON in the HIGH SPEED position.[HIGH SP]
The transport pump is on.[ON]

10 Calc pump capacity min/max
Pump capacity (for modulating pump).

Calculated minimum pump capacity
Calculated minimum pump capacity.
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Calculated maximum pump capacity
Calculated maximum pump capacity.
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I351 Heat transport - protection

1 Alarm pressure diff
Option to trigger alarm for too high/low measured pressure difference.

2 Alarm pressure diff min
Alarm limit for pressure difference too low.

3 Alarm pressure diff max
Alarm limit for pressure difference too high.

A measured pressure difference higher than this maximum pressure difference triggers an alarm
after an 4 Alarm delay pressure diff (page 642) has elapsed for a measured pressure difference that
is too high.

4 Alarm delay pressure diff
The waiting time before an alarm is triggered for a pressure difference that is too low or too high.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

5 Pressure diff when min pump capacity
Display of the pressure difference set at dealer level whereby the pump is running at minimum
pump capacity (only with modulating pumps).

6 Pressure diff when max pump capacity
Display of the pressure difference set at dealer level whereby the pump is running at maximum
pump capacity (only with modulating pumps).

With a measured/calculated pressure difference between Pressure difference when minimum pump
capacity and Pressure difference when maximum pump capacity the pump is set to control
proportionally.

7 Measured pressure diff
The measured pressure difference in the transport system (only with modulating pumps).

The pressure difference displayed here can deviate from the actual measured pressure
difference if the pressure measurement deviates too much from the control measurement
which the limits have been determined at dealer level.

8 Measured control pressure
Measured pressure by the control pressure measurement in the transport system.

9 Pressure diff meas defective
The measured or calculated pressure difference is reported as 'defective' by a defective pressure
sensor or the deviation in relation to the check measurement is too large (only with modulating
pumps).

With a defective pressure difference measurement the last correct pressure difference measurement
is maintained to calculate the pump capacity. The cause of the defect is presented as a 10 Limitation
pressure control (page 642).

10 Limitation pressure control
Limitation for controlling the pressure difference (only with modulating pumps).
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There is no limitation for controlling the pressure.[NONE]
Calibration table at dealer level for converting the measured millivolt value to pressure
measurement in bars has not been completed.

[CALIBRATION ERROR]

No input for the pressure measurement has been completed at dealer level.[ALLOC INPUT]
The pressure measurement deviates too much from the control measurement (the
absolute difference between pressure measurement and control measurement is
greater than the maximum deviation control measurement that is specified at a dealer
level).

[MEAS DEVIAT]

Millivolt value of a pressure sensor falls outside the measurement limits.[MEAS DEFECT]

CO2 transport
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I255 CO2 transport - settings
The CO2 transport unit takes care of the transport of the CO2, produced by one or multiple CO2

sources, to the connected growing area (compartments) that belong to the CO2 controls.

Through the CO2 transport unit the CO2 demands and corresponding surfaces are totaled and
communicated to the CO2 management.

Through an adjustable protection, the CO2 transport unit can be disabled as soon as the measured
CO2 concentration comes above the set CO2 limit.

When more flue gas valves are measured 'open' than there are CO2 sources that are allowed to
produce, the CO2 fan is immediately switched off (emergency stop).

1 CO₂ protection
Option whether the CO2 protection must be activated.

2 CO₂ limit protection on
CO2 limit above which the CO2 protection becomes active.

As soon as a CO2 concentration is measured in one of the connected CO2 controls that is higher than
the limit set here, then immediately the CO2 transport unit is switched off. This does not switch off
the CO2 sources.

3 Dead band CO₂ protection off
Dead band below the set 2 CO₂ limit protection on (page 644).

As soon as the protection has been activated, the measured CO2 concentration must become lower
than the set CO2 limit minus the dead band before the protection is switched off again.

4 Production surplus % : Valve pos.
Levels of CO2 production surplus with the corresponding valve positions. The surplus is then calculated
according to the following formula: (production - demand)/production x 100%.

5 Demand for PASSIVE dosing
The demand for PASSIVE dosage of CO2, that is used for determining the production surplus.

-CO₂ SOURCE-
The CO2 sources that have been connected directly to the CO2 ring line main instead of to the CO2

management (dealer setting). This has the advantage that the CO2 does not physically flow via the
central CO2 collector and there is thus no risk that part of the CO2 will flow away via the flue gas
outlet.

6 Period

7 Activated

8 Period

9 Start time
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10 Release concentration
If the lowest measured CO2 concentration is below this limit, the CO2 source is released to supplement
the centrally supplied CO2.

The release expires when the lowest measured CO2 concentration is above this limit + Dead band
above release concentration.

11 Dead band above release concentration
If the measured CO2 concentration is above the limit Release concentration + Dead band above release
concentration, the supply of CO2 to supplement the centrally supplied CO2 will stop.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

12 Measured CO₂ concentration
Display of the highest measured CO2 concentration of all connected CO2 controls at this moment.

This is the measurement that is decisive for the CO2 protection eventually becoming active.

13 CO₂ protection active
Indication whether the CO2 protection has been activated at this moment.

14 Desired CO₂ supply
The totally desired CO2 dosage of the connected CO2 controls that has to be supplied by the CO2

transport.

15 Actual CO₂ supply
This is the sum of:
• the CO2 supplied by the CO2 management;
• the CO2 supplied by the CO2 sources that are connected to this CO2 transport system.

16 Calc valve position %
The calculated valve position for the CO2 dosage.

17 Measured valve position %
The measured valve position for the CO2 dosage.

18 Transport fan
The number of the transport fan.

19 Status

The transport fan is switched off.OFF
The transport fan is switched on.ON
The transport fan is off and will remain off as long as the Min time off (dealer setting)
has not elapsed.

MIN TIME OFF

The transport fan is on and will remain on as long as the Min time on (dealer setting)
has not elapsed.

MIN TIME ON

The transport fan is not controlled, the output has not been allocated.NOT CONTROLLED

Automatic start
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I400 Start strategy
The start program consists of a number of start options.

• These start options determine on the basis of what condition(s) there will be an automatic start.
In each period (at most 8 per 24 hours) there can be a start based on different conditions (for
further details see I400.1 Start installation (page 655)).

• The start program can provide a start signal to one or multiple valve groups.
• By entering a maximum rest time it is possible to start with a time interval. This interval start

can be used in combination with other start options.
• You can specify separate rest times for each period, whereby the minimum rest time serves as

the maximum start frequency for the different start conditions.

1 Automatic/manual start

Automatic
Option whether the irrigation can be started automatically and activation of the start program. When
this option is set to NO, the irrigation can only start automatically via I400.3 Start sequence (page
663). It is possible to start manually.

Manual start
Option whether the irrigation is to be started directly manually. This provides the opportunity to
start manually using the start program.

no manual start.[NO]
the manual start only applies to phase X of the valve group(s) connected to this start
program (see I401 Valve group settings (page 676).

[PHASE X]

the manual start applies to all phases of the valve group(s) connected to this start
program (see I401 Valve group settings (page 676).

[F12345]

If, when starting all phases (PH12345) one phase has a quantity and time of 0, the relevant
start will stop for this phase and any phase following will not be carried out.

If a manual start is set to PHASE 1, PHASE 2, PHASE 3, PHASE 4, PHASE 5 or PH12345, the valve groups
connected to this start program and valves will start manually in the specified phase(s). The irrigation
session settings that belong to the relevant phase(s) can be created in I401 Valve group settings
(page 676).

The irrigation session settings in a phase are:
• the session size in time;
• the session size in litres/ml per unit;
• the recipe number (water composition);
• the number of times the phase is started consecutively.

These settings allow you to make a manual choice from 5 different pre-programmed water
compositions and quantities.

After a manual start of the start program the elapsed rest time and (if applicable) the calculated
radiation sum are adjusted. The manual start of the start program can also be activated from I402
Start valve group and start strategy (page 670).

2 Period
Adjustable period for the start program based on time settings.

3 Activated
Active indication of the period of the start program.
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3 Period shift no.line
Indication of the period shift program number and the line number. This shows you in which period
a period shift can take place. As soon as the period shift takes effect, the time adjustment is visible
on an extra line. Any change to the original period will only take effect after the period shift has
ended or after the undoing of the period shift (I107.1). See Period shift program (page 34).

4 Period
Option whether the period is included in the 24 hour division of the start program.

5 Start time
Start time of the period of the start program.

5 Shifted start time
The start time determined by the Period shift program (page 34). This time is valid instead of the
default Start time.

6 Start phase
Choice which phase(s) of the valve group(s) connected to this start program are to be started if there
is an automatic start during this period.

if there is an automatic start during the active period only phase X (from I401 Valve
group settings (page 676)) will be started once/several times.

[PHASE X]

if there is an automatic start during the active period all phases (from I401 Valve group
settings (page 676)) will be started once/several times.

[F12345]

If, when starting all phases (PH12345) one phase has a quantity and time of 0, the relevant
start will stop for this phase and any phase following will not be carried out.

There is the option to select from 5 different pre-programmed water compositions and quantities.
The conditions that belong to the relevant phase can be set in I401 Valve group settings (page 676).

6 Quantity per m²
The water dosage per m² that corresponds to the set Start phase.

7 Minimum rest time
Minimum rest time between two irrigation cycles.

• Only after the minimum rest time since the last start has elapsed, can there be a new
start. This minimum rest time applies to all automatic start conditions and the maximum
start frequency is determined here.

• With a manual start the fact whether this time has elapsed or not is not taken into
account, but there will be an immediate start.

• With the clock start the minimum rest time serves as the start frequency. Each time the
minimum rest time has elapsed, there will be a start until the 9 Number of clock starts
(page 648) has been carried out.

• For each start from the start program the elapsed rest time will be reset to 0:00
hours:min. The elapsed rest time continues counting with a manual start of the valve
group (I401 Valve group settings (page 676) and I402 Start valve group and start strategy
(page 670)).

• The elapsed rest time (M400 Overview start strategy (page 989)) is included when there
is a period transition.

• The minimum rest time can be shortened on the basis of radiation (see I400.2 Start
influences (page 661)).

• The maximum rest time can be adjusted through synchronisation of the starts (see Start
synchronisation (page 117)).

• The final calculated minimum rest time and the elapsed rest time can be found in M400
Overview start strategy (page 989).
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8 Maximum rest time
Maximum rest time between two irrigation cycles.

If a maximum rest time is desired for the relevant period, then after the rest time has elapsed there
will be an automatic start. The Maximum rest time can also be used for monitoring (I400.1 Start
installation (page 655), Max rest time on = MESS) another automatic start condition. This application
will start and an alarm is triggered when the maximum rest time has elapsed.

• For each start from the start program the elapsed rest time will be reset to 0:00
hours:min. The elapsed rest time continues counting with a manual start of the valve
group (I401 Valve group settings (page 676) or I402 Start valve group and start strategy
(page 670)).

• The elapsed rest time (M400 Overview start strategy (page 989)) is included when there
is a period transition.

• The maximum rest time can be shortened on the basis of the radiation (see I400.2 Start
influences (page 661)).

• The maximum rest time can be adjusted through synchronisation of the starts (refer to
Start synchronisation (page 117)).

• The final calculated maximum rest time and the elapsed rest time can be found in M400
Overview start strategy (page 989).

If the set maximum rest time is shorter than the minimum rest time, there will only be a
start after the minimum rest time has elapsed.

9 Number of clock starts
The number of (day) clock starts during the active period. If the Number of conditions (I400.1 Start
installation (page 655)) is set to 0 or 1, then the set number of clock starts will be given, starting from
the beginning of the period, with intervals that will last as long as the minimum rest time. If the set
number of clock starts has been given, but the end time of the period has not yet been reached,
then in the remaining time the water dose can be continued on the basis of for example the maximum
rest time if this is active during this period. It is possible to change the number of clock starts in the
active period.

• If during an active period the number of starts is changed (for example from 0 to 3), the
irrigation will start immediately.

• If this is not desirable, then it is advisable to activate a second period, which will be
activated the moment you want the irrigation to start. In the second period you can
specify the number of clock starts. During the active period the number of clock starts
will remain on 0.

If at a certain time it is necessary to start once or several times, then the 1 Sequence
status/start (page 663) (I400.3 Start sequence (page 663)) can be used. The start sequence is
especially simple to use for a start at a later time.

The number of clock starts is changed from 5 to 8 although 2 clock starts have already
occurred during this period. In M400 Overview start strategy (page 989) the number of clock
starts changes from 5 to 8 in 6 Clock starts number/rest (page 991) and the remaining number
in the same control changes from 3 to 6.

If another start request occurs in the meantime, for example a manual start, then the remaining
number of clock starts in M400 Overview start strategy (page 989) will decrease by one and under
CAUSE the reason for the start will be specified (in this case MANUAL START).

10 - 12 Clock starts Mo - Clock starts Sun
The number of (week) clock starts to have during the active period on this day.
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The number of clock starts can be specified per day of the week and per period. For an explanation,
refer to 9 Number of clock starts (page 648), only now for this day only.

12 Clock start repeat
Option whether the set number of clock starts is allowed to be repeated the next day during the
active period.

The number of set clock starts remains at the set value at the end of the period. If the
period is activated again the next day or week, the set number of clock starts will be
repeated.

[YES]

The number of set starts is set to 0 at the end of the period. If the period is activated
again, there will be no more starts.

[NO]

13 Temperature limit
Temperature below or above which the irrigation is started, if the minimum rest time has elapsed
and the Number of conditions (I400.1 Start installation (page 655)) have been met.

In I400.4 Allocate start strategy (page 222) you can choose whether the outside temperature,
the greenhouse air temperature or the measured plant temperature is used and from which
measurement or compartment.

14 Humidity limit
Humidity limit below (RH) or above (HD) which the irrigation starts, if the set minimum rest time has
elapsed and the Number of conditions (I400.1 Start installation (page 655)) have been met.

In I400.4 Allocate start strategy (page 222) you can specify from which compartment(s) to use
the humidity measurement to start the irrigation.

15 Radiation limit
Radiation limit below or above which the irrigation is started, if the minimum rest time has elapsed
and the Number of conditions (I400.1) is met.

Whether or not to start below or above the radiation limit depends on the choice made in I400.1
Start installation (page 655).

The selection for Reference radiation (I400.4) determines which radiation is used.

15 -- delay
The delay in the irrigation start becoming valid when the radiation limit is reached. A delay can
prevent an irrigation cycle starting on account of a momentary spike in radiation, causing the slab
to remain wet for too long afterwards.

16 Radiation sum start
The radiation sum limit to be set above which the irrigation is started, if the minimum rest time has
elapsed and the Number of conditions (I400.1 Start installation (page 655)) has been met. You set this
value in Set water irrig per radiation sum (I400.1) by setting NO.

The radiation sum is counted starting from the last cycle or from the start of the current period if in
the previous period the start was not on the basis of the radiation sum. The selection for Reference
radiation (I400.4) determines which radiation is used for the radiation sum calculation.

If there have been too few starts in the past, for example because of a minimum rest time
that was too long or because during the previous period the radiation sum was counted but
the limit was very high, only one catch up start at most can be carried out.
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Radiation sum start is influenced on the basis of the difference between the desired and the measured
drain percentage of the last irrigation cycle. The drain percentage is determined when one of the
following conditions applies:
• the Waiting time has elapsed;
• the radiation sum is equal to 90% of the (calculated) radiation sum start and the minimum rest

time has elapsed;
• the PAR sum is equal to 90% of the (calculated) PAR sum start and the minimum rest time has

elapsed;
• the transpiration sum is equal to 90% of the (calculated) transpiration sum and the minimum

rest time has elapsed;
• the dry-out is equal to 90% of the (calculated) dry-out limit and the minimum rest time has

elapsed;

16 Water irrig per radiation sum start
The quantity of water per radiation sum. You set this value in Set water irrig per radiation sum (I400.1)
by setting YES.

17 Radiation sum start
The calculated radiation sum limit above which the irrigation is started, if the minimum rest time
has elapsed and the Number of conditions (I400.1 Start installation (page 655)) have been met. This
value is calculated in Set water irrig per radiation sum (I400.1) by setting YES.

18 Drain : influence rad sum
If there is too much or too little drainage, the desired radiation sum can then be corrected, so that
the next start will be earlier or later.

Example

The set radiation sum condition is 100 J/cm2.

If the drain falls to 15% then the radiation sum condition must go back to 70 J/cm2 (adjustment
= -30 J/cm2).

If the drain is 25% then the radiation sum condition must be the same as the set value
(adjustment = 0 J/cm2). So 25% is the desired/optimal drain percentage, because we do not
want an adjustment.

At 35% drain we will want to rise to 120 J/cm2 (adjustment = + 20 J/cm2) and when the drain
reaches 40%, the radiation sum condition becomes 150 J/cm2 (adjustment = + 50 J/cm2).

If the measured drain percentage lies between two completed percentages, the adjustment
will also be proportional.

If a drain percentage of 30% is measured then the radiation sum condition will be 110 J/cm2

(adjustment = + 10 J/cm2).
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In I400.4 Allocate start strategy (page 222) you can specify which humidity measurement
(drain measurement) to use to correct the radiation sum.

If the drain measurement is defective or if the drain measurement has been switched off,
there will be not be a calculation of the drain correction.

19 Extra infl. : adjustment radiation sum
You can use the setting table to specify the size of the desired Radiation sum start adjustment by
means of an Extra influence.

20 PAR-limit
Limit below or above which the irrigation is started, if the minimum rest time has elapsed and the
Number of conditions (I400.1 Start installation (page 655)) have been met.

20 -- delay
The delay in the irrigation start becoming valid when the PAR limit is reached. A delay can prevent
an irrigation cycle starting on account of a momentary spike in PAR, causing the slab to remain wet
for too long afterwards.

21 PAR sum start
PAR sum limit above which the irrigation is started, if the minimum rest time has elapsed and the
Number of conditions (I400.1 Start installation (page 655)) have been met. You set this value in Set
water irrig per PAR sum (I400.1) by setting NO.

The PAR sum limit is counted starting from the last cycle or from the start of the current period if in
the previous period the start was not on the basis of the PAR sum. The selection for Reference PAR
(I400.4) determines which PAR is used for the PAR sum calculation.

If there have been too few starts in the past, for example because of a minimum rest time
that was too long or because during the previous period the PAR sum was counted but the
limit was very high, only one catch up start at most can be carried out.
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PAR sum start is influenced on the basis of the difference between the desired and the measured
drain percentage of the last irrigation cycle. The drain percentage is determined when one of the
following conditions applies:
• the Waiting time has elapsed;
• the radiation sum is equal to 90% of the (calculated) radiation sum start and the minimum rest

time has elapsed;
• the PAR sum is equal to 90% of the (calculated) PAR sum start and the minimum rest time has

elapsed;
• the transpiration sum is equal to 90% of the (calculated) transpiration sum and the minimum

rest time has elapsed;
• the dry-out is equal to 90% of the (calculated) dry-out limit and the minimum rest time has

elapsed;

21Water irrigation per PAR sum start
The quantity of water per PAR sum. You set this value in Set water irrig per PAR sum (I400.1) by setting
YES.

22 PAR sum start
The calculated PAR sum limit above which the irrigation is started, if the minimum rest time has
elapsed and the Number of conditions (I400.1 Start installation (page 655)) have been met. This value
is calculated in Set water irrig per PAR sum (I400.1) by setting YES.

23 Drain : influence PAR sum
If there is too much or too little drainage, the PAR sum can then be corrected, so that the next start
will be earlier or later.

24 Extra infl. : adj. PAR sum
You can use the setting table to specify the size of the desired PAR sum start adjustment by means
of an Extra influence.

25 Drain or dry-out
This indicates whether there will be a start by desired drain or by a desired dry-out. The selection
depends on the Desired drain % transp.

25 Desired drain % transp
Desired drain percentage for an irrigation cycle during the transpiration sum start. When starting
by drain, this is the drain that is aimed for and which can be increased by Radiation incr.drain %. If
Desired drain % transp is set to 0, the start will be by a desired dry-out.

26 Radiation incr.drain %
Radiation dependent increase of the desired drain percentage for the transpiration sum start.

Depending on the measured radiation, the Desired drain % transp can be increased via this setting.

The radiation range for this is adjustable in I400.2 Start influences (page 661) from 4 Range
radiation start/end (page 661). Only if the range has been set will the Radiation increase
drain% appear.

27 Quant increase drain
Increasing the 25 Desired drain % transp (page 652) when the actual drain quantity on a 24-hour basis
remains below the desired 24-hour drain quantity.

By increasing the desired drain percentage, the transpiration sum limit will decrease. This means
the start will occur earlier causing the drain quantity to increase. Until the moment the actual 24
hour drain quantity is equal to the desired 24 hour drain quantity, the quantity increase will continue.
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Both the desired drain quantity (in l/m2) and the actual drain quantity (in l/m2) is displayed in M403
Overview transpiration today (page 1048).

28 Transpiration limit
Transpiration limit above which the irrigation is started, if the minimum rest time has elapsed and
the Number of conditions (I400.1 Start installation (page 655)) have been met. The transpiration
represents the speed of transpiration and is calculated by the transpiration model and the weight
measurement of the Groscale.

Weight disturbances caused by such things as crop actions are filtered away.

29 Dry-out limit
The dry-out above which the irrigation is started, if the minimum rest time has elapsed and the
Number of conditions (I400.1 Start installation (page 655)) have been met.

During the DRY-OUT period this is the adjustable dry-out and during the DRAIN period the calculated
dry-out is displayed here. The dryout is calculated using the transpiration model and the weight
measurement of the Groscale.

By using the attribute that is set in addition to the dry-out limit, you can choose whether the strategy
changes to this value by modulating or switching. | means that the value in this period is transferred
through switching, whereas / means the transfer is modulating.

Weight disturbances caused by such things as crop actions are filtered away.

The set dry-out can also be viewed in a graph as the desired dry-out. Also include the line
of the measured dry-out.

30 Moisture level limit
Moisture level of the crop substrate below which the irrigation is started if the minimum rest time
has elapsed and the Number of conditions (I400.1 Start installation (page 655)) have been met.

In M405 Overview moisture content and drain today (page 1049) the current moisture level
measurements are displayed, among other things.

There is the option to calculate the moisture level using the slab weight. See I405.1 Drain installation
(page 710) for the settings.

31 Tensiometer limit
Tension limit in the soil above which the irrigation starts if:
• the minimum rest time has elapsed and
• the Number of conditions (I400.1 Start installation (page 655)) have been met and
• the tension limit in the soil increases, causing the soil to become dryer or
• the tension limit in the soil is greater than the Tensiometer limit plus the Tensiometer range

(I400.1 Start installation (page 655)).

When there are multiple tensio meters present, it is important to determine in I405.4 Allocate
tensio meter (page 226) which tensio meter(s) is/are used to start the irrigation.
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Start by tension limit (tensio) of the soil

32 VPD sum
Vapour pressure deficit sum limit since the last cycle above which the irrigation starts, if the minimum
rest time has elapsed and the Number of conditions (I400.1 Start installation (page 655)) has been met.

If there have been too few starts in the past, for example because of a minimum rest time
that was too long or because during the previous period the vapour pressure deficit sum
was counted but the start limit was very high, only two catch up starts at most can be carried
out.
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I400.1 Start installation
This section describes the start conditions for an automatic start per period. There is the option to
use multiple start conditions per period. The start will be initiated according to the last condition
that completes the 5 Number of conditions (page 655).

1 Period
Display of the period for the irrigation. This is based on the settings in I400 Start strategy (page 646).

2 Activated
Active indication of the period of the start strategy of the irrigation.

2 Period shift no.line
Indication of the period shift program number and the line number. This shows you in which period
a period shift can take place. As soon as the period shift takes effect, the time adjustment is visible
on an extra line. Any change to the original period will only take effect after the period shift has
ended or after the undoing of the period shift (I107.1). See Period shift program (page 34).

3 Start time

3 Shifted start time
The start time determined by the Period shift program (page 34). This time is valid instead of the
default Start time.

4 Max rest time on
Option whether to start in a period by the 8 Maximum rest time (page 648) as in I400 Start strategy
(page 646) and whether to trigger an alarm.

The start program will not be started automatically within this period after the maximum
rest time has elapsed.

[NO]

The start program will start automatically within this period after the maximum rest
time has elapsed.

[YES]

The start program will start automatically within this period after the maximum rest
time has elapsed and an alarm will be triggered.

[MESS]

The MESS option is a start and monitoring method that can be used to check another start method
if the following irrigation/drip cycle has been postponed for too long.

5 Number of conditions
The number of conditions that must be valid simultaneously before the start can be carried out.

The manual start, the start at maximum rest time, the clock start and the start sequence
are carried out immediately, even if that is the only condition and the number of causes is
2 or more.

• If the number of conditions is on 2 or more and only one condition is set to YES, then
there is NOT a start during this period, unless it is a manual start, start sequence or a
start at maximum rest time.

• If the number of conditions is set to 0, then the number of conditions applied is 1. The
automatic start is not switched off.

6 External start
Selection of whether the start condition External start is used during the period.
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7 Temperature start
Option whether the start condition Temperature is used during the period above or below the 13
Temperature limit (page 649) in I400 Start strategy (page 646). Above the temperature is used to cool
the greenhouse and/or the crop, whereas below the outside temperature is used for example to
keep an outdoor crop frost free.

In I400.4 Allocate start strategy (page 222) you must set which compartment or compartments
to look at for starting on the basis of the measured temperature. You can also select from
the outside temperature, greenhouse temperature or plant temperature here.

8 Humidity start
Option whether the start condition Humidity is used during the period above (HD) or below (RH) the
14 Humidity limit (page 649) in I400 Start strategy (page 646).

In I400.4 Allocate start strategy (page 222) you must set which compartment or compartments
to look at for starting on the basis of the measured humidity.

9 Radiation start
Option whether the start condition Radiation is used during the period above or below the Radiation
limit of I400 Start strategy (page 646). Instead of a start an output can be controlled.

Within this period there is no automatic start by radiation condition.NO
In this period there is an automatic start if the radiation falls below Radiation limit (I400).
One application of this is wetting a chalked greenhouse roof.

UNDER

In this period there is an automatic start if the radiation rises above Radiation limit
(I400).
One application of this is cooling down the greenhouse air by spraying or starting the
overhead irrigation.

ABOVE

The selection in Reference radiation (in I400.4 Allocate start strategy (page 222)) determines
which radiation is used.

9 PAR-limit start
Option whether the start condition PAR is used during the period above or below the PAR-limit of
I400 Start strategy (page 646).

10 Radiation sum start
Option whether the start condition Radiation sum is used during the period above Radiation sum
start of I400 Start strategy (page 646).

The radiation sum is counted from the previous cycle or since the start of the current period if the
Radiation sum start option is set to NO in the previous period.

The selection for Reference radiation (in I400.4 Allocate start strategy (page 222)) determines
which radiation is used for the radiation sum calculation.

10 Set water irrig per radiation sum

You set Water irrig per radiation sum start (I400), Radiation sum start (I400) is calculated.YES
You set Radiation sum start (I400), Water irrig per radiation sum start (I400) is calculated.NO

11PAR sum start
Option whether the start condition PAR sum is used during the period above PAR sum start of I400
Start strategy (page 646).
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The PAR sum is counted from the previous cycle or since the start of the current period if the PAR
sum start option is set to NO in the previous period.

The selection Reference PAR (in I400.4 Allocate start strategy (page 222)) determines which
PAR is used for the PAR sum calculation.

11Set water irrig per PAR sum

You set Water irrigation per PAR sum start (I400), PAR sum start (I400) is calculated.YES
You set PAR sum start (I400), Water irrigation per PAR sum start (I400) is calculated.NO

12 Transpiration sum start
Option whether the start condition Transpiration sum is used during the period above the
transpiration sum limit in I400 Start strategy (page 646).

Transpiration sum must be set to START in order to be able to use Transpiration sum start.

The transpiration sum depends on the radiation in the greenhouse and the heat emission of the
heating system. The transpiration sum limit depends on:
• the quantity of water given (cycle dose);
• the session drain;
• the 24 hour drain.

13 Transpiration start
Option whether the start condition Transpiration is used during the period above the 28 Transpiration
limit (page 653) in I400 Start strategy (page 646).

Transpiration sum must be set to MONITOR or START in order to be able to start by
transpiration.

The transpiration indicates the speed of transpiration and is calculated by the transpiration
model and the weight measurement of the Groscale.

14 Dry-out start
Option whether the start condition Dry-out is used during the period above the 29 Dry-out limit
(page 653) in I400 Start strategy (page 646).

Transpiration sum must be set to MONITOR or START in order to be able to start by dry-out.

Depending on the 25 Desired drain % transp (page 652) (I400 Start strategy (page 646)) there
will be a start after a dry-out or to try to achieve a drain percentage. The dryout is calculated
using the transpiration model and the weight measurement of the Groscale.

15 Moisture level start
Option whether the start condition Moisture level is used during the period below the 30 Moisture
level limit (page 653) in I400 Start strategy (page 646).

16 Tensiometer start
Option whether the start condition Tensio is used during the period above the 31 Tensiometer limit
(page 653) in I400 Start strategy (page 646).

If there are multiple tensiometers present, you can set which tensiometers to use in I405.4 Allocate
tensio meter (page 226). You can also specify whether to start by DRIEST, WETTEST or by the AVERAGE.
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17 VPD sum start
Option whether the vapour pressure deficit sum start condition is used during the period above VPD
sum of I400 Start strategy (page 646).

18 Synchronization
The maximum adjustment of the start moment and the maximum adjustment of the quantity and
time through synchronisation of the start moment of start programs in a start cluster. Refer also to
Start synchronisation (page 117).

There is no guarantee that continuous starts will take place within a start cluster.

19 Tensiometer range
Number of hPa above the 31 Tensiometer limit (page 653) (I400 Start strategy (page 646)) above which
there can always be a start, if the minimum rest time has elapsed.

Refer to figure Start by tension limit (tensio) of the soil (page 654).

20 Clock starts
Option whether the Clock start condition is used. If the clock start is used, there can be a start based
on time and for multiple starts based on minimum rest time. The day or week strategy is determined
in I400 Start strategy (page 646).

Within the 6 periods no clock starts are initiated.[NO]
The start will be according to the specified number of clock starts per period.[DAY]
The start will be per day of the week according to the specified number of clock starts
per period.

[WEEK]

21 Transpiration sum
Option whether the Transpiration sum start condition is used. The transpiration sum can be used
to start or to monitor.

The transpiration sum is not used as a condition to start.[NO]

The transpiration sum is used for:[MONITOR]
• calculating the transpiration sum, which is used to monitor the water dose by

triggering an alarm in the event of a maximum drain deviation;
• starting by a desired dry-out or drain, by setting the Dry-out start to YES. The water

dose is monitored by triggering an alarm in the event of a maximum drain deviation;
• starting by transpiration, by setting the Transpiration start to YES. The water dose

is monitored by triggering an alarm in the event of a maximum drain deviation.

The transpiration sum is used for:[START]
• calculating the transpiration sum, which is used to start by setting the Transpiration

sum start to YES;
• starting by a desired dry-out or drain, by setting the Dry-out start to YES;
• starting by transpiration, by setting the Transpiration start to YES.

If START and/or MONITOR has been selected, the measured transpiration sum details will
be displayed in M400 Overview start strategy (page 989) and M400.1 Overview last start (page
997). If NO is selected, then these details will not be displayed in the mentioned overviews.

22 Plant size factor
The plant size factor is used to calculate the amount of transpiration and the measured transpiration
sum is used to start or monitor.

The amount of transpiration from the plant is partly dependent on the size of the leaf area. The
larger the leaf, the more transpiration. Under identical climate conditions an immature and not fully
grown crop will have less transpiration than a mature crop . If irrigation takes place based on the
transpiration sum or monitoring only, it is possible to enter an adequate estimate of this factor.
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With a mature (average) crop where the plant casts a shadow over the entire floor area, the factor
is 100%. For young plants the factor is low.

The basis for the model is: Transpiration = energy x constant x plant size factor

23 Max drain deviation
Maximum difference between the expected and realised drain quantity above which an alarm is
triggered if the Number of alarm cycles is exceeded.

If the difference between the expected and the measured drain quantity is larger than the deviation
specified here, then after the Number of alarm cycles an alarm will be triggered (drain too high or
drain too low).

Expected drain = measured water dose - transpiration sum limit + correction drain

24 Number of alarm cycles
The number of cycles with a drain deviation that is too high/low and above which an alarm is triggered.

The count of the Number of cycles alarm starts to count all over again if the drain deviation:
• falls below the maximum drain deviation, or;
• changes from too high to too low, or;
• changes from too low to too high.

The Max drain deviation and the Number of alarm cycles also apply to the monitoring by
transpiration sum.

25 P/I factor drain corr

Proportional factor drain correction
Correction of the desired transpiration sum limit if it appears that the measured drain quantity of
the last cycle deviates from the expected drain quantity.

Default setting: 60 %

The P factor indicates how strong the immediate response should be to a deviation of the cycle drain
quantity. The P factor will initiate a one-off correction of the desired transpiration sum limit.

The correction is calculated as follows: (measured drain quantity - expected drain quantity) x P
factor = correction of the transpiration sum limit.

The correction is expressed in l/m2 and is a part of the transpiration sum limit.

I factor drain correction
Correction of the desired transpiration sum limit on top of the correction by the P factor if the
measured drain quantity continues to deviate.

Default setting: 10 %

The I correction is applied after each cycle and added together. The corrections from the previous
cycles are taken into account.

The correction is calculated as follows: (measured drain quantity - expected drain quantity) x I
factor + I action of the previous cycles = correction of the transpiration sum limit.

In the event of a continuous deviation of the cycle drain quantity, this correction will continue until
the Max I action drain corr is reached.

The P action and I action are applied in the event of too much or too little drain.

The expected cycle drain quantity is determined after the "waiting time drain" based on the water
dose during the last cycle, minus the measured transpiration sum after the penultimate cycle up
until the start of the last cycle (+ the P/I factor drain correction).
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26 Max I action drain corr
Maximum correction of the desired transpiration sum limit via the I action if it appears that the
measured drain quantity deviates from the expected drain quantity.

Default setting: 25% of the water dose/m 2 /cycle

The maximum I action correction specified here applies to both the positive and the negative
correction.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

27 P/I action drain corr

P action drain correction
The calculated P action of the transpiration sum limit. This correction is calculated after each cycle.

I action drain correction
The calculated I action of the transpiration sum limit. This is a correction that is adjusted slightly
after each cycle.
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I400.2 Start influences
-REST TIME-

1 Range radiation start/end
Radiation range for the radiation dependent reducing of the minimum and maximum rest time.

The selection in 10 Used temperature (page 223) (in I400.4 Allocate start strategy (page 222))
determines which radiation is used.

Range radiation start
Start value of the radiation range, whereby the radiation adjustment starts.

Range radiation end
End value of the radiation range, above which the radiation decrease is completely implemented.

In the event of more radiation a higher start frequency is often desired.

2 Rad decr. min rest time
Maximum decrease in percentages of the minimum rest time.

Radiation dependent decrease of the minimum rest time

200 W/m2Range radiation start

800 W/m2Range radiation end

50%Radiation adjustment minimum rest time
60 minMinimum rest time in period x

500 W/m2Measured radiation

15 minAdjustment minimum rest time (50% x 50% x 60 min)
45 minNew minimum rest time in period x

The calculated minimum rest time is displayed in M400 Overview start strategy (page 989).

3 Radiation decr. max rest time
Maximum decrease in percentages of the maximum rest time.

-DRAIN-

4 Range radiation start/end
Radiation range for the radiation dependent increase with a maximum of 26 Radiation incr.drain %
(page 652) (I400 Start strategy (page 646)).

The selection in 10 Used temperature (page 223) (in I400.4 Allocate start strategy (page 222))
determines which radiation is used.

Only if the range has been set, the 26 Radiation incr.drain % (page 652) (I400 Start strategy
(page 646)) is displayed.
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Range radiation start
Start value of the radiation range whereby the 26 Radiation incr.drain % (page 652) (I400 Start strategy
(page 646)) starts.

Range radiation end
End value of the radiation range whereby the radiation increase is equal to the 26 Radiation incr.drain
% (page 652) (I400 Start strategy (page 646)).

-RADIATION INFLUENCE-

5 Dead band radiation
Dead band below and above the 15 Radiation limit (page 649) in I400 Start strategy (page 646).

This dead band is only functional if the option is used to drive 'something' when the radiation
condition in I400 Start strategy (page 646) is exceeded.
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I400.3 Start sequence
In this section you will find the settings for the start sequence. The start sequence is a series of starts
of the connected valve groups at a certain time and with a rest time in between the starts. This start
sequence also works if NO has been selected for Automatic (I400).

1 Sequence status/start

Sequence status
Status indication of the start sequence.

The start sequence is idle, after the start sequence was aborted because Sequence
start manual is set to NO.

[---]

The start sequence is waiting until the time at which the start sequence has to be run.[WAIT]
The start sequence is active.[ACTIVE]
The start sequence is ready. The last start of the start sequence has run and Sequence
start has been set to NO automatically.

[READY]

Sequence start

The start sequence will not run.[NO]
The start sequence starts at the specified Start time (page 663) on the specified Start
day (page 663).

[START TIME]

The start sequence starts now, starts manually.[START NOW]

2 Current day and time

Current day
Reference to the current day.

Current time
Indication of the current time.

3 Start day and time

Start day
The day on which the start sequence is run.

Start time
The time at which the start sequence is run.

4 Start - Status - Rest time - Start - Do

Start
The number of the start in the sequence.

Status
Indication of the status of the start in the sequence.
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The start is not used in the sequence. Do is set to NO.[---]
The start is waiting until the start time has arrived if the previous starts have been run.[WAIT]
The start is waiting until the idle time has elapsed, after which the start will be executed.[IDLE TIME]
The linked valve group(s) is/are started.[START]
The start has been completed and the next start in the sequence will become active.[STARTED]

If the status of the start in the sequence is STARTED, then the start for that start sequence
has been executed. This does not mean that the linked valves are ready with completing
the start, they could still be irrigating.

Rest time
The idle time of the start in the sequence before the linked valve group(s) are given the start(s) and
irrigation starts.

Start
Selection of what should be started with this start in the series.

Start the indicated phase of the valve group that has been connected to this start
program (in I401).

PHASE 1-PHASE 5

Start all phases.PH12345
Start rinsing based on the Flush settings in I414.RINSE

If, when starting all phases (PH12345) one phase has a quantity and time of 0, the relevant
start will stop for this phase and any phase following will not be carried out.

Do
Option whether the start in the sequence must be executed.

5 Calc/elapsed rest time

Calculated idle time
Indication of the calculated idle time. This is the specified idle time with any possible modifications
because of the synchronisation of the starts in the start cluster.

Elapsed rest time
Indication of the elapsed idle time. This is the duration time from the last start moment until now.
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I410 Start external valve

1 VL - Stop active - Stop level - Stop immediately - Monitor stop - Start active - Start level - Monitor
start - Start time

VL
The number of the valve.

Stop active

The level in column Stop Level (page 665) is used to stop the valve.YES
-NO

Stop Level
The level (in %) above which the valve stops if YES has been selected in Stop active (page 665).

Stop immediately

If the stop signal is active the valve can stop immediately after starting.YES
If the stop signal is active the valve stops after the time that has been entered in Start
time (page 665). As a result of this an irrigation bar can leave the contact that gives the
start and stop signal.

NO

Monitor stop

A check is made whether the stop signal is active after the irrigation time and/or
irrigation quantity. If not, the 757 Premature stop,level:.. alarm is triggered.

YES

-NO

Start active

The level in column Start level (page 665) is used to start the valve.YES
-NO

Start level
The level (in %) below which the valve stops if YES has been selected in Start active (page 665).

Monitor start

After the valve has been started it is checked whether the start signal remains active.
If this is the case, the 758 No start observation,level:.. alarm is triggered.

YES

-NO

Start time
The start time of the valve that is used if:
• NO has been selected in Stop immediately before the valve is stopped by the stop signal;
• YES has been selected in Monitor start (page 665) before an alarm is triggered because the start

signal remains active.
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I410.1 Monitor valve start external

1 VL - Too low - Measured - Level - Too high - Too low delay - Delay time - Too high delay

VL
The number of the valve.

Too low
The level below which the 756 Too little water,level:.. alarm must be triggered after the time that has
been entered in Too low delay has elapsed. If you do not want this alarm to be triggered enter 0%.

Measured
The measured level for the external valve start and/or stop. A trend is also displayed:

Level

The measured level has been above the level in Too high for longer than the time in
Too high delay ; the 755 Too much water,level:.. alarm is triggered.

ALARM= =

The measured level is above the level in Too high , but has not yet been so for longer
than the time in Too high delay .

WET~ ~

The measured level is correct; so it is above the level in Too low and below the level in
Too high .

GOOD~~~

The measured level is below the level in Too low , but not yet longer than the time in
Too low delay .

DRY~ ~

The measured level has been below the level in Too low for longer than the time in Too
low delay ; the 756 Too little water,level:.. alarm is triggered.

ALARM_ _

Too high
The level above which the 755 Too much water,level:.. alarm must be triggered after the time that has
been entered in Too high delay has elapsed. If you do not want this alarm to be triggered enter 110%.

Too low delay
Period within which the level is allowed to be too low before the 756 Too little water,level:.. alarm is
triggered.

Delay time
Period in which the measured level is WET~ ~ or DRY~ ~. As soon as the time exceeds the time
in Too low delay or Too high delay the 756 Too little water,level:.. or 755 Too much water,level:.. alarm
is triggered respectively.

Too high delay
Period within which the level is allowed to be too high before the 755 Too much water,level:.. alarm
is triggered.
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I409 Crop aging recipe strategy
A number of scheduled crops have a fixed growing progress. This means a crop aging recipe can be
used for irrigation, which is followed up from the day the crop is planted. The weather and the
greenhouse climate have a huge influence on the water use of the plant, as this determines the
transpiration of the crop. By measuring the plant temperature, the greenhouse climate and the
outside conditions or by calculating the top temperature, it is possible to determine the vapour
pressure deficit. The vapour pressure deficit (VPD) is a direct indication for the quantity of water the
plant will evaporate. The summation of the vapour pressure deficit over a time period (VPD sum) is
a good measure of the transpiration.

1 (phase)
Adjustable phase for starting the valve (valves) based on the number of days after the Planting day
(I411 Valve settings (page 685)) and the previous phase(s).

2 Crop phase
Choice whether the crop phase is included or not included in the crop aging recipe.

3 Number of days in phase
The number of days that the crop phase is valid.

4 - 7 Per1 - Per4
Choice whether period X is included in the 24 hour division of the crop phase.

8 - 11 Start time period 1 - Start time period 4
Start time of period X of the crop phase.

12 - 15 VPD sum active p1 - VPD sum active p4
Choice whether in period X there will be a start by vapour pressure deficit sum and maximum rest
time.

16 - 19 VPD sum period 1 - VPD sum period 4
The vapour pressure deficit sum in period X since the last cycle and above which the irrigation starts,
if the minimum rest time has elapsed.

20 - 23 Min rest time p1 - Min rest time p4
Minimum idle time between two irrigation cycles in period X, which must have elapsed since the last
start and before a new start is allowed.

24 - 27 Max rest time p1 - Max rest time p4
Maximum idle time between two irrigation cycles in period X, that are counted from the last start
and after which there is a start.

If the specified maximum idle time is shorter than the minimum idle time, there will only be
a start after the minimum idle time has elapsed.

28 Time
Period of time in which the valves that use this crop aging recipe are in the same crop phase, and
remain open per irrigation cycle.
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If the irrigation takes place on the basis of quantity and the consumption control of a valve
has been switched off, then in addition to an irrigation quantity, an irrigation time must also
always be entered. If this is not done, the valve will not be started and the computer will
display the message 721 No duration time irrigation. The consumption monitoring is switched
off if in I411.1 Valve installation (page 687) protection is set to NO or if in I430.1 Water system
settings (page 722), monitoring is set to NO.

There is the possibility that the time and quantity entered is adjusted by using a correction
percentage (I411.1 Valve installation (page 687)). The ultimate time and quantity to be given
is displayed (after start) in M411 Overview valves active (page 1005).

If a value has been entered for both time and quantity, the valve is closed as soon as the
set quantity or the set time has been reached.

29 Quantity per unit
Quantity of water per unit for the valves that are using this crop aging recipe and are in the same
crop phase. This is the total quantity divided by the number of units specified in I411.1.

By specifying, for instance, the number of drippers per valve in I411.1, you can see the quantity in
ml per dripper here.

There is the possibility that the time and quantity entered is adjusted by using a correction
percentage (I411.1 Valve installation (page 687)). The ultimate time and quantity to be given
is displayed (after start) in M411 Overview valves active (page 1005).

30 Stand time
Time that the water must remain on the floor, counting from the moment the valve closes.

There is the possibility that the stand time entered through a correction percentage (I411.1
Valve installation (page 687)) is adjusted. The ultimate stand time to adhere to is displayed
(after the start) in M413 Overview ebb&flood valves (page 1006).

31 Recipe
Number of the desired water treatment recipe for the valves that are using this crop aging recipe
and are in this crop phase.

If there are multiple water systems present, there is the chance that not all recipes can be
used for each valve. There is the chance that the structure of the water systems varies (for
example one water system without and one water system with A/B tank dosage). Water
system 1 for example can use recipe 1 to 4 and water system 2 can use recipes 5 and 6.

32 Number of times valve
The number of times that the valve supplies the quantity and/or time if started once. This means
the irrigation cycle can be given in several parts, so that the substrate is given the opportunity to
become wet.

After starting the valves with various recipes that administer the quantity several times, it
is unclear what water will eventually reach the valve or else there is a disproportionate
amount of rinsing.

32 Rest time valve
The idle time between the number of times the valve administers the quantity and/or time in one
start.
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I402 Start valve group and start strategy
Centrally the valve groups can be given a manual start, wait or stop command. A start follows the
settings of the valve group in I401 Valve group settings (page 676)).

The start programs can be given a (manual) start command centrally. The linked valve groups start
according to the settings of the valve group in I401 Valve group settings (page 676)). There is also the
option to enable or disable the automatic start of the start programs.

1 VG - Status - Start - Wait - Stop

VG
Indication of the valve group number.

Status
Status indication of the valve group.

The valve group is currently idle.[REST]
The valve group is waiting for its turn.[WAIT]
Phase X of the irrigation cycle is being finished.[PHASE X]
The valve group has the wait status because either in this section or in (I401 Valve group
settings (page 676) WAIT has been set to YES.

[WAIT]

The valve group has the wait status because of an external command.[EXT WAIT]
The valve group has the wait status because another valve group is active in which the
valves are being processed in phases. When this valve group is ready, the valve group
is finished.

[PHASE WAIT]

The program of the valve group is being aborted.[ABORT]
Phase X of the irrigation cycle is in error because of the consumption monitoring. For
this valve group the number of valves with a deviating consumption has been exceeded
(see 5 Stop if number of valves fails to work (page 683), I401.1 Valve group influences
(page 683)). You can continue by going to I412 Valve start, stop and reset (page 672) and
continuing the valves that are in error.

[ERROR X]

Start
Option to start the valve group (manually).

No manual start.[NO]
A manual start for the valve group exclusively for phase X (see I401 Valve group settings
(page 676)).

[PHASE X]

A manual start for the valve group in which all the phases must be run.[F12345]

If, when starting all phases (PH12345) one phase has a quantity and time of 0, the relevant
start will stop for this phase and any phase following will not be carried out.

If the valve group is started manually, then the elapsed rest time, the measured radiation sum and
the measured transpiration sum are not set to 0. The specified start strategy (of I400 Start strategy
(page 646)) is therefore not influenced.

Wait
Option to stop the valve group temporarily (wait status).

After the settings are set to NO again, the program of the valve group is completed.

Stop
Option to stop the valve group program.
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Valves that until that time have not had any water, are not (automatically) finished.

2 ST - Automatic - Start

ST
Indication of the number of the start program.

Automatic
Choice whether the start program is automatically started.

If set automatically to YES, the valve group will be started automatically according to the settings in
I400 Start strategy (page 646)) and I400.1 Start installation (page 655).

If this setting changes here, then the Automatic setting in I400 Start strategy (page 646) is
also changed.

Start
Option to start the valve group (manually) that is linked to the start program.

No manual start.[NO]
A manual start for the start program exclusively for phase X (see I401 Valve group
settings (page 676)).

[PHASE X]

A manual start for the start program in which all the phases must be run.[F12345]

If, when starting all phases (PH12345) one phase has a quantity and time of 0, the relevant
start will stop for this phase and any phase following will not be carried out.

If the start program is started manually, then the elapsed rest time is set to 0 and the measured
radiation sum is adjusted. The specified start strategy of I400 Start strategy (page 646) is therefore
influenced.
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I412 Valve start, stop and reset
Option to start a valve individually, whereby the irrigation always takes place according to the settings
in I411 Valve settings (page 685).

After the 700 Water off-take too high and 701 Water off-take too low alarms, the valve must
be either continued or stopped here.

If there are more than 30 valves, then the valves from valve 21 onwards are shown on 'Page 2' of
I412 Valve start, stop and reset (page 672). For example, if there are 50 valves, then the valves 1 to
20 are shown on 'Page 1' , the valves 21 to 40 on 'Page 2' and the valves 41 to 50 on 'Page 3'.

1 VL - Status - Start - Wait - Continue - Stop

VL
Number of the valve.

Status
Indication of the status of the valve

The valve is at rest.REST
The valve is waiting until the correct recipe has been selected.RECIPE
The valve has been selected to start. Other valves may be busy or the return main is
busy.

START

The valve is irrigating.IRRIG
The stand time of the ebb & flood floor or table is adhered to (only applies to ebb &
flood valves).
This status may occur in the following situations:

STAND TIME

• If an ebb and flow valve is stopped during the IRRIG status, the valve will switch to
the STAND TIME status. The system waits until the stand time has elapsed and the
valve continues with the RETURN status. After the water has been drained, the
valve switches to the REST status. If necessary, the stand time in I413 may be
adjusted to force the return.

• If the waste water pit (I443) has the water level HIGH or MAX. This prevents the
waste water pit from overflowing.

The valve is waiting until the correct siphon recipe has been selected.RECIPE SIPH
The valve has been selected for siphoning. Other valves may still be busy.STARTSIPH
The valve is busy siphoning (only applicable to ebb & flood valves).SIPHON
Minimum or maximum flow alarm. If the valve is malfunctioning, it can be restarted by
setting Continue to YES. The valve will now be restarted or completed. The malfunction
can also be cancelled by setting Stop to YES. The valve is then not (automatically)
restarted. If the water system also shows an ERROR, this must also be reset in I430/I9430
Reset water system after error (page 719) (for the cause of the malfunction, see also
M430.1 Overview water system (page 1022)).

ERROR

The valve has stopped temporarily; has been set to WAIT.WAIT
The water drains off the floor. The drain valve is open or the tilting table is tilted. During
this time the valve remains in this status.

RETURN

The valve is waiting until the correct recipe for rinsing has been selected.RECIPER
The valve has been selected to start rinsing. Other valves may be busy or the return
main is busy.

START R

The valve is rinsing.RINSE
The valve is waiting for a flush valve to open.RUN TIME

Start
Option to start the valve individually.

The valve is started according to the settings in I411 Valve settings (page 685).

Wait
Possibility to stop this valve temporarily.
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The valve continues with the irrigation when WAIT is manually cancelled.

• If a valve is set to WAIT, it will not respond to a start from the valve group.
• If a valve is set to WAIT and is then stopped, the irrigation cycle is immediately aborted.
• If a valve was started from a valve group and was set to WAIT before or during the

IRRIGATE status, then only the phase that was started is completed. A next phase is only
started if the valve group had not yet started that phase at the moment the WAIT status
was cancelled.

Continue
Option to have the valve that is malfunctioning (because of a flow alarm) to continue (to restart).

If the flow monitoring detects that a valve is consuming too much or too little water, you
must first find out the reason before you continue with a continued start.

Stop
Option to stop the valve, after which the irrigation cycle is not (automatically) completed.

I412.1 Expected valve start
You can use this section if you want to start the water dose manually and want to check whether
the start really is required before starting. Here, you can see at a glance how long it will be until each
valve has to start the next water dose. This is determined based on the time between the penultimate
start and the last start to have taken place. You can also see which valves should have started (based
on the expectation), but have not started.

In addition, in this section you can start each valve individually; in doing so, water is always dosed
in accordance with the settings in I411 Valve settings (page 685).

1 Apply filter/time to start from/to
Use this filter to limit the number of valves in this overview.

Apply filter

Only those valves for which the Time until start is within the specified range will be
visible.

[YES]

All valves will be displayed.[NO]

Time to start from / to
Here you specify the range for the time to the next start.

2 VL - Status - Start - Water per rad.sum - Expected rest time - Next start - Time until start - Rest time

VL
Valve number.

Status
Indication of the status of the valve. See I412 Valve start, stop and reset (page 672).

Start
Option to start the valve individually.

The valve is started according to the settings in I411 Valve settings (page 685).
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Water per rad.sum
The quantity of water per radiation sum, determined over the last 3 irrigation cycles. The calculated
water dosage is incremented by each irrigation cycle. The Water per rad.sum will then fall as the
radiation sum increases. On a sunny day, the Water per rad.sum will fall sharply; at night-time it will
not.

A shortage of water is reported:
• Priva Office Direct: the value is displayed in red;
• Standard operation: there is an 'X' after the value.

The message disappears after an adjustable time or after being switched off manually.

The limits can be set in I411.3.

Expected rest time
The expected rest time until the next start. This is based on the time between the penultimate start
and the last start to have taken place. You can adjust this expected rest time.

Rest time
Elapsed time since last start.

Time until start
Time until the next start should take place (this is the difference between Expected rest time and Rest
time).

Next start
Graphic depiction of the time before and after the moment at which the next start should take place.
The horizontal line is an indication of the time until the next start. If the horizontal line touches the
vertical line, the valve should start: Rest time is then equal to Expected rest time. If the valve is not
started then, the horizontal line continues after the vertical line, up to a maximum of twice the time
between the penultimate and last start to have taken place.
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Water dose
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I401 Valve group settings
In I401.4 Allocate valve to valve group (page 221) valves can be allocated to a valve group.

A valve group can include valves that have the same requirements. The valve group then represents
a crop or part of a crop. The start that may be the result of a start program or a manual start, is
passed on through the valve group to the individual valves (if applicable) together with the quantity
and/or time and the recipe to be adhered to.

The irrigation cycle can be processed in phases. I400 Start strategy (page 646) shows per period which
phase(s) of the valve group must be started in that period. This allows you to include your own
quantity and/or time and your own fertiliser composition per period. This means it is possible to
have sessions in the morning of 100 ml with an EC of 2.4 and in the afternoon to have sessions of
80 ml with an EC of 2.2.

Within the phase you can specify how many times that phase is to be carried out in succession.

1 Phase
Adjustable phase for the irrigation cycles.

There is the option to keep to a phase pattern when controlling the irrigation valves. The phase
pattern means that a group of irrigation valves are successively controlled by the set phases. This
phase pattern can be used for pre-rinsing and rinsing, among other things.

The phase pattern is adhered to when in addition to phase 1 a time and/or quantity has
also been set for another successive phase. It is not necessary to specify all the phases here.
However, if phases 1 and 3 are set (phase 2 is not included) irrigation is not carried out in
phases. Irrigation is only carried out according to phase 1. If phase 1 has not been set and
a choice is made to start 'PH12345', there will be no irrigation.

Make sure that Use quantity & time is set to YES in order to use the phase pattern.

Per phase you can also select a fertilising recipe, in which case fresh water is also seen as a recipe.
If you choose phase 12345 (is 'PH12345'), the start pattern will be as follows. Please note that the
quantity and time of the phases 4 and 5 are set to 0.
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Irrigation with 'phase pattern'

Successively phases 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 are processed for the number of valves equal to the 2 Group
size per phase (page 683) (I401.1 Valve group influences (page 683)). If a phase needs to be repeated
several times, this will be done within the phase. After phase 5 has been processed, it stops, or (if
the number of valves in the valve group is greater than the group size per phase) the next number
of valves is processed.

2 Time
Duration time in which the selected valves in the valve group remain open.

If on the basis of a certain quantity irrigation takes place and the consumption monitoring
of a valve has been switched off (I411.1 Valve installation (page 687), protection or I430.1
Water system settings (page 722), monitoring is set to NO), then an irrigation time should be
entered in addition to an irrigation quantity. If this is not done, the valve will not be started
and the message 721 No duration time irrigation is triggered. The consumption monitoring
is switched off if in I411.1 Valve installation (page 687) protection is set to NO or if in I430.1
Water system settings (page 722), monitoring is set to NO.

The time and quantity is only used for the valves in this valve group if Use quantity & time is
set to YES. If Use quantity & time is set to NO then the quantity and/or time is used as set per
valve in I411 Valve settings (page 685).

If a value has been entered for both time and quantity, the valve is closed as soon as the
set quantity or the set time has been reached.
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There is the possibility that the time and quantity entered is adjusted depending on the
radiation or through a correction percentage (I411.1 Valve installation (page 687)). The ultimate
time and quantity to be given is displayed (after start) in M411 Overview valves active (page
1005).

3 Quantity per unit
Setting of the quantity per unit. The irrigation per valve is the number of millilitres set here times
the number of units of the valve area. A plant or dripper can be selected as the unit.

4 Quantity per unit
Setting of the number of litres per unit. The irrigation per valve is the number of litres set here times
the number of units of the valve area. A table or cover can be selected as the unit.

5 Quantity per m²
Setting of the number of litres per m². The irrigation per valve is the number of litres set here times
the surface area of the valve area.

6 Quantity per valve
Setting of the number of litres per valve. Each valve in the group receives the number of litres of
water entered here. This setting can be used if the valve areas in the group are equal.

In I401.1 (Unit water irrigation and Show units water irrigation), you can define which of lines
3 to 6 are visible here.

7 Extra influence : adjustment quantity
You can use the setting table to specify the percentage adjustment of the water dosage by an Extra
influence.

If you have also set an extra influence in Radiation sum start, it is not only the quantity that
increases, but also the frequency.

8 Extra influence
The result of the adjustment by the Extra influence.

9 Calculated quantity per unit
The calculated quantity, including the adjustment by the extra influence.

10 Calculated quantity per unit
The calculated quantity, including the adjustment by the extra influence.

11 Calculated quantity per m²
The calculated quantity, including the adjustment by the extra influence.

12 Calculated quantity per valve
The calculated quantity, including the adjustment by the extra influence.

13 Average quantity per unit
This value is calculated by dividing the total quantity by the total number of units of all valves in the
group.
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14 Average quantity per m²
This value is calculated by dividing the total quantity by the total surface area of all valves in the
group.

15 Average quantity per valve
This value is calculated by dividing the total quantity by the number of valves in the group.

16 Recipe number
Number of the desired water treatment recipe.

• The recipe number for the valves in the valve group is only used if Use recipe number is
set to YES.

• If Use recipe number is set to NO then the recipe number is used as set per valve in I411
Valve settings (page 685).

If there are multiple water systems present, there is the chance that not all recipes present
can be used for each valve/valve group. There is the chance that the structure of the water
systems varies (for example one water system without and one water system with A/B tank
dosage). Water system 1 for example can use recipe 1 through 4 and water system 2 can
use recipes 5 and 6.

17 Number of times phase
The number of times the phase is run consecutively.

When the valve group is started, the valve is started the Number of times phase of phase
1, even if 19 Use quantity & time (page 680) is set to NO.

• Sometimes it is more effective to apply the water dose in a number of smaller parts.
The water dose is then divided over a longer duration time and each time a small quantity
of water is given.

• Also in the case of a phase pattern in which one or several phases are run, a phase can
be run a number of times consecutively. After the desired number of times has been
run consecutively in that phase, the next phase can be processed.

1 2 3 4 5 (in which the quantity and time of the
phases 4 and 5 are set to 0)

6 Start phase (page 647)I400 Start strategy (page 646)

3 1 226 Number of times phase
active (page 682) (phase
1/2/3)

I401 Valve group settings (page 676)

1 to 5Valves in valve groupI400.4 Allocate start strategy (page
222)

32 Group size per phase
(page 683)

I401.1 Valve group influences (page
683)
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Example valves, 1 to 30 = sequence for opening the valves
Second group per phaseFirst group per phaseGroup size

VALVE 5VALVE 4VALVE 3VALVE 2VALVE 1PHASE/VALVE
20193211st timePHASE 1
22216542nd time 
24239873rd time 
26251211101st timePHASE 2
28271514131st timePHASE 3
30291817162nd time

18 Priority
Priority of the valve group.

19 Use quantity & time
Whether or not to use the 2 Time (page 677) and 3 Quantity per unit (page 678) of the valve group.

If Use quantity & time is set to NO, this means that:
• per valve the quantity and/or time of I411 Valve settings (page 685) is used;
• no radiation dependent adjustment and/or adjustment according to the correction percentage

of I411.1 Valve installation (page 687) is implemented for the irrigation quantity and irrigation
time.

20 Radiation adj. quant & time
The percentage of adjustment of the irrigation quantity and the irrigation time on the basis of the
radiation range of I401.1 Valve group influences (page 683)). The radiation is the measured radiation
from outside (weather mast).

Only works if 19 Use quantity & time (page 680) is set to YES.

Lengthening or shortening of the irrigation quantity and the irrigation time depending on the radiation
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The radiation dependent adjustment of the irrigation quantity and the irrigation time is determined
at the start moment of the valve group. The irrigation quantity and the irrigation time of all valves
of this valve group is adjusted at that moment by the same percentage.

Please take into account that an adjustment by percentage of the irrigation quantity and
the irrigation time may influence the drain control on the basis of the radiation sum or
transpiration sum.

21 Use recipe number
Whether or not to use the Recipe number of the valve group.

If Use recipe number is set to NO, this means that per valve the recipe number of I411 Valve settings
(page 685) is used.

22 Start
Option to start the valve group (manually).

no manual start.NO
a manual start for the valve group exclusively for phase X (see I401 Valve group settings
(page 676)).

[PHASE X]

a manual start for the valve group in which all the phases must be run.PH12345

If, when starting all phases (PH12345) one phase has a quantity and time of 0, the relevant
start will stop for this phase and any phase following will not be carried out.

23 Wait
Option to pause the valve group temporarily (wait status). If the settings are set to NO again, the
program just finishes the valve group.

• If the valve group is in WAIT state, the WAIT valve remains set to NO in I412 Valve start, stop and
reset (page 672). An individual valve can not be changed from the WAIT status in I412 Valve start,
stop and reset (page 672). The status of the valve however is on WAIT.

• If an individual valve in I412 Valve start, stop and reset (page 672) is set to WAIT, the valve is no
longer included in the valve group.

24 Stop
Option to stop the valve group program. Valves that until that time have not had any water, are not
(automatically) finished.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

25 Status valve group
Status indication of the valve group.
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The valve group is idle.REST
The valve group is waiting for its turn.WAITING
Phase X of the irrigation cycle is being finished.[PHASE X]
The valve group now has the wait status because WAIT has been set to YES in I402 Start
valve group and start strategy (page 670) or I401 Valve group settings (page 676). Other
valves or valve groups are allowed to be started.

WAITING

The valve group has the wait status because of an external command. Other valves or
valve groups are allowed to be started.

EXT WAIT

The valve group has the wait status because another valve group is active in which the
valves are being processed in phases. When this valve group is ready, the valve group
is finished.

PHASE WAIT

The valve group program has been aborted because of a stop command.ABORT
Phase X of the irrigation cycle is in error because of the consumption monitoring. For
this valve group the number of valves with a deviating consumption has been exceeded
(see 5 Stop if number of valves fails to work (page 683), I401.1 Valve group influences
(page 683)). You can continue by going to I412 Valve start, stop and reset (page 672) and
continuing the valves that are in error.

[ERROR X]

26 Number of times phase active
Indication of the number of times (see 17 Number of times phase (page 679)) that the phase has been
run. This can be used to follow the progress of the irrigation.
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I401.1 Valve group influences

1 Range radiation start/end
Radiation range for the radiation dependent adjustment of the irrigation quantity and irrigation
time. The radiation is the measured radiation from outside (weather mast).

Range radiation start
Start of the radiation range, below which the quantity and time are not adjusted.

Range radiation end
End of the radiation range, above which the quantity and time are maximum.

2 Group size per phase
The number of valves in the valve group that completes the various phases of the irrigation cycle
before the next group in the valve group starts. The set valve sequence is taken into account. The
group size can be used for example to prevent fertilisers from remaining on the plants before being
rinsed off.

3 Use no. of valves together
Whether or not to use the number of valves together of the valve group.

If Use number of valves together is set to YES, then the set 4 Number of valves together (page 683)
is copied to I411.2 Control valve (page 689) after the start of the valve group. This applies only to the
valves that are connected to this valve group.

If Use number of valves together is set to NO, then per valve the number of valves in I411.2 Control
valve (page 689) determines whether that valve is allowed to be used for irrigation together with
several other valves. This creates the option for a number of valves within the group to start and a
number of valves group within the group not to start together with other valves.

The lowest setting of the number of valves together in I430.1 Water system settings (page
722) and I411.2 Control valve (page 689) via the valve group is decisive.

4 Number of valves together
Number of valves together from this valve group.

If Use number of valves together is set to NO then the number of valves together is treated
as set per valve in I411.2 Control valve (page 689).

5 Stop if number of valves fails to work
The number of valves of the valve group that has a water off-take that is too low before the valve
group is in error. A next valve group can be started.

Requirements before the flow monitoring works:
• the flow monitoring of the water system (I430.1 Water system settings (page 722)) must

be set to YES, AND;
• the protection per valve (I411.1 Valve installation (page 687)) must be set to YES.

6 Unit water irrigation
Selection of how you wish to set the quantity of irrigation in I401.
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7 Show units water irrigation

Only the selected Unit water irrigation is displayed with the valve group settings.NO
All units of the irrigation are displayed with the valve group settings.YES
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I411 Valve settings
The valve setting specify the settings for how the valve will irrigate if you start the valve manually:
• How much water will be sent to the valve and/or how long will the valve remain open?
• What recipe does the valve use to irrigate?
• What is the valve's priority?

If there are more than 30 valves, then the valves from valve 21 onwards are shown on 'Page 2' of
I411 Valve settings (page 685). For example, if there are 50 valves, then the valves 1 to 20 are shown
on 'Page 1' , the valves 21 to 40 on 'Page 2' and the valves 41 to 50 on 'Page 3'.

If the set quantity, time and/or recipe of the valve group are maintained, the values set here
are overwritten after the valve group is started.

1 VL - ml per unit - Per unit - l/m² - Per valve - Time - Recipe - Priority - Planting day

VL
Number of the valve.

ml per unit
Quantity of water that the valve must administer per unit. By specifying, for instance, the number
of drippers per valve in I411.1, you can see the quantity in ml per dripper here.

If you change one of the settings Quantity per unit, Quantity per unit, Quantity per m², Quantity per
valve, the control recalculates the other 3 columns.

Per unit
Quantity of water per unit for this valve. This is the total quantity divided by the number of units
specified in I411.1.

Per valve
Quantity of water to be administered per valve.

l/m²
Quantity of water to be administered per m2 of the valve. In I411.1, you can define the surface area.

Time
Period of time that the valve remains open per irrigation cycle.

If the irrigation takes place on the basis of quantity and the consumption control of a valve
has been switched off, then in addition to an irrigation quantity, an irrigation time must also
always be entered. If this does not happen, the valve is not started and alarm 721 No duration
time irrigation is triggered. Consumption monitoring is switched off if protection is set to NO
in I411.1 Valve installation (page 687) or if monitoring is set to NO in I430.1 Water system
settings (page 722).

If a value has been entered for both time and quantity, the valve is closed as soon as the
set quantity or the set time has been reached.

The quantity and time specified here becomes valid with:
• individual starting of a valve via I412 Valve start, stop and reset (page 672).
• when the valve group is started and the quantity and time of the valve group is not

adhered to (Use quantity & time in I401 Valve group settings (page 676) is set to NO).
• the valve group is started with these settings.
• the valve is started by the Vapour pressure deficit sum limit.
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Recipe
Number of the desired water treatment recipe for this valve.

Only change the recipe number when the valve is idle.

This recipe number (see I403 Recipe settings (page 692) and I403.1 Recipe influences (page
699)) becomes valid:
• when the valve is started individually via I412 Valve start, stop and reset (page 672).
• the valve is started via the valve group and 21 Use recipe number (page 681) (I401 Valve

group settings (page 676)) is set to NO.
• the valve group is started with these settings.
• the valve is started by the Vapour pressure deficit sum limit.

If there are multiple water systems present, there is the chance that not all recipes can be
used for each valve. The water systems may vary in composition (for example one water
system without and one water system with A/B tank dosage). Water system 1 for example
can use recipe 1 to 4 and water system 2 can use recipes 5 and 6.

If a recipe number is selected that is not suitable for the water system being used, an error message
will appear at the stat of the irrigation.

Priority
Priority settings for this valve.

Valves with a high priority are given priority over valves with a low priority. With a valve start from
the valve groups all valves connected to the valve group are given the priority of the valve group.
This means a valve group can be given priority over another valve group.

When starting a valve individually (in I412 Valve start, stop and reset (page 672)) the priority per valve
can be specified.

Please take into account that valves with a high priority always have their turn before valves
with a low priority. Consequently there is no way to guarantee that the valves will be given
a turn with the same regularity.

Planting day
The start date of the crop in the valve area. The progress of the crop is recorded in I409 Crop aging
recipe strategy (page 667).

Each year on the planting the linked crop aging recipe and the corresponding water dose
are started. At the end of the crop unlink the valve from the crop aging recipe (I409.4 Allocate
valve to crop aging recipes (page 225)).
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I411.1 Valve installation
This section describes the installation settings that are important for the irrigation and the drain
calculation per valve:
• How many units does this valve have (m2, drippers, etc.)?
• What is the capacity per unit?
• Is the flow protection switched on?
• How much water/time does this valve obtain more or less with a start from a valve group?
• What area does the valve cover (for the drain calculation)?

If there are more than 30 valves, then the valves from valve 21 onwards are shown on 'Page 2' of
I411.1 Valve installation (page 687). For example, if there are 50 valves, then the valves 1 to 20 are
shown on 'Page 1' , the valves 21 to 40 on 'Page 2' and the valves 41 to 50 on 'Page 3'.

1 VL - Number of units - Capacity per unit - Area - Protection - Correction % - Dr% - Above meas box

VL
Valve number.

Number of units
Number of units for this valve. By specifying, for instance, the number of drippers per valve, you can
see the quantity in ml per dripper in I411.1.

You can decide what to use as the unit, other examples include:
• number of plants per valve,
• number of tables per valve,
• number of gutters per valve,
• number of spray heads per valve.

Capacity per unit
Quantity of water per hour per unit. If you have specified the number of drippers in Number of units,
you must set the quantity of water per hour per dripper here.

The capacity is important for:
• the protection of the water flow of the valve. If there is a deviation between the measured flow

and the calculated flow, a flow alarm will be triggered if Protection is set to YES and in the water
system the Flow monitoring (page 723) (I430.1 Water system settings (page 722)) is also set to YES;

• the flow dependent dosage if there is no protection for flow;
• the water dose if there are several valves opened simultaneously.

The calculated flow (the number of m3 that will be supplied per hour) is showed together with the
measured flow (what has actually been supplied) in M430 Overview water systems total (page 1017)
and M430.1 Overview water system (page 1022).

Area

Number of m2 of ground area covered by this valve. This area is used to calculate the quantity of
drain per m2 of greenhouse surface and water dose in l/m2.

Protection
Option to activate the flow monitoring for the valve.

If the capacity of a valve varies greatly the protection (flow monitoring) for that valve can be set to
NO to prevent frequent alarms triggering (because of the flow monitoring).
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• If the protection is set to NO and irrigation takes place on the basis of the quantity of
water, then in addition to a quantity a time must always be entered.

• The valves are protected against too much or too little water off-take if the flow
monitoring in I430.1 Water system settings (page 722) and the protection of the valves
are set to YES.

• If the protection is set to NO, then depending on the measured flow the dosage is also
switched off. The dosage will now use the calculated flow (can be seen in M430.1 Overview
water system (page 1022)).

Correction %
Correction in percentages of the set quantity and time from the valve group and the crop aging
recipe. A start from the crop aging recipe also changes the stand time with ebb/flow valves by this
percentage.

With a positive percentage the valve gives more water and with a negative percentage the valve
gives less water. If the value is set to 0, then no correction is carried out.

Please remember that the correction percentage only works with the set quantity and/or
time of the valve group, whereby 19 Use quantity & time (page 680) (I401 Valve group settings
(page 676)) must be set to YES.

Dr%
The drain percentage that is expected back after an irrigation cycle. This drain percentage is used
to make an estimate of the quantity of water that returns after an irrigation cycle and which the
water management must take into account to prevent water disappearing into the overflow
unnecessarily.

Default setting: substrate valve: 20% and ebb & flood valve: 60 %

Above meas box

The control switches the measuring box fan off during irrigation by this valve. After the
irrigation, the measuring box fan remains off for Irrigation active time off (I101).
Choose this option if the measuring box is suspended underneath the valve and the
open valve influences the measurement of the measuring box in the compartment(s).

YES

The measuring box fan will continue to run during irrigation by this valve.NO
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I411.2 Control valve
Per valve you can specify how many valves can be used together for irrigation. You can also set a
close time per valve.

1 VL - Sequence - Number together - Not together - Close time

VL
Number of the valve.

Sequence
The sequence of processing the valves that have started, whereby the lowest number are processed
first. For valves with the same sequence, the control software rotates the sequence of the valves if
there are multiple starts.

The sequence for processing the valves depends on the sequence of the mains. If the mains
are alternated then the valves are also alternated.

Number together
Number of valves that can be used together to control this valve open. Only the valves with the same
number will be opened together.

• Valve 1: number together = 2
• Valve 2: number together = 3
• Valve 3: number together = 4
• Valve 4: number together = 4

If the valves 1 to 4 are started, then the following happens:
• valve 1 only irrigates;
• valve 2 only irrigates;
• valves 3 and 4 irrigate together.

If 3 Use no. of valves together (page 683) in I401.1 Valve group influences (page 683) is set to YES, then:
• the valve group determines the 4 Number of valves together (page 683);
• the number of valves set here is overwritten by a start from the valve group.

Not together
With which valves together this valve is not allowed to be controlled open. Valves with the same
number are not opened together (0 is not an exclusion of valves).

Close time
Time that the valve needs in order to close.

Close time is positive: the valve needs a close time to be able to close. During the set close time, no
subsequent valves will open. This means that there is still sufficient water pressure during the closing
of the valve, making it more certain that the valve will actually close.

Close time is negative: the valve closes even without additional water pressure. The valve does not
close until the next valve is already open. As a result, there is less fluctuation in the water pressure.
This prevents water hammer in the pipe.
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I411.3 Alarm limits valve

1 VL - ↓Alarm - ↓Message - Water per rad.sum - ↑Message - ↑Alarm

VL
The number of the valve.

↓Alarm
The limit below which alarm 789 Water irrig per radiation too low is triggered.

↓Message

Valve groups with a deviating water dosage are indicated:
• Priva Office Direct: the value is displayed in red;
• PCU Terminal: there is an 'X' after the value.

Water per rad.sum
The quantity of water per radiation sum, determined over the last 3 irrigation cycles.

↑Message

Valve groups with a deviating water dosage are indicated:
• Priva Office Direct: the value is displayed in red;
• PCU Terminal: there is an 'X' after the value.

↑Alarm
The limit above which alarm 788 Water irr per radiat sum too high is triggered.
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I413 Valve ebb&flood settings
The settings of the ebb & flood valves specify how this valve is treated:
• What is the stand time?
• What is the siphon quantity and/or the siphon time?
• Are you going to drain the floor or table manually?

If there are more than 30 valves, then the valves from valve 21 are shown on 'Page 2' of this section.
For example, if there are 50 valves, then the valves 1 to 20 are shown on 'Page 1' , the valves 21 to
40 on 'Page 2' and the valves 41 to 50 on 'Page 3'.

1 VL - Stand time - Siphon quantity - Siphon time - Outlet - On failure outlet

VL
Number of the valve that is configured as an ebb & flood valve.

Stand time
Time that the water must remain on the floor. This time is counted from the moment the valve
closes, so stops setting up the floor or table.

The stand time can be adjusted by a valve start from the crop aging recipe with the Correction
% (page 688) (I411.1 Valve installation (page 687)).

Siphon quantity
Quantity of water required to start siphoning off the water from a floor or table.

Siphon time
Time during which siphon water has to be pumped to siphon off the water from a floor or table.

Outlet
Option to manually drain the water of an ebb & flood floor or table.

On failure outlet
Selection of whether, in the event of an error during the use of an ebb&flow valve, the hold valve
should be opened to allow the water to drain away from the floor or table. The status of the valve
changes from ERROR to RETURN and alarm 759 Valve interrupted at fault is triggered.
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I403 Recipe settings

1 Recipe for water system/rinse group

Recipe for water system
Number of the water system that this recipe is used for. Because of the type of dosage unit, recipes
are allocated to a water system. This means that not all recipes can be used for all water systems.

Rinse group
Number of the rinse group in which the recipe falls. When there is a recipe change among recipes
in the same rinse group, the lines are not rinsed. Treatment of the valves is still carried out per recipe.

2 Selection fertilizer dosage
For each recipe, you set which selection of fertiliser stocks are associated with the recipe.

No fertilisers are added to the water.NO DOSAGE
Add to water: selection 1 (A1, B1, etc., acid-tank1 and lye-tank1).SELECTION 1
Add to water: selection 2 (A2, B2, etc., acid-tank2 and lye-tank2).SELECTION 2

etc.

-COMPOSITION & ALARM LIMITS-

3 - Temperature - EC supply - EC - pH - UV dos. - Peroxide

These settings must be set accurately.

Temperature

If the measured temperature exceeds this setting, an alarm is triggered and the water
system stops.

Too high alarm

Nutrient recipe
Desired value for the irrigation water temperature.Desired
If the measured temperature is lower than this setting, an alarm is triggered and the
water system stops.

Too low alarm

EC supply

If the measured EC value exceeds this setting, an alarm is triggered after the alarm
delay (set in I425) and the water system stops.

Too high alarm

The EC value of the supply water.Nutrient recipe
The EC pre-control ensures that the supply water is given this EC value.Desired
If the measured EC value is lower than this setting, an alarm is triggered after the alarm
delay (set in I425) and the water system stops.

Too low alarm

The relative alarm limits are adjustable for the EC supply control in I425 Monitor EC supply
dosage (page 753).
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EC

If the measured EC value exceeds this setting, an alarm is triggered after the alarm
delay (set in I420) and the water system stops.

Too high alarm

The EC value of the irrigation water after adding the set Quantity of the prepared A and
B tanks.
The EC value Nutrient recipe can be determined for 100 times concentrated solutions
as follows:

Nutrient recipe

• Take 10 litres of water;
• Measure the EC value (Measurement 1);
• Add:

100 ml of solution from the A tank,
100 ml of solution from the B tank;

• Measure the EC value again (Measurement 2);
• Calculate the difference between Measurement 2 and Measurement 1;
• Add the difference to the EC supply value;
• Enter the result as the Nutrient recipe EC value.

Desired value for the EC value.
The feasibility of the desired EC value depends on the EC value of the water dosage
used.

Desired

If the measured EC value is lower than this setting, an alarm is triggered after the alarm
delay (set in I420) and the water system stops.

Too low alarm

The relative alarm limits are adjustable for the EC control in I420 Monitor dosage (page 733).

pH

If the measured pH value exceeds this setting, an alarm is triggered after the alarm
delay (set in I420) and the water system stops.

Too high alarm

The pH value of the irrigation water according to the nutrient recipe on which the
contents of the fertiliser stocks are based.

Nutrient recipe

Desired value for the pH control.Desired
If the measured pH value is lower than this setting, an alarm is triggered after the alarm
delay (set in I420) and the water system stops.

Too low alarm

The relative alarm limits are adjustable for the pH control in I420 Monitor dosage (page 733).

UV dos.

The maximum alarm limit specified here is absolute: if the measured value exceeds
this value, an alarm is triggered and the water system stops.

Too high alarm

Nutrient recipe
Desired value for the UV dosage.
Default settings

Desired

• for total disinfection: 250 mJ/cm2.
• for selective disinfection: 100 mJ/cm2.

See also Required UV dosage (page 1214)
The minimum alarm limit specified here is absolute: if the measured value falls below
this value, an alarm is triggered and the water system stops.

Too low alarm

Peroxide
Desired dosage of hydrogen peroxide in ppm during the disinfection of water.

The Too high alarm and Too low alarm limits are active if:
• the water system is active;
• the sensors are working.
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-REQUIRED & ALARM LIMITS-

4 - Flow - pH - UV dos. - Peroxide
During the purification of the wastewater through UV treatment you see which fixed settings the
recipe works with.

Flow
Fixed flow through the UV system for the purification of the wastewater.

pH
Desired pH value of the wastewater that is purified by a UV treatment.

UV dos.
Minimum UV dosage of the UV lamps for the purification of the wastewater.

Peroxide
Desired ratio of hydrogen peroxide in the wastewater that is purified by a UV treatment.

-DOSING CHANNEL RATIO-

5 DC - Channel - Calc quantity - Quantity - Unit - Function

DC
Number of the dosing channel.

Channel
Name of the dosing channel. If you see [---], then no dosing channel has been connected.

Calc quantity

Calculated quantity that is dosed from the specified tank per m3 of irrigation water.

The starting point for the dosage is that with the specified Quantity the EC value rises from EC
supplyNutrient recipe to ECNutrient recipe.

As soon as the desired EC value changes, the calculated quantity (Calc quantity) is corrected.

Calc quantity = (ECDesired - EC supplyNutrient recipe / ECNutrient recipe - EC supplyNutrient recipe) x
Quantity

Example

Necessary settings:
1. Quantity = 10
2. EC supplyNutrient recipe = 1.0
3. ECNutrient recipe = 2.3
4. ECDesired = 2.1
5. Calc quantity = (2.1 - 1.0 / 2.3 - 1.0) x 10 = 8.5 (l/m3)

Quantity

Quantity that is dosed from the specified tank per m3 of irrigation water.

For example: Quantity = 10. The concentration is 10 l/ 1000 l= 1:100.
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Your dealer has set the unit for each dosing channel according to its capacity:
• for AB tanks: l/m3

• for stock solutions: ml/m3

Unit
Your dealer has set the unit according to the capacity of the dosing channel:
• for AB tanks: m³/hour
• for stock solution: l/hour

Function
The Function has been set by your dealer.

In the event of deviations from EC and/or pH values, there follows a pre-calculated
correction which ensures that the desired EC and pH values are reached almost
immediately (anticipatory control).

DOSING

In the event of deviations from EC and/or pH values, there follows a step-by-step
correction that ensures that the EC and pH values are adjusted (reactive control).

CORRECT

This dosing channel doses hydrogen peroxide.PEROXIDE

6 MC - Tank - Mix channel - Quantity - Liters in tank
This line is visible if a fertiliser mixer is present and the fertiliser stock has been linked to a dosing
channel.

MC
Number of the mix channel.

Tank
The tank that is connected to the mix channel.

Mix channel
Shows which stock supply will be mixed with this mix channel in the intermediate tank with other
stock supplies and water.

Quantity

In this line you set for the current recipe how many ml of stock solution is desired per m3 of irrigation
water.

The number of millilitres of substance that the fertiliser mixer must add to 1 m3 of irrigation water.
This setting applies to all fertiliser dosing units (with mixing tank: NutriFit NutriFlex, with mixing
chamber: NutriJet).

You do not, therefore, specify the concentration in the AB-tank here, but the concentration
in the irrigation water.

If you are only using the current recipe for fertiliser mixing, you must nonetheless enter the
Quantity on line 4.
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The Quantity in line 4 indicates how much fertiliser from the AB-tank is added to the irrigation
water.
The Quantity in line 5 indicates how much stock solution is added to the irrigation water.
With these two items of data, the control software calculates how much stock solution must
be added to the AB-tank.

Liters in tank
Indicates how many litres of this stock solution are required for each full tank. The control software
calculates this value from:

Liters in tank = (Quantity (I403 R5) x maximum volume of the tank) / (Quantity (I403 R4) x 1000)

If you enter Liters in tank, the process computer calculates the Quantity.

-FRESH WATER TANK-

7 Tank
This is a header for line 7.

8 Level
The measured level of the AB-tank.

9 Water liters in tank
The number of litres of water that is added to the fertiliser in the corresponding AB-tank.

10 Water stock
Number of the water stocks present.

11 Mixing ratio
Quantity in percentages for mixing the supply water, adjustable per water stock.

• The total of the mixing ratios must always be 100%. If this does not add up then the
process computer will calculate a new composition on the basis of the specified
percentages. The calculated mixing ratio is displayed in M420.

• The control for mixing the supply water cannot be switched off. If the pump is switched
on manually, the last used mixing ratio will be used. After use the valves remain in the
position that was last used.

• Mixing the water stocks is done through one or several mixing steps. Based on the
calculated mixing ratio, two water flows are mixed per mixing step. By measuring the
flow per water flow, the desired mixing ratio can be controlled.

Example 1
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Set:
321Water stock
505050Mixing ratio

Value in M420:
321Water stock
333333Calc mix ratio

Example 2

Set:
321Water stock
40010Mixing ratio

Value in M420:
321Water stock
80020Calc mix ratio

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

12 Extra influence
The result of the adjustment by the setting 6 Extra influence : adjustment EC (page 700).

13 Calculated EC
Calculated EC value; the desired EC with the radiation decrease of the EC and the measured EC of
the supply water if 4 Add to supply EC (page 700) in I403.1 Recipe influences (page 699) is set to YES.

In M430.1 Overview water system (page 1022) the calculated EC value is also displayed.
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Situation example with 4 water stocks and a mixing ratio of 10 % ditch water : 20 % reservoir water
: 30 % tap water : 40 % recycled (drain) water

Three mixing steps are used:
1. In mixing step 1 the ditch water is mixed with the reservoir water in a ratio of 34% / 66%.
2. In mixing step 2 the result of mixing step 1 is mixed with tap water in a ratio of 50% / 50%.
3. In mixing step 3 the result of mixing step 1 and mixing step 2 is mixed with recycled (drain) water

in a ratio of 60% / 40%.
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I403.1 Recipe influences

1 Recipe for water system/rinse group
Left-hand column: number of the water system that this recipe is used for. Because of the type of
dosage unit, recipes are allocated to a water system. This means that not all recipes can be used for
all water systems.

Right-hand column: number of the rinse group the recipe is allocated to. When there is a recipe
change among recipes in the same rinse group, the lines are not rinsed. Treatment of the valves is
still carried out per recipe.

2 Selection fertilizer dosage
Selection of the fertiliser stock present that is used for this recipe.

No fertiliser(s) are added to the water.[NO DOSAGE]
Fertilisers from the first linked fertiliser stock are added to the water. The quantities
to be added can be adjusted per dosage channel in line 4 in I403 Recipe settings (page
692). If there is one fertiliser stock present per dosage channel, SELECTION X is chosen
to indicate that a dosage is allowed to be administered.

[SELECTION X]

3 EC control
Selection of the way of dosing for the EC control.

A 0 quantity is calculated for the dosing channels that are used for the EC control. The
EC control of this recipe has been switched off.

OFF

The quantity per dosing channel set in I403 Recipe settings (page 692) is dosed. There
will be no controls. The specified EC no longer has a function. If the quantity for a dosing
channel (for EC) is set to 0, then there will be no dosing through that channel.

QUANTITY

The specified quantity is corrected on the basis of the difference between the calculated
and measured EC.
If the deviation is too great (EC alarm deviation in I420):

QTY + CORR

• alarm 732 Irr.water EC too high or 733 Irr.water EC too low will be triggered and
• the water dosage will stop.

The specified quantity is corrected on the basis of the difference between the calculated
and measured EC.
If the deviation is too great (EC alarm deviation in I420):

CORR+CONTINUE

• alarm 732 Irr.water EC too high or 733 Irr.water EC too low will be triggered and
• the current irrigation cycle will be completed, but with closed dosing channels (not

for Nutronic)
• the subsequent irrigation cycle will not be started.

If the measured EC is above EC Too high alarm or below EC Too low alarm:
• alarm 784 Recipe:.. irr.water EC too high or 785 respectively will be triggered Recipe:..

irr.water EC too low
• alarm 735 Failure dosage will be triggered and
• the water dosage will stop.

The alarms disappear and it is attempted to dose again after a reset failure of the water system.

If the cause of the error has not been corrected, an alarm will be triggered again.

The desired EC for this recipe (target value) is set in I403 Recipe settings (page 692).

Because not all dosage channels necessarily have an influence on the EC control, it has been specified
at dealer level which channels are allowed to be corrected.
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4 Add to supply EC
Do or do not add the desired EC in I403 Recipe settings (page 692) to the measured EC of the supply
water.

The calculated EC is the desired EC plus the measured EC supply minus the 5 Rad decr
EC (page 700). 13 Dosage dep on supply EC (page 702) has no function.

[YES]

The desired EC goes to the plants:the calculated EC is the desired EC minus the 5 Rad
decr EC (page 700).

[NO]

5 Rad decr EC
Radiation-dependent decrease of the desired EC value based on the 8 Range radiation start/end
(page 700). The radiation is the measured radiation from outside (meteorological station).

6 Extra influence : adjustment EC
You can use the setting table to specify the size of the desired EC value adjustment for this recipe
by means of an Extra influence. In Priva Office Direct, you can use to open the setting table for
this. In the setting table window, you can specify for various values of the Extra influence the extent
to which the desired EC value for this recipe should be increased or decreased.

In Priva Office Direct, you can see which Extra influence has been set in the window of the
setting table.

In Priva Office Direct you can select which measured or calculated value has an influence on the
desired EC value for this recipe.

7 Rad decr EC supply
Depending on the radiation to decrease or not to decrease the EC value of the supply water. The
radiation is the measured radiation from outside (weather mast).

Depending on the radiation the EC supply is decreased for both high and low levels.
The decrease depends on the decrease of the desired EC.

[YES]

The EC supply is not decreased depending on the radiation.[NO]

Set:
2.1Desired EC

(0.3 : 2.1 = 1/7)0.3Radiation decrease EC
1.4Desired EC supply
YESRadiation decrease EC supply

The result is now a Radiation decrease EC supply of (1/7 x 1.4) 0.2. So a calculated EC supply
of 1.2.

8 Range radiation start/end
Radiation range for the decrease of the desired EC depending on the radiation.

Range radiation start
Start value radiation range below which there is no radiation decrease.
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Range radiation end
End value of the radiation range above which the radiation decrease is equal to the 5 Rad decr EC
(page 700).

9 pH control
Selection of the way of dosing for the pH control.

A 0 quantity is calculated for the dosage channels that are used for the pH control. The
pH control of this recipe has been switched off.

OFF

The quantity per dosing channel set in I403 Recipe settings (page 692) is dosed. There
will be no controls. The specified pH no longer has a function. If the quantity for a dosing
channel (for pH) is set to 0, then there will be no dosing through that channel.

QUANTITY

The specified quantity is corrected on the basis of the difference between the calculated
and measured pH.
If the deviation is too great (pH alarm deviation in I420):

QTY + CORR

• alarm 731 Irr.water pH too high (alkalye) or 730 Irr.water pH too low (acid) will be
triggered and

• the water dosage will stop.

The specified quantity is corrected on the basis of the difference between the calculated
and measured pH.
If the deviation is too great (pH alarm deviation in I420):

CORR+CONTINUE

• an alarm is triggered and
• the current irrigation cycle will be completed, but with closed dosing channels (not

for Nutronic)
• the subsequent irrigation cycle will not be started.

If a measured pH is above pH Too high alarm or below pH Too low alarm:
• alarm 783 Recipe:.. irr.water pH too high or 782 respectively will be triggered Recipe:..

irr.water pH too low
• alarm 735 Failure dosage will be triggered and
• the water dosage will stop.

The alarms disappear and it is attempted to dose again after a reset failure of the water
system.

If the cause of the error has not been corrected, an alarm will be triggered again.

Because not all dosage channels necessarily have an influence on the pH control, it has been specified
at dealer level which channels are allowed to be corrected.

10 Supply EC control
Whether or not to use the EC supply control.

If a water stock management is present, you can specify in I403.4 Allocate recipe to tanks (page 783)
which water flows to mix through the EC supply control.

• The position of the control valve is saved per recipe. This ensures a quick response when
a certain recipe is activated.

• The control valve is continuously controlled shut if the drain tank is EMPTY.
• When the position of the control valve is measured, there is the option to trigger an

alarm if the measured position of the valve deviates too much from the calculated
position.

• In I403 Recipe settings (page 692) you can specify absolute minimum and maximum
alarm limits for the EC supply control.

11 Decrease EC supply low level
Decrease of the desired EC supply when the level in the drain tank shows LOW.
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If the drain tank is supplied with a level detector, you can let the computer work with two different
EC supply values. If there is a HIGH level in the tank, the computer works with the desired EC supply
value as set in I403 Recipe settings (page 692). This EC value is lowered with a decrease as specified
here if the level in the tank indicates LOW. Consequently less water is drawn from the drain tank
(lower EC) when the level in the drain tank falls. When the level in the tank reaches MINIMUM, the
EC supply valve is continuously controlled shut. Depending on the installation the fill percentage of
the tank(s) in which the level drops to LOW or MINIMUM, can be set for the tank in I440.2 Recipe EC
supply tank level (page 776) or in I425 Monitor EC supply dosage (page 753).

12 Extra influence : adjustment EC supply
You can use the setup table to specify the size of the desired EC supply adjustment for this recipe.

For a more detailed explanation, please see 6 Extra influence : adjustment EC (page 700).

13 Dosage dep on supply EC
Option whether the dosage should be dependent on the measured EC value of the supply water.

The dosage does not depend on the measured supply EC. The calculated amount in
I403 Recipe settings (page 692) is dosed per dosage channel.

[NO]

The dosage depends on the measured supply EC. The calculated amount in I403 Recipe
settings (page 692) is automatically adjusted depending on the measured supply EC
(only if the dosage channel is used for the EC control). The correction is based on the
specified nutrient recipe EC supply in I403 Recipe settings (page 692).

[YES]

The correction is expressed in percentages of the specified dosage quantity is shown in
M420 Overview dosage (page 1007).

14 Irrigation water heat control
Option to activate the irrigation water heat control.
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I403.2 Recipe flushing group

1 Recipe - Rinse group

Recipe
The number of the recipe.

Rinse group
The number of the rinse group the recipe is allocated to. When there is a recipe change among
recipes in the same rinse group, the mains are not rinsed. Treatment of the valves is still carried out
per recipe.

I403.3 Alternative recipe
This recipe can be used, for instance, during the cleaning of the Vialux UV chambers in order to
quickly switch to a larger quantity of acid and a lower desired value for the pH.

You dealer has set under what conditions (I435.6 and I403.5) the control uses this recipe.

1 Recipe for water system/rinse group
Left-hand column: number of the water system that this recipe is used for. Because of the type of
dosage unit, recipes are allocated to a water system. This means that not all recipes can be used for
all water systems.

Right-hand column: number of the rinse group the recipe is allocated to. When there is a recipe
change among recipes in the same rinse group, the lines are not rinsed. Treatment of the valves is
still carried out per recipe.

2 Selection fertilizer dosage
For each recipe, you set which selection of fertiliser stocks are associated with the recipe.

No fertilisers are added to the water.NO DOSAGE
Add to water: selection 1 (A1, B1, etc., acid-tank1 and lye-tank1).SELECTION 1
Add to water: selection 2 (A2, B2, etc., acid-tank2 and lye-tank2).SELECTION 2

etc.

3 EC control

A 0 quantity is calculated for the dosing channels that are used for the EC control. The
EC control of this recipe has been switched off.

OFF

The set quantity per dosing channel is dosed. There will be no controls. The specified
EC no longer has a function. If the quantity for a dosing channel (for EC) is set to 0, then
there will be no dosing through that channel.

QUANTITY

The specified quantity is corrected on the basis of the difference between the calculated
and measured EC.

QTY + CORR

The specified quantity is corrected on the basis of the difference between the calculated
and measured EC. If the deviation is too great ( EC alarm deviation (page 733) in I420
Monitor dosage (page 733)), an alarm will be triggered and the irrigation will continue
while all the dosage channels are controlled shut (does not apply to Nutronic).
The alarm message will disappear and an attempt will be made to carry out a dosage
again after:

CORR+CONTINUE

• a new start;
• a recipe change;
• a reset error of the water system.
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4 pH control

A 0 quantity is calculated for the dosage channels that are used for the pH control. The
pH control of this recipe has been switched off.

OFF

The set quantity per dosing channel is dosed. There will be no controls. The specified
pH no longer has a function. If the quantity for a dosage channel (for pH) is set to 0,
then there will be no dosing through that channel.

QUANTITY

The specified quantity is corrected on the basis of the difference between the calculated
and measured pH.

QTY + CORR

The specified quantity is corrected on the basis of the difference between the calculated
and measured pH. If the deviation is too great ( pH alarm deviation (page 733) in I420
Monitor dosage (page 733)), an alarm will be triggered and the irrigation will continue
while all the dosage channels are controlled shut (does not apply to Nutronic).
The alarm message will disappear and an attempt will be made to carry out a dosage
again after:

CORR+CONTINUE

• a new start;
• a recipe change;
• a reset error of the water system.

5 - EC supply - EC - pH

EC supply

If the measured EC value exceeds this setting, an alarm is triggered after the alarm
delay (set in I425) and the water system stops.

Too high alarm

The EC value of the supply water.Nutrient recipe
The EC pre-control ensures that the supply water is given this EC value.Desired
If the measured EC value is lower than this setting, an alarm is triggered after the alarm
delay (set in I425) and the water system stops.

Too low alarm

EC

If the measured EC value exceeds this setting, an alarm is triggered after the alarm
delay (set in I420) and the water system stops.

Too high alarm

The EC value of the irrigation water after adding the set Quantity of the prepared A and
B tanks.
The EC value Nutrient recipe can be determined for 100 times concentrated solutions
as follows:

Nutrient recipe

• Take 10 litres of water;
• Measure the EC value (Measurement 1);
• Add:

100 ml of solution from the A tank,
100 ml of solution from the B tank;

• Measure the EC value again (Measurement 2);
• Calculate the difference between Measurement 2 and Measurement 1;
• Add the difference to the EC supply value;
• Enter the result as the Nutrient recipe EC value.

Desired value for the EC value.Desired
If the measured EC value is lower than this setting, an alarm is triggered after the alarm
delay (set in I420) and the water system stops.

Too low alarm

pH

If the measured pH value exceeds this setting, an alarm is triggered after the alarm
delay (set in I420) and the water system stops.

Too high alarm

The pH value of the supply water.Nutrient recipe
Desired value for the pH control.Desired
If the measured pH value is lower than this setting, an alarm is triggered after the alarm
delay (set in I420) and the water system stops.

Too low alarm
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6 pH
The pH value and alarm limits which are valid during the implementation of an alternative recipe
for cleaning the lamps.

-DOSING CHANNEL-

7 DC - Channel - Calc quantity - Quantity - Unit - Function

DC
Number of the dosing channel.

Channel
Name of the dosing channel. If you see [---], then no dosing channel has been connected.

Calc quantity

Calculated quantity that is dosed from the specified tank per m3 of irrigation water.

The starting point for the dosage is that with the specified Quantity the EC value rises from EC
supplyNutrient recipe to ECNutrient recipe.

As soon as the desired EC value changes, the calculated quantity (Calc quantity) is corrected.

Calc quantity = (ECDesired - EC supplyNutrient recipe / ECNutrient recipe - EC supplyNutrient recipe) x
Quantity

Example

Necessary settings:
1. Quantity = 10
2. EC supplyNutrient recipe = 1.0
3. ECNutrient recipe = 2.3
4. ECDesired = 2.1
5. Calc quantity = (2.1 - 1.0 / 2.3 - 1.0) x 10 = 8.5 (l/m3)

Quantity

Quantity that is dosed from the specified tank per m3 of irrigation water.

For example: Quantity = 10. The concentration is 10 l/ 1000 l= 1:100.

Your dealer has set the unit for each dosing channel according to its capacity:
• for AB tanks: l/m3

• for stock solutions: ml/m3

Unit
Your dealer has set the unit according to the capacity of the dosing channel:
• for AB tanks: m³/hour
• for stock solution: l/hour

Function
The Function has been set by your dealer.
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In the event of deviations from EC and/or pH values, there follows a pre-calculated
correction which ensures that the desired EC and pH values are reached almost
immediately (anticipatory control).

DOSING

In the event of deviations from EC and/or pH values, there follows a step-by-step
correction that ensures that the EC and pH values are adjusted (reactive control).

CORRECT

During the alternative recipe the setpoint for this hydrogen peroxide dosing channel
(I403) remains valid.

PEROXIDE
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Moisture level and drain
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I405 Drain settings
In this section you will find the settings for the drain calculation. The settings can refer to a drain pit,
a drain tray or a drain pipe. The drain pipe is emptied at the end of each cycle to determine the drain
percentage. The calculation of the water dose and the quantity of drain per m2 of greenhouse surface
is displayed in M405 Overview moisture content and drain today (page 1049).

1 Drain pit calc active/Drain tray calc active/Drain pipe calc active
Option to activate the drain calculation.

The measured quantity of water counts as a registered quantity of drain water.YES
You can disable this registration during maintenance or during calibration of the drain
measurement.

NO

2 Number of drain cycle alarms
Number of consecutive irrigation cycles in which no drains are measured before the 770 .. starts no
drain measurement alarm is triggered.

If an automatic drain measurement is used and no drain is to be expected due to a large
dry-out, this cycle is not counted for this monitoring. This allows for the estimation of a low
number, so in the day time it is possible to monitor accurately and in the morning no
unnecessary alarm is triggered.

3 Waiting time
Waiting time between the time at which the irrigation cycle stops and the time at which the drain
percentage of this irrigation cycle is calculated.

The drain percentage is determined when one of the following conditions applies:
• the Waiting time has elapsed;
• the radiation sum is equal to 90 % of the (calculated) radiation sum start and the minimum rest

time has elapsed;
• the PAR sum is equal to 90 % of the (calculated) PAR sum start and the minimum rest time has

elapsed;
• the transpiration sum is equal to 90 % of the (calculated) transpiration sum and the minimum

rest time has elapsed;
• the dry-out is equal to 90 % of the (calculated) dry-out limit and the minimum rest time has

elapsed;

The waiting time for the drain tray or the drain pipe starts the moment the valve that the
drain measurement is connected to has been irrigated.

4 Status cycle drain
Status of the drain control concerning the cycle drain.

Drain pit calc active, Drain tray calc active or Drain pipe calc active is set to NO.REST
The drain tray or drain pipe has not been calibrated.CHECK
The drain calculation is operational.OPERATION
A start request has been received from the start program, but the irrigation cycle has
not yet started.

START

A start request has been received from the start program, however the set waiting time
has not yet elapsed.

RESTART

The irrigation cycle is active.IRR CYCLE
The drain calculation is waiting until the set waiting time has elapsed.LEACHATE
The drain calculation is being carried out.MEASURE

5 Status irrigation cycle
Status of the last dose.
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The dose calculation is operational.[OPERATION]
A start request has been received from the start program, but the irrigation cycle has
not yet started.

[START]

The irrigation cycle has stopped.[IRRIGATION CYCLE]

-MOISTURE LEVEL-

6 Alarm delay/moisture level

Alarm delay
Duration time during which the humidity measurement must be lower than the minimum moisture
level before an alarm is triggered.

Alarm moisture level
Minimum moisture level below which an is triggered after the alarm delay has elapsed.

The alarm ceases again when the humidity measurement rises above the set minimum.
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I405.1 Drain installation
The settings may relate to:
• drain tray: lines 1-8, 19-22;
• drain pit: lines 9-11, 19-22;
• drain pipe: lines 12-18.

The registration of the drain pit is in m³, while the drain tray and drain pipe are in litres.

1 Number of units drain tray
Number of valve units (plants or drippers) with a drain that is collected and measured.

2 Calibration start/stop
Calibration command for the drain tray.

Calibration start
Start the calibration procedure of the drain tray.

Calibration stop
Stop (abort) the calibration procedure of the drain tray.

3 Calibration status
Report of the calibration status of the drain tray.

Calibration procedure of the drain tray is at rest.REST
The drain tray is being calibrated.CALIBRATE
The calibration data is being checked.CHECK
The calibration of the drain tray was successful.VALID
The calibration of the drain tray was not successful.ERROR

4 Check quantity/start
These settings allow you to check the operation of a Drain sensor system (DSS) and Drain
measurement system (DMS). For more information, please see Checking the Drain measurement
system (page 170).

Amount of drain measured during inspection
The measured drain quantity after starting the control measurement (Start amount of drain during
inspection).

Start amount of drain during inspection

Set Drain tray calc active (I405 ) to NO before you start the control measurement here.

Start the control measurement: the measured drain is displayed in Amount of drain
measured during inspection.
Alarm 766 Check on drain measurement is triggered.

YES

Stop the control measurement: the measured drain is used in controls and drain
registration.
The control automatically sets this setting to NO if you set Drain tray calc active (I405)
to YES.

NO
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-DRAIN REALIZATION-

5 Limitation
The limitation of the drain quantity measurement in the event that the measurement is carried out
via a data connection. See Limitation (for a measurement or control) (page 1208).

6 24 hours drain quantity/%

24 hours drain quantity
Report of the drain quantity since midnight.

The quantity of drain is calculated on the basis of the quantity of water that has been given by the
valve that the drain tray is connected to.

24 hours drain percentage
Report of the (average) drain percentage since midnight.

7 Status cycle drain
Status of the drain control concerning the cycle drain.

Drain pit calc active, Drain tray calc active or Drain pipe calc active is set to NO.REST
The drain tray or drain pipe has not been calibrated.CHECK
The drain calculation is operational.OPERATION
A start request has been received from the start program, but the irrigation cycle has
not yet started.

START

A start request has been received from the start program, however the set waiting time
has not yet elapsed.

RESTART

The irrigation cycle is active.IRR CYCLE
The drain calculation is waiting until the set waiting time has elapsed.LEACHATE
The drain calculation is being carried out.MEASURE

8 Cycle drain quantity/%

Cycle drain quantity
Report of the drain quantity of the last irrigation cycle.

With a central drain this is the total quantity of drain from the valves that are connected to the drain
tray.

Cycle drain percentage
Report of the drain percentage of the last irrigation cycle.

• The cycle drain percentage is calculated after the 3 Waiting time (page 708) in I405 Drain
settings (page 708) has elapsed. At that moment the cycle drain quantity is set to 0.0
litres. If drain is still measured after the waiting time has elapsed, then this drain quantity
is registered here and transferred to the next cycle.

• The drain percentage of the last irrigation cycle determines the drain dependent
adjustment of the radiation sum and/or transpiration sum start.

-DRAIN REALIZATION-

9 24 hours drain quantity/%
See 6 24 hours drain quantity/% (page 711).
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10 Status cycle drain
See 7 Status cycle drain (page 711).

10 Cycle drain quantity/%

Cycle drain quantity
Report of the drain quantity of the last irrigation cycle.

Cycle drain percentage
Report of the drain percentage of the last irrigation cycle.

• The cycle drain percentage is calculated after the 3 Waiting time (page 708) in I405 Drain
settings (page 708) has elapsed. At that moment the cycle drain quantity is set to 0.0 m3.
If drain is still measured after the waiting time has elapsed, then this drain quantity is
registered here and transferred to the next cycle where the drain is actually measured.
Except in the case of a 24 hour period transition.

• The drain percentage of the last irrigation cycle determines the drain dependent
adjustment of the radiation sum and/or transpiration sum start.

-FLOW-SENSOR-

11 Measured flow
The measured flow.

11 -- limitation
The limitation of the flow sensor, see Limitation (for a measurement or control) (page 1208).

12 Number of units drain tray
Number of valve units (plants or drippers) with a drain that is collected and measured.

13 Calibration start/stop
Calibration command for the drain pipe.

Calibration start
Start the calibration procedure of the drain pipe.

Calibration stop
Stop (abort) the calibration procedure of the drain pipe.

14 Calibration status
Report of the calibration status of the drain pipe.

Calibration procedure of the drain pipe is at rest.REST
The water present in the drain pipe will be pumped away before calibration can be
started.

PUMP OUT

There is a waiting time until 400 ml of water has been pumped out. This will take
approximately 2 minutes.

WAIT 400ml

The drain pipe is being calibrated.CALIBRATE
The calibration data of the drain pipe are valid.VALID
The calibration of the drain pipe is not valid. Please try again.ERROR
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-DRAIN REALIZATION-

15 24 hours drain quantity/%

24 hours drain quantity
Report of the drain quantity (in litres) since midnight.

The quantity of drain is calculated on the basis of the quantity of water that has been given by the
valve that the drain pipe is connected to.

24 hours drain percentage
Report of the (average) drain percentage since midnight.

16 Status cycle drain
Status of the drain control concerning the cycle drain.

The drain pipe calculation active is set to NO.REST
The drain pipe has not been calibrated.CHECK
The drain calculation is operational.OPERATION
A start request has been received from the start program, but the irrigation cycle has
not yet been activated.

START

A start request has been received from the start program, however the set waiting time
has not yet elapsed.

RESTART

The irrigation cycle has stopped.IRR CYCLE
The drain calculation is waiting until the set waiting time has elapsed. After the waiting
time has elapsed the drain calculation is allocated to the last irrigation cycle.

LEACHATE

The drain calculation is being carried out.MEASURE

17 Cycle drain quantity/%

Cycle drain quantity
Report of the drain quantity (in litres) since the last irrigation cycle.

With a central drain this is the total quantity of drain from the valves that are connected to the drain
pipe.

Cycle drain percentage
Report of the drain percentage of the last irrigation cycle.

• The cycle drain percentage is calculated after the 3 Waiting time (page 708) in I405 Drain
settings (page 708) has elapsed. At that moment the cycle drain quantity is set to 0.0
litres. If drain is still measured after the waiting time has elapsed, then this drain quantity
is registered here and transferred to the next cycle.

• The drain percentage of the last irrigation cycle determines the drain dependent
adjustment of the radiation sum and/or transpiration sum start.

-PER CYCLE-

18 Measured EC
Measured EC of the drain water.

-EC SENSOR-

19 Measured EC
Measured EC of the drain water.
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20 Limitation
The limitation of the EC measurement (via a data connection or via conventional I/O). See Limitation
(for a measurement or control) (page 1208).

21 Measured water temperature
Measured temperature of the drain water.

22 Limitation
The limitation of the temperature measurement (via a data connection or via conventional I/O). See
Limitation (for a measurement or control) (page 1208).

-pH SENSOR-

23 Measured pH
Measured pH value of the drain water.

23 -- limitation
The limitation of the pH measurement (via a data connection or via conventional I/O). See Limitation
(for a measurement or control) (page 1208).

24 Calib value/calib status

Calibration value
The pH value of the pH sensor of the drain that is to be calibrated.

The first calibration value must be between 6.0 and 9.0 pH. The second calibration value must be
between 3.0 and 5.0 pH.

Calibration status
Status report of the pH sensor calibration procedure of the drain.

The pH sensor calibration procedure has not been activated.REST
The first calibration value (pH 7) is being calibrated.BUSY7
The first calibration value (pH 7) has been calibrated.GOOD7
Calibration of the first calibration value (pH 7) has failed.ERROR7
The second calibration value (pH 4) is being calibrated.BUSY4
The second calibration value (pH 4) is being calibrated. Calibration was successful. After
the next start of the water system, the calibration status will revert to REST.

GOOD4

Calibration of the second calibration value (pH 4) has failed.ERROR4

22 Calibration start/stop

Calibration start
Activating the calibration procedure of the pH sensor of the drain.

Calibration stop
Stopping (aborting) the calibration procedure of the pH sensor of the drain.

After setting the calibration value, calibration can start. Both pH sensors must be calibrated at the
same time.

The calibration procedure is discussed in the chapter Maintenance, checking and calibration
(page 150).
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-MOISTURE LEVEL-

26 Maximum range Groscale
The weighing range as set on the Groscale. This depends on the load cell used (50 or 100 kg).

The software determines the weight by means of the measured voltage and internal conversion
tables. The Maximum range Groscale determines which internal conversion table is used by the
software.

27 Number of units slab weigher
Number of valve units (plants/drippers) on the slab weigher for the weight measurement.

By means of the number of valve units on the slab weigher, the total number of valve units of this
valve and the area of the valve (in I411.1 Valve installation (page 687)), the water content of the crop
medium can be expressed in l/m2.

28 Weight : moisture level
Setting of the ratio between slab weight and moisture level. This allows you to set what you consider
to be 'dry' and 'saturated'.

In the first row of the setting table, you can set: "0 kg is 0% moisture level".

In the second row you can specify the fully saturated weight as "100% moisture level". You can
determine the fully saturated weight by calculating the volume of the substrate (l x w x h).

The moisture level in % cannot be compared correctly to the values of colleagues. Only the
moisture level trend can be compared.

28 Limitation
The limitation of the slab weight measurement in the event that the measurement is carried out via
a data connection. See Limitation (for a measurement or control) (page 1208).

29 Max/meas water distribution deviation

Maximum water distribution deviation
The maximum deviation of the water distribution above which the 794 Water distribution failure (..%)
alarm is triggered.

This monitoring is intended for detecting system deviations, blockages of subsystems or leakages.

The monitoring can be switched off by setting the maximum water distribution deviation to 100%.

Measured water distribution deviation
The measured water distribution deviation. The deviation is determined as follows: 100 % x (weighed
water dose (slab weigher) - the measured water dose (flow meter)) / the measured water
dose.

An alarm is triggered if two successive irrigation cycles have a deviation that is greater than
Maximum water distribution deviation.
A positive Measured water distribution deviation means that more water finds its way onto
the weighing scale than would be expected on the basis of the measured flow.
A negative Measured water distribution deviation means that too little water reaches the
weighing scale.
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30 - Weight - Moisture level - Buffer - Dry-out - Transpiration - Saturation weight - Dry-out weight -
Desired dry-out weight

Weight
The measured weight of the slab.

Moisture level
The moisture level in percentages of the slab, which is determined using the 28 Weight : moisture
level (page 715) table.

Buffer
The water content (buffer) of the slab.

Dry-out

The calculated dry-out of the slab in l/m2. The dryout is calculated using the transpiration model and
the weight measurement of the Groscale.

Transpiration
The speed of the transpiration. This speed is calculated using the transpiration model and the
measurement of the Groscale. The difference between the Groscale and the standard weight
measurements is the unique interface with the control software. This means minor differences can
be measured reliably and from this the transpiration is deducted.

Saturation weight
The weight of the saturated slab. If there is sufficient drain (more than 5%) after a cycle, the substrate
is considered saturated. The weight at that moment is the saturation weight. It gives an indication
of the condition of the substrate.

Transfer this value over a longer period into a graph to allow you to assess the condition of
the substrate effectively.

Dry-out weight

The calculated dry-out of the slab in kg. This dry-out has been converted from the dry-out in l/m2.

Desired dry-out weight
The set or calculated dry-out limit in kg. This dry-out limit has been converted from the dry-out limit
in l/m2.

-TENSIOMETER-

31 Tensiometer - Depth - Tensio - Calib 0 hPa

Tensiometer
Number of the tensio meter.

Depth
View of the depth of this tensio meter.

The first tensio meter is the closest to the surface whereas the last tensio meter is the deepest.

Tensio
Tension limit that is measured at this moment.
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10.0 hPa= 1000 Pa

Calib 0 hPa
Option to calibrate the '0 hPa' point of the tensio meter.

By placing the tensio meter in a bucket of water for some time and then setting 'Calibrate
0 hPa' to YES, the '0 hPa point' is calibrated (consult the supplied guidelines for the tensio
meter).

The range of the sensor is set at dealer level.

31 Tensiometer control/trend

Tensiometer control
Measured tensio value that is used at this moment by the start program.

If there are multiple tensio meters present, it is important to determine in I405.4 Allocate
tensio meter (page 226) which tensio meter(s) is/are used by the start program.

Tensiometer trend
View of the trend of the measured tensio value.

If the tension limit (tensio value) increases, the trend becomes 'DRYER' and if the tension limit
decreases, the trend becomes 'WETTER'.

-MEASURED IN SUBSTRATE-

32 Moisture level/EC/temperature

Moisture level
Report of the measured moisture level in the substrate.

EC
The measured EC value in the substrate.

Temperature
The measured temperature in the substrate.
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I430/I9430 Reset water system after error

-WATER SYSTEM-

1 WS - Status - Limitation - Wait - Reset failure

WS
Number of the water system.

Status
Status of the water system.

The water system is at rest.REST
The water system is checking the installation.CHECK
The installation is pressurised during the pre run time. Only if the pump has been
switched off for more than 5 minutes.

PRE-RUN

The water system is in operation with the correct UV treatment.OPERATION
The water system is in error. See the limitation for the reason for this.ERROR
The water system has stopped temporarily. See the limitation for the reason for this.WAIT
The filter is pre-rinsed or rinsed.FILTER
The water system is being used for the UV treatment of the water.UV SYSTEM

Always first try and find out the reason for the fault before you reset the error.

Limitation
Limitation of the water system.
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There is no limit for the water system.NONE
The water system is waiting until the dosage is available.DOSAGE
The water system is waiting until the irrigation water heating is available.IRR W HEAT
The water system is waiting until the EC supply control is available.EC SUPPLY
The water system is waiting until the water mixing control is available.WATER MIX
The system pump is no longer functioning.SYST PUMP
The measured flow differs from the calculated flow.CONSUMP
The water system wants to start but is in the HOLD position because of the setting in
I430/I9430 Reset water system after error (page 719).

SET WAIT

The water system wants to start but is in the HOLD position because of an external
hold command.

EXT WAIT

The water system is waiting until the UV system is ready or is no longer in the failure
status.

UV SYSTEM

The maximum number of valves that use the return line (I443 Tank return pipe (page
777)) has been reached. There is a waiting time until the valves are allowed to be opened
again. It could be that the valves of another water system are occupying the return line.

RETURN

The valve cannot be opened because the return line to the desired silo is not ready.DESTINATION TANK
A valve cannot be opened because the silo the water has to be taken from is empty or
is below the set BLOCK level. There is a waiting time until sufficient water is available
again.

RECYCLE TANK

A valve cannot be opened because the silo the water has to be taken from is empty or
is below the set BLOCK level. There is a waiting time until sufficient water is available
again.

FRESH WATER TANK

More capacity is required than the pump(s) can supply. Alarm 743 Cap demand rinse
valve too high, 744 Cap demand valve too high, 745 Cap demand filter too high or 746 Cap
demand start too high is active. Check the settings in I411.1 Valve installation (page 687).

OVER DEM

The total capacity demand from all valves that are opened exceeds the capacity that
the pump(s) can supply. A valve will be closed or switched with a smaller valve.

MAX CAPACITY

Fewer valves are open than the maximum number of valves that can be open
simultaneously, as a result of switching to a different valve group.
When a valve has dispensed the desired amount of irrigation water, the valve is closed.
The desired amount of irrigation water may differ for each valve, which means the
moment of closing may also differ. As soon as all the valves are closed, the system
switches to a different valve group.

VALVE GROUP CHANGE

Fewer valves are open than the maximum number of valves that can be open
simultaneously, as a result of switching to a different recipe.
When a valve has dispensed the desired amount of irrigation water, the valve is closed.
The desired amount of irrigation water may differ for each valve, which means the
moment of closing may also differ. As soon as all the valves are closed, the system
switches to a different recipe.

RECIPE CHANGE

The valves close and the rinse valve is activated. After the line has been rinsed, the
water dosage by the valves resumes from the point at which the dosage was interrupted
by the rinse valve.

RINSE VALVE CHANGE

The water system is waiting until the external water treatment system is ready or is no
in the failure status.

EXTERN WATER TR.

The measured water level of the waste water pit in a return line is above the set
maximum.

RETURN PIT ON MAX

Wait
Option to interrupt the water system (temporarily) (set to wait).

The Wait setting can also be used to make the water system wait or to stop it when a service is being
carried out.

Reset failure
Option to reset an error in the water system. This resets the following:
• the dosage;
• the pre-control;
• the irrigation water heating;
• the UV system (a relay on the UV system start-up circuit is activated for 5 seconds, the button

on the UV system also remains active):
• autonomous dosage is also reset (if connected to the UV system).
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Make sure that the system is in order before remotely resetting the UV system.

• Always first try and find out the reason for the fault before you reset the error.
• If an error has occurred because of too much or too little water off-take from a valve, rinse valve,

fill valve, filter rinse valve or water system start, then by resetting the error the water system
will be reset, but the relevant valve will still be in error. To do this, you must 'continue' or 'stop'
the relevant valve in I412 Valve start, stop and reset (page 672), I415 Rinse valve settings (page
797), I440 Tank strategy (page 769) or I431 Filter rinse settings (page 755) respectively. In the case
of an off-take error in the water system start the water system must be reset in this section.

• If the water off-take has been too low, the valve will be retried again at the next start.
• In the case of water off-take too high the valve must always be reset manually.

-AUTONOMOUS DOSING-
The settings below only apply for autonomous controls (I9430).

1 No. - Release - Flow - Status - Limitation - Wait - Reset failure - WS - UV system

No.
Number of the autonomous dosing program.

Release
The autonomous dosage is released, activated.

Flow
A working flow measurement is or is not present.

Status
See text above.

Limitation
See text above.

Wait
Option to interrupt the autonomous dosage (temporarily).

Reset failure
After resolving the error, you can reset the autonomous dosage.

WS
The water system to which the autonomous dosage has been connected.

UV system
The autonomous dosing program connected by your dealer.

Errors in the dosage are passed on to the UV system, causing it to go into error. Another UV system
of the water system can then take over the disinfection.
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I430.1 Water system settings
This section contains the settings for the water system..

1 Repeat time alarm
Duration time after which an active error message is repeated.

If an error in the water system, dosage or valve has not been fixes after this period of time has
elapsed, the alarm changes to 741 Repeated alarm (.. x).

If Repeat time alarm is set to 0:00, then the repeat time is switched off.

Default setting: 1:00 hours:min

2 Delay time recipe change
Duration time that a recipe request is postponed to prevent there are too many recipe changes.

Recipes are processed in the order of the request. If there are multiple requests simultaneously for
the same recipe number, then it is much more beneficial to first process the requests that use the
same recipe number (less rinse and tuning time).

To prevent a valve (with a different recipe request) from having to wait too long, you can set Delay
time recipe change.

With a Delay time recipe change of 0 minutes, the actual request sequence is kept to.

3 Number of rinse valves together
Maximum number of rinsing valves that can be opened simultaneously, if there is sufficient capacity
available.

4 Radiation : number of valves together
Maximum number of valves that may be opened simultaneously, depending on the measured
outside radiation.

The switch-on delay for extra valves is 30 minutes. The switch off delay is 5 minutes.

The number of valves can be increased by 1 on very sunny days. This allows the irrigation to be
carried out quicker, if the installation has the desired capacity. If the measured radiation is between
2 specified values, then the number of valves will be adjusted proportionally. This means, for instance,
that if the calculated number of valves is 1.5, this value will be rounded to 2.

Example

YX
1
2
3

100
600
900

• In I411.2 you can set the Number together (possibly via the valve group).
• The lowest calculated number of valves of Radiation : number of valves together and

Number together (I411.2) determines how many valves are opened.
• If irrigation takes place using multiple valves, the water will be distributed over the valves

on the basis of the specified pressure on the valves. The higher the pressure, the better
the distribution.
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5 Strategy valves
The way in which the valve sequence is determined if a large number of valves are in a queue to be
opened after a start.

The sequence of opening the valves is determined by the valve’s recipe selection.
This selection limits the number of rinses when switching to a different recipe in a
different rinse group.

RECIPE

The sequence of opening the valves is determined by the valve group (location) of the
valve.
This selection is automatically valid in the case of irrigation with a phase pattern.

VALVE GROUP

This setting is also used when starting valves manually.
In addition, this setting also applies to fill valves on the same line.

6 Temporarily continue when def
Option to irrigate temporarily.

The settings automatically revert to NO after 2 hours. As long as Temporarily continue when defective
is set to YES, alarm 747 Continue at sensor defective will remain active.

These settings must only be used in emergencies.

-FLOW MONITORING-

7 Flow margin/monitoring

Flow margin
Maximum permissible deviation in percentages (both high and low) between the calculated and the
measured flow of the valve, rinse valve, filter, tank and/or water system start before alarms 701
Water off-take too low or 700 Water off-take too high are triggered.

The monitoring must be set to YES.

The calculated flow and the measured flow (both in m3/hr) are displayed in among other places
M430.1 Overview water system (page 1022).

Flow monitoring
Central option whether the flow is to be monitored of the valve, rinse valve, filter, tank and/or water
system start for this water system. If the flow needs to be monitored, the protection for the relevant
control must also be set to YES.

Please take into account that if the monitoring is set to NO, depending on the measured
flow the dosage is also disabled. The dosage will now use the calculated flow (can be seen
in M430.1 Overview water system (page 1022)).

The figure Water flow protection per individual valve (page 724) provides an example of water
flow protection. Too much water is being consumed if more water is consumed than the
calculated valve capacity (consisting of the capacity per unit and the number of units for the
valve) plus the flow margin (15 % in figure Water flow protection per individual valve (page
724)).

If the 'Duration time that the water off-take has been too high' is longer than the adjustable
alarm delay, alarm 700 Water off-take too high is triggered and irrigation stops.
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Alarm 702 Water off-take gen.too high/low is triggered if consecutively the number of valves
consume too little water. Too little water means that during the alarm delay less water has
been consumed than the calculated capacity minus the flow margin.

Water flow protection per individual valve

8 Alarm delay/number of valves

Alarm delay valves
Duration time that the valve must consume too little or too much water before a flow alarm is
displayed.

Alarm number of valves
The number of valves that can consecutively trigger alarm 701 Water off-take too low alarm before
the water system (the pump) also shows a malfunction with alarm 702 Water off-take gen.too high/low.

9 Correction more valves
Correction of the calculated quantity of water per second for flow monitoring when more valves or
tanks are active simultaneously.

A correction of 80% means that the expected flow of the two active valves is included in the total
flow for 80%. This is necessary because for example with two valves at the same time the consumption
per second (the flow) usually does not double, because the pressure decreases.

There is the option that together with a valve a tank is activated in the same water system. In this
case the specified correction percentage also applies.

In addition to the water flow protection per individual valve, the supplied flow of the pump
is also monitored. If no flow is measured for approximately 10 seconds, alarm 722 No flow
or water off-take will be triggered. No flow can be caused among other things by a defective
pump, or if the valve does not open. In the latter case, alarm 701 Water off-take too low will
also be triggered.
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-WATER SYSTEM START-

10 Recipe/release start

Recipe
Number of the desired water treatment recipe during a start of the water system via 11 Start water
system (page 725).

If there are multiple water systems present, there is the chance that not all recipes present
can be used for each water system. There is the chance that the structure of the water
systems varies (for example one water system without and one water system with A/B tank
dosage). Water system 1 for example can use recipe 1 to 4 and water system 2 can use
recipes 5 and 6.

Release start
Option to release the water system.

In the case of a pump around system the pump starts after a release start. Depending on the
installation you can use 11 Start water system (page 725) and the operational button to start and/or
stop the water system. There is the option to activate an additional output when the water system
has been activated.

11 Start water system
Option to start the water system using a recipe, if Release start has been set to YES. After the water
system has started in this way, the Start water system reverts to NO again and the water system can
be stopped by setting Start water system to YES again.

12 Status start
Status of the water system.

The water system is not active.[REST]
Wait until the correct recipe has been selected.[RECIPE]
The water system can start. The water systems is still busy with another start request
and is waiting until the water system is ready.

[START]

The water system has been activated.[ACTIVE]
Error, minimum or maximum flow alarm. The water system has stopped.[ERROR]

13 Capacity/protect

Capacity
Capacity of the water system.

The capacity is important when the pumping around function is protected against too much or too
little water off-take. If there is no protection on the water flow (Protection = NO), then the capacity
specified here is used for the flow-dependent dosage.

Protection
Option to activate the protection for the pump around function against water off-take.

-EXTERNAL WATER TREATMENT-
The water system can optionally be supplemented with an interface to an externally controlled water
treatment system, disinfector, dosing, filtering etc.
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14 Water treatment state/release

Water treatment status

No external water treatment is requested with water dosage. As a result, the water
dosage is not blocked or interrupted.

DISCONN

External water treatment reports a defect or the measurements are defective:DEFECTIVE
• alarm 880 External alarm defective inp:..;
• alarm 881 Availability defective inp:..;
• alarm 882 External alarm.

External water treatment has not been requested.OFF
External water treatment is started up.WAITING
External water treatment reports that it is available.AVAILABLE
External water treatment is used in water dosage.OPERATION

ERROR • alarm 883 Max start-up time expired: the external water treatment system is not
available in good time at the start of water dosage;

• alarm 884 Availability interrupted: the availability of the external water treatment
system has been lost during operation.

Once the malfunction has been resolved, restart the water dosage with Reset failure in
I430. The request remains in force as long as the water system has not stopped.

External water treatment release

Disconnect the external water treatment system. No external water treatment is
requested with water dosage.

NO

External water treatment is requested with water dosage.YES

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

15 Number of valves together
The calculated number depends on the measured radiation and can be set in 4 Radiation : number
of valves together (page 722).
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I430.2 Water system manual operation

1 Manual operation time active
The maximum time the manual operation of the water system remains active.

The set time is counted backwards on the screen to 0'00 min'sec. Manual operation will then stop
and the valves and pumps will be controlled automatically again.

If a time is set here the moment the water system is activated (for example a normal irrigation cycle
is running), then during this time the water system is operated according to the settings below.

Please remember that manually operating the water system can damage the installation if
for example a pump is left running in a closed circuit for too long ('running in its own water').

2 Wait
Option to interrupt the water system (temporarily).

By setting the Wait setting to YES you will prevent the water system from being activated during
manual operation.

-TANK-

3 Tank - Fresh water tank valve - Pump

Tank
Tank number

Fresh water tank valve
Desired status of the fresh water tank valve. This valve connects the tank with the fresh water branch
of the EC supply control.

If there are multiple fresh water stocks, these valves will ensure that the desired fresh water stock
is used.

The position of the fresh water tank valve is determined by the control.AUTOMATIC
The fresh water tank valve is controlled open. The relevant fresh water stock is used.OPEN =====
The fresh water tank valve is controlled closed. The relevant fresh water stock is not
used.

CLOSED ==|==

Pump
The control switches the pump off as soon as the tank is empty or the water system stops. See
explanation for Fresh water tank valve.

4 Tank - Recycle tank valve - Pump

Tank
Tank number

Recycle tank valve
Desired status of the recycle water tank valve. This valve connects the water system with the recycle
tank of the EC supply control.

The tank(s) that collect the drain water and the water system are separated by valves.
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The position of the tank valve is determined by the control.AUTOMATIC
The valve of the tank is controlled open. Water from the tank can now be used.OPEN =====
The valve of the tank is controlled shut. Now you cannot use water from the tank.CLOSED ==|==

Pump
The control switches the pump off as soon as the tank is empty or the water system stops. See
explanation for Recycle tank valve.

5 Tank - Tank retake valve

Tank
Tank number

Tank retake valve
Desired status of the retake valve of the tank. This valve connects the water system to the tank for
the return of water which is inadequately disinfected.

The position of the retake valve of the tank is determined by the control.AUTOMATIC
The retake valve of the tank is controlled open. Water can now be sent back to the tank.ON ! ══►══
The retake valve of the tank is controlled closed. No water can now be sent back to the
tank.

OFF ══│══

6 Wastewater retake valve
Desired status of the wastewater retake valve. This valve connects the water system with the store
of wastewater for water which is inadequately purified and for wastewater that is still present in the
UV system while disinfecting starts.

The position of the wastewater retake valve is determined by the control.AUTOMATIC
The wastewater retake valve is controlled open. Water can now be sent back to the
drain water store.

ON ! ══►══

The wastewater retake valve is controlled closed. No water can now be sent back to
the drain water store.

OFF ══│══

-WATER SYSTEM-

7 DC - Supply mixing valve - Fixed position

DC
Number of the dosing channel.

Supply mixing valve
Desired status of the supply mixing valve, that mixes the fresh water and the 'used' water.

Drive the supply mixing valve to a specific position (Fixed position).MANUAL
The position of the supply mixing valve is determined by the control.AUTOMATIC

Fixed position
The desired position of the supply mixing valve.

8 Supply pump
Desired status of the supply pump that sends the supply of water to the mixing tank.
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Checking the valves (if necessary also the manual valves) is necessary to prevent damage
to, among other things, the mains, as a result of an increase in temperature and pressure
because of closed valves.

The supply pump is controlled by the control.AUTOMATIC
The supply pump is switched on. The mixing tank is filled through the relevant 33% or
66% valve.

ON ! ══►══

The supply pump is deactivated. No water is pumped to the mixing tank.OFF ══│══

In between the supply pump and the mixing tank there are valve(s) that control the supply of water
to the mixing tank. These valves can be used to control a supply of 33% or 66%.

9 Supply 33% valve
Desired status of the 33% valve.

The 33% valve is controlled AUTOMATICALLY.AUTOMATIC
The 33% valve is controlled open. The mixing tank is filled through the 33% valve.OPEN =====
The 33% valve is controlled shut. No water is driven to the mixing tank via the 33%
valve.

CLOSED ==|==

Supply 66% valve
Desired status of the 66 % valve.

The 66 % valve is controlled AUTOMATICALLY.AUTOMATIC
The 66 % valve is controlled open. The mixing tank is filled through the 66 % valve.OPEN =====
The 66 % valve is controlled shut. No water is driven to the mixing tank via the 66 %
valve.

CLOSED ==|==

-MIXING STEP WATER MIXING-

11 MS - Water mix step - Fixed position

MS
The mixing step number.

Water mix step
Desired status of the water mix step.

Drive the water mix step to a specific position (Fixed position).MANUAL
The position of the water mix step is determined by the control.AUTOMATIC

Fixed position
The desired position of the water mix step.

12 System pump 1
Desired status of the first system pump, which is situated in the supply main of the mixing tank to
the valves.

Checking the valves (if necessary also the manual valves) is necessary to prevent damage
to, among other things, the mains, as a result of an increase in temperature and pressure
because of closed valves.
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The system pump is controlled by the control.AUTOMATIC
The system pump is switched on. Water from the mixing tank is pumped to the garden.ON ! ══►══
The system pump is switched off. No water is pumped from the mixing tank to the
garden.

OFF ══│══

13 System pump 2
Desired status of the second system pump.

The system pump is controlled by the control.AUTOMATIC
The system pump is switched on. Water from the mixing tank is pumped to the garden.ON ! ══►══
The system pump is switched off. No water is pumped from the mixing tank to the
garden.

OFF ══│══

14 Mixing pump
Desired status of the mixing pump.

In the main from the mixing tank there is a pump that pumps the water back from the mixing tank,
past the sensors. One of its functions is to mix the mixing tank.

The mixing pump is controlled by the control.AUTOMATIC
The mixing pump is switched on.ON ! ══►══
The mixing pump is switched off.OFF ══│══

-UV TREATMENT STATUS-

15 UV treatment - Valve chamber supply - Valve chamber supply - Fixed position - P2:Acid pump -
V7:Acid valve cleaning - V8:Acid valve preventive

UV treatment

Valve chamber supply
Valve non-modulating:

The position of the valve is determined by the control.AUTOMATIC
The valve is controlled open. The relevant fresh water stock is used.OPEN =====
The valve is controlled shut. The relevant fresh water stock is not used.CLOSED ==|==

Valve chamber supply
Valve modulating:

Drive the valve to a specific position (Fixed position).MANUAL
The position of the valve is determined by the control.AUTOMATIC

Fixed position
The desired position of the valve.

P2:Acid pump
Desired status of the acid pump of the UV system.
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The acid pump is controlled by the control.AUTOMATIC
The acid pump is switched on.ON ! ══►══
The acid pump is deactivated.OFF ══│══

V7:Acid valve cleaning
Desired status of the valve for supplying acid during wiping.

The position of the acid valve is determined by the control.AUTOMATIC
The acid valve is controlled open.OPEN
The acid valve is controlled closed.CLOSED

V8:Acid valve preventive
Desired status of the valve for supplying acid during acid rinse.

The position of the acid valve is determined by the control.AUTOMATIC
The acid valve is controlled open.OPEN
The acid valve is controlled closed.CLOSED

Too much acid can cause damage to the crop and irreparably damage the installation.

-LEVEL MEASUREMENT MIXING TANK-

16 Measured water level
Indication of the current water level and its trend in the mixing tank.

The water level in the mixing tank is too low. The valves will close and the water system
will stop. Alarm 711 Minimum level mixing tank is triggered. The supply pump is running.
After some time at this level, alarm 710 Minimum level filling time is generated and the
dosage shows an ERROR.

MIN

The water level in the mixing tank is low. The supply pump is operational or is being
switched on.

LOW

The water level in the mixing tank is correct. The supply pump is operational if the level
originates from LOW. And the supply pump comes to a standstill if the level originates
from HIGH.

---

The water level in the mixing tank is high. The supply pump has come to a standstill of
has been switched off.

HIGH

The water level in the mixing tank is too high. The supply pump has come to a standstill.
Alarm 712 Maximum level mixing tank is triggered.

MAX

Operating the pumps and/or valves manually can cause the mixing tank to become empty
or even overflow.

-LEVEL MEASUREMENT MIXING TANK-

17 Water level
Indication of the current water level position in the mixing tank.

-DOSING CHANNEL-

18 DC - Channel - Dosing channel - Fixed position - %-Position - %-Capacity - Quantity
For calibration and determination of the characteristic, you can set the dosing valve to a specific
position.
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DC
Number of the dosing channel.

Channel
The name of the dosing channel.

Dosing channel

By moving the dosing valve to a certain position (Fixed position), the characteristic of
the dosing valve can be determined.

MANUAL

The position of the dosing valve is determined by the control.AUTOMATIC

Fixed position
By moving the dosing valve to a certain position, the characteristic of the dosing valve can be
determined.

%-Position
The percentage of time that the dosing valve is controlled open.

%-Capacity
The percentage of the maximum volume flow through the dosing channel.

Quantity
The cumulative volume of the quantity of fertiliser consumed. This value is incremented continuously.
You can set this value to zero or to another value yourself.

You can use this setting during calibration of the dosing channel. For more information on calibration,
please see: Calibration dosing channel (page 163).

If the dosing channel is switched to manual operation, undesired dosing may occur which
may cause damage to the installation and crop. When mixing higher concentrations of
certain substances, plaster or significant heat may develop.
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I420 Monitor dosage
The settings for the dosage are important for the monitoring of the dosage.

After an ERROR from the dosage the is the option to print M420.1 Overview dosage error (page 1015).
This section shows the circumstances at the moment of the error. The choice whether or not to print
can also be found in M420.1 Overview dosage error (page 1015).

1 Monitoring break
The period of time in which after starting up the unit, there is no EC and pH monitoring. This is to
give the unit the chance to synchronise.

Default setting: 0'40 min'sec

2 EC alarm delay/deviation

EC alarm delay
Period of time that the measured EC is higher or lower than the calculated EC plus or minus the EC
measurement deviation, before an EC alarm is triggered.

The EC alarm delay also applies to the EC alarm limits that are specified per recipe (see I403 Recipe
settings (page 692)).

EC alarm deviation
Maximum EC deviation (that applies during the EC alarm delay) before an EC alarm is triggered.

3 pH alarm delay/deviation

pH alarm delay
Period of time that the measured pH is higher or lower than the desired pH plus or minus the pH
measurement deviation, before a pH alarm is triggered.

The pH alarm delay also applies to the pH alarm limits that are specified per recipe (see I403 Recipe
settings (page 692)).

pH alarm deviation
Maximum pH deviation (that applies during the pH alarm delay) before an pH alarm is triggered.

4 Reduce level mixing tank
Option to decrease the water level in the mixing tank for a recipe switch in order to retain as much
water as possible from the old recipe.

Conditions for working with the mixing tank decrease are:
• a level measurement (in %) in the mixing tank;
• filling of the mixing tank is controlled by the computer.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

5 Dosage status
Status of the dosage.
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The dosage is in rest mode.REST
The dosage is waiting for the sensors to be ready (such as from checking the calibration)
and the control (for more information see M420 Overview dosage (page 1007)).

CHECK

Wait for the start signal (everything is ready).START
Dosage is operational.OPERATION
After reset there is a waiting time until all components of the irrigation have been reset.RESET
The dosage is in failure mode. The failure is reset by setting Reset failure (I430) to YES.
See M420 Overview dosage (page 1007) for more information.

ERROR

The dosage is waiting until the Nutronic is ready.NUTRONIC

6 Measured water level
Indication of the water level and the trend in the mixing tank.

The water level in the mixing tank is too low. The valves will close and the water system
will stop. Alarm Minimum level mixing tank is triggered. The supply pump is running.
After a period at this level the Minimum level filling time alarm is triggered and the dosage
shows an ERROR.

MIN

The water level in the mixing tank is low. The supply pump is operational or is being
switched on.

LOW

The water level in the mixing tank is correct. The supply pump is operational if the level
originates from LOW. And the supply pump comes to a standstill if the level originates
from HIGH.

---

The water level in the mixing tank is high. The supply pump has come to a standstill of
has been switched off.

HIGH

The water level in the mixing tank is too high. The supply pump has come to a standstill.
Alarm Maximum level mixing tank is triggered.

MAX

Display in of the water level in the mixing tank in percentages is only possible if a 'measurement in
percentages' is present.
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I420.1 Monitor and calibrate dosage channels
This section contains the settings for monitoring and calibrating the dosage.

1 DC - Channel - Monitoring - pH reaction - Capacity - Unit - Cal st - %-Cap : vol/pulse - Quantity - Unit
- Deviation - Low tol - High tol

DC
Number of the dosage channel.

Channel
The name of the dosage channel.

Monitoring
Selection of which aspects of the dosing channel are monitored.

alarms 738 and 739alarm 729alarm 728alarm 727
Monitoring: if the
difference between the
measured and calculated
flow is greater than the
set tolerance, alarm 738
Fertilizer volume too high:..
or alarm 739 are
triggered Fertilizer volume
too low:..

Monitoring: if the dosage
valve is open and the
detection nonetheless
detects no flow, alarm 729
is triggered No dosage flow
after control

Monitoring: if the dosage
valve is closed and the
detection nonetheless
detects flow, alarm 728 is
triggered Dosage in closed
channel

Monitoring: if 100% drive
is demanded for this
dosing channel for 1
minute, alarm 727 is
triggered Capacity surplus
demand

---yesMAX
CAPACITY

-yesyesyesDOSING
yesyesyesyesVOLUME

For dosing channels with dosing detection (which is used to detect whether or not there is
flow): select DOSING.
For dosing channels with flow sensor: select VOLUME.

pH reaction
Response of the dosage channel if the measured pH deviates from the desired pH.

No response, the calculated drive percentage is not corrected.NO
With a pH value that is too high the calculated drive percentage is adjusted.ACID
With a pH value that is too low the calculated drive percentage is adjusted.LYE

Capacity
Capacity of the dosage channel.

The capacity of the dosing channel is determined by dosing at 100 % (maximum capacity)
during the calibration time and collecting this quantity. See Calibration dosing channel (page
163).

Unit
Your dealer has set the unit according to the capacity of the dosing channel:
• for AB tanks: m³/hour
• for stock solution: l/hour

Cal st
Status of the calibration of the dosage channel.
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The calibration procedure is at rest. No calibrating.REST
The dosage channel is driven to the maximum capacity (100 %).WAITING
The position of the feedback is determined.MEASURE
The fertiliser pump has not reached the maximum capacity (100 % position). Stop the
calibration and start again.

ERROR

Calibration was successful.GOOD

%-Cap : vol/pulse
In this setup table, you can set how much fertiliser the dosage valve/pump dispenses per pulse. In
the case of pulse pumps, the quantity of fertiliser that the pump dispenses per pulse is not constant,
but varies with the capacity supplied. In this setup table, you can set the quantity of fertiliser per
pulse for various capacities. For more information on calibration, please see: Calibration dosing
channel (page 163).

Example for a dosing channel with a pulse pump

vol/pulse [litres]%Cap
0.01501
0.015102
0.015203
0.015504
0.015905
0.0151006

The control determines the volume per pulse by means of interpolation with the desired capacity.

Quantity
The cumulative volume of the quantity of fertiliser consumed. This value is incremented continuously.
You can set this value to zero or to another value yourself.

You can use this setting during calibration of the dosing channel. For more information on calibration,
please see: Calibration dosing channel (page 163).

Unit
Your dealer has set the unit according to the capacity of the dosing channel:
• for AB tanks: m³/hour
• for stock solution: l/hour

Deviation
Registered deviation at this moment.

Low tol.
Percentage of the desired volume that is tolerated as a deviation.

If the variation (below) is greater than the percentage set here, the 739 Fertilizer volume too low:..
alarm is triggered.

High tol.
Percentage of the desired volume that is tolerated as a deviation.

If the variation (above) is greater than the percentage set here, the 738 Fertilizer volume too high:..
alarm is triggered.
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2 Cal cap/time

Calibration capacity
Activate the capacity determination of the dosage channels.

No calibration is carried out. By setting the Calibration capacity to REST during a
calibration, the calibration is aborted.

REST

During the set calibration time the dosage channels are set at maximum capacity (100%).
The collected quantity of fertiliser can be converted and entered as capacity of the
dosage channel. Also any feedback is calibrated at 100 %. If the calibration time is on
0'00 min'sec, the calibration cannot take place.

100% CAP

Calibration time
Duration time that the dosage channels are set to operate at 100% capacity by determination of the
capacity.

For more information on calibration, please see: Calibration dosing channel (page 163).

3 FS - Stock - Selection - Min level - Level - Max level - Agitate level - Duration time - Pause time

FS
Number of the fertiliser stock.

Stock
The name of the fertiliser stock.

Selection
Indicates the fertiliser stock, for instance A1, A2 or A3.

Min level
Level of the fertiliser stock below which the 715 Level too low alarm is triggered.

The alarm switches off if the measured level is greater than: Min level + Dead band min (dealer setting).

Level
The measured level in the tank.

Max level
Level of the fertiliser stock above which the 716 Level too high alarm is triggered.

The alarm switches off if the measured level is less than: Max level - Dead band max (dealer setting).

Agitate level
Level of fertiliser stock above which the agitator in the tank is activated.

Duration time
The agitation takes place at intervals. Under Duration time, you can set for how long the agitator
should operate per interval.

Pause time
The agitation takes place at intervals. Under Pause time, you can set for how long the agitator should
be at a standstill per interval.
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-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

4 Unit status
Status of the dosage unit.

The set is at rest.REST
The dosage is waiting for the sensors to be ready (such as from checking the calibration)
and the control (such as from checking the mixing tanks and valve positions).

CHECK

The checking of the dosage channels is completed. The set is waiting for a start signal
(everything is ready).

START

The is operational.OPERATION
The dosage is in error (for example the EC or pH deviation) or the set is in error (such
as an error of a dosage channel).

ERROR

Calibration of the dosage channels has been activated.CALIB CAP
A '0 % STAND BY' command has been given (at dealer level).STAND BY

5 Cal status
Status of the calibration procedure of the dosage channels.

The dosage channels are ready to be opened or are actually being opened.OPEN
A failure was detected while a dosing channel was opened.OPEN ERROR
The dosage channels are closed.CLOSED
The capacity of the dosing channels is being determined.CAP
The calibration procedure has been stopped (aborted).CALIB STOPS
The calibration procedure was successful. The capacity found has been approved.GOOD
Closing the dosage channels has failed.CLOSED ERROR
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I427 Dosage balance level
The balance level control corrects differences during dosing from 2 tanks.

1 Balance level control

The control doses from 2 fertiliser stocks of 2 linked dosing channels.
Level differences and flow differences are not corrected.
Level differences and flow differences are not monitored.

OFF

The current measured level variation in the fertiliser stocks.ON
• If the measured level variation is greater than 1%, the control of the dosing channels

is corrected.
• The correction is dependent on the current measured level variation and the P

factor.
• With this correction, the control of one dosing channel is decreased and the control

of the other dosing channel is increased.
• The correction changes if the fertiliser stocks are refilled.
• The measured level variation is monitored.

Result: the 2 fertiliser stocks are empty at the same time.

The calculated level variation of the specified fertilisers.CALCULATED
• The calculated level variation is only calculated when the tanks are being used for

dosing. If the level in the first tank falls faster than the level in the second tank,
this detected difference is visible as Tank/calculated level difference. The calculation
takes place continuously while the tanks are being used and the calculated level
variation is cumulatively adjusted. If the fall in the tanks is identical, the calculated
level variation no longer changes and balance level has been achieved.

• If the calculated level variation is greater than 1%, the control of the dosing channels
is corrected.

• The correction is dependent on the calculated level variation and the P factor.
• With this correction, the control of one dosing channel is decreased and the control

of the other dosing channel is increased.
• The correction remains in place if the fertiliser stocks are refilled. You can adjust

the calculated level variation (and hence the correction) manually or set it to 0.
• The calculated level variation is monitored.

Result: the flow from the two fertiliser stocks is identical.

2 Max level difference
Depending on the set Balance level control (line 1):

Max level differenceBalance level control
If the measured level variation between the fertiliser stocks is greater than the maximum
set here, alarm 714 Level diff.fertilizer stock is triggered.
The alarm is deactivated when the measured level variation is less than half the set
maximum.

ON

If the calculated level variation is greater than the maximum set here, alarm 714 Level
diff.fertilizer stock is triggered.
The alarm is deactivated when the measured level variation is less than half the set
maximum.

CALCULATED

3 P factor
Correction of the control based on the measured or calculated level variation.

A large P-factor gives a large correction, a small P-factor gives a small correction. See also line 6.

4 Max drive% correction
Maximum permitted correction of the dosage channels.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

5 Tank/calculated level difference
You will only see this line if the CALCULATED option has been selected in Balance level control.
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This line displays the following:
• the measured level in the first fertiliser stock,
• the name of the first fertiliser stock,
• the measured level in the second fertiliser stock,
• the name of the second fertiliser stock,
• the calculated level variation (see line 1 for an explanation of the calculated level variation).

If the calculated level variation is 0, this means that the control of the dosing channels is equal.

You can manually adjust the calculated level variation here or set it to 0. This may, for instance, be
useful in the event of installation differences between the dosing channels or if filters in the dosing
channels have been cleaned.

6 Calc correction
The current correction in the control of dosing channels.

Calc correctionBalance level control
Calc correction=Measured level variation * P factorON
Calc correction=Calculated level variation * P factorCALCULATED

Autonomous dosage
An autonomous dosage consists of one or more dosing channels that do not form part of a water
system. You can use these additional dosing channels for synchronised dosing with a connected
water system, for instance as additions to the Nutronic and Vialux.

Autonomous dosage is intended for the easy dosage of, for instance, fertilisers, acid, lye, hydrogen
peroxide and chloride.

Sections for autonomous dosage:
• I9403 Recipe settings
• I9403.1 Recipe influences
• I9403.3 Alternative recipe
• I9403.5 AUT DOSAGE/CONTROL (Dealer)
• I9420 Monitor dosage
• I9420.1 Monitor and calibrate dosage channels
• I9420.5 AUT DOSAGE/INSTALLATION (Dealer)
• I9420.6 AUT DOSAGE/CONTROL (Dealer)
• I9420.7 AUT DOSAGE/CALIBRATE (Dealer)
• I9420.8 AUT DOSAGE/CONFIGURATION (Dealer)
• I9420.9 AUT DOSAGE/CONTROL (Dealer)
• I9430 Reset water system after error
• I9430.5 AUT DOSAGE/INSTALLATION (Dealer)
• I9432 Sensors settings EC, pH & flow
• I9432.5 AUT DOSAGE/EC & FLOW SETTINGS (Dealer)
• I9432.6 AUT DOSAGE/pH SETTINGS (Dealer)

The sections correspond to a large extent with the sections for dosage by water systems.

This document does not deal with the sections for autonomous dosage, because these
sections correspond to a large extent with the sections for dosage by water systems. Example:
information on section I9403 can be found in I403. Please, however, take the following
differences into account.
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The following options are not available, or available only to a limited extent, for autonomous dosage:
• no connection with AB fertiliser mixer;
• no flow control;
• no EC supply control;
• no flow supply control;
• no irrigation water heating;
• no extra EC measurements;
• no extra pH measurements;
• no valve group and rinse valve;
• no filter;
• no Nutronic;
• maximum of 8 fertiliser stocks;
• fertiliser stock percentage level measurement, but no balance level control;
• maximum of 8 dosing channels;
• no UV system;
• only one recipe, containing a nutrient recipe and alternative nutrient recipe.

I428 Fertiliser settings
You can start filling the AB-tanks manually or automatically in this section.

1 Recipe - Wat sys - Status start - Limitation - Start fill - Start_↓_ - Stop~↑~ - Stop - Automatic start -
Start time - End time

Recipe
Here you will find all of the recipes that the dealer has released for fertiliser mixing.

Wat sys
The water system number that this recipe applies to.

Status start

Your dealer has not yet configured the fertiliser mixer. The limitation indicates what
still has to be configured.

---

In this status a start command can be given in the Start fill column.REST
The recipe has been started manually or automatically; mixing has not started yet. This
may be the result of a Limitation.
In this status a stop command can be given in the Stop column.

START

Mixing has started for this recipe.
You can pause temporarily in line 5 (Wait) of this section.
You can abort in section I428.1.

OPERATION
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Limitation

There are no limitations.NONE
The fertiliser stock that is to be filled is currently being used for dosing fertilisers. The
fertiliser mixer can only start during dosing if there is an intermediate tank. The fertiliser
mixer waits until the fertiliser stock is free again.

IN USE

The fertiliser mixer is filling other tanks. Once these have been dealt with the fertiliser
mixer will start anyway.

BUSY

The fertiliser mixer cannot fill this tank because this tank is not empty enough. The
fertiliser mixer can start once the level has fallen below the start level.

START~↓~ A-TANK
START~↓~ B-TANK
START~↓~ C-TANK
START~↓~ D-TANK
START~↓~ ACID-TANK
START~↓~ LYE-TANK

The total quantity of fertiliser is more than the dealer-set percentage Max quantity
(I428.8 line 5).
When determining this Max quantity setting limit the dealer has taken account of
preventing:

TANK QUANTITY

• input errors,
• selecting compositions that cannot be realized,
• damage to the installation (because it is only possible to use quantities that the

materials used can tolerate).

Check the quantity of fertiliser that you have set.
The quantity that is to be dosed into the irrigation water from the AB-tank has not been
set (Quantity I403 L4); the fertiliser mixer does not start.
As a result, the fertiliser mixer cannot calculate the desired amount of fertilisers in the
AB-tank.

DC QUANTITY

The quantity set for the mix channel is more than the dealer-set percentage Max quantity
(I428.8 line 1).
This limitation is given if the quantity of fertiliser is so large that the user has most likely
made a typing failure. It is also possible that the installations could be damaged if the
concentrations of this fertiliser in particular is higher than can be tolerated by the
materials. In short, a fertiliser composition is being requested that is outside the
installation's normal use range. This limit is set by the professional dealer so that the
nasty consequences of this kind of typing error can be prevented.

MC QUANTITY

Possible causes:TANK 0 LITER
• the maximum contents of the AB-tank has not been set (Max contents I420.5 L4),
• the level measurement is defective,
• the level measurement has not been calibrated.

The fertiliser mixer does not start.
The AB-tank does not have level measurement or the level measurement is not
configured correctly.
The fertiliser mixer does not start.

LEVEL MEAS

A dosage for this recipe has not been set for any mix channel (this may be a conscious
choice).

DOSAGE

The total quantity of fertilisers and fresh water that is to be mixed is more than the
tank contents; the fertiliser mixer does not start. Check the settings.

WATER

There is no tank connected to the recipe; the fertiliser mixer does not start.NO TANK
A sequence of tanks has not been selected for this recipe (NO DOSAGE in Selection
fertilizer dosage I403 L2). The fertiliser mixer does not start.

SELECTION FERTIL

Release (I428.8 L8) has the setting NO: starting fertiliser mixing via this recipe is not
permitted, the recipe is removed from this overview.

RELEASE

Start fill
You can start the production of this recipe for the AB-tanks manually here. The status then becomes:
START, in the Start fill column is set to NO again.
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This is the normal value for this setting.NO
Start filling the AB-tanks (including lye and acid tanks) for the recipe.ALL TANKS
Start filling the AB-tanks (excluding lye and acid tanks).FERTILIZER-T
Start filling the relevant tank.A-TANK

B-TANK
C-TANK
D-TANK
LYE-TANK
ACID-TANK

Start filling the AB-tanks (excluding the lye and acid tanks) with a minimal quantity, to
implement minor corrections for instance.

MIN FERTILIZER-T

Start filling the relevant tank with a minimal quantity, to implement minor corrections
for instance.

MIN A-TANK
MIN B-TANK
MIN C-TANK
MIN D-TANK
MIN LYE-TANK
MIN ACID-TANK

Start_↓_
Here you can set the level of the fertiliser stock at which the fertiliser mixer is allowed to start adding
stock solutions and water to the intermediate tank.

A manual start is not executed if the measured level is higher than this level.

An automatic start is not executed if one of the measured levels in the tank mentioned in Automatic
start is higher than this level.

The Start_↓_ and Stop~↑~ settings are adjusted automatically during the change as soon as the
difference is less than Min quantity (I428.8 L6).

Stop~↑~
Here you can set the level of the fertiliser stock at which the fertiliser mixer no longer starts the
production.

The Start_↓_ and Stop~↑~ settings are adjusted automatically during the change as soon as the
difference is less than Min quantity (I428.8 L6).

Stop
You can abort the start of the recipe during the START status. This will result in the status changing
to REST.

For recipes started automatically: set the setting in the Automatic start column to NO to
prevent the recipe restarting automatically.

You cannot stop the mixing during the OPERATION status, you can stop a tank filling in I428.1 Fertiliser
mixer settings (page 748).

Automatic start
This setting indicates whether the fertiliser mixer is allowed to start if the level in the selected tanks
is low enough. Starting will only take place in the specified time window (Start time to End time).
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This recipe does not fill any tanks automatically.NO
Start filling the AB-tanks (including lye and acid tanks) for the recipe.ALL TANKS
Start filling the AB-tanks (excluding lye and acid tanks).FERTILIZER-T
Start filling the relevant tank.A-TANK

B-TANK
C-TANK
D-TANK
LYE-TANK
ACID-TANK

Start filling the AB-tanks (excluding the lye and acid tanks) with a minimal quantity, to
implement minor corrections for instance.

MIN FERTILIZER-T

Start filling the relevant tank with a minimal quantity, to implement minor corrections
for instance.

MIN A-TANK
MIN B-TANK
MIN C-TANK
MIN D-TANK
MIN LYE-TANK
MIN ACID-TANK

Start time
Start time of the window in which the control can start mixing automatically depending on the levels
in the tanks.

End time
End time of the window in which the control can start mixing automatically depending on the levels
in the tanks.

2 Tank
This is a header for line 3.

Immediately to the right of the line number is an entry field where you can specify which recipe you
want to see in line 3.

0: display all recipes in line 3.

1: only display recipe 1 in line 3. Etc.

3 Level
The measured level in the various AB-tanks per recipe. Selection fertilizer dosage (I403.1) determines
whether, for instance, tank A1 and B1 or A2 and B2 are filled for this recipe.

-FERTILIZER STOCK TANK LEVEL MEASURING-

4 Mixer - Intermediate tank.
The measured level in the various intermediate tanks per fertiliser mixer.

5 Mixer - Status mixer - Limitation - Fill - Water system - Recipe number - Wait - Continue

Mixer
An overview per fertiliser mixer.
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Status mixer

There are limitations.---
The fertiliser mixer has been aborted manually. Check the intermediate tank.
The fertiliser mixer is ready for the next start.

STOP

The fertiliser mixer has finished mixing and is ready for the next start.REST
The fertiliser mixer is filling an AB-tank.FILL TANK
The fertiliser mixer is filling an intermediate tank.FILL INTERMED TANK
The fertiliser mixer is transporting the contents of an intermediate tank to an AB-tank.INTERM TANK -> TANK
The fertiliser mixer is transporting the contents of an intermediate tank to the sewer .INTERM TANK ->DRAIN
The fertiliser mixer has stopped. You can see the limiting factor in Limitation. An alarm
could also be active

ERROR

The fertiliser mixer has been interrupted manually. You can now take any corrective
actions or perform any checks. Filling resumes when the setting in the Wait column is
set to NO.

WAIT

Limitation

There is no limitation.NONE
A dosing channel has not been connected to the fertiliser mixer.CHANNEL
The fertiliser mixer does not start
Please contact your Priva Partner.
A fertiliser stock has not been connected to the fertiliser mixer.NO TANK
The fertiliser mixer does not start.
Please contact your Priva Partner.
A failure has been discovered in the fertiliser mixer configuration.CONFIGURATION
The fertiliser mixer does not start.
Please contact your Priva Partner.
The number of mixing steps is too large. This limitation cannot occur in standard systems
because a maximum of 38 steps is possible.

STEP

The fertiliser mixer does not start.
Please contact your Priva Partner.
In the event of power failure while the tanks are being filled, filling will not continue
automatically once the power has been restored, this limitation will be displayed.

POWER FAILURE

Action:
Check if the fertiliser mixer is allowed to continue. If it is, then select Continue (line 4)
in I428.1.
A malfunction is transmitted to the fertiliser mixer via an external contact, for instance,
a leak detection, flue gas sensor, a shortage of fertilisers or fresh water.

EXT ERROR

The fertiliser mixer does not start, and if the fertiliser mixer was working, filling is
interrupted.
Action:
Check the external cause.
Determine whether the fertiliser mixer is allowed to continue. If it is, then select Continue
(line 4) in I428.1.
The functioning of the fertiliser pump is monitored via a feedback measurement.PUMP ERROR
This limitation indicates that the control has detected that the pump is on while the
pump is not being controlled or that it is off while it is being controlled.
The fertiliser mixer stops.
Action:
Check whether there has been a manual intervention. In all other cases please contact
your dealer.
The flow of fertilisers or water is too low. Your dealer has set a margin and a time
duration for this. A low flow could indicate a blockage.

FLOW TOO LOW

The fertiliser mixer stops filling.
Check whether there is a blockage or a leak. Once the cause has been removed, you
can resume filling with Continue in I428.1 (line 4). In all other cases please contact your
dealer.
The flow of fertilisers or water is too high. Your dealer has set a margin and a time
duration for this. A high flow could indicate the incorrect functioning of the system, 2
valves open instead of 1 for example.

FLOW TOO HIGH

The fertiliser mixer stops filling.
Check if an extra valve is staying open. Once the cause has been removed, you can
resume filling with Continue in I428.1 (line 4). In all other cases please contact your
dealer.
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You can check for leaks from a closed valve as follows:LEAKAGE !
During the Status step: LEAKAGE ? the fertiliser mixer closes all valves and waits during
a set time duration until the flow is 0.
The possible cause of a valve not closing fully is damage or fouling.
The fertiliser mixer interrupts filling the tanks.
Check if there actually is a leak: if the fertiliser pump is on and the mix channels are
closed there must be no flow and there must be no physical addition to the intermediate
tank.
Please contact your dealer if the system is defective.
The functioning of the water valve is monitored via a feedback measurement. The input
for this feedback measurement is defective. Because it is not possible to monitor the
functioning of the valve there is no certainty that the valve is closed.

MONITOR WATER VALVE

The fertiliser mixer interrupts filling the tanks.
Please contact your Priva Partner..
When a valve is opened, there is a simultaneous test that other valves are closed. This
is done using a feedback measurement.

OPEN WATER VALVE

This limitation indicates that the control has detected that a valve is not closed.
The fertiliser mixer interrupts filling the tanks.
Please contact your Priva Partner..
The functioning of the fertiliser valve is monitored via a feedback measurement. The
input for this feedback measurement is defective. Because it is not possible to monitor
the functioning of the valve there is no certainty that the valve is closed.

MONITOR FERTILIZER

The fertiliser mixer interrupts filling the tanks.
Please contact your Priva Partner..
When a valve is opened, there is a simultaneous check that other valves are closed.
This is done using a feedback measurement.

OPEN FERTILIZER

This limitation indicates that the control has detected that a valve is not closed.
The fertiliser mixer interrupts filling the tanks.
Please contact your Priva Partner..
Settings error, the quantity of fertiliser is 0. This can occur by calculating back from a
small quantity that has been set or a smaller intermediate tank.

TANK 0 LITER

The fertiliser mixer does not start.
The fertiliser mixer cannot find a destination tank. This message does not appear under
normal circumstances.

SELECT TANK

The fertiliser mixer stops.
Please contact your Priva Partner..
There is not enough water for rinsing. The set, desired quantity of fertiliser in the recipe
may be too much, or the rinse quantity too large.

FRESH WATER

The fertiliser mixer does not start.
Check the values set in the recipe.
Please contact your dealer if you think that the rinse quantities have been set too high.
The flow meter for the fertiliser mixer is defective, the input for the flow measurement
has not been allocated correctly or the I/O network is incorrect.

FLOW DEFECTIVE

The fertiliser mixer stops.
There may be a malfunction in the mains power supply in the irrigation equipment
room and the problem may be resolved by changing a fuse.
Please contact your dealer if the cause of the malfunction cannot be resolved.
If the fertiliser mixer is not equipped with an intermediate tank, the AB tank is selected
using a selection valve. This selection valve is monitored. This limitation indicates that
the control has detected that the valve is not functioning or that the feedback
measurement is incorrect.

ALARM SELECT TANK

The fertiliser mixer stops.
Please contact your dealer if the cause of the malfunction cannot be resolved.
The control to move the contents of the intermediate tank to the AB tank is monitored.
This limitation indicates that the control has detected that the pump is not functioning
or that the feedback measurement is incorrect.

ALARM PUMP TANK

The fertiliser mixer stops.
Please contact your Priva Partner..
The AB tank is too full. The level in the tank is above the maximum that has been set
for this tank.

LEVEL TOO HIGH TANK

The fertiliser mixer stops.
Make space in the tank so that filling can be completed.
The functioning of the valve that selects the intermediate tank is monitored via a
feedback measurement.

ALARM SEL INT TANK

This limitation indicates that the control has detected that the valve is not functioning
or that the feedback measurement is incorrect.
The fertiliser mixer stops.
Please contact your Priva Partner..
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The functioning of the pump that pumps the fertiliser from the intermediate tank to
the AB tank is monitored via a feedback measurement.

AL PUMP INTERM TANK

This limitation indicates that the control has detected that the pump is not functioning
or that the feedback measurement is incorrect.
The fertiliser mixer stops
Please contact your Priva Partner.
The functioning of the valve for draining is monitored via a feedback measurement.AL DRAIN INTER TANK
This limitation indicates that the control has detected that the valve is not functioning
or that the feedback measurement is incorrect.
Draining is not possible at this time.
Please contact your Priva Partner.
The functioning of the valve that rinses the pipe from the intermediate tank to the AB
tank is monitored via a feedback measurement.

AL RINSE INTER TANK

This limitation indicates that the control has detected that the valve is not functioning
or that the feedback measurement is incorrect.
Draining is not possible at this time
Please contact your Priva Partner.
The intermediate tank is too full. The level in the intermediate tank is above the
maximum that has been set for this intermediate tank.

LEVEL TOO HIGH ITNK

The fertiliser mixer stops.
Make space in the intermediate tank so that filling can be completed.
The intermediate tank is not empty. Because the contents is not known, it is not safe
to start production from an intermediate tank.

INT TANK NOT EMPTY

The fertiliser mixer does not start.
Empty the intermediate tank so that the fertiliser mixer can start.
After the intermediate tank has been filled the control detects that the contents of the
intermediate tank does not fit in the destination tank. This situation only occurs if a
fault in the system results in something unintended being in the destination tank.

ERROR INTERM TANK

The fertiliser mixer stops.
The fertiliser mixer cannot add water because the output for the valve for water for
the fertiliser mixer has not been allocated.

I/O WATER VALVE

The fertiliser mixer does not start.
Please contact your Priva Partner.
The output for the pump has not been allocated.I/O PUMP
The fertiliser mixer does not start.
Please contact your Priva Partner.
The output for level measurement or the valve between the intermediate tank and the
AB tank has not been allocated.

I/O SELECT TANK

The fertiliser mixer does not start.
Please contact your Priva Partner.
The output for the valve between the intermediate tank and the AB tank has not been
allocated.

I/O SEL INTERM TANK

The fertiliser mixer does not start.
Please contact your Priva Partner.
The output for controlling the valve/pump on the AB tank has not been allocated.I/O PUMP TANK
The fertiliser mixer does not start.
Please contact your Priva Partner.
The output for the valve in the mix channel has not been allocated.I/O MIX CHANNEL
The fertiliser mixer does not start.
Please contact your Priva Partner.
The input for the flow measurement has not been allocated.I/O FLOW
The fertiliser mixer does not start.
Please contact your Priva Partner.
The output for the valve or pump that discharges the contents of the intermediate tank
to the sewer has not been allocated.

I/O DRAIN INT.TANK

The fertiliser mixer does not start.
Please contact your Priva Partner.
The output for the valve or pump that rinses the intermediate tank with water has not
been allocated.

I/O RINSE INT. TANK

The fertiliser mixer does not start.
Please contact your Priva Partner.
Settings error in dealer section (I428.6) Start rinse quantity is less than Min rinse quant.START RINSE
The fertiliser mixer does not start.
Settings error in dealer section (I428.6), Min rinse quant is too small (<1% of the AB tank).MINIMUM RINSE
Settings error in dealer section (I428.6) Max rinse quant is less than Min rinse quant.MAXIMUM RINSE
Settings error in dealer section (I428.6) End rinse quant is less than Min rinse quant.END RINSE
The fertiliser mixer does not start.
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Fill

The fertiliser mixer fills the AB-tanks (including the lye and acid tanks).ALL TANKS
The fertiliser mixer fills the AB-tanks (excluding the lye and acid tanks).FERTILIZER-T
The fertiliser mixer fills the relevant tank.A-TANK

B-TANK
C-TANK
D-TANK
LYE-TANK
ACID-TANK

The fertiliser mixer fills the AB-tanks (excluding the lye and acid tanks) with a minimal
quantity, to implement minor corrections for instance.

MIN FERTILIZER-T

The fertiliser mixer fills the relevant tank with a minimal quantity, to implement minor
corrections for instance.

MIN A-TANK
MIN B-TANK
MIN C-TANK
MIN D-TANK
MIN LYE-TANK
MIN ACID-TANK

Water system
The water system number that the fertiliser mixer is part of.

Recipe number
The number of the last recipe to be started. After production, the number of the last recipe is retained.

Wait

Set mixing to pause, to carry out corrective actions or checks for instance.YES
Resume mixing.NO

Continue
Resume mixing after a FAILURE (Status).

6 Recipe number
The number of the last recipe to be started. After production, the number of the last recipe is retained.

I428.1 Fertiliser mixer settings

No.
In this section you can see the progress of the mixing per fertiliser mixer (Number 1, 2, 3 or 4 at the
top right of the screen).

After starting the fertiliser mixer (I428) this section contains the steps that are to be carried out
(maximum 38). The steps that are to be carried out are in line 2.

Each step starts with the administration of a quantity of water and then a quantity of fertiliser. The
quantity of water rinses away any fertiliser that may be remaining and avoids mixing stock supplies
at concentrations that are too high.

The final step is rinsing using water to force the fertilisers to the intermediate tank.

1 Step - Status step

Step
The current step in the mixing process, you can find an overview of all steps in line 2.
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Status step
The following statuses are passed through during every step.

Rest. The step has not yet started or all steps have finished.---
The main system is rinsed with water to force the remnants of other fertilisers out of
the system. Once sufficient rinsing has taken place the Status step becomes LEAKAGE ?

RINSE ►
RINSE ►►

The main system is rinsed with water and a fill valve is open. This is the fill valve for an
intermediate tank or the fill valve for an AB-tank, depending on the installation
configuration.

RINSE ►►►

After the valve has been closed the fertiliser mixer checks if the flow is 0.
The Status step MIX ►follows after this check.

LEAKAGE ?

The stock solution is mixed.MIX ►
MIX ►►

In this status, the fertiliser mixer checks if the flow is 0 after the valve has been closed.READY

2 Step - Tank - Fresh water - Rinsed - fertilizer - Quantity - Given
An overview of all steps for the fertiliser mixer, including the steps in which the desired quantity of
stock solution in the recipe is 0 or where the tank is not included in the recipe.

Step
You will see the fertiliser mixer's progress during operation.

This step has yet to be carried out.[ ]
This step is being carried out at this time.[►]
The user has stopped this step, the subsequent steps will not be carried out.[>]
This step has been carried out.[V]
A failure occurred during this step.[X]

Tank
The tank that is filled during this step.

Fresh water
• First step: the fertiliser mixer starts the mixing process by pumping water to the intermediate

tank or AB-tank.
• Subsequent steps: the fertiliser mixer rinses the main system with water to force the stock

solution from the previous step out of the main system.
• Last step: The fertiliser mixer ends the mixing process by pumping water to the intermediate

tank or AB-tank.

The (minimum) quantities that the fertiliser mixer rinses at the start, in the interim and at the end
has been set by your dealer.

Rinsed
The measured quantity of water during rinsing. Once aforementioned quantity has been rinsed the
Status step becomes: LEAKAGE ?.

fertilizer
The desired stock solution.

Quantity
The amount of stock solution is calculated at the start time. The quantity depends on the quantity
specified in I403 and the current level of the relevant AB-tank.

Given
The measured quantity of stock solution.
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-FERTILIZER STOCK TANK LEVEL MEASURING-

3 Tank - Status tank - Tank - Intermediate tank - Quantity - Intermediate tank ->drain - Intermediate
tank -> tank - Duration time - Stock - Quantity

Tank

The intermediate tank has not been filled yet.[ ]
This intermediate tank is being filled at this time.[►]
The user has stopped filling, the next intermediate tanks will not be filled.[>]
This intermediate tank has been filled.[V]
A failure occurred while filling this intermediate tank.[X]

Status tank

Rest---
The fertiliser mixer now fills the relevant AB-tank.FILL TANK
The fertiliser mixer now fills the relevant intermediate tank.FILL INTERMED TANK
The fertiliser mixer is transporting the contents of the intermediate tank to an AB-tank.INTERM TANK -> TANK
There is insufficient space in the AB-tank for the contents of the intermediate tank. The
fertiliser mixer waits with transporting until there is sufficient space in the AB-tank.

ERROR INTERM TANK

The fertiliser mixer is transporting the contents of the intermediate tank to the sewer
.

INTERM TANK ->DRAIN

The contents of the intermediate tank has been transported to the sewer and the main
is being rinsed with water to force the drained solution out of the main. Moreover, this
dilutes the drained solution in the sewer.

WATER -> DRAINING

The fertiliser mixer has emptied the intermediate tank.READY

Tank
Type of mixing tank.

Intermediate tank

unchanged (or not calibrated, defective or level is 0 or 100%)-
falling↓
rising↑

Quantity
The quantity of water in the intermediate tank is shown here. This value is calculated from the level
and the contents of the tank.

Intermediate tank ->drain

Select this option if you want to drain the contents of the intermediate tank after the
fertiliser mixer stops.

YES

This is the normal value for this setting.NO

Intermediate tank -> tank

Select this option if you want to transport the contents of the intermediate tank to the
AB-tank after the fertiliser mixer stops.

YES

This is the normal value for this setting.NO
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Duration time
Time duration that the fertiliser mixer still requires for:
• rinsing,
• draining,
• post running the pump.

Stock
The measured level in the tank and the name of the tank.

Quantity
The quantity of water in the intermediate tank is shown here. This value is calculated from the level
and the contents of the tank.

4 Status mixer - Limitation - Fill - Water system - Recipe number - Wait - Continue - Stop

Status mixer
See 5 Mixer - Status mixer - Limitation - Fill - Water system - Recipe number - Wait - Continue (page
744)

Limitation
See 5 Mixer - Status mixer - Limitation - Fill - Water system - Recipe number - Wait - Continue (page
744)

Fill
See 5 Mixer - Status mixer - Limitation - Fill - Water system - Recipe number - Wait - Continue (page
744)

Water system
The water system number that the fertiliser mixer is part of.

Recipe number
The number of the last recipe to be started. After production, the number of the last recipe is retained.

Wait

Set mixing to pause, to carry out corrective actions or checks for instance.YES
Resume mixing.NO

Continue
Resume mixing after a FAILURE (Status).

Stop
Stop mixing. The intermediate tank now contains a production that is not finished. The alarm 851
Production recipe .. aborted is triggered.

After a stop you can:
• complete the mixing manually and then transport the contents (Intermediate tank -> tank column)

or
• drain the contents (Intermediate tank ->drain column).

The production cannot be continued after a Stop. If you want to interrupt the filling
temporarily, then use Wait.
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-MIX FLOW-

5
This is a header for line 6.

6 Calculated
The flow for the fertiliser mixer is calculated by totalling the stock solutions and the water.

7 Measured
The measured flow of the stock solutions and the water.
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I425 Monitor EC supply dosage
This section contains the settings for the control of the EC supply control.

1 EC alarm delay/deviation

EC alarm delay
Duration time that the EC supply must be higher or lower than the calculated EC supply (refer to
I403 Recipe settings (page 692)) plus or minus the EC deviation, before an EC supply alarm is triggered.

The EC alarm delay also applies to the EC supply alarm limits that are specified per recipe (refer to
I403 Recipe settings (page 692)).

EC alarm deviation
Maximum EC supply deviation (that applies during the EC alarm delay) before an EC supply alarm
is triggered.

-LEVEL DRAIN BUFFER-

2 Measured water level
Indication of the current water level and its trend in the drain tank.

The water level in the drain tank is too low. The supply mixing valve is controlled shut.[MIN]
The water level in the drain tank is low. The desired EC supply is decreased by the 11
Decrease EC supply low level (page 701) (I403.1 Recipe influences (page 699)).

[LOW]

The water level in the drain tank is good. The desired EC supply is driven.[---]
The water level in the drain tank is high. The desired EC supply is driven.[HIGH]
The water level in the drain tank is full. The desired EC supply is driven.[MAX]

If the water level shows LOW, then the drain tank is almost empty. The decrease in the EC supply
value as set in the recipe is implemented, so that less drain water is included (refer to I403.1 Recipe
influences (page 699).

If the water level shows MIN, then the drain tank is empty. Because at the moment there is no drain
water available, the EC supply control valve is continously controlled shut.

-EC SUPPLY LEVELS-

3 Maximum
If the measured level in the drain tank exceeds this set level percentage, the EC supply level is
considered to be MAX.

Once the measured level falls below this set level percentage by more than 5%, the EC supply level
is considered to be HIGH again.

4 High
If the measured level in the drain tank exceeds this set level percentage, the EC supply level is
considered to be HIGH.

5 Low
If the measured level in the drain tank falls below this set level percentage, the EC supply level is
considered to be LOW.

At this level, the desired EC supply level is reduced by the set Decrease EC supply low level
(I403.1).
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6 Minimum
If the measured level in the drain tank falls below this set level percentage, the EC supply level is
considered to be MIN.

Once the measured level exceeds this set level percentage by more than 5%, the EC supply level is
considered to be LOW again.

At this level the drain tank is empty. Because at that moment there is no drain water available,
the EC supply control valve is continuously controlled shut.
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I431 Filter rinse settings
The filter can be active in order to:
• filter water to the valves, rinse valves, tanks, UV systems or water systems;
• rinse dirt out of the filter itself;
• discharge water that has an incorrect composition out of the filter and supply pipes;
• restore the structure of the sand layer after the filter has been rinsed.

This section specifies the settings for the last three functions.

1 Start cleaning
Select YES if you want to start back washing the filter. Once back washing has started, NO will be
displayed here again.

2 Continue cleaning

You will only see this line if an error has occurred during back-washing.

Select YES if you want to continue back-washing the filter after an error.

3 Stop cleaning

You will only see this line if back-washing has started.

Select YES if you want to abort back-washing the filter.

4 Reset alarms
Reset the following alarms:
• Alarm 799 Start cleaning in min rest time (this alarm is also automatically cancelled if Min rest time

after cleaning is met at a subsequent cleaning start)
• Alarm 934 Filter polluted too quickly (this alarm is also automatically cancelled if Minimum operation

time between cleaning/Minimum quantity between cleaning are met at a subsequent cleaning start)
• Alarm 795 Filter blocked

5 No cleaning when filter blocked

In the event of alarm 795 Filter blocked, cleaning will be blocked.YES
The filter will be cleaned even when alarm 795 is active.NO

6 Release automatic cleaning

The period in which filter cleaning can start automatically has been activated.
Filter cleaning starts automatically if

ON

• the pressure difference gauge or the pressure switch detects pollution in the filter (see
Rinse pressure limit); or

• a set quantity of water has been filtered (see Cleaning after quantity); or
• water has been filtered for a specified period (see Cleaning after operational time).

Period without automatic filter cleaning.OFF

7 Start time/end time

Start time
Time which is the start of the period in which automatic back-washing starts.
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End time
Time which is the start of the period in which automatic back-washing ends.

Manually starting filter cleaning by selecting YES in Start cleaning does not take account of
the times that have been set here.

8 Clean after quantity/operational time

Cleaning after quantity
The quantity of water that flows through the filter, above which automatic back washing starts.

Cleaning after operational time
The period of time that water flows through the filter, after which automatic back-washing starts.

Filter cleaning can only start automatically if
• the specified quantity of water has been used or the specified time has elapsed, and
• if the time at which this occurs lies between the start time and the end time specified

in Start time/end time, and
• the period in which automatic filter cleaning can start has been activated (ON must have

been selected in Release automatic cleaning).

9 Rinse pressure limit
Difference between the measured pressure at the filter inlet and outlet, above which back-washing
starts automatically.

If multiple filters are used, place the filters in a cluster; the process computer can then be
in control of the back washing and the start of the rinsing.

A pressure gauge provides more information than a differential pressure switch.
The differential pressure gives a good indication of the pollution and the effectiveness of
the cleaning. You can view the course of the differential pressure in a graph in Priva Office
Direct.

When the level of filter contamination rises, the resistance to the water passing through the
filter also increases. A pressure difference gauge measures this increased resistance. Once
the filter has been back-washed the resistance and the measured pressure difference
decrease. If this does not happen, alarm 795 Filter blocked is triggered.

10 Cleaning after rest/rest time

If the filter is not used for an extended period it is recommended that the filter is back
washed during these rest periods. This prevents the filter from becoming so dirty that it can
no longer be cleaned because the dirt has adhered to it during a lengthy rest time. Another
advantage of back washing during these rest periods is that the maximum water pressure
is available which will clean the filter better.

Cleaning after rest

The filter is back-washed automatically if the filter is not used for a period that can be set
(see second column).
This works independently of Release automatic cleaning and Start time/end time.

YES

The filter is not back-washed automatically.NO

Cleaning after rest time
The period that the filter is not in use, after which back-washing starts automatically.
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Specify a duration time such that it is plausible that the filter will not be used for an extended
period after back-washing. This prevents back-washing taking place after short-term stops.

11 Capacity/protect

Capacity
Quantity of water that flows through the filter as standard.

This standard quantity is used to:
• check the quantity of water that flows through the filter (flow protection);
• determine the dosage of fertilizers if there is no flow protection.

Protection
If the filter rinse valve is fitted in front of the water meter, protection for the water supply to the
filter is not possible and you select NO here.

Filter cleaning stops when the measured quantity of water that flows through the filter
deviates too much (Flow margin in I430.1) from the quantity that has been specified in Capacity.

YES

The water supply to the filter is not protected.NO

If you select NO here, you must enter the Cleaning quantity and Cleaning time.

12 Cleaning recipe
The number of the water recipe used to back-wash the filter.

If there are a number of water systems, not all recipes can be used for every water system.
Which recipe is suitable for which water system is shown against the recipes.

13 Cleaning priority

Irrigation takes priority. Back-washing only starts when no valves are active.LOW
Back-washing and irrigation have equal priority. Back-washing takes place on a change of
recipe. Back-washing is deferred, preventing water mixing or unnecessary rinsing.

NORM

Back-washing takes priority. Valve starts when the filter has been back-washed.HIGH

14 Cleaning quantity
The quantity of water used to back-wash the filter.

15 Cleaning time
The period of time that back-washing lasts.

If you specify both a quantity of water and a time, back-washing will stop as soon as the
quantity has been reached or the time has elapsed.

16 Settlement time
The period of time that the structure of the sand layer is restored after the filter has been
back-washed.

After a filter has been back-washed the sand layer in the filter is churned up. Once the water
supply starts, a valve is opened for the period of time that you specify here. The sand layer
takes on a more solid form and any stray dirt remnants and loose sand are carried off. After
this, the water flows to the crop again.
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17 Pre-rinse time
Period of time that water with an incorrect composition in the filter and supply pipe is rinsed away.
If the structure of the sand layer is restored at the same time, the time that is set aside for this is
subtracted from the time that you enter under this option.

This rinsing is desirable:
• after an error in the dosage, as after this it is possible that the water in the filter is no

longer suitable for the crop;
• after the time that has been specified in Re-rinse time has elapsed;
• if a different rinse group is selected for a recipe. Using rinse groups avoids the need to

rinse pipes when recipes barely differ from each other.

If the filter is positioned in front of the doser, the filter will be filled with water from the
correct tank, just like the supply pipe. If the filter is positioned after the doser, the doser will
supply the filter with water that has the correct composition.

18 Re-rinse time
Period of time for which the filter has not been used, after which the water in the filter and the supply
pipe is no longer suitable for the crop and the water is rinsed away.

-MONITORING-

19 Min rest time after cleaning
Time setting for detecting problems with filters. If the filter should be cleaned on account of an
excessively large pressure difference, but the minimum rest time after the previous cleaning has
not yet elapsed, alarm 799 Start cleaning in min rest time will be activated.

You can reset the alarm in I431. This alarm will also be deactivated automatically if the next start of
cleaning does meet the minimum.

20 Minimum operation time between cleaning
Time setting for detecting problems with filters. If the filter should be cleaned on account of an
excessively large pressure difference, but this minimum operating time between cleaning cycles has
not yet elapsed, alarm 934 Filter polluted too quickly will be activated.

You can reset the alarm in I431. This alarm will also be deactivated automatically if the next start of
cleaning does meet the minimum.

21 Minimum quantity between cleaning
Quantity setting for detecting problems with filters. If the filter should be cleaned on account of an
excessively large pressure difference, but this minimum quantity of water has not yet been filtered,
alarm 934 Filter polluted too quickly will be activated.

You can reset the alarm in I431. This alarm will also be deactivated automatically if the next start of
cleaning does meet the minimum.

22 Premature cleaning alarm limit
The number of times that the filter may be cleaned prematurely before alarm 795 Filter blocked is
activated. A premature cleaning is a cleaning that does not comply with Minimum operation time
between cleaning or Minimum quantity between cleaning.

As soon as this alarm is active, whether the cleaning will proceed depends on the setting No cleaning
when filter blocked.
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I431.1 Filter rinse protection
In this section you can set how the process computer should monitor the cleaning of the water
system filters. This section is available if filter monitoring has been selected via the order program.

1 Filter status
A column is available for each filter for which your dealer has allocated the input for the pressure
sensor.

2 Monitor filter block

The process computer monitors the back washing of the filter and provides an indication
if the back washing fails.

YES

.NO

3 Reset failure
This allows you, after the (manual) cleaning of the filter, to reset the setting Filter blocked: YES and
cancel alarm 795 Filter blocked for the filter.

4 Pollution

The filter’s pressure sensor indicates that the filter is dirty, the autonomously controlled
filter itself starts the back washing.

YES

The filter’s pressure sensor indicates that the filter is clean.NO

5 Cleaning time
The maximum duration time that an autonomously controlled filter may use to clean the filter.

If the back washing takes longer than the value set here, the cleaning of the filter will probably fail
and the setting Filter blocked changes to: YES and alarm 795 Filter blocked is triggered.

6 Duration time
As soon as the water system is active and the filter’s pressure sensor indicates that the filter is dirty,
this counter indicates (in seconds) how long the autonomously controlled filter has been busy back
washing.

7 Fresh time
If the duration time between 2 cleaning actions ('filter is clean') is shorter than this set duration time,
the cleaning of the filter will probably fail and the setting Filter blocked changes to: YES and alarm
795 Filter blocked is triggered.

The duration time between 2 cleaning actions of the autonomously controlled filter is highly
dependent on the degree of pollution of the water.

8 Duration time
As soon as the water system is active, this counter indicates (in minutes) for how long the filter has
been clean.
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9 Filter blocked

Possible causes:YES
• The back washing of the filter lasts longer than the set duration time (dealer setting

Cleaning time).
• The duration time between 2 cleaning actions ('filter is clean') is shorter than the

set duration time (dealer setting Fresh time).

The alarm 795 Filter blocked is triggered.
The water system is active (pump is on) and the filter is dirty for a sufficiently short time
and clean for a sufficiently long time.

NO

10 Number of times cleaning
Total number of times that the filter has been dirty (Pollution=YES) while the water system was active.

This counter is adjustable, so you can easily reset it or give it another value, without affecting
the alarms or 24-hour registration (Today).

11 Today
Number of times that the filter has been dirty today (Pollution=YES).

12 Yesterday
This is the value that appeared for Today yesterday.
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I423 Irrigation water heating settings
The irrigation water can be heated. This settings, measurements and calculations of the irrigation
heating control can be found in this section.

1 Water temperature min/max
Delimiters of the pipe temperature in this heating circuit.

Water temperature minimum
Minimum limit of the pipe temperature.

Water temperature maximum
Maximum limit of the pipe temperature.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

2 Status - Limitation

3 Irr.water heating
Indication of the status and the limitation of the irrigation water heating control at this moment.

Irrigation water heating state

The irrigation water heating has been switched off.[REST]
The irrigation water heating is not being used.[NOT USED]
The irrigation water heating is active. The irrigation is water is stopped until the water
has reached the required temperature.

[PRE HEAT]

The irrigation water heating is ready for use. Wait for the start to run.[START]
The water is cooling down.[COOL DOWN]
The irrigation water heating has been activated.[OPERATION]

Irrigation water heating limitation

There are no limitations for the control.[NONE]
The irrigation water temperature sensor is defective.[TEMP SENSOR]
The pipe temperature sensor is defective.[WATER TEMP SENS]
The temperature of the irrigation water is lower than the desired irrigation water
temperature. Alarm 719 Irr water temperature too low is activated.

[CTR TEMP ]

The temperature of the irrigation water is higher than the desired irrigation water
temperature. Alarm 720 Irr water temperature too high is activated.

[CTR TEMP ]

The temperature of the irrigation water is lower than the too low alarm set in I403
Recipe settings (page 692) . Alarm 780 Recipe:.. irr.water temp too low is activated.

[RCP TEMP ]

The temperature of the irrigation water is higher than the too high alarm set in I403
Recipe settings (page 692) . Alarm 781 Recipe:.. irr.water temp too high is activated.

[RCP TEMP ]

4 Calc/meas irr.water temperature
Temperature of the irrigation water.

Calculated irrigation water temperature
Calculated temperature of the irrigation water.

Irrigation water temperature
Measured temperature of the irrigation water.
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The desired temperature of the irrigation water is specified per recipe in I403 Recipe settings (page
692).

5 Calc/meas water temperature
Pipe temperature for the heating of the irrigation water.

Calculated water temperature
Calculated pipe temperature.

Measured water temperature
Measured pipe temperature.

6 Pump active
Indication of whether the pump for the irrigation water heating control has been activated.
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I432 Sensors settings EC, pH & flow
The EC and pH values are continuously measured. If the water system is not active (i.e. if no water
is flowing through the mains), then the monitoring limits of the EC and pH sensors are set so
wide-ranging that an alarm through the sensors is not possible.

As soon as the water system becomes active again, the alarm limits (after 10 seconds) are set
accurately again so that monitoring of the sensors is possible again.

1 -EC SENSOR-
Location/function of the EC sensor.

2 Measured EC
Measured EC value at this moment.

2 -- limitation
The limitation of the EC measurement (via a data connection or via conventional I/O). See Limitation
(for a measurement or control) (page 1208).

3 Measured water temperature
Temperature of the water of which the EC is measured. The EC depends on the temperature and
must be corrected for this.

3 -- limitation
The limitation of the temperature measurement (via a data connection or via conventional I/O). See
Limitation (for a measurement or control) (page 1208).

-WATER FLOW-

4 Flow irrig
The water flow in the water system, measured by one or more flow meters.

5 Flow meter
The number of the flow meter.

6 Water flow
The water flow of the water system, determined from the measurements by the various flow meters.
Your dealer has set this calculation.

6 -- limitation
The limitation of the flow sensor, see Limitation (for a measurement or control) (page 1208).

7 Water flow dosage
The dosing by the water system, measured by one or more flow meters.

8 -pH SENSOR-
Location/function of the pH sensor.

9 Measured pH
Measured pH value.
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9 -- limitation
The limitation of the pH measurement (via a data connection or via conventional I/O). See Limitation
(for a measurement or control) (page 1208).

10 Defective
Indication as to whether or not the pH sensor is defective.

11 Release
Release or no release of the pH sensor.

The pH control works on the released pH sensor(s). One sensor must always be released. As soon
as the release for both sensors is set to NO, both sensors will be released again. If a sensor does
not have a release, this will be signalled with alarm 748 No release sensor.

If only one sensor has been released, the control will be less reliable.

12 Calibration status
Status indication of the calibration procedure per pH sensor (Control and Check).

The pH sensor calibration procedure has not been activated.[REST]
The first calibration value (pH 7) is being calibrated.[BUSY7]
The first calibration value (pH 7) has been calibrated.[GOOD7]
Calibration of the first calibration value (pH 7) has failed.[ERROR7]
The second calibration value (pH 4) is being calibrated.[BUSY4]
The second calibration value (pH 4) is being calibrated. Calibration was successful. After
the next start of the water system, the calibration status will revert to REST.

[GOOD4]

Calibration of the second calibration value (pH 4) has failed.[ERROR4]

If ERROR7 or ERROR4 is indicated for one of the sensors during calibration of the pH sensors, the
sensor that has caused this error will be indicated on this line.

13 Calib value/calib status

Calibration value
The pH value to be calibrated.

The first calibration value must be between 6.0 and 9.0 pH. The second calibration value must be
between 3.0 and 5.0 pH.

Calibration status
Status indication of the calibration procedure.

The pH sensor calibration procedure has not been activated.[REST]
The first calibration value (pH 7) is being calibrated.[BUSY7]
The first calibration value (pH 7) has been calibrated.[GOOD7]
Calibration of the first calibration value (pH 7) has failed.[ERROR7]
The second calibration value (pH 4) is being calibrated.[BUSY4]
The second calibration value (pH 4) is being calibrated. Calibration was successful. After
the next start of the water system, the calibration status will revert to REST.

[GOOD4]

Calibration of the second calibration value (pH 4) has failed.[ERROR4]
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14 Calibration start/stop

Calibration start
Activation of the calibration procedure of the pH sensors.

Calibration stop
Stop (abort) the calibration procedure of the pH sensors.

• If the calibration value is set to '0.0 pH', this line will not be displayed on the screen.
• After setting the calibration value, calibration can start.
• Both pH sensors must be calibrated at the same time.
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I432.1 Sensors extra EC & pH
This section applies for the extra EC or pH measurements of a water system.

The EC and pH values are measured and monitored continuously.

1 -EC SENSOR-
Number of the extra EC sensor.

2 Measured EC
Measured EC value at this moment of the extra EC sensor.

2 -- limitation
The limitation of the EC measurement (via a data connection or via conventional I/O). See Limitation
(for a measurement or control) (page 1208).

3 Measured water temperature
Temperature of the water of which the EC is measured. The EC depends on the temperature and
must be corrected for this.

3 -- limitation
The limitation of the temperature measurement (via a data connection or via conventional I/O). See
Limitation (for a measurement or control) (page 1208).

4 -pH SENSOR-
Number of the extra pH sensor.

5 Measured pH
Measured pH value of the extra pH sensor.

5 -- limitation
The limitation of the pH measurement (via a data connection or via conventional I/O). See Limitation
(for a measurement or control) (page 1208).

6 Calibration value
The pH value of the extra pH sensor to be calibrated.

The first calibration value must be between 6.0 and 9.0 pH. The second calibration value must be
between 3.0 and 5.0 pH.

7 Cal start
Activation of the calibration procedure of the extra pH sensor.

8 Cal stop
Stopping (aborting) the calibration procedure of the extra pH sensor.

• If the calibration value is set to '0.0 pH', this line will not be displayed on the screen.
• After setting the calibration value, calibration can start.
• Both pH sensors must be calibrated at the same time.

9 Calibration status
Status indication of the calibration procedure of the extra pH sensor.
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The pH sensor calibration procedure has not been activated.[REST]
The first calibration value (pH 7) is being calibrated.[BUSY7]
The first calibration value (pH 7) has been calibrated.[GOOD7]
Calibration of the first calibration value (pH 7) has failed.[ERROR7]
The second calibration value (pH 4) is being calibrated.[BUSY4]
The second calibration value (pH 4) is being calibrated. Calibration was successful. After
the next start of the water system, the calibration status will revert to REST.

[GOOD4]

Calibration of the second calibration value (pH 4) has failed.[ERROR4]
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I440 Tank strategy
This section contains the tank settings for filling and for the level settings.

1 Fill valve - Status - Limitation - Action - Continue

Fill valve
The number of the fill valve.

Status
The status of the fill valve.

The filling valve is in REST mode. In the REST state no capacity is requested from the
connected water system.

REST

The filling valve is waiting until the correct recipe has been selected.RECIPE
The filling valve is ready to be actively used.START
The filling valve is actively being used by the connected water system.FILL
The filling valve is showing a failure because of too much or too little water off-take
(see I440.1 Tank installation (page 774)).

ERROR

Irrespective of the reported status of the fill valve, a tank can always be used to supply water and
collect return water.

Limitation
The limitation of the fill valve.

There is no limitation.NONE
The level sensor has not been calibrated.CALIBRATE LEVEL
The quantity of water in the tank or in a cluster of tanks is greater than the set maximum
amount plus the margin. The level in the tank(s) is ENOUGH or FULL. If water is being
used and the quantity becomes less than the maximum quantity minus the margin,
then the limitation disappears.

MAX CONTENT

The level sensor is defective or the calibration values are incorrect.LEVEL SENSOR
The recycle tank of the current recipe is empty.RECYCLE TANK
The fresh water tank of the current recipe is empty.FRESH WATER TANK
The measured flow of the filling valve was too high. The status of the filling valve is
FAILURE. After the cause of the failure has been corrected, the filling valve can be
continued.

CONSUMPTION MAX

The measured flow of the filling valve was too low. The status of the filling valve is
FAILURE. After the cause of the failure has been corrected, the filling valve can be
continued.

CONSUMPTION MIN

There was no measured flow of the filling valve. The status of the filling valve is FAILURE.
After the cause of the failure has been corrected, the filling valve can be continued.

CONSUMPTION ZERO

Action
Indication of the action of the fill valve.
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Tank with indication of Level and Action

It will not be filled.NONE
It can be filled up to the FILL TO MAX level.FILL UP
It can be filled up to the FILL TO MAX level. The level of the tank determines the sequence
in which the filling valves are opened.

FILL UP%

It can be filled up to the ENOUGH levelFILL TO MAX
It can be filled up to the ENOUGH level. The level of the tank determines the sequence
in which the filling valves are opened.

FILL TO MAX%

It can be filled with the fill to max recipe up to the FULL level. Water can be pumped
around to acidify.

ALWAYS

Water from a return main from the garden is collected in the tank. If necessary a water
system with a disinfector starts for this.

STORE

Continue
Possibility to remove the fill valve from the ERROR state. The fill valve can be in the ERROR state
when too much or too little water is or consumed (see I440.1 Tank installation (page 774)).

2 Period
Adjustable period for the tank settings based on time settings.

3 Activated
Indication that the period of the tank fill valve is active.

4 Period
Option whether the period of the tank fill valve is included in the 24 hour division.

5 Start time
Start time of the period of the tank fill valve.

6 Action
Selection of the action of the filling valve, see Action (page 769).

FILL UP% takes priority over FILL UP and FILL TO MAX% takes priority over FILL TO MAX. See
also the remarks under 11 Priority fill up (page 771).

7 Stock management
Option for stock management how the fill valve is limited by the quantity of water in the water circuit.
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There is no limitation from the water circuit for the fill valve. Filling is only controlled
by the action of the fill valve and the water level in the tank. With this option the fill
valve that moves the water in the circuit is driven, for example a disinfector.

[NONE]

The fill valve is limited by the Max stock (page 774) (I440.1 Tank installation (page 774))
in a tank cluster when filling the tank. Filling is controlled by the action of the fill valve,
the water level in the tank and the stock in the tank cluster. With this option the fill
valve is driven that adds water to a circuit and during which it must be avoided that
water unnecessarily runs down the overflow and to save space in the destination tank
of a disinfector.

[CLUSTER]

The fill valve is limited by the Max stock (page 774) (I440.1 Tank installation (page 774))
in a tank circuit when filling the tank. The Max stock (page 774) in a water circuit is the
quantity of water in a tank cluster plus the quantity on a floor or table plus the quantity
in the return main. Filling is controlled by the action of the fill valve, the water level in
the tank and the stock in the tank circuit. With this option the fill valve is driven that
adds water to a circuit and during which it must be avoided that water unnecessarily
runs down the overflow and to save space in the destination tank of a disinfector.

[TOTAL]

8 Recipe fill to max
Recipe number (the water composition) with which the tank is filled when being filled to the maximum.

9 Recipe fill up
Recipe number (the water composition) with which the tank is filled when being filled up.

10 Priority fill to max
Priority during the filling to max of the tank. See also the remarks under 11 Priority fill up (page 771).

11 Priority fill up
The order in which the tanks are filled or discharged is dependent on the level in the tanks and the
priority. Tanks with a higher priority come first. The filling of tanks has a higher priority than
discharging when the setting is equal.

Fill valves with a high(er) priority are given priority compared to fill valves, irrigation valves
or filter rinse valves with a low(er) priority. This means that active filling of a tank can be
given priority over filling another tank or irrigation of a valve.

The determination of the priority during the FILL UP and FILL TO MAX action is as follows:

HIGHNORMLOW
1050

The determination of the priority during the FILL UP% and FILL TO MAX% action is as follows:

HIGHNORMLOWLevel
decreaseincreasedecreaseincreasedecreaseincrease

1010550085-100%
116175-85%

116165-75%
127255-65%

127245-55%
138335-45%

138325-35%
149415-25%

14945-15%
0-5%
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12 Max blocking time
Duration time in which the water level is BLOCK and in which no new valves are started. In this time
drain or return water is expected back. After the maximum blocking time the tank will still fill up to
the FILL TO MAX level.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

13Contents/condition

Content
Indication of the contents of the tank. This is adjustable in I440.1 Tank installation (page 774).

Condition
Indication of the condition of the contents of the tank. This is adjustable in I440.1 Tank installation
(page 774).

14 Water state
Water state in the tank. See M440 Overview tank (page 1030).

There is the option that not all water level measurements have been fitted in the tank. The level
sequence can also deviate.

15 Max contents/quantity

Maximum content
The maximum content of the tank.

Quantity
Measured quantity of water in the tank.

16 Water level
Percentage of water level of the tank. A trend is also displayed.

If the measured water level is greater than or equal to 99%, the highest water level always becomes
active. If the measured water level is smaller than or equal to 1 %, the lowest water level always
becomes active. A possible dead band no longer applies.

-TANK LEVELS-

17 Rise action - Limit↑ - Decrease action - Limit↓
The action of the fill valve that is carried out when the water level rises in the tank, and that passes
the Limit↑.
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Rise action

No level is measured in this tank. The tank will therefore not fill actively.[---]
The fill valve is closed. The alternative (return) destination (see I440.1 Tank installation
(page 774)) has been selected. The tank is FULL.

[Stop supply]

The fill valve stops filling to maximum.[Stop fill to maximum]
The fill valve stops dosing.[Stop dosing]
The fill valve stops filling up.[Stop fill up]
The tank is being unblocked. Valves that try to use this tank are no longer being blocked.[Unblock]
The tank is being unblocked. Valves that try to use this tank are no longer being blocked.
The fill valve stops filling up.

[Unblock/stop fill up]

The water off-take is released. The tank is no longer EMPTY. Valves using the tank are
consuming water.

[Off-take free]

Limit↑
The percentage of the water level above which the water state transfers to the next water state.

Decrease action
The action of the fill valve that is carried out when the water level falls in the tank, and that passes
the Limit↓.

No level is measured in this tank. The tank will therefore not fill actively.[---]
The fill valve of the tank has been released.[Supply free]
The fill valve starts with filling the tank to max.[Start filling to maximum]
The fill valve starts dosing.[Start dosing]
The fill valve starts filling up.[Start fill up]
The tank blocks the valves that will use the tank. The tank will not be filled up to the 12
Max blocking time (page 772) because drain or return water is expected back.

[Block]

The tank blocks the valves that will use the tank and the fill valve starts filling up.[Block/start fill up]
The tank stops the take-off of the valves that use the tank.[Stop off-take]

Limit↓
The percentage of the water level below which the water state transfers to the previous water level.
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I440.1 Tank installation

1 Fill valve - Capacity - Protection - Number together - Max stock - Margin

Fill valve
Number of the fill valve.

Capacity
Capacity of the fill valve, which is used when the fill valve is protected against too much or too little
water off-take.

Protection
Option to activate the protection of the water off-take of the fill valve.

Number together
Number of valves that is opened together. Only the fill valves with the same number will be opened
together.

Max stock
The adjustable maximum content of the cluster or water circuit. Filling tanks and filling tanks to
maximum in the cluster or water circuit stops if the measured content of the cluster or water circuit
has reached this maximum. The option selected in 7 Stock management (page 770) (I440 Tank strategy
(page 769)) determines whether the maximum stock is the stock in a tank cluster or in a water circuit.

Around the maximum content of the cluster or water circuit there is an adjustable margin.

Margin
The margin or dead band above or below the maximum content of the cluster or water circuit for
switching the fill valve for filling the tank and filling it to its maximum.

2 Alternative destination

Alternative destination
Selection of the alternative destination for the return water the moment this tank indicates the water
state is FULL.

The return water is given the destination OUTLET.[OUTLET]
The return water is diverted to an alternative tank.[TANK]

Alternative destination
Number of the alternative tank that is used for storing the return water the moment the 'normal'
tank shows the water state as FULL.

The alternative tank only opens if the selection for Alternative destination is set to TANK.

If the alternative tank also reaches the FULL water state, the set alternative of the alternative tank
is opened. This alternative may well be a (third) TANK or OUTLET.
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3 Contents/condition

Contents
Indication of the contents of the tank.

The tank is not in use.NOT IN USE
There is drain water in the tank to recycle.RECYCLE DRAIN
There is return water in the tank to recycle.RECYCLE RETURN
There is fresh water in the tank.FRESH WATER
There is well water in the tank.WELL WATER
There is tap water in the tank.TAP WATER
There is rain water in the tank.RAIN WATER
There is osmosis water in the tank.OSMOSIS WATER
There is surface water in the tank.SURFACE WATER
There is ditch water in the tank.DITCH WATER
There is prepared day stock in the tank.DAY STOCK
The tank is not in use.[---]
There is extinguishing water in the tank.EXTINGUISHING WATER
There is brine in the tank.BRINE WATER
There is fresh water in the tank.CONDENSATE WATER
The tank is intended for the storage of wastewater.WASTEWATER

Condition
Indication of the condition of the contents of the tank.

The tank is used to collect water.[STORE]
The tank is used for disinfected water.[DISINFECTED]
The tank is used for untreated water.[UNTREATED]
The tank is used for treated water.[TREATED]
The tank is used to store water.[TANK]
The tank is not in use.[---]

4 Release alarm: Tank empty
Option for alarm or no alarm when tank is empty.

5 Communication with tank status
Two process computers can exchange the status of a tank, enabling the controls on both process
computers to fill or empty the tank.

In the event that there is no communication between the process computers (Communication with
tank status=ALARM), you can disconnect the communication here.

There is no communication alarm.[---]
No communication is possible between the process computers.
Consequences:

ALARM

• alarm 493 Connection broken is triggered;
• in the process computer that is no longer receiving any data, the water level

measurement will be seen as defective;
• in the process computer to which the tank is connected, the tank for filling will

remain blocked if it had already been so before the alarm.

Action:
Use the DISCONN option to disconnect the two process computers.

DISCONN • Disconnect the two process computers;
• In the process computer to which the tank is connected, the tank is no longer

blocked.
• In the process computer that is no longer receiving any data:

Contents changes to: NOT IN USE;
Water state remains: ---
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I440.2 Recipe EC supply tank level
This section describes the tank settings for the EC supply control if there are multiple drain tanks.

-EC SUPPLY LEVELS-

1 Maximum
If the measured level in the drain tank exceeds this set level percentage, the EC supply level is
considered to be MAX.

Once the measured level falls below this set level percentage by more than 5%, the EC supply level
is considered to be HIGH again.

2 High
If the measured level in the drain tank exceeds this set level percentage, the EC supply level is
considered to be HIGH.

3 Low
If the measured level in the drain tank falls below this set level percentage, the EC supply level is
considered to be LOW.

At this level, the desired EC supply level is reduced by the set Decrease EC supply low level
(I403.1).

4 Minimum
If the measured level in the drain tank falls below this set level percentage, the EC supply level is
considered to be MIN.

Once the measured level exceeds this set level percentage by more than 5%, the EC supply level is
considered to be LOW again.

At this level the drain tank is empty. Because at that moment there is no drain water available,
the EC supply control valve is continuously controlled shut.
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I443 Tank return pipe
This section describes the settings of the return main.

H. Valve for return tank 1-3A. Valve
I. Level measurement 0-100%B. Retaining valve (outlet valve or hold valve)
J. 4-level measurementC. Ebb and flow floor 1-3
K. Sieve bendD. Water treatment recipe
L. Waste water pump 1 and 2E. Cleaning pump
M. Waste water pitF. Tank 1-3
N. Drain valveG. Water treatment recipe 1-3

1 On-going time
If a valve is open, this is the time it takes for the return water to reach the waste water pit.

After the opening of a valve, the valve to the return tank does not yet need to be open during this
time. The valve of the return tank, in which the previous water dosage is collected, does however
remain open during this time.

The On-going time is not adhered to if the new recipe has the same return tank.

2 Return time
If no more valves are open, this is the time it takes for the return water to reach the return tank via
the waste water pit.

During this time, valves whose turn it is are blocked. This prevents any mixing of return water with
different water compositions.

The Return time is not adhered to if the new recipe has the same return tank.

3 Cleaning time
Duration time for cleaning the return main.

If Cleaning time is set to 0'00 min'sec, the return main is not cleaned.

The process computer controls an output during the cleaning time, e.g. for controlling an external
pump.

4 Delay time cleaning
Duration time that the cleaning of the return main is postponed.

By postponing the cleaning of the return main there will be less cleaning. During the Delay time
cleaning, the tank valve remains open.

If a recipe with a different return tank is active, the remainder of the return water will flow into that
return tank.

If Delay time cleaning is set to 0'00, cleaning takes place immediately after the return main has been
active.
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5 Number of valves together
The maximum number of valves that is allowed to use this return main simultaneously.

This setting prevents too much water flowing into the return main. This will also prevent problems
with overflowing collecting pits.

-LEVEL-

6 Maximum
If the measured level in the waste water pit exceeds this set level percentage, the level is considered
to be MAX.

Once the measured level is below this set level percentage by more than 5%, the level is considered
to be HIGH again.

7 High
If the measured level in the waste water pit exceeds this set level percentage, the level is considered
to be HIGH.

8 Low
If the measured level in the waste water pit falls below this set level percentage, the level is considered
to be LOW.

9 Minimum
If the measured level in the waste water pit falls below this set level percentage, the level is considered
to be MIN.

Once the measured level exceeds this set level percentage by more than 5%, the level is considered
to be LOW again.

10 Level stop water system
Selection of when the linked water systems should stop.

The linked water systems do not stop when the waste water pit is full.NEVER
When the HIGH level is reached, water dosage is stopped by forcibly setting the linked
water systems to the status WAIT.
A delay applies (dealer setting Alarm delay irrigation suspended if pit full).
If the measured level falls below the HIGH level, the water systems are released
immediately.

HIGH

When the MAX level is reached, water dosage is stopped by forcibly setting the linked
water systems to the status WAIT.
A delay applies (dealer setting Alarm delay irrigation suspended if pit full).
If the measured level falls below the MAX level, the water systems are released
immediately.

MAX

11 Level hold return time
To prevent the mixing of water from different recipes, the control waits for the Return time to give
the water the opportunity to flow back to the return tank. The waiting time counts down until the
set time is over. If the waste water pit is in danger of becoming full, you can use this setting to ensure
that the waiting time is stopped. Valves whose turn it is will still remain closed.

If the waste water pit becomes full, valves whose turn it is are not blocked by valves
whose water has yet to flow back to the return tank.

NEVER

When the HIGH level is reached, the waiting time of the linked valves is stopped.
A delay applies (dealer setting Alarm delay irrigation suspended if pit full).
The return time is started again when the level falls below the HIGH level.

HIGH

When the MAX level is reached, the waiting time of the linked valves is stopped.
A delay applies (dealer setting Alarm delay irrigation suspended if pit full).
The return time is started again when the level falls below the MAX level.

MAX
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12 Level extend stand time
You can use this setting to prevent water from flowing into a full waste water pit.

If the waste water pit becomes full, the stand time of the linked valves of the ebb &
flow floors is not extended.
Select this if it is unacceptable to allow the water to remain on the ebb & flow floors
for a longer period.

NEVER

When the HIGH level is reached, the linked valves of the ebb & flow floors are kept in
the status STAND TIME.
A delay applies (dealer setting Alarm delay irrigation suspended if pit full).
If the measured level falls below the HIGH level, the valves are released immediately.

HIGH

When the MAX level is reached, the linked valves of the ebb & flow floors are kept in
the status STAND TIME.
A delay applies (dealer setting Alarm delay irrigation suspended if pit full).
If the measured level falls below the MAX level, the valves are released immediately.

MAX

13 Max contents/quantity

Maximum contents
The maximum content of the waste water pit.

Maximum quantity
The measured quantity of water in the waste water pit. This quantity is used to determine the capacity
of the disinfectors.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

14 Level
The level in the waste water pit. See Level (page 1032).

15 Status return
Status indication of the return main.

The return main is not being used.REST
The return main is busy (with the new recipe), but it has not yet been switched to
another return tank.

ON-GOING

The return main is busy. The (new) return tank has been selected. Busy irrigating.BUSY
No more water is being dispensed. The water that is still present is flowing to the return
tank.

RETURN

The return main is ready for use by the Delay time cleaning. When the Delay time cleaning
has elapsed, the return main is cleaned if no other valve becomes active.

DELAY CLEANING

The Delay time cleaning has elapsed without any valves starting. The return main is
being cleaned and is not free for use.

CLEANING
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I430.4 Allocate water system to main
This section gives an overview of the way in which the water systems are allocated to a main.

A main forms the water side connection between the water system and the valves
and tanks.

There is the option to adjust this allocation, for example if a main needs to be used by a different
water system because of a fault in the water system (the mains are usually separated from each
other by a manual valve).

The adjustment is also possible if the relevant water systems are at REST.

The available water systems can be freely allocated to the available main. A condition for this is that
a main is allocated to at most one water system.

Please take into account that if a water system is allocated to a different main, the recipes
for that water system are also allocated to the other main. The valves of the new main will
now have to use the recipes of the new water system.

-MAIN <-> WATER SYSTEM-

1 Water system Main
Here you will find which main has been connected to which water system.

The connection must be possible for the installation on the water side.
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I411.4 Allocation valve to main
This section contains an overview of the way in which valves can be allocated to a main. These details
can be edited. This is on condition that both the valve and the wet system are not active.

1
Allocation of valves to a line.

• A valve can only be connected to one main.
• Per main there can only be 1 rinse valve.
• By connecting the valve to a main the valve is also connected to the rinse valve of that

main.
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I403.4 Allocate recipe to tanks
This section gives an overview of the origin and destination of the irrigation water. It is also customise
this allocation to suit your personal preferences. The adjustment is also possible if the water system
is not at REST.

Always check if the allocation made is technically (hydronic) possible.

-COMPOSITION-

Water comes out of fresh water tank

1
Here you can specify what fresh water (vertical) you use when a recipe (horizontal) is demanded.
Fresh water (numbers 1, 2, 3, etc) can be for example: surface water, reservoir water or tap water.

• If no 'fresh water tank' has been allocated to a recipe, the water system can only use
the water from the allocated 'recycle tank' (except if no valves are driven).

• If there is only one fresh water stock, then this option is not available.

Water comes out of recycle tank

2
Here you can specify from which tank (vertical) water is recycled when a recipe (horizontal) is
demanded.

• If no 'recycle tank' has been allocated to a recipe, the water system can only use fresh
water (except if no valves are driven).

• If an EC pre-regulation is present then both the 1 (page 783) allocation and the 2 (page
783) allocation must be created for the recipe.

• If a tank is chosen that cannot be selected automatically, then an error message is
displayed at the start of the irrigation.

Water goes to destination tank

3
Here you can specify the destination of the return water (vertical) if a recipe (horizontal) is demanded,
so in which tank (vertical) the return water is collected.

If no 'destination tank' has been allocated to a recipe, the discharge valve is opened.
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I440.4 Allocate tank to tank cluster
By clustering tanks, the tank control can manage the quantity of water in a cluster. The quantity of
water in a cluster is the sum of:
• the quantity in the source tank;
• the quantity on the floor and in the return line (this is influenced by the quantity that comes

back as drain water, setting of drain percentage for the valves in I411.1);
• the quantity in the target tank.

1 Tank - Water level - Measured tank - Measured cluster - Contents tank

Tank
The number of the tank.

Water level
The measured water level in percentages and the trend of this in the tank.

Measured tank
The current quantity of water in the tank, calculated on the basis of the water level.

Measured cluster
The current quantity of water in the cluster, calculated on the basis of the water levels of the tanks.

Contents tank
The adjustable content of the tank.

-COMMON WATER CIRCUIT-

2 Tank cluster Tank
This is where it is specified which tanks are connected to which tank clusters. If tanks are clusters,
then the maximum quantity of water in a water circuit can be managed. However, it is necessary to
take into account the water that may yet return from, for example, a floor or table.

I445 Discharge water strategy

1 Period

2 Activated

3 Period

4 Start time

If the current period is less than 5 minutes,!! SHORT PERIOD LENGTH !! appears here. This
may also occur through the use of astronomical time shift.

5 Action
Desired action for assigned tank.
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Discharging does not take place.NONE
Start discharging if the level goes above Water level start discharge and stop if the level
goes below Water level stop discharge.

DISCHARGE

The same as for DISCHARGE but the level of the tank determines the order in which
the tanks are discharged

DISCHARGE%

6 Priority
The order in which the tanks are filled or discharged is dependent on the level in the tanks and the
priority. Tanks with a higher priority come first. The filling of tanks has a higher priority than
discharging when the setting is equal.

The determination of the priority for the action DISCHARGE:

HIGHNORMLOW
940

The determination of the priority for the action DISCHARGE%:

HIGHNORMLOWLevel
decreaseincreasedecreaseincreasedecreaseincrease

9944000-15%
10515-25%

105025-35%
116135-45%

116145-55%
127255-65%

127265-75%
138375-85%

138385-95%
95-100%

7 Tank program

8 Tank number
Number of the assigned tank.

9 Contents
Indication of the contents of the tank. This is adjustable in I440.1 Tank installation (page 774).

10 Condition
Indication of the condition of the contents of the tank. This is adjustable in I440.1 Tank installation
(page 774).

11 Recipe
The recipe number that the control must implement for purification of wastewater from this tank.
If you enter 0 here, this tank will not be purified.

Check the following if !! WRONG RECIPE NUMBER !! appears here:
• The recipe must be assigned to the tank.
• The recipe must belong to the water system to which this draining programme is

connected (via the line).
• The water system must be set up to purify water.
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12 Water level start discharge
Water level above which the discharge starts in the periods in which that is released for the tank.

13 Water level stop discharge
Water level below which the discharge is stopped in the periods in which that is released for the
tank. For transition to a period in which discharge is not released, discharge from the tank is stopped.

14 Water state
Water state in the tank. See M440 Overview tank (page 1030).

For water states --- and EMPTY the water is not discharged from the tank.

15 Water level
Percentage of water level of the tank. See also I440 Tank strategy (page 769).

If the measurement is defective, -- defective appears here. The water from the tank is not
then discharged. Discharge from this tank can only start if the measurement has been
corrected and the start condition has been met.

16 Total quantity discharged
Total quantity of water discharged from the tank. This count continues until you set this manually
to 0 or the maximum (10,000 m³) has been reached.

17 External release
External release of the draining programme. The discharge stops immediately if the external release
lapses. The discharge will not start without external release.

18 Connected to water system
The discharge water strategy program is connected to the specified water system via the lines. The
selected recipes must match this and belong to this water system.

It is also possible that the discharge water strategy program is not connected to a water system via
a line. In that case, the discharge water strategy program can be activated in order to discharge
water from the connected wastewater tanks. This does not require a recipe selection.

18-- flow capacity/protection
It is possible to purify the water externally. In that case, no UV system is present in the water system
connected via the line. The discharge water strategy program can discharge this water from the
connected wastewater tanks. You can enter the capacity and protection for this.

flow capacity
The capacity of the valve. With this capacity, the control checks that not too much or too little is being
discharged.

protection
Option to activate the protection of the discharge valve.

19 Status
The status of the fill valve.
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The draining programme is at rest. The draining programme does not request any
capacity with the connected water system.

REST

The draining programme is waiting until the correct recipe has been selected.RECIPE
The draining programme is ready to be actively used. Programme is waiting until start
purification is ready.

START

The wastewater is actively discharged. The discharge valve is actively being used by the
connected water system.

OPERATION

20 Discharging tank
The draining programme now discharges water from this tank.

21 Measured flow
The measured flow of the discharged wastewater.

22 Total quantity discharged
Total quantity of water discharged by the draining programme. This count continues until you set
this manually to 0 or the maximum (10,000 m³) has been reached.

23 Operating hours
Number of operating hours of the draining programme. This count continues until you set this
manually to 0 or the maximum (59000) has been reached.

I445.4 CIRCUIT/TANK TO DISCHARGE WATER
Allocation of a tank to a discharge water source program. The order program shows the maximum
number of sources per discharge program.
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I453.4 ALLOCATION/DISINFECTORS

-RETURN MAIN <-> DISINFECTORS-

1
Here you will find which return main has been connected to which water system. The content of the
return main and the accompanying waste water pit is used to determine the quantity of water to
be disinfected and also the number of disinfectors.

-RECYCLE TANK <-> DISINFECTORS-

2
Here you will find which recycle tank is connected to which water system. The content of the recycle
tank is used to determine the quantity of water to be disinfected and also the number of disinfectors.

UV system

I450 UV system settings

1 Connected to water system
The water system for purifying wastewater is connected to the specified water system for disinfection
with hybrid UV chamber.

2 UV system

3 Release UV system
Release or no release of the UV system.

4 Start up and post-run flow

Startup flow
The desired flow through the UV system during the startup of the UV system. At startup, you can
set a low flow so that the consumption of acid and the water retake will be minimal.

If the flow during startup is significantly lower than the flow in the production phase, this
may influence the T10 determination, depending on the water composition.

Post-run flow
The desired flow through the UV system during the shutting down of the UV system. Make sure that
the flow is sufficient for the cooling of the UV chamber.

5 Ignore lamp defective for 1 day
Ignore for one day the defective lamp alarm when starting the disinfector. This concerns a lamp that
is in series, but not lamp 1.

Ignoring means that the flow is recalculated, and the flow becomes smaller.

If necessary, adjust the desired dosage so that the calculated flow remains above the
minimum flow.
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This option is only available if the following conditions are met:
• For the Vialux M-Line types PUV_T_2, PUV_T_4, PUV_T_6 and PUV_T_8.

The Vialux M-Line will then start working as, respectively: PUV_S_1, PUV_S_2, PUV_S_3 or PUV_S_4.
• Only 1 of the 2 lamps in series is defective.
• The lamp with the UV sensor is not defective.

If necessary, swap lamp 1 with the oldest of the other lamps.

This setting will be automatically set to NO after 24 hours and then not until between 8 and
9 in the morning. Even if the defect has been resolved and all lamps are on, this setting will
be automatically set to NO.

-UV TREATMENT DISINFECT-

6 UV treatment

7 Calc maximum flow
In the production phase, the minimum exposure time must be guaranteed to ensure effective
disinfection. The limits for minimum exposure time for the various types of UV chamber are fixed
in the software and cannot be changed.

The minimum exposure time is calculated for the type (volume) of UV chamber present. The maximum
flow is calculated from this minimum exposure time. Above this flow, alarm 805 Water flow too high
is triggered and the UV treatment stops.

8 Calc minimum flow
In the production phase, the turbulence must be guaranteed to ensure effective disinfection. The
limits for turbulence for the various types of UV chamber are fixed in the software and cannot be
changed.

On account of the requirement for turbulent flow, a minimum flow is calculated for the type of UV
chamber present, taking into account the set minimum flow during disinfection and the minimum
pump capacity. Below this flow, alarm 804 Water flow too low is triggered and the UV treatment stops.

9 Minimum flow
The UV system has a minimum flow whereby disinfection is guaranteed; this is stated in Vialux
software settings (page 1211) for the various Vialux types. Here you can increase the Minimum flow if
you find it too low.

Below this flow, alarm 804 Water flow too low is triggered and disinfection stops.

Depending on the type of UV chamber present and the pump capacity, limits are calculated for the
control and the monitoring. If you set the minimum flow higher, the control limits and alarm limits
for monitoring will also be adjusted.

10 Margin to release production
The minimum UV dosage required above the desired UV dosage from I403 Recipe settings (page
692), which must be measured by the UV sensor in order to proceed from the start phase to the
production phase. The recommended margin for total disinfection is 30 mJ/cm2.

11 Margin to UV dosage alarm
Thanks to this margin, the control issues an alarm before the UV dosage falls below the desired
dosage.

If the measured UV dosage falls below the desired dosage + Margin to UV dosage alarm
• alarm 836 UV dosage too low is triggered
• outlet valve V5 goes to the position for retake
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If the measured UV dosage stays too low for a specific period of time (Alarm delay at UV dosage,
dealer setting)
• alarm 807 UV dosage too low is triggered
• the disinfection will stop

For instance

Desired dosage = 100

Margin to UV dosage alarm = 20

Measured dosage = 121 => no alarm

Measured dosage = 119 => alarm

12 T10 limit fresh water
The lower limit for the measured transmission (T10) of the drain water. Fresh water is added below
this level. The mixing ratio of fresh water to drain water is set with the membrane valve.

If this setting is set to 100 %, fresh water will be added all the time.

-UV TREATMENT PURIFY-

13 UV treatment

14 Translucency alarm limit
Translucency of water below which the UV treatment alarm is triggered. The translucency indicates
the level of the measured UV-C intensity in respect of the measured UV-C intensity of a cleaned tube.

-CLEANING-
The quartz tube with UV lamp is becoming less transparent due to the growth of algae. A contaminated
tube reduces the effectiveness of UV irradiation.

The control starts cleaning the quartz tube:
• During disinfection: based on the specific UV dosage and/or based on the measured translucency.
• During purification: based on the measured translucency.

15 UV system
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16 Cleaning interval maximum
The maximum time interval between two wiper movements of the wipers (Vialux HD-UV) or cleaning
(Priva UV M line).

Cleaning starts if:
• the specified UV dosage or translucency falls below the calculated dosage plus the set

Margin UV dosage min cleaning interval AND Cleaning interval minimum has elapsed;
• Cleaning interval maximum has elapsed.

17 Cleaning interval minimum
The minimum time interval between two wiper movements of the wiper (Vialux HD-UV) or cleaning
(Priva UV M line).

18 Margin UV dosage min cleaning interval
If the determined UV dosage falls below the desired dosage plus this margin: the clean interval
becomes Clean interval minimum.

If the determined UV dosage falls above the desired dosage plus this margin: the clean interval
becomes Clean interval maximum.

19 Translucency min cleaning interval
If the measured translucency falls below this percentage (the tube has been contaminated): the
clean interval becomes Clean interval minimum.

If the measured translucency falls above this percentage (the tube is clean): the clean interval becomes
Clean interval maximum.

20 Flow factor during cleaning
You can use this factor to reduce the flow during cleaning. The flow during cleaning is equal to a
percentage of the calculated flow at the start of cleaning. The flow cannot be lower than the calculated
minimum flow.

With a higher flow during cleaning, the quantity of disinfected water will be higher, but the quantity
of acid used will also be higher.

With a lower flow during cleaning, the effectiveness of the acid will be higher. The longer exposure
time in the UV chamber increases the effect of the UV radiation. The consumption of acid is lower
and the quartz tube will be cleaner. A cleaner quartz pipe indirectly increases the capacity of the
disinfector.

21 Repeat T10 meas. during production

The UV system can go to the start-up phase during the production phase. In the start-up
phase, the system is cleaned and then a T10 measurement is carried out. Switching
from production phase to start-up phase can take place if -- min repeat time T10
measurement and Cleaning interval minimum have elapsed.
Use this option if the composition of the water changes considerably during disinfection.
Determining the T10 value again may enable the control to partly recover the loss of
capacity.

YES

The system is cleaned during the production phase.
The cleaning can take place if Cleaning interval minimum has elapsed.

NO

21 -- min repeat time T10 measurement
Repeat the start-up phase including T10 measurement during the production phase as soon as this
time has elapsed.
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-ACID RINSE-

22 UV system

23 Manual start acid rinsing
Function to start the acid rinse manually. The manual start of the acid rinse is carried out when the
UV system reaches the REST status or is at REST.

If the UV system has a status other than REST, the status is not interrupted in order to carry
out the manual start of the acid rinse.

24 Margin UV dosage acid rinsing
The minimum difference between the calculated and the measured dosage above which acid rinsing
starts.

The UV treatment is interrupted for acid rinsing.

25 Translucency acid rinsing
As soon as the translucency falls below this percentage, acid rinsing is begun.

The translucency indicates the level of the measured UV-C intensity in respect of the measured UV-C
intensity of a cleaned tube.

SituationExample
Clean, efficient and effective100%
Lamp contaminated, effect decreases80%
Effect halved due to contamination50%

I453 Disinfector capacity

1 Period
Adjustable period for the determination of the capacity of the disinfector, based on time settings.

2 Activated
Indication that the period of the determination of the capacity of the disinfector is active.

3 Period
Choice whether the determination of the capacity of the disinfector is included in the 24 hour division.

4 Start time
Start time of the period of the determination of the capacity of the disinfector.
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5 Duration for disinfecting the quantity
Time in which the Quantity to be disinfected of water must be disinfected. The time and the Quantity
to be disinfected of water determine the disinfecting capacity and with it the number of disinfectors
that will switch on.

6 Maximum number of disinfectors
The maximum number of disinfectors that will be used simultaneously.

7 Minimum number of disinfectors
The minimum number of disinfectors that will be used simultaneously.

8 Delay time disinfector on
The time the disinfector is waiting before switching on.

9 Delay time disinfector off
The time the disinfector is waiting before switching off.

10 Delay time disinfector on/off

Delay time disinfector on
Indication of the specified time the disinfector is waiting before switching on.

Delay time disinfector off
Indication of the specified time the disinfector is waiting before switching off.

11 Duration to disinfector on/off

Duration until disinfector on
The time the disinfector is waiting before switching on.

Waiting can be interrupted by setting the duration at 0:00 hours:min.

Duration until disinfector off
The time the disinfector is waiting before switching off.

Waiting can be interrupted by setting the duration at 0:00 hours:min.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

12 Quantity to be disinfected
The quantity of water to be disinfected, which is determined by the Quantity (page 772) (I440 Tank
strategy (page 769)) in the recycle tank, the quantity in the Wastewater pit (page 1033) (M440 Overview
tank (page 1030)), the quantity in the Valve (page 1032) (M440 Overview tank (page 1030)) and the quantity
in the return pipe. The setting Quantity to be disinfected is used for calculating the capacity of the
disinfectors.

-DISINFECTION CAPACITY-

13 Capacity - Number
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14 Desired

Desired capacity
The desired capacity of the disinfectors. A disinfector is switched on if the full capacity of the
disinfector is required and is switched off if the capacity of the disinfector is no longer required at
all.

Quantity desired
The desired quantity of disinfectors to achieve the desired capacity.

15 Actual

Actual capacity
The actual capacity of the disinfectors.

Actual number
The actual number of disinfectors

16 Total

Total capacity
The total capacity of the disinfectors in the water system.

Total number
The total number of disinfectors in the water system.

-UV TREATMENT STATUS-

17 UV treatment - Status - Lamp status - Time - Operating hours

UV treatment

Status
The status of the disinfector. See M450 Overview UV treatment (page 1034)

Lamp status
The status of the lamp.

Time
The time of the last change in the status of the disinfector.

Operating hours
The operation hours of the lamp that is used to switch the disinfector on and off. The aim is to have
the same number of operation hours.

Piping
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I404 Flush strategy
This section allows you to specify per period of the irrigation whether or not flushing is allowed to
take place and the interval to be used for flushing.

-FLUSH STRATEGY-

1 Period
Display of the period of the start program for the irrigation. This is also used for rinsing. The period
is based on the settings in I400 Start strategy (page 646).

2 Activated
Indication whether the period of the start program for the irrigation is active.

2 Period shift no.line
Indication of the period shift program number and the line number. This shows you in which period
a period shift can take place. As soon as the period shift takes effect, the time adjustment is visible
on an extra line. Any change to the original period will only take effect after the period shift has
ended or after the undoing of the period shift (I107.1). See Period shift program (page 34).

3 Start time

3 Shifted start time
The start time determined by the Period shift program (page 34). This time is valid instead of the
default Start time.

4 Release flushing
Option whether to release flushing the drip hoses. Flushing the drip hoses is released per valve (I414
Flush settings (page 796)).

5 Interval flushing
Selection of the interval to be used for flushing the drip hoses.

• In order for a valve to participate in flushing, the time set for the valve concerned in
Flush after (I414) must have elapsed.

• The flushing only takes place in the periods released in Release flushing.

For the intervals EVERY 2 DAYS - EVERY 6 DAYS, the time you set does not matter. The control
itself determines on which day treatment will start and then the interval follows from this.

-FLUSH INTERVAL-

6 Fixed start release/time/interval
With these settings you can flush the drip hoses of all connected valves at a fixed time with a fixed
interval.

Fixed start release
Do or do not flush out at a fixed time.

Fixed start time
Fixed time at which flushing out should start.
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Fixed start interval
How often flushing out should start.

For the intervals EVERY 2 DAYS - EVERY 6 DAYS, the time you set does not matter. The control
itself determines on which day treatment will start and then the interval follows from this.

I414 Flush settings
A flush valve is located at the end of the drip hose of a valve section. During flushing, the control
opens both the valve and the flush valve at the end of the drip hose. The water then flows through
the drip hose at high speed without counter-pressure, thus cleaning the drip hose.

In this section you specify the conditions for the flushing of the drip hoses. Based on this, it is
determined whether a valve can and should be rinsed. When the valve is rinsed depends on the
settings in I404 Flush strategy (page 795) or I500.1 Substrate start influences (page 815).

1 VL - Status - Start - Flush after - Rinse duration - Recipe - Capacity - Protection - Number together
- Release

VL
The number of the valve.

Status
See Status in I412 Valve start, stop and reset (page 672).

Start
Option to start the washing out of the valve manually.

Flush after
Irrigation time for the valve that is to elapse, after which a flushing of the drip hose will take place.

Depending on the strategy, various settings determine whether the flushing of a drip hose actually
takes place.

For valves in Start strategy (I400), flushing takes place if the following conditions are met:
• the flushing of the drip hose has been released (Release column in I414);
• the flushing has been released in the start program (Release flushing in I404);
• the set time Flush after has elapsed after irrigation;

or
• the set time Flush after is 0:00 and flushing has been released in the relevant period: immediately

after the period transition;Release flushing in I404) has been released;
or

• the set time Flush after is 0:00 and flushing has not been released in the relevant period: at the
set time Fixed start (I404).

For valves in Substrate start strategy (I500), flushing takes place if the following conditions are met:
• the flushing of the drip hose has been released (Release column in I414);
• a fixed start has been set for the flushing (Fixed start release/time/interval in I500.1).

Rinse duration
The duration of the flushing of the drip hose.

Recipe
Number of the desired water treatment recipe for washing out the valve.

Capacity
The capacity of the valve during the washing out.
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The capacity is used for:
• the protection of the water flow of the valve. If there is a deviation between the measured flow

and the calculated flow then a flow alarm will follow, if Protection is set to YES and in the water
system the Flow monitoring (page 723) (I430.1 Water system settings (page 722)) is also set to YES;

• the flow dependent dosage if there is no protection for flow.

Protection
Option to use the water flow protection when the valve is being washed out.

Number together
The number of valves that are allowed be set to open together when washing out the valves. Only
valves with the same amount (number) will be opened together.

Release
Option whether the valve has been released for automatic wash out of the valve.

I415 Rinse valve settings
A rinse valve becomes active if:
• the valves request a recipe that is in a different rinse group to the group containing the recipe

that is currently in the main;
• the time between two valve starts is longer than the re-rinse time.

The rinse valve number is equal to the 'main number'. If, for example, main 1 does not have
a rinse valve and main 2 does, then rinse valve 1 will not be present and rinse valve 2 will.

In I403 you select which rinse group is used in which recipe.

1 Rinse quantity/time

1 Rinse quantity
Quantity of water that is rinsed when the rinse valve becomes active.

1 Rinse time
The period of time that the rinse valves remains open when the rinse valve becomes active.

If a rinse takes place based on a quantity and the protection on the rinse valve is set to NO
(refer to I415.1 Rinse valve installation (page 799)) then a rinse time must also always be
entered in addition to a rinse quantity. If this is not done the rinse valve will not be started
and the message 721 No duration time irrigation is triggered.

• If the rinse quantity and the rinse time have been entered, the rinse valve is closed as
soon as the set quantity or the set time has been reached.

• If the quantity and the time are set at 0.0 litres and 0'00 min'sec then the rinse valve will
not be opened.

2 Re-rinse time
Minimum duration that must have elapsed between two starts before the rinse valve is opened
without a recipe switch.

The rinse valve is opened at the start of a valve when the set re-rinse time has elapsed since the last
valve start. Even if no other recipe is requested than the recipe that is in the (main) pipe(s).
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3 Start rinse
Select YES if you want to start rinsing the main. Once rinsing has started NO will be displayed here
again.

If you select YES
• the rinse valve is opened immediately;
• an active valve of the irrigation or a back-wash is interrupted;
• the main is rinsed with the active recipe. Where there are a number of rinse valves this takes

place in a specific sequence. If necessary, several rinse valves can be opened simultaneously.

4 Continue rinse
Select YES is you want to continue rinsing the main after an error. Once rinsing has restarted NO will
be displayed here again.

The use protection can detect if a rinse valve takes off too much or too little water and stops
the rinse valve. In this case first try to discover the cause before selecting YES here to continue
rinsing.

5 Stop rinse
Select YES is you want to abort rinsing the main. Once rinsing has been aborted NO will be displayed
here again.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

6 Status/rinse group

6 Status
Status indication of the rinse valve.

The rinse valve is at rest.REST
The rinse valve has been selected to start. Other (rinse) valves may be busy or the return
main is busy.

START

The rinse valve is open. The mains are rinsed.RINSE
Consumption monitoring has detected there is too much or too little water off-take by
the rinse valve.

ERROR

6 Rinse group
Indication of the rinse group to which the water which is now in the main belongs.

7 Rinsed quantity/time

7 Rinsed quantity
Registered quantity of rinsed water since the start.

7 Rinsed time
Registered rinse time since the start.

8 Water flow
The flow during rinsing, but also the flow during watering.
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I415.1 Rinse valve installation

1 Main - Sequence - Close time - Rinse - Capacity - Protection

Main

Sequence
The sequence of processing the mains that have started, whereby the lowest number is processed
first. For mains with the same sequence, the control software rotates the sequence of the mains if
there are multiple starts with (irrigation) valves or rinse valves on that main.

Close time
Time that the valve needs in order to close.

Close time is positive: the rinse valve needs a close time to be able to close. During the set close time,
no subsequent rinse valves will open. This means that there is still sufficient water pressure during
the closing of the rinse valve, making it more certain that the rinse valve will actually close.

Close time is negative: the rinse valve closes even without additional water pressure. The rinse valve
does not close until the next rinse valve is already open. As a result, there is less fluctuation in the
water pressure. This prevents water hammer in the pipe.

Rinse

Rinse if the content of the main or the water system changes.MAIN SYSTEM
Rinse only if the content of the main changes.SUB MAIN

Capacity
Capacity of the rinse valve.

The capacity of the rinse valve is used for:
• the protection of the water flow of the rinse valve. If there is a deviation between the measured

flow and the calculated flow, an alarm will be triggered if Protection is set to YES and in the water
system the Flow monitoring (page 723) (I430.1 Water system settings (page 722)) is also set to YES;

• the flow dependent dosage if there is no protection for flow.

Protection

If there is a deviation between the measured flow and the calculated flow, alarm 700
Water off-take too high or alarm 701 Water off-take too low will be triggered.
NB: this selection is possible if the rinse valve has been fitted after the litre counter.

YES

If there is a deviation between the measured flow and the calculated flow, no alarm
will be triggered.
NB: set the rinse quantity and the rinse time in I415, otherwise the rinse valve will not
open and alarm 721 No duration time irrigation will be triggered.

NO

Substrate

I500 Substrate start strategy
See also Substrate start program (page 133).
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1 Method/start/manual

Method
Select a method for starting the irrigation:

Configuration/commentsDisplay of settingsStart of irrigationMethod
The irrigation will not be
started. Manual starting of
the valves is only possible via
I412.

OFF

To choose this method, you
must configure the start
program on the basis of a
moisture measurement with
a weighing scale (I500.4).
A combination with the start
conditions of the BASIC
method is also possible.

millilitres per unit or
kilograms per weighing scale

Based on the dry-out of the
pot or slab, whereby the
dry-out is derived from the
measured weight.

IRR WEIGHING SCALE

To choose this method, you
must configure the start
program on the basis of a
moisture level measurement
(I500.4).
A combination with the start
conditions of the BASIC
method is also possible.

moisture level percentagesBased on a low moisture
level of the soil or substrate.

IRR MOISTURE MEAS.

To choose this method, you
must configure the start
program on the basis of a
moisture measurement with
a weighing scale (I500.4).
A combination with the start
conditions of the BASIC
method is also possible.

millilitres per unit or
kilograms per weighing scale

Based on the dry-out of the
pot or slab, whereby the
dry-out is derived from the
measured weight.
This method differs from the
IRR WEIGHING SCALE
method in the way in which
the desired dry-out / desired
weight is determined. This
takes place in steps; after the
rinsing, the desired dry-out
is increased by one step until
the dry-out at the end of the
night is achieved.

WEIGHING SCALE STEP

Based on:BASIC
• The elapsed rest time

between two irrigation
cycles.

• The maximum radiation
sum between two
irrigation cycles.

• A maximum of three
own conditions to be
selected by the user.

• A combination of the
above conditions.

Start

The irrigation period start automatically if the selected start conditions are in effect.AUTOMATIC
There will be no more automatic starts. The running start commands will continue.

Use the Stop current irrigation cycle setting to stop the irrigation cycle immediately.

WAIT
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Manual

 NO
The irrigation cycle starts immediately, without taking the elapsed rest time into account
and independently of the other start conditions. After this start, this setting is reset to
NO.

YES

1 Stop current irrigation cycle

An irrigation cycle has been activated by the start program.NO
Stop the irrigation cycle that has been activated by the start program or is now ready
to be performed. After the irrigation cycle has stopped, this value will expire.

YES

In the event of a leak, you can temporarily stop a valve in I412.

2 Drain method
Selection of the method of draining.

Today no draining is desired, the irrigation settings in the day periods are valid (Quantity
per unit and Time).

NONE

For irrigation until the measured drain quantity is equal to the Desired rinse out drain
quantity (I500.1), divided over a number of irrigation cycles. This method is intended
for flushing accumulated salts out of the substrate.

RINSE OUT

Draining starts during the (day) period in which draining has been released (Release
drain).
The irrigation settings in the DRAIN column are valid (Quantity per unit and Time).
This RINSE OUT is performed once; after midnight Drain method automatically returns
to the previous selection.

A = Moisture level
B = Calculated starting weight
C = Saturation weight
D = Dry-out limit during the day
E = Dry-out limit end night
F = Safety level maximum dry-out
G = Drain
H = Measured drain quantity
I = Desired drain quantity for RINSE OUT
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For irrigation until the measured drain quantity is equal to the Desired evenness drain
quantity (I500.1), divided over a number of irrigation cycles. Not all plants transpire the
same quantity of water, and this method is intended to saturate the substrate with
irrigation water with the minimum drain quantity, so that the moisture level is the same
everywhere.

EVENNESS

Draining starts during the (day) period in which draining has been released (Release
drain).
The irrigation settings in the DRAIN column are valid (Quantity per unit and Time).

A = Moisture level
B = Calculated starting weight
C = Saturation weight
D = Dry-out limit during the day
E = Dry-out limit end night
F = Safety level maximum dry-out
G = Drain
H = Measured drain quantity
I = Desired drain quantity for EVENNESS
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The control ensures that at the end of the day the 24-hour drain percentage has the
desired value. This method is intended for the draining of slabs, for instance.

24-HOUR DRAIN

The 24-hour drain percentage is the drain quantity divided by the total specified quantity,
over a 24-hour period. The 24-hour time (time at which the cumulative values are reset)
is adjustable via the period settings (I7.1).
 
For example: the desired drain percentage is 20% (line I in the figure below). This means
that the control performs irrigation cycles until the measured drain percentage (line H
in the figure below) has reached the desired value.
 
How does the correction work?
To achieve the desired 24-hour drain percentage at the end of the 24-hour period, the
control carries out the following corrections:
• to increase the drain quantity: start closer to the saturation weight;
• to decrease the drain quantity: start with a larger difference between the starting

weight and the saturation weight.

 
Draining starts during the (day) period in which draining has been released (Release
drain).
The irrigation settings in the DRAIN column are valid (Quantity per unit and Time).
Make sure that Method determination saturation weight has been set to AUTOMATIC.

A = Moisture level
B = Calculated starting weight
C = Saturation weight
D = Dry-out limit during the day
E = Dry-out limit end night
F = Safety level maximum dry-out
G = Drain
H = Measured 24-hour drain percentage
I = Desired 24-hour drain percentage

3 Incr moist. level to saturation weight

The calculated dry-out is only increased in steps until Dry-out limit end night has been
reached.
You can use this selection temporarily, for instance, if the water capacity of your water
system is not sufficient to bring the moisture level up to the saturation level in all
compartments.

OFF

At the start of the first day period, the desired dry-out is increased in steps to the
saturation level, after which a drain rinse out takes place. If the condition applies that
there was sufficient dry-out of the substrate in the preceding periods: End night dry-out
limit achieved = YES. (I500.1).

AUTOMATIC

Every day at the start of the first day period, the desired dry-out is increased in steps
to the saturation level, after which a drain rinse out takes place.

DAILY
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-PERIOD SETTINGS-

4 Period
Adjustable period for the start program based on time settings. In I500.4 you can set how many
periods are visible.

4 Period
Selection of the period participating in the day division of the start program.

The periods that have been released by Nr of periods (I500.4), apart from the last period.DAY
Period 6 is always the night period.NIGHT

The settings in this column apply during:DRAIN
• Drain method=RINSE OUT
• Drain method=EVENNESS

5 Start time
Starting time of the period of the start program.

6 Activated
Indication of the active period of the start program for the irrigation.

6 -IRRIGATION CYCLE-

7 Quantity per unit
The number of millilitres per unit for an irrigation cycle.

Set this value to zero if no maximum quantity is desired.

The message !!QUANTITY MUST BE HIGHER THAN ZERO!! appears when Drain method=24-HOUR
DRAIN, the 24-hour drain has been released for a certain period and no quantity has been
specified for that period.

7 Time
The maximum time that a valve is opened during an irrigation cycle.

If Quantity per unit is zero, you must set this time.

If Quantity per unit has been set, then this is an additional protection that prevents the valve from
being open for too long in the event of problems with the flow meter.

Do not set this time too low, to prevent the desired quantity from being reached. Check the capacity
in I411.1.

8 Recipe
Number of the desired water treatment recipe (see I403).

The selected recipe must relate to one of the recipe numbers of the connected water systems.
To verify this, you must check the link between the start program number and the water
system:
• Check which valves have been linked to the relevant start program (-VALVE <-> SUBSTRATE

START STRATEGY- see I500.4)
• Check which number of the valves has been linked to the number of the main line and

check the number of the main line (see I411.4).
• Check whether the relevant main line has been connected to a water system and check

the number of the water system (see I430.4).
• Check the Recipe for water system/rinse group in all I403 settings.
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9 Minimum rest time
Rest time that must have elapsed after an irrigation cycle before a new irrigation cycle can be started.

If valves are linked to the start program, the start program will adopt the longest calculated
rest time of these valves that are not in the STOP or HOLD status.

10 Release drain

Draining (irrigation until sufficient return water is detected) has been blocked for this
period.

NO

Draining (irrigation until sufficient return water is detected) will be started at the moment
that the desired moisture level for the relevant day has been reached.
Every time that the Minimum rest time of the DRAIN period has expired, the control
starts irrigating. Irrigation is repeated until the drain quantity (I500.1) or the desired
number of irrigation cycles has been reached.

YES

11 -IRRIGATION CONDITIONS-

11 Rest time
When this time has elapsed since the previous irrigation cycle, the start condition for the rest time
will take effect.

If this setting is set to zero, this start condition will be disabled for the current period.

• If this rest time in I500.4 applies as the only start condition for a particular period, this
rest time will operate as a maximum rest time.

• If this rest time is to apply simultaneously with other start conditions for activating an
irrigation start within a particular period, then this rest time will operate as a minimum
rest time.

• You must always set this rest time higher than the specified Minimum rest time to prevent
alarm 922 from being triggered (see I500.2)

• With the IRR WEIGHING SCALE method, the start condition Rest time is not activated if
the END OF DAY is active.

12 Radiation sum start
When the measured Radiation sum after last irr. cycle reaches this value, the start condition for the
maximum radiation sum takes effect.

If this setting is set to zero, this start condition will be disabled for the current period.

12 Extra influence : adj. radiation sum
You can use the setting table to specify the size of the desired radiation sum adjustment by means
of an Extra influence. In Priva Office Direct, you can use to open the setting table for this. In the
setting table window, you can specify for various values of the Extra influence the extent to which
the radiation sum should be increased or decreased.

13 up to and including 20
For IRR WEIGHING SCALE, see Irrigation cycle IRR WEIGHING SCALE (KILOGRAM) (page 807)

For IRR MOISTURE MEAS., see Irrigation cycle IRR MOISTURE MEAS. (page 813)

21 Start condition 1 - Start condition 3
To start an irrigation cycle, you can use the settings table to indicate at what external value the start
condition will take effect.
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In Priva Office Direct, you can configure which external value is used.

Example

If the external value has been set to Measured RH, the start condition will take effect when
Measured RH is lower than or equal to 80%.

Start condition 1Measured RH
10
180
090
095

22 Min number of start conditions
The number of start conditions that must be in effect to start a new irrigation cycle. An exception is
made for rinse out, manual start and safety start.

You can only change this setting if there are more than 1 start conditions.

23 Des/actual number of active conditions

Desired number of conditions
The minimum number of conditions that must be in effect to start a new irrigation cycle.

Actual number of conditions
Number of start conditions which are valid on this moment.

Method:
BASIC

Method:
IRR MOISTURE MEAS.

Method:
IRR WEIGHING SCALE

Possible start conditions

YESDry-out limit during the day/Dry-out limit end
night

YESMoisture limit
YESYESYESRest time
YESYESYESRadiation sum start
YESYESYESStart condition 1 -
YESYESYESStart condition 2
YESYESYESStart condition 3

No other start conditions are necessary for MANUAL, RINSE OUT and SAFETY START.

23 up to and including 29
For IRR WEIGHING SCALE, see 24 Safety level maximum dry-out (page 811)

30 up to and including 31
For IRR MOISTURE MEAS., see 30 Des end/des act./meas. moisture (page 814)
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32 Period/status

Period

Day period is activeDAY
Night period is activeNIGHT
The settings in the DRAIN column apply.DRAIN

Status

The method of the substrate start program is OFF.OFF
The irrigation start has been activated manually.MANUAL

The start program is temporarily unable to perform starts. Possible causes:WAIT
• The start program has been manually set to WAIT.
• The start program has entered the WAIT status as a result of a change in the

number of periods (alarm 931).
• The start program has entered the WAIT status as a result of a measurement

(weight or moisture) outside the limits (alarm 931).

No valid measurement (weight of moisture) is available. Consult the graphic in I500.4.NOT AVAILABLE
Insufficient transpiration has been measured to start the irrigation.WAIT FOR TRANSPIR.
The irrigation has been started on the basis of a low dry-out. This dry-out percentage
has been increased in steps until the desired level for the current period has been
reached. The size of the steps depends on the settings. Moisture increase rate

RAMPING

The current period has been released. If the measured dry-out is higher than the desired
dry-out, an irrigation cycle will be started.

PERIOD RELEASE

The draining has been released and additional irrigation is activated until the desired
drain quantity (I500.1) has been reached, the maximum duration time has elapsed or
the end time has been reached.

FLUSHING RELEASED

The irrigation has stopped because the night period is active.IRRIGATION STOPPED
The irrigation has started based on the dry-out of the pot during the night.MIN START
The day period is active, but the automatic irrigation starts have stopped in order to
achieve the desired dry-out in the morning.

END OF DAY

The irrigation cycle is started without start conditions on the basis of a high dry-out
(the measured dry-out is higher than the Safety level maximum dry-out setting).

SAFETY START

Irrigation cycle IRR WEIGHING SCALE (KILOGRAM)
The figure below shows an explanation of the settings for the IRR WEIGHING SCALE method with
Unit dry-out=KILOGRAM (I500.4).
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Irrigation cycle IRR WEIGHING SCALE (KILOGRAM)
A = Measured weight
B = Desired weight
C = Start of the first day period: wait for transpiration
D = Minimum transpiration
E = Measured transpiration
F = Start release of irrigation for first day period
G = Moisture increase rate
H = Rinse out/drain
I = Time of end of the irrigation starts
J = Dry-out limit during the day
K = Saturation weight used
L = Desired weight at the end of the night period (Dry-out limit end night)
M = Safety level maximum dry-out

When the first day period has started (C), the desired weight (B) is kept equal to the measured weight
(A). The control waits to start until the measured transpiration (E) is higher than the set Minimum
transpiration (D). As soon as the measured transpiration is higher than the set Minimum transpiration
(time F), an irrigation cycle is started.

From time (F) onwards, the desired weight is slowly increased (Moisture increase rate (G)) up to the
desired weight (B) of that period. After an irrigation cycle, the measured weight (A) decreases,
depending on the transpiration, and the irrigation cycles follow each other with an interval.

If draining has been released, the desired weight is temporarily kept equal to the saturation weight
used (increase H). From the moment that a minimum drain quantity is measured for the first time,
the new saturation weight used (J) has been found and from that moment onwards a number of
irrigation cycles are triggered, independently of the measured weight (A), with a fixed minimum rest
time between each irrigation cycle. Irrigation cycles for draining will continue to take place until the
specified Desired dry-out drain quantity (I500.1) or Desired evenness drain quantity (I500.1) has been
achieved. The selected Drain method (I500) determines which drain quantity must be measured in
total.

After draining, a subsequent irrigation cycle can only be activated if the measured weight (A) has
been reduced by transpiration to such an extent that it is lower than the desired weight (B). The
control determines the desired weight based on the saturation weight used (K) and the desired
dry-out (J) specified by you. Dry-out limit end night (L) must be reached at the end of the night period.
To achieve this, the control continuously determines, based on the current transpiration, if an
irrigation cycle may not be started (Time of end of the irrigation starts (I)). If a larger transpiration is
measured at a later time, an irrigation cycle can still be allowed.
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During the entire 24-hour period, the Safety level maximum dry-out (M) ensures that an irrigation
cycle starts if the slab or pot threatens to dry out.

Irrigation cycle IRR WEIGHING SCALE (MILLILITER)
The figure below shows an explanation of the settings for the IRR WEIGHING SCALE method with
Unit dry-out=MILLILITER (I500.4).

Irrigation cycle IRR WEIGHING SCALE (MILLILITER)
A = Measured dry-out
B = Desired dry-out
C = Start of the first day period: wait for transpiration
D = Minimum transpiration
E = Measured transpiration
F = Start release of irrigation for first day period
G = Moisture increase rate
H = Rinse out/drain
I = Time of end of the irrigation starts
J = Dry-out limit during the day
K = N/A
L = Dry-out limit end night
M = Safety level maximum dry-out

When the first day period has started (C), the desired dry-out (B) is kept equal to the measured
dry-out (A). The control waits to start until the measured transpiration (E) is higher than the set
Minimum transpiration (D). As soon as the measured transpiration is higher than the set Minimum
transpiration (time F), an irrigation cycle is started.

From time (F) onwards, the desired dry-out is slowly decreased (Moisture increase rate (G)) down to
the desired dry-out (B) of that period. After an irrigation cycle, the dry-out (A) increases, depending
on the transpiration, and the irrigation cycles follow each other with an interval.

If draining has been released, the desired dry-out is temporarily kept equal to the saturation weight
used (decrease H). From the moment that a minimum drain quantity is measured for the first time,
the new saturation weight used (J) has been found and from that moment onwards a number of
irrigation cycles are triggered, independently of the measured dry-out (A), with a fixed minimum
rest time between each irrigation cycle.
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In this graph the dry-out is displayed as a negative value, but in the operating software the
dry-out is capped at zero.

Irrigation cycles for draining will continue to take place until the specified Desired dry-out drain quantity
(I500.1) or Desired evenness drain quantity (I500.1) has been achieved. The selected Drain method
(I500) determines which drain quantity must be measured in total.

After draining, a subsequent irrigation cycle can only be activated if the measured dry-out (A) has
been increased by transpiration to such an extent that it is higher than the desired dry-out (B). Dry-out
limit end night (L) must be reached at the end of the night period. To achieve this, the control
continuously determines, based on the current transpiration, if an irrigation cycle may not be started
(Time of end of the irrigation starts (I)). If a larger transpiration is measured at a later time, an irrigation
cycle can still be allowed.

During the entire 24-hour period, the Safety level maximum dry-out (M) ensures that an irrigation
cycle starts if the slab or pot threatens to dry out.

13 Minimum transpiration
For the day periods: the minimum transpiration that is to be measured before starting on dry-out
is released for the first time.

For the night period: the minimum transpiration that is to be measured before a night irrigation
cycle is released.

If this value has been set to zero, this function is switched off.

The Minimum transpiration is shown in figure Irrigation cycle IRR WEIGHING SCALE (KILOGRAM) (page
808) in line D.

This setting does not apply to starting on the basis of the Min number of start conditions.

15 Maximum drain%
If Drain method=24-HOUR DRAIN, you can set the maximum drain percentage that the control may
specify during draining. This setting limits an excessively wet substrate.

16 Dry-out limit during the day

DescriptionUnit
Desired dry-out per unit during a day period.MILLILITER
Desired dry-out per weighing scale during a day period.KILOGRAM

The Dry-out limit during the day is shown in figure Irrigation cycle IRR WEIGHING SCALE (KILOGRAM)
(page 808) in line J.

This setting is only applicable if Drain method is not 24-HOUR DRAIN.

17 Extra influence : adj.moist.limit
Extra influence for adjusting the desired value of the moisture level.

The unit of the desired value of the moisture level may be:
• in millilitres per unit;
• in kilograms per weighing scale (if the desired dry-out is calculated on the basis of 24-hour drain).

For instance, you can use the measured transpiration to decrease the calculated or desired
dry-out as soon as the measured transpiration increases.
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18 Dry-out limit end night
The dry-out that is desired at the end of the night period. The control determines the moment at
which the irrigation must stop in order to achieve this dry-out, taking into account the current
transpiration.

The Dry-out limit end night is shown in figure Irrigation cycle IRR WEIGHING SCALE (KILOGRAM) (page
808) in line L.

If the measured dry-out is higher than the desired dry-out, the irrigation cycle will only be
started if a minimum transpiration is measured (Minimum transpiration start irrigation) for
the night period.
As soon as the measured dry-out is higher than the Safety level maximum dry-out, the irrigation
will start immediately.

19 Moisture increase rate
Use this speed (G in figure Irrigation cycle IRR WEIGHING SCALE (KILOGRAM) (page 808)) to prevent
too much water being dispensed in a short time and channels being formed in the substrate. As a
result, draining will be carried out before the substrate is completely saturated.

DescriptionUnit
In the event of an increase in the desired humidity, the system will switch to the new
desired value with this speed.

MILLILITER/unit/hour

In the event of an increase in the desired dry-out weight, the system will switch to the
new desired value with this speed.

KILOGRAM/unit/hour

In the event of an increase in the desired moisture level, the system will switch to the
new desired value with this speed.

%/hour

If this value is set to zero, the system will switch to the new desired value immediately.

20 Duration until desired drain
Time after the first day period in which saturation of the substrate must be reached, the moment
at which the first drain is expected to be measured.

The control calculates the required rate of moisture increase, this is limited by the set Max moisture
increase rate (I500.1)

If this value is set to zero, the system will switch to the new desired value immediately.

-WEIGHING SCALE-

24 Safety level maximum dry-out
Start an irrigation cycle in the active period if the measured dry-out is greater than this value (line
M in figure Irrigation cycle IRR WEIGHING SCALE (KILOGRAM) (page 808)). No other start conditions
are required for this start.

25 Method determination saturation weight

The entered saturation weight is used to calculate the dry-out quantity (Manual saturation
weight setting).
Use this if the last saturation weight is outdated and is no longer applicable, or if
circumstances have resulted in an incorrect saturation weight being determined.

MANUAL

Every day the control uses the weight that has been measured during the detection of
the first drain as a new saturation weight.

AUTOMATIC

In the event of problems with the automatic adjustment of the saturation weight, see:
• The plant is not getting enough water (Substrate start program) (page 179)
• The plant is getting too much water (Substrate start program) (page 178)
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Previously measured saturation weights appear in M500.1.

25 Manual saturation weight
The total measured weight from the weighing scale on saturation. Use this value if no saturation
weight is determined automatically.

26 Used saturation weight total
The total measured weight from the weighing scale at the last drain measurement (this value
corresponds to the weight in M500.1).

27 Des end/des actual/meas. weight

Desired total (final) weight
Desired target weight of the weighing scale for the current period, expressed in kilogram.

Desired actual weight tot.
The desired current weight from the weighing scale at this moment, determined on the basis of
Moisture increase rate and expressed in kilograms.

Measured total weight
The current measured weight of the weighing scale, expressed in kilogram.

27 Des end/actual/measured dry-out

Desired (final) dry-out
The desired reduction of water quantity relative to the used saturation weight total, expressed in
millilitre per unit.

Desired actual dry-out
The desired current dry-out per unit at this moment, determined on the basis of Moisture increase
rate and expressed in millilitres per unit.

Measured dry-out
The measured decrease in the quantity of water relative to Used saturation weight total, expressed
in millilitres per unit.

The measured dry-out is capped at zero, negative values are not displayed.

-TRANSPIRATION-

29 Transpiration start irrigation/measured

Transpiration start irrigation
For the day periods: the minimum transpiration that is to be measured before an irrigation cycle is
released.

For the night period: the minimum transpiration that is to be measured before a night irrigation
cycle is released.
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Measured
Actual transpiration of the crop.

This transpiration is derived from the decrease in the plant’s weight. The transpiration value
is deactivated if the quantity of water in the slab or pot changes as a result of irrigation or
drainage (Waiting time in I405).

Irrigation cycle IRR MOISTURE MEAS.
The figure below shows an explanation of the settings for the IRR MOISTURE MEAS. method.

Irrigation cycle IRR MOISTURE MEAS.
A = Measured moisture level
B = Desired moisture level
C = Start of the first day period: wait for transpiration
D = Minimum transpiration
E = Measured transpiration
F = Start release of irrigation for first day period
G = Moisture increase rate
H = Rinse out/drain
I = N/A
J = Desired moisture level during the day
K = Moisture level saturation
L = Desired moisture level in the night period

When the first day period has started (C), the desired moisture level (B) is kept equal to the measured
moisture level (A). The control waits to start until the measured transpiration (E) is higher than the
set Minimum transpiration (D). As soon as the measured transpiration is higher than the set Minimum
transpiration (time F), an irrigation cycle is started.

From time (F) onwards, the desired moisture level is slowly increased (Moisture increase rate (G)) up
to the desired moisture level (B) of that period. After an irrigation cycle, the measured moisture level
(A) decreases, depending on the transpiration, and the irrigation cycles follow each other with an
interval.
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If draining has been released and the desired moisture level of the active period has been reached,
a number of irrigation cycles will be triggered, independently of the measured moisture level (A),
with a fixed minimum rest time between each irrigation cycle. Irrigation cycles for draining will
continue to take place until the specified Desired dry-out drain quantity (I500.1) or Desired evenness
drain quantity (I500.1) has been reached, or until the maximum Time for drain has elapsed or when
the end time for draining has been reached. The selected Drain method (I500) determines which
drain quantity must be measured in total. After draining, a subsequent irrigation cycle can only be
activated if the measured moisture level (A) has been reduced by transpiration to such an extent
that it is lower than the desired moisture level (B).

Irrigation starts can also take place during the night period if the measured moisture level is lower
than the desired moisture level and the minimum required transpiration for the night period is
measured.

13 Min moisture meas. decrease start irr.
For the day periods: the decrease rate of the moisture level above which starting on dry-out is
released for the first time.

For the night period: the decrease rate of the moisture level above which a night irrigation cycle is
released.

If this value is set to zero, irrigation during the day periods is always released at the start of the day
period.

14 Moisture limit
If the measured moisture level is lower than this value, the start condition for the moisture level
takes effect.

19 Moisture increase rate
Use this speed (G in Irrigation cycle IRR MOISTURE MEAS. (page 813)) to prevent too much water being
dispensed in a short time and channels being formed in the substrate. As a result, draining will be
carried out before the substrate is completely saturated.

If this value is set to zero, the system will switch to the new desired value immediately.

20 Duration until desired drain
Time after the first day period in which saturation of the substrate must be reached, the moment
at which the first drain is expected to be measured.

The control calculates the required rate of moisture increase, this is limited by the set Max moisture
increase rate (I500.1)

If this value is set to zero, the system will switch to the new desired value immediately.

-MOISTURE MEASUREMENT-

30 Des end/des act./meas. moisture

Desired (final) moisture level
The desired moisture level increases to this value with Moisture increase rate.

Des actual moisture
The desired current moisture level for starting the irrigation, determined on the basis of Moisture
increase rate and Desired final moisture level.

Measured moisture
The actual moisture level measured by moisture sensors.
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31 Decrease moisture start irr./meas decr.

Decrease moisture level start irrigation
For the day periods: the first irrigation cycle of the day can be started when this decrease in the
moisture level is measured.

For the night period: the night irrigation cycle can be started when this decrease in the moisture
level is measured.

Measured decrease moisture
Measured decrease of moisture per hour.

I500.1 Substrate start influences

-FLUSH INTERVAL-

1 Fixed start release/time/interval
With these settings you can flush the drip hoses of all connected valves at a fixed time with a fixed
interval.

Fixed start release
Do or do not flush out at a fixed time.

Fixed start time
Fixed time at which flushing out should start.

Fixed start interval
How often flushing out should start.

For the intervals EVERY 2 DAYS - EVERY 6 DAYS, the time you set does not matter. The control
itself determines on which day treatment will start and then the interval follows from this.

1 Substrate start method
You will see this line if Method (I500) is set to OFF.

The control does not flush the drip hoses if Method is set to OFF.

-DRAINAGE-

2 Maximum duration/end time

Maximum duration
The maximum time after the DRAIN period has been activated after which the drain for RINSE OUT
or EVENNESS is aborted. This setting can prevent unlimited irrigation if the drain measurement is
not functioning.

Absolute end time
Time after which the control no longer waits for a minimum measured drain quantity or a specified
minimum number of drain cycles for the determination of a new saturation weight. If, after the end
time, a drain has still not been measured, the current weight is adopted as the saturation weight
after the first irrigation cycle.

If ‘0.00’ is entered here, the DRAIN period will never become active.
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If ‘23.59’ is entered here, the end time will not be used.

3 Amount of drain rinse out des/actual

Desired rinse out drain quantity
The desired quantity of drain water for RINSE OUT, before the rinse out has been achieved.

Recommendation: set Desired rinse out drain quantity to a value greater than Desired evenness drain
quantity to flush the salt out of the substrate.

Measured rinse out drain quantity
Measured drain quantity from the moment you have released RINSE OUT.

4 Amount of drain evenness des/act

Desired evenness drain quantity
The desired quantity of drain water for EVENNESS, before evenness has been achieved.

Measured evenness drain quantity
The measured drain quantity for this day. If EVENNESS has been released, this value is set to zero
at midnight.

5 Number of cycles rinse out des/act

Desired number of rinse out cycles
The number of irrigation cycles after starting the rinse out that must be performed to fully complete
the rinsing out.

This setting is only valid if the drain quantity measurement has not been allocated, is defective
or is disabled (I405).

Actual number of rinse out cycles
The number of irrigation cycles after starting the rinse out. This value is set to zero at the start of
the day as soon as the user releases the rinse out.

6 Numb of cycles evenness des/act

Desired number of cycles evenness
The number of irrigation cycles after starting the draining that must be performed to complete the
draining for evenness.

The draining for evenness can be forced to start by means of automatic irrigation cycles.
The next cycle will be started when the minimum rest time has elapsed.

This setting applies if you do not have a drain measurement.

Actual number of cycles evenness
The number of irrigation cycles that have been performed after starting the draining for evenness.
This value is set to zero at the start of the day as soon as the user releases the rinse out.
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7 Amount/number of cycles after rinse out

After rinse given amount
The quantity of irrigation water after the last rinse out. This may relate to the irrigation for more
than one day.

After rinse number of cycles
The number of irrigation cycles since the last rinse out.

If no drain measurement is available, the counter is reset after the start of the rinse out.

8 Limitation drain
In the event of a limitation for the rinse out, alarm Alarm 923 Flush failure (page 1177) is triggered.

-CROP OPERATION-

9 Per unit/original saturation weight

Original saturation weight per unit
Weight per unit as measured on the weighing scale at the time of measurement of the first drain
during the last rinse out period.

Original saturation weight total
Total weight as measured on the weighing scale at the time of measurement of the first drain during
the last rinse out period.

10 Per unit/adjust. saturation weight

Adjustment saturation weight per unit
Adjustment of the saturation weight due to crop operations per unit/plant.

• If the total sum of all weight changes during one minute is higher than the minimum
weight deviation (as defined at system level), the weight adjustment due to the crop
treatment is taken into account.

• If the Method determination saturation weight has been set to AUTOMATIC, this correction
of the saturation weight is necessary to prevent additional irrigation cycles being started
as a result of crop treatments. When a new automatically determined weight is defined,
this adjustment is set to zero.

• This adjustment has no effect if the Method determination saturation weight has been set
to MANUAL.

Adjustment saturation weight
Adjustment of the saturation weight due to crop operations for the whole weighing scale.

11 Per unit/Corr saturation weight

Corrected saturation weight per unit
Corrected saturation weight due to crop operations per unit/plant.

Corrected saturation weight total
Corrected saturation weight due to crop operations for the whole weighing scale.
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-ADJUSTMENT CYCLE QUANTITY-

12 Range radiation start/end
Radiation range for the radiation-dependent adjustment of the irrigation quantity and irrigation
time. The radiation is the measured radiation from outside (meteorological station).

Range radiation start
Start of the radiation range, below which the quantity and time are not adjusted.

Range radiation end
End of the radiation range, above which the quantity and time are maximum.

13 Radiation adj. quant & time
Percentage adjustment of the irrigation quantity and irrigation time based on the radiation range.
The radiation is the measured radiation from outside (meteorological station).

Lengthening or shortening of the irrigation quantity and the irrigation time depending on the radiation

The radiation-dependent adjustment of the irrigation quantity and the irrigation time is determined
at the start moment of the start program. The irrigation quantity and the irrigation time of all valves
that have been connected to this substrate start program are adjusted at that moment by the same
percentage.

Please take into account that an adjustment by percentage of the irrigation quantity and
the irrigation time may influence the drain control on the basis of the radiation sum.

14 Use number of valves together

The Number together setting (I411.2) determines whether the valve can be open at the
same time as other valves.
In I411.2 you can put together groups of valves in this way.

NO

Start the set Number of valves together.YES

15 Number of valves together
Number of valves of the substrate start program that are opened at the same time.
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16 Priority
Priority of the valves of this substrate start program.

-ADJUSTMENTS CONTROL-
The settings below allow you to automatically increase the rate of moisture increase if the transpiration
is late starting. In this way, you can ensure that the first drain takes place at approximately the same
time each day, irrespective of when the transpiration starts.

17 Desired drain at fixed time

After sufficient transpiration has been measured, the desired dry-out or the measured
weight (depending on the selection in I500.4) is adjusted in small steps. The speed at
which the desired dry-out or the desired weight is adjusted is fixed; the time at which
drain will be measured may therefore vary each day.

NO

In the first period (I500), the control aims for a fixed time at which the slab is saturated.
The longer it takes before sufficient transpiration is measured, the greater the rate of
moisture increase.
The calculated rate of moisture increase can never exceed Max moisture increase rate.
If the transpiration starts too late and the set Max moisture increase rate is reached, the
saturation weight will be achieved later than set.

YES

18 Max moisture increase rate
The calculated rate of moisture increase is limited to this maximum if the setting Desired drain at
fixed time is set to YES.

DescriptionUnit dry-out
The rate at which the desired weight increases gets faster as the fixed time for the
drain approaches and the difference between the current measured weight and the
saturation weight becomes greater.

MILLILITER

The rate at which the desired dry-out decreases gets faster as the fixed time for the
drain approaches and the difference between the current measured weight and the
saturation weight becomes greater.

KILOGRAM

-SMOOTHING-

19 Number of cycles to divide drain shortage
To make the measured drain equal to the desired 24-hour drain, you can set here the number of
irrigation cycles in which this shortage should be made up.

If you set this value to ‘0’ or ‘1’, the shortage will not be divided but will be made up as soon as
possible.

If you set a value greater than the expected minimum number of irrigation cycles, an additional cycle
may be performed or the desired 24-hour drain may not be achieved.

-WEIGHING METHOD STEPS-

20 Max delay start increase to saturation
The maximum waiting time during which the system can start to bring the desired moisture level to
the saturation level.

Depending on Incr moist. level to saturation weight (I500), this setting has a different effect:
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Action after this waiting time has elapsed:After the start time of the first
day period, wait until:

Incr moist. level to saturation
weight

If the desired moisture level has reached the
minimum moisture level: start increasing up to
the maximum moisture level.
Otherwise: wait until the next day to increase up
to the maximum moisture level.

The desired moisture level has
reached the minimum moisture
level
and
there is sufficient transpiration
(if minimum transpiration has
been specified).

AUTOMATIC

Always start increasing up to the maximum
moisture level.

There is sufficient transpiration
(if minimum transpiration has
been specified).

DAILY

21 First dry-out step after drain action

DescriptionUnit
The size of the first increase in the dry-out after a drain rinse out has taken place.MILLILITER
The size of the first increase in the dry-out after a drain rinse out has taken place.KILOGRAM

22 Next dry-out step

DescriptionUnit
The size of the increase in the dry-out after an automatic start has taken place.MILLILITER
The size of the increase in the dry-out after an automatic start has taken place.KILOGRAM

These follow-up steps are repeated after every automatic irrigation cycle until Dry-out limit
end night (I500) has been reached.

23 Delay next dry-out step
Waiting time after all valves linked to the start program have carried out the irrigation cycle. Once
this waiting time has elapsed, the next dry-out step follows.

24 Calculated drying-out

DescriptionUnit
The current calculated level of the dry-out as a result of the performed dry-out steps,
expressed in ml per unit.

MILLILITER

The current calculated level of the dry-out as a result of the performed dry-out steps,
expressed in kg decrease relative to the saturation weight.

KILOGRAM

25 End night dry-out limit achieved
Indicates whether the substrate has dried out sufficiently to be able to activate automatic rinse out
at the start of the first day period.

This only applies if Incr moist. level to saturation weight = AUTOMATIC.

I500.2 Substrate start Alarms

1 -DIFFERENCE SETPOINT ALARM LIMITS-

You can switch off the alarms by entering 0.
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2 Moisture measurement difference

If the measured moisture level is lower than the desired moisture level minus Moisture
measurement difference Too Dry, alarm 924 Measured moisture too low will be triggered.

Too Dry

If the measured moisture level is higher than the desired moisture level plus Moisture
measurement difference Too wet, alarm 925 Measured moisture too high will be triggered.
This alarm only works in the period in which automatic irrigation starts are allowed
and no rinse out is taking place.

Too wet

3 Dry-out difference

If the measured dry-out is higher than the desired dry-out plus Dry-out difference Too
Dry, alarm 926 Measured dry-out too high will be triggered.
This alarm only works during the period in which automatic irrigation starts are allowed.

Too Dry

If the measured dry-out is lower than the desired dry-out minus Dry-out difference Too
wet, alarm 927 Measured dry-out too low will be triggered.
This alarm only works in the period in which automatic irrigation starts are allowed
and no rinse out is taking place.

Too wet

4 Weight difference

If the total measured weight is lower than the total desired weight minus Weight
difference Too Dry, alarm 929 Measured weight too low will be triggered.
This alarm only works during the period in which automatic irrigation starts are allowed.

Too Dry

If the total measured weight is higher than the total desired weight plus Weight difference
Too wet, alarm 928 Measured weight too high will be triggered.
This alarm only works in the period in which automatic irrigation starts are allowed
and no rinse out is taking place.

Too wet

5 -ALARM DELAY-
In the figure below you will find an explanation of the settings for the alarm delay:

A = Measured radiation for min alarm delay
B = Measured radiation max alarm delay
C = Min alarm delay at high radiation
D = Max alarm delay at low radiation
R = Radiation [W/m2]
MR = Measured radiation [W/m2]
T = Time [hours:min]
CT = Calculated alarm delay too wet
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6 Measured radiation for min alarm delay

N/AToo Dry
In the case of low radiation, the transpiration of the crops is also low. The crops need
more transpiration time to get rid of the water, as a result of which the waiting time of
the alarm must be longer in the event of low radiation.

Too wet

7 Measured radiation max alarm delay

N/AToo Dry
In the case of high radiation, the transpiration of the crops is also high. The crops need
less transpiration time to get rid of the water, as a result of which the waiting time of
the alarm may be shorter in the event of high radiation.

Too wet

8 Min alarm delay at high radiation

N/AToo Dry
The waiting time that is in effect if the radiation is higher than or equal to the Measured
radiation for min alarm delay.

Too wet

9 Max alarm delay at low radiation

N/AToo Dry
The waiting time that is in effect if the radiation is lower than or equal to the Measured
radiation max alarm delay.

Too wet

10 Alarm delay

Waiting time for the 'too dry' alarm.Too Dry
N/AToo wet

11 Meas. moisture deviation not reported
The alarm only works in the period in which automatic irrigation starts are allowed and no rinse out
is taking place.

There is no question of a blocked alarmNO
There is a 'too wet' alarm, but the alarm is blocked by the rinse out.DRAINAGE
A 'too wet' or 'too dry' alarm is measured, but it is blocked because the automatic
irrigation starts for today have been stopped.

STOP IRRIGATION

12 Calculated alarm delay too wet
The delay for the 'too wet' alarm, depending on the measured radiation.

-CROP OPERATION-

13 Alarm limit satur.weight adj.too high
Percentage adjustment of the saturation weight relative to the previous saturation weight, above
which alarm 921 is triggered.

If the automatic determination of the saturation weight is not possible:
1. set Method determination saturation weight to MANUAL;
2. you determine the Manual saturation weight yourself. The last measured weights are in

M500.1 under Weight and in the graph.
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-MONITORING IRRIGATION STARTS-

14 Max/act starts immed. after rest time

Maximum number of starts immediately after min rest time
The maximum allowed number of starts of an irrigation cycle immediately after the rest time. If the
number of starts carried out is higher than this value, alarm 922 will be triggered. This protection
helps to detect errors or disturbances from outside in the moisture level measurements.

If the irrigation cycle starts immediately after the expiry of the minimum rest time and does
not start as a result of other start conditions, check the following:
• Check the moisture level measurements.
• Check the values of Minimum rest time (I500) and Rest time (I500). The value of Rest time

must be greater than Minimum rest time.
• Check the capacity of the water system. If the alarm is the result of a low capacity of the

water system, increase Maximum number of starts immediately after min rest time.

Actual number of starts immediately after min rest time
The actual number of starts of the irrigation cycles that have been performed immediately after the
expiry of the minimum rest time.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

15 Desired/measured dry-out

Desired dry-out
The desired dry-out: the irrigation must be started if the measured dry-out is higher than this value.

Measured dry-out
The current measured dry-out level.

16 Desired/measured weight

Desired weight total
The desired absolute weight: the irrigation must be started if the measured weight is lower than this
value.

Measured weight total
The total current measured weight of the weighing scale.

17 Desired/measured moisture

Desired moisture
The current desired moisture level for starting the irrigation: the irrigation must be started if the
measured moisture level is lower than this value.

Measured moisture
The actual moisture level measured by moisture sensors.
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Measuring sections

Weather

M4 Overview weather

For all combined measurements, the rule is that the measurements are first calculated per
weather station and then combined and smoothed into one measurement.

1 Rain/storm/frost

Rain
Indication whether (forced) rain is active.

Storm
Indication whether there is a storm and if so, which storm limit is active. These can be several limits.

Frost
Indication whether it is freezing and if so, which frost limit is active. These can be several frost limits.

2 Forced rain
The time that forced rain is still active.

3 Calculated frost limit
The calculated outside temperature below which the frost limit becomes active.

4 Outside temperature control/meas

Outside temp control
The (smoothed) outside temperature that is passed on to the controls.

Outside temp meas
The measured outside temperature at this moment.

5 Radiation control/meas

Radiation control
The (smoothed) radiation intensity that is passed on to the controls.

Radiation measured
The measured radiation intensity at this moment.

6 Radiation sum today
The measured sum of the smoothed radiation for today, counted from Time sunrise to now.

7 Radiation sum yesterday
The measured sum of the smoothed radiation from yesterday.
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8 AMR sum
The average multiple-day radiation sum measured over the number of 24-hour cycles.

9 PAR control/meas

PAR control
The (smoothed) PAR that is passed on to the controls.

PAR measured
The measured PAR at this moment.

10 PAR sum today
The sum of the smoothed PAR from today, counting from the Time sunrise until now.

11 PAR sum yesterday
The sum of the smoothed PAR from yesterday.

12 Irradiation control/meas

Irradiation control
The (smoothed) irradiation that is passed on to the controls.

Irradiation measurement
The measured irradiation at this moment.

13 Sky temperature
The measured sky temperature.

14 Wind speed control/meas

Wind speed control
The (smoothed) wind speed that is passed on to the controls.

Wind speed measurement
The measured wind speed at this moment.

15 Calculated windchill
The wind chill is a measure of the quantity of heat that a body loses at the measured outside
temperature and wind speed. The wind chill is calculated at an outside temperature below 10°C and
with a wind speed higher than 1 m/s. At an outside temperature above 10°C and with a wind speed
below 1 m/s, the calculated wind chill is equal to the measured outside temperature. The radiation
and the air humidity have no influence in the calculation on the calculated wind chill.

16 Wind direction
The measured wind direction.

17 Wind direction control/meas

Wind direction control
The (smoothed) wind direction that is passed on to the controls.
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Wind direction measurement
The measured wind direction at this moment.

18 Rain quantity measurement
The measured rain quantity in mm/min.

19 Rain percentage control/meas

Rain percentage control
The (smoothed) rain quantity that is passed on to the controls.

Measured rain percentage
The measured rain quantity at this moment.

20 Outside humidity RH control/meas

Outside humidity RH control
The (smoothed) relative humidity of the outside air that is passed on to the controls.

Outside humidity RH measurement
The measured relative humidity of the outside air.

21 Outside humidity HD
The measured humidity deficit of the outside air.

22 Outside humidity AH
The measured absolute humidity of the outside air.

23 Dew point temperature
The calculated dew point.

24 Enthalpy of outside air
The calculated enthalpy of the outside air based on the measured air humidity and temperature.

Use this measurement as a separate influence.

25 Outside CO₂ concentration
The measured CO₂ level of the outside air.

26 Grh roof covered with snow
Indication to show whether there is snow on the greenhouse roof.

27 Time sunrise/sunset

Time sunrise
The time the sun rises.
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Time sunset
The time the sun sets.

The times shift automatically; they depend on the time of the year. These times cannot be changed
manually.

28 Sun height now
Current calculated angle at which the solar radiation strikes the earth’s surface. The heating control,
ventilation control and PAR control may take the height of the sun into account

29 Max sun height longest day
Calculated angle at which the solar radiation strikes the earth’s surface at 12:00 noon (solar time)
on the longest day of the year.

30 Max sun height today
Calculated angle at which the solar radiation strikes the earth’s surface at 12:00 noon (solar time)
today.

31 Max sun height shortest day
Calculated angle at which the solar radiation strikes the earth’s surface at 12:00 noon (solar time)
on the shortest day of the year.

M4.1 Overview expected weather

-AVERAGE 24 HOURS IN ADVANCE-

1 Time sunrise/sunset

Time sunrise
The time the sun rises.

Time sunset
The time the sun sets.

2 Exp average day temperature
The expected average day temperature outside. The day begins at Time sunrise and ends at Time
sunset.

3 Exp average night temperature
The expected average night temperature outside. The night begins at Time sunset and ends at Time
sunrise.

4 Exp radiation sum today
The expected radiation sum today. The day ends at Time sunrise tomorrow.

5 Exp radiation sum tomorrow
The expected radiation sum tomorrow. The day begins at Time sunrise tomorrow.

6 Exp radiation sum remaining today
The expected radiation sum for today from now until Time sunrise.
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7 Valid
Indication whether the Exp average day temperature and the Exp average night temperature are valid.

The Exp average day temperature and the Exp average night temperature are the actual
expected values.

[YES]

The Exp average day temperature and the Exp average night temperature are not reliable
because there is no current weather forecast available.

[NO]

-TOMORROW-

8 24-hours period
Time at which registration of data during the 24-hour period starts.

9 Exp average temperature
The expected average outside temperature for tomorrow.

10 Exp average wind speed
The expected average wind speed for tomorrow.

11 Exp average radiation
The expected average radiation for tomorrow.

12 Exp average chance of rain
The expected average chance of rain for tomorrow.

13 Exp average rain quantity
The expected average quantity of rain for tomorrow.

14 Valid
Indication whether the above average values are valid.

-DAY AND NIGHT-

15 Start time/end time day

Start time day
Time at which the registration of data during the day period starts and at which registration of data
during the night period stops.

End time day
Time at which the registration of data during the day period ends and at which registration of data
during the night period starts.

See -TOMORROW- for an explanation of lines 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17.

-CURRENT AND NEXT HOUR-

See -TOMORROW- for an explanation of lines 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 and 24.
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-RAINFALL RADAR-

28 Alarm / intensity

Alarm

No precipitation is expected within the set Time window for the rainfall radar or the
precipitation intensity is lower than the set Intensity.

OFF

Precipitation is expected within the Time window set for the rainfall radar with an intensity
in excess of the set Intensity.

ON

Alarm intensity
The number of millimetres of precipitation that is expected per hour within the Time window set for
the Rainfall radar alarm.

29 Safety phase 1 / intensity

Safety phase 1

No precipitation is expected, or the expected precipitation intensity is lower than the
Intensity set for Safety phase 1, within the Time window set for Safety phase 1 for the
rainfall radar.

OFF

More than the set Intensity is expected within the Time window set for Safety phase 1 for
the rainfall radar. The protection positions specified for vents and curtains for Safety
phase 1 are activated.

ON

Safety phase 1 intensity
The number of millimetres of precipitation that is expected per hour within the Time window set for
Safety phase 1.

27 Safety phase 2 / intensity
See the explanation above.

M4.2 Overview weather stations
This overview contains the ‘raw’ measurements (unsmoothed) per weather station.

For all combined measurements, the rule is that the measurements are first calculated per
weather station and then combined and smoothed into one measurement.

Use these measurements as a separate influence.

-- limitation
The measurement may not function correctly. See Limitation (for a measurement or control) (page
1208).

1 WEATHER STATION
The connected weather stations.

2 Outside temperature
The measured outside temperature per weather station.
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3 Radiation
The measured radiation intensity per weather station.

4 PAR
The measured PAR per weather station.

5 Irradiation
The measured irradiation per weather station.

6 Sky temperature
The measured sky temperature per weather station.

7 Wind speed
The measured wind speed per weather station.

8 Calculated windchill
The calculated wind chill per weather station. See M4 Overview weather (page 824).

9 Wind direction
The measured wind direction per weather station.

10 Rain
Indication of whether the result of the rain measurement is active per weather station.

11 Rain quantity
The measured rain quantity per weather station.

12 Rain percentage
The calculated rain percentage per weather station.

13 Rain (combined sensors)
Indication per weather station of whether the rain alarm is active, determined based on the current
configuration (I4.4).

14 Outside humidity RH
The measured relative humidity of the outside air per weather station.

15 Outside humidity HD
The calculated humidity deficit of the outside air per weather station.

16 Outside humidity AH
The calculated absolute humidity of the outside air per weather station.

17 Dew point temperature
The calculated dew point per weather station.

18 Enthalpy of outside air
The calculated enthalpy of the outside air based on the measured air humidity and temperature,
per weather station.
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19 CO₂
The measured CO₂ level of the outside air per weather station.
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Climate

M100 Overview climate total
In this section you can find the current measured values and a number of calculated values. If there
are several measuring boxes in the compartment, select from I100.4 Allocate measuring box to
controls (page 185) which value from which measuring box(es) you want to have displayed.

-WEATHER-

1 - OT - WS - WD - Rad - RadSum - AMR sum - PAR - PARSum - Irradiation - Rain - Storm - Frost - RH -
HD - AH

OT
The measured outside temperature.

WS
The measured wind speed.

WD
The measured wind direction.

Rad
The measured radiation.

RadSum
The measured radiation sum counted from the moment of sunrise (M4 Overview weather (page
824)).

AMR sum
Average multiple-day radiation sum measured over the set Number of 24 hours cycles (I4).

PAR
The measured PAR.

PARSum
The measured PAR sum counted from the moment of sunrise (M4 Overview weather (page 824)).

Irradiation
The measured irradiation.

Rain
Indication whether (forced) rain is active.

Storm
Indication whether there is a storm and if so, which storm limit is active. These can be several limits.

Frost
Indication whether it is freezing and if so, which frost limit is active. These can be several frost limits.
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RH
The measured relative air humidity outside.

HD
The measured humidity deficit outside.

AH
The measured absolute air humidity outside.

-COMPARTMENTS-

2 Cmp - GrhT - RH - HD - AH - CO₂ - V1 - V2 - WT - Ret - Irrig

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

GrhT
The measured greenhouse air temperature.

RH
The measured relative air humidity.

HD
The measured humidity deficit.

AH
The measured absolute air humidity.

V1
The measured ventilation position on side 1.

V2
The measured ventilation position on side 2.

WT
The measured pipe temperature

Ret
The measured return temperature of the pipe.

Irrig
Indication of whether the irrigation (from above) is active.

This knowledge (whether or not there are irrigation droplets in the greenhouse air) is essential
for interpreting the other measurement data.

3 Cmp - Curtain - Fan stage - Air - Gr.light - CalRad - Rad - RadSum - PAR - PARSum

Cmp
The number of the compartment.
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Curtain
The measured curtain position in the compartment.

Fan stage
The measured number of active fan stages.

Air
The measured position of the air inlet.

Gr.light
The calculated radiation emitted by the growing light.

CalRad
The calculated radiation inside is calculated based on the measured radiation outside, the height of
the sun, the installation and its usage. No account is taken of circumstances such as whitewashing
or pollution of the greenhouse roof, condensation on the greenhouse roof or aging of the (growing
light) installation.

The reliability and therefore the usability of the calculated radiation inside depends on the accuracy
of settings such as the translucency of the greenhouse roof, the radiation limitation fixed shading,
the radiation limitation curtain, the growing light installation and also the longitude and latitude.

Rad
The measured radiation in the compartment. If there are several radiation measurements in the
compartment, select which measurement is displayed here in I100.3 Allocate radiation to
compartment (page 190).

RadSum
The measured radiation sum in the compartment counted from the moment of sunrise (M4 Overview
weather (page 824)).

PAR
The measured PAR in the compartment. If there are several PAR measurements in the compartment,
select which measurement is displayed here in I100.3 Allocate radiation to compartment (page 190).

PARSum
The measured PAR sum in the compartment counted from the moment of sunrise (M4 Overview
weather (page 824)).

4 Cmp - VentT - Meas VentT - HeatingT - Meas HeatingT

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

VentT
The calculated ventilation temperature.

Meas VentT
The measured ventilation temperature (greenhouse or plant temperature).

HeatingT
The calculated heating temperature.
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Meas HeatingT
The measured heating temperature (greenhouse or plant temperature).

-MEASURED PLANT-

5 Cmp - Temp - RH - HD - VPD

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

Temp
The measured plant temperature.

RH
The calculated relative air humidity at the measured plant temperature.

HD
The calculated humidity deficit for the measured plant temperature.

VPD
The calculated vapour pressure deficit for the measured plant temperature. The vapour pressure
deficit is the difference between the vapour pressure in the crop's stomata and the vapour pressure
in the greenhouse air.

-MEASURED EXTRA TEMPERATURE-

6 Cmp - Temp

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

Temp
The measured temperature of the extra temperature sensor. The extra sensor can be an infra red,
air temperature or water temperature measurement, refer to M109.1 Overview extra sensors per
compartment (page 885).

-CROP MONITOR-
See also TopCrop Monitor (page 79).

7 No. - Performs - Crop state - Crop act. - Duration - Control

No.

Performs
Average crop performance over the last whole clock hour. See TopCrop Monitor (page 79) for a
more detailed explanation of crop performance.

Crop state
The status of the crop activity.
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Crop act.
The measured crop activity expressed in a percentage from 0 to 100%.

Duration
Continuous time for which the crop activity has been assessed as LOW or HIGH.

Control
Whether or not the crop activity influences the controls.

8 VG - Valve group - ↓Water per rad.sum - ↑Water per rad.sum

VG
Indication of the valve group number.

Valve group
See Status in I402 Start valve group and start strategy (page 670).

↓Water per rad.sum
The lowest water dosage of the valve group. The Water per rad.sum is the quantity of water per
radiation sum, determined over the last 3 irrigation cycles.

↑Water per rad.sum

↑Water per rad.sum
The highest water dosage of the valve group.

Valve groups with a deviating water dosage are indicated:
• Priva Office Direct: the value is displayed in red;
• Standard operation: there is an 'X' after the value.

9 Cmp - Extra

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

Extra
Extra value X that can be displayed in this screen. This can be freely allocated by changing the value
and then selecting the desired measurement, calculation or status. The allocation only works with
the monochrome control.

M100.1 Overview climate calculated
This section contains the calculated values per control per compartment.

1 Cmp - HT - VT - V1 - V2 - WT - Extra

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

HT
The calculated heating temperature.
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VT
The calculated ventilation temperature.

V1
The calculated vent position lee side 1.

V2
The calculated vent position lee side 2.

WT
The calculated water temperature.

Extra

-GRH OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE-

2 Cmp - GrhT - OT - Diff

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

GrhT
Measured (smoothed) greenhouse temperature.

OT
Measured (smoothed) outside temperature.

Diff
Calculated difference.

-GRH DEW POINT TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE-

3 Cmp - GrhT - DewP - Diff

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

GrhT
Measured (smoothed) greenhouse temperature.

DewP
The calculated temperature whereby the humidity from the air condenses.

Diff
Calculated difference.
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-GRH OUTSIDE ABS. HUMIDITY DIFFERENCE-

4 Cmp - Grh AH - O AH - Diff

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

Grh AH
The absolute humidity in the greenhouse (smoothed).

O AH
The absolute humidity of the outside air.

Diff
Calculated difference.

-GRH OUTSIDE ENTHALPY DIFFERENCE-

5 Cmp - Grh enthalpy - Outside enthalpy - Diff
The difference between the enthalpy inside and outside. The enthalpy is calculated for each
measurement box. The average, lowest or highest value of this is then determined, depending on
the setting in I100.4,

-GRH MEASURED PLANT DIFFERENCE-

6 Cmp - GrhT - Plant temperature - Diff
The difference between the greenhouse air temperature and the plant temperature. The average,
lowest or highest value of this is then determined, depending on the setting in I100.4,

M106 Overview climate per compartment
This overview lists the calculated and measured values per compartment. In the column on the left
you will find the calculated values and in the column on the right you will find the measured values.

If the measured value does not match the calculated value, this could point to an incorrect setting
or a defective control.

In I100.4 Allocate measuring box to controls (page 185) you can specify which measuring box
(greenhouse air measurement) you want to link up to the control.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

1 Heating temperature

Desired heating temperature
The calculated heating temperature.

Measured heating temperature
The measured temperature for this heating control.

The calculated heating temperature is the same for the heating controls.
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2 Water temperature

Calculated water temperature
The calculated water temperature.

Measured water temperature
The measured water temperature.

3 Aut pipe number/temperature

Autonomous pipe number
The number of the autonomous water temperature network.

Calculated autonomous pipe temperature
The calculated water temperature of the autonomous water temperature network.

Autonomous pipe temperature
The measured water temperature of the autonomous water temperature network.

4 On-off heat
Status indication of the on/off heating control.

5 Pulse heat
Status indication of the pulse heating control.

6 Ventilation temperature

Calculated ventilation temperature
The calculated ventilation temperature.

The calculated ventilation temperature can deviate per ventilation control due to the
calculated 19 Influence humidity (page 851), the 21 Incr ventilation temp curtain open (page
851) and/or because of the 24 Calculated lagging wind (page 851) (refer to M120 Overview
ventilation (page 849)).

Measured ventilation temperature
The measured temperature for the ventilation control.

7 Vent pos north

Calculated vent position north
The calculated vent position on the north side of the ridge.

Meas vent position north
The measured vent position on the north side of the ridge.

8 Vent pos south

Calculated vent position south
The calculated vent position on the south side of the ridge.
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Meas vent position south
The measured vent position on the south side of the ridge.

9 Curtain position

Calculated curtain position
The calculated curtain position.

Measured curtain position
The measured curtain position.

If there is no curtain measurement, the measured curtain position is measured by the run time of
the curtain.

10 Cooling temperature

Calculated cooling temperature
The calculated cooling temperature.

Measured cooling temperature
The measured cooling temperature.

11 F&P cooling temperature

Calculated F&P cooling temperature
The calculated F&P cooling temperature.

Measured F&P cooling temperature
The measured F&P cooling temperature.

-CORRECTION CONDITIONS-

12 Number of active fan stages
The measured number of active fan stages.

13 Number of active growing light levels
Number of switched-on lighting levels (without delay)

14 Number of compartment curtains active
Number of compartment curtains present with a position not equal to 0% (without delay)

15 Number of autonomous curtains active
Number of autonomous curtains present with a position not equal to 0% (without delay)

16 Number of humidity programs active
Number of humidification programs / cooling programs that increase the level of humidity in the
air.

17 Active phase crop treatment
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18 Irrigation active

19 Active dry phase

M110 Overview heating
This section includes the overview of the set heating temperature and the influences on this.

1 Crop control active

The heating control for TopCrop is active.YES
The conventional heating control is active.NO

2 Used radiation
The radiation that is used for the radiation-dependent adjustments of the heating temperature in
the compartment. This radiation depends on the selected radiation in I110.4 Allocate radiation to
heating (page 191). The radiation is also used for the radiation-dependent water temperature
limitations that belong to the heating control.

3 Used radiation sum
The radiation sum that is used for the radiation sum-dependent adjustments of the heating
temperature in the compartment. This radiation depends on the selected radiation in I110.4 Allocate
radiation to heating (page 191).

4 Used AMR sum
The multiple day average radiation sum that is used for the radiation sum-dependent adjustments
of the heating temperature in the compartment. This radiation sum is always derived from the
weather radiation.

5 Set heating temperature
The set heating temperature of the period that is currently activated.

6 Influence 24h temperature
The influence of the 24h temperature control on the heating temperature.

7 Heating correction active

No correction is active. The strategy settings are valid.NONE
A correction period is active. It is possible that the heating strategy is being adjusted
by the settings in I111 Heating corrections (page 278).

CORRECTION 1-
CORRECTION 6

A correction period from the early evening/early morning strategy is active. It is possible
that the heating strategy is being adjusted by the settings in I111 Heating corrections
(page 278).

SPEC

The crop exchange strategy (I102) has been activated and is correcting the heating
temperature.

CROP EXCHANGE

8 Corrected heating temperature
The heating temperature, corrected if applicable by the 24h temperature control. This temperature
may also be a correction setting.

9 Influence radiation
The influence of the radiation intensity on the heating temperature.
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10 Influence radiation sum
The influence of the (multiple day average) radiation sum on the heating temperature.

11 Extra influence/Extra influence 2
The result of the adjustment by the extra influences.

12 Influence time cool down & heat up
This value indicates how much the heating temperature has been adjusted in connection with a set
delay (Time cool down and Time heat up in I110). This delay occurs:
• after a period transition,
• after a change in settings,
• as a result of a radiation sum adjustment,
• as a result of an extra influence,
• as a result of the 24h temperature control.

13 Calc heating temperature
The calculated heating temperature which takes into account influences, maximum increase and
maximum decrease in I110.1/I9110.1 Heating influences (page 276).

14 Limitation influences

The adjustment to the target value temperature by influences has not been limited.NONE
The increase in the target value temperature by influences has been limited by Maximum
increase heating temperature (I110.1).

MAX INCREASE

The influences on the set heating temperature may be limited by Maximum decrease heating
temperature (I110.1).

MAX DECREASE

15 Calc heat temperature on-off heating
The calculated heating temperature for the switching heating system (such as on/off heat and pulse
heat), which arises from adding the set 13 Calc heating temperature (page 851) from 8 Difference
on-off heat (page 274) to the I110 Heating strategy (page 273).

16 Program air treatment
The number of the air treatment program to which this heating control has been connected.

If this line is visible, the target value of the heating is determined from I15.

M15 contains the radiation influence, the radiation sum influence and the extra influence.

17 HEATING CONTROL
Number of the heating control.

18 Release heating system

The heating system has been released from the air treatment.YES
The heating system has not been released from the air treatment.NO

The heating system operates as a follower *) to the air treatment control and when the air
treatment control has insufficient heating capacity available.

SUPPLEMENTAL
HEATING

*) A heating network is seen as a follower of the air treatment if the sequence number of the heating system is
higher than the sequence number of the heat block (see I15.2 Air treatment - order) and the installer has connected
the heating system to the air treatment control.

19 Calculated cap supplement heating
The calculated capacity from the air treatment to heat using the heating system.
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20 Coupled climate area
Your dealer has connected the heating control to a climate area. The temperature balance control
uses this connection.

21 Influence climate area
The influence of the temperature balance control on the calculated heating temperature.

22 Heating temperature
The calculated heating temperature which takes into account influences, maximum increase and
maximum decrease of I110.1/I9110.1 Heating influences (page 276) and temperature balance control.

M112 Overview heating control
This section contains the overview of the actual capacities in the compartment.

1 HEATING CONTROL
The number of the heating control.

2 Calc heating temperature
The calculated heating temperature which takes into account influences, maximum increase and
maximum decrease of I110.1/I9110.1 Heating influences (page 276) and temperature balance control.

3 Temperature diff heating
Difference between the calculated and the measured temperature of the greenhouse air.

4 Calc radiation efficiency
The calculated efficiency of the measured radiation (outside) for the contribution to the capacity
demand to the heating control. This efficiency depends on the 1 Translucency grh roof (page 253)
(I101 Compartment settings (page 253)), the 3 Rad. limit. fixed shading or whitewash (page 253) (I101
Compartment settings (page 253)), the 3 Radiation limitation (page 402) (I168.1 Curtain influences
(page 402)), the radiation influence on the calculated capacity (dealer settings) and the degree to
which the radiation is converted into heat.

5 Calc energy saving
The calculated energy saving of a curtain or a fixed screen for the calculation of the capacity demand
to the heating control.

6 Des capacity heat total
The desired capacity for keeping the greenhouse at the correct temperature or getting it there.

7 Act capacity aut heat system
The actual capacity by the autonomous heating systems.

8 Act capacity growing light
The actual heat capacity by growing light.

9 Act on-off h.system capacity
The actual heat capacity by hot air systems.

10 Total external capacity
Total sum of the external capacities which influence the capacity demand of the heating control
provided by HID lighting and hot air heaters.
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11 Des capacity heat system
The capacity that has to be supplied through the heating network following correction of all external
influences and capacities.

12 Act capacity heat system
The actual capacity by the heating system.

13 -CAPACITY CALCULATION PER m²-

14 Compensation capacity

The required capacity per m2 of surface to be heated in order to compensate for the heat loss from
the greenhouse as a consequence of outside conditions.

15 Maximum capacity control
The calculated maximum heat capacity per area that the heating systems can supply.

16 Desired capacity control

The heat capacity per m2 of surface to be heated which the heating control actually demands.

If this is good, it is hardly any different from the Compensation capacity. If there is a great difference
between these two, the heating control cannot make a correct assessment. In this case, please
contact your dealer.

M115 Overview pipes
In this section you will find the overview of the water temperature control, the calculated minimum
water temperature, the calculated maximum water temperature, the calculated water temperature
and how these calculations are determined and realised.

If multiple heating systems are present in the compartment, the various heating systems are displayed
in columns. In M115.1 Overview autonomous pipe (page 847) you will find an overview of the
autonomous water systems in this compartment.

1 -MIN WATER TEMPERATURE-
The number of the heating circuit.

2 Set min water temperature
The set minimum water temperature of the period that is currently activated.

The minimum water temperature may originate from a correction period.

3 Infl radiation min
The influence of the radiation on the minimum water temperature.

4 Infl cool down & heat up min
The influence of the time cool down or the time heat up on the minimum water temperature. After
a period transition and/or after a manual adjustment these times are used for calculation of delayed
transition towards the new value.

5 Influence humidity
The influence of the humidity on the minimum water temperature.
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6 Influence dev. temperature
The influence of the measured temperature deviation (measured temperature - the used calculated
ventilation temperature) on the minimum pipe temperature. If the measured temperature rises
above the ventilation temperature by deploying a minimum water temperature, the minimum water
temperature with this value is adapted. Usually this will be a decrease to prevent the undesired
controlling open of the vents.

7 Influence heat surplus
The influence of the heat surplus ('it is too warm') of a heat source on the minimum water
temperature. This influence is added to the measured greenhouse air temperature if this is higher
than the calculated minimum water temperature without influence from the heat surplus. This allows
a guaranteed heat discharge.

8 Infl emptying buffer
The influence of the forced emptying of the buffer on the minimum water temperature.

The influence of the 'emptying of the buffer' on the minimum water temperature can be chosen per
pipe in I115.1 Pipe influences (page 284) and be specified in I300.2 HT heat management - buffer
emptying (page 563).

9 Extra influence
The result of the adjustment by the Extra influence.

10 Influence crop activity
Calculated influence of the crop activity on the minimum water temperature.

10 Minimum water crop control
Temporary minimum water temperature used by TopCrop.

11 Calc min water temperature
The calculated minimum water temperature after the influence(s).

The Calculated minimum water temperature can never become higher than the set minimum
water temperature plus the 8 Max incr min water temperature (page 286) and never lower
than the 3 Absolute min water temperature (page 284). Both limitations are adjustable in
I115.1 Pipe influences (page 284).

It is possible that the calculated minimum water temperature is higher than the calculated maximum
water temperature. The final calculated water temperature is limited by the calculated maximum
water temperature.

12 -MAX WATER TEMPERATURE-
The number of the heating circuit.

13 Set max water temperature
The set maximum water temperature of the period that is currently activated.

The maximum water temperature may originate from a correction period.

14 Infl radiation max
The influence of the radiation intensity on the maximum water temperature.
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15 Infl cool down & heat up max
The influence of the time cool down or the time heat up on the maximum water temperature. After
a period transition and/or after a manual adjustment these times are used for a delayed calculation
towards the new value.

16 Infl temperature dev. max
The influence of the measured temperature on the maximum water temperature.

17 Extra influence
The result of the adjustment by the Extra influence.

18 Calculated max water temperature
The calculated maximum water temperature after the influence(s).

19 -REALIZATION-
The number of the heating circuit.

20 Decrease temp off-take limitation
The decrease of the required water temperature due to the off-take limit.

21 Influence crop on calc water temp

No influence, calculated water temperature is not delayed.NONE
Calculated hot water temperature is applied with delayed effect, the rest time (I106)
has not yet elapsed.

WAITING

The influence of the crop activity is active. The required hot water temperature for the
climate is implemented with delayed effect.

YES

The required hot water temperature for the climate is always implemented with delayed
effect.
This option is applicable if no crop measurement is present or if one of the sensors is
defective.

ALWAYS

21 Infl cool down & heat up calc
Temperature difference between the calculated water temperature and the water temperature that
instructs the heating control to achieve the greenhouse air temperature.

22 Calc water temperature
The calculated water temperature.

The calculated water temperatures is limited by the calculated minimum water temperature
and the calculated maximum water temperature, except when using a fixed water
temperature.

When the Calc off-take limit% is higher than 0%, the calculated water temperature is decreased
by Decrease temp off-take limitation.

23 Corrected heat system temperature
The water temperature corrected by the return control. The aim of the return control is to achieve
a return temperature that is lower than the set maximum return temperature (I115.3).

24 Meas water temperature
The measured pipe temperature
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25 Measured return temperature
The measured return water temperature.

26 Calculated pump capacity
The calculated pump capacity.

27 Calc ventilation influence pump
The calculated influence of the ventilation on the pump capacity. The influence depends on the
measured vent position, the specified maximum vent influence and the specified range.

28 Calc humidity influence pump
The calculated influence of the humidity on the pump capacity. The influence depends on the
measured humidity and the specified range.

29 Measured pump capacity
The measured pump capacity.

30 Water temperature corr active

No correction is active. The strategy settings are valid.NONE
A correction period is active. It is possible that the water temperature strategy is being
adjusted by the settings in I116 Pipe corrections (page 300).

CORRECTION 1-
CORRECTION 6

The crop exchange strategy (I102) is active and is correcting the hot water temperature.CROP EXCHANGE

M115.1 Overview autonomous pipe
In this section you can find the overview of the contribution and the lagging of the autonomous
water temperature control(s).

-CONTRIBUTION WATER TEMPERATURE-

1 WATER TEMPERATURE CONTROL
The autonomous heating circuit.

2 Aut.wt number
The number of the autonomous heating circuit.

3 Calc min water temperature
The calculated minimum water temperature of the autonomous heating circuit after the influence(s).

4 Calculated max water temperature
The calculated maximum water temperature of the autonomous heating circuit after the influence(s).

5 Calc water temperature
The calculated water temperature of the autonomous heating circuit.

6 Meas water temperature
The measured water temperature of the autonomous heating circuit.
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-LAGGING WATER TEMPERATURE-

Refer to -CONTRIBUTION PIPE TEMP- for an explanation of lines 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12.

M115.2 Overview pipes installation

1 WATER TEMPERATURE CONTROL
Number of the heating circuit.

2 Pump active
Indication of whether the circulation pump has been activated.

3 Limitation pump drive
The limitation of the pump drive.

There is no limitation active.NONE
The pump has not been released.RELEASE
The minimum and maximum pump capacities are identical.FIXED POS
Pump capacity minimum is greater than or equal to pump capacity maximum.MAX CAP
The pump active measurement (measured pump active) has not matched the required
pump position for 10 minutes.

DEFECTIVE

The pump error measurement (measured pump error) is active.EXT ERROR
The conversion table for calculating the pump capacity into milli volt value has not been
completed at dealer level.

CALIB ERROR

An input channel for controlling the modulating pump has not been allocated at dealer
level.

ALLOC INPUT

An output channel for controlling the modulating pump has not been allocated at dealer
level.

ALLOC OUTPUT

The calculated position that corresponds to the desired pump capacity has still not
been reached after 10 minutes or the pump has still not been activated after a wait
time of 10 minutes.

DRIVE

The fed-back pump position falls outside the calibration limits.MEASUREMENT
There is an increase in the calculated minimum water temperature based on a heat
surplus and/or buffer emptying. It is possible that the pump is running below the
temperature diff pump on limit.

HEAT SURP

The pump is switched on because the measured mixing valve temperature is too low
or because the temperature sensor at the mixing valve is defective.

TEMP

The universal control has reported an error.EXT DRIVE
The pump cannot be controlled because insufficient input and/or output channels have
been allocated at a dealer level (this limitation can be present permanently if the pump
is controlled without using the computer).

NOT CONTROLLED

The pump is switched on for eliminating/discharging the low-temperature heat (boiler
condenser system for example)

LOW TEMP HEAT SURP

The limitations MAX CAP, FAULT, EXT ERROR, CALIBRATION ERROR, ALLOC INPUT, ALLOC
OUTPUT, DRIVE, MEASUREMENT and EXT DRIVE can only occur when controlling a modulating
pump (Actual pump type is set to modulating).

4 Actual pump status
The status of the switching pump.
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The pump is switched OFF.OFF
The pump is switched ON at minimum pump capacity because the pump has not been
operational in the past week.

ANTI STUCK PROT.

The 2-speed pump is in switch off delay to be switched off.DELAY LS
The pump is ON in the LOW SPEED position.LOW SP
The 2-speed pump is in switch off delay to be switched back to low speed.DELAY HS
The pump is ON in the HIGH SPEED position.HIGH SP
The pump is switched ON.ON
The crop rotation strategy (I102) has switched the pump on in connection with frost
protection.

FROST PROTECT

5 Actual pump status
The status of the modulating pump.

The pump is switched OFF.OFF
The pump is switched ON at minimum pump capacity because the pump has not been
operational in the past week.

ANTI STUCK PROT..

The pump is showing a failure. The limitation pump drive indicates the reason for this
failure. During the failure, the last calculated pump position is retained.

ERROR

The pump is switched off and is available to switch on for heat demand.READY
The pump has been switched on by the computer, and there is a waiting time until the
pump reports back that it is actually switched on.

WAIT ON

The pump is switched on and the speed of the pump is controlled on the basis of the
calculated pump capacity.

CONTROL

The pump wants to switch off because the desired heat demand has fallen below the
switch off limit (temperature diff pump off), but the switch off delay has not yet elapsed.

DELAY OFF

The pump has been switched off by the computer, and there is a waiting time until the
pump reports back that it is actually switched off.

WAIT OFF

The crop rotation strategy (I102) has switched the pump on in connection with frost
protection.

FROST PROTECT

6 Actual capacity
The actual capacity of the heating system.

This actual heat capacity is determined on the basis of the heat meter present (Gigajoule
meter) or on the basis of flow meters in combination with supply and return temperature
measurements.

7 Actual pump flow
Measured or calculated water flow through the heating system:
• Measured: if a flow meter is present;
• Calculated: if a heat meter (Gigajoule meter) is present, the flow is calculated from the measured

heat capacity and the measured temperature difference between the measured supply and
return temperatures.

M120 Overview ventilation
This section includes the overview of the set ventilation temperature and the influences on this.

The ventilation control takes into account the change of circumstances and the expected
effect of this on the temperature. By responding in advance to the changing circumstances,
it can be prevented that the temperature rises too suddenly (too far). Because this control
can forecast, the vents can be driven before it gets warmer than the calculated ventilation
temperature. The result is a steady temperature curve and a steady vent control.

1 Crop control active

The ventilation control for TopCrop is active.YES
The conventional ventilation control is active.NO
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2 Used radiation
The radiation that is used for the radiation-dependent adjustments of the ventilation temperature
in the compartment. This radiation depends on the selected radiation in I120.4 Allocate radiation
to ventilation (page 193).

3 Used radiation sum
The radiation sum that is used for the radiation sum-dependent adjustments of the ventilation
temperature in the compartment. This radiation depends on the selected radiation in I120.4 Allocate
radiation to ventilation (page 193).

4 Used AMR sum
The multiple day average radiation sum that is used for the radiation sum-dependent adjustments
of the ventilation temperature in the compartment. This radiation sum is always derived from the
weather radiation.

5 Set ventilation temperature
The set ventilation temperature of the period that is currently activated.

6 Influence 24h temperature
The influence of the 24h temperature control on the ventilation temperature.

7 Ventilation corr. active

No correction is active. The strategy settings are valid.NONE
A correction period is active. It is possible that the ventilation strategy is being adjusted
by the settings in I121 Ventilation corrections (page 319).

CORRECTION 1-
CORRECTION 6

A correction period from the early evening/early morning strategy is active. It is possible
that the ventilation strategy is being adjusted by the settings in I121 Ventilation
corrections (page 319).

SPEC

The crop exchange strategy (I102) is active and is correcting the ventilation temperature.CROP EXCHANGE

8 Corrected ventilation temperature
The ventilation temperature, corrected if applicable by the 24h temperature control. This temperature
may also be a correction setting.

9 Influence radiation
The influence of the radiation intensity on the calculated ventilation temperature.

10 Influence radiation sum
Influence of the (multiple day average) radiation sum on the calculated ventilation temperature.

11 Extra influence/Extra influence 2
The result of the adjustment by the extra influences.

12 Influence time cool down & heat up
This value indicates how much the ventilation temperature has been adjusted in connection with a
set delay (Time cool down and Time heat up in I120). This delay occurs:
• after a period transition,
• after a change in settings,
• as a result of a radiation sum adjustment,
• as a result of Difference side ventilation (if Difference side ventilation (line 6) has been set and

another value becomes active as a result of a transition period),
• as a result of an extra influence,
• as a result of the 24h temperature control.
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13 Base ventilation temperature
The calculated ventilation temperature which takes into account influences, maximum increase and
maximum decrease of I120.1/I9120.1 Ventilation influences (page 317).

14 Limitation influences

The adjustment to the target value temperature by influences has not been limited.NONE
The increase in the target value temperature by influences has been limited by Maximum
increase ventilation temp (I120.1).

MAX INCREASE

The decrease in the target value temperature by influences has been limited by
Maximum decrease ventilation temp (I120.1).

MAX DECREASE

15 VENT CONTROL
The number of the vent control.

16 Coupled climate area
Your dealer has connected the ventilation control to a climate area. The temperature balance control
uses this connection.

17 Type ventilation
Indication of the type of ventilation: RIDGE, SIDE WALL or END WALL.

18 Influence diff side ventilation
The influence of the difference side ventilation on the calculated ventilation temperature.

19 Influence humidity
The influence of the measured air humidity on Calc ventilation temperature lee and Calc ventilation
temperature wind.

20 Influence climate area
The influence of the temperature balance control on the calculated ventilation temperature.

21 Incr ventilation temp curtain open
The (temporary) influence of the opening of the curtain on the ventilation temperature. This increase
applies during Time adjust heating before the curtain opens.

22 Calculated lagging lee
The calculated lagging of the lee side with respect to the wind side, dependent on the set minimum
and maximum lagging (I125) and the set weather influences (I125.2).

23 Calc ventilation temperature lee
The calculated ventilation temperature for the lee side:
• if the wind side is lagging, the calculated ventilation temperature for the lee side will depend on

the set ventilation strategy
• if the lee side is lagging, the calculated ventilation temperature for the lee side will depend on

the set ventilation strategy plus the calculated lagging for the lee side.

As soon as the measured temperature rises above the ventilation temperature calculated here for
the lee side, then on the lee side the vents will start to be controlled open.

24 Calculated lagging wind
The calculated lagging of the wind side with respect to the lee side, dependent on the set minimum
and maximum lagging (I125) and the weather influences (I125.2).
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25 Calc ventilation temperature wind
The calculated ventilation temperature for the wind side:
• if the lee side is lagging, the calculated ventilation temperature for the wind side will depend on

the set ventilation strategy.
• if the wind side is lagging, the calculated ventilation temperature for the wind side will depend

on the set ventilation strategy plus the calculated lagging for the wind side.

As soon as the measured temperature rises above the ventilation temperature calculated here for
the wind side, then on the wind side the vents will start to be controlled open.

26 Calc air exchange
The calculated air exchange for the ventilation control.

27 Release vent control
Report of whether the vent control has been released from the air treatment.

28 Expected ventilation temp control
The ventilation temperature as used in the ventilation control. This temperature is an expected
greenhouse air temperature calculated from the measured greenhouse temperature and the trend
of the greenhouse temperature. A radiation threshold is used here to prevent an incoming minimum
water temperature prematurely controlling the vents open.

M125 Overview vent
This section describes the overview of the calculated vent positions and any possible limitations.
See Ventilation (page 63).

1 VENT CONTROL
The number of the vent control.

2 Correction vents active

No correction is active. The strategy settings are valid.NONE
A correction period is active because of the crop treatment. The strategy is being
adjusted as a result of the settings in I140 Crop treatment strategy (page 499).

CROP TREATM.

A correction period is active. It is possible that the vent strategy is being adjusted by
the settings in I126 Vent corrections (page 336).

CORRECTION 1-
CORRECTION 6

The crop exchange strategy (I102) is active and is determining the vent position.CROP EXCHANGE

3 Temperature difference
The difference between the measured greenhouse temperature and the calculated ventilation
temperature.

4 Calculated lagging
Calculated lagging of the vent on the wind side.

With a lagging of less than 0°C, the vent on the wind side is opened first.

5 Calculated control range
Calculated control range is a combination of the set P band and the weather influences in I125.2, the
applicable maximum vent position and the calculated lagging and indicates the range within which
the control can adjust the vent positions.
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6 Release vent control

Vent control has been released.YES
Vent control has been blocked by another control, such as air treatment.
Consequences:

NO

• no control of the ventilation temperature;
• no weather influences, humidity influences, heating influence, crop activity and

retention of humidity in the greenhouse;
• there are limitations of the maximum vent positions with wind, rain, storm, frost,

direct sunlight, closed curtain, on/off heating systems, crop treatment, air quality and
wash robot.

7 External release F&P fixed position
Indication whether the fixed position has been released by an external condition when the F&P
cooling is active.

8 VENT CONTROL LEE SIDE

9 Type ventilation
Indication of the type of ventilation on the lee side.

10 Allocation vent lee
Indication of the side of the greenhouse roof where the vents are located, that form the lee side.

11 Limitation min vent lee
Indication of the limitation of the minimum vent position on the lee side. See Limitation of vent
position (page 1206).

12 Limitation max vent lee
Indication of the limitation of the maximum vent position on the lee side. See Limitation of vent
position (page 1206).

13 Calculated min vent lee
The calculated minimum vent position on the lee side.

M125.2 Overview vent limitation (page 856) shows how the calculated minimum vent position
is determined.

14 Calculated max vent lee
The calculated maximum vent position for the lee side after possible limitations.

If the calculated maximum vent position is lower than 100%, then the limitation shows the
reason of the decreased maximum vent position.

15 Calculated vent lee
The calculated vent position on the lee side.

16 Measured vent lee
The measured vent position on the lee side.

17 VENT CONTROL WIND SIDE

See above lines for a further explanation.
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M125.1 Overview vent control
This section shows how the lagging and the P band of the vent control are calculated. See also
Ventilation (page 63).

1 VENT CONTROL LAGGING
These lines show the settings of the lagging for the vent on the lee side or wind side and how the
calculated lagging was determined.

4 Influence weather
Influence of the weather on the calculated lagging. This influence and Influence time increase &
decrease are added to the set minimum lagging.

5 Influence wind direction
Influence of the wind direction with respect to the ridge direction on the calculated lagging.

6 Influence time increase & decrease
Influence of the set times for increase and decrease (Time increase & decrease lagging) on the calculated
lagging.

7 Influence calculated P band
Influence of the Calculated P band of the vent that is first opened on the lagging. If the calculated
lagging is greater than this calculated P band the lagging is lowered to ensure, as far as possible,
that there will always be a reaction by a vent if the temperature changes.

The lagging is never reduced beyond the set minimum lagging.

9 VENT CONTROL P BAND
These lines display the settings of the P band for vents on the lee side and wind side and how the
calculated P band was determined.

10 Set P band/Set maximum P band

11 Set minimum P band

12 Influence weather
Influence of the weather on the calculated P band. This influence and Influence time increase & decrease
are added to the set minimum P band. This product of this addition indicates over what P band the
vents are sent to 100%.

13 Influence time increase & decrease
Influence of the time delay increase/decrease (Time increase & decrease P band) on the calculated P
band. This influence and Influence weather are added to the set minimum P band. This product of
this addition indicates over what P band the vents are sent to 100%.

14 Calculated P band
The calculated P band, depending on the set (minimum and maximum) P band, the weather influence
on the P band and the increase & decrease time over which the vents are moved from 0% to 100%.

15 Limitation due max vent position
The limitation of the calculated P band by a limited maximum vent position: the number of °C that
is deducted from the control range because the vents may not open fully.
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16 Calculated control range
The calculated control range over which the vent is driven from 0% to the calculated maximum vent,
depending on the measured temperature.

Calculated P band
green arrow = influences% = % vent position
blue arrow = limitation by max vent position°C = temperature
red arrow = calculated P bandyellow arrow = set min P band

17 VENT CONTROL STEPS

18 Temperature difference
The difference between the calculated ventilation temperature vent and the measured temperature.

19 Calculated maximum vent
The calculated maximum vent position after any limitations.

If the calculated maximum vent position is less than 100%, the limitation (M125) shows what
has reduced the maximum vent position.

20 End position vent control
The vent position that applies at this time as the end position of the vents.

There is the possibility that the calculated and measured vent position at this time is not equal to
the end position. This is because the vents will be controlled in the direction of the end position with
a delay (in steps).

21 Step size vent control
The calculated step size for controlling the vents.

If the step size is positive, then the vents open and if the step size is negative the vents close.

See also Erratic vent control response (page 175).

22 Time till adjustment
The calculated time between two steps of the vent control.

See also Erratic vent control response (page 175).

23 Calculated vent position
The calculated vent position.
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M125.2 Overview vent limitation
This section shows how the minimum vent position and maximum vent position are calculated. See
also Minimum vent position (page 66) and Maximum vent position (page 67).

1 VENT CONTROL MINIMUM
These lines display the settings of the minimum vent position on the lee side and wind side and how
the calculated minimum vent position was determined.

For an explanation of the limitations of the vent positions, see: Limitation of vent position
(page 1206).

14 VENT CONTROL MAXIMUM
These lines display the settings of the maximum vent position on the lee side and wind side and
how the calculated maximum vent position was determined.

For an explanation of the limitations of the vent positions, see: Limitation of vent position
(page 1206).

M190 Overview air circulation

1 BLOCK CONDITION ON CONDITION
In this section you can see the status of the BLOCK conditions and of the ON conditions. Conditions
that have not been selected for the air circulation control are not shown.

16 Minimum number of conditions on

All conditions that are set to ON must be valid to allow the fan to switch on
If there is one valid condition which has been set as BLOCK, the air circulation will
remain OFF.

ALL ON

One of the conditions that are set to ON must be valid to allow the fan to switch on.
If there is at least one valid condition which has been set as BLOCK, the air circulation
will remain OFF.

ONE ON

-CONTROLS-

17 Status air circulation control
See 18 Status air circulation control (page 469).

18 Status air blend control
See 15 Status air blend control (page 478).

-STATUS AIR CIRCULATION-

19 Irrigation
See 20 Irrigation (page 474).

20 Misting
See 21 Misting (page 474).

21 Crop treatment
See 22 Crop treatment (page 474).
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22
The following columns can be displayed: Fan and Air mixer.

22 Calculated position
The position to be achieved.

23 Measured position
The measured position.

24 Fixed position active

-NO
At dealer level, the fan/air mixer has been controlled to a fixed position. This fixed
position has a higher priority than the commands from the control.

YES

25 Auto calibration

-NO
The fan/air mixer is determining the run time of the valve.YES

26 Limitation
The current limitation of the fan/air mixer. See Limitation (for a measurement or control) (page 1208).

27 State
The current state of the fan/air mixer. See State (of a device) (page 1209)

28 Set fan position
The basic position of the modulating fan, set in I192.

29 Extra influence fan position
The adjustment of the fan position by a selected influence.

30 Fan position air circ.control
The fan position of the air circulation control to be achieved.

31 Fan position
Only for a switching pump: the fan position to be achieved.

31 Limitation
Only for a switching pump: presence or absence of limitation.

M192 Overview air blend

1 Desired temperature/humidity

Desired temperature
The desired temperature that the control strives to achieve.
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Desired humidity
The desired humidity level that the control strives to achieve.

2 Measured temperature/humidity

Measured temperature
The measured temperature used by the control.

Measured humidity
The measured humidity level used by the control.

2 -- limitation
The limitation of the temperature sensor and the humidity sensor, see Limitation (for a measurement
or control) (page 1208).

3 Measured difference temp/humidity

Measured difference temperature
The difference between the measured temperature and the desired temperature.

Measured difference humidity
The difference between the measured and the desired humidity level.

4 AH greenhouse
The absolute humidity in the compartment.

-CONTROLS-

5 Status air circulation control
See 18 Status air circulation control (page 469).

6 Status air blend control
See 15 Status air blend control (page 478).

7 Curtain condition

NO
The curtain position is above the set limit, so the air blend control has been released.YES

7 Used curtain position
The highest measured curtain position of linked curtains.

8 Release curtain gap control

NO
The curtain gap control is free to drive the curtain for the temperature and humidity control.YES

8 Gap size from curtain gap control
The largest curtain gap of the linked curtains.
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9 Maximum vent lee/wind

Maximum vent lee
The calculated maximum vent position after any limitations.

Maximum vent wind
The calculated maximum vent position after any limitations.

9 Measured vent lee/wind

Measured vent lee
The measured vent position on the lee side.

Measured vent wind
The measured vent position on the wind side.

10 Forced vent position lee/wind
The minimum vent positions on the lee and the wind side

-STATUS AIR CIRCULATION-

11 Irrigation
See 20 Irrigation (page 474).

12 Misting
See 21 Misting (page 474).

13 Crop treatment
See 22 Crop treatment (page 474).

14
The following columns can be displayed: Fan and Air mixer.

15 Calculated position
The position to be achieved.

16 Measured position
The measured position.

17 Fixed position active

-NO
At dealer level, the fan/air mixer has been controlled to a fixed position. This fixed
position has a higher priority than the commands from the control.

YES

18 Auto calibration

-NO
The fan/air mixer is determining the run time of the valve.YES
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19 Limitation
The current limitation of the fan/air mixer. See Limitation (for a measurement or control) (page 1208).

20 State
The current state of the fan/air mixer. See State (of a device) (page 1209)

21 Set fan position
The basic position of the modulating fan, set in I192.

22 Extra influence fan position
The adjustment of the fan position by a selected influence.

23 Fan position air blend control
The fan position to be achieved by the air blend control.

24 Fan position
Only for a switching pump: the fan position to be achieved.

25 Limitation
Only for a switching pump: presence or absence of limitation.

26 Set max air mixer position
The set maximum air mixer position.

27 Extra influence max air mixer pos.
The adjustment of the maximum air mixer position by a selected influence.

28 Calculated max air mixer position
The maximum position that the air mixer can use, determined by the user setting and the dealer
setting.

29 Air mixer position air blend control
The air mixer position to be achieved by the air blend control.

-STEP SIZE-

30 Calculated step size next step
The calculated step that the air mixer or vents will carry out after the waiting time.

30 Remaining waiting time next step
The waiting time until the next step.

31 AH step size limitation
The calculated maximum step size for humidity. By limiting the maximum step size you can prevent
an unwanted fall in temperature. The air blend control calculates this maximum step size based on
the measured temperature difference and the setting Temperature deviation : limit step AH (I192.1).
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31 Used temp for limitation step AH
The measured temperature for determining the maximum step size for humidity. The temperature
deviation is the difference between the measured temperature and the desired temperature. The
measured temperature is by default the greenhouse air temperature, unless your dealer has
configured a different measurement. If, for example, a temperature measurement at the output of
the fan has been configured, the control will intervene more accurately and more directly.

M160 Overview curtain
In this section you will find the overview of the curtain control.

1 CURTAIN CONTROL
The number of the curtain control.

2 Desired curtain function
Indication of the desired (new) curtain function.

No (other) curtain function is desired at this moment.[NONE]
The curtain function humidity is desired.[HUMIDITY]
The curtain function screen is desired.[SHADING]
The curtain function energy is desired.[ENERGY]
The curtain function black out is desired.[BLACK OUT]
The curtain functions as a slave curtain.[SLAVE]
The curtain functions as a slave curtain.[SIDE]

3 Max curtain position
The Maximum curtain position that applies to this curtain control.

4 Humidity gap allowed
Indication whether a humidity gap is allowed for the Actual curtain function.

5 Temperature gap allowed
Indication whether a temperature gap is allowed for the Actual curtain function.

6 Calc gap size
The calculated gap size is the largest of the calculated temperature gaps and the calculated humidity
gap.

7 Gap pos limitation
The limitation of the gap size (taking into account the temperature gap and the humidity gap).

N/ANONE
Gap size is influenced by the weather.WEATHER
Gap size is influenced by low greenhouse air temperature.CLIMATE
Actual curtain position remains more than 1% behind the calculated gap size.CURTAIN
Maximum gap size has been reached.MAXIMUM
Maximum gap size is 0 as a result of a low greenhouse air temperature.TOO COLD
The minimum temperature gap is the current gap and actively greater than the
calculated gap size.

MINIMUM

The sensor (temperature or humidity) is defective.DEFECTIVE
The F&P cooling is active, so no gap is possible.F&P
Growing light switched on, gaps not permitted by Growing light emission strategy (I207).LIGHT EMISS

Possible limitations:RELEASE
• no period active;
• no release from the curtain function;
• gaps not possible with this system.
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8 Unlimited end position
The unlimited end position is the maximum curtain position of the actual curtain function.

9 Skip step control closing
Indicates, for each curtain control, whether or not the step control during closing may be skipped
at this time. This status is dependent on the status Cmp. allow closing directly of the linked curtains.

10 Skip step control opening
Indicates, for each curtain control, whether or not the step control during opening may be skipped
at this time. This status is dependent on the status Cmp. allow opening directly of the linked curtains.

11 CURTAIN
The number of the curtain. Curtain control number shows which curtain control a curtain is linked
to.

12 Desired curtain position

13 Limited curtain pos curtain comb.
The limited curtain position, whereby all limitations are included. This is Limited end pos with the
limitations from the curtain combination.

14 Calculated curtain position
The calculated curtain position from the Actual curtain function.

This calculated curtain position may deviate from the Unlimited end position if a step control is active.

If the curtain is limited because of other circumstances from the curtain control, this is shown in
Limited end pos and Curtain position limitation. If a limitation is caused by the curtain combinations,
Limited curtain pos curtain comb. displays the curtain position limitation.

15 Measured curtain position
The measured curtain position at curtain position measurement and the current curtain position
calculated from the run time.

16 Curtain position limitation
Indication of the current curtain position limitation, see I168 Curtain control (page 398).

17 Limited end pos
The limited end position that is caused by Curtain position limitation. This does not include the
limitation from the curtain combination.

18 Curtain control number
The number of the curtain control that this curtain is connected to.

19 Actual curtain function
The curtain function that is valid at this moment.
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No (other) curtain function is actual at this moment.NONE
The curtain function humidity is actual.HUMIDITY
The curtain function screen is actual.SHADING
The curtain function energy is actual.ENERGY
The curtain function black out is actual.BLACK OUT
The curtain functions as a slave curtain.SLAVE
The curtain functions as a side curtain.SIDE

The actual curtain function:
• indicates which curtain function the curtain is controlling at this moment;
• remains active until the curtain position for the desired curtain function has been reached;
• remains active until the curtain position is 0 % when reaching the end time and there is no

desired curtain function active.

20 Diaphragm pos limitation
See Valid limitation (page 1208).

21 Calculated diaphragm position
Calculated position of the diaphragm.

22 Actual diaphragm position
Actual position of the diaphragm.

23 Cmp. allow closing directly
Indicates, for each curtain, whether or not the step control during closing may be skipped at this
time.

24 Cmp. allow opening directly
Indicates, for each curtain, whether or not the step control during opening may be skipped at this
time.

27 Light emission limitation active
Indicates whether or not the light emission limitation is active.

28 Curt. pos. limitation curt. protection
The number of the connected curtain control that limits the curtain position. This only applies if the
curtain monitoring of "2 curtains on 1 wire bed is active".

M162 Overview energy curtain
The conditions in this section may have the following values:
• CLOSE: the curtain may close;
• OPEN: the curtain may open;
• FREE: the condition has no influence on opening/closing.

Based on all these conditions, the curtain control determines whether the curtain can open or close.
A graphic of this is shown in: Energy (page 92).

1 Central strategy comp.no/contr.no/Central strategy autonomous no/contr.no
This line indicates whether a centrally defined energy curtain strategy applies instead of the energy
curtain strategy in this section.

2 Active energy curtain period
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-CALC OPEN AND CLOSE CONDITIONS-

The list below shows the current conditions. In addition to this condition, a limitation may
be visible that explains why the displayed condition deviates from the expectation. Dashes
indicate that no limitation is active.

3 Condition outside temp forced close
Indicates whether the curtain should be forced closed in the event of a low outside temperature,
independently of other conditions.

3 Condition position rainfall phase 1/Condition position rainfall phase 2
Indicates whether the curtain should be forced closed by the rain radar, independently of other
conditions.

4 Condition radiation
Indicates whether the curtain may be opened or closed based on the measured radiation.

6 Condition irradiation
Indicates whether the curtain is opened or closed based on the irradiation condition.

7 Condition outside temperature
Indicates whether the curtain is opened or closed based on the outside temperature condition.

8 Condition temp diff below-above curtain
Indicates whether the curtain is opened or closed based on the temperature difference condition.

9 Condition water temperature
Indicates whether the curtain is opened or closed based on the water temperature condition.

10 Condition heat demand
Indicates whether the curtain is opened or closed based on the heat demand condition.

-REALIZATION-

11 Calculated state curtain
Indicates the desired curtain position, taking into account all the set conditions.

12 Correction active
See I162.3 Energy curtain corrections (page 366).

13 Limitation energy curtain strategy

No limitationNONE
Shortly before the end of the period the energy curtain no longer needs to be activated.
This is set in Active before end time (I162).

PER. END TIME

The energy curtain is not closed, because Method curtain is set to OPEN for this period.FORCED OPEN
The energy curtain is not opened, because Method curtain is set to CLOSE for this period.FORCED CLOSE
The energy curtain is not closed, because Method curtain is set to AUTO OPEN for this
period.

AUTO OPEN

The energy curtain is not opened, because Method curtain is set to AUTO CLOSE for this
period.

AUTO CLOSE

The energy curtain has been closed by the rain radar conditions.SHOWER PROT.
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14Status step control
See I162.1 Energy curtain step control (page 357).

-RADIATION CONDITION-
This indicates how the radiation limit is calculated.

-IRRADIATION CONDITION-
This indicates how the irradiation limit is calculated.

-OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE CONDITION-
This indicates how the outside temperature limit is calculated.

-HEAT DEMAND CONDITION-
This indicates how the water temperature and the heat demand are calculated.

-DEVIATION SUMS-

26 Calc deviation sum radiation
Calculated deviation sum based on the set radiation limit and the measured radiation. To open the
curtain the calculated deviation sum is shown as positive (the measured radiation is higher than the
set radiation limit + dead band) and to close the curtain the calculated deviation sum is shown as
negative (the measured radiation is lower than the radiation limit - dead band).

If the measured radiation reaches the dead band, then the deviation sum counter is reset
to 0.

27 Calc deviation sum irradiation
Calculated deviation sum based on the set irradiation limit and the measured irradiation. To open
the curtain the calculated deviation sum is shown as negative (the measured irradiation is lower
than the set irradiation limit + dead band) and to close the curtain the calculated deviation sum is
shown as positive (the measured irradiation is higher than the irradiation limit - dead band).

If the measured irradiation reaches the dead band, then the deviation sum counter is reset
to 0.

28 Calc deviation sum temperature
Calculated deviation sum based on the set temperature limit and the measured outside temperature.
To open the curtain the calculated deviation sum is shown as positive (the measured outside
temperature is higher than the calculated temperature limit + dead band) and to close the curtain
the calculated deviation sum is shown as negative (the measured outside temperature is lower than
the temperature limit - dead band).

If the measured outside temperature reaches the dead band, then the deviation sum counter
is reset to 0.

-MEASURED-
The measured values.

M170 Overview CO2

-STATUS-

1 Dosage type
Selection of the type of dosage.
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No CO2 is allowed to be dosed.[NONE]
CO2 is allowed to be dosed if it is produced as a by-product during the production of
heat and/or electricity.

[PASSIVE]

CO2 is allowed to be dosed by requesting an active CO2 dosage from the linked sources,
so a source is switched on. If there is no active dosage request, then no CO2 will be
dosed.

[ACTIVE]

Dosing can be done both ACTIVE and PASSIVE.[BOTH]

2 Measured CO₂ concentration
The measured CO2 concentration.

3 Climate limitation
Indication of the limitation by the climate.

There is no limitation of the climate on the CO2 dosage.NONE
The measured temperature is too high. The CO2 dosage is blocked.TEMPERATURE
The measured humidity is too low. The CO2 dosage is blocked.HUMIDITY
The measured CO2 concentration is too high. The CO2 dosage is limited.CONCENTRATION
The measurement of the CO2 concentration is defective. The CO2 dosage is blocked.MEAS.DEFECTIVE
The CO2 dosage has stopped because there is insufficient air refreshment.AIR QUALITY
The CO2 dosage has been stopped because crop treatment is active and as a result the
CO2 measurement, for instance, has also been switched off.

CROP TREATM.

The CO₂ dosage has stopped because insufficient fans are running within the connected
air treatment systems.

FAN AIRTREATMENT

4 Position CO₂ dosage valve
The position of the CO2 dosing valve.

The position of the CO2 dosing valve is unknown.[UNKNOWN]
The CO2 dosing valve is closed.[CLOSE]
The CO2 dosing valve is open.[OPEN]
The CO2 dosing valve is closing or opening.[RUN TIME]

5 Maximum CO₂ concentration
Calculated maximum CO2 concentration from Set maximum CO₂ conc. and Extra influence.

-DESIRED ACTIVE DOSAGE-

6 KG - M3

7 Set dosage
The set CO2 dosage determined from the radiation-dependent settings of the Radiation : dosage
setting table (I170 CO2 strategy (page 408)).

7 Set CO₂ concentration
The set CO2 concentration determined from the radiation-dependent settings of the Radiation :
desired concentration setting table (I170 CO2 strategy (page 408)).

8 Influence wind speed

Influence wind speed
Calculated influence of the measured wind speed on the calculated CO2 dosage.
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Influence wind speed
Calculated influence of the wind speed on the calculated CO2 concentration.

9 Influence vent position

Influence vent position
Calculated influence of the vent position on the calculated CO2 dosage.

Influence vent position
Calculated influence of the vent position on the calculated CO2 concentration.

10 Influence temperature

Influence temperature
Calculated influence of the temperature on the calculated CO2 dosage.

Influence temperature
Calculated influence of the temperature on the calculated CO2 concentration.

11 Influence humidity

Influence humidity
Calculated influence of the humidity on the calculated CO2 dosage.

Influence humidity
Calculated influence of the humidity on the calculated CO2 concentration.

12 Influence F&P

Influence F&P
Calculated influence of the calculated fan capacity of the F&P systems on the calculated CO2 dosage.

Influence F&P
Calculated influence of the calculated fan capacity of the F&P systems on the calculated CO2

concentration.

13 Extra influence
The result of the adjustment by the Extra influence.

14 Minimum dosage
The calculated minimum dosage, because the measured CO2 concentration falls below CO₂
concentration start min dosage (I170.1 CO2 influences (page 415)).

15 Minimum CO₂ concentration
The minimum limitation of the calculated CO2 concentration. The set CO2 concentration with all the
influences can lead to a CO2 concentration that is calculated to be so low that there is no further
dosing. To make sure the dosing still takes place, there is the minimum limitation by the minimum
CO2 concentration.
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15 Influence smoothing

Influence smoothing
Calculated influence of the damping on the calculated CO2 dosage.

Influence smoothing
Calculated influence of the damping on the calculated CO2 concentration.

16 Influence climate
The climate influences are the CO2 monitoring, the maximum temperature dosage and the minimum
humidity dosage.

Influence climate
Calculated influence of the climate on the calculated CO2 dosage.

Influence climate
Calculated influence of the climate on the calculated CO2 concentration.

17 Calculated CO₂ concentration
The calculated CO2 concentration, depending on the set CO2 concentration and influences of wind
speed, vent position, temperature, humidity, F&P systems, climate and crop treatment.

18 Calc dosage
Calculated CO2 dosage, depending on the set CO2 dosage and influences of wind speed, vent position,
temperature, humidity, F&P systems, climate and crop treatment.

19 Blocking by crop treatment
Indication whether the CO2 dosage is blocked, because the crop treatment is ACTIVE.

20 Blocking by climate
Indication whether the CO2 dosage is blocked, because the maximum temperature, the minimum
humidity or the maximum CO2 concentration.

21 Blocking by ATU Fan
Indication of whether CO₂ dosage is being blocked because there is insufficient extraction of CO₂,
as a result of 1 or more fan steps being defective or switched off.

22 Calculated demand to sources
Calculated demand to the CO2 sources.

-ACTUAL DOSAGE-

23 KG - M3

24 Actual dosage active
Actual active dosage (flow). This value can never be higher than Calc dosage.

25 Actual dosage passive
Actual passive dosage (flow).
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26 Actual dosage on-off heating
Actual dosage by on/off heat systems (flow). All connected on/off heat systems that are on, provide
a constant CO2 dosage.

27 Actual dosage total
Actual total dosage (flow). This is the sum of Actual dosage active, Actual dosage passive and Actual
dosage on-off heating (flow).

28 Actual dosage current clock hour
Quantity of CO2 that is dosed in the current clock hour.

M170.1 Overview CO2 dosage (kg)

-ACTUAL DOSAGE-

1 Time - Desired - Active - Passive - On-off heat - Total

Time
Start time of the clock hour in which the dosages took place.

Desired
Total desired active CO2 dosage in the corresponding clock hour.

Active
Total active CO2 dosage in the corresponding clock hour.

Passive
Total passive CO2 dosage in the corresponding clock hour.

On-off heat
Total CO2 dosage through on/off heat systems.

Total
Total actual CO2 dosage in the corresponding clock hour.

2 24-hours - Desired - Active - Passive - On-off heat - Total

24-hours
Indication of the 24 hour period in which the dosages were administered.

Desired
Total desired active CO2 dosage in the corresponding 24 hour period.

Active
Total active CO2 dosage in the corresponding 24 hour period.

Passive
Total passive CO2 dosage in the corresponding 24 hour period.
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On-off heat
Total CO2 dosage through on/off heat systems.

Total
Total actual CO2 dosage in the corresponding 24 hour period.

M170.2 Overview CO2 dosage (m3)
-ACTUAL DOSAGE-

For an explanation, refer to M170.1 Overview CO2 dosage (kg) (page 869), only now for the
dosage expressed in m3/ha.

M20 Overview PAR control realisation

1 CURTAIN
Number of the shading curtain.

2 Calc deviation sum PAR
Sum of the differences between the measured PAR (Used PAR) and the calculated PAR including
influences (Calculated PAR). The sum is recalculated every minute. See also Deviation sum (page 34).

3 Status shading

PAR control fully opens the shading curtain.OPEN
PAR control controls the shading curtain to the minimum position.MINIMUM
PAR control controls the shading curtain between the minimum and maximum positions.CONTROL
PAR control controls the shading curtain to the maximum position.CLOSE
PAR control opens the shading curtain and waits to open the next curtain until the
deviation sum of the PAR has been reached or 10 minutes have elapsed.

WAIT OPEN

4 Calculated shading position
Calculated position of the shading curtain.

5 Calculated diaphragm position
Calculated diaphragm position the shading curtain.

6 GROWING LIGHT STEP

7 Calc deviation sum PAR
Calculated difference between the measured PAR and the calculated PAR limit. See also 2 Calc
deviation sum PAR (page 870).
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8 Limitation growing light step

Growing light step is not available because the PAR control is not linked to a growing
light system or because the number of growing light steps is limited.

NOT PRESENT

Growing light step is or remains switched off, because the measured PAR sum is higher
than the maximum PAR sum minus a set decrease (see Diff. PAR sum growing light step
off (I20.2) or Diff. PAR sum growing light step not on (I20.2).

PAR SUM

Growing light step remains switched off because the night period is active.END TIME
Growing light step remains switched off because the maximum number of growing
light steps is limited.

MAX STEP

Growing light step remains switched off because the external PAR control is controlling
the position of the shading curtain.

EXT SHADING

Growing step remains switched off because the minimum waiting time (dealer setting)
after switching the previous growing light step on or off has not yet elapsed.

WAITING TIME

Growing light step switches on as a result of an external condition.MIN STEP
-NONE

9 Status growing light step

Growing light is switched off.OFF
Growing light is switched on.ON
Growing light step waits until the growing light system can be switched on.WAIT ON
Growing light step waits until the growing light system can be switched off.WAIT OFF

-PAR CONTROL-

10 Status/limitation
See I20 PAR control strategy (page 426).

11 Status external control

PAR control is not used as no period has been activated.OFF
PAR control is not used because the night period is active.NIGHT
PAR control is currently controlling the position of the shading curtains.SHADING
PAR control is controlling the growing light system.LIGHT
PAR control is active and can be used to control the position of the shading curtains and the
growing light.

ACTIVATED

12 PAR control correction active

No correction is active. The strategy settings are valid.NONE
A correction period is active. It is possible that the PAR control is being adjusted by the
settings in I21 PAR control corrections (page 435).

CORRECTION 1-
CORRECTION 6

13 Calculated position diffuse curtain
The calculated curtain position for the diffuse curtain, dependent on the current period or correction
setting.

13 -- calculated deviation sum radiation
Calculated deviation sum based on the set radiation limit and the measured radiation. See also
Deviation sum (page 34).
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As soon as the calculated deviation sum is larger than the specified deviation sum, the diffuse curtain
will:
• open: the calculated deviation sum is negative (the measured radiation is lower than the radiation

limit - dead band)
• close: the calculated deviation sum is positive (the measured radiation is higher than the radiation

limit + dead band)

13 -- radiation limit with extra influence
The calculated radiation limit is the set radiation limit for the current period or correction setting,
adjusted by the calculated adjustment based on the extra influence.

14 Actual radiation limitation
Calculated limitation of the radiation by all closed shading curtains.

15 Actual growing light
Calculated light yield from all growing light steps that are switched on.

16 Alarm limit PAR
PAR value above which alarm 173 Measured PAR level too high occurs.

17 Used PAR
Measured PAR used by the PAR control to control the position of the shading curtains and to switch
the growing light on and off.

17 -- differs from curtain

The curtain is not controlled on the basis of the PAR sensor of the PAR control itself,
but on the basis of PAR sensors allocated in I160.4.

YES

The curtain is controlled on the basis of the PAR sensor of the PAR control itself.NO

18 -PAR SET POINT-

19 Set PAR
Set PAR value from the current period or correction setting.

20 Influence humidity
The calculated adjustment of the set PAR by the influence of the measured humidity in the area.

21 Influence irradiation
The calculated adjustment of the set PAR value by the influence of the measured irradiation.

22 Extra influence
The calculated adjustment by the Extra influence.

23 Influence PAR sum
If, in the final period before the night, the measured PAR sum is higher than Desired PAR sum, the
control will decrease the values of PAR shading and PAR lighting. Here you can see how large this
influence is. This value is a supplement to the other influences to prevent the effect of the influences
counting double.
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24 Influence time increase & decrease
The influence by the set Time PAR decrease (per 10uMol) and Time PAR increase (per 10uMol) (I20).

25 Calculated PAR
The calculated PAR value, based on the set PAR value and adjusted by all the calculated influences.

26 Limitation influences

The adjustment of the PAR value by influences has not been limited.NONE
The increase in the PAR value by influences has been limited by the specified limitation (I20).MAX INCREASE
The decrease in the PAR value by influences has been limited by the specified limitation (I20).MAX DECREASE
Calculated PAR lighting is limited to calculated PAR screens.PAR SHADING

-PAR SUM-

27 Set desired PAR sum
Set desired PAR sum from the strategy or valid correction setting.

28 Influence day time humidity
The calculated adjustment of the set PAR sum by the influence of the average humidity in the area
over the day periods.

29 Extra influence
The calculated adjustment by the Extra influence.

30 Calculated PAR sum
Calculated PAR sum above which the PAR control switches off the growing light or leaves it switched
off and controls the position of the shading curtains. The calculated PAR sum is based on the set
PAR sum and adjusted by all the calculated influences.

30 Day time humidity
Average air humidity over the elapsed day periods. This value can influence the desired PAR sum.

31 PAR sum yesterday/today

PAR sum yesterday
Actual PAR sum calculated over the previous 24 hours from the time Reset time PAR sum (I20.4), based
on the measured PAR.

PAR sum today
Actual PAR sum calculated over the current 24 hours from the time Reset time PAR sum (I20.4), based
on the measured PAR.

32 Limitation influences PAR sum

The adjustment of the Desired PAR sum by influences has not been limited.NONE
The increase in the Desired PAR sum by influences has been limited by the specified limitation
(I20).

MAX INCREASE

The decrease in the Desired PAR sum by influences has been limited by the specified limitation
(I20).

MAX DECREASE
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M205 Overview growing light realisation
This section describes the actual status and priorities of the growing light strings.

1 System - Control - No. - Desired - External Limitation - Number - Limitation

System
The number of the growing light system.

Control X
The actual status of string X of the growing light system.

No. X
The sequence number of string X of the growing light system for the electricity off-take.

Desired X
The desired status of string X of the growing light system.

External Limitation
Whether or not the growing light system has a forced position.

Number
The number of strings that are forced on or off.

Limitation X
See I206 Growing light systems (page 451).

M180 Overview misting
This section gives an overview of the misting control.

1 Release misting
Indication of whether the misting installation has been released for misting.

2 Release cooling
Indication of whether the misting installation has been released for cooling.

3 Set humidity limit
The set humidity limit from I180 Misting strategy (page 483).

4 Radiation adjustment humidity limit
The calculated radiation adjustment of the humidity limit.

5 Extra infl. humidity level
The result of the adjustment by the setting Extra infl. : adjustment humidity limit (I180).

6 Influence time dehumidify & humidify
The delayed increase or decrease of the calculated dehumidification level due to the transition to a
subsequent period for which a different dehumidification level has been set or due to a change of
the setting in the active period.
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This delayed adjustment is used if the calculated dehumidification level has to increase or
decrease equally; the time after which the calculated RH or the calculated HD of the
greenhouse air must have increased or decreased by one percentage point or gram per m³
can be set in Time humidity decrease or Time humidity increase (I180).

7 Calculated humidity limit
The calculated humidity limit for switching the misting installation.

8 Mist valve misting on/off

Mist valve misting on
The humidity limit below which (RH) or above which (HD) the mist valve switches on.

Mist valve misting off
The humidity limit above which (RH) or below which (HD) the mist valve switches off.

9 Capacity humidification mist valve
Mist valve capacity required for misting.

10 Hygrofan misting on/off

Hygrofan misting on
The humidity limit below which (RH) or above which (HD) the Hygrofan switches on.

Hygrofan misting off
The humidity limit above which (RH) or below which (HD) the Hygrofan switches off.

11 Capacity humidification hygrofan
Hygrofan capacity required for misting.

12 Measured humidity
The measured air humidity that is used for the misting control.

13 Limitation influences humidity

The adjustment of the Humidity limit by influences has not been limited.NONE
The increase in the Humidity limit by influences has been limited by Max increase humidify
level (I180.1).

MAX INCREASE

The decrease in the Humidity limit by influences has been limited by Max decrease humidify
level (I180.1).

MAX DECREASE

13 Limitation influences cooling temp

The adjustment of the Cooling temperature by influences has not been limited.NONE
The increase in the Cooling temperature by influences has been limited by Max increase cooling
temperature (I180.1).

MAX INCREASE

The decrease in the Cooling temperature by influences has been limited by Max decrease
cooling temperature (I180.1).

MAX DECREASE

14 Set cooling temperature
The set cooling temperature from I180 Misting strategy (page 483).
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15 Radiation adjustment cooling temp
The calculated radiation adjustment of the cooling temperature.

16 Extra adjustment cooling temperature
The result of the adjustment by the setting Extra infl.: adjust.cooling temperature (I180).

17 Calculated cooling temperature
The calculated cooling temperature for switching the misting installation.

18 Cooling temperature cooling on/off

Cooling temperature cooling on
The calculated cooling temperature above which the misting installation switches on.

Cooling temperature cooling off
The calculated cooling temperature below which the misting installation switches off.

19 Rel. humidity limit.cooling start/stop
Minimum and maximum RH between which cooling is active.

19 Humidity deficit limit.cool. start/stop
Minimum and maximum humidity deficit between which cooling is active.

20 Capacity cooling mist valve
Mist valve capacity required for cooling.

20 Capacity cooling hygrofan
Hygrofan capacity required for cooling.

21 Measured temperature
The measured temperature that is used for the misting control.

22 Limitation cooling

The humidification control is functioning normally.NONE
Humidification control is not allowed to be used for cooling; NO has been selected in
Release switch on for cooling (I180).

NO RELEASE

The humidification control is not allowed to be used for cooling because the measured
air humidity is too high according to the setting in I180.

MAX HUM

Humidification control is not allowed to be used; NO has been selected in Release misting
(I180).

RELEASE HUMID.

N/AIRRIGATION
N/ADRY AFTER IRRIG

23 Mist valve
The number of the mist valve.

24 Calculated capacity
Calculated capacity mist valve.
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25 Calculated spray time
The calculated spray time of the mist valve.

26 Calculated pause time
The calculated pause time of the mist valve. The calculated pause time can vary between the minimum
and the maximum pause time. The further the measured humidity deviates from the set humidity
limit, the shorter the pause time will be.

An equally set minimum and maximum pause time will result in a fixed cycle time. Thus, if
the spray time varies with a fixed cycle time the pause time also varies. In that case, the
calculated pause time is the cycle time - the calculated spray time.

27 Calculated cycle time
The calculated cycle time of the mist valve.

28 Status
The status of the mist valve.

The mist valve has not been released for misting and/or cooling.[NO RELEASE]
There is a waiting time before opening the mist valve until the pump is ready.[WAIT PUMP]
The mist valve is OFF.[OFF]
The pause time between two spray cycles.[SPRAY PAUSE]
Busy spraying.[SPRAY]
The misting system is off and the pressure relief is open.[PRESSURE RELIEF]

29 Hygrofan
The number of the Hygrofan.

30 Calculated capacity
Calculated capacity hygrofan.

31 Status
The status of the Hygrofan.

The Hygrofan is off.[OFF]
The Hygrofan is on.[ON]
The air circulation fans are pre running. The Hygrofan is waiting until the pre run time
has elapsed before the Hygrofan switches on.

[PRE RUN]

The air circulation fans are post running. The Hygrofan is switched off.[POST RUN]
The Hygrofan is in the 7 Minimum time on misting (page 491) (I187 Misting Hygrofan
(page 491)).

[MIN TIME ON]

The Hygrofan is in the 8 Minimum time off misting (page 491) (I187 Misting Hygrofan
(page 491)).

[MIN TIME OFF]

The Hygrofan has not been released for misting and/or cooling.[NO RELEASE]

32 Humidifying correction active

No correction is active. The strategy settings are valid.NONE
A correction period is active. It is possible that the humidification is being adjusted by
the settings in I181 Misting corrections.

CORRECTION 1-
CORRECTION 6

M130 Overview F&P cooling
In this section you will find an overview of the F&P cooling.
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1 FAN STAGE
Indication of the number of the fan stage.

2 Fan stage capacity on
The capacity limit above which the fan stage switches on.

3 Fan stage capacity off
The capacity limit below which the fan stage switches off.

4 Status fan stage
The status of the fan stage.

The fan stage is off on the basis of the calculated fan capacity.[OFF]
The 6 Min time off (page 519) has not yet elapsed and the fan stage must switch on.[MIN T OFF]
The fan stage has been forced off, for example because of curtain, rain, storm or frost.
Forced off always takes priority.

[FORCED OFF]

The fan stage is on on the basis of the calculated fan capacity.[ON]
The 5 Minimum time on (page 519) has not yet elapsed and the fan stage must switch
off.

[MIN T ON]

The fan stage has been forced on, for example because of curtain, rain, storm or frost.[FORCED ON]
The fan stage wants to switch on, but the 8 Min air inlet (page 519) has not yet been
carried out.

[WAIT INL]

The fan stage wants to switch on, but the 1 Waiting time fan stage switch on (page 516)
has not yet elapsed.

[RELEASE SW.ON]

The fan stage wants to switch off, but the 2 Waiting time fan stage switch off (page 516)
has not yet elapsed.

[RELEASE SW.OFF]

5 Limitation
Indication of the limitation of the fan stage.

There is no limitation.NONE
The fan stage has not been released.RELEASE
The fan stage is in the forced fixed status.FIXED
The fan stage is in the forced fixed status for frost.FROST
The fan stage is in the forced fixed status for storm.STORM
The fan stage is in the forced fixed status for rain.RAIN
The fan stage is in the forced fixed status for crop treatment.CROP TREATM.
The fan stage is in the forced fixed status for an active curtain.CURTAIN
The fan stage is in the forced fixed status for an external condition.EXT COND
The fan stage is off because the Calc number of fan stages has been reached.MAX FAN ST

6 Set temperature F&P start
The calculated temperature above which the F&P cooling becomes active.

7 Extra influence
The calculated adjustment by the Extra influence.

8 Temperature F&P cooling active
The calculated (greenhouse) temperature limit above which the F&P cooling becomes active.

This is the sum of the set Temperature F&P start and the extra influence.

9 Calculated fan capacity
The degree to which F&P cooling is desirable. The calculated fan capacity determines the number
of fan stages and the switching moment of the pad pump.
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10 F&P cooling active
Indication of whether the F&P cooling is active.

The F&P cooling also switches off if all fan stages are forced off because of for example
curtains, rain, storm or frost.

11 Number of active fan stages
The number of active fan stages by the calculated fan capacity and forced by for example curtains,
rain, storm or frost.

12 Calc number of fan stages
The calculated maximum number of fan stages that is allowed to be active.

If there is no period active, the pad pump is not released and the Calculated number of fan
stages becomes '0'.

13 Calc release pad pump
Indication whether the pad pump has been released.

The pad pump is released if the following conditions have been met:
• the release pad pump is YES;
• the measured outside temperature is higher than 0 °C;
• the measured humidity is less (RH) or greater (HD) than the Humidity limit pad pump;
• the difference between the Temperature F&P cooling active and the measured outside temperature

is less than the Temperature limit outside-inside.

14 Ventilation contribution vents
The difference between the measured temperature and the calculated ventilation temperature that
can be purged at maximum by the vent control. The maximum value for this is the P band on the
side which opens first. This maximum may be reduced if a limitation of the maximum vent is active,
such as rain, storm or another control.

M240 Wash robot overview
This section provides an overview of the wash robot.

1 Status wash robot
See I240 Wash robot strategy (page 530).

2 Limitation
The limitation of the wash robot.

There are no limitations.[NONE]
The 1 Clock (page 530) setting (I240 Wash robot strategy (page 530)) is set to OFF or the
current time falls outside the specified start and end time.

[NO RELEASE]

It is storming or the measured wind speed is higher than the specified 4 Wind speed
limit (page 530) (I240 Wash robot strategy (page 530)).

[WIND]

It is freezing or the measured outside temperature is lower than the specified 5 Outside
temperature limit (page 530) (I240 Wash robot strategy (page 530)).

[TEMP]

Both the limitation WIND and the limitation TEMP are valid.[WIND+TEMP]
The 6 Priority (page 530) (I240 Wash robot strategy (page 530)) is set to MAN OFF.[MAN OFF]

-SECTION STATUS-
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3 Section - Status

Section
The number of the section.

Status
The status of the section.

The section is IDLE.[REST]
There is a request from the wash robot for permission to wash this section. It is a waiting
until the vents of the section are set to closed or are allowed to be set to close.

[REQUESTED]

The vents in this section are limited. The roof of the section is being cleaned. In many
cases the wash robot can only function safely with fully closed vents. If the wash robot
is suitable for moving over partially open vents the dealer can set a maximum vent
position during active wash robot. The vents are then limited by this maximum vent
position.

[RELEASED]

The wash robot and the section are malfunctioning.[ERROR]

M105 Overview measuring boxes
This measuring box overview provides information about the measurements of the measuring
box(es) over all the compartments.

There may be several measuring boxes per compartment, and each is numbered from 1 to the actual
number of measuring boxes. The measuring boxes present can work together with the different
controls in the compartment. You can set which measuring box(es) can work together with which
control(s) and in what way in I100.4 Allocate measuring box to controls (page 185).

If there are multiple measuring boxes in the compartment, the measurements and calculations are
shown several times. The number displayed is then the number of the measuring box.

-MEASURED GREENHOUSE AIR-

1 Cmp - Temp - RH - HD - AH - WBT - Dewp - CO₂ - Enthalpy

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

Temp
The dry bulb temperature, so the greenhouse temperature.

RH
The relative air humidity.

HD
The humidity deficit.

AH
The absolute humidity.

WBT
The wet bulb temperature.
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Dewp
The calculated temperature whereby the humidity from the air condenses. If part of the plant is
below this temperature, it will become 'become wet'.

CO₂
The measured CO2 concentration.

Enthalpy
The measured enthalpy of the greenhouse air.

-RADIATION-

2 Cmp - Rad - PAR

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

Rad
The measured radiation in the compartment. If there are several radiation measurements in the
compartment, select which measurement is displayed here in I100.3 Allocate radiation to
compartment (page 190).

PAR
The measured PAR in the compartment. If there are several PAR measurements in the compartment,
select which measurement is displayed here in I100.3 Allocate radiation to compartment (page 190).

-CALCULATED TOP-

3 Cmp - Temp - RH - HD - VPD - VPD sum

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

Temp
The calculated temperature of the top of the plant.

RH
The calculated relative air humidity around the top of the plant.

HD
The calculated humidity deficit around the top of the plant.

VPD
The calculated vapour pressure deficit at the calculated top temperature.

VPD sum
The calculated sum of the vapour pressure deficit at the calculated top temperature.
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-CALCULATED PLANT-

4 Cmp - Temp - RH - HD

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

Temp
The calculated temperature of the plant, stems and fruit in the shadow.

RH
The calculated relative air humidity around the plant.

HD
The calculated humidity deficit around the plant.

-MEASURED PLANT-

5 Cmp - Plant temperature - RH - HD - VPD - VPD sum

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

Plant temperature
The measured plant temperature.

RH
The calculated relative air humidity at the measured plant temperature.

HD
The calculated humidity deficit for the measured plant temperature.

VPD
The calculated vapour pressure deficit for the measured plant temperature. The vapour pressure
deficit is the difference between the vapour pressure in the crop's stomata and the vapour pressure
in the greenhouse air.

VPD sum
The calculated sum of the vapour pressure deficit at the measured plant temperature, totalled with
effect from the set time in the 24-hour period for the climate registration.

-MEASURING BOX FAN-

6 Cmp - Measuring box

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

Measuring box
Indication of the status of the measuring box fan.
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The measuring box is ON.ON
The measuring box fan has been switched off manually (12 Switch off measuring box
fan (page 255), I101 Compartment settings (page 253)).

MANUAL OFF

The measuring box fan has been switched off by the crop treatment.CROP PROT OFF
The measuring box fan is switched off because of the irrigation.IRRIG OFF

M105.1 Overview climate per measuring box
In this section you will find an overview of the measured and calculated values per measuring box
per compartment.

-MEASURED GREENHOUSE AIR-

1 Measuring box
The number of the measuring box.

2 Grh temperature measurement
The measured greenhouse temperature at this moment.

2 -- limitation
The limitation of the temperature measurement (via a data connection). See Limitation (for a
measurement or control) (page 1208).

3 Grh temperature control
The measured greenhouse temperature that is passed on to the controls.

4 Wet bulb temperature
The measured wet bulb temperature.

5 RH
The relative air humidity.

5 -- limitation
The limitation of the measurement (via a data connection). See Limitation (for a measurement or
control) (page 1208).

6 Humidity deficit
The humidity deficit.

7 Absolute humidity
The absolute humidity.

8 Dew point
The calculated temperature whereby the humidity from the air condenses. If part of the plant is
below this temperature, it will become 'become wet'.

9 CO₂
The measured CO2 concentration.

9 -- limitation
The limitation of the measurement (via a data connection). See Limitation (for a measurement or
control) (page 1208).
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10 -CALCULATED TOP-
The number of the measuring box.

11 Top temperature
The calculated temperature of the top of the plant.

12 Relative humidity top
The calculated relative air humidity around the top of the plant.

13 Humidity deficit top
The calculated humidity deficit around the top of the plant.

14 Vapour pressure deficit top
The calculated vapour pressure deficit at the calculated top temperature.

15 VPD sum top
The calculated vapour pressure deficit sum at the measured top temperature, totalled with effect
from the set time in the 24-hour period for the climate registration.

16 -CALCULATED PLANT-
The number of the measuring box.

17 Plant temperature
The calculated temperature of the plant, stems and fruit in the shadow.

18 Relative humidity plant
The calculated relative air humidity around the plant.

19 Humidity deficit plant
The calculated humidity deficit around the plant.

20 -MEASURED PLANT-
The number of the plant measurement.

21 Measured plant temperature
The measured plant temperature.

22 Relative humidity plant
The relative air humidity for the measured plant temperature.

23 Humidity deficit measured plant
The humidity deficit for the measured plant temperature.

24 Vapour pressure deficit plant
The calculated vapour pressure deficit for the measured plant temperature.

25 VPD sum measured plant
The calculated vapour pressure deficit sum at the measured plant temperature.
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-MEASURING BOX FAN-

26 Measuring box
The number of the measuring box.

27 Status
Indication of the status of the measuring box fan.

The measuring box is ON.ON
The measuring box fan has been switched off manually (12 Switch off measuring box
fan (page 255), I101 Compartment settings (page 253)).

MANUAL OFF

The measuring box fan has been switched off by the crop treatment.CROP PROT OFF
The measuring box fan is switched off because of the irrigation.IRRIG OFF

28 Limitation
Indication of the limitation of the measuring box fan (via a data connection). See Limitation (for a
measurement or control) (page 1208).

M109 Overview extra sensors
This section can be found in the overview of the extra sensors. These sensors are used purely for
registration.

-MEASURED EXTRA TEMPERATURE-

1 Cmp - Temp

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

Temp
The measured temperature of the extra temperature sensor. The extra sensor can be an infra red,
air temperature or water temperature measurement, refer to M109.1 Overview extra sensors per
compartment (page 885).

M109.1 Overview extra sensors per compartment
This section lists an overview of the extra sensors in the compartment. You can also adjust the type
of sensor and what is being measured. These sensors are used purely for registration.

1 -TEMPERATURE-
The number of the extra temperature sensor.

2 Type temperature
The type of temperature sensor.

The extra temperature sensor is an infra red temperature sensor.[IR]
The extra temperature sensor is a greenhouse temperature sensor.[GREENHOUSE]
The extra temperature sensor is a water temperature sensor.[WATER TEMP]

3 Temperature
Adjustable what temperature is measured by the extra sensor.
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The temperature of the greenhouse cover. With a clear greenhouse cover and clear
sky this is the outside air temperature. A comparison of this temperature with the dew
point provides an indication of the humidity drain.

[COVER/CLOUDS]

The temperature of a curtain.[CURTAIN]
The temperature of the top layer of the ground surface.[SOIL]
The temperature of the crop.[CROP]
The temperature of the plant.[PLANT]
The temperature of the stems and stalks of the plant.[STEM]
The temperature of the leaf.[LEAF]
The temperature of the fruit.[FRUIT]
The temperature of the flower.[FLOWER]
The temperature of the substrate, the root environment of the plant.[SUBSTRATE]
The temperature at the bottom of the crop or below the curtain.[BELOW]
The temperature in the middle of the crop.[MIDDLE]
The temperature at the top of the crop.[ABOVE]
The temperature of a side. This allows you to track the influences of the outside
circumstances and the installation.

[SIDE]

The temperature close to the path ((heating) installations and their shadows may result
in temperature differences).

[PATH]

The water temperature of a pipe.[WATER TEMP]
The water temperature of a water storage facility.[WATER]
None of the other options apply.[OTHER]

4 Measured
The measured temperature of the extra temperature sensor.

M11 Overview on/off heating groups

1 Total capacity des/max

Total capacity desired
The desired capacity of the on/off heating group.

Total capacity maximum
The maximum capacity of the on/off heating group.

2 Total gas consumption des/max

Total gas consumption desired
The desired gas consumption of the on/off heating group.

Total gas consumption maximum
The maximum gas consumption of the on/off heating group.

3 Allocated max gas consumption
The allocated maximum gas consumption to the on/off heating group.

4 Release gas alloc. rotation seq.
Indication whether rotating of the on/off heating group for the gas allocation is possible. The possibility
of rotation depends on the 1 Release gas alloc. rotation seq. (page 306) (I11 On/off heating group
settings (page 305)) and on the status of the on/off heat systems in the on/off heating group. If there
is one on/off heat system in the group in the minimum time on or off, rotation is not possible.
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5 Remaining min time on
The time that an on/off heat system in the on/off heating group is still in the minimum time on.
During this time the allocated gas cannot be removed.

6 Remaining min time off
The time that an on/off heat system in the on/off heating group is still in the minimum time off.
During this time no gas will be allocated.

7 Meas largest temperature deviation
The measured largest temperature deviation of the linked on/off heat systems between the measured
greenhouse temperature and the 15 Calc heat temperature on-off heating (page 842) (M110 Overview
heating (page 841)).

8 Meas largest CO₂ deviation
The measured largest CO2 deviation of the linked on/off heat systems between the measured CO2

concentration and the calculated dosage.

9 Calc priority
The calculated priority for the gas allocation, determined by the highest of the 2 Minimum priority
(page 306), the priority determined by the 4 Temperature deviation max priority (page 306) and the
priority determined by the 6 CO₂ deviation max priority (page 306) (all from I11 On/off heating group
settings (page 305)).

I195 Indoor growing strategy
This section contains the climate settings that the process computer exchanges with Indoor Growing
projects (page 148).

1 Release control

Release the Indoor Growing strategy, so that temperature and air humidity are controlled
automatically based on the set values per period.

YES

The Indoor Growing strategy has been switched off and the Top Control project ignores
the transmitted values and controls using the default setpoints.

NO

2 Release control CO₂

Use the CO₂ settings below.YES
The Top Control project ignores the transmitted values.NO

2 Release control light

Use the light settings below.YES
The Top Control project ignores the transmitted values.NO

2 Release control pressure

Use the pressure settings below.YES
The Top Control project ignores the transmitted values.NO

3 Period
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4 Activated
Indicates whether the relevant period is currently active.

5 Period
Option whether the period is to be included in the strategy. If NO has been entered for all periods,
the settings from period 1 will be used.

6 Start time
Start time of the period. See also the Astronomic time shift paragraph in Setting periods and times
(page 32).

If two periods have the same start time, the period with the highest period number will become
active.

If the current period is less than 5 minutes,!! SHORT PERIOD LENGTH !! appears here. This
may also occur through the use of astronomical time shift.

7 Temperature
The desired temperature in the indoor area.

8 Relative humidity
The desired relative air humidity in the indoor area.

8 Humidity ratio deficit
The desired humidity deficit in the indoor area.

9 CO₂
The desired quantity of CO₂ in the indoor area.

10 Light level
The desired quantity of light in the indoor area for this lighting level.

10 Light level 2
The desired quantity of light in the indoor area for this lighting level.

10 Light level 3
The desired quantity of light in the indoor area for this lighting level.

11 Light level 4
The desired quantity of light in the indoor area for this lighting level.

11 Light level 5
The desired quantity of light in the indoor area for this lighting level.

11 Light level 6
The desired quantity of light in the indoor area for this lighting level.

12 Pressure difference
The desired pressure difference between the indoor area and the environment.
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To prevent a situation in which a difference in setpoint between two periods results in a sudden
major change in the climate, it is possible to allow the current value to change to the new value
gradually.

13 Time-lag temperature
The desired time for an adjustment of 1 degree.

14 Time-lag humidity
The desired time for an adjustment of 1 percent.

14 Time-lag humidity
The desired time for an adjustment of 1 gram per kg.

15 Time-lag CO₂
The desired time for an adjustment of 100 ppm.

16 Time-lag light
The desired time for an adjustment of 10 percent.

17 Time-lag pressure
The desired time for an adjustment of 1 Pascal.

18 Special program
The special program offers the possibility of starting blow-off, dosing and fogging manually

19 Activate
Switch on the relevant program.

20 Duration time
The time that the program should be active before it is automatically switched off.

21 Remaining time
The remaining time before the program is switched off.

22 Current
Table containing the current values for of the Indoor growing strategy.

The calculated value. This is the result of the setpoint and the time delay.Calculated
The value with which control is currently being performedControlled
The measured valueMeasured

I195.1 Alarm limits indoor growing
This section contains the alarm limits that apply to the Indoor Growing control.

1 Humidity selection

The Indoor Growing control controls according to the relative humidity (%).RH
The Indoor Growing control controls according to the humidity ratio deficit (g/kg).HD
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2 Reset locked alarm/Locked alarm active

Reset locked alarm
Reset the alarm of the locked Indoor Growing control. After 30 seconds, it automatically changes
back to NO.

Locked alarm active
The Indoor Growing control is blocked.

3 High alarm/Low alarm/Priva Office alarm
Indicates whether a high priority/low priority/Priva Office alarm is active. The High/Low alarm is an
alarm in the Top Control project. The Priva Office alarm is an alarm in the Indoor growing strategy.

-ALARM AND MESSAGE LIMITS-

4 Alarm and [message] limits
See explanation in I100 Alarm limits compartment (page 534).

5 Temperature
Temperature below which alarm 187 Temperature too low is triggered and above which alarm 188
Temperature too high is triggered.

6 Relative humidity
Air humidity below which alarm 183 Relative humidity too low is triggered and above which alarm
182 Relative humidity too high is triggered.

7 Humidity ratio deficit
Humidity ratio deficit above which alarm 185 Humidity deficit too low is triggered and below which
alarm 184 Humidity deficit too high is triggered.

8 CO₂
CO₂ concentration below which alarm 187 CO₂ level too low is triggered and above which alarm 186
CO₂ level too high is triggered.

9 Pressure difference
The alarm limit for alarm 310 Measured pressure diff.too large and alarm 311 Measured pressure diff.too
small.

-DIFFERENCE SETPOINTS ALARM LIMITS-
If the difference between the measured value and the calculated value exceeds the set alarm limit,
a message or an alarm will be generated. A time delay can also be set per value, to prevent
unnecessary alarms and messages.

10 Alarm and [message] limits
See explanation in I100 Alarm limits compartment (page 534).

11 Temperature
The alarm limit for alarm 179 Temperature difference too large.

12 Relative humidity
The alarm limit for alarm 191 Relative hum. deviation too large.
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13 Humidity ratio deficit
The alarm limit for alarm 193 Hum. deficit deviation too large.

14 CO₂
The alarm limit for alarm 194 CO₂ level deviation too large.

15 Pressure difference
The pressure difference above which alarm 190 Pressure diff. deviation too large is triggered.

M195 Overview indoor growing

1 -MEASURING POINTS-
The measured values of the various measuring boxes in the indoor area.

2 Temperature
The measured temperature of the measuring box.

3 Relative humidity
The measured relative air humidity of the measuring box.

3 Humidity ratio deficit
The humidity ratio deficit calculated using the temperature and the relative air humidity.

3 Absolute humidity ratio
The absolute moisture level calculated using the temperature and the relative air humidity.

4 CO₂
The measured CO₂ concentration of the measuring box.

5 -AIRTREATMENT UNITS-
The measured values per air treatment unit.

6 Fan
The supply fan is active.

7 Fan capacity
The capacity of the supply fan.

8 Recirculation damper position
The valve position of the recirculation section.

9 Outside damper position
The valve position of the outside air section.

10 Heating pump active
The heating pump is active.

11 Heating pump capacity
The capacity of the heating pump.
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12 Heating valve position
The valve position of the heating.

13 Heating supply water temperature
The temperature of the supply water for the heating.

14 Heating return water temperature
The temperature of the return water for the heating.

15 Cooling pump active
The cooling pump is active.

16 Cooling pump capacity
The capacity of the cooling pump.

17 Cooling valve position
The valve position of the cooling.

18 Cooling supply water temperature
The temperature of the supply water for the cooling.

19 Cooling return water temperature
The temperature of the return water for the cooling.

20 Mixed air temperature
The temperature of the mixed air.

21 Mixed air humidity
The air humidity of the mixed air.

22 Cooling air temperature
The temperature measurement on the outlet side of the cold block.

23 Cooling air humidity
The humidity measurement on the outlet side of the cold block.

24 Calculated supply air temperature
The calculated temperature of the air that is blown into the indoor area.

25 Measured supply air temperature
The measured temperature of the supply air.

26 Calculated supply air ABS hum. ratio
The calculated absolute air humidity ratio.

27 Measured supply air ABS hum. ratio
The measured absolute air humidity ratio.
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28 Measured supply air relative humidity
The measured air humidity

29 -CO₂ and PURGING-

30 State

31 Valve position
Valve position of the CO₂ supply and air exhaust.

M195.1 Overview indoor limitations

-SETPOINT-
The manual adjustments of the setpoints in the Top Control project.

1 Temperature intervention

2 Humidity intervention

3 CO₂ intervention

4 Light intervention

5 Pressure intervention

6 -AIRTREATMENT UNITS-

7 Fan intervention
Indicates whether the control has been copied to the controller by means of an override switch.

8 Fan failure
Failure message of the fan.

9 Recirculation damper intervention
Indicates whether the control has been copied to the controller by means of an override switch.

10 Recirculation damper error
A error message has been detected.

11 Outside damper intervention
Indicates whether the control has been copied to the controller by means of an override switch.
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12 Outside damper error
A error message has been detected.

13 Heating pump intervention
Indicates whether the control has been copied to the controller by means of an override switch.

14 Heating pump failure
A error message has been detected.

15 Heating damper intervention
Indicates whether the control has been copied to the controller by means of an override switch.

16 Heating damper failure
A error message has been detected.

17 Cooling pump intervention
Indicates whether the control has been copied to the controller by means of an override switch.

18 Cooling pump error
A error message has been detected.

19 Cooling valve intervention
Indicates whether the control has been copied to the controller by means of an override switch.

20 Cooling valve error
A error message has been detected.

21 -CO₂ and PURGING-

22 Intervention
Indicates whether the control has been copied to the controller by means of an override switch.

23 Valve/damper error
A error message has been detected for the valve.

M195.2 Overview indoor measurements

1 Growing light blocked external
The Indoor control blocks the lighting, e.g. because the temperature is too high.

2 -GROWING LIGHT-

3 State

4 Light level
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5 Intervention

6 Failure

7 -EXTRA MEASUREMENTS-
Shows extra measurements. These may vary according to project.

8 State

9 Air temperature

10 Water temperature

11 Temperature

12 Relative humidity

13 Absolute humidity ratio

14 Percentage

15 Pressure difference

16 Intervention

17 Gas measurement

12 -UNIVERSAL MEASUREMENTS-
The measurements derived from other sources (can be set in I195.8)
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Climate registration

M101 Overview climate day/night
This section contains the maximum, minimum and average measurement values of the outside and
inside climate. The values are calculated from the moment this period becomes valid.

-CLIMATE-

1 Start time/end time day
Indication of the day schedule for the registration of the climate.

Start time day
Start time of the day period (also the end time of the night period). At this time the overviews of the
night period are printed if necessary.

End time day
End time of the day period (also the start time of the night period). At this time the overviews of the
day period are printed if necessary.

2 Current period
Indication of whether the current period is the DAY or the NIGHT.

3 No. - OT - ↓OT - ↑OT - WS - RH - ↓RH - ↑RH - HD - ↓HD - ↑HD - AH - ↓AH - ↑AH - CO₂

OT
The average, lowest ( ) and highest ( ) outside temperature.

WS
The average wind speed.

RH
The average, lowest ( ) and highest ( ) relative air humidity.

HD
The average, lowest ( ) and highest ( ) humidity deficit.

CO₂
The average CO2 concentration.

RadSum
The measured radiation sum on the weather mast.

PARSum
The measured PAR sum on the weather mast.

4 No. - RadSum - PARSum - Irrad. - ↓Irrad. - ↑Irrad.

Irrad.
The average, lowest ( ) and highest ( ) measured irradiation.
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5 Cmp - GrhT - ↓GrhT - ↑GrhT - RH - ↓RH - ↑RH - HD - ↓HD - ↑HD - AH - ↓AH - ↑AH - Dew point temp
diff - CO₂

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

GrhT
The average, lowest ( ) and highest ( ) greenhouse temperature.

RH
The average, lowest ( ) and highest ( ) relative humidity.

HD
The average, lowest ( ) and highest ( ) humidity deficit.

Dew point temp diff
The difference between the greenhouse temperature and the calculated temperature at which the
humidity from the greenhouse air condenses.

CO2
The average CO2 concentration.

6 Cmp - GrLightSum - CRadSum - RadSum - PARSum - WT - Energy

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

GrLightSum
The radiation sum emitted by the growing light.

CRadSum
The calculated radiation sum in the compartment.

RadSum
The measured radiation sum in the compartment.

PARSum
The measured PAR sum in the compartment.

WT
The average water temperature.

Energy

The totalled energy consumption per heating network expressed in m3 natural gas equivalent.
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-MEASURED PLANT-

7 Cmp - Temp - ↓Temp - ↑Temp - RH - ↓RH - ↑RH - HD - ↓HD - ↑HD - VPD - ↓VPD - ↑VPD

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

Temp
The average, lowest (↓) and highest (↑) plant temperature.

RH
The average, lowest (↓) and highest (↑) relative humidity at the measured plant temperature.

HD
The average, lowest (↓) and highest (↑) humidity deficit at the measured plant temperature.

VPD
The average, lowest (↓) and highest (↑) vapour pressure deficit at the measured plant temperature.

-MEASURED EXTRA TEMPERATURE-

8 Cmp - Temp - ↓Temp - ↑Temp

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

Temp
The average, lowest ( ) and highest ( ) temperature of the extra temperature sensor. The extra
sensor can be an infra red, air temperature or water temperature measurement, refer to M109.1
Overview extra sensors per compartment (page 885).

M101.1 Overview climate day/night previous period
This section contains the maximum, minimum and average measurement values of the outside and
inside climate. The values are calculated from the moment this period becomes valid.

-CLIMATE-

1 Start time/end time day
Indication of the day schedule for the registration of the climate.

Start time day
Start time of the day of the previous period (also the end time of the night period).

End time day
End time of the day of the previous period (also the start time of the night period).

2 Period
Reference to whether this overview is an overview of the day or the night period.

See M101 Overview climate day/night (page 896) for an explanation of the other lines.
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M101.2 Overview climate day term
This section contains the maximum, minimum and average measurement values of the outside and
inside climate.

The values are calculated from the moment this term becomes valid. In the calculation of the values
only the measured values of the DAY periods are included.

See M101 Overview climate day/night (page 896) for an explanation of the other lines.

M101.3 Overview climate night term
This section contains the maximum, minimum and average measurement values of the outside and
inside climate.

The values are calculated from the moment this term becomes valid. In the calculation of the values
only the measured values of the NIGHT periods are included.

See also M101 Overview climate day/night (page 896).

M101.4 Overview climate previous day term
This section contains the maximum, minimum and average measurement values of the outside and
inside climate.

The values are calculated from the moment this term becomes valid. In the calculation of the values
only the measured values of the PREVIOUS DAY periods are included.

See also M101 Overview climate day/night (page 896).

M101.5 Overview climate previous night term
This section contains the maximum, minimum and average measurement values of the outside and
inside climate.

The values are calculated from the moment this term becomes valid. In the calculation of the values
only the measured values of the PREVIOUS NIGHT periods are included.

See also M101 Overview climate day/night (page 896).

M102 Overview climate today
This section contains the maximum, minimum and average measurement values of the outside and
inside climate. The values are calculated from the moment this term becomes valid.

You can set the 24-hour period in I7 Climate registration (page 229).

-CLIMATE-

1 24-hours period
Time at which the 24 hour period of today has started for the registration of the climate and at which
the overview can be printed if necessary.
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3 Cmp - OT - ↓OT - ↑OT - WS - RH - ↓RH - ↑RH - HD - ↓HD - ↑HD - AH - ↓AH - ↑AH - CO₂

OT
The average, lowest (↓) and highest (↑) outside temperature.

WS
The average wind speed.

RH
The average, lowest (↓) and highest (↑) relative air humidity.

HD
The average, lowest (↓) and highest (↑) humidity deficit.

CO₂
The average CO2 concentration.

4 No. - RadSum - PARSum - Irrad. - ↓Irrad. - ↑Irrad.

RadSum
The measured radiation sum on the meteorological station counted from 24-hours period.

PARSum
The measured PAR sum on the meteorological station counted from 24-hours period.

Irrad.
The average, lowest (↓) and highest (↑) measured irradiation.

5 Cmp - GrhT - RH - ↑GrhT - ↑RH - ↓RH - ↓HD - HD - AH - ↑HD - ↓GrhT - ↓AH - ↑AH - Dew point temp
diff - CO₂ - VPD sum

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

GrhT
The average, lowest (↓) and highest (↑) greenhouse temperature.

RH
The average, lowest (↓) and highest (↑) relative air humidity.

HD
The average, lowest (↓) and highest (↑) humidity deficit.

Dew point temp diff
The difference between the greenhouse temperature and the calculated temperature at which the
humidity from the greenhouse air condenses.

CO₂
The average CO2 concentration.
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VPD sum
The calculated vapour pressure deficit sum, counted from 24-hours period.

6 Cmp - GrLightSum - CRadSum - RadSum - PARSum - WT - Energy

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

GrLightSum
The radiation sum emitted by the growing light, counted from 24-hours period.

CRadSum
The calculated radiation sum in the compartment, counted from 24-hours period.

RadSum
The measured radiation sum in the compartment, counted from 24-hours period.

PARSum
The measured PAR sum in the compartment, counted from 24-hours period.

WT
The average hot water temperature.

Energy
The totalled energy consumption per heating network.

-MEASURED PLANT-

7 Cmp - Temp - ↓Temp - ↑Temp - RH - ↓RH - ↑RH - HD - ↓HD - ↑HD - VPD - ↓VPD - ↑VPD

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

Temp
The average, lowest (↓) and highest (↑) plant temperature.

RH
The average, lowest (↓) and highest (↑) relative humidity at the measured plant temperature.

HD
The average, lowest (↓) and highest (↑) humidity deficit at the measured plant temperature.

VPD
The average, lowest (↓) and highest (↑) vapour pressure deficit at the measured plant temperature.
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-MEASURED EXTRA TEMPERATURE-

8 Cmp - Temp - ↓Temp - ↑Temp

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

Temp
The average, lowest (↓) and highest (↑) temperature of the extra temperature sensor. The extra
sensor can be an infrared, greenhouse air temperature or water temperature measurement, see
M109.1 Overview extra sensors per compartment (page 885).

M102.1 Overview climate yesterday
This section contains the maximum, minimum and average measurement values of the outside and
inside climate. The values are calculated from the moment this term becomes valid.

See also M102 Overview climate today (page 899).

M102.2 Overview climate 24 hrs term
This section contains the maximum, minimum and average measurement values of the outside and
inside climate.

The values are calculated from the moment this term becomes valid. In the calculation of the values
the measured values of entire 24 HOURS are included.

See also M102 Overview climate today (page 899).

M102.3 Overview climate previous 24 hrs term
This section contains the maximum, minimum and average measurement values of the outside and
inside climate.

The values are calculated from the moment this term becomes valid. In the calculation of the values
the measured values of entire PREVIOUS 24 HOURS are included.

See also M102 Overview climate today (page 899).
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Climate Energy

M107 Overview gas consumption per compartment

In addition to the compartment heating, an autonomous heating may be present in the
compartment whose supplied heating capacity must also be taken into account in the
calculated gas consumption of the compartment(s). Make sure that your dealer has correctly
completed the -AUTON. HEATING <-> COMPARTMENT- matrix (I9100.8).

1 24-hours period
Time at which the 24-hour period for the registration of the gas consumption per compartment
starts.

-CONSUMPTION TODAY-

2 Cmp - Gas per m² - Gas total - Electr per m² - Electr.total

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

Gas per m²

The gas consumption of today per m2 of the compartment.

Gas total
The total gas consumption of today of the compartment.

Electr per m²
Cumulative electricity consumption from the set time in the 24-hour period of all growing light
systems and air treatment systems in this compartment expressed per m² of this compartment.

Electr.total
Cumulative electricity consumption from the set time in the 24-hour period of all growing light
systems and air treatment systems in this compartment.

-CONSUMPTION YESTERDAY-
See explanation of line 2.

M100.2 Overview current capacity demand
This section contains the capacity that is currently being supplied per compartment and per control.

3 Cmp - Pipe - Pipes - On-off heat - Pulse

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

Pipe
The current supplied capacity of the water temperature.
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Pipes
The current supplied capacity of all compartment water temperatures and the connected autonomous
water temperatures related to surface compartment added together.

On-off heat
The current supplied capacity of the on/off heater(s).

Pulse
The current supplied capacity of the pulse heating.

-AUT HEATING-

4 No. - Pipe

No.
The number of the autonomous heating control.

Pipe
The current supplied capacity of the water temperature.

-GROWING LIGHT SYSTEM-

5 No. - Growing light

No.
The number of the growing light system.

Growing light
The current supplied capacity of the growing light system.

M104 Overview energy use today
In this section you will find all the accumulated energy usage. The values are calculated from the
moment this term becomes valid.

-CLIMATE-

1 24-hour period
Time at which the 24 hour period of today has started for the registration of the accumulated energy
usage and at which the overview can be printed.

-CAPACITY CONTROL-

3 Cmp - Pipe - Pipes - On-off heat - Pulse

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

Pipe
The supplied accumulated energy usage of the water temperature.

Pipes
The supplied accumulated energy usage of the compartment water temperatures and the connected
autonomous water temperatures, related to surface compartment.
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On-off heat
The supplied accumulated energy usage of the on/off heat system.

Pulse
The supplied accumulated energy usage of the pulse heat system.

-AUT HEATING-

5 No. - Pipe

No.
The number of the autonomous water temperature.

Pipe
The supplied accumulated energy usage of the autonomous water temperature.

-GROWING LIGHT SYSTEM-

6 No. - Growing light

No.
The number of the growing light system.

Growing light
The supplied accumulated energy usage of the growing light system.

M104.1 Overview capacity yesterday
In this section you will find all the accumulated energy usage. The values are calculated from the
moment this term becomes valid.

See M104 Overview energy use today (page 904) for an explanation of the lines.

M104.2 Overview capacity term
In this section you will find all the accumulated energy usage. The values are calculated from the
moment this term becomes valid.

See M104 Overview energy use today (page 904) for an explanation of the lines.

M104.3 Overview capacity previous term
In this section you will find all the accumulated energy usage. The values are calculated from the
moment this term becomes valid.

See M104 Overview energy use today (page 904) for an explanation of the lines.
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Climate operational hours

M103 Overview climate working hours today
In this section you will find the operational hours of several climate data. The hours are counted
from the moment this term becomes valid.

For the autonomous climate controls the operational hours are registered in M9103 Operational
hours/Autonomous today. This is where among other things the growing light systems are presented.

-CLIMATE-

1 24-hours period
Time at which the 24 hour period of today has started for the registration of the operational hours
and at which the overview can be printed if necessary.

-HEATING-

3 Cmp - Electr.consumption - Active - Pump1 - Pump2 - On-off heat
Indication of the number of operational hours of the various controls.

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

Electr.consumption
The electricity consumption of the pump.

Active
Duration time that the heating pipe has been used.

Pump1/Pump2
The operational hours of the pump. For a two-speed pump the number of hours at low speed are
registered for Pump1 and the number of hours at high-speed for Pump1 and Pump2

On-off heat
The operational hours of the on/off heat system.

-CURTAIN-

4 Cmp - Curtain

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

Curtain
The number of operational hours of the curtain.
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-MISTING-

5 Misting - Hygrofan - Mist valve

Misting

Hygrofan
The number of operational hours of the Hygrofan.

Mist valve
The number of operating hours misting has been active using the misting valves. These are the
operating hours for the full misting cycles.

-AIR CIRCULATION-

6 Cmp - Active - Air blend active

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

Air circulation active
The number of operational hours the air circulation has been active.

Air blend active
The number of operational hours that the air mixer has been active.

-FAN AND PAD COOLING-

7 Cmp - Active - Pump - Fan stage

Cmp
The number of the compartment.

Active
The number of operational hours of the F&P cooling.

Pump
The number of operational hours of the pump of the F&P cooling.

Fan stage
The number of operational hours of the fan stage.

-CROP TREATMENT-

8
The various phases of the crop treatment.
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9 Active
Each line indicates the number of operating hours of the various phases for the crop treatment
control.

M103.1 Overview operational hours yesterday
In this section you will find the operational hours of several climate data. The hours are counted
from the moment this term becomes valid.

See also M103 Overview climate working hours today (page 906).

M103.2 Overview climate working hours term
In this section you will find the operational hours of several climate data. The hours are counted
from the moment this term becomes valid.

-CLIMATE-

1 From day
Date at which the current term for the registration of the operational hours started.

2 Current day
Reference to the current date.

3 To day
Date at which the current term for the registration of the operational hours ends, after which the
overview is printed.

See M103 Overview climate working hours today (page 906) for an explanation of the other
lines.

M103.3 Overview climate operational hours previous term
In this section you will find the operational hours of several climate data. The hours are counted
from the moment this term becomes valid.

See M103 Overview climate working hours today (page 906) for an explanation of the lines.

M203 Overview growing light working hours today
This section lists the operational hours of the lighting of today.

-GROWING LIGHT-

1 24-hours period
Time at which the 24 hour period of today has started for the registration of the operational hours
of the lighting and at which the overview can be printed.

3 Growing light - String

Growing light
The number of the growing light system.

String X
The number of operational hours of string X.
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4 Cycl. light - String

Cycl. light
The number of the cyclic lighting.

String X
The number of operational hours of string X.

M203.1 Overview growing light working hours yesterday
This overview lists the operational hours of the lighting from yesterday.

-GROWING LIGHT-

1 24-hours period
Time at which the 24-hour period of yesterday for the registration of the operational hours of the
lighting started.

Refer to M203 Overview growing light working hours today (page 908) for an explanation of
lines 3 and 4.

M203.2 Overview growing light operational hours term
This overview lists the operational hours of the actual term of the lighting.

See M203 Overview growing light working hours today (page 908) for an explanation of the
lines.

M203.3 Overview growing light operational hours previous term
This overview lists the operational hours of the previous term of the lighting.

See M203 Overview growing light working hours today (page 908) for an explanation of the
lines.

M206 Overview growing light working hours total
This overview shows the total of operational hours and the total number of starts of the growing
light from a set value.

-GROWING LIGHT-

1 Growing light - String

Growing light
The number of the growing light system.

String X
The number of operational hours of string X of the growing light is adjustable and is counted
continuously, starting from a modification. This makes it possible to register for example the number
of operational hours during an entire crop or crop phase.

2 Growing light - Starts

Growing light
The number of the growing light system.
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Starts X
The number of starts of string X of the growing light is adjustable and is counted continuously,
starting from a modification. This makes it possible to register for example the number of starts
during an entire crop or crop phase.

3 Cycl. light - String

Cycl. light
The number of the cyclic lighting.

String X
The number of operational hours of string X of the cyclic lighting is adjustable and is counted
continuously, starting from a modification. This makes it possible to register for example the number
of operational hours during an entire crop or crop phase.

4 Cycl. light - Starts

Cycl. light
The number of the cyclic lighting.

Starts X
The number of starts of string X of the cyclic lighting is adjustable and is counted continuously,
starting from a modification. This makes it possible to register for example the number of starts
during an entire crop or crop phase.
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Energy

M304 Overview gas maximum

-STRATEGY-

1 Absolute max gas consumption
The absolute maximum quantity of gas that is allowed to be consumed per hour. Even if a gas
strategy, a contact maximum gas, an external gas strategy or a control by average gas consumption
is active, the gas consumption is limited by the absolute maximum gas consumption.

2 External gas strategy active
Indication whether the external gas strategy is active.

The settings of the external gas strategy are used. If the costs are not supplied by the
external system, then the costs apply as set in I304.1 Gas maximum strategy (page 545).

[YES]

The settings in I304.1 Gas maximum strategy (page 545) are used.[NO]

3 Unlimited result gas strategy
The maximum gas consumption in I304.1 Gas maximum strategy (page 545) that is not limited by
Absolute max gas consumption.

4 Limited result gas strategy
The maximum gas consumption in I304.1 Gas maximum strategy (page 545) that is limited by Absolute
max gas consumption.

5 Active gas strategy
Indication of the active gas strategy.

-INFLUENCE MEASURED GAS CONSUMPTION-

6 Calc max gas cons. by av. gas cons.
The maximum gas consumption that is calculated by controlling by an average gas consumption.
Depending on the 9 Average gas consumption (page 543) and 10 Control space average gas
consumption (page 543) (I304 Gas maximum (page 542)) and the measured consumption this maximum
gas consumption can deviate from the specified maximum gas consumption. The calculated maximum
gas consumption by average gas consumption can never be greater than the absolute maximum
gas consumption.

7 Decrease by controlled gas consumers
The decrease of the maximum gas consumption by the controlled sources, because for some time
a higher gas consumption was measured that permitted due to the average maximum gas
consumption. This decrease is limited by the minimum quantity of gas to switch on at least 1 heat
source. If necessary the decrease starts sooner.

8 Decrease by uncontrolled gas consumers
The decrease of the maximum gas consumption by the uncontrolled sources, because for some
time a higher gas consumption was measured than was calculated.
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9 Calc max gas consumption
The calculated maximum gas consumption at this applies at this moment. The maximum gas
consumption can be the absolute maximum gas consumption, the maximum from the gas strategy,
from the external gas strategy or a contact maximum gas consumption. This calculated maximum
gas consumption is including the decrease by controlled and uncontrolled gas consumers.

-CONTROL ON AVERAGE GAS CONSUMPTION-

10 Start time period av. gas consumption
The start time of the periods over which the average gas consumption in the period is limited by
Calc max gas consumption.

11 End time period av. gas consumption
The end time of the periods over which the average gas consumption in the period is limited by Calc
max gas consumption.

12 Maximum gas sum
The cumulated maximum gas consumption in the period for the average gas consumption. This
maximum gas sum depends on the length of the period and the specified (absolute) maximum gas
consumption.

13 Measured gas sum
The cumulated measured gas consumption in the period for the average gas consumption.

If the gas meter is defective, the last measured value will be retained.

14 Gas sum to compensate
The gas sum in this period that still needs to be compensated for. Compensation is possible if a gas
measurement is present and the average gas consumption was too high. By temporarily consuming
less gas, the excessively high consumption will be compensated for later. Conversely, it is also possible
to temporarily consume more gas if less gas was consumed in a previous period.

14 No compensation due to defective gas meter
In the event of a defective gas meter, the calculated maximum gas consumption from the set Absolute
max gas consumption is reduced by Control space average gas consumption. As a result, the calculated
maximum gas consumption may be decreased by more than is necessary if there is no current
compensation.

Once the gas meter has been repaired, the current clock hour is rounded based on the set maximum;
the control is resumed in the next clock hour.

M304.1 Overview gas maximum distribution

1 Des gas consumption total
The desired total gas consumption of all connected sources.

2 Des gas cons central sources
The desired gas consumption of all connected central sources, such as boiler(s) and CHP(s).

3 Des gas cons on/off h.groups
The desired gas consumption of all connected on/off heating groups.
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4 Calc max gas consumption
The calculated maximum gas consumption at this applies at this moment. The maximum gas
consumption can be the absolute maximum gas consumption, the maximum from the gas strategy,
from the external gas strategy or a contact maximum gas consumption. This calculated maximum
gas consumption is possibly influenced by controlling on average gas consumption including the
decrease by the controlled and uncontrolled gas consumers.

5 Total calc gas consumption
The total calculated gas consumption of all connected sources.

6 Boiler
The number of the boiler.

7 Calc seq no. for gas allocation
The calculated sequence number of the boiler, that is used for the gas allocation to the gas consumers.
This sequence number is determined by the distribution of the heat demand (refer to I301.1 Heat
source corrections (page 566) also) and depends on the settings of the on/off heating groups (I11
On/off heating group settings (page 305)) and any 12 Forced priority active (page 913).

The lower the sequence number, the sooner it is the turn of this source.

When distributing the gas demand over sources with the same sequence number, these
sources will receive an equal gas allocation in as far as this is possible. If one of the sources
with the same sequence number is in error or has reached its maximum capacity, the equal
distribution continues with the other sources that have the same sequence number.

This sequence number originates from the standard distribution of heat, in I304.2 Gas
maximum distribution (page 547) or I301.1 Heat source corrections (page 566). Finally it can
be changed by the gas allocation from I11 On/off heating group settings (page 305).

8 Gas distribution no.
Indication of the number of the gas distribution, that the boiler is connected to.

9 Des gas consumption
The desired gas consumption of the boiler that is required to produce the desired power. If the
boiler is on, the gas consumption will correspond to Calc gas consumption, but with the maximum
value being the set Allocated max gas consumption.

10 Allocated max gas consumption
The allocated maximum gas consumption to the boiler. This maximum gas consumption may be
lower than the 9 Des gas consumption (page 913) if the 4 Calc max gas consumption (page 913) is
insufficient to meet the requirement of all sources.

11 Calc gas consumption
The calculated gas consumption of the boiler. If the boiler is on, this will be equal to Des gas
consumption, but with the maximum value being the set Allocated max gas consumption.

12 Forced priority active
Indication whether the boiler has priority over other sources in the gas allocation, because of a
forced priority, such as a CO2 demand or a storage demand.
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13 CHP

Refer to 6 Boiler (page 913) for an explanation of lines 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 and 19. Note, the
following line number is not the same:

19 Forced priority active
Indication whether the CHP has priority over other sources in the gas allocation, because of a forced
priority, such as a CO2 demand or a storage demand or electricity demand.

20 ON/OFF HEATING GROUP

Refer to 6 Boiler (page 913) for an explanation of lines 21, 22, 23, 24, 25 and 26. Note, the
following line number is not the same:

26 Forced priority active
Indication whether the on/off heating group has priority over other sources in the gas allocation,
because of a forced priority on boiler(s) (I11 On/off heating group settings (page 305)).

27 EXT ON/OFF HEATING GROUP

Refer to 6 Boiler (page 913) for an explanation of lines 28, 29, 30, 31 and 21.

M300 Overview HT heat management - production
This section describes the overview of the capacities in the heat management and of the producers.
Refer to the Heating paragraph in Energy (page 138) also.

1 Alternative strategy active
Indication whether the alternative heat strategy in I301 Heat source correction conditions (page 568)
is active.

If the alternative strategy is active, there is the option that the heat sources are switched on in a
different sequence.

2 Total des grh temperature/cap

Total desired greenhouse temperature
The highest calculated temperature of all the heating systems and/or transport networks connected
to the heating management.

The highest calculated temperature is increased with an (internally set) loss factor in percentages.

Total desired greenhouse capacity
The total required capacity of the connected heating systems and/or transport networks.

The desired greenhouse capacity is distributed over the heat sources present, whereby the buffer
always has the highest priority (if emptying is allowed). The remaining heat demand is distributed
over the boiler(s), CHP(s) and heat exchanger(s) present, whereby the set sequence (at dealer level)
is kept. If a source has not been released or if it is in ERROR, it is skipped in the distribution of the
capacity.

3 Act cap emptying
The capacity that the buffer supplies. This is calculated on the basis of the position of the off-take
mixing valve. If the off-take mixing valve is open for 50%, then half of the demanded capacity from
the greenhouse is supplied by the buffer.
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4 Boiler
The number of the boiler.

5 Des grh capacity
The greenhouse capacity that is allocated to the boiler.

6 Des CO2 capacity
The desired CO2 capacity of the boiler, that is dependent on the set minimum, maximum and absolute
maximum CO2 capacity, the CO2 buffer influence and the calculated CO2 dosing capacity (refer to
I310.2 Boiler forced storage (page 609)).

7Des forced storage capacity
The desired storage capacity of the boiler if the buffer strategy demands this (refer to M310 Overview
boiler (page 944)).

8 Des reserve cap
The required reserve capacity of the boiler if the heat reserve demands this. The heat reserve
demands a capacity to meet the expected future heat demand.

9 Extra reserve heat
The extra reserve heat that is demanded from the boiler, because the supply temperature of the
heat exchanger that is in series with the boiler, is lower than the calculated filling temperature of
the buffer.

10 Des heating capacity
The desired heat capacity of the boiler, which is the sum of the demanded capacity from the
greenhouse, the calculated internal capacity and the calculated return capacity (refer to M310
Overview boiler (page 944)).

11 Act capacity
The actual heat capacity by the boiler.

12 Calc capacity switch on
The calculated switch on limit for the following heat source. As soon as the desired greenhouse
capacity of the boiler becomes greater than the calculated switch on capacity, the next heat source
switches on.

13 Calc max capacity
The calculated maximum capacity that the boiler can supply on the basis of the set maximum gas
consumption of the maximum capacity of the boiler.

14 CHP

The explanation of the CHP is the same as the explanation of the Boiler. The settings which
differ are shown below.

16 Des CO2 capacity
The desired CO2 capacity of the CHP.

17 Des electr cap
The desired electrical capacity of the CHP, determined by an electricity demand from the electricity
management.
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18 Des external cap
The desired capacity when the CHP is controlled to switch on because of an external demand (for
example an external electricity demand).

The CHP is always switched on at maximum (heat) capacity on the basis of an electricity demand.

24 Heat exchanger

The explanation of the Heat exchanger is the same as the explanation of the Boiler. The
settings which differ are shown below.

28 Des heating capacity
The total demanded heat capacity from the heat exchanger.

The desired heat capacity is an addition of the demanded capacity from the greenhouse and the
calculated internal capacity (refer to M340 Overview heat exchanger (page 967)).

31 Calc max capacity
The calculated maximum capacity that the heat exchanger can supply.

M300.1 Overview HT heat management - HT sources
This section gives an overview of the situation of the sources.

1 Meas supp/ret. temperature manifold

Measured supply temperature manifold
The measured supply temperature of the manifold.

Measured return temperature
The measured return temperature of the manifold.

2 Off-take limit% standard/forced

Off-take limitation percentage standard
The limitation of the heat emission calculated from the boiler, HT buffers and buffer protection. The
influence% that was specified in 14 Influence off-take limit% in I115.1 Pipe influences (page 284) is then
calculated based on this.

Off-take limitation percentage forced
The forced limitation of the heat off-take if the boiler is below the condensation temperature (this
is the value from Forced off-take limit% boiler prot.).

Both percentages are passed to the heating systems that are linked to this heat management. See
I115.1, where for each water temperature control you can select to what extent the Off-take limitation
percentage standard is adopted (Influence off-take limitation%), the Off-take limitation percentage forced
is implemented unconditionally for each water temperature control).

3 Heat surplus% heating system
The highest heat surplus percentage that is present in the heat sources and is provided to the system.
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The heat surplus percentage heating systems:
• indicates that a source is too warm;
• is the highest heat surplus percentage of all heat sources provided to the system;
• is calculated with the values set for the heat sources for the maximum temperature and the

heat surplus temperature.

The set 6 Surplus : incr min water temperature (page 285) (I115.1 Pipe influences (page 284)) is a
modulating implementation according to the above percentage.

4 Heat surplus% buffer
The heat surplus percentage of the heat source(s) to be processed by the heat buffer(s).

The heat surplus percentage buffer:
• indicates that a source is too warm;
• is the highest heat surplus percentage of all heat sources provided to the buffer(s);
• is calculated with the values set for the heat sources for the maximum temperature and the

heat surplus temperature.

5 Boiler
The number of the boiler.

6 Calc boiler temperature
The calculated water temperature of the boiler.

The calculated boiler temperature is determined by increasing the total desired greenhouse
temperature with the temperature offset of I310 Boiler settings (page 601). The calculated boiler
temperature is limited above the minimum boiler temperature and below the maximum boiler
temperature.

7 Measured boiler temperature
The measured boiler temperature.

8 Heat surplus%
The heat surplus percentage of the boiler. If the boiler becomes too hot due to a forced demand,
the heat surplus percentage increases.

9 Destination heat surplus
The destination of the heat surplus of the boiler.

The return water from the buffer is too hot to cool sufficiently in the source. The buffer
cannot be filled and heat discharge through a heating system is not possible.

NONE

The return water from the buffer is too hot to cool sufficiently in the source. The buffer
cannot be filled. Heat cannot be discharged over the heating system.

NETW

The return water from the buffer is sufficiently cold to cool the source. The buffer can
be filled.

BUFFER

The return water from the buffer is sufficiently cold to cool the source. The buffer can
be filled. Heat can also be discharged over the heating system.

BUFFER+NETW

10 Limitation gas
This indicates whether the demanded capacity is limited by the gas consumption.

The demanded capacity is not limited by the gas consumption.NO
The demanded capacity is limited by the maximum gas consumption.MAX
The demanded capacity is limited by the minimum gas consumption.MIN
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11 Burner status
The status of the burner.

Applicable to modulating burners:

Burner is disconnected. The burner is not controlled by the computer.DISCONN
Burner is off.OFF
Burner is on (the speed of the burner is controlled externally).ON
The burner is on in the CO2 position (only possible if a CO2 position is present on the
burner).

CO₂ POS

Burner is on at low speed.LOW SP
Burner is on at high speed.HIGH SP
The gas valve is not released by the burner.NO RELEASE
There is a waiting time until the gas valve is released by the burner (such as during
pre-rinse).

WAIT REL

The burner is in error.ERROR

Applicable to switching burners:

The burner is disconnected. The burner is not controlled by the computer.DISCONN
The burner is off.OFF
Burner is on at the minimum position (position).ON
Burner is on at high flame and at low speed (position 2).HF-LS
Burner is on at high flame and at high speed (position 3).HF-HS
Burner is on in the CO2 position.CO₂ POS
The gas valve is not released by the burner.NO RELEASE
There is a waiting time until the gas valve is released by the burner (such as during
pre-rinse).

WAIT REL

The burner is in error.ERROR

Only if the process computer is controlling the boiler (Release boiler = YES and the Burner
status is not DISCONN) will the control take into account a possible maximum gas
consumption.

12 CHP

13 Measured supply temperature
The measured supply temperature of the CHP.

14 Measured return temperature
The measured return temperature of the CHP.

15 Heat surplus%
The heat surplus percentage of the heat exchanger. If the heat exchanger becomes too hot due to
a forced demand, the heat surplus percentage increases.

16 Destination heat surplus
The destination of the heat surplus of the CHP.
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The return water from the buffer is too hot to cool sufficiently in the source. The buffer
cannot be filled and heat discharge through a heating system is not possible.

NONE

The return water from the buffer is too hot to cool sufficiently in the source. The buffer
cannot be filled. Heat cannot be discharged over the heating system.

NETW

The return water from the buffer is sufficiently cold to cool the source. The buffer can
be filled.

BUFFER

The return water from the buffer is sufficiently cold to cool the source. The buffer can
be filled. Heat can also be discharged over the heating system.

BUFFER+NETW

17 Limitation CHP
The limitation of the CHP.

There is no limitation. The CHP cannot be switched on or off by a capacity demand.NONE
The supply or return temperature is too high. The CHP will be switched off without
delay and remain off until this limitation no longer applies. The CHP is not included in
the allocation of greenhouse capacity.

TOO WARM

The CHP is in error and is not included in the allocation of greenhouse capacity. If there
are multiple CHP steps present, there will be an indication in M330 Overview CHP (page
961) to show which step is in error.

ERROR

The CHP has not been released to switch on (Release CHP in I330).RELEASE
The CHP is not available.NOT AVAILABLE
The CHP is set to manual operation (dealer level) and consequently cannot be driven
by capacity demand.

MANUAL

The CHP is off because of a limitation by the maximum gas consumption.MAX GAS
The CHP is off because of the Unbalanced OFF control (I200.2 Electricity imbalance off
(page 592)

UNBALANCED OFF

The CHP is off and cannot switch on because there is insufficient cooling capacity.COOLING WATER
The CHP is readjusted (externally) and the CHP control has accepted the new value that
is fed back as the new (temporary) maximum heat capacity. This reduced maximum
has an effect on the gas allocation and the maximum available electrical capacity.

PART LOAD

18 Limitation gas
This indicates whether the demanded capacity is limited by the gas consumption.

The demanded capacity is not limited by the gas consumption.NO
The demanded capacity is limited by the maximum gas consumption.MAX
The demanded capacity is limited by the minimum gas consumption.MIN

19 Gas consumption during switching off
The gas consumption of the CHP which has been switched off by the process computer but which
is actually still switched on.

A waiting time commences from the moment that the CHP step has determined that the CHP has
to switch off,: Expected switch off time for gas distribution (I330.6).
• Within this waiting time the gas distribution continues to operate as if the CHP still has a switch

on desire.
• If the CHP has reported itself off within the Expected switch off time for gas distribution the

remainder of the available gas that is no longer required for the unwanted status of the CHP
becomes available to other sources.

• If the CHP has not reported itself off within the Expected switch off time for gas distribution the
gas consumption by the CHP that will not switch off is deducted in full from the total quantity
of gas to be distributed. If the CHP has to switch off in connection with a shortage of available
gas, a subsequent CHP is then limited on the basis of gas.

20 Status CHP
Indication of the status of the CHP.
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The CHP is OFF and can be switched on only if there is no limitation present.OFF
The CHP is ON and is allowed to be switched off.ON
The CHP is off and can be switched on only when the minimum time off has elapsed.
In this status no greenhouse capacity can be allocated to the CHP. An external peak
demand can cause the CHP to be switched on again immediately.

MIN TIME OFF

The CHP is on and can only be switched off when the minimum time on has elapsed.
If a limitation occurs (when too warm), the CHP will be switched off immediately.

MIN TIME ON

The CHP capacity demand wanes, but the CHP remains switched on during the set
switch off delay. If during this status a new CHP occurs, the CHP will revert to the ON
status. If a limitation occurs (when too warm), the CHP will be switched off immediately.

DELAY OFF

The CHP step will wait to switch on until the previous switch on step has been on for a
certain period of time (only in the case on multiple CHPs).

DELAY NEXT ON

The CHP step will wait to switch off until the previous switch off step has been off for
a certain period of time (only in the case on multiple CHPs).

DELAY NEXT OFF

The measured supply or return temperature is lower than the set minimum CHP
temperature. Step 1 of the CHP is switched on.

TOO COLD

The CHP is off and if there is a heat demand from the compartments, can only be
switched on after the set delay. If there is a CO2, storage or peak demand, it will
immediately revert to the switch on delay status.

DELAY ON

21 Heat exchanger

22 Calc HX temperature
The calculated supply temperature of the heat exchanger.

23 Measured HX temperature
The measured supply temperature of the heat exchanger.

24 Heat surplus%
The heat surplus percentage of the heat exchanger. If the heat exchanger becomes too hot due to
a forced demand, the heat surplus percentage increases.

25 Destination heat surplus
The destination of the heat surplus of the heat exchanger.

The return water from the buffer is too hot to cool sufficiently in the source. The buffer
cannot be filled and heat discharge through a heating system is not possible.

NONE

The return water from the buffer is too hot to cool sufficiently in the source. The buffer
cannot be filled. Heat cannot be discharged over the heating system.

NETW

The return water from the buffer is sufficiently cold to cool the source. The buffer can
be filled.

BUFFER

The return water from the buffer is sufficiently cold to cool the source. The buffer can
be filled. Heat can also be discharged over the heating system.

BUFFER+NETW
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26 Limitation HX

The heat exchanger is set to manual operation (dealer level) and consequently cannot
be controlled by power demand.

MANUAL

The measured maximum heat exchanger capacity is lower after the pre-run than the
switch on limit (dealer level). The state of the heat exchanger is switching to RUN ON.
If, after the run on, the limit is still on MAX. CAP., the state will revert to LIMITED.

MAX CAP

The exchanger has not been released to supply heat (1 Release HX (page 630) is set to
NO).

NO RELEASE

The power company has not reported the heat exchanger as available. The heat
exchanger will be switched off or will remain off and is not available for heat delivery.

EXTERNAL

There is no signal connection between the heat exchanger and the control software.
The heat exchanger is not available for a heat demand from the control software.

HX DISCONNECTED

The input HX available (dealer setting) has not been allocated. The heat exchanger is
switched off and is not available for heat supply.

ALLOC INPUT

Not all outputs (dealer settings) have been allocated. The heat exchanger is not available
for heat supply.

ALLOC OUTPUT

The calibration table for the control (dealer setting) has not been completed. The heat
exchanger is not available for heat supply.

CALIB SERVO

The input Servo HX demand (dealer settings) has not been allocated. The heat exchanger
is not available for heat supply.

ALLOC SERVO

The measured mV HX demand (dealer setting) is defective or is outside the range. The
heat exchanger is not available for heat supply.

LIMIT SERVO

The difference between the calculated servo position and the measured servo position
(dealer setting) is too great. The heat exchanger is not available for heat supply.

CONTROL SERVO

The input HX available (dealer settings) is defective. The heat exchanger is not available
for heat supply.

INPUT HX DEFECT

There is a failure in the supply temperature measurement. The heat exchanger is not
available for heat supply.

NO TEMP

The heat exchanger has been switched off because the measured return temperature
is too high.
The heat exchanger remains off until the return temperature has fallen at least 5°C
below Max return temp.
The heat exchanger is no longer included in the assignment of greenhouse capacity.

TOO WARM

NONE

You could see a limitation that is not described here. In that case, please consult your dealer.

27 Status HX
Indication of the status of the heat exchanger.

The heat exchanger is switched OFF and is not available for heat demand. The Limitation
HX indicates the reason for this limit.

LIMITED

The heat exchanger is switched OFF and is available for heat demand.READY
The heat exchanger is switched ON and is running at minimum capacity. M340 Overview
heat exchanger (page 967) displays the remaining time in this state.

PRE-RUN

The heat exchanger is switched ON and is running at minimum capacity. If there is no
new heat demand, the heat exchanger will be switched off. M340 Overview heat
exchanger (page 967) displays the remaining time in this state.

POST RUNNING

The heat exchanger is switched ON and is supplying the required heat capacity. When
the heat demand ceases, the heat exchanger will remain ON until the set minimum
time on has elapsed. M340 Overview heat exchanger (page 967) displays the remaining
time in this state.

MIN TIME ON

The heat exchanger is switched ON and is supplying the required heat capacity. When
the heat demand ceases, the heat exchanger will revert to the RUN ON state.

ON

The heat exchanger is showing a failure. The Limitation HX indicates the reason for this
failure. After the failure has been reported, an (internal) waiting time is adhered to.

ERROR

28 Buffer
The number of the buffer.
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29 Filling active
Indication whether the filling of the buffer is active.

30 Emptying active
Indication whether the emptying of the buffer is active.

31 Limitation filling
The limitation why the buffer is not being filled.

There is no limitation.NONE
The buffer control has not been released.RELEASE
The highest temperature of the sources that are allowed to fill the buffer, is too low to
be able to fill.

TEMP

The temperature of all buffer sensors is higher than the filling temperature.FULL
The actual fill percentage is the same as the calculated maximum fill percentage. The
remaining buffer space can be used later or can be used for heat storage of the CHP
that is controlled by the peak demand from the energy company (refer to Calculated
maximum fill% (page 561) in I300.1 HT heat management - influences (page 560)).

MAX FILL%

The 10 Buffer method (page 556) in I300 HT heat management - strategy (page 552) is on
EMPTY>FILL for the current period. This means emptying has priority over filling. The
buffer is being emptied.

EMPTYING

32 Limitation emptying
The limitation why the buffer is not being emptied.

There is no limitation.NONE
The buffer control has not been released.RELEASE
One of the buffer temperature is lower than the set minimum buffer temperature.
Consequently the buffer is forced to be filled.

TOO COLD

The filling of the buffer is being blocked by an external contact.EXT BLOCK
One of the buffer temperatures (allocated by dealer level) is too low to be able to empty.EMPTY
The actual fill percentage is the same as the calculated minimum fill percentage. The
remaining heat in the buffer can be used later (refer to Calculated minimum fill% (page
561) in I300.1 HT heat management - influences (page 560)).

MIN FILL%

The 10 Buffer method (page 556) in I300 HT heat management - strategy (page 552) is on
FILL>EMPTY for the current period. This means filling has priority over emptying. The
buffer is being filled.

FILL

M300.3 Overview HT heat management - reserve
This section gives an overview of the heat reserve.

-EXPECTED HEAT PRODUCTION CURRENT HOUR-

1 Heat demand expected/adjusted

Heat demand expected
The calculated heat demand that is necessary to meet the expected heat demand from the
greenhouse.

Heat demand adjusted
The calculated heat demand that is necessary to meet the expected heat demand from the
greenhouse with the set 4 Adjustment heat reserve (page 565) (I300.3 HT heat management - reserve
(page 564)).
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2 Heat demand min fill% buffer
The calculated heat demand that is necessary, because the actual fill percentage in the buffer has
fallen below the minimum fill percentage. This heat is demanded by the buffer to increase the actual
fill percentage to above the minimum fill percentage.

3 Heat available in buffer
The quantity of heat that is available in the buffer, because the actual fill percentage is higher than
the minimum fill percentage.

4 Heat supply from buffer
The quantity of heat that is supplied by the buffer to meet the greenhouse demand.

5 Heat production for grh capacity
The quantity of heat that is supplied by the greenhouse sources to meet the greenhouse demand.

6 Heat production for buffer
The quantity of heat that is supplied by the heat sources to store in the buffer. This quantity is
determined by the Heat demand adjusted (page 922) and the 2 Heat demand min fill% buffer (page
923).

7 Max heat production
The maximum heat production of the heat sources. This maximum production has been calculated
from the historical heat efficiency of all sources from the previous day over the same time, the
maximum gas consumption and the maximum capacity of the sources.

8 Total heat production unlimited/limited

Heat production total unlimited/limited
The desired total heat production.

Heat production total limited
The desired total heat production, limited by the maximum heat production.

9 Tot. extra reserve heat during filling
The total extra reserve heat that is demanded from the boiler, because a heat exchanger is in partial
contract and/or is supplying water that is too cold for a longer period of time.

10 Total des reserve capacity
The total desired reserve capacity that is equal to the Heat production total limited (page 923) minus
the Min prod. (page 924).

-EXPECTED HEAT PRODUCTION 24 HOURS-

11 Time - Max prod. - Min prod. - Max gas - Costs - HeatDem - ReservCap - Exp Fill%

Time
The clock hour in which according to the (external) gas strategy, the absolute maximum gas
consumption, the control on average gas consumption and the conditions for the heat sources the
reserve capacity is calculated to meet the heat capacity demand.
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Max prod.
The maximum heat production of the heat sources, without using the buffer(s). This maximum
production has been calculated from the historical heat efficiency of all sources from the previous
day over the same time. Differences between the hours may be caused by the fact that the sources
are forced to switch on, for example an CHP for electricity.

Min prod.
The minimal heat production by external or forced CHP that is switched on. The settings for this can
be found in I330.3 CHP week clock (page 627) or in the electricity management (I204.1 Electricity
management strategy (page 587) and/or I204.2 Electricity consumption export (page 595)). The minimum
heat production is taken into account in the calculation of the reserve capacity.

Max gas
The maximum gas consumption from the (external) gas strategy, the absolute maximum gas
consumption and the control on average gas consumption that is allowed to be consumed per clock
hour.

Costs

The costs for 1 m3 of gas, expressed in a factor relative to the costs in the other clock hours.

HeatDem
The heat demand that is expected to be demanded from the greenhouse during the clock hour.

ReservCap
The reserve capacity that is expected to be produced during the clock hour.

Exp Fill%
The expected fill percentage in the buffer(s) that must be present in the clock hour in order to meet
the expected heat demand, limited by the minimum end fill percentage of I300 HT heat management
- strategy (page 552).

M250 Overview CO2 Production
This screen provides you with an overview of the CO2 production, which is controlled from the CO2

management (I250 CO2 management strategy (page 575)).

1 CO2 management
The number of the CO2 management.

2 Des CO2 production
The desired CO2 production for the CO2 management. This demand is determined by adding the
CO2 demands from the CO2 controls.

3 Act CO2 production
The actual CO2 production by the CO2 management.

4 Act nr of sources active
The number of CO2 sources that supply CO2 to the CO2 controls from the CO2 management.

5 Max CO2 production
The maximum CO2 production by the CO2 management.
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6 Capacity that can be stored in buffer
The maximum capacity that can be stored in the buffer as a heat by-product of the CO2.

7 Limitation CO2 production
The limitation of the CO2 production.

There is no limitation for the CO2 production.[NONE]
The standard distribution of the CO2 demand is limited. The alternative distribution
has a higher CO2 production and is now active.

[ALTERNATIVE]

The CO2 production is limited by the heat management. There could be several reasons
for this such as insufficient space in the buffer to store the heat by-product or more
CO2 is demanded than can be produced by the sources.

[HEAT BY-PRODUCT]

The CO2 production is limited due to the "Maximum flue gas valves CO2 open" (dealer
level) no more flue gas valves are allowed to be controlled open for the supply of CO2.

[MAX VALVES]

The CO2 production is limited due to the 4 Max number of sources standard (page 578)
or the 5 Max number of sources alternative (page 578) (both in I250.1 CO2 management
influences (page 578)) no more sources are allowed to be switched on for the production
of CO2.

[MAX SOURCES]

The CO2 production is limited because fewer CO2 sources are produced than can be
expected on the basis of the distribution. Check if any of the flue gas valves are defective.

[NUMBER ON]

The CO2 production has been switched off due to an emergency stop. Check if any of
the flue gas valves are defective and therefore cannot be controlled shut.

[EMERGENCY STOP]

9 Boiler
The number of the boiler.

10 Connected to CO2 management
Indication of the number of the CO2 management that the boiler is connected to.

11 Sequence number
Indication of the sequence number of the boiler in the CO2 management, which is used to determine
the switching sequence of the sources connected to the CO2 management. The source with the
lowest sequence number will be switched on first if there is a CO2 demand.

12 CO2 production active
Indication whether there is CO2 dosage with the boiler.

13 Des CO2 production
The desired CO2 production for the boiler, that is demanded from the CO2 management.

14 Act CO2 production
The actual CO2 production by the boiler.

15 Max CO2 production
The maximum CO2 production of the boiler.

16 CHP
See the explanation above.

23 External CO₂
See the explanation above.
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M250.1 Overview flue gas valves

1 CO₂ management
The number of the CO2 management.

2 Des CO₂ production
Desired CO2 production for the CO2 management. This demand is determined by adding the CO2

demands from the CO2 controls.

3 Act CO₂ production
The actual CO2 production by the CO2 management.

4 Act CO₂ production %
The actual CO2 production percentage, this is the ratio between the CO2 demand and the CO2

production. A CO2 production percentage of 100% means that the demand is produced. This value
is used to determine which distribution should be used according to the 1 CO₂ prod % switching
(page 578) (I250.1 CO2 management influences (page 578)) settings.

5 Calc nr of opened CO₂ flue gas valves
The number of CO2 flue gas valves that are controlled open.

6 Meas number of opened CO₂ FG valves
The measured number of CO2 flue gas valves that are open.

7 Emergency stop on nr of valves open
Indication whether the emergency stop is active because of the number of opened valves. The
emergency stop is activated if there are more flue gas valves open than is allowed based on the
"Maximum flue gas valves CO2 open" (dealer level).

8 Flue gas transport fans
The number of CO2 fans that are active.

9 Flue gas production sources
The total flue gas production of all sources.

10 Desired position outside air valve
The desired position of the outside air valve.

11 Boiler
The number of the boiler.

12 Connected to CO₂ management
Indication of the number of the CO2 management that the boiler is connected to.

13 Limitation gas
This indicates whether the demanded capacity is limited by the gas consumption. See M300.1
Overview HT heat management - HT sources (page 916).

14 Burner status
The status of the burner. See M300.1 Overview HT heat management - HT sources (page 916).
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15 Position CO₂ valve
The position of the CO2 valve of the boiler.

The position of the CO2 valve is unknown because there was no feedback allocated if
it was defective.

[UNKNOWN]

The CO2 valve is closed.[CLOSE]
The CO2 valve is open.[OPEN]
The CO2 valve is closing or opening.[RUN TIME]

15 Blocked air quality
The CO2 air quality program blocks the CO2 from the boiler because dosing has taken place for too
long in a closed greenhouse.

16 CHP

See 11 Boiler (page 926) for an explanation of lines 17, 18 ,19, 20, 21, 22 and 23. Please note
that the following line numbers are not the same:

18 Limitation CHP
Report of the limitation of the CHP. See M300.1 Overview HT heat management - HT sources (page
916).

22 Status CHP
Indication of the status of the CHP. See M300.1 Overview HT heat management - HT sources (page
916).

21 Limitation FGC
The limitation of the flue gas cleaner.

The flue gas cleaner is not limited and can produce CO2.[NO]
The flue gas cleaner is no longer available for CO2 production. The available signal is
not present.

[NOT AVAILABLE]

The flue gas cleaner has not been released for CO2 production. The CO2 management
has not released the CHP or the release signal is not present.

[RELEASE]

The flue gas cleaner has not been released externally for CO2 production. It is waiting
for an external release signal.

[EXT RELEASE]

The flue gas cleaner is in FAILURE as a result of a failure signal.[FAILURE]
The CHP has a limitation and as a result the flue gas cleaner cannot be started. See
M330 Overview CHP (page 961).

[CHP]

During the set 8 Max waiting time release flue gas (page 624) (I330.1 CHP influences
(page 623)) there was no release signal of the flue gases. The flue gas cleaner is in
FAILURE.

[WAITING TIME]

It is waiting for a release signal from the flue gases.[RELEASE FLUE GAS]

22 Status FGC
The status of the flue gas cleaner.
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The flue gas cleaner is not active.[REST]
The flue gas cleaner is waiting until the CHP is activated.[START CHP]
The flue gas cleaner is blocked for CO2 production because the measurement indicates
that the flue gas cleaner is not available, is showing a failure, the input for the (external)
release signal has not been allocated or the CHP has not been released for CO2
production.

[BLOCKED]

The flue gas cleaner has started. There is a waiting time until the flue gases are released.[CHECK FGC]
The flue gas cleaner is operational and is supplying CO2. The minimum time on has not
yet elapsed. After the minimum time on has elapsed the status reverts to OPERATION.

[MIN TIME ON]

The flue gas cleaner is operational and is supplying CO2.[OPERATION]
The flue gas cleaner shows a FAILURE because no release signal of the flue gases was
received within the set 8 Max waiting time release flue gas (page 624) (I330.1 CHP
influences (page 623)). The FAILURE status will remain active during the set time, after
which the status will change to REST.

[FAILURE]

See 11 Boiler (page 926) for the explanation of the lines for the WK and external CO2 source.
Please note that the following line numbers are not the same:

26 External CO₂ available
Indication whether the external CO2 source is available (measurement).

27 Limitation availability
The limitation of the availability measurement from the external CO2 source.

There is no limitation for the external CO2 source.[NO]
The available measurement of the external CO2 source is defective.[YES]
No input has been allocated for the availability measurement of the external CO2 source.[ALLOC INPUT]

28 Max CO₂ production
The measured maximum CO2 production by the external CO2 source.

29 Limit. measurement max CO₂ prod
The limitation for the measurement of the maximum CO2 production by the external CO2 source.

There is no limitation for the measurement of the CO2 production by the external CO2
source.

[NO]

There is a limitation for the measurement of the CO2 production by the external CO2
source.

[YES]

No input has been allocated for the measurement of the CO2 production by the external
CO2 source.

[ALLOC INPUT]

30 Limitation valve control
The limitation for the valve control.

There is no limitation for the valve drive.[NO]
The on/off drive is not working correctly, possibly an output has not been allocated.[ALLOC ON/OFF]
Not applicable.[ACTIVE]
The valve position control is not functioning properly.[POSITION]
Not applicable.[MINIMUM]
Not applicable.[MAXIMUM]

31 Position CO₂ valve
The position of the CO₂ valve.
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The position of the CO₂ valve is unknown because no feedback was allocated or it is
defective.

UNKNOWN

The CO₂ valve is closed.CLOSE
The CO₂ valve is open.OPEN
The CO₂ valve is closing or opening.RUN TIME

31 Blocked air quality
The CO₂ air quality program blocks the CO₂ dosage, because dosing has taken place for too long in
a closed greenhouse.

M250.2 Overview CO2 management

1 CO₂ management
The number of the CO2 management.

2 Des CO₂ production
The desired CO2 production for the CO2 management. This demand is determined by adding the
CO2 demands from the CO2 controls.

3 Dosing allowed
Indication whether CO2 dosing is allowed.

4 Min measured CO₂ concentration
The measured lowest CO2 concentration of the connected CO2 controls.

5 Max measured CO₂ concentration
The measured highest CO2 concentration of the connected CO2 controls.

6 Calc nr of sources active
The number of CO2 sources that is controlled from the CO2 management to supply CO2 to the CO2

controls.

7 Act nr of sources active
The number of CO2 sources that supply CO2 to the CO2 controls from the CO2 management.

8 Des CO₂ production standard
The desired CO2 production for the standard distribution of the CO2 management.

9 Des CO₂ production alternative
The desired CO2 production for the alternative distribution of the CO2 management.

10 Max CO₂ production standard
The maximum CO2 production of the standard distribution of the CO2 management.

11 Max CO₂ production alternative
The maximum CO2 production of the alternative distribution of the CO2 management.

12 Calc CO₂ production standard
The calculated CO2 production for the standard distribution of the CO2 management.
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13 Calc CO₂ production alternative
The calculated CO2 production for the alternative distribution of the CO2 management.

14 Capacity that can be stored in buffer
The maximum capacity that can be stored in the buffer as a heat by-product of the CO2.

15 Alternative distribution active
Indication whether the alternative distribution of the CO2 management is active.

16 - 17 Corr. condition X active
Indication whether the correction period X of the CO2 management is active. Possibly the strategy
of the CO2 management is adjusted through the settings in I251 CO2 management corrections (page
580). The conditions upon which the correction period becomes active can be found in I251.1 CO2
management correction conditions (page 583).

18 Boiler
The number of the boiler.

19 Connected to CO₂ management
Indication of the number of the CO2 management that the boiler is connected to.

20 Min CO₂ production
The minimum CO2 production of the boiler, depending on the 6 Min CO₂ production capacity (page
607) setting (I310.1 Boiler influences (page 605)).

21 Max CO₂ production
The maximum CO2 production of the boiler, depending on the 7 Max CO₂ production capacity (page
607) setting (I310.1 Boiler influences (page 605)).

22 CHP

23 Connected to CO₂ management
Indication of the number of the CO₂ management that the CHP is connected to.

24 Min CO₂ production
The minimum CO2 production of the CHP.

25 Max CO₂ production
The maximum CO2 production of the CHP.

26 External CO₂

27 Connected to CO₂ management
Indication of the number of the CO₂ management that the CO₂ external source is connected to.

28 Min CO₂ production
The minimum CO2 production of the external CO2 source.
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29 Max CO₂ production
The maximum CO2 production of the external CO2 source, depending on the settings in I260 CO2
external settings (page 635).

M255 Overview CO2 transport

1 CO₂ transport

2 Desired CO₂ supply
The total desired CO2 dosage of the connected CO2 controls that has to be supplied by the CO2

transport.

3 Desired CO₂ sources
The total desired CO2 demand on the CO2 sources that have been connected directly to the CO2 ring
line main instead of to the CO2 management.

4 Actual CO₂ supply
This is the sum of:
• the CO2 supplied by the CO2 management;
• the CO2 supplied by the CO2 sources that are connected to this CO2 transport system.

5 Min meas CO₂ concentration
Lowest measured CO2 concentration of the CO2 programs connected to this CO2 transport.

6 Delay time next sources
Time before the CO2 source is activated. The conditions for activating the next CO2 source are met,
CO2 source released and CO2 demand above switch limit.

7 External CO₂

8 Connected to CO₂ transport
The number of the CO2 transport to which the external CO2 source is connected.

9 Sequence number
The sequence number assigned by the dealer for the external CO2 sources that are connected to
this CO2 transport system. The desired CO2 is assigned to an external CO2 source based on the
sequence number.

10 CO₂ source released
The release of the external CO2 sources that are connected to this CO2 transport system. The release
may expire:
• in the case of a high CO2 concentration;
• external condition not valid;
• period program not set;
• maximum CO2 production is 0;
• not connected to a CO2 transport;
• CO2 programs connected to CO2 transport have no dosing area.

11 External condition
The status of the external condition assigned by the dealer for the release of the CO2 source.
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12 CO₂ production active
Indication of whether CO2 is being dosed with this source.

13 Des CO₂ production
The desired CO2 production for this source.

14 Act CO₂ production
The actual CO2 production by this source.

15 Min CO₂ production
The minimum CO2 production for this source (I260).

16 Max CO₂ production
The maximum CO2 production for this source (I260).

M200 Overview electricity sources production
In this section you will find the overview of the electricity producers and management.

1 Electricity management
The number of the electricity management.

2 Alternative strategy active
Whether or not the alternative strategy of the electricity management is active.

3 Max electrical capacity
The maximum available electrical capacity.

4 Total desired electrical capacity
The total desired electrical capacity by all electricity consumers, whereby the switching times, delays
and maximum available electrical capacity are not taken into account.

5 Total limited des electrical capacity
The total desired electrical capacity by all electricity consumers, which is limited by the maximum
available electrical capacity. The switching times and delays are taken into account.

6 Total measured electrical capacity
The measured total electrical capacity.

7 Decrease by uncontrolled elec.consumpt.
The reduction in electricity consumption that has been achieved outside the electricity management.

You can reduce the unwanted electrical import capacity by switching off lighting systems, cyclic
lighting, heat pumps or electricity consumers that are not managed by the electricity management.

An electricity import that is too high can be caused by the following situations:
• the CHP actually supplies less electrical capacity temporarily than the specified capacity that is

recognized by the process computer;
• the lighting systems that are switched on are of an old type and consume more electrical capacity

than the specified electrical capacity that is recognized by the process computer.

8 Electricity network
The number of the electricity network.
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9 Electricity production active
Indication whether the electricity production by the network is active.

10 Limitation
The limitation of the electricity network.

There is no limitation.NONE
The electricity network has been set to BLOCK by the electricity company.BLOCK

11 Des electrical capacity
The electrical capacity demanded from the electricity network.

12 Max electrical capacity
The maximum electrical capacity to be supplied by the electricity network.

13 Measured electrical export
Measured quantity of electricity that is supplied to the electricity network.

If the growing light or another system is switched off the CHP does not stop supplying
electricity immediately and a result electricity can be exported to the electricity network.

14 Measured electrical import
Measured quantity of electricity that the electricity network supplies.

If the growing light or another system is switched on while the CHP cannot yet supply
sufficient electricity it is possible to import some of the electricity from the electricity network.

15 CHP
The number of the CHP.

16 Electricity production active
Indication whether the electricity production by the CHP is active.

17 Limitation

There is no limit.NONE
The CHP has been set to BLOCK by the electricity company.BLOCK
The CHP has not been released.RELEASE
The CHP control causes a limitation.CHP
The CHP is off because of a limitation by the maximum gas consumption (see Limitation
CHP in M330 Overview CHP (page 961).

MAX GAS

The CHP is off because of the lack of the release in I204.1 Electricity management
strategy (page 587).

STRATEGY

The CHP is off because of the Unbalanced OFF control (I200.2 Electricity imbalance off
(page 592)).

UNBALANCED OFF

The CHP is off and cannot switch on because there is insufficient cooling capacity.
The Max electrical capacity is gradually reduced as the CHP is switched on for the
production of electricity. At the same time, the number of electricity consumers is also
gradually reduced.

COOLING WATER

18 Des electrical capacity
The electrical capacity demanded from the CHP.
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19 Electrical capacity on
Capacity limit above which the CHP is activated for electricity demand. Even if the CHP is already
active for a heat, CO₂ or storage demand, the electricity demand on the CHP must be greater than
this limit before the CHP can start to supply electricity to the management. The lighting system can
only be switched on after this.

20 Max electrical capacity
The maximum electrical capacity to be supplied by the CHP.

21 Act electrical cap CHP fully available
If the measured actual capacity (see Act electrical capacity) rises above the limit shown here, the CHP
is fully available to supply electricity to the electricity consumers such as lighting systems and electrical
consumers.

22 Act electrical capacity
The actual electrical capacity of the CHP, which is determined by measuring the electrical production.

23 Adjusted sequence no. after failure
The adjusted sequence number of the CHP after an error, to prevent the CHP from switching on
immediately after the error has been resolved and taking over production from the CHP that has
been switched on as a replacement. The original sequence is only restored after a certain duration
time or if all CHPs are off.

24 Off-take transformer
Sequence number of the off-take transformer.

25 Location

The electricity management is located on the company’s own process computer.
Error monitoring takes place on this process computer.

LOCAL

The electricity management is located on another process computer and the connection
has been configured by your dealer.
Error monitoring for this transformer and the switching off of the connected electricity
consumers takes place externally.

EXTERNAL

26 Block active

The off-take transformer has been switched on for taking off electricity.NO
The block input of this off-take transformer is active, all electricity consumers that are
powered via this off-take transformer have been switched off.

YES

27 Des electrical capacity
The sum of the total desired capacity that must be supplied to all the connected consumers.

28 Act electrical capacity
The sum of the total maximum electrical capacity of all the growing light systems and other electrical
consumers connected to this off-take transformer.

29 Limitation
The limitation of the desired electrical capacity of this off-take transformer.
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There is no limitation.NONE
The block input of this off-take transformer is active, all electricity consumers that are
powered via this off-take transformer have been switched off.

BLOCK

The sum of the requested electrical capacities of all the electricity consumers connected
to this transformer is greater than the specified maximum capacity of this transformer.
Alarm 564 Consumption above max is triggered if too much capacity is taken off.

DEMAND MAX

The sum of the maximum electrical capacities of all the electricity consumers connected
to this off-take transformer is greater than the specified maximum capacity of this
transformer.

INSTAL MAX

M200.1 Overview electricity consumption per seq no.

-DESIRED/ACTUAL ELECTRICAL CAPACITY-

1 Sequence number - Growing light Desired - Actual - Device Desired - Actual - Electr.netw Desired -
Actual

Sequence number
The sequence number of the electrical off-take by the electricity consumer.

Growing light Desired
The desired electrical capacity of the growing light, total per sequence number of electricity
consumption.

Actual
The actual electrical capacity of the growing light, total per sequence number of electricity
consumption.

Device Desired
The desired electrical capacity of the devices, total per sequence number of electricity consumption.

Actual
The actual electrical capacity of the devices, total per sequence number of electricity consumption.

Electr.netw Desired
The desired electrical capacity of the electricity network, total per sequence number of electricity
consumption.

Actual
The actual electrical capacity of the electricity network, total per sequence number of electricity
consumption.

2 Totals - Growing light Desired - Actual - Device Desired - Actual - Electr.netw Desired - Actual - Total
Desired - Actual

Totals
The total electricity consumption by all electricity consumers.

Growing light Desired
The total desired electrical capacity of all growing light systems.

Actual
The total actual electrical capacity of all growing light systems.
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Device Desired
The total desired electrical capacity of all devices.

Actual
The total actual electrical capacity of all devices.

Electr.netw Desired
The total desired electrical capacity of the electricity network.

Total Desired
The total desired electrical capacity of the growing light, of the devices and of the electricity network.

Actual
The total desired electrical capacity of the growing light systems, the devices and the electricity
network.

M202 Overview electricity interface

-FORCED SWITCHING GROWING LIGHT SYSTEMS-

1 Stepping up - Stepping down

2 Growing lights capacity at start
The quantity of electrical capacity that is being consumed by growing light systems at the moment
that no desired forced electrical capacity has (yet) been requested.

3 Available control space

This capacity can be switched on in addition if there is a desire for extra capacity off-take.Stepping up
This capacity can be switched off in addition if there is a desire for extra capacity off-take.Stepping down

Conditions as a result of which the available control space remains low while the system is
released for forced switching on/off (Release (external) forced on-off I206):
• One or more strings have been set to a fixed position.
• Lighting system is blocked because the off-take transformer from which it takes electricity

has been blocked.
• The growing light system is switched off because the crop protection program is active.
• The growing light system is located on another process computer that has been

temporarily stopped or with which the network connection has been lost.

4 Used control space

The sum of the total actual string capacity that is forced on as a result of a desire for
extra capacity off-take.

Stepping up

The sum of the total actual string capacity that is forced off as a result of a desire for
extra capacity off-take.

Stepping down
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5 Unused control space

The sum of the total actual string capacity that has not yet been switched on as a result
of a desire for extra capacity off-take.

Stepping up

The sum of the total actual string capacity that has not yet been switched off as a result
of a desire for extra capacity off-take.

Stepping down

6 Actual external forced capacity
The forced electrical capacity that has been / is currently being distributed to the growing light
systems released for that purpose.

Your dealer may have configured that the specified capacity should be supplied in steps in
order to prevent large switching peaks on the electricity network.

This value may be increased at any time. To reduce this value, it must first have the value
'0' for at least 1 minute before the new value is adopted.

7 Desired forced external capacity

The electrical capacity in total that must be taken up by multiple lighting systems.Stepping up
The electrical capacity in total that must be switched off in addition by multiple lighting
systems.

Stepping down

For the switching off and on of lighting systems, the electricity management retains the
sequence that your dealer has set by means of the sequence numbers.

The Desired forced external capacity is adopted by the control, either in steps or not. The size
of each step and the duration time has been set by your dealer.

-FORCED SWITCH.ON GROWING LIGHTLEVELS-

8 Electricity Interface - Activated - Forced ON available - Actual

Electricity Interface
The sequence number of the interface of an external party (dealer setting I202.5).

Activated
The status of the extra capacity requirement, measured via input or selection variable.

There is no extra capacity requirement.NO
There is an extra capacity requirement, as a result of which the extra lighting levels
have been or are being switched on.

YES

Forced ON available
The sum of the electrical capacity that will be taken off in addition as soon as this electricity interface
becomes active.

Actual
The sum of the electrical capacity that is being taken off in addition by strings that have now been
forced on because this electricity interface is active.
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9 Tot forced ON control space/actual

Tot forced ON control space
The sum of the electrical capacity of all growing light systems that can now be forced on by electricity
interface 1 to 10.

Tot forced ON actual
The sum of the electrical capacity of all growing light systems that have now been forced on by
electricity interface 1 to 10.

-FORCED SWITCH.OFF GROWING LIGHTLEVELS-

10 Electricity Interface - Activated - Forced OFF available - Actual - Ext number of growing lightlevels
off

Electricity Interface
The sequence number of the interface of an external party (dealer setting I202.5).

Activated
The status of the extra switch-off requirement, measured via input or selection variable.

There is no extra switch-off requirement.NO
There is an extra switch-off requirement, as a result of which the extra lighting levels
have been or are being switched off.

YES

Forced OFF available
The sum of the reduction in electrical capacity that will be taken off as soon as this electricity interface
becomes active.

Actual
The sum of the reduction in electrical capacity that is taken off by strings that have now been forced
off because this electricity interface is active.

Ext number of growing lightlevels off
The number of strings that have now been forced off because this electricity interface is active.

11 Tot forced OFF control space/actual

Tot forced OFF control space
The sum of the electrical capacity of all growing light systems that can now be forced off by electricity
interface 1 to 10.

Tot forced OFF actual
The sum of the electrical capacity of all growing light systems that have now been forced off by
electricity interface 1 to 10.

M201 Overview electricity costs and consumption
The current consumption and costs per hour if the current conditions remain unchanged for the
next hour. To calculate the costs, the cost factors that you can specify in Priva Office Direct are
required.

These consumptions and costs make it possible to view graphics in Priva Office Direct. See also the
Priva Office Direct help.
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M200.4 Overview electricity meter readings
This overview lists the meter readings of the electricity per source and per consumer.

1 Electr.import
The number of the meter of the electricity import.

2 Reset command
Option to set the meter reading of the electricity import to the reset value.

3 Reset value
Value of the meter reading of the electricity import after the reset command has been given.

4 Meter reading
The calculated meter reading of the electricity import.

5 Current
The current electricity import in units per hour.

6 Electr.export
The number of the meter of the electricity export.

7 Reset command
Option to set the meter reading of the electricity export to the reset value.

8 Reset value
Value of the meter reading of the electricity export after the reset command has been given.

9 Meter reading
The calculated meter reading of the electricity export.

10 Current
The current electricity export in units per hour.

11 Electricity production
The number of the meter of the electricity production.

12 Reset command
Option to set the meter reading of the electricity production to the reset value.

13 Reset value
Value of the meter reading of the electricity production after the reset command has been given.

14 Meter reading
The calculated meter reading of the electricity production.

15 Current
The current electricity production in units per hour.
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16 CHP
The number of the meter of the CHP.

17 Reset command
Option to set the meter reading of the electricity production by the CHP to the reset value.

18 Reset value
Value of the meter reading of the electricity production by the CHP after the reset command has
been given.

19 Meter reading
The calculated meter reading of the electricity production by the CHP.

20 Current
The current electricity production by the CHP in units per hour.

M204 Overview electricity management actual

1 Absolute max electr.import
The absolute maximum quantity of electricity that is allowed to be imported per hour from the
electricity network.

-RESULT ELECTRICITY STRATEGY-

2 Max electricity production CHP
The maximum electricity production by the CHP(s). This production is the total production of the
released CHP(s) in I204.1 Electricity management strategy (page 587) minus the CHP(s) that is/are
defective.

3 Max electr.import
The maximum electricity import as specified in I204.1 Electricity management strategy (page 587)
and is dependent on the availability of the electricity network. The maximum import is limited by
the 1 Absolute max electr.import (page 585) (I204 Electricity management protection (page 585)) and
the installation.

4 Max electricity total
The maximum total quantity of electricity that is available.

5 Own electr.consumption
The electricity that is necessary for own consumption according to I204.1 Electricity management
strategy (page 587).

6 Exp consumption for growing light
The electricity that is necessary for the expected consumption by the growing light.

7 Available for export
The electricity that is available for the export of electricity.

8 Set electr.export
The electricity that will be exported according to the settings in I204.1 Electricity management strategy
(page 587). This is the required export that is limited by the available quantity of electricity.
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9 Total remaining electricity
The total quantity of electricity that remains of the 4 Max electricity total (page 940) after own
consumption, the expected consumption by the growing light and the electricity export.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

10 Measured electricity production CHP
The measured electricity production by the CHP(s).

11 Measured electrical export
The measured electricity export.

12 Calculated diff. prod - export
The calculated difference between the electricity production and the electricity export.

13 Measured electrical import
The measured electricity import.

14 Calc own electr.consumption
The calculated own electricity consumption.

15 Electricity export
Indication of the status of the electricity export.

The electricity export is off. No electricity is being exported.[OFF]
The electricity export is active. Electricity is being exported.[ACTIVE]
The electricity export wants to export, but has been interrupted because Unbalanced
OFF is active (7 Unbalanced off active (page 592) in I200.2 Electricity imbalance off (page
592))

[INTERRUPTED]

M204.1 Overview expected electricity management
-TODAY-

1 Time - Max prod.CHP - Max electr.import - Max total - Own consumption - Exp use growing light -
Avail. for export - Electr.export - Total remaining

Time
The clock hour in which for the electricity management the expectation for the production, the
import, the export and the consumption are displayed.

Max prod.CHP
The maximum electricity production by the CHP(s) during the clock hour. This production is the total
production of the released CHP(s) in I204.1 Electricity management strategy (page 587) minus the
CHP(s) that is/are defective.

Max electr.import
The maximum electricity import in a clock hour.

Max total
The maximum total quantity of electricity that is available in the clock hour.
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Own consumption
The electricity that is necessary for own consumption in a clock hour according to I204.1 Electricity
management strategy (page 587).

Exp use growing light
The electricity that is necessary for the expected consumption by the growing light in the clock hour.

Avail. for export
The electricity that is available for the export of electricity in a clock hour.

Electr.export
The electricity that is expected to be exported in a clock hour. This is the required export that is
limited by the available quantity of electricity.

Total remaining
The total quantity of electricity that remains from the Max.electr.total after own consumption, the
expected consumption by the growing light and the electricity export in the clock hour.

-TOMORROW-

Refer to -TODAY- for an explanation of line 2.

M204.2 Overview electricity sources registration

1 24-hours period
Time at which the 24 hour period has started for the registration of the energy flows by the sources.

-TODAY-

2 CHP
The number of the CHP.

3 Total gas consumption
The total measured gas consumption of today by the CHP.

4 Generated electricity
The quantity of (measured) electricity that was generated today by the CHP.

5 Electrical efficiency
The calculated electrical efficiency today of the CHP based on the gas consumption and the generated
electricity.

-YESTERDAY-

See -TODAY for an explanation of lines 7, 8 and 9.

M204.3 Overview electricity management registration

1 24-hours period
Time at which the 24 hour period has started for the registration of the energy flows by the sources.

-TOTAL ELECTRICITY PER HOUR-
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2 Time - CHP prod Td - Import td - Export td - Dev.export td - CHP prod.yst - Import yest - Export yest
- Dev.Export yest

Time
The clock hour in which for the electricity management the production, the import, the export and
the deviation of today and yesterday are displayed.

CHP prod Td
The electricity production by the CHP of today.

Import td
The electricity import in the clock hour of today.

Export td
The electricity export in the clock hour of today.

Dev.export td
The difference between the desired and the actual electricity production in the clock hour of today.

CHP prod.yst
The electricity production by the CHP in the clock hour of yesterday.

Import yest
The electricity import in the clock hour of yesterday.

Export yest
The electricity export in the clock hour of yesterday.

Dev.Export yest
The difference between the desired and the actual electricity production in the clock hour of yesterday.

3 Electricity production CHP last hour
The electricity production by the CHP in the previous clock hour.

4 Electricity import last hour
The electricity import in the previous clock hour.

5 Electricity export last hour
The electricity export in the previous clock hour.

-TOTAL ELECTRICITY PER 24 HOURS-

6 Today - Yesterday

7 Total electricity CHP prod
The Total electricity production by the CHP of today/yesterday.

8 Total electricity export
The Total electricity export of today/yesterday.
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9 Total diff prod/exp
The total difference between the electricity production and the electricity export of today/yesterday.

10 Total electricity import
The total electricity import of today/yesterday.

11 Total own electr.consumption
The total own electricity consumption of today/yesterday.

M310 Overview boiler
This section provides an overview of the boiler control.

-CONTROL-

1 Calc/meas boiler temperature

Calculated boiler temperature
The calculated boiler temperature.

Measured boiler temperature
The measured boiler temperature.

2 Measured return temperature
The measured return water temperature.

3 Des intern/return capacity

Desired intern capacity
The desired internal heat capacity is the capacity that is necessary to sustain and/or reach the
calculated temperature of the boiler. If the desired internal capacity is positive then the measured
boiler temperature is lower than the calculated boiler temperature. If the desired internal capacity
is negative then the measured boiler temperature is higher than the calculated boiler temperature.

Desired return capacity
The desired return capacity originates from the return control (refer to I311 Boiler return control
(page 610)). The heat demand to the boiler can be adjusted based on the measured return temperature.
The correction of the heat demand is expressed in a return capacity. If the desired return capacity
is positive, this shows a low return water temperature. With a negative desired return capacity the
measured return temperature will be relatively high.

4 Off-take limitation%
Percentage limitation of the heat off-take by the heating and transport systems.

If the boiler is at the required temperature this percentage is 0. If the boiler becomes too cold the
percentage is increased gradually whereby the heat emission to the heating and transport systems
is decreased. This gives the boiler the chance to reach the required temperature again.

The dealer can set whether or not the percentage limitation of the heat off-take is allowed to be
higher than 0% if:
• the burner is not connected (Burner status is DISCONN);
• the burner does not release the gas valve (Burner status is NO RELEASE);
• there is a malfunction in the burner (Burner status is ERROR).
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5 Heat surplus%
The heat surplus percentage that is present with this boiler.

If the measured boiler temperature becomes too high, a heat surplus percentage is calculated. The
boiler uses the heat surplus percentage to indicate that there is heat available to buffer or that there
is heat present that needs to be moved to the networks.

6 Decrease cap by heat surplus
The decrease of the calculated burner capacity by the heat surplus percentage. This prevents the
boiler becoming too hot due to a forced capacity and switching off at the maximum boiler
temperature. Forced capacity is storage, CO2 and reserve capacity.

7 Status boiler pump

The boiler pump is off.OFF
The boiler pump is switched on at low speed.LS ON
The boiler pump is switched on at high speed.HS ON
The boiler pump is switched on (at low speed in the case of a dual-speed pump), because
the post run time has not elapsed.

POST RUNNING

-CAPACITY DEMAND AND REALIZATION-

8 Des grh capacity
The desired heat capacity because of a capacity demand from the compartments that have been
allocated to this boiler.

9 Des reserve capacity
The required reserve capacity of the boiler if the heat reserve demands this. The heat reserve
demands a capacity to be able to meet an expected future heat demand.

10 Extra reserve heat
The extra reserve heat that is demanded from the boiler, because the supply temperature of the
heat exchanger that is in series with the boiler, is lower than the calculated filling temperature of
the buffer.

11 Des heating capacity
The desired heat capacity of the boiler, which is the sum of the capacity demanded by the greenhouse,
the calculated internal capacity and the calculated return capacity (refer to M310 Overview boiler
(page 944)).

12 Des forced storage capacity
The required storage capacity of the boiler if the buffer strategy demands this (refer to I300 HT heat
management - strategy (page 552) and I310.2 Boiler forced storage (page 609)).

13 Des CO₂ capacity
The desired CO2 capacity of the boiler, that is dependent on the specified minimum, maximum and
absolute maximum CO2 capacities, the CO2 buffer influence and the calculated CO2 dosage capacity
(refer to I310.1 Boiler influences (page 605)).

14 Desired/calc burner capacity

Desired burner capacity
The burner capacity that is demanded from the burner by heat management, CO2 management or
for storage capacity.
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Calculated burner capacity
The desired burner capacity that is accepted by the burner with delay.

15 Desired burner capacity
The burner capacity that is demanded from the burner by heat management, CO2 management or
for storage capacity.

16 Act valve pos/capacity

Actual valve position
The actual gas valve position.

Actual capacity
The actual capacity of the modulating burner.

17 Burner status
Modulating burners:

Burner is disconnected. The burner is not controlled by the computer.DISCONN
Burner is off.OFF
Burner is on (the speed of the burner is controlled externally).ON
The burner is on in the CO2 position (only possible if a CO2 position is present on the
burner).

CO₂ POS

Burner is on at low speed.LOW SP
Burner is on at high speed.HIGH SP
The gas valve has not been released by the burner.NO RELEASE
There is a waiting time until the gas valve is released by the burner (such as during
pre-purge).

WAIT REL

The burner is showing a failure.ERROR

Switching burners:

The burner is disconnected. The burner is not controlled by the computer. There is the
option that the boiler switches on through its own thermostat and uses gas.

DISCONN

The burner is off.OFF
Burner is on at the minimum position (position 1).ON
Burner is on at high flame and at low speed (position 2).HF-LS
Burner is on at high flame and at high speed (position 3).HF-HS
The burner is on in the CO2 position.CO₂ POS
The gas valve has not been released by the burner.NO RELEASE
There is a waiting time until the gas valve is released by the burner (such as during
pre-purge).

WAIT REL

The burner is showing a failure.ERROR

The dealer can set whether or not the percentage limitation of the heat off-take is allowed to be
higher than 0% if:
• the burner is not connected (Burner status is DISCONN);
• the burner does not release the gas valve (Burner status is NO RELEASE);
• there is a malfunction in the burner (Burner status is ERROR).

The control only takes account of any maximum gas consumption if the process computer
controls the boiler (Release boiler in I310) and the burner is connected (Burner status is not
DISCONN).
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18 Act capacity
The actual capacity of the switching burner.

19 Act butterfly valve position
The actual butterfly valve position of the boiler, where 0% is closed and 100% is open.

20 Limitation boiler

NONE
The boiler is blocked externally and is allocated a maximum capacity of 0 kW and no
gas.

EXTERN. BLK

There is no room to store the produced heat. The boiler may be on in order to keep
itself at the correct temperature.

COOLING WATER

The boiler is limited by the setting Limit gas consumption to max capacity (I310.1).GAS LIMITATION

-CAPACITY LIMITS-

21 LS capacity min/max

Low speed capacity minimum
The minimum capacity of the burner if the burner fan is running at low speed.

Low speed capacity maximum
The maximum capacity of the boiler if the burner fan is running at low speed.

22 HS capacity min/max

High speed capacity minimum
The minimum capacity of the burner if the burner fan is running at high speed.

High speed capacity maximum
The maximum capacity of the burner if the burner fan is running at high speed.

23 Minimum capacity (1-2-3-pos)
The minimum capacity in the low position.

24 Capacity high flame (2-3-pos)
The capacity with high flame, at low speed.

25 Capacity HS (3-pos)
The capacity with high flame, at high speed.

26 Capacity on (1-pos)
The capacity demand whereby the burner switches on.

27 Boiler temperature max/abs max

Boiler temperature maximum
Maximum temperature of the boiler set in Boiler temp max (I310).
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This maximum is ignored if it is higher than the maximum defined by the dealer.

Boiler temperature absolute maximum
The maximum temperature of the boiler that has been set at dealer level.

28 Heat surplus band/min band

Heat surplus band
Heat surplus band set in Heat surplus band (I310.1).

This band is ignored if it is higher than the band defined by the dealer.

Heat surplus minimum band
The heat surplus band set at dealer level.

29 Heat surplus temp/min temperature

Heat surplus temperature
Heat surplus temperature set in Heat surplus temperature (I310.1).

This temperature is ignored if it is higher than the temperature defined by the dealer.

Heat surplus minimum temperature
The heat surplus temperature that has been set at dealer level.

30 Boiler temp on-going/max on-going

Boiler temperature on-going
Difference between the measured and calculated boiler temperature set in Boiler temp max (I310).

This difference is ignored if it is higher than the difference defined by the dealer.

Boiler temperature maximum on-going
The difference between the measured and calculated boiler temperature that has been specified at
dealer level.

-CONDENSER-

31 Meas FG/cond supply/cond return temp

Measured FG temperature
Measured temperature of the boiler flue gases.

Measured condenser supply temperature
Measured temperature of the water from the condenser.
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Measured condenser return temperature
Measured temperature of the water to the condenser.

32 Condenser pump active

Condenser pump is switched on.YES
Condenser pump is switched off.NO

M310.1 Overview boiler CO2
In this screen you will find a complete overview of what the boiler does for CO2.

-CO2-PRODUCTION-

1 Connected to CO₂ management
Indication of the number of the CO2 management that the boiler is connected to.

2 Release standard distribution
Indication of whether the boiler has been released for the standard distribution in the CO2 strategy
of the CO2 management.

3 Release alternative distribution
Indication of whether the boiler has been released for the alternative distribution in the CO2 strategy
of the CO2 management.

4 Calculated release passive
Indication of whether the boiler has been released for passive CO2 dosing.

5 Measured CO₂ concentration
The measured CO2 concentration.

6 CO₂ production active
Indication whether there is CO2 dosage with the boiler.

7 Max CO₂ production
The maximum CO2 production of the boiler.

8 Des CO₂ production
The desired CO2 production for the boiler, that is demanded from the CO2 management.

9 Act CO₂ production cap
The actual CO2 production by the boiler in kW.

10 Act CO₂ production kg
The actual CO2 production by the boiler in kg CO2/hr.

11 Act CO₂ production m³

The actual CO2 production by the boiler in m3/hour.

12 Act flue gas production
The actual production of flue gases by the boiler.
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13 Position CO₂ valve
The position of the CO2 valve of the boiler.

The position of the CO2 valve is unknown because there was no feedback allocated if
it was defective. The CO2 demand is removed from the boiler.

UNKNOWN

The CO2 valve is closed.CLOSE
The CO2 valve is open.OPEN
The CO2 valve is closing or opening.RUN TIME

14 Remaining CO₂ on-going time
Time that flue gas cleaner will remain on. Should an error occur or the CHP go off the flue gas cleaner
will go off also. The flue gas cleaner does not start again within the time still remaining.

M320 Overview HT heat buffer
This section gives an overview of the buffer control.

-BUFFER STATUS-

1 Filling active
Indication whether the filling of the buffer is active.

2 Emptying active
Indication whether the emptying of the buffer is active.

3 Limitation filling
The limitation why the buffer is not being filled.

There is no limitation.NONE
The buffer control has not been released.RELEASE
The highest temperature of the sources that are allowed to fill the buffer, is too low to
be able to fill.

TEMP

The temperature of all buffer sensors is higher than the filling temperature.FULL
The actual fill percentage is the same as the calculated maximum fill percentage. The
remaining buffer space can be used later or can be used for heat storage of the CHP
that is controlled by the peak demand from the energy company (refer to Calculated
maximum fill% (page 561) in I300.1 HT heat management - influences (page 560)).

MAX FILL%

The 10 Buffer method (page 556) in I300 HT heat management - strategy (page 552) is on
EMPTY>FILL for the current period. This means emptying has priority over filling. The
buffer is being emptied.

EMPTY

4 Limitation emptying
The limitation why the buffer is not being emptied.

There is no limitation.NONE
The buffer control has not been released.RELEASE
One of the buffer temperature is lower than the set minimum buffer temperature.
Consequently the buffer is forced to be filled.

TOO COLD

The filling of the buffer is being blocked by an external contact.EXT BLOCK
One of the buffer temperatures (allocated by dealer level) is too low to be able to empty.EMPTY
The actual fill percentage is the same as the calculated minimum fill percentage. The
remaining heat in the buffer can be used later (refer to Calculated minimum fill% (page
561) in I300.1 HT heat management - influences (page 560)).

MIN FILL%

The 10 Buffer method (page 556) in I300 HT heat management - strategy (page 552) is on
FILL>EMPTY for the current period. This means filling has priority over emptying. The
buffer is being filled.

FILL
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5 Desired fill%
The desired fill capacity of the heat buffer.

6 Actual fill%
The actual fill percentage of the heat buffer.

Refer to I300 HT heat management - strategy (page 552) for the calculation of the actual fill
percentage.

7 Usable fill%
The amount of heat in all HT buffers that can be used for supplying the heating system.

Usable fill% is determined as follows:
• the average temperature demand is determined for each cycle, taking into account the desired

temperature and capacity per compartment,
• all buffer sensors which indicate a temperature greater than or equal to the average temperature

demand take part in determining Usable fill%,
• Usable fill% = (100% * number of buffer sensors above average temperature demand that are

not defective) / Total number of buffer sensors that are not defective.

Heat demand from the compartments:
• Compartment 1: desired temperature 60 °C, desired capacity 1000 kW
• Compartment 2: desired temperature 65 °C, desired capacity 1000 kW
• Compartment 3: desired temperature 90 °C, desired capacity 500 kW

Average temperature demand = 60 * (1000/2500) + 65 (1000/2500) + 90 (500/2500) = 68 °C

Buffer sensors
• T1 = 90
• T2 = 88
• T3 = 85
• T4 = 50
• T5 = 48
• T6 = 48

There are a total of 6 buffer sensors, including 3 buffer sensors (T1 to T3) with a temperature
above the average temperature demand (68°C).

Usable fill% = 100% x 3/6 = 50%

You will see this line if there is a capacity demand.

-TEMPERATURE-

8 Measured supply temperature
The measured temperature of the supply water from the heat source(s) to the heat buffer(s) (during
filling), or from the heat buffer to the compartments (when emptying).

9 Measured return temperature filling
The measured temperature of the return water from the heat buffer to the heat source(s) during
filling.
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10 Measured return temperature emptying
The measured temperature of the return water from the compartments to the heat buffer during
emptying.

Meas temperature buffer sensors

11
The temperature of the water in the buffer at the level of the different temperature sensors in the
buffer.

12 Level measurement

13 Measured pressure level
Measured pressure level per sensor. Messages and alarms are displayed as follows:

PCU TerminalPriva Office Direct
There is an '!' after the value.Message
There is an 'X' after the value.Alarm

14 Measured level
Measured level in percent per sensor.

M325 Overview HT heat buffer - installation
This section gives an overview of the pump and valve positions of the heat sources and the buffer.

1 Boiler - Situation - Valid - Fill P - Fill V - ShtMV - Empty V - Off-t MV

Boiler
The number of the boiler.

Situation
The situation of the boiler whereby the following pump and valve positions apply, if this situation is
valid.

Valid
Whether or not the boiler situation FILL is valid.

Fill P
The position of the fill pump.

The position of the fill pump is independent from the FILL situation of the boiler.[-?-]
The position of the fill pump is OFF if the boiler is filling the buffer.[OFF]
The position of the fill pump is ON if the boiler is filling the buffer.[ON]
The position of the fill pump is PROPORTIONAL, between 0% and 100% if the boiler is
filling the buffer.

[PROP]

Fill V
The position of the fill valve.
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The position of the fill valve is independent from the FILL situation of the boiler.[-?-]
The position of the fill valve is CLOSE if the boiler is filling the buffer.[CLOSE]
The position of the fill valve is OPEN if the boiler is filling the buffer.[OPEN]

ShtMV
The position of the shunt mixing valve.

The position of the shunt mixing valve is independent from the FILL situation of the
boiler.

[-?-]

The position of the shunt mixing valve is CLOSE if the boiler is filling the buffer.[CLOSE]
The position of the shunt mixing valve is OPEN if the boiler is filling the buffer.[OPEN]
The position of the shunt mixing valve is PROPORTIONAL, between 0% and 100% if the
boiler is filling the buffer.

[PROP]

Empty V
The position of the emptying valve.

The position of the emptying valve is independent from the FILL situation of the boiler.[-?-]
The position of the emptying valve is CLOSE if the boiler is filling the buffer.[CLOSE]
The position of the emptying valve is OPEN if the boiler is filling the buffer.[OPEN]

Off-t MV
The position of the off-take mixing valve.

The position of the off-take mixing valve is independent from the FILL situation of the
boiler.

[-?-]

The position of the off-take mixing valve is CLOSE if the boiler is filling the buffer.[CLOSE]
The position of the off-take mixing valve is OPEN if the boiler is filling the buffer.[OPEN]

2 CHP - Situation - Valid - Fill P - Fill V - ShtMV - Empty V - Off-t MV

Refer to "1 Boiler - Situation - Valid - Fill P - Fill V - ShtMV - Empty V - Off-t MV (page 952)" for
an explanation of the settings.

3 HX - Situation - Valid - Fill P - Fill V - ShtMV - Empty V - Off-t MV

Refer to "1 Boiler - Situation - Valid - Fill P - Fill V - ShtMV - Empty V - Off-t MV (page 952)" for
an explanation of the settings.

4 Buffer - Situation - Valid - Fill P - Fill V - ShtMV - Empty V - Off-t MV

Buffer
The number of the buffer.

Situation
The situation of the buffer whereby the following pump and valve positions apply, if this situation
is valid.

The situation of the buffer is FROST PROTECTION.[FROST PROTECTION]
The situation of the buffer is EMPTY.[EMPTY]
The situation of the buffer is EMPTYING POSSIBLE.[EMPTYING POSSIBLE]
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Valid
Whether or not the earlier mentioned situation of the buffer is valid.

Fill P
The position of the fill pump.

The position of the fill pump is independent from the earlier mentioned situation of
the buffer.

[-?-]

The position of the fill pump is OFF in the earlier mentioned situation of the buffer.[OFF]
The position of the fill pump is ON in the earlier mentioned situation of the buffer.[ON]
The position of the fill pump is minimum pump capacity in the earlier mentioned
situation of the buffer.

[MIN]

Fill V
The position of the fill valve.

The position of the fill valve is independent from the earlier mentioned situation of the
buffer.

[-?-]

The position of the fill valve is CLOSE in the earlier mentioned situation of the buffer.[CLOSE]
The position of the fill valve is OPEN in the earlier mentioned situation of the buffer.[OPEN]
The position of the fill valve is OPEN in the situations BUFFER EMPTYING and BUFFER
EMPTYING POSSIBLE whereby there is a heat demand for at least one of the active heat
sources along this filling circuit. The fill valve can also be controlled open as a vacuum
protection for a butterfly valve function.

[BUTT.V.]

ShtMV
The position of the shunt mixing valve.

The position of the shunt mixing valve is independent from the earlier mentioned
situation of the buffer.

[-?-]

The position of the shunt mixing valve is CLOSE in the earlier mentioned situation of
the buffer.

[CLOSE]

The position of the shunt mixing valve is OPEN in the earlier mentioned situation of
the buffer.

[OPEN]

Empty V
The position of the emptying valve.

The position of the emptying valve is independent from the earlier mentioned situation
of the buffer.

[-?-]

The position of the emptying valve is CLOSE in the earlier mentioned situation of the
buffer.

[CLOSE]

The position of the emptying valve is OPEN in the earlier mentioned situation of the
buffer.

[OPEN]

Off-t MV
The position of the off-take mixing valve.

The position of the off-take mixing valve is independent from the earlier mentioned
situation of the buffer.

[-?-]

The position of the off-take mixing valve is CLOSE in the earlier mentioned situation of
the buffer.

[CLOSE]

The position of the off-take mixing valve is OPEN in the earlier mentioned situation of
the buffer.

[OPEN]

The position of the off-take mixing valve is PROPORTIONAL, between 0% and 100% in
the earlier mentioned situation of the buffer.

[PROP]
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-POSITION WHEN NO DEMAND-

7 Fill P - Fill V - ShtMV - Empty V - Off-t MV

Fill P
The position of the fill pump.

The position of the fill pump is OFF if there is no heat demand.[OFF]
The position of the fill pump is ON if there is no heat demand.[ON]

Fill V
The position of the fill valve.

The position of the fill valve is CLOSE if there is no heat demand.[CLOSE]
The position of the fill valve is OPEN if there is no heat demand.[OPEN]

ShtMV
The position of the shunt mixing valve.

The position of the shunt mixing valve is CLOSE if there is no heat demand.[CLOSE]
The position of the shunt mixing valve is OPEN if there is no heat demand.[OPEN]

Empty V
The position of the emptying valve.

The position of the emptying valve is CLOSE if there is no heat demand.[CLOSE]
The position of the emptying valve is OPEN if there is no heat demand.[OPEN]

Off-t MV
The position of the off-take mixing valve.

The position of the off-take mixing valve is CLOSE if there is no heat demand.[CLOSE]
The position of the off-take mixing valve is OPEN if there is no heat demand.[OPEN]

-POSITION WHEN MORE DEMANDS-

8 Fill P - Fill V - ShtMV - Empty V - Off-t MV

Fill P
The position of the fill pump if there are multiple demands that desire a conflicting position.

The position of the fill pump is OFF if there are multiple conflicting demands.[OFF]
The position of the fill pump is ON if there are multiple conflicting demands.[ON]
The position of the fill pump is the smallest demanded position if there are multiple
dissimilar demands.

[MIN_%]

The position of the fill pump is the largest demanded position if there are multiple
dissimilar demands.

[MAX_%]

The position of the fill pump is the average demanded position if there are multiple
demands. In the event of incompatible demands the NO DEMAND position is used.

[PROP]
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Fill V
The position of the fill valve if there are multiple demands that desire a conflicting position.

The position of the fill valve is CLOSE if there are multiple conflicting demands.[CLOSE]
The position of the fill valve is OPEN if there are multiple conflicting demands.[OPEN]

ShtMV
The position of the shunt mixing valve if there are multiple demands that desire a conflicting position.

The position of the shunt mixing valve is CLOSE if there are multiple conflicting demands.[CLOSE]
The position of the shunt mixing valve is OPEN if there are multiple conflicting demands.[OPEN]
The position of the shunt mixing valve is the smallest demanded position if there are
multiple dissimilar demands.

[MIN_T]

The position of the shunt mixing valve is the largest demanded position if there are
multiple dissimilar demands.

[MAX_T]

The position of the shunt mixing valve is the average demanded position if there are
multiple dissimilar demands. In the event of incompatible demands the NO DEMAND
position is used.

[PROP]

Empty V
The position of the emptying valve if there are multiple demands that desire a conflicting position.

The position of the emptying valve is CLOSE if there are multiple conflicting demands.[CLOSE]
The position of the emptying valve is OPEN if there are multiple conflicting demands.[OPEN]

Off-t MV
The position of the off-take mixing valve if there are multiple demands that desire a conflicting
position.

The position of the off-take mixing valve is CLOSE if there are multiple conflicting
demands.

[CLOSE]

The position of the off-take mixing valve is OPEN if there are multiple conflicting
demands.

[OPEN]

The position of the off take mixing pump is the smallest demanded position if there
are multiple dissimilar demands.

[MIN_T]

The position of the off take mixing pump is the largest demanded position if there are
multiple dissimilar demands.

[MAX_T]

The position of the off take mixing pump is the average demanded position if there
are multiple demands. In the event of incompatible demands the NO DEMAND position
is used.

[PROP]

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

9 Fill P - Fill V - ShtMV - Empty V - Off-t MV

Fill P
The calculated position of the fill pump, whereby 0% is OFF, 100% ON and between 0% and 100%
PROPORTIONAL.

Fill V
The calculated position of the fill valve, whereby 0% is CLOSE, 100% OPEN and between 0% and
100% BUTTERFLY VALVE.
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ShtMV
The calculated position of the shunt mixing valve, whereby 0% is CLOSE, 100% OPEN and between
0% and 100% PROPORTIONAL.

Empty V
The calculated position of the emptying valve, whereby 0% is CLOSE and 100% is OPEN.

Off-t MV
The calculated position of the off-take mixing valve, whereby 0% is CLOSE, 100% OPEN and between
0% and 100% PROPORTIONAL.

10 Fill P - Fill V - ShtMV - Empty V - Off-t MV

Fill P
The position of the fill pump.

Does not occur.[-?-]
The position of the fill pump is OFF.[OFF]
The position of the fill pump is ON.[ON]
The position of the fill pump is PROPORTIONAL, between 0% and 100%.[PROP]
The position of the fill pump is at minimum pump capacity.[MIN]

Fill V
The position of the fill valve.

Does not occur.[-?-]
The position of the fill valve is CLOSE.[CLOSE]
The position of the fill valve is OPEN.[OPEN]
The position of the fill valve is determined by the butterfly valve function. The fill valve
can also be controlled open as a vacuum protection for a butterfly valve function.

[BUTT.V.]

ShtMV
The position of the shunt mixing valve.

Does not occur.[-?-]
The position of the shunt mixing valve is CLOSE.[CLOSE]
The position of the shunt mixing valve is OPEN.[OPEN]
The position of the shunt mixing valve is PROPORTIONAL, between 0% and 100%.[PROP]

Empty V
The position of the emptying valve.

Does not occur.[-?-]
The position of the emptying valve is CLOSE.[CLOSE]
The position of the emptying valve is OPEN.[OPEN]

Off-t MV
The position of the off-take mixing valve.
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Does not occur.[-?-]
The position of the off-take mixing valve is CLOSE.[CLOSE]
The position of the off-take mixing valve is OPEN.[OPEN]
The position of the off-take mixing valve is PROPORTIONAL, between 0% and 100%.[PROP]

M325.1 Overview HT heat buffer - fill & empty
In this section you will find an overview of the calculated and measured temperatures in a buffer
circuit.

-FILLING CIRCUIT-

1 Filling circuit
The number of the filling circuit.

2 Measured return temperature
The measured return temperature.

3 Calc shunt mix temperature
The calculated shunt mixing temperature.

4 Measured shunt mix temperature
The measured shunt mixing temperature.

5 Fill pump
The number of the fill pump.

6 Calculated pump capacity
The calculated pump capacity as a percentage of the maximum speed with a modulating pump.

7 Act pump capacity
The actual pump capacity as a percentage of the maximum speed with a modulating pump.

8 Installed pump type
View of the type of pump drive.

The pump is not controlled by the computer.[NOT CONTROLLED]
The pump is controlled as a 1-speed pump with only an ON and an OFF position.[1-SPEED]
The pump consists of a set of two pumps. The pump set has three positions: OFF, LOW
SP and HIGH SP.

[2-SPEED]

The pump is controlled as a speed controlled pump.[MODULATING]

The type of pump drive is fully determined at installation level by the input and output
channel allocation and the servo drive allocation.

9 Actual pump status
The status of the modulating pump drive:
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The pump is switched OFF.[OFF]
The pump is in error. The limitation pump drive indicates the reason for this error.
During the fault the last calculated pump position is kept.

[ERROR]

The pump is switched off and is available to switch on.[READY]
The pump has been switched on by the computer, and there is a waiting time until the
pump reports back that it is actually switched on.

[WAIT ON]

The pump is switched on and the speed of the pump is controlled on the basis of the
difference between the calculated and measured shunt mixing temperature.

[CONTROL]

The pump has been switched off by the computer, and there is a waiting time until the
pump reports back that it is actually switched off.

[WAIT OFF]

The pump is on in a fixed position and is not being controlled.[MANUAL]

10 Actual pump status
The status of the switching pump drive:

The pump is switched OFF.[OFF]
The pump is ON in the LOW SPEED position.[LOW SP]
The pump is ON in the HIGH SPEED position.[HIGH SP]

11 Limitation pump drive
The limitation of the modulating pump drive.

There is no limitation active.[NONE]
The pump is not controlled by the computer.[NOT CONTROLLED]
The pump has not been released.[RELEASE]
The pump has been switched off because the butterfly valve has been controlled shut.[BUTTERFLY VALVE]
The pump is being controlled manually.[FIXED POSITION]
The pump active measurement has not matched the desired pump position for 10
minutes.

[DEFECTIVE]

The pump error measurement is active.[EXT ERROR]
The conversion table for calculating the pump capacity into milli volt value has not been
completed at dealer level.

[CALIBRATION ERROR]

The universal drive has reported an error.[EXT DRIVE]

12 Limitation pump drive
The limitation of the switching pump drive.

There is no limitation active.[NONE]
The pump cannot be controlled because insufficient input and/or output channels have
been allocated at a dealer level (this limitation can be present permanently if the pump
is controlled without using the computer).

[NOT CONTROLLED]

The pump has not been released.[RELEASE]
The pump has been switched off because the butterfly valve has been controlled shut.[BUTTERFLY VALVE]

-EMPTYING CIRCUIT-

13 Off-take MV
The number of the off-take mixing valve.

14 Calc off-take MV temperature
The calculated off-take mixing valve temperature.

15 Measured off-take MV temperature
The measured off-take mixing valve temperature.
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16 Contribution to grh cap
The contribution in percentages of the heat from the emptying circuit to the total demanded capacity
from the compartments.

-BUFFER-

17 Buffer
The number of the buffer.

18 Measured supply temperature
The measured temperature of the supply water from the heat source(s) to the heat buffer(s) (during
filling), or from the buffer to the compartments (when emptying).

19 Measured return temperature filling
The measured temperature of the return water from the heat buffer to the heat source(s) during
filling.

20 Measured return temperature emptying
The measured temperature of the return water from the compartment(s) to the heat buffer during
emptying.

21 Highest buffer temperature emptying
The highest measured temperature of the water in the buffer during emptying.

22 Lowest buffer temperature filling
The lowest measured temperature of the water in the buffer during filling.

23 Calc buffer valve position
The calculated position of the butterfly valve of the buffer.

The buffer valve is forced closed if during emptying the buffer cannot be emptied or if
during filling the buffer valve for the EMPTYING POSSIBLE buffer situation is open.

[FORCED CLOSE]

The buffer valve is closed.[CLOSE]
The buffer valve is open.[OPEN]

M325.2 Overview HT heat buffer - temperature & flow
In this section you will find an overview of the measured and calculated temperatures and flows in
a buffer installation.

-TEMPERATURE CENTRAL TUNING-

1 Return temperature grh
The measured return temperature from the compartments.

2 Return temperature buffers
The measured return temperature from the buffer(s).

3 Return temperature buffers+grh
The measured return temperature from the compartments and the buffer(s).

4 Expected return temperature buffers+grh
The expected return temperature from the compartments and the buffer(s).
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FLOW CENTRAL TUNING-

5 Calculated total flow grh
The calculated total flow from the compartments that is determined on the basis of the temperature
measurements.

6 Expected total flow buffers
The expected total flow from the buffer(s) that is determined on the basis of the temperature
measurements.

7 Expected total flow filling circuits
The expected total flow from the boiler(s) that is determined on the basis of the temperature
measurements.

-TEMPERATURE & FLOW FILLING CIRCUIT-

8 Filling circuit
The number of the filling circuit.

9 Return temperature filling circuit
The measured return temperature from the filling circuit.

10 Expected return temp filling circuit
The expected return temperature from the filling circuit that is determined on the basis of the
temperature measurements.

11 Expected flow filling circuit
The expected flow from the filling circuit that is determined on the basis of the temperature
measurements.

-FLOW SOURCES-

12 Boiler
The number of the boiler.

13 Expected flow boiler
The expected flow from the boiler that is determined on the basis of the temperature measurements.

14 CHP

Refer to 12 Boiler (page 961) for the explanation of lines 14 and 15.

16 Heat exchanger

Refer to 12 Boiler (page 961) for the explanation of lines 16 and 17.

M330 Overview CHP
In this section you will find the overview of the CHP control. Refer also to the Heating paragraph in
Energy (page 138).
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-CONTROL-

1 Meas supply/return temperature

Measured supply temperature
The measured supply temperature in the CHP.

Measured return temperature
The measured return temperature in the CHP.

2 Heat surplus%
The heat surplus percentage that is present with this CHP.

If the measured CHP temperature becomes too high, a heat surplus percentage is calculated. The
CHP uses the heat surplus percentage to indicate that there is heat available to buffer or that there
is heat present that needs to be moved to the heating networks.

-CAPACITY DEMAND AND REALIZATION-

3 Des grh capacity
The desired heat capacity that has been allocated to this CHP because of a capacity demand from
the compartments.

4 Des reserve capacity
The desired reserve capacity of the CHP if the heat reserve demands this. The heat reserve demands
a capacity to meet the expected future heat demand.

5 Des electrical capacity
The desired electrical capacity for the CHP, determined by an electricity demand from the electricity
management.

6 Des external capacity
The desired capacity when the CHP is controlled because of an external demand (for example an
external electricity demand).

The CHP is always switched on at maximum (heat) capacity based on an electricity demand.

7 Des forced storage capacity
The desired capacity of the CHP if the buffer strategy demands this (refer to I330.2 CHP forced
storage (page 626)).

8 Des CO₂ capacity
The desired CO2 capacity for the CHP, because of a demand to CO2 from the CO2 management.

9 Act capacity
The actual heat capacity from this CHP.

9 CHP heat capacity measurement/control

Measured combined heat and power heat capacity
The current fed back heat capacity of the CHP.
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Combined heat and power heat capacity control
Limited measured CHP heat capacity on the basis of which the heat capacity is controlled and the
gas consumption of the CHP is determined. (This limitation is set by your dealer).

10 Status CHP
Indication of the status of the CHP.

The CHP is OFF and can be switched on only if there is no limitation.OFF
The CHP is ON and is allowed to be switched off.ON
The CHP is off and can be switched on only when the minimum time off has elapsed.
In this status no greenhouse capacity can be allocated to the CHP. An external peak
demand can cause the CHP to be switched on again immediately.

MIN TIME OFF

The CHP is on and can only be switched off when the minimum time on has elapsed.
If a limitation occurs (when too hot), the CHP will be switched off immediately.

MIN TIME ON

The CHP capacity demand wanes, but the CHP remains switched on during the set
switch off delay. If during this status a new CHP capacity demand occurs, the CHP will
revert to the ON status. If a limitation occurs (when too hot), the CHP will be switched
off immediately.

DELAY OFF

The CHP step will wait to switch on until the previous switch on step has been on for a
certain period of time (only in the case on multiple CHPs).

DELAY NEXT ON

The CHP step will wait to switch off until the previous switch off step has been off for
a certain period of time (only in the case on multiple CHPs).

DELAY NEXT OFF

The measured supply or return temperature is lower than the set minimum CHP
temperature. Step 1 of the CHP is switched on.

TOO COLD

The CHP is off and if there is a heat demand from the compartments, can only be
switched on after the set delay. If there is a CO2, storage or peak demand, it will
immediately revert to the DELAY NEXT ON status.

DELAY ON

The time that still needs to elapse in this status is displayed by the 13 Calc waiting time (page 964).

11 Limitation CHP
The limitation of the CHP.

There is no limitation. The CHP cannot be switched on or off by a capacity demand.NONE
The supply or return temperature is too high. The CHP will be switched off without
delay and remain off until this limitation no longer applies. The CHP is not included in
the allocation of greenhouse capacity.

TOO WARM

The CHP is showing an error and is not included in the allocation of greenhouse capacity.
If there are multiple CHP steps present, M330 Overview CHP (page 961) will show which
step is showing an error.

ERROR

The CHP has not been released to switch on (Release CHP in I330).RELEASE
The CHP is not available.NOT AVAILABLE
The CHP is set to manual operation (dealer level) and consequently cannot be controlled
by capacity demand.

MANUAL

The CHP is off because of a limitation by the maximum gas consumption.MAX GAS
The CHP is off because of the Unbalanced OFF control (I200.2 Electricity imbalance off
(page 592)

UNBALANCED OFF

The CHP is off and cannot switch on because there is insufficient cooling capacity.COOLING WATER
The CHP is readjusted (externally) and the CHP control has accepted the new value that
is fed back as the new (temporary) maximum heat capacity. This reduced maximum
has an effect on the gas allocation and the maximum available electrical capacity.

PART LOAD

The CHP is running and there is a demand for the supply of electrical capacity, but the
CHP is currently unable to supply any electricity or sufficient electricity to switch on the
electricity consumers (e.g. growing light).

ELECTR. RELEASE

12 External blocking
Indication that the external blocking is active.
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13 Calc waiting time
The waiting time in the 10 Status CHP (page 963).

This time depends on the 10 Status CHP (page 963) and is one of the following times:
• minimum time on;
• minimum time off;
• switch off delay of CHP;
• switch on delay of CHP step;
• switch off delay of CHP step.

14 Act butterfly valve position
The actual butterfly valve position of the CHP, where 0% is closed and 100% is open.

16 Step
The number of the CHP step(s) present.

17 Activated
Indication that the heat power step(s) are active.

18 Error
Failure message from the heat power step(s).

The failure message only works when the error signals from the CHP are measured.

19 Status
Indication of the status of the CHP step.

The CHP step is switched off.OFF
The CHP step is switched on.ON
The CHP step is showing a failure. A failure has been reported or the error measurement
falls outside the measurement range.

ERROR

The feedback from the CHP is switched off or remains off for too long, whereas the
step should switch on or is already on.

ERROR ON

The feedback from the CHP step is switched on or remains on for too long, whereas
the step should switch off or is already off.

ERROR OFF

The CHP step must switch on. It is a waiting for an indication that the CHP step is active
or until the switch on delay has elapsed.

WAIT ON

The CHP step must switch off. It is a waiting for an indication that the CHP step active
has ceased or until the switch off delay has elapsed.

WAIT OFF

20 Max heat capacity
The supplied heat capacity of the heat power step(s).

-CONDENSER-

21 Meas FG/cond supply/cond return temp

Measured FG temperature
Measured temperature of the boiler flue gases.

Measured condenser supply temperature
Measured temperature of the water from the condenser.

Measured condenser return temperature
Measured temperature of the water to the condenser.
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22 Condenser pump active

Condenser pump is switched on.YES
Condenser pump is switched off.NO

M330.1 Overview CHP CO2
In this screen you will find a complete overview of what the CHP does for CO2.

-CO2-PRODUCTION-

1 Connected to CO2 management
Indication of the number of the CO2 management that the CHP is connected to.

2 Release standard distribution
Indication of whether the CHP has been released for the standard distribution in the CO2 strategy
of the CO2 management.

3 Release alternative distribution
Indication of whether the CHP has been released for the alternative distribution in the CO2 strategy
of the CO2 management.

4 Calc release passive
Indication of whether the CHP has been released for passive CO2 dosage.

5 Measured CO2 concentration
The measured CO2 concentration.

6 CO2 production active
Indication whether there is CO2 dosage with the CHP.

7 Max CO2 production
The maximum CO2 production of the CHP.

8 Des CO2 production
The desired CO2 production for the CHP, that is demanded from the CO2 management.

9 Act CO2 production cap
The actual CO2 production by the CHP in kW.

10 Act CO2 production kg
The actual CO2 production by the CHP in kg CO2/hr.

11 Act CO2 production m3

The actual CO2 production by the CHP in m3/hour.

12 Act flue gas production
The actual production of flue gases by the CHP.

13 Position CO2 valve
The position of the CO2 valve of the CHP.
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The position of the CO2 valve is unknown because there was no feedback allocated if
it was defective.

[UNKNOWN]

The CO2 valve is closed.[CLOSE]
The CO2 valve is open.[OPEN]
The CO2 valve is closing or opening.[RUN TIME]

14 Remaining CO2 on-going time
Time that the flue gas cleaner will still remain on. Should an error occur or the CHP go off the flue
gas cleaner will go off also. The flue gas cleaner does not start again within the time still remaining.

-FLUE GAS CLEANER-

15 Status FGC

The flue gas cleaner is not active.REST
The flue gas cleaner is waiting until the CHP is active.START CHP
The flue gas cleaner is blocked for CO2 production because the measurement indicates
that the flue gas cleaner is not available, is malfunctioning, the input for the (external)
release signal has not been allocated or the CHP has not been released for CO2
production.

BLOCKED

The flue gas cleaner has started. There is a waiting time until the flue gases are released.CHECK FGC
The flue gas cleaner and the CHP are both running and the flue gases are being dosed
(flue gas valve is open and fan is running). If the CO2 demand declines, the flue gas
cleaner and the CHP remain on as usual.

MIN TIME ON

The flue gas cleaner is operational and is supplying CO2.OPERATION
The flue gas cleaner shows an ERROR because no release signal of the flue gases was
received within the set 8 Max waiting time release flue gas (page 624) (I330.1 CHP
influences (page 623)). The ERROR status will remain active during the set time, after
which the status will change to REST.

ERROR

16 Limitation FGC

There is no limitation. The flue gas cleaner can produce CO2.NONE
The flue gas cleaner is no longer available for CO2 production. The available signal is
not present.

NOT AVAILABLE

The flue gas cleaner has not been released for CO2 production. The CO2 management
has not released the CHP or the release signal is not present.

RELEASE

The flue gas cleaner has not been released externally for CO2 production. It is waiting
for an external release signal.

EXT RELEASE

The flue gas cleaner is in ERROR as a result of an error signal.ERROR
The CHP has a limitation and as a result the flue gas cleaner cannot be started. Refer
to M330 Overview CHP (page 961).

CHP

During the set 8 Max waiting time release flue gas (page 624) (I330.1 CHP influences
(page 623)) there was no release signal of the flue gases. The flue gas cleaner is in ERROR.

WAITING TIME

It is waiting for a release signal from the flue gases.RELEASE FLUE GAS

17 Meas value waiting time
Measurement of the remaining waiting time until the release of the flue gases for CO2 dosage. These
are calculated from the measurement from the flue gas cleaner.

18 Expected time till CO2 prod
The expected duration time after which the flue gas cleaner is available for CO2 production.

As soon as the flue gas cleaner has warmed up, the CO2 production will start.

19 On time FGC
Indication of the time that the flue gas cleaner has run since the last start.

As soon as the flue gas cleaner switches off, this time is reset to 0'00 min'sec.
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M340 Overview heat exchanger
This section gives an overview of the heat exchanger. Refer also to the Heating paragraph in Energy
(page 138).

-CONTROL-

1 Calc/meas HX temperature
The temperatures of the heat exchanger.

Calculated heat exchanger temperature
The calculated supply temperature of the heat exchanger.

Measured heat exchanger temperature
The measured supply temperature of the heat exchanger.

2 Measured return temperature
The measured return temperature of the heat exchanger.

If the measured return temperature is higher than the set Max return temperature (I340 Heat exchanger
settings (page 630)), the heat exchanger cannot switch on.

3 Des internal capacity
The desired internal heat capacity is the capacity that is necessary to sustain and/or reach the
calculated temperature of the heat exchanger.

If the desired internal capacity is positive, then the measured heat exchanger temperature is lower
than the calculated heat exchanger temperature and if the desired internal capacity is negative, then
the measured heat exchanger temperature is higher than the calculated heat exchanger temperature.

By adding up the desired greenhouse capacity and the internal capacity, you will arrive at the total
heat capacity to the heat exchanger.

4 Heat surplus%
The heat surplus percentage of the heat exchanger.

5 Ext limitation heat surplus active
Indication whether the calculation of the heat surplus percentage is being blocked by an external
signal, for example because of a sub-contract.

6 Boiler bypass activated
Indication whether the hot water from the heat exchanger is diverted around the boiler. The boiler
is disconnected from the hot water circuit if the bypass is active.

-CAPACITY DEMAND AND REALIZATION-

7 Des grh capacity
The desired heat capacity that has been allocated to this heat exchanger because of a capacity
demand from the compartments.

8 Des forced storage capacity
The desired storage capacity of the heat exchanger if the buffer strategy demands this (refer to
I330.2 CHP forced storage (page 626)).
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9 Des reserve capacity
The desired reserve capacity of the heat exchanger if the heat reserve demands this. The heat reserve
demands a capacity to meet an expected future heat demand.

10 Des heating capacity
The desired heat capacity of the heat exchanger. This is the sum of the desired greenhouse capacity
and the internal capacity.

11 Act cap/natural gas eq.

Actual capacity
The actual heat capacity by the heat exchanger, expressed in kW capacity.

Natural gas equivalents

The actual capacity by the heat exchanger, expressed in m3 natural gas equivalents.

12 HX activated
Indication of whether the heat exchanger has been activated.

13 Status HX
Indication of the status of the heat exchanger.

The heat exchanger is switched OFF and is not available for heat demand. The 14
Limitation HX (page 969) indicates the reason for this limitation.

LIMITED

The heat exchanger is switched OFF and is available for heat demand.READY
The heat exchanger is switched ON and is running at minimum capacity. M340 Overview
heat exchanger (page 967) displays the remaining time in this status.

PRE-RUN

The heat exchanger is switched ON and is running at minimum capacity. If there is no
new heat demand, the heat exchanger will be switched off. M340 Overview heat
exchanger (page 967) displays the remaining time in this status.

POST RUNNING

The heat exchanger is switched ON and is supplying the required heat capacity. When
the heat demand ceases, the heat exchanger will remain ON until the set minimum
time on has elapsed. M340 Overview heat exchanger (page 967) displays the remaining
time in this status.

MIN TIME ON

The heat exchanger is switched ON and is supplying the required heat capacity. When
the heat demand ceases, the heat exchanger will revert to the POST RUNNING status.

ON

The heat exchanger is showing a malfunction. The 14 Limitation HX (page 969) indicates
the reason for this malfunction. After the malfunction has been reported, an (internal)
waiting time is adhered to.

ERROR

The time that still needs to elapse in this status is displayed by the 15 Calc waiting time (page 969).
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14 Limitation HX

The heat exchanger is set to manual operation (dealer level) and consequently cannot
be controlled by power demand.

MANUAL

The measured maximum heat exchanger capacity is lower after the pre-run than the
switch on limit (dealer level). The status of the heat exchanger is switching to POST
RUNNING. If, after the post running, the limitation is still on MAX. CAP., the status will
revert to LIMITED.

MAX CAP

The heat exchanger has not been released to supply heat (1 Release HX (page 630) is
set to NO).

NO RELEASE

The power company has not reported the heat exchanger as available. The heat
exchanger will be switched off or will remain off and is not available for heat delivery.

EXTERNAL

There is no signal connection between the heat exchanger and the control software.
The heat exchanger is not available for a heat demand from the control software.

HX DISCONNECTED

The input HX available (dealer setting) has not been allocated. The heat exchanger is
switched off and is not available for heat supply.

ALLOC INPUT

Not all outputs (dealer settings) have been allocated. The heat exchanger is not available
for heat supply.

ALLOC OUTPUT

The calibration table for the control (dealer setting) has not been completed. The heat
exchanger is not available for heat supply.

CALIB SERVO

The input Servo HX demand (dealer settings) has not been allocated. The heat exchanger
is not available for heat supply.

ALLOC SERVO

The measured mV HX demand (dealer setting) is defective or is outside the range. The
heat exchanger is not available for heat supply.

LIMIT SERVO

The difference between the calculated servo position and the measured servo position
(dealer setting) is too great. The heat exchanger is not available for heat supply.

CONTROL SERVO

The input HX available (dealer setting) is defective. The heat exchanger is not available
for heat supply.

INPUT HX DEFECT

There is a failure in the supply temperature measurement. The heat exchanger is not
available for heat supply.

NO TEMP

If the heat exchanger is active, it is not switched off if the return temperature is too
high.
If the heat exchanger has been switched off for any other reason, it will not start until
the measured return temperature is more than 5°C lower than the set Max return
temperature (I340).
The heat exchanger is no longer included in the assignment of greenhouse capacity.

TOO WARM

The heat exchanger is off and cannot switch on because there is insufficient cooling
capacity.

COOLING WATER

NONE

You could see a limitation that is not described here. In that case, please consult your dealer.

15 Calc waiting time
The waiting time in the 13 Status HX (page 968).

This time depends on the 13 Status HX (page 968) and is one of the following times:
• limited;
• pre-run;
• minimum time on;
• post-run;
• error.

16 Act butterfly valve position
The actual butterfly valve position of the heat exchanger, where 0% is closed and 100% is open.

-CAPACITY LIMITS-

17 Capacity HX min/max
The capacity limits of the heat exchanger.
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Capacity heat exchanger minimum
The minimum capacity of the heat exchanger.

Capacity heat exchanger maximum
The maximum capacity of the heat exchanger.

18 Supply-/return temp primary side

19 -ENERGY MEASUREMENT-
Measured heat energy on the primary / secondary side of the heat exchanger.

20 Measured flow
Measured hot water flow on the primary / secondary side of the heat exchanger.

21 Current capacity
The instantaneous heat capacity on the primary / secondary side determined on the basis of the
energy / flow measurement.

M350 Overview heat transport
In this section you will find the overview of the transport control.

1 Des transport capacity
The required transport capacity that is passed on to the heat producers.

2 Influence heat surplus
The increase of the transport temperature as a result of a boiler and/or CHP temperature that
measures too high.

If the measured boiler and/or CHP temperature is too high, a heat surplus percentage is
calculated. Due to a heat surplus percentage the boiler and/or CHP supplies the heating
systems because heat needs to be consumed. The heat systems calculate to what extent
the water temperature is allowed to be increased. This increase is passed on to the transport
control and is displayed here as Influence heat surplus.
Also refer to the setting 12 Heat surplus heat system (page 557) in I300 HT heat management
- strategy (page 552).

-MIXING VALVE-

3 Calc transport temperature
The calculated transport temperature.

4 Meas supply/return temperature

Measured supply temperature
The measured temperature in the supply main of the transport system.

Measured return temperature
The measured temperature in the return main of the transport system.

- PUMP -
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5 Calc/measured pump capacity
The calculated and measured pump capacities (only with modulating pump).

Calculated pump capacity
The capacity to be realised by the pump. This value is expressed as a percentage of the maximum
speed (100% = maximum speed).

Measured pump capacity
The capacity realised by the pump. This value is expressed as a percentage of the maximum speed
(100% = maximum speed).

6 Actual pump position
The actual position of the transport pump (only for switching pump).

The transport pump is switched OFF.[OFF]
The transport pump is switched ON.[ON]
The two-speed transport pump is on at low speed.[LOW SP]
The two-speed transport pump is on at high speed.[HIGH SP]

7 Pump active
Indication of the status of the pump.

8 Installed pump type
Indication of the type of pump control.

The type of pump drive is fully determined at installation level by the input and output channel
allocation.

The transport pump is not controlled by the computer.[NOT CONTROLLED]
The transport pump is controlled as a 1-speed pump with only an ON and an OFF
position.

[1-SPEED]

The transport pump consists of a set of two identical pumps, of which the speed
sequence is switched weekly. The pump set has three positions OFF, LOW SPEED and
HIGH SPEED.

[2-SPEED]

The transport pump consists of a set of two unidentical pumps, of which the speed
sequence can never be switched. The pump set has three positions OFF, LOW SPEED
and HIGH SPEED.

[2-SPEED SUM/WIN]

The transport pump is controlled as a speed controlled pump.[MODULATING]

9 Pump capacity method
Indication of how the calculation of the pump capacity (speed) takes place (only with modulating
pump).

The pump is controlled by a fixed specified capacity and a fixed specified position (at
dealer level).

[FIXED]

The pump capacity is determined using the pressure difference measurements within
the transport system (refer to I351 Heat transport - protection (page 642).

[PRESSURE]

The pump capacity is determined proportionally by the required transport capacity
and the minimum and maximum transport capacity and the minimum and maximum
specified pump capacity.

[CAP BASIS]

The pump capacity is optimally finetuned to the demanded transport capacity and the
available heat at the heat sources.

[CAP OPTIM]

10 Limitation pump drive
Indication of the limitation of the transport pump.
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There is no limitation active.NONE
Release pump is set to NO.RELEASE
The pump is set to a fixed capacity at dealer level and consequently cannot be driven
by capacity demand.

FIXED POSITION

Pump capacity minimum is greater than or equal to pump capacity maximum.MAX CAP
The pump active measurement (measured pump active) has not matched the required
pump position for 10 minutes.

DEFECTIVE

The pump error measurement (measured pump error) is active.EXT ERROR
The conversion table for calculating the pump capacity into milli volt value has not been
completed at dealer level.

CALIBRATION ERROR

An input channel for controlling the modulating pump has not been allocated at dealer
level.

ALLOC INPUT

An output channel for controlling the modulating pump has not been allocated at dealer
level.

ALLOC OUTPUT

The calculated position associated with the desired pump capacity has not been reached
after 10 minutes or else the pump has not yet switched on after a waiting time of 10
minutes.

CONTROL

The fed-back pump position falls outside the calibration limits.MEASUREMENT
The transport pump is running because of the forced transfer of heat surplus into the
connected heating systems.

HEAT SURP

The transport pump is switched on because the measured mixing valve temperature
is too low or because the temperature sensor at the mixing valve is defective.

TEMP

The universal control has reported a failure.EXT CONTROL
The pump cannot be controlled because insufficient input and/or output channels have
been allocated at dealer level (this limitation can be present permanently if the transport
pump is controlled without using the computer).

NOT CONTROLLED

The transport pump is running because of the forced outlet of condenser water into
the connected heating systems.

LOW TEMP HEAT SURP

The MAX CAP, DEFECTIVE, EXT ERROR, CALIB ERROR, ALLOC INPUT, ALLOC OUTPUT, DRIVE,
MEASUREMENT and EXT DRIVE limitations can only occur when controlling a modulating
pump (8 Installed pump type (page 971) is set to modulating).

11 Actual pump status
The status of the pump drive.

Pump status of a modulating pump:

The transport pump is switched OFF.[OFF]
The transport pump is switched ON at minimum pump capacity because the pump has
not been operational in the past week.

[CORROSION PROT.]

The transport pump is in error. The 8 Limitation pump drive (page 638) in I350 Heat
transport - settings (page 637) indicates the reason for this error. During the fault the
last calculated pump position is kept.

[ERROR]

The transport pump is switched off and is available to switch on for heat demand.[READY]
The transport pump has been switched on by the computer, and there is a waiting time
until the pump reports back that it is actually switched on.

[WAIT ON]

The transport pump is switched on and the speed of the pump is controlled by capacity
demand or pressure measurement.

[CONTROL]

The transport pump wants to switch off because the desired transport capacity has
fallen below the switch off limit (transport capacity pump off, I350.1 Heat transport -
pump control (page 639)) but the switch off delay has not yet elapsed.

[DELAY OFF]

The transport pump has been switched off by the computer, and there is a waiting time
until the pump reports back that it is actually switched off.

[WAIT OFF]

Pump status of a switching pump:
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The transport pump is switched OFF.[OFF]
The transport pump is switched ON at minimum pump capacity because the pump has
not been operational in the past week.

[CORROSION PROT.]

The transport pump wants to switch off because the desired transport capacity has
fallen below the switch off limit (transport capacity pump off, I350.1 Heat transport -
pump control (page 639)) but the switch off delay has not yet elapsed.

[DELAY LS]

The transport pump is ON in the LOW SPEED position.[LOW SP]
The two-speed transport pump is in switch off delay to be switched back to low speed.[DELAY HS]
The transport pump is ON in the HIGH SPEED position.[HIGH SP]
The transport pump is switched ON.[ON]

-PRESSURE MEASUREMENT-

14 Measured pressure/suction pressure
Pressure measurements (only with modulating pumps).

Measured pressure
The measured pressure on the pressure side of the transport system.

Measured suction pressure
The measured pressure on the suction side of the transport system.

15 Measured pressure diff
The measured pressure difference in the transport system (only with modulating pumps).

M260 Overview CO2 external

-CO₂ TRANSPORT-

1 Connected to CO₂ transport
The number of the CO2 transport to which the external CO2 source is connected.

2 Sequence number
The sequence number assigned by the dealer for the CO2 sources that are connected to this CO2

transport system. The desired CO2 is assigned to a CO2 source based on the sequence number.

3 CO₂ source released
The release of the external CO2 sources that are connected to this CO2 transport system. The release
may expire:
• in the case of a high CO2 concentration;
• external condition not valid;
• period program not set;
• maximum CO2 production is 0;
• not connected to a CO2 transport;
• End contact CO₂ valve open (I260.5, dealer setting) not set;
• CO2 programs connected to CO2 transport have no dosing area.

-CO₂ PRODUCTION-

4 Connected to CO₂ management
Indication of the number of the CO2 management that the external CO2 source is connected to.
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5 Release standard distribution
Indication of whether the external CO2 source has been released for the standard distribution in
the CO2 strategy of the CO2 management.

6 Release alternative distribution
Indication of whether the external CO2 source has been released for the alternative distribution in
the CO2 strategy of the CO2 management.

7 Release concentration
Indication of whether the external CO2 source has been released for the standard and alternative
distribution in the CO2 strategy of the CO2 management by the lowest measured CO2 concentration
of the connected controls.

8 Measured CO₂ concentration
The measured CO2 concentration of the connected controls in the CO2 management, to which the
external CO2 source is connected.

9 CO₂ production active
Indication whether there is CO2 dosage with the external CO2 source.

10 Max CO₂ production
The maximum CO2 production of the external CO2 source.

11 Des CO₂ production
The desired CO2 production for external CO2 source, that is demanded from the CO2 management.

12 Act CO₂ production
The actual CO2 production by the external CO2 source.

13 Position CO₂ valve
The position of the CO2 valve of the external CO2 source.

The position of the CO2 valve is unknown because there was no feedback allocated if
it was defective.

[UNKNOWN]

The CO2 valve is closed.[CLOSED]
The CO2 valve is open.[OPEN]
The CO2 valve is closing or opening.[RUN TIME]

-MEASUREMENTS AND DRIVES-

14 Status external CO₂
The status of the external CO2 source.

The external CO2 source is off and is not supplying CO2.[OFF]
The external CO2 source is off and is not supplying CO2, but there is a request from the
CO2 management for the CO2 source to become active.

[DES ACTIVE]

The external CO2 source is active and is supplying CO2.[ACTIVE]
The external CO2 source is in error and is not supplying CO2.[ERROR]
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15 External CO₂ available
Indication whether the external CO2 source is available (measurement). When supplying CO2 by the
OCAP, the 4 Max CO₂ production 24-hours (page 635) (I260 CO2 external settings (page 635)) (the
contract capacity) may have decreased. The 4 Available CO₂ production current 24-hrs (page 978)
(M260.1 CO₂ EXTERNAL/TODAY (page 978)) is approximately 0.

16 Limitation availability
The limitation of the availability measurement from the external CO2 source.

There is no limitation for the external CO2 source.[NO]
The available measurement of the external CO2 source is defective.[YES]
No input has been allocated for the availability measurement of the external CO2 source.[ALLOC INPUT]

17 External CO₂ fails to work
Indication whether the external CO2 source is in error.

18 Limitation failure
Indication of the limitation of the error message.

There is no limitation of the error message.[NO]
The error measurement of the external CO2 source is defective.[YES]
No input has been allocated to the error measurement of the external CO2 source.[ALLOC INPUT]

19 Max CO₂ production
The measured maximum CO2 production by the external CO2 source.

20 Limit. measurement max CO₂ prod
The limitation for the measurement of the maximum CO2 production by the external CO2 source.

There is no limitation for the measurement of the CO2 production by the external CO2
source.

[NO]

There is a limitation for the measurement of the CO2 production by the external CO2
source.

[YES]

No input has been allocated for the measurement of the CO2 production by the external
CO2 source.

[ALLOC INPUT]

21 Des CO₂ valve position
The desired CO2 valve position for the external CO2 source.

22 Measured CO₂ valve position
The measured CO2 valve position for the external CO2 source.

23 Limitation valve control
The limitation for the valve control.

There is no limitation for the valve drive.[NO]
The on/off drive is not working correctly, possibly an output has not been allocated.[ALLOC ON/OFF]
Not applicable.[ACTIVE]
The valve position control is not functioning properly.[POSITION]
Not applicable.[MINIMUM]
Not applicable.[MAXIMUM]
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Energy Sources

M301 Overview heat costs and consumption
The current heating costs and heat consumption per hour if the current conditions remain unchanged
for the next hour. To calculate the costs, the cost factors that you can specify in Priva Office Direct
are required.

These heating costs and consumptions make it possible to view graphics in Priva Office Direct. See
also the Priva Office Direct help.

M302 HT heat sources - today
This section provides an overview of the temperatures of the heat sources from today.

-HEAT-

1 24-hours period
Time at which the 24-hour period for the registration of the heat today started and at which the
overview can be printed if necessary.

3 Boiler - Cap - Temp - ↓Temp - ↑Temp - CO₂ kg/hour - ↓CO₂ kg/hour - ↑CO₂ kg/hour

Boiler
The number of the boiler.

Cap
The average actual capacity of the boiler.

Temp
The average, lowest ( ) and highest ( ) boiler temperature.

4 CHP - Cap - Temp - ↓Temp - ↑Temp - CO₂ kg/hour - ↓CO₂ kg/hour - ↑CO₂ kg/hour

CHP
The number of the CHP.

Cap
The average actual capacity of the CHP.

Temp
The average, lowest ( ) and highest ( ) CHP temperature.

5 HX - Cap - Temp - ↓Temp - ↑Temp - Energy primary - Energy secondary - Efficiency

HX
The number of the heat exchanger.

Cap
The average actual capacity of the heat exchanger.
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Temp
The average heat exchanger temperature.

↓Temp
The lowest heat exchanger temperature.

↑Temp
The highest heat exchanger temperature.

Energy primary
Energy measurement on the production side of the heat exchanger.

Energy secondary
Energy measurement on the off-take side of the heat exchanger.

Efficiency
The thermal efficiency of the heat exchanger, determined on the basis of the instantaneous measured
input capacity on the primary side and the output heat capacity on the secondary side.

6 Buffer - ↓Perc - ↑Perc

Buffer
The number of the buffer.

↓Perc - ↑Perc
The lowest ( ) and highest ( ) actual fill percentage of the buffer.

M302.1 Overview heat sources yesterday
This section provides an overview of the capacity and temperature of the heat sources yesterday.

See M302 HT heat sources - today (page 976) for an explanation of the lines.

M302.2 Overview heat sources term
This section provides an overview of the capacity and temperature of the heat sources during the
current term. The values are calculated from the moment this term starts. In the calculation of the
values the measured values of entire 24 hour period are included.

See M302 HT heat sources - today (page 976) for an explanation of the lines.

M302.3 Overview heat sources previous term
This section provides an overview of the capacity and temperature of the heat sources during the
previous term. The values are calculated from the moment this term starts. In the calculation of the
values the measured values of entire 24 hour period are included.

See M302 HT heat sources - today (page 976) for an explanation of the lines.
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M260.1 CO₂ EXTERNAL/TODAY

1 24-hours period
Time at which the 24 hour period of today has started for the registration of the pulse counters of
the CO2 consumption and at which the overview can be printed.

2 Pulse m - Current - Total - Meter reading

Pulse m
The number of the CO2 pulse meter.

Current
The current consumption of the external CO2 source.

Total
The total consumption of the external CO2 source from the beginning of the current 24 hour period.
It shows the number of pulses from the start of the current 24 hour period multiplied by the unit
per pulse.

Meter reading
The meter reading is adjustable and is counted continuously, starting from a modification.

3 Max CO₂ production current 24-hours
The permissible maximum quantity of CO2 production by the external CO2 source in the current 24
hour period.

4 Available CO₂ production current 24-hrs
The quantity of CO2 production still available by the external CO2 source in the current 24 hour
period.

Stopping the CO2 off-take is controlled by the supplier.

M260.2 CO₂ EXTERNAL/YESTERDAY

1 24-hours period
Time at which the 24 hour period of yesterday has started for the registration of the pulse counters
of the CO2 consumption.

2 Pulse m - Total - Meter reading

Pulse m
The number of the CO2 pulse meter.

Total
The total consumption of the external CO2 source of yesterday. It shows the number of pulses from
the start of the period multiplied by the unit per pulse.

Meter reading
The meter reading at the moment of the last 24 hour transition.
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Energy registration

M306 Overview energy registration today
This overview lists the current consumption per pulse meter, the total consumption of today and
the meter reading.

-ENERGY CONSUMPTION-

1 24-hour period
Time at which the 24 hour period of today has started for the registration of the pulse counters of
the energy and at which the overview can be printed if required.

3 Pulse m - Meter - Consumer - no. - Current - Total - Meter reading - Natural gas equivalent

Pulse m
The number of the pulse meter.

Meter
The name of the meter as set by the dealer.

No pulse meter is connected.[---]
The connected pulse meter measures the consumption of natural gas.{Natural gas]
The connected pulse meter measures the consumption of remaining heat.[Remaining heat]
The connected pulse meter measures the consumption of electricity.[Electricity]
The connected pulse meter measures the consumption of CO2.[CO2]
The connected pulse meter measures the consumption of energy.[Energy]
The connected pulse meter measures the consumption of fuel.[Fuel]

Consumer
The name of the consumer as set by the dealer.

no.
The index number of the consumer as set by the dealer.

Current
The current consumption. This is a measure for the speed with which the pulses are registered at
this moment (units per hour).

Total
The total consumption from the beginning of the current period. It shows the number of pulses
from the start of the period multiplied by the unit per pulse.

Meter reading
The cumulative meter reading is adjustable and is continues counting after a modification.

Natural gas equivalent
Meter reading converted to a quantity of natural gas that would be required to supply the same
quantity of heat Your dealer has set the conversion factor.

M306.1 Overview energy registration yesterday
This overview lists the total consumption from yesterday per pulse meter and the meter reading.
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See M306 Overview energy registration today (page 979) for an explanation of the lines.

M306.2 Overview energy registration term
This overview lists the current consumption per pulse meter, the total consumption of the current
term and the meter reading.

See M306 Overview energy registration today (page 979) for an explanation of the lines.

M306.3 Overview energy registration previous term
In this section you can find the total consumption from the previous term per pulse meter and the
meter reading.

See M306 Overview energy registration today (page 979) for an explanation of the lines.

M304.3 Overview total gas consumption
Overview of the gas consumption of sources that consume gas and whose Absolute max gas
consumption is monitored.

1 24-hour period
Time at which the 24-hour period for the registration of the total gas consumption started.

-TOTAL GAS CONSUMPTION PER HOUR-

2 Time - Today - Yesterday

Time
The clock hour in which the total gas consumption of today and yesterday is registered.

Today
The total gas consumption that was used today in the clock hour.

Yesterday
The total gas consumption that was used yesterday in the clock hour.

3 Gas consumption previous hour
The total gas consumption that was used in the previous clock hour.

M304.4 Overview heat supply
Overview of gas consumption, plus if applicable the gas consumption in natural gas equivalents of
all heat producing sources.

An overview of the gas consumption without other sources appears in M304.3.

1 24-hours period
Time at which the 24-hour period for the registration of the total gas consumption started.

The consumption for Today relates to the consumption from the 24 hour period up until
now.
The consumption for Yesterday relates to the consumption from the whole 24 hour period
of yesterday.
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-TOTAL GAS EQUIV. HEAT SUPPLY PER HOUR-

2 Time - Today - Yesterday
Overview of consumption in natural gas equivalents.

3 Gas equivalent heat supply previous hr
The converted heat capacity expressed in gas equivalents of the last completed clock hour, intended
for reporting in Priva Office Direct.

-GAS EQUIV.HEAT SUPPLY PER 24-HRS TOTAL-

4

5 Total sources
The total consumption in natural gas equivalents of the sources.

6 Total heat exchangers
The total quantity of heat that was supplied by the heat exchanger, converted into natural gas
equivalents.

7 Total in buffer
The total quantity of energy stored in the buffer, converted to natural gas equivalents.

A negative Total in buffer means that the buffer has been emptied.

8 Total in compartment
The total consumption in natural gas equivalents supplied to the compartments. See: Distribution
of energy consumption per compartment (page 1211)

-GAS EQUIV.HEAT SUPPL.24 HOURS PER m²-

See -GAS EQUIV.HEAT SUPPLY PER 24-HRS TOTAL- for an explanation of lines 9, 10, 11, 12
and 13.

M304.2 Overview gas comsumption per source

1 24-hours period
Time at which the 24 hour period has started for the registration of the gas consumption by the
sources.

-CONSUMPTION TODAY-

2 Boiler
The number of the boiler.

3 Total gas consumption
The total gas consumption of the boiler today.

4 Total generated energy
The total quantity of energy that was generated today by the boiler.
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5 CHP
The number of the CHP.

6 Total gas consumption
The total gas consumption of the CHP today.

7 Total generated energy
The total quantity of energy that was generated today by the CHP.

8 Heat exchanger
The number of the heat exchanger.

9 Total gas equivalent

The total quantity of energy that was supplied today by the heat exchanger, converted into m3 gas.

10 Total generated energy
The total quantity of energy that was generated today by the heat exchanger.

11 Buffer
The number of the buffer.

12 Total gas equivalent

The total quantity of energy that is stored at this moment in the buffer, converted into m3 gas.

13 Total stored energy
The total quantity of energy that is stored at this moment in the buffer. The buffer is empty when
all sensors measure 25 °C.

-CONSUMPTION YESTERDAY-

See -CONSUMPTION TODAY- for an explanation of lines 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 and
23. Note, the following line numbers are not the same:

21 Total gas equivalent

The total quantity of energy that was stored at the 24 hour period transfer, converted into m3 gas.

22 Total generated energy
The total quantity of energy that was stored in the buffer at the 24 hour transfer. The buffer is empty
when all sensors measure 25 °C.

M300.4 Overview gas consumption en limits per source
This section provides an overview of the limitation of the heat capacity per source by the maximum
gas consumption. Also it provides an overview of the gas consumption per source.

1 Total
The number of the meter of the total gas consumption.

2 Reset command
Option to set the meter reading of the total gas consumption to the reset value.
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3 Reset value
Value of the meter reading of the total gas consumption after the reset command has been given.

4 Meter reading
The calculated meter reading of the total gas consumption.

5 Current
The current total gas consumption in units per hour, originating from the pulse meter.

6 To external
The number of the meter of the gas consumption that is sent to an external computer.

7 Meter reading
The calculated meter reading of the gas consumption that is sent to an external computer.

8 Current
The current gas consumption in units per hour that is sent to an external computer.

9 From external
The number of the meter of the gas consumption that is received from an external computer.

10 Meter reading
The calculated meter reading of the meter of the gas consumption that is received from an external
computer.

11 Current
The current gas consumption in units per hour that is received from an external computer.

12 Gas distribution
The number of the gas distribution.

13 Reset command
Option to set the meter reading of the gas consumption by the manifold to the reset value.

14 Reset value
Value of the meter reading of the gas consumption by the manifold after the reset command has
been given.

15 Meter reading
The meter reading of the gas consumption by the manifold.

16 Current
The current gas consumption by the manifold in units per hour, originating from the pulse meter.

17 Boiler

The explanation of the Boiler is the same as the explanation of the Gas distribution. The
settings which differ are shown below.
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21 Corrected meter reading
The corrected meter reading of the gas consumption by the boiler. This correction is necessary if
there are multiple boilers and CHPs connected to the same pulse meter and is done on the basis of
the calculated gas consumption of the sources.

23 Allocated max gas consumption
The allocated maximum gas consumption for the boiler on the basis of the maximum gas
consumption, the capacity of the boiler and the chosen distribution.

24 Max heat capacity
The maximum heat capacity that can be supplied by the boiler on the basis of the maximum gas
consumption, the maximum capacity and the efficiency of the boiler and the capacity of the boiler.

25 CHP

See above.
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Energy operational hours

M303 Overview energy sources working hours today
This section provides an overview of the operational hours of the various installations from today.

-ENERGY-

1 24-hours period
Time at which the 24-hrs period for the registration of today's operational hours started and at which
the overview can be printed if necessary.

3 Boiler - On - LS - HS - Heat - Storage - Reserv. - CO₂

Boiler
The number of the boiler.

On
The number of operational hours that the boiler has been switched on.

LS
The number of operational hours of the boiler at low speed.

HS
The number of operational hours of the boiler at high speed.

Heat
The number of operational hours that the boiler has been switched on for heat.

Storage
The number of operational hours that the boiler has been switched on for storage capacity.

Reserv.
The number of operational hours that the boiler has been switched on to meet the future demand.

CO2
The number of operational hours that the boiler has been switched on for CO2 production.

4 CHP - Step - FG - Block - Heat - Storage - Reserv. - CO₂ - Electr - External

CHP
The number of the CHP.

Step
The number of operational hours that the CHP step has run.

FG
The number of operational hours that the flue gas cleaner has run.
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Block
The number of operational hours that the CHP has been in the block status.

Heat
The number of operational hours that the CHP has run for heat.

Storage
The number of operational hours that the CHP has run for storage capacity.

Reserv.
The number of operational hours that the CHP has run for heat reserve to meet a future demand.

CO2
The number of operational hours that CHP has run for CO2 production.

Electr
The number of operational hours that the CHP has run for electricity.

External
The number of operational hours that the CHP has run for an external demand.

5 HX - On - Heat - Storage - Reserv.

HX
The number of the heat exchanger.

On
The number of operational hours that the heat exchanger has run.

Heat
The number of operational hours that the heat exchanger has run for heat.

Storage
The number of operational hours that the heat exchanger has run for storage capacity.

Reserv.
The number of operational hours that the heat exchanger has run for heat reserve to meet a future
demand.

6 Buffer - Fill - Emptying

Buffer
The number of the buffer.

Fill
The time that the buffer has been in the FILL status.

Emptying
The time that the buffer has been in the EMPTY status.
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-FILL PUMP-

7 - Electr.consumption - Active - PumpHS

Electr.consumption
The electricity consumption of the fill pump.

Active
The number of operational hours that the fill pump has been used.

PumpHS
The number of operational hours that the fill pump has been used at high speed.

8 Transp - Electr.consumption - Active - Pump1 - Pump2

Transp
The number of the transport pump.

Electr.consumption
The electricity consumption of the transport pump.

Active
The period of time that the transport pump has been used.

Pump1 - Pump2
Time that the pump of the transport pipe has been active. For a two-speed pump the number of
hours at low speed are registered for pump1 and the number of hours at high-speed for pump2.

9 External CO₂ - On

External CO₂
The number of the external CO2 producer.

On
The number of operational hours of the external CO2 producer.

10 CO₂ trp - On - Fan

CO₂ trp
The number of the CO2 transport unit.

On
The number of operational hours of the CO2 transport unit.

Fan x
The number of operational hours of the CO2 transport fan X.
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11 Electr.netw - On - Block

Electr.netw
The number of the electricity network.

On
The number of operational hours that the electric network has been active.

Block
The number of operational hours that the electric network has been blocked.

12 EMERGENCY COOLING - On

EMERGENCY COOLING
The number of the emergency cooler.

On
The number of operational hours of the emergency cooler.

M303.1 Overview operational hours yesterday
This section provides an overview of the operational hours of the various installations from yesterday.

See M303 Overview energy sources working hours today (page 985) for an explanation of
the lines.

M303.2 Overview operational hours term
This section provides an overview of the operational hours of the various installations from the
current term. The values are calculated from the moment this term starts. In the calculation of the
values the measured values of entire 24 hour period are included.

See M303 Overview energy sources working hours today (page 985) for an explanation of
the lines.

M303.3 Overview operational hours previous term
This section provides an overview of the operational hours of the various installations from the
previous term. The values are calculated from the moment this term starts. In the calculation of the
values the measured values of entire 24 hour period are included.

See M303 Overview energy sources working hours today (page 985) for an explanation of
the lines.
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Water

M400 Overview start strategy
This section gives a specific description for each start condition when the next start will be. Depending
on the start conditions selected in I400.1 Start installation (page 655) you will see more or fewer lines
in the overview.

The specific data of the last 10 starts is also displayed.

1 Day - Date - Cycle - Time - Start - Cause1 - Cause2 - Rest time - Dry-out - Dose - Drain - Dr% - Take
up - EC - pH - Saturation weight

Day - Date
This indicates the day on which the irrigation cycle took place.

Cycle
This indicates the cycle number of the irrigation cycle. The number sequence is per day from 1 up
to the number of cycles run on that day.

Time
This indicates the time the irrigation cycle took place.

Start
This indicates the valve group phase(s) where the irrigation cycle started.

The settings for each phase can be found in I401 Valve group settings (page 676).

A start that only runs the X phase.[PHASE X]
A start that runs through all the phases.[F12345]

Cause1
The cause for starting the irrigation.

No start. You will see '---' on the line.NONE
The irrigation has started because the (outside) temperature is too high or too low.TEMP
The irrigation has started on the basis of an RH that is too low or an HD that is too high.HUMIDITY
The irrigation has started because the radiation is too high or too low.RADIATION
The irrigation has started because the radiation sum is too high. The determination of
the start time is influenced by the drain.

RADSUM+DR

The irrigation has started because of the settings of the day or week clock.CLOCK
The irrigation has started because of an external start contact.EXTERNAL
The irrigation has started because of the specified maximum rest time.MAX REST
The irrigation has started on the basis of a manual start from the start program (I400
Start strategy (page 646) or I402 Start valve group and start strategy (page 670)).

MANUAL

The irrigation has started because the transpiration is too high.TRANSPIRATION
The irrigation has started because the moisture level in the slab is too low.MOIST%-SLAB
The irrigation has started because the tension limit of the tensiometer(s) is too high.TENSIO
The irrigation has started because of the start sequence.START SEQUENCE
The irrigation has started because the vapour pressure deficit sum is too high.VPD SUM
The irrigation has started because the slab dry-out is too high (or drain is too low).DRY-OUT
The irrigation has started because the transpiration sum is too high.TRANSPIRATION SUM
The irrigation has started on the basis of too high or too low a measured PAR value.PAR
The irrigation has started on the basis of too high a measured PAR sum. The
determination of the start time is influenced by the drain.

PAR-SUM+DR
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Cause2
The second cause for the water dose starting is when the Number of conditions (I400.1 Start installation
(page 655)) is greater than 1.

Rest time
The elapsed rest time before the irrigation cycle.

Dry-out

The calculated dry-out of the slab in l/m2 before the irrigation cycle. The dryout is calculated using
the transpiration model and the weight measurement of the Groscale.

Dose

The water dose in litres per m2 of the irrigation cycle.

Drain

The drain in litres per m2 of the irrigation cycle.

Dr%
The average drain percentage of the irrigation cycle.

Take up

The quantity of water in litres per m2 that has been absorbed by the plant after the irrigation cycle.

EC
The measured EC of the drain water.

pH
The measured pH of the drain water.

Saturation weight
The weight of the saturated slab. If there is sufficient drain (more than 5 %) after a cycle, the substrate
is considered saturated. The weight at that moment is the saturation weight. It gives an indication
of the condition of the substrate.

Transfer this value over a longer period into a graph to allow you to assess the condition of
the substrate effectively.

All data below in this section has been measured/calculated after the last cycle.

2 Number of conditions/valid

Number of conditions
The set number of conditions that must be active simultaneously before there is a start in the current
period.

Number of conditions valid
The number of conditions of the start program that is currently valid.
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3 Automatic/period

Automatic start
Indication to show an automatic start is allowed.

Period
The active period of the start program.

4 Min/rest time/max

Minimum rest time
The calculated minimum rest time. This is the set minimum rest time with any possible modifications
because of radiation and/or synchronisation of starts in the start cluster.

Rest time
The elapsed rest time. This is the duration time from the last start moment until now.

Maximum rest time
The calculated maximum rest time. This is the set maximum rest time with any possible modifications
because of radiation and/or synchronisation of starts in the start cluster.

5 External start status/use
Column 1: The state of the external start contact.

Column 2: Indication whether the external start contact is to be used in the current period.

6 Clock starts number/rest

Clock starts number
The number of clock starts required in the current period.

Clock starts rest
The number of clock starts required in the current period that still need to be run. This number will
decrease by one after each (clock) start.

7 Temperature limit/meas

Temperature limit
The set temperature limit above or below which to start in the current period, when the minimum
rest time has elapsed and the Number of conditions (I400.1 Start installation (page 655)) have been
met.

Temperature measured
The measured temperature at this moment.

The measured temperature is the measured temperature in the compartment that is
connected to the start program in I400.4 Allocate start strategy (page 222).
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8 Humidity limit/meas

Humidity limit
The set humidity limit below (RH) or below (HD) which to start in the current period, when the
minimum rest time has elapsed and the Number of conditions (I400.1 Start installation (page 655))
have been met.

Humidity measured
The measured humidity at this moment.

The measured humidity is the measured humidity in the compartment that is connected to the start
program in I400.4 Allocate start strategy (page 222).

9 Radiation limit/meas

Radiation limit
The set radiation limit above or below which to start in the current period, when the minimum rest
time has elapsed and the Number of conditions (I400.1 Start installation (page 655)) have been met.

Radiation measured
The measured radiation level at this moment.

The selection in 10 Used temperature (page 223) (in I400.4 Allocate start strategy (page 222))
determines which radiation is used.

9 -- delay
The delay in the irrigation start becoming valid when the radiation limit is reached. A delay can
prevent an irrigation cycle starting on account of a momentary spike in radiation, causing the slab
to remain wet for too long afterwards.

10 Radiation sum limit/meas

Radiation sum limit
The calculated radiation sum limit above which to start in the current period, when the minimum
rest time has elapsed and the Number of conditions (I400.1 Start installation (page 655)) has been met.

This is the specified radiation sum start with any possible adjustments because of the measured
drain, extra influence and/or synchronisation of starts in the start cluster.

Radiation sum measured
The measured radiation sum at this moment. This is the remaining radiation sum of the last start
plus the radiation sum that was measured from the last start or that was measured since the
beginning of the current period, if the last start took place in the previous period in which the start
was not based on the radiation sum.

If the measured radiation sum becomes higher than the calculated radiation sum limit, due
to the minimum rest time for example, then at the start of the irrigation the measured
radiation sum is not set to zero. The calculated radiation sum limit is then deducted from
the measured radiation sum. The remaining radiation sum is used for the following radiation
sum start. The remaining radiation sum will never be greater than the specified radiation
sum start.

The selection for 10 Used temperature (page 223) (in I400.4 Allocate start strategy (page 222))
determines which radiation is used for the radiation sum calculation.
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10 -- set/extra infl.

Set influence
The set radiation sum limit.

Extra influence
The result of the adjustment by the Extra influence.

11 PAR limit/meas

PAR limit
Set PAR limit below which or above which the irrigation is started if the minimum rest time has
elapsed and the Number of conditions (I400.1 Start installation (page 655)) have been met.

Measured PAR
The measured PAR at this moment.

11 -- delay
The delay in the irrigation start becoming valid when the PAR limit is reached. A delay can prevent
an irrigation cycle starting on account of a momentary spike in PAR, causing the slab to remain wet
for too long afterwards.

12 PAR sum limit/meas

PAR sum limit
PAR sum limit above which the irrigation is started, if the minimum rest time has elapsed and the
Number of conditions (I400.1 Start installation (page 655)) have been met. Depending on the Set water
irrig per PAR sum setting (I400.1), you set this value or this value is calculated from Water irrigation
per PAR sum start.

PAR sum measured
The measured PAR sum at this moment.

12 -- set/extra infl.

Set influence
The set PAR sum limit.

Extra influence
The result of the adjustment by the Extra influence.

13 Transpiration limit/meas

Transpiration limit
The set or calculated transpiration above which there is a start in the current period, if the minimum
rest time has elapsed and the Number of conditions (I400.1 Start installation (page 655)) have been
met.

Measured transpiration
The measured or calculated transpiration at this moment.
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14 Desired drain%/quant incr

Desired drain%
The desired drain percentage for the transpiration sum start in the current period.

Desired quantity increase
If less drain is realised than desired in a 24 hour period, the desired quantity increase is shown here.

The quantity increase ensures that the desired drain percentage is increased. This allows a possible
shortage to be made up for.

15 Dry-out limit/meas

Dry-out limit
The set dry-out limit above which to start in the current period, when the minimum rest time has
elapsed and the Number of conditions (I400.1 Start installation (page 655)) have been met. This is the
specified dryout limit with any possible adjustments because of radiation through synchronisation
of starts in the start cluster.

Weight disturbances caused by such things as crop actions are filtered away.

Measured dry-out

The calculated dry-out of the slab in l/m2. The dryout is calculated using the transpiration model and
the weight measurement of the Groscale. This is the remaining dry-out of the last start plus the
dry-out that was calculated from the last start or that was calculated since the beginning of the
current period, if the last start took place in the previous period in which the start was not based on
the dry-out.

If the measured dryout becomes higher than the calculated radiation dryout limit, due to
the minimum rest time for example, then at the start of the irrigation the measured dryout
is not set to zero. The calculated dryout limit is then deducted from the measured dryout.
The remaining dryout is used for the following dryout start. The remaining dryout will never
be greater than the specified dryout limit.

16 Transpiration sum radiation
The measured transpiration sum though radiation of the sun at this moment. This is the remaining
transpiration sum through radiation from the sun from the last start plus the transpiration sum
through radiation from the sun that was measured from the last start or that was measured since
the beginning of the current period, if the last start took place in the previous period in which the
start was not based on the transpiration sum.

17 Transpiration sum heating
The measured transpiration sum though heating at this moment. This is the remaining transpiration
sum through heating from the last start plus the transpiration sum through the heating that was
measured from the last start or that was measured since the beginning of the current period, if the
last start took place in the previous period in which the start was not based on the transpiration
sum.

The transpiration sum radiation and transpiration sum heating together result in the total measured
transpiration sum.

18 Measured water dose
The water dose per m² from the last cycle of the valve, measured in the drain tray or drain pipe.
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The dose is distributed through the surface of the valve area. If a drain pit is connected to the start
program, the total measured water dose per m2 of all valves that drain into that pit is then the
measured water dose.

The area per valve can be set in I411.1 Valve installation (page 687).

19 Desired drain
The desired drain quantity of the last cycle.

This is the set drain percentage of I400 Start strategy (page 646) times the measured cycle dose.

20%Desired drain percentage

0.250 l/m2Measured cycle dose

20% x 0.250 = 0.050 l/m2Desired drain quantity

20 Correction drain
The correction of the desired transpiration sum limit if more or less drain is measured than expected.

This correction takes place through a detected deviation in the drain quantity.

It is possible to derive from the measured water dose, the calculated transpiration sum and the
measured drain whether the plants need more or less water than calculated. A positive correction
indicates 'too much' drain and a negative correction indicates 'too little' drain.

By adjusting the transpiration sum limit the model is corrected so the correct quantity of drain is
realised. This correction is the sum of the P action and the l action of I400.1 Start installation (page
655). A large correction drain indicates that the plants are behaving differently from the transpiration
sum model. It is now necessary to check the plants in the drain tray or drain pipe and adjust the
transpiration sum factors.

21 Transpiration sum limit/meas

Transpiration sum limit
The transpiration sum limit above which to start in the current period, when the minimum rest time
has elapsed and the Number of conditions (I400.1 Start installation (page 655)) have been met. This is
the specified transpiration sum limit with any possible adjustments because of radiation through
synchronisation of starts in the start cluster, the quantity increase and the drain correction.

The transpiration sum limit is calculated by deducting the cycle dose from the desired drain amount.

0.250 l/m2Measured cycle dose

30%Desired drain percentage (including quantity increase)

0.075 l/m2Desired drain quantity (0.250 x 30%)

0.020 l/m2Correction drain

0.250 - 0.075 + 0.020 = 0.195 l/m2Transpiration sum limit
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This measured transpiration sum is the result of the measured transpiration sum radiation
and the measured transpiration sum heating. Any 'dry out substrate' is added.

Measured evaporation sum
The measured transpiration sum at this moment. This is the remaining transpiration sum of the last
start plus the transpiration sum that was measured from the last start or that was measured since
the beginning of the current period, if the last start took place in the previous period in which the
start was not based on the transpiration sum.

0.125 l/m2Transpiration sum radiation

0.035 l/m2Transpiration sum heating

0.010 l/m2Dry-out substrate

0.125 + 0.035 + 0.010 = 0.170 l/m2Measured transpiration sum

There must be a start the moment the measured transpiration sum is equal to the desired
transpiration sum limit.

If the measured transpiration sum becomes higher than the calculated transpiration sum,
due to the minimum rest time for example, then at the start of the irrigation the measured
transpiration sum is not set to zero. The calculated transpiration sum is then deducted from
the measured transpiration sum. The remaining transpiration sum is used for the following
transpiration sum start. However, the remaining transpiration sum will never be greater
than the set transpiration sum.

22 Moisture level limit/measured

Moisture level limit
The moisture level limit of the substrate above or below which to start in the current period, when
the minimum rest time has elapsed and the Number of conditions (I400.1 Start installation (page 655))
have been met. This is the specified moisture level limit with any possible adjustments through
synchronisation of starts in the start cluster.

Measured moisture level
The measured moisture level of the substrate at this moment.

23 Tensiometer limit/meas

Tensiometer limit
The set tension meter value of the ground above which to start in the current period, when the
minimum rest time has elapsed and the Number of conditions (I400.1 Start installation (page 655))
have been met.

Measured tensiometer
The measured tensio meter value of the soil at this moment.

Also refer to the description in I400.1 Start installation (page 655), Tensiometer range.
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When there are multiple tensio meters present, it is important to determine in I405.4 Allocate tensio
meter (page 226) which tensio meter(s) is/are used to start the irrigation.

24 VPD sum limit/meas

Vapour pressure deficit sum limit
The vapour pressure deficit sum above which must be started in the current period, when the
minimum rest time has elapsed and the Number of conditions (I400.1 Start installation (page 655)) has
been met. This is the specified limit with a possible adjustment through synchronisation of starts in
the start cluster.

Measured vapour pressure deficit sum
The measured vapour pressure deficit sum at this moment. This is the remaining vapour pressure
deficit sum of the last start plus the vapour pressure deficit sum that was measured from the last
start or that was measured since the beginning of the current period, if the last start took place in
the previous period in which the start was not based on the vapour pressure deficit sum.

If the measured vapour pressure deficit sum becomes higher than the calculated vapour
pressure deficit sum, due to the minimum rest time for example, then at the start of the
irrigation the measured vapour pressure deficit sum is not set to zero. The calculated vapour
pressure deficit sum is then deducted from the measured vapour pressure deficit sum. The
remaining vapour pressure deficit sum is used for the following start. However, the remaining
vapour pressure deficit sum will never be greater than the set vapour pressure deficit sum.

M400.1 Overview last start
This section details specifically which factors were responsible for the last start. The drain details
are determined after the penultimate cycle (after the waiting time drain), and these details are
displayed during the previous cycle because this measured drain influences the start moment of
the next cycle. This overview can be printed automatically at the start moment.

1 Automatic printing
Option whether this overview should be printed automatically at the start of an irrigation cycle.

2 Day - Date - Cycle - Time - Start - Cause - Cause2

Day - Date
This indicates the day on which the irrigation cycle took place.

Cycle
This indicates the cycle number of the last irrigation cycle. The number sequence is per day from 1
up to the number of cycles run on that day.

Time
This indicates the time the last irrigation cycle took place.

Start
This indicates the valve group phase(s) where the last irrigation cycle started.

The settings for each phase can be found in I401 Valve group settings (page 676).

A start that only runs the X phase.[PHASE X]
A start that runs through all the phases.[F12345]
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Cause
The cause for the last start of the irrigation. See M400 Overview start strategy (page 989)

Cause2
The second cause for the water dose starting is when the Number of conditions (I400.1 Start installation
(page 655)) is greater than 1.

3 Synchronization
The degree of synchronisation of the previous start. A negative value indicates that the start took
place earlier and that the quantity (and time) has been decreased. A positive value indicates that
the start took place later and that the quantity (and time) has been increased.

4 Elapsed rest time
The elapsed rest time before the last irrigation cycle.

The elapsed rest time can be shorter than the set minimum rest time because it has been
adjusted because of radiation and/or synchronisation of starts in the start cluster. The
elapsed rest time can also be longer than the set maximum rest time because it has been
adjusted because of synchronisation of starts in the start cluster.
A manual start (refer to Cause (page 998)) will ensure an immediate start without waiting for
the minimum rest time to elapse.

5 Radiation sum limit/meas

Radiation sum limit
The calculated radiation sum limit as a start condition for the last start. This is the specified radiation
sum start with any possible adjustments because of the measured drain, extra influence and/or
synchronisation of starts in the start cluster.

Radiation sum
The measured radiation sum at the moment of the last start. This is the remaining radiation sum of
the penultimate start plus the radiation sum measured from the penultimate to the ultimate start.

If the measured radiation sum becomes higher than the calculated radiation sum limit, due
to the minimum rest time for example, then at the start of the irrigation the measured
radiation sum is not set to zero. The calculated radiation sum limit is then deducted from
the measured radiation sum. The remaining radiation sum is used for the following radiation
sum start. The remaining radiation sum will never be greater than the specified radiation
sum start.

The option for 10 Used temperature (page 223) (in I400.4 Allocate start strategy (page 222))
determines which radiation is used for the radiation sum calculation.

5 -- set/extra infl.

Set influence
The set radiation sum limit.

Extra influence
The result of the adjustment by the Extra influence.
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6 PAR sum limit/meas

PAR sum limit
PAR sum limit above which the irrigation is started, if the minimum rest time has elapsed and the
Number of conditions (I400.1 Start installation (page 655)) have been met. Depending on the Set water
irrig per PAR sum setting (I400.1), you set this value or this value is calculated from Water irrigation
per PAR sum start.

PAR sum
The measured PAR sum at this moment.

6 -- set/extra infl.

Set influence
The set PAR sum limit.

Extra influence
The result of the adjustment by the Extra influence.

7 Transpiration limit/meas

Transpiration limit
The specified transpiration limit as a start condition for the last start.

Measured transpiration
The measured transpiration at the moment of the last start.

8 Dry-out limit/meas

Dry-out limit
The dryout limit of the substrate as a start condition for the last start. This is the specified dryout
limit with one possible adjustment because of radiation through synchronisation of starts in the
start cluster.

Weight disturbances caused by such things as crop actions are filtered away.

Measured dry-out

The calculated dryout of the slab in l/m2 at the moment of the last start. The dry-out is calculated
using the transpiration model and the weight measurement of the Groscale. This is the remaining
dryout of the penultimate start plus the dryout measured from the penultimate to the ultimate start.

If the measured dryout becomes higher than the calculated radiation dryout limit, due to
the minimum rest time for example, then at the start of the irrigation the measured dryout
is not set to zero. The calculated dryout limit is then deducted from the measured dryout.
The remaining dryout is used for the following dryout start. The remaining dryout will never
be greater than the specified dryout limit.

9 Transpiration sum radiation
The measured transpiration sum through radiation of the sun at the moment of the last start. This
is the remaining transpiration sum through radiation from the sun of the penultimate start plus the
transpiration sum through radiation emissions measured from the penultimate to the ultimate start.
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10 Transpiration sum heating
The measured transpiration sum through heating at the moment of the last start. This is the remaining
transpiration sum through heating from the penultimate start plus the transpiration sum through
heating measured from the penultimate to the ultimate start.

11 Transpiration sum limit/meas

Transpiration sum limit
The calculated transpiration sum limit as a start condition for the last start. This is the specified
transpiration sum limit with possible adjustments because of radiation through synchronisation of
starts in the start cluster, the quantity increase and the drain correction.

Measured evaporation sum
The measured transpiration sum at the moment of the last start. This is the remaining transpiration
sum of the penultimate start plus the transpiration sum measured from the penultimate to the
ultimate start.

If the measured transpiration sum becomes higher than the calculated transpiration sum,
due to the minimum rest time for example, then at the start of the irrigation the measured
transpiration sum is not set to zero. The calculated transpiration sum is then deducted from
the measured transpiration sum. The remaining transpiration sum is used for the following
transpiration sum start. However, the remaining transpiration sum will never be greater
than the set transpiration sum.

12 Drain expected/measured

Drain expected
The expected quantity of drain from the penultimate cycle, the cycle that was before the last start.

Measured drain
The measured drain quantity of the penultimate cycle, the cycle that was before the last start.

The model will be adjusted depending on the difference between the expected and the
measured cycle drain quantity. The desired transpiration sum limit is made smaller or larger
by the P/I action drain corr of I400.1 Start installation (page 655) so there will be an earlier or
later start.

13 Moisture level limit/measured

Moisture level limit
The moisture level limit of the substrate as a start condition for the last start. This is the specified
moisture level limit with a possible adjustment through synchronisation of starts in the start cluster.

Measured moisture level
The measured moisture level of the substrate at the moment of the last start.

14 VPD sum limit/meas

Vapour pressure deficit sum limit
The calculated vapour pressure deficit sum above which the start condition for the last start becomes
valid. This is the specified limit with a possible adjustment through synchronisation of starts in the
start cluster.
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Measured vapour pressure deficit sum
The measured vapour pressure deficit sum at the moment of the last start. This is the remaining
vapour pressure deficit sum of the penultimate start plus the vapour pressure deficit sum measured
from the penultimate to the last start.

If the measured vapour pressure deficit sum becomes higher than the calculated vapour
pressure deficit sum, due to the minimum rest time for example, then at the start of the
irrigation the measured vapour pressure deficit sum is not set to zero. The calculated vapour
pressure deficit sum is then deducted from the measured vapour pressure deficit sum. The
remaining vapour pressure deficit sum is used for the following start. However, the remaining
vapour pressure deficit sum will never be greater than the set vapour pressure deficit sum.

M400.2 Overview start history
This section contains the date and the time and the cause of the last 40 starts.

1 Day - Date - Cycle - Time - Start - Cause1 - Cause2 - Rest time - Dry-out - Dose - Drain - Dr% - Take
up - EC - pH - Saturation weight

Day - Date
This indicates the day on which the irrigation cycle took place.

Cycle
This indicates the cycle number of the irrigation cycle. The number sequence is per day from 1 up
to the number of cycles run on that day.

Time
This indicates the time the irrigation cycle took place.

Start
This indicates the valve group phase(s) where the irrigation cycle started.

The settings for each phase can be found in I401 Valve group settings (page 676).

A start that only runs the X phase.[PHASE X]
A start that runs through all the phases.[F12345]

Cause1
The cause for starting the irrigation. See M400 Overview start strategy (page 989)

Cause2
The second cause for the water dose starting is when the Number of conditions (I400.1 Start installation
(page 655)) is greater than 1.

Rest time
The elapsed rest time before the irrigation cycle.

Dry-out

The calculated dry-out of the slab in l/m2 before the irrigation cycle. The dryout is calculated using
the transpiration model and the weight measurement of the Groscale.

Dose

The water dose in litres per m2 of the irrigation cycle.
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Drain

The drain in litres per m2 of the irrigation cycle.

Dr%
The average drain percentage of the irrigation cycle.

Take up

The quantity of water in litres per m2 that has been absorbed by the plant after the irrigation cycle.

EC
The measured EC of the drain water.

pH
The measured pH of the drain water.

Saturation weight
The weight of the saturated slab. If there is sufficient drain (more than 5%) after a cycle, the substrate
is considered saturated. The weight at that moment is the saturation weight. It gives an indication
of the condition of the substrate.

Transfer this value over a longer period into a graph to allow you to assess the condition of
the substrate effectively.

M400.3 Overview sychronisation starts
In section Overview synchronous start you will find an overview of the synchronous start of the water
dose.

1 Cluster - Current strategy - Start executed

Cluster
number of the start cluster

Current strategy

Start cluster does not synchronise any starts.
This can happen if:

NO SYNCHRONIZATION

• No start programme is connected to the cluster (see I400.4 Allocate start strategy
(page 222)).

• One start program is connected to the cluster (see I400.4 Allocate start strategy
(page 222)).

• No synchronisation has been entered for the start programs in the start cluster
(see I400.1 Start installation (page 655)).

not applicableMAX POSTPONE,DIRECT
not applicableSTART COLLECTIVELY
Start programs in the start cluster wait for each other.
One or more start programs in the start cluster wait for other start programs that have
not yet achieved the start condition(s) (without increase or decrease) before starting.

WAIT FOR EACH OTHER

not applicableSTART CATCH UP
After a start MAX POSTPONE,DIRECT there are one or more start programs in the start
cluster that have not met the start condition(s) (with decrease). A delay is observed
until a start program meets the condition(s) without adjustments.
There is a switch to WAIT FOR EACH OTHER if the longest elapsed waiting time is less
than twice the shortest elapsed waiting time. It is then more advantageous to wait for
each other longer.

WAIT CATCH UP
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Start executed

no synchronisation of starts is executedNO SYNCHRONIZATION
On the last start of the start programs in the start cluster the maximum postponement
of one of the start programs was reached or there was a manual start.
It is possible that one or more start programs have not yet started. The start programs
where the start conditions(s) (with decrease) were valid, have started also.

MAX POSTPONE,DIRECT

All start programs in the start cluster are started simultaneously.
The start condition(s) (without decrease or increase) of all start programs were valid.
It is possible that the start of one or more start programs was postponed.

START COLLECTIVELY

not applicableWAIT FOR EACH OTHER
After a start MAX POSTPONE,DIRECT there are one or more start programs in the start
cluster that have not met the start condition(s) (with decrease).
A start was executed when one of these start programs met the condition(s) without
adjustments.

START CATCH UP

not applicableWAIT CATCH UP

M409 Overview crop aging recipe

1 VL - Status - Status VPD - Planting day - VPD sum - VPD limit - Min - Rest time - Max - Number of
times valve active

VL
The number of the valve.

Status
The status of the valve.

The valve is at rest.[REST]
The valve is waiting until the correct recipe has been selected.[RECIPE]
The valve has been selected to start. Other valves may be busy or the return main is
occupied.

[START]

The valve is irrigating.[IRRIG]
The stand time of the ebb & flood floor or table is adhered to (only applies to ebb &
flood valves).

[POSITION]

The valve is waiting until the correct siphon recipe has been selected.[RECIPE SIPH]
The valve has been selected for siphoning. Other valves may still be busy.[START SIPH]
The valve is busy siphoning (only applicable to ebb & flood valves).[SIPHON]
Minimum or maximum flow alarm. If the valve is in error, it can be restarted by setting
Continue (page 673) (I412 Valve start, stop and reset (page 672)) to YES. The valve will
now be restarted or completed. The error can also be cancelled by setting Stop (page
673) (I412 Valve start, stop and reset (page 672)) to YES. The valve is then not
(automatically) restarted. If the water system also shows an ERROR this must be reset
in I430/I9430 Reset water system after error (page 719) (for the cause of the error refer
to M430.1 Overview water system (page 1022) also).

[ERROR]

The valve has stopped temporarily; is set to WAIT.[WAIT]
The valve is blocked by the return time. This gives the water the chance to flow back
through the return main.

[RETURN]

The valve is waiting until the correct recipe for rinsing has been selected.[RECIPE R]
The valve has been selected to start rinsing. Other valves may be busy or the return
main is occupied.

[START R]

The valve is rinsing.[RINSE]

Status VPD
The status of the vapour pressure deficit sum start.
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The valve is not linked to a crop aging recipe.[No crop aging recipe]
The valve is waiting for the planting day. The planting day in I411 Valve settings (page
685) has not passed yet in the current year.

[Wait planting day]

The valve is in (crop) phase X of the crop aging recipe and no period has been enabled
in this phase (the X represents one of the 9 phases).

[Phase X]

The valve is in (crop) phase X of the crop aging recipe and because of the current time
period Y is active (the X represents one of the 9 phases and the Y one of the 4 periods).

[Phase X period Y]

The crop is ready. The current date is the planting day plus the total number of days
of the specified (crop) phases that have passed. In the case of a year transition the Crop
ready VPD status changes to Wait planting day.

[Crop ready]

The (water treatment) recipe that runs via the crop aging recipe to the valve, is intended
for a different water system than the water system that is linked to the valve via the
pipe.

[Recipe error]

The total number of days of the (crop) phases in the crop aging recipe is more than a
year.

[Crop duration error]

Planting day
The start date of the crop in the valve area. The progress of the crop is recorded in I409 Crop aging
recipe strategy (page 667).

VPD sum
Measured vapour pressure deficit sum from the time the last start took place.

VPD limit
The calculated vapour pressure deficit sum above which there will be a start in the current period.

Min
Indication of the minimum idle time.

Rest time
The elapsed rest time. This is the period of time from the moment the last start took place.

Max
Indication of the maximum idle time.

Number of times valve active
The number of times the valve was active within the time the valve started. If this number is the
same as the 32 Number of times valve (page 668) (I409 Crop aging recipe strategy (page 667)) then the
irrigation cycle has finished.

M409.1 Overview crop aging recipe period

1 VL - Period - Start p

VL
The number of the valve.

Period
Refers to the active period of the current (crop) phase of the crop aging recipe.

Start pX
Reference to the set start time of period X of the current (crop) phase of the crop aging recipe.
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M409.2 Overview crop aging recipe VPD sum

1 VL - Period - VPD sum pX

VL
The number of the valve.

Period
Refers to the active period of the current (crop) phase of the crop aging recipe.

VPD sum pX
Reference to the set vapour pressure deficit sum limit in period X of the current (crop) phase of the
crop aging recipe.

M409.3 Overview crop aging recipe rest time

1 VL - Period - Min pX - Max pX

VL
The number of the valve.

Period
Refers to the active period of the current (crop) phase of the crop aging recipe.

Min pX
Reference to the set minimum rest time of period X of the current (crop) phase of the crop aging
recipe.

Max pX
Reference to the set maximum rest time of period X of the current (crop) phase of the crop aging
recipe.

M411 Overview valves active
This section contains an overview of the active valves.

M411.1 Overview valves active (page 1006) contains an overview of the active valves, in which
you can adjust the irrigation time and irrigation quantity.

1 VL - Status - Per unit - l/m² - Per valve - Time

VL
The numbers of the valves that are not in the REST status.

Status
The status of the valve, see I412 Valve start, stop and reset (page 672).

Per unit - l/m² - Per valve
The quantity of water still to be dosed.
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Time
The time for which irrigation will still take place.

The valve is closed as soon as one of the displayed values (quantity or time) has been reached.

M411.1 Overview valves active
This section contains an overview of the active valves, in which you can adjust the irrigation time
and irrigation quantity.

1 VL - Status - Given - Time - ml per unit - Time

VL
The numbers of the valves that are not in the REST status.

Status
See M411 Overview valves active (page 1005).

Given
The given quantity of water.

Time
The time for which irrigation has taken place.

ml per unit
Quantity of water that the valve must administer per unit.

Time
Period of time that the valve remains open per irrigation cycle.

If a value has been entered for both time and quantity, the valve is closed as soon as the
set quantity or the set time has been reached.

M413 Overview ebb&flood valves
This section provides the overview of the ebb & flow valves.

1 VL - Given - Stand time - Given - Siphon quantity - Given - Siphon time

VL
The number of the valve.

Given
The elapsed stand time.

Stand time
The set stand time.

The set stand time can be adjusted by a valve start from the crop aging recipe with the
Correction % (page 688) (I411.1 Valve installation (page 687)).
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Given
The given siphon quantity.

Siphon quantity
The set siphon quantity.

Given
The elapsed siphon time.

Siphon time
The set siphon time.

M420 Overview dosage
This section gives an overview of the dosage, the EC supply control and the water mixing.

1 Status - Limitation

2 Dosage

Dosage status

The dosage is at rest.REST
The dosage is waiting for installation to be ready. Refer to the limitations for more
information.

CHECK

Wait for the start signal (everything is ready).START
Dosage is operational. There is no limitation.OPERATION
After reset there is a waiting time until all components of the irrigation have been reset.RESET
The dosage is in error. Refer to the limitations for more information.ERROR
The dosage is waiting until the Nutronic is ready.NUTRONIC

Dosage Limitation
Report of the limitation of the dosage.
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There is no limitation.NONE
One of the dosage channels is not ready for use.CHANNEL
The mixing tank is empty or full.
There is a waiting time until the level of the mixing tank is above the minimum again.

MIXING TANK

The dosage in ERROR has been reported via an external signal. The cause of this depends
on the installation.

EXTERNAL

The pH sensors have not been calibrated.pH CALIB
There is a waiting time until the EC supply sensor is ready for use.ECs SNS
There is a waiting time until the EC sensor is ready for use.EC SNS
There is a waiting time until the pH sensor is ready for use.pH SNS
The measured pH is too low. Alarm 730 Irr.water pH too low (acid) has been activated.CTR pH ↓
The measured pH is too high. Alarm 731 Irr.water pH too high (alkalye) has been activated.CTR pH ↑
The measured EC is too high. Alarm 732 Irr.water EC too high has been activated.CTR EC ↑
The measured EC is too low. Alarm 733 Irr.water EC too low has been activated.CTR EC ↓
The measured pH is lower than the limit that has been set in I403 Recipe settings (page
692). Alarm 782 Recipe:.. irr.water pH too low has been activated.

RCP pH ↓

The measured pH is higher than the limit that has been set in I403 Recipe settings (page
692). Alarm 783 Recipe:.. irr.water pH too high has been activated.

RCP pH ↑

The measured EC is higher than the limit that has been set in I403 Recipe settings (page
692). Alarm 784 Recipe:.. irr.water EC too high has been activated.

RCP EC ↑

The measured EC is lower than the limit that has been set in I403 Recipe settings (page
692). Alarm 785 Recipe:.. irr.water EC too low has been activated.

RCP EC ↓

There is a waiting time until the Nutronic is ready.FINE TUNING
An alarm has been triggered in the Nutronic. See the alarm message on the printer
display for more information.

NUTRONIC

The connection with the Nutronic is faulty.CONNECTION

Dosage Alternative
Indicates whether the alternative recipe is being used. This recipe can be used, for instance, during
the cleaning of the Vialux UV chambers in order to quickly switch to a larger quantity of acid and a
lower setpoint for the pH.

3 EC supply

EC supply Status

The EC supply control is at rest. Half a minute after reaching this status the control
valve will be controlled shut.

[IDLE]

The water system is active. In the recipe that is now being used, the EC supply control
is switched off. The control valve is controlled shut.

[NOT USED]

The EC supply control is waiting until the control valve has been driven to the desired
position.

[CHECK]

The EC supply control is ready to start and is waiting for the other controls.[START]
The EC supply control is operational.[OPERATION]
The drain tank is EMPTY. The control valve is controlled shut. The limitation indicates
STOCK.

[EMPTY]

The EC sensor of the EC supply control is faulty, the measured EC supply value deviates
too much from the calculated EC supply value or else the control valve is not operating
correctly.

[MALFUNCTION]

EC supply Limit
Report of the limitation of the EC supply control.
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There is no limit.NONE
The control valve is not working properly.CTRL VALVE
The level in the drain tank is too low.STOCK
The EC sensor for the EC supply control is defective.ECs SNS
The measured EC supply is too high. Alarm 760 EC supply too high has been activated.CTR ECs ↑
The measured EC supply is too low. Alarm 761 EC supply too low has been activated.CTR ECs ↓
The measured EC supply is higher than the limit that has been set in I403 Recipe settings
(page 692). Alarm 786 Recipe:.. EC supply too high has been activated.

RCP ECs ↑

The measured EC supply is lower than the limit that has been set in I403 Recipe settings
(page 692). Alarm 787 Recipe:.. EC supply too low has been activated.

RCP ECs ↓

4 Water mixing

Water mixing Status

The water mix control is at rest.[IDLE]
The water mix control is waiting until the control valves have been driven to the desired
position.

[CHECK]

The water mix control is ready to start and is waiting for the other controls.[START]
The water mix control is operational.[OPERATION]
The water mix control is in error.[MALFUNCTION]

Water mixing Limit

There is no limit.[NONE]
The mixing step is not working properly.[MIXING STEP]
The level in the one of the water stocks is too low.[STOCK]

5 EC supp - EC - pH

6 Calculated

Calculated EC supp
The calculated EC supply value.

Calculated EC
The calculated EC value.

Calculated pH
The calculated pH value.

7 Measured

Measured EC supp
The measured EC supply value.

Measured EC
The measured EC value.

Measured pH
The measured pH value.
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8 Correction

Correction EC supp
The calculated correction to the quantity of fertiliser to be dosed as a result of the measured EC
supply value.

Correction EC
The calculated correction to the quantity of fertiliser to be dosed for the EC (Nutronic).

Correction pH
The calculated correction to the quantity of fertiliser to be dosed for the pH (Nutronic).

9 Temp - Flow

10 Calculated

Calculated Temp
The calculated temperature of the irrigation water.

Calculated Flow
The calculated flow of the irrigation water.

11 Measured

Measured Temp
The measured temperature of the irrigation water.

Measured Flow
The measured flow of the irrigation water, measured by the flow sensor of the water system or the
UV system.

12 Measured dosage

Measured dosage Temp
The measured temperature of the irrigation water.

Measured dosage Flow
The measured flow of the irrigation water, measured by the flow sensor of the Nutronic.

-DOSING CHANNEL-

13 DC - Channel - Status - Limitation - Calc% - Meas% - EC% - pH% - Dos% - Calculated flow - Unit

DC
The number of the dosage channel.

Channel
The name of the dosage channel.
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Status
The status of the dosage channel.

The dosage channel is at rest.REST
The dosage is waiting for dosage channel to be ready.CHECK
The dosage channel is ready to start.START
The dosage channel is operational.OPERATION
The dosage channel is in error.ERROR

Limitation
The limitation of the dosage channel.

There is no limitation.NONE
The dosage channel is being calibrated.CALIBRATE ACTIVE
No run time has been entered for this dosage channel.RUN TIME
The deviation between the desired valve position and the measured valve position is
too great.

DEVIATION

The valve is being finding the correct position.SEARCH POS
The capacity of the dosage channel is lower than the desired capacity.MAX CAPACITY
No flow is measured in the dosage channel: alarm 729 No dosage flow after control is
triggered.
Your dealer has set (I420.8) whether the water system should continue or show an
error if this alarm occurs.

NO FLOW

The servo is not responding to a drive.SERVO DEFECT
If an external Release has been set by your dealer, the dosing channel is not opened
until this release is active.

EXTERNAL

The fertiliser mixer fills the AB tanks at this point.FILL
the flow meter of the water flow in which dosing is taking place has a defect.
the flow meter of the fertilisers in the dosing channel is defective
in the event of alarm: 728 Flow in closed channel, this limitation is displayed if it is
specified in I420.8 (Flow meter =YES) that irrigation must be stopped, the dosage and
dosing channel display errors and the irrigation stops.

FLOW

The difference between the measured and calculated flow is greater than the set
tolerance, alarm 738 Fertilizer volume too high:.. is triggered.
Your dealer has set (I420.8) whether the water system should continue or show an
error if this alarm occurs.

VOLUME HIGH

The difference between the measured and calculated flow is greater than the set
tolerance, alarm 739 Fertilizer volume too low:.. is triggered.
Your dealer has set (I420.8) whether the water system should continue or show an
error if this alarm occurs.

VOLUME LOW

N/a.NOT PRESENT
N/a.DEFECTIVE
N/a.NOT USABLE
N/a.IN ERROR
The dosing channel has not yet been released, the water system is in the start-up
procedure and the dosing of the relevant fertiliser is still postponed.

START

The fertiliser stock is empty, the dosing of fertiliser is not possible.EMPTY

Calc%
The desired flow as a percentage of the maximum capacity, calculated by adding the Dos%, the pH%
and the EC%.

Meas%
The current flow as a percentage of the maximum capacity.

EC%
The calculated percentage of the correction to the quantity of fertiliser to be dosed for the EC control
by a difference between the calculated and the measured EC.
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pH%
The calculated percentage of the correction to the quantity of fertiliser to be dosed for the pH control
by a difference between the calculated and the measured pH.

Dos%
The desired dosage percentage based on the specified quantity of the dosage channel, the capacity
of the dosage channel and the flow to the garden.

Calculated flow
Flow, calculated on the basis of the capacity of the dosing channel and the duration of dosing.

Unit
Your dealer has set the unit according to the capacity of the dosing channel:
• for AB tanks: m³/hour
• for stock solution: l/hour

-FERTILIZER STOCK-

14 FS - Stock - Selection - Level - Quantity

FS
Number of the fertiliser stock.

Stock
The configured name of the fertiliser stock.

Selection
Indicates the fertiliser stock, for instance A1, A2 or A3.

Level
Level of the fertiliser stock in positions or a percentage. The trend is displayed together with the
percentage level.

The level of the fertiliser stock is too low. The 715 Level too low alarm is activated. The
water system remains operational.

MIN

The level of the fertiliser stock is low.LOW
The level of the fertiliser stock is satisfactory.---
The level of the fertiliser stock is high.HIGH
The level of the fertiliser stock is too high.MAX

Display of the water level in percentages and its trend for the fertiliser stock is only possible if a
'percentage measurement' is present.

Quantity
The current volume, calculated from the measured fertiliser level and the set maximum volume of
the fertiliser stock.
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-CONTROL VALVE EC SUPPLY-

15 Status - Limitation - Calc% - Meas%

Status

The control valve is not being used. In this status the control valve is usually closed.
The valve is automatically calibrated.

[IDLE]

There is a waiting time until the control valve has reached the desired position.[CHECK]
The control valve has reached the desired position. It is allowed to start. If necessary
wait for any other controls.

[START]

The control valve is being controlled.[OPERATION]
The control valve is defective.[MALFUNCTION]

Limitation

There is no limit.[NONE]
The control valve is being calibrated.[CALIBRATE ACTIVE]
No run time has been entered (dealer settings) for this control valve.[RUN TIME]
The control valve is going to the desired position. The measured and/or calculated
position deviates more than the margin (dealer settings).

[DEVIATION]

The control is valve is being controlled fully shut to then go back to the original position.[SEARCH POS]
The capacity of the control valve is lower than the desired capacity.[MAX CAPACITY]
There was no flow measured in the control valve.[NO FLOW]
The control valve is defective (no adjustment has been detected).[SERVO DEFECTIVE]

Calc%
The desired flow as a percentage of the maximum capacity.

Meas%
The current flow as a percentage of the maximum capacity.

If the tank is empty, the valve is controlled shut.

-LEVEL DRAIN BUFFER-

16 Measured water level
Measured water level in the drain tank in positions or in a percentage. The trend is displayed together
with the percentage level.

The water level in the drain tank is too low. The supply mixing valve is continuously
controlled shut.

[MIN]

The water level in the drain tank is low. The control is based on the 11 Decrease EC
supply low level (page 701) setting (I403.1 Recipe influences (page 699)).

[LOW]

The water level in the drain tank is good. The control is based on the desired EC supply
(I403 Recipe settings (page 692)).

[---]

The water level in the drain tank is high. The control is based on the desired EC supply
(I403 Recipe settings (page 692)).

[HIGH]

The water level in the drain tank is too high. The control is based on the desired EC
supply (I403 Recipe settings (page 692)).

[MAX]

Display of the water level in the drain tank in percentages is only possible if a 'percentage
measurement' is present.
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-MIXING STEP WATER MIXING-

17 MS - Status - Limitation - Calc% - Meas% - No. - In2 - In1

MS
The number of the mixing phase.

A mixing phase consists of two incoming water flows (In1 and In2) that result in one outgoing water
flow (Out). The outgoing water flow of the first mixing phase becomes the incoming water flow for
the second mixing phase.

Status

The mixing step is not being used.[IDLE]
There is a waiting time until the mixing step has reached the desired position.[CHECK]
The mixing phase has reached the desired position. It is allowed to start. If necessary
wait for any other controls.

[START]

The mixing step is being controlled.[OPERATION]
The mixing step is in error.[MALFUNCTION]

Limitation

There is no limit.[NONE]
The mixing phase is being calibrated.[CALIBRATE ACTIVE]
No run time has been entered (dealer settings) for this mixing phase.[RUN TIME]
The mixing phase is being controlled into the desired position.[DEVIATION]
The mixing phase is being controlled to close to then go back to the desired position.[SEARCH POS]
The mixing phase is supplying the maximum capacity.[MAX CAPACITY]
There was no flow measured in the mixing phase.[NO FLOW]
The mixing phase is defective (no adjustment has been detected).[SERVO DEFECTIVE]

Calc%
The desired flow as a percentage of the maximum capacity.

The calculated position of the mixing phase is determined using the set mixing ratio in I403 Recipe
settings (page 692).

Meas%
The current flow as a percentage of the maximum capacity.

In1
The measured flow of the first water stock that is entering this mixing phase.

In2
The measured flow of the second water stock that is entering this mixing phase.

Out
The outgoing water flow of this mixing phase.

The outgoing water flow of the first mixing phase is equal to the incoming water flow for the second
mixing phase.

18 Water stock
If there are several water stocks, this are displayed on the screen in columns next to each other.
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19 Calc mix ratio
The calculated mixing ratio for the various water stocks.

The mixing ratio is calculated according to the desired mixing ratio that is adjustable per
recipe in I403 Recipe settings (page 692) (see also the description and the examples in the
aforementioned section).

If a water stock is empty, the calculated mixing ratio for this stock is set to 0 %. The total
sum of the mixing ratios must always be 100 %.

20 Measured mixing ratio
The measured mixing ratio for the various water stocks.

21 Water flow
The measured (or calculated) water flow per water stock.

22 Flow meter
If there are several flow sensors, these are displayed on the screen in columns next to each other.

23 Water flow
Water flow in the section of main in which the flow meter is placed.

23 -- limitation
The limitation of the flow sensor, see Limitation (for a measurement or control) (page 1208).

M420.1 Overview dosage error
This section gives an overview of the dosage at the moment of the last error.

1 Automatic printing
Option whether this overview and the overview in M430.1 Overview water system (page 1022) should
be printed after an error of the dosage.

2 Day/time

Day
Displays the last date on which there was an error in the dosage.

Time
Displays the last time on which there was an error in the dosage.

3 Recipe
Displays the last recipe number that was active the moment of the error in the dosage.

4 Status - Limitation
The values at the time of the most recent error, see also 1 Status - Limitation (page 1007).

5 Water system
The values at the time of the most recent error, see also 4 Water system (page 1022).

6 Filter
The values at the time of the most recent error, see also 5 Filter status (page 1023).
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7 EC supply
The values at the time of the most recent error, see also 6 EC supply (page 1023).

8 Water mixing
The values at the time of the most recent error, see also 7 Water mixing (page 1023).

9 Irr.water heating
The values at the time of the most recent error, see also 9 Irr.water heating (page 1025).

11 Dosage
The values at the time of the most recent error, see also 2 Dosage (page 1007).

12 EC supp - EC - pH
The values at the time of the most recent error, see also 5 EC supp - EC - pH (page 1009).

13 Calculated
The values at the time of the most recent error, see also 6 Calculated (page 1009).

14 Measured
The values at the time of the most recent error, see also 7 Measured (page 1009).

15 Correction
The values at the time of the most recent error, see also 8 Correction (page 1010).

16 Temp - Flow
The values at the time of the most recent error, see also 9 Temp - Flow (page 1010).

17 Calculated
The values at the time of the most recent error, see also 10 Calculated (page 1010).

18 Temperature
The measured temperature of the irrigation water at the time of the last error.

18 Supply flow
The measured flow of the irrigation water at the time of the last error.

18 Measured water system
The values at the time of the most recent error, see also 11 Measured (page 1010).

19 Measured dosage
The values at the time of the most recent error, see also 12 Measured dosage (page 1010).

19 Flow meter
The measured flow of the irrigation water, measured by the flow sensor of the water system or the
UV system.
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-DOSING CHANNEL-

20 DC - Channel - Status - Limitation - Calc% - Meas% - EC% - pH% - Dos%
The values at the time of the most recent error, see also 13 DC - Channel - Status - Limitation - Calc%
- Meas% - EC% - pH% - Dos% - Calculated flow - Unit (page 1010).

M430 Overview water systems total
This section gives an overview of the current water system.

-WATER SYSTEM-

1 WS - Wat sys - Dosage - Irr w heat - Filter status - Recipe - Rinse group - EC - pH - EC supply -
Temperature - Level - Ex.EC - Ex.pH

WS
The number of the water system.

Wat sys
See: I430/I9430 Reset water system after error (page 719).

Dosage
The status of the dosage.

The dosage is at rest.[REST]
The dosage is waiting for the sensors to be ready (such as from checking the calibration)
and the control (such as from checking the mixing tanks and valve positions).

[CHECK]

Wait for the start signal (everything is ready).[START]
Dosage is operational.[OPERATION]
After reset there is a waiting time until all components of the irrigation have been reset.[RESET]
The dosage is in error.[ERROR]
The dosage is waiting until the Nutronic is ready.[NUTRONIC]

During a particular status of the dosage a limitation can also be active. This limitation is
displayed per water system in I430.1 Water system settings (page 722).

Irr w heat
The status of the irrigation water heating.

The irrigation water heating is not being used.[REST]
In the recipe that is currently being used, the irrigation water heating is switched off.
The irrigation water heating is not being used.

[NOT USED]

The irrigation water heating is active. The irrigation is water is stopped until the water
has reached the required temperature.

[PRE HEAT]

The irrigation water heating is ready for use. Wait for the start to run.[START]
The water is cooling down.[COOL DOWN]
The irrigation water heating has been activated.[OPERATION]

During a particular status of the irrigation water heating a limitation can also be active. This
limitation is displayed per water system in I430.1 Water system settings (page 722).

See the description in M430.1 Overview water system (page 1022) for an explanation of the
status and the limitation of the irrigation water heating.
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Filter status
The status of the filter rinse.

The status of the filter is rest.REST
The filter rinse is waiting for the recipe which is used to backwash the filter.RECIPE
The filter rinse is waiting until it is allowed to start.START
The filter is being backwashed.CLEANING BACK W
The consumption monitoring of the filter rinse has detected a deviation in the water
consumption.

ERROR

The filter is being rinsed or pre-rinsed.RINSE
The filter is operational (filtering is in progress). The filter consumption and the filter
time is being counted down.

OPERATION

The filter is backwashed during operation.O & CLEANING

Recipe
The recipe number that is presently active, or the recipe that was used during the last irrigation
cycle.

Rinse group
The rinse group the water belongs to, that is now in the water system, the filter and the main.

EC
The measured EC value.

pH
The measured pH value.

EC supply
The measured EC value of the supply water.

Temperature
The temperature of the irrigation water.

Level
The level indication of the mixing tank in positions or in a percentage (if fitted with a level gauge).

The water level in the mixing tank is too low. The valves will close and the water system
will stop. Alarm 711 Minimum level mixing tank is triggered. The supply pump is running.
After some time at this level, alarm 710 Minimum level filling time is generated and the
dosage shows an ERROR.

MIN

The water level in the mixing tank is low. The supply pump is operational or is being
switched on.

LOW

The water level in the mixing tank is correct. The supply pump is operational if the level
originates from LOW. The supply pump comes to a standstill if the level originates from
HIGH.

---

The water level in the mixing tank is high. The supply pump has come to a standstill of
has been switched off.

HIGH

The water level in the mixing tank is too high. The supply pump has come to a standstill.
Alarm 712 Maximum level mixing tank is triggered.

MAX

Ex.EC
The extra EC measurement(s).
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Ex.pH
The extra pH measurement(s).

-WATER SYSTEM-

2 WS - Calculated flow - Flow irrig - Deviation - Flow dosage - Flow meter

WS
The number of the water system.

Calculated flow
The expected flow is determined by the total capacity of all active valves of the water system.

Flow irrig
The measured flow for the irrigation.

Deviation
The difference between the calculated and measured flow.

Flow dosage
The measured flow for the dosage.

Flow meter

-UV SYSTÈMES-

3UV treatment

4 Status
The status of the UV system. See M450 Overview UV treatment (page 1034)

5 UV dos.
The measured UV dosage.

6 Water flow UV treatment
The measured flow through the UV system.

-VALVE GROUP-

7 VG - Valve group - ↓Water per rad.sum - ↑Water per rad.sum

VG
Indication of the valve group number.

Valve group
See Status in I402 Start valve group and start strategy (page 670).
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↓Water per rad.sum
The lowest water dosage of the valve group. The quantity of water per radiation sum, determined
over the last 3 irrigation cycles.

↑Water per rad.sum
The highest water dosage of the valve group.

Valve groups with a deviating water dosage are indicated:
• Priva Office Direct: the value is displayed in red;
• Standard operation: there is an 'X' after the value.

-VALVE-

8 VL - Status

VL
The number of the valve.

Status
The status of the valve.

Only if the valve has the IRRIG or ERROR status is it displayed here.

-MAIN RINSE VALVE-

9 Main - Rinse valve - Recipe - Rinse group - Calculated flow - Flow - Deviation

Main
The number of the main.

Rinse valve
The status of the rinse valve.

The rinse valve is at rest.[REST]
The rinse valve has been selected to start. Other (rinse) valves may be busy or the return
main is occupied.

[START]

The rinse valve is open. The mains are rinsed.[RINSE]
The consumption monitoring has detected there is too much or too little water off-take
by the rinse valve.

[ERROR]

Recipe
The recipe number of the water that is now in this part of the main.

Rinse group
The rinse group the water belongs to, that is now in this part of the main.

Calculated flow
The flow that should flow through the main to the valves.

Flow
The measured flow through the main to the valves.
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Deviation
The difference between the calculated and measured flow in this main.

-TANK-

10 Tank - Status - Contents - Condition - Water state - Water level

Tank
The number of the tank.

Status
The status of the tank fill valve.

The tank is at REST. In the REST state no capacity is requested from the connected water
system.

[REST]

The tank is waiting until the correct recipe has been selected.[RECIPE]
The tank is ready to be filled actively.[START]
The tank is actively filled by the connected water system.[FILL]
The tank is in error because of too much or too little water off-take.[ERROR]

Contents
See Contents in I440 Tank strategy (page 769).

Condition
See Condition in I440 Tank strategy (page 769).

Water state
The water state in the tank.

No level is measured in this tank. The tank will therefore not fill actively.[---]
The return valve to the tank is closed. The alternative (return) destination has been
selected.

[FULL]

The tank is full and at rest.[ENOUGH]
The tank is being actively filled in order to condition the water when the tank is used.[DOSING]
The tank is actively filled until the SUFFICIENT level has been reached.[FILL TO MAXIMUM]
The tank is being filled actively.[FILL UP]
The tank is blocked. Valves trying to use this tank are being blocked. Until the 12 Max
blocking time (page 772) (I440 Tank strategy (page 769)) it will not be filled because drain
or return water is expected to flow back.

[BLOCK]

The tank is blocked and will be filled.[BLOCK/FILL UP]
The tank is empty. When fill actively has been released, the tank will be filled again.[EMPTY]

Water level
See Water level in I440 Tank strategy (page 769).

-DISCHARGE WATER-

11 Discharge water - Status - Tank - Flow - Quantity
Current status of the wastewater discharges.

Discharge water
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Status
Status of the discharge program (see I445 Discharge water strategy (page 784)).

Tank
Number of the tank from which wastewater is being discharged or has been most recently discharged.

Flow
Current flow of the discharge water.

Quantity
Quantity of discharged water from the relevant tank since the previous start of the program.

M430.1 Overview water system
This section gives an overview of the current water system.

1 Recipe/rinse group

Recipe
The number of the recipe that is currently being used or was last used by this water system.

Rinse group
The rinse group the water belongs to, that is now in the water system, the filter and the main.

2 Level
The level in the mixing tank in positions or a percentage. The trend is displayed together with the
percentage level.

The water level in the mixing tank is too low. The valves will close and the water system
will stop. Alarm 711 Minimum level mixing tank is triggered. The supply pump is running.
After some time at this level, alarm 710 Minimum level filling time is generated and the
dosage shows an ERROR.

MIN

The water level in the mixing tank is low. The supply pump is operational or is being
switched on.

LOW

The water level in the mixing tank is correct. The supply pump is operational if the level
originates from LOW. The supply pump comes to a standstill if the level originates from
HIGH.

---

The water level in the mixing tank is high. The supply pump has come to a standstill of
has been switched off.

HIGH

The water level in the mixing tank is too high. The supply pump has come to a standstill.
Alarm 712 Maximum level mixing tank is triggered.

MAX

3 Status - Limitation

4 Water system

Water system state
See: I430/I9430 Reset water system after error (page 719).

Water system limitation
See: I430/I9430 Reset water system after error (page 719).
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5 Filter status

Filter state

The status of the filter is rest.REST
The filter rinse is waiting for the recipe which is used to backwash the filter.RECIPE
The filter rinse is waiting until it is allowed to start.START
The filter is being backwashed.CLEANING BACK W
The consumption monitoring of the filter rinse has detected a deviation in the water
consumption.

ERROR

The filter is being rinsed or pre-rinsed.RINSE
The filter is operational (filtering is in progress). The filter consumption and the filter
time is being counted down.

OPERATION

The filter is backwashed during operation.O & CLEANING

6 EC supply

EC supply state

The EC supply control is at rest. Half a minute after reaching this status the control
valve will be controlled shut.

[REST]

The water system is active. In the recipe that is now being used, the EC supply control
is switched off. The control valve is controlled shut.

[NOT USED]

The EC supply control is waiting until the control valve has been driven to the desired
position.

[CHECK]

The EC supply control is ready to start and is waiting for the other controls.[START]
The EC supply control is operational.[OPERATION]
The drain tank is EMPTY. The control valve is controlled shut. The limitation indicates
STOCK.

[EMPTY]

The EC sensor of the EC supply control is faulty, the measured EC supply value deviates
too much from the calculated EC supply value or else the control valve is not operating
correctly.

[ERROR]

EC supply limitation

There is no limit.NONE
The control valve is not working properly.CTRL VALVE
The level in the drain tank is too low.STOCK
The EC sensor for the EC supply control is defective.ECs SNS
The measured EC supply is too high. Alarm 760 EC supply too high has been activated.CTR ECs ↑
The measured EC supply is too low. Alarm 761 EC supply too low has been activated.CTR ECs ↓
The measured EC supply is higher than the limit that has been set in I403 Recipe settings
(page 692). Alarm 786 Recipe:.. EC supply too high has been activated.

RCP ECs ↑

The measured EC supply is lower than the limit that has been set in I403 Recipe settings
(page 692). Alarm 787 Recipe:.. EC supply too low has been activated.

RCP ECs ↓

7 Water mixing

Water mixing state

The mixing step is not being used.[REST]
There is a waiting time until the mixing step has reached the desired position.[CHECK]
The mixing step has reached the desired position. It is allowed to start. If necessary
wait for any other controls.

[START]

The mixing step is being controlled.[OPERATION]
The mixing step is in error.[ERROR]
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Water mixing limitation

There is no limitation.[NO]
The mixing step is not working properly.[MIX STEP]
The level in the one of the water stocks is too low.[STOCK]

8 Dosage

Dosage state

The dosage is at rest.[REST]
The dosage is waiting for the sensors to be ready (such as from checking the calibration)
and the control (such as from checking the mixing tanks and valve positions).

[CHECK]

Wait for the start signal (everything is ready).[START]
Dosage is operational.[OPERATION]
After reset there is a waiting time until all components of the irrigation have been reset.[RESET]
The dosage is in error.[ERROR]
The dosage is waiting until the Nutronic is ready.[NUTRONIC]

Dosage limitation

There is no limit.NONE
One of the dosage channels is not ready for use.CHANNEL
The mixing tank is empty. There is a waiting time until the level of the mixing tank is
above the minimum again.

MIXING TANK

The dosage in ERROR has been reported via an external signal. The cause of this depends
on the installation.

EXTERNAL

The pH sensors have not been calibrated.pH CALIB
There is a waiting time until the EC supply sensor is ready for use.ECs SNS
There is a waiting time until the EC sensor is ready for use.EC SNS
There is a waiting time until the pH sensor is ready for use.pH SNS
The measured pH is too low. Alarm 730 Irr.water pH too low (acid) has been activated.CTR pH ↓
The measured pH is too high. Alarm 731 Irr.water pH too high (alkalye) has been activated.CTR pH ↑
The measured EC is too high. Alarm 732 Irr.water EC too high has been activated.CTR EC ↑
The measured EC is too low. Alarm 733 Irr.water EC too low has been activated.CTR EC ↓
The measured pH is lower than the limit that has been set in I403 Recipe settings (page
692). Alarm 782 Recipe:.. irr.water pH too low has been activated.

RCP pH ↓

The measured pH is higher than the limit that has been set in I403 Recipe settings (page
692). Alarm 783 Recipe:.. irr.water pH too high has been activated.

RCP pH ↑

The measured EC is higher than the limit that has been set in I403 Recipe settings (page
692). Alarm 784 Recipe:.. irr.water EC too high has been activated.

RCP EC ↑

The measured EC is lower than the limit that has been set in I403 Recipe settings (page
692). Alarm 785 Recipe:.. irr.water EC too low has been activated.

RCP EC ↓

There is a waiting time until the Nutronic is ready.FINE TUNING
An alarm has been triggered in the Nutronic. Refer to the alarm message on the printer
display for more information.

NUTRONIC

The connection with the Nutronic is faulty.CONNECTION
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9 Irr.water heating

Irrigation water heating state

The irrigation water heating is not being used.REST
In the recipe that is currently being used, the irrigation water heating is switched off.
The irrigation water heating is not being used.

NOT USED

The irrigation water heating is active. The irrigation is water is stopped until the water
has reached the required temperature.

PRE HEAT

The irrigation water heating is ready for use. Wait for the start to run.START
The water is cooling down.COOL DOWN
The irrigation water heating has been activated.OPERATION

Irrigation water heating limitation

There are no limitations for the control.NONE
The water temperature sensor is defective.TEMP SENSOR
The heating pipe temperature sensor is defective.WATER TEMP SENS
The temperature of the irrigation water is lower than the desired irrigation water
temperature. Alarm 719 Irr water temperature too low has been activated.

CTR TEMP ↓

The temperature of the irrigation water is higher than the desired irrigation water
temperature. Alarm 720 Irr water temperature too high has been activated.

CTR TEMP ↑

The temperature of the irrigation water is lower than the too low alarm set in I403
Recipe settings (page 692). Alarm 780 Recipe:.. irr.water temp too low has been activated.

RCP TEMP ↓

The temperature of the irrigation water is higher than the too high alarm set in I403
Recipe settings (page 692). Alarm 781 Recipe:.. irr.water temp too high has been activated.

RCP TEMP ↑

10 UV treatment

Status
The status of the UV system. See M450 Overview UV treatment (page 1034)

Limitation
The limitation for the UV system, see I450 UV system settings (page 788).

11 External water treatment

External water treatment status
See: I430.1 Water system settings (page 722).

-FERTILIZER STOCK-

12 FS - Stock - Selection - Level - Quantity

FS
Number of the fertiliser stock.

Stock
The configured name of the fertiliser stock.

Selection
Indicates the fertiliser stock, for instance A1, A2 or A3.
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Level
Level of the fertiliser stock in positions or a percentage. The trend is displayed together with the
percentage level.

The level of the fertiliser stock is too low. The 715 Level too low alarm is activated. The
water system remains operational.

MIN

The level of the fertiliser stock is low.LOW
The level of the fertiliser stock is satisfactory.---
The level of the fertiliser stock is high.HIGH
The level of the fertiliser stock is too high.MAX

Display of the water level in percentages and its trend for the fertiliser stock is only possible if a
'percentage measurement' is present.

Quantity
The current volume, calculated from the measured fertiliser level and the set maximum volume of
the fertiliser stock.

13 EC supp - EC - pH

14 Calculated

Calculated EC supply
The calculated EC value of the supply water.

Calculated EC
The calculated EC value of the irrigation water.

Calculated pH
The calculated pH value of the irrigation water.

15 Measured

Measured EC supply
The measured EC value of the supply water.

Measured EC
The measured EC value of the irrigation water.

Measured pH
The measured pH value of the irrigation water.

16 Temp - Flow

17 Calculated

Calculated Temp
The calculated temperature of the irrigation water.
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Calculated Flow
The calculated flow of the irrigation water.

18 Measured

Meas Temp
The measured temperature of the irrigation water.

Measured Flow
The measured flow of the irrigation water.

19 Calc/meas UV dos
Column 1: see Calculated UV in M450 Overview UV treatment (page 1034)

Column 2: the measured UV dosage that has been calculated from the measured intensity (measured
by the UV sensor) and the measured flow. This means it is a good measurement for the UV dosage.

20 Deviation
The deviation in percentages between the measured flow and the calculated flow of the irrigation
water.

M431 Overview filter rinse

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

1 Filter status

The filter is not in use: no water is being filtered and no filter cleaning is taking place.REST
Filter cleaning in not possible at this time: the water system is using a recipe that is
different from the recipe for the water used to back-wash the filter (see Cleaning recipe).

RECIPE

Filter cleaning in not possible at this time: another process has priority over filter
cleaning.

START

The filter is currently disposing of accumulated dirt particles.CLEANING BACK W
There is an error in the filter: the measured water amount deviates from the standard
quantity of water (see the first column of Capacity/protect).

ERROR

The filter is currently rinsing.RINSE
The filter is currently filtering water, collecting dirt particles and supplying the filtered
water to the crop via mains and valves.

OPERATION

The filter is currently filtering water, collecting dirt particles, supplying the filtered water
to the crop via mains and valves and disposing of accumulated dirt particles.

O & CLEANING

Water system makes preparations for a lower maximum flow while cleaning of filter
takes place.

LIMIT FLOW
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2 Filter limitation

Filter cleaning has been aborted because the measured quantity of water is higher
than the standard quantity of water (Capacity in I431). Check the installation.
Select YES in Continue cleaning once the problem has been resolved.

CONSUMPTION MAX

Filter cleaning has been aborted because the measured quantity of water is lower than
the standard quantity of water (Capacity in I431). Check the installation.
Select YES in Continue cleaning once the problem has been resolved.

CONSUMPTION MIN

An error has occurred while starting the back-wash. Check that:START ERROR
• the correct recipe number has been entered;
• Cleaning after quantity has been entered;
• Clean after quantity/operational time has been entered.

Contact your dealer if necessary.
There is an error in the installation. Check the installation and contact your dealer if
necessary.

EXT ERROR

The filter is blocked. If the current time is between the set start and end time, filter
cleaning starts automatically. The filter continues filtering the water.

DIRTY

-NONE

3 Remaining cleaning quantity/time

Remaining cleaning quantity
Quantity of water that can still be used to rinse and clean the filter (see Cleaning quantity). As soon
as the set quantity has been reached, --- will be displayed here.

Remaining cleaning time
Time that still remains to:
• clean the filter (see Cleaning time);
• restore the structure of the sand layer in the filter (see Settlement time);
• rinse away water that has an incorrect composition in the filter and the supply pipe (see Pre-rinse

time).

--- is shown as soon as the time has elapsed.

4 Time until start
Waiting time between desire to start and actual start of cleaning of filter during operation. During
this waiting time the water system has the time to adjust itself to a possible lower capacity in order
to have enough residual capacity available to rinse the filter.

5 Quantity/operation time until cleaning

Quantity until cleaning
Quantity of water than can still be used until the next back-wash takes place. Filter cleaning starts
as soon as the time in the second column has elapsed.

Operation time until cleaning
Operation time still remaining until the next back-wash takes place. Filter cleaning starts as soon as
the time that is displayed has elapsed.

• Filter cleaning can only take place between the set start time and end time. In addition,
the period within which filter cleaning can take place must have been activated; ON must
have been selected in Release automatic cleaning.

• Once the filter has been back-washed, the countdown starts anew in both options.

6 Cleaning after rest time
The time still remaining until filter cleaning starts (setting in I431).
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7 Pressure diff across filter
The difference between the measured pressure at the filter inlet and the filter outlet.

When the level of filter contamination rises, the resistance to the water passing through the
filter also increases. The pressure difference gauge measures this increased resistance.
Once the filter has been back-washed, the resistance and the measured pressure difference
are lower.

A pressure gauge provides more information than a digital pressure switch.
The differential pressure gives a good indication of the pollution and the effectiveness of
the cleaning. You can view the course of the differential pressure in a graph in Priva Office
Direct.

8 Pressure diff switch across filter

The filter is blocked. Filter cleaning starts at the set start time (I431).YES
The filter is not blocked.NO

9 Failure filter

There is an error in the installation.
Check the installation and contact your dealer if necessary.

YES

-NO

10 Filter cleaning active
The filter is being cleaned.

11 Auxiliary filter valve
The auxiliary filter is an extra filter that makes it possible to clean the filter. Your dealer has set after
how many cleaning cycles the control activates the auxiliary filter.

12 Operation time since cleaning cycle
The period of time that the filter has been in operation since the last cleaning.

13 Quantity since cleaning cycle
The quantity of water that has been processed by the filter since the last cleaning.

14 Cycles since last scheduled cycle
The number of premature cleaning cycles since the last scheduled cleaning.

Scheduled cleaning cycles are starts based on Cleaning after operational time or Cleaning after quantity
(I431). A start caused by a pressure difference is also a scheduled cleaning if the elapsed time is
longer than Minimum operation time between cleaning and the filtered quantity is greater than Minimum
quantity between cleaning (I431).

Premature cleaning is caused by an excessively high pressure difference across the filter.

15 Total number of cleaning cycles
The total number of cleaning cycles. You can set this to zero manually, it does not happen
automatically.

16 -NR OF CLEANING CYCLES-
A table containing the number of cleaning cycles, grouped by cause, for today and yesterday.
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17 Manual
The number of cleaning cycles that were started manually in I431.

18 Quantity
The number of cleaning cycles caused by Cleaning after quantity (I431) being exceeded.

19 Operation time
The number of cleaning cycles caused by Cleaning after operational time (I431) being exceeded.

20 Rest time
The number of cleaning cycles caused by the fact that Cleaning after rest time (I431) has elapsed.

21 Pressure difference
The number of cleaning cycles caused by an excessively high pressure difference after the minimum
limits were reached (Minimum operation time between cleaning and Minimum quantity between cleaning
in I431).

22 Pressure difference premature
The number of cleaning cycles caused by an excessively high pressure difference before the minimum
limits were reached (Minimum operation time between cleaning or Minimum quantity between cleaning
in I431).

M440 Overview tank
This section provides an overview of the current water management.

1 Tank - Status - Contents - Condition - Water state - Water level

Tank
The number of the tank.

Status
Status of this fill valve.

The fill valve is in REST mode. In the REST state no capacity is requested from the
connected water system.

REST

The fill valve is waiting until the correct recipe has been selected.RECIPE
The fill valve is ready to be filled actively.START
The fill valve is actively filled by the connected water system.FILL
The fill valve is in error because of too much or too little water off-take (see I440.1 Tank
installation (page 774)).

ERROR

Irrespective of the reported status of the fill valve, a tank can always be used to supply water and
collect return water.

Contents
Indication of the contents of the tank. This can be adjusted in I440.1 Tank installation (page 774).

Condition
Indication of the condition of the contents of the tank. This can be adjusted in I440.1 Tank installation
(page 774).
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Water state
Water state in the tank.

No level is measured for this tank, or communication with the process computer
controlling this tank has been disconnected.

---

The return valve to the tank is closed. The alternative (return) destination (see I440.1
Tank installation (page 774)) has been selected.

FULL

The tank is full and at rest.ENOUGH
The tank will be actively filled until the ENOUGH level is reached, if filling to maximum
in the active period is allowed.

FILL TO MAX

The tank will be actively filled to condition the water when the tank is used and if filling
or filling to maximum in the active period is allowed.

DOSING

The tank will be actively filled if filling or filling to maximum in the active period is
allowed.

FILL UP

The tank is blocked. Valves trying to use this tank are being blocked. The tank will not
be filled up until the Max blocking time (I440 Tank strategy (page 769)) because drain or
return water is expected back.

BLOCK

The tank has been blocked and will be filled if filling up or filling up to maximum in the
active period is allowed.

BLOCK/FILL UP

The tank is empty and will be filled if filling up or filling up to maximum in the active
period is allowed.

EMPTY

There is the option that not all water level measurements have been fitted in the tank. The level
sequence can also deviate.

Water level
The water level in the tank as a percentage. A trend is also displayed.

If a tank is empty, the water mixing control will calculate a new ratio for the other stocks.

2 Ret - Status - Destination - Tank - Level - Level % - Valve - Return - Wastewater pit

Ret
The number of the return main.

Status
The status of the return main.

The return main is free.
None of the valves that are connected to the return main are active.
When the Delay time closing tanks (dealer setting) has elapsed, all the valves to the tanks
are closed and the drain valve is opened.

REST

A valve has been started.
During the On-going time (I443), the valve to the tank to which the water from this valve
should flow is not yet opened.
The valve of the tank in which the previous water dosage is collected still remains open.

ON-GOING

The valve to the tank has been opened.
Multiple valves with the same recipe can be released by the water system, but no more
than Number of valves together (I443).

BUSY

No more valves are active.
The water that is still in the return main flows into the tank.
Only valves with a recipe with the same destination tank can be started in this status.

RETURN

The return main is free for use.
During the Delay time cleaning (I443) a valve can be started.
If the Delay time cleaning elapses without a valve needing to use the return main, then
the return main is cleaned.

DELAY CLEANING

The return main is being cleaned and is not free for use.CLEANING
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Destination
The destination of the return water.

The return water is discharged via the discharge valve during the ON-GOING, BUSY,
RETURN and CLEANING statuses.

OUTLET

During the ON-GOING, BUSY, RETURN and CLEANING statuses, the return water is
discharged into the selected tank (I403.4 Allocate recipe to tanks (page 783)).

TANK

The return water is discharged via the discharge valve during the ON-GOING, BUSY,
RETURN and CLEANING statuses, because the selected tank is full.

ALT OUTLET

During the ON-GOING, BUSY, RETURN and CLEANING statuses, the return water is
discharged into the selected alternative tank (I440.1 Tank installation (page 774)), because
the selected tank is full.

ALT TANK

Tank
The number of the tank into which the return water is discharged.

Level
The level in the waste water pit.

ConsequencesLevel
The measured percentage is
higher than the set maximum
level or has not yet fallen more
than 5% below the maximum
level.

MAX • Pump 1: on.
• Pump 2 (if present): on.
• Linked water systems are set to WAIT after the specified delay

time has elapsed. Whether this actually happens at this level
can be selected in Level stop water system (I443).

• The stand time of the ebb & flow floor is extended. Whether
this actually happens at this level can be selected in Level
extend stand time (I443).

• The delay time of the valves in the status RETURN is stopped.
Whether this actually happens at this level can be selected in
Level hold return time (I443).

The measured percentage is
higher than the set high level or
has not yet fallen below the low
level.

HIGH • Pump 1: on.
• Pump 2 (if present): on.
• Linked water systems are set to WAIT after the specified delay

time has elapsed. Whether this actually happens at this level
can be selected in Level stop water system (I443).

• The stand time of the ebb & flow floor is extended. Whether
this actually happens at this level can be selected in Level
extend stand time (I443).

• The delay time of the valves in the status RETURN is stopped.
Whether this actually happens at this level can be selected in
Level hold return time (I443).

The measured percentage is
lower than the set low level or
has not yet risen above the high
level.

LOW • Pump 1: on.
• Pump 2 (if present): off.

The measured percentage is
lower than the set minimum level
or has not yet risen more than
5% above the minimum level.

MIN • Pump 1: off.
• Pump 2 (if present): off.

No connected sensor in the
waste water pit.

[---]

The settings of the various levels may be found in I443 Tank return pipe (page 777).

Level %
The level in the waste water pit. A trend is also displayed.

Valve
The quantity of water present on all the floors and tables that are connected to the return main and
that flows through the return main to the tank. This quantity is used to determine the capacity of
the disinfectors. After the Stand time (I413) of a valve, the quantity moves from the Valve to the Return.
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Return
The quantity of water present in the return main and the waste water pit and that returns to the
tank. This quantity is used to determine the capacity of the disinfectors.

Wastewater pit
The measured quantity of water in the waste water pit. This quantity is used to determine the capacity
of the disinfectors.

3 WS - Status - Fresh water tank - Recycle tank - Destination tank

WS
The number of the water system.

Status
The status of the water system.

See: I430/I9430 Reset water system after error (page 719).

Fresh water tank
The selected fresh water stock (0 = no fresh water selection).

Recycle tank
The number of the tank the water is taken from by this water system.

Destination tank
The number of the (destination) tank to which the return water is transported.

The 'Fresh water tank' selection, the 'Recycle tank' selection and the 'Destination tank'
selection are made in I403.4 Allocate recipe to tanks (page 783).

4 Discharge water - Status - Tank - Flow - Quantity
Current status of the wastewater discharges.

Discharge water

Status
Status of the discharge program (see I445 Discharge water strategy (page 784)).

Tank
Number of the tank from which wastewater is being discharged or has been most recently discharged.

Flow
Current flow of the discharge water.

Quantity
Quantity of discharged water from the relevant tank since the previous start of the program.
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M440.1 Overview tank cluster

1 Tank - Water level - Measured tank - Measured cluster - Return

Tank
The number of the tank.

Water level
The measured water level in percentages and the trend of this in the tank.

Measured tank
The current quantity of water in the tank, calculated on the basis of the water level and the contents
of the tank.

Measured cluster
The current quantity of water in the cluster, calculated on the basis of the water levels and the
contents of the tanks.

Return
The quantity of water, from all floors, tables and return mains that are connected to the tank, which
is due to return to the tank.

2 Ret - Level - Water level - Valve - Return

Ret
The number of the return main.

Level
The level in the waste water pit. See Level (page 1032).

Water level
The water level in the waste water pit as a percentage. The trend is displayed together with the
percentage level.

Valve
The quantity of water present on all the floors and tables that are connected to the return main and
that returns to the tank through the return main. After the Stand time (page 691) (I413 Valve ebb&flood
settings (page 691)) of a valve the quantity moves from the Valve to the Return.

Return
The quantity of water present in the return main and that returns to the tank.

M450 Overview UV treatment

1 UV treatment - WS - Status - Limitation - Lamp status - Check - Time - Duration time

UV treatment
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WS
The number of the water system that is using the hybrid UV chamber.

Status
The status of the UV system.

The UV system is at rest.REST
The flow is started. The water in the installation is replaced by water from the tank to
be treated and is brought up to the correct composition (pH value and hydrogen
peroxide). The UV lamps are switched on and the system waits until they have reached
a certain intensity. The T10 of the drain water is determined and fresh water is added
if necessary. Dosing is performed in accordance with the settings. Water from the drain
tank is pumped back into the drain tank. When the UV intensity has been checked,
production starts.

START

The UV system treats the water and pumps it into the disinfected water tank or to the
sewer. If necessary, an acid rinse and a cleaning is carried out.

PRODUCTION

When the radiation intensity drops to a low level, production is temporarily interrupted
for an intensive cleaning using acid rinsing with several wiper movements. An acid rinse
may also be activated after the post running.

ACID RINSE

The UV system has detected an error and has stopped immediately (i.e. without post
running).

ERROR

After the UV treatment, the UV system will post run for a while. The lamps are cooled
by the flowing water. Acid is added if necessary. The water is pumped back to the drain
tank.

POST RUNNING

Limitation

There is no limit for the UV system.NONE
The control is switched off. The installer has switched off the control. Please contact
your installer.

CONTROL OFF

The control has not been released. Release UV system (I450) is set to NO.RELEASE SETTING
The UV system is stopped by an external signal.RELEASE EXTERNAL
The lamp is not yet ready for use. After switching on the lamp the operation is not
immediately effective. After some time the UV system will start. If not, there could be
a defect.

UV DOSAGE

After switching off a lamp it must first cool down for some time before it is switched
on again.

LAMP COOL DOWN

The flow sensor is defective and alarm 707 Flow sensor defective inp:.. is active. Please
contact your installer.

FLOW DEFECTIVE

The UV system has stopped, because the UV chamber is too hot. Probably the flow is
obstructed. Alarm 803 Water temp.above stop limit is active.

CHAMBER HOT

During disinfection: the flow in the UV chamber must be turbulent.FLOW TOO LOW
During purification: the flow has decreased too much.
Alarm 804 Water flow too low is active.
During disinfection: the flow is greater than the maximum flow or the exposure time
in the UV chamber is too short.

FLOW TOO HIGH

During purification: the flow has increased too much.
Alarm 805 Water flow too high is active.
The measured UV dosage is too low during the start-up of the UV system for disinfection.
Alarm 806 Start UV dosage too low is active.

START UV

The measured UV dosage is lower than the desired dosage + Margin to UV dosage alarm.DOS TOO LOW
Alarm 836 UV dosage too low is active.
If this status remains for a relatively long period of time, the alarm 807 UV dosage too
low will follow and the UV treatment will stop.
A UV lamp is not on, an alarm (808-828) is active.LAMP OFF
The wiper has not left the OUT or HOME contact in the set time. Alarm 812 Wiper not
out contact (..x) is active.

WIPER OUT

The wiper has not reached the OUT or HOME contact in the set time. Alarm 813 Wiper
not in contact (..x) is active.

WIPER IN

The wiper motor is overloaded. Alarm 814 Wiper motor overcharged is active.WIPER MOTOR
The wiper is receiving both an OUT and a HOME message. Alarm 815 Wiper simult.in ..
contacts is active.

WIPER CONTACT
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The UV system has detected a failure and has stopped immediately (i.e. without post
running). Alarm 818 Failure UV system is active.

ERROR

The UV measurement is defective. Alarm 821 Faulty value inp:.. is active.I UV SENSOR
The contact of the wiper in the OUT position is defective. Alarm 822 Faulty value inp:..
is active.

I WIPER OUT

The contact of the wiper in the HOME position is defective. Alarm 822 Faulty value inp:..
is active.

I WIPER HOME

The contact of the wiper in the CHECK position is defective. Alarm 822 Faulty value inp:..
is active.

I WIPER CTL

The contact of the thermal protection is defective. Alarm 822 Faulty value inp:.. is active.I WIPER THERM
The feedback of the valve position of V5 (to the tank with disinfected water) is defective.
Alarm 822 Faulty value inp:.. is active.

I V5 DISINFECTED

The feedback of the valve position of V5 (to sewer/to the tank with purified water) is
defective. Alarm 822 Faulty value inp:.. is active.

I V5 PURIFIED

The input of the error measurement is defective. Alarm 822 Faulty value inp:.. is active.I ERROR
The contact of the external release is defective. Alarm 822 Faulty value inp:.. is active.I RELEASE
The contact of the level indicator of the acid tank is defective. Alarm 822 Faulty value
inp:.. is active.

I ACID TANK

The input of the temperature sensor has not been allocated or the temperature sensor
is defective. Alarm 822 Faulty value inp:.. is active.

I TEMP

The control contact of the lamp is defective. Alarm 822 Faulty value inp:.. is active.I LAMP
The exposure time is less than 1 second (if disinfection is greater than 210 mJ/cm²) or
0.7 seconds (if disinfection is less than 210 mJ/cm²). Alarm 829 Exposure time too short
is active.

EXPOSURE TIME

The end contacts of the wiper are interrupted without the computer having controlled
the wiper. Alarm 840 Wiper manual operation (..x) is active.

WIPER MAN OPER

There is a conflict between the motor activation and the detected end contacts. Alarm
841 Home side fault ? is active.

WIPER HOME ER

The outlet valve to the disinfected water tank was not opened or closed on time (within
15 seconds) or the valve has been operated manually in the meantime. Alarm 845
Treated water control valve is active.

V5 DISINFECTED

The outlet valve to the purified water tank or to the sewer was not opened or closed
on time (within 15 seconds) or the valve has been operated manually in the meantime.
Alarm 845 Treated water control valve is active.

V5 PURIFIED

The set dosage is 100 mJ/cm2 and the T10 lies below 10% with a chamber from the
8.000 series, below 28% with a chamber from the 11.000 series or below 25% with a
Berson chamber. The set dosage is 250 mJ/cm2 and the T10 lies below 15%, 37% or
35% respectively. Alarm 847 T10=.. below stop limit is active.

T10 TOO LOW

The input of the UV system mains voltage monitoring is defective.I POWER FAILURE
The UV system mains voltage monitoring has disconnected the power to the UV system.POWER FAILURE
Translucency of wastewater that is purified has dropped too far.TRANSLUCENCY
No dosing channel for hydrogen peroxide present.PEROXIDE
No dosing channel for acid present.ACID
The type of UV chamber is not suitable for carrying out the desired UV treatment.TYPE UV CHAMBER
The UV chamber is not available and is now being used for disinfection.DISINFECT
The UV chamber is not available and is now being used for purification.PURIFY
The water system is not connected to a UV chamber.CONFIGURATION
The UV chamber must be rinsed before the next start can take place.ACID RINSE
The pump has been switched off during start-up, production or post running.PUMP OFF
There is a failure in the autonomous dosage.DOSAGE

Lamp status
The status of the lamp: OFF, LOW, MIDDLE, HIGH or COOL DOWN.

Check
Statement of checks that may obstruct the progress of the UV treatment.

In the event of a error on the UV system, the check messages supply important information
that will refer to the cause of the problem. In the event of a complaint it is therefore very
important to mention these details when communicating with the dealer, helpdesk and/or
service.
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The UV system can start up or is just in production.NONE
There is an alarm causing the UV treatment to stop. Under Limitation will be an indication
of which alarm(s) there is (are). The UV treatment will start again when the cause of
the alarm has been resolved and the error has been reset (Reset failure, I430).

RESOLVE ALARM

The UV system is waiting for a Reset failure (I430). The alarm(s) has/have been cancelled
and the UV system will continue after the error has been reset.

RESET FAILURE

The UV system is waiting for the activation of the UV system by the water system. There
is nothing wrong and the UV system is ready to start if there is a request.

ACTIVATE

The UV system is starting and waiting for sufficient UV dosage. The Limitation indicates
why it is waiting. The UV system is in the START status.

UV START

The UV system is waiting for the lamps to switch on.LAMP ON
The UV system is waiting for release from the water system. In the event of a start it is
desirable that all producers that influence the water condition (fertiliser, heating, etc.)
start simultaneously. The UV system is ready to start.

WATER SYSTEM

TIP: The M430 Overview water systems total (page 1017) overview provides information
on what the water system (and thus also the UV system) is waiting for.
The UV system is waiting for the acid rinse to start.ACID RINSE START
The UV system is waiting for the acid rinse to be ready. The UV system is in the ACID
RINSE status.

ACID RINSE READY

The UV system is waiting for the post run to be ready. The UV system is in the POST
RUNNING status.

POST-RUN READY

The UV system is waiting for the contact from the V5 outlet valve (to the sewer/to the
tank with disinfected water). The water is being treated correctly.

CONTACT V5

The UV system is waiting for the run time of the V5 outlet valve (to the sewer/to the
tank with disinfected water) (16 seconds) to finish or for the electrical contact of the
feedback of the V5 valve. The water is being treated correctly.

RUN TIME V5

The UV system is waiting for the post-run time to finish. The lamps are switched off
and the chamber is being cooled by a water flow running through the chamber.

POST-RUN TIME

The UV system is waiting for the T10 measurement to start.MEASUREMENT START
The UV system is waiting until the rinsing of the filter and the main is finished.T10 RINSE QUANTITY
Note: to allow rinsing to take place as quickly as possible, the flow can be increased.
This takes the remaining heat-up time of the lamps into account.
The UV system is waiting until the wiper is ready to start.T10 CLEANING START
The UV system is waiting until the wiper has started to clean the UV pipe.CLEANING ACTIVATE
The UV system is waiting until the wiper has finished wiping.CLEANING READY
The cleaning of the UV pipe is finished, there is a short wait until the water for which
the T10 value must be determined has reached the UV sensor.

T10 RINSE READY

The T10 measurement is ready. The measured T10 value is saved per recipe.T10 MEAS. READY
The UV system is waiting until the outlet valve V5 (to the sewer/to the tank with
disinfected water) has turned. If an electrical contact is present then the position of the
outlet valve is checked.

TURN V5 VALVE

The temperature monitor of the UV system is waiting for 30 seconds. During these 30
seconds the temperature has the opportunity to recover, after which the temperature
is monitored again.

TEMP ALARM DELAY

The UV system is waiting for the wiper to pass. A sudden decrease of the UV dosage
has been measured, which is seen as the shadow of the wiper. The UV system is
responding to this, by determining an actual value for the UV dosage.

SHADOW

The UV system is in the cool down time of the lamp. It is not useful to start earlier
because the UV lamp will not switch on when the lamp is still warm. During this message
you can see an indication under Duration time of how long the cooling will still take.

COOL DOWN TIME UV

The UV system is waiting for the UV measurement.START TIME UV
The UV system is waiting during disinfection until the UV dosage is sufficiently high.
The minimum start time has passed. However, the UV dosage is still too low. If after
Max delay to release production (dealer setting) the UV dosage is still too low, the UV
treatment will be aborted and an alarm will be generated.

UV DOSAGE LOW

The UV system is waiting for the T10 measurement. The dosage is sufficiently high and
the start time has elapsed.

UV T10 MEAS.

The UV system is waiting for the production phase.UV PRODUCTION
The Measured UV (M450) is lower than the Calculated UV (M450) minus the Margin to UV
dosage alarm (I450). If this situation continues for a longer period, alarm 807 UV dosage
too low will be triggered.

UV DOS TOO LOW

The UV system is waiting for the post run to be ready.UV POST RUN
The UV system is waiting for the acid rinse to be ready.ACID RINSE
The UV dosage too low. If this continues for a longer period of time, an acid rinse will
start.

ACID UV DOS LOW

The UV system is waiting until the rinse delay has elapsed before an acid rinse is started.ACID RINSE DELAY
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The acid rinse is waiting for the wiper to start. As soon as the wiper starts moving the
message will disappear and an acid rinse will start.

ACID CLEANING START

The UV system is waiting until the wiper is ready.ACID CLEANING READY
The UV system is waiting until it is in the acid rinse phase.ACID RINSE STATUS
The UV system is waiting until the Acid rinse time (dealer setting) has elapsed. During
this message you can see an indication under Duration time of how much longer the
acid rinse will take.

ACID RINSE TIME

The UV system is waiting until the Acid rinse time (dealer setting) has elapsed.ACID PUMP TIME
The UV system is waiting until the Acid dosing time cleaning (dealer setting) has elapsed.AC.DOS TIME CLEAN
The UV system is waiting for the wiper control to start.CLEANING DR.START
The wiper control is active and the UV system is waiting for the wiper control to stop.CLEANING DR.STOPS
The UV system is waiting until the wiper is in the home position.WIPER AT HOME
The UV system is waiting until the wiper has finished cleaning the quartz tube and is
back in the home position.

WIPER MOVEMENT

The UV system is waiting until the wiper has arrived at the end position.WIPER STOPPED
The UV system waits until the measured flow is sufficient to switch on the UV lamps.UV WAIT ON FLOW
The UV system waits until the UV lamps have heated up before the T10 value is
determined.

T10 HEAT UP

The UV system is waiting until the translucency is sufficient.TRANSLUCENCY LOW
The UV system waits until the post-run time has elapsed and adds acid to the UV
chamber, so that the UV chamber is filled with lightly acidic water during the REST
phase. The lamps are switched off and the chamber is being cooled by a water flow
running through the UV chamber.

POST-RUN+CLEANING

The UV system adds acid to the UV chamber, so that the UV chamber is filled with lightly
acidic water during the REST phase.

CLEANING TIME

The UV system is waiting until the autonomous dosage is active.DOSAGE

Time
The time of the last change in the status of the UV system.

Duration time
Duration time in which the UV system is still in the Check status.

2 UV treatment

3 Water treatment
Indicates what the UV system is now carrying out or has carried out.

-NONE
Disinfection of drain water for re-use in accordance with recipe stated.DISINFECT
Purification of wastewater before it can be discharged according to fixed recipe.PURIFY

4 Calculated UV
The calculated UV dosage.

If the T10 value is too low, the control gradually increases the UV dosage. See: UV dosage in the
event of a low T10 value (page 120)

5 Measured UV
The measured UV dosage that has been calculated from the measured intensity (measured by the
UV sensor) and the measured flow. This means it is a good measurement for the UV dosage.

6 Calculated flow
The calculated flow through the UV system. Depending on the measured intensity (influenced by
the pollution of the lamp), it can be calculated how fast the water is allowed to flow through the UV
chamber.
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7 Measured flow
The measured flow through the UV system.

7 -- limitation
The limitation of the flow sensor, see Limitation (for a measurement or control) (page 1208).

8 T10 drain
The measured transmission (T10) of the drain water. The T10 value is measured after the UV chamber
has been cleaned with an acid rinse. After a start, the water is first guided from the recycle tank to
the UV chamber.

9 T10 mix
The measure transmission (T10) of the drain water to which fresh water has been added.

10 Translucency
The translucency indicates the level of the measured UV-C intensity in respect of the measured UV-C
intensity of a cleaned tube.

11 UV system

12 Cabinet temperature
Temperature in the control panel with the electricity supply for the UV lamps. This temperature also
determines the service life of the installation; a high temperature can shorten the service life.

13 Water in UV chamber
Type of water that is present in the UV chamber.

Still no water treatment carried out with the UV system.UNKNOWN
Water is treated in accordance with the disinfecting recipe or it has remained after
stopping the water treatment disinfect with the UV system

RECYCLE WATER

Water is treated in accordance with the purifying recipe or start of water treatment for
purifying water has begun or it has remained after stopping the water treatment purify
with the UV system

WASTEWATER

14 Water temperature
The measured temperature of the water in the UV chamber.

15 Calc maximum flow
In the production phase, the minimum exposure time must be guaranteed to ensure effective
disinfection. The limits for minimum exposure time for the various types of UV chamber are fixed
in the software and cannot be changed.

The minimum exposure time is calculated for the type (volume) of UV chamber present. The maximum
flow is calculated from this minimum exposure time. Above this flow, alarm 805 Water flow too high
is triggered and the UV treatment stops.

16 Calc minimum flow
In the production phase, the turbulence must be guaranteed to ensure effective disinfection. The
limits for turbulence for the various types of UV chamber are fixed in the software and cannot be
changed.

On account of the requirement for turbulent flow, a minimum flow is calculated for the type of UV
chamber present, taking into account the set minimum flow during disinfection and the minimum
pump capacity. Below this flow, alarm 804 Water flow too low is triggered and the UV treatment stops.
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17 Exposure time
The exposure time of the water in the UV chamber is an indicator of the total quantity of UV radiation
received. If the exposure time is short, the water will receive less UV radiation than if the exposure
time is long. The exposure time depends among other things on the measured water flow and the
lamp length.

18 Time until cleaning
Remaining time until next cleaning of the lamps during production. The alternative recipe is applicable
during cleaning, the time until cleaning is naturally 0 and is not displayed.

19 Activated for water system
The number and type of water system that is now active with the hybrid UV chamber.

19 -- time before switching
The remaining time before the program will switch to a water system with a different function.

20 !! MAINTENANCE REQUIRED !!
As soon as the number of production hours after the last service exceeds the maximum, the UV
system indicates that maintenance is desired.

M450.1 shows the number of production hours since the last service.

21 - 25 1st Limitation/check-5th Limitation/check

Limitation
The limitation for the UV system. See Limitation above.

Checking
Statement of checks that may obstruct the progress of the UV treatment. See Check above.

M450.1 UV system maintenance

1 UV chamber
The number of the UV system.

2 Oper.hours high
Operating hours of the lamps at high level.

3 Oper.hours middle
Operating hours of the lamp at mid level.

4 Oper.hours low
Operating hours of the lamps at low level.

5 Number of starts
Number of times the UV system has started.

6 Converted operating hours
The converted operating hours of the lamp. Depending on the type of lamp, they need to be replaced
after a certain number of operating hours (see Vialux software settings (page 1211)).
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7 Total water production
The total water production of the UV system. This is adjustable and is counted on from any changes.

8 UV lamps

9-16 Operating hours lamp 1-Operating hours lamp 8
Operating hours of the lamp since previous reset of the registration value. The operating hours must
be reset when the lamp is replaced.

Lamp 1 must always have the most operating hours.
If lamp 1 needs to be replaced and the others do not, place the lamp with the most operating
hours in chamber 1 and the new lamp in the vacant chamber. Correct the operating hours
for the lamps so that they match the actual number.

-MAINTENANCE UV SYSTEM-

17 Date maintenance
This refers to the day, month and year when it was last serviced.

18 UV system

19 Production hours
The number of hours in the PRODUCTION phase since the last service.

20 Number of starts
The number of starts since the last service.

21 Water production

The volume in m3 of water treated since the last service.

22 Number of wiper movements
The number of wiper movements since the last service.

23 Hours cabinet temp high
The number of hours that the temperature in the Vialux cabinet was higher than desired (40°C).

M450.2 UV system today
This section provides information about the number of acid rinses by the UV system today.

1 UV chamber

2 Number of acid rinses
The number of acid rinses by the UV system.

M450.3 UV system yesterday
This section provides information about the number of acid rinses by the UV system yesterday.
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1 UV chamber

2 Number of acid rinses
The number of acid rinses by the UV system.
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Starts

M402 Overview starts today
In this section you will find the number of times that the valve group(s) and the start programs (ST)
started today.

The number of starts of the start program are subdivided into the conditions that these starts were
started on. If the number of conditions is greater than 1, then the first valid condition is counted.

-NUMBER OF STARTS-

1 24-hours period
Time at which the 24 hour period of today has started for the registration of the starts and at which
the overview can be printed if required.

2 VG - Starts - Manual - Total

VG
The number of the valve group.

Starts
The number of valve group starts from the start program from the specified time in the 24 hour
period.

Manual
The number of manual starts given from the valve group from the set time in the 24 hour period.

Total
The total number of starts of the valve group(s) from the set time in the 24 hour period.

3 ST - Temp - Humid - Rad - Sum - PAR - PARSum - Clock - Ext - Rest - Manual - Transp. - Moist - Tens -
Sequence - VPD

ST
The number of the start program.

Temp
The number of starts from the start program from the set time in the 24 hour period because of an
(outside) temperature that is too high or too low.

Humid
The number of starts from the start program from the set time in the 24 hour period because of a
RH that is too low or a HD that is too high.

Rad
The number of starts from the start program from the set time in the 24 hour period because of a
radiation intensity that is too high or too low.

Sum
The number of starts from the start program from the set time in the 24 hour period because of a
measured radiation sum.
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PAR
The number of starts from the start program from the set time in the 24 hour period because of a
PAR intensity that is too high or too low.

PARSum
The number of starts from the start program from the set time in the 24 hour period because of a
measured PAR sum.

Clock
The number of starts from the start program from the set time in the 24 hour period because of the
settings of the day and/or week clock.

Ext
The number of starts from the start program from the set time in the 24 hour period because of an
external start contact.

Rest
The number of starts from the start program from the set time in the 24 hour period because of an
elapsed (maximum) rest time.

Manual
The number of starts from the start program from the set time in the 24 hour period because of a
manual start of the start program.

Transp.
The number of starts from the start program from the set time in the 24 hour period because of a
measured transpiration sum, transpiration or dry-out (drain).

Moist
The number of starts from the start program from the set time in the 24 hour period because of a
moisture level of the substrate which is too low.

Tens
The number of starts from the start program from the set time in the 24 hour period because of a
too high tension limit (tensio) of the ground.

Sequence
The number of starts from the start sequence from the set time in the 24 hour period.

VPD
The number of starts from the start program from the set time in the 24 hour period because of a
measured vapour pressure deficit sum.

4 ST - Total

ST
The number of the start program.

Total
The total number of starts of this start program.
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M402.1 Overview starts yesterday
In this section you will find the number of times that the valve group(s) and the start programs (ST)
started yesterday.

The number of starts of the start program are subdivided into the conditions that these starts were
started on.

-NUMBER OF STARTS-

1 24-hours period
Time at which the 24-hour period of yesterday for the registration of the starts has started.

Refer to M402 Overview starts today (page 1043) for an explanation of lines 2 and 3.

M410 Overview valve starts today
This overview provides the number of today's valve starts.

1 VL - Group - Ext - Rest - Manual - VPD - Total

VL
The number of the valve.

Group
The number of starts of the valve as specified from the valve group (manual starts of the valve group
and starts from the start program) as from the specified time in the 24 hour period.

Ext
The number of the external starts of the valve from the set time in the 24 hour period.

Rest
The number of the starts of the valve from the crop aging recipe as from the set time in the 24 hour
period because of an elapsed maximum rest time.

Manual
The number of manual starts of the valve given from the set time in the 24 hour period.

VPD
The number of starts of the valve from the crop aging recipe as from the specified time in the 24-hour
period because of an elapsed vapour pressure deficit sum.

Total
The total number of starts of the valve as from the set time in the 24 hour period because of starts
from the valve group, external starts, manual starts of the valve and starts from the crop aging
recipe.

M410.1 Overview valve starts yesterday
This overview provides the number of yesterday's valve starts.

Refer to M410 Overview valve starts today (page 1045) for an explanation of line 1.
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Water dose

M412 Overview water dose today
This section lists per valve the average EC and pH values from today plus the total consumption and
consumption per unit (for example dripper).

1 VL - A_EC - A_pH - Quantity - ml per unit - l/m2 - Flow - Deviation

VL
The number of the valve.

A_EC
The average EC value.

A_pH
The average pH value.

Quantity
The total water consumption of this valve.

ml per unit
The water consumption per set unit.

l/m2

The total water consumption of this valve in l/m2.

Flow
The average measured flow of this valve.

Deviation
The deviation in percentages between the average measured flow and the average calculated flow
of the valve. For the calculated flow the 9 Correction more valves (page 724) in (I430.1 Water system
settings (page 722)) has been taken into account. A positive deviation means that the measured flow
was greater than the calculated flow.

A negative deviation can be caused by:
• contamination in the water supply system, such as the filter;
• a too large Number of units in I411.1 Valve installation (page 687);
• a too large Capacity per unit in I411.1 Valve installation (page 687).

M412.1 Overview water dose yesterday
This section lists per valve the average EC and pH values from yesterday plus the total consumption
and consumption per unit (for example dripper).

Refer to M412 Overview water dose today (page 1046) for an explanation of line 1.

M414 Overview water dose valves
This section includes the overview of the last irrigation cycle per valve. Here you can find information
about the date, time and quantity of the last irrigation cycle and about the quantity given from a
specific time. This moment can be perhaps the start of a crop or crop phase.
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With a low irrigation frequency, for example once a week, this overview will provide you with
information that is no longer available in M412 Overview water dose today (page 1046) or
M412.1 Overview water dose yesterday (page 1046).

1 VL - Day - Date - Time - Cycle - Total - Rest time - Level

VL
The number of the valve.

Day - Date
Reference to the day of the last irrigation cycle.

Time
Reference to the (start) time of the last irrigation cycle.

Cycle

Reference to the quantity of the last phase of the last irrigation cycle in l/m2.

Total
The total consumption is adjustable and the count continues from the modification. This allows you
to register the quantity in l/m2 of an entire crop or crop phase.

Rest time
Reference to the elapsed rest time since the last start of the valve.

Level
The measured level for the external valve start and/or stop. A trend is also displayed.

M414.1 Overview flush
This section contains an overview of the latest rinse per valve, including information about the time
that is yet to elapse until a valve is rinsed.

1 VL - Day - Date - Time - Flush after

VL
The number of the valve.

Day - Date
Reference to the day of the last flushing.

Time
Reference to the (start) time of the last rinse.

Flush after
Irrigation time that is still to elapse for the valve after which flushing will take place, if flushing has
been released for the valve (column Release in I414) and in the start program (Release flushing in
I404).
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Transpiration

M403 Overview transpiration today
This section includes the overview of the transpiration sum start of today.

-TRANSPIRATION SUM START-

1 24-hours period
Time at which the 24 hour period of today has started for the registration of the transpiration and
at which the overview can be printed if required.

2 ST - Transpiration sum - Desired drain - Actual drain

ST
The number of the start program.

Transpiration sum

The total quantity of water per m2 that is transpired after the 24 hour period transition.

Desired drain

The total quantity of drain per m2 that is desired after the 24 hour period transition.

Actual drain

The total quantity of drain per m2 that is realised after the 24 hour period transition.

M403.1 Overview transpiration yesterday
This section includes the overview of the transpiration sum start of yesterday.

See M403 Overview transpiration today (page 1048) for an explanation of the lines.

M403.2 Overview transpiration term
This section includes the overview of the transpiration sum start of the current term.

See M403 Overview transpiration today (page 1048) for an explanation of the lines.

M403.3 Overview transpiration pervious term
This section includes the overview of the transpiration sum start of the previous term.

See M403 Overview transpiration today (page 1048) for an explanation of the lines.
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Moisture level and drain

M405 Overview moisture content and drain today

This section contains the quantities of the water dose and drain in litres per m2 and percentages of
drain of today and of the last irrigation cycle. Also the data of the possible moisture measurements
are displayed. The drain values of the 24 hour period are calculated from the moment that 'today'
became valid.

The drain is calculated after the waiting time, whereas the dose is immediately processed
in the 24 hour period data. So the drain percentage will decrease during the cycle, because
the drain data is not yet known. Only when the drain measurement has been processed will
the percentage rise again and can the correct 24 hour period drain percentage be displayed.

The 24-hour period can be set in I7.1 Water registration (page 231).

-DRAIN REALIZATION-

1 24-hours period
Time at which the 24 hour period of today has started for the registration of the moisture
measurement and at which the overview can be printed if required.

-PER 24 HOURS-

3 SUB. MEAS. - Dose - Drain - Dr% - Take up - A_EC - ECslab - A_pH - Moist - Tensio

SUB. MEAS.
The number of the moisture measurement program.

Dose

The water dose in litres per m2 greenhouse area after the 24 hour period transition.

Drain

The drain in litres per m2 greenhouse area after the 24 hour period transition.

Dr%
The average drain percentage after the 24 hour period transition.

Take up
The quantity of water absorbed by the plant after the 24 hour period transition.

The take up is calculated by reducing the dose by the measured drain quantity. If a Groscale
is present, then in the calculation of the take up the weight increase or decrease can be
taken into account. The take up is a perfect component to compare with the calculated
evaporation sum, which under optimum conditions and a good working model should come
close.
Also this allows you to compare crop areas. With an identical crop and identical circumstances
the take up should be almost the same. Even if the water dose quantities vary, the take up
should be almost the same. If there are noticeable differences, then perhaps it is advisable
to check the plants for any possible growth disorders or diseases.
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A_EC
The average EC drain that is determined of the irrigation cycles of which drain is measured after the
24 hour period transition.

ECslab
The average EC of the slab after the 24 hour period transition and which is measured with the
substrate meter.

A_pH
The average pH drain that is determined of the irrigation cycles of which drain is measured after
the 24 hour period transition.

Moist
The average moisture level of the substrate after the 24 hour period transition, which is measured
with the slab weigher or the substrate meter.

Tensio
The average tensio (tension of the ground) per tensio meter after the 24 hour period transition.

-PER CYCLE-

4 SUB. MEAS. - Day - Date - Time - Dose - Drain - Dr% - Take up - EC - pH

SUB. MEAS.
The number of the moisture measurement program.

Day - Date
The day on which the session drain is calculated. This makes it recognisable which irrigation cycle
the drain data refers to.

Time
The time at which the session drain is calculated. This makes it recognisable which irrigation cycle
the drain data refers to.

Dose

The water dose in litres per m2 of greenhouse area of the last irrigation cycle.

Drain

The drain in litres per m2 of greenhouse area of the last irrigation cycle.

Dr%
The average drain percentage of the last irrigation cycle.

Take up
The quantity of water absorbed by the plant after the last irrigation cycle.

The take up is calculated by reducing the dose by the measured drain quantity. If a Groscale
is present, then in the calculation of the take up the weight increase or decrease can be
included. The take up is a perfect component to compare with the calculated evaporation
sum, which under optimum conditions and a good working model should come close.
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Also this allows you to compare crop areas. With an identical crop and identical circumstances
the take up should be almost the same. Even if the water dose quantities vary, the take up
should be almost the same. If there are noticeable differences, then perhaps it is advisable
to check the plants for any possible growth disorders or diseases.

EC
The EC drain of the last irrigation cycle.

pH
The pH drain of the last irrigation cycle.

In order to be able to calculate the drain quantity per m2 in I411.1 Valve installation (page 687) in the
'Area' column, the number of m2 per valve must be specified.

If after the calculation of the drain figures the drain is then measured (for example at night)
this drain quantity is processes in the next cycle (for example in the morning).

-CURRENT-

5 SUB. MEAS. - Status cycle drain - Drain - Moist - ECslab - Temp - Tensio - Dry-out - Transpiration -
Saturation weight - Dry-out weight - Weight - Desired dry-out weight

SUB. MEAS.
The number of the moisture measurement program.

Status cycle drain

Drain pit calc active, Drain tray calc active or Drain pipe calc active is set to NO.REST
The drain tray or drain pipe has not been calibrated.CHECK
The drain calculation is operational.OPERATION
A start request has been received from the start program, but the irrigation cycle has
not yet started.

START

A start request has been received from the start program, however the set waiting time
has not yet elapsed.

RESTART

The irrigation cycle is active.IRR CYCLE
The drain calculation is waiting until the set waiting time has elapsed.LEACHATE
The drain calculation is being carried out.MEASURE

Drain
The measured drain quantity of a cycle. This quantity keeps on rising until the time of the next start.
At the end of a cycle, after the draining period, a drain is calculated in l/m2 and a drain percentage
determined from this drain quantity and the measured water dose through the water system. After
a start, the quantity begins again at 0 litres.

Moist
The measured moisture level of the substrate measured with a slab weigher or with a substrate
meter.

ECslab
The measured EC in the substrate, measured with a substrate meter.

Temp
The measured temperature in the substrate, measured with a substrate meter.
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Tensio
The measured tensio (tension of the ground) per tensio meter.

Dry-out

The calculated dry-out of the slab in l/m2 indicates how far away the mat is from saturation. The
dry-out is calculated using the transpiration model and the weight measurement of the Groscale.

Transpiration
The speed of the transpiration. This speed is calculated using the transpiration model and the
measurement of the Groscale. The difference between the Groscale and the standard weight
measurements is the unique interface with the control software. This means minor differences can
be measured reliably and from this the transpiration is deducted.

Saturation weight
The weight of the saturated slab. If there is sufficient drain (more than 5%) after a cycle, the substrate
is considered saturated. The weight at that moment is the saturation weight. It gives an indication
of the condition of the substrate.

Transfer this value over a longer period into a graph to allow you to assess the condition of
the substrate effectively.

Dry-out weight

The calculated dry-out of the slab in kg. This dry-out has been converted from the dry-out in l/m2.

Weight
The measured weight of the slab.

Desired dry-out weight
The set or calculated dry-out limit in kg. This dry-out limit has been converted from the dry-out limit
in l/m2.

M405.1 Overview moisture level and drain yesterday
In this section you can find the overview of the water dose and the drain of the 24 hour period of
yesterday.

See M405 Overview moisture content and drain today (page 1049) for an explanation of the
lines.

M405.2 Overview moisture level and drain term
In this section you can find the overview of the water dose and the drain of the current period.

See M405 Overview moisture content and drain today (page 1049) for an explanation of the
lines.

M405.3 Overview moisture level and drain previous term
In this section you can find the overview of the water dose and the drain of the previous period.

See M405 Overview moisture content and drain today (page 1049) for an explanation of the
lines.
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Water consumption

M432 Overview water consumption today
This section describes the water consumption from today per water system, valve group and rinse
valve.

The 24-hour period can be set in I7.1 Water registration (page 231).

1 24-hours period
Time at which the 24 hour period of today has started for the registration of the water system and
at which the overview can be printed if necessary.

-WATER SYSTEM-

2 WS - Quant.irrig - Quant.dosage - Quant.flow meter 1, 2, 3

WS
The number of the water system.

Quant.irrig
The quantity of water that was applied to the crop today from the water system.

Quant.dosage
The quantity of water that came out of the dosing system today.

Quant.flow meter 1, 2, 3
Today’s consumption measured by the individual flow meters in the water system.

The location of the flow meters (in supply, in section of main, in drain line to sewer) is not fixed and
is defined by the dealer.

The extent to which the flow meter is used for irrigation or dosage is defined by the dealer.

-UV SYSTÈMES-

3 WS - Quant.UV treat

WS
The number of the water system.

Quant.UV treat
The quantity of water that has been treated today.

-VALVE GROUP-

4 VG - Quantity - l/m2

VG
The number of the valve group.
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Quantity
The consumption of the valve group.

l/m2

The consumption of the valve group in l/m2.

-MAIN RINSE VALVE-

5 Main - Quant.flow meter - Rinsed

Main
The number of the main.

Quant.flow meter
The total quantity of water that has been measured by flow meters (the configured flow meters on
the main) in the main of the rinse valve.

Rinsed
The rinsed quantity from the rinse valve.

-OPERATIONAL HOURS-

6 WS - Pump1 - Pump2 - Supply pump - Dosage

WS
The number of the water system.

Pump1/Pump2
The number of operational hours of the system pumps.

The system pumps are used alternately (on odd and even days) or together (in the case of a large
water demand).

Supply pump
The number of operational hours of the supply pump.

Dosage
The number of operational hours of the dosage.

M432.1 Overview water consumption yesterday
This section describes the water consumption from yesterday per water system, valve group and
rinse valve.

See M432 Overview water consumption today (page 1053) for an explanation of the lines.

M432.2 Overview water consumption term
This section describes the water consumption of the current term per water system, valve group
and rinse valve.

See M432 Overview water consumption today (page 1053) for an explanation of the lines.
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M432.3 Overview water consumption previous term
This section describes the water consumption of the previous term per water system, valve group
and rinse valve.

See M432 Overview water consumption today (page 1053) for an explanation of the lines.

Water registration

M406 Overview water registration today
This overview lists the current consumption per pulse meter, the total consumption of today and
the meter reading.

The 24-hour period can be set in I7.1 Water registration (page 231).

-IRRIGATION CONSUMPTION-

1 24-hours period
Time at which the 24 hour period of today has started for the registration of the pulse counters of
the irrigation and at which the overview can be printed if required.

3 Pulse m - Meter - Current - Limitation - Total - Meter reading

Pulse m
The number of the pulse meter.

Meter
The name of the meter as set by the dealer.

Current
The current consumption. This is a measure for the speed with which the pulses are registered at
this moment (units per hour).

Limitation
The limitation of the flow sensor, see Limitation (for a measurement or control) (page 1208).

Total
Depends on the application:
• for a flowmeter: quantity of liquid since the beginning of the period;
• for a counter: number of times since the beginning of the period.

Meter reading
The meter reading is adjustable and is counted continuously, starting from a modification.

M406.1 Overview water registration yesterday
This section lists the total consumption from yesterday per pulse meter and the meter reading.

See M406 Overview water registration today (page 1055) for an explanation of the lines.
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M406.2 Overview water registration term
This overview lists the current consumption per pulse meter, the total consumption of the current
term and the meter reading.

See M406 Overview water registration today (page 1055) for an explanation of the lines.

M406.3 Overview water registration previous term
In this section you can find the total consumption from the previous term per pulse meter and the
meter reading.

See M406 Overview water registration today (page 1055) for an explanation of the lines.
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Fertiliser registration

M422 Overview fertiliser registration today
This section lists the consumed quantity of fertiliser by dosing channels and mix channels per water
system.

The 24-hour period can be set in I7.1 Water registration (page 231).

-FERTILISER CONSUMPTION-

1 24-hours period
Time at which the 24 hour period of today has started for the registration of the consumption of
the dosage and at which the overview can be printed if required.

2 DC - Channel - Measured consumption - Channel - Measured consumption - Unit

DC
The number of the dosage channel.

Channel
The name of the dosage channel.

Measured consumption
The quantity of fertiliser dosed in the water dose from the 24-hour period. The quantity is measured
or calculated via time measurement.

3 MC - Tank - Mix channel - Measured consumption
This line is visible if a fertiliser mixer has been selected via the order program.

MC
Number of the mixing channel.

Tank
Type of mixing tank.

Mix channel
The stock supply which is mixed here

Measured consumption
The measured quantity of fertiliser per mixing channel, added to the AB-tanks from the 24-hour
period. The measured quantity is moved from the stock supply to one or more fertiliser stocks.

M422.1 Overview fertiliser registration yesterday
This section lists the consumed quantity of fertiliser by dosing channels and mix channels per water
system.

See M422 Overview fertiliser registration today (page 1057) for an explanation of the lines.
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M422.2 Overview fertiliser registration term
This section lists the consumed quantity of fertiliser by dosing channels and mix channels per water
system.

See M422 Overview fertiliser registration today (page 1057) for an explanation of the lines.

M422.4 Overview fertiliser registration total

-FERTILIZER CONSUMPTION-

3 DC - Channel - Meas.consumpt.sum - Unit

DC
The number of the dosing channel.

Channel
The name of the dosing channel.

Meas.consumpt.sum
The summed quantity of fertiliser that has been dosed (measured or calculated via time
measurement). The value is not reset automatically; you can adjust this value yourself.

Unit
Your dealer has set the unit according to the capacity of the dosing channel.
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Tank

M422.3 Overview fertiliser registration previous term
This section lists the consumed quantity of fertiliser by dosing channels and mix channels per water
system.

See M422 Overview fertiliser registration today (page 1057) for an explanation of the lines.

M442 Overview tank today
In this section you can find the overview of the water content of the tanks of the 24 hour period of
today.

The 24-hour period can be set in I7.1 Water registration (page 231).

-TANK-

1 24-hours period
Time at which the 24 hour period of today has started for the registration of the water management
and at which the overview can be printed if necessary.

2 Tank - A_EC - A_pH - Quantity

Tank
The number of the tank.

A_EC
The average EC of the water that went into the tank today.

A_pH
The average pH of the water that went into the tank today.

Quantity
The quantity of water that went into the tank today.

3 Discharge water - Quantity

Discharge water

Quantity
Quantity of discharged water from the tanks allocated to the program during this period, today or
yesterday, according to the discharge program.

The consumption yesterday is retrieved by Priva Office Direct and registered for the water
management report.

M442.1 Overview tank yesterday
In this section you can find the overview of the water content of the tanks of the 24 hour period of
yesterday.
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-TANK-

1 24-hours period
Time at which the 24-hour period of yesterday started for the registration of the water management.

Refer to M442 Overview tank today (page 1059) for an explanation of line 2.
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Water operational hours

M433 Overview water systems operational hours term
This section describes the operating hours of the pump(s) per water system.

The start date of the term and the length of the term can be adjusted in I7.1 Water registration
(page 231).

-WATER SYSTEM-

1 From day
Date at which the actual term for the registration of the operational hours of the pumps started.

2 Current day
Reference to the current date.

3 To day
Date at which the current term for the registration of the operational hours of the pumps ends, after
which the overview is printed if necessary.

-OPERATIONAL HOURS-

3 WS - Pump1 - Pump2 - Supply pump - Dosage

WS
The number of the water system.

Pump1 - Pump2
The number of hours that the pump has been active.

Supply pump
The number of hours that the supply pump has been active.

Dosage
The number of hours of the dosage.

M433.1 Overview water system operational hours previous term
This section describes the operating hours of the pump(s) per water system.

See M433 Overview water systems operational hours term (page 1061) for an explanation of
the lines.

Substrate

M500 Overview substrate start
Overview of the last ten irrigation cycles (time, cause of start and measured moisture level during
the start).
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1 Day - Date - Cycle - Time - Cause - Rest time - Dry-out - Weight - Moisture level

Day
Day of the week and day number of the month.

Date
Name of the month of the year.

Cycle
The sequence number of the irrigation cycle for this day.

Time
Time of the day 0:00 – 23:59

Cause
The cause of every start.

DescriptionCauseSequence
number

No start. The screen will display ‘---‘.UNKNOWN0
The irrigation cycle is activated on the basis of a manual start.MANUAL1
The irrigation cycle is activated on the basis of a low measured
moisture level.

MOIST%-SLAB2

The irrigation cycle is activated on the basis of an excessively high
measured dry-out.

DRY-OUT3

The irrigation cycle is activated on the basis of the elapsed rest
time.

RESTTIME4

The irrigation cycle is activated as a result of the maximum
radiation sum being reached.

RADIATION SUM5

The irrigation cycle is activated on the basis of one or more
adjustable start conditions.

EXTERNAL6

The irrigation cycle is activated on the basis of a rinse out action.DRAINAGE7
The irrigation cycle is activated on the basis of a safety start.SAFETY LEVEL8

If the irrigation cycle is started on the basis of more than one valid condition, the condition
with the lowest sequence number is displayed.

Rest time
Elapsed time after last irrigation start.

Dry-out
The dry-out of the pot or the substrate at the start of the irrigation cycle.

Weight
Measured total weight of the substrate located on the weighing scale at the moment that the irrigation
cycle starts.

Moisture level
The measured moisture level at the start of the irrigation cycle.
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-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

2 Desired/measured dry-out

Desired dry-out.
The desired decrease in the quantity of moisture relative to the total saturation weight used, expressed
in millilitres per unit.

Measured dry-out
The measured decrease in the quantity of moisture relative to the total saturation weight used,
expressed in millilitres per unit.

The measured dry-out is capped at zero, negative values are not displayed.

2 Desired/measured weight

Desired weight total
The desired weight of the plants and the substrate that are on the weighing scale.

Measured weight total
The current measured weight of the plants and the substrate that are on the weighing scale.

3 Desired/measured weight per unit

Desired weight unit.
Desired weight of one unit for the current period.

Measured weight unit.
The current measured weight of one unit.

4 Extra influence moisture limit
Adjustment of the desired or calculated moisture decrease relative to the saturation weight used in
kilograms, as a result of an adjustable influence.

4 Extra influence moisture limit
Adjustment of the desired or calculated moisture decrease relative to the saturation weight used in
millilitres/unit, as a result of an adjustable influence.

5 Desired/measured moisture

Desired moisture
The current desired percentage moisture level.

Measured moisture
The current measured percentage moisture.
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5 Min/elapsed rest time

Min rest time
The minimum duration between the start of the last irrigation cycle and the start of the new irrigation
cycle.

elapsed rest time
Actual duration since the last irrigation cycle.

6 Min/desired/elapsed rest time

Minimum rest time
The minimum duration between the start of the last irrigation cycle and the start of the new irrigation
cycle.

Des rest time
The set Rest time (I500) between the start of the last irrigation cycle and the start of the new irrigation
cycle.

elapsed rest time
Actual duration since the last irrigation cycle.

7 Radiation sum limit/adjustment/applied

Radiation sum sett
The maximum radiation sum between the start of the last irrigation cycle and the start of the new
irrigation cycle.

Radiation sum adjust.
Adjustment of the maximum radiation sum as a result of a set user-defined influence.

Radiation sum calc.
Calculated maximum radiation sum as a limit for the starting of a new irrigation cycle.

8 Radiation sum limit
The maximum radiation sum between the start of the last irrigation cycle and the start of the new
irrigation cycle that is applicable for the current period.

9 Radiation sum after last irr. cycle
The current measured radiation sum after the start of the last irrigation cycle

This sum is reset at the start of each irrigation cycle, as well as each new day at sunset or
sunrise (depending on the setting in I500.4).

10 Expected dry-out night
The dry-out during the night is predicted on the basis of the current transpiration and an expected
decrease curve.

Based on this decrease curve, the control determines at what time the irrigation should stop.
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11 Expected weight night period
The weight during the night is predicted on the basis of the current transpiration and an expected
decrease curve.

Based on this decrease curve, the control determines at what time the irrigation should stop.

12 Calculated weight safety start
Weight of the weighing scale below which an irrigation start is triggered to prevent excessive dry-out.

13 Measured transpiration per m²
The decrease in the measured humidity expressed in litres per m² per hour.

14 Status
See 32 Period/status (page 807)

15 Number of starts after drain
Number of irrigation starts that have taken place after the last drain rinse out.

16 Number of hours increasing dry-out
The elapsed time since the last drain rinse out.

M500.1 Overview substrate start Drainage
This overview stores the information of the last 10 drain cycles. There is only registration of maximum
one drain cycle per day.

In this overview you can consult the saturation weight in I500. If Method determination saturation
weight is set to MANUAL, the manually determined weight must be equal to the weight in the last
line of this overview.

1 Day - Date - Time - Sequence - Weight - Moisture level - Drain action

Day
Day of the week and day number of the month.

Date
Name of the month of the year.

Time
Time of the day 0:00 – 23:59

Sequence
The sequence number of the adjustment of the saturation weight for the relevant day.

Weight
The weight of the substrate at the time of the determination of the saturation weight.

Moisture level
The moisture level that is measured at the time of the measurement of the first drain.
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Drain action

The first drain measurement was not the result of an active drain action by the user.NO
The first drain measurement was measured after the starting of a RINSE OUT.RINSE OUT
The first drain measurement was measured after the starting of a EVENNESS.EVENNESS
Not applicable24-HOUR DRAIN

M500.2 Overview substrate start history
Overview of the last 40 irrigation cycles (time, cause of start and measured moisture level during
the start).

Custom sections

I705 Universal sensors

1 UNIVERSAL MEASUREMENT - Measured universal sensor - Measured universal sensor
Measured values from universal measurements that can be used in locations that you can specify
in a customer-specific solution.

I702 Program functions/Settings

Program functions active
Option whether the functions programmed at installation level are active.

By setting this option to NO you are disabling ALL programmed functions.

I720 Universal influence
The Universal influence program makes it possible to combine several measured or calculated values
(max 6). Thus, you can, for instance, determine the sum, average or highest or lowest value of various
values. In addition, you can create a different combination for each period with universal influences.
These universal influences (max 5) may be applied as extra influences on the controls, see Overview
of settings to which an influence can be connected (page 45).

1 Period

2 Extra influence 1 : adjustment
The size of the desired adjustment of the universal influence by means of an Extra influence. The
dealer has defined what extra influences will be used.

In Priva Office Direct, you can see which Extra influence has been set in the window of the
setting table.

7 Period

8 Extra influence adjustment 1
The calculated adjustment of the extra influence on the universal influence.
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13 Calculation method
Choose how the various influences are to be combined into one universal influence.

14 Universal influence base
The basic value of the universal influence to which the adjustments are added.

If no adjustment is calculated (for instance if the period is not active), this basic value will be the
universal influence.

15 Calc universal influence
The current universal influence for each period.

16 Activated
Each period of the calculated universal influences can be switched on and off under the influence
of a different setting. This is generally the period division in which the influence is used. Your dealer
has set this for you. The result of this will be displayed.

17 Selected universal influence
Indicates that at this moment a universal influence has been calculated.

If several periods have been activated simultaneously, the period with the highest number will be
selected.

If no period has been activated, period 1 will be selected.

M711 Overview external data
This section makes it possible to use external data that has been written via a data connection.
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Dosing channels

I760 DOSING CHANNEL/SETTINGS DOSING CHANNEL
This section contains the settings for extra dosage channels which dose synchronously with a
connected water system.

1 Start if recipe number is equal to
The dosing starts when the recipe number of the connected water system matches the Start if recipe
number is equal to.

2 Number of pulses per m³
Quantity that is dosed is expressed in the number of pulses per m3.

3 Quantity
The desired quantity of fertilisers per dosage channel.

-CALCULATED AND MEASURED-

4 Number of pulses per hour
Calculated number of pulses per hour for the dosing pump.

5 Status water system
Current status of the connected water system.

6 Flow water system
Current flow from the connected water system.

7 Recipe number
Current recipe number for the connected water system.

I760.1 Dosage channel settings
This section contains the settings for extra dosage channels which dose synchronously with a
connected water system.

1 DC - Channel - Capacity - Unit - Status - Limitation - Reset failure

Channel
Selection of the name of the dosage channel. When '---' is selected dosing does not take place.

Capacity
Capacity of the dosing channel. The amount of fertiliser that is dosed when the channel is opened
100 %.

Unit
The unit selected in I760.6.

Status
Refer to M760 Dosage channel overview (page 1069).
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Limitation
Refer to M760 Dosage channel overview (page 1069).

Reset failure
This allows you to lift the block on the dosage channel control once the error has been resolved.

M760 Dosage channel overview
This section gives an overview of the dosage at this moment.

1 DC - Channel - Wat sys - Flow - Recipe - Status - Limitation - Calc% - Meas% - Flow - Unit

DC
Number of the dosing channel.

Channel
Name of the dosing channel.

Wat sys
The status of the water system which this dosage channel is part of. In the status [Operation] the
dosage channel can become active.

Flow
In I760.5 a selection variable has been added to a measured (or fixed) flow of a specific main. The
flow is displayed here. The quantity of the dosage with this dosage channel depends on the flow
that is displayed here.

Recipe
In I760.5 a selection variable has been added to the current recipe of a specific water system. The
current recipe for the water system is displayed here. If the recipe number matches the Dosing
recipe no. in I760 then dosing will eventually take place with this dosage channel.

Status

The dosage is in rest mode.REST
The dosage is waiting for installation to be ready. Refer to the limitations for more
information.

CHECK

Wait for the start signal (everything is ready).START
Dosage is operational. There is no limitation.OPERATION
After reset there is a waiting time until all components of the irrigation have been reset.RESET
The dosage is in error mode. Refer to the limitations for more information.ERROR
The dosage is waiting until the Nutronic is ready.NUTRONIC
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Limitation

There is no limit.NONE
One of the dosage channels is not ready for use.CHANNEL
The mixing tank is empty. There is a waiting time until the level of the mixing tank is
above the minimum again.

MIXING TANK

The dosage in ERROR has been reported via an external signal. The cause of this depends
on the installation.

EXTERNAL

The pH sensors have not been calibrated.pH CALIB
There is a waiting time until the EC supply sensor is ready for use.ECs SNS
There is a waiting time until the EC sensor is ready for use.EC SNS
There is a waiting time until the pH sensor is ready for use.pH SNS
The measured pH is too low. Alarm 730 Irr.water pH too low (acid) has been activated.CTR pH ↓
The measured pH is too high. Alarm 731 Irr.water pH too high (alkalye) has been activated.CTR pH ↑
The measured EC is too high. Alarm 732 Irr.water EC too high has been activated.CTR EC ↑
The measured EC is too low. Alarm 733 Irr.water EC too low has been activated.CTR EC ↓
The measured pH is lower than the limit that has been set in I403 Recipe settings (page
692). Alarm 782 Recipe:.. irr.water pH too low has been activated.

RCP pH ↓

The measured pH is higher than the limit that has been set in I403 Recipe settings (page
692). Alarm 783 Recipe:.. irr.water pH too high has been activated.

RCP pH ↑

The measured EC is higher than the limit that has been set in I403 Recipe settings (page
692). Alarm 784 Recipe:.. irr.water EC too high has been activated.

RCP EC ↑

The measured EC is lower than the limit that has been set in I403 Recipe settings (page
692). Alarm 785 Recipe:.. irr.water EC too low has been activated.

RCP EC ↓

There is a waiting time until the Nutronic is ready.FINE TUNING
An alarm has been triggered in the Nutronic. Refer to the alarm message on the printer
display for more information.

NUTRONIC

The connection with the Nutronic is faulty.CONNECTION

Calc%
The desired flow as a percentage of the maximum capacity.

Meas%
The current flow as a percentage of the maximum capacity. With servo control, this values runs
slightly behind the Calc% because of the run time for this valve.

Flow
The flow that is calculated for this dosage channel.

Unit
Unit of the flow that is displayed in the preceding column.
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Alarms

Alarm 1 Analogue input:.. outside limits

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 2 Internal system clock stopped
Process computer is not running correctly due to serious system error.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 3 Waiting for release to start-up
The process computer does not start because not all I/O modules are available. Your dealer can
release the restarting of the process computer, which means that the process computer will start
with a partially available I/O network.

For as long as not all I/O modules are available, the process computer does not perform
any controls. The measurements of the I/O modules that are available can be seen in
the sections.
The process computer continues to check whether the I/O modules are available; if the
I/O modules report their availability, the process computer starts as normal.
This alarm is triggered every 15 minutes for as long as not all I/O modules are available.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 4 Operational with incompl. I/O :..
This alarm is a reminder: your dealer has started the process computer with a partially available I/O
network.

The process computer is operational while not all I/O modules are available. This will cause
some controls to work with non-current values, which will result in undesired controls.
If this alarm appears, it is very important that you should check your climate conditions and
the status of the installations yourself.

The process computer continues to check whether the I/O modules are available; if the
I/O modules report their availability, the process computer starts as normal.
This alarm is triggered every hour for as long as not all I/O modules are available.

Result

Your contractor must rectify the error in the I/O network as soon as possible.Action

Alarm 5 NO I/O available
The whole I/O network cannot be found or is not available.

The measured values displayed are not up to date. The control application is active,
but measurements and controls are not available. After 5 minutes, the process computer
will restart itself.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action
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Alarm 8 0V ref voltage failure board:..
0 Volt voltage error at the specified location.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9 5V ref voltage failure board:..
5 Volt voltage error at the specified location.

Check that the 24 VDC system power supply is working.
Please contact your Priva Partner.

Action

Alarm 10 External alarm defective inp:..
The external alarm measurement is out of range.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 11 External alarm
The process computer measures an external alarm situation via a digital input.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 20 Restart failure .. hour data loss

The process computer has started up with old data and settings, which does not occur under
normal circumstances. Data and settings may have been lost.

This alarm is triggered during start-up if:
• the current backup set is not reliable or is defective;
• the current data and settings are corrupt.

The alarm indicates how old the read data and settings are.

The message 1900 Restart process computer is visible in M1.
Recent changes in settings may have been lost, so that the process computer is working
with an earlier set of settings.
Data loss means that your report may be misleading: it may be the case that the crop
has received illumination and water, even though the report shows a shortage.

Result

View M0.2.
Reset this alarm in M0.2 using the line RESET:Restart failure xx hour data loss.
Restore the data loss by repeating your most recent settings.
Please contact your Priva Partner.

Action

Alarm 21 Test alarm output 1
Alarm output 1 is being tested.

In I3 Alarm output test set the Alarm output 1 OFF.Action
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Alarm 22 Test alarm output 2
Alarm output 2 is being tested.

In I3 Alarm output test set the Alarm output 2 OFF.Action

Alarm 23 Test alarm output 3
Alarm output 3 is being tested.

In I3 Alarm output test set the Alarm output 3 OFF.Action

Alarm 25 Start times periods wrong
The periods have not been set correctly at the specified location: the start times of the periods must
be in ascending order.

Alarm 26 Limitation: ..
One of the controls reports a limitation. The location indicates the control.

Period shift
The period shift program reports a limitation, see 9 Limitation (page 233). In I107.1 you can see which
specific line has a limitation.

Alarm 30 Controller defective:..
The field device control is not working because
• the control is defective, or
• the field device is reporting a defect, or
• the data connection with the field device has been lost.

See Explanation of numbers in messages from field equipment (page 1202) for an explanation of the
figure.

The result fed back from the field device is unreliable.Result
Action • Check the network connection and the field device.

• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Alarm 31 Controller defective:..
See Alarm 30 Controller defective:.. (page 1073).

Alarm 34 Controller fails to work:..
The field device is not carrying out the task assigned by the control correctly because
• the field device is defective, or
• the result that the field device is feeding back deviates significantly from the task assigned.

See Explanation of numbers in messages from field equipment (page 1202) for an explanation of the
figure.
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The field device cannot be controlled.
In some situations this failure is resolved automatically after

Result

• a set time has elapsed after which the control considers the field device to be
reliable, or

• the control has been restarted.

Action • Check the network connection and the field device.
• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Alarm 39 Controller wrong configuration
Controller incorrectly connected.

The control passes on incorrect commands.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 40 Measurement defective:..
The measurements from the field device are no longer reliable because, for example, the field device
is reporting a defect or because the data connection with the field device has been lost.

See Explanation of numbers in messages from field equipment (page 1202) for an explanation of the
figure.

The controls stop or continue to operate using the last measurement(s).Result
Action • Check for loose contacts or broken cables.

• Check the network connection and the field device.
• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Alarm 41 Measurement defective:..
See Alarm 40 Measurement defective:.. (page 1074).

Alarm 42 Measurement defective:..
The measurements are no longer reliable.

The alarm contains a 4-digit code: <n>0<ii>.
• n = I/O module number
• ii = channel number

For instance: 1016 = I/O module 1, channel 16.

The controls stop or continue to operate using the last measurement(s).Result
Action • Check for loose contacts or broken cables.

• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Alarm 49 Meas value wrong configuration
Sensor incorrectly configured.

The control interprets the measured result incorrectly.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action
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Alarm 50 Failure sensor defective inp:..
The measurement is defective. The location specifies the component. The measured value falls
outside of the permitted range or there is a defect in the input module.

Alarm 51 Failure message
A component is reporting a malfunction (via an input). The location indicates the component.

Alarm 52 Sensor outside range
The location indicates the component whose measured value is outside the permissible range.

The control continues.Result

Alarm 53 Drive error
An error has occurred during control, for example the desired position is not reached in time.

The control stops or may no longer control accurately.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 54 Switched to timed drive
This is a warning that the control of the air mixer valve is no longer working on the basis of feedback,
but on the basis of run time.

The accuracy of the control cannot be guaranteed.
The respecting of the minimum and maximum positions cannot be guaranteed.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.
Use Reset failure (I190.3) to cancel the time control.

Action

Alarm 60 Control unreliable, repeat ..
This is a repeat alarm for a defective supply/return, air/water temperature measurement in the air
treatment control. The relevant heat block, cold block or combi block remains switched on because
Ignore faulty temperature measurements (I155.1) is set to YES.

By ignoring the defective measurement, an undesirably large amount of cold or heat
may be blown out.

Result

Have the defective meter replaced by your dealer.Action

Alarm 70 Flex-alarm:..
This alarm has been generated by the Flex software of your process computer. Your dealer is
responsible for this custom solution and can explain the circumstances in which this alarm will be
activated. Your dealer can also tell you the meaning of the reported information number.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action
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Alarm 74 Invalid program function line
This alarm has been generated by the Flex software of your process computer. Your dealer is
responsible for this custom solution and can explain the circumstances in which this alarm will be
activated. Your dealer can also tell you the meaning of the reported information number.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 75 universal pp meas defect. inp:..
In order to control an adjusting instrument, a universal pulse-pause control is used. The fed back
position of this pulse-pause control is outside the characteristic (dealer setting Actual mV : value
scaled). The measured voltage is lower than the lowest value - 50mV or higher than the highest value
+ 50mV.

The pulse-pause control is deactivated, any ongoing pulse will be aborted once the
minimum pulse length has expired.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 76 Universal pp drive defective
In order to control an adjusting instrument, a universal pulse-pause control is used. This control is
active but the calculated position has not been achieved within the set maximum time.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 80 Rainfall radar communication alarm
The process computer has not received any data from the rain radar website for 10 minutes.

This alarm is triggered if the system time on the Priva Office Server and the process computer differ.

Curtain and vent position limitations may remain in force while not required, there will
be no further reaction to forecast precipitation.

Result

Check the times on the Priva Office Server and the process computer (in Priva Office
Direct: \General \Priva Office Configuration \Time synchronisation settings).
Please contact your dealer, check the vent position limits (I125.3 Vent maximum) and
curtain position limits (I168 Curtain control) yourself.

Action

Alarm 81 Rainfall radar alarm .. mm/hr
Precipitation at an intensity higher than the set Intensity is expected for the Rainfall radar alarm within
the set Time-frame.

This is not a defect, it is a warning.

Alarm 82 Rainfall radar phase 1 .. mm/hr
Precipitation at an intensity higher than the set Intensity is expected for Protection phase 1 within the
set Time frame.

This is not a defect, it is a warning.
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If Protection is activated in the rainfall radar control for Protection phase 1:Result
• the control moves the vents to the set maximum position (specification in I125.3

Vent maximum)
• the control moves the curtains to the set Curtain position limitation (specification

in I168 Curtain control)

Alarm 83 Rainfall radar phase 2 .. mm/hr
Precipitation at an intensity higher than the set Intensity is expected for Protection phase 2 within the
set Time-frame.

This is not a defect, it is a warning.

If Protection is activated in the rainfall radar control for Protection phase 2:Result
• the control moves the vents to the set maximum position (specification in I125.3

Vent maximum)
• the control moves the curtains to the set Curtain position limitation (specification

in I168 Curtain control)

Alarm 84 Weather sensor not applied
Components of the weather station (e.g. climate, light or irradiation) do not have a sequence number.

The relevant measurements will not be used.Result
Check the settings in I4.4.Action

Alarm 90 Communication failure
There is an external communication error in the process computer.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 91 Electr. import measuring dfct
The measurement of the pulse meters for electricity import (configured in I200.8, dealer setting) is
outside the measurement range.

The electricity management remains active, but the registration of the electricity import
is incorrect.
The import monitoring based on direct current measurement will continue.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 92 Electr. export measuring dfct
The measurement of the pulse meters for electricity export (configured in I200.8, dealer setting) is
outside the measurement range.

The electricity management remains active, but the registration of the electricity export
is incorrect.
The export monitoring based on direct current measurement will continue.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action
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Alarm 100 Outside temperature def inp:..
The outside temperature measurement falls outside the permissible range.

The last correct measurement will remain on the screen.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 101 Wind speed defective inp:..
The wind speed measurement falls outside the permissible range.

The last correct measurement will remain on the screen.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 102 Wind direction defective inp:..
The wind direction measurement falls outside the permissible range.

The last correct measurement will remain on the screen.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 103 Radiation defective inp:..
The radiation meter measurement falls outside the permissible range.

The last correct measurement will remain on the screen.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 104 Outside relative humidity defect
The outside RH meter measurement falls outside the permissible range (dealer settings Alarm limit
min and Alarm limit max).

The last correct measurement will remain on the screen.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 105 Rain detector defective inp:..
The rain sensor measurement falls outside the permissible range.

The last correct measurement will remain on the screen.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 106 Univ sensor defective inp:..
The universal sensor measurement falls outside the permissible range.

The last correct measurement will remain on the screen.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action
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Alarm 107 Forced rain defective inp:..
The forced rain input measurement falls outside the permissible range.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 108 Plant monitor sensor def inp:..

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 109 PAR measurement defective inp:..
The PAR sensor measurement falls outside the permissible range.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 110 No release frost limit
A frost limit has been linked to a vent control, but the frost limit has not been released.

Presently a frost limit has not been activated for this control.Result
Release the frost limit (I4) and check the settings or assign another frost limit (in I4.3).Action

Alarm 111 No release storm limit
A storm limit has been linked to a vent or curtain control, but the storm limit has not been released.

Presently a storm limit has not been activated for this control.Result
Release the storm limit (I4) and check the settings or assign another storm limit (in I4.3).Action

Alarm 112 Rain quantity defective inp:..
The rain quantity sensor measurement falls outside the permissible range.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 113 Irrad.sensor temp defect inp:..
The temperature measurement from the irradiation sensor falls outside the permissible range.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 114 Irrad.sensor rad. def inp:..
The radiation measurement from the irradiation sensor falls outside the permissible range.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action
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Alarm 115 Snow cover sensor def inp:..
The measurement of the snow covering is defective. The measured value falls outside of the permitted
range or there is a defect in the input module.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 116 Grh roof covered with snow
A covering of snow has been detected. The pressure of this covering of snow can cause damage to
the fittings and fixtures.

Ensure that the snow covering melts and check whether this causes the snow covering
to disappear.

Action

Alarm 118 Mutual deviation PAR measurement
There are several PAR meters present in the compartment and the greatest mutual difference
measured is greater than the stated Difference limit (I100). If you accept this measured difference,
you can set the Difference limit higher.

Check the PAR meters for possible pollution.
Check the connection to the PAR-meters.
Please contact your Priva Partner.

Action

Put the defective PAR-meter out of action temporarily by disconnecting it in I100.3 or having
the PAR sensor switched off automatically by setting Monitoring with calculated rad. to YES.

Alarm 119 Measured PAR level too low
The PAR-measurement is 0 umol/s/m2 while there is radiation according to the calculation. The
influence of growing light and curtains is taken into account.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 120 Univ servo meas defective inp:..
The measured servo position measurement falls outside the range.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 121 Univ servo control def
The difference between the calculated and measured servo position is greater than the maximum
limit.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action
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Alarm 122 Pulse meter defective inp:..
One of the following pulse meters is defective:
• pulse meter in a heating system;
• pulse meter in a heat exchanger;
• pulse meter in an evaporator;
• pulse meter in a well;
• pulse meter in a main between well and well exchanger.

Pulse meter in a heating system

Pulse meter in a heat exchanger

Pulse meter in an evaporator

No registration takes place.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Pulse meter in a well

Pulse meter in a main between well and well exchanger

Depending on Automatic restart after failure (I384.1 or I385.1 )Result
• YES: the well concerned remains available for production and the measurement

from the defective sensor is ignored.
• NO: the well pump is switched off, the well valve closed and the well is not available.

The well control can remain active if a well pair can be formed with another well.

Please contact your Priva Partner.

Once the defective sensor has been replaced and linked, the well will restart after a set
time if automatic restarting of the well is permitted (YES has been selected in Automatic
restart after failure in I384.1 or I385.1 ). If this is not permitted, you can restart the well
manually by selecting YES in Manual restart in I384.1 or I385.1 .

Action

Alarm 123 Fan urgent alarm
The air treatment system has stopped because too many fans are in the failure status.

Air treatment system has been switched off. See overview in M15.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.
Take alternative measures, depending on the circumstances.

Action

Alarm 124 Pressure meas defective inp:..
A pressure sensor is defective. In M108 Overview pressure gauge you can see in which pressure sensor
the failure has occurred.

Note! The pressure control is switched off if this relates to a defective pressure sensor
in the mixing chamber or in the greenhouse (the Location column in M108 Overview
pressure gauge displays Mixing chamber or Greenhouse). All measures that have previously
been taken to reduce under pressure or over pressure are also rolled back. Personally
check the pressure in the greenhouse or the installation to avoid damage to the
greenhouse or the ATU.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action
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Alarm 125 Not urgent failure
One or more fans in the air treatment system are defective.

The air treatment system shows an error but continues to work using the remaining
fans. As not all fans are working, local temperature and/or humidity deviations may
arise locally in the growing area.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 126 Fan active sensor defect inp:..
The fan being active is not passed on to the control.

The fan is switched off and is no longer available. If an ATU only has one fan the ATU
fails to work also. When an ATU has a number of fans the ATU only fails to work if no
fans are available at all.

Result

Action • Check the cable work for a possible broken cable.
• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Alarm 127 Fan failure sensor def inp:..
A failure in the fan is not passed on to the control.

The fan is switched off and is no longer available. If an ATU only has one fan the ATU
fails to work also. When an ATU has a number of fans the ATU only fails to work if no
fans are available at all.

Result

Action • Check the cable work for a possible broken cable.
• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Alarm 128 Fan measurement defective inp:..
A failure has occurred when measuring the fan capacity.

The fan is switched off and is no longer available. If an ATU only has one fan the ATU
fails to work also. When an ATU has a number of fans the ATU only fails to work if no
fans are available at all.

Result

Action • Check the cable work for a possible broken cable.
• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Alarm 129 Fan control defective inp:..
Control of the fan capacity in the cold, heat or combi block is defective.

The fan is switched off and is no longer available. If an ATU only has one fan the ATU
fails to work also. When an ATU has a number of fans the ATU only fails to work if no
fans are available at all.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 130 Air inlet-outlet servo def in:..
A failure has occurred when measuring the position of an air inlet or air outlet.
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If the air inlet or the air outlet is defective it will be closed and the ATU will fail to work.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 131 Air inlet-outlet servo control def
Control of the position of an air inlet or air outlet is defective.

If the air inlet or the air outlet is defective the ATU will fail to work.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 132 Servo measurement def inp:..
A failure has occurred when measuring the capacity of the pump for cold transport.

The pump is switched off and is no longer available. In addition, the demand from the
components that are linked to the transport system is no longer passed on to the LT
heat management.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 133 Servo control defective inp:..
Control of the pump's capacity for cold transport is defective.

The pump is switched off and is no longer available. In addition, the demand from the
components that are linked to the transport system is no longer passed on to the LT
heat management.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 134 Valve control defective
The valve control unit is defective.

The control remains active.Result:
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 135 Mist pump failure def.inp:..
The mist pump failure measurement falls outside the permissible range. This alarm is activated
without delay and removed.

The mist pump failure measurement is no longer used to determine the 136 Mist pump
failure alarm.

Result

Alarm 136 Mist pump failure
The mist pump failure measurement indicates that the mist pump fails to work. This alarm is activated
without delay and removed.

The mist pump is no longer functioning. The misting control with mist valves and
Hygrofans is being obstructed.

Result
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Alarm 137 Fan failure
A failure has occurred in the external control of the fan.

The fan will be switched off after a dealer-set time and is no longer available. If an ATU
only has one fan the ATU fails to work also. When an ATU has a number of fans the
ATU only fails to work if no fans are available at all.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 138 Fan active failure
The fan is switched on or switched off but after 1 minute this has still not been passed on to the
control.

-Result
-Action

Alarm 139 Frost contact inp.. outside limits
The frost thermostat measurement falls outside the permissible range.

None, this alarm does not have consequences for frost protection.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 140 H-mode combi block def.inp:..
It is not possible to determine whether or not the combi block is in heat mode.

The last combi block mode is continued, regardless of whether the air treatment strategy
demands a different mode.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 141 C-mode combi block defect inp:..
It is not possible to determine whether or not the combi block is in cooling mode.

The last combi block mode is continued, regardless of whether the air treatment strategy
demands a different mode.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 142 Pulse valve open defect inp:..
A failure has occurred when measuring the end position of the valve on the combi block while the
valve is opened.

The desired position of the valve will be set directly instead of gradually. It is also possible
that the desired position will not be set.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action
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Alarm 143 Pulse valve closed defect inp:..
A failure has occurred when measuring the end position of the valve on the combi block while the
valve is closed.

The desired position of the valve will be set directly instead of gradually. It is also possible
that the desired position will not be set.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 144 ATU pre-calculation out of limits
The calculated hose temperature and/or humidity have been outside the limits set by Priva for some
time.

In the current conditions, the pre-calculation of the air treatment unit control cannot
select which ATU component should be used. The previous selection will be retained.

Result

Check the climate conditions.
Please contact Priva.

Action

Alarm 145 Pulse valve time-out
Measuring the position of the valve on the combi block has not been active for an excessive period.
The dealer specifies how long this is permitted before this time-out occurs.

The last combi block mode is continued. If this mode is not the mode being demanded
by the air treatment strategy the combi block is no longer available.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 146 Time-out combi block mode
The combi block has been switching from one mode to another mode for an excessive period. The
dealer specifies how long this is permitted before this time-out occurs.

The cooling and heating circuits on the ATU are switched off. The last combi block mode
is continued, regardless of whether the air treatment strategy demands a different
mode.

Result

-Action

Alarm 147 Repeated alarm (.. x)
A time-out has occurred more than 4 times because the combi block has been switching from one
mode to another mode for an excessive period.

The cooling and heating circuits on the ATU are switched off. The last combi block mode
is continued, regardless of whether the air treatment strategy demands a different
mode.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 148 Sum air inlet position too low
The measured positions of the air inlets (see INLET OUTSIDE AIR and INLET GRH. AIR columns in 28
Measured position in M157 Overview air mixing - result) together are smaller than a dealer-set minimum
above which the fan is switched on. The dealer has not enabled protection for under pressure in
the mixing chamber.
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The fan is switched off or not switched on.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 149 Frost contact active block freezes
The water in the spiral on the hot, cold or combi block that the frost thermostat is installed on is in
danger of freezing.

If Release frost protection (I155 Heat and cold blocks - settings) is set to 'YES' and the block
is not utilized by the control, then hotter water will be pumped through the block
continuously.
If Release frost protection (I155 Heat and cold blocks - settings) is set to ‘NO’, no action will
be taken.

Result

If this alarm is triggered while Release frost protection (I155 Heat and cold blocks - settings)
is set to 'YES', then the frost limit may have been set too low, as a result of which the
frost protection starts working too late.

Action

Alarm 150 Grh temperature defective inp:..
The greenhouse temperature measurement falls outside the permissible range.

If YES has been selected Infl hum meas defective in I110.1 Heating influences, I120.1
Ventilation influences en I180 Misting strategy then:

Result

• the last correct temperature measurement is used for the climate control;
• the last correct humidity measurement is used for the humidity control;
• the measurement from a second measuring box will be used, if it has been allocated

to this control.

If NO has been selected Infl hum meas defective in I110.1 Heating influences, I120.1
Ventilation influences en I180 Misting strategy then:
• the last correct temperature measurement is used for the climate control;
• humidity control stops;
• the measurement from a second measuring box will be used, if it has been allocated

to this control;
• the mist valves stop for humidification (humidification can still be used for cooling).

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 151 Wet bulb defective inp:..
The wet-bulb sensor measurement falls outside the permissible range.

If YES has been selected Infl hum meas defective in I110.1 Heating influences, I120.1
Ventilation influences en I180 Misting strategy then:

Result

• the last correct humidity measurement is used for the humidity control;
• the measurement from a second measuring box will be used, if it has been allocated

to this control.

If NO has been selected Infl hum meas defective in I110.1 Heating influences, I120.1
Ventilation influences en I180 Misting strategy then:
• humidity control stops;
• the measurement from a second measuring box will be used, if it has been allocated

to this control;
• the mist valves stop for humidification (humidification can still be used for cooling).

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 152 Electr.hum.sensor defect inp:..
The electronic humidity sensor measurement falls outside the permissible range.
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If YES has been selected Infl hum meas defective in I110.1 Heating influences, I120.1
Ventilation influences en I180 Misting strategy then:

Result

• the last correct humidity measurement is used for the humidity control;
• the measurement from a second measuring box will be used, if it has been allocated

to this control.

If NO has been selected Infl hum meas defective in I110.1 Heating influences, I120.1
Ventilation influences en I180 Misting strategy then:
• humidity control stops;
• the measurement from a second measuring box will be used, if it has been allocated

to this control;
• the mist valves stop for humidification (humidification can still be used for cooling).

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 153 Wet bulb wick is dry
The temperature difference between the dry bulb temperature and the wet bulb temperature is
less than 0.1 °C. Furthermore the dry bulb and the wet bulb meter are not defective and the dry
bulb meter indicates a temperature of more than 0 °C.

If YES has been selected Infl hum meas defective in I110.1 Heating influences, I120.1
Ventilation influences en I180 Misting strategy then:

Result

• the last correct humidity measurement is used for the humidity control;
• the measurement from a second measuring box will be used, if it has been allocated

to this control.

If NO has been selected Infl hum meas defective in I110.1 Heating influences, I120.1
Ventilation influences en I180 Misting strategy then:
• humidity control stops;
• the measurement from a second measuring box will be used, if it has been allocated

to this control;
• the mist valves stop for humidification (humidification can still be used for cooling).

Check the measuring box, the wick and the measuring box liquid.Action

Alarm 154 Grh air temperature too high
The measured temperature is higher than the specified maximum temperature limit.

Check the settings for heating, ventilation and air treatment.
Check the setting in I100 Alarm limits compartment
Check the setting in I150.1 Air treatment alarm limits
Check the settings for the greenhouse air temperature alarm in I102, if the crop exchange
strategy is active.
Check the settings in I100.1 Alarm limits corrections.
Check the settings in I100.2 Alarm limits corrections.
Check that the measurement box is working correctly.

Action

See also The temperature is too high (page 173).

Alarm 155 Grh air temperature too low
The measured temperature is lower than the specified minimum temperature limit.

Check the settings for heating, ventilation and air treatment.
Check the setting in I100 Alarm limits compartment
Check the setting in I150.1 Air treatment alarm limits
Check the settings for the greenhouse air temperature alarm in I102, if the crop exchange
strategy is active.
Check the settings in I100.1 Alarm limits corrections.
Check the settings in I100.2 Alarm limits corrections.
Check that the measurement box is working correctly.

Action
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See also The temperature is too low (page 173).

Alarm 156 Grh air humidity too high

The measured RH of the air is higher than the set limit.RH
The measured HD of the air is lower than the set limit.HD
Check the setting in I100 Alarm limits compartment
Check the setting in I150.1 Air treatment alarm limits
Check the settings in I100.1 Alarm limits corrections.
Check the settings in I100.2 Alarm limits corrections.
Check that the measurement box is working correctly.

Action

See also The air humidity is too high (page 174).

Alarm 157 Grh air humidity too low

The measured RH of the air is lower than the set limit.RH
The measured HD of the air is higher than the set limit.HD
Check the setting in I100 Alarm limits compartment
Check the setting in I150.1 Air treatment alarm limits
Check the settings in I100.1 Alarm limits corrections.
Check the settings in I100.2 Alarm limits corrections.
Check that the measurement box is working correctly.

Action

See also The air humidity is too low (page 174).

Alarm 158 Grh CO₂ level too high
The measured CO2concentration of the greenhouse air is higher than the set limit.

The alarm delay is specified in I100.

Check the setting in I100 Alarm limits compartment
Check the setting in I150.1 Air treatment alarm limits
Check the settings in I100.1 Alarm limits corrections.
Check the settings in I100.2 Alarm limits corrections.
Check that the CO₂ measurement is working correctly.

Action

See also The CO2 concentration is too high (page 174).

Alarm 159 Grh CO₂ level too low
The measured CO2concentration of the greenhouse air is lower than the set limit.

The alarm delay is specified in I100.

Check the setting in I100 Alarm limits compartment
Check the setting in I150.1 Air treatment alarm limits
Check the settings in I100.1 Alarm limits corrections.
Check the settings in I100.2 Alarm limits corrections.
Check that the CO₂ measurement is working correctly.

Action

See also The CO2 concentration is too low (page 174).
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Alarm 160 External contact defect inp:..
The external contact measurement falls outside the permissible range.

The last correct measurement is observed.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 161 Extra temperature def inp:..
The extra temperature sensor measurement falls outside the permissible range.

The last correct measurement is observed.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 162 Temp above vent temperature
The measured temperature is higher than the calculated alarm limit ventilation.

This alarm limit is the sum of:
• the calculated ventilation temperature;
• the alarm setting Measured above ventilation temperature (I100);
• Infl.temp (I100);
• Infl.rad (I100);
• Infl.crop treatm (I100);
• whether or not the irrigation is active;
• Increase alarm ventilation temperature (when crop treatment is active) I140 Crop treatment strategy

Check the settings for the ventilation and vents and the setting in I100 Alarm limits
compartment and the influence from I10 Alarm limits weather influence or (when crop
treatment is active) I140 Crop treatment strategy.

Action

For the alarm of an autonomous ventilation control, there are the alarm limit and alarm
delay:
• in M9120, if the autonomous ventilation control is linked to a compartment;
• in I9120.1, if the autonomous ventilation control is not linked to a compartment.

Alarm 163 Temperature below heat temp
The measured temperature is lower than the calculated alarm limit heating.

The calculated alarm limit heating is equal to the calculated heating temperature minus the set
Measured below heating temperature alarm setting (I100).

Check the settings for the heating and water temperature and the setting in I100.Action

For the alarm of an autonomous heating control, there are the alarm limit and alarm delay:
• in M9110, if the autonomous heating control is linked to a compartment;
• in I9110.1, if the autonomous heating control is not linked to a compartment.

Alarm 164 No measuring box allocated
No measuring box has been allocated to the relevant control. See I100.4 Allocate measuring box to
controls, I9100.4 Autonomous general/Greenhouse air allocation, I170.4 Allocate CO2 and I180.4
Allocate misting.
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Temperature, humidity and CO2 measurements are set to 0.Result
In the specified section, allocate a measuring box to the relevant control.Action

Alarm 165 Cold store temp above cool temp
The difference between the desired cooling temperature and the measured cold store temperature
is greater than the specified alarm Cold store above cool temperature.

Check the settings of the cooling control.Action

Alarm 166 No humidity meas allocated

Water temperature control or vent control
With the water temperature control (I115.1) or the vent control (I125.1), MEAS PLANT has been
selected, but the plant measurement is not present.

The humidity influence is 0.Result

Humidification control
The humidification control (I180.4) has not been linked to a measuring box.

Alarm 167 Plant temperature def inp:..
The plant temperature sensor measurement falls outside the permissible range.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 168 Temperature defective inp:..
The extra temperature sensor measurement falls outside the permissible range.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 169 Plant temperature too high
The measured plant temperature is higher than the specified maximum temperature limit.

Check the settings for the heating and ventilation and the settings in I100 Alarm limits
compartment.

Action

Alarm 170 Plant temperature too low
The measured plant temperature is lower than the specified minimum temperature limit.

Check the settings for the heating and ventilation and the settings in I100 Alarm limits
compartment.

Action
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Alarm 171 Measuring box defective
This alarm is triggered if:
• the measuring box fan has been idle for more than 5 hours;
• the measurement values are outside the measurement limits stated;
• communication is occurring via another process computer and no measurement box

measurement is received for 60 seconds;

Check whether the measuring box fan has not been switched off for longer than 5
hours by, for instance, the Switch off measuring box fan setting (I101 Compartment settings)
or by a phase in the crop treatment control.
Please contact your dealer if the malfunction persists.

User action

Check whether the measurement box connection in I9100.7 has been modified. If a
connection has been removed, the system must be restarted via S13.

Dealer action

Alarm 172 Measured radiation too high
The measured radiation in the compartment is higher than the alarm radiation upper limit.

Check the operation of the curtains and the setting in I100 Alarm limits compartment.Action

Alarm 173 Measured PAR level too high
The measured PAR level in the compartment or the PAR control is higher than the PAR level upper
limit alarm.

Check the operation of the curtains, the growing light and the alarm settings in I100
and I20.4.

Action

Alarm 175 No PAR sensor allocated
No PAR sensor has been connected to the PAR control.

The PAR control is not functioning because no PAR can be measured.Result
Action • Switch the PAR control off.

or
• Connect a PAR sensor to the PAR control using the table in 1 in I20.4 Allocate PAR

control installation.

Alarm 176 PAR sensor outside as reference
The PAR sensor outside has been connected to the PAR control.

The PAR control is not functioning (correctly) as it is not possible to use the
measurements from the PAR sensor outside for both the shading curtain control and
for the growing light system.

Result

Remove the connection between the PAR sensor outside and the PAR control using the
table in 1 in I20.4 Allocate PAR control installation.

Action

Alarm 177 Grow. light system allocated twice
The growing light system has been connected to both the PAR control and the growing light program.
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The growing light system is not responding to the strategy that has been set in I20 PAR
control strategy because the growing light system cannot be connected to both the PAR
control and the growing light program.

Result

Action • Remove the connection between the growing light system and the PAR control in
I20.4.
or

• Remove the connection between the growing light system and growing light
program in I205.4 Allocate growing light.

Alarm 178 Crop exchange strategy active

Humidity and greenhouse air temperature alarms may be suppressed.
Heating and ventilation settings may have been adjusted.

Result

Alarm 179 Temperature difference too large

CROP MONITOR
The absolute difference between measured plant temperature and air temperature is greater than
the set alarm limit (Temperature alarm difference/on delay in I106). The control the set alarm delay
takes into account.

No influence of the crop activity on the controls.Result
Check the position of the plant sensor.
Check the crop itself. Is the water dosage sufficient?

Action

Indoor CMP
The difference between the measured temperature and the calculated temperature in the indoor
area is greater than the set limit value.

Check the alarm limits in I195.1 Alarm limits indoor growingAction

Alarm 180 Absolute humidity too high
The air humidity is higher than the specified limit.

Check the humidity settings and the setting of the humidity alarm limits in I100 Alarm
limits compartment.

Action

Alarm 181 Absolute humidity too low
The air humidity is lower than the specified limit.

Check the humidity settings and the setting of the humidity alarm limits in I100 Alarm
limits compartment.

Action

Alarm 182 Relative humidity too high
The humidity of the indoor area is higher than the set limit.
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Check the alarm limits in I195.1 Alarm limits indoor growingAction

Alarm 183 Relative humidity too low
The humidity of the indoor area is lower than the set limit.

Check the alarm limits in I195.1 Alarm limits indoor growingAction

Alarm 184 Humidity deficit too high
The humidity of the indoor area is higher than the set limit.

Check the alarm limits in I195.1 Alarm limits indoor growingAction

Alarm 185 Humidity deficit too low
The humidity of the indoor area is lower than the set limit.

Check the alarm limits in I195.1 Alarm limits indoor growingAction

Alarm 186 CO₂ level too high
The measured CO₂ concentration of the indoor area is higher than the set limit.

Check the alarm limits in I195.1 Alarm limits indoor growing
Check that the CO₂ measurement is working correctly.

Action

Alarm 187 CO₂ level too low
The measured CO₂ concentration of the indoor area is lower than the set limit.

Check the alarm limits in I195.1 Alarm limits indoor growing
Check that the CO₂ measurement is working correctly.

Action

Alarm 188 Temperature too high
The measured temperature in the indoor area is higher than the set limit.

Check the alarm limits in I195.1 Alarm limits indoor growingAction

Alarm 189 Temperature too low
The measured temperature in the indoor area is lower than the set limit.

Check the alarm limits in I195.1 Alarm limits indoor growingAction
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Alarm 190 Pressure diff. deviation too large
The pressure difference between the indoor area and the environment is greater than the set limit.

Check the alarm limits in I195.1 Alarm limits indoor growingAction

Alarm 191 Relative hum. deviation too large
The difference between the measured value and the calculated value of the relative humidity in the
indoor area is greater than the set limit.

Check the alarm limits in I195.1 Alarm limits indoor growing
Check that the measurement box is working correctly.

Action

Alarm 192 Absolute hum. deviation too large
The difference between the measured value and the calculated value of the absolute humidity in
the indoor area is greater than the set limit.

Check the alarm limits in I195.1 Alarm limits indoor growing
Check that the measurement box is working correctly.

Action

Alarm 193 Hum. deficit deviation too large
The difference between the measured value and the calculated value of the humidity ratio deficit in
the indoor area is greater than the set limit.

Check the alarm limits in I195.1 Alarm limits indoor growing
Check that the measurement box is working correctly.

Action

Alarm 194 CO₂ level deviation too large
The difference between the measured CO₂ concentration and the calculated CO₂ concentration in
the indoor area is greater than the set limit.

Check the alarm limits in I195.1 Alarm limits indoor growing
Check that the measurement box is working correctly.

Action

Alarm 200 Water temp defective inp:..
Measurement of the temperature of a water temperature circuit is not correct. The location specifies
the component.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

BOILER
The supply temperature measurement of the boiler or the condenser of the boiler falls outside the
permissible range.

The most recent valid temperature measurement is maintained.Result
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TRANSP.MAIN
The measured transport temperature is outside the permitted range.

The mixing valve in the transport network remains in the same position and the
transport pump continues to run (two-speed pump continues to run at low speed). If
the pump was off before this alarm was issued, the pump will be switched on at
minimum capacity.

Result

MEAS WT
The measured water temperature is outside the permitted range.

The mixing valve is no longer driven.
The pump is switched on all the time. The last good temperature measurement will
remain in place (used, for example, for the actual capacity).

Result

HEAT PUMP TEMP W SUPP./TEMP W RET

HEAT PUMP TEMP C SUPP./TEMP C RET
The measurement of the supply or return temperature in the heat pump on the warm side or cold
side is defective.

The heat pump does not go into error, remains available and, if active, continues to
operate.

Result

HT-H.TRANSF.
The measurement of the supply temperature of the HT heat transfer is defective.

The HT heat transfer goes into error and is no longer available.Result

COLD WELL/WARM WELL
The temperature measurement in a warm or cold well is defective.

If the pump temperature sensor is defective and NO has been selected in Emergency
stop at defect (I384.4 or I385.4), the well remains active and the measurement from the
sensor concerned is ignored.
If the pump temperature sensor is defective, and YES has been selected in Emergency
stop at defect (I384.4 or I385.4), the well will go into error:

Result

• the status changes to ERROR;
• limitation of the well becomes PROTECTION;
• limitation of sensors becomes TEMPERATURE or PUMP TEMP. SENSOR (depending

on which sensor is defective).

If the well is active the well pump is switched off or the well valve is controlled closed.
This error is a blockage; the well cannot be used until the problem has been resolved.
As soon as the problem has been resolved the well will become available again.
This is a well failure; if a source pair can be formed without this well the well control
will remain active.

WELL CONTROL
The measurement of one of the water temperatures around the well exchanger is defective.

-Result
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SURPL. EXCH. PRIM. WS/SEC. CS
The measurement of one of the water temperatures around the well heat surplus exchanger is
defective.

-Result

Alarm 201 Return temp defective inp:..
The return temperature measurement of a water temperature circuit falls outside the permissible
range. The location specifies the component.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

BOILER
The return temperature measurement of the boiler or the condenser of the boiler falls outside the
permissible range.

The most recent valid temperature measurement is maintained.Result

TRANSP.MAIN
The measured transport temperature is outside the permitted range.

The most recent valid temperature measurement is maintained.
The mixing valve in the transport network remains in the same position and the
transport pump continues to run (two-speed pump continues to run at low speed).

Result

MEAS WT
The measured water temperature is outside the permitted range.

The most recent valid temperature measurement is maintained.
The mixing valve is closed

Result

HEAT PUMP TEMP W SUPP./TEMP W RET

HEAT PUMP TEMP C SUPP./TEMP C RET
The measurement of the return temperature in the heat pump on the warm side or cold side is
defective.

The heat pump does not go into error, remains available and, if active, continues to
operate.

Result

HT-H.TRANSF.
The measurement of the return temperature of the HT heat transfer is defective.

The HT heat transfer goes into error and is no longer available.
The most recent valid temperature measurement is maintained.

Result

COLD WELL/WARM WELL
The temperature measurement in a warm or cold well is defective.
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If the pump temperature sensor is defective and NO has been selected in Emergency
stop at defect (I384.4 or I385.4), the well remains active and the measurement from the
sensor concerned is ignored.
If the pump temperature sensor is defective, and YES has been selected in Emergency
stop at defect (I384.4 or I385.4), the well will go into error:

Result

• the status changes to ERROR;
• limitation of the well becomes PROTECTION;
• limitation of sensors becomes TEMPERATURE or PUMP TEMP. SENSOR (depending

on which sensor is defective).

If the well is active the well pump is switched off or the well valve is controlled closed.
This error is a blockage; the well cannot be used until the problem has been resolved.
As soon as the problem has been resolved the well will become available again.
This is a well failure; if a source pair can be formed without this well the well control
will remain active.

WELL CONTROL
The measurement of one of the water temperatures around the well exchanger is defective.

-Result

SURPL. EXCH. PRIM. WS/SEC. CS
The measurement of one of the water temperatures around the well heat surplus exchanger is
defective.

-Result

Alarm 202 Mixing valve defective
Enable mixing valve monitoring (I115.1) is set to YES, and the measured mixing valve temperature
deviates too much from the desired mixing valve temperature.

The mixing valve monitoring that activates this alarm takes account of:
• whether the system is busy heating,
• whether the system is busy cooling,
• whether the pump of the heating network is running,
• whether the system is busy transporting the hot water from the production area to the heating

network,
• whether it is day or night (at night (times are adjustable in I115.1) this alarm is not triggered).

Possible causes:
• The mixing valve is stuck or mechanically defective.
• The connection of the mixing valve is loose or there is a broken wire.

If the heating network is used to dehumidify the greenhouse air, the incidence of disease
may increase.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.User action
View I115.6: Status mixing valve monitoring.
Check the operation of the valve.

Dealer action

Alarm 250 Vent control defective
There has been no change in the vent position (within 90 seconds) as a result of the vent drive by
the computer.
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The vent is driven based on the difference between the calculated and measured
ventilation position.

Result

Check that the switch on the vent relay box is in the AUTOMATIC position. Is an
emergency stop or thermal protection applicable? If necessary the vent must be
calibrated again. Please contact your dealer if necessary.

Action

Alarm 251 Vent pos.sensor defective inp:..
The vent position sensor measurement falls outside the permissible range.

If the calculated vent position is smaller than 40 % the vent will be continuously
controlled shut and if the calculated vent position is greater than 60% the vent will be
continuously controlled open. Between 40% and 60% it will not be driven.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 252 F&P Insufficient air inlet
A fan stage cannot switch on, because the minimum air inlet position cannot be realised.

The fan stage remains switched off.Result
Check the specified minimum air inlet position.Action

Alarm 253 F&P Air inlet drive defective
There has been no change in the air inlet drive (within 90 seconds) as a result of the air inlet drive
by the computer.

The air inlet is driven based on the difference between the calculated and measured
air inlet position.

Result

Check that the switch on the vent relay box is in the AUTOMATIC position. Is an
emergency stop or thermal protection applicable? If necessary the vent must be
calibrated again. Please contact your dealer if the failure persists.

Action

Alarm 254 F&P Air inlet sensor defec.in:..
The air inlet measurement falls outside the permissible range.

If the calculated air inlet position is smaller than 40 % the air inlet will be continuously
controlled shut and if the calculated air inlet position is greater than 60 % the air inlet
will be continuously controlled open. Between 40% and 60% it will not be driven.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 278 Flow evaporator too high
The water supply to the evaporator pad is higher than the specified maximum percentage Perc
flowdev. alarm too high (I154 line 7).

The evaporator continues to operate with a pad that is too wet, which causes more
cooling than is required on the basis of the cooling demand.

Result

Check the water supply to your evaporator system.Action
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Alarm 279 Flow evaporator too low
The water supply to the evaporator pad is lower than the specified percentage Perc flowdev. alarm
too low (I154 line 7).

The evaporator continues to operate with a pad that is too dry, which causes less cooling
than is required on the basis of the cooling demand.

Result

Check the water supply to your evaporator system.Action

Alarm 280 Evaporator control defective
Control of the pump or valve on the evaporator is defective or is not configured correctly.

The evaporator is switched off and is no longer available.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 281 ATU failure
The air treatment unit is showing an error due to a defective inlet, fan or pump (see Limitation air
treatment in M150.1).

The fan control and heating control are released to adopt the climate control.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

If an inlet, fan or pump is defective, this alarm will not always occur. Only if the component
in question is required at that time will the alarm occur.

Alarm 282 Air inlet combination defective
• A failure has occurred when measuring the position of an air inlet or the control of the position

of an air inlet is defective.
and

• The air treatment strategy has been demanding use of the fan for longer than 3 minutes but
the fan is not reacting.
and

• The measured positions of the air inlets (refer to the INLET OUTSIDE AIR and INLET GRH. AIR
columns in Desired position in M157 Overview air mixing - result) together are smaller than a
dealer-set minimum above which the fan is switched on.

If an air inlet is defective the position of this inlet remains unchanged and the fan is
switched off. The ATU remains active if alternatives for the same climate treatment are
available.

Result

Action • Ensure the position of the inlet is automatic and not set to manual.
• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Alarm 283 Air outlet defective
• A failure has occurred when measuring the position of an air outlet or the control of the position

of an air outlet is defective.
and

• The air treatment strategy is demanding use of an air outlet.
and

• The air treatment strategy is demanding use of the fan.
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If an air outlet is defective the position of this inlet remains unchanged. This could result
in over pressure in the greenhouse. If the dealer has set pressure protection the fan
capacity will be decreased gradually to reduce the pressure in the greenhouse.

Result

Action • Ensure the position of the inlet is automatic and not set to manual.
• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Alarm 284 Under pressure mixing chamber
• The measured pressure in the mixing chamber is lower than a dealer-set minimum.

or
• Alarm 284 has already been triggered once and the measured pressure in the mixing chamber

has still not risen sufficiently.

The greenhouse air inlet is opened gradually and the fan capacity is decreased gradually
to increase the pressure in the mixing chamber.

Result

-Action

Alarm 285 Emerg. stop under pres. mix.chamb
The measured pressure in the mixing chamber is lower than a dealer-set minimum below which an
emergency stop occurs.

The ATU is switched off immediately, unless pressure protection is ignored (YES has
been selected in 2 Ignore pressure protection in I157 Air mixing - strategy).

Result

Once the pressure is correct again restart the ATU by selecting YES in 1 Restart after em.
stop pressure control in I157 Air mixing - strategy.

Action

Alarm 286 Over pressure greenhouse
• The measured pressure in the greenhouse is higher than a dealer-set maximum.

or
• Alarm 286 Over pressure greenhouse has already been triggered once and the measured pressure

in the greenhouse has still not fallen sufficiently.

The outlets are opened gradually and the fan capacity is decreased gradually to reduce
the pressure in the greenhouse.

Result

-Action

Alarm 287 Emergency stop over pressure grh
The measured pressure in the greenhouse is higher than a dealer-set maximum above which an
emergency stop occurs.

The ATU is switched off immediately, unless pressure protection is ignored (YES has
been selected in 2 Ignore pressure protection in I157 Air mixing - strategy).

Result

Once the pressure is correct again restart the ATU by selecting YES in 1 Restart after em.
stop pressure protection in I157 Air mixing - strategy.

Action

Alarm 288 Emergency stop pressure ignored
An emergency stop has occurred due to low pressure or high pressure (alarm 285 Emerg. stop under
pres. mix.chamb or 287 Emergency stop over pressure grh ), while pressure control is being ignored
(YES has been selected in Ignore pressure control in I157 Air mixing - strategy).
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Note! The ATU remains active while the pressure is too high or too low. Personally
check the pressure in the greenhouse or installation to avoid damage to the greenhouse
or the ATU.

Result

You can switch the pressure protection back on by selecting NO in Ignore pressure control
in I157 Air mixing - strategy.

Action

Alarm 289 Mixing chamber outlet defective

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 290 Grh repeated press.dfct.mess:..
The pressure measurement in the greenhouse, for pressure protection/pressure control, is defective.

This alarm is repeated on a daily basis, unless your dealer has switched off pressure
protection/greenhouse control.

For pressure monitoring: alarms can no longer be triggered for excessively high pressure
in the greenhouse.

For controlling by the measured overpressure in the greenhouse: the vent
position/fan position is no longer controlled by overpressure. A lowering of the
overpressure makes it easier for insects to enter the greenhouse.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 291 Repeated mix press.dfct.mess:..
The pressure measurement in the mixing chamber, for pressure protection/pressure control for
low pressure in the mixing chamber, is defective.

This alarm is repeated on a daily basis, unless your dealer has switched off pressure protection/mixing
chamber control.

For pressure monitoring: alarms can no longer be triggered for excessively low pressure
in the mixing chamber.

For controlling by the measured underpressure in the mixing chamber: the air
inlet position/fan position is no longer controlled by underpressure.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 292 Wash robot in both sections
The wash robot is active in 2 air outlet sections within the same ATU.

The pressure control of the air treatment system cannot use the air outlet sections.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 293 Fire alarm active
A fire signal has been received via the fire detection input.

The control moves:Result
• the air inlets and air outlets to the position specified in I158.6 (if enabled);
• the fans to the position specified in I153.7 (if enabled).
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Alarm 294 Fire alarm measurement defect
The fire detection input measures a signal that is outside the measurement range.

No fire alarm is triggered.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 295 Fire emergency test blocked
The fire test button has been pressed, but as a result of a message (1007 Rain on, 1009 Storm on or
1011 Frost on), the test is not performed in order to prevent damage.

Alarm 296 Too much deviation blow-out temp.
The blow-out temperature deviates excessively from the desired value. This may occur, for instance,
in the event of a jammed mixing chamber, defective mixing valve in the heat block or defective combi
block (cold section).

The following settings apply to this alarm: Temperature deviation blow-out high/low (I150.1) and Alarm
delay blow-out temp. high/low (I150.1).

If the desired blow-out temperature remains too low, the disease pressure may increase.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 297 Error outlets <-> odd/even ridges
Outlets have been incorrectly assigned to the uneven and even ridges.

It is possible that the offset of the air outlets in relation to one another (setting in I158.1)
is incorrectly calculated for the active air outlets.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action
Connect the air outlets with an even sequence number to an ATU section with an even
sequence number. (I158.8)
Connect the air outlets with an uneven sequence number to an ATU section with an
uneven sequence number. (I158.8)

Dealer action

Alarm 298 Temp.meas main end defective
The temperature measurement at the end of the heat block or combi block supply line is defective.

When an action is started with the heat block/combi block and mixing chamber, a
limitation is carried out on the basis of Starting up time to release mixing chamber (I155.6).

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 299 Temp. end of the main too low
After the specified heat-up time (Starting up time to release mixing chamber in I155.6), the temperature
at the end of the heat block or combi block supply line has not reached the calculated supply
temperature.
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The heat block/combi block does not reach the desired heating capacity, thus limiting
the position of the mixing chamber, as a result of which the calculated dehumidifying
capacity of the mixing chamber may not be reached.

Result

Check the hot water supply circuit, the mixing valve may be defective or the pump may
be in error.

Action

Alarm 300 Pump defective
The fed back pump status is not equal to the desired position for 10 minutes. The location specifies
the component.

The control has the FAILURE status. The pump will remain in the last desired position.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 301 External pump failure
An external signal is used to generate an alarm concerning the transport pump failure.

The transport control has the ERROR status. The transport pump will remain in the last
desired position.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 302 Pump failure sensor def inp:..
The pump failure sensor measurement falls outside the permissible range.

The sensor is no longer used.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 303 Pump active sensor defect inp:..
The pump active sensor measurement falls outside the permissible range.

The sensor is no longer used.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 305 Pressure sensor defective inp:..
The pressure sensor measurement falls outside the calibration limits.

The last calculated correct pressure difference will remain on the screen.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 306 Suction sensor defective inp:..
The suction pressure sensor measurement falls outside the calibration limits.

The last calculated correct pressure difference will remain on the screen.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action
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Alarm 307 Suction sensor defective inp:..
The control pressure sensor measurement falls outside the calibration limits.

Monitoring measured pressure deviations is not working anymore.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 308 Pressure diff.sensor def inp:..
The pressure difference sensor measurement falls outside the calibration limits.

The last measured correct pressure difference will remain on the screen.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 309 Pressure dev.too large
The pressure measurement (pressure, suction pressure or pressure difference) deviates too much
from the control pressure measurement.

The last measured correct pressure difference will remain on the screen.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 310 Measured pressure diff.too large

TRANSP.MAIN
The calculated or measured difference between the delivery pressure and the suction pressure is
greater than the set Alarm pressure diff max (in I351). The control takes the set Alarm delay pressure
diff (I351) into account.

Check the installation and/or the settings of I351 Heat transport - protection.Action

Indoor CMP
The difference between the measured pressure difference and the calculated pressure difference
in the indoor area is greater than the set limit value.

Check the alarm limits in I195.1 Alarm limits indoor growingAction

Alarm 311 Measured pressure diff.too small

TRANSP.MAIN
The calculated or measured difference between the delivery pressure and the suction pressure is
less than the set Alarm pressure diff min (in I351). The control takes the set Alarm delay pressure diff
(I351) into account.

Check the installation and/or the settings of I351 Heat transport - protection.Action
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Indoor CMP
The difference between the measured pressure difference and the calculated pressure difference
in the indoor area is less than the set limit value.

Check the alarm limits in I195.1 Alarm limits indoor growingAction

Alarm 312 Transport return temp def inp:..
The return temperature sensor measurement falls outside the permissible range.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 313 Transp.not connected to manifold

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 314 Pump fails to work
The frequency regulator reports a failure in the pump.

Pump in cold block, heat block or combi block

The block is switched off and the ATU remains active if alternatives are available for
climate control.

Result

Action • Ensure the pump control is automatic and not set to manual.
• Check the thermal safeguard and the fuse.
• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Evaporator pump

The evaporator is switched off and is no longer available.Result
Action • Ensure the pump control is automatic and not set to manual.

• Check the thermal safeguard and the fuse.
• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Cold transport pump

The pump is switched off and is no longer available. In addition, the demand from the
components that are linked to the transport system is no longer passed on to the LT
heat management.

Result

Action • Ensure the pump control is automatic and not set to manual.
• Check the thermal safeguard and the fuse.
• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Alarm 315 Pump active failure
After 5 minutes, the position of a pump (on or off) has still not been passed on to the control.
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Pump in cold block, heat block or combi block

The block remains active and available.Result
Action • Ensure the pump control is automatic and not set to manual.

• Check the thermal safeguard and the fuse.
• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Evaporator pump

The evaporator is switched off and fails to work.Result
Action • Ensure the pump control is automatic and not set to manual.

• Check the thermal safeguard and the fuse.
• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Cold transport pump

The pump remains active and available. The desired cold capacity from one or more
connected ATUs for transporting cold is passed on to the cold management as usual.

Result

Action • Ensure the pump control is automatic and not set to manual.
• Check the thermal safeguard and the fuse.
• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Alarm 316 HP servo meas defective
A failure has occurred when measuring the position of the heat pump. As a result, one of the following
details is not passed on to the external control of the heat pump:
• desired heat capacity;
• maximum capacity;
• minimum temperature of the water supplied on the warm side of the heat pump.

The heat pump is not available.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.

Once the failure has been resolved the heat pump will restart after a set time if the
dealer has specified that automatic restarting of the heat pump is permitted after a
failure.

Action

Alarm 317 HP servo drive defective
Control of the position of the heat pump is defective. As a result, one of the following details is not
passed on to the external control of the heat pump:
• desired heat capacity;
• maximum capacity;
• minimum temperature of the water supplied on the warm side of the heat pump.

The heat pump is not available.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.

Once the failure has been resolved the heat pump will restart after a set time if the
dealer has specified that automatic restarting of the heat pump is permitted after a
failure.

Action
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Alarm 318 Well servo meas defective

Alarm 318 Well servo meas defective: Well control
A failure has occurred when measuring the position of the well exchanger pump.

The well exchanger fails to work, all well valves are closed and all pumps are switched
off. The well control cannot be used until that time.

Result

Action • Ensure the pump and valve control on the reverse circuit is automatic and not set
to manual.

• Check the thermal safeguard and the fuse.
• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Once the failure has been resolved the control will restart after the set time if automatic
restarting of the well control is permitted (YES has been selected in 2 Automatic restart
after error in I383.1 Well exchanger - protection). If this is not permitted you can restart
the control manually by selecting YES in 1 Manual restart in I383.1 Well exchanger -
protection.

Alarm 318 Well servo meas defective: Cold/warm well
A failure has occurred when measuring the position of the well pump.

The well pump is switched off and the well is no longer available. The well control can
remain active if a well pair can be formed with another well.

Result

Action • Ensure the valve control is automatic and not set to manual.
• Check the thermal safeguard and the fuse.
• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Once the failure has been resolved the well will restart after a set time if automatic
restarting of the well is permitted (YES has been selected in I384.1 Warm well - protection
or I385.1 Cold well - protection). If this is not permitted you can restart the well manually
by selecting YES in 1 Manual restart in I384.1 Warm well - protection or I385.1 Cold well -
protection

Alarm 319 Well servo drive defective

WELL CONTROL
Control of the position of the well exchanger pump is defective.

The well exchanger fails to work, all well valves are closed and all pumps are switched
off.
The well control is no longer available: status is NOT AVAILABLE and limit is PUMP/VALVES
SEC. (M383).

Result

Action • Ensure the pump and valve control on the reverse circuit is automatic and not set
to manual.

• Check the thermal safeguard and the fuse.
• Please contact your dealer if this malfunction persists.

Once the malfunction has been resolved, the control will restart after the set time if
automatic restarting of the well control is permitted (Automatic restart after failure=YES
in I383.1).
If an automatic restart is not permitted, you can restart the control manually (Manual
restart=YES in I383.1)

COLD WELL/WARM WELL
Control of the position of the well pump is defective.
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The well is not available, the well pump is switched off.
The well control can remain active if a well pair can be formed with another well.

Result

Action • Ensure the valve control is automatic and not set to manual.
• Check the thermal safeguard and the fuse.
• Please contact your dealer if this malfunction persists.

Once the malfunction has been resolved, the control will restart after the set time if
automatic restarting of the well control is permitted (Automatic restart after failure=YES
in I384.1 or I385.1).
If an automatic restart is not permitted, you can restart the control manually (Manual
restart=YES in I384.1 or I385.1)

Alarm 350 CO₂ meter defective inp:..
The CO2 meter measurement falls outside the permissible range.

If only one CO2 meter is present, the CO2 dosage is disabled.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 351 External CO₂ maximum def inp:..
The maximum measurement of the external CO2 source falls outside the permissible range.

The control uses the specified maximum dosage capacity from I260 CO2 external settings.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 352 Ext CO₂ available defect inp:..
The availability measurement of the external CO2 source falls outside the permissible range.

The external CO2 source is no longer available for CO2 dosage.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 353 Flue gas valve meas defective:..
The open or close contact of the flue gas valve measurement falls outside the permissible range.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 354 Too many flue gas valves open
Whereas dosing can only be done with one CO2 source at a time (dealer settings) even if there is
more than one flue gas valve, the 'open' position is measured.

The CO2 fan (unit) is switched off. If necessary an external alarm is activated.Result
Check the installation and contact your dealer if necessary.Action

Alarm 355 Flue gas valve drive defective
The flue gas valve of a CO2 source has either been controlled open or controlled shut, and 20 minutes
later the valve has not been reported as 'open' or 'closed'.
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The drive remain active.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 356 FGC 'available' defective inp:..
The availability measurement of the flue gas cleaner falls outside the permissible range.

The flue gas cleaner is no longer available for CO2 dosing.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 357 FGC 'release' defective inp:..
The release measurement of the flue gas cleaner falls outside the permissible range.

The flue gas cleaner is no longer available for CO2 dosing.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 358 FGC 'failure' defective inp:..
The failure measurement of the flue gas cleaner falls outside the permissible range.

The flue gas cleaner is no longer available for CO2 dosing.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 359 FGC 'waiting time' defect inp:..
The waiting time measurement of the flue gas cleaner falls outside the permissible range.

The specified expected time to CO2 production (dealer settings) are used.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 360 FGC no release flue gases
After starting up the flue gas cleaner the flue gasses are still not released after the specified Max
waiting time release flue gas (I330.1 CHP influences).

The flue gas cleaner fails to work during the specified Time FGC fails to work (I330.1 CHP
influences). It will then be retried.

Result

Alarm 361 FGC external failure
An input reports that the flue gas cleaner fails to work due to an external cause.

The flue gas cleaner is no longer available for CO2 dosing. The limitation of the flue gas
cleaner is ERROR.

Result
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Alarm 362 Ext CO₂ fail. sensor def inp:..

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 363 Ext CO₂ active sensor def inp:..

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 364 Extern.CO₂ failure sensor def:..
The failure sensor of the external CO2 source measurement falls outside the permissible range.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

This alarm only applies to the OCAP as an external CO2 source.

Alarm 365 External CO₂ failure active
An failure alarm is generated from the external CO2 source.

The CO2 source is no longer available.Result
Contact your CO2 supplier (OCAP) and, if necessary, your dealer.Action

This alarm only applies to the OCAP as an external CO2 source.

Alarm 366 Outside air valve defective
The position measurement of the outside air valve falls outside the permissible range. No action is
taken.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 367 External CO₂ undesirable flow
Despite a closed valve the flow meter still measures a flow. No action is taken.

Somewhere there is a CO2 leak.Result

This alarm only applies to the OCAP as an external CO2 source.

Alarm 369 CO₂ protection active
The CO2 protection (I255) has been activated.
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Alarm 400 Curtain open defective inp:..
The 'curtain open' sensor measurement falls outside the permissible range.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 401 Curtain closed defective inp:..
The 'curtain closed' sensor measurement falls outside the permissible range.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 402 Curtain drive defective
There has been no change in the curtain position (within 150 seconds) as a result of the curtain drive
by the computer.

The curtain is driven based on the difference between the calculated and measured
curtain position.

Result

Check that the manual switch is set to AUTOMATIC. Is an emergency stop or thermal
protection applicable? If necessary the measured curtain position (using manual drive)
can be made equal to the calculated curtain position.

Action

Alarm 403 Curtain combination drive defect.
A defect has occurred with a curtain combination: on 1 wire bed there are 2 curtains with an opposite
curtain direction.

Possible causes:
• during the closing of the curtains, the distance between the curtains has become smaller than

Curtain monitoring (I160.6),
• one of the motors has failed and the other motor is continuing to run until the distance between

the curtains has become smaller than Curtain monitoring (I160.6),
• a faulty position feedback.

The control of the motors is blocked.Result
Action

Alarm 404 Curtain position defect inp:..
The measurement of the curtain position sensor falls outside the permissible range.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 405 Curtain pos.combination limited
The curtain combination limits the forced curtain position of one of the curtains in the curtain
combination. Not all the forced curtain positions of the curtains in the curtain combination can be
realised.

The forced curtain position of the primary curtain of the curtain combination is given
priority.

Result
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Alarm 406 Allocated to comp and aut. clust
An autonomous curtain is configured incorrectly.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 407 Curt. pos light emiss not reached
The minimum curtain position for the light emission control is not reached, because, for example,
the maximum curtain position limits further closing or because the Rainfall radar control wants to
open the curtain.

There is now a risk that the Dutch Legislation on Light Emissions from the
Horticultural Sector will not be met.

Result

Action • Check the maximum curtain position in I168.
• Check the Rainfall radar control.
• If necessary, adjust the settings for the light emission control: Light emission: min

curtain position (I168).

Alarm 408 Wrong alloc. in centr. energy curt
The central energy curtain has been configured incorrectly: an energy curtain to which one or more
followers have been linked is itself also linked as a follower.

The central energy curtain control is not working.Result
Adjust the configuration matrix in I160.4.Action

Alarm 409 Shading curtain allocated twice
In the PAR control, the shading curtain has been allocated to both the diffuse curtain function and
the shading curtain function. This is not desirable.

The screen is seen as a shading curtain, not as a diffuse curtain.Result
Adjust the configuration matrix in I20.4.Action

Alarm 420 Cyclic lighting string defective
The externally connected string monitoring has been activated.

Check the lighting and the external monitoring. If necessary, please contact your dealer.Action

Alarm 421 String detector def inp:..
The measurement of the external string monitoring falls outside the permissible range

Check the connection between the external monitoring and the process computer.
Please contact your dealer if necessary.

Action

Alarm 493 Connection broken
No communication is possible between the process computers that exchange the status of a tank.
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Result • in the process computer that is no longer receiving any data, the control will not
fill or empty the tank;

• in the process computer to which the tank is connected, the tank will be blocked
until the alarm is cancelled and a release has been received.

Please contact your Priva Partner.
Use the DISCONN option (I440.1) to temporarily disconnect the two process computers
until the connection has been restored.

Action

Alarm 500 String detection error
The lamp status cannot be determined reliably.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 501 Lamp detection defective inp:..
The measurement of the external 'lighting detector' falls outside the permissible range.

The last correct measurement will remain on the screen.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 502 Block-out sensor defect inp:..
The block sensor measurement falls outside the permissible range.

The last correct measurement will remain on the screen.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 503 Urgent failure defective inp:..
The urgent failure measurement falls outside the permissible range.

The last correct measurement will remain on the screen.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 504 No communication with Enervision
The communication with the PC has been interrupted for a longer time. The growing light hold-off
based on the expected radiation sum must be switched off (see Keep off based on expectation in I205)
if repair of the communication is impossible, for instance after deactivating Enervision.

Alarm 505 .. string(s) too many on
According to the measurement of the number of active strings there are more strings on than are
being driven by the computer.

Check the installation. Possibly there are switches that have been manually changed.
Please contact your dealer if the failure persists.

Action
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Alarm 506 .. string(s) too many off
According to the measurement of the number of active strings there are more strings off than are
being driven by the computer.

Check the installation. Possibly there are switches that have been manually changed
or the fuses have blown. Please contact your dealer if the failure persists.

Action

Alarm 507 Unbalanced off defective inp:..
The unbalanced OFF signal measurement falls outside the permissible range.

The unbalanced OFF control is switched off.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 508 Electr. cons. defect. inp:..
The measurement of the electrical consumer falls outside the permissible range.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 509 String output control defective
The control of the output from the lighting has failed.

The lighting remains in the status WAIT RELEASE.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 510 Pump direction valve not open
A failure is reported when opening one of the valves that the well exchanger uses to control the heat
and cold supply.

The well exchanger fails to work, all well valves are closed and all pumps are switched
off. The well control cannot be used until that time.

Result

Action • Ensure the pump and valve control on the reverse circuit is automatic and not set
to manual.

• Check the thermal safeguard and the fuse.
• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Once the failure has been resolved the control will restart after the set time if automatic
restarting of the well control is permitted (YES has been selected in 2 Automatic restart
after error in I383.1 Well exchanger - protection). If this is not permitted you can restart
the control manually by selecting YES in 1 Manual restart in I383.1 Well exchanger -
protection.

Alarm 511 Pump direction valve not closed
A failure is reported when closing one of the valves that the well exchanger uses to control the heat
and cold supply.
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The well exchanger fails to work, all well valves are closed and all pumps are switched
off. The well control cannot be used until that time.

Result

Action • Ensure the pump and valve control on the reverse circuit is automatic and not set
to manual.

• Check the thermal safeguard and the fuse.
• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Once the failure has been resolved the control will restart after the set time if automatic
restarting of the well control is permitted (YES has been selected in 2 Automatic restart
after error in I383.1 Well exchanger - protection). If this is not permitted you can restart
the control manually by selecting YES in 1 Manual restart in I383.1 Well exchanger -
protection.

Alarm 512 Netw. electr.demand disconnected
The connection between the process computer for electricity management and the process computer
for electricity consumers (growing light systems) has been disconnected. Before the time of the
interruption, electricity management released an electricity off-take.

• When the electricity producer goes down (for example as a result of a failure), the lighting
will continue to work. The lighting must be switched off manually if there are problems
with the electricity supply.

• Also the electricity producer does not know when the consumer switches off. This means
that the producer can run idle.

This alarm appears on the process computer of the electricity production.

Alarm 513 Netw. electr.demand impossible
The connection between the process computer for electricity management and the process computer
for electricity consumers (growing light systems) has been disconnected. Before the time of the
interruption, electricity management did not release an electricity off-take.

The electricity consumers (for example growing light systems) will not come on, because no
release of the electricity management will occur.

This alarm appears on the process computer of the electricity production.

Alarm 514 Netw. electr.release disconnected
The connection between the process computer for electricity management and the process computer
for electricity consumers (growing light systems) has been disconnected. Before the time of the
interruption, electricity management released an electricity off-take.

• When the electricity producer goes down (for example as a result of a failure), the lighting
will continue to work. The lighting must be switched off manually if there are problems
with the electricity supply.

• Also the electricity producer does not know when the consumer switches off. This means
that the producer can run idle.

This alarm appears on the process computer of the electricity off-take.
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Alarm 515 Netw. electr.release impossible
The connection between the process computer for electricity management and the process computer
for electricity consumers (growing light systems) has been disconnected. Before the time of the
interruption, electricity management did not release an electricity off-take.

The electricity consumers (for example growing light systems) will not come on, because no
release of the electricity management will occur.

This alarm appears on the process computer of the electricity off-take.

Alarm 517 Pump emergency stop
Failures have occurred in the well pump control during a dealer-set period. The dealer specifies how
many failures are permitted before an emergency stop occurs.

The well valve is closed and the well is not available. The well control can remain active
if a well pair can be formed with another well.

Result

Action • Ensure the pump and valve control is automatic and not set to manual.
• Check the thermal safeguard and the fuse.
• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Once the failure has been resolved the source can only be restarted manually by
selecting YES in 1 Manual restart in I384.1 Warm well - protection or I385.1 Cold well -
protection

Alarm 518 Drain valve open emergency stop
The drain valve is open while it should be closed according to the control.

The well control fails to work and is no longer available. All well valves are closed and
all pumps are switched off.

Result

Action • Try to close the drain valve manually to avoid flooding.
• Please contact your Priva Partner.

Once the failure has been resolved the well control can only be restarted manually by
selecting YES in 1 Manual restart in I383.1 Well exchanger - protection.

Alarm 519 Over press.general emergency stop
The measured pressure in one of the wells is too high. The dealer specifies the maximum above
which an emergency stop occurs.

The well control fails to work and is no longer available. All well valves are closed and
all pumps are switched off.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.

Once the failure has been resolved the well control can only be restarted manually by
selecting YES in 1 Manual restart in I383.1 Well exchanger - protection, I384.1 Warm well -
protection or I385.1 Cold well - protection

Action

Alarm 520 Capacity measurement def inp:..
The measurement falls outside the permissible range. The location specifies which component; this
may be a measurement of capacity or a measurement of electricity consumption.
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The last correct measurement will remain on the screen.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 521 Heat pump failure
The external heat pump control reports a failure in the heat pump.

The heat pump is switched off immediately and is no longer available.Result
Contact the heat pump supplier.

Once the failure has been resolved the heat pump will restart after a set time if the
dealer has specified that automatic restarting of the heat pump is permitted after a
failure.

Action

Alarm 522 Heat pump not urgent failure
The external heat pump control reports a not-urgent failure in the heat pump.

The heat pump remains available and, if switched on, continues to operate.Result
Please contact the heat pump supplier if this failure persists.Action

Alarm 523 Heat pump control defective
The measured status of the heat pump has differed from the controlled status for longer than a
dealer-set period.

The heat pump is not available.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.

Once the failure has been resolved the heat pump will restart after a set time if the
dealer has specified that automatic restarting of the heat pump is permitted after a
failure.

Action

Alarm 524 Heat pump no release electr.
There is no electricity or insufficient electricity available for the heat pump.

The heat pump is not available.Result
Action • Ensure that the heat pump has a higher priority in the distribution of available

electricity by the electricity management by entering a lower number in 4 Sequence
no. electricity off-take in I372 Heat pump - settings.
or

• (Temporarily) change the setting of the electricity management. For example,
ensure that one or more consumers take off no or less electricity (refer to I200
Electricity consumption strategy) or ensure that more electricity is produced.

• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Once sufficient electricity is available the heat pump will restart after a set time if the
dealer has specified that automatic restarting of the heat pump is permitted after a
failure has been resolved.

Alarm 525 Heat pump not on
According to the control the heat pump should be switched on, but the external heat pump control
confirms this too late. The alarm is triggered after a dealer-set time has elapsed twice.
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The heat pump is not available.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.

Once the failure has been resolved the heat pump will restart after a set time if the
dealer has specified that automatic restarting of the heat pump is permitted after a
failure has been resolved.

Action

Alarm 526 Heat pump not off
According to the control the heat pump should be switched off, but the external heat pump control
confirms this too late. The alarm is triggered after a dealer-set time has elapsed twice.

The heat pump is not available.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.

The heat pump is switched back on once the failure has been resolved.

Action

Alarm 527 Max syst. pressure emergency stop
The measured system pressure is higher than a dealer-set maximum while the well control is on.
The dealer specifies how long this is permitted before the alarm is triggered.

The well control fails to work and is not available. All well valves are closed and all
pumps are switched off.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.

Once the failure has been resolved the well control can only be restarted manually by
selecting YES in 1 Manual restart in I383.1 Well exchanger - protection.

Action

Alarm 528 System flow deviates
The difference between the measured flow on the primary side of the well exchanger and the actual
flow from all wells together is greater than a dealer-set maximum. This is measured during a dealer-set
period.

The well control fails to work and is not available. All well valves are closed and all
pumps are switched off.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 529 System pressure too low
The well pump has been switched on within a dealer-set period to increase pressure that is too low
(535 System pressure too low alarm ). The dealer specifies how many times this is permitted before
an emergency stop occurs.

The well control is not available. All well valves are closed and all pumps are switched
off.

Result

Action • Check the drain valve for leaks.
• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Once the failure has been resolved the well control can only be restarted manually by
selecting YES in 1 Manual restart in I383.1 Well exchanger - protection.
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Alarm 530 Inf. flow outside limits em. stop
The flow in the well during infiltration has too often been lower than the minimum within a dealer-set
period (possibly due to a leak in the well) or higher than the maximum (531 Inf. flow outside limits
failure alarm). The dealer specifies how many times this is permitted before an emergency stop
occurs.

The well valve is closed and the well is not available. The well control can remain active
if a well pair can be formed with another well.

Result

Action • Check the operation of the valves.
• Check the installation for visible leaks and check if the drain valve may have been

opened manually.
• Check the thermal safeguard.
• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Once the failure has been resolved the well can only be restarted manually by selecting
YES in 1 Manual restart in I384.1 Warm well - protection or I385.1 Cold well - protection.

Alarm 531 Inf. flow outside limits failure
The flow in the well during infiltration is lower than the minimum (possibly due to a leak in the well)
or higher than the maximum within a dealer-set period (see 14 Minimum/maximum infiltration flow
in I384.1 Warm well - protection or I385.1 Cold well - protection).

The well valve is closed and the well is not available. The well control can remain active
if a well pair can be formed with another well.

Result

Action • Check the operation of the valves.
• Check the installation for visible leaks and check if the drain valve may have been

opened manually.
• Check the thermal safeguard.
• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Once the failure has been resolved the well will restart after a set time if automatic
restarting of the well is permitted (YES has been selected in I384.1 Warm well - protection
or I385.1 Cold well - protection). If this is not permitted you can restart the well manually
by selecting YES in 1 Manual restart in I384.1 Warm well - protection or I385.1 Cold well -
protection

Alarm 532 Valve control emergency stop
Opening or closing of the well valve is taking longer than a dealer-set time as a result of which the
control cannot determine the position of the well valve.

The well valve is closed and the well is not available. The well control can remain active
if a well pair can be formed with another well.

Result

Action • Check the thermal safeguard.
• Ensure the valve control is automatic and not set to manual.
• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Once the failure has been resolved the well will restart after a set time if automatic
restarting of the well is permitted (YES has been selected in I384.1 Warm well - protection
or I385.1 Cold well - protection). If this is not permitted you can restart the well manually
by selecting YES in 1 Manual restart in I384.1 Warm well - protection or I385.1 Cold well -
protection

Alarm 535 System pressure too low
The measured system pressure is lower than a dealer-set minimum while the well control is off. The
pressure does not rise above this minimum even after switching on the well pump for a dealer-set
time.
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The well pump that was switched on to increase the pressure is switched off. The well
control fails to work and is not available.

Result

Action • Check the operation of the well pumps.
• Check the operation of the valves.
• Check the system for leaks.
• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Once the failure has been resolved the control will restart after the set time if automatic
restarting of the well control is permitted (YES has been selected in 2 Automatic restart
after error in I383.1 Well exchanger - protection). If this is not permitted you can restart
the control manually by selecting YES in 1 Manual restart in I383.1 Well exchanger -
protection.

Alarm 536 Nominal pressure too low
The measured pressure is lower than a dealer-set minimum while the well control is switched on
(see first column of Min/max system pressure in operation and Measured system pressure in I383.1 Well
exchanger - protection). The dealer specifies how long this is permitted before the alarm is triggered.

All well valves are closed and all pumps are switched off. The well control fails to work
and is not available.

Result

Action • Check the operation of the well pumps.
• Check the operation of the valves.
• Check the system for leaks.
• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Once the failure has been resolved the control will restart after the set time if automatic
restarting of the well control is permitted (YES has been selected in Automatic restart
after failure in I383.1 Well exchanger - protection). If this is not permitted you can restart
the control manually by selecting YES in Manual restart in I383.1 Well exchanger -
protection.

Alarm 537 System flow too low
While the well control is switched on the measured flow in the well has been lower than a dealer-set
minimum for more than 5 minutes (see first column of Minimum/maximum system flow and Measured
system flow in I383.1 Well exchanger - protection).

All well valves are closed and all pumps are switched off. The well control fails to work
and is not available.

Result

Action • Check the operation of the well pumps.
• Check the operation of the valves.
• Check the system for leaks.
• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Once the failure has been resolved the control will restart after the set time if automatic
restarting of the well control is permitted (YES has been selected in Automatic restart
after failure in I383.1 Well exchanger - protection). If this is not permitted you can restart
the control manually by selecting YES in Manual restart in I383.1 Well exchanger -
protection.

Alarm 538 Insufficient capacity
The well exchanger cannot supply sufficient capacity because the temperature difference on the
various sides of the well exchanger is too small.
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All well valves are closed and all pumps are switched off. The well control shows an
error and is not available.

Result

Action • Check the temperature measurements in 10 in M383 Overview well exchanger.
• Check the thermal safeguard.
• Ensure the control of the central well pump and valves is automatic and not set

to manual.
• Please contact your dealer if this error persists.

Once the error has been resolved the control will restart after the set time if automatic
restarting of the well control is permitted (YES has been selected in 2 Automatic restart
after error in I383.1 Well exchanger - protection). If this is not allowed you can restart the
control manually by selecting YES in 1 Manual restart in I383.1 Well exchanger - protection.

Alarm 540 Valve defective
The position of the system valve and/or the exchanger valve on the heat surplus exchange has been
incorrect longer than a dealer-set time.

The system valve is opened and the exchanger valve closed. The heat surplus exchanger
fails to work and is not available.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.

Once the failure has been resolved the heat surplus exchanger will restart after a set
time if automatic restarting of the heat surplus exchanger is permitted (in2 Automatic
restart after error in I375 Heat surplus exchanger - settings YES has been selected). If this
is not permitted the heat surplus exchanger will only be available again when the well
exchanger stops supplying cold.

Action

Alarm 541 Mixing valve defective
The mixing valve temperature sensor is defective.

The HT heat transfer fails to work and is not available.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 542 HT transfer not available
There is a failure in the HT heat transfer (refer to 9 Limitation HT-heat transfer in M377 Overview HT
heat transfer).

The HT heat transfer is not available.Result
Refer to the explanation with the relevant limitation in 9 Limitation HT-heat transfer in
M377 Overview HT heat transfer.

Action

Alarm 543 Well pump control failure
There is a failure in the well pump control.

The well is not available. The well control can remain active if a well pair can be formed
with another well.

Result

Action • Check the fuse and check the thermal safeguard.
• Ensure the pump control is automatic and not set to manual.
• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Once the failure has been resolved the well will restart after a set time if automatic
restarting of the well is permitted (YES has been selected in I384.1 Warm well - protection
or I385.1 Cold well - protection). If this is not permitted you can restart the well manually
by selecting YES in 1 Manual restart in I384.1 Warm well - protection or I385.1 Cold well -
protection
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Alarm 545 Flow deviation emergency stop
The difference between the measured flow from the well pump and the measured flow in the well
during extraction is higher than the maximum (546 Flow deviation failure alarm) during a dealer-set
period. The dealer specifies how many times this is permitted before an emergency stop occurs.

The well pump is switched off and the well is no longer available. The well control can
remain active if a well pair can be formed with another well.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.

Once the failure has been resolved the well can only be restarted manually by selecting
YES in 1 Manual restart in I384.1 Warm well - protection or I385.1 Cold well - protection.

Action

Alarm 546 Flow deviation failure
The difference between the measured flow from the well pump and the measured flow in the well
during extraction is higher than a dealer-set maximum. This is measured in a period set by the
dealer.

The well pump is switched off and the well is no longer available. The well control can
remain active if a well pair can be formed with another well.

Result

Action • Ensure the pump and valve control is automatic and not set to manual.
• Check the fuse and check the thermal safeguard.
• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Once the failure has been resolved the well will restart after a set time if automatic
restarting of the well is permitted (YES has been selected in I384.1 Warm well - protection
or I385.1 Cold well - protection). If this is not permitted you can restart the well manually
by selecting YES in 1 Manual restart in I384.1 Warm well - protection or I385.1 Cold well -
protection

Alarm 547 Pump temp. too high emergency stop
The temperature of the well pump is too high; 19 Pump protection active in I384.1 Warm well - protection
is set to YES. The dealer specifies the temperature at which an emergency stop occurs.

The well pump is switched off and the well is no longer available. The well control can
remain active if a well pair can be formed with another well.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.

Once the failure has been resolved the well can only be restarted manually by selecting
YES in 1 Manual restart in I384.1 Warm well - protection or I385.1 Cold well - protection.

Action

Alarm 548 Water in pump sump emergency stop
The water level in the pump sump is too high; 20 Pump sump float switch active in I384.1 Warm well -
protection is set to YES. The dealer specifies the water level at which an emergency stop occurs.

The well pump is switched off and the well is no longer available. The well control can
remain active if a well pair can be formed with another well.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.

Once the failure has been resolved the well can only be restarted manually by selecting
YES in 1 Manual restart in I384.1 Warm well - protection or I385.1 Cold well - protection.

Action
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Alarm 549 Flow direction emergency stop
The direction in which the water in the well is flowing does not match the status of the well pump
or the position of the well valve.

The well valve is closed (if water is being infiltrated into the well) or the well pump is
switched off (if water is being extracted from the well). The well is not available. The
well control can remain active if a well pair can be formed with another well.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.

Once the failure has been resolved the well can only be restarted manually by selecting
YES in 1 Manual restart in I384.1 Warm well - protection or I385.1 Cold well - protection.

Action

Alarm 550 No reaction on control
The wash robot has not left its rest position after the specified maximum wash time, although it has
been released to wash a section.

After this the wash program has to be restarted (the wash program is (re)started by
setting the wash period correctly and switching the clock to 'ON' in I240 Wash robot
strategy).

Result

Alarm 551 Maximum wash time expired
When operational the elapsed wash time after the start of the wash cycle is greater than the specified
maximum wash time (dealer setting).

The wash robot fails to work. The failure status is only cancelled when the wash robot
reaches its rest position. After this the wash program has to be restarted (the wash
program is (re)started by setting the wash period correctly and switching the clock to
'ON' in I240 Wash robot strategy).

Result

Alarm 552 Rest position meas defective
The rest position feedback falls outside the permissible range.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 553 Section demand meas defective
The input measurement of the section falls outside the permissible range.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 554 Section wash robot busy
During the wash cycle the section release has been lost because a vent or outlet in the section has
become defective or has a measured position that is greater than the maximum vent limit that has
been set (I240).

The wash robot goes into failure mode.Result
The error status is only cancelled when the wash robot reaches its rest position.
After this the wash program has to be restarted by setting the wash period in I240 Wash
robot strategy and setting the clock to 'ON'.

Action
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Alarm 555 Wash robot-vent comm. failure
The connection between the control software and the process computer used to control the wash
robot has been disconnected.

The ventilation control is blocked and as a result the vents remain limited at the
maximum vent position (dealer setting) if the wash robot is or has been active.

Result

Action • Check whether the wash robot has actually reached the greenhouse roof. Then
lift the block on the ventilation control once by selecting YES in 23 Free vents by
wash robot comm. alarm in I125.3 Vent maximum. This will make it possible to still
use the vent control in the relevant wash robot section of the greenhouse. After
this the Vent released after alarm message is displayed on your screen and 23 Free
vents by wash robot comm. alarm is automatically set back to NO.
or

• Contact your dealer to have communications restored.

Alarm 556 Vent connected twice to wash robot
The vent control is connected to two wash robots.

The vents in the ventilation control can be incorrectly opened or remain limited at the
maximum vent position (dealer setting) while the greenhouse roof is being cleaned.

Result

Contact your dealer to remove one of the connections.Action

Alarm 557 Flow direction emergency stop
The measured Flow direction deviates for too long (I383.4) from the expected flow direction of the
well exchanger.

Result • The well control FAILS to work and the Limitation failure/emergency stop becomes
the FLOW DIRECTION (M383).

• The process computer closes all well valves and switches off all pumps.

Please contact your Priva Partner.

Once the failure has been resolved you can restart the well control manually by selecting
YES in Manual restart (I383.1).

Action

Alarm 560 Date electr.instruct.not correct
The date of the supply instruction for electricity is more than 24 hours old. This alarm is activated
at 18:00 hours winter time or 19:00 hours summer time if the data for the electricity supply becomes
too old.

Check the communication between Priva Office Direct and the electricity distributor. If
necessary manually set the required export of electricity in I204.1 Electricity management
strategy or I204.2 Electricity consumption export.

Action

Alarm 561 Block-out active
The off-take transformer has an error or has been switched off by an external party.

The off-take transformer cannot supply any more electricity.
Lighting systems, cyclic lighting, heat pumps or electricity consumers that are connected
to this transformer have been switched off.

Result

Investigate what has caused the block to become active.Action
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Alarm 562 Unknown transformer ..
Specified transformer number does not exist or the connection via the external process computer
is not present.

Lighting systems, cyclic lighting, heat pumps or electricity consumers that are connected
to this transformer will remain switched off.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 563 Electr. management .. unknown
An electricity management number has been specified that does not exist or is outside the range
of this electrical consumer.

The relevant electrical consumer cannot perform the set function (dealer setting).Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 564 Consumption above max
The total sum of the actual electrical capacity of the electricity consumers is greater than the specified
maximum electrical capacity of this off-take transformer.

The electricity management will attempt to automatically switch off the electricity consumers with
the highest sequence number for electricity demand, but this may not be possible as a result of
communication problems with the external process computer.

The off-take transformer becomes overloaded.Result
Check the connection with the external process computer.Action

Alarm 565 Meas el.interface failure inp:..
The measurement for the external switching on/off of lighting levels is defective.

No additional lighting levels can be switched on/off via this interface.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 566 No transf./electr. management
The electrical consumer has been released, but has no effect because no off-take transformer or
electricity management has been connected.

The electrical consumer is not working.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 567 Forced cap to decrement too high
The sum of the electrical capacity of the growing light systems that is available for reducing the
electricity consumption is too low to meet the requested reduction (M202).

You cannot meet the external party's demand for the supply of extra electrical capacity
to the public electricity network.

Result

It is possible that you may be able to release more electrical capacity by releasing more
switched-on growing light systems for forced switching-off (I206).

Action
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Alarm 568 Forced cap to increment too high
The sum of the electrical capacity of the growing light systems that is available for increasing the
electricity consumption is too low to meet the requested increase (M202).

You cannot meet the external party's demand for the take up of extra electrical capacity
from the public electricity network.

Result

It is possible that you may be able to release more electrical capacity by releasing more
switched-off growing light systems for forced switching-on (I206).

Action

Alarm 569 Transformer .. not configured
The off-take transformer whose number is specified for this electricity consumer has NOT been
linked to an electricity management on the production side.

The relevant electricity consumer (growing light, cyclical lighting, electrical consumer
or heat pump) will NOT switch on.

Result

If NO off-take transformers are present in the system, you must set the transformer
number to ‘0’. The electrical consumer then switches on in an uncontrolled manner.
If it is the intention that the electricity consumer should consume electricity in a
controlled manner, you must link the relevant transformer to an electricity management
(in I200.8, possibly present in the process computer with the electricity management).

Action

Alarm 570 Under press. emergency stop level
The well has performed an emergency stop after multiple occurrences of the 572 Under pressure
failure level alarm.

Your dealer has set the margins (period and number of times) for this emergency stop.

The well pump is switched off and the well is no longer available. The well control can
remain active if a well pair can be formed with another well.

Result

Action • Check the system for leaks.
• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Once the failure has been resolved the well can only be restarted manually by selecting
Manual restart YES in I384.1 Warm well - protection or I385.1 Cold well - protection.

More information about the various alarms for the well: Underpressure and overpressure
alarms.

Alarm 571 Under pressure emergency stop head
The well has performed an emergency stop after multiple occurrences of the 573 Under pressure
failure head alarm.

For a more detailed explanation see alarm 570 Under press. emergency stop level.

Alarm 572 Under pressure failure level
The pressure in the well is lower than the minimum (see the first column of Min/measured/max well
level pressure in I384.1 Warm well - protection or I385.1 Cold well - protection).

Your dealer has set the period for this failure.
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The well pump is switched off and the well is no longer available. The well control can
remain active if a well pair can be formed with another well.

Result

Action • Check the system for leaks.
• Please contact your dealer if this error persists.

As soon as the failure has been resolved the Automatic restart after failure setting
determines if the well restarts after a set time (I384.1 Warm well - protection or I385.1
Cold well - protection).
If automatic restarting is not permitted you can restart the well manually by selecting
YES for Manual restart in I384.1 Warm well - protection or I385.1 Cold well - protection.

More information about the various alarms for the well: Underpressure and overpressure
alarms.

Alarm 573 Under pressure failure head
The pressure in the well head is lower than the minimum (see the first column of Min/measured/max
well head pressure in I384.1 Warm well - protection).

For a more detailed explanation see alarm 572 Under pressure failure level.

Alarm 574 Abs max well pressure fail.level
The pressure in the well is very high (the maximum has been set by your dealer).

The well valve is closed and the well is reported to the well exchanger for draining. The
well control can remain active if a well pair can be formed with another well.

Result

Action • Wait until the water has been drained from the well.
• Please contact your dealer if the pressure in the well becomes too high again.

As soon as the measured pressure is lower than the dealer-set absolute maximum
pressure the Automatic restart after failure setting determines whether the well can
restart after a set time (I384.1 Warm well - protection or I385.1 Cold well - protection).
If automatic restarting is not permitted you can restart the well manually by selecting
YES for Manual restart in I384.1 Warm well - protection or I385.1 Cold well - protection.

More information about the various alarms for the well: Underpressure and overpressure
alarms.

Alarm 575 Abs max well pressure failure head
The pressure in the well head is very high.

For a more detailed explanation see alarm 574 Abs max well pressure fail.level.

Alarm 576 Over pressure failure level
The pressure in the well is lower than the maximum (see the last column of Min/measured/max well
level pressure in I384.1 Warm well - protection or I385.1 Cold well - protection).

Your dealer has set the period for this failure.
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The well pump is switched off and the well is no longer available. The well control can
remain active if a well pair can be formed with another well.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.
 
As soon as the failure has been resolved the Automatic restart after failure setting
determines if the well restarts after a set time (I384.1 Warm well - protection or I385.1
Cold well - protection).
If automatic restarting is not permitted you can restart the well manually by selecting
YES for Manual restart in I384.1 Warm well - protection or I385.1 Cold well - protection.

Action

More information about the various alarms for the well: Underpressure and overpressure
alarms.

Alarm 577 Over pressure failure head
The pressure in the well head is lower than the maximum (see the last column of Min/measured/max
well level pressure in I384.1 Warm well - protection or I385.1 Cold well - protection).

Alarm 600 Boiler temperature too high
The measured boiler water temperature is more than 5.0 °C higher than the specified maximum
boiler temperature.

Above the maximum boiler temperature limit the boiler is forced to switch to 'OFF' and
the gas valve position is controlled shut.

Result

Check the settings in I310 Boiler settings.Action

Alarm 601 Boiler temperature too low
The measured temperature of the boiler water is lower than the specified condensation temperature.

When the boiler does not fail to work (and the off-take restriction when error (dealer
setting) is set to YES ) the heat off-take is 75% if the boiler temperature is equal to the
condensation temperature (via the percentage limitation of the heat off-take). If the
boiler becomes even colder the water off-take is further restricted.

Result

Check the settings in I310 Boiler settings.Action

Alarm 602 Boiler temp defective inp:..
The boiler temperature measurement falls outside the permissible range.

Status of the burner is on DISCONN.
In the DISCONN or NO RELEASE status the following occurs:

Result

• No further greenhouse capacity is demanded from the boiler.
• If a butterfly valve is present and the release of the boiler is not set to EXTERNAL

it will close (except if there is vacuum protection).
• There is no limitation to the heat off-take when the off-take restriction when error

(dealer setting) is set to NO and release boiler is not set to EXTERNAL.
• The heat surplus percentage is fixed at 0 %.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 603 Boiler return temp defect inp:..
The return temperature measurement of the boiler falls outside the permissible range.
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The boiler shock control is no longer functioning.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 604 No gas valve release burner
The gas valve release remains cancelled for longer than the Time out release (I310.6, dealer setting).
This may be caused by the boiler switching off while the process computer does not want it to. The
boiler can switch off because the ON/OFF or control thermostat of the boiler is set to lower than the
maximum Boiler temperature min/max (I310 Boiler settings).

The boiler will be disconnected and the status will be NO RELEASE.
In the DISCONN or NO RELEASE status the following occurs:

Result

• No further greenhouse capacity is demanded from the boiler.
• If a butterfly valve is present and the release of the boiler is not set to EXTERNAL

it will close (except if there is vacuum protection).
• There is no limitation to the heat off-take when the off-take restriction when error

setting (dealer setting) is set to NO and release boiler is not set to EXTERNAL.
• The heat surplus percentage is fixed at 0 %.

Check the boiler thermostats and the maximum Boiler temperature min/max (I310 Boiler
settings).

Action

Alarm 605 Gas valve release defect inp:..
The gas valve release measurement falls outside the permissible range.

The boiler status will be DISCONN.
In the DISCONN or NO RELEASE status the following occurs:

Result

• No further greenhouse capacity is demanded from the boiler.
• If a butterfly valve is present and the release of the boiler is not set to EXTERNAL

it will close (except if there is vacuum protection).
• There is no limitation to the heat off-take when the off-take restriction when error

setting (dealer setting) is set to NO and release boiler is not set to EXTERNAL.
• The heat surplus percentage is fixed at 0 %.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 606 High speed defective inp:..
The high speed measurement falls outside the permissible range.

The boiler status will be DISCONN.
In the DISCONN or NO RELEASE status the following occurs:

Result

• No further greenhouse capacity is demanded from the boiler.
• If a butterfly valve is present and the release of the boiler is not set to EXTERNAL

it will close (except if there is vacuum protection).
• There is no limitation to the heat off-take when the off-take restriction when error

setting (dealer setting) is set to NO and release boiler is not set to EXTERNAL.
• The heat surplus percentage is fixed at 0 %.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 607 Low speed defective inp:..
The low speed measurement falls outside the permissible range.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action
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Alarm 608 Gas valve defective inp:..
The gas valve measurement falls outside the permissible range by more than 250 mV.

The boiler status will be DISCONN.
In the DISCONN or NO RELEASE status the following occurs:

Result

• No further greenhouse capacity is demanded from the boiler.
• If a butterfly valve is present and the release of the boiler is not set to EXTERNAL

it will close (except if there is vacuum protection).
• There is no limitation to the heat off-take when the off-take restriction when error

setting (dealer setting) is set to NO and release boiler is not set to EXTERNAL.
• The heat surplus percentage is fixed at 0 %.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 609 Gas valve drive defective
For a period of 5 minutes a deviation of more than 5% has been detected between the desired and
measured gas valve position.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 610 No reaction HS or valve input
During transition to high speed:
• there is no reaction from the gas valve after 6 minutes;
• the measurement of high speed remains at the old value for longer than 6 minutes.

The boiler status will be DISCONN, after which the boiler will be restarted again.
In the DISCONN or NO RELEASE status the following occurs:

Result

• No further greenhouse capacity is demanded from the boiler.
• If a butterfly valve is present and the release of the boiler is not set to EXTERNAL

it will close (except if there is vacuum protection).
• There is no limitation to the heat off-take when the off-take restriction when error

setting (dealer setting) is set to NO and release boiler is not set to EXTERNAL.
• The heat surplus percentage is fixed at 0 %.

Alarm 611 No reaction high speed input
During transition to high speed the measurement of high speed remains at the old value for longer
than 3 minutes.

The boiler status will be DISCONN, after which the boiler will be restarted again.
In the DISCONN or NO RELEASE status the following occurs:

Result

• No further greenhouse capacity is demanded from the boiler.
• If a butterfly valve is present and the release of the boiler is not set to EXTERNAL

it will close (except if there is vacuum protection).
• There is no limitation to the heat off-take when the off-take restriction when error

setting (dealer setting) is set to NO and release boiler is not set to EXTERNAL.
• The heat surplus percentage is fixed at 0 %.

Alarm 612 Burner fails to work
The burner reports a failure.

The boiler fails to work (burner status is ERROR).Result
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When in this status the burner is not DISCONNECTED.

Alarm 613 Burner failure meas def inp:..
The error measurement is outside the permissible range.

Messages received via the 'burner error' input are ignored.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 614 Flue gas meas defect inp:..

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 620 Supply meas defective
The measurement of the supply temperature's buffer falls outside the permissible range.

The highest temperature of the buffer sensors present are used as the supply
temperature.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 621 Return meas emptying defective
The return temperature measurement necessary for determining the emptying condition and the
frost monitoring falls outside the permissible range.

The return measurement is no longer included in the filling condition for frost protection.
The defective return temperature is no longer included in the emptying condition.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 622 Return meas filling defective
The return temperature measurement necessary for determining the filling condition and the frost
monitoring falls outside the permissible range.

The return measurement is no longer included in the filling condition for frost protection.
The defective return temperature is no longer included in the filling condition.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 623 Buffer meas defective
The measurement of one of the buffer temperatures falls outside the permissible range.

The buffer measurement is no longer included when determining the actual fill
percentage.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action
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Alarm 624 Off-take MV temp defective
The off-take mixing valve temperature measurement falls outside the permissible range.

The off-take mixing valve is no longer driven.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 625 Shunt MV temperature defective
The shunt mixing temperature measurement falls outside the permissible range.

The shunt mixing valve is no longer driven.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 626 Water level
The measured water level in the buffer is lower or higher than a dealer-set limit.

For COLD BUFFER: the buffer valve is closed and the release of the buffer no longer
applies.

Result

Action • Ensure the valve control is automatic and not set to manual.
• Check the water level in the buffer.
• Check the buffer for leaks.
• Please contact your dealer if this malfunction persists.

As soon as the reason for the low water level is clear you can manually restore the
water level to the correct level.

Alarm 627 Pressure meas defect inp:..
This alarm can be triggered in a cold buffer or well.

Cold buffer
A failure has occurred when measuring the pressure in the cold buffer.

Water can no longer be drained from the cold buffer.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Well
A failure has occurred when measuring the pressure in the well.

The well pump is switched off or the well valve is closed. The well is not available. The
well control can remain active if a well pair can be formed with another well.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.

Once the failure has been resolved the well will restart after a set time if automatic
restarting of the well is permitted (YES has been selected in I384.1 Warm well - protection
or I385.1 Cold well - protection). If this is not permitted you can restart the well manually
by selecting YES in 1 Manual restart in I384.1 Warm well - protection or I385.1 Cold well -
protection

Action
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Alarm 628 Cold buffer supply temp.defective
A failure has occurred when measuring the temperature of the water flowing into the cold buffer
while the buffer is being filled or when measuring the temperature of the water flowing out of the
cold buffer while the buffer is being emptied.

The last measured temperature is used in the control.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 629 Cold buffer ret.temp. defective
A failure has occurred when measuring the temperature of the water flowing out of the cold buffer
while the buffer is being filled or when measuring the temperature of the water flowing into the cold
buffer while the buffer is being emptied.

The last measured temperature is used in the control.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 630 Heat buffer supply temp.defective
A failure has occurred when measuring the temperature of the water flowing into the LT heat buffer
while the buffer is being filled or when measuring the temperature of the water flowing out of the
LT heat buffer while the buffer is being emptied.

The last measured temperature is used in the control.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 631 Heat buffer ret.temp. defective
A failure has occurred when measuring the temperature of the water flowing out of the LT heat
buffer while the buffer is being filled or when measuring the temperature flowing into the LT heat
buffer while the buffer is being emptied.

The last measured temperature is used in the control.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 632 Cold buffer valve control def.
The desired position of the buffer valve on the cold buffer has differed from the measured position
for longer than a dealer-set time (see first columns of 13 Desired position and 14 Measured position
in M379 Overview cold buffer).

The cold buffer fails to work.Result
Action • Ensure the valve control is automatic and not set to manual.

• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Alarm 633 Heat transfer valve control def.
A failure has occurred in the pump or in the valve control on the LT heat transfer pump.
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The LT heat transfer fails to work and the LT heat management can no longer supply
heat to the HT heat management

Result

Action • Check the fuse and check the thermal safeguard.
• Ensure the pump and valve control is automatic and not set to manual.
• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Alarm 634 Drain flow too low
The measured flow for draining is lower than a dealer-set minimum. The dealer specifies how long
this is permitted before an emergency stop occurs.

Draining water is no longer possible. The well control does remain available for
production.

Result

Action • Ensure the pump and valve control is automatic and not set to manual.
• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Once the failure has been resolved draining can only be restarted manually by selecting
YES in 4 Restart draining after error in I383.1 Well exchanger - protection.

Alarm 635 Level meas drain tank defective
A failure has occurred when measuring the water level in the drain tank.

Draining water from the wells is no longer possible. The well control does remain
available for production.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.

Once the failure has been resolved draining can only be restarted manually by selecting
YES in 4 Restart draining after error in I383.1 Well exchanger - protection.

Action

Alarm 636 Drain valve defective
The measured position of the drain valve differs from the position determined by the control. The
dealer specifies how long this is permitted before an emergency stop occurs.

Draining water from the wells is no longer possible. The well control does remain
available for production as long as the drain valve stays closed.

Result

Action • Ensure the valve control is automatic and not set to manual.
• Check if the drain valve is dirty and clean the valve if necessary.
• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Once the failure has been resolved draining can only be restarted manually by selecting
YES in 4 Restart draining after error in I383.1 Well exchanger - protection.

Alarm 637 Cld buf. drain valve open too long
During draining, the pressure in the cold buffer is higher than a dealer-set maximum. The dealer
specifies how long this is permitted before the alarm is triggered and draining stops.

Draining water from the wells is no longer possible. The drain valve is closed to prevent
too much water being drained.

Result

Action • Ensure the valve control is automatic and not set to manual.
• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Once the failure has been resolved draining can only be restarted manually in 1 Reset
drain valve alarm in I379.1 Cold buffer - draining by selecting YES.
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Alarm 638 Cld buf. drain valve control def.
The measured position of the drain valve on the cold buffer has differed from the desired position
for longer than a dealer-set period.

The position of the drain valve remains the same and draining water from the wells
stops.

Result

Action • Ensure the valve control is automatic and not set to manual.
• Check if the drain valve is dirty and clean the valve if necessary.
• Please contact your dealer if this failure persists.

Alarm 640 CHP supply temp. too high or low
The measured supply temperature is higher than the specified maximum supply temperature or
lower than the specified minimum CHP temperature in I330 CHP settings.

If the CHP is 'too hot', the CHP is switched off and can only be switched on again when
the CHP temperature is 2 °C lower than the specified maximum limit. If the CHP is 'too
cold', the CHP is switched on at minimum capacity and can only be switched off when
the CHP temperature is 2°C higher than the specified minimum limit.

Result

When increasing the maximum supply temperature (I330 CHP settings) the calculation of the
heat surplus percentage starts later, so that the heat is not discharged too quickly.

Alarm 641 CHP return temp. too high/low
The measured return temperature is higher than the specified maximum return temperature or
lower than the specified minimum CHP temperature in I330 CHP settings.

If the CHP is 'too hot', the CHP is switched off and can only be switched on again when
the CHP temperature is 2 °C lower than the specified maximum limit. If the CHP is 'too
cold', the CHP is switched on at minimum capacity and can only be switched off when
the CHP temperature is 2°C higher than the specified minimum limit.

Result

Alarm 642 CHP external failure active
One of the CHP steps fails to work.

No further greenhouse capacity is allocated to this CHP step. When a failure is reported
in the first CHP step, the CHP is switched off.

Result

Alarm 643 CHP supply temp defective inp:..
The CHP supply temperature measurement falls outside the permissible range.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 644 CHP return temp defective inp:..
The CHP return temperature measurement falls outside the permissible range.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action
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Alarm 645 CHP 'on' defective inp:..
The CHP 'on' measurement falls outside the permissible range.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 646 CHP 'failure' defective inp:..
The CHP 'error' measurement falls outside the permissible range.

The CHP (step) fails to work.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 647 CHP 'external' defective inp:..
The CHP 'external' measurement falls outside the permissible range.

The external control of the CHP is ignored until it is no longer defective.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 648 CHP step failure on-off
The CHP step has returned an undesirable feedback message for longer than 1 minute. The CHP
step should be 'ON', but reports 'OFF' or vice versa.

The CHP (step) fails to work.Result

Alarm 649 CHP 'available' defective inp:..
The measurement of the CHP 'available' measurement falls outside the permissible range.

The CHP cannot be blocked by the external release.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 650 Urgent failure
The CHP has reported an urgent failure. The growing light that is fed by the CHP, will switch off
immediately as if a blocked signal has occurred.

The lamps will switch off, the block status alarm is generated and BLOCK is shown as
limitation.

Result

Alarm 651 Electr. production too low
The CHP does not provide sufficient electrical capacity for it to be permitted to load it.

The CHP goes into error mode and receives a higher sequence number for the electricity
management.
If no other CHP is available, the control will try to start up the CHP again.

Result

Please contact your dealer if this alarm occurs frequently.Action
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Alarm 660 HX supply temperature def inp:..
The supply temperature measurement falls outside the permissible range.

In the event of a capacity link the heat exchanger is switched off and is not available
for heat delivery.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 661 HX return temperature def inp:..
The return temperature measurement falls outside the permissible range.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 662 HX act capacity def inp:..
The actual capacity measurement falls outside the calibration limits.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 663 HX max capacity defective inp:..
The maximum capacity measurement falls outside the calibration limits.

The maximum capacity of the heat exchanger is determined on the basis of the specified
maximum heat capacity (dealer settings).

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 664 HX 'available' defective inp:..
The heat exchanger 'available' measurement falls outside the range.

The heat exchanger is switched off and is not available for heat supply.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 665 HX servo drive defective
The servo drive is defective.

The heat exchanger is switched off and is not available for heat supply.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 666 Heat exchanger defective
This alarm is the result of another alarm, such as the 665 HX servo drive defective.

The heat exchanger is switched off and is not available for heat supply.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action
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Alarm 667 HX 'ext.temp limit.'def inp:..
The measurement of the 'external temperature limitation' falls outside the permissible range.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 670 Fill circ return temp def inp:..
The measured return temperature of the filling circuit falls outside the permissible range.

Depending on the installation the Temperature buffer empty (I320.1HT Heat buffer -
determination filling) is used.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 671 Fill pump meas defective inp:..
The measured fill pump position is too far beyond the calibration limits.

The fill pump will remain in the last position used before the failure. The fill pump will
not be controlled anymore.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 672 Fill pump drive defective
After a command from the control software to the fill pump to adjust, no pump position change is
measured within 90 seconds.

The fill pump remains operational. The fill pump is controlled according to the last
calculated position used before the failure.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 673 Heat buffer is empty
The measured temperature of the water in the heat buffer is lower than the calculated temperature
of the water in the heat buffer.

There is a shortage of heat as the limitation of the heat off-take by the heating systems
set for this is very high.

Result

If the alarm is triggered often:Action
• Ensure a higher percentage filling of the heat buffer below which the limitation of

the heat off-take is calculated. Do this by specifying a higher percentage in Usable
fill% start off-take limitation in I300.1HT heat management - influences.
and/or

• Increase the level to which the heating systems can limit the heat off-take. Do this
by setting a higher percentage per heating system in Influence off-take limitation%
in I115.1 Air treatment - influences.

Alarm 680 Exp.electr.consumption too high
The electricity consumption is expected to be too high.
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Possible causes:
• There are electricity consumers active that cannot be restrained for electricity off take, but

demand more electricity than can be produced;
• There are electricity consumers active that cannot be restrained for electricity off take, but

together with other consumers demand more electricity than can be produced. The other
consumers (such as the lighting) can possibly be switched off, but have a lower sequence number
which means these consumers cannot be switched off.

Check the sequence number of the electricity consumers in I200 Electricity consumption
strategy and of the lighting in I205.1Growing light influences or I206 Growing light systems.

Action

Alarm 682 Electricity import too high
During the Alarm delay electr.import too high (I204 Electricity management protection) more than the
Alarm limit deviation electr.import (I204 Electricity management protection) too much electricity is taken
from the network.

If for Limitation max electr.import (I204 Electricity management protection) the option
MONITORING has been selected, then too much electricity is imported and no further
action is taken. If for Limitation max electr.import CONTROL has been selected, then an
attempt will be made to switch off the electricity consumers.

Result

Check the settings in I204 Electricity management protection. If necessary switch off the
electricity consumers.

Action

Alarm 683 Electricity export too low
During the Alarm delay electr.export too low (I204 Electricity management protection) more than the
Alarm limit deviation electr.export (I204 Electricity management protection) too little electricity is supplied
to the network.

Possible causes are:
• The required electrical capacity cannot be produced or insufficient is being produced, because

an CHP fails to work;
• The electricity (pulse) meter is defective so absolutely no returned electrical capacity can be

measured.

Check the settings in I204 Electricity management protection. If necessary switch off the
electricity consumers.

Action

If during the active export period CHPs are switched off as a result of unbalanced OFF, then
the 683 Electricity export too low alarm is NOT issued. Unbalanced OFF always takes priority
over electricity export.

Alarm 684 Electr. import monitoring stopped
The import/export meter has become defective or has not been installed.

The electricity import is no (longer) limited on the basis of the measured electricity
import.

Result

Check the settings in I204 Electricity management protection. If necessary switch off the
electricity consumers.

Action

This alarm is NOT issued if a pulse meter is also connected as the import meter. In this
situation, monitoring/resetting is taken over by the pulse meter.
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Alarm 685 Electr. import permanently decr.
More electrical capacity has been extracted from the electricity network than has been set for the
Set max electr.import (I204 Electricity management protection) during the alarm delay. This alarm can
only occur if the Limitation max electr.import is set to CONTROL and the electricity import is monitored
with pulse meter(s).

If pulse meters are used for import monitoring and no direct current meter is present, then it will
not be possible to automatically reset the reduced maximum import capacity .

The electricity import is decreased until action is undertaken.Result
If the measured import capacity is lower than the Set max electr.import then this import
decrease can only be restored by manual action by setting Stop decrease electr.import
to YES in I204 Electricity management protection. The maximum electricity import capacity
is then released again.

Action

• If this alarm triggers often the dealer must release more electrical capacity for own
electricity consumption.

• If this alarm occurs while there is a direct current measurement present, then this direct
current measurement has not been correctly installed or is defective.

Alarm 687 Uncontrolled gas consumption
Unwanted CHPs are switched on which together consume more gas than is permitted based on the
gas contract. The control software cannot switch the CHPs off.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 688 Gas meter defective
The measured gas consumption is lower than the expected gas consumption. The difference between
the Calc gas consumption and the Measured gas consumption is greater than the Deviation gas meter
defective alarm during the Delay gas meter defective alarm (all these settings are in I304 Gas maximum).

Controlling for a maximum gas consumption continues on the basis of the calculated
gas consumption.

Result

Check the settings for I304 Gas maximum.
It is possible that CHPs have been linked to the gas distribution that are not running at
maximum load, but whose calculated gas consumption is based on maximum load. In
that situation, a larger Deviation gas meter defective alarm (I304) is permitted.
Check the connection between the process computer and the gas meter.
Please contact your dealer if this does not resolve the failure.

Action

Possibly an CHP is active that runs on partial load, but with the calculated gas consumption
based on full load. A greater deviation is then allowed.

Alarm 689 Measured gas sum too high
The Measured gas sum is higher than the Maximum gas sum (both in M304 Overview gas maximum).
If Average gas consumption (I304 Gas maximum) are on CONTROL, then the sources are readjusted.

Possible causes:
• the boiler(s) have not been calibrated accurately and consequently they consume more gas than

is calculated by the computer on the basis of the calibration values;
• the CHPs respond insufficiently fast to the switch off desire of the computer;
• the pulses from the central gas meter are received irregularly.
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The computer provides no guarantee that the maximum gas sum over the hour will not be
exceeded.

Alarm 690 Manifold supply temp def inp:..
The measured supply temperature of the manifold falls outside the permissible range.

The transport control stops controlling the pump on the basis of the measured
temperature of the manifold.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 691 Manifold return temp def inp:..
The measured return temperature of the manifold falls outside the permissible range.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 692 Production limitation grh capacity
During the Alarm delay production shortage more greenhouse capacity is demanded than can be
supplied by the limitation by the Calc max gas consumption together with the buffer (both settings
can be found in I304 Gas maximum).

The heat demand cannot be met.Result

In the event of limitation of reserve heat there is no alarm.

Alarm 693 Gas off-take limitation
This alarm occurs if the following conditions are valid:
• Gas consumption is limited (Release gas consumption limitation= YES ).
• An alarm is triggered if the limitation of the maximum gas consumption is interfering with the

production demand (Alarm at production shortage= YES).
• The CO2 demand, storage demand, electricity demand or heat demand are greater than the

permitted production (Calc max gas consumption). This is subject to a set delay time (Alarm delay
production shortage).

• With a boiler: the boiler is ON or the other switch-on conditions of the boiler are met (heat
demand above Capacity min (I310.7)).

All the settings are in I304 Gas maximum.

The capacity demand cannot be met.Result

Alarm 694 Too high gas consumption
The gas consumption that is measured using a pulse meter, is higher for 10 minutes than the Calc
max gas consumption. If CONTROL has been chosen for Average gas consumption, then this alarm
becomes active when the measured gas consumption is higher than the Absolute max gas consumption.
The alarm is removed without delay. Possibly the efficiency of a source is incorrectly set or the
calibration of the source is no (longer) accurate. If necessary contact your dealer (all these settings
are in I304 Gas maximum).
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By selecting MEASURED under Limitation max gas consumption (I304 Gas maximum) the
maximum gas consumption can be reduced automatically. The sources are readjusted,
causing the measured gas consumption to decrease.

If because of external gas consumption (for example due to a steam boiler) more gas is
consumed than the maximum gas consumption (I304 Gas maximum), the connected sources
will be insufficiently readjusted and the alarm will remain active.

Alarm 695 Gas consumption monitoring stopped
Readjusting the gas consumption on the basis of the measured gas consumption has stopped
because the measurement has fallen outside the range. The 122 Pulse meter defective inp:.. alarm is
also activated.

The gas consumption is controlled on the basis of the Calc gas consumption (I304 Gas
maximum).

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 696 Gas contact defective inp:..
The input external gas maximum measurement falls outside the range.

The External gas maximum (I304 Gas maximum) is not adopted, the standard maximum
gas remains valid.

Result

Alarm 697 No compensation gas consumption
The average gas consumption is used for the controls and during the clock hour the Average gas
consumption (I304 Gas maximum) is set to NO, whereas at that moment another Gas sum to compensate
(M304 Overview gas maximum) is greater than 0 m3/hour.

The computer provides no guarantee that the maximum gas sum over the hour will not be
exceeded.

Alarm 698 Deviation Purchase meter too large
The difference between the measured gas consumption of the central purchase meter and the sum
of the gas consumption of the linked gas meters is greater than the permitted deviation. This deviation
is set in I306 Gas purchase meter.

Check the measured gas consumption of the separate gas meters, the gas consumption
of the further gas consumers (boiler, CHP, etc) and check the installation.

Action

Alarm 699 Digital input defective inp:..
The reported input is defective. The location specifies the component.

The component that uses the input fails to work.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action
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Alarm 700 Water off-take too high
The measured flow (water off-take) of the mentioned irrigation valve, rinse valve, tank or sand filter
is greater than the calculated flow (expected water off-take) plus the consumption margin.

The irrigation has stopped! The relevant valve, rinse valve, tank or filter has the ERROR
status.

Result

Action • Ensure the irrigation system (mains and valves) is not faulty.
• Check the settings. The consumption monitoring is activated if the monitoring is

set in I430.1 Water system settings to YES and if the protection is set at the valve
(I411.1 Valve installation) to YES and/or the rinse valve (I415.1 Rinse valve installation)
and/or the filter (I431 Filter rinse settings) and/or the tank (I440.1 Tank installation).
To ensure correct monitoring the capacities (in litres per hour or seconds) must
be set correctly for the sections mentioned. The monitoring can be switched off.

• If after the 700 Water off-take too high alarm the water system in I430 Reset water system
after error is 'reset' the pump (the water system) will no longer fail to work, but the valve
still fails to work.

• The valve (valves) must be manually 'continued' or 'stopped' in I412 Valve start, stop and
reset (this also applies to a rinse valve or a filter).

• And during the next 'group start' the valves will still show an ERROR.

Alarm 701 Water off-take too low
The measured flow (water off-take) of the mentioned irrigation valve, rinse valve, tank or sand filter
is lower than the calculated flow (expected water off-take) minus the consumption margin. There is
the possibility (depending on the settings of the number of valves in I430.1 Water system settings)
that the irrigation continues with the next valve (valves).

When the number of valves in I430 Reset water system after error is set to 1, the irrigation
is stopped! The relevant valve, rinse valve, or filter has an ERROR.

Result

Action • Ensure that the irrigation installation (pump, mains, valves, tanks and filters) is not
faulty.

• Check the settings. Consumption monitoring is active if in I430.1 Water system
settings protection is set to YES and for the valve (I411.1 Valve installation) and/or
the rinse valve (I415.1 Rinse valve installation) and/or the filter (I431 Filter rinse
settings) and/or the tank (I440.1 Tank installation) protection is set to YES. To ensure
correct monitoring the capacities (in litres per hour or seconds) must be set correctly
for the sections mentioned. The monitoring can be switched off.

• The valve, rinse valve, tank or filter that has caused the alarm, has the ERROR status.
When (in the event of a valve error) the number of valves in I430.1 Water system settings
is on 2, the irrigation may still be active.

• The valve (valves) must be manually 'continued' or 'stopped' in I412 Valve start, stop and
reset. This also applies to a fault in a rinse valve (I415 Rinse valve settings), a tank (I440
Tank settings) or a filter (I431 Filter rinse settings).

• If the pump (the water system) has stopped (shows an ERROR) and the water system in
I430 Reset water system after error is 'reset' after the 'water off-take too low' alarm the
pump (the water system) will be corrected, but the valve will not be.

• During the next 'group start' the valve (valves) will be tried again.

A blocked filter is a possible cause of a decrease in flow. By positioning the filters in the main
line instead of in sub-lines, there are fewer periods of inactivity in the filter and the risk of
blockage is reduced. For autonomously controlled filters, cleaning before a longer rest time
is an effective way of maintaining the correct operation of the filter (see I431 line 7).
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Alarm 702 Water off-take gen.too high/low
The water off-take has been too high (generated by the 700 Water off-take too high ) alarm or a number
of consecutive valves, equal to the setting number of valves in I430.1 Water system settings, has
consumed too little water.

The irrigation has now stopped! The relevant valve, rinse valve, tank or filter and the
water system have the ERROR status.

Result

The monitoring can be switched off in I430.1 Water system settings per water system or in I411.1 Valve
installation per valve.

Alarm 703 EC sensor defective inp:..
The measurement of the EC sensor (of the EC control, the EC supply control or the EC drain) falls
outside the permissible range. If it concerns an extra EC measurement or the EC measurement of
the drain water the last correctly measured EC measurement will remain on the screen.

The irrigation cycle is aborted and the dosage fails to work.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner. Water can be supplied temporarily by selecting
Temporarily continue when def (I430.1 Water system settings) without EC control by also
switching the EC control to OFF in I403.1 Recipe influences.

Action

Alarm 704 EC sensor difference too large
The deviation between the EC sensor that controls and checks (see I432 Sensors settings EC, pH &
flow) is greater than the (internal) set maximum deviation.

The irrigation cycle is aborted and the dosage fails to work.Result
It is advisable to clean both EC venturi tubes. If the EC measurements still deviate too
much, it will be necessary to calibrate the venturi tubes.

Action

Water can be supplied temporarily by selecting Temporarily continue when def (I430.1 Water system
settings) without EC control by also switching the EC control to OFF in I403.1 Recipe influences.

Alarm 705 pH sensor defective inp:..
The pH measurement is outside the range [0.00 to 14.00 pH], although the sensor is probably not
dry (the pump has already been running for longer than 10 seconds).
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At the WATSYS PH-M CONTROL and WATSYS PH-M VERIFY locations:Result:
• If the measurement is still outside the measurement range after one measurement

cycle, the dosing goes into failure mode and the water system goes into
VERIFICATION. The irrigation cycle is aborted.

• Alarm 735 Failure dosage is triggered.

At the WATSYS PH-M location (extra pH measurement):
• The last correct pH measurement (I432.7) is retained.

Replace the sensor or contact your dealer.
 
Irrigation with one remaining sensor:
Set the release of the pH sensor (I432) for the defective sensor to NO. Alarm 748 No
release sensor is triggered.
 
Irrigation without a pH sensor:
Set Temporarily continue when def (I430.1) to YES.
 
Irrigation without pH control:
Set pH control (I403.1) to OFF also.

Action

The pH control with 1 sensor is less reliable.

If this happens for a short period, alarm 735 Failure dosage will not be triggered and the
water system remains active. This situation indicates an undesirably high concentration of
fertiliser at the sensor(s).

Alarm 706 pH sensor difference too large
The deviation between the controlling pH sensor and the checking pH sensor (I432) is greater than
the set maximum deviation.

The irrigation cycle is aborted and the dosage shows an error.Result
It is probably necessary to calibrate the pH sensors.Action

The release pH sensor of one of the sensors can be switched to NO in I432 Sensors settings EC, pH &
flow after which it is possible to supply water using a pH control with the remaining sensor. Alarm
748 No release sensor will also become active.

The pH control with 1 sensor is less reliable.

Alarm 707 Flow sensor defective inp:..
The flow sensor (litre counter) measurement falls outside the permissible range.

The flow is no longer measured. Water can still be supplied on the basis of time. Alarm
722 No flow or water off-take will become active.
If it concerns the flow sensor of the drain measurement, the drain control is stopped.
After cancelling the alarm, the drain control is started all over again. The water mix
control continues working as usual.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

The monitoring can be switched off in I430.1 Water system settings per water system or in I411.1 Valve
installation per valve.
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Alarm 708 Pressure sensor defective inp:..
The pressure sensor measurement falls outside the permissible range.

The pressure is no longer measured.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 709 Level sensor defective inp:..
The level sensor measurement falls outside the permissible range.

The HIGH measured water level is observed. The EC supply control also controls the
EC on the desired EC supply. With a mixing tank control the dosage reverts to the CHECK
status.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 710 Minimum level filling time
The water level in the mixing tank remains lower than the minimum level for a longer period than
(internally) permissible (alarm 711 Minimum level mixing tank is already active).

Following alarm 711 Minimum level mixing tank the irrigation cycle is halted temporarily.
After this alarm the dosage is switched to ERROR. The water supply to the mixing tank
is also stopped.

Result

Check the water supply to the mixing tank.Action

Alarm 711 Minimum level mixing tank
The water level in the mixing tank is below the minimum level (the mixing tank is (almost) empty.

The dosage will be temporarily switched to the CHECK status. The filling of the mixing
tank will continue as usual. As soon as the level is higher than the minimum level, the
irrigation cycle will be continued.

Result

Check the water supply to the mixing tank.Action

Alarm 712 Maximum level mixing tank
The water level in the mixing tank is above the maximum level.

Check that the mixing tank has not overflowed.Action

Alarm 713 pH value limitation (0-14)
Because of the wrong calibration the measured pH falls outside the normal range (0 to 14).

The irrigation cycle is aborted and the dosage fails to work.Result
It is probably necessary to recalibrate the pH sensors. Alarm 735 Failure dosage will
follow.

Action

The release pH sensor can be switched to NO, after which the selection Temporarily continue when
def (I430.1 Water system settings) can be used.
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Alarm 714 Level diff.fertilizer stock
The level difference between the two fertiliser stocks that are connected to the balance level control
(I427 Dosage balance level) is greater than permitted.

Alarm 715 Level too low
The level in the fertiliser stock is lower than Min level (I420.1 R3).

The water dosage continues as usual but the risk of emptying the fertiliser stock is
great.

Result

Fill up the fertiliser stock
Check the Min level (I420.1 R3).

User action

Check the Dead band min (I420.6 R20).
Check the level measurement.

Dealer action

Alarm 716 Level too high
The level in the fertiliser stock is higher than Max level (I420.1 R3).

The level in the intermediate tank is greater than Max level (dealer: I428.6 R6).

The water dosage continues as usual but the risk of the fertiliser stock or intermediate
tank overflowing is great.

Result

Check the installation, looking out for leaking valves.
Check the Max level.

User action

Check the Dead band max (for fertiliser stocks: I420.6 R20, for intermediate tanks: I428.6
R6).
Check the level measurement(s).

Dealer action

Alarm 717 Irr water temperature def inp:..
The measurement of the irrigation temperature sensor falls outside the permissible range. Water
can be supplied temporarily by selecting Temporarily continue when def (I430.1 Water system settings)
without temperature control by also switching the Irrigation water heat control to OFF in I403.1 Recipe
influences.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 718 Irr water water temp def inp:..
The water temperature sensor measurement falls outside the permissible range.

For systems with a mixing valve these are no longer driven.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 719 Irr water temperature too low
The measured temperature of the irrigation water is lower than the desired irrigation temperature
of I403 Recipe settings minus an internally specified deviation.

The water distribution fails to work.Result
Check the water temperature limitations in I423 Irrigation water heating settings.Action
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If in I403.1 Recipe influences the irrigation water heat control is switched to OFF, it is possible
to supply water.

Alarm 720 Irr water temperature too high
The measured temperature of the irrigation water is higher than the desired irrigation water
temperature of I403 Recipe settings plus an internally specified deviation.

The water distribution fails to work.Result
Check the water temperature limitations in I423 Irrigation water heating settings.Action

If in I403.1 Recipe influences the irrigation water heat control is switched to OFF, it is possible
to supply water.

Alarm 721 No duration time irrigation
When the consumption monitoring has been switched off and the supply is on the basis of the
amount of water, then for the relevant valves an irrigation time should be set in addition to an
irrigation amount. The alarm message also gives the relevant (valve) number and states whether it
concerns an irrigation valve, a rinse valve or a sand filter.

The consumption monitoring is OFF if the monitoring is set to NO in I430.1 Water system settings or
if the protection is set to NO at the valve (I411.1 Valve installation) and/or the rinse valve(I415.1 Rinse
valve installation) and/or the filter (I431 Filter rinse settings) and/or the tank (I440.1 Tank installation).

The relevant valve, rinse valve, and/or filter remains closed!Result
Enter an irrigation time as well as an amount.Action

Alarm 722 No flow or water off-take
After starting the irrigation no flow was measured.

The irrigation shows an ERROR.Result
Check the pump, the valves and if necessary the flow meter.Action

The monitoring can be switched off.

Alarm 723 Pump defective
The pump of the water system is defective.

Water system switches from REST to CHECK or from OPERATION to ERROR.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 724 Failure water system
The water system fails to work as a result of another alarm (such as the flow alarm or dosage alarm).
The irrigation cycle has been stopped.
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Alarm 725 External wait

VALVE GRP

All valves of the valve group have stopped irrigation. The valves of the valve group are
finished when the EXT WAIT is cancelled. Start commands that were given during this
EXT WAIT situation will not be executed.

Result

WAT SYS

The water dose has stopped. The water dose will be resumed when the EXT WAIT is
cancelled.

Result

Alarm 726 Recipe:.. tied to wrong wat.system
The specified recipe is not connected to this water system.

It will not be started.Result
Stop the irrigation cycle of the valve (group) and change the recipe number. After this
a restart can be carried out.

Action

• If there are multiple water systems present, there is the chance that not all recipes
present can be used for each valve. There is the chance that the structure of the water
systems varies (for example one water system without and one water system with A/B
tank dosage). Water system 1 for example can use recipe 1 through 4 and water system
2 can use recipes 5 and 6.

• In I403 Recipe settings you can see for which water system (number) the recipe is intended.

Alarm 727 Capacity surplus demand
For a period of one minute a drive is requested on a dosage channel that lies above the maximum
dosage capacity (more than 100%).

Your dealer has set (I420.7) whether the water system should continue or show an
error if this alarm occurs.
If the water system shows an error, alarm 735 Failure dosage is triggered.

Result

The monitoring can be switched off in I420.1 Monitor and calibrate dosage channels.

Alarm 728 Dosage in closed channel
A flow is measured in a dosage channel, whereas no dosage is desired.

Your dealer has set (I420.8) whether the water system should continue or show an
error if this alarm occurs.
If the water system shows an error, alarm 735 Failure dosage is triggered.

Result

Check if there is a leak in the dosing channel.Action

The monitoring can be switched off in I420.1 Monitor and calibrate dosage channels.
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Alarm 729 No dosage flow after control
No flow is being measured, although a dosage is desired.

Your dealer has set (I420.8) whether the water system should continue or show an
error if this alarm occurs.
If the water system shows an error, alarm 735 Failure dosage is triggered.

Result

Check if the valve is defective or if there is a blockage in the dosing channel.Action

The monitoring can be switched off in I420.1 Monitor and calibrate dosage channels.

Alarm 730 Irr.water pH too low (acid)
During the pH alarm delay of I420 Monitor dosage the measured pH was more than the permitted
deviation was lower than the desired pH.

The irrigation cycle has been aborted and the dosage fails to work. Alarm 735 Failure
dosage will follow.

Result

Check the acid/lye level in the acid/lye tank and/or the settings in I420 Monitor dosage
and I403 Recipe settings.

Action

Alarm 731 Irr.water pH too high (alkalye)
During the pH alarm delay of I420 Monitor dosage the measured pH was more than the permitted
deviation was higher than the desired pH.

The irrigation cycle has been aborted and the dosage fails to work. Alarm 735 Failure
dosage will follow.

Result

Check the acid/lye level in the acid/lye tank and/or the settings in I420 Monitor dosage
and I403 Recipe settings.

Action

See also The pH value swings wildly and ‘overshoots’ (page 178).

Alarm 732 Irr.water EC too high
During the EC alarm delay of I420 Monitor dosage the measured EC was higher than the calculated
EC by more than the permitted deviation.

The irrigation cycle has been aborted and the dosage fails to work. Alarm 735 Failure
dosage will follow.

Result

Check the settings in I420 Monitor dosage and I403 Recipe settings.Action

See also The EC value swings wildly and ‘overshoots’ (page 177).

Alarm 733 Irr.water EC too low
During the EC alarm delay of I420 Monitor dosage the measured EC was lower than the calculated
EC by more than the permitted deviation.
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The irrigation cycle has been aborted and the dosage is showing an error. Alarm 735
Failure dosage is triggered.

Result

Check the level of the A and B tanks (or the fertiliser stocks).
Check the settings for I420 Monitor dosage.
Check whether the ECNutrient recipe has been entered correctly in I403 Recipe settings.
The ECNutrient recipe must be equal to the EC value of the irrigation water after dosing
of the prepared A and B tanks.

Action

Alarm 734 External failure dosage
An external signal (not using the computer) has generated a dosage failure alarm (for example from
the fertiliser unit).

The irrigation cycle is aborted and the dosage fails to work.Result
Check the reason for the alarm.Action

Alarm 735 Failure dosage
Another failure (for example a failure in one of the sensors) has caused the dosage to fails to work.

Alarm 736 Servo drive failure
The servo of the dosage channel of the EC supply control or the water mix control does not respond
to the computer controls.

The irrigation cycle is aborted, the dosage shows an ERROR and the water distribution
reverts to CONTROL. Alarm 735 Failure dosage is generated.

Result

Alarm 737 Servo defective inp:..
The measurement of the servo of the dosage channel, the EC supply control or the water mix control
falls outside the permissible range.

The irrigation cycle is aborted, the dosage shows an ERROR and the water distribution
reverts to CONTROL. Alarm 735 Failure dosage is generated.

Result

Alarm 738 Fertilizer volume too high:..
During the past 20 minutes of active dosage time <number> more ml fertiliser has been dosed than
was calculated. The set tolerance: High tol in I420.1 .

Your dealer has set (I420.8) whether the water system should continue or show an
error if this alarm occurs.
If the water system shows an error, alarm 735 Failure dosage is triggered.

Result

Check for a leak in the dosing channel.
Check the dosage mechanism.

Action

The monitoring can be switched off in I420.1 Monitor and calibrate dosage channels.

Alarm 739 Fertilizer volume too low:..
During the past 20 minutes of active dosage time <number> less ml fertiliser has been dosed than
was calculated. The set tolerance: Low tol in I420.1 .
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Your dealer has set (I420.8) whether the water system should continue or show an
error if this alarm occurs.
If the water system shows an error, alarm 735 Failure dosage is triggered.

Result

Check for a blockage in the dosing channel.
Check the dosage mechanism.

Action

The monitoring can be switched off in I420.1 Monitor and calibrate dosage channels.

Alarm 740 External contact defect inp:..
The external contact measurement falls outside the permissible range.

Result • (start program) The irrigation cannot be started externally;
• (valve group) The valve group cannot be switched to external wait;
• (water system) It is no longer possible to report an external failure.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 741 Repeated alarm (.. x)
The specified component is in the error state for longer than Repeat time alarm (I430.1).

The location specifies the component: WATSYS (water system, EC supply control or water mixing
control), WATSYS DOSAGE or VALVE.

The message indicates how often this message has already been displayed.

No water has (yet) been given.Result
Retrieve the cause of the alarm and reset the relevant valve or water system.Action

Alarm 742 Channel number sensor is 0
A UV system input (Input flow, UV intensity or Water temperature) has not been specified.

The UV treatment stops.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 743 Cap demand rinse valve too high
The specified capacity of the rinse valve is greater than the total capacity of the pump(s). Refer to
I415.1 Rinse valve installation.

The rinse valve remains closed. The water dose near the (irrigation) valves continues.Result

Alarm 744 Cap demand valve too high
The pump(s) is (are) not capable of supplying the water quantity demanded by the valve/valves.

The valve remains closed. The water dose near the other (irrigation) valves continues.Result
Check in I411.1 Valve installation for the number of units and the capacity per unit.Action
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Alarm 745 Cap demand filter too high
The specified filter rinse capacity is greater than the total capacity of the pump(s). Refer to I431 Filter
rinse settings.

The filter will not be backwashed.Result

Alarm 746 Cap demand start too high
The capacity of the Start water system is greater than the total capacity of the pump(s). See I430.1
Water system settings.

The water system does not start.Result

Alarm 747 Continue at sensor defective
Temporarily continue when def (I430.1 Water system settings) is switched to YES. There is or there are
sensor/sensors defective and water can only be supplied temporarily (maximum of two hours).

Water dose will not stop because of a defect in a sensor and only monitoring through
the non-defective sensors will continue.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Use the Temporarily continue when def in emergencies only.

Alarm 748 No release sensor
One of the pH sensors has not been released (refer to I432 Sensors settings EC, pH & flow also).

Irrigation and dosage can only be done using another sensor.Result

If only one sensor has been released, the control will be less reliable.

Alarm 749 Valve defective
Options:
• The valve will not open, but measurement indicates that there is water pressure in the section

of pipe after the valve. With a correctly functioning valve, this cannot occur.
• The valve is opened, but measurement indicates that there is no water pressure in the section

of pipe after the valve. With a correctly functioning pump, filter, line and valve, this cannot occur.

It is possible that the water distribution is not correct and the crop is receiving too much or
too little irrigation water.

This alarm has no effect on the control.Result
Check whether the valve outside the process computer is set to open.
Check whether the valve is in order.
Check the pump.
Check the line.
Check the filter.

Action
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Alarm 750 Tank empty
The water level in the tank is below the EMPTY level.

Alarm 751 Tank full
The water level in the tank is above the FULL level.

Use the alternative tank or the water will be discharged (refer to I440.1 Tank installation).Action

Alarm 752 Selection output not allocated
Selection of recipe cannot be carried out. The valve that controls the water to or from the tank is
not present.

Check the allocations in I403.4 Allocate recipe to tanks and contact your dealer if
necessary.

Action

Alarm 753 Wastewater pit not empty
Possible causes:
• During emptying of the waste water pit, the measured level does not reach MIN during Alarm

delay if pit not empty (dealer setting).
• The filling of the waste water pit causes valves to become blocked. Alarm delay irrigation suspended

if pit full (dealer setting) applies for this.
• The filling of the waste water causes the stand time of the valves of the ebb & flow floors to be

extended for an indefinite period. Alarm delay irrigation suspended if pit full (dealer setting) applies
for this.

• The filling of the waste water causes the water systems to be set to WAIT. Alarm delay irrigation
suspended if pit full (dealer setting) applies for this.

Based on the settings in I443, the control determines what must happen if the waste
water pit is in danger of overflowing.

Result

Check the pumps in the waste water pit and contact your dealer if necessary.Action

Alarm 754 Ebb & flood output defective
The feedback from the ebb & flood valve does not match the expected result.

Depending on the position of the valve, the water cannot flow away or the water will
not be retained.

Result

Check the installation.Action

Alarm 755 Too much water,level:..
The measured water level is too high for too long. Possible the crop will remain in the water for too
long.

Possibly the ebb & flood floor/table is not draining.Result
Check the installation and the settings in I410.1 Monitor valve start external .Action
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Alarm 756 Too little water,level:..
The measured water level is too low for too long. Possible the crop will be short of water.

Check the installation and the settings in I410.1 Monitor valve start external .Action

Alarm 757 Premature stop,level:..
The valve is stopped because the pre-specified quantity or time has passed. However, there has
been no stop action.

Irrigation has stopped. The water level has not (yet) been reached or the irrigation bar
has not (yet) returned to the home position. Possibly the progress of the irrigation cart
is delayed or obstructed.

Result

Check the installation, the water level, the position of the irrigation bar and the settings
in I410 Start valve external.

Action

Alarm 758 No start observation,level:..
The valve has started, but no start signal has occurred. Possibly the floor has not reached the start
level or the irrigation bar has not left the home position.

The water dose is stopped to prevent the crop washing away.Result
Check the installation, the water level, the position of the irrigation bar and the settings
in I410 Start valve external.

Action

Alarm 759 Valve interrupted at fault
An error has occurred in the ebb & flow valve during irrigation, and the hold valve was opened to
allow the water to drain away.

The alarm is deactivated after 1 hour or at the next start.

The crop may have received insufficient water.Result
Resolve the error and check whether the relevant valve has dispensed sufficient water.
If necessary, give an extra cycle.

Action

Alarm 760 EC supply too high
During the EC alarm delay of I425 Monitor EC supply dosage the measured EC supply was more than
the permitted deviation was higher than the calculated EC supply.

The irrigation cycle has been aborted and the dosage fails to work. Alarm 735 Failure
dosage will follow.

Result

Check the settings in I425 Monitor EC supply dosage and I403 Recipe settings.Action

Alarm 761 EC supply too low
During the EC alarm delay of Monitor EC supply dosage, the measured EC supply was lower than the
calculated EC supply by more than the permitted deviation.
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The irrigation cycle has been aborted and the dosage fails to work. Alarm 735 Failure
dosage will follow.

Result

Check the settings in I425 Monitor EC supply dosage and I403 Recipe settings. Check the
level of the drain tank.

Action

Alarm 762 Temp sensor defective inp:..
The temperature sensor that is used to compensate the measured EC value is defective.

Water can be supplied temporarily by selecting Temporarily continue when def (I430.1 Water system
settings) without EC control by also switching the EC control to OFF in I403.1 Recipe influences.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 763 Temp difference sensor too large
The difference between the measured temperature of the controlling and the checking EC sensor
is too great.

Water can be supplied temporarily by selecting Temporarily continue when def (I430.1 Water system
settings) without EC control by also switching the EC control to OFF in I403.1 Recipe influences.

Alarm 765 Drain tray calc inact, irrig. wait
The substrate start program is in WAIT because Drain tray calc active (I405) has been switched off.

No more substrate starts will be carried out.Result
As soon as the drain measuring equipment is in order again, you can switch Drain tray
calc active (I405) back on.

Action

Alarm 766 Check on drain measurement
The control measurement of the drain quantity has started. This alarm is a reminder, so that you
do not forget to stop the control measurement.

Alarm 767 Moisture sensor defective:..
The moisture level sensor measurement falls outside the permissible range.

The last correct moisture level measurement is observed.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 768 EC sensor defective inp:..
The measurement of the EC sensor in the drain falls outside the permissible range.

The last correct EC measurement is observed.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action
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Alarm 769 Temp sensor defective inp:..
The measurement of the temperature sensor used to compensate the measured EC value of the
drain, falls outside the permissible range.

The last correct temperature measurement is observed.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 770 .. starts no drain measurement
After <number> consecutive irrigation cycles (set in Number of drain cycle alarms in I405), no further
drain measurement was detected.

Check the settings in I405 Drain settings and the drain settings of I400 Start strategy.Action

Alarm 771 Drain sensor defective inp:..
The drain sensor measurement falls outside the permissible range.

The drain control is stopped. After cancelling the alarm, the drain control is started all
over again.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 772 Drain sensor does not react
The drain gauge (of the drain tray) has been in the 'low' position for longer than 10 seconds. Possibly
plant residue has settled on the gauge of perhaps there is pollution. This alarm will be cancelled
when the gauge remains in the lowest position for less than 7 seconds. If a different drain sensor is
installed, this alarm is generated when the measurement pulse lasts longer than 10 seconds.

The drain calculation is stopped. On the basis of the calculated drain it is not possible
to start temporarily. After cancelling the alarm, the drain calculation is started all over
again.

Result

Check the gauge for dirt.
At the substrate start, the saturation weight may have been determined incorrectly
(see M500). If that is the case and the saturation weight is incorrect, you can set a
saturation weight manually (I500). Afterwards, choose a good moment to switch back
to the automatic determination of saturation weight.

Action

If the sensor remains in the 'low' position for less than two seconds, the defect has been fixed.

Alarm 773 Drain too high
More drain is measured than can be predicted on the basis of the transpiration model.

Check the plants on the drain tray or drain pipe for breakages or shedding.Action

Alarm 774 Drain too low
Less drain is measured than can be predicted on the basis of the transpiration model.

Check whether there is a leak in the drain tray or drain pipe or if the dose is too small.Action
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Alarm 775 Maximum drain pump time elapsed
The drain pump of the drain pipe has been active for too long.

This can be caused by a:
• badly functioning pump;
• dirty 'dry contact'.

The hose pump is switched off.Result

Alarm 776 Start at maximum rest time
The irrigation has started because the maximum rest time has elapsed. The option 'Maximum rest
time on' in I400.1 Start installation is on MESS.

Check the other start conditions.Action

Alarm 777 Moisture level too low
The measured moisture level is lower than the specified alarm moisture level during the specified
delay.

Check the settings in I405 Drain settings.Action

Alarm 778 Slab weigher defective inp:..
The slab weigher measurement falls outside the permissible range.

Check the settings in I405.1 Drain installation and contact your dealer if necessary.Action

Alarm 779 Tensiometer defective inp:..
The tensio meter measurement falls outside the permissible range.

Check the settings in I405.1 Drain installation and contact your dealer if necessary.Action

Alarm 780 Recipe:.. irr.water temp too low
The measured temperature of the irrigation water is lower than the set [temp] Too low alarm in the
recipe <number>.

The irrigation water heat control fails to work and the irrigation cycle has stopped.Result
Check the settings in I423 Irrigation water heating settings and the settings in I403 Recipe
settings. Reset the water system in I430 Reset water system after error.

Action

Alarm 781 Recipe:.. irr.water temp too high
The measured temperature of the irrigation water is higher than the set [temp] Too high alarm in
the recipe <number>.
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The irrigation water heat control fails to work and the irrigation cycle has stopped.Result
Check the settings in I423 Irrigation water heating settings and the settings in I403 Recipe
settings. Reset the water system in I430 Reset water system after error.

Action

Alarm 782 Recipe:.. irr.water pH too low
The measured pH of the irrigation water is lower than the set [pH] Too low alarm in the recipe
<number>.

The dosage fails to work and the irrigation has stopped.Result
Check the settings in I420 Monitor dosage and I403 Recipe settings. Reset the water system
in I430 Reset water system after error.

Action

Alarm 783 Recipe:.. irr.water pH too high
The measured pH of the irrigation water is higher than the set [pH] Too high alarm in the recipe
<number>.

The dosage fails to work and the irrigation has stopped.Result
Check the settings in I420 Monitor dosage and I403 Recipe settings. Reset the water system
in I430 Reset water system after error.

Action

Alarm 784 Recipe:.. irr.water EC too high
The measured EC of the irrigation water is higher than the set [EC] Too high alarm in the recipe
<number>.

The dosage fails to work and the irrigation has stopped.Result
Check the settings in I420 Monitor dosage and the settings in I403 Recipe settings. Reset
the water system in I430 Reset water system after error.

Action

Alarm 785 Recipe:.. irr.water EC too low
The measured EC of the irrigation water is lower than the set [EC] Too low alarm in the recipe
<number>.

The dosage fails to work and the irrigation has stopped.Result
Check the settings in I420 Monitor dosage and the settings in I403 Recipe settings. Reset
the water system in I430 Reset water system after error.

Action

Alarm 786 Recipe:.. EC supply too high
The measured EC of the supply water is higher than the set [EC supply] Too high alarm in the recipe
<number>.

The dosage fails to work and the irrigation has stopped.Result
Check the settings in I425 Monitor EC supply dosage and I403 Recipe settings. Reset the
water system in I430 Reset water system after error.

Action
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Alarm 787 Recipe:.. EC supply too low
The measured EC of the supply water is lower than the set [EC supply] Too low alarm in the recipe
<number>.

The dosage fails to work and the irrigation has stopped.Result
Check the settings in I425 Monitor EC supply dosage and I403 Recipe settings. Reset the
water system in I430 Reset water system after error.

Action

Alarm 788 Water irr per radiat sum too high
The quantity of water per radiation sum, determined over the last 3 irrigation cycles, is too high. The
location indicates for which valve (valve number) the water dosage is deviating excessively.

None.Result
Check the settings in I411.3.Action

Alarm 789 Water irrig per radiation too low
The quantity of water per radiation sum, determined over the last 3 irrigation cycles, is too low. The
location indicates for which valve (valve number) the water dosage is deviating excessively.

None.Result
Check the settings in I411.3.Action

Alarm 790 System pump defective
The remeasured pump status is not equal to the desired position for 10 minutes.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 791 External system pump failure
An external signal is used to generate a failure alarm concerning the system pump.

This external signal originates from the frequency controlled pump. Alarm lights on the
pump give a tentative indication of the failure.

Alarm 792 System pump meas defect inp:..
The measurement of the pump capacity sensor falls outside the permissible range.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 793 System pump drive defective
The difference between the calculated and the measured pump status is greater than the maximum
limit.

When applying a digital potentiometer there is a defect with this interface. The fed back
position differs from the controlled position.
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Alarm 794 Water distribution failure (..%)
The expected increase in weight due to the water dose is not being measured.

The percentage shows how much the measured water dose differs from the expected water dose.
For example: -50% means that half of the water is reaching the plants, while 100% means that twice
as much water is reaching the plants.

This alarm occurs if the deviation appears to be structural:
• the measured drain is less than 5%;
• the deviation (Measured water distribution deviation (I405.1) is greater than Maximum water

distribution deviation (I405.1) for two consecutive irrigation cycles.

The water system will continue with watering.Result

Check the water distribution over the valve area (for instance m2 or drippers).
Check the slab weigher.
Check for blockages and leaks.
Check the flow measurement.
Check the settings of the valve installation.

Action

After a water dose with a measured water distribution deviation that is lower than the maximum
water distribution deviation, the alarm will no longer be active.

Alarm 795 Filter blocked

For filters for which the back washing is controlled by the process computer
(I431)

The filter has been cleaned prematurely more frequently than Premature cleaning alarm limit. A
premature cleaning is a cleaning that does not comply with Minimum operation time between cleaning
or Minimum quantity between cleaning.

If No cleaning when filter blocked (I431) is set to YES, the filter cleaning will no longer
start automatically, which will cause the filter to become polluted further.

Result

Have the dealer check the filter installation.Action

For filters for which the process computer monitors the back washing
(I431.1)

Possible causes:
• The back washing of the filter lasts longer than the set duration time (dealer setting Cleaning

time).
• The duration time between 2 cleaning actions ('filter is clean') is shorter than the set duration

time (dealer setting Fresh time).

Alarm 796 Failure filter
There is a failure in the filter installation.

The filter installation is not working, which means that the water may not be reaching
the crop on account of blockages.

Result

Reset the overload switch on the filter installation (if present). Please contact your
dealer if the error persists.

Action
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Alarm 797 Irrig. with open flush valve
The line is flushed and an irrigation valve which is connected to the same open rinse valve is released
for irrigation at the same time.

The irrigation valve concerned is automatically set to WAIT.Result
Once flushing has been completed you must remove the WAIT status for the irrigation
valve so that the irrigation cycle can be completed.

Action

If this alarm occurs more frequently you can select a period in which you only release flushing
and do not permit any irrigation operations.

Alarm 798 Twice connected valve
Irrigation is not possible because the valve is connected both to a valve group and to a substrate
start program.

This valve has automatically been set to the 'MALFUNCTION' status.Result
Go to I500.4 or to I401.4 and delete the link for the substrate start or the link to the
valve group. After this, the valve will be automatically removed from the MALFUNCTION
status and will respond again to the next start of the selected start program

Action

Alarm 799 Start cleaning in min rest time
The filter must be cleaned on account of an excessively large pressure difference, but the minimum
rest time after the previous cleaning has not yet elapsed.

Possible causes:
• the previous cleaning was insufficient
• the previous cleaning was cancelled prematurely
• incorrect pressure measurement (via an analogue differential pressure gauge or via a digital

differential pressure switch)

The cleaning of the filter starts nonetheless.Result
Have the dealer check the filter installation.
You can reset the alarm in I431. This alarm will also be deactivated automatically if the
next start of cleaning does meet the minimum.

Action

Alarm 800 Cabinet temperature too high
The measured temperature in the Vialux cabinet is higher than desirable.

A short service life of the lamp control.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 801 Water temperature too low
The temperature in the UV chamber is below the set minimum limit. This is set to 5°C as standard.

Check the temperature in M450. If an unlikely value is shown here, the temperature
sensor is defective or a wire has broken. In this case, please contact your dealer.

Action
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Alarm 802 Water temp.above alarm limit
The measured water temperature is above the set maximum. This is set to 40°C as standard. The
UV treatment continues.

Check that all hand operated valves are open. In general this alarm is caused by a lack
of water flow.

Action

Alarm 803 Water temp.above stop limit
The measured water temperature is above the set stop limit. This is set to 45°C as standard. The UV
treatment stops.

Check that all hand operated valves are open. In general this alarm is caused by a lack
of water flow. The temperature monitor is reactivated 30 seconds after a restart.

Action

The UV system will stop and go to the ERROR status.Result

Alarm 804 Water flow too low
The measured water flow is below Calc minimum flow (M450). This is dependent on:
• the control flow minimum (dealer setting I430.6);
• for disinfection: the set minimum flow (I450) or lower limit based on the required turbulent flow

in the UV chamber;
• for purification: the calculated minimum flow is well below the flow determined on the basis of

the UV chamber (I403).

The UV treatment stops.Result
Increase the flow, check the flow meter.Action

Alarm 805 Water flow too high
The measured water flow is below Calc maximum flow (M450). This is dependent on:
• the control flow maximum (dealer setting I430.6);
• for disinfection: Maximum flow of the installation (dealer setting I435.6) or the upper limit based

on the required disinfection and UV chamber;
• for purification: only the set control flow maximum applies, this must be above the flow

determined on the basis of the UV chamber (I403).

The UV treatment stops.Result
Reduce the flow.Action

Alarm 806 Start UV dosage too low
The UV dosage measured during start-up is below the set level required for releasing the Vialux for
production.

The UV system will stop and go to the ERROR status.Result
Check the measured transmission (T10) of the drain water. If this is too low, this may
be caused by the use of iron chelate or by a dirty lamp. Give the system a manual acid
rinsing (Manual start acid rinsing, I450 UV system settings), check the set pH value of the
alternative nutrient recipe (I403.3); this is the desired value during cleaning of the UV
chamber. Make sure acid is injected into the UV chamber. If possible, reduce the flow
or increase the proportion of reservoir water in it.

Action
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Alarm 807 UV dosage too low
The measured UV dosage has fallen below the desired dosage + Margin to UV dosage alarm (I450)
for a certain period of time (Alarm delay at UV dosage, dealer setting).

For instance

Desired dosage = 100

Margin to UV dosage alarm = 20

Measured dosage = 121 => no alarm

Measured dosage = 119 => alarm

The disinfection function is insufficient, possible causes:
• the water is dirty, UV light is less effective;
• the lamp is old, the UV output has declined;
• the flow is high, as a result of which the exposure time is short.

Disinfection has stopped.Result

Options:Action
• mix with fresh water;
• have the lamp replaced;
• reduce the flow.

Please contact your dealer if this does not resolve the problem.

Alarm 808 Lamp1 does not function (..)
Lamp 1 of the UV chamber is not on.

The status indicates in which lamp status the alarm occurs:
• Status=0 The lamp has not been switched on. The lamp does not start. Possibly the lamp has

not cooled down sufficiently so it will start again after a longer rest time. Extending the cool
down time is required.

• Status=1 The lamp has switched off while the power module controlled the lamp to LOW. A
voltage dip could be a possible cause.

• Status=2 The lamp has switched off while the power module controlled the lamp to MIDDLE. A
voltage dip could be a possible cause.

• Status=3 The lamp has switched off while the power module controlled the lamp to HIGH. A
voltage dip could be a possible cause.

The UV system will stop and go to the ERROR status.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action
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Alarm 809 Lamp2 does not function (..)
Lamp 2 of the UV chamber is not on. See also Alarm 808 Lamp1 does not function (..) (page 1164).

Alarm 810 Lamp3 does not function (..)
Lamp 3 on the disinfector is not on. See also Alarm 808 Lamp1 does not function (..) (page 1164).

Alarm 811 Lamp4 does not function (..)
Lamp 4 on the disinfector is not on. See also Alarm 808 Lamp1 does not function (..) (page 1164).

Alarm 812 Wiper not out contact (..x)
The wiper motor does not operate for a short period. The number in parentheses indicates how
often the alarm has been triggered consecutively.

Control of the motor has been interrupted for a short period (a couple of seconds).
After this the motor is controlled again causing the wiper motor to start again.

Result

Action • Tap the OUT and HOME contact gently.
• Check the contacts, wiring and fuses.
• If the alarm is triggered three times in succession, the wiper motor is probably

defective and the UV system stops. In this case, please contact your dealer.

Alarm 813 Wiper not in contact (..x)
The wiper motor does not operate for a short period. The number in parentheses indicates how
often the alarm has been triggered consecutively.

Control of the motor has been interrupted for a short period (a couple of seconds).
After this the motor is controlled again causing the wiper motor to start again. If the
alarm is triggered three times in succession, the motor is probably defective and the
UV system stops.

Result

Action • Tap the OUT and HOME contact gently.
• Check the contacts, wiring and fuses.
• If the alarm is triggered three times in succession, the wiper motor is probably

defective and the UV system stops. In this case, please contact your dealer.

Alarm 814 Wiper motor overcharged
The wiper motor overcharged.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 815 Wiper simult.in .. contacts
The wiper is receiving messages from multiple contacts simultaneously.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action
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Alarm 816 Acid rinse frequency too high
The acid rinsing started too soon after the previous acid rinsing (dealer setting Min time between 2
rinses in I450.7).

Check the acid supply to the UV chamber and the stock of acid.Action

Alarm 817 Power failure UV system
The UV system mains voltage monitoring has disconnected the power to the UV system.

The UV system stops immediately, without post-running, the water cannot be treated
with the UV system.

Result

Reset the UV system when the error has been resolved.
Resetting can be carried out with the green “Standby” button of the UV system.
If the reset UV system output has been set (dealer setting I450.5), you can also set Reset
failure to YES in I430.

Action

Alarm 818 Failure UV system
The UV system is in error as a result of:
• power failure.
• too high temperature in the UV chamber.
• detection of an error by the power module.

If a temperature switch has been installed on the UV system, this alarm can go off if the
temperature of the UV chamber rises above 64°C or 149°F. Possible causes: no flow through
the UV chamber or air in the UV chamber while the lamp is on.

The UV system will stop and go to the ERROR status.Result
Check the power supply and the temperature of the UV chamber. Make sure there is
sufficient flow when the temperature in the UV chamber is too high and if necessary
de-aerate it.
Reset the UV system when the error has been resolved.
Resetting can be carried out with the green “Standby” button of the UV system.
If the reset UV system output has been set (dealer setting I450.5), you can also set Reset
failure to YES in I430.

Action

Alarm 819 UV system status: failure
There is an error in the UV system. The Limitation in M450 Overview UV treatment shows which error
this concerns.

The UV system stops immediately, without post-running, the water cannot be treated
with the UV system.

Result

Reset the UV system when the error has been resolved.
Resetting can be carried out with the green “Standby” button of the UV system.
If the reset UV system output has been set (dealer setting I450.5), you can also set Reset
failure to YES in I430.

Action

Alarm 820 T10=..,check T10 measurement
Warning that the T10 value of the drain water is below 0% or above 100%.

Calibrate the T10 and check the UV sensor.Action
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Alarm 821 Faulty value inp:..
The UV measurement is faulty.

The UV system will stop and go to the ERROR status.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action
Check the connections.Dealer action

Alarm 822 Faulty value inp:..
A sensor of the UV system is defective.

The UV system will stop and go to the ERROR status.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action
Check the connections.Dealer action

Alarm 823 Too low value pressure gauge
The pressure measurement is below the set minimum.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 824 Too high value pressure gauge
The pressure measurement is above the set maximum.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 825 Lamp5 does not function (..)
Lamp 5 of the UV chamber is not on. See also Alarm 808 Lamp1 does not function (..) (page 1164).

Alarm 826 Lamp6 does not function (..)
Lamp 6 of the UV chamber is not on. See also Alarm 808 Lamp1 does not function (..) (page 1164).

Alarm 827 Lamp7 does not function (..)
Lamp 7 of the UV chamber is not on. See also Alarm 808 Lamp1 does not function (..) (page 1164).

Alarm 828 Lamp8 does not function (..)
Lamp 8 of the UV chamber is not on. See also Alarm 808 Lamp1 does not function (..) (page 1164).

Alarm 829 Exposure time too short
The exposure time in the UV chamber is less than 1 second (if disinfection is greater than 210 mJ/cm²)
or 0.7 seconds (if disinfection is less than 210 mJ/cm²).
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The UV system stops.Result
Reduce the flow.Action

Alarm 830 Disinfect at half power
A UV lamp (one of two lamps in series, but not lamp 1 with the UV sensor) is defective, but in Ignore
lamp defective for 1 day (I450) it has been selected to start the disinfection anyway.

Ignoring means that the flow is recalculated, and the flow becomes smaller.
If necessary, adjust the desired dosage so that the calculated flow remains above the
minimum flow.

Result

Replace the UV lamp.Action

Alarm 831 Lamp 1 not highest operating hrs
Lamp 1 must always be the lamp with the most operating hours. This alarm indicates that another
lamp has more operating hours than lamp 1.

Swap lamp 1 with the lamp with the most operating hours and adjust the registration
of the operating hours (M450.1) based on this.

Action

Alarm 835 Low level in acid tank
The level of the acid in the acid tank has dropped to the set low level. The alarm output is disabled
as standard for this alarm message.

Refill the acid tank.Action

Alarm 836 UV dosage too low
Warning that the UV dosage is below the set minimum level. If this status remains for a relatively
long period of time, the alarm 807 UV dosage too low will follow and the UV treatment will stop.

Outlet valve V5 goes to the position for retake.Result
The pollution will increase so rapidly that it will be impossible to avoid the UV dosage
falling below the alarm limit within the set limits. Increase the acid rinse limit and reduce
the cleaning interval.

Action

Alarm 837 Water translucency too low
The translucency of the wastewater that is being purified has dropped too far.

The purification function is insufficient, possible causes:
• the wastewater is very dirty, the UV light is less effective;
• the lamp is old, the UV output has declined;
• the cleaning of the UV chamber is insufficiently frequent.

The purification of wastewater has stopped.Result

Options:Action
• have the lamp replaced;
• clean more frequently;
• Please contact your Priva Partner.
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Alarm 838 Water translucency too low
Warning that the translucency of the wastewater to be purified is too low. If the translucency of the
wastewater remains low, alarm 837 Water translucency too low will be triggered and the purification
of the water will stop.

The water to be treated will be temporarily taken back by the wastewater tank until
the translucency has been restored.

Result

The contamination will increase so rapidly that it will be impossible to avoid the
translucency falling below the alarm limit within the set limits. Increase the acid rinse
limit and reduce the cleaning interval (I450). Timely cleaning of the UV chamber is
necessary, especially if the UV chamber is also being used to disinfect water.

Action

Alarm 839 Hrs of operation lamps exceeded
The lamps have reached the end of their service life.

The efficiency of the lamps has now become so low that it would be more economical
to have your dealer install new lamps.

Action

Alarm 840 Wiper manual operation (..x)
The end contacts on the wiper have been broken without the computer having activated the wiper.

If this occurs regularly: please contact your dealer.Action

Alarm 841 Home side fault ?
Conflict between motor activation and detected end contacts.

Ask your dealer to check the motor connection and the control end contact.Action

Alarm 842 Home check not seen (..x)
Home check has not signalled the wiper.

If this occurs regularly please contact your dealer.Action

Alarm 845 Treated water control valve
The outlet valve to the disinfected water tank or the sewer was not opened or closed on time (within
15 seconds) or the valve has been operated manually in the meantime. This is a serious situation.

The UV system will stop and go to the ERROR status.Result
Check the operation and feedback from the valve. The valve may only be opened during
production.

Action

Alarm 846 T10=.. below alarm limit
The T10 value is below the alarm limit. The alarm limit varies according to the UV chamber used.
See: UV dosage in the event of a low T10 value (page 120)
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Increase the transmission of the water by adding more reservoir water. Check that the
acid injection installation is working properly and add an additional acid rinsing unit if
necessary to make sure the quartz tube is clean. A low transmission is generally caused
by a high concentration of iron chelate.

Action

See also The T10 value is too low (page 178).

Alarm 847 T10=.. below stop limit
The T10 value is below the stop limit. The alarm limit varies according to the UV chamber used. See:
UV dosage in the event of a low T10 value (page 120)

Increase the transmission of the water by adding more reservoir water. Check that the
acid injection installation is working properly and add an additional acid rinsing unit if
necessary to make sure the quartz tube is clean. A low transmission is generally caused
by a high concentration of iron chelate.

Action

See also The T10 value is too low (page 178).

After this alarm, you must manually start an acid rinsing (I450).

Alarm 848 Temp sensor defective inp:..
The cabinet temperature sensor measurement falls outside the permissible range.

The most recent valid measurement is maintained.
The registration of the number of hours of excessively high temperature in the cabinet
is incorrect.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 849 Fixed T10, UV not guaranteed
Your dealer has disabled the determination of the transmission (T10), which means that disinfection
cannot be guaranteed. If that was unintentional, please notify your dealer.

This alarm is active:
• during the starting of the disinfector;
• in the disinfector's production phase.

Alarm 850 Start production recipe .. aborted
The start for the mixing of the fertilisers for the specified recipe has been cancelled by the user
before the mixing was started.

Alarm 851 Production recipe .. aborted
The mixing of the fertilisers for the specified recipe has been stopped prematurely.

Check the composition of the prepared tanks.
Determine whether you can still use the composition, possibly after manual topping
up. If this is not the case, you can drain the contents of the tank to the sewer in I428.1.

Action
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Alarm 852 Leak mix channel:..
A flow is measured while all the valves are closed.

Check the main system and the valves. The channel number in the alarm message
indicates which was the last valve to be closed.

Action

Alarm 853 Fertilizer flow too low:..
The measured flow of the specified mixing channel is less than Capacity low - Margin.

Capacity low: Capacity low (I428.6).

Margin: Margin-/delay flow monitoring (I428.6) (note that this margin is a percentage)

Check that sufficient stock solution is present.
Check lines and filters for blockages.

Action

Alarm 854 Fertilizer flow too high:..
The measured flow of the specified mixing channel is greater than Capacity high + Margin.

Capacity high: Capacity high (I428.6).

Margin: Margin-/delay flow monitoring (I428.6) (note that this margin is a percentage)

Check for other leaking valves. If another valve is leaking, damage may be caused by
an undesired mixing of substances.

Action

Alarm 855 Fresh water flow too low
The measured flow during rinsing of the main to the tank is less than Capacity low - Margin.

Capacity low: Fresh waterCapacity low (I428.6).

Margin: Margin-/delay flow monitoring (I428.6) (note that this margin is a percentage)

Check the water supply.
Check lines and filters for blockages.

Action

Alarm 856 Fresh water flow too high
The measured flow during rinsing of the main to the tank is greater than Capacity high + Margin.

Capacity high: Fresh waterCapacity low (I428.6).

Margin: Margin-/delay flow monitoring (I428.6) (note that this margin is a percentage)

Check for other leaking valves.Action

Alarm 857 External failure fertilizer mixer
An external error is passed on via a process computer input. Your dealer has, for instance, connected
a fire alarm to this input. Your dealer can also use this input to cause the fertiliser mixer to stop if
the stock is exhausted or if a dangerous situation arises.
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The fertiliser mixer goes into the ERROR status and interrupts the mixing.Result
Check that sufficient stock is present.Action

Alarm 858 Valve defective
The control has opened or closed a valve, but the feedback indicates that the valve is not physically
in that position.

Check the valve.
Check the feedback.

Action

Alarm 859 Pump defective
The fed back position of the pump does not match the control of the pump.

Check the pump.
Check if the pump is being operated manually.

Action

Alarm 860 Production A..-tank aborted
The user has stopped the fertiliser mixer.

Check the contents of the tank; the tank probably contains a non-finished mixture.
You can finish the mixing manually or discard the contents of the tank and restart the
fertiliser mixer.

Action

Alarm 861 Production B..-tank aborted
The user has stopped the fertiliser mixer.

Check the contents of the tank; the tank probably contains a non-finished mixture.
You can finish the mixing manually or discard the contents of the tank and restart the
fertiliser mixer.

Action

Alarm 862 Production C..-tank aborted
The user has stopped the fertiliser mixer.

Check the contents of the tank; the tank probably contains a non-finished mixture.
You can finish the mixing manually or discard the contents of the tank and restart the
fertiliser mixer.

Action

Alarm 863 Production D..-tank aborted
The user has stopped the fertiliser mixer.

Check the contents of the tank; the tank probably contains a non-finished mixture.
You can finish the mixing manually or discard the contents of the tank and restart the
fertiliser mixer.

Action
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Alarm 864 Production Lye.. aborted
The user has stopped the fertiliser mixer.

Check the contents of the tank; the tank probably contains a non-finished mixture.
You can finish the mixing manually or discard the contents of the tank and restart the
fertiliser mixer.

Action

Alarm 865 Production Acid.. aborted
The user has stopped the fertiliser mixer.

Check the contents of the tank; the tank probably contains a non-finished mixture.
You can finish the mixing manually or discard the contents of the tank and restart the
fertiliser mixer.

Action

Alarm 866 Fresh water valve drive defective
The sending of the output from the water supply valve has failed.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 867 Fresh water valve failure ..
The control has opened or closed a water supply valve, but the feedback indicates that the valve is
not physically in the desired position.

Check the valve.
Check the feedback.

Action

Alarm 868 Mix channel .. drive defective
The sending of the output from the mixing channel valve has failed.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 869 Mix channel .. failure
The control has opened or closed a valve in the specified mixing channel, but the feedback indicates
that the valve is not physically in the desired position.

Check the valve.
Check the feedback.

Action

Alarm 870 Failure fertilizer mixer
The mixer monitors setting, feedback from valves, flow and quantities. If something is not right,
filling stops and this alarm is triggered. Action is necessary in order to resume mixing.
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Please contact your Priva Partner.
Consult the overviews (M0, M0.1 and I428) to find out the possible cause.
The choice is whether the partially filled intermediate tank or fertiliser stock is still
usable or needs to be drained.

User action

Alarm 880 External alarm defective inp:..
The measurement of the external alarm of the external water treatment system is out of range.

The status of the external water treatment system changes to DEFECTIVE and water
distribution is aborted.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 881 Availability defective inp:..
The measurement of the availability of the external water treatment system is out of range.

The status of the external water treatment system changes to DEFECTIVE and water
distribution is aborted.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 882 External alarm
The external water treatment system reports a malfunction.

The status of the external water treatment system changes to DEFECTIVE and water
distribution is aborted.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 883 Max start-up time expired
The external water treatment system is not available, the system fails to start or takes longer than
the agreed maximum start-up time.

The status of the external water treatment system changes to ERROR and the start of
water distribution is aborted.

Result

Once the malfunction has been resolved, restart the water dosage with Reset failure in
I430.

Action

Alarm 884 Availability interrupted
The availability of the external water treatment system fails during operation.

The status of the external water treatment system changes to ERROR and water
distribution is aborted.

Result

Once the malfunction has been resolved, restart the water dosage with Reset failure in
I430.

Action

Alarm 888 Fertilizer stock minimal
The measured level of the fertiliser stock is minimal.
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The dosage and irrigation will continue until the measured level has fallen to the stop
level.

Result

Top up the fertiliser stock.Action

Alarm 889 Fertilizer stock empty
This alarm occurs if the measured level of a fertiliser stock falls below the stop level and your dealer
has configured the water system to stop if this fertiliser stock is empty.

According to the Dutch outline agreement on water purification in greenhouse horticulture, it
is obligatory to stop if the stock of acid or hydrogen peroxide is empty.

The water system goes into the WAIT status.Result
Fill up the fertiliser stock.
Reset the water system.

Action

Alarm 900 Nutronic communic.disconnected:..
The connection between the process computer and the Nutronic has been disconnected or the
Nutronic prom does not contain any version information.

The irrigation cycle is stopped, the Nutronic reverts to WAIT status and the dosage
shows an ERROR. Alarm 735 Failure dosage is generated.

Result

Check the cable and cable connection to the communication port. Please contact your
dealer if necessary.

Action

After reset failure the position of the dosage is set to Nutronic and the limitation to
CONNECTION. Water dose is now possible, only without dosages.

Alarm 901 Nutronic channel leak nr:..
While the dosage is at REST, more than 10 flow pulses per second are measured.

The Nutronic will be temporarily switched to the WAIT status. As soon as an irrigation
cycle is started, the dosage will revert to ERROR.

Result

Check the valve and the main for leaks.Action

Alarm 902 Nutronic channel cap nr:..
Although the valve has been fully controlled open, the relevant channel cannot dose sufficient
fertilisers. The required quantity is too large or the flow sensor is defective.

The irrigation cycle is stopped, the Nutronic reverts to WAIT status and the dosage
shows an ERROR. Alarm 735 Failure dosage is generated.

Result

Check the flow sensor.Action

Alarm 903 Nutronic channel air nr:..
In two consecutive periods over 2000 to 3000 flow pulses (Nutronic dealer settings) were measured
in one second.
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The irrigation cycle is stopped, the Nutronic reverts to WAIT status and the dosage
shows an ERROR. Alarm 735 Failure dosage is generated.

Result

Check the dosage channel for air.Action

Alarm 904 Nutronic channel sum leak nr:..
While the dosage is at REST, a total (an aggregate) of more than 1000 flow pulses were measured.
The number of pulses per second is lower than 10, otherwise the 901 Nutronic channel leak nr:.. alarm
would have been generated.

The Nutronic will be temporarily switched to the WAIT status. As soon as an irrigation
cycle is started, the dosage will revert to ERROR.

Result

Probably the valve does not close 100% or there is a minimal leakage.Action

Alarm 905 Nutronic channel prc leak nr:..
During the dosage the flow pulses are measured while the valve is closed.

The irrigation cycle is stopped, the Nutronic reverts to WAIT status and the dosage
shows an ERROR.

Result

Alarm 910 Nutronic version fault
In the Nutronic there is a program with the incorrect version.

The irrigation cycle is not executed.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 920 Too long in wait
The substrate start program is in the WAIT status for more than 30 minutes.

If this is caused by a change in the number of periods in I500:Action
• check the period settings (l500);
• change the Start setting to AUTOMATIC.

Alarm 921 Adj. saturation weight too large
After the last drain, the modified automatically determined drain weight is more than Alarm limit
satur.weight adj.too high (I500.1)

If draining is not possible, set Method determination saturation weight to 'MANUAL' and
retrieve the last drain measurement Weight from the overview (M500.1).
With Drain method and Release drain, this adjustment is reset in the released periods
(I500).

Action

Alarm 922 Too many starts after each other
The irrigation cycle always starts immediately after the expiry of the minimum rest time and not as
a result of other start conditions:the number of starts carried out is higher than Maximum number
of starts immediately after min rest time (I500.2). This protection helps to detect errors or disturbances
from outside in the moisture level measurements.
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Check the moisture level measurements.
Check the values of Minimum rest time (I500) and Rest time (I500). The value of Rest time
must be greater than Minimum rest time.
Check the capacity of the water system. If the alarm is the result of a low capacity of
the water system, increase Maximum number of starts immediately after min rest time.

Action

Alarm 923 Flush failure
Irrigation until drain water is detected is not possible on account of a limit (I500.1):

ActionDescriptionLimitation drain
Check the Release drain period setting (I500).Irrigation until drain water is detected is not released

in the current or subsequent periods of the day.
RELEASE

Check End time (l500.1)Irrigation until drain water is detected is not started
or completed because the current time has exceeded
this end time.

END TIME

Check Release drain (I500.1)The irrigation cycle cannot be completed because the
maximum duration is too short for the selected
quantity of water.

MAX LENGTH OF
TIME

Check the maximum drain quantity or the
number of irrigation cycles on drain (I500.1).

The irrigation cycle cannot be started because the
quantity of water or the number of irrigation cycles
is zero.

NO AMOUNT

Alarm 924 Measured moisture too low
The substrate or pots remain too dry during the set time. The alarm delay and maximum deviations
are in I500.2.

Check the position of the moisture level sensors.
Check Quantity per unit and Duration (I500).

Action

Alarm 925 Measured moisture too high
The substrate or pot remains too wet during the set time. The alarm delay and maximum deviations
are in I500.2.

Check the valve at the location of the moisture level sensor.
Check Quantity per unit and Duration (I500).

Action

Alarm 926 Measured dry-out too low
The substrate or pot remains too wet during the set time. The alarm delay and maximum deviations
are in I500.2.

Check if the weighing scale is physically blocked.
Check Quantity per unit and Duration (I500).

Action

Alarm 927 Measured dry-out too high
The substrate or pot remains too dry during the set time. The alarm delay and maximum deviations
are in I500.2.

Check whether the valve is opening.
Check the Quantity per unit and the Duration (I500).

Action
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Alarm 928 Measured weight too high
The substrate or pot remains too wet during the set time. The alarm delay and maximum deviations
are in I500.2.

Check whether the valve is opening.
Check the Quantity per unit and the Duration (I500).

Action

Alarm 929 Measured weight too low
The substrate or pot remains too dry during some time. The minimum time and maximum deviation
can be set in I500.2 (Weight tot below).

Check if the weighing scale is physically blocked.
Check Quantity per unit and Duration (I500).

Action

Alarm 930 Moist.meas. def. or not allocated
No moisture measurement has been allocated for the substrate start program in I500.4.

No irrigation starts can take place based on the transpiration of the plant.
Your start program will not start an irrigation cycle and will remain in the NOT AVAILABLE
status.

Result

Alarm 931 Measured weight is out of limits
The weighing scale used as the basis for triggering irrigation starts displays an unreliable weight.

The start program that uses this weighing scale is automatically set to WAIT and will
enter the NOT AVAILABLE status. No automatic irrigation starts will take place.

Result

Action • Check if there is a physical obstruction of the weighing scale.
• Check the wireless connection, if applicable.
• Check whether the drain calculation has been released (Drain tray calc active in

I405).
• Check whether the drain tray or weighing scale is in maintenance.
• Contact your dealer, and perform regular manual starts or set an alternative start

condition until the problem has been resolved. (For a temporary alternative
start:choose the BASIC method and in I500.4 select, for instance, start on radiation
sum, enter radiation sums per period and set the start program to AUTOMATIC)

Alarm 932 Measured moisture is out of limit
The moisture measurement used as the basis for triggering irrigation starts shows an unreliable
value.

If the moisture measurement is determined on the basis of multiple moisture sensors, and one of
the sensors indicates less than 0% or more than 100%, the entire measurement is considered
unreliable.
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The start program that uses this moisture measurement is automatically set to WAIT
and will enter the NOT AVAILABLE status. The current start commands will be completed,
but no more new automatic starts will take place.

Result

Action • Check whether the moisture sensors are still in the substrate
• Check the wireless connection, if applicable.
• In the case of multiple moisture sensors, you can temporarily disconnect the

defective moisture measurement in I500.4.
• Contact your dealer, and perform regular manual starts or set an alternative start

condition until the problem has been resolved. (For a temporary alternative
start:choose the BASIC method and in I500.4 select, for instance, start on radiation
sum, enter radiation sums per period and set the start program to AUTOMATIC)

Alarm 933 External connection is broken
The external connection that provides the measurements for irrigation starts is no longer active or
is out of operation

The start program that uses measurement(s) from the external connection is
automatically set to WAIT and will enter the NOT AVAILABLE status. No automatic
irrigation starts will take place.

Result

Action • Check the wireless connection, if applicable.
• Contact your dealer, and perform regular manual starts or set an alternative start

condition until the problem has been resolved. (For a temporary alternative
start:choose the BASIC method and in I500.4 select, for instance, start on radiation
sum, enter radiation sums per period and set the start program to AUTOMATIC)

Alarm 934 Filter polluted too quickly
According to the measured pressure difference across the filter, the filter needs to be cleaned, but
the Minimum operation time between cleaning or Minimum quantity between cleaning has not yet
elapsed.

Possible causes:
• the previous cleaning was insufficient
• the previous cleaning was cancelled prematurely
• incorrect pressure measurement (via digital differential pressure switch or via analogue

differential pressure gauge in combination with the set Rinse pressure limit (I431).

The cleaning of the filter starts nonetheless.Result
Have the dealer check the filter installation.
You can reset the alarm in I431. This alarm will also be deactivated automatically if the
next start of cleaning does meet the minimum.

Action

Alarm 950 Special alarm 1
Specifically per user, depending on the system and the installation.

Alarm 951 Special alarm 2
Specifically per user, depending on the system and the installation.

Alarm 952 Special alarm 3
Specifically per user, depending on the system and the installation.
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Alarm 953 Special alarm 4
Specifically per user, depending on the system and the installation.

Alarm 954 Special alarm 5
Specifically per user, depending on the system and the installation.

Alarm 1003 Crop treatment activated
The crop protection has started and is active.

Other controls can also be influenced by the crop treatment program such as curtains,
vents CO2 and air circulation fans. And don't forget the alarm limit above ventilation
temperature.

Result

Alarm 1004 Crop treatment stopped
The crop protection has stopped.

Other controls are no longer influenced by the crop treatment program, such as curtains,
vents, CO2 and air circulation fans.

Result

Alarm 1005 Curtain active
The current curtain position is greater than 0 %.

Other controls can be influenced by the curtain program such as the heating and the
vents.

Result:

Alarm 1006 Curtain open
The current curtain position is 0 %.

Other controls are no longer influenced by the curtain program such as the heating
and the vents.

Result

Alarm 1007 Rain on
The rain sensor is wet for longer than the Rain on delay time settings.

The vents are limited in the position maximum lee/wind with rain in I125.Result

Alarm 1008 Rain off
The rain sensor is dry. For this message, a delay applies that varies between Rain off delay minimum
and Rain off delay maximum (I4). The longer it has been raining, the longer the delay.

The vents are released.Result:
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Alarm 1009 Storm on
The wind speed is longer than the Storm on delay time setting and higher than Storm limit.

The vents move to the storm position in I125.Result:

Alarm 1010 Storm off
The wind speed is longer than the Storm off delay time setting and lower than Storm limit.

The vents are released.Result

Alarm 1011 Frost on
The outside temperature is longer than the Frost on delay time setting and lower than Calculated
frost limit.

The vents will close.Result

Alarm 1012 Frost off
The outside temperature is longer than the Frost off delay time setting and higher than Calculated
frost limit.

The vents are released.Result

Alarm 1015 Wash robot active
The wash robot is active and the vents have been moved to a position where the wash robot is able
to move (Maximum vent position). Often the robot is only allowed to move when a vent is fully closed.
If the wash robot is suitable for moving over a partially open vent the dealer can adjust the maximum
vent position. After the adjustment the vents close to a dealer-specified vent position. The wash
robot then moves over the partially open vents.

Alarm 1016 Wash robot stopped
The wash robot has stopped and the vents are released.

Alarm 1017 Start in phase ..
The valve group has started in phase X.

You can enable or disable this message in I1.

Alarm 1018 Water dose ready after phase ..
The valve group is ready with the phase.

You can enable or disable this message in I1.
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Alarm 1019 Water dose interrupted in phase ..
The water dose of the valve group was interrupted in phase.

You can enable or disable this message in I1.

Alarm 1020 Extra gap active
The extra gap during black out is (temporarily) released according to the settings in I161.2.

Alarm 1021 Extra gap not active
The extra gaps during black out are no longer released according to the settings in I161.2.

Alarm 1022 Forced rain on
The forced rain status has been activated through the settings in I4 or via an input.

The vents are limited in the position maximum lee/wind with rain in I125.Result:

Alarm 1023 Forces rain off
The forced rain status has been stopped through the settings in I4.

The vents are released.Result:

Alarm 1024 Temporary no gas valve release in
The measurement of the gas valve release has been off for longer than 2 minutes while the burner
was operational.

Alarm 1025 Temporary no gas valve release out
The measurement of the gas release is present again.

Alarm 1026 Start decrease max gas off-take
The Calc max gas consumption is being decreased because the measured gas consumption was higher
than the specified (absolute) maximum gas consumption (I304) or the difference between the
calculated and measured gas consumption is too great and in Limitation max gas consumption
MEASURED has been selected. The message will disappear if the measured gas consumption (without
correction) becomes lower than the specified maximum gas consumption.

Alarm 1027 Stop decrease max gas off-take
There is no longer a decrease by controlled sources, because the measured gas consumption
remained below the Calc max gas consumption (M304) for a certain period of time.
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Alarm 1040 External decrease gas max active
An external contact is indicating that a different gas maximum applies temporarily. The External gas
maximum column in section I304.1 shows which gas maximum is active.

Alarm 1041 External decrease gas max stopped
A different gas maximum was activated temporarily (External gas maximum column in I304.1) but
this is no longer applicable, the Max gas column in section I304.1 is once again determinative for the
maximum gas consumption.

Alarm 1042 Manual stop external gas strategy
The externally imposed gas strategy for the next 7 days has been stopped manually via section I304.
There has been a decrease to the manually set gas strategy in section I304.

Alarm 1043 Manual restart external gas strategy
The externally imposed gas strategy for the next 7 days was stopped manually via section I304 but
has now been released.

Alarm 1044 Autom.stop external gas strategy
No new data for gas limitation has been received for some time. The external gas strategy has
therefore stopped automatically. There has been a decrease to the manually set gas strategy in
section I304

Alarm 1045 Autom.restart external gas strategy
New data for gas limitation has been received. The external gas strategy had been stopped, but has
now resumed.

Alarm 1046 CHP block active
The CHP is switched off because the external blocking signal for the CHP is active. This could result
in some of the lighting being switched off immediately.

Alarm 1047 CHP block off
The CHP was switched off temporarily because the external blocking signal for the CHP was active.
The external blocking via the blocking signal has been lifted.

Alarm 1048 Electricity network block active
The electricity network is no longer available to supply electricity because an external blocking signal
has become active for the electricity network. This could result in some of the lighting being switched
off immediately.
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Alarm 1049 Electricity network block off
The electricity network was temporarily not available. This situation has now been resolved because
the external blocking signal has ceased. This could result in some of the lighting being switched back
on.

Alarm 1051 Gas sum monitoring active
Control on average gas consumption (section I304) is released.

Alarm 1052 Gas sum monitoring off
Controlling on average gas consumption (section I304) has been manually switched off or controlling
on average gas consumption is not possible because the gas measurement is not available.

Alarm 1053 External CO₂ not available
External CO2 supply is not possible, the external CO2 supply has stopped.

Alarm 1054 External CO₂ available
External CO2 supply was temporarily not possible, the external CO2 supply has restarted.

Alarm 1055 Electr.imp/exp at same time
The week strategy for electricity management specifies that both import and export must take place
for a minimum of 1 clock hour. This combination is not supported, the export demand takes priority
over the import demand

Alarm 1056 Electr.imp/exp not at same time
The week strategy for electricity management specified that both import and export must take place
for a minimum of 1 clock hour. This combination no longer occurs.

Alarm 1057 Vent released after alarm
Communication with the wash robot has been lost, this error situation is reported by alarm 555.
The vents have subsequently been released manually.

Alarm 1058 Temperature settings limited
One or more temperature settings for the boiler control are outside of the dealer-set limits for the
installation. The control adopts the limit set by the installer.

The following boiler settings can be limited by the installer:
• Maximum boiler temperature (I310) limited below maximum;
• Temperature on-going (I310), limited below maximum;
• Heat surplus band/temperature (I310.1), limited above minimum;

Alarm 1059 Temperature settings not limited
The set temperature limits are no longer outside of the set limits.
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Alarm 1108 Minimum water level reached on
The water level in the cold buffer is too low.

Alarm 1109 Minimum water level reached off
Message for minimum water level has been cancelled.

Alarm 1110 No valid weather forecast received
No new weather forecast has been received in the last 48 hours (M4.1). This may have consequences
for the strategy selected automatically in I370.

Alarm 1111 Valid weather forecast received
A new weather forecast HAS now been received. The message for 'no valid weather forecast received'
has been cancelled.

Alarm 1112 LT-heat management strategy on
A minimum of 1 period has been activated in section I370. The LT heat management strategy is
determined based on this period.

Alarm 1113 LT-heat management strategy off
No period which can be used as the basis for controlling LT heat management has been activated
in section I370. It is possible that there may have been an automatic switch to another season(I370.1,
I370.2, I370.3 of I370.4) for which no period at all is set.

Alarm 1300 Controller applicable
Control of the field device is possible via the network connection.

Alarm 1301 Controller not applicable
Control of the field device is not possible via the network connection. It is possible that the application
concerned has not been configured.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 1302 Controller usable:..
Control of the field device is possible via the network connection.

See Explanation of numbers in messages from field equipment (page 1202) for an explanation of the
figure.

Alarm 1303 Controller not usable:..
Control of the field device is not possible via the network connection. The field device is not showing
an error and is not defective.
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Possible causes:

• The field device is reporting that active measuring has been stopped or aborted;
• The field device is in maintenance;
• The field device is set to manual operation;
• The field device has been blocked by an external signal.

See Explanation of numbers in messages from field equipment (page 1202) for an explanation of the
figure.

Alarm 1304 Controller not limited:..
Control of the field device via the network connection has not been limited.

See Explanation of numbers in messages from field equipment (page 1202) for an explanation of the
figure.

Alarm 1305 Controller limited:..
Control of the field device via the network connection cannot be used or cannot be used fully.

See Explanation of numbers in messages from field equipment (page 1202) for an explanation of the
figure.

This message is displayed if the network connection receives an external signal that
falls outside of the set minimum or maximum.

Cause:

Alarm 1400 Measurement applicable
Measuring using the field device is possible.

Alarm 1401 Measurement not applicable
Measuring using the field device is not possible.

The process control cannot function correctly as the application has not been configured
or has been configured incorrectly.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 1402 Meas value available:..
The measured value from the field device is available via the network connection.

See Explanation of numbers in messages from field equipment (page 1202) for an explanation of the
figure.

Alarm 1403 Meas value not available:..
The measured value from the field device is not available via the network connection.

Possible causes:

• The field device is reporting that active measuring has been stopped or aborted;
• The field device is in maintenance;
• The field device is set to manual operation;
• The field device has been blocked by an external signal.
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See Explanation of numbers in messages from field equipment (page 1202) for an explanation of the
figure.

Alarm 1801 UV system status: start
The UV system is started up and is in the START status. The UV system always starts up from the
REST status.

Alarm 1802 UV system status: production
Busy treating water. The UV system is in the PRODUCTION status. The UV system will reach the
PRODUCTION status after the START status has elapsed.

Alarm 1803 UV system status: acid rinsing
The UV chamber of the UV system is cleaned with an acid rinse. The UV system can reach the ACID
RINSE status from either the PRODUCTION or the REST status.

Alarm 1806 UV system status: in rest
The UV system is in the REST status. In this phase there are continuous checks whether the UV system
can be started up.

The UV system reaches the REST status:
• after an acid rinsing, once the process has stopped;
• after reaching the stop level in the tank for disinfected water;
• after reaching the stop level in the drain tank;
• after the expiry of the request to purify water from the discharge water program.

Alarm 1810 Off-take limit heat buffer active
There is temporarily insufficient heat in the heat buffer, this is limiting the heat off-take by the heating
networks.

Alarm 1811 Off-take lim heat buf inactive
There was temporarily insufficient heat in the heat buffer, this limited the heat off-take by the heating
networks. This heat off-take limitation has now been lifted as there is now sufficient heat in the
buffer.

Alarm 1824 Manual control
A fan or pump is set to a manual position. The control cannot control the fan or pump concerned.

Alarm 1825 Automatic control
A fan or pump was set to manual but has been released again for automatic control by the control.
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Alarm 1826 Rainfall radar phase 1 act
Safety phase 1 is active because a rainfall intensity in excess of the set Intensity is forecast within the
set Time-frame. If the Protection has been activated for Safety phase 1, the control will control the
vents and/or curtains to the protection position that is set for Safety phase 1.

Alarm 1827 Rainfall radar phase 1 off
Safety phase 1 was active but has now been deactivated because a rainfall intensity lower than the
set Intensity is forecast within the set Time-frame.

Alarm 1828 Rainfall radar phase 2 act
Safety phase 2 is active because a rainfall intensity in excess of the set Intensity is forecast within the
set Time-frame. If the Protection has been activated for Safety phase 2, the control will control the
vents and/or curtains to the protection position that is set for Safety phase 2.

Alarm 1829 Rainfall radar phase 2 off
Safety phase 2 was active but has now been deactivated because a rainfall intensity lower than the
set Intensity is forecast within the set Time-frame.

Alarm 1830 Energy loss mixing chamber on
The heat or combiblock has been switched on for more than 1 hour in order to compensate for heat
loss in the mixing chamber. Unwanted energy loss may occur as the result of, for example, outside
valves that have not closed properly.

Alarm 1831 Energy loss mixing chamber off
The heat or combiblock was switched on in order to compensate for energy loss in the mixing
chamber, but has been switched off.

Alarm 1832 Frost protection on
In order to prevent the supply and return lines for freezing, the pump in the block has been activated.
If water of a sufficient temperature is available, the temperature in the supply line may be controlled
during periods of frost on the basis of a set temperature.

Alarm 1833 Frost protection off
According to the air temperature measurement in the supply and return lines in the block, the risk
of freezing has passed,

or

there is a temporary demand for heating or cooling, which means that separate frost protection is
no longer required.

Alarm 1834 Heating for cold mix.chamber on
The air treatment control is not active but the heat or combiblock is switched on in order to
compensate the heat loss in the mixing chamber during air circulation.
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Alarm 1835 Heating for cold mix.chamber off
The air treatment control has been activated or the heat or combiblock has been switched off as
there is no longer any heat loss in the mixing chamber.

Alarm 1836 Drain measurement
At the time of this report, the drain percentage is calculated as a fraction of total irrigation.

You can enable or disable this message in I1.

Alarm 1850 Manual start fertilizer mixer
With a manual start command, the fertiliser mixer is started with the filling of AB tanks for the
specified recipe number.

Alarm 1851 Automatic start fertilizer mixer
The control starts the fertiliser mixer with the filling of A/B/C/D tanks for the specified recipe number.

Alarm 1852 Operat fail. start fertilizer mix
The fertiliser mixer has received the command to start, but this is not possible.

Alarm 1900 Restart process computer
This message appears every time the process computer restarts.

During the restart, the process computer initialises all processes, so that all controls will be
momentarily interrupted.

A long-term overview of messages is available in Priva Office Direct.

Alarm 9010 Config error input channel: ..
There is a general system error.

The relevant input is no longer used.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9011 Config error output channel:..
There is a general system error.

The relevant output is no longer used.Result

Alarm 9012 Watchdog alarm occurred
The process computer cannot finish the calculation task quick enough. This could mean that there
is an error in one of the controls or that the process computer has insufficient capacity for carrying
out the complete control.
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The process computer will be restarted.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9013 I/O channel .. out of range
Possible causes:
• an input or output is outside the permissible range;
• an input is of the wrong type (an analogue input allocated to a digital input on the I/O module)
• ‘0’ has been entered for an input or output, even though this is not permitted.

The relevant input or output is not being used.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9014 I/O channel .. is reserved

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9015 I/O channel .. already in use
An input or output has been assigned twice.

Only one of the input or outputs with the same number is used.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9016 Wrong freq. used on channel ..
Wrong measurement frequency at input.

The relevant input is not being used.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9017 Wrong comp. used on channel ..
Wrong compensation at input.

The relevant input is not being used.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9018 I/O task not running, chan ..
The IO task is not running for the relevant input or output.

All measurements/controls are switched off.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9019 I/O channel .. not configured
Error so an input or output cannot be used.
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The relevant input or output cannot be used.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9021 XSERVO direction error, ..
A feedback output servo (2 controls and 1 measurement) is running in the wrong direction.

The relevant servo is no longer driven.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9022 I/O channel .. not available
An input or output is not present (IO print missing).

The relevant input or output cannot be used.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9023 I/O module .. out of range
The number of the I/O module exceeds the maximum number on the network.

The I/O module does not function.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9024 I/O module .. in use
An I/O module with the same number has already been configured.

The I/O module does not function.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9025 I/O mod:.. type out of range
The specified type of the I/O module is not supported in the program version.

The I/O module does not function.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9026 I/O mod:.. wrong type in netw.
The specified type of the I/O module does not match the installed type.

The I/O module does not function.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9027 I/O mod:.. type not supported
The I/O module type that has been connected to the network, is not supported in the program
version.
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The I/O module does not function.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9028 I/O mod:.. version not supported
The version of the I/O module that is connected to the network, is not supported in the program
version.

The I/O module does not function.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9029 I/O network not configured
The process computer with the allocated I/O starts without the correct configuration from the
network. Inputs and outputs are allocated, whereas the network has not been configured correctly.

The network is not running.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9030 I/O mod. .. too few ref channels
There are too few reference volts available.

The I/O module does not function.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9031 I/O module not supported
There is an internal error in the program.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9032 I/O chan:.. on wrong I/O mod.
The input or outputs of combined measurements and/or controls are not on the same I/O module.

The relevant input or outputs are not measured or driven.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9033 First I/O module not found
No I/O module can be found, and a closing print has been connected to the input.

The network is not running.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9034 I/O module before CPU not found
The network part on the DCI side of the CPU is not connected properly.
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The network is not running.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9035 I/O module after CPU not found
The network part on the DCO side of the CPU is not connected properly.

The network is not running.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9036 I/O network .. not started
The IO network is fully or totally interrupted or inoperative (Error or network interruption).

Because the process computer has no control or only partial control of the input and
output channels, measurements and controls can no longer be carried out completely.
The last measured values are used, but they can differ from the current values.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Check the system in the interim and take action where necessary.

For an overview of the complete IO network please refer to: M2 Overview IO-Network. This section
contains an overview of the part of the IO network that is functioning.

Alarm 9037 Watchdog on I/O network control.
There is an internal error on the CPU.

The process computer restarts.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9038 I/O network control. static lock
There is an internal error on the CPU.

The network is not running.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9039 I/O network controller data lock
There is an internal error on the CPU.

The network is not running.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9041 I/O module .. not configured
The connected I/O module has not been configured in column Desired in I2.5.
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The network is not working.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9042 Mismatch I/O mod. on I/O net ..
The connected I/O module has not been configured in column Desired in I2.5.

The network is not working.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9060 I/O net .. in use
The I/O network is being used for data transmission.

The network is not working.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9061 I/O net .. in maintenance
The I/O network is being used for commissioning.

The network is not working.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9062 Timeout on I/O net ..
The CPC does not receive any response from the Transrouter.

The network is not working.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9063 Communic. failure on I/O net ..
There is no communication between the Transrouter and the I/O modules.

The network is not working.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9064 I/O net .. disabled

Due to maintenance or testing purposes the I/O network is switched off.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9065 I/O net .. limited access

Network only partially available.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action
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Alarm 9070 Alarm server in use
The same alarm server has been configured for 2 different CPCs.

Alarms are not correctly reported.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9071 Communicat. failure alarm server
There is no communication between the CPC and the alarm server of the Transrouter.

Alarms are not correctly reported.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9080 USB: no device for backup
A USB stick has not been connected to the CPC for saving the program, configuration and setting
data. Saving takes place after the S20/S22 command, when the CPC is closed, in the event of a power
failure and daily at a fixed time.

The backup has not been saved correctly.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9081 USB: no space for backup
There is not enough space on the USB stick to save the program, configuration and setting data.
Saving takes place after the S20/S22 command, when the CPC is closed, in the event of a power
failure and daily at a fixed time.

The backup has not been saved correctly.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9082 USB: write error creating backup
Due to a writing error, the CPC program cannot save the program, configuration and setting data
on the USB stick. Saving takes place after the S20/S22 command, when the CPC is closed, in the
event of a power failure and daily at a fixed time.

The backup has not been saved correctly.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9083 USB: system error creating backup
Due to an internal error, the CPC program cannot save the program, configuration and setting data
on the USB stick. Saving takes place after the S20/S22 command, when the CPC is closed, in the
event of a power failure and daily at a fixed time.

The backup has not been saved correctly.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action
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Alarm 9084 Critical error,settings in danger
Normally, the process computer saves the current program, configuration and setting data on the
flash card every night at 02:00 am; this, however, has not been successful.

Alarm 9085 Abrupt restart - contact dealer!

A fatal error has occurred in the process computer. The process computer has restarted
automatically. Please contact your Priva Partner.

This alarm remains active for 12 hours and then disappears from M0.

Alarm 9086 UPS not working correctly
The UPS is not functioning properly or the connection between the CPC (version 2.0, 2.1) and the
UPS has been lost.

If there is no connection between the CPC and the UPS, a backup cannot be saved in
the event of a power supply failure.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9087 Board temperature too high
The temperature of the CPC (version 2.0) is higher than 70⁰C.

Alarm 9088 System STOPPED, set date/time
The CPC (version 2.0) starts with an incorrect date (<2014). This may occur if the CPC has been
switched off for several days.

This alarm is repeated every 15 minutes.

The controls stop.Result
Set the date using Priva Office Direct (\General \Priva Office Configuration \Time
synchronisation settings) or via the S2 command.
The controls will start as soon as the alarm has been cancelled.

Action

Alarm 9089 applied I/O exceeded allowed max
The number of configured inputs or outputs exceeds the specifications.

The performance and/or stability of the system cannot be guaranteed. Exceeding this
specification is at your own risk.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9090 Measurement not reachable:..

There is no communication between the process computer and the specified input. As a
result, it is possible that the process computer may not perform all the controls correctly.
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Please contact your Priva Partner.

Take action now to prevent damage to your crop.
Check the temperature, humidity and water requirement.
If necessary, intervene manually to prevent damage to your crop.

Action

Alarm 9091 Control not reachable:..

There is no communication between the process computer and the specified output. As a
result, it is possible that the process computer may not perform all the controls correctly.

Please contact your Priva Partner.

Take action now to prevent damage to your crop.
Check the temperature, humidity and water requirement.
If necessary, intervene manually to prevent damage to your crop.

Action

Alarm 9100 Illegal COM port for printer
The printer has been allocated to a COM port that is not present.

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9101 Illegal COM port for nutronic
The Nutronic has been allocated to a COM port that is not present or not suitable.

The Nutronic cannot dose and the dosage in the process computer has the ERROR
status.

Result

Alarm 9102 Illegal COM port for minitel

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9200 NW: CRC mismatch
Different versions may be running on the networked process computers.

The data containing the error is no longer communicated.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9201 NW: nvar mismatch
Different versions may be running on the networked process computers.

The data containing the error is no longer communicated.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action
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Alarm 9202 NW: loadid mismatch
Different versions may be running on the networked process computers or the new NXL file has not
yet been activated on all process computers using the S20 command.

The data containing the error is no longer communicated.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9203 NW: not a mbox
Internal error.

The data containing the error is no longer communicated.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9204 NW: no uivar connected
Internal error.

The data containing the error is no longer communicated.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9205 NW: wrong message length
Different versions may be running on the networked process computers.

The data containing the error is no longer communicated.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9206 NW: wrong DI
Different versions may be running on the networked process computers.

The data containing the error is no longer communicated.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9207 NW: host .. off line
It is no longer possible to communicate with one of the networked process computers. A network
cable may be disconnected or faulty.

Communication with the process computer concerned is not possible, except weather
measurements within networks containing only a single meteorological station.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9208 NW: host not in host table
It is not possible to communicate with one of the networked process computers.
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Communication with the process computer concerned is not possible, except weather
measurements within networks containing only a single meteorological station.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9250 No NXL file
There is no NXL file available on the process computer.

Communication with the process computer concerned is not possible, except weather
measurements within networks containing only a single meteorological station.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9251 NXL - CBL mismatch
The NXL file on the process computer does not match the program on the process computer.

There is no communication possible with the process computer concerned, except
weather measurements.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Alarm 9253 Platform environment alarm
The control application on the CPC is not compatible with the installed system software.

The control application cannot be started.Result
Please contact your Priva Partner.
Update the control application and/or system software.

Action

Alarm 9999 I/O module .. alarm
This I/O module is no longer functioning.

The sub system connected to this I/O module is switched off. The process computer
continues to operate without this I/O module.
The last measured values are used, but they can differ from the current values.

Result

Please contact your Priva Partner.Action

Check the system in the interim and take action where necessary.

Alarm 10000 No connection with computer ..
There is no connection between Priva Office Direct and one of the process computers.

You cannot operate the control software using Priva Office Direct. No data will be logged
for graphs or for the Report generator.

Result

Check the PC, the connection and the control software.Action

Alarm 10001 Collection of alarms for computer .. failed
There is no connection between Priva Office Direct and one of the process computers.
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No alarms can be retrieved and saved in the Priva Office Direct overviews.Result
Check the PC, the connection and the control software.Action

Alarm 10010 Collection of meteo data failed.
Collection of meteo data is not working.

The controls that use the weather forecast are continuing to use the last retrieved data.Result
Check the PC and the Internet connection.Action

Alarm 10011 Necessary meteodata for Enervision is missing or
incomplete. The weather forecast of the previous day will be
used.

The controls that use the weather forecast are continuing to use the last retrieved data.Result
Wait one day. The data received from the met office is incorrect, the met office may
resolve this within one day. The controls for energy curtain, growing light and heat
reserve continue using the simulated weather forecast. The heat reserve can be
influenced with the setting Adjustment heat reserve (I300.3).
Another possibility involves having the heat reserve implemented on the basis of the
heat demand of the previous 24 hours. Change the setting Control based on exp heat
demand (I300.3) to YESTERDAY for this purpose.

Action

Alarm 10015 Retrieving radar data failed because of
communication problems, or data is incomplete

Retrieval of the radar data from the met office has failed, or the data are out of date.

The Rainfall Radar protection is not working or is not working accurately.Result
Check the internet connection. Check internet page www.infoplaza.nl. www.infoplaza.nlAction

Alarm 10020 Backup failed
Creating a backup has failed.

The backup that was last created has not been renewed. If there is a problem with the
database it is possible that only an older backup is available to restore.

Result

Check the PC and the network connection.Action

Alarm 10021 The registration database with graph data is very
large. Ask your dealer to split this database with the tool
RegDBSplit to speed up your graphs.

The registration database with graph data is very large.

Graphs are slow to be displayed.Result
Ask your dealer to split the registration database with RegDBSplit.Action
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Alarm 10030 The logging of data for computer .. failed
Logging the data has failed for the specified process computer.

No new (graph) data will be logged and the last data cannot be retrieved.Result
Check the PC and the network connection.Action

Alarm 10035 One or more Priva Office Services are not active
A number of Priva Office Services must always be active. The virus scanner or a Windows update
may have temporarily blocked the process.

Check which process has been stopped in the menu Configuration Priva Office > System settings and
under the heading Priva Office Services.

It is possible that data is not being collected or displayed correctly.Result
Check the virus scanner and firewall settings.
Restart the Priva Office Server PC and check whether the services are active.

Action

Alarm 10036 Daily backup is disabled
For a reliable configuration, the logged values and report data must be backed up every day. It is
possible that this setting was not enabled correctly when a new Connext version was obtained.

Open General > System Administration > Scheduled Actions and enable the daily backup.
The alarm will then disappear within 2 minutes.

Action

Alarm 10040 Download and setting of the delivery instruction
failed.

Downloading and setting of the delivery instruction for electricity export has failed.

The export of electricity will possibly continue with the data retrieved so far and after
that with the specified default export.

Result

Check the PC, the Internet connection and the network connection.Action

Alarm 10050 The synchronisation of the PCU time with the Office
server PC time for PCU .. failed due to network problems

Synchronizing the time of the specified process computer with that of the Priva Office Direct server
has failed due to network problems.

The times on the Priva Office Direct server and the time on the control software may
differ from each other.

Result

Check the PC and the network connection.Action

Alarm 10051 Synchronisation stopped! The PCU time of PCU ..
differs too much from the Office server PC time. Correct the time
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manually. At a summer/winter time changeover also check the
time settings for the periods.

The synchronisation of the Priva Office Direct server time and the control software has stopped. The
time difference between the specified process computer and the Priva Office Direct server is too
great.

The times on the Priva Office Direct server and the time on the control software may
differ from each other.

Result

Correct this manually in General > Configuration Priva Office > Time synchronisation
settings. In addition, check the period time settings with a summer time/winter time
transition.
Check the PC and the network connection.

Action

Explanation of numbers in messages from field equipment
Field equipment connected via a data link transmit additional information to the process computer.
This additional information on measurements and controls is displayed in the alarms and messages
as a number.

Communication with the field device has been lost. The process computer does not take any
further action to restore the communications. Check the field equipment settings using FDCT.
Restart the computer if necessary.

1

Communication with the field device has been lost. Possible causes: broken cable, loose
network connections, network devices switched off or the field device is switched off or
disconnected from the network.

2

The field device has not reported (yet) whether or not it is functioning correctly.3
The field device is reporting a defect via the data connection.5
The process computer does not have a valid command available (yet) for controlling the field
equipment.

6

The field device is reporting an error.7
The field device is reporting an error during maintenance.8
The field device is reporting an error during manual operation.9
The field device which can only be switched on or off is reporting that the control is off while
the control should be on.

11

The field device which can only be switched on or off is reporting that the control is on while
the control should be off.

12

The field device which can only be switched on or off is reporting that the control is on but
there is no activity while the control should be on and active.

13

The field device which can only be switched on or off is reporting that the control is off but
there is still activity while the control should be off and inactive.

14

The field device which can move a mechanism to a specific position is reporting that the control
is ready but the actual position is above the assigned position and deviates by more than the
specified maximum deviation.

21

The field device which can move a mechanism to a specific position is reporting that the control
is ready but the actual position is below the assigned position and deviates by more than the
specified maximum deviation.

22

The field device which can move a mechanism to a specific position is reporting that the control
is active but the actual position is not changing or is not increasing fast enough.

23

The field device which can move a mechanism to a specific position is reporting that the control
is active but the actual position is not changing or is not decreasing fast enough.

24

The field device which can move a mechanism to a specific position is reporting that the control
is active or is carrying out an adjustment while it has been instructed not to make any
adjustments.

25

The field device which can move a mechanism to a specific position is reporting that the control
is ready but it is nevertheless still making an adjustment.

26

The field device which can move a mechanism to a specific position is reporting that the control
is active but it is not making an adjustment.

27

The field device which can move a mechanism to a specific position is reporting that the control
is active but the actual position is changing in the wrong direction.

28
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The field device which facilitates a specific activity is reporting that the control is ready but the
actual activity is higher than the activity assigned and deviates by more than the specified
maximum deviation.

31

The field device which facilitates a specific activity is reporting that the control is ready but the
actual activity is lower than the activity assigned and deviates by more than the specified
maximum deviation.

32

The field device which facilitates a specific activity is reporting that the control is active but
the actual activity is not changing or is not increasing sufficiently fast.

33

The field device which facilitates a specific activity is reporting that the control is active but
the actual activity is not changing or is not decreasing sufficiently fast.

34

The field device which facilitates a specific activity is reporting that the control is active or is
carrying out an adjustment while it has been instructed not to make adjustments and to
continue the current activity.

35

The field device which facilitates a specific activity is reporting that the control is ready but it
is still adjusting the activity.

36

The field device which facilitates a specific activity is reporting that the control is active but it
is not adjusting the activity.

37

The field device which facilitates a specific activity is reporting that the control is active but
the actual activity is changing in the wrong direction.

38

The field device which facilitates a specific activity is reporting that the control is active while
the activity should have stopped.

39

The field device which realises a specific capacity is reporting that the control is on and active
but the actual capacity is more than the capacity assigned and deviates by more than the
specified maximum deviation.

41

The field device which realises a specific capacity is reporting that the control is on and active
but the actual capacity is less than the capacity assigned and deviates by more than the
specified maximum deviation.

42

The field device which realises a specific capacity is reporting that the control is on and active
but the actual capacity is not increasing or not increasing quickly enough.

43

The field device which realises a specific capacity is reporting that the control is on and active
but the actual capacity is not decreasing or not decreasing quickly enough.

44

The field device which realises a specific capacity is reporting that the control is on while the
control should be off.

45

The field device which realises a specific capacity is reporting that the control is off but capacity
is still being supplied.

46

The field device which realises a specific capacity is reporting that the control is on but is not
reporting that capacity is being supplied.

47

The field device which realises a specific capacity is reporting that the control is on but the
actual capacity is changing in the wrong direction.

48

The field device which realises a specific capacity is reporting that the control is off while the
control should be on.

49
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Wind speed in different units
Wind speed can be expressed in different units The table below shows the relationship between the
different units and is based on measurements at a height of 10 meters in open terrain.

The wind speed, measured at the meteorological station, is generally lower than at 10 meters because
measuring usually does not take place in open terrain and at a height of 10 meters.

Characteristicskm/hm/sBeaufortName
Smoke rises vertically.< 1< 0.20Calm
Wind motion visible in smoke.1 - 50.3 - 1.51Light air
Leaves russle.6 - 111.6 - 3.32Light breeze
Leaves and smaller twigs in constant motion.12 - 193.4 - 5.43Gentle breeze
Dust and loose paper raised.20 - 285.5 - 7.94Moderate breeze
Smaller trees sway.29 - 388.0 - 10.75Fresh breeze
Large branches in motion.39 - 4910.8 - 13.86Strong breeze
Whole trees in motion.50 - 6113.9 - 17.17Moderate gale
Twigs broken from trees.62 - 7417.2 - 20.78Fresh gale
Light structure damage.75 - 8820.8 - 24.49Strong gale
Trees uprooted.89 - 10224.5 - 28.410Storm
Widespread structural damage.103 - 11728.5 - 32.611Violent storm
Considerable and widespread damage to
structures.

> 117> 32.612Hurricane
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Humidity deficit at various relative humidities and temperatures

Humidity deficit in g/m3 at various relative humidities and temperatures
Temperature (°C)RH (%)

201918171615141312111098
10,49,89,28,78,27,77,26,86,46,05,65,35,040
9,59,08,58,07,57,16,66,25,95,55,24,94,645
8,78,27,77,26,86,46,05,75,35,04,74,44,150
7,87,36,96,56,15,85,45,14,84,54,24,03,755
6,96,56,25,85,55,14,84,54,34,03,83,53,360
6,15,75,45,14,84,54,24,03,73,53,33,12,965
5,24,94,64,34,13,93,63,43,23,02,82,62,570
4,34,13,83,63,43,23,02,82,72,52,42,22,175
3,53,33,12,92,72,62,42,32,12,01,91,81,780
2,62,42,32,22,01,91,81,71,61,51,41,31,285
1,71,61,51,41,41,31,21,11,11,00,90,90,890
0,90,80,80,70,70,60,60,60,50,50,50,40,495
0,20,20,20,10,10,10,10,10,10,10,10,10,199
0,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,0100

Humidity deficit in g/m3 at various relative humidities and temperatures
Temperature (°C)RH (%)

30292827262524232221
18,217,316,315,514,613,813,112,411,711,040
16,715,815,014,213,412,712,011,310,710,145
15,214,413,612,912,211,510,910,39,79,250
13,712,912,311,611,010,49,89,38,78,355
12,111,510,910,39,89,28,78,27,87,360
10,610,19,59,08,58,17,67,26,86,465
9,18,68,27,77,36,96,56,25,85,570
7,67,26,86,46,15,85,45,14,94,675
6,15,85,45,24,94,64,44,13,93,780
4,64,34,13,93,73,53,33,12,92,885
3,02,92,72,62,42,32,22,11,91,890
1,51,41,41,31,21,21,11,01,00,995
0,30,30,30,30,20,20,20,20,20,299
0,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,0100

Limitation of vent position

For the maximum vent position, storm has the highest priority, even if another influence
requires a lower maximum vent position.

If several limiting conditions are active simultaneously:
• the limitation that delivers the smallest maximum vent position is shown;
• the limitation that delivers the largest minimum vent position is shown.

Type of limitationLimiting condition(s)Limitation max
vent lee
Limitation max
vent wind

Limitation min
vent lee
Limitation min
vent wind

The vent position is between closed (0%)
and open (100%).

There are no limiting conditions.NONENONE
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Type of limitationLimiting condition(s)Limitation max
vent lee
Limitation max
vent wind

Limitation min
vent lee
Limitation min
vent wind

Only at minimum vent position.The calculated minimum vent position
is less than the maximum vent
position.

-MIN

According to the settings in I140 Crop
treatment strategy (page 499).

The crop treatment program is active.CROP TREATM.CROP TREATM.

Maximum vent position is equal to the Max
vent lee when curtain/Max vent wind when
curtain (I168.1).

A curtain has been activated.CURTAIN-

Maximum vent position is equal to the Max
vent lee when on-off heat/Max vent wind when
on-off heat(I125.3).

The on/off heating is on.ON/OFF HEAT-

Maximum vent position according to set
Wind speed : max vent lee/Wind speed : max
vent lee when rain (I125.1)), if applicable
modified by the influence of Rain quantity :
adjust lee when rain/ Rain quantity : adjust.
wind when rain.

It is raining (Rain = YES).RAIN-

Fixed vent position is 0%.It is freezing (Frost = YES). (Note: there
are several frost limits that can be
adjusted).

FROSTFROST

Fixed vent position is equal to the set Vent
lee position storm/Vent wind position storm
(I125.1).

It is stormy (Storm = YES). (Note: there
are several storm limits that can be
adjusted).

STORMSTORM

Maximum position vent is equal to the set
maximum lee/wind in I125 or I126.

Set maximum vent position.MAX-

The minimum vent position is limited
by the calculated maximum vent
position.

MAX

Fixed vent position, calculated air inlet or
largest of Min air inlet (I135).

The F&P cooling is active.F&PF&P

The maximum vent position is limited by the
vent position at which the robot is allowed
to be active. This vent position is often 0%.
The dealer can set a larger maximum vent
position if the wash robot is suitable for
moving over partially open vents.

The wash robot is moving over the
greenhouse roof. The vents are closed
or limited at a small vent opening over
which the robot can move.

W ROBOTW ROBOT

Maximum vent position is equal to the set
Max vent direct radiation north/south (I128.1).

Dependent on start and end time,
Radiation limit, dead band, off delay
and north and south side (I128.1);

SUN-

Minimum vent position according to set
Humidity : increase min lee/Humidity : increase
min wind (I125).

The measured air humidity (selection
in I125: inside, outside or both) is
higher than the set range (I125.1).

HUMIDITYHUMIDITY

Maximum vent position is limited by the
measured air humidity. (selection in I125
Humidity influence max vent: inside, outside
or both).
Maximum vent position on the wind side is
calculated on the basis of the actual vent
position on the lee side (Calculated vent lee
: max vent wind in I125.1).

The vent on the wind side opened too
far (sucking in air) before the
measured position of the vent on the
lee side reached a particular position.

LEE SIDE-

Maximum vent position lee/wind is
calculated based on the measured wind
speed and a set wind range (I125.1). Only
when a curtain is active and the curtain
position is greater than Curtain limit max vent
(I168.1), is the wind range associated with
the curtain used (I168.1).

The wind speed dependent decrease
is active.

WIND-

During CO2 dosage it is possible to
refresh the greenhouse air via the air
vents, if CO2 flue gas has been dosed
for too long.

AIR REFRESHAIR REFRESH

When controlling the air treatment,
the air vents can be used as outlets

OUTLETOUTLET
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Type of limitationLimiting condition(s)Limitation max
vent lee
Limitation max
vent wind

Limitation min
vent lee
Limitation min
vent wind

The ventilation control does not control by
temperature, the control limits are the same
as those set in I125.

The air treatment strategy has not
released the ventilation control (I15.1).

RELEASERELEASE

The desired vent position is limited
by the rain radar settings (I125.1).

SHOWER
PROT.P1

SHOWER
PROT.P1

The desired vent position is limited
by the rain radar settings (I125.1).

SHOWER
PROT.P2

SHOWER
PROT.P2

The desired vent position is limited
by an extra influence (I1006).

EXTRA
INFLUENCE

EXTRA
INFLUENCE

Adjustment of the minimum vent
position on the lee side to prevent
unnecessary increase of the water
temperature.

DEV. TEMP

The desired vent position is limited
by the influence of the crop activity.

CROP ACT.CROP ACT.

The desired vent position is limited
by the absolute maximum vent
position specified for the vent control
(I128).

INSTALLATIONINSTALLATION

The maximum vent position is gradually
increased to a new maximum according to
Rad : time increase max vent limitation
(I125.1).

The maximum vent position is
gradually increased to a new
maximum.
The minimum vent position is limited
by the maximum vent position
limitation on account of the gradual
increase in the maximum vent.

INCREASEINCREASE

The minimum vent position is limited
by the air blend control.

AIR
CIRCULATION

Valid limitation
If an output cannot temporarily be controlled, the reason is displayed:

There is no limitation.NONE
The control cannot be used over the entire control range.LIMITED
The control has not been released for the control unit, e.g. because it has been
blocked from another part of the system.

NO RELEASE

The control does not carry out the commands correctly, e.g. because the actual
position deviates from the desired position by more than the specified value.

IN ERROR

The control cannot be used, e.g. because the position has been set manually.
The measurement results are valid.

NOT USABLE

A failure has occurred in the control, communication has been lost or maintenance
is being carried out.

DEFECTIVE

The control has not been configured or has no connection.NOT PRESENT

Limitation (for a measurement or control)
For a measurement or control, the following limitations may apply:

The device is working.NONE
The measurement is valid, but the outputs of the device are only usable in a limited
manner.

RESTRICTED

The measurement is valid, but the outputs of the device cannot be controlled.NOT OPERABLE
The measurement is not valid because although the device has been configured, it is
defective or unavailable.

NOT AVAILABLE

The device has not been configuredNOT PRESENT
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Type drive (of a device)
Indication of the type of control that is used for the device.

The device is not controlled by the control.NONE
Control based on the set run time.TIME
Control based on feedbackFEEDBACK
Control and feedback take place via a data connectionDATAPOINT

State (of a device)
The status of the device. The communication with the device can take place via conventional I/O or
via a data connection.

Data connectionConventional I/OState
N/ANo I/O is assigned.IDLE
The control is switched off.The control is switched off.DEACTIVATED
Control has been started, waiting until
control is on.

N/APENDING

The control is making an adjustment.The control is making an adjustment.ACTIVE
The control is limited by the set maximum
position.

The control is limited by the set maximum
position.

AT MAXIMUM

The control is running up.The control is running up.RUNNING UP
The control is in the desired position.The control is in the desired position.AT POSITION
The control is running down.The control is running down.RUNNING DOWN
The control is limited by the set minimum
position.

The control is limited by the set minimum
position.

AT MINIMUM

The control has been stopped, waiting until
control is off.

N/ASTOPPING

Priva Aranet sensors
Depending on the connected sensors, Connext Operator displays the following information:

Temperature
The measured temperature.

Battery
The charge level of the battery as a percentage,

Humidity
The relative humidity as a percentage %.

RSSI
RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indication): the signal strength of the received data in dBm.

Last update
Measured time for which the sensor has been on.

CO2
The measured CO₂ level in ppm.
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Atmospheric pressure
The measured atmospheric pressure.

Distance
The measured distance in metres.

Voltage
The measured voltage in Volts.

Current
The measured electrical current in amperes.

Weight
The measured weight in kilograms.

Weight_raw
The raw signal from the weight sensor.

Illuminance
The measured illuminance in lux.

BEC
BEC (Bulk Electric Conductivity): the electrical conductivity of the (bulk) soil measured in millisiemens
per centimetre.

PEC
PEC (Pore water Electrical Conductivity): the calculated electrical conductivity of the pore water in
millisiemens per centimetre.

DP
DP (Dielectric Permittivity): the ability of the substrate to store electrical energy. This value is used,
among other things, in the calculation of VWC.

VWC
VWC (Volumetric Water Content): the water content of soil or substrate expressed as a volume
percentage.

PPFD
PPFD (Photosynthetic Photon Flux Density): the photosynthetic photon flux density expressed in
micromoles/(m²s).

Contact_pulses_cumulative
The cumulative number of pulses.

CO2abc
The type of calibration for the CO₂ sensor:
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Manual calibration: sensor calibration only takes place if initiated by the user.0
Automatic calibration: the CO₂ sensor calibrates the lowest measured level in a period
of 30 days as the "fresh air" reference level of 420 ppm.

1

Distribution of energy consumption per compartment
The quantity of purchased gas and heat is distributed over the compartments.

The figure below shows the purchased quantity on the left and the final distribution per compartment
on the right.

1. Different forms of energy are available for the different sources.
2. The central sources such as the boiler, CHP and the heat exchanger first supply the produced

heat to the buffer (system-dependent).
The energy that arrives in the buffer from the start of the day onwards is converted into a gas
equivalent using the natural gas equivalent conversion factor.
The consumption of the on/off heating group is allocated directly to the compartments.

3. Emptying the buffer makes the heat available in the compartments. In this example, at the end
of the day not all the purchased energy has been consumed in the compartments. A small
fraction is still left in the buffer. Only the fraction of the energy that has actually been consumed
in the compartments is allocated to the compartments.

4. For the distribution of the sum of the gas equivalents, your dealer must link the air treatment
systems present to the corresponding compartment and any autonomous heating systems to
the corresponding compartments.

5. Internally, the control determines per compartment the sum of the heat capacity of the heating
networks (compartment and autonomous) and the air treatment systems. If an (autonomous)
heating control or air treatment control are located in several compartments at the same time,
the ratio of the heated surfaces and the compartment surfaces is decisive.

6. The total of the gas equivalents consumed over all compartments is distributed among the
compartments. This distribution is based on the ratio of the heat capacity sums. In this way,
transport losses are spread across the various compartments.

Vialux software settings
You must enter various software settings depending on the Vialux type.

You can recognise the Vialux type from the outside diameter of the UV chamber:
• 8 cm: Vialux M-Line/Vialux E-Line;
• 9 cm: Priva UV 8 series;
• 11.5 cm: Priva UV 11 series.
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Vialux M-Line
Vialux E-Line

Priva UV 11 seriesPriva UV 8 seriesUser settings

1.5 m³/hr (type M-2/ type
E-2)
2.9 m³/hr (type M-4/ type
E-4)
4.3 m³/hr (type M-6/ type
E-6)
5.7 m³/hr (type M-8/ type
E-8)

1.9 m³/hr1.5 m³/hrMinimum flow (I450) for
guaranteeing a turbulent
flow during disinfection

120001000010000
5000 (Vialux 8185)
2500 (Vialux 8130/Vialux
8260)

Maximum number of
operating hours (M450.1)
Replace after .... operating
hours

Vialux M-Line
Vialux E-Line

Priva UV 11 seriesPriva UV 8 seriesDealer settings

selection of various PUV
types

selection of various P11
types

selection of various P8 typesType UV chamber and
system properties (I450.6)

125 mVSee calibration report of the
UV sensor, you must reset
this value when changing the
UV sensor.

See calibration report of the
UV sensor, you must reset
this value when changing the
UV sensor.

The offset voltage of the
UV-sensor mV offset (I450.7)

5000 mVSee calibration report of the
UV sensor, you must reset
this value when changing the
UV sensor.

See calibration report of the
UV sensor, you must reset
this value when changing the
UV sensor.

The reference voltage of the
UV-sensor.mV reference
(I450.7)

75.0 mW/cm2See calibration report of the
UV sensor, you must reset
this value when changing the
UV sensor.

See calibration report of the
UV sensor, you must reset
this value when changing the
UV sensor.

mW/cm² reference (I450.7)

Depending on the desired UV dosage (I403) and the product constants of the Vialux in question, the
control determines the following T10 limits:
1. T10 Adjustment limit UV dosage start;
2. T10 Adjustment limit UV dosage end;
3. T10 Alarm limit;
4. T10 Stop limit.

Vialux M-LinePriva UV 11 seriesPriva UV 8 seriesT10 limits for selective
disinfection
(Desired UV dosage=100
mJ/cm2)

22%42%20%T10 Adjustment limit UV
dosage start

10%28%10%T10 Adjustment limit UV
dosage end

15%35%15%T10 Alarm limit
10%28%10%T10 Stop limit

Vialux M-LinePriva UV 11 seriesPriva UV 8 seriesT10 limits for total
disinfection
(Desired UV dosage=250
mJ/cm2)

22%42%20%T10 Adjustment limit UV
dosage start

15%37%15%T10 Adjustment limit UV
dosage end

20%42%20%T10 Alarm limit
15%35%15%T10 Stop limit
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Control response:
1. if T10 Adjustment limit UV dosage start is reached: the UV dosage will be gradually increased;
2. if T10 Adjustment limit UV dosage end is reached: the UV dosage will be increased by 24%

(selective disinfection) or 67% (total disinfection);
3. if T10 Alarm limit is reached: alarm 846 T10=.. below alarm limit will be triggered;
4. if T10 Stop limit is reached: alarm 847 T10=.. below stop limit will be triggered.
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Required UV dosage

UV dosage (mJ/cm2)Crop

60 for nematodes (eelworms)
80 for Fusarium fungi
100 for selective disinfection (fungi, bacteria)
250 for total disinfection (including viruses)

General

80 for Olpidium fungi
150 for Pepino mosaic virus
250 for Tobamo viruses

Vegetables

150 for viruses
250 for Tobamo viruses

Flowers

The table below shows what UV dosage is needed for the selective or total disinfection of recirculation
water for flower and vegetable cultivation (source: Wageningen UR Greenhouse Horticulture).
However, always consult your crop advisor.

Flower cultivation

UV dosage (mJ/cm2)DiseaseCrop

80 – 150 – 2501)Fusarium oxysporum fungus
Carnation mottle virus

Carnation

60Pythium species fungus
Radopholus similis (nematodes)

Anthurium

60Meloidogyne incognita (nematodes)Bouvardia
80Fusarium oxysporum fungusCyclamen
80Fusarium oxysporum + Phytophthora species fungusGerbera

80 – 150 – 2501)Odontoglossum ringspot virus + Cymbidium mosaic virusOrchid

80 – 150 – 2501)Flower break virus + Yellow spot virusPelargonium

60Gnomonia + Phytophthora + Pythium species fungus
Hapla Ingognita + Pratylenchus (nematodes)

Rose

60Phytophthora species fungusVarious pot plants
1)The UV dosage depends on the plant disease to be combated.
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Vegetable cultivation

UV dosage (mJ/cm2)DiseaseCrop

60Phytophthora species fungusStrawberry
60Verticilium fungusAubergine
80Fusarium oxysporum + Phomopsis fungusGherkin

80 – 1501)Nicotiana virusBean

250Fusarium oxysporum fungus
Tomato mosaic virus

Cherry tomato

250Nematodes
Fusarium oxysporum fungus
Tobacco Necrosis Virus

Courgette

250Pythium species + Verticilium + Phomopsis fungus
Tobacco necrosis virus + Melon necrosis virus
Cucumber green mottle mosaic virus

Cucumber

80 – 150 – 2501)Fusarium oxysporum- + Phomopsis fungusMelon

250Pythium species fungus
Pepper yellow vein virus
Paprika mosaic virus

Pepper

80 – 1501)Ring necrosis + Leaf curl virusLettuce

150Phytophthora species + Humicola fuscoatra +
Colletotrichem cocodes fungus
Pepino mosaic virus + Potato virus X

Tomato

80Pythium speciesOther vegetable
crops
1)The UV dosage depends on the plant disease to be combated.
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Priva (head office)
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